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May the search for your ancestors be eased by the contents herein.
About the Compilers

Roger & Nancy Verboncoeur

Roger & Nancy (Potter) Verboncoeur graduated from high school together in 1958.

Roger took a position as a student trainee at the Naval Underwater Ordnance Station, Newport, RI and Nancy went on to graduate from the Rhode Island Hospital School of Nursing in 1961. They were married in September 1961.

Roger took a position as an apprentice electronic mechanic at the Overhaul & Repair Department, Naval Air Station, Quonset Point, RI in 1961 and became a journeyman mechanic in 1965. He transferred to a computer programming position at the Supply Department in 1966, where he developed computer software in the accounting field.

Naval Air Station Quonset Point was closed by the Navy in 1974 and the office that employed Roger was moved to Naval Air Station Jacksonville, FL. During this period he was promoted to a Supervisory Computer Specialist position with responsibility for designing, developing, programming, testing, installation, and maintenance of a Budget Formulation and Execution Monitoring System. He supervised a team of eight programmers in this effort. The software was used by various commands in the Department of Defense. Roger retired after a 40 year career as a civilian employee of the U.S. Navy in January 1998.

During this time Roger & Nancy were blessed with eleven children (7 boys and 4 girls).

Their interest in genealogy began in 1989 when they purchased a computer program for organizing their family tree. Since then it has become an addiction to find as much information as possible about their ancestors. One curious thing that was discovered is that Roger & Nancy are fourth cousins.

It was also discovered that not all Vadeboncoeurs are related. There having been some 60+ soldiers that adopted the “dit Vadeboncoeur” name as a “nom-de-guerre” in the 1670 – 1770 time period. This necessitated researching all of them in order to build family relationships.

Roger is descended of Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur on his paternal side and Paul Miraben dit Vadeboncoeur on his maternal side. Nancy is descended of many of the founding fathers of the State of Rhode Island on her paternal side and French-Canadians and a British Home Child on her maternal side. Both trace their ancestry back to the notable greats of Europe such as Charlemagne and back to the Pharohs of Egypt in 1600 B.C.

The research continues and they invite all related families to assist in extending the family tree.

Roger’s Henry Number from Chabrier = #1715371
Forward

The Vadeboncoeur name is not found in France as a family name, but rather, was “adopted” by soldiers in the French Army in the 1670 to 1770 era. It was an Army requirement that each man in a Company was to have a distinct name so as to avoid confusion when a name was called. Thus was born the “dit” name. Some men were able to retain their own surname (eg. Roche dit Roche), others adopted the name of their village or area of residence (eg. Roche dit Laforest), and for those that had a hard time deciding, the Army maintained a list of acceptable names (eg. Vadeboncoeur or Francoeur, etc.). As it turns out, Vadeboncoeur became one of the most popular “nom-de-guerre” in the Army. We have identified over 60 soldiers that used the “dit Vadeboncoeur” name. Only a handful of them retained the Vadeboncoeur name after the end of the Seven Years War, the remainder reverting to their original surname.

The literal translation of “Vadeboncoeur” is “go with a good heart.” The idiomatic translation of the name from French to English is “GO WITH GREAT COURAGE.”

We have been attempting to document all the major events in the lives of the ancestors and descendants of Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur. Events for which we have a copy of the primary record in our files are noted with an asterisk (*) in front of the date for that event. If you can provide additional documentation for this large family we would be grateful.

If you have done any research on the Vadeboncoeur Families you have probably found a number of different spellings for the name. This is enough to give anyone an Identity Crisis! Below is a list of names that we have found in the course of doing research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bunker</td>
<td>Vadeboncour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devadboncoeur</td>
<td>Valbonceur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devadeboncoeur</td>
<td>Valboncoeur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devadeboncour</td>
<td>Valdeboncoeur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodhart</td>
<td>Valleboncoeur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodheart</td>
<td>Vanboncoeur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart</td>
<td>Varboncoeur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>Varboncouver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaboncoeur</td>
<td>Varbounker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vadboncoeur</td>
<td>Vasbenebocuer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vadboncouer</td>
<td>Vasdeboncoeur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vadbunker</td>
<td>Vatboncoeur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vade Bon Coeur</td>
<td>Vatdeboncoeur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vade Bon Couer</td>
<td>Vedeboncoeur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vade Boncoeur</td>
<td>Verbonceur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vade Boncouer</td>
<td>Verboncoeur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vadebonceur</td>
<td>Verboncoeur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vadeboncheur</td>
<td>Verboncouver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vadeboncoeur (the most common)</td>
<td>Verboncour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vadeboncoeur</td>
<td>Verbunker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compiled by: Roger & Nancy Verboncoeur (R.Verboncoeur@Comcast.net)
Throughout this document you will notice entries for “Henry No.” The number of characters in the Henry number denotes the number of generations down from the ancestor soldier to that person. Eg. A Henry number of 1 2 6 5 B 2 1 1 is an 8th generation descendant. That person’s sibling would be 1 2 6 5 B 2 1 2. The more the two Henry numbers match, the closer the relationship. You can determine your relationship to any other person in the report as follows:

Write your Henry No.       1 2 6 5 B 2 1 1
Write the other person’s   1 2 6 7 3 1 6
Find the common ancestor---^---^---
   Siblings---------------------------^---
   First Cousins----------------------^--
   Second Cousins--------------------^--
   Third Cousins---------------------^--
       Once Removed-------------------^-- (No corresponding generation)

These two people are Third Cousins Once Removed

The Henry number also describes your lineage down from the ancestor. In the above example (from right to left) you are the first child of the first child of the second child of the 11th child (siblings greater than 9 use letters) of the fifth child of the sixth child of the second child of the ancestor soldier.

There is a lot of information packed into a Henry Number!
Background

Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur was born in the small village of St Jean-de-Maruejols in the Languedoc region of France which is north west of Marseille on the Mediterranean Sea. The Chabrier name translates to “Goat Herder” from the ancient Occidental language of southern France.

Originally the Chabrier family held to the Protestant Religion, but King Louis XIV in the Edict of 1685 abolished the Protestant Religion and declared that all subjects would become Catholics. And so the “New Catholics” were baptized and married in the Catholic Church, but were buried as Protestants because that was for life eternal.

St Jean-de-Maruejols can be located in the center of the map.

The following pages contain pictures of the village to give you a flavor of the area. Our thanks to Robert Vade Bon Coeur for sharing these photos with us.
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Baptismal Record of Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur
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Generation "E"

1. Bertrand Chabrier #43523 ahnentafel #2048 from Roger #2,048 <Simon, henry no. #E (F2) from Chabrier, born ca 1580 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, religion Protestant, died bef 10 Dec 1630 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.

He married ca 1603 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, Isabeau Montagnac #43524, ahnentafel #2049 from Roger #2,049 <Simon, born ca 1580 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, religion Protestant, died aft 10 Dec 1630 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.

Children:

+ 2 i. Simon Chabrier #43521 born ca 1605.
3  ii. Estienne Chabrier #43525, henry no. #E2 from Chabrier, born ca 1607 in Avéjan, 30, Gard, France, died aft 1627 in Avéjan, 30, Gard, France.

Son existence est attestée par sa désignation dans le testament de Etienne CLAMENS de Taraux en date du 21 juillet 1626 (2E 16 286) "donne à Estienne Chabrier, fils à feu Bertrand, pour tous leurs bons services à chacun 5 livres". Il n'est pas absolument certain d'après ce document que cet Estienne Chabrier soit un fils du Bertrand Chabrier et de Zabian Montagnac comme ici pris en compte. Néanmoins nous le considérons comme tel (sous réserve du contraire) car ce même testament désigne comme autre légataire du testateur, son cousin, Pierre Montagnac, de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols, ce qui indique un lien de parenté avec les Montagnac et renforce notre hypothèse. [Jean-Claude Lacroix].
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Generation "D"

2. Simon Chabrier #43521 (Bertrand), ahnentafel #1024 from Roger #1,024  <Simon, henry no. #D (E1) from Chabrier, born ca 1605 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, occupation master mason, will signed 18 Apr 1646 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died ca 1647 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France. 18 avril 1646 / Testament de Mre Simon Chabrier (2E 16 301 M°G de Pouzols notaire à St-Jean-de-Maruéjols) Mre maçon, de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols, ses enfants Simon, Jean, Anne et Jeanne héritière, sa femme Anthonie Ducresse lequel reconnait ensuite la dot de sa femme, leur contrat reçu du notaire recevant Il était en vie le 18 avril 1646 puisqu'il faisait son testament. Un acte du 2 septembre 1652 indique qu'il est mort. Même indication dans un acte du 22 décembre 1652. [Jean-Claude Lacroix].

He married 10 Dec 1630 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, Antonie Ducres #43522, also known as Anthoinette Ducresse, daughter of Jean Ducres #43526 and Louise Bernard #43527, ahnentafel #1025 from Roger #1,025 <Simon, born ca 1605 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, religion Protestant, will signed 12 Apr 1667 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died aft 12 Apr 1667 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France. 12 avril 1677 / Testament de Antonie Ducresse (2E 16 307 M° G Laborie notaire à St Jean de Maruéjols) "Antonie Ducresse, veuve de Simon Chabrier, habitante de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols, étant devenue malade et avancée en âge, réformée, donne aux pauvres une eymine de blé mangille distribuable en pain cuit devant la porte de sa maison à Jeanne Chabrier, sa fille plus jeune, 120 livres et une caisse en bois de noyer à Jean et Anne, autres enfants, outre constitutions, 5 sols héritier, son fils ainé, Simon Chabrier acte à la maison de la testatrice, Présents : Jean Taulelle, Jacques Combaluzier, Jean Dumont et autres" [Jean-Claude Lacroix].

Children:

+ 4 i. Simon Chabrier #43519 born ca 1632.

5 ii. Jean Chabrier #43528, henry no. #D2 from Chabrier, born ca 1634 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, religion Protestant, occupation wool comber, died aft 30 Oct 1667. vivant lors du testament de sa mère (12/4/1667) (2E 16 307) signe une quittance pour son frère Simon de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols le 30/10/1667

[Jean-Claude Lacroix].

6 iii. Anne Chabrier #43529, henry no. #D3 from Chabrier, born ca 1640 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, religion Protestant, died 24 May 1710 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.

She married 22 Oct 1658 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, Jean Soulier #43530, born ca 1635 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, religion Protestant.

7 iv. Jeanne Chabrier #43531, henry no. #D4 from Chabrier, born ca 1644 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, religion Protestant, died 17 Jan 1708 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.

She married ca 1667 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, Pierre Montagnac #43532, born ca 1645 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, religion Protestant, died aft 17 Jan 1708 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.
La Famille Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR
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Generation "C"

4. **Simon** Chabrier #43519 (Simon2, Bertrand1), ahnentafel #512 from Roger  #512  <Jean, henry no. #C (D1) from Chabrier, born ca 1632 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,1 occupation 02 Sep 1652 apprenticed to Jean Roux, carder for 15 months,1 occupation 25 Jul 1700 domestic,1 will signed 25 Jul 1700, died 25 Jul 1700 - 12 Apr 1711 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.1 25/07/1700 Testament de Simon Chabrier (2E 16 320 f78)

Le 25 juillet 1700, Simon Chabrier, ménager, de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols, [mari de Marguerite Teaulan], lequel ayant un charbon sur le visage et en danger de mort, incertain de l'heure de sa mort, a voulu faire son testament :

Il donne aux pauvres de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols six cartes de bled mangille payables à son décès.
Il donne à Louis, Simon et Henri, ses fils non mariés, et à chacun, la somme de 100 livres, payable quand ils se marieront.
Il veut que Jean et Estienne Chabrier, ses autres enfants, soient content de ce qu'il leur a donné lors de leur mariage.
Il donne 5 sols à ses autres parents.
Il fait son héritier universel sa femme [Marguerite Teaulan] pour transmettre à autre Simon Chabrier, son fils aîné.

[Note JCL : On remarque que sa fille Françoise ne figure pas dans ce testament. J'en conclus qu'elle est morte avant la date du testament. On remarque également deux fils prénommés Simon.]

[Jean-Claude Lacroix].

He married ca 1664 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,1 **Marguerite Teaulan** #43520 (daughter of Louis Teaulan #43533), ahnentafel #513 from Roger  #513  <Jean, born ca 1645 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,1 religion Protestant,1 will signed 12 Apr 1711 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,1 died aft 12 Apr 1711 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.1 **Marguerite**: 12 avril 1711 Testament de Marguerite Teaulan

(2E 16 322 notaire Laborie à St-Jean-Maréjols)

"Le 12 avril 1711, Marguerite Teulan, veuve de Simon Chabrier, de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols donne et lègue à ses enfants Louis, Estienne, Simon, Henry Chabrier, 15 livres à chacun d'eux, payées à ceux qui sont pubères et aux autres lorsqu'ils viendront à se marier ou seront en âge de les recevoir aussi bien à Jean Chabrier, son fils marié
Son héritier universel est son fils aîné, Simon Chabrier.
Fait à St-Jean-de-Maréjols à la maison de la testatrice
Présens : Antoine et Louis Roussel, frères et François Saussine"

[Jean-Claude Lacroix].

**Children:**

+ 8  i.  Simon4 Chabrier #43534 born ca 1665.
+ 9  ii. Jean Chabrier #29329 born ca 1670.
  10 iii. Françoise Chabrier #43535, henry no. #C3 from Chabrier, born 19 Jan 1672 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,1 baptized 24 Jan 1672 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,1 religion Protestant,1 died bef 25 Jul 1700 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.1 24/1/1672 BMS protestant de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols (additif JCL)

"Françoise Chabrière, fille de Simon Chabrier et de Marguerite Téolande, mariés de St-Jean- de-Maruéjols, née le 19 dudit mois, présente en baptême par Simon Pagès et Suzanne Pagesse, illitéres, avec le père, baptisée par Monsieur Rey, ministre, Présens le sieur Pierre Jaussaud et moi, Jean Cappon, soussignés"

[Jean-Claude Lacroix].

11 iv. Louis Chabrier #43536, henry no. #C4 from Chabrier, born ca 1674 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,1 religion Protestant,1 died aft 1711.1
12 v. Estienne Chabrier #43537, henry no. #C5 from Chabrier, born ca 1674 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,1 religion Protestant,1 died aft 1711.1
13 vi. Simon Chabrier #43539, henry no. #C6 from Chabrier, born ca 1680 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,1 religion Protestant,1 died aft 1711.1
14 vii. Henry Chabrier #43538, henry no. #C7 from Chabrier, born ca 1685 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,1 religion Protestant,1 died aft 1711.1
Generation "B"

8. **Simon⁴ Chabrier** #43534 (Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #C1 from Chabrier, born ca 1665 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ religion Protestant,¹ occupation wool carder,¹ will signed 06 Oct 1718,¹ will signed 05 Dec 1731,¹ died aft 05 Dec 1731 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹ 6/10/1718 Testament de Simon Chabrier (2E 16 321 f254 notaire à St-Jean-de-Maruéjols) habitant de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols recommande son âme à Dieu le Créateur (...) donne aux pauvres un setier de bled mangille à eux distribuable en pain dans l'an de son décès à ses autres parents 5 sols nomme son héritière universelle, sa bien aimée femme, Jeanne MARTIN, à charge de faire legats à ses enfants qui sont Simon, Louis, Estienne, autre Simon, Siméon, Jean, Anne, Marie et Françoise Chabrier (et de ladite Martin) Fait et récité audit St-Jean, maison du testateur Présens Pierre Molhière, fils de feu Claude, Jacques ?, Anthoine Jumas, dudit St-Jean en vie le 5 décembre 1731, date où il fait un nouveau testament

5 décembre 1731 Testament de Simon Chabrier (2E 16 325 f23) [mari de Jeanne Martin, habitant de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols ] indisposé d'une maladie corporelle mais dans tous ses bons sens, mémoire et entendement recommande son âme à Dieu (...) donne aux vraiment pauvres, une eymine de bled mangille distribuable en pain dans l'an de son décès veut que Simon, Louis, Estienne Chabrier, ses enfants soient contents de ce qu'il leur a donné et ne prétendent à rien de plus nomme pour son héritière universelle, sa femme, Jeanne Martine, pour en jouir à charge de régler les légitimes de [autre] Simon, François et Marie, ses enfants de la manière qu'elle jugera à propos. Fait et récité audit St-Jean-de-Maruéjols, maison du testateur, en présence de Maurice Combaluzier, Jacques Bourelly, François Dissoire, Mathieu Eldin, signés avec le testateur Claude Eldin, Vincent fils, tous habitants de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols [Jean-Claude Lacroix].

He married 23 Jan 1691 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ **Jeanne Martin** #43540, born ca 1675 in St Jean de Valériscle, 30960, Gard, France,¹ religion Protestant,¹ died ca 1744.¹ **Jeanne**: Dau of Simon Martin & Anne Deleuze.

**Children:**

+ 15 i. Simon⁵ Chabrier #43541 born ca 1696.
+ 16 ii. Louis Chabrier #43544 born ca 1698.
+ 17 iii. Etienne Chabrier #43542 born ca 1700.
+ 18 iv. Siméon Chabrier #43547, henry no. #C14 in Chabrier, born ca 1704 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died bef 1760 in Uzès, 30, Gard, France.¹
+ 19 v. Jean Chabrier #43545, henry no. #C15 in Chabrier, baptized 04 Jul 1706 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died bef 1760 in Uzès, 30, Gard, France.¹
+ 20 vi. François Chabrier #43543 born 05 Aug 1708.
+ 21 vii. Anne Chabrier #43548, henry no. #C17 in Chabrier, born 28 Apr 1712 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ baptized 01 May 1712 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died bef 05 Dec 1731 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹
+ 22 viii. Marie Chabrier #43546 born ca 1714.

9. **Jean⁴ Chabrier** #29329 (Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), ahnentafel #256 from Roger #256 <Jean, henry no. #B (C2) from Chabrier, born ca 1670 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ religion Protestant,¹ died aft 05 Sep 1726 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹
He married 12 Jul 1693 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, Jeanne Montagnac #29330 (daughter of Jean Montagnac #43549 and Gabrielle Griolet #43550), ahnentafel #257 from Roger #257 <Jean, born ca 1675 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, religion Protestant, died aft 05 Sep 1726 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.1

Children:
+ 23 i. Simon Chabrier #43551 born ca 1695.
+ 24 ii. Jean Chabrier #29275 born ca 1700.
   25 iii. Anne Chabrier #43553, henry no. #B3 from Chabrier, born ca 1705 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, religion Protestant, died aft 1726.1

She married 05 Sep 1726 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, Louis Mesnier #43554, born ca 1700, died aft 05 Sep 1726.1

26 iv. Marie Chabrier #43552, henry no. #B4 from Chabrier, baptized 21 Feb 1708 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died 20 Jan 1712 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.1
La Famille Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR
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Generation "A"

15. **Simon⁵ Chabrier** #43541 (Simon⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #C11 in Chabrier, born ca 1696 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ religion Protestant,¹ occupation laborer,¹ died ca 15 Aug 1759 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹

3 juillet 1759 Testament de Simon Chabrier (2E 16 326)
[époux de Marie Eldin]
travailleur, habitant de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols
au lit, malade quoique en ses bons sens, mémoire et entendement
recommande son âme à Dieu (…)
donne aux pauvres un setier de bled mangille distribuable en pain l'an de son décès
à Alexandre Chabrier, son fils cadet, à François Chabrier, son 3ème fils, et à Marie Chabrier, sa fille, à chacun
pour leurs droits de légitime paternelle, 200 livres payables quand ils auront 25 ans ou quand ils viendront à se marier
veut que Claire Chabrier, mariée avec François Rivière du même lieu, que Jeanne Chabrier mariée avec François Saussine, ses autres deux filles, soient contentes de ce qu'il leur a donné lors de leur contrat de mariage
confirme la donation de la moitié de ses biens qu'il a faite à Simon Chabrier, son fils aîné, dans son contrat de mariage avec Suzanne Barry
pour tout le reste de ses biens, fait son héritière universelle, Marie Eldin, sa bien aimée épouse, à charge de transmettre à tel de ses enfants, male ou femelle, qu'elle jugera à propos
Fait et récité audit St-Jean près du lit du testateur
d'après le document Massot
[Jean-Claude Lacroix].

He married 03 Oct 1725 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ *Marie Charlotte Eldin* #43555, born ca 1700 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died aft 15 Aug 1759 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹ *Marie*: Dau of Claude Eldin & Jeanne Chazel.

Children:

27 i. Jeanne⁶ Chabrier #43561, henry no. #C111 in Chabrier, born 28 Apr 1728 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ baptized 02 May 1728 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ religion Protestant,¹ died 27 Dec 1787 in Saussines, 30, Gard, France.¹

She married bef 1760 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ François Saussine #43562, born in Saussines, 30, Gard, France,¹ died in Saussines, 30, Gard, France.¹

+ 28 ii. Simon Chabrier #43560.

29 iii. Claire Chabrier #43557, henry no. #C113 in Chabrier, born 17 May 1733 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ baptized 19 May 1733 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died aft 1760.¹

She married 25 Nov 1753 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ François Riviere #43558, born ca 1725 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died aft 25 Nov 1753 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹

30 iv. Siméon Chabrier #43566, henry no. #C114 in Chabrier, born 01 Sep 1734 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ baptized 03 Sep 1734 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died bef 03 Jul 1759.¹

31 v. Louis Chabrier #43563, henry no. #C115 in Chabrier, born 28 Feb 1736 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ baptized 31 Mar 1736 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died bef 03 Jul 1759.¹

32 vi. François Chabrier #43559, henry no. #C116 in Chabrier, baptized 21 Apr 1738 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died aft 1760.¹
vii. Mathieu Chabrier #43565, henry no. #C117 in Chabrier, baptized 16 Apr 1739 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died 15 May 1740 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.

viii. Marie Chabrier #43564, henry no. #C118 in Chabrier, born 18 Jul 1740 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, baptized 21 Jul 1740 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died aft 1760.

ix. Alexandre Chabrier #43556, henry no. #C119 in Chabrier, born 27 Dec 1742 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, baptized 30 Dec 1742 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died aft 1760.

16. Louis Chabrier #43544 (Simon, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #C12 in Chabrier, born ca 1698 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, occupation laborer, died aft 23 Oct 1758 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France. 23 octobre 1758

Testament de Louis Chabrier (2E 16 326)
mari de Isabeau Silhol
travailleur, habitant de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols
malade en son lit quoique en ses bons sens, mémoire et entendement
recommande son âme à Dieu (...etc..)
donne aux pauvres de la paroisse, 3 cartes bled mangille distribuable à la commodité de son héritier
donne à Françoise et Jeanne, ses deux filles, et à chacune d'elles, 50 livres pour tenir lieu de maternelle légitime,
payables quand elles se marieront ou qu'elles auront atteint l'âge de 25 ans
5 sols à ses autres parents
nomme son héritier universel, Vincent Chabrier, son fils
Fait et récité à St-Jean dans la maison prés du lit du testateur en présence de noble Jean Baptiste Labaume Belleville, Jean Roussel bourgeois, Jean Molhiere, Jean Guibal, Jacques Vincent, hbts dudit St-Jean, Pierre Hugues de la ville d'Uzès(…)

[Jean-Claude Lacroix].

He married 22 Nov 1728 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, Isabeau Silhol #43573, born ca 1702 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died bef 30 Oct 1758 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France. Isabeau: Dau of Vincent Silhol & Isabeau Dupuy.

Children:

i. Simon Chabrier #43579, henry no. #C121 in Chabrier, baptized 26 Dec 1729 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died bef 23 Oct 1758 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.

ii. Louis Chabrier #43577, henry no. #C122 in Chabrier, baptized 04 Sep 1731 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died bef 23 Oct 1758 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.

+ iii. Vincent Chabrier #43578 born 07 Apr 1733.

iv. Françoise Chabrier #43575, henry no. #C124 in Chabrier, born 25 Nov 1735 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, baptized 27 Nov 1735 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died aft 23 Oct 1758.

+ v. Jeanne Chabrier #43574 born 20 Apr 1738.

vi. Isabeau Chabrier #43576, henry no. #C126 in Chabrier, baptized 14 Sep 1740 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died bef 23 Oct 1758 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.

17. Etienne Chabrier #43542 (Simon, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #C13 in Chabrier, born ca 1700 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, religion Protestant, died aft 1760.

He married in Uzès, 30, Gard, France, Suzanne Esperandieu #43567, born ca 1707 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.

Children:


ii. Jeanne Chabrier #43568, henry no. #C132 in Chabrier, baptized 08 Jan 1730 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.
20. **Françoise Chabrier** #43543 (Simon, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #C16 in Chabrier, born 05 Aug 1708 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died aft 05 Dec 1731.

She married 17 Feb 1738 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, Jean Champetier #43570, born ca 1710 in Tharaux, 30, Gard, France.

*Children:*

44  i.  Jeanne Champetier #43571, henry no. #C161 in Chabrier, born ca 1740.

She married bef 1760, Jean Alzas #43572, born ca 1730.

22. **Marie Chabrier** #43546 (Simon, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #C18 in Chabrier, born ca 1714 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, died aft 08 Feb 1789.

She married 29 Sep 1733 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, Jean Servier #43580, born ca 1710 in Les Mages, 30, Gard, France.

*Children:*

45  i.  Françoise Servier #43581, henry no. #C181 in Chabrier, born ca 1735 in Les Mages, 30, Gard, France.

She married bef 1760 in Les Mages, 30, Gard, France, Jacques Monredon #43582.

+ 46  ii.  Simon Servier #43583 born ca 1740.

23. **Simon Chabrier** #43551 (Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #B1 from Chabrier, born ca 1695 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, religion Protestant, occupation farmer & cloth weaver, died bef 06 Aug 1770 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.

28/12/1767 Testament de Simon Chabrier (2E 16 327) [mari de Jeanne Arnac] travailleur à la terre, habitant de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols indisposé de maladie corporelle quoique dans ses bons sens, mémoire et entendement élit sa sépulture dans le cimetière du village où il décédera (.) donne aux vraiment pauvres 1 eymine de bled mangille distribuable en pain au devant de la porte de sa maison dans l'an de son décès donne à Simon Chabrier, son fils (et de Jeanne Arnac son épouse) 5 sols outre ce qu'il lui fit lors de son mariage avec Anne Castillon donne à Isabeau [ou Elisabeth] sa fille (et de ladite Arnac) 5 sols outre ce qu'elle a eu nommé son héritière universelle, Jeanne Arnac, son épouse bien aimée Fait et récités audit Simon Chabrier, testateur, au lit, malade, dans sa maison dudit St-Jean, en présence de Joseph Gaspard Lavie bourgeois, Simon Guibal, Jean Molière dit Cadet commerçant, Henri Dubois maçon, Pierre *, Louis Jumas fils d'autre, Antoine Montagnac, maçon, tous habitants dudit St-Jean-de-Maruéjols Simon Chabrier dit ne savoir signer

29 mars 1770 Testament de Simon Chabrier (2E 16 328) [mari de Jeanne Arnac] tisserand de toile, habitant de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols indisposé de maladie corporelle quoique dans ses bons sens, mémoire et entendement après avoir observé les actes de religion de bon chrétien, a élu la sépulture de son corps dans le cimetière du village où il décédera, laissant les honneurs funèbres à la discrétion de son héritière donne aux vraiment pauvres de Jésus-Christ, 2 cartes de bled mangille distribuable en pain par son héritière dans l'an de son décès, sans qu'i soit besoin à son héritière de donner acquit à qui que ce soit en raison de ce légat approuve, ratifie, confirme en faveur de Marie Chabrier, sa petite-fille, fille de feu Simon Chabrier, son fils aîné, la donation qu'il avait faite à son fils dans son contrat de mariage avec Anne Castillon (reçu M°Bertrand en sa
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date) et en outre 5 sols (..) à Elisabeth Chabrier, sa fille (et de Jeanne Arnac son épouse) sa légitime telle que de droit nommé son héritière universelle, Jeanne Arnac, son épouse bien aimée pour en faire us à ses plaisirs et volontés annule toutes dispositions précédentes

Fait et récité audit Simon Chabrier à haute voix à côté de son lit où il est détenu malade dans sa maison d'habitation audit St-Jean-de-Maruéjols en présence de Jean Louis Roussel, J Durastel, Sr Jacques Dupuy bourgeois, Sr Simon Douche bourgeois, Paul Sabès Mre cordonnier, Simon Guibal hoste, habitants de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols, Jean Chambon de Rochegude, Sr Jean Beaumel Mre chirurgien dudit St-Jean

Ledit simon Chabrier a dit ne savoir signer en vie le 29 mars 1770, date de son dernier testament signalé décédé le 6 août 1770 dans le testament de sa femme Jeanne Arnac, désignée veuve Simon Chabrier

[Jean-Claude Lacroix].

He married (1) married (religious) 26 Oct 1717 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,1 Suzanne Barry #43584, born ca 1695,1 religion Protestant,1 died ca 21 May 1723 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.1 Suzanne: Dau of Maurice Barry & Marie Poudenc.

21 mai 1723 Testament de Suzanne Barry (2E 16 324 f262) Femme de Simon Chabrier, demeurant à présent à la maison d'André Dissoire à Pont-de-Tharaux malade recommande son âme à Dieu et .....[.-] nomme son héritier universel, Pierre Dissoire, son cousin, fils de ladite Barry, sa tante.

[Note JCL : On ne parle pas du mari Simon Chabrier qui devait être vivant puisqu'elle n'est pas indiquée veuve. Maladie liée à l'épidémie de peste ? Problème de couple ayant conduit à une séparation de fait puisque le mari n'est pas désigné comme l'héritier universel ?]

[Jean-Claude Lacroix].

He married (2) married (religious) 18 Jan 1724 in St Jean de Valéricle, 30960, Gard, France,1 Jeanne Arnac #43585, born ca 1700,1 religion Protestant,1 died 06 Aug 1770 - 01 Sep 1774 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.1 Jeanne: 6 août 1770 Testament de Jeanne Arnac (2E 16 328) veuve de Simon Chabrier, travailleur à la terre, journalier, habitante de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols malade quoique dans ses bons sens, mémoire et entendement après avoir fait les actes de religion de bonne chrétienne, a élu la sépulture de son corps dans le cimetière du village où elle décèdera (..) donne aux vraiment pauvres de Jésus-Christ, une eymine de bled mangille distribuable en pain par son héritière dans l'année de son décès à la porte de sa maison.

donne 5 sols à ses autres parents.

fait son héritière universelle, Elisabeth Chabrier, sa fille (et dudit feu Simon Chabrier, son mari) Fait et récité à haute voix à ladite Jeanne Arnac, testatrice, à côté de son lit dans sa maison d'habitation audit St-Jean en présence d'Antoine Montagnac, fournier, Simon Dubois, Louis Gibert fils d'autre, Louis Rivière négociant, André Barry aussi négociant, Josph Bouchon fils de Simon du moulin de Calveyrac, tous habitants de St-Jean-de-Maruéjols

Jeanne Arnac ne sait pas signer

Elle était en vie le 6 août 1770 puisqu'elle faisait son testament.

Elle est déclarée décédée dans le CM de sa fille Elisabeth du 1/9/1774 (2E 16 331)

[Jean-Claude Lacroix].
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Children:

+ 47 i. Simon Chabrier #43592 born 07 Jul 1725.
48 ii. Elisabeth Chabrier #43588, henry no. #B12 in Chabrier, born 20 Sep 1728 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 baptized 25 Sep 1728 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 died aft 01 Aug 1774. 1 Godparents: Etienne Griolet & Elisabeth Julian.

She married 01 Sep 1774 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 Pierre Dupuy #43589, born ca 1725 in Felgière, 07, Ardèche, France, 1 occupation shepherd, 1 died aft 01 Sep 1774. 1

49 iii. Barthélemy Chabrier #43586, henry no. #B13 in Chabrier, baptized 29 Apr 1731 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 died bef 28 Dec 1767 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France. 1

He married 07 Nov 1752 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 Pierre Dupuy #43589, born ca 1725 in Felgière, 07, Ardèche, France, 1 occupation shepherd, 1 died aft 01 Sep 1774. 1

48 iv. Jean Chabrier #43590, henry no. #B14 in Chabrier, baptized 22 Apr 1735 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 died bef 1737 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France. 1

49 v. Jean Chabrier #43591, henry no. #B15 in Chabrier, born 10 Feb 1737 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 died bef 28 Dec 1767 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France. 1

24. Jean Chabrier #29275 (Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), ahnentafel #128 from Roger 128  <Jean, henry no. #A (B2) from Chabrier, born ca 1700 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 religion Protestant, 1 occupation weaver & laborer, 1 died in France.

He married married (religious) * 19 Oct 1723 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 3 Jeanne Dubois #29276 (daughter of Jean Dubois #34142 and Bonne Roux #34143), ahnentafel #129 from Roger 129  <Jean, born ca 1700 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 died in France.

Children:

52 i. Jeanne Chabrier #29332, henry no. #A1 in Chabrier, baptized 17 Jun 1725 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 died bef Sep 1731 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.
53 ii. Louis Chabrier #29331, henry no. #A2 in Chabrier, born 02 Nov 1727 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 died in France.
54 iii. Henri Chabrier #29333, henry no. #A3 in Chabrier, born 09 Jun 1730 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 baptized 14 Jun 1730 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 died in France. Godparents: Henri Roux & Anne Chabrier.
55 iv. Jeanne Chabrier #29334, henry no. #A4 in Chabrier, born 23 Sep 1731 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 baptized 28 Sep 1731 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 died bef Jun 1737 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France. Godfather: Charles Escouffier; Godmother: Jeanne Arnac.
56 v. Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29277 born 16 May 1734.
57 vi. Jeanne Chabrier #29335, ref number #A6 Chabrier, born 23 Jun 1737 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 baptized 23 Jun 1737 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 died in France. Godfather: Simon Chabrier; Godmother: Anne Souchon.

She married 24 Jan 1759 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 Antoine Gibert #43593, born ca 1730 in St Denis, 30500, Gard, France, 1 Antoine: Son of Antoine Gibert & Marguerite Reverger.

58 vii. Pierre Chabrier #29336, ref number #A7 Chabrier, born 11 Jun 1740 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 baptized 13 Jun 1740 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France, 1 died in France. Godfather: Noe Barri; Godmother: Jeanne Vernet.
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Generation One

28. Simon⁶ Chabrier #43560 (Simon⁵, Simon⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #C112 in Chabrier, baptized 30 Apr 1730 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ occupation farmer,¹ died 13 Feb 1806 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹

He married 13 Feb 1760 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ Suzanne Barry #43594, born ca 1735 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died bef 13 Feb 1806 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹ Suzanne: Dau of Louis Barry & Jeanne Saussine.

Children:

59  i. Françoise Chabrier #43595, henry no. #C1121 in Chabrier, born 07 May 1765 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ baptized 14 May 1765 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ religion Protestant,¹ died 12 Aug 1831 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹ She married¹ Simon Griolet #43596, born in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.

60  ii. Suzanne Chabrier #43597, henry no. #C1122 in Chabrier, born 03 Jun 1768 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died 23 Dec 1814 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹ She married¹ Louis Jumas #43598, died aft 23 Dec 1814 in France.¹

38. Vincent⁶ Chabrier #43578 (Louis⁵, Simon⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #C123 in Chabrier, born 07 Apr 1733 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ baptized 10 Apr 1733 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ occupation weaver & farmer,¹ died 17 Jul 1807 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹

He married (1) 30 Oct 1758 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ Marie Montagnac #43601, born ca 1730 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died bef 1770 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹ Marie: Dau of Antoine Montagnac & Marie Griolet.

He married (2) ca 1770 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ Marguerite Duport #43602, born ca 1750,¹ died bef 17 Jul 1807 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹

Children:

61  i. Vincent Chabrier #43604, henry no. #C1231 in Chabrier, born 12 Mar 1772 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ baptized 14 Mar 1772 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ religion Protestant,¹ died bef 1789 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹

62  ii. Marie Chabrier #43603, henry no. #C1232 in Chabrier, born 05 Nov 1778 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹

40. Jeanne⁶ Chabrier #43574 (Louis⁵, Simon⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #C125 in Chabrier, born 20 Apr 1738 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died aft 23 Oct 1758 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹

She married ca 1770 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ Etienne Brunel #43599, born 1736 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ died aft 20 Apr 1806 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹ Etienne: Dau of Simon Brunel & Jeanne Montagnac.

Children:

63  i. Jean Louis Brunel #43600, henry no. in Chabrier, baptized 23 Aug 1772 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ religion Protestant.¹

46. Simon⁶ Servier #43583 (Marie⁵ Chabrier, Simon⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #C182 in Chabrier, born ca 1740 in Les Mages, 30, Gard, France,¹ occupation farmer,¹ died aft 1789 in St Brès, 30, Gard, France.¹
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He married 04 Feb 1772 in St Brès, 30, Gard, France,¹ Anne Boissel #43605, born ca 1750 in St Brès, 30, Gard, France.¹

Children:
64  i.  Marie [Servier #43606, henry no. #C1821 in Chabrier, born 22 Aug 1774 in St Brès, 30, Gard, France,¹ died aft 1789.]¹
65  ii. Simon Servier #43607, henry no. #C1822 in Chabrier, born ca 1776 in St Brès, 30, Gard, France,¹ died aft 1789.¹

47. Simon⁶ Chabrier #43592 (Simon⁵, Jean⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #B11 in Chabrier, born 07 Jul 1725 in St Jean de Valériscle, 30960, Gard, France,¹ baptized 07 Jul 1725 in St Jean de Valériscle, 30960, Gard, France,¹ died 28 Dec 1767 - 29 Mar 1770 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹ Godparents: Jean Chabrier & Dauphine Guiraud standing in for Marguerite Martin.

He married 18 Aug 1751 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ Anne Castillon #43608, born ca 1730.¹

Children:
66  i. Simon⁷ Chabrier #43611, henry no. #B111 in Chabrier, born 12 Aug 1757 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ baptized 22 Aug 1757 in Bouquet, 30580, Gard, France,¹ religion Protestant,¹ died bef 29 Mar 1770 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹ Godparents: Simon Mazer from Courlas & Jeanne Arnac, grandmother.
67  ii. Marguerite Chabrier #43612, henry no. #B112 in Chabrier, born 12 Aug 1757 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ baptized 22 Aug 1757 in Bouquet, 30580, Gard, France,¹ religion Protestant,¹ died bef 29 Mar 1770 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹ Godparents: Simon Chabrier, grandfather & Marguerite Jumas.
68  iii. Marie Chabrier #43610, henry no. #B113 in Chabrier, born 17 Jul 1761 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ baptized 19 Jul 1761 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ religion Protestant,¹ died 28 Dec 1840 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹ Godparents: Simon Chabrier & Jeanne Arnac, grandparents.
69  iv. Jean Chabrier #43609, henry no. #B114 in Chabrier, born 18 Feb 1765 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ baptized 14 Mar 1765 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,¹ religion Protestant,¹ died bef 29 Dec 1770 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France.¹ Godparents: Simon Chabrier & Jeanne Arnac, grandparents.

56. Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29277 (Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), ahnentafel #64 from Roger #64 <Pierre (Louis), henry no. #1 (A5) from Chabrier, born 16 May 1734 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,³,⁴ baptized * 18 May 1734 in St Jean de Maruéjols, 30, Gard, France,³,⁴ military 1755 - 08 Sep 1760 French & Indian War --Languedoc Regiment, event * 25 Apr 1758 patient at l'Hotel Dieu de Quebec, event * 1786 leases pew #9 center gospel side in the church,² occupation 07 May 1804 shoemaker,⁵ died 07 May 1804 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁷,⁸,⁹ cause of death 07 May 1804 accidental drowning,⁶ buried * 10 May 1804 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.⁷,⁸,⁹ Godparents: Simon Chabrier, his brother, & Francoise Dubois.

Private Jean Chabrier called Vadeboncoeur

Private Jean Chabrier called Vadeboncoeur is no more famous than any other young man enrolled in the regiments that were part of the French expeditionary force sent to New France in 1755. He is among those who contributed to the defence of the colony and decided to remain in Canada after the defeat instead of returning to France.

Jean Chabrier was born in Saint-Jean-de-Maruéjols, in Languedoc, May 16, 1734. This small village of a few hundred inhabitants is located at the foot of the Cévennes mountains (Southern of France), a few miles east of Saint-Amboix. Jean belonged to a family of weavers, carders and workers in the wool industry. His father, Jean Chabrier, a weaver, married Jeanne Dubois in 1723. The Chabriers, a protestant family, had seven children and Jean was the fifth child.

It is not known exactly when he joined the Army. We know that for many poor families such a career for one of their sons was a relief, because there was one less mouth to feed. However, it was a painful experience, because there was no
Jean Chabrier bears a nickname: Vadeboncoeur. It was very common, in those years, to give a nickname to a soldier. It served two purposes. First, it was an easy way to differentiate individuals bearing the same family name within the unit. Second, it was a way to accept this individual in his new family, the regiment, under a new name. This procedure was common for centuries in the French tradesmen guilds like the Compagnonnage. Almost the same criteria were used to determine a nickname. It could be the place, the town or the province of origin of the soldier like "Lacombe" (from a dale), "Parisien" (from Paris), or "Le Breton" (from Brittany) or "Lyonnaïs" (from Lyon); it could be a flower like "Larose", "Laviolette" ou "Lafleur"; or it could be a reference to the personality of the individual, like "Tranchemontagne" (mountain slayer), "Prêt-à-boire" (a heavy drinker), "Lafranchise" (for his frankness) or "Vadeboncoeur" (go with good heart).

Private Vadeboncoeur had turned 21 when his regiment, the Regiment de Languedoc, was called for service in New France. France and England had engaged in a war that was to last seven years. The conflict had started some two years earlier in North America in the Ohio valley and the region south of Lake Champlain. The French Minister of the Navy and the Colonies, responsible for the defence of the colony with a body of colonial troops, namely the Compagnies franches de la Marine, requested fresh troops from the Minister of War. The Marquis de Montcalm replaced, as commander of the Army, the Baron Dieskau who lost a battle South of Lake Champlain and was made prisoner by the English at the end of 1755. Montcalm, with a greater authority, brought with him fresh troops; among those was the Regiment of Languedoc.

The Regiment of Languedoc was formed in 1671. At this time, the King decided to create a true Royal Army. Usually, new regiments created for the King's service took the name of the region or province where they originated. After the Seven Years War, almost one hundred years after its creation, the regiment would be numbered 67th Infantry. The distinct elements of the uniforms that served to identify the regiment were a six-buttoned vertical pockets on a greyish white jerkin with a blue collar, three buttoned blue cuffs, blue facings, brass buttons, a blue vest and trousers, false-gold braided black felt tricorned hat a with a black cocade.

Jean Chabrier called Vadeboncoeur took part in all of the New France Campaign and was present everywhere his regiment fought. He was hospitalized during the spring of 1758 at Quebec Hôtel-Dieu. We do not know the nature of the sickness, or wound, but he was cared for by the Augustines for at least one month.

The Canadian colony did not have enough military infrastructure to hold all of its troops, except for Quebec city, where "new Barracks" had recently been inaugurated, Louisbourg and Nouvelle-Orléans. Everywhere else, soldiers were quartered with the population who was reimbursed for this duty in the form of a quartering bill. The situation became more critical during winter when military expeditions were minimal. It is most probably during the winter of 1758-1759 that Jean Chabrier called Vadeboncoeur met Angélique Sicard, daughter of Jean Sicard, Seigneur of Carufel and Captain of the Militia, and Marie-Angélique Baron called Lupien. Angélique was two years older than he. The Sicard Family, originally from Castres in Languedoc (Southern of France), were the Seigneurs of Carufel for at least two generations; the fief was located near Maskinongé on the North Shore of the Saint-Lawrence River, west of Trois-Rivières.

September 1759. The future of the French colony was hopeless. Québec had fallen and General Montcalm had been mortally wounded during the battle. The French troops tried to regain their strength while in their winter quarters. Jean and Angélique consorted with each other seriously during the winter. Jean signed a promise of marriage before a notary during the fall of 1759.

Jean Chabrier called Vadeboncoeur fought at the battle of Sainte-Foy in May 1760, but retreated with the entire French Army to Montreal during the summer. On September 8, 1760, Montreal and the entire colony capitulated to the English. On September 15, one week later, Jean Chabrier called Vadeboncoeur, already discharged from the army, married his beloved bride in the small church of Maskinongé.

Almost one month and a half later, on October 22, the first son of Jean and Angélique Chabrier called Vadeboncoeur was born. He also bore the name of his father and grandfather: Jean. This birth marks the beginning of the Chabrier
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called Vadeboncoeur lineage in North America. By the middle of 19th century, the family name Chabrier was replaced by Vadeboncoeur.

The descendants of Jean Chabrier called Vadeboncoeur travelled in all directions and they can be found in the province of Quebec and elsewhere in Canada, but also in the United States. For some of them, the original name was modified over the years due to spelling errors, phonetic interpretations and translations by parish priests, census officials as well as registration officers. From Vadeboncoeur, it was transformed into: Bunker, Devadboncoeur, Devadeboncoeur, Devadeboncour, Goodheart, Hart, Vaboncoeur, Vadboncoeur, Vadboncour, Vadbunker, Vade Bon Coeur, Vade Bon Couer, Vade Boncoeur, Vadeboncoeur, Vadeboncheur, Vadebonceure, Vadeboncoeur, Vadeboncour, Valboncoeur, Valfboncoeur, Valdeboncoeur, Valboncoeur, Vanboncoeur, Varboncoeur, Varboncour, Varbounker, Vasdeboncoeur, Vasedeboncoeur, Vatboncoeur, Vedeboncoeur, Vedeboncoeur, Verbontseur, Verbonceur, Verboncoeu, Verboncoeur, Verbuncouer, Vedeboncoeurt, Verbuncour, and Verbunker.

Guy Vadeboncoeur, Ph D.
Montreal, May 6, 2004

He married (1) * 15 Sep 1760 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Marie Angelique Sicard de Carufel #29278 (daughter of Jean Sicard de Carufel #13258 and Marie-Angélique Baron dit Lupien #34137), ahnentafel #65 from Roger #65 <Pierre (Louis), born 08 Dec 1732 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 7,12 baptized * 08 Dec 1732 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 12 died 19 Oct 1783 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 7,12 buried * 19 Oct 1783 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Francois Sicard & Catherine Labreche.

Children:

+ 70 i. Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29337 born 22 Oct 1760.
+ 71 ii. Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #311 born 17 Sep 1762.
+ 72 iii. Francoise Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29338, henry no. #13 from Chabrier, born 03 Mar 1765 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 11 baptized * 03 Mar 1765 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 11 died 26 Mar 1765 - 20 Apr 1765 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 11 buried * 26 Mar 1765 - 20 Apr 1765 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Joseph Lacourse & Francois Carufel.
+ 73 iv. Marie Josephe Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29339 born 12 May 1766.
+ 74 v. Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29316 born ca 1767.
+ 75 vi. Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29279 born 03 May 1769.

He married (2) * 07 Jan 1784 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Marie Angelique Lagasse dit Mignier #29280, born 23 Dec 1736 in Ste Anne-de-la-Pocatiere, Kamouraska, QC, Canada, (daughter of Andre Mignier dit Lagasse #63636 and Genevieve Rousseau #63637), baptized 23 Dec 1736 in Ste Anne-de-la-Pocatiere, Kamouraska, QC, Canada.
Generation Two

70. Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29337 (Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Chabrier, Simon, Simon, Bertrand),
henry no. #11 from Chabrier, born 22 Oct 1760 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 
baptized * 26 Oct 1760 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 
confirmation * 2 - 3 Jun 1789 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 
died 05 Jun 1818 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
buried * 07 Jun 1818 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. 

Godparents: Alexis Gonneville & Genevieve Duchenil.

He married * 25 May 1789 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
Agathe Chretien #29509, born 26 Sep 1754 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 
(daughter of François Chretien #6044 and Marie Charlotte Bonneau dit Labecasse #6049), 
died 09 Oct 1817 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
buried * 10 Oct 1817 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.

Children:

77 i. Seraphin Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #35513, henry no. #111 from Chabrier, born 24 Mar 1790 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
baptized * 25 Mar 1790 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
died 15 Jul 1790 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
buried * 16 Jul 1790 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. 

Godparents: Jean Chabrier & Celeste Adam, wife of Etienne Poudrier.

71. Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #311 (Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Chabrier, Simon, Simon, Bertrand),
henry no. #12 from Chabrier, born 17 Sep 1762 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 
baptized * 19 Sep 1762 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 
confirmation * 2 - 3 Jun 1789 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 
occupation farmer, died 26 Jul 1830 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
buried * 27 Jul 1830 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. 

Godparents: Antoine Lemyrre & Marie Marchand, wife of Jean Sicard. From St Antoine de Lotbiniere.

He married * 09 Nov 1789 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
reseid (family) 1838 in St Antoine de Tilly, Lotbiniere, QC, Canada, Marie-Charlotte Martineau dit St Onge #312, 
born Jan 1771 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
(daughter of Joseph Martineau dit St Onge #34835 and Marie-Charlotte Chretien #34836), 
died bef 26 Jul 1830.

Children:

78 i. Marie-Josephte Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29341, henry no. #121 from Chabrier, born 05 Aug 1790 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
baptized * 05 Aug 1790 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
died 26 Sep 1791 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
buried * 27 Sep 1791 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. 

Godparents: Joseph Martineau dit St Onge & Angelique Migné, wife of Jean Chabrier.

79 ii. Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29342, henry no. #122 from Chabrier, born 23 Jun 1792 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
baptized * 24 Jun 1792 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
died 24 Jun 1792 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
buried * 25 Jun 1792 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. 

Godparents: Jean Chabrier & Genevieve Lessard, wife of Joseph Martineau dit St Onge.

80 iii. Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29343 born 28 Oct 1793.

81 iv. Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29344 born 23 Dec 1795.

82 v. Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29345 born 17 Jan 1798.


84 vii. Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #6478 born 22 Jan 1803.

85 viii. Louis Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29347, henry no. #128 from Chabrier, born 12 May 1806 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
baptized * 12 May 1806 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
died 31 Mar 1807 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, 
buried * 01 Apr 1807 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. 

Godparents: Louis Brulé & Josephte Martineau dit St Onge (aunt).
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86  ix.  David Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29348, henry no. #129 from Chabrier, born 26 Oct 1807 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,15 baptized * 26 Oct 1807 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,15 died 26 Jul 1808 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,15 buried * 27 Jul 1808 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.15 Godparents: Michel Lefebvre dit Boulanger & Archange Chabrier (cousin).

87  x.  Louise Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29350, birth name Isaac Chabrier dit Verboncoeur,15 henry no. #12A from Chabrier, born 30 May 1809 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,15 baptized * 30 May 1809 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,15 died 21 Nov 1811 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,15 buried * 23 Nov 1811 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.15 Godparents: Joseph Gravelle & Judith Banliac dit Lamontagne.

88  xi.  Léandre Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29351, henry no. #12B from Chabrier, born 27 Apr 1811 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,15 baptized * 27 Apr 1811 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,15 died 07 Jul 1811 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,15 buried * 08 Jul 1811 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.15 Godparents: Joseph Pagé & Adelaide Chabrier (sister).

+ 89  xii.  Elie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #6491 born 22 Jan 1813.

+ 90  xiii.  Francois Xavier Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #313 born 30 Mar 1816.

73.  Marie Josephe Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur #29339 (Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #14 from Chabrier, born 12 May 1766 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,3 baptized * 12 May 1766 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,3 confirmation * 2 - 3 Jun 1789 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,3 died 05 Feb 1851 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,3 buried * 07 Feb 1851 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,3 Godparents: Antoine Courchene & Marie Marthe Sicard. Her son Francois was present at the funeral.

She married * 22 Aug 1791 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,13 Louis Vanasse dit Bastien #29472, born ca 27 Feb 1757 in QC, Canada (son of Joseph Vanasse dit Bastien #52002 and Marie Francoise Dupuis #52003), died 23 Oct 1831 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,18,9 buried * 24 Oct 1831 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9

Children:

91  i.  Marie Marguerite Vanasse dit6 Bastien #41921, henry no. #141 in Chabrier, born 05 Sep 1792 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,5 baptized * 05 Sep 1792 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,5 died 28 Oct 1794 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,5 buried * 28 Oct 1794 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.5 Godparents: Joseph Vanasse (uncle) & Marie Marguerite Foucault dit Courchene wife of Jean Baptiste Lamperon dit Lacharite.

+ 92  ii.  Louis Bastien #42858 born 17 May 1795.

93  iii.  Pierre Bastien #34595, henry no. #143 in Chabrier, born 07 Jul 1797 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9,18 baptized * 07 Jul 1797 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge), ED 26-394,19 occupation 1851 farmer,19 died 31 Dec 1864 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9,18 buried * 02 Jan 1865 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Pierre Bastien, uncle & Marguerite Bastien.

He married * 29 Jul 1860 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 Agnes Macras #51999 (daughter of Daniel Macras #51200 and Josephte Roy dit Desjardins #52001).

94  iv.  Jean Baptiste Bastien #46139, henry no. #144 in Chabrier, born 23 Oct 1800 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,6,18 baptized * 24 Oct 1800 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,6 died 21 Nov 1802 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,6,18 buried * 22 Nov 1802 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.6 Godparents: Jean Chabrier, uncle & Marie Saucier, wife of Francois Bastien, aunt.

95  v.  Joseph Bastien #41922, henry no. #145 in Chabrier, born 15 Dec 1803 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,5 baptized * 16 Dec 1803 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.5 Godparents: Louis Chabrier & Marie Jeanne Bastien.

96  vi.  Jean Baptiste Bastien #41923, henry no. #146 in Chabrier, born 08 Nov 1806 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,5 baptized * 09 Nov 1806 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.5 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Bastien & Louise Gaucher.
74. Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29316 (Jean Chabrier dit* Jean* Jean* Simon* Simon* Bertrand*), henry no. #15 from Chabrier, born ca 1767 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, confirmation * 2 - 3 Jun 1789 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 19 Jul 1842 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 20 Jul 1842 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.

He married (1) * 07 Jan 1789 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Madeleine Bruneau #29328, also known as Magdeleine Bruno, born 19 Sep 1765 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, daughter of Jean Baptiste Bruno #57419 and Francoise Lemire dit Gaucher, baptised * 19 Sep 1765 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 04 Mar 1815 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 06 Mar 1815 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.

Children:

97 i. Archange Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #36099, henry no. #151 from Chabrier, born 19 Aug 1789 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptised * 20 Aug 1789 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 22 Dec 1848 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, buried * 23 Dec 1848 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.

98 ii. Marie Victoire Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #32179, henry no. #152 from Chabrier, born 28 Oct 1790 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptised * 28 Oct 1870 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge), occupation 1851 middle class citizen (bourgeois).

She married * 29 Apr 1811 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Pierre Descoteaux dit Lefebvre #32183, born ca 1770 in Baie-du-Febvre, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, son of Antoine Descoteaux #57421 and Josite Benois #32180, henry no. #156 from Chabrier, born 25 Feb 1798 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 06 Mar 1799 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 07 Mar 1799 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.

100 iv. Marie Magdeleine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #32178 born ca 1794.

101 v. Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #40187, henry no. #155 from Chabrier, born 29 Apr 1796 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptised * 29 Apr 1796 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Amable Chabrier & Celeste Vanas dit Brunau.

102 vi. Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #32180, henry no. #156 from Chabrier, born 25 Feb 1798 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptised * 25 Feb 1798 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 06 Mar 1799 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 07 Mar 1799 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.

103 vii. Jean Baptiste Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #32181, henry no. #157 from Chabrier, born 15 Apr 1800 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptised * 16 Apr 1800 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 04 Dec 1800 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 05 Dec 1800 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.

104 viii. Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert) Vadeboncoeur #29317 born 08 Sep 1801.

He married (2) * 24 Aug 1819 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Josephte Beland #32177, born bef 1787 (daughter of Alexis Beland #58591 and Marie Elizabeth Gervais dit Tolbate #58592). Josephte: m1. Antoine Gonneville.

75. Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29279 (Jean Chabrier dit* Jean* Jean* Simon* Simon* Bertrand*), henry no. #16 from Chabrier, born 03 May 1769 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, died 06 May 1841 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, buried * 07 May 1841 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.

He married * 01 Oct 1792 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, Marie-Anne Brulé #32981, born 27 Jan 1766 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, daughter of Joseph Brulé #34255 and Marie-Anne Lemaitre dt Auger-
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Bellenoix #34256), baptized 27 Jan 1766 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 19 Mar 1813 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried 20 Mar 1813 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

Children:

+ 105  i.  Amable Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #29282 born 03 Jul 1793.

+ 106  ii.  Euphrosine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29473 born 17 Nov 1795.

107  iii.  Nicolas Dieudonné Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29474, henry no. #163 from Chabrier, born 24 Sep 1798 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 25 Sep 1798 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule, occupation 1851 farmer, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, occupation 1861 farmer, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 128-1, died 02 Apr 1879 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 04 Apr 1879 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Nicolas Hagedo & Angelle Pichette.

He married * 06 Feb 1832 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, no children from this marriage, Sophie Lemay #29477, born 01 Oct 1797 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, (daughter of Louis Lemay #34284 and Marie Anne Duguay #34285), baptized * 01 Oct 1797 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule, occupation 1851 farmer, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 128-1, died 05 Nov 1880 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 06 Nov 1880 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Sophie: Godparents: Nicolas Boruin dit Dufrene & Marie Anne Lami, wife of Jacques Roi.


+ 109  v.  Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #32184 born 21 May 1805.

110  vi.  Julie Vadeboncoeur Chabrier #32185, henry no. #166 from Chabrier, born 01 Sep 1808 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 02 Sep 1808 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 27 Jul 1843 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 29 Jul 1843 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Jean Baptiste Chabrier dit Verboncour, uncle & Francoise Blais, wife of Joseph Dessere.

76. Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #32186 (Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), ahnentafel #32 from Roger #32 <Louis, henry no. #17 from Chabrier, born 31 Oct 1775 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 01 Nov 1775 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 15 Feb 1839 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 17 Feb 1839 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Pierre Labrecque & Madeleine Lafreniere.

Pierre Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur was baptised on 01 Nov 1775 at St Joseph's in Maskinonge. He was evidently named after his Godfather. No further record of him, marriage or death, could be located in the Drouin Collection of Catholic Church records.

A baptismal record for Louis Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur was also not to be found in the Drouin Collection. However a marriage record, burial record and baptismal records for his children were located. Louis' original date of birth was projected to be about 1798 based on his marriage date of 1819. When his burial record was located it provided his date of death as 15 Feb 1839 at age 60 years. This then revised his date of birth downward to about 1778.

This researcher has made the assumption that Pierre and Louis Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur are one and the same person based on the following:

1. When Pierre was baptised the priest, Rev. Dominique Petrimoulx, may have failed to enter his second name, ie. Louis Pierre or Pierre Louis. Father Petrimoulx was notoriously lax with his record keeping.
2. Louis' age at the time of his death is presumed to have been inaccurate and based on a guess by a relative.
3. Pierre's lack of a marriage or death record and Louis' lack of a baptismal record dovetail these two persons into one.

He married * 09 Nov 1819 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, and Marguerite Macras #32187 (daughter of Daniel (McGrath) Macras #34598 and Judith Dupuis #34599), ahnentafel #33 from Roger #33 <Louis, born 19 Nov.
1795 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 20 Nov 1795 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 20 Nov 1844 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 22 Nov 1844 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. **Marguerite**; Godparents: Pierre Dupuis & Marguerite Lupien.

Children:

+ 111  i. Louis Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #32188 born 23 Jul 1820.
+ 112  ii. Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29323 born 20 Jan 1822.
+ 113  iii. Magdeleene Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #40190, henry no. #173 from Chabrier, born 14 Nov 1823 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 15 Nov 1823 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 08 Oct 1824 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 09 Oct 1824 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Jacques Ross & Magdeleene Arsenault.
+ 114  iv. Marie Domitille Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #40191, henry no. #174 from Chabrier, born 13 Sep 1825 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 14 Sep 1825 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 18 Jun 1826 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 19 Jun 1826 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Jean Baptiste Ross & Clemence Vincent.
+ 115  v. Martin Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29931 born 10 Oct 1827.
+ 118  viii. Marie Julie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #34582 born 19 Dec 1835.
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**Generation Three**

80. **Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur** #29343 (Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #123 from Chabrier, born 28 Oct 1793 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 29 Oct 1793 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, occupation farmer, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), occupation 1851 laborer, died 03 Feb 1862 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 03 Feb 1862 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

Godparents: Jean Chabrier & Marie-Josephite Grimard, wife of Jean Baptiste Baril.

He married * 16 Jan 1815 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Magdelaine Georgeteau dit St Pierre #29352, born 03 Nov 1782 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Georgeteau dit St Pierre #34837 and Marie-Josephite Sauzier #34838), baptized * 03 Nov 1782 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville). Magdelaine: Godparents: Charles Augé & Magdalaine Bergeron.

Children:

119 i. Marie Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier #29354, Henry no. #1231 from Chabrier, born 08 Oct 1815 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 09 Oct 1815 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville). Godparents: Benoni St Pierre (uncle) & Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur (aunt).

+ 120 ii. Adelaide Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier #29355 born 31 Dec 1816.

121 iii. Eloyse Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #29356, Henry no. #1233 from Chabrier, born 25 Mar 1818 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 26 Mar 1818 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), occupation 1851 embroiderer, died 03 Apr 1864 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Godparents: Joseph Chabrier dit Verboncoeur & Julie Caron.

She married 18 Nov 1861, divorced no children from this marriage, Francis-Xavier Poitras #33219. Francis-Xavier: Son of Basil Poitr.

122 iv. Lucie Verboncoeur #29357, Henry no. #1234 from Chabrier, born 14 Jan 1820 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 14 Jan 1820 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), servant. Godparents: Prudence Verboncoeur (uncle) & Lucie Belaire.

+ 123 v. David Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #29358 born 03 Feb 1821.

124 vi. Marie Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #29359, Henry no. #1236 from Chabrier, born 20 Sep 1822 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 21 Sep 1822 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Jean Baptiste St Pierre, uncle & Josephte Martineau dit St Onge.


+ 126 viii. Leger Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier #29353 born 05 May 1826.

127 ix. Antoine Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #29362, Henry no. #1239 from Chabrier, born 11 Jun 1828 in St Michel d’Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, baptized * 13 Jun 1828 in St Michel d’Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, died 30 Oct 1829 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 31 Oct 1829 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Pierre Vanasse & Magdeleine Macuye(?)

+ 128 x. Francois Xavier Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier #29361 born 23 Apr 1830.

129 xi. Marie-Eléonore Verboncoeur #29363, Henry no. #123B from Chabrier, born 01 Feb 1833 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 02 Feb 1833 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 18 Sep 1833 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 19 Sep 1833 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Emmanuel Desjarlais & Victoire Vincent.

81. **Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur** #29344 (Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #124 from Chabrier, born 23 Dec 1795 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 24 Dec 1795 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St
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Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), died 31 Jan 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 02 Feb 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Rene Lupien & Marguerite Baril.

She married * 11 Jan 1819 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Benoni Georgeteau dit St Pierre #29456, born Jul 1792 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, (son of Joseph Georgeteau dit St Pierre #34837 and Marie-Josephte Saucier #34838), census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), occupation 1851 farmer.

Children:

130 i. Joseph St Pierre #36067, henry no. #1241 from Chabrier, born 02 Jan 1820 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 03 Jan 1820 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died Aug 1832 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Antoine Chabrier dit Verboncoeur (grandfather) & Josephte Saucier (grandmother).

+ 131 ii. Marie Euphemie St Pierre #33199 born 21 Feb 1822.

132 iii. Benoni St Pierre #36069, henry no. #1243 from Chabrier, born 07 Feb 1824 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 08 Feb 1824 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 06 Aug 1832 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Buried * 07 Aug 1832 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Goulet & Victoire Laure.

+ 133 iv. Francois Xavier St Pierre #36070 born 26 Feb 1825.

134 v. Marie St Pierre #41467, henry no. #1245 from Chabrier, born May 1827 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

135 vi. Pierre Prudent St Pierre #33197, henry no. #1246 from Chabrier, born 15 Sep 1829 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 16 Sep 1829 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 06 Aug 1833 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 29 Aug 1833 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Pierre Prudent Verboncoeur & Elisabeth Dupuis.

He married 28 Feb 1881 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Philomene Lupien #54389, born ca 1841 in QC, Canada, daughter of Toussaint Lupien #11418 and Ursule Frigon #54487, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), occupation 1881 farmer.

Godparents: David St Pierre & Domitile St Pierre.

82. Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #29345, census name Joseph Verbuncoeur, (Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #125 from Chabrier, born 17 Jan 1798 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Jan 1798 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, occupation school principal, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), occupation 1851 farmer, died 04 Dec 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 07 Dec 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Theodore Lamirande & Genevieve Lessard, wife of Joseph Martineau dit St Onge.

He married * 01 Mar 1824 in Maskinonge, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, Esther Fleury #29457, born ca 1802 in Maskinonge, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup.
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83. Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit⁶ Vadeboncoeur #29346 (Antoine Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁴ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #126 from Chabrier, born 25 May 1800 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,¹⁵ baptized * 26 May 1800 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,¹⁵ census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),¹⁹ died 11 Sep 1876 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,⁹ buried * 12 Sep 1876 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Pierre Mino & Angelle Pichette.

He married * 18 Feb 1822 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,¹⁴ Lucie Belaire #29458, born ca 1800 in Riviere-du-Loop, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,¹⁹ census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville).¹⁹ Lucie: Dau of Amable Belaire & Amable Durusseau dit Bellecourt.
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Children:

153 i. Mathilde Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #36068, henry no. #1261 from Chabrier, born 20 Sep 1822 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,14 baptized * 21 Sep 1822 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 25 Feb 1823 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 26 Feb 1823 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.14 Godparents: Louis LeSieur dit Desaunier & Amable Durusseau dit Bellecour.

154 ii. Antoine Honore Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #29459, henry no. #1262 from Chabrier, born 22 May 1824 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,14 baptized * 23 May 1824 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 29 Apr 1876 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 12 Oct 1894 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Antoine Lupien & Felicite Belaire.

He married * 05 Oct 1847 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 Clothilde Richer dit Lafleche #29463, born 24 May 1808 in Ste Anne-de-la-Perade, Champlain, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Francois Richer dit Lafleche #6049 and Angeline Fortin #6050), baptized * 24 May 1808 in Ste Anne-de-la-Perade, Champlain, QC, Canada,6 died 09 May 1832 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 06 Aug 1827 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Pierre Pagé & Esther Fleurie.

155 iii. Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #36080, henry no. #1263 from Chabrier, born 14 Nov 1826 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,14 baptized * 15 Nov 1826 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 05 Aug 1827 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 06 Aug 1827 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Pierre Pagé & Esther Fleurie.


+ 157 v. George Stanislas Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #29460 born 18 Feb 1830.

158 vi. Alexis Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #29462, henry no. #1266 from Chabrier, born 27 Nov 1831 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,14 baptized * 28 Nov 1831 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 09 May 1832 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 09 May 1832 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Alexis LeSieur Desaunier & Josephite Martineau dit St Onge.

159 vii. Emelie Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #29461, henry no. #1267 from Chabrier, born 24 Dec 1832 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,14 baptized * 25 Dec 1832 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 29 Mar 1897 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, QC, Canada, buried * 01 Apr 1907 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Chabrier dit Verboncoeur & Emilie Lambert.

She married * 25 Oct 1853 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 no children from this marriage, Theodore Grenier #29465, born 08 Dec 1833 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 (son of Theodore Grenier #57152 and Marguerite Paquin #57153), baptized * 09 Dec 1833 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 29 Mar 1897 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, QC, Canada, buried * 01 Apr 1907 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, QC, Canada.
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in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 12 Feb 1917 in Hopital St Joseph, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Theodore: Godparents: Francois Piche & Esther Vanasse.

Francois Henri Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #36086, henry no. #1268 from Chabrier, born 24 Jan 1834 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 25 Jan 1834 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 25 Aug 1834 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 26 Aug 1834 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Jean Baptiste Durusseau dit Beleour & Adelaide Chabrier dit Verboncoeur.

Onezime Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #36088, henry no. #1269 from Chabrier, born 21 Jan 1836 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 21 Jan 1836 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 12 Jul 1836 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 13 Jul 1836 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Jean Baptiste Durusseau dit Beleour & Adelaide Chabrier dit Verboncoeur.

Francois Thomas Verboncoeur #33201 born 30 Mar 1837.

Marie Philomene Verboncoeur #30332, henry no. #126B from Chabrier, born 18 May 1838 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 18 May 1838 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 21 May 1840 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 23 May 1840 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Amédée Bélair & Mathilda Leblanc.

Marguerite Verboncoeur #36092, henry no. #126C from Chabrier, born 06 Apr 1840 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 Apr 1840 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 08 Apr 1840 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 09 Apr 1840 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Leandre Sauvier & Louise Lafreniere.

Philomene Verboncoeur #36093, henry no. #126D from Chabrier, born 01 Nov 1841 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 01 Nov 1841 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 131A, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Louis Ward, ED 90E4, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D1, died 10 Sep 1902 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 13 Sep 1902 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Theodore Lupien & Adelaide Verboncoeur.

She married * 26 Aug 1862 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, no children from this marriage, Louis Onesime Milot #30333, born 05 Feb 1841 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada, (son of Francois Milot #60652 and Catherine Hubert #60653), baptized * 06 Feb 1841 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 131A, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Louis Ward, ED 90E4, occupation 1881 merchant, died bef 1901 in QC, Canada. Louis: Godparents: Edouard Hubert & Marguerite Milot.

Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #30542 born 26 Feb 1844.

Louis-Aimé Verboncoeur #36094, henry no. #126F from Chabrier, born 30 Nov 1845 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 01 Dec 1845 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 25 Mar 1846 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 26 Mar 1846 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis Belair & Magdelaine Lupien.

La Famille Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #6478, also known as Olivier Verboncoeur (Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit7, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean5 Simon5 Simon5 Bertrand), henry no. #127 from Chabrier, born 22 Jan 1803 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 22 Jan 1803 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, occupation 1851 farmer, emigrated * 10 Sep 1854 to Dayton, Hennepin, MN, naturalized * 13 Jun 1855 at Dayton, Hennepin, MN, census * 09 Oct 1857 in MN, Hennepin, Town 120 Rng 22, occupation 09 Oct 1857 farmer, census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, occupation 26 Oct 1860 farmer, census * 01 Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, will signed 04 Sep 1865, died 23 Nov 1865 in Dayton, Hennepin, MN, proved 11 Jan 1866 in Dayton, Hennepin, MN. Godparents: Olivier Frigon & Agathe Chretien. Witnesses to second marriage: Pierre Sevigny, Felix Sevigny, Moyse Dejarlais, Benjamin Dejarlais. He was a Lieutenant Captain of the Militia.
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He married (1) * 01 Mar 1824 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Magdeleine Lupien #30887, born ca 1807 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Dominique Lupien #34626 and Marie Josephte Fleury #34627), died 19 Dec 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 20 Dec 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David.

Children:

2. Marie Matilde Vadeboncoeur #6554, born 06 Jul 1828 in St Huges, Bagot, PQ, Canada, baptized * 06 Jul 1828 in St Huges, Bagot, PQ, Canada, died 05 Nov 1837 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 07 Nov 1837 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Augustin Reginire & Euphrosine Sasonsiere.
3. Pierre-Prudent Vadeboncoeur #6484 born 25 Sep 1830.
4. Olivier Vadeboncoeur #22149, born 21 Jun 1832 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 21 Jun 1832 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 05 Oct 1832 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Frederic Mopatte & Marie Bastien.
5. Marie-Amanda Vadeboncoeur #40183, born 05 Aug 1834 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 05 Aug 1834 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 24 Mar 1835 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 26 Mar 1835 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Elie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur & Emerentienne Lupien.
6. Olivier Vadeboncoeur #6480, born 07 Apr 1836 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 08 Apr 1836 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 03 May 1839 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 04 May 1839 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Antoine Lupien & Adele Vadeboncoeur.
7. Merilie Leocadie Vadeboncoeur #6479, born 15 Jun 1838 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 15 Jun 1838 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 23 Apr 1839 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 24 Apr 1839 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, Godfather: Hypolitte Trudelle, Godmother: Marguerite Lambert.
9. Adolphe David Vadeboncoeur #6553 born 06 Aug 1842.
10. Olivier A. Vadeboncoeur #6482, born 08 Aug 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 08 Aug 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 17 Nov 1900.
11. Marie Sophie Vadeboncoeur #6483, born 30 Apr 1846 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 30 Apr 1846 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 24 Jun 1847 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 25 Jun 1847 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.

He married (2) * 22 Jul 1851 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, Edwidge Desjarlais #6489, born ca 1806 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Moise Desjarlais #1005 and Julie Vincent #6486), died 19 Dec 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 20 Dec 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David.

Children:

1. Moyse Vadeboncoeur #6490 born 06 Sep 1852.
2. Adele "Delia" Vadeboncoeur #18109 born 17 Nov 1853.
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184 xvi. Joseph Vadeboncoeur #38139, henry no. #127G from Chabrier, born ca 1858 in MN, census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, census * 01 Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, census * 06 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, died * 07 Feb 1874 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, buried * 09 Feb 1874 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN.

+ 185 xvii. Matilda Vadeboncoeur #32629 born Aug 1859.
+ 188 xx. Olive (Celia) Verboncoeur #38102 born Feb 1864.

90. Elie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #6491, census name Elie Verboncoeur, (Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12C from Chabrier, born 22 Jan 1813 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 22 Jan 1813 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, occupation 1851 farmer, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1, occupation 1881 farmer, died 18 May 1889 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 19 May 1889 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.

Children:
+ 189 i. Philmène Vadeboncoeur #6499 born 19 Jul 1837.
+ 190 ii. Marie Emerance Vadeboncoeur #6493, henry no. #12C2 from Chabrier, born 24 Dec 1839 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 24 Dec 1839 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1, died 21 Jan 1910 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 22 Jan 1910 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.

She married * 21 Apr 1884 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Elie Melancon #29233, born 11 May 1831 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, (son of Ignace Melancon #56874 and Esther Desjarlais #56875).

+ 192 iv. Francois Xavier Vadeboncoeur #40203 born 09 Mar 1844.
+ 193 v. Joseph Vadeboncoeur #16675 born ca 1845.
+ 196 viii. Heli Vadeboncoeur #6495 born 04 Oct 1853.

90. Francois Xavier Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #313 (Antoine Chabrier dit, Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12D from Chabrier, born 30 Mar 1816 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 31 Mar 1816 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, occupation 26 Feb 1838 farmer, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, occupation 1861 farmer, died 08 Aug 1887 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 09 Aug 1887 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.


He married * 26 Feb 1838 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, Marguerite Lambert #6467, born ca 1818 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Gabriel Lambert #44161 and Angelique Vasseau #44162), census * 1851 in
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Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, died 1896.

Children:
+ 197 i. Marie-Adelaide° Verboncoeur #372 born 30 Mar 1839.
+ 198 ii. Francois Xavier Vadeboncoeur #302 born 14 Oct 1840.
+ 199 iii. Joseph Ludger Vadeboncoeur #6474, henry no. #12D3 from Chabrier, born 27 Jun 1842 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 28 Jun 1842 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville). Godfather: Joseph Verboncoeur, Godmother: Magdeleine Lupien.
+ 200 iv. Pierre Olivier Vadeboncoeur #6475, henry no. #12D4 from Chabrier, born 30 Jun 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 30 Jun 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 27 Dec 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 28 Dec 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Limoge & Merance Biron.
+ 201 v. Emelie Vadeboncoeur #6476, henry no. #12D5 from Chabrier, born 28 May 1846 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 28 May 1846 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 27 Jul 1846 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 28 Jul 1846 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Edouard Bergeron & Merance ?
+ 202 vi. Pierre Damase Vadeboncoeur #6477 born 02 May 1847.
+ 204 viii. Napoleon Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #29303 born 26 Sep 1849.
+ 205 ix. Joseph Honore Vadeboncoeur #36118, henry no. #12D9 from Chabrier, born 14 Apr 1853 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 15 Apr 1853 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 25 Feb 1855 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 26 Feb 1855 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Honore Vadeboncoeur & Adelaide Vadeboncoeur.
+ 206 x. Leon Hercule Vadeboncoeur #36130, henry no. #12DA from Chabrier, born 24 May 1855 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 25 May 1855 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop. Godparents: Onesime Trepanier & Adelaide Vadeboncoeur.
+ 208 xii. Marie Anne Josephine Vadeboncoeur #31619 born 13 Jun 1859.
+ 209 xiii. Marie Antoine Cyrille Vadeboncoeur #36149, henry no. #12DD from Chabrier, born 24 Feb 1863 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 24 Feb 1863 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 21 May 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 22 May 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Antoine Dejarlais & Marguerite Grenier.

92. Louis° Bastien #42858 (Marie Josephe Chabrier dit° Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit°, Jean° Chabrier, Jean° Simon, Simon°, Bertrand°), henry no. #142 in Chabrier, born 17 May 1795 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 17 May 1795 in Maskinonge, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge), ED 26-394, occupation 1851 farmer, died 16 May 1870 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 19 May 1870 in Maskinonge, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Lunsten(?) & Marie Angeline Mignier.

He married * 22 Oct 1822 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Marie Josephhte Arseneau #46157, born 18 Jun 1796 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, (daughter of Antoine Arseneau #57346 and Marie Josephhte Pratte #57347), baptized * 18 Jun 1796 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge), ED 26-394. Marie: Godparents: Louis Arseneau, uncle & Magdelene Pratte, wife of Jean Baptiste Jarlais, aunt.

Children:
+ 210 i. Marie Emerentienne° Bastien #46158 born 15 Jul 1823.
+ 211 ii. Joseph Bastien #57348, henry no. #1422 from Chabrier, born 29 May 1825 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 30 May 1825 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge), ED 26-394, occupation 1851 laborer. Godparents: Joseph Bastien & Brigitte Deziel.
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212 iii. Sophie Bastien #57352, henry no. #1423 from Chabrier, born 27 May 1828 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 27 May 1828 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinongé), ED 26-394, occupation 1851 servant. Godparents: David Vanasse & Emilie Terriene.

213 iv. Marguerite Bastien #57353, henry no. #1424 from Chabrier, born 26 Mar 1830 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 26 Mar 1830 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Narcisse Dorosier & Susanne St Senautt.


215 vi. Marie Adelle Bastien #57350, henry no. #1426 from Chabrier, born 21 Mar 1834 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 22 Mar 1834 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinongé), ED 26-394. Godparents: Jean Desert & Claire Arsenault.

216 vii. Uldorique Bastien #57351, census name Frederick Bastien, henry no. #1427 from Chabrier, born 30 May 1836 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 01 Jun 1836 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinongé), ED 26-394, occupation 1851 laborer. Godparents: Narcisse Arsenneau & Amable Vanasse dit Vertefueille.

217 viii. Edwidge Bastien #57354, henry no. #1428 from Chabrier, born 25 Aug 1838 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 25 Aug 1838 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 16 Apr 1848 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 17 Apr 1848 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: David Bastien & Marguerite Vertefueille.


He married (1) * 17 Feb 1817 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, MARIE VANASSE DIT BASTIEN #8151, born 23 Jul 1794 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, daughter of Francois Vanasse dit Bastien #34803 and Marie Saucier #34804, baptized * 24 Jul 1794 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 12 Apr 1838 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 14 Apr 1838 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Charles Trinque & Angelique Lefebvre.

Children:

+ 218 i. Joseph Verboncoeur dit Chabrier #8152 born 16 Nov 1817.

219 ii. David Chabrier dit Vaudeboncoeur #40188, henry no. #1532 from Chabrier, born 05 Feb 1819 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 05 Feb 1819 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 18 Jun 1819 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 19 Jun 1819 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Bastien & Archange Chabrier dit Vaudeboncoeur.

220 iii. David Chabrier dit Vaudeboncoeur #40189, henry no. #1533 from Chabrier, born 09 Feb 1820 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 10 Feb 1820 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 31 Aug 1820 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 02 Sep 1820 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Colbert Chabrier & Louise Bastien.

221 iv. Marie Louise Chabrier dit Vaudeboncoeur #40182, henry no. #1534 from Chabrier, born 09 May 1821 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 09 May 1821 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 30 Apr 1824 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 02 May 1824 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Louis Bastien & Josephite Belan.


+ 223 vi. Julie Chabrier dit Vaudeboncoeur #373 born 30 Apr 1824.

224 vii. Sophie Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #34421, henry no. #1537 from Chabrier, born 02 Mar 1826 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 02 Mar 1826 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 12 Sep 1826 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, buried * 13 Sep 1826 in...
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St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada.26 Godparents: Jean-Baptiste Grenier & Sophie Lebrun. They are listed as from St Michel Parish.

225 viii. Louise Vadeboncoeur #38349, henry no. #1538 from Chabrier, born 23 May 1827 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,26 baptized * 24 May 1827 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,26 died 07 Mar 1828 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,26 buried * 08 Mar 1828 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada.26 Godparents: Joseph Pinard & Marie-Anne Grenier.


227 x. Marguerite Vadeboncoeur #38348, henry no. #153A from Chabrier, born 08 Apr 1830 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,44 baptized * 08 Apr 1830 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,44 died 07 Mar 1831 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada.44 buried * 08 Mar 1831 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada.26 Godparents: Joseph Pinard & Marie-Anne Grenier.

+ 228 xi. Frederic Gabriel Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #374 born 08 Nov 1831.

229 xii. Marie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #6469, henry no. #153C from Chabrier, born 12 Feb 1833 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,44 baptized * 14 Feb 1833 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,44 died 12 May 1836 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.45 buried * 13 May 1836 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.45 Godfather: Joseph Verboncoeur, Godmother: Sophie Lemaitre.

230 xiii. Louis Vadeboncoeur #22151, henry no. #153D from Chabrier, born 03 Aug 1834 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,45 baptized * 04 Aug 1834 in St Huges, Bagot, PQ, Canada,43 died 19 Aug 1834 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,46 buried * 20 Aug 1834 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada.44 Godparents: Louis Vanasse & Josephite Mathieu.


232 xv. Helie Vadeboncoeur #370, henry no. #153F from Chabrier, born 13 Apr 1837 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,45 baptized * 13 Apr 1837 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.45 Godparents: Helie Verboncoeur & Marguerite Laroche.

He married (2) * 23 Sep 1845 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.45,6 Marguerite Laroche #320. Marguerite: Widow of Jean-Baptiste Biron.

100. Marie Magdeleine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #32178 (Joseph Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit4, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean2, Simon, Simon2, Bertrand4), henry no. #154 from Chabrier, born ca 1794, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge),19 died 22 May 1865 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,25,8 buried * 26 May 1865 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.26 She died suddenly.

She married * 20 Jan 1834 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,21,13 Louis Lemyre dit Gaucher #32182, born 14 Feb 1791 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Antoine Lemyre dit Gaucher #58519 and Catherine Lacerte #58520), baptized * 15 Feb 1791 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge),19 occupation 1851 farmer,19 died 05 Jan 1863 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 07 Jan 1863 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Louis: Godparents: Joseph Lapine Jr. & Louise Lemyre.

Children:

233 i. Leocadie6 Lemyre dit Gaucher #58522, henry no. #1541 from Chabrier, born 17 Feb 1835 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Feb 1835 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge),19 died 06 Jun 1859 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 08 Jun 1859 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Antoine Lemyre dit Gaucher & Victoria Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur.

104. Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)6 Vadeboncoeur #29317 (Joseph Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit4, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean2, Simon, Simon2, Bertrand4), henry no. #158 from Chabrier, born 08 Sep 1801 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,15 baptized * 09 Sep 1801 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,15 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge),19 occupation 1851 farmer,19 died 02 Apr 1865 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 04 Apr 1865 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur & Angelle Dessert, wife of Antoine Bruneau (aunt).
He married * 14 Jan 1833 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,¹⁴ **Julie Lemay dit Poudrier** #29318, born 20 Nov 1807 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada (daughter of Etienne Lemay dit Poudrier #58524 and Josephte Sicard #58525), baptized * 20 Nov 1807 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,⁹ census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinongé),¹⁹ died 27 Jul 1877 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ buried * 29 Jul 1877 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada.⁹ **Julie**: Godparents: Louis Desmarais & Marguerite Barolette.

Children:

+ 234 i. François⁹ Vadeboncoeur #43339 born 07 Oct 1833.
+ 236 iii. Antoine Vadeboncoeur #34581, henry no. #1583 from Chabrier, born 15 Sep 1835 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ baptized * 15 Sep 1835 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ died 22 Oct 1835 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ buried * 22 Oct 1835 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.¹⁷ Godparents: Antoine Gélinas & Josephte Bélair.
+ 237 iv. David Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #34583, henry no. #1584 from Chabrier, born 20 May 1836 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ baptized * 20 May 1836 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ died 20 May 1836 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ buried * 21 May 1836 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.¹⁷ Godparents: Louis Ladurantais & Marie-Anne Vanasse.
+ 238 v. Marie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #34584, henry no. #1585 from Chabrier, born 20 May 1836 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ baptized * 20 May 1836 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ died 20 May 1836 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ buried * 21 May 1836 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.¹⁷ Godparents: Louis Ladurantais Jr & Marie Anne Vanasse.
+ 239 vi. Marguerite Vadeboncoeur #34585, henry no. #1586 from Chabrier, born 06 Jun 1837 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ baptized * 06 Jun 1837 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ died 04 Jan 1838 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ buried * 05 Jan 1838 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.¹⁷ Godparents: Louis Gaucher & Marguerite Bastien.
+ 240 vii. Anonyme Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #40192, henry no. #1587 from Chabrier, born 09 May 1838 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁸ baptized stillborn, died 09 May 1838 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁸ buried 11 May 1838 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.⁸ Godparents: Louis Ladurantais Jr & Marie-Anne Vanasse.
+ 241 viii. Marguerite Vadeboncoeur #34586, henry no. #1588 from Chabrier, born 24 Mar 1839 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ baptized * 24 Mar 1839 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ died 04 Apr 1839 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ buried * 05 Apr 1839 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.¹⁷ Godparents: Cuthbert Lemyre & Marguerite Morin.
+ 242 ix. Rose-de-Lima Vadeboncoeur #31555 born 13 Feb 1840.
+ 243 x. Julie Vadeboncoeur #31629 born 15 Jan 1841.
+ 244 xi. Marie-Marguerite Vadeboncoeur #34587, henry no. #1589B from Chabrier, born 14 May 1842 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ baptized * 14 May 1842 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ died 26 Oct 1842 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ buried * 29 Oct 1842 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.¹⁷ Godparents: Paul Gervais & Marguerite Beaubien Bisson.
+ 245 xii. Marie-Louise Vadeboncoeur #34588, henry no. #158C from Chabrier, born 24 Dec 1843 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ baptized * 25 Dec 1843 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ died 03 Oct 1844 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ buried * 05 Oct 1844 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.¹⁷ Godparents: Charles Morin & Marguerite Pagé.
+ 246 xiii. Sophie Vadeboncoeur #29322 born 27 Jan 1845.
+ 248 xv. Antoine Vadeboncoeur #34594, henry no. #158F from Chabrier, born 12 Jan 1848 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ died 12 Jan 1848 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ buried * 15 Jan 1848 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.¹⁷
+ 249 xvi. Anonyme Vadeboncoeur #34593, henry no. #158G from Chabrier, born 12 Jan 1848 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ baptized stillborn, died 12 Jan 1848 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,¹⁷ buried * 12 Jan 1848 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.¹⁷
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250  xvi. Amable Vadeboncoeur #29325, henry no. #158H from Chabrier, born 24 Mar 1849 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{17} baptized stillborn, died 24 Mar 1849 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{17} buried * 25 Mar 1849 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{17}

105. **Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Verboncoeur** #29282 (Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{3}), henry no. #161 from Chabrier, born 03 Jul 1793 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{15,9} baptized * 04 Jul 1793 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{15} died bet 1833 - 1878. Godparents: Jean Chabrier & Josephte Brulé, wife of Theodore Lamirande.

He married * 14 Apr 1817 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{15,9} resided (family) 08 May 1825 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, resided (family) 07 Nov 1836 in St Constant, Laprairie, PQ, Canada, resided (family) 27 Feb 1843 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Jean Baptiste Lami dit Laplante & Marie Demarais.

He died * 08 Oct 1832 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 12 Oct 1832 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Charles Perrault & Louise Demarais.

**Children:**

+ 251  i.  Marie (Delima) Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #36071, henry no. #1615 from Chabrier, born 07 May 1825 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{14} baptized * 08 May 1825 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{14} died 25 May 1830 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 15 Sep 1827 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Charles Charbier dit Verboncoeur (uncle) & Eulalie Fleury.

+ 252  ii.  Marie Lina Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #36066, henry no. #1612 from Chabrier, born 30 Oct 1818 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{14} baptized * 31 Oct 1818 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{14} died 09 Jul 1820 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{14} buried * 10 Jul 1820 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{14} Godparents: Antoine Frechette & Louise Doucette.

+ 253  iii.  Nathalie Eugenie Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #30337 born 10 Sep 1820.


+ 255  v.  Joseph Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9} Vadeboncoeur born 06 Jul 1817.

256  vi.  Marie Basilise Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #58760, henry no. #1616 from Chabrier, born 03 Jul 1827 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 03 Jul 1827 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} died 12 Sep 1827 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 15 Sep 1827 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Jean Baptiste Lamirande & Sophie Desmaret.

257  vii.  Marie Celanire Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #59750, henry no. #1617 from Chabrier, born 30 Jul 1828 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 31 Jul 1828 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} died 25 May 1830 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 29 May 1830 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Charles Perrault & Louise Demarais.

258  viii.  Maxime Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #58523, henry no. #1618 from Chabrier, born 04 Dec 1830 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 04 Dec 1830 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} died 08 Oct 1832 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 12 Oct 1832 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Francois Bruglieur & Adeline Brule.

259  ix.  Clotilde Vadeboncoeur #58761, henry no. #1619 from Chabrier, born 02 May 1833 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 04 May 1833 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Jean Baptiste Len_ dit Laplante & Brigitte Desmarais.

106. **Euphrosine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur** #29473 (Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{3}), henry no. #162 from Chabrier, born 17 Nov 1795 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{15} baptized * 18 Nov 1795 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{15} died 19 Jun 1848 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 20 Jun 1848 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Charles Dupuis & Agathe Chretien, wife of Jean Chabrier.

She married * 06 Nov 1815 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{15} Pierre Lemay dit Poudrier #29476, born 05 Mar 1788 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{15} (son of Joseph Lemay #34839 and Josephte Marcotte #34840), baptized * 06 Mar 1788 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste
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Children:

260 i. Pierre Lemay dit Poudrier #34856, henry no. #1621 from Chabrier, born 01 Jan 1816 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, baptized * 02 Jan 1816 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, died 04 May 1827 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, buried * 05 May 1827 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Baril & Marguerite Lebeau.

261 ii. Euphrosine Lemay #34857, henry no. #1622 from Chabrier, born 19 Dec 1817 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 Dec 1817 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Ste Maurice, Ste Ursule, died 08 Mar 1864 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 10 Mar 1864 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Louis Lemai & Josephte Dupaul.

262 iii. Joseph Lemay #39685, henry no. #1623 from Chabrier, born 24 Sep 1819 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, baptized * 25 Sep 1819 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, died 04 Jul 1820 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, buried * 05 Jul 1820 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. Godparents: Laurent Grenier & Angelique Girard.

263 iv. Celeste Lemay #39845 born 13 Jul 1821.

264 v. Marie Domitille Lemay #39842, henry no. #1625 from Chabrier, born 05 Mar 1825 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 Mar 1825 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, died 15 May 1826 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, buried * 16 May 1826 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis Pichette & Angelique Dube.

265 vi. Flavie Lemay #39831, henry no. #1626 from Chabrier, born 19 Mar 1827 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 Mar 1827 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Ste Maurice, Ste Ursule, occupation 1851 farmer, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, occupation 1861 farmer, census * 20 Dec 1818 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 14 Sep 1845 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Nicolas Chabrier, uncle & Françoise Bidon.

266 vii. Marie Domitilde Lemay #39841 born 02 Aug 1829.

267 viii. Marguerite Lemay #36085 born 15 Jul 1833.


108. Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #29475, census name John Bunker, also known as Jean Baptiste Vauboncoeur dit Grenier (Charles Amable Chabrier dit' Vauboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit', Jean Chabrier, Jean', Simon, Simon', Bertrand'), henry no. #164 from Chabrier, born 18 May 1802 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, baptized * 18 May 1802 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule, occupation 1851 farmer, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, occupation 1861 farmer, census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, died 10 Jun 1888 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, buried in Bunker Hill Cem, Scarboro, WI. Godparents: Jean Baptiste Frichette & Marguerite Boulanger.

He married (1) * 22 Apr 1833 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, Emelie Lemay #29478, born 15 Oct 1803 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, (daughter of Louis Lemay #34284 and Marie Anne Duguay #34285), baptized * 16 Oct 1803 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, died 19 Jun 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 21 Jun 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Emelie: Godparents: Joseph Bellemare & Magdeleine Branchaud, wife of Ignace Cote.

Children:

269 i. Olivier Verboncoeur #29513 born 24 Jul 1833.

270 ii. Nicolas Verboncoeur #29511 born 14 Apr 1836.

271 iii. Jean Baptiste Verboncoeur #36091, henry no. #1643 from Chabrier, born 29 May 1839 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, baptized * 30 May 1839 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule. Godparents: Francois Cote & Angele Billy dit St Louis.


273 v. Marie Delima (Delmaine) Verboncoeur #29512 born 25 Nov 1845.
109. Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #32184 (Charles Amable Chabrier dit⁴, Jean Chabrier dit⁴, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁶, Simon⁷, Simon⁸, Bertrand⁹), henry no. #165 from Chabrier, born 21 May 1805 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 22 May 1805 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, occupation 06 Nov 1827 shoemaker, died 1842 - 1859. Godparents: Antoine Frichette & Charlotte Gelina.

He married (1) * 06 Nov 1827 in Berthierville, Berthier, QC, Canada, Sophie Turgeon #34397, born 03 Dec 1807 in Berthierville, Berthier, QC, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Turgeon #59465 and Marie Amable Aubuchon #59466), baptized * 03 Dec 1807 in Berthierville, Berthier, QC, Canada, died 26 Jul 1834 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 27 Jul 1834 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Sophie: Godparents: Olivier Fagnan & Sophie Beaugrant.

Children:

274  i. Marie Adeline⁶ Vadeboncoeur #40185, henry no. #1651 from Chabrier, born 28 Sep 1828 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 29 Sep 1828 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 01 Dec 1836 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 03 Dec 1836 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Antoine Gelina & Julie Caron.

275  ii. Marie Louise Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #59747, henry no. #1652 from Chabrier, born 01 Dec 1830 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 02 Dec 1830 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 29 Nov 1833 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 02 Dec 1833 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Eustache Arcand & Marie Louise Cerat.

276  iii. Marie Elizabeth Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #59464, henry no. #1653 from Chabrier, born 10 Mar 1833 in Montréal, Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 11 Mar 1833 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 28 Feb 1834 in Montréal, Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 03 Mar 1834 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Francois Florence & Celeste Colin.

He married (2) * 14 Sep 1836 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, Marie-Anne Sicard de Carufel #30497, born 07 Feb 1805 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Sicard de Carufel #59460 and Magdelaine Meunier #59461), baptized * 08 Feb 1805 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 14 Feb 1839 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 16 Feb 1839 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Marie-Anne: Godparents: Allexis Pladis & Marie Charlotte Sicard.

Children:


278  v. N.N. Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #59462, henry no. #1655 from Chabrier, born stillborn in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 09 Feb 1839 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 15 Feb 1839 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.


Children:

+ 279  vi. Marie Louise Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #31631 born 04 Jun 1840.

+ 280  vii. Marie Henriette Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #59470 born 28 Jan 1842.

281  viii. Marie Carmelie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #59745, henry no. #1657 from Chabrier, born 13 Nov 1843 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 13 Nov 1843 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 20 Dec 1845 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 24 Dec 1845 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.

282  ix. Philomene Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #59751, henry no. from Chabrier, born by Aug 1846.

She married * 26 Aug 1867 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, Maurice Desroches #59752 (son of Benjamin Desroches #59754).
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111. **Louis Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur** #32188 (Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), ahnentafel #16 from Roger #16 <Adolphe, henry no. #171 from Chabrier, born 23 Jul 1820 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 23 Jul 1820 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge), occupation 1851 traveller, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, occupation 1861 farmer, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Eugene, ED 52A, (see note 1), died aft 1881 census. Godparents: Prudent Chabrier & Marie Anne Macras.

He married * 08 Sep 1845 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Marie Eleonore (Mathurin) Tousignant #32189 (daughter of Jean Baptiste Tousignant #40278 and Marie Francoise Lefebvre #40279), ahnentafel #17 from Roger #17 <Adolphe, born 21 May 1814 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 21 May 1814 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge), census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, died 11 May 1851 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Francois Lamontagne & Archange Dejarlais, wife of Louis Picotte.

**Children:**

283 i. Louis Vadeboncoeur #34589, henry no. #1711 from Chabrier, born 06 May 1845 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 09 May 1845 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 18 Feb 1849 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 20 Feb 1849 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Louis Piette dit Trame & Leocadie Vanasse.

284 ii. Hercule Vadeboncoeur #34590, henry no. #1712 from Chabrier, born 26 Jul 1846 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 27 Jul 1846 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 10 Feb 1849 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 11 Feb 1849 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Hercule Vadeboncoeur & Leocadie Lacombe.

285 iii. Marie-Georgiana Vadeboncoeur #34591, henry no. #1713 from Chabrier, born 18 Jan 1848 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 18 Jan 1848 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 25 Mar 1849 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 26 Mar 1849 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Martin Vadeboncoeur & Marguerite Vadeboncoeur.

286 iv. Georgiana Vadeboncoeur #31137, henry no. #1714 from Chabrier, born 14 Jun 1849 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 15 Jun 1849 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, (see note 2), died 11 May 1851 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 13 May 1851 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Louis Chevalier & Josephe Lafreniere. Her baptismal record gives the name as "Louis". It is suspect that the priest recorded her father's name inadvertently. See her burial record at age two.

+ 287 v. Adolphe (Dolphis) Vadeboncoeur #345 born 05 Apr 1853.

112. **Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur** #29323 (Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #172 from Chabrier, born 20 Jan 1822 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 21 Jan 1822 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge), ED 26-394, occupation 1851 laborer, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, occupation 1871 laborer, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 97S, occupation 1881 farmer, census * 20 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175, occupation 20 Jun 1891 farmer, died 07 Jan 1897 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, buried * 09 Jan 1897 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Jacques Macras & Emerentienne Ross.

He married * 07 Oct 1844 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Leocadie Lacombe #29324, born 27 Mar 1821 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Louis Lacombe #29328 and Marie Francoise Lefebvre #29329), ahnentafel #18 from Roger #17 <Adolphe, born 21 May 1814 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 21 May 1814 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge), ED 26-394, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 97S, census * 20 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175, died 29 Mar 1900 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel,
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115. Martin Chabrier dit¹ VADEBONCOEUR #29931 (Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit⁰, Jean Chabrier dit⁴, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁷, Simon⁸, Simon⁹, Bertrand¹⁰), henry no. #175 from Chabrier, born 10 Oct 1827 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁴⁰ baptized * 11 Oct 1827 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁴¹ census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Maurice, occupation 1855 farmer,⁴² census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 133A,⁴³ occupation 1871 laborer,⁴⁴ census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 82I, occupation 1881 laborer,⁴⁵ census * 13 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F,⁴⁶ died 17 Dec 1873 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,⁴⁷ buried * 24 May 1884 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada,⁴⁸ Godparents: Joseph Macras & Julie Bercier.

He married * 09 Nov 1852 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁴⁹ Marie Lacombe #29932, born 23 Jan 1825 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁵⁰ (daughter of Louis Lacombe #60130 and Josephine Lamothe #60131), baptized * 23 Jan 1825 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁵¹ census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Maurice, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 133A, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 82I, died 12 Jan 1882 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,⁵² buried * 15 Jan 1882 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,⁵³ Godparents: Joseph Macras & Julie Bercier.

Children:
+ 294 i. Louis Martin⁶ VADEBONCOEUR #40186 born 10 Nov 1853.
+ 295 ii. Octave VADEBONCOEUR #30519 born 27 Nov 1855.
+ 296 iii. Julie VADEBONCOEUR #29933, henry no. #1753 from Chabrier, born 19 Feb 1858 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada,⁵⁴ baptized * 21 Feb 1858 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada,⁵⁵ census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Maurice, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 133A, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 82I, died 17 Dec 1873 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,⁵⁶ buried * 19 Dec 1873 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,⁵⁷ Godparents: Louis Vadeboncoeur & Marie Courteau.
+ 297 iv. Pierre MOYSE VADEBONCOEUR #29940 born 27 Jan 1860.
+ 298 v. Adelard VADEBONCOEUR #30540, henry no. #1755 from Chabrier, born 15 Jan 1862 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada,⁵⁸ baptized * 17 Jan 1862 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada,⁵⁹ census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 133A, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 82I, occupation 1881 laborer, census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 152F, occupation 1891 laborer, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Ursule Ward, ED 198E, occupation 1901 laborer, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-24, occupation Jun 1911 laborer, emigrated aft Jun 1911 to USA, city directory * 1917 in 7 Taylor Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, occupation 1917 farmer, city directory * 1918 in 7 Taylor Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, occupation 1918 farmer, city directory * 1919 in 7 Taylor Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, occupation 1919 operative, census * 08 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Taunton, ED 204, occupation 08 Jan 1920 cotton mill laborer, city directory * 1920 in 7 Taylor Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, occupation 1920 operative, city directory * 1921 in 547 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, occupation 1921 operative, died 05 Apr 1921 in Taunton, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1922 in deceased. Godparents: Desire Lacombe & Julie Vadeboncoeur.

He married 18 Apr 1882 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁶⁰ resided (family) 08 Jan 1920 in 7 Taylor Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, with 30 children from this marriage, Georgianna Limoges #30541, also known as Delia Vadeboncoeur,⁶¹ born 24 May 1864 in QC, Canada,⁶² (daughter of Pierre Limoges...
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#60242 and Amelia St Jean #60243), census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Ursule Ward, ED 198E, 31 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-24, 32 emigrated aft Jun 1911 to USA, 60 city directory * 1917 in 7 Taylor Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1918 in 7 Taylor Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1920 in 7 Taylor Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 20 Aug 1887 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, 61 occupation 1897 machinist, 61 city directory * 13 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 22 Oct 1830 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 21, 8 occupation 1880, 66 census * 13 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 82I, 28 occupation 1881 laborer, 33 emigrated 1890, 46 census * 13 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F, 30 occupation 13 Apr 1891 laborer, 30 city directory * 1897 in 27 Corr Corp, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1897 operative, 61 census * 13 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 146, 46 occupation 13 Jun 1900 mill fireman, 46 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Taunton, ED 246, 63 occupation 18 Apr 1910 cotton mill machinist, 63 city directory * 1910 in 14 Garfield Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1910 machinist, 61 city directory * 1114 in 8 Taylor Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1911 machinist, 61 city directory * 1912 in 4 Mador Avenue, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1912 machinist, 61 city directory * 1913 in 4 Mador Avenue, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1913 machinist, 61 city directory * 1914 in 199 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1914 machinist, 61 city directory * 1916 in 577 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1916 machinist, 61 city directory * 1917 in 577 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1917 machinist, 61 city directory * 1918 in 577 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1918 machinist, 61 city directory * 1919 in 579 Bay, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1919 machinist, 61 city directory * 1920 in 579 Bay, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1920 machinist, 61 city directory * 1921 in removed to Southbridge, MA, 61 city directory * 1922 in 275 Broadway, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1922 machinist, 61 died 23 Mar 1922 in Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1923 in Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 Godparents: Moise Lemire & Philomene Lemire.

Their niece Hannah Vadeboncoeur (b. Jun 1875, PQ, Canada) is living with them in the 1900 census.

He married 20 Aug 1887 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, 62 resided (family) 13 Jun 1900 at 301 Flint Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 46 resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in 14 Garfield Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 no children from this marriage, 13 Jun 1900 66Alexina (Anna) Carbonneau #30310, born Feb 1872 in QC, Canada, 36 (daughter of Augustine Carbonneau #60244 and Elise Melacnon #60245), census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, N.D. Ward, ED 83D, 34 emigrated 1890, 46 census * 13 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F, 30 city directory * 1897 in 27 Corr Corp, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 census * 13 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 146, 46 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Taunton, ED 246, 63 city directory * 1916 in 577 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1917 in 577 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1918 in 577 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1919 in 579 Bay, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1919 machinist, 61 city directory * 1920 in 579 Bay, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1920 machinist, 61 city directory * 1921 in removed to Southbridge, MA, 61 city directory * 1922 in 275 Broadway, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1922 machinist, 61 died 23 Mar 1922 in Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1923 in Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 Godparents: Moise Lemire & Philomene Lemire.

Marie Cordelia (Delia) Vadeboncoeur #30311 born 06 May 1868.

Marguerite Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #31662 (Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #176 from Chabrier, born 22 Oct 1830 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 21, 8 baptized * 22 Oct 1830 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 21, 8 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinongé), 39 occupation 1851 servant, 39 census * 1861 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, 25 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, L'Assomption, St Charles, 24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, L'Assomption, St Paul L'Ermite, ED 88E, 33 census * 29 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Maurice, ED 145K1, 30 Godparents: Modeste Lemyre & Elisabeth Ross.
She married * 26 Jul 1853 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Louis (Isidore) Limoges #31663, born ca 1827 in QC, (son of Louis Limoges #57301 and Julie Gaudin #57302), census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Joseph, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, L’Assomption, St Charles, occupation 1871 laborer, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, L’Assomption, St Paul L’Ermité, ED 88E, occupation 1881 laborer, census * 29 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Maurice, ED 145K1, occupation 29 Apr 1891 laborer.

Children:

+ 302  
   i. Louis Limoges #60271 born 17 May 1855.

 303  
   ii. Malvina Limoges #60270, henry no. #1762 from Chabrier, born ca 1858 in QC, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, L’Assomption, St Charles.

 304  
   iii. George Limoges #60272, henry no. #1763 from Chabrier, born ca 1859 in QC, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, L’Assomption, St Charles, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Paul L’Ermite, ED 88E, occupation 1881 laborer, census * 29 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Maurice, ED 145K1, occupation 29 Apr 1891 laborer.

 305  
   iv. Marie Louise Limoges #60273, henry no. #1764 from Chabrier, born ca 1868 in QC, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, L’Assomption, St Charles, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, L’Assomption, St Paul L’Ermité, ED 88E.

118. Marie Julie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #34582 (Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #178 from Chabrier, born 19 Dec 1835 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 19 Dec 1835 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), died 19 Dec 1910 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 20 Dec 1910 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Jean Baptiste Bastien & Julie Lemyre.

She married 08 Feb 1864 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada, Charles Limoges #30178, born ca 1846 in QC, Canada, (son of Louis Limoges #57301 and Julie Gaudin #57302), census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, N.D. Ward, ED 83D.

Children:

306  
   i. Charles Limoges #40966, henry no. #1781 from Chabrier.

   He married 27 Jun 1887 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Alphosine Beauchesne #40967.

307  
   ii. Olivine Limoges #44957, henry no. #1782 from Chabrier, born ca 1868 in QC, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, N.D. Ward, ED 83D.

308  
   iii. Arthur Limoges #44958, henry no. #1783 from Chabrier, born ca 1869 in QC, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, N.D. Ward, ED 83D.

309  
   iv. Clara Limoges #44960, henry no. #1784 from Chabrier, born ca 1873 in QC, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, N.D. Ward, ED 83D.

310  
   v. Rosanna Limoges #44959, henry no. #1785 from Chabrier, born ca 1874 in QC, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, N.D. Ward, ED 83D.
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120. **Adelaide Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier** #29355, also known as Adele Verboncoeur (Antoine Chabrier dit⁶, Antoine Chabrier dit⁶, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon⁴, Simon⁴, Bertrand⁴), henry no. #1232 from Chabrier, born 31 Dec 1818 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁰ baptized * 31 Dec 1816 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁰ emigrated ca 1856 in Emigrated to USA,² census * 26 Jul 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Middleport,³ census * 17 Jun 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Watseka,⁰ died 1867 in Middleport, IL.² Godparents: Stanislas Dube & Josephte St Pierre, aunt.

She married * 27 Nov 1843 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,¹⁴ **Joachim-Theodore Lupien** #29516, born 16 Aug 1819 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² baptized 16 Aug 1819 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² emigrated 1856 in Emigrated to USA,² census * 26 Jul 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Middleport,³ occupation 26 Jul 1860 day laborer,³ census * 17 Jun 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Watseka,⁰ census * 16 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 134,¹¹ occupation 16 Jun 1880 farmer,¹¹ died 06 Jan 1916 in Martinton, Iroquois, IL,² buried in Mt Olivet Cem, Martinton, Iroquois, IL,² never married.² Said to be slow mentally and never married. She stayed with her brother Aime and kept house for him.

**Children:**

+ 311 i. Marie-Louise⁰ Lupien #33211 born 15 Oct 1844.

312 ii. Marie-Denise-Felecite Lupien #33212, henry no. #12322 in Chabrier, born 07 Jan 1846 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² baptized 07 Jan 1846 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² census * 26 Jul 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Middleport,³ census * 14 Jun 1850 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² census * 26 Jul 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Watseka,⁰ census * 17 Jun 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Watseka,⁰ died 04 Oct 1853 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² baptiz ed 20 May 1847 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² Godparents: Toussaint Arsenault & Claire Gerbeau.

313 iii. Antoine-Theodore Lupien #33213, henry no. #12323 in Chabrier, born 09 May 1847 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² baptized * 10 May 1847 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² died 20 May 1847 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² buried * 21 May 1847 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² Godparents: Honore Verboncoeur & Clotilde Richer dit Lafleche.

314 iv. David-Eduard Lupien #33214, henry no. #12324 in Chabrier, born 01 Jun 1848 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² baptized 02 Jun 1848 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² census * 26 Jul 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Middleport,³ died 20 Jun 1870 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,² buried 21 Jun 1870 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,² Godparents: Toussaint Arsenault & Claire Gerbeau.

315 v. Antoine-Aime Lupien #33215, census name Amos Luppien,⁵³ henry no. #12325 in Chabrier, born 13 Jun 1850 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² baptized * 14 Jun 1850 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² census * 26 Jul 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Middleport,³ census * 17 Jun 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Watseka, census * 16 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79,⁶³ died 28 Oct 1935 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,² buried in Mt Olivet Cem, Martinton, Iroquois, IL,² never married.² Godparents: Toussaint Arsenault & Claire Gerbeau.

316 vi. Antoine Lupien #33216, henry no. #12326 in Chabrier, born 19 Aug 1852 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² baptized 19 Aug 1852 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² died 04 Oct 1853 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,²Godparents: Toussaint Arsenault & Claire Gerbeau.

317 vii. Marie-Marguerite-Emma Lupien #33217, henry no. #12327 in Chabrier, born Nov 1854 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² baptized 12 Nov 1854 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² died 22 Mar 1856 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,² Godparents: Jean-Baptiste Boulanger & Louise St Pierre (aunt).


123. **David Chabrier dit Verboncoeur** #29358 (Antoine Chabrier dit⁶ Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit⁶, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon⁴, Simon⁴, Bertrand⁴), henry no. #1235 from Chabrier, born 03 Feb 1821 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,¹⁴ baptized * 04 Feb 1821 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,¹⁴ census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),¹⁹ occupation 1851 shoemaker,² emigrated ca 1852 to USA, died 18 Mar 1860 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,² buried 19 Mar 1860 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,² Godparents: Jean-Baptiste Boulanger & Louise St Pierre (aunt).
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He married * 07 May 1849 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 Marie-Caroline Arsenau #29365, born Jun 1827 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,2 (daughter of Charles Arsenault #34841 and Marie-Celeste Lemaître dit Auger #34842), census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),19 occupation 1851 embroiderer,19 emigrated ca 1852 to USA, census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,37 property 09 Jun 1860 real estate value $200 personal value $100,37 died 11 Dec 1866 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 buried 12 Dec 1866 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.2

Children:

319 i. Marie Caroline10 Vadeboncoeur #29368, henry no. #12351 from Chabrier, born 13 Mar 1850 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 baptized * 14 Mar 1850 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),19 emigrated ca 1852 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),19 occupation 09 Jun 1852, died 07 Feb 1856 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL.2 Godparents: Pierre Verboncoeur & Emerentienne Gerbeau.

+ 320 ii. Charles Varboncoeur #29369 born 19 Oct 1851.
+ 321 iii. Louis-Onesime Vadbondoeur #29366 born 13 Apr 1853.
323 v. David Vadeboncoeur #29371, census name David Hart,40 henry no. #12355 from Chabrier, born 06 Sep 1857 in L’Eraube, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 06 Sep 1857 in St John Baptist, L’Eraube, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,37 census * 25 Jul 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau,40 residence 25 Jul 1870 at Charles Arseno family.40 Godfather: Toussaint Arseneau; Godmother: Josephine Caillouette.

He married 14 Feb 1882 in Iroquois co, IL,65 Marie Leonie Rivard #42767, born 24 Jul 1864 in L’Eraube, Iroquois, IL. Marie: Dau of Georges J Rivard & Adelaude Drolette.

324 vi. Leger Vadeboncoeur #33242, henry no. #12356 from Chabrier, born ca Sep 1859 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,37,2 census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,37 died 10 Dec 1866 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.2

125. Pierre Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur #29360, census name Peter Vadeboncoeur,37 (Antoine Chabrier dit6 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit5, Jean Chabrier dit4, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1237 from Chabrier, born 29 Jun 1824 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,14 baptized * 30 Jun 1824 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,14 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),19 occupation 1851 farmer,19 emigrated ca 1854 to USA,37 census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,37 occupation 09 Jun 1860 farmer,37 property 09 Jun 1860 real estate value $900 personal value $50,37 census * 11 Aug 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,37 occupation 11 Aug 1870 farmer,37 property 11 Aug 1870 real estate value $900 personal value $700,37 census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,37 occupation 08 Jun 1880 farmer,37 census * 19 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5.46 occupation 19 Jun 1900 farmer,37 died 02 Oct 1903 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 buried 04 Oct 1903 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.2 Godparents: Joseph Belanger & Esther Fleury.

He married * 08 Oct 1849 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 Sophie Houde #29399, born 31 Dec 1824 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,2 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),19 emigrated ca 1854 to USA,37 census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,37 census * 11 Aug 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,40 census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,40 census * 06 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87,63 will signed * 29 Apr 1911 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,66 died 13 Mar 1916 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 buried 15 Mar 1916 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 probate * 09 Apr 1917 in Iroquois co, IL.66 Sophie: Dau of Augustin Houde & Magdelene Lafreniere. Godfather: Louis Lafreniere; Godmother: Madeleine Lemaître.

Children:

325 i. Marie-Anne-Sophie10 Vadeboncoeur #29401 born 08 Jul 1850.
326 ii. Marie-Olive (Levi) Verboncoeur #29403, also known as Minerva Verboncoeur,40 henry no. #12372 from Chabrier, born 14 Nov 1851 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 baptized * 14 Nov 1851 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),19 emigrated ca 1854 to US,37 census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,37 census * 11 Aug 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,40 census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,
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ED 123, census * 19 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5, census * 06 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87, census * 27 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 92, died 04 Apr 1920 in IL, buried 05 Apr 1920 in IL. Godparents: Eugene Verboncoeur & Eloise Verboncoeur.


327 iii. Marie-Josephine Verboncoeur #36100, henry no. #12373 from Chabrier, born 14 Nov 1851 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 15 Nov 1851 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 02 Dec 1851 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 03 Dec 1851 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Leger Verboncoeur & Josephine Harnois.

+ 328 iv. Marie Anne Vadeboncoeur #29404 born 24 May 1853.

329 v. Noe Vadeboncoeur #29402, henry no. #12375 from Chabrier, born 05 Jan 1855 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, baptized * 22 Dec 1861 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died bef 11 Aug 1870. Godfather: Eugene Burassa; Godmother: Arline Gagnon.

330 vi. Joseph Varboncoeur #29400, henry no. #12376 from Chabrier, born 1855 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died bef 09 Jun 1860.

+ 331 vii. Theophile (Joseph) Varboncoeur #29405 born 01 Dec 1857.


+ 335 xi. Marie-Josephine Varboncoeur #29407 born 10 May 1866.

126. Leger® Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier #29353 (Antoine Chabrier dit7, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon1, Bertrand), henry no. #1238 from Chabrier, born 05 May 1826 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, census * 06 May 1826 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, baptized * 22 Aug 1861 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died bef 11 Aug 1870. Godfather: Eugene Burassa; Godmother: Arline Gagnon.

340 v. Marie Aurelie Verboncoeur #36134, henry no. #12385 from Chabrier, born 25 Aug 1856 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 25 Aug 1856 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 29 Nov 1856 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 30 Nov 1856 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Maxime Bourri & Sophie Harnois.

341 vi. Marie Aurelie (Arilla) Vadeboncoeur #47533, henry no. #12386 from Chabrier, born 23 Mar 1858 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 23 Mar 1858 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, emigrated ca 1865 to USA, died Mar 1925 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. Godparents: Louis Harnois & Philomene Bourret.
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She married A. Clark #47534.


343 viii. Francois Xavier Verboncoeur #36146, henry no. #12388 from Chabrier, born 08 Sep 1861 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 baptized * 08 Sep 1861 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 died 08 Sep 1861 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 buried * 09 Sep 1861 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 20 Godparents: Francois Xavier Verboncoeur & Marguerite Lambert. Died at age one hour.

He married (2) * 13 May 1862 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 Eloyse (Heloise) Lafreniere #29510, born 17 Feb 1835 in QC, Canada, 49 daughter of Francois Lafreniere #54140 and Clemence Vincent #33226, baptized 18 Feb 1835, emigrated ca 1865 to USA, 40 census * 25 Aug 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Salina, 40 emigrated ca 1875 to Canada, 28 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hull, ED 97Y2.

Children:


+ 345 x. Arthur Ephrem Vadeboncoeur #30475 born 31 May 1864.

346 xi. Anne Vadeboncoeur #33227, henry no. #1238D in Chabrier, born 24 Mar 1866 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 3 baptized 28 Mar 1866 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 census * 25 Aug 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Salina, 40 emigrated ca 1875 to Canada, 28 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hull, ED 97Y2.

128. Francois Xavier 9 Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier #29361, census name Xavier Verboncoeur, 40 (Antoine Chabrier dit 8, Antoine Chabrier dit 8, Jean Chabrier dit 8, Jean 8 Chabrier, Jean 8, Simon 8, Simon 8, Bertrand 8), henry no. #123A from Chabrier, born 23 Apr 1830 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, 44 baptized * 24 Apr 1830 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, 52,44 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), occupation 1851 laborer, 19 emigrated 1853, 2 naturalized 1858, 2 census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, 37 occupation 09 Jun 1860 farmer, 37 property 09 Jun 1860 real estate value $400 personal value $700, 37 census * 11 Aug 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, 49 occupation 11 Aug 1870 farmer, 40 property 11 Aug 1870 real estate value $1000 personal value $600, 40 census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, 41 occupation 08 Jun 1880 laborer & farmer, 41 census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, 40 census * 02 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, 43 census * 19 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, 46 died 10 Apr 1921 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 5 buried 12 Apr 1921 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. 5 Godparents: Olivier Verboncoeur & Magdeleine Lupien.

He married * 09 Oct 1854 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 Odile Morisette #29409, born May 1934 in QC, Canada, 46 daughter of Toussaint Morisette #59748 and Marie Josephte Lamontagne dit Baquet #59749, census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, 37 census * 11 Aug 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, 49 census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, 41 occupation servant, census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, 40 died 22 May 1903 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 cause of death 22 May 1903 kidney disease, 69 buried 24 May 1903 in St Mary's Cem, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. 7 Odile: Dau of Toussaint Morisette & Marie Josephte Lamontagne dit Baquet.

Children:

347 i. Marie-Olive 10 Vadeboncoeur #29410, henry no. #123A1 from Chabrier, born 18 Jul 1855 in IL, 2 baptized 18 Jul 1855 in IL, 2 died bef 09 Jun 1860. 57 Godfather: David Vadeboncoeur; Godmother: Marie-Caroline Arsenneau.

348 ii. Toussaint Vadeboncoeur #29411, henry no. #123A2 from Chabrier, born 14 Jul 1857 in L'Erable, Iroquois, IL, 2 baptized 14 Jul 1857 in St John Baptist, L'Erable, Iroquois, IL, 2 died bef 09 Jun 1860. 37 Godfather: Toussaint Arsenneau; Godmother: Clara Vadeboncoeur.

349 iii. Francis Xavier Vadeboncoeur #29412, henry no. #123A3 from Chabrier, born Dec 1858 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 died 10 Jun 1860 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 30 buried 10 Jun 1860 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.

350 iv. Marie Clementine Verboncoeur #29413, henry no. #123A4 from Chabrier, born 09 Dec 1860 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 baptized 09 Dec 1860 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 died 29 Mar 1864 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 buried 29 Mar 1864 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.

Godfather: Joseph Germain; Godmother: Sophie Houde.
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352 vi. Antoine Varboncoeur #29415 born 09 Oct 1864.

353 vii. Maxim Vadeboncoeur #29416, henry no. #123A7 from Chabrier, born 04 May 1867 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 05 Jun 1867 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 11 Aug 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver. 40 census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, died 30 Jan 1884 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried 30 Jan 1884 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Godfather: Maxim Delude; Godmother: Ida Germain.

354 viii. Marie Rosalie Vadeboncoeur #29417 born 16 Apr 1869.


356 x. Marie Hermeline Armenia Vadeboncoeur #29419 born 11 Oct 1873.

357 xi. Maria Eulalia Vadeboncoeur #29420, henry no. #123AB from Chabrier, born 10 Aug 1876 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 12 Aug 1876 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died 14 May 1877 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried 14 May 1877 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Godfather: Leger Vadeboncoeur; Godmother: Eulalia Delude.


She married 08 Feb 1841 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Augustin Giguere #54356, born ca 1815 in QC, Canada, (son of Jean Baptiste Giguere #54391 and Marie Gelinas #54392), census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), died bef 29 Jul 1873 in QC, Canada.

Children:

358 i. Jean Baptiste Giguere #54371, henry no. #12421 from Chabrier, born 16 Jul 1841 in QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville).

+ 359 ii. Adeline Giguere #54372 born ca 1842.

360 iii. Delia Giguere #54373, henry no. #12423 from Chabrier, born ca 1843 in QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1.

She married 15 Jan 1867 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Louis Gelinas #54376, born ca 1837 in QC, Canada, (son of Joseph Gelinas #54377 and Pelagie Gelinas #54378), census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1, occupation 1881 farmer.


He married 01 Dec 1846 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Marie Lesieur Desaulniers #54355, born 25 Dec 1822 in Riviere-du-Loop, Maskinonge, QC, Canada (daughter of Alexis Lesieur dit Desaulniers #54393 and Lucie Lupien #54394), census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 168D2.
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Children:
+ 361 i. Francois Xavier St Pierre #54359 born ca 1845.
+ 362 ii. Louis St Pierre #54395 born ca 1847.
  363 iii. Jean Baptiste St Pierre #54396, henry no. #12443 from Chabrier, born ca 1849 in Riviere-du-Loop, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville).
+ 365 v. Marie Louise St Pierre #54365 born ca 1858.
  366 vi. Edouard St Pierre #54397, henry no. #12446 from Chabrier, born ca 1860 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A.
  367 vii. Anne St Pierre #54357, henry no. #12447 from Chabrier, born ca 1863 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 168D.

She married 03 Oct 1905 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Wilfrid Doyon #54358.


138. Jean Baptiste St Pierre #33198 (Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadéboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12494 from Chabrier, born 18 Oct 1834 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized 18 Oct 1834 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), occupation 1851 laborer, occupation 1881 farmer. Godparents: Jean Baptiste St Pierre & Marie Verboncoeur.

He married 05 Aug 1856 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Rose Delima Lesieur dit Desaulniers #36133, daughter of Paul Lesieur dit Desaulniers #54492 and Marguerite Gravel #54493), census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A.

Children:
  369 i. Georgina St Pierre #54198, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1857 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A.
  370 ii. Jean Baptiste Ferdinand St Pierre #54199, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1859 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A.

He married 08 Mar 1886 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Marie Dina Trepanier #54369.

372 iv. Anna St Pierre #54201, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1865 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A.
373 v. Marie St Pierre #54202, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1869 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A.
374 vi. Alvina St Pierre #54203, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1872 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A.

She married 24 Jul 1893 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Joseph Clermont #54368.

375 vii. Alfred St Pierre #54204, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1874 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A.

He married 09 Jun 1920 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Albina Roy #54367.

139. Rosalie St Pierre #41469 (Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadéboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #124A from Chabrier, born 12 May 1828 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup.
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(Louisville),

19. census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1,

28. census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 198J1,

31. died bef 05 Jun 1911 in QC, Canada.

She married 06 Aug 1849 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,

Vital Gerbeau

#54205, born 10 May 1827 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,

31. census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louisville),

19. occupation 1851 farmer,

19. census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1,

28. occupation 1881 farmer,

28. census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 198J1,

31. census * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 203-9,

32. occupation 05 Jun 1911 farmer.

Children:

376. i. Irene

10. Gerbeau

#54206 born 1850.

377. ii. Agnes (Jarbeau)

Gerbeau

#54273 born ca 1854.

378. iii. Jean Baptiste Gerbeau

#54271 born ca 1856.

379. iv. Narcisse Gerbeau

#54264, henry no. #124A4 from Chabrier, born 08 Jun 1865 in QC, Canada,

31. census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1,

28. occupation 1881 farmer,

28. census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 198J1,

31. census * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 203-9,

32. occupation 05 Jun 1911 farm laborer.

380. v. Edouard Charles Gerbeau

#54265 born Oct 1866.

381. vi. Francois Gerbeau

#54266, henry no. #124A6 from Chabrier, born 15 Jan 1868 in QC, Canada,

31. census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1,

28. census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 198J1,

31. census * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 203-9,

32. occupation 05 Jun 1911 farm laborer.

140. Marie Delphine

St Pierre

#36090 (Adelaide Chabrier dit

8. Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit

7. Jean Chabrier dit

6. Jean Chabrier, Jean

5. Simon

4. Simon

3. Bertrand), henry no. #124B from Chabrier, born 17 Aug 1837 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,

14. baptized * 17 Aug 1837 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,

19. census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louisville),

19. census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St James Ward, ED 90F9,

26. census * 03 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Jean Baptiste Ward, ED 167F5,


She married 08 Apr 1856 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,

Alexis Piche

#54390, born 26 Apr 1830 in QC, Canada,

31. (son of Francois Piche #39843 and Marie Adelaide Dupuis #54691), census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St James Ward, ED 90F9,

26. occupation 1881 carter,

28. census * 03 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Jean Baptiste Ward, ED 167F5,

30. occupation 03 Apr 1901 laborer.

Children:

382. i. Marie

10. Piche

#54688, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1860 in QC, Canada,

28. census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St James Ward, ED 90F9,

28. occupation 1881 day laborer.

383. ii. Cordeliana Piche

#54689, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1875 in QC, Canada,

28. census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St James Ward, ED 90F9.

142. Marie Clothilde Chabrier dit

9. Verboncoeur

#33228. Theophile Ross

#33228. Theophile: Son of Jean Baptiste Ross & Marie Dupuis from Maskinonge.

She married * 15 Feb 1847 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,

Theophile Ross

#33228.
He married Asilda Mercier #54704, born ca 1853 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1.

385 ii. Azilda Ross #37723, henry no. in Chabrier, born ca 1847 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville).

386 iii. Clara Ross #37724, henry no. in Chabrier, born ca 1849 in Riviere-du-Loop, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville).

387 iv. Adolphe Ross #36137, henry no. in Chabrier, born ca 17 Mar 1858, died 05 Apr 1858 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 07 Apr 1858 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

143. Joseph Onézime Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #30325 (Joseph Chabrier dit4, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit3, Jean9 Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1252 from Chabrier, born 19 May 1826 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 May 1826 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), occupation 1851 cabinet maker, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Rive du Loop, occupation 1861 cabinet maker, emigrated ca 1869 to USA, census * 27 Jul 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, occupation 1870 carpenter, property 27 Jul 1870 real estate value $1000, census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209, occupation 07 Jun 1880 joiner/carpenter, city directory 1887 in 96 Greene Street, Syracuse, occupation 1887 carpenter, census * 16 Feb 1892 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse Wd 12, ED 04, died 05 Feb 1900 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. Godparents: Jean-Baptiste Vincent & Julie Fleury (aunt).

He married * 09 May 1853 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, resided (family) 07 Jun 1880 in 96 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Angele Arseneau #30326, born 23 Apr 1827 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, daughter of Antoine Arseneau #54705 and Rose Lambert #54706, baptized 24 Apr 1827 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Rive du Loop, emigrated ca 1869 to NY, census * 27 Jul 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, occupation 1870 carpenter, census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209, census * 16 Feb 1892 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse Wd 12, ED 04, died 04 Apr 1894 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

Children:

388 i. Joseph Denis Vadeboncoeur #36126, henry no. #12521 from Chabrier, born 19 Apr 1854 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 Apr 1854 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Rive du Loop, emigrated ca 1869 to Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, census * 27 Jul 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, occupation 1870 doctoress, residence 09 Jun 1880 in 40 Geddes Street, Geddes, Onondaga, NY, occupation 09 Jun 1880 tailor, city directory 1887 in 96 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, occupation 1887 merchant tailor, city directory 1887 in 96 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, city directory 1889 in 354 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, occupation 1889 merchant tailor, census * 16 Feb 1892 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse Wd 12, ED 04, occupation 16 Feb 1892 tailor, census * 08 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 106, resided 08 Jun 1900 in 100 North State Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, occupation 08 Jun 1900 painter, died 30 Apr 1902 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. Godparents: Francois Eugene Vadeboncoeur & Hedwidge Verboncoeur.

He married Charlotte #41826, born ca 1826 in CT, census * 09 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Geddes, ED 173, occupation 09 Jun 1880 doctoress, died bef 08 Jun 1900. Charlotte: Her father was born in England & her mother was born in MA [1880 Census].

389 ii. Antoine Ferdinand Vadeboncoeur #36132, henry no. #12522 from Chabrier, born 11 May 1856 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 12 May 1856 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Rive du Loop, emigrated ca 1869 to USA, naturalized census * 27 Jul 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, Ward 4, graduated 1875 from Syracuse University Medical College, event * 1879 Membership in the Syracuse Medical Association, (see note 4), census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209, occupation 07
Jun 1880 physician, occupation 1887 physician, city directory 1888 in 96 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 61 occupation 1888 physician, city directory 1889 in 354 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 61 occupation 1889 physician, census * 16 Feb 1892 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse Wd 12, ED 04, occupation 16 Feb 1892 doctor, 24 census * 07 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100, 46 resided 07 Jun 1900 in 354 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 46 occupation 07 Jun 1900 physician, city directory * 1908 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, occupation 1908 consulting neurologist, census * 15 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 125, 63 resided 15 Apr 1910 in 307 Jameco Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 63 occupation 15 Apr 1910 physician, died 09 Nov 1911 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 72 cause of death 09 Nov 1911 stroke, 77 buried 11 Nov 1911, 78 never married. Godparents: Antoine Arsenault & Rose Lambert. In 1910, Antoine had a chef and butler working in his home.

390 iii. Marie Delia Clementine Vadeboncoeur #36138, henry no. #12523 from Chabrier, born 18 Mar 1858 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 baptized * 18 Mar 1858 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, 23 died bef 27 Jul 1870 (see note 5). Godparents: Antoine Dejarlais & Marie Delia Arseneau.

391 iv. Onesime Eugene Vadeboncoeur #39020, also known as Eugene F Vadeboncoeur, henry no. #12524 from Chabrier, born 05 Sep 1859 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 72, 9 baptized * 05 Sep 1859 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, 23 emigrated ca 1869 to USA, census * 27 Jul 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, Ward 4, 46 census * 03 Jun 1880 in MI, Allegan, Otsego, ED 24, occupation 03 Jun 1880 worked at the chair factory, occupation 11 Jul 1884 - 22 Jul 1884 baseball player, 79 height 1884 5' 6", 79 weight 1884 150 lbs. 79 Godparents: Philippe Verboncoeur & Sophie Verboncoeur. Played baseball (4 games, 14 at-bats) with the National League Philadelphia Quakers team in 1884. He bats and throws right-handed. First game 11 Jul 1884, last game 22 Jul 1884. Three hits in 14 at-bats, .214 batting average.
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Le mystère d'Eugène Vadboncoeur résolu?
« Thread Started on Aug 5, 2007, 7:45am »

Voici un e-mail de Peter Morris, auteur de A Game of Inches

Hi Alexandre,

Many thanks for providing so much valuable information about Eugene Vadeboncoeur. I've passed on the information about the 1891 death in Haverhill to a couple of SABR researchers in Massachusetts for follow-up and will let you know what they find. I've also passed along the birth information to SABR Biographical Committee Chairman Bill Carle and assume he will update the date and place of birth. We did have this birth information at one time, but there was considerable confusion because the ballplayer never used the middle name Onesime, going instead by Eugene F. Vadeboncoeur. But I agree with you that the September 1859 birth is definitely the ballplayer's. I feel less sure about the spelling of the surname -- did the family not use the spelling with the first e at the time? Certainly the documents I've seen always spell the name with two Es. Maybe that is a typographical error?

People have been researching Vadeboncoeur for a long time but his death has been elusive. He was last known to be in Denver in 1890. In the 1960s Lee Allen of the Hall of Fame contacted the ballplayer's nephew, who said that Gene died of pneumonia at a YMCA while still playing baseball.

Unfortunately, he didn't know the town. Bob Richardson found an article in the Lawrence (Mass) Tribune on September 6, 1912, on the whereabouts of the 1885 Lawrence team. It stated that Vadeboncoeur had died in Providence.
"about nine years ago." This seemed very promising, but I checked Providence death records from 1880-1920 and there was nothing even close. But maybe the 1891 death will prove correct.

Here are some more notes that we've gathered:

Port Huron Tribune 3/24/83 Eugene F. Vadeboncoeur signed to complete the [local] team. Port Huron Times 4/12/83 E. J. Vadeboncoeur, 22, played for Syracuse in 1881 and 1882 and Grand Rapids in 1882. Port Huron Tribune 8/4/83 After several notes that Vady can't get along with Frank J. Beck/Hengstebeck, Vady is released and signs with Peoria. Grand Rapids Eagle 5/10/84 Vadeboncoeur of this city signs with Akron. SL Vol 1 #18 Union Club of Chicago signs Eugene F Vadeboncoeur. Grand Rapids Eagle 7/16/84 Vadeboncoeur of this city is catching for Philadelphia of the National League. S Life 8/27/84 Eugene Vadeboncoeur was released by Philadelphia and signed with York. He plays with York, Pa. in the Eastern League from 8/23/84-9/20/84 and spent that winter in York. SL 11/25/85 Haverhills sign catcher Vadeboncoeur. 12/30/85 SL E. F. Vadeboncoeur, one of Harry Wright's experiments in 1884, with the Haverhills. SL 3/10/86 E. F. Vadeboncoeur with Haverhill. OBR 8/25/86 Vadeboncoeur signs with St. Paul. SL 12 14 87 Eugene Vadeboncoeur wintering in Lawrence, Mass, but not in Lawrence CDs. Eugene Vadeboncoeur with Easton, Pa 1888, was catcher with Rutland, VT in 1887. SL 6/13/89 Vadeboncoeur is catching for Philadelphia of this city is catching for a Lawrence, Mass semi pro club (not in Lawrence CDs). Early 1890 Catcher E F Vadeboncoeur is disengaged, residing in Pascoag, RI. 12 4 89 SL Providence RI The prominent catchers of the Rhode Island State Lg E Vadeboncoeur.

There was a list of players 2 5 90 SL who would agree to play for the National Lg in the future (there was this big Players Lg problem) and though they didn't list the info they filled out a form that included age and ht and wt: John A Sterling E F Vadyboncoeur A F Donoghue Thomas Bristow. 1890 Syracuse note from Sporting News Eugene Vadeboncoeur, a Syracuse boy who has been playing in New England for a number of seasons, visited his parents last month. He is now in Denver. I have a note that Eugene was born in Louisville, Quebec, which is where the Haverhill guy was born, so they're probably cousins. Grand Rapids Herald, June 4, 1911: "A catcher named Vandeboncoeur [sic] and a pitcher and outfielder yclept Blackburn, both from Otsego, were probably the first of the army of mercenaries which has in the interval of thirty years accepted Grand Rapids money for diamond feats. They were given soft jobs in the furniture factory on days when there were no games, to keep them in training, doubtless."

Eugene's father Onesime Vadeboncoeur (bds 68 Green) first appears in the Syracuse cd in 1868. In 1870 he's listed as a carpenter living at 96 Green. The 1870 census shows Onesime, 44 Canada, carpenter; wife Angela 40 Canada; son Danna 16 Canada; son Ferdinand 14 Canada; son Eugene 10 Canada; son Edward 8 Canada; son Philip 3 Canada; daughter Delia 1 New York. So obviously the Vadeboncoeurs moved to Syracuse from Canada around 1868.

The Vadeboncoeurs remain at 96 Green for the next decade with the city directory showing: 1871/2 Onesime carpenter; 1872/3 Dannie student, Ferdinand medical student, Onesime carpenter; 1873/4 Dannie student, Ferdinand medical student, Onesime carpenter; 1874/5 Dannie teacher, Ferdinand student, Onesime carpenter; 1875 Antoine physician, Dannie teacher, Onesime carpenter; 1876 A Ferdinand physician, J Dannie instructor, J Onesime carpenter; 1877/8 A F physician, G O builder, Joseph D tailor;
1878/9 Dan tailor, Eugene Woodcutter, Onesime grinder; 1879/80 A F physician, Eugene F bookkeeper, Joseph D tailor, Joseph O carpenter; 1880/81 A F physician, Joseph O carpenter. The 1880 census lists John 53 Canada [this must be Onesime - Joseph Onesime, John Onesime?] carpenter; wife Angela 52 Canada; son Firdina 23 Canada doctor; son Edward F 18 Canada clerk; son Philip 12 Canada; daughter Delia 10 NY; son David 7 NY. So Eugene was living in Syracuse 1868 to 1879. Joseph D was Joseph Daniel, Joseph O could be Joseph Onesime, though there was Onesime and Joseph O mixed in a few times.

The 1880 Census indicates that he was born in 1861 in New York and is a 19 year old boarder with the Wesley family in Otsego, Allegan co., MI.

Continuing with the Syracuse eds: 1882/3 Antoine F physician 96 Green, Edward moulder, Joseph D tailor, Joseph O carpenter; 1883/4 Antoine F physician, Edward L moulder, Joseph D tailor, Joseph O carpenter, Philip F tailor; 1884/5 Antoine F, Edward L, Joseph D merchant tailor, Joseph O carpenter, Napoleon carp 68 Green with Severe carp, Onesime carp 96 Green; 1885/6 A Ferdinand physician, Edward L, Joseph D tailor, Onesime builder 96 Green, Napoleon, Severe, Charles 68 Green; 1886/7 Antoine F, Edward L, Joseph D, Joseph O, Onesime 96 Green, Napoleon segarmaker, Severe carpenter; 1887/8 Ferdinand A physician, Joseph D, Joseph O 98 Green, Severe 68 Green; 1888/9 Antoine F physician, Edward L, Joseph D, Phillip F; 1892/3 Onesime J 354 Green with David E; 1893/4 Onesime J 354 Green, Antoine F, Joseph O, David E; 1894/5 Antonio F 354 Green David E salesman, Joseph A real estate, Joseph D tailor 204 Patterson; 1895/6 Antoine F 354 Green, David E lab, Joseph O real estate, Joseph D tailor 204 Patterson; 1896/7 Antoine F 354 Green, David E, Joseph O, Joseph D tailor 200 Orange; 1897/8 Antoine F 354 Green, David E, Joseph O, Joseph D tailor 110 N State; 1898/9 Antoine F, 354 Green, David E collector, Joseph O, Joseph D merchant tailor 12 Fry block; 1899/1900 same plus J O real estate.

The 1900 NY census has Antonio F Vadeboncoeur, May 1857 Canada (French), parents born French Canada, at 354 Green with brother David E Dec 1872 NY bill Collector, sister-in-law Maude J Nov 1878 NY, nephew Franklin D Mar 1899 NY. Living alone at 100 N State is the ballplayer's brother Joseph Denis, single, painter, born Jan 1855 French Canada. Both these listings said the family immigrated in 1870 but we know it was 1869 or 1868. Antoine and David continue to be listed in the Syracuse directory - at 307 James and 119 Alice respectively - through 1907.

I'll let you know what we find about the 1891 death.

Thanks again,

Peter.

392 v. Louis Edouard Vadeboncoeur #36145, henry no. #12525 from Chabrier, born 16 Aug 1861 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 18 Aug 1861 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, immigrated ca 1869 to USA, census * 27 Jul 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, Ward 4, census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209, occupation 07 Jun 1880 store clerk, city directory 1888 in 96 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, occupation 1888 moulder, city directory 1889 in 115 Alice Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, occupation 1889 moulder, died 27 Nov 1891 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. Godparents: Antoine Arseneau & Marie Piché.

393 vi. Marie Anna Imeralda Vadeboncoeur #36150, henry no. #12526 from Chabrier, born 26 Jun 1863 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 26 Jun 1863 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC,
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Canada, 20 died 06 Jul 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 buried * 08 Jul 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 20 Godparents: Nadine Savoie & Marie Matilde Beland.

394 vii. Marie Anna Malvina Vadeboncoeur #36188, henry no. #12527 from Chabrier, born 02 May 1865 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 baptized * 03 May 1865 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 died 22 Feb 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 buried * 24 Feb 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 20 Godparents: Felix Verboncoeur & Sophie Moreau. Present at the burial: Denis & Ferdinand Vadeboncoeur.

395 viii. Francois Arthur Philippe Vadeboncoeur #36190, henry no. #12528 from Chabrier, born 05 Jan 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 baptized * 05 Jan 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 emigrated ca 1869 to USA, census * 27 Jul 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, Ward 4, 40 census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209, 42 city directory 1888 in 96 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 61 occupation 1888 printer, 61 city directory 1889 in 354 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 61 occupation 1889 printer. 61 Godparents: Francois Vadeboncoeur & Adeline Therien.

+ 396 ix. Marie Delia Clementine Vadeboncoeur #39021 born Jun 1869.
+ 397 x. David E Vadeboncoeur #39016 born Dec 1872.

146. Francois Eugene 4 Verboncoeur #30736 (Joseph Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #1255 from Chabrier, born 09 May 1831 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 10 May 1831 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), 19 occupation 1851 merchant, 20,19 census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, 23 occupation 1861 merchant, 23 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 128B1, 25 occupation 1871 merchant, 25 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 85B, 33 occupation 1881 merchant, 33 census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 166B1, 30 occupation 09 Apr 1891 merchant, 30 event 1895 in mayor of Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 02 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 168B1, 31 occupation 02 Apr 1901 investor, 31 died 27 Dec 1906 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 29 Dec 1906 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Francois Fleury & Marie Martin.

He married * 03 Jun 1856 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 6 Mathilde Beland #30737, born 15 Jun 1817 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 (daughter of Jean Baptiste Beland #60706 and Josephine Caron #60708), baptized * 16 Jun 1817 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, 23 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 128B1, 25 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 85B, 33 census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 166B1, 30 died 13 Feb 1901 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 16 Feb 1901 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Etienne Caron & Victoire Caron, aunt.

Children:
+ 398 i. Marie Anaiste Amandine 10 Vadeboncoeur #31513 born 07 Sep 1857.

149. Louis Felix Chabrier dit 6 Verboncoeur #30330 (Joseph Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #1258 from Chabrier, born 25 Mar 1837 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 14 baptized * 25 Mar 1837 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 14 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), 19 occupation 1851 laborer, 19 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A, 26 occupation 1881 farmer, 26 census * 03 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 178A62, 31 occupation 03 Apr 1901 menuisier (joiner/carpenter), 31 census * 13 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 183-7, 32 died 23 May 1921 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 26 May 1921 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Laurent Gervais & Marie Chabrier dit Verboncoeur.

He married * 11 Jan 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 resided (family) 03 Apr 1901 in 1 Ave. Amplemard, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada 31 Sophie Moreau #30331, born ca 1839 in QC, Canada, 19 (daughter of Norbert Moreau #54400 and Delphine Bastien #54401), census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A, 26 died bef 03 Apr 1901. 31
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Children:

+ 399 i. Louis Philippe Vadeboncoeur #30889 born 05 Jul 1865.

400 ii. Marie Louise Eugenie Vadeboncoeur #31585, henry no. #12582 from Chabrier, born 17 Mar 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Mar 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 02 Jan 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 03 Jan 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Vadeboncoeur & Eloise Moreault.

401 iii. Marie Sophie Oliva Vadeboncoeur #31690, henry no. #12583 from Chabrier, born 14 Nov 1868 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 14 Nov 1868 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A, census * 03 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 178A, occupation 03 Apr 1901 dressmaker, census * 13 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 183-7, died 13 Jun 1935 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 15 Jun 1935 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis St Pierre, cousin & Olive Moreau, aunt.

She married * 21 Feb 1906 in Sacre-Coeur-de-Jesus, Montreal, Montréal, QC, Canada, Olivier Lafleche #31691, born * 08 May 1852 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, (son of Desire Lafleche #60595 and Anny Lami #60596), census * 13 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montréal, St Mary's Ward, ED 183-7, occupation 13 Jun 1911 veterinary doctor, died 17 Apr 1942 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 20 Apr 1942 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.


403 v. Louis Ephrem Vadeboncoeur #40184, henry no. #12585 from Chabrier, born 19 Feb 1873 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 19 Feb 1873 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 04 Jul 1873 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 06 Jul 1873 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Isaie Damphousse, uncle & Felicite Moreau, aunt.

404 vi. George Albert Edouard Vadeboncoeur #57155, henry no. #12586 from Chabrier, born 23 Aug 1874 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 23 Aug 1874 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 07 Jan 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 08 Jan 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Edouard Moreau & Marie Louise Frechette.

405 vii. Charles Edouard Vadeboncoeur #30828, henry no. #12587 from Chabrier, born 07 Jan 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 08 Jan 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A, died 30 Apr 1883 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 01 May 1883 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Edouard Durand & Josephine Moreault, his wife.

406 viii. Marie Eugenie Josephine Vadeboncoeur #36328, henry no. #12588 from Chabrier, born 05 Aug 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 05 Aug 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A, census * 03 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 178A, occupation 03 Apr 1901 dressmaker, died 08 Oct 1911 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 11 Oct 1911 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Louis Leandre Hamelin, doctor & Caroline Beland.


407 ix. Francois Felix Ferdinand Vadeboncoeur #57184, henry no. #12589 from Chabrier, born 21 May 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 21 May 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 18 Sep 1884 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 18 Sep 1884 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Francois Boisvert & Marie Hortense Eugenie Moreau, aunt.

156. Joseph Desire Vadeboncoeur #30320 (Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1264 from Chabrier, born 31 May 1828 in
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Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{14} baptized * 01 Jun 1828 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{14} census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),\textsuperscript{19} occupation 1851 farmer,\textsuperscript{19} census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Riviere-du-Loop,\textsuperscript{23} occupation 1861 cabinetmaker,\textsuperscript{23} census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 131A,\textsuperscript{24} occupation 1871 cabinetmaker,\textsuperscript{24} census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 83B,\textsuperscript{24} occupation 1881 cabinetmaker,\textsuperscript{24} died 23 Jul 1883 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 25 Jul 1883 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Antoine Gelines & Emilie Bellere.

He married * 03 Mar 1851 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{57,83} Felicite Ayotte \#30321, born 15 Nov 1827 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{84} (daughter of Jean Baptiste Ayotte \#59755 and Marie Anne Ross \#59756), baptized * 15 Nov 1827 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),\textsuperscript{19} census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Riviere-du-Loop,\textsuperscript{23} census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 131A,\textsuperscript{24} census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 83B,\textsuperscript{33} census * 14 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 193B.\textsuperscript{30} Felicite: Godparents: Louis Dussault & Rosalie Auclairre.

**Children:**

408 i. Desire Adolphe Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{10} Verboncoeur \#36128, henry no. \#12641 from Chabrier, born 11 Jan 1855 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} baptized * 12 Jan 1855 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} died 10 Jan 1861 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} buried * 12 Jan 1861 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{20} Godparents: Prudent Chabrier dit Verboncoeur & Marie Anne Ross.


410 iii. Pierre Prudent (Adelard) Chabride dit Verboncoeur \#36287, henry no. \#12643 from Chabrier, born 17 Nov 1858 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{85} baptized * 21 Nov 1858 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{85} census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Riviere-du-Loop,\textsuperscript{23} census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 131A,\textsuperscript{24} census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 83B,\textsuperscript{33} census * 14 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 193B.\textsuperscript{30} Godparents: Louis Laurent & Sophie Ayotte.

411 iv. George Stanislas Verboncoeur \#36143, henry no. \#12644 from Chabrier, born 03 Nov 1860 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} baptized * 03 Nov 1860 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Riviere-du-Loop,\textsuperscript{23} census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 131A,\textsuperscript{24} census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 83B,\textsuperscript{33} census * 14 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 193B.\textsuperscript{30} Godparents: George Verboncoeur & Marguerite Grenier.

412 v. Marie Sophie Verboncoeur \#36153, henry no. \#12645 from Chabrier, born 02 Feb 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} baptized * 02 Feb 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} died 24 Feb 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} buried * 25 Feb 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{20} Godparents: Thomas Verboncoeur & Sophie Belanger.

413 vi. Marie Azilda Verboncoeur \#36187, henry no. \#12646 from Chabrier, born 27 Apr 1865 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} baptized * 28 Apr 1865 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 131A,\textsuperscript{24} died 17 Aug 1871 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 19 Aug 1871 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Guillaume Laurent & Emilie Verboncoeur.


157. **George Stanislas Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Verboncoeur \#29460 (Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean\textsuperscript{7} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{7}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{7}), henry no. \#1265 from Chabrier, born 18 Feb 1830 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{14,15} baptized * 18 Feb 1830 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{14,15} census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),\textsuperscript{9} occupation 1851 laborer,\textsuperscript{19} census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Riviere-du-Loop,\textsuperscript{23} occupation 1861 farmer,\textsuperscript{23} census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Riviere-du-Loop,\textsuperscript{24} occupation 1871 farmer,\textsuperscript{24} census * 09 May 1891 in Canada, ON, Essex (North), Rochester, ED 62C,\textsuperscript{30} occupation 09 May 1891 farmer,\textsuperscript{30} census * 10 Apr 1901 in Canada, ON, Essex (North), Rochester, ED 59C,\textsuperscript{31} occupation 10 Apr 1901 farmer,\textsuperscript{31} died * 06 Jun 1901 in St
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Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, \(^{86}\) cause of death 06 Jun 1901 effects of gripep for 1 week, \(^{86}\) buried * 08 Jun 1901 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada. \(^{87}\) Godparents: Benoni St Pierre & Julie Belair.

He married * 10 Jan 1854 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{20}\) resided (family) 28 Jul 1897 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, \(^{20}\) Marie Marguerite Grenier #29464, born 02 Jun 1835 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{9}\) (daughter of Theodore Grenier #75152 and Marguerite Paquin #57153), baptized * 03 Jun 1835 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{9}\) census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, \(^{20}\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 128B2, \(^{23}\) census * 09 May 1891 in Canada, ON, Essex (North), Rochester, ED 62C1, \(^{30}\) died bef 28 Jul 1897 in ON, Canada. \(^{87}\)

Children:

415 i. George Chabrier dit \(^{10}\) Verboncoeur #36127, henry no. #12651 from Chabrier, born 15 Sep 1854 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{20}\) baptized * 15 Sep 1854 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{20}\) died 15 Sep 1854 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{20}\) buried * 16 Sep 1854 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. \(^{20}\) Godparents: Theodore Grenier & Marcelline Racine.

416 ii. Marie Celina Verboncoeur #36131, henry no. #12652 from Chabrier, born 01 Apr 1856 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{20}\) baptized * 01 Apr 1856 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{20}\) died 24 May 1857 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{20}\) buried * 25 May 1857 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. \(^{20}\) Godparents: Prudent Verboncoeur & Marguerite Paquin.

+ 417 iii. Marie Olivine Vadeboncoeur #33598 born 03 Sep 1857.

+ 418 iv. Charles Louis Edouard Verboncoeur #42485 born 08 Dec 1858.


+ 420 vi. Francois Xavier Verboncoeur #36147 born 15 Nov 1861.


422 viii. Desire Verboncoeur #36154, henry no. #12658 from Chabrier, born 09 Sep 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{20}\) baptized * 09 Sep 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{20}\) died 04 May 1865 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{20}\) buried * 05 May 1865 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. \(^{20}\) Godparents: Desire Verboncoeur & Felicite Ayotte.

+ 423 ix. Marie Oliva Verboncoeur #29508 born 17 Apr 1866.

424 x. Marie Alexina Verboncoeur #36191, henry no. #1265A from Chabrier, born 14 Oct 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{20}\) baptized * 15 Oct 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{20}\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 128B2, \(^{23}\) died 25 Mar 1878 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{9}\) cause of death 25 Mar 1878 heart condition, \(^{9}\) buried * 26 Mar 1878 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. \(^{9}\) Godparents: Jean Baptiste St Pierre & Angele Arseneault.


426 xii. Marie Azelie Verboncoeur #57159, henry no. #1265C from Chabrier, born 13 Oct 1870 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{9}\) baptized * 14 Oct 1870 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{9}\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 128B2. \(^{24}\) Godparents: Antoine Frigon & Caroline Frechette.

427 xiii. George Onesime Verboncoeur #57160, henry no. #1265D from Chabrier, born 20 Nov 1871 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{9}\) census * 20 Nov 1871 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{9}\) died 27 Jul 1872 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{9}\) buried * 28 Jul 1872 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. \(^{9}\) Godparents: Onesime Verboncoeur & Marie Olivine Verboncoeur.

428 xiv. Louis Prudent Napoleon Verboncoeur #57164, henry no. #1265E from Chabrier, born 27 Aug 1873 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{9}\) baptized * 27 Aug 1873 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{9}\) died 19 Apr 1874 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, \(^{9}\) buried * 20 Apr 1874 in
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Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Francois Xavier Verboncoeur, cousin & Marie Lesieur dit Desaulniers.

+ 429 xv. Marie Louise Georgina Verboncoeur #36393 born 18 Apr 1875.

430 xvi. Marie Alma Alphonsine Verboncoeur #57154, henry no. #1265G from Chabrier, born 06 Oct 1876 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 06 Oct 1876 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 28 Oct 1876 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 29 Oct 1876 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Francois Pare & Rose de Lima Desaulniers.

431 xvii. Louis Denis Verboncoeur #57167, henry no. #1265H from Chabrier, born 09 Jul 1878 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 09 Jul 1878 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 20 Oct 1884 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada,9 buried * 21 Oct 1884 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada.87 Godparents: ___ St Pierre & Philomene Lupien.

432 xviii. Joseph Eusebe Wilfride (William) Verboncoeur #60651, henry no. #1265I from Chabrier, born 30 Aug 1883 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada.87 baptized * 02 Sep 1883 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada,87 census * 09 May 1891 in Canada, ON, Essex (North), Rochester, ED 62C1.30 Godparents: Paul Trepanier & Olivine Verboncoeur.

He married 02 Feb 1940 in Sacred Heart Ch, Roseville, Macomb, MI,87 Elizabeth Shields #33204.

162. Francois Thomas9 Verboncoeur #33201 (Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #126A from Chabrier, born 30 Mar 1837 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,19 baptized * 30 Mar 1837 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,19 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),19 emigrated ca 1865 to Rochester, Monroe, NY,46 naturalized 17 Nov 1874 in Watseka, Iroquois, IL,88 census * 17 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 122,41 occupation 17 Jun 1880 saloon keeper,2 census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 38,46 occupation 01 Jun 1900 restaurant night clerk,46 died aft 01 Jun 1900. Godparents: Nazaire Gelina & Henriette Pagé. Emigrated to the USA with his brother Prudent bef 1860.

He married 18 Apr 1869 in St John Baptist, L'Erable, Iroquois, IL,2 resided (family) 01 Jun 1900 in 21 East Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,46 resided (family) 23 Apr 1910 in 519 Harrison Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, Rosann Delima LaBonte #33230, born ca Apr 1852 in IL,16,2 census * 17 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 122,41 census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 38,46 census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 109,63 occupation 23 Apr 1910 private duty nurse,63 died aft 23 Apr 1910.2 Rosann: Her father was born in NY and her mother in Canada.

Children:

433 i. Marie Lena10 Vadeboncoeur #31879, henry no. #126A1 in Chabrier, born 12 Jan 1870 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 17 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 122.41

She married 27 Aug 1889 in Iroquois, Iroquois, IL,89 Ferdinand G Frasier #31880, born ca 1863 in Riviere-Ouelle, Kamouraska, PQ, Canada.89 Ferdinand: Son of F.G. Fraser & Caroline St George.

+ 434 ii. William Edward Vadeboncoeur #33232 born 08 Jun 1873.

+ 435 iii. Abraham Prudent Vadeboncoeur #31877 born 07 Dec 1877.


166. Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur #30542 (Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #126E from Chabrier, born 26 Feb 1844 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,14,3 baptized * 26 Feb 1844 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,14,3 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),19 occupation 1851 laborer,19 emigrated to USA, census * 17 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 122,41 occupation 17 Jun 1880 dry goods merchant,43 died by 1895.40 Godparents: Theodore Lupien & Sophie Fortier. By 1860 he was running a dry goods store in Ashkum, IL.

He married * 12 Oct 1881 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.62,9 Marie Louise Emelina (Leona) Pothier #30543, born 30 Apr 1860 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Joseph Pothier #33205 and Marie Ezoire Girard #45347), baptized * 01 May 1860 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres,
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St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 census * 14 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 3, 46 census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 63, 63 census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 68, 60 died 09 Dec 1923 in Clifton, Iroquois, IL. 90 Marie: Godparents: Severe Panniton & Marie Emilie Marchildon.

Children:

437 i. George John 10 Vadbunker #33263, census name George J. Vad Bunker, 91 henry no. #126E1 from Chabrier, born 16 Jan 1882 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, 92 census * 14 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 3, 46 census * 22 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 63, 63 occupation 22 Apr 1910 house carpenter, 63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 carpenter, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 census * 16 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 68, 60 occupation 16 Jan 1920 contractor, 60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 4, 91 occupation 05 Apr 1930 builder, 91 property 05 Apr 1930 real estate value $6000, 91 event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, 93 resided 27 Apr 1942 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, 93 height 27 Apr 1942 5 ft 9 in, 93 weight 27 Apr 1942 185 lbs, 93 eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown, 93 hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, 93 complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light, 93 died 1953 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, 2 buried in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL. 2

He married ca 1909, 63 resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in Hamilton Street, Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, 91 Anna E. Sites #33264, born 1890 in KS, 91 census * 22 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 63, 63 census * 16 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 68, 60 occupation 16 Jan 1920 dressmaker, 60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 4, 91 occupation 05 Apr 1930 seamstress, 91 died 1956 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, 2 buried in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL. 2

438 ii. William J. Vadbunker #33265, henry no. #126E2 from Chabrier, born Jul 1884 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, 2 census * 14 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 3, 46 census * 05 Jan 1920 in KY, Jefferson, Louisville, ED 56, 60 occupation 05 Jan 1920 military officer, 60 military 05 Jan 1920 US Army, 60

He married residing (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 611 Campbell Street, Louisville, Jefferson, KY. 60 Helen __ #42847, born ca 1876 in KY, 60 census * 05 Jan 1920 in KY, Jefferson, Louisville, ED 56. 60 Helen: Her father was born in VA and her mother was born in SC.

+ 439 iii. Rudolph Fred Vadbunker #33229 born 06 Jun 1886.

168. Louis 9 Vadeboncoeur #30327 (Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit 8, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4 Simon 3 Simon 2 Bertrand 1), henry no. #126G from Chabrier, born 21 Jul 1848 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 baptized * 21 Jul 1848 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), 19 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 83B1, 28 census * 23 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 193C, 30 occupation 23 Apr 1891 laborer, 30 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D3, 31 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-34, 32 died 05 Dec 1922 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 09 Dec 1922 in Ste Cecile, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Louis Arseneau & Emilie Chabrier dit Verboncoeur.

He married (1) * 23 Nov 1870 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9,94,6 Marie Anne Elodie Lacombe #30328, born 13 Apr 1846 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9,9(daughter of Luc Lacombe #58555 and Marie Edwidge Lesieur dit Duchaine #58556), baptized * 13 Apr 1846 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 83B1, 28 census * 23 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 193C, 30 died 28 Aug 1892 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 31 Aug 1892 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. 9 Marie: Godparents: Joseph Lemay & Emerance Duplessis.

Children:

441 i. Joseph Gilles Uldoric 10 Vadeboncoeur #33207, henry no. #126G1 from Chabrier, born 31 Oct 1871 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9,9 baptized * 01 Nov 1871 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-
Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 15 Sep 1872 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 17 Sep 1872 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Ulric Pothier & Sophie Lacombe, his wife.

ii. Marie Elodie Lina Aldea Vadeboncoeur #58554, henry no. #126G2 from Chabrier, born 22 Jun 1873 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 24 Jun 1873 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 07 May 1875 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 08 May 1875 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Prudent Vadeboncoeur, innkeeper from Kentucky, USA & Emilie Vadeboncoeur, wife of Theodore Grenier.

iii. Georges Philias Albert Vadeboncoeur #30467, henry no. #126G3 from Chabrier, born 08 Oct 1874 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 09 Oct 1874 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 08 May 1875 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 10 May 1875 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Georges Vadeboncoeur & Felicite Ayotte, wife of Desiree Vadeboncoeur.


v. Marie Elodie Flora Vadeboncoeur #31674 born 05 May 1877.

vi. Joseph Hector Vadeboncoeur #44969, henry no. #126G6 from Chabrier, born 25 Feb 1880 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 26 Feb 1880 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 83B1, died 12 Mar 1883 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 14 Mar 1883 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Luc Lacombe & Elizabeth Lemaries, his wife.

vii. Joseph Gilles Vadeboncoeur #33208, henry no. #126G7 from Chabrier, born 19 Mar 1882 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 Mar 1882 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 12 Mar 1883 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 14 May 1883 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis Bige & Eugenie Lacombe, his wife.

viii. Joseph Desire Vadeboncoeur #33209, henry no. #126G8 from Chabrier, born 19 Mar 1882 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 Mar 1882 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 02 May 1882 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 03 May 1882 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Desire Vadeboncoeur & Felicite Ayotte, his wife.

ix. Marie Georgie Anna Elodie (Rachel) Vadeboncoeur #31826 born 30 Mar 1883.

x. Marie Rosanna Fabiola Vadeboncoeur #45400, henry no. #126GA from Chabrier, born 15 Feb 1885 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 15 Feb 1885 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 14 Mar 1885 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 16 Mar 1885 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Adrien Lacombe & Rosanna Bernaguey, his wife.

xi. Joseph Louis Armand Vadeboncoeur #45346, henry no. #126GB from Chabrier, born 06 May 1886 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 May 1886 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 20 Jun 1886 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 22 Jun 1886 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis Pothier & Albertine Pothier.

xii. N.N. Vadeboncoeur #45401, henry no. #126GC from Chabrier, born 09 Apr 1887 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized 09 Apr 1887 in at home, (see note 6), died 09 Apr 1887 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 11 Apr 1887 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis Pothier & Albertine Pothier.

xiii. Ernest Philippe Arthur Vadeboncoeur #33206, henry no. #126GD from Chabrier, born 01 Jul 1889 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 02 Jul 1889 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 23 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 193C, died 03 Jul 1897 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 04 Jul 1897 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Arthur Lacombe & Delphine Dumont, his wife.

He married (2) * 08 Feb 1893 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Julie Precourt #30329, born 25 Oct 1840 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, daughter of Antoine Precourt #45404 and Catherine Marcouiller.
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#60654), baptized * 25 Oct 1840 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D3,31 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-34,32 died 06 Apr 1912 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 09 Apr 1912 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Julie: Godparents: Antoine Precourt & Josephte Pellerin. Widow of Antoine Loranger.

He married (3) * 19 Jul 1913 in Cap de la Madeleine, Champlain, QC, Canada,95-96 Marie Olivine Vezina #30877, born 17 Dec 1865 in Champlain, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 (daughter of Pierre Vezina #45402 and Odile Boisclerc #45403), baptized * 17 Dec 1865 in Champlain, Champlain, PQ, Canada.9 Marie: Godparents: Onesime Vezina & Georgina Copetia.


She married (1) * 10 Jan 1843 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,45 Edouard Bergeron #29246, born ca 1813 in Ste Ursule, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,46 (son of Charles Bergeron #44219 and Marie-Louise Deblois #44220), emigrated 1854 to US, census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,37 occupation 26 Oct 1860 farmer,37 property 26 Oct 1860 real estate value $450 personal estate value $200,37 census * Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,38 census * 29 Jun 1870 in MN, Anoka, Anoka,40 occupation 29 Jun 1870 farmer,40 property 29 Jun 1870 real estate value $800 personal estate value $350,40 died 02 Jun 1873 in Anoka, Anoka, MN.99 Edouard: Son of Charles Bergeron & Marie-Louise DeBlois of St Ursule.

Children:

454 i. Charles Olivier Bergeron #4962, henry no. #12711 from Chabrier, born 09 Apr 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,45 baptized * 10 Apr 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,45 died 16 Jul 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,45 buried * 17 Jul 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.45 Godparents: Olivier Verboncoeur & Magdelaine Lupien.

455 ii. Edouard Bergeron #34655, henry no. #12712 from Chabrier, born 01 Dec 1845 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,45 died bef 26 Oct 1860.37

456 iii. Marie Emerence Bergeron #34656 born 13 Jul 1847.

457 iv. Narcisse (Nelson) Bergeron #34628 born 29 Dec 1850.

458 v. Leon Bergeron #34659 born ca 1853.

459 vi. Edward Louis Bergeron #34661, henry no. #12716 from Chabrier, born ca 1854 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN,40 census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,37 census * Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,38 census * 29 Jun 1870 in MN, Anoka, Anoka,40 census & 29 Jun 1870 farmer,40 property 29 Jun 1870 real estate value $800 personal estate value $350,40 died 02 Jun 1873 in Anoka, Anoka, MN.99
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She married 186 (2) Aug 1876 in Dayton, Hennepin, MN.41 Joel Dejarlais #38092, born ca 1829 in QC, Canada,41 census * 06 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,40 occupation 06 Jun 1870 farmer,40 census * 02 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 208,41 occupation 02 Jun 1880 farmer,41 census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 184,46 died bef 11 May 1910 in MN.43

171. Pierre-Prudent9 Vadeboncoeur #6484, also known as Prud'homme Verboncoeur, census name Peter Hart,37,40 (Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Jean Chabrier dit8, Jean Chabrier, Jean8, Simon8, Simon8, Bertrand8), henry no. #1273 from Chabrier, born 25 Sep 1830 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,44 baptized * 26 Sep 1830 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,44, emigrated 1855 to USA, census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,37 occupation 26 Oct 1860 farmer,37 census * 07 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,40 occupation 07 Jun 1870 farmer,40 census * 03 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 41,41 occupation 03 Jun 1880 teamster,41 census * 20 May 1885 in MN, Anoka, Anoka,101 died 19 Aug 1886 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN,102 buried 19 Aug 1886 in Calvary Cem, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.100 will proved * 23 Aug 1886 in Anoka co., MN.102 Godparents: Joseph Verboncoeur & Magdeleine St Pierre. Note: 1870 census is missing two pages containing the continuation of this family.

He married (1) * 08 Jan 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 Adelaide (Adeline) Desjarlais #6487, census name Adelia Hart,37 born 14 Jul 1827 in QC, Canada,96 (daughter of Joseph Moise Dejarlais #1005 and Julie Vincent #6486), emigrated 1855 to US, census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,37 census * 07 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,40 died * 04 Jun 1874 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, buried * 06 Jun 1874 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN.3

Children:

+ 468 i. Julia9 Vadeboncoeur #6500 born 12 Dec 1851.

469 ii. Marie-Bibienne Vadeboncoeur #6501, henry no. #12732 from Chabrier, born 29 Aug 1853 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 baptized * 29 Aug 1853 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 died bef 26 Oct 1860.37 Godfather: Fabien Dejarlais, Godmother: Leocadie Berard.

470 iii. Henriette Verboncoeur #37785, henry no. #12733 from Chabrier, born 01 Jan 1856 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,103 baptized 04 Jan 1856 in St Anthony, Minneapolis, MN,103 census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,37 census * 07 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,40 census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 5,41 resided 04 Jun 1880 in 35 East Tenth Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,41 occupation 04 Jun 1880 servant,41 city directory * 1881 in 35 East Tenth Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,61 died ca 25 Apr 1881 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN, buried 27 Apr 1881 in Calvary Cem, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.100

She married * 24 Apr 1881 in St Louis Ch, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,3 Edouard Payette #42854, born ca Nov 1859 in MN,41 census * 09 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 242,41 occupation 09 Jun 1880 waiter,41 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 3,46 occupation 01 Jun 1900 transfer express,46 resided 01 Jun 1900 in 153 12th Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,46 census * 01 May 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 19,63 occupation 01 May 1910 wood & coal co. wagon driver,63 resided 01 May 1910 in 153 12th Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,63 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 89,60 occupation 07 Jan 1920 street work laborer,60 resided 07 Jan 1920 in 31 Washington Avenue South, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 12,91 resided 12 Apr 1930 in 109 East Hennepin Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.91

+ 471 iv. George (Joseph) Verboncoeur #38111 born 02 Feb 1857.


473 vi. Oscar Verboncoeur #45972, henry no. #12736 in Chabrier, born ca 1860 in MN, census * 07 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,40 died bef 19 Aug 1886.

474 vii. Madeline Verboncoeur #37787, henry no. #12737 in Chabrier, born ca 1863 in MN,40 census * 07 Jun 1970 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton.40

+ 475 viii. Alexina (Celina) Verboncoeur #37788 born ca 1866.
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ix. Marie Bibiane (Lydia) Verboncoeur #37786, henry no. #12739 in Chabrier, born Mar 1868 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, baptized * 26 Mar 1868 in St Vincent de Paul Ch, Osseo, MN, census * 07 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,49 died Sep 1879, buried 05 Sep 1879 in Calvary Cem, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.100 Godparents: Edouard Bergeron & ?. Pinard.

x. Arthur Oliver Verboncoeur #37782 born 26 Apr 1870.

He married (2) ca 1875 in MN,102 Adaline __ #33231, born ca 1831 in NY,41 census * 03 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 41,41 census * 20 May 1885 in MN, Anoka, Anoka.101

Children:

xi. Eliza Verboncoeur #44788, henry no. #1273B in Chabrier, born ca 1877 in MN,102 census * 03 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 41,41 census * 20 May 1885 in MN, Anoka, Anoka.101

177. Adolphe David4 Vadeboncoeur #6553 (Olivier Chabrier dit4, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simoné4, Simoné5 Bertrand7), henry no. #1279 from Chabrier, born 06 Aug 1842 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,45 baptized * 07 Aug 1842 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,45 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,49 emigrated 1855 to USA,46 naturalized46 military Union Army - Civil War - Northern Michigan,104 census * 17 Jun 1870 to MN, Hennepin, Brooklyn,49 occupation 17 Jun 1870 farmer,40 city directory * 1877 in St Anthony Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,61 occupation 1877 clerk,61 city directory * 1878 in Jay Street near Arundel, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,61 occupation 1878 clerk for Hoxsie & Jaggar,61 census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 15,41 occupation 04 Jun 1880 dry goods storekeeper,41 census * 01 May 1885 in MN, Marshall, Argyle,101 event * 09 May 1885 Land Patent for 160 acres in Marshall co., MN,105 occupation clerk / salesman,106 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 134,46 occupation 01 Jun 1900 commercial traveler,46 city directory * 1904 in 575 Canada Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,61 occupation 1904 clerk for C. C. Emerson & Co.,61 census * 07 Jun 1905 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 12,107 occupation 07 Jun 1905 salesman,107 city directory * 1909 in 212 Mt Airy Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,61 occupation 1909 janitor,61 city directory * 1910 in 341 Rice Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,61 census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 125,63 occupation 20 Apr 1910 fruit sales traveling salesman,63 died 11 Mar 1916 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN,101,100 (see note 7), buried in St Vincent de Paul Cem, Osseo, MN.100 Godfather: Pierre Gelinas, Godmother: Marie Biron.

THE LIFE HISTORY OF

MR. A. D. VERBONCOEUR

BY

Mrs. W. J. LeFebvre

(Sarah Blanche Verboncoeur)

My father, Mr. Adolph David Verboncoeur, was born August 7, 1844 at Three Rivers near St. Charles, Quebec Province. His father's name was Mr. Xavier Verboncoeur Deschabrillier, who was born in France of a Belgium-French father and a Spanish mother.

Xavier and his two sons were cabinet makers by trade. The family at one time lived in Brittany, France; how long and when is not known. The two sons were asked to serve as guards under Napoleon but refused, so the family left the shores of France just before the French Revolution and crossed the English Channel to England. The two young men married girls of English and Scotch parents while in England and later sailed for America by way of north-east to Canada in search of land that Canada was giving away for farming. It was during this period that Adolph D. Verboncoeur was born in Three Rivers near St. Charles, Quebec Province. It is not known how long they stayed in Canada, but after looking over the farmland offered, they apparently decided against farming there and returned to the United States. One brother settled in Chicago about 1852 with his family. Adella Luppen, the wife of Xavier Verboncoeur Deschabrillier, Jr., died in 1851 when Adolph David Verboncoeur, my father born of this marriage, was seven years old. Xavier Jr., Adolphis and the other children born of the marriage, came to St. Paul Village, Minnesota Territory in 1852. Adelphiwas the youngest of a family of twelve children and was eight years old when he arrived with his father, brothers, and sisters in St. Paul Village. The name Deschabrillier Verboncoeur was too long to sign on business papers, so it was dropped because of business reasons. The Belgium name Verboncoeur was kept as the last name.
From the time Adelphis was fourteen, he worked on farms around what is now known as Minneapolis, Anoka and Osseo. He worked from sun up to sun down for his board, room and washing, plus twenty-five cents a month, which he gave to his father who had remarried and who used the money to help support his family. Adelphis at one time worked for a man who later became his father-in-law and my grandfather on my mother's side, namely Isaac LaBissoniere. Adelphis and John Irland worked for Isaac at the same time. John Irland later went to France, studied to be a priest, and became Bishop John Irland. Adelphis volunteered for the Army in 1862 during the Civil War at the age of eighteen. Since he did not know how to use a gun, he was made barn boss of the Michigan Copper Mines in Northern Michigan on the South shores of Lake Superior near Ispenning, Marquette, and Michigan, which are now cities. After two years in the Michigan copper mines, Adelphis came back to Minnesota Territory and St. Paul Village. He married Julia LaBissoniere September 23, 1864, the daughter of the man he had once worked for, Julia was fifteen years old and Adelphis was twenty.

Julia was born on her father's farm at Lake Como, St. Paul, Minnesota Territory, on January 26, 1849. She was baptized by Father Augustine Ravoux in the little log chapel that St. Paul was named after. Her father was one of eight young men who helped build that little log cabin in 1841. He was eighteen at the time and was later married in that same chapel by Father Ravoux. Lake Como, site of the farm home and Julia's childhood, was known as Mud Lake because of it's mud bottom.

Adelphis and Julia were married at the Falls of St. Anthony and left for Michigan with nine other newly married young couples. The trip was made on foot with oxen and cart. They walked from the falls to the old East Superior and St. Louis Bay and camped out at night. The trip was enjoyed by all in the unsettled, wild regions that early fall in 1864. They arrived at the old canal about 2 PM one day and all boarded the boat late in the afternoon of a beautiful day in October. The next day they found themselves in the middle of Lake Superior and were surprised that they could not see the shore on either side. The trip ended in a storm just outside Marquet, Michigan, about two miles off shore. All the stock were put on the board and all got to shore except one long horned cow that swam toward the middle of the lake and was lost. The small boats for the passengers were manned by the ship's crew and would wait until the big waves got up level with the ship's rail. Then the people were loaded into the small boats and taken ashore. My father and mother (Adelphis and Julia) said that when they got into that small boat, they thought they would never see daylight on land again.

Adelphis lived in different small towns in Michigan, which are now mostly large cities. Adelphis and Julia's two oldest daughters were born in Michigan; Julia in 1867 and Annie in 1869. The family later returned to St. Paul and bought a home on Carrol Avenue.

Adelphis went to work for Temple and Beauprie, a wholesale house, acting as part-time buyer of butter, cheese, and eggs which he got from nearby farms. From there he went to work for J. B. Hosey and Jager, a fruit wholesale house. His duties were similar to those at Temple and Beauprie, but he had more buying power and took orders for fruit in season. Five more children were born to Adelphis and Julia in St. Paul; three boys and two girls. One girl died in St. Paul in 1877 and one boy died later in Argyle.

The family moved to Argyle Minnesota in the summer of 1870. Argyle was then called Louisa and later named Middle River. It was named Argyle by Scotch settlers. Argyle was then the end of the St. Paul Pacific Railroad, later called the St. Paul Minneapolis Manitoba Railroad, which is now the Great Northern. The railroad in those days consisted of one coach and a boxcar or two and there was no regular time as to when trains arrived or left any given point.

Adelphis and his family arrived at Argyle and got off the train at the point near where the depot now stands. No depot or platform existed in those days, just an earth bank, ditch, and mud. All of the household goods were dumped off and rolled down the embankment and the family had to jump, slide, and roll down the same embankment when they got off the train. My father managed to help my mother and the two younger children down, and during all of this it seemed to them that every mosquito in the land was present to welcome them with bites. There was not a house to be seen-nothing but a lot of tall grass and no trees. Adelphis put a tent up for the family to sleep in and during the day they lived out of doors. When the family got up in the morning, they found all sizes of snakes and field mice under their mattresses. Outside were black crows. They did not like snakes and my mother did not like the wind and tall grass being blown by the wind. It reminded her of the waves on the lake trip. Neither did she like the black bread or burnt barley, which they had to use for coffee. When the family washing was done and hung outside, they had to watch for the wild pigs, for the pigs would try to eat the clothes off the clothesline. There were no roads, but in time a platform...
was built by the tracks. My father built a log shack for his store on the other side of the rough platform, which was on
the west side of the track. Toward the late summer he built his home, a plain frame house one mile east of Argyle on
the northwest quarter, section 14, in Middle River Township. The family moved in and settled down to more normal
living conditions.

Mr. Joseph Rollette, called Joe for short, came to Argyle a few days before Adelphis had built his log house. Joe
was a driver on the Red River Ox Cart for Norman Kitson, the fur man for St. Paul. Joe was also credited in helping
save St. Paul as the Capitol of the state. There were three French families who came to Argyle shortly after Adelphis
arrived, who built their homes at the north end of Argyle. It is not known what their names were or where they were
from.

The next building to be constructed by Adelphis was what we called the granery. It was across form what is now
Argyle's main street and road by the depot near the back of where the big store was later erected. It was used for
storing machinery and grain. The log shack was then moved to the back of the granery for a storeroom. The big store
was built in 1884, the year Sarah Verboncoeur (nicknamed Blanche) was born. A sign was put up over the front main
doorway with "Adelphis Verboncoeur-1884" printed on it, and Adelphis was in business.

I, Sarah Verboncoeur, and Adolph A. Verboncoeur, were born on our father's farm. My sister, Lillian, was born at
the back of the big store in the living quarters arranged there. This was in May of 1885, the year of the big hailstorm.
People were knocked out by hailstones and cattle were killed in the fields. Windows were broken and crops damaged.
The people said they heard the storm coming for three days.

From the living quarters in the big store, the family moved to Mr. John Strauster's home, east of the railroad tracks
and bridge. They stayed there during the fall of 1888 while the house in town was being built. The house was built at
the north end of town, west of the tracks and main road. It had nine rooms and a large barn and woodshed. There was a
large pond north of the house.

Adelphis sold the house to Mr. John Gouler in April 1892. (It burned down in 1954). The family then moved to
West Superior Wisconsin. This was April 29, 1892, when my brother Adolph, was twelve, Lillian was seven, and I was
eight years old. Adolph managed an employment office in Superior until November 1892. He then moved his family
back to St. Paul and worked for J.B. Hoxey and Jager as a traveling salesman until 1910, when he went into business
for himself, selling fruits and vegetables at a stand.

The family grew up and left home one by one and by October 1912, Julia and Adelphis were once again alone.
They moved to Duluth where their son, Henry and family lived, and Mrs. Verboncoeur went into business of selling
wood. I married Mr. Wilbert J. LeFebvre September 27, 1911 and left home. (Henry and I are the only two remaining
members of eleven children of Adelphis and Julia). September 23, 1914, Mr. and Mrs. Adelphis D. Verboncoeur
celebrated their Golden Wedding Anniversary in Duluth. In the fall of 1915, Adelphis and Julia went to Argyle for the
holidays and spent the winter. They lived at the home of their oldest daughter, Mr. Fred Labine. In the late part of
January, Adelphis became ill and died March 1916 at Argyle at the farm home of Mr. And Mrs. Fred LaBine. Funeral
services were held at Argyle and Osseo, Minnesota, where he and his wife are buried. Julia died November 3, 1931 at
the age of 82. She was survived by the following:

- Julia (Mrs. Fred LaBine)-Argyle, Minnesota
- Annie (Mrs. J.O. Forest)-Winnipeg, Canada
- Mary (Mrs. Oliver LeTourneau)--Tofield, Canada
- John Verboncoeur-Sunnyvale, California
- Henry Verboncoeur-Minneapolis, Minnesota
- Adolph A. Verboncoeur-Minneapolis, Minnesota
- Sarah (Mrs. W.J. LeFebvre)-St. Paul, Minnesota
- Lillian A. Verboncoeur-Minneapolis, Minnesota

26 grandchildren
2 great-grandchildren

Julia (1884)*, Annie (1886)*, Mary (1886)*, and John (1896)*, all married in Argyle, Minnesota, at the respective
dates. John married Lydia Morin of Argyle, Joseph Morin's daughter. (*= Respective marriage dates)
While Adelphis was living in Argyle, he donated three lots for the first Catholic Church of Argyle and it's parish house, and gave forty acres west of town for a cemetery. When the town moved the cemetery Southeast the tracks, the forty acres were used for the new Catholic Church, school, and parish house as it stands today. The old Catholic Church burned down immediately after Mrs. Joseph Morin's funeral service while she was being buried at the new cemetery. The old parish house was later sold and the three lots were given back to Adelphis.

I know most of the people of Argyle by name from hearing my people mention their names. I know a few personally, although I feel as if I know all of them well. I recall that there were three families of Morins. There were three Morin brothers-Joseph, Andrew, and Elzear. Joseph had six boys and six girls. All three families came from Canada.

Listed below are more people and names I remember. Most of them I remember and recognize when we meet at church, business place or at my home.

James Forman .................................................Blacksmith north of town
Mr. Trembey .................................................................Blacksmith north of town
Mr. & Mrs. A. Laferiere ...........................................Hotel north of town
George Belrose ..................................................Saloonkeeper
Peter Beauchamp .................................................Saloonkeeper
Charles Lessle ....................................................Saloonkeeper
Dr. Stone ..........................................................Hotel and Drugstore
Daniel Robertson ....................................................Drugstore south of town and a Lumberyard north of town
Henry Miller ..........................................................Meatmarket south of town
Mr. & Mrs. Benwitz .................................................Fruit and candy store
Edward Bergeron ..................................................Argyle's first shoemaker
Oliver Letorneau ..................................................Deputy
Dr. Belcourt .........................................................Argyle's first Doctor
Mr. Lambert .........................................................Bakery
Mr. Stoaltz ..........................................................Owned Livery Stable
Mr. Macfall .........................................................Drayman
J.J. Griffin ..........................................................Station agent
Mr. Ressman ........................................................Managed ice and roller rink south of Town
Martin Nownity ...............................................Argyle's first newspaper man
Mrs. Menzell .........................................................Town Librarian
Emery Jarves ........................................................Engineer on thrashing machines. Lost foot in thrashing machine accident
Mose Carrisse ........................................................Store south of town
Mackay family
Henry Keye ...........................................................Farmer
Mr. Barsalouxa ......................................................Tugboat engineer and farmer
Dion family ............................................................lived south of town
Phillas Joseph LeFebvre family .......................Family came to Argyle in 1882. Three Boys were born in Argyle. Alexandra, oldest girl born earlier in Canada, married George Verboncoeur (Adelphis' nephew) in November 1886. This was one of Argyle's largest weddings of that time. Mr. and Mrs. A. Laioriere gave the wedding dinner.

He married 23 Sep 1864 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 04 Jun 1880 in 151 University Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 01 Jun 1900 in 245 Front Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 07 Jun 1905 in 575 Canada Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 20 Apr 1910 in 341 Rice Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 20 Jul 1915 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN, daughter of Isaac Labissonniere #32805 and Theresa Theroux #32633, census * 17 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Brooklyn census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 15, census * 01 May 1885 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN,
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Ramsey, St Paul, ED 134, census * 07 Jun 1905 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 12, census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 125, census * 10 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 76, resided 10 Jan 1920 in 578 Holly Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, occupation 10 Jan 1920 servant, census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 80, resided 12 Apr 1930 in 1212 Yale Place, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, died * 03 Nov 1932 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, cause of death * 04 Nov 1932 heart failure, buried * 05 Nov 1932 in St Vincent de Paul Cem, Osseo, MN.

Julia:

LIFE HISTORY OF

MRS. ADELPHIS DAVID VERBONCOEUR

By

Mrs. W. J. BeFebvre
(Sarah Blanche Verboncoeur)

My mother, Mrs. Adelphis David Verboncoeur's maiden name was Julia LaBissioniere. She was 5'9" and weighed 165 pounds, more or less on the heavy side. She was born January 26, 1849, on her father's farm at Lake Como, St. Paul, Minnesota. The farm was located at the west end half of the lake beginning where Chatsworth Street now runs into the Lake, back to West Snelling Avenue and north to Larpenteur Avenue. The farm home stood on a small hill west of where the water fountain stands on the road going to the grand bandstand. This small hill was then a part of Lake Como Shore. It was quite a large lake and heavily wooded with large oak trees and many turtles. The year 1849 was the year Minnesota became the Minnesota Territory also. Lake Como was then known as Mud Lake.

Julia, my mother, had almost black hair, large brown eyes, and a clear fair complexion, even when she got old. She was very religious, active in church work, and strict with her children. She knew all of the fairy tales in French, having learned them from her father, and also knew many Latin words. She could whistle well and imitate birdcalls and songs. As a young woman, she was inclined to be sickly, but from age 50 to 86, she was in good health and was able to do all of her own housework. After my father died, she worked for others by taking care of sick women. She worked off and on up to 83 years of age.

My mother had one-month schooling in St. Paul. Most of her schoolmates were sixteen to twenty years old and could not speak English. She taught herself to read and speak English after she was married. She had a green thumb with house plants, as well as the outside vegetable garden. Julia was fond of animals and was able to train them for tricks. She trained the dogs and cats to wipe their feet before they came in the house. At the age of 86 she looked more like she was 50. In her 80's, she did all of her own shopping, went to church, and went to visit all of her old friends by herself.

The day she died she went to 7 AM Mass and came home with an old friend, who she had taken out for breakfast and went shopping with. After she left her she met another old friend and they had dinner together downtown Minneapolis. Then my mother went to North Minneapolis by streetcar to see a friend from Argyle, Minnesota. She was living with my sister, Lillian, the baby of the family, number 11. My mother got home in time to make supper, and after supper, she and Lillian sat down to read. At 11 PM, Lillian got ready for bed and at 12 midnight, my mother told Lillian to call the Doctor, the Priest, and my cousin, Olive, for she was dying. My mother walked up and down the living room for about twenty minutes and then lay down on the cot and died, just as the Doctor, Priest, and my cousin Olive came in.

In the winter of 1888, Mr. Olson and Mr. Holm suffered the loss of their store, which burned down in one of Argyle's worst blizzards. The snow was up to the roof tops of many homes. Green and blue bottles of chemicals were used to try to put out the fire. Snow was shoveled between the burning store and the building next to it in an effort to keep the fire from spreading. The fire happened just before Christmas and all the Christmas goods which had been ordered and stocked in the store were lost. Mr. Olson an Mr. Holm rented one of my father's grocery stores until a new store could be built. Our family saw the flames and my father, brother John, and the hired man went to the fire to help.

My mother told me of another bad snow storm June 16, 1887. Everybody with animals to take care of was kept busy getting them all rounded up and into shelter. Ernest Joseph LeFebvre, my husbands younger brother, was born June 16, 1887, the day of the snow storm.
My sister Lillian and I started school in Argyle. Lotte Olson welcomed us on our first day at school. Miss Blank was our teacher and a man was the principal. In the winter during bad weather, Mr. Alfred Belish would stop by our house with his sleigh and my brother, sister and I would join his children for a ride to school.

I also remember our big dog Rover, a St. Bernard, and Rover's mother, beauty, who belonged to Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Forest. Adolph, my brother, would hitch them both to a toboggan in the winter and give Lillian, my sister, and I a ride on nice days. Adolph would stand on the back end of the toboggan and the dogs would make good time on the country roads. We had a nice Morgan horse for the cutter and on a lovely winter day the ride was enjoyable.

These two wonderful St. Bernard dogs saved my brother, Adolph from drowning in the Middle River, old Mill Pond, one cold winter day in 1888. Adolphe, age eight, went skating on the river east of the railroad tracks and took the two dogs along. The old mill was a block or so from the tracks. Adolphe went too close to the mill pond and fell under the thin ice. The two dogs ran up to the road and barked at a man who was going toward the tracks to get some help. The man paid no attention to them, so the dogs kept running back and forth from the river bank to the road. They barked at another man, but he went right on also. The third man who came along followed the dogs to the river, thinking something was wrong. The man followed them and found they wanted help to drag a long branch that was laying on the ground, to a hole in the ice. The man picked it up and took it to the pond, but still didn't know what all the confusion was about. The two men who passed up the barking dogs previously came back to see what all the confusion was, too. They got the branch in the ice hole under the ice. As they held onto the branch and pulled it up, out came Adolph covered with ice. They took him home, put dry clothes on him and called a doctor. As a result of this incident he got Red Fever. When he was pretty well again, he found he had a running ear, which often kept him out of school because of the bad odor it had.

When Adolph was thirty years old, he fell off of a flat railroad car when he was on his way home from work in Seattle, Washington. He broke his spine and wasn't able to walk without crutches, but still could earn his own living.

When Adolph was 35 years old, a doctor at the University of Minnesota found that Adolph had a masquer, which he had taken care of. He died in 1940 at 60 years of age.

In the summer months in Argyle, there were a lot of black crows. Mr. James J. Griffen, the depot agent and dispatcher, shot a lot of them. In the winter, they would trap and kill snow birds for pot pies. I would not eat any of these pies and did not like them.

During the World War I eight of our boys were in the Armed Services, but all came home in good health. They were:

Phillip Labine, U.S.A.
J. O. Forest (brother-in-law), Canada
Valmore O. Forest (son of J.O. Forest), Canada
Raymond J. Forest (son of J.O. Forest), U.S.A.
John A. LeTourneau, Canada
Louis J. Verboncoeur (second cousin), U.S.A.
Arthur Duchine (cousin), U.S.A.
William LaBissioniere (cousin), U.S.A.

Children:

+ 479 i. Julia Verboncoeur #32541 born 15 Jun 1866.
+ 480 ii. Anne Mabel Verboncoeur #39236 born Jan 1868.
+ 481 iii. Mary Rose Verboncoeur #38100 born 03 Jul 1869.
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+ 483 v. Henry W. Verboncoeur #39233 born 24 Feb 1876.
+ 484 vi. N.N. Verboncoeur #39239, henry no. #12796 from Chabrier, born by 1877 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN, died ca 1877 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN.
+ 485 vii. Louise Verboncoeur #39240, henry no. #12797 from Chabrier, born ca 1878 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN. Her entry in the 1880 census for the family is crossed out. Suspect she died just prior to the census.
+ 486 viii. Adolph Albert (Arthur) Verboncoeur #39234, henry no. #12798 from Chabrier, born 25 Nov 1881 in Argyle, Marshall, MN. Census * 01 May 1885 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Goodhue, Red Wing Ward 3, ED 199, occupation 14 Jun 1900 student, residing 14 Jun 1900 in MN State Training School for Boys & Girls. City directory * 1904 in 575 Canada Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, occupation 1904 driver for Minnesota Mushroom Co., census * 07 Jun 1905 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 12, occupation 07 Jun 1905 drayman, event * 07 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 07 Sep 1918 self-employed salesman, resided 07 Sep 1918 in 429 East Hennepin Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, height 07 Sep 1918 medium, weight 07 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 07 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 07 Sep 1918 black, medical condition 07 Sep 1918 infection of nerves, cripple, resided Nov 1932 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, died 27 Oct 1940 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, Goodhue, Red Wing Ward 3, ED 199, occupation 1904 wrapper for Schuneman & Evans, city directory * 1904 in 575 Canada Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, census * 03 Jun 1895 in MN, Polk, Red Lake Falls, occupation 03 Jun 1895 in land patent for 159.82 acres at Twp 150, Rng 43, occupation 07 Jun 1905 cashier, city directory * 1905 in 341 Rice Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, census * 19 Jan 1920 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, ED 80, resided 12 Apr 1930 in 1212 Yale Place, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 80, resided 12 Apr 1930 in 1212 Yale Place, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, occupation 12 Apr 1930 dry goods clerk, resided Nov 1932 in Duluth, St Louis, MN, died 07 Jun 1935 in Hennepin co., MN.


He married 1875, resided (family) 27 Apr 1910 in 806 Fourth Street, Grand Forks, Grand Forks, ND. Marion Lavinia Lessard #37644, born ca 1857 in MN, census * 14 Jun 1880 in MN, Polk, Twp 150 Rng 43, ED 200, census * 18 May 1885 in MN, Polk, Terrebonne, census * 03 Jun 1895 in MN, Polk, Red Lake Falls, census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 328, census * 27 Apr 1910 in ND, Grand Forks, Grand Forks, ED 102.
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Children:

489 i. Mary\(^{10}\) Vadeboncoeur #37638, ref number #127C1 Chabrier, born ca 1877 in MN, census * 14 Jun 1880 in MN, Polk, Twp 150 Rng 43, ED 200,\(^{41}\) died * 18 May 1885 in MN, Polk, Terrebonne.\(^{101}\)

She married in Grand Forks, Grand Forks, ND,\(^{115}\) Edward Bray #57610.

+ 490 ii. Elizabeth Verboncoeur #37732 born Sep 1878.
+ 491 iii. Rose Alma (Emma) Verboncoeur #37733 born 16 Apr 1880.
+ 493 v. Agnes Verboncoeur #37725 born Jul 1883.

494 vi. Stephanie (Fanny) Vadeboncoeur #44295, henry no. #127C6 from Chabrier, born Feb 1885 in MN,\(^{46}\) census * 18 May 1885 in MN, Polk, Terrebonne,\(^{101}\) census * 03 Jun 1895 in MN, Polk, Red Lake Falls,\(^{113}\) census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 328.\(^{46}\)

She married\(^{115}\) Matt Maher #57612.

+ 495 vii. John Oliver Vadeboncoeur #37645 born 04 Oct 1886.

496 viii. Annie Verboncoeur #37734, henry no. #127C8 from Chabrier, born Mar 1888 in MN,\(^{46}\) census * 03 Jun 1895 in MN, Polk, Red Lake Falls,\(^{113}\) census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 328.\(^{46}\)

She married (1) 14 Apr 1921 in Wallace, Shoshone, ID,\(^{116}\) Ingolf Johnson #47766.
She married (2) Conrad Meyer #57611.

181. Adele "Delia"\(^{9}\) Vadeboncoeur #18109, census name Delia Tiroux,\(^{41}\) (Olivier Chabrier dit\(^{9}\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{9}\), Jean\(^{3}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{3}\), Simon\(^{1}\), Simon\(^{2}\), Bertrand\(^{3}\)), henry no. #127D from Chabrier, born 17 Nov 1853 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{117}\) baptized * 18 Nov 1853 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{117}\) emigrated 1855 to USA,\(^{60}\) census * 09 Oct 1857 in MN, Hennepin, Town 120 Rng 22,\(^{36}\) census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\(^{27}\) census * 01 Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\(^{38}\) census * 06 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\(^{40}\) census * 04 Jun 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 213,\(^{41}\) census * 03 Jun 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo,\(^{101}\) census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 144,\(^{46}\) census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60,\(^{53}\) census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 58,\(^{60}\) died bef 1930.

She married 29 Mar 1869 in St John Baptist, Dayton, Hennepin, MN,\(^{118}\) resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in 922 Lyndale Place, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,\(^{63}\) resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 914 Seventh Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,\(^{60}\) David Theroux #38858, census name David Theroux\(^{41}\) born 15 Aug 1836 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,\(^{119,120,98}\) (son of Pierre Theroux dit Plessis #51027 and Therese Petit #51028), emigrated 1847 to USA,\(^{60}\) naturalized\(^{63,60}\) census * 15 Sep 1850 in MN, Ramsey, Little Canada,\(^{119}\) census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 213,\(^{41}\) occupation 04 Jun 1880 laborer,\(^{41}\) census * 03 Jun 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo,\(^{101}\) census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 144,\(^{46}\) occupation 22 Jun 1900 day laborer,\(^{46}\) census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60,\(^{53}\) census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 58,\(^{60}\) died * 27 May 1924 in Ramsey co., MN,\(^{98,111}\) cause of death 27 May 1924 lobar pneumonia,\(^{98}\) buried * 29 May 1924 in New Canada Cem, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.\(^{98}\)

Children:

+ 497 i. Rosalie Edwina\(^{10}\) Theroux #38860 born 25 Jan 1870.

498 ii. Charles (Alphonso) Theroux #46033, census name Alphonso Tiroux,\(^{63}\) henry no. #127D2 from Chabrier, born ca 1872 in MN,\(^{41}\) census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 213,\(^{41}\) census * 03 Jun 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo,\(^{101}\) census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 209,\(^{63}\) occupation 20 Apr 1910 telephone electrician.\(^{63}\)

He married ca 1901,\(^{63}\) resided (family) 20 Apr 1910 in 4314 Garfield Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,\(^{63}\) Mary Alice Seagel #51821, born 08 May 1876 in WI,\(^{63,111}\) (daughter of ___ Seagel #56597 and ___ Alexander #56598), census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 209,\(^{63}\) died 26 Jun 1966 in Hennepin co., MN.\(^{111}\)

Compiled by: Roger & Nancy Verboncoeur (R.Verboncoeur@Comcast.net)
Louis died as the result of an accident at the sawmill where he worked.
The Anoka Union newspaper reported:

"Monday forenoon about ten o'clock a terrible accident occurred in the lath room of Reed & Sherwood's lumber mill. It seems that Louis Vevea and another young man were sawing shingle binders at the bolting saw. One board, which was to be sawed, became broken, and when it was being taken away the broken piece fell upon the saw. On the instant there was imparted to it the speed of lightning; it struck Vevea on the right side just below the ribs. He staggered, started to run, and would have fallen, but was caught by one of the work men. He was conveyed to the office, and, as soon as possible, Dr. Giddings was called. The physician pronounced the bones unbroken, but the internal injuries serious. A team was procured, and he was carried to his home. During all this time he retained his consciousness. About one o'clock he died. The piece of board which struck him was about two and one-half feet long, five inches wide, and one inch in thickness. He was about twenty seven years of age, and leaves a wife and three children."

[Source: Patrick VeVea].

**Children:**

+ 510  
  i. Selina Vevea #44283 born 27 Apr 1875.
+ 511  
+ 512  
  iii. Mary (Mae) I. Vevea #44285, Henry no. #127E3 from Chabrier, born 01 Mar 1878 in Anoka co., MN,^41,39 census * 03 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 208,^41 census * 21 May 1885 in MN, Anoka, Anoka,^101 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 118,^46 census * 15 Jun 1905 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis WD 12,^107 occupation 15 Jun 1905 housekeeper,^107 census * 16 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 195,^63 died 12 Mar 1944 in Multnomah co., OR.  

She married ca 1896 in MN,^46 resided (family) 06 Jun 1900 in 2310 22nd Avenue South, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,^46 resided (family) 15 Jun 1905 in 3813 36th Avenue South, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,^107 resided (family) 16 Apr 1910 in 3314 Minnehaha, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,^53 Archibald J Brouellette #44576, born Jan 1875 in NY,^46 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 118,^46 occupation 06 Jun 1900 house painter,^46 census * 15 Jun 1905 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis WD 12,^107 occupation 15 Jun 1905 sash & door factory operator,^107 census * 16 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 195,^63 occupation 16 Apr 1910 sash & door factory machine operator,^63 died 02 Dec 1955 in Multnomah co., OR. Archibald: His parents were born in PQ, Canada.

+ 513  
  iv. Louis (Lewis) Clifford Vevea #44278 born 18 Feb 1880.


Frank: Frank was instantly killed when the locomotive of a passenger train struck him. He "went to get some spikes [that] were beside the track. Why he went onto the bridge is not known" by the workmen of this Section Man. The workmen "motioned to him that the train was coming." Frank's skull was crushed. - Anoka Union, December 26, 1906

[Source: Patrick VeVea].

**Children:**

+ 514  

Compiled by: Roger & Nancy Verboncoeur (R.Verboncoeur@Comcast.net)
La Famille Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR

As of: 12/24/2014

He married ca 1904 in MN, resided (family) 01 Jun 1905 in Monroe Street, Anoka, Anoka, MN, resided (family) 21 Apr 1910 in 631 Harrison Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, no children from this marriage, Pearl V Allen #56705, born 11 Dec 1881 in MN, daughter of Allen #56707 and Fitch #56706, census * 01 Jun 1905 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 164, census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 235, census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 242, died 07 Sep 1960 in Hennepin co., MN.

185. Matilda Vadeboncoeur #32629, census name Matada Hart, (Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127H from Chabrier, born Aug 1859 in
La Famille Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR

As of: 12/24/2014

MN,\textsuperscript{46} census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{37} census * 01 Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{38} census * 06 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{30} census * 14 May 1875 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{47} census * 03 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 208,\textsuperscript{41} census * 07 May 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis,\textsuperscript{101} census * 25 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245,\textsuperscript{46} census * 25 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 55,\textsuperscript{6} occupation 25 Apr 1910 wash woman,\textsuperscript{63} died 30 Dec 1921 in Hennepin co., MN.\textsuperscript{111}

She married * 01 Mar 1881 in St Vincent de Paul Ch, Osseo, MN,\textsuperscript{2} resided (family) 25 Apr 1910 in 1527 Sixth Street North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,\textsuperscript{46} Ludovic (Lewis) Lessard \#44790, born Aug 1841 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{101} (son of Leandre Lessard \#56742 and Josephine Lupien \#56743), emigrated 1850 to USA,\textsuperscript{46} naturalized\textsuperscript{46} census * 07 May 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis,\textsuperscript{101} census * 25 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245,\textsuperscript{46} occupation 25 Jun 1900 farmer,\textsuperscript{46} census * 25 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 55,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 25 Apr 1910 teamster for bridge maker.\textsuperscript{63}

Children:

519  i.  Lizzie\textsuperscript{10} Lessard \#56744, henry no. \#127H1 from Chabrier, born ca 1882 in MN,\textsuperscript{101} census * 07 May 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis.\textsuperscript{101}

+ 520  ii.  Louis Leon Lessard \#47772 born 29 Aug 1883.

521  iii.  Antoine Lessard \#56745, henry no. \#127H1\textsuperscript{10} from Chabrier, born ca Feb 1885 in MN,\textsuperscript{101} census * 07 May 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis,\textsuperscript{101} died bef 25 Jun 1900 in MN.\textsuperscript{46}

522  iv.  Louise Lessard \#56746, henry no. \#127H4 from Chabrier, born Oct 1886 in MN,\textsuperscript{46} census * 25 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245.\textsuperscript{46}


524  vi.  Orelia Lessard \#56748, henry no. \#127H6 from Chabrier, born Nov 1897 in MN,\textsuperscript{46} census * 25 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245,\textsuperscript{46} census * 25 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 55.\textsuperscript{63}

186.  Antoine (Anthony)\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur \#32546 (Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{1} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{3}), henry no. \#127J from Chabrier, born Mar 1860 in MN,\textsuperscript{46} census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{37} census * 01 Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{38} census * 06 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{40} census * 14 May 1875 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{47} city directory * 1882 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1882 tanner,\textsuperscript{61} census * 14 May 1885 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul WD 5,\textsuperscript{101} city directory 1886 in 1098 East 7th Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1886 teamster,\textsuperscript{61} census * 21 Jun 1900 in MN, Chisago, Nessel, ED 8,\textsuperscript{46} occupation 21 Jun 1900 farmer,\textsuperscript{46} census * 07 Jun 1905 in MN, Chisago, Nessel, ED 16,\textsuperscript{107} occupation 07 Jun 1905 farmer,\textsuperscript{107} census * 06 May 1910 in MN, Chisago, Nessel, ED 10,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 06 May 1910 farmer,\textsuperscript{63} census * 20 Jan 1920 in MN, Chisago, Nessel, ED 25,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 20 Jan 1920 farmer,\textsuperscript{60} census * 17 Apr 1930 in MN, Chisago, Nessel, ED 11,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 17 Apr 1930 dairy farmer,\textsuperscript{91} died 27 May 1943 in Hennepin co., MN.\textsuperscript{111}

He married * 08 Aug 1881 in St Louis Ch, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{3} resided (family) 06 May 1910 in Town Road, Nessel, Chisago, MN.\textsuperscript{63} Agnes Josephine Cartier \#32547, born 03 Jul 1862 in Massina, NY,\textsuperscript{60} (daughter of Frank Cartier \#56753 and Julia Parent \#56754), census * 14 May 1885 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul WD 5,\textsuperscript{101} census * 21 Jun 1900 in MN, Chisago, Nessel, ED 8,\textsuperscript{46} census * 07 Jun 1905 in MN, Chisago, Nessel, ED 16,\textsuperscript{107} census * 06 May 1910 in MN, Chisago, Nessel, ED 10,\textsuperscript{63} census * 20 Jan 1920 in MN, Chisago, Nessel, ED 25,\textsuperscript{60} census * 17 Apr 1930 in MN, Chisago, Nessel, ED 11,\textsuperscript{91} died 12 Apr 1942 in Hennepin co., MN.\textsuperscript{111}

Children:

+ 525  i.  Eva (Olive) Josephine\textsuperscript{10} Verboncoeur \#32548 born 24 Oct 1893.

187.  Francois-Xavier\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur \#32625, census name Frank Hart,\textsuperscript{41} census name Frank Verbunker,\textsuperscript{63} (Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{1} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{3}), henry no. \#127J from Chabrier, born ca 1862 in MN,\textsuperscript{40} census * 01 Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{38} census * 06 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{40} census * 14 May 1875 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{47} census * 03 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 208,\textsuperscript{41} census * 18 Jun 1880 in MN, Wright, Monticello, ED 65,\textsuperscript{41} occupation 18 Jun 1880 laborer,\textsuperscript{41} census * May 1885 in MN, Polk, Grand Forks,\textsuperscript{101} census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Polk, East Grand Forks, Rhinehart Twp, ED 197,\textsuperscript{65} occupation 21 Apr 1910 house carpenter,\textsuperscript{63} census * 08 Apr 1930 in ND, Grand Forks, Manvel, ED 59,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 08 Apr 1930 steam railroad laborer.\textsuperscript{91}
La Famille Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR

As of: 12/24/2014

He married ca 1898,\textsuperscript{91} resided (family) 21 Apr 1910 in 425 Allen Avenue, East Grand Forks, Polk, MN,\textsuperscript{63} resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in Oldham Avenue, Manvel, Grand Forks, ND,\textsuperscript{93} Sarah\textsuperscript{#42877}, born ca 1875 in ND,\textsuperscript{91} census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Polk, East Grand Forks, Rhinehart Twp, ED 197,\textsuperscript{63} census * 08 Apr 1930 in ND, Grand Forks, Manvel, ED 59.\textsuperscript{91} Sarah: She is of Norwegian extraction.

Children:
+ 526 i. William James\textsuperscript{10} Verbunker \#42873 born 06 Jul 1900.
527 ii. __ Verbunker \#44311, ref number \#127J2 Chabrier, died bef 21 Apr 1910.\textsuperscript{63}
528 iii. __ Verbunker \#44312, ref number \#127J3 Chabrier, died bef 21 Apr 1910.\textsuperscript{63}
529 iv. __ Verbunker \#44313, ref number \#127J4 Chabrier, died bef 21 Apr 1910.\textsuperscript{63}
530 v. __ Verbunker \#44314, ref number \#127J5 Chabrier, died bef 21 Apr 1910.\textsuperscript{63}
531 vi. __ Verbunker \#44315, ref number \#127J6 Chabrier, died bef 21 Apr 1910.\textsuperscript{63}
532 vii. __ Verbunker \#44316, ref number \#127J7 Chabrier, died bef 21 Apr 1910.\textsuperscript{63}
533 viii. __ Verbunker \#44317, ref number \#127J8 Chabrier, died bef 21 Apr 1910.\textsuperscript{63}

188. Olive (Celie)\textsuperscript{8} Verbonceour \#38102, census name Eva Hart,\textsuperscript{61} (Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadebonceour, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Jean\textsuperscript{8} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{8}, Simon\textsuperscript{8}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{8}), henry no. \#127K from Chabrier, born Feb 1864 in MN,\textsuperscript{40,46} census * 01 Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{38} census * 06 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{40} census * 14 May 1875 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{2} census * 03 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{40} census * 21 Jun 1895 in MN, Scott, Shakopee WD 2,\textsuperscript{113} census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 178,\textsuperscript{46} census * 03 May 1910 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 144,\textsuperscript{63} census * 21 Jan 1920 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 144,\textsuperscript{66} census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 19.\textsuperscript{91}

She married 29 Sep 1884 in St Louis Ch, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{2} resided (family) 22 Jun 1900 in Fourth Street, Shakopee, Scott, MN,\textsuperscript{46} resided (family) 03 May 1910 in Fourth Street, Shakopee, Scott, MN,\textsuperscript{66} resided (family) 21 Jan 1920 in Fourth Street, Shakopee, Scott, MN,\textsuperscript{66} resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 314 East Second Street, Shakopee, Scott, MN.\textsuperscript{91} Louis Phillip Demers \#38101, born Dec 1857 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{46} census * 21 Jan 1895 in MN, Scott, Shakopee WD 2,\textsuperscript{113} occupation 21 Jun 1895 miller,\textsuperscript{113} census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Shakopee, Shakopee, ED 178,\textsuperscript{46} occupation 22 Jun 1900 flour mill machine operator,\textsuperscript{46} census * 03 May 1910 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 144,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 03 May 1910 odd job laborer,\textsuperscript{63} census * 21 Jan 1920 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 146,\textsuperscript{66} occupation 21 Jan 1920 flour mill miller,\textsuperscript{66} census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 19,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 08 Apr 1930 foundry office janitor.\textsuperscript{91}

Children:
534 i. Jeanette\textsuperscript{46} Demers \#44297, ref number \#127K1 Chabrier, born May 1886 in MN,\textsuperscript{46} census * 21 Jun 1895 in MN, Scott, Shakopee WD 2,\textsuperscript{113} census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 178.\textsuperscript{46}
535 ii. Elsie Demers \#44298, ref number \#127K2 Chabrier, born Apr 1889 in MN,\textsuperscript{46} census * 21 Jun 1895 in MN, Scott, Shakopee WD 2,\textsuperscript{113} census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, Shakopee, ED 178,\textsuperscript{46} census * 03 May 1910 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 144.\textsuperscript{63}
536 iii. Agnes Demers \#44299, ref number \#127K3 Chabrier, born Jun 1891 in MN,\textsuperscript{46} census * 21 Jun 1895 in MN, Scott, Shakopee WD 2,\textsuperscript{113} census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, Shakopee, ED 178,\textsuperscript{46} census * 03 May 1910 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 144.\textsuperscript{63}
537 iv. Stephen Leo De Mers \#44300 born 12 Jul 1895.\textsuperscript{46}
538 v. Harris James Demers \#44301, ref number \#127K5 Chabrier, born 25 Jul 1898 in MN,\textsuperscript{92,46} census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 178,\textsuperscript{46} census * 03 May 1910 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 144,\textsuperscript{63} event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 12 Sep 1918 machine tender for Shane Bros & Wilson Co,\textsuperscript{2} resided 12 Sep 1918 in Shakopee, Scott, MN,\textsuperscript{2} height 12 Sep 1918 medium,\textsuperscript{46} weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,\textsuperscript{46} hair color 12 Sep 1918 light,\textsuperscript{46} eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,\textsuperscript{46} census * 21 Jan 1920 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 146,\textsuperscript{66} occupation 21 Jan 1920 flour mill miller,\textsuperscript{66} census * 23 Apr 1930 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, Shakopee, ED 19,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 23 Apr 1930 stove enamel inspector,\textsuperscript{91} died 27 Feb 1946 in Scott co., MN.\textsuperscript{111}

He married ca 1927 in MN,\textsuperscript{91} resided (family) 23 Apr 1930 in West 4th Street, Shakopee, Scott, MN,\textsuperscript{91} Magdalene \#56845, born ca 1903 in MN,\textsuperscript{91} census * 23 Apr 1930 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 19,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 23 Apr 1930 telephone chief operator.\textsuperscript{91}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Hilaire Gregoire</td>
<td>i.</td>
<td>16 Feb 1863</td>
<td>St David, Yamaska, PQ Canada</td>
<td>baptized * 16 Feb 1863 in St David, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godparents: Louis Frigault &amp; Emerence Verboncoeur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Baptiste Vallieres</td>
<td>+ ii.</td>
<td>02 Apr 1866</td>
<td>St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada</td>
<td>William: Wdr of Adeline Lecuyer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Alida Lemyre</td>
<td>iv.</td>
<td>14 Oct 1873</td>
<td>St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada</td>
<td>baptized * 14 Oct 1873 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godparents: Joseph Taillon &amp; Adeline Melancon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Clara Lemire</td>
<td>v.</td>
<td>03 Jun 1875</td>
<td>St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada</td>
<td>baptized * 03 Jun 1875 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 24 May 1876 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 26 May 1876 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godparents: Louis Vincent &amp; Helene Desjarlais.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Audina Lemyre</td>
<td>vi.</td>
<td>23 Dec 1878</td>
<td>St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada</td>
<td>baptized * 24 Dec 1878 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 29 Feb 1880 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 02 Mar 1880 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godfather: Michel Martin; Godmother: Julie Cantard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Georgina Lemyre</td>
<td>vii.</td>
<td>06 Mar 1881</td>
<td>St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada</td>
<td>baptized * 06 Mar 1881 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 07 Mar 1899 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 08 Mar 1899 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godparents: Hilaire Gregoire &amp; Malvina Taillan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
La Famille Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR
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191. Madeleine⁸ Vadeboncoeur #6497 (Elie Chabrier dit⁶, Antoine Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁷ Chabrier, Jean⁸, Simon⁹, Simon⁸, Bertrand¹), henry no. #12C3 from Chabrier, born 21 Oct 1841 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,⁴⁵ baptized * 21 Oct 1841 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,⁴⁵ census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,¹⁹ census * 16 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 99,⁴⁶ died 25 May 1908 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,³Š buried 27 May 1908 in St Augustin Cem, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁸ city directory * 1909 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ Godfather: Antoine Laroche, Godmother: Magdeleine Lupien.

She married ca 1868,⁴⁶ resided (family) 16 Jun 1900 in 299 Merrimack Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁴⁶ Evangelist V Turcotte #32646, born Jun 1848 in QC, Canada,⁴⁶ city directory * 1877 in 104 Concord Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1877 laborer,¹⁵ census * 16 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 99,⁴⁶ occupation 16 Jun 1900 coal & wood dealer,⁴⁶ city directory * 1907 in 299 Merrimack Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1907 undertaker & coffin warehouse & wood, coal, hay, & grain yard,⁶¹ city directory * 1908 in 299 Merrimack Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ died 24 Jan 1908 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1908 undertaker & coffin warehouse & wood & coal yard,⁶¹ city directory * 1909 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹

Children:

547 i. Albertine Eloise¹⁰ Turcotte #32647, henry no. in Chabrier, born 27 Aug 1872 in NH,⁴⁶ census * 16 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 99,⁴⁶ occupation 16 Jun 1900 bookkeeper,⁴⁶ Godparents: David Vadeboncoeur & Eloise Turcotte.


549 iii. Adelia Turcotte #56877, henry no. from Chabrier, born Nov 1879 in NH,⁴⁶ census * 16 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 99,⁴⁶ city directory * 1907 in 299 Merrimack Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1907 bookkeeper,⁴⁶ city directory * 1908 in 299 Merrimack Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1908 bookkeeper,⁴⁶

550 iv. __ Turcotte #56878, henry no. from Chabrier, died bef 16 Jun 1900,⁴⁶

551 v. __ Turcotte #56879, henry no. from Chabrier, died bef 16 Jun 1900,⁴⁶

552 vi. __ Turcotte #56880, henry no. from Chabrier, died bef 16 Jun 1900,⁴⁶

553 vii. __ Turcotte #56881, henry no. from Chabrier, died bef 16 Jun 1900,⁴⁶

554 viii. __ Turcotte #56882, henry no. from Chabrier, died bef 16 Jun 1900,⁴⁶

192. Francois Xavier⁹ Vadeboncoeur #40203, also known as Frank Vadboncoeur,⁴⁶ (Elie Chabrier dit⁸, Antoine Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁷ Chabrier, Jean⁸, Simon⁹, Simon⁸, Bertrand¹), henry no. #12C4 from Chabrier, born 09 Mar 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,⁴⁵ baptized * 09 Mar 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,⁴⁵ census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,¹⁹ emigrated 1864 to USA,⁴⁶ city directory 1890 in 641 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1890 laborer,¹⁵ city directory 1891 in 641 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1891 laborer,¹⁵ city directory 1892 in 76 Lake Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1892 laborer,¹⁵ city directory 1893 in 641 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1893 laborer,¹⁵ census * 05 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 103,⁶⁰ occupation 05 Jun 1900 mill laborer,⁴⁶ died 14 Sep 1901 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹²⁸ buried 16 Sep 1901 in St Augustin Cem, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹²⁸ Godparents: Jean Baptiste Biron & Marguerite Lambert.

He married ca 1868,⁴⁶ resided (family) 05 Jun 1900 in 46 Lake Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁴⁶ Emelie Courteau #40204, also known as Amelia Short,¹²⁹ born Apr 1848 in QC, Canada,⁴⁶ emigrated 1870,⁴⁶ naturalized⁶⁰ census * 05 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 103,⁴⁶ city directory * 1918 in 209 Spruce Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 90,⁶⁰ resided 03 Jan 1920 in 236 Bridge Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶⁰ occupation 03 Jan 1920 milliner,⁴⁶ city directory * 1925 in 236 Bridge Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ city directory * 1926 in 282 Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹²⁸ died 03 Jun 1929 in Laconia, Belknap, NH,¹²⁸ buried 06 Jun 1929 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹²⁸

Children:

555 i. Francois Xavier Evangeliste¹⁰ Vadeboncoeur #40205, census name Evangelist Hart,⁴⁶ henry no. #12C41 in Chabrier, born 15 May 1874 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹³⁰ baptized 16 May 1874 in St
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556. Marie B. Vadeboncoeur #41762, henry no. #12C42 in Charbier, born ca 1880 in NH, census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 90, * residence 03 Jan 1920 in 236 Bridge Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 03 Jan 1920 woolen mill burler, * census * 08 Apr 1930 in NH, Belknap, Laconia, ED 7.

She married (1) ca 1908 in NH, Monbleau #41763, died bef 03 Jan 1920.

She married (2) 28 Jan 1920 in St Joseph, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, residence (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 6 Chester Court, Laconia, Belknap, NH, Joseph Alfred Tremblay #40206, born ca 1880 in NH, census * 08 Apr 1930 in NH, Belknap, Laconia, ED 7, occupation 08 Apr 1930 furniture store salesman.


Children:

561. Joseph Adelmar Vadeboncoeur #34130, henry no. #12C51 in Charbier, born 17 Jan 1869 in St Bonaventure d'Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Jan 1869 in St Bonaventure d'Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, * census 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond, St Germain, ED 52E1, * city directory 1890 in 299 Merrimack Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1890 clerk, * city directory 1891 in 299 Merrimack Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1891 clerk, * city directory 1892 in 299 Merrimack Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1892 clerk, * city directory 1893 in 299 Merrimack Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1893 clerk, died 26 Nov 1894 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, buried 29 Nov 1894 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH. Godparents: Louis Joyal & Marie Letendre wife of Benoni Lariviere.

+ 562. Louis Odilon Vadeboncoeur #30771 born 30 Oct 1870.

563. Joseph-Pierre Vadeboncoeur #34131, henry no. #12C53 from Chabrier, born 16 Jun 1872 in St Bonaventure d'Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, baptized * 16 Jun 1872 in St Bonaventure d'Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, died 17 Jun 1872 in St Bonaventure d'Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada.
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564 iv. Anonyme Vadeboncoeur #34132, henry no. #12C54 from Chabrier, born 05 Jun 1873 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, died 05 Jun 1873 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, buried * 05 Jun 1873 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada. Godparents: Pierre Letendre & Josiphine Letendre.

565 v. Marie-Joséphine Vadeboncoeur #34133, henry no. #12C55 from Chabrier, born 28 Apr 1874 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, baptized * 28 Apr 1874 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, died 28 Apr 1874 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, buried * 29 Apr 1874 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph-Louis Letendre & Josiphine Letendre.

566 vi. Marie Anne Elizire Vadeboncoeur #29495, henry no. #12C56 from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1876 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, baptized * 27 Jan 1876 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, died 03 Dec 1877 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, buried * 03 Dec 1877 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada. Godparents: Eugene Lemaire & Josiphine Letendre.

567 vii. N.N. Vadeboncoeur #29496, henry no. #12C57 from Chabrier, born 03 Mar 1878 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, died 03 Mar 1878 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, buried * 03 Mar 1878 in St Bonaventure d’Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada.

+ 568 viii. Bonaventure Eugene Rosario Vadeboncoeur #29497 born 09 Mar 1879.

569 ix. N.N. Vadeboncoeur #29249, henry no. #12C59 from Chabrier, born 17 Apr 1881 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, died * 17 Apr 1881 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, baptized 17 Apr 1881 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, buried * 17 Apr 1881 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Clement Dion & Caroline Watkins.


571 xi. N.N. Vadeboncoeur #29494, henry no. #12C5B from Chabrier, born 13 Oct 1884 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, baptized * 14 Oct 1884 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, died 14 Oct 1884 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, buried * 14 Oct 1884 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada.

+ 572 xii. Joseph Herman (Almon) Vadeboncoeur #40333 born 08 Nov 1886.

573 xiii. Anna Odila Henriette Vadeboncoeur #39397, also known as Odila A Hart, henry no. #12C5D from Chabrier, born 24 Feb 1889 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, baptized * 25 Feb 1889 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, emigrated 1894 to Montgomery, Franklinit, VT, census * 18 Jun 1900 at VT, Franklinit, Montgomery, ED 102, resided Jan 1916 in VT. Godparents: Joseph Letendre & Odila Grandin.


574 xiv. Marie Adelia Cecilia Vadeboncoeur #39398, also known as Delia Hart, henry no. #12C5E from Chabrier, born 11 May 1892 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, baptized * 14 May 1892 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, emigrated 1894 in Montgomery, Franklinit, VT, census * 18 Jun 1900 in VT, Franklinit, Montgomery, ED 102, resided Jan 1916 in VT. Godparents: Odilon Vadeboncoeur (brother) & Aldea Lemire (cousin).
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He married * 15 Jan 1867 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, resided (family) 12 Jun 1880 in 11 Hill Street, Biddeford, York, ME, resided (family) 21 Jun 1900 in 271 Aiken Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA.

Emerance Petrin #29243, born 09 Jul 1843 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 10 Jul 1843 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 12 Jun 1880 in ME, York, Biddeford, ED 182, census 1881 in Canada, PQ, Yamaska, St David, emigrated 1890, census * 21 Jun 1900 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 809.


Children:

575 i. Honore Vadeboncoeur #29589, henry no. #12C61 in Chabrier, born 29 Mar 1868 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 30 Mar 1868 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 12 Jun 1880 in ME, York, Biddeford, ED 182, occupation 12 Jun 1880 works in mill, died ca 1881. Godparents: Honore Ritchot & Angele Petrin.

576 ii. Adelard Vadeboncoeur #29590, henry no. #12C62 in Chabrier, born 04 Jan 1870 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 04 Jan 1870 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 08 Jan 1870 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 10 Jan 1870 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Louis Petrin & Marguerite Petrin.

577 iii. Marie-Anne Vadeboncoeur #29591 born 06 Mar 1871.

578 iv. Francois Vadeboncoeur #41960, henry no. #12C64 in Chabrier, born 20 Jul 1873 in Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 20 Jul 1873 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 14 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 339, occupation 1920 in 323 Main Street, Woonsocket, RI, died 14 Jan 1920 in 323 Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 14 Jan 1920 saloon bartender, buried * 10 Mar 1878 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.

579 v. Joseph Vadeboncoeur #29594, henry no. #12C65 in Chabrier, born 28 Jul 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 29 Jul 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 09 Mar 1878 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 10 Mar 1878 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.

580 vi. Marie Victorine Vadeboncoeur #41966, henry no. #12C66 in Chabrier, born 10 Jan 1878 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 10 Jan 1878 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 12 Jun 1880 in ME, York, Biddeford, ED 182, census 1881 in Canada, PQ, Yamaska, St David, emigrated 1884 to US, naturalized census * 21 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 293, resided 21 Apr 1910 in 317 Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 21 Apr 1910 saloon bartender, census * 14 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 339, resided 14 Jan 1920 in 323 Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 14 Jan 1920 saloon bartender.

581 vii. Rosana (Emma) Vadeboncoeur #41967, henry no. #12C67 in Chabrier, born Mar 1880 in ME, census * 12 Jun 1880 in ME, York, Biddeford, ED 182, census 1881 in Canada, PQ, Yamaska, St David, died bef 21 Jun 1900.

582 viii. Vadeboncoeur #44241, henry no. #12C68 in Chabrier, died bef 21 Jun 1900.

David Vadeboncoeur #6494, census name David Goodard, (Elie Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12C7 from Chabrier, born 21 Aug 1851 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 22 Aug 1851 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, emigrated 1859 to USA, naturalized census * 01 Jun 1880 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 136, occupation 01 Jun 1880 cotton mill employee, city directory 1890 in NH Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1890 employed by E.P. Johnson Co., city directory 1891 in 99 Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1891 employed by E.P. Johnson Co., city directory 1892 in 99 Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1892 employed by E.P. Johnson Co., city directory 1893 in 99 Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1893 employed by Dunlap & Wason Coal Co., census * 16 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 101, occupation 16 Jun 1900 cloth room, census * 15 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 144, occupation 15 Apr 1910 cotton mill laborer, died 21 Jan 1916 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, buried 21 Jan 1916 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.

Godfather: Germain Sylvestre, Godmother: Julie Verboncoeur.

He married (1) Unknown #41807.
He married (2) Delina Vezina #40216.

Children:

583  

i.  

Joseph Eugene Vadeboncoeur #40242, henry no. #12C71 in Chabrier, born 21 Jul 1877 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 baptized 22 Jul 1877 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 died bef 01 Jun 1880. Godparents: Heli Vadeboncoeur & Emelie Boisvert.

He married (3) 14 Apr 1879 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 resided (family) 01 Jun 1880 in 40 Market Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,41 resided (family) 1890 - 1893 in 99 Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 resided (family) 16 Jun 1900 in 182 Spruce Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.46 resided (family) 15 Apr 1910 in 151 Douglas Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.63 Adelia Boisvert #40217, born Jul 1856 in Pierreville, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,46 emigrated 1866,46 naturalized 1870,46 census * 01 Jun 1880 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 136,41 census * 16 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 101,46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 144,66 census * 17 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 136,66 occupation 17 Jan 1920 shoe shop laborer,66 city directory * 1925 in 165 Kelley, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,66 occupation 1925 shoeworker,66 city directory * 1926 in 165 Kelley, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,66 occupation 1926 shoeworker,66 census * 02 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 144,66 occupation 15 Apr 1910 woolen mill weaver.66 Godparents: Adolphe Roux & Adeline Boisvert.

+ 585  

iii.  

Eugene Evangeliste Vadeboncoeur #33089 born 15 Nov 1883.

586  

iv.  

Aimee Alexina Clara Vadeboncoeur #40235, henry no. #12C74 in Chabrier, born 04 Jan 1886 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 baptized 05 Jan 1886 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 census * 16 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 136,41 died bef 16 Jun 1900.46 Godparents: Adolphe Roux & Alexina Jenelle.

+ 587  

v.  

Francois Xavier Vadeboncoeur #40170 born 12 Oct 1887.

588  

vi.  

Marie Emma Anna Vadeboncoeur #40248, henry no. #12C76 in Chabrier, born 01 May 1889 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 baptized 01 May 1889 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 died 07 May 1893 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 buried 08 May 1893 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.8 Godparents: Adelmar Vadeboncoeur & Emma Boisvert.

589  

vii.  

William Uriel Vadeboncoeur #40250, henry no. #12C77 in Chabrier, born 29 Dec 1892 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 baptized 29 Dec 1892 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 died 11 Aug 1893 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 buried 12 Aug 1893 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.8 Godparents: William U Boisvert & Albertine Turcotte.

590  

viii.  

Omer Adhelmar Vadeboncoeur #40249, henry no. #12C78 in Chabrier, born 07 Jun 1894 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 baptized 07 Jun 1894 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 census * 16 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 101,46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 144,63 event * 17 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,131 resided 17 Sep 1918 in NH School for the Feeble Minded, Laconia, Belknap, NH,131 height 17 Sep 1918 short,131 weight 17 Sep 1918 stout,131 eye color 17 Sep 1918 brown,131 hair color 17 Sep 1918 brown,131 census * 12 Jan 1920 in NH, Belknap, Laconia, ED 7,40 resided 12 Jan 1920 in NH School for the Feeble Minded, Laconia, Belknap, NH,60 died 23 Jul 1921 in Laconia, Belknap, NH,40 buried 25 Jul 1921 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.8 Godparents: Omer Gagnon & Clara Boisvert.

591  

ix.  

Joseph David Ros Vadeboncoeur #40241, henry no. #12C79 in Chabrier, born 19 Aug 1896 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 baptized 19 Aug 1896 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 died 29 May 1900 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,128 buried 30 May 1900 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.128 Godparents: Eugene Vadeboncoeur & Adelia Turcotte.

+ 592  

x.  

Joseph Albert Elie Vadeboncoeur #40240 born 16 May 1900.

593  

xi.  

Vadeboncoeur #41802, henry no. #12C7B in Chabrier, died bef 16 Jun 1900.46
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196. **Heli Vadeboncoeur** #6495, census name Eli Goodard, (Elie Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #12C8 from Chabrier, born 04 Oct 1853 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized 04 Oct 1853 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, census * 01 Jun 1880 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 136, occupation 01 Jun 1880 cotton mill employee, city directory 1890 in 416 Chestnut Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1890 employed by Amoskeag Mfg. Co., city directory 1891 in 416 Chestnut Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory 1892 in 416 Chestnut Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1916 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1918 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1920 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1925 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 12 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 130, census * 04 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 136, census * 04 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 100, city directory * 1907 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1908 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1909 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1911 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1913 in 25 Derry Hill Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1914 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1915 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1915 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1916 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1918 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1919 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1920 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1922 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1926 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, died 31 Mar 1929 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, buried 04 Apr 1929 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, Godfather: Elie Lemyr, Godmother: Philemene Vadeboncoeur.

He married 18 Jun 1876 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, resided (family) 01 Jun 1880 in 40 Market Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, resided (family) 04 Jun 1900 in 416 Hanover Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, Emelie Boisvert #30796, born ca 1855 in QC, Canada, daughter of Augustine Boisvert #57145 and Marie __ #57146, emigrated 1871 to USA, naturalized 1878, census * 01 Jun 1880 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 136, census * 04 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 100, city directory * 1907 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1908 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1909 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1911 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1913 in 25 Derry Hill Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1914 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1915 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1916 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1918 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1919 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1920 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1922 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, died 31 Mar 1929 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, buried 04 Apr 1929 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.

Children:

594 i. Marie Emelie Clara Vadeboncoeur #40246, Henry no. #12C81 from Chabrier, born 21 Jun 1877 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 21 Jun 1877 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, died bef 01 Jun 1880 in NH. Godparents: Evangelist Turcotte & Madeline Vadeboncoeur.


597 iii. Aime Heli Vadeboncoeur #40236, Henry no. #12C84 from Chabrier, born 06 May 1882 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 06 May 1882 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, died young in NH. Godparents: Aime Boissonneault & Emma Boisvert.

598 iv. Damase Deus Vadeboncoeur #40202 born 31 Jul 1883.

599 v. Xavier Elias Vadeboncoeur #40247, Henry no. #12C86 from Chabrier, born 15 Oct 1887 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 15 Oct 1887 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, died young in NH. Godparents: Xavier Vadeboncoeur & Emelie Courteau.

600 vii. Marie Eva Esperie Vadeboncoeur #40227, Henry no. #12C87 from Chabrier, born 23 Nov 1889 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 24 Nov 1889 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 04 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 100, city directory * 1914 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1914 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1915 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1915 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1916 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1916 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1918 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1918 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1919 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1919 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1920 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1920 employed at Amoskeag Mills, census * 12 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 130.
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occupation 12 Jan 1920 cotton mill spinner, city directory * 1921 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1921 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1924 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1924 spinner, city directory * 1925 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1925 spinner, city directory * 1926 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1926 spinner, city directory * 1927 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1927 spinner, city directory * 1928 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1928 spinner, city directory * 1929 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1929 spinner, city directory * 1930 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1930 spinner.

601 viii. Marie Cecilia Albert Vadeboncoeur #40243, henry no. #12C88 from Chabrier, born 01 Jan 1892 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 01 Jan 1892 in St. Augustine, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 04 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 100, city directory * 1914 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1914 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1915 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1915 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1916 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1916 employed at Amoskeag Mills. Godparents: Odilon Vadeboncoeur & Albertine Turcotte.

602 ix. Maria Anna Loyola Vadeboncoeur #40244, henry no. #12C89 from Chabrier, born 31 Jul 1894 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 01 Aug 1894 in St Augustine, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 04 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 100, city directory * 1916 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1916 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1917 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1917 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1918 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1918 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1919 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1919 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1920 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1920 employed at Amoskeag Mills, census * 12 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 130, occupation 12 Jan 1920 cotton mill spooler, city directory * 1921 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1921 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1924 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1924 quiller, city directory * 1925 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1925 quiller, census * 06 Apr 1930 in NH, Belknap, Meredith, ED 16, occupation 06 Apr 1930 linen mill spooler, social security num bef 1951 003-20-5810 (NH), died 05 Feb 1989 in Hampton, Rockingham, NH. Godparents: Alfred Levesque & Exanade Vadeboncoeur.

She married 11 May 1925 in Sacred Heart, Laconia, NH, resided (family) 06 Apr 1930 in Lake Street, Meredith, Belknap, NH, Walter J Ruiter #40245, born ca 1878 in Holland, Orleans, VT, (son of William Ruiter & Mary _ #57143 and Mary __ #57144), census * 06 Apr 1930 in NH, Belknap, Meredith, ED 16, occupation 06 Apr 1930 building carpenter. Walter: m1. ca 1899 Clara L __. One son Charlie W Ruiter.

603 x. Joseph Albert Bertrand Vadeboncoeur #40239, henry no. #12C8A from Chabrier, born 21 Aug 1897 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 22 Aug 1897 in St. Augustine, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 04 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 100, city directory * 1918 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1918 student, event * 24 Aug 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 24 Aug 1918 student at St Joseph's College, Sault au Recollet, Montreal, QC, Canada, resided 24 Aug 1918 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, height 24 Aug 1918 short, weight 24 Aug 1918 medium, eye color 24 Aug 1918 brown, hair color 24 Aug 1918 black, city directory * 1919 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1919 student, city directory * 1920 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1920 student, city directory * 1921 in removed to Montreal, QC, Canada, city directory * 1926 in 546 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1926 reporter at 68 Merrimack Street, census * 05 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 54, resided 05 Apr 1930 in 104 Oakdale Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.
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occupation 05 Apr 1930 newspaper reporter, 60 city directory * 1934 in 504 rear Dubuque, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 occupation 1934 reporter at 68 Merrimack Street, 61 city directory * 1936 in 504 rear Dubuque, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 occupation 1936 reporter at 68 Merrimack Street, 61 city directory * 1937 in 504 rear Dubuque, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 occupation 1937 reporter at 68 Merrimack Street, 61 city directory * 1938 in 504 rear Dubuque, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 occupation 1938 reporter, 61 city directory * 1940 in 504 rear Dubuque, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 occupation 1940 reporter for L'Avenir National. 61 Godparents: Deus Vadeboncoeur & Adelia Turcotte.

197. Marie-Adelaide 9 Verboncoeur #372 (Francois Xavier Chabrier dit 8, Antoine Chabrier dit 7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4 Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), Henry no. #12D1 from Chabrier, born 30 Mar 1839 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, 45 baptized * 30 Mar 1839 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, 45 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), 19 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A. 28 Godfather: Olivier Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Godmother: Angeline Vasseur.

She married * 05 Jul 1859 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 Antoine Dejarlais #30336, born 26 Dec 1834 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 (son of Antoine Dejarlais #32518 and Marie Marguerite Garceau #32519), baptized * 26 Dec 1834 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A, 28 occupation 1881 farmer, 28 died 04 Feb 1898 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 07 Feb 1898 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 9 Antoine: Godparents: Antoine Garceau & Sophie Lauteres.

Children:
+ 604 i. Marie Georgina Clara 10 Dejarlais #36144 born 22 Dec 1860.
+ 605 ii. Marie Antoine Xavier Dejarlais #36148 born 13 May 1862.
608 v. Marie Anne Josephine Dejarlais #36192, Henry no. #12D15 from Chabrier, born 12 Dec 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 baptized * 12 Dec 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 died 29 Apr 1868 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 30 Apr 1868 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Francois Xavier Vadeboncoeur (Sr) & Marguerite Lambert.
609 vi. Marie Anne Adeline Dejarlais #57147, Henry no. #12D16 from Chabrier, born 24 May 1869 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 24 May 1869 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 died 14 Oct 1869 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 15 Oct 1869 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Jean Haisty & Adeline Therien.
610 vii. Marie Joseph Narcisse Dejarlais #57148, Henry no. #12D17 from Chabrier, born 31 Jul 1870 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 31 Jul 1870 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 died 15 Aug 1870 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 16 Aug 1870 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Narcisse Paillon & Sophie Dejarlais.

She married * 15 Jul 1890 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 Joseph Vanasse #57204 (son of Jean Baptiste Vanasse #57205 and Edesse Dupuis #57206), occupation 15 Jul 1890 farmer, 9 resided 15 Jul 1890 in Maskinongé, Maskinogé, PQ, Canada. 9

612 ix. Marie Louis Napoleon Dejarlais #57149, Henry no. #12D19 from Chabrier, born 27 Sep 1872 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 census * 29 Sep 1872 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC,
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Canada, died 15 Jul 1873 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 16 Jul 1873 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Napoleon Vadeboncoeur & Marie Lamothe.

613 x. Marie Ida Virginie Dejarlais #57150, henry no. #12D1A from Chabrier, born 04 Feb 1874 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 04 Feb 1874 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 15 Mar 1874 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 16 Mar 1874 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Francois Xavier Dejarlais & Josephine Vadeboncoeur.

614 xi. Joseph Honore Dejarlais #57151, henry no. #12D1B from Chabrier, born 13 Dec 1875 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 13 Dec 1875 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 30 Mar 1876 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 31 Mar 1876 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Francois Xavier Dejarlais & Josephine Vadeboncoeur.

615 xii. Joseph Arthur Dejarlais #57156, henry no. #12D1C from Chabrier, born 11 Jan 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 12 Jan 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 25 Apr 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 26 Apr 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Felix Lafleche & Marie Picotte, wife of Xavier Dejarlais.


198. Francois Xavier Vadeboncoeur #302 (Francois Xavier Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12D2 from Chabrier, born 14 Oct 1840 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 14 Oct 1840 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), 19 census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, 22 census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, ON, Hastings East, Deseronto, ED 73, occupied 17 Apr 1891 laborer, emigrated 1899 to Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 02 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 135, occupation 02 Jun 1900 laborer, died 22 May 1911 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 23 May 1911 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

He married * 04 Mar 1867 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 resided (family) 02 Jun 1900 in 1156 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, Marie Adeline Therrien #29466, born ca Mar 1842 in QC, Canada, 24, 26 census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, ON, Hastings East, Deseronto, ED 73, emigrated 02 Jun 1900 to Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 02 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 135, census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 173-3. Marie: Dau of Leon Jean Baptiste Therrien & Felicite Dulignon dit Lamirande.

Children:

617 i. Marie Leon Cyrille Vadeboncoeur #41598, henry no. #12D21 from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1869 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 31 Jan 1869 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 19 Aug 1869 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 20 Aug 1869 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Leon Therrien & Marguerite Lambert, wife of Francois Xavier Verboncoeur.

+ 618 ii. Marie Damase Philippe Vadeboncoeur #30584 born 22 Jan 1870.


620 iv. Marie Eugenie Vadeboncoeur #36323, henry no. #12D24 from Chabrier, born 21 Apr 1873 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 21 Apr 1873 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, ON, Hastings East, Deseronto, ED 73. Godparents: Francois Xavier Vadeboncoeur, grandfather & Domithilde.

621 v. Marie Olivier Napoleon Vadeboncoeur #57166, henry no. #12D25 from Chabrier, born 04 Aug 1874 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 04 Aug 1874 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 14 Jul 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, cause of death 14 Jul 1882 heart ailment, buried * 15 Jul 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Napoleon Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Cordelia Therrien, aunt.

+ 622 vi. Marie Joseph Irene (Henry) Vadeboncoeur #32363 born 26 Jun 1876.
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623 vii. Joseph Jean Baptiste Xavier Vadeboncoeur #41597, henry no. #12D27 from Chabrier, born 13 Sep 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 14 Sep 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 22 Jul 1878 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 cause of death 22 Jul 1878 cholera,9 buried * 22 Jul 1878 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Tessier, uncle & Amabilis Saucier, wife of Damase Vadeboncoeur.

624 viii. Marie Anne Evelina Vadeboncoeur #36325, henry no. #12D28 from Chabrier, born 19 Feb 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 19 Feb 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, ON, Hastings East, Deseronto, ED 73,30 emigrated 1899 to Fall River, Bristol, MA,36 census * 02 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 135,46 occupation 02 Jan 1900 cotton spooler.46 Godparents: Aime Therien & Adeline Marcouiller.


626 x. Joseph Xavier Oscar Vadeboncoeur #36326, henry no. #12D2A from Chabrier, born 01 Oct 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 01 Oct 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Canada,9 occupation 08 Jun 1911 laborer.32 Godparents: Francois Xavier Therien, oncle & Marie Josephine Hayrand, aunt.

202. Pierre Damase9 Vadeboncoeur #6477 (Francois Xavier Chabrier dit7 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12D6 from Chabrier, born 02 May 1847 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 baptized * 03 May 1847 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),42 census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop,23 died 25 Mar 1921 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,46 buried * 25 Mar 1921 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,46 occupation Mar 1921 orthopedist.9 Godparents: Pierre Frontome dit Bienvenu & Adelaide Belanger.

He married * 14 Jan 1873 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 Marie Claire Amabilis Saucier #30477, born ca 1851 (daughter of Pierre Saucier #57161 and Madeleine Lemire #57162), died bef 24 Oct 1910.9

Children:

627 i. Marie Amabilis Jane Evelina10 Vadeboncoeur #57165, henry no. #12D61 from Chabrier, born 23 Nov 1873 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 24 Nov 1873 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 01 May 1874 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 02 May 1874 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Francois Xavier Vadeboncoeur & Magdeleine Lemire dit Gonneville.

628 ii. Louis Joseph Alfred Vadeboncoeur #30555 born 24 Jan 1875.

629 iii. Marie Virginie Cora Vadeboncoeur #36322, henry no. #12D63 from Chabrier, born 02 Oct 1876 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 03 Oct 1876 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 01 Feb 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 02 Feb 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Antoine Dejarlais & Virginie Saurier.

630 iv. Marie Georgina Cora Vadeboncoeur #57168, henry no. #12D64 from Chabrier, born 28 Jan 1878 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 28 Jan 1878 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Onesime Vadeboncoeur & Georgina Saurier.

She married * 24 Oct 1910 in St Denis, Montreal, PQ, Canada,9 Joseph St Onge #31711 (son of Cleophas St Onge #57216 and Marie Picotte #57217), occupation 24 Oct 1910 civil employee.9 Joseph: Son of Cleophas St Onge & Marie Picotte.

631 v. Marie Anne Evelina Vadeboncoeur #57178, henry no. #12D65 from Chabrier, born 29 Jan 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 29 Jan 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 28 Aug 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 cause of death 28 Aug 1879 cholera,9 buried * 29 Aug 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Francois Trepanier & Adelaide Vadeboncoeur.

632 vi. Marie Louise Eleda Vadeboncoeur #57179, henry no. #12D66 from Chabrier, born 23 May 1880 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 23 May 1880 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 23 Mar 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 cause of death 23 Mar 1882 croup,9 buried * 24 Mar 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Napoleon Vadeboncoeur & Eleda Hamois.
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203. Remi Antoine (Aime)\textsuperscript{9} Vadeboncoeur #42324, census name Alexis Vadeboncoeur,\textsuperscript{40} also known as Aime Vadeboncoeur,\textsuperscript{23,22} also known as Remi Goodheart,\textsuperscript{46} (Francois Xavier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean\textsuperscript{7} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{7}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{7}), henry no. \#12D7 from Chabrier, born 26 Oct 1848 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{20,60} census * 27 Oct 1848 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),\textsuperscript{19} census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop,\textsuperscript{23} emigrated by 25 Jul 1870 to Spencer, Worcester, MA,\textsuperscript{40} census * 25 Jul 1870 in MA, Worcester, Spencer,\textsuperscript{40} occupation 25 Jul 1870 works in a boot shop,\textsuperscript{40} emigrated ca 1873 to Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{20,60} census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A,\textsuperscript{28,33} occupation 1881 cabinetmaker,\textsuperscript{28,33} emigrated bef 1891 to Manistee, Manistee, MI,\textsuperscript{10} census * 05 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32,\textsuperscript{46} occupation 05 Jun 1900 carpenter,\textsuperscript{46} naturalized 05 Jun 1900 - 16 Apr 1910,\textsuperscript{65} census * 16 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 36,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 16 Apr 1910 foundry pattern maker,\textsuperscript{63} census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 09 Jan 1920 pattern maker at Iron Works.\textsuperscript{60} Godparents: David Vadeboncoeur & Emerentienne Minos.

He married * 10 Apr 1871 in Grafton, Worcester, MA,\textsuperscript{138} residing (family) 05 Jun 1900 in 550 First Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI,\textsuperscript{46} residing (family) 16 Apr 1910 in 550 First Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI,\textsuperscript{63} residing (family) 09 Jan 1920 in 550 First Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI.\textsuperscript{60} Marie Virginie Mineau #42325, born 25 Aug 1852 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{6} (daughter of Theodore Mineau \#60899 and Sophie Baril \#60900), baptized * 26 Aug 1852 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{6} census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A,\textsuperscript{28,33} emigrated aft 25 Jul 1870 to Grafton, Worcester, MA,\textsuperscript{46} census * 05 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32,\textsuperscript{46} naturalized 05 Jun 1900 - 16 Apr 1910,\textsuperscript{65} census * 16 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 36,\textsuperscript{63} census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65.\textsuperscript{60} Marie: Godparents: Hilaire Mineau & Marie Dube.

Children:

+ 640 i. Ida\textsuperscript{19} Vadeboncoeur #38151 born * 09 Mar 1872.
+ 641 ii. Marie Virginie (Anne) Vadeboncoeur #42332 born 08 Oct 1874.
642 iii. Louis Joseph Alfred Vadeboncoeur #42333, henry no. \#12D73 from Chabrier, born 12 Mar 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A,\textsuperscript{28,33} died bef 05 Jun 1900.\textsuperscript{46} Godparents: Alfred Mineau & Josephine Vadeboncoeur.
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Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,⁵ census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A,²⁸,³³ emigrated 1883 to USA,⁴⁶ census * 05 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32,⁴⁶ occupation 05 Jun 1900 foundry pattern maker,⁴⁶ naturalized 05 Jun 1900 - 12 Sep 1918,⁴⁶,⁹²,⁶⁰ census * 16 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 36,⁶³ occupation 16 Apr 1910 foundry pattern maker,⁶³ event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,⁹² occupation 12 Sep 1918 pattern maker, Manistee Iron Works, Co.,⁹² resided 12 Sep 1918 in 550 First Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI,⁹² height 12 Sep 1918 short,⁹² weight 12 Sep 1918 stout,⁹² eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue,⁹² hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark,⁹² census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65,⁶⁰ occupation 09 Jan 1920 pattern maker for Iron Works,⁶⁰ census * 04 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11,⁹¹ resided 04 Apr 1930 in 550 First Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI,⁹¹ occupation 04 Apr 1930 pattern maker for Iron Works,⁹¹ property 04 Apr 1930 real estate value $1000.⁹¹ Godparents: Damase Vadeboncoeur & Elida Harnois.

v. Zelma A Vadeboncoeur #42327, also known as Zelma Goodheart,⁴⁶ henry no. #12D75 from Chabrier, born Dec 1882 in MI,⁴⁶ census * 05 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32,⁴⁶ occupation 05 Jun 1900 candy store saleswoman,⁴⁶ census * 16 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 36,⁶³ census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65,⁶⁰ census * 04 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11,⁹¹ resided 04 Apr 1930 in 550 First Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI,⁹¹ (see note 8), never married.¹³⁹

vi. Emil Joseph Vadeboncoeur #37603 born 11 Sep 1884.

vii. George A Vadeboncoeur #42329, also known as George Goodheart,⁴⁶ henry no. #12D77 from Chabrier, born Oct 1887 in MI,⁴⁶ census * 05 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32,⁴⁶ occupation 04 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32.

viii. Henry Louis Vadeboncoeur #42328, also known as Henry Goodheart,⁴⁶ henry no. #12D78 from Chabrier, born 19 Nov 1891 in MI,⁴⁶ census * 05 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32,⁴⁶ event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,⁹² military bef 05 Jun 1917 U.S. Army - World War I,⁹²,⁹¹ occupation 05 Jun 1917 machinist, Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, MI,⁹² height 05 Jun 1917 height,⁹² weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,⁹² eye color 05 Jun 1917 grey,⁹² hair color 05 Jun 1917 black,⁹² census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65,⁶⁰ occupation 09 Jan 1920 machinist at the auto factory,⁶⁰ census * 04 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11,⁹¹ resided 04 Apr 1930 in 550 First Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI,⁹¹ (see note 9), occupation 04 Apr 1930 cigar store saleswoman,⁹¹ occupation 1933 - 1937 Civilian Conservation Corps supervisor,¹³⁹ cause of death fall from the hotel roof.¹³⁹ Enlisted in Engineer Reserve Corps, US Army, Detroit, MI prior to registering for the draft.

He married 01 Sep 1935 in Mackinac Island, MI,¹³⁹ Lenora LaPeine #61025 (daughter of George LaPeine #61026).

ix. Alfred J Vadeboncoeur #42330, also known as Alfred J Goodheart,⁴⁶,¹⁴⁰ henry no. #12D79 from Chabrier, born 17 Oct 1896 in MI,⁴⁶,¹⁴⁰ census * 05 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32,⁴⁶ census * 16 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 36,⁶³ census * 13 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 393,⁶⁰ occupation 13 Jan 1920 moulder in auto factory,⁶⁰ census * 02 Apr 1930 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 681,⁹¹ occupation 02 Apr 1930 auto company internal grinder,⁹¹ died 22 Jul 1974 in Detroit, Wayne, MI.¹⁴⁰

He married ca 1917 in MI,⁹¹ resided (family) 13 Jan 1920 in 52 Freemont Place, Detroit, Wayne, MI,⁶⁰ resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 5437 Holcomb Avenue, Detroit, Wayne, MI,⁹¹ resided (family) 04 Apr 1974 in Roseville, Macomb, MI,¹⁴⁰ Martha Kneiding #42334, born 04 Apr 1892 in MI,¹⁴⁰,⁶⁰ census * 13 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 393,⁶⁰ census * 02 Apr 1930 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 681,⁹¹ occupation 02 Apr 1930 telephone company stenographer,⁹¹ died 04 Apr 1974 in Warren, Macomb, MI,¹⁴⁰ Martha: Her parents were born in Germany.

204. Napoleon Chabrier dit⁸ Verboncoeur #29303 (Francois Xavier Chabrier dit⁸, Antoine Chabrier dit⁷ Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit⁴, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon⁵, Simon⁵, Bertrand⁵), henry no. #12D8 from Chabrier, born 26 Sep 1849 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,²⁶ baptized * 27 Sep 1849 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,²⁰ census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),¹⁹ census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop,²³ census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 85B,²⁸ occupation 1881 cabinet maker,²⁸ census * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 168B,³¹ census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-29,¹² died 15 May 1920 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,⁹ buried * 17 May 1920 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Prudent Chabrier dit Verboncoeur & Magdelaine St Pierre.
He married * 10 Jan 1876 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, résidé (family) ca 1895 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, résidé (family) 24 May 1907 in St Pierre, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, Eleda Harnois #30322, born 24 Jul 1847 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, (daughter of Marc Antoine Harnois #47914 and Marie Bourret #47915), census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 85B, census * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 168B, died bef 1920.

Children:
+ 649 i. Louis Joseph Alfred Vadeboncoeur #30323 born 11 Feb 1877.
+ 650 ii. Marie Anne Albertine Vadeboncoeur #57157, henry no. #12D82 from Chabrier, born 11 Feb 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, résidé * 11 Feb 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, résidé 26 Jul 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, cause of death 26 Jul 1877 cholera, buried * 27 Jul 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Godparents: Marc Antoine Harnois & Marguerite Lambert.
+ 651 iii. Joseph Antoine Ephrem Vadeboncoeur #41418 born 18 Sep 1878.
+ 652 iv. Marie Anne Rebecca Vadeboncoeur #31526 born 07 Jan 1880.
+ 653 v. Marie Anna Albertina Vadeboncoeur #57180, henry no. #12D85 from Chabrier, born 10 Jul 1881 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 10 Jul 1881 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, résidé 02 May 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, cause of death 02 May 1882 pulmonary inflammation, buried * 03 May 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Godparents: Antoine Lambert & Marie Jeanne Clermont, his wife.
+ 654 vi. Marie Alvina Vadeboncoeur #36330 born 20 May 1883.
+ 656 viii. Marie Anne Laura Vadeboncoeur #31591, henry no. #12D88 from Chabrier, born 14 Apr 1891 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 16 Apr 1891 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, résidé * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 168B, died 24 May 1907 in St Pierre, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, buried * 27 May 1907 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Godparents: Alfred Vadeboncoeur, brother & Rebecca Vadeboncoeur, sister.

207. Joseph Onesime Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #36135, also known as James O Vadeboncoeur, (Francois Xavier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12DB from Chabrier, born 09 Feb 1857 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 10 Feb 1857 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, naturalized 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loup, emigrated 1879, naturalized 1887, census * 08 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35, occupation 08 Jun 1900 foreman at the Iron Works, census * 22 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 39, occupation 22 Apr 1910 foreman at the Iron Works, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 64, occupation 06 Jan 1920 foreman at the Iron Works, census * 14 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 10, occupation 14 Apr 1930 foreman at the Iron Works, died 1935 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, Godparents: Joseph Onesime Chabrier dit Verboncoeur & Angele Arsenault.

He married ca 1880 in MI, résidé (family) 08 Jun 1900 in 148 Ford Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI, résidé (family) 22 Apr 1910 in 148 Ford Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI, résidé (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 148 Ford Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI, résidé (family) 13 Apr 1930 in 148 Ford Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI, Marie Olivine Dionne #33233, born 30 Sep 1862 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1869, naturalized 1887, census * 08 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35, census * 22 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 39, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 64, census * 13 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 10, died in Manistee, Manistee, MI.

Children:
+ 657 i. Arthur Louis Vadeboncoeur #39247 born 01 Dec 1881.
+ 658 ii. Josephine Mary Vadeboncoeur #39243, henry no. #12DB2 from Chabrier, born 27 Oct 1883 in MI, census * 08 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35, census * 12 Jan 1920 in OH, Cuyahoga,
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Cleveland, ED 490,\textsuperscript{60} census * 28 Apr 1930 in OH, Cuyahoga, Cleveland Heights, ED 580,\textsuperscript{91} social security num 1973 525-02-2912 (NM),\textsuperscript{121} died Oct 1976 in Albuquerque, Bernalillo,NM.\textsuperscript{121}

She married abt 1916,\textsuperscript{60} resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 11505 Fairport Avenue, Cleveland, Cuyahoga, OH,\textsuperscript{60} resided (family) 28 Apr 1930 in 3207 Meadowbrook Boulevard, Cleveland Heights, Cuyahoga, OH.\textsuperscript{91} Edward Adam Tincher \#41903, born 16 Jun 1884 in OH,\textsuperscript{92,121} (son of John L Tincher \#57303 and Magdalena Hug \#57304), event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 12 Sep 1918 salesman for Haley Kellor Shoe Co,\textsuperscript{92} resided 12 Sep 1918 in 11505 Fairport Avenue, Cleveland, Cuyahoga, OH,\textsuperscript{92} height 12 Sep 1918 medium,\textsuperscript{92} weight 12 Sep 1918 stout,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,\textsuperscript{92} hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,\textsuperscript{92} census * 12 Jan 1920 in OH, Cuyahoga, Cleveland, ED 490,\textsuperscript{90} occupation 12 Jan 1920 patternmaker in a factory,\textsuperscript{60} census * 28 Apr 1930 in OH, Cuyahoga, Cleveland Heights, ED 580,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 28 Apr 1930 shoe store proprietor,\textsuperscript{90} social security num bef 1951 270-26-6358 (OH),\textsuperscript{121} died Jul 1978 in Albuquerque, Bernalillo,NM.\textsuperscript{121}

\begin{itemize}
\item + 659  iii. Leo Alfred Vadeboncoeur \#39244 born 15 Feb 1887.
\item + 660  iv. Georgia Ann Vadeboncoeur \#36177 born 04 Nov 1889.
\item + 661  v. Olivine M Vadeboncoeur \#39245, henry no. \#12DB5 in Chabrier, born 08 Nov 1891 in Manistee, Manistee, MI,\textsuperscript{46,141} census * 08 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35,\textsuperscript{46} census * 22 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 39,\textsuperscript{9} census * 06 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 64,\textsuperscript{60} census * 14 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 10,\textsuperscript{9} occupation 14 Apr 1930 drafting for the Iron Works,\textsuperscript{9} died 27 Jan 1959 in Manistee, Manistee, MI,\textsuperscript{141} buried 30 Jan 1959 in Manistee, Manistee, MI.\textsuperscript{141}
\item + 662  vi. Marguerite Ruth Vadeboncoeur \#39246 born 14 Jul 1893.
\item + 663  vii. N.N. Vadeboncoeur \#36175, henry no. \#12DB7 in Chabrier, died bef 08 Jun 1900 in young.\textsuperscript{141,46}
\item + 664  viii. Cyril Onesime Vadeboncoeur \#33234 born 21 Jun 1897.
\end{itemize}

208. Marie Anne Josephine\textsuperscript{6} Vadeboncoeur \#31619 (Francois Xavier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Vadeboncoeur, Jean\textsuperscript{'} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{'}, Simon, Simon\textsuperscript{'}, Simon\textsuperscript{'}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{'}), henry no. \#12DC in Chabrier, born 13 Jun 1859 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} baptized * 14 Jun 1859 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop,\textsuperscript{23} census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Francois-Xavier-de-Bastiscan, ED 1461,\textsuperscript{31} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Batiscan, ED 151-1.\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Leger Verboncoeur & Josephine Harnois.

She married * 25 Feb 1884 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} Paschal Onésime Leveillé\textsuperscript{3} \#31620, born 20 Apr 1862 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{23} (son of Francois Hypolite Leveillé\textsuperscript{3} \#57192 and Marie Florence Bergeron\textsuperscript{3} \#57193), census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Francois-Xavier-de-Bastiscan, ED 1461,\textsuperscript{31} occupation 08 Apr 1901 carpenter (menuisier),\textsuperscript{31} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Batiscan, ED 151-1,\textsuperscript{32} occupation 1911 carpenter (menuisier),\textsuperscript{32} resided 25 Feb 1884 in St Francois Xavier, Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada.

\begin{itemize}
\item 665  i. Marie Anne Marguerite Josephine\textsuperscript{10} Leveillé\textsuperscript{3} \#57317, henry no. \#12DC1 from Chabrier, born 02 Dec 1884 in Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9,31} baptized * 03 Dec 1884 in St Francois Xavier, Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Francois-Xavier-de-Bastiscan, ED 1461,\textsuperscript{31} Godparents: Hypolite Leveillé, grandfather & Emilie Lacoursiere, wife of Antoine Leveillé.
\item 666  ii. Joseph Antoine Donat Onésime Leveillé\textsuperscript{3} \#57316, henry no. \#12DC2 from Chabrier, born 09 Dec 1886 in Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 09 Dec 1886 in Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Francois-Xavier-de-Bastiscan, ED 1461,\textsuperscript{31} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Batiscan, ED 151-1,\textsuperscript{32} occupation 1911 chauffeur.\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Antoine Desjarlais & Leda Harnois of Louiseville.
\item 667  iii. Joseph Louis Omer Leveillé\textsuperscript{3} \#57319, henry no. \#12DC3 from Chabrier, born 07 Jul 1888 in Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{31,9} baptized * 08 Jul 1888 in St Francois Xavier, Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Francois-Xavier-de-Bastiscan, ED 1461,\textsuperscript{31} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Batiscan, ED 151-1.\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Louis Leveillé, uncle & Emilie Lehouillier.
\end{itemize}
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v. Joseph Leandre Onesime Leveillée #57318, henry no. #12DC5 from Chabrier, born 26 Nov 1893 in Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, baptized * 27 Nov 1893 in St Francois Xavier, Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Francois-Xavier-de-Bastiscan, ED 1461, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Batiscan, ED 151-1. Godfather: Leandre Fugire & Marie Lagnerre.

vi. Maria Victoria Yvonne Leveillée #57321, henry no. #12DC6 from Chabrier, born 28 Jun 1896 in Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, baptized * 28 Jun 1896 in St Francois Xavier, Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Francois-Xavier-de-Bastiscan, ED 1461, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Batiscan, ED 151-1. Godparents: Joseph Leveillée, pilot & Victoria St Cyr.

vii. Joseph Ulyce Hector Albert Leveillée #57325, henry no. #12DC7 from Chabrier, born 06 Jun 1898 in Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, baptized * 07 Jun 1898 in St Francois Xavier, Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, died 10 May 1899 in Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, buried * 11 May 1899 in St Francois Xavier, Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada. Godparents: Frederic Leveillée & Wilhemine Eorgnore(?)

viii. Joseph Albert Leveillée #57322, henry no. #12DC8 from Chabrier, born 19 Mar 1900 in Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, baptized * 19 Mar 1900 in St Francois Xavier, Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Francois-Xavier-de-Bastiscan, ED 1461, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Batiscan, ED 151-1. Godparents: Albert Lehouillier & Alice Leveillée.

ix. Joseph Alberic Hector Leveillée #57323, henry no. #12DC9 from Chabrier, born 04 Feb 1902 in Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, baptized * 04 Feb 1902 in St Francois Xavier, Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Batiscan, ED 151-1. Godparents: Donat Leveillée, brother & Maria Leveillée, aunt.


She married * 06 Jul 1852 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Joseph Pellerin #46140, born 01 Aug 1825 in Louisville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, (son of Paul Pellerin #57358 and Julie Bergeron #57359), baptized * 01 Aug 1825 in Louisville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge), ED 26-394, occupation 1851 laborer, died 01 Dec 1864 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, medical condition 01 Dec 1864 died suddenly, buried * 02 Dec 1864 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.

Children:

i. Marie Julie J0 Pellerin #46159 born 26 Mar 1853.

ii. Joseph Jacques Pellerin #57360, henry no. #14212 from Chabrier, born 29 Jun 1854 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 29 Jun 1854 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 02 Apr 1855 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 03 Apr 1855 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.
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677 iii. Hormisdas Pellerin #57361, henry no. #14213 from Chabrier, born 03 Dec 1855 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^8\) baptized * 03 Dec 1855 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) died 29 Apr 1862 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 30 Apr 1862 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Antoine Lupien & Sophie Bastien.

678 iv. Marie Louise Pellerin #46160, henry no. #14214 from Chabrier, born 11 Mar 1857 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 12 Mar 1857 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1.\(^{20}\) Godparents: Norbert Carufel & Emilie Pelerin.

She married * 05 Feb 1883 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) Jean Baptiste Lincourt #46162 (son of Jean Baptiste Lincourt #57417 and Eulalie Pratte #57418).

679 v. Adelard Pellerin #57362, henry no. #14215 from Chabrier, born 28 Sep 1859 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 28 Sep 1859 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) died 12 Sep 1861 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 13 Sep 1861 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Cyrille St Pierre & Julie Pellerin.

680 vi. Joseph Samuel Pellerin #57364, henry no. #14216 from Chabrier, born 13 Oct 1860 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 13 Oct 1860 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) died 15 Jan 1864 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 16 Jan 1864 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Samuel Pellerin & Aurelie Carle.

218. **Joseph\(^8\) Verboncoeur dit Chabrier** #8152 (Joseph Chabrier dit\(^8\) Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit\(^7\) Jean Chabrier dit\(^6\), Jean\(^*\) Chabrier, Jean\(^*\), Simon\(^*\), Simon\(^*\), Bertrand\(^*\)), henry no. #1531 from Chabrier, born 16 Nov 1817 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^7,8\) baptized * 16 Nov 1817 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^8\) census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,\(^9\) occupation 1851 shoemaker,\(^9\) census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,\(^9\) occupation 1861 shoemaker,\(^9\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H,\(^9\) occupation 1871 shoemaker,\(^9\) died 15 Nov 1874 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.\(^126\) Godparents: Joseph Chabrier (grandfather) & Marie Sausier (grandmother) wife of Francois Bastien.

He married (1) * 16 Oct 1838 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^45\) **Marie Hermine Doucet** #8153, born ca 1818 (daughter of Augustin Doucet #57423 and Marie Esther Prince #57424), died 07 Jun 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^45\) buried * 08 Jun 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.\(^45\)

**Children:**

681 i. Dosithee Chabrier dit\(^9\) Vadeboncoeur #6456, henry no. #15311 from Chabrier, born 21 Sep 1839 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 21 Sep 1839 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,\(^9\) died 30 Oct 1859 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.\(^42\) cause of death 30 Oct 1859 consumption,\(^9\) buried * 01 Nov 1859 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.\(^32\) census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David.\(^23\) Godparents: Joseph Desere (Desient) & Mathilda Boulanger.

+ 682 ii. Joseph Vadeboncoeur #301 born 23 Jun 1841.

683 iii. Anonyme Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #387, henry no. #15313 from Chabrier, born 21 May 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 21 May 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.\(^45\) buried * 21 May 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.\(^45\)

He married (2) * 03 Feb 1845 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^45\) **Marie Mathilde Desjarlais** #297, born 04 Mar 1819 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) (daughter of Emmanuel Dejarlais #609 and Victorine Vincent #610), baptized * 05 Mar 1819 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,\(^9\) died 28 Feb 1852 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.\(^42\) buried * 29 Feb 1852 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.\(^42\) **Marie:** Godparents: Joseph Frigon & Marie Lamontagne.

**Children:**

+ 684 iv. Louis Verboncoeur #416 born 03 Nov 1845.

685 v. Narcisse Verboncoeur #298, henry no. #15315 from Chabrier, born 02 Jul 1847 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^42\) baptized * 03 Jul 1847 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^42\) died 15 Aug 1847 in St
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David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² buried * 16 Aug 1847 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.²

686 vi. Arsene Verboncoeur #299, henry no. #15316 from Chabrier, born 01 Oct 1848 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² baptized * 01 Oct 1848 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,¹⁹ census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,¹⁹ census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H,²³ census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H2,²⁸ occupation 1881 laborer,²⁸ city directory * 1883 in 16 Essex Street rear, Haverhill, Essex, MA,⁶¹ occupation 1883 shoemaker,⁶¹ died * 29 Dec 1886 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,¹³⁸ cause of death 29 Dec 1886 chronic alcoholism.¹³⁸

687 vii. Pierre Verboncoeur #300, henry no. #15317 from Chabrier, born 13 Jul 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² baptized * 13 Jul 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,⁹ died * 05 Sep 1851 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.² Godparents: Patrick Molen & Mathilde Verboncoeur.

He married (3) * 31 Jan 1853 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.² Marie Louise Allard #6457, born 23 Oct 1829 in Québec, Québec, PQ, Canada,⁹ (daughter of Edouard Allard #34631 and Louise Mailloux #34632), baptized * 25 Oct 1829 in N.D. de Québec, Québec, PQ, Canada,⁹ census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,²³ census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H,²⁴ census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H2,²⁸,³³ died * 19 Jun 1889 in Haverhill, Essex, MA.¹³⁸ Marie: Godparents: Joseph Gingras & Marie Elise Collard.

Children:

688 viii. Victor Vadeboncoeur #6463, henry no. #15318 from Chabrier, born 13 Nov 1854 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² baptized * 14 Nov 1854 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² died 10 May 1860 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² cause of death 10 May 1860 consumption,²² buried * 11 May 1860 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David.²³

Godparents: Edouard Alard & Louise Mailloux.

689 ix. Marie-Louise-Delia Vadeboncoeur #6464, henry no. #15319 from Chabrier, born 09 Dec 1856 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² baptized * 10 Dec 1856 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,²³ census * 1971 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H,²⁴ died 29 Jul 1876 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,¹²⁶ buried * 31 Jul 1876 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.¹²⁶ Godparents: Dositte Verboncoeur & Emilie Allard.

She married * 30 Aug 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,¹²⁶ Edouard Trudeau #29245, born 21 Jan 1856 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,⁹ (son of Basile Trudeau #57577 and Margaret Teroux #57578), baptized * 21 Jan 1856 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,⁹ died 19 Feb 1910 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,⁵² buried 21 Feb 1910 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.⁵²

+ 690 x. Onesime Eugene Vadeboncoeur #6458 born 15 Jul 1858.

691 xi. Cyrille Vadeboncoeur #6459, henry no. #1531B from Chabrier, born 16 Apr 1860 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² baptized * 17 Apr 1860 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,² census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,²³ census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H,²⁴ census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H2,²⁸,³³ city directory * 1892 in 24 Hillside Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,⁶¹ occupation 1892 shoe maker,⁶¹ city directory * 1894 in 24 Hillside Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,⁶¹ occupation 1894 shoemaker,⁶¹ city directory * 1895 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,⁶¹ occupation 1895 shoe maker,⁶¹ city directory * 1896 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,⁶¹ occupation 1896 shoe maker,⁶¹ city directory * 1897 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,⁶¹ occupation 1897 shoe maker,⁶¹ city directory * 1898 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,⁶¹ occupation 1898 shoe maker,⁶¹ city directory * 1899 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,⁶¹ occupation 1899 shoe maker,⁶¹ died in Haverhill, Essex, MA.¹⁴³

Godparents: Edward Allard & Julie Potvin.

692 xii. Marie Virginie (Georgina) Verboncoeur #6465, henry no. #1531C from Chabrier, born 21 May 1862 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,¹²⁶ baptized * 21 May 1862 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,¹²⁶ census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H,²⁴ died 17 Jan 1881 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,⁹ buried * 18 Jan 1881 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.⁹ Godparents: David Verboncoeur & Adelaide Lacroix.
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693 xiii. Marie Oliveine Verboncoeur #6461, henry no. #1531D from Chabrier, born 23 Feb 1864 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 baptized * 24 Feb 1864 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 died 18 Feb 1865 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 buried * 19 Feb 1865 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 Godparents: Louis Verboncoeur & Marie Parenteau.

+ 694 xiv. Odilon Vadeboncoeur #6460 born 19 Jan 1866.


697 xvii. Joseph Thomas Vadeboncoeur #6468, henry no. #1531H from Chabrier, born 03 Apr 1873 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 baptized * 04 Apr 1873 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 died 13 Jun 1874 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 buried * 15 Jun 1874 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 Godparents: Frederic Verboncoeur & Edessee Lessard.

222. David4 Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier #371 (Joseph Chabrier dit3, Joseph Chabrier dit2, Jean Chabrier dit1, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon4, Simon3, Bertrand3), henry no. #1535 from Chabrier, born 24 Aug 1822 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,21,8 baptized * 24 Aug 1822 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,21,8 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,19 occupation 1851 farmer,19 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1,28 died 31 Jan 1888 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 02 Feb 1888 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Jean Sicard & Victoire Chabrier. Witnesses to marriage: Joseph Verboncoeur, pere, David Lessard, Theodore Laboutit dit Caya, Francois Gaucier.

He married (1) * 03 Oct 1843 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,45 Marie Delima Germain #379, born 22 Oct 1822 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Pierre Germain #377 and Josephte Marcotte #378), baptized * 23 Oct 1822 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,19 died ca 1854/5. Marie: Godparents: Andre Germain, uncle & Josephte Cuiellerier, grandmother.

Children:

+ 698 i. Elise10 Vadeboncoeur #335 born 16 Jan 1844.

+ 699 ii. Marie Amanda Vadeboncoeur #380 born 08 Aug 1846.

+ 700 iii. Marie Marguerite Vadeboncoeur #381 born 28 Feb 1848.

701 iv. Olivier Vadeboncoeur #382, henry no. #15354 from Chabrier, born 17 Jan 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 baptized * 18 Jan 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 died 04 Jun 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 buried * 05 Jun 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.42 Godfather: Octave Rolie..., Godmother: Domithilde Chabrier dit Verboncoeur.

702 v. Sophie Verboncoeur #385, henry no. #15355 from Chabrier, born 16 Mar 1851 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 baptized * 16 Mar 1851 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,19 died 09 Jul 1854 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 buried * 10 Jul 1854 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.42 Godfather: Louis Bernier, Godmother: Sophie Germain.

+ 703 vi. Francois-Xavier (Olivier) Vadeboncoeur #383 born 23 Jan 1853.

704 vii. Marie Leocadie Verboncoeur #384, henry no. #15357 in Chabrier, born 22 Nov 1854 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 baptized * 22 Nov 1854 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.42 Godparents: Joseph Pinard & Leocadie Trudelle.

He married (2) * 28 Apr 1856 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,144 Adelaide Lacroix #29306, born ca 1821,145 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1.28 Adelaide: Dau of Louis Lacroix & Elizabeth Lucier (deceased).

223. Julie Chabrier dit9 Vadeboncoeur #373 (Joseph Chabrier dit8, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon4, Simon3, Bertrand3), henry no. #1536 from Chabrier, born 30 Apr 1824 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,21,8 baptized * 01 May 1824 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,21,8 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,19 died Sep 1898 in Coventry, Kent, RI,146 buried in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI.146 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Bastien & Magdeleine Chabrier.

She married * 18 Jul 1843 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,45 Jean Baptiste Biron #323, born 04 Nov 1815 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Jean Baptiste Biron #318 and Marguerite Laroche #320), baptized * 04 Nov 1815 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,19 occupation 1851 laborer,19 died 21 Aug 1900.147
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Children:

+ 705  
  i.  Aurelie Armenie10 Biron #34800 born 18 Feb 1844.

+ 706  
  ii. Adolphe Biron #34633, henry no. #15362 from Chabrier, born 16 Jun 1845 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 16 Jun 1845 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, died 23 Dec 1854 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 24 Dec 1854 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Adolphus Menoncon & Domitilde Verboncoeur.

+ 707  
  iii. Marie Biron #33657 born 27 Jan 1847.

+ 708  
  iv. Frederic Biron #34625, henry no. #15364 from Chabrier, born 05 Mar 1849 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 05 Mar 1849 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, emigrated 1873 to USA, census * 18 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193, occupation 18 Jun 1900 mule spinner, died 13 Jan 1917. Godparents: Frederic Verboncoeur & Luce Liret.

He married ca 1876 in USA, no children from this marriage. Arselie Blais #41723, born Jan 1855 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1873, census * 18 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193.

+ 709  
  v. Edesse Biron #34629, henry no. #15365 from Chabrier, born 02 Mar 1851 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 03 Mar 1851 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, Godparents: Olivier Verboncoeur & Edesse Lessard.

+ 710  
  vi. Marie-Octavie Biron #34636 born 09 Jul 1853.

+ 711  
  vii. Marie-Celina Biron #34634 born 05 May 1856.

+ 712  
  viii. Marie Louise Biron #34638 born 10 Jul 1858.

+ 713  

+ 714  
  x. Marie-Victorine Biron #34642, henry no. #1536A from Chabrier, born 24 Jan 1863 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 24 Jan 1863 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Pierre Dugas & Marie Sauvier.

+ 715  
  xi. Francois-Xavier Biron #41910 born 02 Apr 1865.

226. Domithilde6 Vadeboncoeur dit CHABRIER #375 (Joseph Chabrier dit5, Joseph Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit3, Jean2 Chabrier, Jean1, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1539 from Chabrier, born 07 Nov 1828 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, baptized * 08 Nov 1828 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, census 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, and Therese Arrette #58333, born 05 Sep 1831 in Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, (son of Joseph Domine dit St Sauveur #58333 and Therese Arrette #58334), baptized * 06 Sep 1831 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, occupation 1851 laborer, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, occupation 1881 laborer, died 14 Jan 1919 in Montgomery, Franklin, VT. Joseph: Godparents: Bonaventure Lebrun & Therese Lebrun.

Children:

+ 716  
  i. Marie-Domitilde Domine dit St Sauveur #34635 born 19 Jan 1856.

+ 717  
  ii. Marie Virginie St Sauveur #34637 born 23 Mar 1857.

+ 718  
  iii. Joseph St Sauveur #34640, henry no. #15393 in Chabrier, born 09 Aug 1858 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 11 Aug 1858 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H2. Godparents: Joseph Verboncoeur & Emilie St Sauveur.

+ 719  
  iv. Leon St Sauveur #58335, henry no. #15394 from Chabrier, born 29 Apr 1861 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 30 Apr 1861 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H2. Godparents: David Verboncoeur & Adelaide Lacroix.

+ 720  
  v. Jean Baptiste St Sauveur #58337, henry no. #15395 from Chabrier, born 17 Jan 1863 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 18 Jan 1863 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H2. Godparents: Jean Baptiste Guilbeault & Celina Radzay.
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721 vi. Simon-Victor Domine dit St Sauveur #34643, henry no. #15396 in Chabrier, born 18 Jul 1864 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 18 Jul 1864 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 17 Feb 1865 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 19 Feb 1865 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Simon Brunault & Lady Serephine Dufresne.

722 vii. Hercule St Sauveur #58336, henry no. #15397 from Chabrier, born 05 Jan 1866 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 06 Jan 1866 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1.28 Godparents: Hercule Paradis & Marie Lachapelle.

723 viii. Ferdinand St Sauveur #34644, henry no. #15398 in Chabrier, born 04 Feb 1868 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 04 Feb 1868 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1.28 Godparents: Pierre St Sauveur & Olive Chamberland.

724 ix. Pierre St Sauveur #34648, henry no. #15399 in Chabrier, born 11 Oct 1869 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 12 Oct 1869 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 03 Mar 1870 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Frederic Verboncoeur & Edesse Lessard.

228. Frederic Gabriel Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #374 (Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #153B from Chabrier, born 08 Nov 1831 in St Huges, Bagot, PQ, Canada, baptized * 09 Nov 1831 in St Huges, Bagot, PQ, Canada, census 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H, occupation 1871 laborer, census * 07 Jun 1880 in CT, New London, Sprague, ED 110, occupation 07 Jun 1880 cotton mill worker, census * 07 Jun 1880 in CT, New London, Sprague, ED 110, census * 09 Nov 1831 in St Huges, Bagot, PQ, Canada, Baptism * 20 Mar 1856 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, Godfather: Israel Lessard, Godmother: Marguerite Laroche. 

He married * 15 Jan 1851 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, Marie Edesse Lessard (see note 10), died 28 Oct 1904 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 30 Oct 1904 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.

Children:

+ 725 i. Marie Elisabeth Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #326 born 12 May 1852.

726 ii. Athalie Chabrier dit Verboncoeur #330, henry no. #153B2 in Chabrier, born 01 Aug 1853 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 01 Aug 1853 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H, Godfather: Israel Lessard, Godmother: Marguerite Laroche.


729 v. Marie-Victorine Verboncoeur #337, henry no. #153B5 in Chabrier, born 03 Feb 1858 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 03 Feb 1858 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 20 Jul 1859 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 21 Jul 1859 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godfather: Joseph Verboncoeur, Godmother: Emilie Lessard.

730 vi. Marie-Delia Verboncoeur #341, henry no. #153B6 in Chabrier, born 01 Mar 1860 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 02 Mar 1860 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 23 Jan 1861 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 24 Jan 1861 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godfather: Abraham Generaux, Godmother: Adelaide Lacroix.


+ 732 viii. Dieudonne Verboncoeur #305 born 27 Sep 1863.

733 ix. David Verboncoeur #307, henry no. #153B9 in Chabrier, born 23 Dec 1865 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 23 Dec 1865 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H, census * 07 Jun 1880 in CT, New London, Sprague, ED 110, occupation 07 Jun 1880 cotton mill hand, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED.
57H1.28 city directory * 1909 in 11 Pearl, Claremont, Sullivan, NH.61 occupation 1909 employed at Roberts Mill,61 census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 164,60 resided 03 Jan 1920 in 18 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 cotton mill spinner,60 died 29 Nov 1932 in Burlington, Chittenden, VT.149 Godfather: David Verboncoeur, Godmother: Tarsile Laliberty.

+ 734 x. Marie-Victorie Verboncoeur #308 born 03 Oct 1867.
+ 735 xi. Marie-Malvina (Delvina) Verboncoeur #309 born 06 Sep 1869.
+ 736 xii. Marie Josepnhnade Vadeboncoeur #310 born 22 Aug 1871.

231. Marie Genevieve9 Vadeboncoeur #34624 (Joseph Chabrier dit6, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #153E from Chabrier, born 24 Aug 1835 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,43 baptized * 26 Aug 1835 in St Hughes, Bagot, PQ, Canada.43 emigrated 1877 to RI,46 census * 21 Jun 1880 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 72,41 census * 19 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193,46 died 19 Jul 1908 in Coventry, Kent, RI,46 buried in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI.146 Godparents: Pierre Lesage & Genevieve Bastien.

She married * 10 Aug 1868 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,150 Isaac Adam dit Labranche #29244, born 20 Apr 1826 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 (son of Jean Baptiste Adam #58481 and Marie Louise Villeneuve #58482), baptized * 21 Apr 1826 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 21 Jun 1880 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 72,41 occupation 21 Jun 1880 works on farm.41 died bef 19 Jun 1900 in RI.46 Isaac: Godparents: Regis Boucher & Peloqie Adam.

Children:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
<th>Marital Status</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Death</th>
<th>Place of Death</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>737 i.</td>
<td>Adolphe10 Adam #34134, henry no. #153E1 in Chabrier, born 30 Jul 1872 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,150 baptized * 31 Jul 1872 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,150 died 30 Jan 1873 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,150 buried * 01 Feb 1873 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.150 Godparents: Onésime Blais &amp; Domithilde Roy.</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Son</td>
<td>30 Jul 1872</td>
<td>St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Laborer</td>
<td>Died</td>
<td>St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>738 ii.</td>
<td>Adelard Adam #34135, henry no. #153E2 in Chabrier, born 22 Nov 1873 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,150 baptized * 23 Nov 1873 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,150 died 25 Aug 1874 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,9 buried * 26 Aug 1874 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.9</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Son</td>
<td>22 Nov 1873</td>
<td>St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Laborer</td>
<td>Died</td>
<td>St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>739 iii.</td>
<td>Joseph Romeo Adam #58477, henry no. #153E3 from Chabrier, born 23 Feb 1875 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,9 baptized * 24 Feb 1875 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,9 died bef 21 Jun 1880.</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Son</td>
<td>23 Feb 1875</td>
<td>St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Laborer</td>
<td>Died</td>
<td>St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ 740 iv. Marie Claudia Adam #38929 born 02 Dec 1876.  
+ 741 v.  __ Adam #46264, henry no. #153E5 in Chabrier, died bef 21 Jun 1880.41  
+ 743 vii. __ Adam #46265, henry no. #153E7 in Chabrier, died bef 19 Jun 1900.46  


He married * 06 Feb 1855 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,25 resided (family) 11 Jun 1900 at 32 Second Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.46 Marie Olive (Ouellet) Willet dit Roger #43340, born 18 Nov 1833 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9,151,152 (daughter of Charles (Ouellet) Willet dit Roger #58526 and Marie Anne Dessert #58527), baptized * 18 Nov 1833 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1861 in Canada, QC, St...
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Marie: Godparents: Amable Carufel & Louise Dessert.

Children:
+ 744  i. Francois Xavier 10 Vadeboncoeur #43356 born 19 Nov 1855.
+ 746  iii. Adelard (Dallas Hart) Vadeboncoeur #43370 born 05 Jan 1858.
+ 747  iv. Marie Josephine (Rose) Rebecca Vadeboncoeur #58530, henry no. #15814 from Chabrier, born 16 Mar 1861 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Mar 1861 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 26 Mar 1864 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 28 Mar 1864 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Godparents: Charles Ouellette & Julie Vadeboncoeur.
+ 748  v. Nestor Vadeboncoeur #58529, henry no. #15815 from Chabrier, born 12 May 1863 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 12 May 1863 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 31 Mar 1865 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 02 Apr 1865 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Godparents: Pierre Gagnon & Rose de Lima Vadeboncoeur.
+ 749  vi. Alexander Fortuna (Hart) Vadeboncoeur #43341 born 03 Jun 1865.
+ 750  vii. Marie Philomene Rebecca (Emma Hart) Vadeboncoeur #43437 born 15 Feb 1868.
+ 751  viii. Marie Delia Vadeboncoeur #58528, henry no. #15818 from Chabrier, born 23 Mar 1870 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 24 Mar 1870 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 19 Sep 1870 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Godparents: Charles Sevigny.
+ 752  ix. Marie Dorilda (Delia) Vadeboncoeur #43343 born 09 Apr 1873.
+ 753  x. Joseph Alfred Vadeboncoeur #43344 born 27 Feb 1876.
+ 754  xi. Eugene (Hart) Vadeboncoeur #43345 born 27 Feb 1876.

242. Rose-de-Lima 9 Vadeboncoeur #31555 (Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert) 8 , Joseph Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #1589 from Chabrier, born 13 Feb 1840 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 13 Feb 1840 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinongé), census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 129E2, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1, Godparents: Theodule Lemyre & Edile Lemyre.

She married * 01 Jul 1856 in St Severe, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, Pierre Gagnon #31556, born 11 Sep 1835 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, (son of Pierre Gagnon #58569 and Emilie Fortier #58570), baptized * 11 Sep 1835 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 129E2, occupation 1871 farmer, died 27 Nov 1872 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 29 Nov 1872 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.

Children:
755  i. Marie Georgina (Vitorine) 10 Gagnon #58571, henry no. #15891 from Chabrier, born 06 Oct 1857 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 07 Oct 1857 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 129E2, Godparents: Albert Vadeboncoeur & Emilie Fortier.
756  ii. Pierre Honore Gagnon #44980, henry no. #15892 from Chabrier, born 06 Nov 1859 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 Nov 1859 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 129E2, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1, occupation 1881 farmer.
+ 757  iii. Marie Victoria Gagnon #58572 born 11 Sep 1861.
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759 v. Ferdinand Gagnon #44982, henry no. #15895 from Chabrier, born 17 Jan 1866 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Jan 1866 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 129E2,24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1.28,33 Godparents: Ferdinand Plourde & Emerance Bergeron.

760 vi. George Gagnon #44983, henry no. #15896 from Chabrier, born 27 Feb 1868 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 27 Feb 1868 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 129E2,24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1.28,33

+ 761 vii. Charles Alphonse Gagnon #45276 born 08 Apr 1870.
+ 762 viii. Adolphe Cliodare (Hormisdas) Gagnon #45013 born 15 Jan 1872.

243. Julie9 Vadeboncoeur #31629 (Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)8, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #158A from Chabrier, born 15 Jan 1841 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,14 baptized * 15 Jan 1841 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,14 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge),19 died 19 Oct 1862 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 21 Oct 1862 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Alexis Bruneau & Julie Lemire.

She married * 05 Nov 1861 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9,80 Louis Langlois #31630, born 14 Sep 1833 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 (son of Louis Langlois #58581 and Tharcile Billy dit St Louis #58582), baptized * 15 Sep 1833 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9

Children:

763 i. Louis10 Langlois #58587, henry no. #158A1 from Chabrier, born 25 Aug 1862 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 25 Aug 1862 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 26 Aug 1862 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 27 Aug 1862 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Albert Vadeboncoeur & Julie Poudrier.

246. Sophie9 Vadeboncoeur #29322 (Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)8, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #158D from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1845 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,17 baptized * 28 Jan 1845 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,17 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinongé).19 Godparents: Nazaire Gélinas & Sophie Bastien.

She married * 11 Jan 1864 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,80 Claude Emery Lacombe #31712, born 23 May 1842 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 (son of Pierre Lacombe #58588 and Marie Ferron #58589), baptized * 23 May 1842 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Anne, ED 26-386.19 Claude: Godparents: Charles Lami & Thecle Gélinas.

Children:

764 i. Joseph Cleophas10 Lacombe #58590, henry no. #158D1 from Chabrier, born 17 Nov 1864 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 18 Nov 1864 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 28 Jan 1866 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 30 Jan 1866 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Pierre Gagnon & Marguerite Boucher.

251. Joseph Amable Chabrier dit9 Vadeboncoeur #29284 (Amable Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1611 from Chabrier, born 06 Jul 1817 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,15 baptized * 07 Jul 1817 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,15 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal,19 occupation 1851 shoemaker,19 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel-Archange, ED 116C1,24 occupation 1871 shoemaker,24 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel, ED 70C1,28 occupation 1881 shoemaker,28 census * 11 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel-Archange, ED 173D2, occupation 11 Apr 1891 shoemaker,30 census * 25 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel-Archange, ED 161J2, occupation 25 Apr 1901 shoemaker,30 died 25 Oct 1908 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,9 Godparents: Amable Chabrier dit Verboncoeur (grandfather) & Julie Desmarais (aunt). Imprisoned after the 1837/8 uprising.
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He married * 21 May 1839 in St Philippe, Laprairie, QC, Canada, Marie Emilie Tallard #29285, born 13 Jul 1816 in St Philippe, Laprairie, QC, Canada, baptized * 14 Jul 1816 in St Philippe, Laprairie, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel-Archange, ED 116C1, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel, ED 70C1, census * 11 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2, census * 25 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel-Archange, ED 161J2. Marie: Dau of Michel Tallard & Marie Angelique Babeux.

Children:


766 ii. Marie Emilie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #58593, henry no. #16112 from Chabrier, born 24 May 1844 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 25 May 1844 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 28 May 1846 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 30 May 1846 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Louis Longpre & Marie Bourgrux dice Lacroix.

+ 767 iii. Francois Xavier Cleophas Vadeboncoeur #29286 born 15 Jun 1845.

768 iv. Marie Rosiane (Cordelia) Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #54697, henry no. #16114 from Chabrier, born 15 Oct 1847 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 15 Oct 1847 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, census * 25 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel-Archange, ED 161J2, occupation 25 Apr 1901 dressmaker, died 06 Apr 1932 in Hospice de la Providence, Laprairie, Laprairie, QC, Canada, buried * 08 Apr 1932 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, never married. Godparents: Francois Lemory & Elizabeth Hoiyotte.

769 v. Francois Xavier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #58594, henry no. #16115 from Chabrier, born 31 May 1850 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized 01 Jun 1850 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 18 Nov 1850 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 21 Nov 1850 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Francois Xavier Lahaise & Marie Raymond.

770 vi. Louis Napoleon Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #59746, henry no. from Chabrier, born 29 Jan 1852 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 29 Jan 1852 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Francois Vontel & Emilie Hornier.

771 vii. Onesime Vadeboncoeur #58762, henry no. from Chabrier, born 21 Nov 1854 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 23 Nov 1854 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel-Archange, ED 116C1, Godparents: Onesime Bi_ & Felouise Bourdon.

772 viii. Marie Adeline Vadeboncoeur #58662, henry no. #16116 from Chabrier, born 26 May 1857 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 26 May 1857 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 30 Nov 1867 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, buried * 02 Dec 1867 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada. Godparents: Alexis Lalande & Adeline Richard.


She married * 07 Nov 1836 in St Constant, Laprairie, PQ, Canada, Pierre Hebert #30338, born 11 Feb 1817 in St Constant, Laprairie, PQ, Canada, (son of Francois Hebert #58646 and Rose Payant dit St Onge #58647), baptized * 11 Feb 1817 in St Constant, Laprairie, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Huntingdon, St Remi, occupation 1851 farmer, census * 17 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel-Archange, ED 161J1, died 03 Nov 1903 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, buried * 05 Nov 1903 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada. Pierre: Godparents: Pierre Hebert & Marie Robidoux.

Children:

773 i. Nathalie10 Hebert #58650, henry no. #16131 from Chabrier, born 03 Sep 1837 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada, baptized * 05 Sep 1837 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada, died 09 Aug 1838 in St
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+ 774 ii. Francois Hebert #37877 born 10 Feb 1841.
+ 775 iii. Marie Elise Hebert #37621 born 24 Jan 1843.

She married * 12 Oct 1869 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, Casimir Langdeau #58656, born 24 Jun 1840 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada, (son of Louis Langdeau #58666 and Archange Labonte #58667), baptized * 25 Jun 1840 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada.

+ 777 v. Pierre Elie Hebert #58659 born 08 Feb 1849.
+ 778 vi. Eusebe Hebert #58652 born 15 Mar 1851.

He married * 28 Jan 1879 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, Marie Mathilde Martin #58658, born 18 Jul 1858 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, (daughter of Raphael Martin #58670 and Marie Beaudin #58671), baptized * 18 Jul 1858 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Paschat __ & Susane Besailion.

781 ix. Zoétique Hebert #37876, henry no. #16139 from Chabrier.
782 x. Marie Olivine Hebert #58653, henry no. #1613A from Chabrier, born 21 Jan 1861 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, baptized * 23 Jan 1861 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, died 12 Sep 1861 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, buried * 13 Sep 1861 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada. Godparents: Amable Vadeboncoeur & Mathilde Surprenant.

783 xi. Marie Arthemise Hebert #41336, henry no. #1613B from Chabrier, born 04 Aug 1862 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, baptized * 05 Aug 1862 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, died 22 Nov 1934 in Longueuil, Chambly, QC, Canada, buried 22 Nov 1934 in St Antoine-de-Pades, Longueuil, Chambly, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Hidibe Linger dit La Plante & Olivine Hebert.
784 xii. Adolphe Henri Hebert #58661, henry no. #1613C from Chabrier, born 25 Aug 1864 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, baptized * 27 Aug 1864 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, died 09 Sep 1864 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, buried * 11 Sep 1864 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada. Adolphe: Godparents: Adolphe Beaudin & Elise Hebert.


Children:
785 i. Marie Hermine Giroux #58757, henry no. #16141 from Chabrier, born 17 Dec 1843 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Dec 1843 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada. Godparents: Francois Giroux & Clotilde ___.
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786  ii. Marie Melina Giroux #58759, henry no. #16142 from Chabrier, born 26 Feb 1847 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 26 Feb 1847 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Paul Pinsonneault & Anatalie Chabrier.

787  iii. Marie Elise Giroux #58758, henry no. #16143 from Chabrier, born 19 Mar 1849 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 19 Mar 1849 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Louis Blair & Rosalie Giroux.

+ 788  iv.  __ Giroux #46329.

789  v. Eliza Giroux #46331, henry no. #16145 from Chabrier, born ca 1859 in MI,41 census * 12 Jun 1880 in MI, Marquette, Negaunee, ED 25.41

263. Celeste6 Lemay #39845 (Euphrosine Chabrier dit6 Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit8, Jean9 Chabrier, Jean10, Simon10, Simon11, Bertrand12), henry no. #1624 from Chabrier, born 13 Jul 1821 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 14 Jul 1821 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule,19 died 19 Dec 1869 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 21 Dec 1869 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Antoine Lemay & Celeste Poudrier.

She married * 15 Aug 1848 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 Alexis (Benjamin) Lupien #39844, born 16 Oct 1812 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 (son of Alexis Lupien #58763 and Archange Paquin #58764), baptized * 17 Oct 1812 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule,19 occupation 1851 farmer,19 died bef 1882. Alexis: Godparents: Pierre Lamare & Marie Vacoier(?).

Children:

790  i. Maxime10 Lupien #58765, henry no. #16241 from Chabrier, born 21 Jun 1849 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 22 Jun 1849 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule,19 occupation 28 Mar 1882 laborer,9 resided 28 Mar 1882 in Pembroke, Ottawa, ON, Canada.9 Godparents: Pierre Paquin & Sophie Lemay.

He married * 28 Mar 1882 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 Marie Louise Saucier #58772, born 17 Mar 1860 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 (daughter of Joseph Saucier #58773 and Marie Bergeron #58774), baptized * 17 Mar 1860 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Marie: Godparents: Frederic Heroux & Claire Landry.

791  ii. Marie Larrise Lupien #58766, henry no. #16242 from Chabrier, born 25 Jan 1851 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 26 Jan 1851 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule.19

792  iii. Joseph Lupien #58767, henry no. #16243 from Chabrier, born 17 Sep 1852 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Sep 1852 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Picard & Marie Jarbeau.

793  iv. Valerie Lupien #58768, henry no. #16244 from Chabrier, born 19 May 1854 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 20 May 1854 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Francois Lacoussiere & Odile Gauthier.

794  v. Adeline Lupien #58769, henry no. #16245 from Chabrier, born 19 May 1854 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 20 May 1854 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Louis St Louis & Denise Gelina.

795  vi. Alexis Lupien #58770, henry no. #16246 from Chabrier, born 17 Jun 1856 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Jun 1856 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Nicolas Vevboncoeur & Archange Paquin.

796  vii. Callixte Lupien #58771, henry no. #16247 from Chabrier, born 15 Mar 1858 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 22 Mar 1858 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Callixte Hudon dit Beaulieu & Eleonore Baribeau.

266. Marie Domitiilde6 Lemay #39841 (Euphrosine Chabrier dit6 Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit8, Jean9 Chabrier, Jean10, Simon10, Simon11, Bertrand12), henry no. #1627 from Chabrier, born 02 Aug 1829 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 03 Aug 1829 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule,19 died 15 Mar 1872 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 17 Mar 1872 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Stanislas Pichette & Esther Gervais.
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She married * 22 Jan 1855 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, François Piche #39843, born 07 Mar 1806 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, (son of François Piche #54690 and Josephte Lemyre dit Gaucher #58775), baptized * 08 Mar 1806 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Rivière-du-Loop, ED 85A, died 22 May 1886 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 24 May 1886 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

Francois: Godparents: Joseph Lemire, uncle & Josephte Piche, aunt.

Children:

797 i. Marie10 Piche #58777, henry no. #16271 from Chabrier, born 06 Feb 1855 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 Feb 1855 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Henri Piche & Marie Elmire Gravell.

798 ii. Victorien Denis Piche #58781, henry no. #16272 from Chabrier, born 26 Jan 1857 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 27 Jan 1857 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Gabriel Caron & Marie Caron.

799 iii. Marie Hermilie Piche #58780, henry no. #16273 from Chabrier, born 06 Mar 1859 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 Mar 1859 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Thomas Piche & Philomene Flageolle.


801 v. __ Piche #58787, henry no. from Chabrier, born 18 Jan 1862 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 18 Jan 1862 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 18 Jan 1862 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

802 vi. Francois Xavier Piche #58776, henry no. #16275 from Chabrier, born 22 Feb 1863 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 22 Feb 1863 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis Piche & ?

803 vii. Marie Anne Piche #58778, henry no. #16276 from Chabrier, born 10 Oct 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 10 Oct 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 09 Jul 1865 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 11 Jul 1865 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Onesime Piche & Adeline Desrosiers.


She married * 22 Jun 1858 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, François Henri Piche #39839, born 12 May 1831 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, (son of François Piche #54691 and Marie Adelaide Dupuis #54693), baptized * 13 May 1828 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1, died 01 Oct 1890 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, cause of death 01 Oct 1890 died accidentally, buried * 04 Oct 1890 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Francois Bergeron & Marguerite Paquin.

Children:

804 i. Marie Hermilie (Azilda)10 Piche #46393, henry no. #16281 from Chabrier, born 06 Mar 1859 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 Mar 1859 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1, census * 20 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Joseph, ED 166G2, died 27 Mar 1897 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 29 Mar 1897 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Thomas Piche & Philomene Flageolle.

She married * 29 Aug 1887 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Adolphe Morissette #58789, born 18 Dec 1859 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, (son of Adolphe Morissette #58791 and...
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Adelaide Lepine #58792, baptized * 19 Dec 1859 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° census * 20 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Joseph, ED 166G,° occupation 20 Apr 1891 laborer,° census * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 173-13,° occupation 05 Jun 1911 chef,° died 05 Mar 1936 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° buried * 07 Mar 1936 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.° Adolph: Godparents: Jean Baptiste Raymond & Addie Raymond.

805 ii. Marie Olivine Piche #46394, henry no. #16282 from Chabrier, born 12 Dec 1861 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° baptized * 12 Dec 1861 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1,28 died 21 Feb 1938 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° buried * 24 Feb 1938 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.° Godparents: Onesime Piche & Adele Dearoviers.

She married * 23 Mar 1890 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° Augustin Gagnon #58793, born ca 1856, died 28 Jul 1910 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° buried * 30 Jul 1910 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.°

806 iii. Marie Oliva Piche #46395 born 03 Dec 1862.

807 iv. Marie Anne Piche #46396, henry no. #16284 from Chabrier, born 29 Dec 1864 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° baptized * 30 Dec 1864 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1,29 Godparents: Isaiie Marchand & Marie Olive Marchand.

808 v. Gaspard Piche #58788, henry no. #16285 from Chabrier, born ca Nov 1867 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° died 03 Mar 1877 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° buried * 06 Mar 1877 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.°

809 vi. Joseph Arese Piche #46397, henry no. #16286 from Chabrier, born 22 Dec 1872 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° baptized * 22 Dec 1872 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1,29 census * 20 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Joseph, ED 166G,° occupation 20 Apr 1891 laborer,° died 17 Feb 1935 in Hospice St Victor, Beloeil, Vercheres, QC, Canada,° buried * 19 Feb 1935 in St Mathieu, Beloeil, Vercheres, PQ, Canada,° never married.° Godparents: Ludger Ayotte & Elisabeth Mecaualay.

810 vii. Joseph Eugene Piche #58786, henry no. #16287 from Chabrier, born 01 Jul 1875 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° baptized * 01 Jul 1875 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° died 14 Aug 1875 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° buried * 15 Aug 1875 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.° Godparents: Eugene Gorgeon & Marie Cleophas Geroux.

811 viii. Henri Piche #58790, henry no. #16288 from Chabrier, born ca 1876 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1,29 census * 20 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Joseph, ED 166G.28

812 ix. Louis Joseph Gaspar Piche #46399, henry no. #16289 from Chabrier, born 12 Nov 1877 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° baptized * 12 Nov 1877 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1,29 census * 20 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Joseph, ED 166G.30 Godparents: Louis Lemyre & Oliva Marchand.

268. Pierre° Lemay #39836 (Euphosine Chabrier dit° Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit°, Jean Chabrier dit°, Jean° Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1629 from Chabrier, born 16 Oct 1836 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° baptized * 17 Oct 1836 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule,° census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 84G,° occupation 1881 farmer,° died 20 Sep 1909 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° buried * 22 Sep 1909 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.° Godparents: Ignace Lebarre & Marguerite Gervais.

He married * 22 Jan 1856 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° Clarice Bergeron #39840, born 05 May 1831 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° (daughter of Louis Bergeron #58873 and Anastasie Gerbeau #58874), baptized * 06 May 1831 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 84G,° died 29 Jun 1923 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° buried * 02 Jul 1923 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.° Clarice: Godparents: Jean Baptiste Carles & Angelique Leclerc.
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Children:

813 i. Marie⁹ Lemay #39828, henry no. #16291 from Chabrier, born 01 Dec 1856 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁹ baptized * 01 Dec 1856 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁹ died 15 May 1858 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁹ buried * 17 May 1858 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Nicolas Verboncoeur & Marie Bergeron.

814 ii. Celina Lemay #39838, henry no. #16292 from Chabrier, born 18 Mar 1858 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁵ baptized * 19 Mar 1858 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁹ census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 84G,²⁸ census * 10 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 186,³⁰ census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-5,³² died 27 Jul 1930 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ buried * 29 Jul 1930 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Philippe Carle & Clarisse Ayabqin.

She married * 11 Jan 1881 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ Louis Philippe Dube #39837, born 04 Dec 1858 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,⁹ (son of Antoine Dube #58875 and Louise Cote #58876), baptized * 05 Dec 1858 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,⁹ census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 84G,²⁸ occupation 1881 farmer,²⁸ census * 10 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 186,³⁰ obituary 10 Apr 1891 in farmer,³⁰ census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-5,³² died 08 Mar 1935 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ buried * 11 Mar 1935 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.⁹ Louis: Godparents: J Dube & Celina Delaunais.

He married 15 Feb 1915 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁵⁴ Marie Luce Atilia Bellemare #39686, born 18 Jul 1884 in St Elie, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ (daughter of Pierre Bellemare #59045 and Caroline Gelinas #59046), baptized * 18 Jul 1884 in St Elie, St Maurice, QC, Canada.³ Marie: Godparents: Jean Baptiste Lemay & Marie Adeline Gelinas.

818 vi. Marie Clarisse Lemay #39830, henry no. #16296 from Chabrier, born 16 Feb 1867 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁹ baptized * 17 Feb 1867 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁹ died 04 Feb 1875 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ buried * 06 Feb 1875 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Louis Bergeron & Aurelie __.

819 vii. Marie Amanda (Azelie) Lemay #39829 born 03 May 1870.

269. Olivier⁶ Verboncoeur #29513 (Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit⁶, Charles Amable Chabrier dit⁷ Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #1641 from Chabrier, born 24 Jul 1833 in Louisville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,¹⁴,⁹ baptized * 24 Jul 1833 in Louisville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,¹⁴,⁹ census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule,¹⁹ occupation 1851 laborer,¹⁹ census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule,²³ occupation 1861 farmer,²³ census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 128-1,²⁴ occupation 1871 farmer,²⁴ census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2,²⁸ occupation 1881 farmer,²⁸ census * 10 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 166K1,³⁰ occupation 10 Apr 1891 farmer,³⁰ census * 29 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1,³¹ occupation 29 Apr 1901 farmer,³¹ died 19 Apr 1909 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,⁹ buried * 21 Apr 1909 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Olivier Pichette & Sophie Lemay.

He married * 04 Feb 1851 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,³ Mathilde Carle #29532, born 15 Apr 1825 in QC, Canada,³¹ (daughter of Louis Carle #30792 and Pelagie Gervais #30793), census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule,¹⁹ census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule,²³ census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 128-1,²⁴ census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2,²⁸ census * 10
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Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 166K1.\(^{30}\) census * 29 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 168K.\(^{23}\) died 11 May 1906 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\(^{9}\) buried * 13 May 1906 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\(^{9}\) census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule.\(^{19}\) Mathilde: Dau of Louis Carle & Pelagie Gervais.

Children:

821 i. N.N.\(^{10}\) Verboncoeur #34158, henry no. #16411 from Chabrier, born stillborn, died 19 Oct 1852 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\(^{9}\) buried * 21 Oct 1852 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\(^{9}\)

822 ii. Marie Lea (Delia) Vadeboncoeur #36304, henry no. #16412 from Chabrier, born 29 Apr 1854 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 01 May 1854 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule,\(^{23}\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 128-1,\(^{24}\) census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 58E2,\(^{28}\) census * 10 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 166K,\(^{30}\) died 18 Jun 1899 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 20 Jun 1899 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Nicolas Verboncoeur & Tharsile Carle.

823 iii. Marie Amabilis Verboncoeur #29533 born 21 Dec 1856.

824 iv. Marie Domitilde Verboncoeur #59472, henry no. #16414 from Chabrier, born 19 Jul 1859 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\(^{9}\) baptized * 19 Jul 1859 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\(^{9}\) census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule,\(^{23}\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 128-1,\(^{24}\) Godparents: Louis Vadeboncoeur & Tharsile Carle.

825 v. Olivier Verboncoeur #59121, henry no. #16415 from Chabrier, born 20 Feb 1864 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 23 Feb 1864 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) died 17 Jan 1866 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 19 Jun 1866 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Joseph Bergeron & Emilie Verboncoeur.

826 vi. Marie Mathilde Clautilde (Azelie) Vadeboncoeur #59120, henry no. #16416 from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1867 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 27 Jan 1867 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 128-1,\(^{24}\) died 22 Jul 1875 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 23 Jul 1875 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Antoine Lacoursiere & Mathilde Garibue.

827 vii. Marie Delima (Emma) Vadeboncoeur #29534 born 02 May 1869.

270. Nicolas\(^{9}\) Verboncoeur #29511, census name Nick Bunker,\(^{40}\) (Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Charles Amable Chabrier dit\(^{5}\) Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\(^{5}\), Jean\(^{1}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{4}\), Bertrand\(^{4}\)), henry no. #1642 from Chabrier, born 14 Apr 1836 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^{13,9}\) baptized * 15 Apr 1836 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{13,9}\) census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule,\(^{19}\) occupation 1851 laborer,\(^{19}\) census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule,\(^{22}\) emigrated 1866 to WI,\(^{36}\) census * 26 Jul 1870 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco,\(^{40}\) occupation 26 Jul 1870 farmer,\(^{40}\) census 1875 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, \(^{2}\) census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50,\(^{41}\) occupation 07 Jun 1880 farmer,\(^{41}\) census * 07 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 142,\(^{46}\) occupation 07 Jun 1900 farmer,\(^{46}\) census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls,\(^{107}\) occupation 01 Jun 1905 farmer,\(^{107}\) census * 09 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 110,\(^{63}\) occupation 09 May 1910 farmer,\(^{63}\) died 30 Nov 1915 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI,\(^{56}\) buried 03 Dec 1915 in St Charles Cem, Lena, Oconto, WI.\(^{2}\) Godparents: Nicolas Verboncoeur & Angelique Plante.

He married * 18 Sep 1860 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^{20}\) resided (family) 09 May 1910 in Lena Road, Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI.\(^{63}\) Marie Olive Eva Poulin #29517, census name Mary Bunker,\(^{40}\) born 26 Oct 1838 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) (daughter of Joachim Poulain #34295 and Esther Morissette #34296), baptized * 27 Oct 1838 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule,\(^{23}\) census * 26 Jul 1870 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco,\(^{46}\) census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50,\(^{41}\) census * 07 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 142,\(^{46}\) census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls,\(^{107}\) census * 09 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 110,\(^{63}\) died 28 Dec 1911 in Oconto, Oconto, WI.\(^{55}\) buried 30 Dec 1911 in St Charles Cem, Lena, Oconto, WI.\(^{2}\)

Children:

828 i. Marie Emelda\(^{10}\) Verboncoeur #34316, henry no. #16421 from Chabrier, born 26 Jun 1861 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 26 Jun 1861 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) died 16 Jul...
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1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
Godparents: Jean Baptiste Verboncoeur & Esther Morissette.

829 ii. Marie Oliva Verboncoeur #29523, henry no. #16422 from Chabrier, born 10 Nov 1862 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
baptized * 11 Nov 1862 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
died 26 Jul 1864 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
buried * 31 Jul 1864 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.
Godparents: Joachim Poulin & Sophie Lemay.

830 iii. Joseph Nicolas Henry Verboncoeur #29522, henry no. #16423 from Chabrier, born 28 Mar 1864 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
baptized * 28 Mar 1864 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
died 21 Aug 1864 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
buried * 23 Aug 1864 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.
Godparents: Nicolas Verboncoeur & Sophie Lemay.

+ 832 v. Jean Baptiste Henri Verboncoeur #59239 born 04 Feb 1867.
+ 833 vi. Annie M Verboncoeur #29518 born 30 Mar 1870.
+ 834 vii. Lillian Olive Verboncoeur #29525 born 08 Jul 1871.
+ 835 viii. Eva Verboncoeur #34318, henry no. #16428 from Chabrier.
+ 836 ix. Jean Baptiste Verbunker #29519 born 26 Feb 1873.
+ 838 xi. Maria Odilia Verboncoeur #29521 born 21 Jun 1877.

272. Emilio Verboncoeur #29514 (Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1644 from Chabrier, born 27 Aug 1842 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,
baptized * 28 Aug 1842 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,
census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule,
census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Hunterstown, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Alexis-des-Monts,
ED 85I, census * 22 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 166E,
census * 19 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 168E,
census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, St Paulin, ED 173-19,
died 02 Mar 1919 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,
buried * 05 Mar 1919 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.
Godparents: Joseph Vanasse & Henriette Plante.

She married * 13 May 1861 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
Alexandre Turner #29515, born 15 Jun 1837 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
(son of Jean Baptiste (Alexander) Turner #59253 and Pelagie Alarie #59254),
baptized * 18 Jun 1837 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule,
census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Hunterstown, occupation 1871 farmer,
census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 85I,
occupation 1881 farmer, census * 22 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 166E,
occupation 22 Apr 1891 farmer, census * 19 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 168E,
occupation 19 Apr 1901 farmer, census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, St Paulin, ED 173-19,
occupation 08 Jun 1911 farmer,
died 04 Jul 1925 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,
buried * 07 Jul 1925 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.
Alexandre: Godparents: Antoine Masson & Marie Anne Masson.

Children:

+ 839 i. Louis (Adelard) Turner #46592 born 16 Mar 1862.
+ 840 ii. Marie Olivine Turner #59257, henry no. #16442 from Chabrier, born 29 Jan 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
baptized * 29 Jan 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
died 20 Jan 1869 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,
buried * 22 Jan 1869 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.
Godparents: Nicolas Vadeboncoeur & Domitilde Carle.

+ 841 iii. Olivier Turner #36292, henry no. #16443 from Chabrier, born ca 1866 in QC, Canada,
census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Hunterstown,
census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 85I,
census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 168E,
occupation 1881 farmer, census * 17 Jul 1885 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,
buried * 17 Jul 1885 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.


273. Marie Delima (Delmaine) Verboncoeur #29512, census name Emilie Bastien, (Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand),
Maria (Joachim) Verboncoeur #29512, henry no. #1645 from Chabrier, born 25 Nov 1845 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
baptized * 26 Nov 1845 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,
census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule,
census * 1861 in
Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, immigrated 1865 to USA, census * 26 Jul 1870 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, census * 28 Apr 1910 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100, died 24 Sep 1919 in Coleman, Marinette, WI, buried 26 Sep 1919 in St Charles Cem, Lena, Oconto, WI. Godparents: Philippe Carle & Lucie Lemay.

She married * 04 Aug 1863 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, resided (family) 28 Apr 1910 in Coleman Road, Lena, Oconto, WI. Louis Bastien #29531, born 05 Sep 1840 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, (son of Louis Bastien #59366 and Adele Gravel #59367), baptized * 06 Sep 1840 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule, Bastien Lena, Oconto, WI, 23 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100, 1900 farmer, occupation 07 Jun 1880 saw mill worker, Kewaunee, Casco, occupation 26 Jul 1870 farmer, census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100, census * 28 Apr 1910 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100, died 23 Feb 1918 in Lena, Oconto, WI, buried 25 Feb 1918 in St Charles Cem, Lena, Oconto, WI. Louis: Godparents: Jean Baptiste Bastien & Emerentienne Sicard.

Children:

+ 843 i. Marie Therese Leonie (Laura) 107 Bastien #29565 born 24 Jun 1865.
844 ii. Louis Bastien #32658, henry no. #16452 from Chabrier, born ca Jun 1866 in WI, census * 26 Jul 1870 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, (see note 11), occupation 07 Jun 1880 servant, census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, occupation 01 Jun 1905 farm laborer, census * 17 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 163, census * 10 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12, died 10 Oct 1931, 55 years.
845 iii. Edward Bastien #42846, henry no. #16453 from Chabrier, born ca 1868 in WI, died young, cause of death drowning.

+ 846 iv. Henry Bastien #32659 born ca 1869.
847 v. Joseph Bastien #32661, henry no. #16455 from Chabrier, born Aug 1870 in WI, census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, occupation 01 Jun 1905 farm laborer, census * 28 Apr 1910 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100, census * 17 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 163, census * 10 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12, died 10 Apr 1930 farmer, died 10 Oct 1933, 55 years.
848 vi. Alphonse Bastien #32660, henry no. #16456 from Chabrier, born 16 Aug 1871 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, census * 15 Apr 1910 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, census * 15 Apr 1910 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, census * 10 Jan 1920 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 101, census * 08 Apr 1930 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 9, died 10 Feb 1954 in Casco, Kewaunee, WI, cause of death diabetes, buried 14 Feb 1854 in Holy Trinity, Casco, Kewaunee, WI, witness to marriage were Ludwig Bassion & Lilly Boncouer.

She married 31 Aug 1892 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, no children from this marriage. Peter Vanasse #34245, born 18 Jun 1866 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, census 26 Jul 1870 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, census * 15 Apr 1910 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, census * 10 Jan 1920 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 101, census * 08 Apr 1930 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 9, occupation 08 Apr 1930 farmer, died 04 Jun 1956 in Casco, Kewaunee, WI, buried 07 Jun 1956 in Holy Trinity, Casco, Kewaunee, WI.

+ 849 vii. Amy Marie Bastien #32662 born 14 Jul 1875.
+ 850 viii. Delore Bastien #29566 born Apr 1876.
851 ix. Lena Bastien #32664, henry no. #16459 from Chabrier, born ca 1877 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, died bef 22 Jun 1900.
852 x. Olivier J. Bastien #32663 born 02 Apr 1880.
853 xi. Alfred Bastien #32665, henry no. #1645B from Chabrier, born Feb 1882 in WI, census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, occupation 01 Jun 1905 day laborer, died 22 Jun 1908 in Lena, Oconto, WI, cause of death typhoid fever.
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+ 855  xiii. Joseph Jacob (James) Bastien #32667 born 03 Jul 1888.

856  xiv. __ Bastien #32657, henry no. #1645E from Chabrier, died young.

277. Louis6 Vadeboncoeur #30498 (Antoine Chabrier dit6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1654 from Chabrier, born 25 Aug 1837 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,7 baptized * 27 Aug 1837 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,7 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Ursule,19 (see note 12), census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Hunterstown, ED 128H,24 occupation 1871 laborer,24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2,28,33 occupation 1881 journeyman,28,33 census * 06 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 166F2,30 occupation 06 Apr 1891 farmer,30 census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F1,31 occupation 20 Apr 1901 farmer,31 died 19 Sep 1908 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 21 Sep 1908 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Louis Coty & Suzanne Dupuis.

He married * 21 Aug 1860 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,95 Tharsile Carle #30499, born 06 May 1842 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Louis Carle #30792 and Pelagie Gervais #30793), baptized * 06 May 1842 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Hunterstown, ED 128H,24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2,28,33 occupation 06 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 166F2,30 census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F1,31 occupation 20 Apr 1901 farmer,31

Children:

+ 857  i. Marie Denise10 Vadeboncoeur #31560 born 12 Jun 1861.

+ 858  ii. Marie Donalda Vadeboncoeur #36319 born 17 Feb 1863.

859  iii. Marie Josephine Vadeboncoeur #31678, henry no. #16543 from Chabrier, born 19 Jul 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 21 Jul 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Hunterstown, ED 128H,24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2,28,33 died 07 Sep 1888 in Ste Didace, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 09 Sep 1888 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Narcisse __ & Louise Alarie.


+ 861  v. Louis Arthur Vadeboncoeur #30749 born 04 Aug 1869.

862  vi. Adelard Adrien Verboncoeur #47749, henry no. #16546 from Chabrier, born 02 Jul 1871 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 03 Jul 1871 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 07 Aug 1872 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 09 Aug 1872 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Giguere & Rose Delima Lemay, his wife.

863  vii. Joseph Adelard Vadeboncoeur #30807, henry no. #16547 from Chabrier, born 28 Jan 1874 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 29 Jan 1874 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2,28,33 census * 06 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 166F1,31 emigrated 1909 to Lowell, Middlesex, MA,63 city directory * 1910 in 221 Aiken Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1910 weaver,61 census * Apr 1910 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 860,63 occupation Apr 1910 cotton mill weaver,63 city directory * 1911 in 221 Aiken Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1101 weaver,61 died 24 Oct 1918 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 25 Oct 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Toussaint Brodeur & Caroline Lajoie, his wife.

He married * 15 Sep 1908 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,95,85 resided (family) Apr 1910 in 221 Aiken Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,65 Exilia (Blanche) Gervais #30808, born 24 Sep 1888 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Charles Gervais #59694 and Julie Morin #59695), baptized * 24 Sep 1888 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 emigrated 1909 to Lowell, Middlesex, MA,65 census * Apr 1910 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 860,60 occupation Apr 1910 cotton mill weaver,60 city directory * 1911 in 221 Aiken Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1101 weaver,61 died 23 Oct 1918 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 23 Oct 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Exilia: Godparents: Treffle Gervais & Exilda Morin, aunt.
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864  viii. Rodrigue Louis Napoleon Vadeboncoeur #30775 born 15 Feb 1877.

865  ix. Marie Anne Vadeboncoeur #31522, henry no. #16549 from Chabrier, born 04 Feb 1879 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 04 Feb 1879 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2,28,33 census * 06 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, St Didace, ED 166F2,30 census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F1.31 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Fournier & Marie Hamelins Gerbeau.

She married (1) * 14 Oct 1919 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,80 Joseph Adolphe Bourassa #31523, occupation grocer.

She married (2) 10 Jul 1944 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,8 Oscar Giguere #36314. Oscar: Wdr of Azilda Lessard from Louiseville.

866  x. Marie Virginie (Zepherine) Vadeboncoeur #59471, henry no. #1654A from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1882 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 30 Jan 1882 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 died 01 Dec 1888 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 02 Dec 1888 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Jean Baptiste St Louis & Amabilis Vadeboncoeur, wife of Israel Tisdel.

+ 867  xi. Joseph Emile Vadeboncoeur #30859 born 03 Aug 1884.

279. Marie Louise Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #31631 (Antoine Chabrier dit6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean7 Chabrier, Jean7 Simon7, Simon7 Bertrand7), henry no. #1655 from Chabrier, born 04 Jun 1840 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 05 Jun 1840 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 91A1,28 census * 08 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 154-1,30 census * 20 Jun 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, St Jean Baptiste Ward, ED 167F,31 died 04 Nov 1901 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Jean Baptiste St Louis & Amabilis Vadeboncoeur, wife of Israel Tisdel.

She married * 10 Jun 1861 in N.D., Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada,9 Alexis Bidegrand dit St Martin #31632, born 07 Jun 1835 in QC, Canada,30 (son of Alexis Bidegrand dit St Martin #59730 and Marie Anne Thibaudeau #59731), census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 91A1,28 occupation 1881 shoemaker,28 census * 08 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 154-1,30 occupation 08 Apr 1891 shoemaker,30 census * 20 Jun 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, St Jean Baptiste Ward, ED 167F,31 occupation 20 Jun 1901 shoemaker.9

Children:

868  i. Marie Louise40 St Martin #41340, henry no. #16551 from Chabrier, born ca 1861, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 91A1,28 census * 08 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 154-1,30 died 29 Jan 1903 in St Antoine-de-Pades, Longueuil, Chambly, PQ, Canada,155 buried 29 Jan 1903 in St Antoine-de-Pades, Longueuil, Chambly, PQ, Canada,155

869  ii. Alexis Joseph Augustin Bidegrand dit St Martin #41338, henry no. #16552 from Chabrier, born 18 Jan 1866 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,28 baptized * 19 Jan 1866 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 91A1,28 occupation 1881 apprentice tobacconist.28 Godparents: Onesime Nadault & Adelaide Nadault.

870  iii. Joseph St Martin #59732, henry no. #16553 from Chabrier, born 15 Apr 1868 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Apr 1868 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 died 19 Aug 1868 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 20 Aug 1868 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Cleophas Vadeboncoeur & Antonia Billot.

871  iv. Marie Irene St Martin #41339, henry no. #16554 from Chabrier, born 31 Jul 1869 in St Enfant Jesus, Montreal, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 01 Aug 1869 in St Enfant Jesus, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 91A1,28 census * 08 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 154-1,30 census * 20 Jun 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, St Jean Baptiste Ward, ED 167F.31 Godparents: Felix Lemay dit Delorme & Sophie Allard.
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872  v.  Marie Alphonse St Martin #46593, henry no. #16555 from Chabrier, born 01 Mar 1872 in St Enfant Jesus, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, baptized * 03 Mar 1872 in St Enfant Jesus, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 91A1, census * 08 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 154-1, census * 20 Jun 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, St Jean Baptiste Ward, ED 167F, occupation 20 Jun 1901 librarian. Godparents: Thomas Goyette & Hubandau.

873  vi.  Marie Blanche Cordelia St Martin #59733, henry no. #16556 from Chabrier, born 03 Oct 1874 in St Jean Baptiste, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, baptized * 05 Oct 1874 in St Jean Baptiste, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, died 07 Oct 1874 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 09 Oct 1874 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Arthur Mainville & Cornelia Mainville.

874  vii.  Mathilde St Martin #46594, henry no. #16557 from Chabrier, born 05 Apr 1876 in St Jean Baptiste, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 Apr 1876 in St Jean Baptiste, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 91A1, census * 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 154-1, census * 20 Jun 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, St Jean Baptiste Ward, ED 167F, occupation 20 Jun 1901 librarian. Godparents: Pierre Maruay & Mathilde Godmer.

875  viii.  Joseph Honorius St Martin #46595, henry no. #16558 from Chabrier, born 29 Dec 1878 in St Jean Baptiste, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, baptized * 31 Dec 1878 in St Jean Baptiste, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 91A1, census * 08 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 154-1, Godparents: Honorius Nadeau & Melina Fose.

280.  Marie Henriette Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #59470 (Antoine Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1656 from Chabrier, born 28 Jan 1842 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 28 Jan 1842 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Louis Ward, ED 90E8, census * 20 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 154-5, census * 01 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 167F23, died 14 Feb 1921 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 16 Feb 1921 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Pierre Gauthier dit St Germain & Marguerite Robidoux.

She married * 19 Jul 1859 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, Pierre Mainville #57294, born 05 Jul 1836 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, son of Michel Mainville #59734 and Sophie Poltz #59735, baptized * 05 Jul 1836 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Louis Ward, ED 90E8, occupation 1881 stone cutter, census * 20 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 154-5, census * 01 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 167F23, occupation 01 Apr 1901 stone cutter, died 09 Jan 1910 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 12 Jan 1910 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.

Children:

876  i.  Marie Henriette Carmelia Mainville #59736, henry no. #16561 from Chabrier, born 23 Jun 1860 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 24 Jun 1860 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 28 Jul 1860 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 30 Jul 1860 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Michel Mainville & Marguerite Gauthier dit St Germain.

877  ii.  Louis Thomas Arthur Mainville #59737, henry no. #16562 from Chabrier, born 05 Jul 1861 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 07 Jul 1861 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Louis Ward, ED 90E8, occupation 1881 stone cutter, census * 20 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Hochelaga, St Jean-Baptiste, ED 154-5, census * 01 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 167F23, occupation 01 Apr 1901 stone cutter. Godparents: Thomas Lamoureux & Philomene Vadeboncoeur.

878  iii.  Joseph Edgar Mainville #59738, henry no. #16563 from Chabrier, born 10 Oct 1863 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 11 Oct 1863 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Louis Ward, ED 90E8, occupation 1881 commercial traveller. Godparents: Michel Mainville & Monique de Montigny.
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879  iv. Joseph Louis Stanislas Mainville #59739, henry no. #16564 from Chabrier, born 07 Feb 1866 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 08 Feb 1866 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montréal, Montréal, St Louis Ward, ED 90E8, occupation 1881 commercial traveller, occupation Jul 1886 stenographer, died 24 Jul 1886 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 26 Jul 1886 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Francois Forget dit Despatie & Sophie Mainville.

880  v. Marie Louise Rosa Mainville #59740, henry no. #16565 from Chabrier, born 30 May 1871 in St Enfant Jesus, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada, baptized * 31 May 1871 in St Enfant Jesus, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montréal, Montréal, St Louis Ward, ED 90E8, Godparents: Alphonse Mainville & Leocadie Clement.

881  vi. Marie Joseph Jean Baptiste Henri Mainville #59741, henry no. #16566 from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1874 in St Enfant Jesus, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada, baptized * 28 Jan 1874 in St Enfant Jesus, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montréal, Montréal, St Louis Ward, ED 90E8. Godparents: Jean Baptiste & Alice Mainville, his wife.

882  vii. Marie Elisabeth Mainville #59742, henry no. #16567 from Chabrier, born 17 Nov 1877 in St Jean Baptiste, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada, baptized * 18 Nov 1877 in St Jean Baptiste, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Montréal, Montréal, St Louis Ward, ED 90E8. Godparents: Napoleon Prudhomme & Louise Gendreau.


287. Adolphe (Dolphis) Vadeboncoeur #345 (Louis Chabrier dit', Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit', Jean Chabrier dit', Jean Chabrier, Jean', Simon', Simon', Bertrand'), ahnentafel #8 from Roger #8 Ovide, henry no. #1715 from Chabrier, born 05 Apr 1853 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 06 Apr 1853 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Eugene, ED 52A, occupation 1881 farmer, emigrated 1886 to RI, city directory * 1892 in 18 Main Street, Harris, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1892 laborer, city directory * 1894 in 25 Company Houses, Lippitt, Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1896 in 25 Phenix Avenue, Lippitt, Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1896 operative, census * 15 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 202, occupation 15 Jun 1900 day laborer, city directory * 1908 in 25 Phenix Avenue, Lippitt, Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1908 machinist, census * 28 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 21, occupation 28 Apr 1910 warehouse operative, city directory * 1915 in Phenix Avenue, Lippitt, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1915 print works worker, city directory * 1919 in 25 Phenix Avenue, Lippitt, Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1919 print works worker, naturalized 1919, census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, died * 05 May 1921 in Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI, cause of death 05 May 1921 bronchial pneumonia, buried 09 May 1921 in St Josephs Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI. Godparents: Amable Deziel & Odile Ross.

He married marriage contract * 08 Feb 1878 in Notary: Joseph-Denis Pepin, * 09 Feb 1874 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 95 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Euphémie (Celina) Desjarlais #346 (daughter of Abraham Desjarlais #319 and Adelaïde (Eloyse) Lypien #321), ahnentafel #9 from Roger #9 Ovide, born 31 Jul 1849 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 31 Jul 1849 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Eugene, ED 52A, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H, emigrated 1886 in Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 15 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 202, census * 28 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 21, naturalized 1917, census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, died * 05 Aug 1921 in Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI, buried 08 Aug 1921 in St Josephs Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI. Euphémie: Godparents: Joseph Verboncoeur & Domitilde Desjarlais. She died of cancer of the liver at age 72 yrs 0 mos 5 days.
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Children:

884 i. Marie Delvina\(^10\) Vadeboncoeur #393, henry no. #17151 from Chabrier, born 21 Feb 1875 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{150}\) baptized * 22 Feb 1875 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{150}\) census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Eugene, ED 52A,\(^{33}\) emigrated 1886 to RI, died 11 Dec 1887 in Coventry, Kent, RI.\(^{166}\) Godfather: Louis Vadeboncoeur, Godmother: Eugénie Mulaire. Father did not attend the baptism. She died of brain fever.

885 ii. Louis Joseph Adolphe Vadeboncoeur #391, henry no. #17152 from Chabrier, born 12 Feb 1877 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{161}\) baptized * 12 Feb 1877 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{161}\) census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Eugene, ED 52A,\(^{33}\) emigrated 1886 to RI,\(^{159}\) city directory * 1896 in 9 Company Houses, Lippitt, Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1896 operative,\(^{61}\) census * 15 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 202,\(^{46}\) occupation 15 Jun 1900 day laborer,\(^{46}\) died 06 Jul 1908 in Lippit, Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{162}\) buried in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI.\(^{146}\) never married. Godfather: Jean Baptiste Desjardais, Godmother: Gorteuse Trudeau. Died of phthisis pulmonary hemorrhage.

+ 886 iii. Ovile Vadeboncoeur #26 born 20 Dec 1878.

887 iv. Clara Celina Verboncoeur #348, henry no. #17154 from Chabrier, born 20 Feb 1880 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{10}\) baptized * 20 Feb 1880 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{163}\) census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Eugene, ED 52A,\(^{33}\) emigrated 1886 to RI,\(^{163}\) census * 15 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 202,\(^{46}\) occupation 15 Jun 1900 cotton weaver,\(^{46}\) census * 28 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 21,\(^{63}\) occupation 28 Apr 1910 cotton mill weaver,\(^{63}\) naturalized 1917,\(^{60}\) census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30,\(^{60}\) occupation 12 Jan 1920 cotton mill weaver,\(^{60}\) city directory * 1929 in Providence, RI, resides at Phenix,\(^{60}\) city directory * 1930 in Providence, RI, resides at Phenix,\(^{60}\) census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19,\(^{91}\) city directory * 1940 in 31 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1944 in 31 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{61}\) died 22 Dec 1967 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.\(^{146}\) buried 26 Dec 1967 in Notre Dame Cem, Phenix, West Warwick, RI.\(^{146}\) Godfather: Felix Chapdelaine, Godmother: Mathilde Desjardais.

She married 08 Aug 1922 in Our Lady of Good Counsel, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{164,158}\) resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 31 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{91}\) no children from this marriage, Leo Luc Doucet #395, born 07 May 1883 in Belliveau Cove, Nova Scotia,\(^{93}\) (son of Luc Doucet #17346 and Leonisse __ #17347), census * 13 Apr 1901 in Canada, NS, Digby, Grosses Coques, ED 31H1,\(^{1}\) occupation 13 Apr 1901 farmer,\(^{33}\) emigrated 1905 to RI,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1910 in 60 Davis Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1910 brakeman,\(^{61}\) census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 170,\(^{63}\) occupation 18 Apr 1910 railroad brakeman,\(^{63}\) city directory * 1912 in 60 Davis Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1912 brakeman,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1913 in 64 Davis Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1913 brakeman,\(^{61}\) naturalized 1910 - 1918,\(^{92}\) event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\(^{92}\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 yard conductor for New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad,\(^{92}\) resided 12 Sep 1918 in 105 America Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\(^{92}\) height 12 Sep 1918 tall,\(^{92}\) weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,\(^{92}\) eye color 12 Sep 1918 light brown,\(^{92}\) hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown,\(^{92}\) city directory * 1923 in removed to Greenville, RI,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1929 in Providence, RI, resides at Phenix,\(^{61}\) occupation 1929 Union Station yard conductor,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1930 in Providence, RI, resides at Phenix,\(^{61}\) occupation 1930 Union Station yard conductor,\(^{61}\) census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19,\(^{91}\) occupation 09 Apr 1930 railroad freight agent,\(^{91}\) property 09 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000,\(^{91}\) city directory * 1940 in 31 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1940 brakeman,\(^{61}\) event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,\(^{93}\) occupation 27 Apr 1942 New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad employee,\(^{93}\) resided 27 Apr 1942 in 31 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{93}\) height 27 Apr 1942 5' 11",\(^{93}\) weight 27 Apr 1942 182,\(^{93}\) eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown,\(^{92}\) hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray,\(^{93}\) complexion 27 Apr 1942 in dark,\(^{93}\) city directory * 1944 in 31 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{61}\) died 1962 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{165}\) buried in Notre Dame Cem, Phenix, West Warwick, RI.

888 v. Joseph Adolphe Vadeboncoeur #392, henry no. #17155 from Chabrier, born 24 Jun 1883 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{166}\) baptized * 25 Jun 1883 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{166}\) died 12 Dec 1884 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{167}\)
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buried * 13 Dec 1884 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada. Godfather: Joseph Verrier, cultivateur. Godmother: Rose de Lima Fontaine, his wife, Priest: Rev. Joseph Forcier. Present at the funeral were Louis Vadeboncoeur and Jean Baptiste Forcier.

+ 889 vi. Joseph Hector Vadeboncoeur #347 born 05 Oct 1885.

She married 28 Jan 1924 in Notre Dame RC Ch, West Warwick, Kent, RI,158,164 no children from this marriage, Lucien Fischweiler #5959, born 14 Aug 1885 in Luxemburg, Belgium,158 (son of Gustave Fischweiler #17348 and Marie David #17349), emigrated * 18 Oct 1893 to Warwick, Kent, RI on ship Rhyland,145,170 census * 05 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 203,46 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 folder,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 26 Gough Avenue, Warwick, Kent, RI,92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 gray,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,92 census * 02 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 35,60 occupation 02 Jan 1920 printworks folder,60 census * 02 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 23,61 resided 02 Apr 1930 in 36 Gough Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 02 Apr 1930 cotton mill weaver,61 city directory * 1938 in 11 School Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 city directory * 1940 in 11 School Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1940 clerk,61 event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,92 occupation 27 Apr 1942 unemployed,93 resided 27 Apr 1942 in 11 School Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,93 height 27 Apr 1942 both listed,93 weight 27 Apr 1942 175,93 eye color 27 Apr 1942 gray,93 hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray,93 complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light,93 medical condition 27 Apr 1942 both legs amputated.93

288. Joseph9 Vadeboncoeur #29326 (Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1721 from Chabrier, born 18 Aug 1845 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,17 baptized * 19 Aug 1845 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,7 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinongé), ED 26-394,19 census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace,23 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hull, ED 93B3,24 occupation 1871 laborer,24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 97S,33 occupation 1881 farmer,33 census * 24 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175,30 occupation 1891 farmer,30 census * 26 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F1,31 occupation 26 Apr 1901 farmer,31 census * 01 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-47,32 occupation 01 Jun 1911 farmer,32 Godparents: Joseph Lacombe & Josette Roy.

He married * 03 Jul 1866 in St Barthelemy, Berthier, PQ, Canada,92 Olive10 Fleury #29927, born 20 Jul 1840 in St Barthelemy, Berthier, PQ, Canada,9 daughter of Jean Baptiste Fleury #59789 and Angeline Petit dit Bruno #59790, baptized * 21 Jul 1840 in St Barthelemy, Berthier, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hull, ED 93B3,24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 97S,33 census * 24 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175,30 census * 26 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F1,31 census * 01 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-47,32 buried 04 Nov 1925 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.171 Olive1: Godparents: Joseph Petit dit Bruno & Genevieve Aiot.

Children:

+ 892 i. Lea10 Vadeboncoeur #31787 born 16 Dec 1867.
894 iii. Florida Vadeboncoeur #41346, henry no. #17213 from Chabrier, born Sep 1874 in QC, Canada,32 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 97S,33 census * 24 Jun 1891 in
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Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F2, died 29 Mar 1954 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.


She married * 26 Jul 1897 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Ferdinand Hamel #31743, born ca 1875 (son of Francois Hamel #59627 and Philomene Covet #59628).

289. Charles Adelard Verboncoeur #29601 (Joseph Herculie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1722 from Chabrier, born 02 Nov 1847 in Maskinonge, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, baptized * 02 Nov 1847 in Maskinonge, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge), ED 26, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 97S, occupation 1881 farmer, census * 14 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175, occupation 14 May 1891 farmer, census * 30 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F3, occupation 30 Apr 1901 farmer, died 27 Nov 1909 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, buried * 29 Nov 1909 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Charles Lacombe & Marie Lacombe.

He married (1) * 04 Nov 1867 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada, Philomene Drolet #29602, born 25 Jun 1848 in St Raymond, Portneuf, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Charles Michel Drolet #59791 and Esther Leclerc #59792), baptized * 26 Jun 1848 in St Raymond, Portneuf, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, died 10 Jun 1879 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada, buried * 13 Jun 1879 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada. Philomene: Godparents: Pierre Robitaille & Josephte Bileau.

Children:

896 i. Joseph Telesphore Vadeboncoeur #29926, henry no. #17221 from Chabrier, born 01 Oct 1868 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada, baptized * 02 Oct 1868 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada, died 10 Mar 1869 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada, buried * 05 Apr 1869 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada, Godfather: Joseph Vadeboncoeur; Godmother: Olivine Fleury, his wife.

897 ii. Marie Amanda Vadeboncoeur #29603 born 14 May 1870.

898 iii. Joseph Alexandre Vadeboncoeur #29930, henry no. #17223 from Chabrier, born 23 Mar 1872 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada, baptized * 24 Mar 1872 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada, died 07 Aug 1872 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada, buried * 09 Aug 1872 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada, Godfather: Daniel Meailloux; Godmother: Adeline Drolet, his wife. Present at the burial was George Vadeboncoeur.

899 iv. Hermeline (Armeline) Vadeboncoeur #31775 born 26 Oct 1874/5.


901 vi. Marie Anne Vadeboncoeur #29938, henry no. #17226 from Chabrier, born 11 Dec 1878 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada, baptized * 12 Dec 1878 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada, died 01 Aug 1879 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada.
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buried * 02 Aug 1879 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada.59,9 Godfather: Edouard Levafoir (uncle); Godmother: Elizabeth Drolet, his wife.

He married (2) * 18 Jul 1881 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,57 Marie Marguerite Pilon #30545, born ca 1853,30 (daughter of Joseph Pilon #59830 and Marguerite Laviolette #59831), census * 14 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175,30 died 10 Mar 1898 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 12 Mar 1898 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9

Children:

902 vii. Rose Alba Vadeboncoeur #31730, henry no. #17227 in Chabrier, born ca 1884, census * 14 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175.30

She married * 03 May 1897 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,80 Jean Carriere #31731. Jean: Son of Gregoire Carriere & Aurelie Mercier.

903 viii. Clorina Vadeboncoeur #31761, henry no. #17228 in Chabrier, born 20 Apr 1885 in QC, Canada,31 census * 14 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175,30 census * 30 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F3.31


904 ix. Philippe Joseph Vadeboncoeur #59631, henry no. #17229 from Chabrier, born 31 Mar 1886 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 04 Apr 1886 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 died 12 Jun 1886 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 13 Jun 1886 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Simon Vadeboncoeur & Marcelie Richer, his wife.

He married (3) 17 Sep 1901 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,80 (see note 13), L(h)ostie Turpin #30546, born ca 1856. L(h)ostie: m. ca 1880 Elie (Eugene) Champagne.

290. Leocadie6 Vadeboncoeur #29327 (Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit4, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit7, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon4, Simon3, Bertrand4), henry no. #1723 from Chabrier, born 15 Apr 1851 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,57,8 baptized * 16 Apr 1851 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,33,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Joseph (Maskinonge), ED 26-394,19 census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace,23 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 821,28,33 census * 06 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 145,30 died 18 Feb 1908 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 19 Feb 1908 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Louis Chevalier & Josephe Sicard.

She married (1) * 18 Oct 1869 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,59,172 Joseph Benoit #29929, born 25 May 1849 in St Raymond, Portneuf, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Antoine Livernois dit Benoit #59885 and Marie Louise Rousseau #59886), baptized * 26 May 1849 in St Raymond, Portneuf, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 133A,24 occupation 1871 laborer,24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 821,28,33 occupation 1881 farmer,28,33 census * 06 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 145,30 occupation 06 May 1891 farmer,30 died 01 Dec 1894 in Hopital St-Michel-Archange, Quebec, Quebec, QC, Canada,9 buried * 11 Dec 1894 in Hopital St-Michel-Archange, Quebec, Quebec, QC, Canada.9 Joseph: Godparents: Paul Rondeau & Julie Rousseau.

Children:

+ 905 i. Joseph9 Benoit #37727 born 30 Mar 1871.
+ 907 iii. Simon Benoit #44975 born 04 Apr 1875.
+ 908 iv. Marie Azilda Benoit #44976 born 14 May 1877.

909 v. Marie Antoinette Benoit #44977, henry no. #17235 from Chabrier, born 07 Oct 1880 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 07 Oct 1880 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 census
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1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 821, census * 06 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 145.30 Godparents: Ferdinand Morand & Philomene Morand.


911 vii. Marie Flore Benoit #59889, henry no. #18237 from Chabrier, born 23 Dec 1884 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 23 Dec 1884 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 census * 06 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 145.30 Godparents: Horace Heon & Angele Robitaille, his wife.

912 viii. Alfred Benoit #59890, henry no. #18238 from Chabrier, born 25 Oct 1887 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 27 Oct 1887 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 census * 06 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 145.30 Godparents: Ephrem Buisson & Philomene Lord, his wife.

913 ix. Virginie Benoit #59891, henry no. #18239 from Chabrier, born ca 1888, census * 06 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 145.30

She married (2) * 14 Dec 1895 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,73 Zephirin Mongrain #30486, born 26 Feb 1826 in St Stanislas, Champlain, QC, Canada,73 (son of Louis Mongrain #59896 and Tharsile Perrault #59897), baptized * 27 Feb 1826 in St Stanislas, Champlain, QC, Canada,73 died 05 Apr 1907 in St Jacques-des-Piles, Laviolette, QC, Canada,73 buried * 08 Apr 1907 in St Jacques-des-Piles, Laviolette, QC, Canada,73 Zephirin: Widower of Adelaide Denis.

She married (3) * 21 Jan 1908 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,80 Louis Descoteaux #31804, born 15 Dec 1837 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,80 (son of Louis Descoteaux #59894 and Marie Eusebe Houle #59895), baptized * 15 Dec 1837 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,80 died 24 Feb 1914 in Hopital St-Michel-Archange, Quebec, Quebec, QC, Canada,80 buried * 26 Feb 1914 in Hopital St-Michel-Archange, Quebec, Quebec, QC, Canada,80 Godparents: Benjamin Vadeboncoeur & Antoinette Lefebvre. m1. 27 Apr 1864, Three Rivers, Julie Caron. m2. 18 Nov 1868, Three Rivers, Aurelie Trottier. m3. 21 Oct 1895, Three Rivers, Elise Chamberland.

291. Andre Simon Vadeboncoeur #29598 (Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit4, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean8 Chabrier, Jean7, Simon8, Simon7, Bertrand6), henry no. #1724 from Chabrier, born 14 Dec 1852 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,25 baptized * 15 Dec 1852 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,25 census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, St Didace,23 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel,24 occupation 1871 laborer,24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 975,33 census * 08 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell, ED 175P,30 occupation 08 Jun 1891 farmer,30 census * 02 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F2,32 occupation 02 Apr 1901 farmer,31 census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-47,32 occupation 07 Jun 1911 woodcutter.32 Godparents: Simon Ladurantea & Marguerite Vadeboncoeur.

He married (1) * 19 Feb 1878 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,62,9 Emelia Richer #30484, born 09 Feb 1852 in St Andre-Est, Argenteuil, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Joseph Richer #59634 and Marie Anne Fauteux #59635), baptized * 10 Feb 1852 in St Andre-Est, Argenteuil, QC, Canada,9 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 975,33 census * 08 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell, ED 175P,30 census * 02 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F2,31 census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-47.32 Emelia: Godparents: Benjamin Noel & Marie Antoinette Fauteux.

Children:

914 i. Marie Melina (Emelie) Verboncoeur #59633, henry no. #17241 from Chabrier, born 16 Dec 1878 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 21 Dec 1878 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 975,33 census * 08 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell, ED 175P.30 Godparents: Joseph Groslor & Marie Anne Fauteux.

She married 17 Jun 1895 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,80 Polycarpe Turpin #31766. Polycarpe: Son of Athanase Turpin & Olympe Hotte.

915 ii. Philippe Vadeboncoeur #59630, henry no. #17242 from Chabrier, born 11 Feb 1885 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 12 Feb 1885 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ,
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Canada, died ca Mar 1885 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Arthur Vadeboncoeur & Leocadie Lacombe, his wife.

He married (2) * 21 Jun 1919 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, [Marcil Pilon #30485, born 26 Apr 1853 in Grenville, Argenteuil, QC, Canada, daughter of Hubert Pilon #59982 and Rosalie Groulx #31765], baptized * 01 May 1853 in N.D. des-Sept-Douleurs, Grenville, Argenteuil, QC, Canada. [Marcil: Widow of Moise Lamoureux.

292. Elizabeth Flore Vadeboncoeur #29600 (Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1725 from Chabrier, born 04 Jan 1855 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 Jan 1855 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, census * 02 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 175, died 03 Sep 1900 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, buried * 05 Sep 1900 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Antoine Ratier & Louise Lacouche.

She married Gilbert Richer #59632, born 22 May 1848 in St Jerome, Terrebonne, PQ, Canada, (son of Joseph Richer #59634 and Marie Anne Fauteux #59635), baptised * 23 May 1848 in St Jerome, Terrebonne, PQ, Canada, census * 02 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 175, occupation 02 Jun 1891 farmer, census * 18 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 175, occupation 18 Apr 1901 butcher, census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 165-35, occupation 08 Jun 1911 farmer, died 25 Mar 1920 in St Andre Avellin, Papineau, PQ, Canada, buried * 27 Mar 1920 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Gilbert: Godparents: Narcisse Patrie & Hortense Sigoin.

Children:

916 i. Gilbert Richer #59983, henry no. #17251 from Chabrier, born ca 1874, census * 02 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 175, resided 25 Apr 1930 in Montreal, Papineau, PQ, Canada, died 25 Apr 1930 in Montreal, Montreal, PQ, Canada, buried * 28 Apr 1930 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.

He married * 29 Apr 1900 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Marie Valarie Marguerite Seguin #59999, born 23 Jan 1878 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Apollinaire Seguin #60000 and Marguerite Mallet #60001), baptized * 25 Jan 1878 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Antoine Sabourin & Leocadie Filiatreault.

917 ii. Valentine (Flora) Richer #59984, henry no. #17252 from Chabrier, born 16 Sep 1876, census * 02 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 175, census * 18 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 175, occupation 18 Apr 1901 butcher, census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 165-35, occupation 08 Jun 1911 farmer, died 25 Mar 1920 in St Andre Avellin, Papineau, PQ, Canada, buried * 27 Mar 1920 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Gilbert: Godparents: Narcisse Patrie & Hortense Sigoin.

918 iii. Joseph Guillaume "William" Richer #59985 born 22 Jan 1877.

919 iv. Marie Amanda Richer #59636, henry no. #17254 from Chabrier, born 15 Jun 1879 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 22 Jun 1879 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, census * 02 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 175, census * 18 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 160V2, died 03 Apr 1904 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, buried * 05 Apr 1904 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Duhamel, Papineau, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Grosle & Marie Richer.

She married * 11 Aug 1901 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Joseph Leroux #59637, born 04 May 1879, (son of Stanislas Leroux #59638 and Esther Carriere #59639).

920 v. Marie Virginie Richer #59986, henry no. #17255 from Chabrier, born 07 Jun 1883 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada, baptized * 07 Jun 1883 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada, census * 02 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 175, census * 18 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 160V2, Godparents: Joseph Benoit, uncle & Leocadie Verboncoeur, his wife.
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She married * 03 Nov 1903 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,¹ Ferdinand Leroux #60002, born 09 Feb 1866,³¹ (son of Stanislas Leroux #59638 and Esther Carrier #59639).

+ 921 vi. Marie Genevieve Richer #59987 born 25 Apr 1885.
+ 924 ix. Joseph Oliva Richer #59990 born 04 Apr 1891.


He married 28 Mar in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Donalda Deschatelets #59998, baptized 25 Mar 1900 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.

293. Edmond (Edouard)⁹ Vadeboncoeur #29599 (Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit⁴, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit⁴, Jean Chabrier dit⁴, Jean² Chabrier, Jean², Simon², Simon², Bertrand), henry no. #1726 from Chabrier, born 04 May 1857 in QC, Canada,³¹ census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace,³³ census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel,²⁴ census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 97S,³³ census * 29 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell, ED 175P,³⁰ occupation 29 Jun 1891 farmer,³⁰ census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F1,³¹ occupation 08 Apr 1901 mason,³¹ died 25 Mar 1908 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,³³ buried * 27 Mar 1908 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.⁹

He married * 17 Oct 1881 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.⁶² Marie Anne Richer #29943, born 17 May 1853 in Chatham, Argenteuil, QC, Canada,⁹ (daughter of Joseph Richer #59634 and Marie Anne Fauteux #59635), baptized * 22 May 1853 in St Andre-Est, Argenteuil, QC, Canada,⁹ census * 29 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell, ED 175P,³⁰ census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F1,³¹ census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-47.³⁵ Marie: Godparents: Felix Laframboise & Marie Louise Fauteux.

Children:

+ 927 i. Adeline Emilie¹⁰ Vadeboncoeur #29944 born 28 Jul 1882.
+ 928 ii. Marie Anne Vadeboncoeur #59629, henry no. #17262 from Chabrier, born 16 May 1884 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,⁹ baptized * 17 May 1884 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,⁹ died 22 May 1885 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,⁹ buried * 23 May 1885 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Joseph Benoit, uncle & Leocadie Vadeboncoeur, his wife.
+ 930 iv. Wilfrid Vadeboncoeur #46672 born 17 Oct 1887.
+ 931 v. Adelard Vadeboncoeur #59625, henry no. #17265 from Chabrier, born ca 1889,⁳⁰ census * 29 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell, ED 175P,³⁰ died 09 Aug 1894 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,⁹ buried * 10 Aug 1894 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Joseph Emile, his wife.
+ 933 vii. Joseph Edmond Vadeboncoeur #59793, henry no. #17267 from Chabrier, born 07 Jan 1893 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,⁹ baptized * 08 Jan 1893 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,⁹ died 08 Apr 1895 in Hull, PQ, Canada,⁹ buried * 08 Apr 1895 in N.D. de Grace, Hull, PQ, Canada,⁹ (see note 14). Godparents: Joseph Verboncoeur & Olivine Fleury.
+ 934 viii. Oscar Vadeboncoeur #46673, henry no. #17268 from Chabrier, born 27 Mar 1896 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,³¹ (see note 15), census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F1,³¹ died 1902 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,⁹ buried 1902 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,⁹ (see note 16).
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294. Louis Martin⁶ Vadeboncoeur #40186 (Martin Chabrier dit⁴, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit⁵, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon⁴, Simon⁵, Bertrand⁶), henry no. #1751 from Chabrier, born 10 Nov 1853 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,²⁵,⁸ baptized * 11 Nov 1853 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,²⁵,⁸ census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Maurice,²³ census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 133A,²⁴ occupation 1871 laborer,²⁴ census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 821,³³ occupation 1881 laborer,³³ census * 13 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F,³⁰ occupation 13 Apr 1891 laborer,³⁰ census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, Notre-Dame-du-Bon-Conseil, ED 153H,³¹ occupation 08 Apr 1901 laborer,³¹ died 10 Mar 1924 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,³¹ cause of death 10 Mar 1924 accidental,³¹ buried * 11 Mar 1924 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada.³¹ Godparents: Joseph Lacombe & Josephe Lamothe.

He married * 19 Oct 1874 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,³⁴,¹³² resided (family) 08 Apr 1901 in Village of Carmel, N.D. du Bon Conseil, Drummond, QC, Canada,³¹ Marie Lucie Ayotte #29935, born 21 Jun 1859 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,³ (daughter of Narcisse Ayotte #29934 and Josephpe Lacombe #60133), baptized * 21 Jun 1859 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,³ census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 821,³³ census * 13 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F,³⁰ census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, Notre-Dame-du-Bon-Conseil, ED 153H,³¹ died 02 Dec 1921 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,³ buried * 03 Dec 1921 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.³ Marie: Godparents: Jacques Olivier Boucher & Dame Francoise McBean, his wife.

Children:

935  i.  Marie Ezilda¹⁸ Vadeboncoeur #29937, henry no. #17511 from Chabrier, born 10 Jan 1877 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,³⁵,³⁶ baptized * 10 Jan 1877 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,³⁵ died 16 Jan 1877 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,³⁵ buried * 17 Jan 1877 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada.³⁵ Godparents: Martin Vadeboncoeur & Basilic Mongrain, wife of Calixte Lacombe.

+ 936  ii.  Marie Anne Vadeboncoeur #29939 born 18 Mar 1879.

937  iii.  Joseph Simon Vadeboncoeur #32644, henry no. #17513 from Chabrier, born 10 Jun 1883 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,¹⁷,¹²⁷ baptized * 10 Jun 1883 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,¹²⁷ census * 13 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F,³⁰ died 30 Mar 1896 in St Cyrille de Wendover, Drummond, QC, Canada,³,⁹ buried * 02 Apr 1896 in St Cyrille de Wendover, Drummond, QC, Canada.³ Godparents: Moise Vadeboncoeur & Elise Desaulniers, his wife.


939  v.  Marie Ilda Vadeboncoeur #60134, henry no. #17515 from Chabrier, born 16 Jun 1888 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,³ baptized * 16 Jun 1888 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,³ died 15 May 1889 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,³ buried * 16 May 1889 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada.³ Godparents: Abraham Mailloux & Alphonse Boisvert, his wife.

+ 940  vi.  Olivine Vadeboncoeur #31907 born 06 Jun 1890.

+ 941  vii.  Lyda Vadeboncoeur #31893 born 11 Jul 1891.

942  viii.  Louis Alfred Romeo Vadeboncoeur #46908, henry no. #17518 from Chabrier, born 14 Oct 1895 in St Cyrille de Wendover, Drummond, QC, Canada,³¹,¹²⁷ baptized * 14 Oct 1895 in St Cyrille de Wendover, Drummond, QC, Canada,³¹ (see note 17), census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, Notre-Dame-du-Bon-Conseil, ED 153H,³¹ Godparents: Alfred Charette & Caroline Anna Bellerose, his wife.

295. Octave⁶ Vadeboncoeur #30519 (Martin Chabrier dit⁴, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon⁴, Simon⁵, Bertrand⁶), henry no. #1752 from Chabrier, born 27 Nov 1855 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada,³,³¹ baptized * 28 Nov 1855 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada,³,³¹ census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Maurice,³,³¹ census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 133A,²⁴ census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D,²⁸ occupation 1881 laborer,²⁸ census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F,³⁰ occupation 09 Apr 1891 laborer,³⁰ census * 07 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A²,³¹ census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Grand Mere, ED 151-44,²² occupation...
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1911 laborer, died 30 May 1937 in Grand Mere, Champlain, PQ, Canada. buried * 01 Jun 1937 in Grand Mere, Champlain, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Macras & Marie Anne Lacourse.

He married * 07 Nov 1876 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Marie Lea Gauthier #30520, born 06 Feb 1853 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, daughter of Louis Gauthier #38165 and Emilie Isabelle #38166), baptized * 07 Feb 1853 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D, census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F, census * 07 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Grand Mere, ED 151-44. Marie: Godparents: Pierre Imbleau & Eleonore Gauthier.

Children:

i. Marie Anne, #44961, born 28 Mar 1877 in Forges, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 29 Mar 1877 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D, census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F, Godparents: Martin Vadeboncoeur & Emilie Isabelle, wife of Louis Gauthier.

ii. Hormidas Vadeboncoeur #44693, born 14 Dec 1878 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada, baptized * 15 Dec 1878 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D, census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F, Godparents: Francois Boisvert & Angele Blanchet, his wife.

iii. Alexander Vadeboncoeur #32649, born 10 Sep 1880 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 10 Sep 1880 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D, died 17 Jul 1882 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, buried * 18 Jul 1882 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, Godparents: Moise Vadeboncoeur & Olivine Gauthier.

iv. Marie Angeline Aldea Vadeboncoeur #30521, born 26 Jun 1882 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 27 Jun 1882 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F, census * 07 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2, Godparents: Louis Gauthier & Marie Selinar.

She married 13 Aug 1900 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, Arthur Grenier #30522. Arthur: Son of Jean Grenier & Mary Delisle.

v. Joseph George Thomas Vadeboncoeur #32650, born 03 Jul 1884 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 03 Jul 1884 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F, census * 07 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Grand Mere, ED 151-44, Godparents: Isaac Boisvert & Philomene Gauthier.

vi. Marie Bernadette Vadeboncoeur #44694, born 16 Aug 1886 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 18 Aug 1886 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F, census * 07 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Grand Mere, ED 151-44, Godparents: Moise St Pierre & Olivine Gauthier.

She married 30 Nov 1912 in Ste Catherine d'Alexandre, Montréal, PQ. Albert M Aubry #46843. Albert: Son of Valere Aubry & Corinne Laricheliere.

vii. Joseph Vadeboncoeur #60168, born 06 Nov 1888 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 Nov 1888 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, died 17 Nov 1888 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, buried * 18 Nov 1888 in St
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Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Julie Gauthier, his wife, aunt.

950 viii. Marie Athes Emelie Vadeboncoeur #31767, henry no. #17528 from Chabrier, born 21 Jun 1892 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 29 Jan 1860 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada, * 1861 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Maurice, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 133A, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 82L, occupation 1881 laborer, city directory * 1891 in 20 Sixth & 1/2 Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1891 laborer, city directory * 1892 in 12 Sixth & 1/2 Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1892 laborer, city directory * 1893 in 8 Sixth & 1/2 Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1893 laborer, city directory * 1894 in 8 Sixth & 1/2 Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1894 laborer, city directory * 1895 in 130 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1895 laborer, city directory * 1896 in 83 Sixth & 1/2 Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1896 laborer, city directory * 1897 in 83 Sixth & 1/2 Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1897 laborer, city directory * 1898 in 83 Sixth & 1/2 Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1898 laborer, city directory * 1899 in 83 Corneau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1899 laborer, census * 08 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, occupation 08 Jun 1900 mill operative, city directory * 1901 in 83 Corneau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1901 laborer, city directory * 1902 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1902 operative, city directory * 1903 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1903 operative, city directory * 1904 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1904 operative, city directory * 1905 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1905 operative, city directory * 1906 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1906 operative, city directory * 1908 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1908 operative, city directory * 1909 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1909 operative, city directory * 1910 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1910 operative, naturalized by 25 Apr 1910, census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, occupation 25 Apr 1910 waste collection, city directory * 1911 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1911 operative, city directory * 1912 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1912 driver, city directory * 1913 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1913 driver, city directory * 1914 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1914 driver, city directory * 1915 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1915 driver, city directory * 1916 in 308 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1916 driver, city directory * 1917 in 308 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1917 driver, city directory * 1918 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1918 driver, city directory * 1919 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1919 driver, city directory * 1920 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1920 driver, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, occupation 06 Jan 1920 laborer in cotton mill, city directory * 1921 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1921 driver, city directory * 1922 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1922 driver, city directory * 1923 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1923 yardman, city directory * 1924 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1924 yardman, city directory * 1925 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1925 yardman, city directory * 1926 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1926 yardman, city directory * 1927 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1927 yardman, city directory * 1928 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1929 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1930 in 8 Hollis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 69, occupation 14 Apr 1930 none, city directory * 1931 in 53 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1931 laborer, city directory * 1932 in 22 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 laborer, city directory * 1933 in 8 Hollis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1933 laundryman, city directory * 1934 in 50 Warren Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1934 laborer, city directory * 1935 in 212 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1935 laborer, city directory * 1936 in 212 Robeson Street,
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Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1936 laborer, 61 died 04 Feb 1936 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1937 in died 04 Feb 1936. 61 Godparents: Moysse Desilets & Delima Leblanc.

He married * 11 Oct 1881 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada, 59, 172 resided (family) 08 Jun 1900 in 212 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 46 resided (family) 25 Apr 1910 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 63 resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 46 resided (family) 14 Apr 1930 in 8 Hollis Street, Providence, Providence, RI. Marie Elise Lesieur dit Desaulnier #29941, born 30 Sep 1864 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 (daughter of Moise Lesieur dit Desaulnier #60169 and Elizabeth Sawyer #60170), baptized * 01 Oct 1864 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 emigrated 1889, 63 census * 08 Jun 1900 in MA, Fall River, ED 150, 63 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, 63 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Fall River, ED 67, 60 city directory * 1921 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1922 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1923 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1924 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1925 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1926 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1927 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1928 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1929 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1930 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1931 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1932 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1933 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1934 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1935 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1936 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1937 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1938 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1939 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1940 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1941 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1942 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1943 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1944 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1945 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1946 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Sawyer & Emelie Precour.

Children:

951  i. Marie Arzelie 10 Vadeboncoeur #29942, henry no. #17541 from Chabrier, born 19 Aug 1882 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada, 9, 59 baptized * 20 Aug 1882 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada, 9, 59 emigrated 1900 to MA, 61 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, 63 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 60 city directory * 1921 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1922 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1923 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1924 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1925 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1926 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1927 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1928 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1929 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1930 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1931 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1932 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1933 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1934 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1935 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1936 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1937 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1938 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1939 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1940 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1941 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1942 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1943 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1944 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1945 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1946 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 Godparents: Calante Lacombe & Elizabeth Desaulniers.

She married * 26 May 1902 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 175 resided (family) 25 Apr 1910 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 63 resided (family) 15 Jan 1920 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 66 resided (family) 17 Apr 1930 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 63 Colbert Fontaine #31939, born * 21 Feb 1877 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 38 (son of Simon Fontaine #48081 and Sadie Dumaine #48082), city directory * 1900 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1900 carpenter, 61 city directory * 1903 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1903 carpenter, 61 city directory * 1904 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1904 carpenter, 61 city directory * 1905 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1905 carpenter, 61 city directory * 1906 in 87 Seventh Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1906 carpenter, 61 city directory * 1908 in 87 Seventh Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1908 carpenter, 61 city directory * 1909 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1909...
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carpenter, city directory * 1910 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1910 carpenter, census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, occupation 25 Apr 1910 house carpenter, city directory * 1911 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1911 carpenter, city directory * 1912 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1912 carpenter, city directory * 1913 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1913 carpenter, city directory * 1914 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1914 carpenter, city directory * 1915 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1915 carpenter, city directory * 1916 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1916 carpenter, city directory * 1917 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1917 carpenter, city directory * 1918 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1918 carpenter, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 carpenter, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, city directory * 1919 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1919 carpenter, city directory * 1920 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1920 carpenter, census * 15 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, occupation 15 Jan 20 carpenter, contractor carpenter, city directory * 1921 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1921 carpenter, city directory * 1922 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1922 carpenter, city directory * 1923 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1923 carpenter, city directory * 1924 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1924 carpenter, city directory * 1925 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1925 Fontaine & Raiche carpenters, city directory * 1926 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1926 Fontaine & Raiche carpenters, city directory * 1927 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1927 carpenter, city directory * 1928 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1928 Fontaine & Raiche carpenters, city directory * 1929 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1929 Fontaine & Raiche builders, city directory * 1930 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1930 Fontaine & Raiche builders, census * 17 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 243, occupation 17 Apr 1930 house carpenter, property 17 Apr 1930 real estate value: $15,000, city directory * 1931 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1931 Fontaine & Raiche builders, city directory * 1932 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1932 Fontaine & Raiche builders, city directory * 1933 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1933 Fontaine & Raiche builders, city directory * 1934 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1934 Fontaine & Raiche builders, city directory * 1935 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1935 Fontaine & Raiche builders, city directory * 1936 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1936 Fontaine & Raiche builders, city directory * 1937 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1937 Fontaine & Raiche builders, city directory * 1938 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1938 carpenter, city directory * 1939 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1939 carpenter, city directory * 1940 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1940 carpenter, city directory * 1941 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1941 carpenter, city directory * 1942 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1942 carpenter, city directory * 1943 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1943 carpenter, city directory * 1944 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1944 carpenter, city directory * 1945 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1945 carpenter, city directory * 1946 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1946 carpenter.

+ 953 iii. Marie Elmire (Edmire) Vadeboncoeur #30335 born 08 Sep 1885.
+ 954 iv. Joseph Vadeboncoeur #30745 born 18 Sep 1887.
+ 955 v. Marie Angelina Alice Vadeboncoeur #31905 born 24 May 1891.
957 vii. Marie Ida Vadeboncoeur #36385, henry no. #17547 from Chabrier, born * 07 Dec 1895 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 08 Dec 1895 in St Anne, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 08 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, occupation 25 Apr 1910 cotton mill spooler, city directory * 1916 in 308 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,
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city directory * 1917 in 308 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1918 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1920 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, occupation 06 Jan 1920 cotton mill spooler, city directory * 1924 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1925 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1926 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1927 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1928 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1929 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1930 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 10 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 47, occupation 10 Apr 1930 cotton mill warper, city directory * 1931 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1932 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1934 in no address given. Godparents: Alexandre Desaulniers & Marie Desaulniers.

She married 28 Jun 1920 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA. Auguste Joseph Lavoie #36386, born 08 Aug 1893 in Rimouski, Rimouski, PQ, Canada, (son of Remi Lavoie #60218 and Marie Leda Gasse #60219), baptized * 09 Aug 1893 in Rimouski, Rimouski, PQ, Canada, emigrated 1898, naturalized by 05 Jun 1917 in declared intention, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 carpenter, resided 05 Jun 1917 in 27 Abbot Place, Fall River, Bristol, MA, height 05 Jun 1917 slender, weight 05 Jun 1917 slender, eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown, hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown, city directory * 1918 in 25 Abbott Place, Fall River, Bristol, MA, US Army, city directory * 1919 in 25 Abbott Place, Fall River, Bristol, MA, US Army, city directory * 1920 in 25 Abbott Place, Fall River, Bristol, MA, US Army, city directory * 1922 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1924 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1925 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1926 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1927 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1927 lamp lighter, city directory * 1928 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1928 weaver, city directory * 1929 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1929 weaver, city directory * 1930 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1930 weaver, census * 10 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 47, occupation 10 Apr 1930 cotton mill weaver, city directory * 1931 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1931 weaver, city directory * 1932 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1932 weaver, city directory * 1933 in 49 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1933 weaver, died 16 Jan 1933 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1934 in died 16 Jan 1933. Auguste: Godparents: Auguste Gasse, uncle & Amanda Ruest, daughter of Hubert Daguelle.

959 ix. Joseph Moise Edmond Vadeboncoeur #30752, born 06 Feb 1900 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 08 Feb 1900 at St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 08 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 12 Sep 1918 leather worker for Union Belt Co, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 light brown, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, occupation 06 Jan 1920 laborer in cotton mill, city directory * 1921 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1921 operative, city directory * 1922 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1922 operative, city directory * 1923 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1923 lather, city directory * 1924 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1924 lather, city directory * 1925 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1925 lather, city directory * 1926 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1926 lather, city directory * 1927 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1927 lather, city directory * 1928 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1928 lather, city directory * 1929 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1929 lather, city directory * 1930 in 8 Hollis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1930 lather, census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 69, occupation 14
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Apr 1930 plasterer for building contractor, city directory * 1931 in 53 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1932 in 22 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1933 in 8 Hollis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1935 in 212 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1935 laborer, city directory * 1938 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1938 iron cutter, city directory * 1939 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1939 iron cutter, city directory * 1940 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1941 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1941 iron cutter, city directory * 1942 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1942 iron cutter, city directory * 1943 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1943 iron cutter, city directory * 1944 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1944 iron cutter, city directory * 1945 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1945 iron cutter, city directory * 1946 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1946 iron cutter, city directory * 1947 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1947 iron cutter, city directory * 1948 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1948 iron cutter, city directory * 1949 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1949 iron cutter, city directory * 1950 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1950 iron cutter, city directory * 1951 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1951 iron cutter, city directory * 1952 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1952 iron cutter, city directory * 1953 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1953 iron cutter, city directory * 1954 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1954 iron cutter, city directory * 1955 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1955 iron cutter, city directory * 1956 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1956 iron cutter, city directory * 1957 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1957 iron cutter, city directory * 1958 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1958 iron cutter, city directory * 1959 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1959 iron cutter, city directory * 1960 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1960 iron cutter, city directory * 1961 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1961 iron cutter, city directory * 1962 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1962 iron cutter, city directory * 1963 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1963 iron cutter, city directory * 1964 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1964 iron cutter, city directory * 1965 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1965 iron cutter, city directory * 1966 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1966 iron cutter, city directory * 1967 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1967 iron cutter, city directory * 1968 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1968 iron cutter, city directory * 1969 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1969 iron cutter, city directory * 1970 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1970 iron cutter, city directory * 1971 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1971 iron cutter, city directory * 1972 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1972 iron cutter, city directory * 1973 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1973 iron cutter, city directory * 1974 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1974 iron cutter, city directory * 1975 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1975 iron cutter, city directory * 1976 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1976 iron cutter, city directory * 1977 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1977 iron cutter, city directory * 1978 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1978 iron cutter, city directory * 1979 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1979 iron cutter, city directory * 1980 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1980 iron cutter, city directory * 1981 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1981 iron cutter, city directory * 1982 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1982 iron cutter, city directory * 1983 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1983 iron cutter, city directory * 1984 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1984 iron cutter, city directory * 1985 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1985 iron cutter, city directory * 1986 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1986 iron cutter, city directory * 1987 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1987 iron cutter, city directory * 1988 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1988 iron cutter, city directory * 1989 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1989 iron cutter, city directory * 1990 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1990 iron cutter, city directory * 1991 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1991 iron cutter, city directory * 1992 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1992 iron cutter, city directory * 1993 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1993 iron cutter, city directory * 1994 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1994 iron cutter, city directory * 1995 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1995 iron cutter, city directory * 1996 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1996 iron cutter, city directory * 1997 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1997 iron cutter, city directory * 1998 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1998 iron cutter, city directory * 1999 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1999 iron cutter, city directory * 2000 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2000 iron cutter, city directory * 2001 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2001 iron cutter, city directory * 2002 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2002 iron cutter, city directory * 2003 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2003 iron cutter, city directory * 2004 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2004 iron cutter, city directory * 2005 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2005 iron cutter, city directory * 2006 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2006 iron cutter, city directory * 2007 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2007 iron cutter, city directory * 2008 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2008 iron cutter, city directory * 2009 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2009 iron cutter, city directory * 2010 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2010 iron cutter, city directory * 2011 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2011 iron cutter, city directory * 2012 in 814 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 2012 iron cutter, city directory * 2013 in 814 Plea...
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River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1945 laborer, 61 social security num bef 1951 014-09-7654 (MA), 177 died Feb 1968 in Providence, Providence, RI. 177 Godparents: Alfred Fontaine & Lucie Desaulniers.

He married 25 Nov 1937 in St George, Westport, Bristol, MA, 176 Dorothee Levesque #48059, city directory * 1940 in 45 Webster Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1941 in 45 Webster Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1943 in 204 Harrison Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1944 in 204 Harrison Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1945 in 204 Harrison Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA. 61

963 xiii. Joseph Henri Colbert Vadeboncoeur #36318, also known as Corbett Vadeboncoeur, 61 henry no. #1754D from Chabrier, born * 16 May 1906 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176, 178 baptized 16 May 1906 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, 63 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 60 city directory * 1927 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1928 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1928 helper, 61 city directory * 1929 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1929 helper, 61 census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 69, 61 occupation 14 Apr 1930 laborer on new houses, 91 city directory * 1930 in 8 Hollis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1930 laborer, 61 city directory * 1931 in 53 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1931 laborer, 61 city directory * 1932 in 22 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1932 laborer, 61 city directory * 1934 in 50 Warren Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1934 warehouse worker, 61 city directory * 1935 in 212 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1935 laborer, 61 city directory * 1936 in 212 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1936 laborer, 61 city directory * 1937 in 212 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1937 laborer, 61 city directory * 1938 in 25 Orange Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1938 iron worker, 61 city directory * 1939 in 25 Orange Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1939 iron worker, 61 city directory * 1940 in 25 Orange Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1940 iron worker, 61 city directory * 1941 in 25 Orange Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1941 iron worker, 61 city directory * 1942 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1942 yardman for Pepperell, 61 city directory * 1943 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1943 yardman for Pepperell, 61 city directory * 1944 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1944 yardman for Pepperell, 61 city directory * 1945 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1945 yardman for Pepperell, 61 city directory * 1946 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1946 yardman for Pepperell, 61 social security num bef 1951 014-09-7655 (MA), 121 died 18 Jul 1976 in Fall River, Bristol, MA. 179, 121 Godparents: Colbert Fontaine & Arzelie Vadeboncoeur. Death Cert. #036192.

He married 30 Nov 1935 in Notre Dame, Central Falls, Providence, RI, 8, 176 Marie Louise St Martin #36353, born 30 Oct 1891 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada, 9 (daughter of Jean Baptiste St Martin #60238 and Marie Plouffe #60239), baptized * 01 Nov 1891 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada, 9 city directory * 1937 in 212 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1938 in 25 Orange Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1939 in 25 Orange Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1940 in 25 Orange Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1941 in 25 Orange Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1942 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1943 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1944 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1945 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1946 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1947 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1948 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1949 in 242A Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 Marie: Dau of Jean Baptiste St Martin & Mary Plouffe.


301. Marie Cordelia (Delia) Vadeboncoeur #30311 (Martin Chabrier dit 5, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 5, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1758 from Chabrier, born 06 May 1866 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 07 May 1866 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada, 9 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 133A, 24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 821, 28 census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F, 30 census * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2, 31 city directory * 1913 in 44 Cottage Street, Taunton, Bristol,
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MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1914 in 44 Cottage Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1915 in 40 Cottage Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1916 in 426 Washington Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1918 in 426 Washington Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1920 in 23 Russell Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) census * 02 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Taunton, ED 204,\(^{60}\) city directory * 1921 in 549 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1922 in 549 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1923 in removed to Fall River, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1923 in 35 Webster Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1924 in 35 Webster Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1925 in removed to Trois Rivieres, QC, Canada,\(^{61}\) Godparents: Jean Baptiste Cormier & Olympe Rheaume, his wife.

She married 29 Aug 1887 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{180,80}\) William Sawyer #30312, born 15 Oct 1865 in QC, Canada,\(^{51}\) (son of Jean Maurice Sawyer #60255 and Mathilde Boisvert #60256), census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D2,\(^{3}\) census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F,\(^{30}\) occupation 09 Apr 1891 chartier,\(^{30}\) census * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2,\(^{31}\) occupation 11 Apr 1901 laborer,\(^{31}\) died bef 1913.

Children:

965 i. Joseph Jacques (James) Sawyer #60257, henry no. #17581 from Chabrier, born 03 Jun 1888 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{6}\) baptized * 03 Jun 1888 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{6}\) census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F,\(^{30}\) census * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2,\(^{31}\) city directory * 1913 in 44 Cottage Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1913 bleacher,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1914 in 44 Cottage Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1914 bleacher,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1915 in removed to North Dighton, MA,\(^{61}\) Godparents: Johnny Lanouette & Elise Boisvert.

966 ii. Joseph Willy (William) Sawyer #60258, henry no. #17582 from Chabrier, born 11 Nov 1889 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{6}\) baptized * 12 Nov 1889 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{6}\) census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F,\(^{30}\) census * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2,\(^{31}\) city directory * 1913 in 44 Cottage Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1913 rivetmaker,\(^{61}\) Godparents: Ferdinand Collins & Eleanor Sawyer.

967 iii. Marie Hatty (Harriette) Sawyer #60259, henry no. #17583 from Chabrier, born 08 Aug 1891 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{6}\) baptized * 09 Aug 1891 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{6}\) census * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2,\(^{31}\) city directory * 1913 in 44 Cottage Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1913 operative,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1914 in 44 Cottage Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1914 operative,\(^{61}\) Godparents: Treffle Sawyer & Odile Blais, his wife.

968 iv. Marie Emeline Sawyer #60260, henry no. #17584 from Chabrier, born 13 Jul 1893 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{6}\) baptized * 14 Jul 1893 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{6}\) census * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2,\(^{31}\) city directory * 1913 in 44 Cottage Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1913 operative,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1914 in 44 Cottage Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1914 operative,\(^{61}\) emigrated * 31 May 1915 to MA via Newport, VT,\(^{181}\) height 31 May 1915 5 ft 4 in,\(^{181}\) complexion 31 May 1915 in dark,\(^{181}\) hair color 31 May 1915 brown,\(^{181}\) eye color 31 May 1915 blue,\(^{181}\) city directory * 1915 in 40 Cottage Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1915 operative,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1916 in 426 Washington Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1916 operative,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1918 in 426 Washington Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1918 operative,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1920 in 23 Russell Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1920 spooler,\(^{61}\) Godparents: Jerry Sawyer, uncle & Adeline Rousseau.

969 v. Marie Marguerite (Margaret) Sawyer #60261, henry no. #17585 from Chabrier, born 02 Jul 1895 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{6}\) baptized * 02 Jul 1895 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{6}\) census * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2,\(^{31}\) emigrated * 23 May 1910 to MA via Newport, VT,\(^{181}\) height 23 May 1910 brown,\(^{181}\) complexion 23 May 1910 light,\(^{181}\) eye color 23 May 1910 blue,\(^{181}\) city directory * 1918 in 426 Washington Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA,\(^{61}\)

970 vi. Joseph Albert Hervé Sawyer #60262, henry no. #17586 from Chabrier, born 03 Jul 1897 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{6}\) baptized * 04 Jul 1897 in St Frederic, Drummondville,
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Drummond, QC, Canada, 6 census * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2. 31 Godparents: Albert Watkins & Elda Sawyer

971 vii. Marie Rose Alma Sawyer #60263, henry no. #17587 from Chabrier, born 25 Jul 1898 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, 6 Baptized * 25 Jul 1898 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, 6 census * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2. 31 Godparents: Thomas Power & Anne Vadeboncoeur.

+ 972 viii. Joseph Willis (Wallace) Sawyer #60264 born 04 Nov 1900.

973 ix. Bernadette Sawyer #60269, henry no. #17589 from Chabrier, born 03 Mar 1904 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, 181 city directory * 1921 in 549 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1921 operative, 61 city directory * 1922 in 549 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1922 operative, 61 city directory * 1923 in removed to Fall River, MA, 61 city directory * 1923 in 35 Webster Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1923 weaver, 61 city directory * 1924 in 35 Webster Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1924 weaver.

302. Louis8 Limoges #60271 (Marguerite Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1761 from Chabrier, born 17 May 1855 in QC, Canada, 31 census * 1861 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, 23 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, L'Assomption, St Charles, 24 occupation 1871 laborer, 24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, L'Assomption, St Paul L'Ermite, ED 88E, 33 occupation 1881 laborer, 33 census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Antoine Ward, ED 172D, 30 occupation 15 Apr 1891 carpenter, 30 census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, West Ward, ED174C12, 31 occupation Apr 1901 carpenter.

He married ca 1874 in QC, Canada, 33 Melina #60274, born May 1856 in QC, Canada, 31 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, L'Assomption, St Paul L'Ermite, ED 88E, 33 census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Antoine Ward, ED 172D, 30 census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, West Ward, ED174C12. 31

Children:

974 i. Wilfred9 Limoges #60275, henry no. #17611 from Chabrier, born 21 Apr 1876 in QC, Canada, 31 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, L'Assomption, St Paul L'Ermite, ED 88E, 33 census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Antoine Ward, ED 172D, 30 occupation 15 Apr 1891 druggist clerk, 30 census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, West Ward, ED174C12, 31 occupation Apr 1901 painter.

975 ii. Diana Limoges #60276, henry no. #17612 from Chabrier, born ca 1877 in QC, Canada, 33 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, L'Assomption, St Paul L'Ermite, ED 88E, 33 census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Antoine Ward, ED 172D.

976 iii. Bernadette Limoges #60277, henry no. #17613 from Chabrier, born 09 May 1880 in QC, Canada, 31 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, L'Assomption, St Paul L'Ermite, ED 88E, 33 census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Antoine Ward, ED 172D, 30 occupation 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, West Ward, ED174C12.

977 iv. Alexis Limoges #60278, henry no. #17614 from Chabrier, born 15 Dec 1881 in QC, Canada, 31 census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Antoine Ward, ED 172D, 30 census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, West Ward, ED174C12.

978 v. Jeanne Limoges #60279, henry no. #17615 from Chabrier, born 03 Oct 1884 in QC, Canada, 31 census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Antoine Ward, ED 172D, 30 census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, West Ward, ED174C12.

979 vi. Flora Limoges #60280, henry no. #17616 from Chabrier, born 26 Aug 1886 in QC, Canada, 31 census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Antoine Ward, ED 172D, 30 census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, West Ward, ED174C12.

980 vii. Cecille Limoges #60281, henry no. #17617 from Chabrier, born 09 Oct 1889 in QC, Canada, 31 census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Antoine Ward, ED 172D, 30 census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, West Ward, ED174C12.

981 viii. Maria Limoges #60282, henry no. #17618 from Chabrier, born 18 May 1895 in QC, Canada, 31 census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, West Ward, ED174C12.

982 ix. Marguerite Limoges #60283, henry no. #17619 from Chabrier, born 26 Feb 1898 in QC, Canada, 31 census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, West Ward, ED174C12.
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Generation Five

311. Marie-Louise¹⁰ Lupien #33211 (Adelaide⁹ Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit⁸, Antoine Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand⁰), henry no. #12321 in Chabrier, born 15 Oct 1844 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,¹⁴ emigrated 1856,⁴⁶ census * 26 Jul 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Middleport,³⁷ census * 01 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 134,⁴¹ census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 18,⁴⁶ census * 16 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79,⁶³ died 12 Feb 1911 in Martinton, Iroquois, IL,² buried in Mt Olivet Cem, Martinton, Iroquois, IL,² Godparents: Francois Lupien & Magdelaine St Pierre.

She married 10 May 1862 in St John Baptist, L'Erable, Iroquois, IL,² Pierre Gamache #34843, born 12 Nov 1841 in QC, Canada,⁴¹,² emigrated 1847,⁴⁶ naturalized⁴⁶ census * 01 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 134,⁴¹ occupation 01 Jun 1880 blacksmith,⁴¹ census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 18,⁴⁶ occupation 01 Jun 1900 blacksmith,⁴⁶ died 04 Apr 1908 in Martinton, Iroquois, IL,² buried in Mt Olivet Cem, Martinton, Iroquois, IL,²

Children:
+ 983  i.  Marie Anna¹¹ Gamache #34844 born 03 Jan 1864.
+ 984  ii.  Frank H. Gamache #34845 born 11 Sep 1872.

318. Francis-Xavier¹⁰ Lupien #33218 (Adelaide⁹ Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit⁸, Antoine Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand⁰), henry no. #12328 in Chabrier, born 21 Jun 1857 in Middleport, IL,² census * 26 Jul 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Middleport,³⁷ census * 17 Jun 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Watseka,⁴⁶ census * 16 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 134,⁴¹ occupation 16 Jun 1880 works on a farm,⁴¹ died 23 Oct 1927 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL,²

He married 24 Dec 1882 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,² Marie-Julia (Beaver) Bieber #34846, born 28 Sep 1862 in El Paso, IL,² (daughter of Conrad Bieber #34847 and Johanna Case #34848), baptized 26 Sep 1882 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,² died Nov 1927 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL,² Marie-Julia: Godparents: Joseph Germain & Marie Vadeboncoeur.

Children:
+ 985  i.  Francis Gabriel¹¹ Lupien #34850 born 22 Jan 1884.
+ 986  ii.  Alfred Raphael Lupien #34851 born 20 Jul 1886.
+ 987  iii.  Albert A Lupien #34852 born 26 May 1889.
+ 988  iv.  George W Lupien #34853 born 16 Nov 1891.
+ 989  v.  Hazel Marie Lupien #34854 born 26 Apr 1897.
+ 990  vi.  Clarence J Lupien #34855 born 22 Mar 1904.

320. Charles¹⁰ Varboncoeur #29369 (David Chabrier dit⁶ Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit⁸ Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand⁰), henry no. #12352 from Chabrier, born 19 Oct 1851 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,²⁰ baptized * 20 Oct 1851 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,²⁰ census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville),¹⁹ emigrated ca 1852, naturalized⁴⁶ census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,³⁷ census * 03 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123,⁴¹ occupation 03 Jun 1880 farmer,⁴¹ census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 4,⁴⁶ occupation 05 Jun 1900 farmer,⁴⁶ died 27 Oct 1918 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,² buried 29 Oct 1918 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,² Godparents: Charles Arseneau & Marie Verboncoeur.

He married 28 Jul 1874 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,² Caroline Lois Arseneau #29372, born 16 Nov 1858 in IL,² census * 03 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123,⁴¹ census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 4,⁴⁶ census * 12 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 8,⁹¹ died 12 May 1932 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,² buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,² Caroline: Dau of Louis Arseneau & Elenore Frigon. She was a second cousin of Charles Varboncoeur.
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Children:


+ 992 ii. Edward "Eddie" Varboncoeur #29374 born 28 Sep 1877.

+ 993 iii. Delia Eulalia Varboncoeur #29373 born 25 May 1879.


+ 996 vi. Marie Edna Varboncoeur #29375 born 16 Aug 1883.


+ 998 viii. Napoleon Varboncoeur #29378 born 30 May 1888.

+ 999 ix. Lawrence David Varbounker #29377 born 20 Feb 1891.

+ 1000 x. Madoza Laura Varboncoeur #29381 born 16 Nov 1892.

+ 1001 xi. Philip Modeste Varbounker #29379 born 28 Mar 1895.

+ 1002 xii. Mary Louise Auree Varboncoeur #29382 born 17 Aug 1897.

+ 1003 xiii. Thomas Arthur Vade Bon Coeur #29380 born 12 Feb 1900.

+ 1004 xiv. Irene Varboncoeur #29383 born 03 Dec 1901.


900 census indicates that she had 12 children and 2 were still living.

Children:


+ 1007 iii. Mary Emma Vade Boncoeur #45374 born ca Nov 1881.


1009 v. N.N. Vade Boncoeur #45412, henry no. #123535 in Chabrier, born bef 01 Jun 1900, died bef 01 Jun 1900.[46]

1010 vi. N.N. Vade Boncoeur #45413, henry no. #123536 in Chabrier, born bef 01 Jun 1900, died bef 01 Jun 1900.[46]

1011 vii. N.N. Vade Boncoeur #45414, henry no. #123537 in Chabrier, born bef 01 Jun 1900, died bef 01 Jun 1900.[46]
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1012 viii. N.N. Vadboncoeur #45415, henry no. #123538 in Chabrier, born bef 01 Jun 1900, died bef 01 Jun 1900.

1013 ix. N.N. Vadboncoeur #45416, henry no. #123539 in Chabrier, born bef 01 Jun 1900, died bef 01 Jun 1900.

1014 x. N.N. Vadboncoeur #45417, henry no. #12353A in Chabrier, born bef 01 Jun 1900, died bef 01 Jun 1900.

1015 xi. N.N. Vadboncoeur #45418, henry no. #12353B in Chabrier, born bef 01 Jun 1900, died bef 01 Jun 1900.

1016 xii. N.N. Vadboncoeur #45419, henry no. #12353C in Chabrier, born bef 01 Jun 1900, died bef 01 Jun 1900.

322. Antoine⁶⁶ Vadboncoeur #29370, census name Antoine Hart,⁴⁰ (David Chabrier dit⁸ Vadboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit⁶ Vadboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit⁵, Jean Chabrier dit⁴, Jean³ Chabrier, Jean², Simon¹, Simon, Bertrand¹), henry no. #12354 from Chabrier, born 28 Oct 1855 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, baptized 29 Oct 1855 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,³⁷ census * 25 Jul 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau,⁴⁶ residened 25 Jul 1870 at Charles Arseno family,⁴⁰ census * 05 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 139,⁴¹ occupation 05 Jun 1880 farmer,⁴¹ census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25,⁴⁶ occupation 12 Jun 1900 farmer,⁴⁶ census * 21 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119,⁵¹ occupation 21 Apr 1910 investor,⁵¹ census * 10 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133,⁵⁶ died 16 Nov 1923 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.²

He married 09 Feb 1880 in St Joseph, Papineau, Iroquois, IL, residened (family) 10 Jan 1920 in Station Street, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.⁶⁶ Georgiana Baron #29385, born 16 Oct 1860 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, census * 05 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 139,⁵¹ census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25,⁴⁶ census * 21 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119,⁵¹ census * 10 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133,⁵⁶ census * 15 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45,⁹¹ resided 15 Apr 1930 at daughter Arabella's home,⁹¹ died 10 Jun 1937 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.² Georgiana: Dau of Moise Baron & Philomene Labeau.

Children:
+ 1017 i. Flora¹ Vadeboncoeur #29391 born Feb 1883.
+ 1018 ii. Marie Anna Laura (Hariette) Vadeboncoeur #29392 born 26 Apr 1884.
+ 1019 iii. Herman (Armand) Vadeboncoeur #29386 born Nov 1885.

1020 iv. Moise Arthur Vadeboncoeur #33241, henry no. #123544 in Chabrier, born 24 Mar 1888 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, baptized 2 Mar 1888 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25,⁴⁶ census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87,⁶³ resided 29 Apr 1910 at his brother Herman's home,⁶³ occupation 29 Apr 1910 farm laborer,⁶³ event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,⁶³ occupation 05 Jun 1917 barber, unemployed,⁶³ resided 05 Jun 1917 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, height 05 Jun 1917 medium,⁹² weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,⁹² eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown,⁹² hair color 05 Jun 1917 black,⁹² military ca 1919 US Army - World War I,² census * 10 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133,⁶³ occupation 10 Jan 1920 barber,⁶³ census * 10 Apr 1930 in IL, Vermilion, Danville, ED 39,⁵¹ resided 10 Apr 1930 in National Soldiers Home, Danville, Vermilion, IL,⁵¹ died 11 Sep 1981 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,² buried 14 Sep 1981 in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.² Died at the Danville Soldier's Home.

He married 05 Jun 1923 in St Patrick Ch, Momence, Kankakee, IL,² Catherine E. Kennedy #33325, born ca 1896, died 24 Feb 1924 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,² buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.²
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325. **Marie-Anne-Sophie**ª Vadeboncoeur #29401 (Pierre Chabrier ditª Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier ditª Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier ditª, Jean Chabrier ditª, Jeanª Chabrier, Jeanª, Simon², Simon², Bertrand³), henry no. #12371 from Chabrier, born 08 Jul 1850 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 08 Jul 1850 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), emigrated 1854 to USA, census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, census * 03 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, census * 04 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119, occupation 1910 worked at the tile factory, census * Jan 1920 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 1873, resided Jan 1920 in 6210 Marshfield Avenue, Chicago, Cook, IL, died aft Jan 1920 in IL. Godparents: Theophiste Houde & Salomé Lemieux.

She married 24 Feb 1868 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, Narcisse Cote #33243, born Apr 1841 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1853, naturalized census * 03 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, occupation 03 Jun 1880 farmer, census * 04 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, occupation 04 Jun 1900 day laborer, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119, died bet Apr 1910 - Jan 1920. Narcisse: Son of Benjamin Cote & Marceline __.

**Children:**

1025 i. Narcisse¹ Cote #42899, henry no. #123711 in Chabrier, born 17 Apr 1871 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 17 Apr 1871 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died bef 03 Jun 1880. Godparents: Pierre Vadeboncoeur & Sophie Houde.

+ 1026 ii. Aurelie Cote #35436 born Jun 1872.

1027 iii. N.N. Cote #45420, henry no. #123713 in Chabrier, died by 04 Jun 1900.

1028 iv. Philomene Cote #35434, henry no. #123714 in Chabrier, born 04 Apr 1876, baptized Apr 1876 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died bef 03 Jun 1880.

+ 1029 v. Julius Noah Cote #34810 born 09 Dec 1878.

+ 1030 vi. Joseph Moise Cote #34807 born 29 Jul 1880.

1031 vii. N.N. Cote #45421, henry no. #123717 in Chabrier, died by 04 Jun 1900.

+ 1032 viii. George Prudent Cote #34809 born 30 Apr 1883.

+ 1033 ix. Alphonse Joseph Cote #34808 born 12 Jan 1885.

1034 x. N.N. Cote #45422, henry no. #12371A in Chabrier, born by 04 Jun 1900.

1035 xi. Frederic Cote #34811, henry no. #12371B in Chabrier, born 22 Feb 1890 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 23 Feb 1890 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 04 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119, occupation 23 Apr 1910 railroad section hand, census * 13 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134, occupation 13 Jan 1920 railroad laborer, census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, occupation 03 Apr 1930 steam railroad laborer, property 03 Apr 1930 real estate value $1500. Godparents: Zephirin Morissette & Josephine Vadeboncoeur, his wife.

He married ca 1911 in IL, resided (family) 13 Jan 1920 in Allain Street, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, died (family) 03 Apr 1930 in Grant Street, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, Dorothy __ #45446, born 15 May 1893 in IL, census * 13 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134, census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, social security num 1952 - 1954 320-30-5590 (IL), died Jan 1987 in Bourbonnais, Kankakee, IL.

+ 1036 xii. Harvey Paul Cote #35435 born 02 Jun 1892.

1037 xiii. N.N. Cote #45423, henry no. #12371D in Chabrier, died by 04 Jun 1900.

1038 xiv. N.N. Cote #45424, henry no. #12371E in Chabrier, died by 04 Jun 1900.

1039 xv. N.N. Cote #45425, henry no. #12371F in Chabrier, died by 04 Jun 1900.

328. **Marie Anne**ª Vadeboncoeur #29404, census name Hannah Verboncoeur, (Pierre Chabrier ditª Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier ditª Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier ditª, Jean Chabrier ditª, Jeanª Chabrier, Jeanª, Simon², Simon², Bertrand³), henry no. #12374 from Chabrier, born 24 May 1853 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 24 May 1853 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, emigrated ca 1854 to USA census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, census * 11 Aug 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, census * 24 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, census * 13 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 18, census * 05 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED.
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She married 28 Oct 1872 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. 2 Pierre Ponton #29408, census name Peter Ponto, 63 born Sep 1851 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 66 census * 30 Jun 1870 in IL, Kankakee, Sumner, 40 occupation 30 Jun 1870 farm laborer, 40 census * 24 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, 41 occupation 24 Jun 1880 farmer, 41 census * 13 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 18, 46 occupation 13 Jun 1900 farmer, 46 census * 05 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87, 63 occupation 05 May 1910 farmer, 63 died 19 May 1928 in Dunnington, Benton, IN, 2 buried 21 May 1928 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. 2 Pierre: Son of Ambrose Ponton & Genevieve Tatreau. m2. Mrs. Martin. m3. Isabelle Aubin widow of Theodore Aubin.

        Children:
+  1040 i. Henry Ira (Ponto) 11 Ponton #35438 born 02 Aug 1873.
+  1041 ii. Anna Ponton #35439 born 10 Feb 1876.
+  1042 iii. Rose (Rosanna) Ponton #35440 born 22 Dec 1877.
  1043 iv. Noe Modest (Lewis) Ponton #35441, henry no. #123744 from Chabrier, born 26 Dec 1879 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 census * 24 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, 41 died 03 Apr 1892 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 buried 04 Apr 1892 in St Mary's Cemetery, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. 2
  1044 v. Marie Aurelie Ponton #35442, henry no. #123745 from Chabrier, born 25 May 1882 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 baptized 28 May 1882 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 died 22 Mar 1883 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 buried 23 Mar 1883 in St Mary's Cemetery, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. 2 Godparents: Francis Xavier Vadeboncoeur & Odile Morissette.
+  1045 vi. Prudent Leopold Paul Ponton #35444 born 19 Dec 1884.
+  1046 vii. Louis (Lewis) Harvey Ponto #35445 born 15 Oct 1891.
+  1047 viii. Laura Velina Ponton #35446 born 18 Aug 1893.

331. Theophile (Joseph) 16 Varboncoeur #29405 (Pierre Chabrier dit 8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #123777 from Chabrier, born 01 Dec 1857 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, 37 census * 11 Aug 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, 40 census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, 41 census * 19 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5, 46 occupation 19 Jun 1900 farm laborer, 46 died 12 May 1906 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 buried 13 May 1906 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. 2

He married 27 Oct 1883 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. 2 Aimee (Emma) Martel #31876, born ca 1856 in Liette, Canada, 69 died bef 1900 in IL. 46 Aimee: Dau of Xavier Martel & Françoise Corteille. m1. Endger Corbeille.

        Children:
  1048 i. Louise (Lizzie) Josephine 11 Vadeboncoeur #33245, henry no. in Chabrier, born 03 Aug 1884 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 baptized in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 confirmation 12 Sep 1895 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 census * 19 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5, 46 died 07 Sep 1900 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. 2 Godfather: Pierre Vadeboncoeur; Godmother: Sophie Houde.

332. Marie Zephyre 10 Varboncoeur #29406, census name Eseyshen Vadeboncoeur, 37 census name Mary Verboncour, 40 (Pierre Chabrier dit 8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #12378 from Chabrier, born 07 Jan 1860 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 baptized 08 Jan 1860 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 census * 09 Jun 1860 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, 37 census * 11 Aug 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, 40 census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5, 46 census * 30 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79, 63 census * 18 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, 60 Godfather: Joseph Germain; Godmother: Oisie Micur.

She married 29 Mar 1880 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. 2 Damase (Damian) Castongia #31874, census name Dennis Castongue, 46 census name Thomas Castongue, 63 born ca Nov 1856 in QC, Canada, 63 emigrated 1866, 46 naturalized 1889, 66 census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5, 46 occupation 01 Jun 1900 day labor, 46 census * 30 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79, 63 occupation 30 Apr 1910 farmer, 63 census * 18 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, 60 occupation 18 Jan 1920 farm laborer. 60 Damase: Son of George Castongia & Elizabeth Darisse.
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Children:
+ 1049  i.  Emma1 Castongia #35447 born 14 Mar 1881.
+ 1050  ii.  Pierre Arthur Benjamin Castongia #35448 born 28 Feb 1883.
+ 1051  iii. Georgina Castongia #35449 born 12 Dec 1885.
+ 1053  v.  Zelia A. Castongia #35451 born 07 Dec 1894.
+ 1054  vi.  Meddie Castongia #35452, henry no. #123786 from Chabrier, born 30 Sep 1896 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2,121 baptized 04 Oct 1896 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5,46 census * 30 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79,63 event * 05 Jun 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 resided 05 Jun 1918 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,92 height 05 Jun 1918 tall,92 weight 05 Jun 1918 slender,92 eye color 05 Jun 1918 blue,92 hair color 05 Jun 1918 light,92 census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 113,66 resided 05 Jan 1920 in 357 North Hickory Street, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,60 occupation 05 Jan 1920 knitting factory spinner,60 social security num bef 1951 318-12-8791 (IL),121 died Mar 1974 in Sun Valley, Los Angeles, CA.121 Godparents: Pierre Castonguay & Philomene __.

335. Marie-Josephine6 Varboncouer #29407 (Pierre Chabrier dit6 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit6 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean1 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand ), henry no. #1237B from Chabrier, born 10 May 1866 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 10 May 1866 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 11 Aug 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver,63 census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123,41 census * 06 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, ED 108,92 census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 122,66 died * 08 Jul 1939 in Custer, Will, IL,184,185 cause of death acute heart failure,184 buried 12 Jul 1939 in St Rose Cem, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.184 Godfather: Charles Arseneau; Godmother: Sophie Vadeboncoeur.

She married 25 Jan 1886 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 resided (family) 25 Apr 1910 in 539 Greenwood Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,63 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 856 North Wildwood Street, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.60 Zephirin Joseph Morisette #31875, born 06 May 1864 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,184,185,2 baptized 28 May 1864 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 06 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50,46 occupation 06 Jun 1900 teamster,46 census * 25 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 122,66 died * 08 Jul 1939 in Custer, Will, IL,184,185 cause of death acute heart failure,184 buried 12 Jul 1939 in St Rose Cem, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.184 Zephirin: Son of Joseph Morisette & Caroline Deslauriers. Godfather: Pierre Deslauriers; Godmother: Marguerite Boucher.

Children:
+ 1055  i.  Melise (Minnie) Florence17 Morisette #39446 born * 07 Feb 1887.
+ 1056  ii.  Aglae Delia Morisette #35453, henry no. #1237B2 from Chabrier, born 09 Jan 1889 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 11 Jan 1889 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 died 08 Feb 1889 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 buried 08 Feb 1889 in St Mary's Cem, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.2 Godparents: Joseph Morisette & Caroline Deslauriers.
+ 1057  iii.  Rosalie (Rose) Morisette #39443 born May 1890.
+ 1058  iv.  Helene (Ella) Azilda Morisette #35454 born 01 Mar 1892.
+ 1059  v.  Harvey Morisette #39444, henry no. #1237B5 from Chabrier, born Nov 1894 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,46,185 census * 06 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50,46 census * 25 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 122,66 occupation 05 Jan 1920 lumber yard laborer.60
+ 1060  vi.  __ Morisette #45483, henry no. #1237B6 from Chabrier, died bef 06 Jun 1900 in IL.46
+ 1061  vii.  Arthur "Artie" Morisette #39445, henry no. #1237B7 from Chabrier, born 19 Dec 1898 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,46,185 census * 06 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50,46 census * 25 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108,63 social security num bef 1951 362-05-0448 (MI),121 died Feb 1985 in Farmington, Oakland, MI.121
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336. Marie Josephe Chabrier dit#47520, also known as Josephine Vadeboncoeur (Leger6, Antoine Chabrier dit5, Antoine Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit3, Jean Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand), henry no. #12381 from Chabrier, born 07 Dec 1849 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 08 Dec 1849 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louiseville), emigrated 1865 to USA, census * 20 Jul 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, Ward 4, census * 12 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 211, naturalized 1890, census * 05 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 99, census * 26 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 134, died 28 Nov 1921 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, obituary * 30 Nov 1921 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 01 Dec 1921 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. Godparents: David Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur & Aurelie Arnois.

Obit for Josephine:

MRS. HOUDE'S FUNERAL TO BE HELD THURSDAY.
The funeral of Mrs. Josephine V. Houde, mother of Dr. W. C. Houde, who died Monday night at her home, 429 Hawley avenue, will be Thursday morning at 9:30 o'clock and a half hour later at St. John the Evangelist church. Burial will be in St. Agnes cemetery. Mrs. Houde was 72 years old and a resident of Syracuse most of her life. She had been in failing health for some time. She was a grandmother of 25 children and a great-grandmother of six. Besides Dr. Houde, she leaves another son, Edward G. Houde; two daughters, Mrs. P. J. Heroux, and Mrs. Francis Howard and a brother, S. Vadeboncoeur.

*Source Syracuse Herald Newspaper November 30, 1921 [Steven Houde].

She married ca 1867 in NY, resided (family) 12 Jun 1880 in 111 Hawley Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 05 Jun 1900 in 429 Hawley Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 26 Apr 1910 in 429 Hawley Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, George Edward Houde #47521, census name Edward Wood, census name George E. Hood, born 20 Jun 1843 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, emigrated 1863, census * 20 Jul 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, Ward 4, census * 12 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 211, occupation 12 Jun 1880 carpenter, census * 05 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 99, occupation 05 Jun 1900 carpenter, census * 26 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, occupation 26 Apr 1910 carpenter contractor, died 08 Oct 1911 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, cause of death 08 Oct 1911 pneumonia, obituary * 09 Oct 1911 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 11 Oct 1911 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

George: Son of Louis Felix Houde & Emelie Belair.

Children:
+ 1062 i. Edwardina "Jennie"#47535 born 18 Aug 1868.
+ 1063 ii. Mildred Emilie "Millie" Houde #47536 born Apr 1871.
+ 1066 v. William C. Houde #47538 born Sep 1875.
+ 1067 vi. Alfred Houde #47539 born Jun 1878.
1068 vii. __ Houde #47545, henry no. #123816 in Chabrier, died bef 05 Jun 1900.
1069 viii. Frankie Houde #47540, henry no. #123818 in Chabrier, born ca Dec 1879 in NY, census * 12 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 211, died bef 05 Jun 1900.
1070 ix. __ Houde #47546, henry no. #123819 in Chabrier, died bef 05 Jun 1900.
1071 x. __ Houde #47547, henry no. #12381A in Chabrier, died bef 05 Jun 1900.

She married engaged 15 Sep 1912 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 29 Nov 1919 in 120 Palmer Avenue, Baldwinsville, Onondaga, NY, Anna Shea #47779 (son of John J. Shea #53849), city directory 1917 in Baldwinsville, Onondaga, NY, occupation 1917 milliner at Andre Boutin Millinery.
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She married (1) bef 1920 in NY, resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 429 Hawley Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Philias Joseph Heroux #43802, born 20 Mar 1887 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, emigrated 1915 to USA, naturalized bef 05 Jun 1917 in papers submitted, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 split rock, resided 05 Jun 1917 in 429 Hawley Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, height 05 Jun 1917 medium, weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown, hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown, census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 134, occupation 12 Jan 1920 operator, social security num 1951 082-26-8334 (NY), died Feb 1964 in NY.

She married (2) ca 1920 in NY, Fred L. Jewell #47642, born ca 1885 in NY, census * 23 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 164, occupation 23 Apr 1930 road stand waiter. Fred: Son of __ Jewell & Mary R. __.

1074  xiii. Frances Eloise Houde #47543, henry no. #12381D from Chabrier, born Oct 1887 in NY, census * 05 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 99, census * 26 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, occupation 26 Apr 1910 store clerk, census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 134, occupation 12 Jan 1920 milliner, resided 12 Jan 1920 in 429 Hawley Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

She married Jul 1919 in Charlestown, SC, separated (family) Jan 1919 in 429 Hawley Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, separated 14 Mar 1919 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, divorced 02 Jan 1920 - 05 Apr 1930 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Walter William Howard #47640, born 26 Feb 1892 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, son of John C. Howard #53851, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 inspector, resided 05 Jun 1917 in 311 Almond Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, height 05 Jun 1917 tall, weight 05 Jun 1917 slender, eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue, hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown, military - 1918 US Army, census * 02 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 200, resided 02 Jan 1920 in 311 Almond Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, census * 05 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 202, occupation 05 Apr 1930 steel inspector, resided 05 Apr 1930 in 339 Fitch Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

1075  xiv. Marie Louise Houde #47544, henry no. #12381E from Chabrier, born Sep 1889 in NY, census * 05 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 99, died 03 Jul 1906 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, cause of death 03 Jul 1906 heart trouble, obituary * 03 Jul 1906 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 05 Jul 1906 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

1076  xv. __ Houde #47548, henry no. #12381F in Chabrier, died bef 05 Jun 1900.

1077  xvi. __ Houde #47549, henry no. #12381G in Chabrier, died bef 05 Jun 1900.

337. Marie-Anne (Aimee)64 Vadeboncoeur #47528 (Leger4, Antoine Chabrier dit5, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit8, Jean9 Chabrier, Jean10 Simon11 Simon12 Bertrand1), henry no. #12382 from Chabrier, born 15 Sep 1851 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 15 Sep 1851 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Riviere du Loup (Louisville), emigrated 1871 to USA, census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209, census * 04 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101, census * 15 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, event 10 Dec 1917 in installed new roof on house, census * 07 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137, died 05 Sep 1925 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 06 Sep 1925 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 08 Sep 1925 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Godparents: Antoine Arnois & Magdelaine St Pierre.

She married ca 1872 in NY, resided (family) 07 Jun 1880 in 68 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 04 Jun 1900 in 205 Patterson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 15 Apr 1910 in 205 Patterson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 205 Patterson Street, Syracuse,
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Onondaga, NY, Nelson P. LaVauite #47529, born Feb 1846 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1870 to NY, naturalized 1870. Census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209, occupation 07 Jun 1880 carpenter, census * 04 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101, occupation 04 Jun 1900 carpenter, died bef 15 Apr 1910 in NY.

Children:
+ 1079 ii. Clara M. LaVauite #47588 born Oct 1874.
+ 1080 iii. Arthur Aremy LaVauite #47589 born 07 Mar 1876.
+ 1082 v. Eva M. LaVauite #47597 born ca May 1879.
+ 1083 vi. Florence (Flora) M. LaVauite #47591, born 07 Apr 1879 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209, occupation 07 Apr 1879 carpenter/builder, occupation 16 Apr 1910 carpenter, census * 16 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, census * 07 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137, census * 08 Jun 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 32, died 13 Sep 1946 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, obituary * 14 Sep 1946 in The Post Standard, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 16 Sep 1946 in St Mary's Cem, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

She married ca 1905 in NY, resided (family) 16 Apr 1910 in 211 Sedgwick Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 205 Patterson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 205 Patterson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, no children from this marriage, Anthony J. Gratzer #47621, born 19 Nov 1881 in NY, census * 16 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, census * 07 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137, occupation 12 Sep 1918 New York Central Railroad car repairer, residence 12 Sep 1918 in 205 Pattison Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, height 12 Sep 1918 short, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown, census * 07 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137, occupation 07 Jan 1920 railroad car repairer, census * 08 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 32, occupied 08 Apr 1930 steam railroad car repairer, died 06 Sep 1947 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, cause of death 06 Sep 1947 heart attack, obituary * 07 Sep 1947 in Syracuse Herald Journal, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 09 Sep 1947 at St Mary's Cem, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

+ 1084 vii. William LaVauite #47592 born May 1883.
+ 1085 viii. Jennie LaVauite #47593 born Apr 1884.
+ 1086 ix. Frank J. LaVauite #47594 born Apr 1887.
+ 1087 x. George Joseph LaVauite #47595 born 07 Aug 1889.
+ 1089 xii. LaVauite #47598, born 07 Aug 1899.
+ 1090 xiii. LaVauite #47599, born 01 Apr 1918.

338. Pierre (Leger) Vadeboncoeur #29367, Antoine Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), born 06 May 1853 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 May 1853 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, Q, Canada, emigrated ca 1865 to USA, census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 139, occupation 08 Jun 1880 carpenter/builder, died 21 Jan 1889 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried 23 Jan 1889 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.

He married 27 Jan 1874 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, Eulalie Delia (Huet dit) Dulude #31871, born 11 Mar 1858 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, daughter of Francois Huet dit Dulude #61837 and Archange Dupuis #61838, census * 14 Jul 1870 in IL, Kankakee, Manteno, confirmation 25 May 1875 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 139, census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 605, census * 27 Apr 1910 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 655, died * 28 Mar 1918 in Chicago, Cook, IL, cause of death 28 Mar 1918 myocarditis, buried 01 Apr 1918 in Mt Olivet Cem, Chicago, Cook, IL.

Children:
1091 i. Marie Amanda Vadeboncoeur #31872, born 08 Mar 1876 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 09 Mar 1876 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died 10 Mar...
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1876 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; buried Mar 1876 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Godfather: Maxime Delude; Godmother: Archange Dupuis.

1092 ii. Joseph Leger Arthur Vadeboncoeur #32556, henry no. #123832 from Chabrier, born 23 Jun 1877 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; baptized 24 Jun 1877 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; died 08 Feb 1878 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; buried Feb 1878 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Godfather: Peter Varboncoeur; Godmother: Sophie Houde.

+ 1093 iii. Marie Ida (Lydia) (Laura) Vadeboncoeur #32555 born 12 May 1879.

+ 1094 iv. Edessa Cary (Cora) Malvina Vadeboncoeur #32557 born 26 Sep 1880.

+ 1095 v. Marie Louise Cora Vadeboncoeur #32551 born 23 Apr 1882.

1096 vi. Anne D Vadeboncoeur #32552, henry no. #123836 from Chabrier, born 04 May 1884 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; baptized 11 May 1884 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 605, (see note 19). Godparents: Francis Xavier Vadeboncoeur & Odile Morisette.

1097 vii. Marie Dora Vadeboncoeur #32554, henry no. #123837 from Chabrier, born 15 Dec 1885 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; baptized 20 Dec 1885 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Godfather: Antoine Vadeboncoeur; Godmother: Georgianna Baron.

1098 viii. Arthur Leopold Vadeboncoeur #33247, henry no. #123838 from Chabrier, born 15 Jul 1887 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; baptized 24 Jul 1887 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 605, (see note 20). Godfather: Peter Ponton; Godmother: Anna Vadeboncoeur.

+ 1099 ix. Angelina Adie (Ida) Vadeboncoeur #32553 born 16 Nov 1888.

339. Antoine (Severe) Vadeboncoeur #31881 (Leger, Antoine Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12384 from Chabrier, born 22 Jan 1855 in Louisville, Kentucky, United States, Canada, baptized * 22 Jan 1855 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, emigrated 1865 to Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, naturalized, census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 139, occupation 08 Jun 1880 builder, city directory 1887 in 68 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, occupation 1887 carpenter, city directory 1889 in 429 Hawley Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, occupation 1889 carpenter, census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25, occupation 06 May 1910 carpenter, census * 26 Jun 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 92, occupation 26 Jan 1920 house carpenter, census * 18 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 22, occupation 18 Apr 1930 none, died 04 Jul 1935 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried 06 Jul 1935 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, emigrated ca 1890 to IL. Godparents: Ignace Hamel & Henriette Arnois.

He married 10 Jan 1876 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; resided (family) 26 Jan 1920 in St Charles Street, Papineau, Iroquois, IL; resided (family) 18 Apr 1930 in 693 Myrtle Avenue, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; buried 22 Aug 1941 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.

Josephine Canac dit Marquis #31882, born Oct 1857 in Wygant, Iroquois, IL; census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 139, census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25, census * 06 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87, census * 26 Jun 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 92, census * 18 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 22, died 19 Aug 1941 in Warsaw, Kosciusko, IN; buried 22 Aug 1941 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.

Josephine: Dau of Benjamin-Pascal Canac-Marquis & Tharsile Trempe.

Children:

+ 1100 i. Josephine VadeBoncoeur #33248 born 03 Oct 1876.

+ 1101 ii. Marie Antonia VadeBoncoeur #33249 born 25 Jul 1878.

+ 1102 iii. Nelda (Mildred) VadeBoncoeur #31883 born 10 Jun 1880.

+ 1103 iv. Henry Severe VadeBoncoeur #33250 born 29 Apr 1882.

1104 v. Leda VadeBoncoeur #33251, henry no. #123855 from Chabrier, born 27 Sep 1883 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; baptized 30 Sep 1883 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; died 26 Nov 1883 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; buried 27 Nov 1883 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Godfather: Francis Xavier Vadeboncoeur; Godmother: Odile Morisette.

1105 vi. Benjamin VadeBoncoeur #33252, henry no. #123856 from Chabrier, born 31 Oct 1884 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; baptized 01 Nov 1884 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; died 30 Dec 1884 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.

+ 1106 vii. Cora (Corrine) VadeBoncoeur #33253 born Apr 1886.
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1108 ix. Aldea VadeBoncoeur #33255, henry no. #123859 from Chabrier, born 24 Dec 1890 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 04 Jan 1891 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25,6 census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 109,63 resided 20 Apr 1910 in 188 Fourth Street, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, occupation 20 Apr 1910 dressmaker,63 census * 06 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87,63 occupation 06 May 1910 dressmaker,63 occupation bookkeeper.6 Godfather: Wallace Arseneau; Godmother: Josephine Regnier.

She married 17 Jan 1916 in Montgomery co, IN,191 Charles A. Sumner #48039, born 10 Feb 1883.191

1109 x. Eveline (Alvine) VadeBoncoeur #33256, henry no. #12385A from Chabrier, born 09 Feb 1893 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 12 Feb 1893 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25,6 census * 06 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87.63 Godfather: Nazaire Dubuque; Godmother: Josephine Vadeboncoeur.


1111 xii. Pierre Prudent VadeBoncoeur #33258, henry no. #12385C from Chabrier, born 10 Sep 1897 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 14 Nov 1897 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died 17 Nov 1897 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.2 Godmother: Virginia Regnier.

1112 xiii. Benjamin J. VadeBoncoeur #33259, henry no. #12385D from Chabrier, born 26 Feb 1899 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 26 Feb 1899 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25,6 census * 06 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87,63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,62 occupation 12 Sep 1918 railroad section laborer,62 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, height 12 Sep 1918 medium,62 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender,62 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,62 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,62 census * 26 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 62,60 census * 18 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 22,91 died 16 May 1930 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried 19 May 1930 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.2 Godfather: Michel Murphy; Godmother: Nelda Vadeboncoeur.

1113 xiv. Marie VadeBoncoeur #33260, henry no. #12385E from Chabrier, born 09 Apr 1901 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 14 Apr 1901 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died 05 May 1901 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.2 Godparents: Henry & Antonia Vadeboncoeur.

1114 xv. __ VadeBoncoeur #45486, henry no. #12385F from Chabrier, died bef 06 May 1910 in IL.

1115 xvi. __ VadeBoncoeur #45487, henry no. #12385G from Chabrier, died bef 06 May 1910 in IL.

342. Antoine (Antonia) Prudent#6 Vadeboncoeur #47531 (Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand), henry no. #12387 from Chabrier, born 28 Feb 1860 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 baptized * 28 Feb 1860 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 emigrated 1865 to USA,40 naturalized 1874,60 census * 08 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100,46 census * 20 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116,63 event * 27 Nov 1912 in sues man who cultivated her lot and took down fences,186 census * 07 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136,60 event * 27 Apr 1925 in kitchen fire from overheated chimney,186 died 01 Sep 1925 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,68 buried in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.68 Godparents: Prudent Verboncoeur & Sophie Beland.

She married ca 1882 in NY,63 resided (family) 08 Jun 1900 in 245 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 20 Apr 1910 in 245 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,63 resided (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 301 Oak Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.60 Louis A. Arseneau #47532, born Jun 1853 in QC, Canada,46 emigrated 1870 to NY,46 naturalized6 census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209,41 occupation 07 Jun 1880 carpenter,41 resided 07 Jun 1880 in 96 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,41 city directory 1887 in 63 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,60 occupation 1887 carpenter,6 city directory 1888 in 63 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,61 occupation 1888 carpenter,61 city directory 1889 in 245 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,61 occupation 1889 carpenter,61 census * 08 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100,46 occupation 08 Jun 1900 house carpenter,46 died 07 May 1907 in Dewitt, Onondaga, NY.192
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Children:

1116 i. Arseneau #47571, henry no. #123871 from Chabrier, died bef 08 Jun 1900.
+ 1117 ii. William Edward Arseneau #47566 born 16 May 1884.
+ 1118 iii. George Edward Arseneau #47567 born 10 Jan 1886.
+ 1119 iv. Amie Arseneau #47568 born 11 Nov 1887.


+ 1121 vi. Ferdinand Louis Arseneau #47570 born 13 May 1891.

1122 vii. Arseneau #47572, henry no. #123877 from Chabrier, died bef 08 Jun 1900.46
1123 viii. Arseneau #47573, henry no. #123878 from Chabrier, died bef 08 Jun 1900.46
1124 ix. Arseneau #47574, henry no. #123879 from Chabrier, died bef 08 Jun 1900.46
1125 x. Arseneau #47575, henry no. #12387A from Chabrier, died bef 08 Jun 1900.46

344. Joseph Edmond Vadeboncoeur #30471 (Leger4, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1238B from Chabrier, born 28 Feb 1863 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 baptized * 01 Mar 1863 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 emigrated ca 1865 to USA, census * 25 Aug 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Salina,40 emigrated 1875 to Canada,31 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Canada,31 emigrated * 19 03-1910 in Canada, QC, Hull, Hull, ED 200L6.31 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Hull, Wright, ED 205-40,32 occupation Jun 1911 merchant,32 died 13 Dec 1924 in Hull, Hull, PQ, Canada.193,165

Godparents: Thomas Lafreniere & Sophie Ringuette.

He married (1) Marie Gagnain #38886, died bef 13 Apr 1896.87


Children:

1126 i. Lezia1 Vadeboncoeur #45459, henry no. #1238B1 from Chabrier, born 1896 in QC, Canada,31 census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Hull, Hull, ED 200L6,31 died bef Jun 1911.
+ 1127 ii. Rosalie Vadeboncoeur #39054 born 18 Jan 1898.

1128 iii. Arthur J. Vadeboncoeur #34039, henry no. #1238B3 from Chabrier, born 02 Jul 1902 in QC, Canada,140,91 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Hull, Wright, ED 205-40,32 emigrated 1920 to USA,91 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MI, Macomb, East Detroit, ED 10,91 property 12 Apr 1930 real estate value $3500,91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 millwright,91 naturalized 12 Apr 1930 in papers have been submitted,91 social security num bef 1951 365-03-0094 (MI),175 died 06 Feb 1978 in Lincoln, Alcona, MI.140

He married ca 1929 in MI,91 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 518 North Lambrecht Street, East Detroit, Macomb, MI,21 Mary R. __ #40132, born 18 Feb 1902 in MI,91,121 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MI, Macomb, East Detroit, ED 10,91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 millwright,91 social security num 1973 368-68-4399 (MI),121 died 04 Feb 1996 in Mesick, Wexford, MI.121


1130 v. Louis Romeo Vadeboncoeur #34038, henry no. #1238B5 from Chabrier, born 13 Feb 1907 in Hull, Hull, PQ, Canada,194 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Hull, Wright, ED 205-40,32 emigrated 1928 to
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Mikado, MI,\textsuperscript{194} emigrated * 10 Jun 1942 to Detroit, Wayne, MI,\textsuperscript{194} occupation 10 Jun 1942 farmer,\textsuperscript{194} height 10 Jun 1942 5 ft 5 in,\textsuperscript{194} weight 10 Jun 1942 148,\textsuperscript{194} complexion 10 Jun 1942 in dark,\textsuperscript{194} hair color 10 Jun 1942 brown,\textsuperscript{194} eye color 10 Jun 1942 blue,\textsuperscript{194} social security num bef 1951 368-14-7851 (MI),\textsuperscript{121} died 15 Mar 1974 in Mount Clemens, Macomb, MI.\textsuperscript{140}

1131 vi. Marie Lucienne Vadeboncoeur #39075, henry no. #1238B6 from Chabrier, born Aug 1910 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{32} census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Hull, Wright, ED 205-40,\textsuperscript{32} emigrated * 08 Apr 1928 at Detroit, Wayne, MI,\textsuperscript{194} height 08 Apr 1928 5 ft 2 in,\textsuperscript{194} complexion 08 Apr 1928 ruddy, hair color 08 Apr 1928 brown, eye color 08 Apr 1928 brown.\textsuperscript{194}

She married\textsuperscript{193} Jul 1927 - Apr 1928 in QC, Canada, Joseph Donat Normand #39077, born ca 1909 in Hull, Hull, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{194} emigrated * 27 Jul 1927 at Port Huron, MI,\textsuperscript{194} occupation 27 Jul 1927 laborer,\textsuperscript{194} height 27 Jul 1927 5 ft 7 in,\textsuperscript{194} complexion 27 Jul 1927 medium,\textsuperscript{194} hair color 27 Jul 1927 dark brown,\textsuperscript{194} eye color 27 Jul 1927 hazel.\textsuperscript{194}

1132 vii. Marie Rose C. Georgette Vadeboncoeur #39076, henry no. #1238B7 from Chabrier, born 12 Jan 1922 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{121} emigrated * 19 Jul 1928 at Detroit, Wayne, MI,\textsuperscript{194} height 19 Jul 1928 3 ft 6 in,\textsuperscript{194} complexion 19 Jul 1928 in fair,\textsuperscript{194} hair color 19 Jul 1928 brown,\textsuperscript{194} eye color 19 Jul 1928 brown, social security num bef 1951 381-12-5308 (MI),\textsuperscript{121} died 21 Aug 2003 in Utica, Macomb, MI.\textsuperscript{121}

She married __ Thompson #39078.

345. **Arthur Ephrem\textsuperscript{10} Vadeboncoeur** #30475 (Leger\textsuperscript{9}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #1238C from Chabrier, born 31 May 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} baptized * 01 Jun 1864 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{20} emigrated ca 1865 to USA, census * 25 Aug 1870 in NY, Onondaga, Salina,\textsuperscript{40} emigrated ca 1875 to Canada,\textsuperscript{28} census 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hull, ED 97Y2,\textsuperscript{28} census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Hull, ED 200L6,\textsuperscript{31} census * 12 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Hull, Wright, ED 205-38,\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Francois Xavier Verbancocoeur & Marie Lafreniere.

He married 13 Feb 1887 in N.D.G. Hull, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{62} **Amanda Vaudrin** #30476, born 08 Nov 1871 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{31} census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Hull, ED 200L6,\textsuperscript{31} census * 12 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Hull, Wright, ED 205-38,\textsuperscript{32} **Amanda**: Dau of Alexis Vaudrin & Phoebe Raymond.

Children:

1133 i. Laura\textsuperscript{71} Vadeboncoeur #39846, henry no. #1238C1 from Chabrier, born 02 Nov 1889 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{31} census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Hull, ED 200L6,\textsuperscript{31} census * 12 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Hull, Wright, ED 205-38,\textsuperscript{32}

She married 08 Aug 1910,\textsuperscript{195} Guillaume Gaudreau #39847.

1134 ii. Emile Vadeboncoeur #39848, henry no. #1238C2 from Chabrier, born 27 Sep 1890 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{31} census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Hull, ED 200L6,\textsuperscript{31} census * 12 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Hull, Wright, ED 205-38,\textsuperscript{32} never married\textsuperscript{195}

1135 iii. Regina Vadeboncoeur #39850, henry no. #1238C3 from Chabrier, born 27 Aug 1892 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{31} census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Hull, ED 200L6,\textsuperscript{31} census * 12 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Hull, Wright, ED 205-38,\textsuperscript{32} occupation 12 Jun 1911 laborer.\textsuperscript{32}

She married 20 Oct 1913,\textsuperscript{195} Emile Girard #39851.

1136 iv. Eva Vadeboncoeur #39852, henry no. #1238C4 from Chabrier, born 06 Nov 1894 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{31} census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Hull, ED 200L6,\textsuperscript{31} census * 12 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Hull, Wright, ED 205-38,\textsuperscript{32} occupation 12 Jun 1911 laborer.\textsuperscript{32}

She married 24 Oct 1928 in Hull, Hull, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{195} Leopold Pilon #39853.
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352. Antoine Varboncoeur #29415 (Francois Xavier Varboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #123A6 from Chabrier, born 09 Oct 1864 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 09 Oct 1864 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 11 Aug 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, occupation 05 Jun 1900 liveryman, census * 02 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, occupation 02 May 1910 farm laborer, census * 19 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, occupation 19 Jan 1920 farmer, census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 8, died 05 Oct 1936 in Bradley, Kankakee, IL, buried 08 Oct 1936 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Godparents: Francis Morisette & Margaret Boucher.

He married 30 Sep 1889 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, Amanda Caillouette #29423, born 14 Jul 1869 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 15 Aug 1869 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, census * 02 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, census * 19 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 8, died 05 Dec 1960 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried 09 Dec 1960 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Amanda: Dau of Olivier Caillouette & Hermine Boudreau. Godfather: Mose Boudreau; Godmother: Thecla Cote.

Children:

She married 07 Jan 1924 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, resided (family) 1952 in LeRoy, IL, Dewey Lionel Joseph Varboncoeur #29442 (son of Edward "Eddie" Varboncoeur #29374 and Marie-Rose Arseneau #33283), henry no. #1235221 from Chabrier, born 10 Oct 1905 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 15 Oct 1905 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64, census * 09 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 69, census * 12 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 8, occupation 12 Apr 1930 tile mill laborer, died 09 May 1964 in Willcox, Cochise, AZ, buried 1964 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Dewey: Godparents: Charles Varboncoeur & Caroline Arseneau.

354. Marie Rosalie⁹ Vadéboncoeur #29417, census name Rosella Verboncoeur, (François Xavier⁹, Antoine Chabrier dit⁸, Antoine Chabrier dit⁶, Jean Chabrier dit⁵, Jean² Chabrier, Jean¹, Simon¹, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #123A8 from Chabrier, born 16 Apr 1869 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 18 Apr 1869 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 11 Aug 1870 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 99, census * 09 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134, census * 04 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, died 1957 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL. Godfather: Louis Arseneau; Godmother: Eleanore Frigon.

She married 01 Sep 1887 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, resid (family) 16 Apr 1910 in 286 Cypress Street, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, resid (family) 09 Jan 1920 in Station Street, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, (son of Antoine Cheffer #54194 and Marguerite Morisette #54195), census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, occupation 01 Jun 1900 poolroom keeper, census * 16 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 99, occupation 16 Apr 1910 grocery store proprietor, census * 09 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134, occupation 09 Jan 1920 pool room manager, census * 04 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, occupation 04 Apr 1930 pool room proprietor, property 04 Apr 1930 real estate value $2500, died 1945 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, occupation St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.

Children:

1152 i. Maxim J. Cheffer #35455, henry no. #123A81 from Chabrier, born 15 Sep 1888 in IL, census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, census * 16 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 99, occupation 16 Apr 1910 grocery store clerk, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 moving picture manager, resided 05 Jun 1917 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, height 05 Jun 1917 medium, weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown, hair color 05 Jun 1917 black, military World War I, US Infantry, census * 09 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134, occupation 09 Jan 1920 pool room assistant manager, census * 04 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, occupation 04 Apr 1930 electric company window trimmer, died 19 Jul 1955, never married. Never married.

1153 ii. Doris Cheffer #35456, henry no. #123A82 from Chabrier, born ca 1891, died bef 1898.

1154 iii. Nellie Cheffer #35457, henry no. #123A83 from Chabrier, born ca 1895, died bef 1898.

1155 iv. Elsie Cheffer #35458, henry no. #123A84 from Chabrier, born 01 Oct 1897 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, census * 16 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 99, census * 09 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134, occupation 09 Jan 1920 knitting factory office stenographer, census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 20, social security num bef 1951 325-22-7572 (IL), died 31 Dec 1996 in Bradley, Kankakee, IL.

She married 07 Mar 1925 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, resid (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 144 North Entrance Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, (son of Henry Albert Brenneisen #54196 and Laura Funk #54197), census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 20, occupation 09 Apr 1930 tool & die maker, died 20 Apr 1966.

356. Marie Hermeline Armenia⁹ Vadéboncoeur #29419 (François Xavier⁹, Antoine Chabrier dit⁸, Antoine Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon⁴, Simon³, Bertrand¹), henry no. #123AA from Chabrier, born 11 Oct 1873 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 13 Oct 1873 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, census * 08 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 43, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108, census * 10 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 24. Godfather: Joseph Morisette; Godmother: Caroline Deslauriers.
She married 26 Dec 1893 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, 2 resided (family) 08 Jun 1900 in 564 Rosewood Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, 46 resided (family) 23 Apr 1910 in 520 Chicago Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, 53 resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 608 North Greenwood Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL. Charles St Pierre #29422, born May 1870 in IL, 46 census * 08 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 43, 46 occupation 08 Jun 1900 teamster, 46 census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108, 63 occupation 23 Apr 1910 odd job laborer, 63 census * 10 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 24, 46 occupation 10 Apr 1930 freight yard foreman, 46 property 10 Apr 1930 real estate value $3500. Charles: Son of Moise St Pierre.

Children:

1156 i. Lillian Marie 1/2 St Peter #35460 born Oct 1894.
+ 1157 ii. Hazel St Peter #35459 born 28 Jul 1902.

Adeline 68 Giguere #54372 (Marie Euphémie 5 St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit 5 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 1, Simon 1, Simon 2, Bertrand 3), henry no. #12422 from Chabrier, born ca 1842 in QC, Canada, 19 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Rivière du Loup (Louiseville), 19 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1, 28 died bef 06 Sep 1892.

She married 29 Jul 1867 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Narcisse Bellemare #54375, born ca 1840 in QC, Canada, 28 (son of Charles Bellemare #54379 and Marie Anne Trahan #54380), census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1, 28 occupation 1881 farmer.

Children:

1158 i. Adeline 9 Bellemare #54381, henry no. #124221 from Chabrier, born ca 1868 in QC, Canada, 28 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1.

She married 06 Sep 1892 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Henri Thibault #54386 (son of Basile Thibault #54387 and Hermine Girard #54388).

1159 ii. Maria Bellemare #54382, henry no. #124222 from Chabrier, born ca 1868 in QC, Canada, 28 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1.

1160 iii. Narcisse Bellemare #54383, henry no. #124223 from Chabrier, born ca 1870 in QC, Canada, 28 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1.

1161 iv. Onesime Bellemare #54384, henry no. #124224 from Chabrier, born ca 1874 in QC, Canada, 28 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1.

1162 v. Alfred Bellemare #54385, henry no. #124225 from Chabrier, born Jun 1880 in QC, Canada, 28 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1.

Francois Xavier 10 St Pierre #54359 (Francois Xavier 9, Adelaide Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 1, Simon 1, Simon 2, Bertrand 3), henry no. #12441 from Chabrier, born ca 1845 in Rivière-du-Loop, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 19 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Rivière du Loup (Louiseville), 19 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Rivière-du-Loop, ED 85A, 28 occupation 1881 school teacher, 28 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Rivière-du-Loop, ED 168D2.

He married 05 Jul 1870 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Marie Julie Moreau #54360, born ca 1843 in QC, Canada, daughter of Norbert Moreau #54400 and Delphine Bastien #54401, died bef 1881 in QC, Canada.

Children:

1163 i. Maria 11 St Pierre #54398, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1875 in QC, Canada, 28 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Rivière-du-Loop, ED 85A.

1164 ii. Irene St Pierre #54399, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1876 in QC, Canada, 28 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Rivière-du-Loop, ED 85A.

Louis 6 St Pierre #54395 (Francois Xavier 9, Adelaide Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 1, Simon 1, Simon 2, Bertrand 3), henry no. #12442 from Chabrier, born ca 1847 in Rivière-du-Loop, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 19 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Antoine de la Rivière du...
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Loup (Louiseville), census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A, occupation 1881 farmer.

He married 21 Nov 1876 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Caroline St Pierre #54402, born ca 1853 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A.

Children:

1165 i. Irene St Pierre #54405, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1878 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A.

She married 21 Apr 1903 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Joseph Lesieur #54416.

1166 ii. Azilia St Pierre #54406, henry no. from Chabrier, born Mar 1881 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A.

364. Hormidas (Henry) St Pierre #54361 (Francois Xavier, Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12444 from Chabrier, born Sep 1857 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A, occupation 1881 carpenter, emigrated 1884 to USA, naturalized 1891, census * 07 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101, occupation 07 Jun 1900 carpenter, census * 30 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, occupation 30 Apr 1910 builders carpenter, census * 10 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 139, occupation 10 Jan 1920 can shop laborer, died bef 04 Apr 1930 in NY, property 04 Apr 1930 real estate value $8000.

He married 12 Sep 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, resided (family) 07 Jun 1900 in 614 Robinson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 30 Apr 1910 in 614 Robinson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 216 Robinson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Emma Arnoux dit Villeneuve #54362, born Dec 1859 in QC, Canada, (daughter of Moyse Arnoux dit Villeneuve #54407 and Mathilde Bergeron #54408), emigrated 1884 to USA, naturalized 1891, census * 07 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101, census * 30 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, census * 10 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 139, census * 04 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 43, property 04 Apr 1930 real estate value $8000.

Children:

+ 1167 i. Ernest Joseph St Pierre #54424 born 11 Mar 1885.
+ 1168 ii. Matilda M. St Pierre #54425 born Dec 1886.
1169 iii. Marion St Pierre #54426, henry no. #124443 from Chabrier, born Dec 1887 in NY, census * 07 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101.
1171 v. __ St Pierre #54428, henry no. #124445 from Chabrier, died bef 07 Jun 1900 in NY.


She married 11 Jul 1887 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Joseph Leblanc #54366, born 04 Aug 1866 in QC, Canada, son of Antoine Leblanc #54417 and Louise Bergeron #54418, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 168D2, occupation 1901 day laborer, census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 173-3, occupation 07 Jun 1911 day laborer.
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Children:

1173 i. Alphonse11 Leblanc #54423, henry no. #124451 from Chabrier, born 11 May 1888 in QC, Canada,1 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 168D2.31

1174 ii. Francois Xavier Leblanc #54421, henry no. #124452 from Chabrier, born 05 Nov 1889 in QC, Canada,31 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 168D2,31 census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 173-3,32 occupation 07 Jun 1911 day laborer.32

He married 07 Jan 1913 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,29 Marie Albertine Pratte #54422.

+ 1175 iii. Emile Leblanc #54419 born Oct 1902.

368. Joseph Alfred60 St Pierre #54363 (Francois Xavier6, Adelaide Chabrier dit6 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit8, Jean6 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon5, Simon3, Bertrand1), henry no. #12448 from Chabrier, born 21 Feb 1866 in QC, Canada,31 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A,28 census * 04 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford (South), ED 169S2,31 occupation 04 Apr 1901 farmer,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford Mines, ED 174-35.32

He married 03 May 1886 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,29 Marie Denise St Jean #54364, born 14 Jul 1866 in QC, Canada,31 census * 04 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford (South), ED 169S2,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford Mines, ED 174-35.32

Children:

+ 1176 i. Wilfrid11 St Pierre #54478 born 10 Aug 1889.

1177 ii. Anisie St Pierre #54479, henry no. #124482 from Chabrier, born 05 Dec 1891 in QC, Canada,31 census * 04 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford (South), ED 169S2.31

1178 iii. Alfreda St Pierre #54480, henry no. #124483 from Chabrier, born 06 Jan 1893 in QC, Canada,31 census * 04 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford (South), ED 169S2,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford Mines, ED 174-35.32

1179 iv. Claisilda St Pierre #54481, henry no. #124484 from Chabrier, born 14 Jul 1895 in QC, Canada,31 census * 04 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford (South), ED 169S2,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford Mines, ED 174-35.32

1180 v. Alphonse St Pierre #54482, henry no. #124485 from Chabrier, born 28 Apr 1898 in QC, Canada,31 census * 04 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford (South), ED 169S2,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford Mines, ED 174-35.32

376. Ireneée6 Gerbeau #54206 (Rosalie6 St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit8, Jean6 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon5, Simon3, Bertrand1), henry no. #124A1 from Chabrier, born 1850 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,198 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1,28 occupation 1881 farmer,28 died bef 1908.61

He married 29 Apr 1873 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,71 resided (family) 17 May 1910 in 11 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI,65 resided (family) 04 Apr 1920 in 1963 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI,60 resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 1961 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI,91

Marie Clarina Lachance dit Pepin #54207, born 1852 in St Barnabe Nord, St Maurice, QC, Canada,198 (daughter of Augustin Lachance dit Pepin #54269 and Marie Louise Giguere #54270), census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1,28 emigrated 1890 to USA,60 city directory * 1908 in 148 Main Street, Natick, Warwick, Kent, RI,61 census * 17 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113,65 city directory * 1916 in 1961 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI,61 census * 04 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126,60 city directory * 1924 in 1961 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI,61 census * 02 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234.91

Children:

+ 1181 i. Ludger11 Jarbeau #54214 born 22 Feb 1873.

1182 ii. Dorilda Jarbeau #54267, henry no. #124A12 from Chabrier, born ca 1874 in QC, Canada,28 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1,28 emigrated 1886 to USA,91 census * 17 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113,65 occupation 17 May 1910 cotton blanket mill drawer,63
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census * 04 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, occupation 04 Feb 1920 mohair mill twister, city directory * 1924 in 1961 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1924 mill employee, census * 02 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, occupation 02 Apr 1930 cotton mill weaver, resided 02 Apr 1930 in 1961 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1937 in 1961 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1937 operator.

+ 1183 iii. Emile Jarbeau #54268 born 02 Feb 1877.
+ 1184 iv. Wilfred Jarbeau #54208 born 02 Dec 1878.

v. Adam Joseph Jarbeau #54210, henry no. #124A15 from Chabrier, born 19 Aug 1882 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, emigrated 1885 to USA, naturalized event * 16 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 16 Sep 1918 machine operator at Brown & Sharpe Mfg Co, resided 16 Sep 1918 in North Providence, Providence, RI, height 16 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 16 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 16 Sep 1918 dark brown, census * 04 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, occupation 04 Feb 1920 machine shop machinist, city directory * 1924 in 33 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, occupation 03 Apr 1930 machine shop shipping clerk, city directory * 1937 in 1965 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1937 operator, city directory * 1939 in 1965 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1939 operator, event * 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, resided 1942 in 1961 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1942 employed by Greenville Finishing Co., Greenville, RI, city directory * 1944 in North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1944 janitor at Armory of Mounted Commands, Providence, RI.

He married 16 Jun 1908 in St Joseph, Natick, Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 04 Feb 1920 in 1963 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 648 Woonasquatucket Avenue, North Providence, Providence, RI, Clara Melinda Robert #54211, born ca 1886 in QC, Canada, daughter of Leon Robert #54212 and Celina Dion #54213, baptized 1887 in Danielson, Windham, CT, emigrated 1895 to USA, naturalized census * 04 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, city directory * 1924 in 33 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, occupation 03 Apr 1930 church organist, city directory * 1937 in 1965 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1939 in 1965 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1939 in 1965 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI.

vi. Irene Jarbeau #54218, henry no. #124A16 from Chabrier, born 1884 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, emigrated 1885 to USA, naturalized city directory * 1912 in 111 Yale Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1912 spinner, city directory * 1923 in removed to Centerdale (North Providence), city directory * 1924 in 4 Steere Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1924 clerk, census * 02 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, occupation 02 Apr 1930 variety store clerk, city directory * 1937 in 1942 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1937 variety store owner, city directory * 1939 in 1942 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1939 variety store owner.

He married 23 Nov 1908 in St Joseph, Natick, Warwick, Kent, RI, Olivine Robert #54219, born Sep 1886 in RI, daughter of Leon Robert #54212 and Celina Dion #54213, baptized 1887 in St Joseph, Natick, Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1924 in 4 Steere Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, census * 02 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, city directory * 1937 in 1942 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1939 in 1942 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI.

+ 1187 vii. William Jarbeau #54228 born 17 Apr 1886.
+ 1188 viii. George J. Jarbeau #54490 born 19 Apr 1886.

377. Agnes (Jarbeau) #54273 (Rosalie St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #124A2 from Chabrier, born ca 1854.
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in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1, emigrated 1888 to USA, census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 84D1, census * 28 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 532, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 11, city directory * 1923 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1924 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1926 in removed to Canada.

She married ca 1871 in QC, Canada, resided (family) 07 Jun 1900 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, resided (family) 28 Apr 1910 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, emigrated 1888 to USA, city directory * 1890 in 20 Leonard Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1890 laborer, city directory * 1892 in 20 Leonard Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1892 laborer, city directory * 1896 in 3 Kendall Court, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1896 laborer, census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 509, occupation 07 Jun 1900 brickmaker, city directory * 1910 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1910 laborer, census * 28 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 532, occupation 28 Apr 1910 house carpenter, city directory * 1911 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1911 laborer, city directory * 1912 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1912 by Dickinson Manufacturing Co., city directory * 1913 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1913 by Dickinson Manufacturing Co., city directory * 1917 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1917 by Dickinson Manufacturing Co., city directory * 1918 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 11, city directory * 1923 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1924 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1926 in removed to Canada.

Children:

1189 i. Alphonsine Gelinas #54275, henry no. #124A21 from Chabrier, born ca 1872 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1.
1190 ii. Eulalie Gelinas #54276, henry no. #124A22 from Chabrier, born ca 1874 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1.
1191 iii. Cleophas (Clifford) Gelinas #54277 born ca Jul 1876.
1192 iv. Amanda M. Gelinas #54278 born ca Dec 1878.
1193 v. Rosanna Gelinas #54279, henry no. #124A25 from Chabrier, born Oct 1880 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1, emigrated 1888 to USA, census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 509, occupation 07 Jun 1900 cotton weaver.
1194 vi. Adrian A. Gelinas #54280, henry no. #124A26 from Chabrier, born ca 1882 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1888 to USA, census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 509, occupation 07 Jun 1900 laborer, city directory * 1910 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1910 mechanic, census * 28 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 532, occupation 28 Apr 1910 house painter, city directory * 1911 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1911 mechanic, city directory * 1912 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 laborer, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, eye color 12 Sep 1918 gray, hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, medical condition 12 Sep 1918 left eye defective.
1195 vii. Alice Gelinas #54281, henry no. #124A27 from Chabrier, born Feb 1884 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1888 to USA, census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 509, occupation 07 Jun 1900 cotton weaver.
1196 viii. Exilia (Elodia) (Lydia) Gelinas #54282 born Sep 1885.
1197 ix. __ Gelinas #54285, henry no. #124A29 from Chabrier, died bef 07 Jun 1900.
1198 x. __ Gelinas #54286, henry no. #124A2A from Chabrier, died bef 07 Jun 1900.
1199 xi. Charles E. Gelinas #54283, henry no. #124A2B from Chabrier, born * 03 Oct 1890 in MA, census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 509, census * 28 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 532, occupation 28 Apr 1910 carpet mill weaver, city directory * 1913 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1913 employed by Burtworth Carpet Co, city directory * 1917 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1917 employed by Burtworth Carpet Co, city directory * 1918 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1918 U.S.
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Army, city directory * 1920 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1920 clerk, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 11, occupation 06 Jan 1920 general contracting rigger, city directory * 1923 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1923 weaver, city directory * 1924 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1924 weaver, city directory * 1926 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1926 weaver.

1200 xii. __ Gelinas #54287, henry no. #124A2C from Chabrier, died bef 07 Jun 1900. 46
1201 xiii. Albert J. Gelinas #54284, henry no. #124A2D from Chabrier, born * 26 Nov 1896 in Chicopee, Hampden, MA, census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 509, census * 28 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 532, city directory * 1917 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1917 employed by NEW Co, city directory * 1918 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, event * 05 Jun 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1918 employed by Victor Sporting Goods Co., resided 05 Jun 1918 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, height 05 Jun 1918 tall, weight 05 Jun 1918 medium, eye color 05 Jun 1918 blue, hair color 05 Jun 1918 brown, city directory * 1920 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1920 clerk, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 11, occupation 06 Jan 1920 cotton mill machinist, city directory * 1923 in 30 Tremont Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1924 in 30 Tremont Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1924 clerk, census * 11 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 104, occupation 11 Apr 1930 gun factory machine operator, city directory * 1935 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1935 employed by AGS & Bros, city directory * 1936 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1936 employed by AGS & Bros, city directory * 1937 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1937 machine operator for AGS & Bros, city directory * 1938 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1938 machine operator for AGS & Bros, city directory * 1939 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1939 machine operator for AGS & Bros, city directory * 1940 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1940 grinder in Springfield, MA, city directory * 1941 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1941 grinder in Springfield, MA, city directory * 1943 in 59 Gilmore Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1943 grinder in Springfield, MA, social security num bef 1951 015-05-1657 (MA), died Jan 1971 in Ashfield, Franklin, MA.

He married ca 1925 in MA, resided (family) 11 Apr 1930 in 34 Tremont Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, Mary Anne __ #54300, born 05 Oct 1902 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1904 to USA, naturalized census * 11 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 104, occupation 11 Apr 1930 radio factory machine operator, city directory * 1935 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1936 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1937 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1938 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1939 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1940 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1941 in 300 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1943 in 59 Gilmore Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1943 grinder in Springfield, MA, social security num bef 1951 033-03-5226 (MA), died 27 Feb 2000 in Hatfield, Hampshire, MA.

738. Jean Baptiste Gerbeau #54271, census name John Jarbeau, (Rosalie St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit, Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #124A3 from Chabrier, born ca 1856 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1, occupation 1881 farmer, emigrated 1896 to USA, naturalized census * 18 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113, occupation 18 May 1910 cotton blanket mill weaver, city directory * 1913 in Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1913 mill hand, city directory * 1916 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1916 mill hand, census * 03 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, occupation 03 Feb 1920 woolen mill laborer, city directory * 1924 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1924 mill hand.

He married 08 Jan 1878 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, resided (family) 18 May 1910 in Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, resided (family) 03 Feb 1920 in 34 George Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, Amanda Lachance dit Pepin #54272, born ca 1858 in QC, Canada, daughter of Augustin Lachance dit Pepin #54269 and Marie Louise Giguere #54270, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne,
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ED 84D1, 28 emigrated 1896 to USA, 63 census * 18 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113, 63 census * 03 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, 60 city directory * 1924 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI. 61

Children:
+ 1202  i.  Aurore 61 Jarbeau #54328.
+ 1203  ii.  Ludger P. Jarbeau #54336 born ca 1884.
+ 1204  iii.  Eugene M. Jarbeau #54332 born ca 1886.
+ 1205  iv.  Eva Jarbeau #54501 born ca 1888.
1206  v.  Eveline M. Jarbeau #54503, henry no. #124A35 from Chabrier, born ca 1891 in QC, Canada, 63 emigrated 1896 to USA, 63 naturalized 63 census * 18 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113, 63 occupation 18 May 1910 cotton blanket mill weaver, 63 city directory * 1913 in Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1913 weaver, 61 city directory * 1916 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1916 weaver, 61 census * 03 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, 60 occupation 03 Feb 1920 woolen mill sewer, 60 city directory * 1924 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1924 weaver, 61 census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, 91 property 04 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000, 91 resided 04 Apr 1930 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 91 city directory * 1937 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1937 weaver, 61 city directory * 1939 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 60 occupation 1939 weaver.
1207  vi.  Edward Joseph Jarbeau #54504, henry no. #124A36 from Chabrier, born 17 Feb 1894 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 63, 65 emigrated 1896 to USA, 63 naturalized 63 census * 18 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113, 63 occupation 18 May 1910 file shop machinist, 63 city directory * 1916 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1916 bottler, 61 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 teamster for Boyle & Wallace, 92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 92 height 05 Jun 1917 medium, 92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, 92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue, 92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown, 62 census * 03 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, 60 occupation 03 Feb 1920 woolen mill weaver, 60 city directory * 1924 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, 91 resided 04 Apr 1930 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 91 census * 23 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Cranston, ED 197, 91 resided 23 Apr 1930 in Howard Mental Hospital, Cranston, Providence, RI, 91 occupation 23 Apr 1930 office worker, 91 city directory * 1937 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1939 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 event * 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, 95 resided 1942 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 93
1208  vii.  Exilia (Exina) Jarbeau #54505, henry no. #124A37 from Chabrier, born 19 Aug 1895 in RI, 63, 121 census * 18 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113, 63 occupation 18 May 1910 mohair mill comb, 63 city directory * 1916 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1916 mill employee, 61 census * 03 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, 60 occupation 03 Feb 1920 woolen mill twister, 60 city directory * 1924 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1924 mill employee, 61 census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, 91 occupation 04 Apr 1930 woolen mill winder, 91 resided 04 Apr 1930 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 91 city directory * 1937 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1939 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 social security num bef 1951 037-10-2291 (RI), 121 died Sep 1983 in North Providence, Providence, RI. 121
1209  viii.  Amelia Jarbeau #54506, henry no. #124A38 from Chabrier, born ca 1897 in RI, 63 census * 18 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113, 63 city directory * 1916 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1916 weaver.
1210  ix.  __ Jarbeau #54509, henry no. #124A39 from Chabrier, died bef 18 May 1910, 63
+ 1211  x.  Alide J. Jarbeau #54507 born 04 Nov 1900.
1212  xi.  __ Jarbeau #54510, henry no. #124A3B from Chabrier, died bef 18 May 1910, 63
1213  xii.  Celina Jarbeau #54508, henry no. #124A3C from Chabrier, born ca 1906 in RI, 53 census * 18 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113, 63 census * 03 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, 60
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380. Edouard Charles Gerbeau #54265 (Rosalie St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #124A5 from Chabrier, born Oct 1866 in QC, Canada, 1881 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1, 1885 emigrated 1885 to USA, 1898 city directory * 1898 in 406 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1898 hairdresser, city directory * 1899 in 403 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1899 hairdresser, city directory * 1900 in 79 Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1900 hairdresser, naturalized bef 12 Jun 1900, census * 12 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 337, occupation 12 Jun 1900 barber, city directory * 1901 in 79 Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1901 hairdresser, city directory * 1902 in 79 Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1902 hairdresser, city directory * 1903 in 79 Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1903 hairdresser, city directory * 1905 in 79 Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1905 barber, city directory * 1906 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1906 barber, city directory * 1907 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1907 barber, city directory * 1908 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1908 barber, city directory * 1909 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1910 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1910 barber, census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 364, occupation 25 Apr 1910 worsted mill cloth inspector, city directory * 1911 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1911 barber, city directory * 1913 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1913 barber, city directory * 1915 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1915 barber, city directory * 1916 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1916 barber, city directory * 1917 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1917 barber, city directory * 1918 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1918 barber, city directory * 1920 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1920 barber, census * 05 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 137, occupation 05 Jan 1920 machine company painter, city directory * 1921 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1921 barber, city directory * 1922 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1922 barber, city directory * 1923 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1923 barber, city directory * 1924 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1924 barber, city directory * 1925 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1925 barber, city directory * 1928 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1928 barber, city directory * 1929 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1929 barber, city directory * 1930 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1930 barber, census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 131, occupation 03 Apr 1930 barber, property 03 Apr 1930 real estate value $6000, city directory * 1931 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1931 barber, city directory * 1934 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1934 painter, city directory * 1935 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1935 painter, city directory * 1937 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1937 painter, city directory * 1938 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1938 painter, city directory * 1939 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1939 painter, died ca 1940 in Lawrence, Essex, MA.

He married ca 1891, resided (family) 27 Jul 1898 in 406 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, resided (family) 12 Jun 1900 in 79 Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA, resided (family) 24 Feb 1906 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, resided (family) 25 Apr 1910 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1916 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1917 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1918 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1920 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1921 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1922 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1923 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1924 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1925 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1928 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1929 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1930 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1931 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1935 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1937 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1938 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1939 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1941 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1942 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1944 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1945 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1949 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA.
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Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1950 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1951 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, died 09 Aug 1952 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1953 in deceased.

Children:

1214 i. __ Jarbeau #54669, henry no. #124A51 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1215 ii. __ Jarbeau #54670, henry no. #124A52 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1216 iii. __ Jarbeau #54671, henry no. #124A53 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
+ 1217 iv. Ferdinand Jarbeau #54674 born * 26 Dec 1895.
1218 v. Marie Jarbeau #54672, henry no. #124A55 from Chabrier, born * 11 Jun 1897 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, died 1897 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, cause of death 27 Jul 1898 marasmus.
1219 vi. Arthur Jarbeau #54673, henry no. #124A56 from Chabrier, born 16 Jun 1898 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, died * 27 Jul 1898 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1924 weaver,
1220 vii. Rose M. Jarbeau #54675, henry no. #124A57 from Chabrier, born * 08 Oct 1899 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, census * 12 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 337, census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 364, city directory * 1920 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1920 dropwirer,
1221 viii. Irene S. Jarbeau #54676, henry no. #124A58 from Chabrier, born * 03 Dec 1900 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 337, city directory * 1920 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, occupation 1920 weaver,
1222 ix. __ Jarbeau #54677, henry no. #124A59 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1223 x. __ Jarbeau #54678, henry no. #124A60 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1224 xi. __ Jarbeau #54679, henry no. #124A61 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1225 xii. __ Jarbeau #54680, henry no. #124A62 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1226 xiii. __ Jarbeau #54681, henry no. #124A63 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1227 xiv. __ Jarbeau #54682, henry no. #124A64 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1228 xv. __ Jarbeau #54683, henry no. #124A65 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1229 xvi. __ Jarbeau #54684, henry no. #124A66 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1230 xvii. __ Jarbeau #54685, henry no. #124A67 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1231 xviii. __ Jarbeau #54686, henry no. #124A68 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1232 xix. __ Jarbeau #54687, henry no. #124A69 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1233 xx. __ Jarbeau #54688, henry no. #124A70 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1234 xxi. __ Jarbeau #54689, henry no. #124A71 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1235 xxii. __ Jarbeau #54690, henry no. #124A72 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1236 xxiii. __ Jarbeau #54691, henry no. #124A73 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1237 xxiv. __ Jarbeau #54692, henry no. #124A74 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1238 xxv. __ Jarbeau #54693, henry no. #124A75 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1239 xxvi. __ Jarbeau #54694, henry no. #124A76 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1240 xxvii. __ Jarbeau #54695, henry no. #124A77 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1241 xxviii. __ Jarbeau #54696, henry no. #124A78 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1242 xxix. __ Jarbeau #54697, henry no. #124A79 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1243 xxx. __ Jarbeau #54698, henry no. #124A80 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1244 xxxi. __ Jarbeau #54699, henry no. #124A81 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1245 xxxii. __ Jarbeau #54700, henry no. #124A82 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1246 xxxiii. __ Jarbeau #54701, henry no. #124A83 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1247 xxxiv. __ Jarbeau #54702, henry no. #124A84 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1248 xxxv. __ Jarbeau #54703, henry no. #124A85 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1249 xxxvi. __ Jarbeau #54704, henry no. #124A86 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1250 xxxvii. __ Jarbeau #54705, henry no. #124A87 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1251 xxxviii. __ Jarbeau #54706, henry no. #124A88 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1252 xxxix. __ Jarbeau #54707, henry no. #124A89 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
1253 x. __ Jarbeau #54708, henry no. #124A90 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900.
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occupation 1930 weaver, 61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 131, 61 occupation 03 Apr 1930 hairdresser own shop, 91 city directory * 1931 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1931 hairdresser, 61 city directory * 1934 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1934 hairdresser, 61 city directory * 1935 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1935 hairdresser, 61 city directory * 1937 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1937 hairdresser, 61 city directory * 1938 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1938 hairdresser, 61 city directory * 1939 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1939 hairdresser, 61 city directory * 1941 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1941 hairdresser, 61 city directory * 1942 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1942 hairdresser, 61 city directory * 1944 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1944 hairdresser, 61 city directory * 1945 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1945 hairdresser, 61 city directory * 1949 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1949 hairdresser, 61 died 21 Aug 1983 in Methuen, Essex, MA. 179

1222 ix. Eva Jarbeau #54677, henry no. #124A59 from Chabrier, born * 12 Dec 1901 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, 138 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 364, 63 city directory * 1920 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1920 spinner, 61 census * 05 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 137, 60 occupation 05 Jan 1920 woolen mill spinner, 60 city directory * 1921 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1921 spinner, 61 city directory * 1922 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1922 spinner, 61 city directory * 1923 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1923 spinner, 61 city directory * 1924 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1924 spinner. 61

1223 x. Marie Jarbeau #54682, henry no. #124A5A from Chabrier, born ca 1902 in MA, 63 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 364, 63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 137, 60 occupation 05 Jan 1920 woolen mill doffer, 60 city directory * 1922 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1922 spinner, 61 city directory * 1923 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1923 spinner, 61 city directory * 1924 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1924 spinner, 61 city directory * 1925 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1925 spinner. 61

1224 xi. Marie Jarbeau #54678, henry no. #124A5B from Chabrier, born 06 Nov 1903 in MA, 63 died * 26 Nov 1904 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, 138 cause of death 26 Nov 1904 spinal meningitis & gastro-enteritis, 138 buried 27 Nov 1904 in Immaculate Conception, Lawrence, Essex, MA. 139

1225 xii. Blanche Jarbeau #54679, henry no. #124A5C from Chabrier, born * 24 Feb 1906 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, 138 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 364, 63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 137, 60 city directory * 1925 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 city directory * 1928 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1928 operative, 61 city directory * 1929 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1929 operative, 61 city directory * 1930 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1930 operative, 61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 131, 61 occupation 03 Apr 1930 woolen mill clean, 61 city directory * 1931 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1931 weaver, 61 city directory * 1928 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 city directory * 1929 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 city directory * 1930 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 city directory * 1931 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1931 weaver, 61 city directory * 1934 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1934 weaver, 61 city directory * 1935 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1935 weaver. 61

1226 xiii. Yvonne Jarbeau #54680, henry no. #124A5D from Chabrier, born * 05 Dec 1907 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, 138 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 364, 63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 137, 60 city directory * 1925 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 city directory * 1929 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 city directory * 1930 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 131, 61 occupation 03 Apr 1930 woolen mill eng powder, 61 city directory * 1931 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1931 drawer, 61 city directory * 1934 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1934 drawer, 61 city directory * 1935 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1935 drawer. 61

1227 xiv. Joseph E. Jarbeau #54681, henry no. #124A5E from Chabrier, born ca 1908 in MA, 63 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 364, 63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 137, 60 city directory * 1931 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1931 US Army, 61 city directory * 1934 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 city directory * 1935 in 44 Inman Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1935 cleaner, 61 city directory * 1937 in 163 Lowell Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1937 manager at 532 Essex Street, 51 city directory * 1939 in 219 Valley Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1938 laborer, 61 city directory * 1939 in Ambassador Hotel, Lawrence, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1939 houseman, 61 city directory * 1941 in 28 Border Street, 61
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Lawrence, Essex, MA,

occupation 1941 welder,

city directory * 1942 in 279 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,

occupation 1942 laborer,

city directory * 1944 in 279 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,

occupation 1944 freight handler,

city directory * 1945 in 279 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,

occupation 1945 stevedore at B&M Freight,

city directory * 1949 in 279 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,

occupation 1949 buffer,

city directory * 1950 in 279 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,

occupation 1950 helper at CB Co,

city directory * 1951 in 279 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,

occupation 1951 helper at CB Co,

died 21 Dec 1971 in Methuen, Essex, MA.

He married ca 1936 in MA, Irene M. __ #54684, born 10 Jul 1915 in MA, city directory * 1937 in 163 Lowell Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1938 in 219 Valley Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1941 in 28 Border Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1942 in 279 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1944 in 279 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1949 in 279 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1950 in 279 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1951 in 279 Common Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA, city directory * 1983 in 12 Boston Road, Andover, Essex, MA, occupation 1983 retired, died 04 Jun 1989 in Methuen, Essex, MA.

1228 xv. Henry Jarbeau #54683, henry no. #124A5F from Chabrier, born * 10 Aug 1910 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, died 1910 in Lawrence, Essex, MA.


She married ca 1895 in NY, resided (family) 12 Jun 1900 in 115 Alice Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in 344 Green Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 09 Jan 1920 in 354 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 15 Apr 1930 in 354 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Meinrad Robert Zimmerman #51789, born Mar 1868 in NY, census * 12 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100, occupation 12 Jun 1900 tailor, census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, occupation 18 Apr 1910 shop tailor, census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136, occupation 09 Jan 1920 shop tailor, census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40, occupation 15 Apr 1930 curtain tailor shop tailor, property 15 Apr 1930 real estate value $10,000, died 11 May 1933 in 354 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, obituary * 11 May 1933 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 13 May 1933 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

Children:

1229 i. Carolyn A. Zimmerman #51790, henry no. #125291 from Chabrier, born 17 Jun 1897 in NY, census * 12 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100, census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136, occupation 09 Jan 1920 soap office clerical worker, census * 09 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 30, event * 23 Jun 1943 in President of the League of Women Voters, social security num bef 1951 097-22-5358 (NY), died 08 Oct 1993 in Jamesville, Ononaga, NY.
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+ 1230 ii. Frank Charles Zimmerman #51791 born 07 Sep 1898.
+ 1231 iii. Paul Zimmerman #51798, henry no. #125293 from Chabrier, born 1902, 209 died 1904, 200 died bef 12 Jun 1900 in NY. 46
+ 1232 iv. Esther Rosalie Zimmerman #51792 born ca 1900.
+ 1234 vi. Marie Antoинette Zimmerman #51794 born ca 1904.
+ 1236 viii. Margaret Rita Zimmerman #51796 born ca 1907.
+ 1238 x. Charles David Zimmerman #51799 born ca 1911.

397. **David E**# Vadéboncoeur #39016 (Joseph Onezime Chabrier dit#9, Joseph Chabrier dit#8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1252A in Chabrier, born Dec 1872 in NY, 72 census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209, 41 census * 16 Feb 1892 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse Wd 12, ED 04, 24 occupation 16 Feb 1892 student, 24 census * 07 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100, 46 occupation 07 Jun 1900 bill collector, 72 property 14 Jan 1911 purchased lots 40 & 41, block "B," Logan tract, 33' on east side of Wiman Avenue, 201 census * 14 Jan 1920 in NY, St Lawrence, Ogdensburg, ED 167, 46 resided 14 Jan 1920 in St Lawrence State Hosp, Ogdensburg, St Lawrence, NY, 60 census * 20 Apr 1930 in NY, St Lawrence, Ogdensburg, ED 68, 70 resided 20 Apr 1930 in St Lawrence State Hosp, Ogdensburg, St Lawrence, NY, 91 event aft 16 Mar 1935 in city tax sale of property at 191 Wiman Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, tax $78.39, 202 died bef 02 Apr 1940 in St Lawrence State Hosp, Ogdensburg, St Lawrence, NY. 60, 203

He married ca 1898, resided (family) 07 Jun 1900 in 354 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 46 resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 151 Wiman Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 60 **Maude J.** # #39017, born Nov 1878 in NY, 72 census * 07 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100, 46 census * 06 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 232, 60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 retail sales, 60 census * 11 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 88, 91 resided 11 Apr 1930 in 191 Wiman Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 91 census * 02 Apr 1940 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 66-183, 203 resided 02 Apr 1940 in 191 Wiman Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 203 (see note 21), education 02 Apr 1940 8th grade, 203 died bef 2000, event ca 16 Mar 1933 in city tax sale of property at 191 Wiman Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, tax $19.87. 202 **Maude:** 1920 census indicates that she owned her home with no mortgage.

**Children:**

+ 1239 i. Franklin Onesime1 Vadéboncoeur #33827 born 22 Mar 1899.
+ 1240 ii. Edmund Robert 'Curly' Vadéboncoeur #33824 born 21 Feb 1901.
+ 1241 iii. David R Vadéboncoeur #39027, henry no. #1252A3 in Chabrier, died 30 Mar 1930 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 72
+ 1242 iv. Herbert B Vadéboncoeur #39028, henry no. #1252A4 in Chabrier, died 09 Feb 1906 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 72

398. **Marie Anaïste Amandine**1# Vadéboncoeur #31513 (Francois Eugène9 Verboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit8 Vadéboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12551 in Chabrier, born 07 Sep 1857 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 29 baptized * 08 Sep 1857 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, 23 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 128B1, 24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 85B, 33 census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 166B1, 30 event * 21 May 1891 in relocation of deceased children's bodies, 33 census * 02 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 168B1, 31 died 23 Feb 1904 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 3 buried * 26 Feb 1904 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Noel Beland & Angele Arseneau.

She married * 08 Jan 1876 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 **Joseph Louis Leandre Hamelin** #31514, born 18 Sep 1851 in St Barthelemy, Berthier, PQ, Canada, 9 (son of Edouard Hamelin #60709 and Marguerite Vanessa dite Verte feuille #60710), baptized * 18 Sep 1851 in St Barthelemy, Berthier, PQ, Canada, 9 occupation 08 Jan 1876 medical doctor, 9 resided 08 Jan 1876 in St Gabriel de Brandon, Berthier, PQ, Can, 9 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 85B, 33 occupation 1881 medical doctor, 33 census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 166B1, 30 census * 02 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 168B1, 31
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died 02 Dec 1910 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Joseph: Godparents: Jean Baptiste Racine & Josephte Gilbert.

Children:

1243 i. Marie Eugenie Gratia Hamelin #36195, henry no. #125511 in Chabrier, born 29 Apr 1878 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 29 Apr 1878 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 85B,31 census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 166B1,30 census * 02 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 168B1.31 Godparents: Eugene Vadeboncoeur & Marguerite Vanasse dit Vertefeuille.

She married * 08 Jun 1908 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,29 Joseph Cuthbert Laurent Lessard #36196, born 09 May 1876 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,6 (son of Joseph Pierre Lessard #60686 and Cordelie Octavie Hamelin #60721), baptized * 09 May 1876 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,6 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2,33 census 14 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 166K1,30 census 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1.204 Joseph: Godparents: Denis Laurent Grenier & Marguerite Vanasse, wife of Edouard Hamelin.

1244 ii. Joseph Jean Baptiste Homer Hamelin #60712, henry no. #125512 from Chabrier, born 23 May 1880 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 23 May 1880 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 06 Oct 1880 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 08 Oct 1880 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,6

1245 iii. Marie Anne Caroline Edouardina Hamelin #60713, henry no. #125513 from Chabrier, born 13 May 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 14 May 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 10 Aug 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 12 Aug 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 Godparents: Edouard Hamelin, grandfather & Caroline Beland Lamy, grandmother.


1247 v. Joseph Louis Eugene Lionel Hamelin #60715, henry no. #125515 from Chabrier, born 03 Apr 1886 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 04 Apr 1886 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 25 Apr 1886 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 27 Apr 1886 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 Godparents: Pierre Lessard & Cordelie Hamelin.

1248 vi. Joseph Louis Camille Armand Hamelin #44695, henry no. #125516 in Chabrier, born 03 Mar 1888 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 04 Mar 1888 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 166B1,30 census * 02 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 168B1,31 event * 21 Oct 1914 in World War I Enlistment in CEF 22nd Battalion,142 event * 12 Jan 1916 in World War I Enlistment in CEF 163rd Battalion,142 resided 12 Jan 1916 in 2131 Ontario East Montreal, QC, Canada.142 Godparents: Noel Beland & Philomene Fauteux.

1249 vii. Joseph Edmond Lionel Hamelin #44696 born 30 Apr 1890.

1250 viii. Joseph Zephirin Lauria Hamelin #60719, henry no. #125518 from Chabrier, born 13 May 1891 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 14 May 1891 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 19 May 1891 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 21 May 1891 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 Godparents: Zephirin Beland represented by Eugene Vadeboncoeur & Caroline Beland widow of Auguste Lamy.

1251 ix. Marie Joseph Emerie Romeo Hamelin #60716, henry no. #125519 from Chabrier, born 03 Jun 1892 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 03 Jun 1892 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 10 Sep 1892 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 12 Sep 1892 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 Godparents: Pierre Romulus Hamelin, uncle & Marie Eugenie Gratia Hamelin, sister.
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1252  x.  Maria Renee Edmee Ernestine Hamelin #60717, henry no. #12551A from Chabrier, born 20 Jan 1894 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 21 Jan 1894 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 02 Aug 1894 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 04 Aug 1894 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Alfred Beland & Ernestine Delaunaye.

1253  xi.  Joseph Louis Henri Hamelin9 #60718, henry no. #12551B from Chabrier, born 15 Feb 1895 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 16 Feb 1895 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 25 Jul 1895 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 28 Jul 1895 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Hubert Timoleon Hamelin, uncle & Marie Letitia Dumontier, his wife.


+ 1255  xiii.  Marie Valentine Gabrielle Eliane Hamelin #44698 born 21 Jul 1898.

399. Louis Philippe10 Vadeboncoeur #30889 (Louis Felix Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12581 from Chabrier, born 05 Jul 1865 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 baptized * 06 Jul 1865 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Louiseville, ED 28A,26 census * 06 Jul 1865 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 died 25 Jul 1895 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 28 Jul 1895 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Hubert Timoleon Hamelin, uncle & Marie Letitia Dumontier, his wife.

He married (1) * 12 Sep 1892 in Ste Brigidge, Montreal, PQ, Canada.95 Celina Cypihot #30890, born ca 1873 in QC, Canada (daughter of Ulric Cypihot #60564 and Olive Dumont #60565), census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 90,33 census * 21 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 86A,28 census * 13 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 167C5,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-59,32 died 1941.206 Godparents: Norbert Moreau & Angele Arsenault.

He married * 10 May 1924 in Ste Brigidge, Montreal, PQ, Canada.8,95 Marie Rose (Anne) Higgins #30893, born 10 Jan 1889 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 (daughter of James Higgins #60580 and Marie Louise Derome #60581), baptized * 12 Jan 1889 in N. D. du-Bon-Conseil, Montreal, Montréal, QC, Canada.9 Marie: Godparents: Alfred Higgins, uncle & Josephine Higgins, his wife.

He married (2) * 06 Jul 1897 in Ste Scholastique, Two Mountains, QC, Canada,96 resided (family) 13 Apr 1901 in 547 rue Latourneux, Maisonneuve, Montréal, PQ, Canada,96 Victoria Gauthier #30891, born 28 Oct 1875 in QC, Canada 31,206 (daughter of Jean Baptiste Gauthier #60566 and Victoria St Jacques #60567), census * 13 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 167C5,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-59,32 died 1967.206
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Children:

+ 1259 iv. Marie Yvonne Leopoldine Vadeboncoeur #39413 born 04 Jun 1898.
+ 1260 v. Rodolphe Olivier Alexandre Vadeboncoeur #38045 born 04 Aug 1899.
+ 1263 viii. Marie Rose Victorine Cecile Vadeboncoeur #54732 born 21 Nov 1907.
1264 ix. Marie Leontine Gabrielle Vadeboncoeur #60568, henry no. #125819 from Chabrier, born 19 Nov 1909 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 21 Nov 1909 in Tres St Nom de Jesus, Maisonneuve, Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 26 Nov 1909 in Montréal, Montreál, PQ, Canada, buried * 28 Nov 1909 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Georges L Fortin & Celina Vadeboncoeur.
1265 x. Marie Anne Albina Gabrielle Vadeboncoeur #60569, henry no. #12581A from Chabrier, born 07 Aug 1911 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 07 Aug 1911 in St Edouard, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Osias St Jacques & Albina Clement, his wife.
+ 1266 xi. Anne Marie Jeannette Gertrude Vadeboncoeur #39416 born 16 Nov 1919.

402. Joseph Eugene Vadeboncoeur #36327 (Louis Felix Chabrier dit Verbboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit Verbboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12584 from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1871 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 27 Jan 1871 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A, died 10 Jan 1901 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 12 Jan 1901 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.

He married * 04 Oct 1893 in Sacre-Coeur-de-Jesus, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, Leda Lepine #30829, born 11 Dec 1867 in QC, Canada, (daughter of Alexis Lepine #57186 and Philomena Vezina #57187), census 1871 in Canada, QC, Quebec, Quebec, St Roch South, ED 147C2, census * 04 Mar 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 178A62, died 10 Oct 1903 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 13 Oct 1903 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.

Children:


m1. Henri-Ernest Painchaud.

1268 ii. Marie Leda Delima Eugenie Vadeboncoeur #31586, henry no. #125842 from Chabrier, born 02 Oct 1899 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 03 Oct 1899 in Sacre-Coeur-de-Jesus, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, census * 04 Mar 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 178A62, died 02 May 1901 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 04 May 1901 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Edouard Gauthier & Eugenie Vadeboncoeur.

409. Louis Joseph Napoleon Vadeboncoeur #30487 (Joseph Desire Verbboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Verbboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12642 from Chabrier, born 13 Mar 1857 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, baptized * 14 Mar 1857 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 131A, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 131A, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 131A.
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He married (1) * 15 Aug 1882 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Marie Helene Adele Ayotte #30489, born 14 May 1864 in St Leon-Grand, Maskinogé, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Daniel Ayotte #60617 and Caroline Flageolle #60618), baptized * 15 May 1864 in St Leon-Grand, Maskinogé, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Paulin, census * 14 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivières, St Louis Ward, ED 193B2, died 13 Apr 1892 in Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 15 Apr 1892 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Adolphe Ayotte & Adele Dupaul.

Children:

1269 i. Alma Vadeboncoeur #54733, henry no. #126421 from Chabrier, born 29 Jul 1883 in QC, Canada, census * 14 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivières, St Louis Ward, ED 193B2, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivières, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D1.


+ 1271 iii. Joseph Charles Edmond Vadeboncoeur #30578 born 04 May 1887.
+ 1274 vi. Louis Arthur Napoleon Vadeboncoeur #30564 born 11 Jun 1898.


1277 ix. Joseph Alfred Donat Vadeboncoeur #60619, henry no. from Chabrier, born 25 Mar 1902 in Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 26 Mar 1902 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 26 Nov 1903 in Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 28 Nov 1903 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Napoleon Boisvert, uncle & Marie Carignan, his wife.

He married (2) * 13 Nov 1893 in Champlain, Champlain, PQ, Canada, Marie Josephine Boisvert #30507, born 04 Jul 1867 in Champlain, Champlain, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Narcisse Boisvert #56023 and Marguerite Clermont #56024), baptized * 05 Jul 1867 in Champlain, Champlain, PQ, Canada, census * 14 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivières, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D1, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivières, ED 203-26, resided 1935 at 1701 Royale Street, Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 1949 in Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Benjamin Ariam & Sara Boisvert.

Children:
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1278 x. Marguerite Vadeboncoeur #52037, henry no. #126429 from Chabrier, born Jul 1905 in QC, Canada, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26, occupation Ursuline nun.209

414. Louis Onesime10 Vadeboncoeur #30488 (Joseph Desire6 Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean2 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon5 Simon6 Bertrand7), henry no. #12647 from Chabrier, born 23 Feb 1870 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,6 baptized * 23 Feb 1870 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,7 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 131A,8 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 83B2,9 census * 14 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 193B2,10 occupation 14 Apr 1891 painter,11 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 198E,12 occupation 1901 painter,13 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26, occupation Jun 1911 painter.14 Godparents: Onesime Milot & Philomene Vadeboncoeur, his wife.

He married (1) * 27 Aug 1895 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,15 Ernestine Grenier #30490, born 22 Apr 1876 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Maxime Grenier #60638 and Melanie Isabelle #60639), baptized * 22 Apr 1876 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 29 Apr 1896 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 01 May 1896 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Ernestine: Godparents: Pierre Isabelle & Marie Bouchard, his wife.

Children:

1279 i. Marie Ernestine16 Vadeboncoeur #60640, henry no. #126471 from Chabrier, born 29 Apr 1896 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 30 Apr 1896 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 30 May 1896 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 01 Jun 1896 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9

He married (2) * 30 Jan 1899 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,17 Marie Leocadie Lord #30491, born 16 May 1874 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Gedeon Lord #60641 and Louise Lancot #60642), baptized * 18 May 1874 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Ursule Ward, ED 198E,31 died 26 Feb 1903 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 02 Mar 1903 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Marie: Godparents: Philippe Beauchemin & Leocadie Lord, his wife.

Children:

1280 ii. Henri Paul Arthur Vadeboncoeur #54736, henry no. #126472 from Chabrier, born 17 Jun 1900 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Jun 1900 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Ursule Ward, ED 198E,31 died 19 Jun 1903 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 20 Jun 1903 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9

He married (3) * 21 Oct 1907 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,52 Marie Hermine Clementine Bellerose #30492, born 03 Sep 1881 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,52 (daughter of Patrice Ribol Bellerose #60643 and Marie Amable Cretien #60644), baptized * 04 Sep 1881 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,52 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26.52 Marie: Godparents: Laurent Denis Grenier & Marie Hermine Lamarre.

Children:

1281 iii. Joseph Louis Ovila Vadeboncoeur #52033, henry no. #126473 from Chabrier, born 23 Jan 1909 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 24 Jan 1909 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26.52

1282 iv. Joseph Henri Paul Vadeboncoeur #52034, henry no. #126474 from Chabrier, born 04 Aug 1910 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 04 Aug 1910 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St
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Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26.\(^{32}\)

Godparents: Henri Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Amanda Vadeboncoeur, aunt.

1283 v. Marie Noella Bertha Vadeboncoeur \#60645, henry no. \#126475 from Chabrier, born 22 Nov 1911 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 22 Nov 1911 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^9\) died 29 Oct 1912 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 30 Oct 1912 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(^9\)

Godparents: Joseph Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Josephine Boisvert, his wife.

1284 vi. Anonyme Vadeboncoeur \#60646, henry no. \#126476 from Chabrier, born 25 Sep 1913 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized 25 Sep 1913 at birth at home,\(^9\) died 25 Sep 1913 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 25 Sep 1913 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(^9\)

1285 vii. Marie Colette Rita Vadeboncoeur \#34018, henry no. \#126477 from Chabrier, born 11 Oct 1915 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^9,7\) baptized * 12 Oct 1915 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^9\) died 08 Jun 2009 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\)

Godparents: Edmond Vadeboncoeur & Mathilde Brunelle.

She married * 12 Oct 1938 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9,49\) resided (family) 12 Oct 1938 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) Arthur Brulé \#34019, born 12 Nov 1905 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) (son of Felix Brulé \#57255 and Odile Vincent \#57256), baptized * 12 Nov 1905 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\)


1286 viii. Marie Antoinette Delia Vadeboncoeur \#36290, ref number \#126478 Chabrier, born 15 Mar 1918 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 15 Mar 1918 in Ste Cecile, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(^9\)

Godparents: Jean Baptiste Dufresne & Delia Dufresne, his daughter.

She married 25 Feb 1941 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) Joseph Alfred Rondeau \#36291, born 30 Mar 1904 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) (son of Napoleon Rondeau \#60647 and Severine Plante \#60648), baptized * 31 Mar 1904 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\)

Joseph: Godparents: Antoine St Onge & Marie Lemay.

417. Marie Olivine\(^9\) Vadeboncoeur \#33598 (George Stanislas Chabrier dit\(^9\) Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit\(^8\) Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\(^8\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^8\), Jean\(^2\) Chabrier, Jean\(^2\), Simon\(^2\), Simon\(^2\), Bertrand\(^4\)), henry no. \#12653 from Chabrier, born 03 Sep 1857 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 03 Sep 1857 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop,\(^23\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 128B2,\(^23\) census * 1901 in Canada, ON, Essex North, Tilbury North, ED 59H2,\(^31\) census * 02 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Ste Cecile, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(^9\)

Godparents: Thomas Verboncoeur & Anastasie Cloutier.

She married (1) * 12 Jul 1885 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada,\(^211\) Anicet Quenneville \#34815, born 15 Feb 1851 in St Anicet, Huntingdon, PQ, Canada,\(^211\) (son of Jean Baptise Louis Quenneville \#52064 and Marguerite Dupuis \#52065), died * 06 Apr 1899 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada,\(^86,211\) cause of death 06 Apr 1899 inflamation of the lungs for 3 days.\(^86\)

Children:

+ 1287 i. Harvey Gervais\(^41\) Quenneville \#34816 born 28 Apr 1886.
+ 1288 ii. Rose Alma Marie Louise Quenneville \#34817 born 19 Aug 1887.
+ 1290 iv. Marie Louise Asilda Lea Quenneville \#34819 born 04 Jan 1890.
1291 v. Marie Parmana Rosanna Quenneville \#34820, henry no. \#126535 from Chabrier, born * 10 Mar 1891 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada,\(^212,211\) census * 1901 in Canada, ON, Essex North, Tilbury North, ED 59H2,\(^31\) died 17 Sep 1962 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada.\(^211\)

She married\(^211\) (1) no children from this marriage, Alfred Telesphore Gagnier \#34827, born 25 Mar 1883 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada,\(^211\) census * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex South,
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in RI, Bristol, Bristol, ED 4. occupation 07 Jan 1920 cutter in shoe factory. Godparents: David Pinsonneault & Exilda Vadeboncoeur.

1301 iv. Marie Julia Marguerite Ella Vadeboncoeur #42504, henry no. from Chabrier, born * 24 Jul 1903 in ON, Canada, baptized * 26 Jul 1903 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex (North), Rochester, ED 67-6, emigrated 1914 to RI, census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Bristol, Bristol, ED 4. occupation 07 Jan 1920 cutter in the cotton mill. Godparents: Wally Vadeboncoeur & Alexina Quennville.

1302 v. Joseph Louis George Vadeboncoeur #52054, henry no. from Chabrier, born * 08 Feb 1905 in Rochester, Essex, ON, Canada, baptized * 09 Feb 1905 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, died * 27 Sep 1908 in Rochester, Essex, ON, Canada, cause of death 27 Sep 1908 diptheria for 2 days, buried * 28 Sep 1908 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada. Godparents: Olivier Deschamps & Olivine Vadeboncoeur.


He married * 29 Apr 1889 in Sts Simon and Jude, Belle River, Essex, Ontario, Canada. Parmelia Laliberte #52047, born 19 Feb 1871 in ON, Canada, daughter of Noe Laliberte and Julie Doucette.

Children:

1304 i. Maria Parmelia Vadeboncoeur #52056, henry no. #126561 from Chabrier, born * 18 Feb 1890 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, baptized * 18 Feb 1890 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, died * 24 Feb 1890 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, cause of death 24 Feb 1890 infantile infirmity since birth, buried * 25 Feb 1890 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada. Godparents: George Vadeboncoeur & Marguerite Grenier.

1305 ii. Marie Alexina Vadeboncoeur #52058, henry no. #126562 from Chabrier, born * 05 Jan 1891 in Rochester, Essex, ON, Canada, baptized * 05 Jan 1891 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, died * 22 Jan 1891 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, cause of death 22 Jan 1891 Infantile Infirmity since birth, buried * 23 Jan 1891 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada. Godparents: Noe Laliberte & Julie Doucet.

+ 1306 iii. Marie Parmelia Vadeboncoeur #52059 born * 10 Feb 1892.

1307 iv. Marie Alexina Vadeboncoeur #52060, henry no. #126564 from Chabrier, born * 12 Apr 1893 in Essex, ON, Canada, census * 12 Apr 1901 in Canada, ON, Essex (North), Rochester, ED 59C4.

She married * 11 Oct 1910 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, Albert Mineau #59512 (son of Hilaire Mineau #59513 and Marguerite Zentzis #59514).


1309 vi. Joseph Raymond Vadeboncoeur #36139, henry no. #126566 from Chabrier, born * 17 Mar 1899 in Essex, ON, Canada, baptized * 16 Mar 1899 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, died * 14 Sep 1900 in Rochester, Essex, ON, Canada, cause of death 14 Sep 1900 unknown illness for 2 weeks, buried * 16 Sep 1900 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada. Godparents: Edouard Vadeboncoeur & Melina Paquin.
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1310 vii. Cordelia Verboncoeur #52048, henry no. #126567 from Chabrier, born * 30 Jan 1901 in Rochester, Essex, ON, Canada, 212 baptized * 02 Feb 1901 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, 87 died * 11 Feb 1901 in Rochester, Essex, ON, Canada, 86,87 cause of death 11 Feb 1901 spasms for 12 hours, 86 buried * 12 Feb 1901 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada. 87 Godparents: David Pinsonneault & Azelie Vadeboncoeur.

1311 viii. Raymond Verboncoeur #52057, henry no. #126568 from Chabrier, born * 22 Dec 1901 in Essex, ON, Canada, 212 died * 23 Dec 1901 in Maidstone, Essex, ON, Canada. 86

423. Marie Oliva 10 Verboncoeur #29508 (George Stanislas Chabrier dit 9, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand), henry no. #12659 from Chabrier, born 17 Apr 1866 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 baptized * 18 Apr 1866 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 20 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 128B2, 24 emigrated 1885, 60 census * 09 May 1891 in Canada, ON, Essex (North), Rochester, ED 62C1, 30 emigrated 1908, 91 census * 05 Jan 1920 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 10, 60 naturalized by 5 Jan 1920 in papers submitted, 60 city directory * 1922 in 298 South Main Street, Warren, Bristol, RI, 61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 12, 91 property 03 Apr 1930 real estate value $1500, 91 died 1930 in Warren, Bristol, RI, 214 buried in St Jean Baptist, Warren, Bristol, RI. 214

She married * 20 Sep 1891 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, 213 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in South Main Street, Warren, Bristol, RI, 214 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 820 South Main Street, Warren, Bristol, RI, 91 Olivier Deschamps #32798, born 26 Nov 1850 in St Anicet, Huntingdon, PQ, Canada, 32 baptized * 18 Apr 1856 in St Anicet, Huntingdon, PQ, Canada, 32 census * 1901 in Canada, ON, Essex South, Tilbury Loop, ED 128B2, 23 emigrated 1908, 91 died 1928 in Warren, Bristol, RI, 214 buried in St Jean Baptist, Warren, Bristol, RI, 214 Olivier: Son of Joseph Deschamps & Josette Dupuis. m2. Ernestine Lavasseur.

Children:
+ 1312 i. Lea M. 12 Deschamps #43634 born ca 1895.
1313 ii. Delia Laurentia Deschamps #43632, ref number #126592 Chabrier, born ca 1897 in ON, Canada, 60,91 baptized * 11 Feb 1897 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, 87 emigrated 1908, 91 census * 05 Jan 1920 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 10, 60 occupation 05 Jan 1920 cotton mill weaver, 60 city directory * 1922 in 298 South Main Street, Warren, Bristol, RI, 61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 12, 91 emigrated 1928 in Warren, Bristol, RI, 214 buried in St Jean Baptist, Warren, Bristol, RI. 214

She married * 15 Aug 1942 in Ss Peter & Paul Cathedral Rectory, Providence, Providence, RI, 87 John Michael Ganey #30670, baptized in Greek Church.

+ 1314 iii. Leon J. Deschamps #43631 born * 09 Sep 1899.
+ 1315 iv. Omer J Deschamps #43633 born ca 1901.
+ 1316 v. Leona M Deschamps #43630 born ca 1903.
1317 vi. Marie Rose Blanche Deschamps #43635, ref number #126596 Chabrier, born * 27 Apr 1907 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, 212 died * 30 Aug 1907 in Essex, ON, Canada, 86 cause of death 30 Aug 1907 diarrhea for 6 days - no physician. 86
1318 vii. __ Deschamps #43636, ref number #126597 Chabrier, died young.
1319 viii. __ Deschamps #43637, ref number #126598 Chabrier, died young.


She married * 11 Feb 1890 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, 213,87 David Pinsonneault #52068, born 28 Aug 1861 in QC, Canada, 31 (son of Pierre Pinsonneault #52076 and Delima St Marie #52077), census * 1901 in Canada, ON, Essex
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North, Tilbury North, ED 59H2, occupation 1901 farmer, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex South, Tilbury North, ED 68-36, died * 16 Feb 1924 in Tilbury North, Essex, ON, Canada, cause of death 16 Feb 1924 tuberculosis, buried 19 Feb 1924 in Tilbury North, Essex, ON, Canada.

Children:

1320 i. Azilda6 Pinsonneau #52072, henry no. #1265A1 from Chabrier, born 19 May 1891 in US, census * 1901 in Canada, ON, Essex North, Tilbury North, ED 59H2, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex South, Tilbury North, ED 68-36.

1321 ii. Marie Rose Alma Pinsonneau #52069, henry no. #1265A2 from Chabrier, born * 26 Jul 1896 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, died bef Apr 1901 in ON, Canada.

1322 iii. F. Alexina Pinsonneau #52070, henry no. #1265A3 from Chabrier, born ca Jun 1898 in Rochester, Essex, ON, Canada, died * 01 Feb 1899 in Rochester, Essex, ON.

+ 1323 iv. Marie Rosanna Pinsonneau #52071 born * 06 Dec 1899.

1324 v. Joseph David Wilfrid Pinsonneau #52073, henry no. #1265A5 from Chabrier, born * 22 Mar 1903 in Tilbury North, Essex, ON, Canada, died * 08 Apr 1903 in Tilbury North, Essex, ON, Canada, cause of death 08 Apr 1903 debility for 15 days.

1325 vi. Anonymous Pinsonneau #52074, henry no. #1265A6 from Chabrier, born * 18 May 1904 in Tilbury North, Essex, ON, Canada, died * 18 May 1904 in Tilbury North, Essex, ON, Canada, cause of death 18 May 1904 asthma for 3 hours.

1326 vii. Joseph Alfred Gilbert Pinsonneau #52075, henry no. #1265A7 from Chabrier, born * 26 Sep 1905 in Tilbury North, Essex, ON, Canada, died bef Jun 1911 in ON, Canada.

429. Marie Louise Georgina6 Verboncoeur #36393 (George Stanislas Chabrier dit8, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncouer, Antoine Chabrier dit5, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean7 Chabrier, Jean8, Simon8, Simon9, Bertrand8), henry no. #1265F from Chabrier, born 18 Apr 1875 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 19 Apr 1875 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 09 May 1891 in Canada, ON, Essex (North), Rochester, ED 62C1, emigrated 1897 to RI, naturalized, census * Jan 1920 in RI, Bristol, Bristol, ED 6, city directory * 1922 in 282 Thames Street, Bristol, Bristol, RI, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Bristol, ED 6. Godparents: Charles Edouard Verboncoeur & Georgina Desjalardis.

She married 30 Apr 1900 in Warren, Bristol, RI, resided (family) Jan 1920 in 282 Thames Street, Bristol, Bristol, RI, resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 711 Hope Street, Bristol, Bristol, RI, Peter Guistiany, born 28 Feb 1878 in (Corsica) France, (son of Augustin Guistiany #47687 and Mary Lavallee #47688), emigrated 1893 to US, city directory * 1913 in 307 Thames Street, Bristol, Bristol, RI, occupation 1913 grocer 247 Thames Street, Bristol, Bristol, RI, naturalized 1919, census * Jan 1920 in RI, Bristol, Bristol, ED 6, occupation Jan 1920 grocery store proprietor, city directory * 1922 in 282 Thames Street, Bristol, Bristol, RI, occupation 1922 grocery and provisions 247 Thames Street, Bristol, Bristol, RI, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Bristol, ED 6, occupation 03 Apr 1930 grocery store clerk, property 03 Apr 1930 real estate value $8000, social security num bef 1951 038-01-4247 (RI), died Jul 1965 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI.

Children:

1327 i. Bridget M.9 Guistiany #45591, henry no. #1265B1 in Chabrier, born ca 1903 in RI, census * Jan 1920 in RI, Bristol, Bristol, ED 6, occupation Jan 1920 grocery store clerk, city directory * 1922 in 282 Thames Street, Bristol, Bristol, RI, occupation 1922 clerk at 247 Thames Street, Bristol, Bristol, RI.

She married resided (family) in Naugatuck, New Haven, CT, John __ #47881.


1329 iii. Marie Lilian Guistiany #45590, henry no. #1265B3 in Chabrier, born 24 Nov 1908 in RI, census * Jan 1920 in RI, Bristol, Bristol, ED 6, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Bristol, ED 6, occupation 03 Apr 1930 rubber works inspector, social security num bef 1951 038-03-3717 (RI), died 09 Jul 1992 in Providence, Providence, RI, never married.

+ 1330 iv. Marie Lena Guistiany #43873 born ca 1911.
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434. William Edward65 Vadeboncoeur #33232 (Francois Thomas9 Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #126A2 in Chabrier, born 08 Jun 1873 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL,66 census * 17 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 122,41 census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 38,46 occupation 01 Jun 1900 dry goods salesman,46 census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119,63 occupation 23 Apr 1910 real estate,63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 Rock Island Railway Co. bridge building department,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 657 North Harrison Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,92 height 12 Sep 1918 5 ft 9 1/2 in,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender,41 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,46 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown.92

He married 18 Jan 1897 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,183 divorced bef 12 Sep 1918,92,60 Delia Rassico #33275, born Feb 1878 in IL,46 census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 38,46 census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119, occupation 02 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 110,60 resided 02 Jan 1920 in 352 1/2 E. Court Street, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,60 occupation 02 Jan 1920 milliner.60

Children:
+ 1331 i. Glenwood4 Vadeboncoeur #33276 born 01 Apr 1900.

435. Abraham Prudent66 Vadeboncoeur #31877 (Francois Thomas9 Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #126A3 in Chabrier, born 07 Dec 1877 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL,46,2 baptized * 13 Jan 1878 in St John Baptist, L'Eraile, Iroquois, IL,3,88 census * 17 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 122,41 census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 38,46 occupation 01 Jun 1900 collector,46 census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 103,63 occupation 20 Apr 1910 insane hospital attendant,69 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 Rock Island State Hospital Industrial Director,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 204 South East Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,92 height 12 Sep 1918 tall,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 not entered,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 not entered,92 event * 19 Dec 1918 in US Passport Application,88 residence 19 Dec 1918 in 1204 South East Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,88 occupation 19 Dec 1918 industrial director,88 height 19 Dec 1918 5 ft 9 1/2 in,88 eye color 19 Dec 1918 brown,88 hair color 19 Dec 1918 brown & gray,88 complexion 19 Dec 1918 in medium dark,88 census * 16 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 114,60 occupation 16 Jan 1920 Supervisor of Grounds, Kankakee State Mental Hospital,217 census * 10 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 56,91 occupation 10 Apr 1930 county welfare worker,91 died 22 Apr 1939 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,2 buried in Memorial Gardens, Kankakee, IL.2

He married2 ca 1902 in IL,63 resided (family) 20 Apr 1910 in 100 South East Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,63 resided (family) 16 Jan 1920 in 1204 South East Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,46 resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 1204 South East Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,91 Edith Bovell #33277, census name Mary Van BonCoeur,91 born 12 Jun 1879 in IL,41,48 (daughter of __ Bovell #51774 and Addie __ #51773), census * Jun 1880 in IL, Douglas, Arcola, ED 82,47 census * Jun 1900 in IL, Clark, Westfield, ED 17,46 occupation Jun 1900 milliner,46 census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 103,53 census * 16 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 114,60 census * 10 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 56,91 social security num 1957 264-62-0116 (FL),121 occupation nurse,177 died 26 Aug 1962 in Tampa, Hillsborough, FL.217

Children:

436. Anita68 Vadeboncoeur #31878 (Francois Thomas9 Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #126A4 in Chabrier, born Oct 1880 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL,46,2 census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 38,46 census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 109,63 census * 09 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 109,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2892.91

She married 24 Mar 1898 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,183 resided (family) 05 Jun 1900 in 79 East Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,46 resided (family) 23 Apr 1910 in 519 Harrison Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,53 resided (family) 09 Jan 1920 in 657 North Harrison Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,60 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 1612 Morse Avenue, Chicago, Cook, IL,91 Edwin F Karr #33279, census name Edward F Karr,46 born Dec 1868 in IL,46,2 census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 38,46 occupation 05 Jun 1900 grocery salesman,46 census * 23 Apr 1910
in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 109, occupation 23 Apr 1910 railroad brakeman, census * 09 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 109, 60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 commercial tea and coffee trader, census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2892, occupation 03 Apr 1930 candy salesman. Edwin: Son of Francis M. Karr.

Children:

1333 i. Blanche A. Karr #35463, henry no. #126A41 in Chabrier, born Sep 1898 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 38, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 109.

1334 ii. Edwin Karr Jr #35464, henry no. #126A42 in Chabrier, born 1903 in IL, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 109, census * 09 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 109, occupation 09 Jan 1920 theater usher, census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2892, occupation 03 Apr 1930 leather salesman.

439. Rudolph Fred Vadbunker #33229 (Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #126E31 from Chabrier, born 06 Jun 1886 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 63, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 carpenter, resided 05 Jun 1917 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, height 05 Jun 1917 medium, weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown, hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown, census * 16 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 68, occupation 16 Jan 1920 laborer/carpenter, census * 08 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 5, occupation 08 Apr 1930 farmer, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, resided 27 Apr 1942 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, height 27 Apr 1942 5 ft 6 in, weight 27 Apr 1942 140 lbs, eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown, hair color 27 Apr 1942 brown, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in ruddy, died 1948 in IL.

He married ca 1911 in IL, Sophia R. Paradis #33266, born 1894 in IL, census * 16 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 68, census * 08 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 5, died 1950.

Children:

1335 i. Ida Vadbunker #33343, henry no. #126E31 from Chabrier, born ca 1911 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL.

She married Wolgast #33344.

+ 1336 ii. Viola Elizabeth L Vadbunker #33267 born 16 Aug 1913.
+ 1337 iii. Thomas David Henry Vadbunker #33268 born 19 Jan 1915.
+ 1339 v. Rudolph Lawrence Vadbunker #33270 born 12 Dec 1917.


1341 vii. Wayne Eugene Vadbunker #33272, henry no. #126E37 from Chabrier, born 23 Jan 1927 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, baptized 13 Feb 1927 in Assumption Ch, Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, census * 08 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 5, died 21 May 1955 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, buried in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL.

Godparents: John & Angeline Mulligan.

440. Angeline M. Vadbunker #33273 (Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #126E4 from Chabrier, born ca Mar 1888 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, census * 14 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 3, census * 22 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 63, census * 16 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 68, occupation 16 Jan 1920 dressmaker (own shop), census * 05 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 4, occupation 05 Apr 1930 general store bookkeeper. She is listed as a step-daughter in the 1900 census.

She married ca 1908, resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in Lake Street, Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, John C. Mulligan #33274, born 14 Jul 1884 in IL, census * 22 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 63.
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Children:


1343 ii. Durl J. Mulligan #35462, henry no. #126E42 from Chabrier, born ca 1911, census * 16 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 68, occupation 05 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 4.

Joseph Albert#19 Vadeboncoeur #33202 (Louis6, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit4, Antoine Chabrier dit3, Jean Chabrier dit2, Jean Chabrier, Jean1, Simon1, Simon1, Bertrand1), henry no. #126G4 from Chabrier, born 13 Jul 1876 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 13 Jul 1876 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 83B1, census * 28 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, N.D. Ward, ED 193A, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26.

Godparents: Theodore Grenier & Emilie Vadeboncoeur, his wife.

He married * 03 Feb 1902 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Alma Dufour #30468, born 15 Sep 1878 in QC, Canada, (daughter of Louis Dufour #60656 and Eleonore Bouchard #60657), census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26.

Children:

1344 i. Marie Methaide Noelina#17 Vadeboncoeur #52032, henry no. #126G41 from Chabrier, born 24 Dec 1902 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 28 Dec 1902 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26.

Godparents: Honorat Lamy & Methaide Lepage.

1345 ii. Leo Romeo Albert Ferdinand Vadeboncoeur #30481, henry no. #126G42 from Chabrier, born 21 Oct 1904 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 23 Oct 1904 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26, occupation 21 Dec 1925 machinist, died 18 Nov 1940 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 20 Nov 1940 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.

Godparents: Ferdinand Bouchard & Marie Anna Martin, his wife.

He married 21 Dec 1925 in N.D. de Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Florence Yvonne Noel #30482, born 02 Jul 1905 in St Ferdinand, Megantic, QC, Canada, daughter of Gedeon Noel #56041 and Belzemire Labonte #56042, baptized * 02 Jul 1905 in St Ferdinand, Megantic, QC, Canada.

Florence: Godparents: Theophile Noel, uncle & Rosalie Laberta, his wife.

Maria Elodie Flora#19 Vadeboncoeur #31674 (Louis4, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit3, Antoine Chabrier dit2, Jean Chabrier dit1, Jean Chabrier, Jean1, Simon1, Simon1, Bertrand1), henry no. #126G5 from Chabrier, born 05 May 1877 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 May 1877 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 83B1, census * 23 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 193C, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-34.

Godparents: Joseph Vadeboncoeur & Flora Lacombe.

She married * 23 Jul 1901 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Marie Joseph (Gilbert) Wilbrod Goneau #31675, born 16 Jul 1876 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, (son of Napoleon Goneau #60658 and Agnes Bissonnette #60659), baptized * 16 Jul 1876 in St Joseph, Montreal, Montréal, PQ, Can, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-34, occupation 1911 tailor.

Marie: Godparents: Gilbert Hetu & Rosalie Bissonnet.
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Children:

1346 i. Louis Gerard Wilbrod° 1/1 Goneau #60660, henry no. #126G51 from Chabrier, born 04 Jul 1905 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° baptized * 04 Jul 1905 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° died 19 May 1906 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° buried * 21 May 1906 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° Godparents: Louis Vadeboncoeur, grandfather & Julie Precourt, his wife.


1349 iv. Jean Francois Roland Napoleon Goneau #60661, henry no. #126G54 from Chabrier, born 02 Oct 1909 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° baptized * 03 Oct 1909 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° died 02 Sep 1910 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° buried * 03 Sep 1910 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° Godparents: Napoleon Goneau, uncle & Florilda DesLaurier, wife of Romeo Goneau.

1350 v. Marie Claire Rachelle Giselle Goneau #54743, henry no. #126G55 from Chabrier, born 13 Jan 1911 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° baptized * 13 Jan 1911 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-34.° Godparents: Elpidophore Dubois & Rachel Vadeboncoeur.


+ 1351 vi. Fernand Narcisse Marcel Goneau #60662 born 06 Jun 1912.


1353 viii. Marie Adrienne Bernise Goneau #60664, henry no. #126G58 from Chabrier, born 06 Dec 1916 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° baptized * 08 Dec 1916 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.° Godparents: Adrien Lacombe, grand-uncle & Rosanna Bernaquez, his wife.


She married (1) * 03 May 1904 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.° Joseph Oliva (Ovila) Dubois #31827, born 06 Mar 1880 in Becancour, Nicolet, QC, Canada,° (son of Charles Dubois #60684 and Hermine Hamel #60685), baptized * 06 Mar 1880 in Becancour, Nicolet, QC, Canada,° died 24 Mar 1908 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° buried * 27 Mar 1908 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.° Joseph: Godparents: Gedeon Paradis & Marie Rose de Lima Dubois.

Children:

+ 1354 i. Marie Marguerite Rachel° 1/1 Dubois #52041 born 02 May 1905.

1355 ii. Marie Jeanne Dubois #52042, henry no. #126G92 from Chabrier, born 23 Jun 1907 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° baptized * 24 Jun 1907 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,° census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-34.° Godparents: Charles Dupont, grandfather & Hermina Hamel, his wife.

She married * 24 Jun 1929 in Ste Thecle, Champlain, PQ, Canada,° Joseph Germain Raymond Massicotte #60696, born 04 Jul 1907 in Ste Genevieve-de-Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada,° (son of...
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Joseph Massicotte #60697 and Marie Bernadette Magny #60698, baptized * 04 Jul 1907 in Ste Genevieve-de-Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada.9 Joseph: Godparents: Theotime Magny, grandfather & Odile Cloutier, his wife.

She married (2) * 09 Jul 1912 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,99 Joseph Julien Brunelle #31828, born 25 Jul 1888 in Ste Thecle, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Sinai Brunelle #60620 and Delina Davidson #60621), baptized * 26 Jul 1888 in Ste Thecle, Champlain, PQ, Canada.9 Joseph: Godparents: George Davidson & Marceline Paquin.

Children:

1356 i. Marie Anne Lucille Julienne Brunelle #60687, henry no. #126G93 from Chabrier, born 04 Jul 1913 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 06 Jul 1913 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Signay Brunelle, grandfather & Delima Davidson, his wife.

1357 ii. Marie Elodie Marcelle Brunelle #60688, henry no. #126G94 from Chabrier, born 31 Dec 1915 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 01 Jan 1916 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Edmond Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Mathilde Brunelle, his wife.

1358 iii. Joseph Stolan Laurier Brunelle #60689, henry no. #126G95 from Chabrier, born 01 Dec 1917 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 01 Dec 1917 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Ubald Vadeboncoeur, cousin & Marguerite Marie Brunelle, sister.


She married 13 Nov 1862 in MN,99 resided (family) 30 Apr 1910 in First Avenue, Anoka, Anoka, MN,63 Abraham Trombley Jr #34657, census name Abraham Tromblee,41 born 10 Mar 1842 in Clinton co., NY,46 census * 06 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,40 occupation 06 Jun 1870 farmer,40 property 06 Jun 1870 real estate value $800 personal estate value $500,40 census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 208,41 census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 134,46 census * 30 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 18,46 occupation 30 Apr 1910 retired farmer,63 died 17 Feb 1919 in Princeton, Mille Lacs, MN, buried 20 Feb 1919 in St Vincent de Paul Cem, Osseo, MN. Abraham: Son of Abraham Trombley & Rose Chagnon.

Children:

1359 i. Sidney7 Trombley #32632, henry no. #127131 from Chabrier, born 22 Dec 1863 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN,99 baptized 16 Jan 1864 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN,99 census * 06 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,40 census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 208,41 died 22 Dec 1889 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN.99 Godparents: Abraham Trombley & Larose Chagnon Trombley.

+ 1360 ii. Selina Trombley #32869 born 16 Feb 1866.
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+ 1362 iv. Louis Adolphe D. Trombley #34674 born 12 Feb 1870.
+ 1363 v. Marie Adelaide Trombley #34676 born 31 Jan 1872.
+ 1364 vi. Emilie R. Trombley #34678 born 28 Jan 1874.
+ 1366 viii. Louis Theodore Trombley #34683 born 19 Jul 1879.
+ 1368 x. Charles Howard Trombley #34688 born 08 Jan 1884.
+ 1369 xi. Ida Edessie Trombley #34689 born 08 Jan 1884.
+ 1370 xii. Clara Louise Trombley #34691 born 08 Jul 1886.

1371 xiii. Alice Trombley #34693, henry no. #12713D in Chabrier, born 03 Nov 1889 in Rogers, Hennepin, MN, census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 134, died 08 Feb 1908 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, buried in St Vincent de Paul Cem, Osseo, MN.

457. Narcisse (Nelson) 10 Bergeron #34628 (Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit 9 Verbonceour, Olivier Chabrier dit 8 Vadebonceour, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4 Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #12714 from Chabrier, born 29 Dec 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 29 Dec 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, 2 emigrated 1854 to US, 46 naturalized 46 census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, 37 census * Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, 38 census * 29 Jun 1870 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, occupation 29 Jun 1870 farm laborer, 40 census * 08 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 47, 41 occupation 08 Jun 1880 farmer, 41 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16, 46 occupation 06 Jun 1900 farmer, 46 census * 13 May 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 296, 63 occupation 13 May 1910 farmer, 53 died aft Mar 1911 in Snohomish, Snohomish, WA.

Godparents: Leandre Lessard & Sophie Lucier.


Children:

+ 1372 i. Henri Leon 11 Bergeron #34694 born 30 Nov 1871.
+ 1373 ii. Harriet Bergeron #34695, henry no. #127142 in Chabrier, born 23 Jul 1873 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, census * 08 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 47.
+ 1374 iii. Edward Franklin Bergeron #45612, henry no. #127143 in Chabrier, born 24 Jul 1875 in MN, 92,41 census * 08 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 47, 41 census * 19 Apr 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Machias, 46,35 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 farmer, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Box 20, RFD 4, Snohomish, Snohomish, WA, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 dark blue, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown, 92 census * 12 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Machias, ED 181, 60 census * 16 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, Machias, ED 88, 91 occupation 16 Apr 1930 farmer.
+ 1375 iv. Xavier Francis Bergeron #34696 born 22 Nov 1878.
+ 1376 v. Louis Frederic (Benjamin) Bergeron #34697, census name Benjiman Bergeron, 41 henry no. #127145 in Chabrier, born 08 Apr 1880 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, 99 census * 08 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 47.
+ 1377 vi. Sidney James Bergeron #45613, henry no. #127146 in Chabrier, born 13 Jul 1881 in MN, 46,220 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16, 46 occupation 06 Jun 1900 farm laborer, 46 census * 27 Apr 1910 in WA, King, Seattle WD 13, ED 211, 63 occupation 27 Apr 1910 candy store confectioner, 63 resided 27 Apr 1910 in 5900 20th Avenue N.W., Seattle, King, WA, 63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 fitter's helper for Skinner & Eddy, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Box 350, RFD 2, Seattle, King, WA, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 gray, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 medical condition 12 Sep 1918 index finger of right hand missing, 92 census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 112, 60 resided 09 Jan 1920 in 5332 Russell Avenue, Seattle, King, WA, 60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 farm laborer, 60 census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Machias, ED 181, 60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 farm laborer, 60 census * 11 Apr 1930 in CA, Riverside, Riverside, ED 59, 91 resided 11 Apr 1930 in 4766.
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Central Avenue, Riverside, Riverside, CA. occupation 11 Apr 1930 poultry rancher, property 11 Apr 1930 real estate value $15,000. died 20 Aug 1963 in Santa Clara, CA.

+ 1378 vii. Emmeline Rebecca Bergeron #34698 born 21 Jul 1884.
+ 1379 viii. Alice Jane Bergeron #34699 born 07 Jun 1887.
+ 1380 ix. Guy Wallace Bergeron #34700 born 12 May 1895.
+ 1382 xi. Lawrence Edson Bergeron #34701 born 07 Mar 1897.

458. Leon# Bergeron #34659 (Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit# Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit# Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit#, Jean Chabrier dit#, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12715 from Chabrier, born ca 1853 in VT, census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, census * Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, census * 29 Jun 1870 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, census * 08 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 47, occupation 08 Jun 1880 farmer, census * 19 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245, occupation 19 Jun 1900 farmer, census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107, occupation 21 Apr 1910 farmer, census * 01 Mar 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 105, occupation 01 Mar 1920 farmer, census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 23, resided 02 Apr 1930 in Western Avenue, Princeton, Mille Lacs, MN, occupation 02 Apr 1930 farm laborer, died 27 Jul 1941 in Mille Lacs co., MN.

He married 1876, Rose de Lima Genevau #34660, born ca 1860, census * 08 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 47, census * 19 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245, census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107, census * 01 Mar 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 105, died bef 02 Apr 1930.

Children:

+ 1383 i. Theodore Bergeron #34702 born 08 Apr 1877.
+ 1384 ii. Joseph Bergeron #34703, henry no. #127152 in Chabrier, born 1879 in MN, census * 08 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 47.

He married 99 Marie Vernon #34717.

1385 iii. Leo Abraham Bergeron #34704, henry no. #127153 in Chabrier, born 27 Mar 1880 in MN, census * 08 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 47, census * 19 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245.

He married 99 Margaret Vernon #34718.

+ 1387 v. Rose B. Bergeron #34706 born 09 Apr 1885.
+ 1388 vi. Oliver P. Bergeron #34707 born 14 Apr 1887.
+ 1389 vii. Francois (Frank) Edward Bergeron #34708 born Jun 1889.
+ 1390 viii. Genevieve Bergeron #34709, henry no. #127158 in Chabrier, born 17 Sep 1891 in MN, census * 19 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245.

She married 99 William Quade #34722.

+ 1391 ix. William Peter Bergeron #34710 born 14 Jun 1894.
+ 1392 x. Adolphus Bergeron #34711 born 24 May 1896.
+ 1393 xi. Alice Marie Bergeron #34712 born 20 Aug 1898.
+ 1394 xii. Louis Bergeron #34713 born Sep 1900.
+ 1395 xiii. Alma (Selma) Bergeron #34714, henry no. #12715D in Chabrier, born 01 Jan 1901 in MN, census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107, census * 01 Mar 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 105, died 06 Aug 1961 in Rice co, MN.

1396 xiv. Harvey Victor Bergeron #34715, henry no. #12715E in Chabrier, born 1902 in MN, died bef 21 Apr 1910 in MN.

460. Anne# Bergeron #34662 (Marie-Adele Chabrier dit# Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit# Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit#, Jean Chabrier dit#, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12717 from Chabrier,
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born 1855 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, \(100\) census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, \(37\) census * Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, \(38\) census * 29 Jun 1870 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, \(46\) died 25 Sep 1886 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, \(100\) buried in Calvary Cem, Anoka, Anoka, MN, \(100\)

She married 08/15 Aug 1880 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, \(100\) Frank Fortuna #37730, born 16 Dec 1837 in Canada, \(46,100\) emigrated 1842 to US, \(46\) naturalized \(100\) census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 131, \(36\) occupation 01 Jun 1900 carpenter, \(46\) died 31 Mar 1904 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, \(100\)

Children:

1397 i. Della \(1\) Fortuna #37736, henry no. #127171 from Chabrier, born May 1881 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, \(100\) died 07 Feb 1887 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN, \(100\) buried 09 Feb 1887 in Calvary Cem, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, \(100\) Died of diptheria.
+ 1398 ii. Aurelia Marian Fortuna #37735 born 28 Jun 1882.

461. Caroline \(46\) Bergeron #34663 (Marie-Adeelaide Chabrier dit \(6\) Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit \(6\) Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit \(6\), Jean Chabrier dit \(6\), Jean Chabrier, Jean \(4\), Simon \(3\), Simon \(2\), Bertrand \(1\)), henry no. #12718 from Chabrier, born ca Jun 1859 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, \(99,46\) census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, \(37\) census * Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, \(38\) census * 29 Jun 1870 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, \(46\) census * 03 Jun 1880 in MN, Nobles, Little Rock, ED 195, \(41\) census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Nobles, Westside, ED 221, \(46\) occupation 20 Jun 1900 farmer, \(46\) census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Rock, Battle Plain, ED 169, \(63\) census * 30 Jan 1920 in MN, Nobles, Lismore, ED 165, \(60\) census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Nobles, Lismore, ED 17.

She married ca 1877 in MN, \(63\) John Dorenkamper #39219, born ca Oct 1850 in Cincinnati, Hamilton, OH, \(46\) census * 03 Jun 1880 in MN, Nobles, Little Rock, ED 195, \(44\) occupation 03 Jun 1880 farmer, \(41\) census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Nobles, Westside, ED 221, \(46\) occupation 20 Jun 1900 farmer, \(46\) census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Rock, Battle Plain, ED 169, \(63\) census * 30 Jan 1920 in MN, Nobles, Lismore, ED 165, \(60\) occupation 30 Jan 1920 farmer, \(60\) census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Nobles, Lismore, ED 17, \(91\) occupation 07 Apr 1930 farmer. \(91\) John: His parents were born in Germany.

Children:

+ 1400 i. Frederick John \(1\) Dorenkamper #45875 born 31 Jan 1878.
+ 1401 ii. Anna Dorenkamper #45876, henry no. #127182 in Chabrier, born ca Jul 1879 in MN, \(41,46\) census * 03 Jun 1880 in MN, Nobles, Little Rock, ED 195, \(41\) census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Nobles, Adrian, ED 209, \(46\) occupation 18 Jun 1900 servant, \(46\) census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Nobles, Westside, ED 221, \(46\) occupation 20 Jun 1900 housekeeper, \(46\) census * 25 Apr 1910 in MN, Nobles, Grand Prairie, ED 151.
+ 1402 iii. Louis John Dorenkamper #45877 born 06 Mar 1881.
+ 1403 iv. Joseph Edward Dorenkamper #45878, henry no. #127184 in Chabrier, born 01 Mar 1883 in MN, \(46\) census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Nobles, Westside, ED 221, \(46\) occupation 20 Jun 1900 farm laborer, \(46\) census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Rock, Battle Plain, ED 169, \(63\) occupation 21 Apr 1910 farm laborer, \(63\) event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, \(92\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 farmer, \(92\) resided 12 Sep 1918 in Route 1, Hendricks, Lincoln, MN, \(92\) height 12 Sep 1918 medium, \(92\) weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, \(92\) eye color 12 Sep 1918 light blue, \(92\) hair color 12 Sep 1918 light brown, \(92\) census * 29 Jan 1920 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 114, \(60\) occupation 29 Jan 1920 farmer, \(60\) census * 21 Apr 1930 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 7, \(91\) occupation 21 Apr 1930 farmer, \(91\) died 17 Oct 1952 in Lincoln co, MN.

He married ca 1913 in MN, \(91\) no children from this marriage, Alice E. \(1\) #45887, born 10 May 1888 in MN, \(46,111\) census * 29 Jan 1920 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 114, \(60\) census * 21 Apr 1930 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 7, \(91\) died 06 Jun 1983 in Lincoln co, MN.

1404 v. Mary Dorenkamper #45879, henry no. #127185 in Chabrier, born ca Nov 1885 in MN, \(46\) census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Nobles, Westside, ED 221, \(46\) census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Rock, Battle Plain, ED 169, \(63\) occupation 21 Apr 1910 school teacher.

1405 vi. Elizabeth Dorenkamper #45880, henry no. #127186 in Chabrier, born ca Aug 1887 in MN, \(46\) census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Nobles, Westside, ED 221, \(46\) census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Rock, Battle Plain, ED
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169. occupation 21 Apr 1910 school teacher. 30 Jan 1920 in MN, Nobles, Lismore, ED 456. occupation 30 Jan 1920 school teacher. 60

1406 vii. Dorenkamper #45885, henry no. #127187 in Chabrier, died bef 21 Apr 1910 in MN. 63

1407 viii. Cecelia Dorenkamper #45881, henry no. #127188 in Chabrier, born ca Apr 1892 in MN, 46 census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Nobles, Westside, ED 221, 46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Rock, Battle Plain, ED 169, 63 census * 16 Jan 1920 in SD, Roberts, Sisseton, ED 259, 60 occupation 16 Jan 1920 retail dry goods sales lady, 60 census * 30 Jan 1920 in MN, Nobles, Lismore, ED 165, 60 occupation 30 Jan 1920 store clerk. 50


1409 x. Raymond Dorenkamper #45883, henry no. #12718A in Chabrier, born Nov 1898 in MN, 46 census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Nobles, Westside, ED 221, 46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Rock, Battle Plain, ED 169, 63 census * 30 Jan 1920 in MN, Nobles, Lismore, ED 165, 60 occupation 30 Jan 1920 US Navy. 50

1410 xi. Francis Steven Dorenkamper #45884, henry no. #12718B in Chabrier, born 25 Aug 1901 in MN, 63, 111, 121 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Rock, Battle Plain, ED 169, 63 census * 30 Jan 1920 in MN, Nobles, Lismore, ED 165, 60 census * 11 Apr 1930 in MO, St Louis, St Louis, ED 214, 91 residence 11 Apr 1930 in 844 North Kings Highway, St Louis, St Louis, MO, 93 occupation 11 Apr 1930 construction laborer, 91 social security num bef 1951 560-34-9769 (CA), 121 died 19 Nov 1982 in Ivanhoe, Lincoln, MN. 111, 121

1411 xii. Dorenkamper #45886, henry no. #12718C in Chabrier, died bef 21 Apr 1910 in MN. 63

462. Louis Desire 10 Bergeron #34664 (Marie-Adele Chabrier dit 9 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4 Simon, Simon 3, Bertrand 2), henry no. #127199 from Chabrier, born 15 Mar 1861 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, 99 census * Jun 1865 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, 38 census * 29 Jun 1870 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, 40 census * 27 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 23, 46 occupation 27 Jun 1900 farmer, 46 census * 11 May 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, 63 occupation 11 May 1910 farmer, 63 census * 06 Feb 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Maple Grove, ED 16, 60 occupation 28 Feb 1920 truck farmer, 60 census * 28 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 300, 91 occupation 28 Apr 1930 fruit farmer, 91 property 28 Apr 1930 real estate value $5500, 91 died 01 Oct 1937 in Hennepin co., MN. 111 Provided by <Whobe60@aol.com>

Newspaper obituary: "Obituary of Louis Bergeron. Louis Bergeron, age 76 years, of Osseo, passed away at his home Friday, October 1. Mr. Bergeron had been ill for some time and at his age he was not able to fight off his ailment. He is survived by his wife, Celina; one daughter, Mrs. A. J. Louiselle of Minneapolis; three sons, Louis of Michigan; Norbert of Minneapolis; and Simon of Champlain; 13 grandchildren; 3 brothers, Francis of Anoka; Adolphus of Minneapolis, and Leon of Princeton, Minn. He was seen by many of his friends at the Evans Mortuary at Osseo. On Monday morning at 9:30 a.m. Requiem High Mass was conducted at the St. Vincent de Paul Catholic church of Osseo. Interment was at Anoka, Minn." 9

He married ca 1891 in MN, 63 resided (family) 28 Apr 1930 in West Street, Osseo, Hennepin, MN. 91 Celina Normandin #45636, born 11 Apr 1873 in MN, 46, 111 (daughter of Norbert Normandin #55367 and P. Desjarlais #55366), census * 27 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 23, 46 census * 11 May 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, 63 census * 06 Feb 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Maple Grove, ED 16, 60 census * 28 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 300, 91 died 31 Oct 1962 in Hennepin co., MN. 111

Children:

1412 i. Celina 1 Bergeron #45641, henry no. #127191 in Chabrier, born Jan 1893 in MN, 46 census * 27 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 23, 46 died ca Jun 1900 ? in MN. 46

1413 ii. Louis Desire Bergeron Jr. #45637, henry no. #127192 in Chabrier, born 14 May 1895 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, 46, 92 census * 27 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 23, 46 census * 11 May 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, 63 event * 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 1917 farm laborer in ND, 92 resided 1917 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, 92 height 1917 medium, 92 weight 1917 medium, 92 eye color 1917 blue, 92 hair color 1917 brown, 92 resided 1937 in Michigan. 97

1414 iii. Raoul J. Bergeron #45642, henry no. #127193 in Chabrier, born Jan 1897 in MN, 46 census * 27 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 23, 46 died bef 11 May 1910 in MN. 63


+ 1417 vi. Simon Bergeron #45639 born 17 Mar 1903.

1418 vii. Bergeron #45644, henry no. #127197 in Chabrier, died bef 11 May 1910 in MN. 63
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+ 1419 viii. Marguette Bergeron #45640 born ca 1908.
+ 1420 ix. Nora R. Bergeron #55382, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca May 1919 in MN,60 census * 06 Feb 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Maple Grove, ED 16,60 died 06 Feb 1920 in Hennepin co., MN.111


She married bet 1918 - 1920 in MN, William M. Herrmann #45850, born 12 Apr 1894 in Hamburg, Young America Twp, Carver, MN,60,111 (son of Herrmann #55436 and Sterman #55437), event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 farming,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in Hamburg, Young America Twp, Carver, MN,92 height 05 Jun 1917 tall,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 gray,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 black,92 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 5,60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 farmer,60 died 27 Nov 1983 in Carver co, MN.111

+ 1421 i. Charles Edward12 Bergeron #34730 born 02 Dec 1886.
+ 1422 ii. Henry Martin Bergeron #34728 born 16 Nov 1889.
+ 1423 iii. Franklin Millard Bergeron #34731 born 21 Apr 1892.
+ 1424 iv. Marie Mabel Bergeron #34726, henry no. #1271A4 from Chabrier, born Mar 1894 in MN,46 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16,46 census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20,63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, Anoka, ED 5,60 died 24 Jun 1920 in Anoka co., MN.111

She married bet 1918 - 1920 in MN, William M. Herrmann #45850, born 12 Apr 1894 in Hamburg, Young America Twp, Carver, MN,60,111 (son of Herrmann #55436 and Sterman #55437), event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 farming,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in Hamburg, Young America Twp, Carver, MN,92 height 05 Jun 1917 tall,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 gray,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 black,92 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 5,60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 farmer,60 died 27 Nov 1983 in Carver co, MN.111

1425 v. Ethel J. Bergeron #34727, henry no. #1271A5 from Chabrier, born Nov 1895 in MN,46 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16,46 census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20,63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, Anoka, ED 5.60
+ 1426 vi. Earl Stanley Bergeron #34732 born 14 Nov 1898.
+ 1427 vii. Myrtle G. Bergeron #34729 born ca 1900.


He married ca 1890,63 resided (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 2916 East 26th Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,66 resided (family) 11 Apr 1930 in 2916 East 26th Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,91 Johanna Wilmoth #45614, born ca 1870 in Ireland,63 (daughter of Wilmoth #55553 and Hannah __ #55554), emigrated 1889 to US,56,63 census * 04 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16,46 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20,63 naturalized btw 1910
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- 1920,60 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 215,60 census * 11 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 217,91 died 24 Jul 1949 in Ramsey co., MN.111

Children:

1429 i. Irene14 Bergeron #45615, henry no. #1271C1 in Chabrier, born ca Mar 1891 in MN,46,63 census * 04 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16,46 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20,63 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 215,60

1430 ii. Leslie Guy Bergeron #45616 born 30 May 1894.

1431 iii. Annette (Nette) Bergeron #45617, henry no. #1271C3 in Chabrier, born ca Sep 1895 in MN,46,63 census * 04 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16,46 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20,63 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 215,60 occupation 07 Jan 1920 retail dry goods saleslady.60

1432 iv. __ Bergeron #45622, henry no. #1271C4 in Chabrier, died bef 04 Jun 1900 in MN.46

1433 v. Adolphus Joseph Bergeron #45618, henry no. #1271C5 in Chabrier, born ca 1900 in MN,63 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20,63 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 215,60 died 12 Jan 1950 in Hennepin co., MN.111

1434 vi. Thomas W. Bergeron #45619 born 13 Nov 1903.

1435 vii. Gladys Bergeron #45620, henry no. #1271C7 in Chabrier, born ca 1905 in MN,63 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20,63 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 215,60 census * 11 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 217,91 occupation 11 Apr 1930 letter shop multigrapher.91

+ 1436 viii. Frank Edward Bergeron #45621 born 01 Nov 1907.


She married (1) * 16 Feb 1873 in St John Baptist, Dayton, Hennepin, MN.3 Jean Baptiste E Joseph Lapre #44568, born ca 1852 in QC, Canada,40 (son of Lewis Lapre #55595 and Loise __ #55596), died ca 1874. Jean: Marriage witnesses: Osias Laferriere & Henriette Verbuncoeur.

She married (2) ca 1875 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN,46 resided (family) 11 Jun 1880 in Seventh Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,41 resided (family) 02 Jun 1900 in 1160 East Minnehaha, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,46 George Duchene #38108, born Apr 1835 in QC, Canada,46 emigrated 1874 to USA,46 naturalized census * 11 Jun 1880 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 18,41 occupation 11 Jun 1880 grinder,41 census * 02 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 75,46 occupation 02 Jun 1900 day laborer.46

Children:

1438 i. Dinah14 Duchene #45915, henry no. #127311 in Chabrier, born ca 1877 in MN,41 census * 11 Jun 1880 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 18,41 died bef 02 Jun 1900 in MN.

+ 1439 ii. George J. Duchene Jr. #45908 born 29 Jul 1879.

+ 1440 iii. Omer Anthony Duchene #45909 born 04 Sep 1880.

+ 1441 iv. Marie Philomene Duchene #38109 born Mar 1884.

1442 v. Emma Duchene #45910, henry no. #127315 in Chabrier, born Jul 1885 in MN,46 census * 02 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 75.46

1443 vi. __ Duchene #45912, henry no. #127316 in Chabrier.

1444 vii. Arthur C. Duchene #45911, henry no. #127317 in Chabrier, born Apr 1890 in MN,46 census * 02 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 75.46 census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 20,91 occupation 02 Apr 1930 retail lumber company glazier,91 died 06 Sep 1963 in Hennepin co., MN.111
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He married ca 1929 in MN,\textsuperscript{91} resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 888 Iroquois Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{91} Edith E. \#45965, born ca 1896 in MN,\textsuperscript{91} census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 20.\textsuperscript{91}

1445 viii. __ Duchene \#45913, henry no. \#127318 in Chabrier.
1446 ix. __ Duchene \#45914, henry no. \#127319 in Chabrier.

471. George (Joseph)\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur \#38111, census name John Hart,\textsuperscript{40} (Pierre-Prudent\textsuperscript{6} Vadeboncouer, Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{1}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{2}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Simon\textsuperscript{8}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{9}), henry no. \#12734 from Chabrier, born 02 Feb 1857 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,\textsuperscript{103,43} census * 26 Oct 1860 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{44} census * 07 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,\textsuperscript{44} city directory * 1877 in Jay Street near Arundel, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1877 clerk for Hoxsie & Jaggar,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1878 in Rice Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1878 laborer for Hoxsie & Jaggar,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1881 in Seventh Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1881 warehouse helper for St Paul Plow Works,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1882 in 346 Robert Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1882 tanner for A O Bailey & Co.,\textsuperscript{61} event * 11 Feb 1888 Land Patent for 175.71 acres in Marshall co., MN,\textsuperscript{112} census * 15 Jun 1895 in MN, Marshall, Argyle,\textsuperscript{62} census * 04 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, ED 97,\textsuperscript{46} occupation 04 Jun 1900 carpenter,\textsuperscript{46} census * 02 Jun 1905 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 10,\textsuperscript{107} occupation 02 Jun 1905 brewery laborer,\textsuperscript{107} city directory * 1900 in 229 Bates Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1900 laborer for North Star Mushroom Co.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1910 in 229 Bates Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1910 laborer for North Star Mushroom Co.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 38,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 20 Apr 1910 street laborer,\textsuperscript{63} city directory * 1914 in 684 East 4th Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1914 fireman,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1916 in 684 East 4th Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1916 fireman,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1920 in 202 Thomas Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1920 watchman,\textsuperscript{61} census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 98,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 16 Jan 1920 fireman at railroad shops,\textsuperscript{60} city directory * 1922 in 202 Thomas Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1922 watchman,\textsuperscript{61} census * 04 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 110,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 04 Apr 1930 steam railroad fireman,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1935 in 1608 Van Buren Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1935 attendant for Le Roy Williams,\textsuperscript{61} died * 27 Jan 1937 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{111,184} cause of death 27 Jan 1937 cerebral hemorrhage,\textsuperscript{184} buried 30 Jan 1937 in Calvary Cem, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.\textsuperscript{184}

He married Nov 1886 in St Rose de Lima, Argyle, Marshall, MN,\textsuperscript{106,103} resided (family) 20 Apr 1910 in 229 Bates Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} resided (family) 16 Jan 1920 in 232 Turner Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{60} resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 574 Thomas Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{39} Alexina Rose Lefebvre \#38112, born 22 Mar 1867 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{61} (daughter of Phlias Joseph Lefebvre \#39241 and Caroline Lavigne \#39242), emigrated 1882 to Argyle, Marshall, MN,\textsuperscript{106} naturalized\textsuperscript{41} census * 15 Jun 1895 in MN, Marshall, Argyle,\textsuperscript{222} census * 04 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, ED 97,\textsuperscript{46} census * 02 Jun 1905 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, ED 97,\textsuperscript{46} city directory * 1900 in 229 Bates Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1900 clerk at Eagle Hand Laundry,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1910 in 229 Bates Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1910 clerk,\textsuperscript{61} census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 38,\textsuperscript{61} census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 98,\textsuperscript{60} census * 04 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 110,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1935 in 1608 Van Buren Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} died * 28 Oct 1937 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{111,184} cause of death 28 Oct 1937 carcinoma of the cervix,\textsuperscript{184} buried 30 Oct 1937 in Calvary Cem, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.\textsuperscript{184}

Children:

1447 i. Mary L.\textsuperscript{121} Verboncoeur \#38141, henry no. \#127341 from Chabrier, born 16 Dec 1888 in WA,\textsuperscript{222,111,121} census * 15 Jun 1895 in MN, Marshall, Argyle,\textsuperscript{222} census * 04 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, ED 97,\textsuperscript{46} census * 02 Jun 1905 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, ED 97,\textsuperscript{46} city directory * 1900 in 229 Bates Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1900 clerk at Eagle Hand Laundry,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1910 in 229 Bates Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1910 clerk,\textsuperscript{61} census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 38,\textsuperscript{61} census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 98,\textsuperscript{60} census * 04 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 110,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1935 in 1608 Van Buren Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{61} died * 08 Jan 1970 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN.\textsuperscript{177,111}

+ 1448 ii. Julia Laura Verboncoeur \#38113 born * 17 Sep 1890.
+ 1449 iii. Louis Paul Verboncoeur \#38115 born 20 May 1894.

1450 iv. Raoul Verboncoeur \#44296, census name Rowle Veboncouer, henry no. \#127344 from Chabrier, born Sep 1898 in MN,\textsuperscript{46} census * 04 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, ED 97,\textsuperscript{46} died bef 02 Jun 1905 in MN.\textsuperscript{107}
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475. **Alexina (Celina)⁶ Verboncoeur #37788** (Pierre-Prudent⁹ Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit⁸, Antoine Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit³, Jean⁴ Chabrier, Jean⁵ Simon⁶ Simon⁷ Bertrand⁸), henry no. #12738 in Chabrier, born ca 1866,⁴⁰ census * 07 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton,⁴⁰ census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 135,⁴⁶ census * 02 May 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 161,⁶³ census * 14 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 150,⁶⁰ census * 03 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 204,⁹₁ died 28 Oct 1937 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN, buried 30 Oct 1937 in Calvary Cem, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.¹⁰⁰

She married ca 1884 in MN,⁴⁶ resided (family) 18 Jun 1900 in 1238 St Albans Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,⁶ resid (family) 02 May 1910 in 1238 St Albans Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,⁶³ resided (family) 14 Jan 1920 in 1238 St Albans Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,⁶⁰ resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 1238 St Albans Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.⁹¹

**Phillip DeMers #44787**, born Aug 1850 in QC, Canada,⁶⁶ emigrated 1880 to US,⁹¹ naturalized 1896,⁹¹ census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 135,⁴⁶ occupation 18 Jun 1900 brick manufacturer,⁴⁶ census * 02 May 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 161,⁶³ occupation 02 May 1910 railway shops watchman,⁶³ census * 14 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 150,⁶⁰ occupation 14 Jan 1920 railroad watchman,⁶⁰ census * 03 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 204.⁹¹

**DeMers** #45973, henry no. #127381 in Chabrier, born Jan 1887 in MN,⁴⁶ census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 135.⁴⁶

**DeMers** #45974, henry no. #127382 in Chabrier, born Jan 1889 in MN,⁴⁶ census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 135,⁴⁶ census * 02 May 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 161,⁶³ occupation 02 May 1910 wholesale store laborer.⁶³

**DeMers** #45975, henry no. #127383 in Chabrier, born Dec 1890 in MN,⁴⁶ census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 135,⁴⁶ census * 02 May 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 161,⁶³ occupation 02 May 1910 shoe factory stitcher.⁶³

**DeMers** #45976, henry no. #127384 in Chabrier, died bef 18 Jan 1900.⁴⁶

**DeMers** #45977, henry no. #127385 in Chabrier, born Jul 1895 in MN,⁴⁶ census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 135,⁴⁶ census * 14 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 161,⁶³ occupation 14 Jan 1920 paper company cashier.⁶⁰

**DeMers** #45978, born ca 1903 in MN,⁴⁶ census * 03 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 204.⁹¹

She married ca 1927 in MN,⁹¹ Raymond Stuart #45980, born ca 1895 in MN,⁹¹ census * 03 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 204,⁹¹ occupation 03 Apr 1930 clothing store salesman.⁹¹
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This family is listed twice in the 1910 census, ED 114 with the in-law parents and ED 118.

He married (1) * 08 Jun 1904 in St Louis Ch, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 09 Jun 1905 in 620 Canada Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 19 Apr 1910 in 184 Sherburne Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 28 Apr 1910 in 150 Lafond Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 150 Lafond Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 129 Como Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, Leontine Dubois #38089, born ca 1875 in QC, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Honore Dubois #38096 and Desange Cote #38097), occupation seamstress, census * 09 Jun 1905 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 40, census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 118, died 04 Jul 1917 in Ramsey co., MN.

Leontine: Witnesses: Georges Duchenes & Lydia Dubois.

Children:

1463  i. Delia Dolan #37783, born ca 1874 in MN, census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 121, occupation 05 Apr 1930 leather goods factory leather worker, city directory * 1935 in 129 Como Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, occupation 1935 pressfeeder for Brown & Bigelow, social security num * 25 Nov 1936 477-09-8659 (MN), resided Mar 1950 in 1379 Charles Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, died 11 Sep 1984 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN.

He married (2) aft 03 Jan 1920 in MN, resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 129 Como Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, Delia Dolan #37783, born ca 1874 in MN, census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 121, occupation 05 Apr 1930 general factory sewing machine operator, city directory * 1935 in 129 Como Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, died Dec 1947 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN, buried 04 Dec 1947 in Calvary Cem, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.

Children:

1467  v. Catherine Mary #37789, born 14 Jul 1904 in MN, social security num 477-07-7993, died 29 May 1993 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN, buried 02 Jun 1993 in Calvary Cem, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.
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She married 27 Nov 1884 in St Rose de Lima, Argyle, Marshall, MN,103 Alexis Alfred Guildry dit Labine #32542, born 30 Oct 1861 in St Alexis, Montcalm, QC, Canada,9 (son of Modeste Oliver Guildry dit Labine #55826 and Onesine Desmarest #55827), baptized * 31 Oct 1861 in St Alexis, Montcalm, QC, Canada,9 emigrated 1879 to US,46 naturalized46 census * 20 Apr 1900 in MN, Marshall, Parker, ED 108,46 occupation 20 Apr 1900 farmer,46 census * 07 May 1910 in MN, Marshall, Parker, ED 99,63 occupation 07 May 1910 farmer,63 census * 30 Jan 1920 in MN, Marshall, Parker, ED 85,60 occupation 30 Jan 1920 farmer,60 retirement 1920 in Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA,104 died 10 Mar 1930 in Los Angeles co., CA,104 cause of death 10 Mar 1930 automobile accident.104 Alexis: Godparents: Charles Labine & Victoire Labine.

Children:

+ 1469 ii. Lillian Mary LaBine #45982 born 16 Jan 1888.
+ 1470 iii. Phillip LaBine #39441 born 28 Dec 1889.

She married 1922 in CA,91 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 1680 South Howard Boulevard, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA,41 Mathew William Esch #55861, born 12 Oct 1890 in Chicago, Cook, IL,250,2 (son of Mathias Esch #55895 and Katharina Sleep #55896), event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 assistant foreman for Schoenhofer Brewery,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in 7405 South Racine, Chicago, Cook, IL,92 height 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 auburn,92 census * 03 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, ED 213,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 sandwich shop owner,91 property 03 Apr 1930 real estate value $10,000,93 died 23 Jul 1959 in Los Angeles co., CA.220

+ 1472 v. Stella (Esther) G. LaBine #45984 born 09 Jun 1897.
+ 1473 vi. Lawrence O. LaBine #45985 born 23 Feb 1899.
1474 vii. Isabel O. LaBine #45986, henry no. #127917 from Chabrier, born ca 1900 in MN,63 census * 11 Apr 1910 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 107,53 census * 07 May 1910 in MN, Marshall, Parker, ED 99,63 died 1930.225
+ 1475 viii. Celia Irene LaBine #45987 born 02 Jan 1903.
+ 1476 ix. Evelyn LaBine #45988 born 28 May 1906.

She married226 Lyle Atkinson #36156.

+ 1479 xii. __ LaBine #55898, henry no. #12791C from Chabrier.

480. Anne Mabel10 Verboncoeur #39236 (Adolphe David8 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12792 from Chabrier, born Jan 1868 in MI,46 census * 17 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Brooklyn,40 census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 15,41 census * 01 May 1885 in MN, Marshall, Argyle,101 census * 05 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, ED 97,46 emigrated 1904 to SK, Canada,32 naturalized in SK, Canada,32 census * 16 Jul 1906 in Canada, SK, Saskatchewan, ED __-7,227
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census * 1911 in Canada, SK, Battleford, ED 208-26,32 resided 05 Apr 1916 in North Battleford, SK, Canada,142 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 27 Lariviere Street, Norwood, Carver, MN,92 died aft 1932, resided Nov 1932 in Winnipeg, MB, Canada.110

She married 1886 in Argyle, Marshall, MN,46,106 Joseph Odillon Forest #39338, born 06 Nov 1858 in St Alexis, Montcalm, QC, Canada,9 (son of Leon Forest #55908 and Anathalie Magnant #55909), baptized * 06 Nov 1858 in St Alexis, Montcalm, QC, Canada,9 emigrated 1882 to USA,46 naturalized106 census * 05 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, ED 97,46 occupation 05 Jun 1900 clerk,46 emigrated 1904 to SK, Canada,32 census * 16 Jul 1906 in Canada, SK, Saskatchewan, ED __-7,227 occupation 16 Jul 1906 farmer,227 census * 1911 in Canada, SK, Battleford, ED 208-26,32 occupation 1911 farmer,32 event * 05 Apr 1916 in World War I Enlistment in CEF 197th Battalion,142 occupation 05 Apr 1916 clerk,142 resided 05 Apr 1916 in The Pas, MB, Canada.142 Joseph: Godparents: Ambroise Majeur & Domitilde Dugas.

Children:

1480 i. Raymond Joseph11 Forest #36162, henry no. #127921 from Chabrier, born 30 Oct 1888 in Argyle, Marshall, MN,92 census * 05 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, ED 97,46 emigrated 1904 to SK, Canada,32 naturalized in SK, Canada,32 census * 16 Jul 1906 in Canada, SK, Saskatchewan, ED __-7,227 census * 1911 in Canada, SK, Battleford, ED 208-26,32 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 porter at San Carlos Hotel, Miami, FL,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in San Carlos Hotel, Miami, FL,92 height 05 Jun 1917 short,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,46 eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown,46 census * 10 Apr 1930 in CO, Adams, Sable, ED 27,91 occupation 10 Apr 1930 Fitzsimmons Army Hospital dish washer,91 died 23 Jun 1959 in Sacramento, Sacramento, CA.220

He married ca 1922.91 Unknown #55910.

1481 ii. Valmore Orville Forest #39440, henry no. #127922 from Chabrier, born 07 Dec 1891 in Argyle, Marshall, MN,46,142 census * 05 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, ED 97,46 emigrated 1904 to SK, Canada,32 naturalized in SK, Canada,32 census * 16 Jul 1906 in Canada, SK, Saskatchewan, ED __-7,227 census * 1911 in Canada, SK, Battleford, ED 208-26,32 event * 09 Apr 1915 in World War I Enlistment in CEF 52nd Regiment,142 occupation 09 Apr 1915 lumber agent.142

1482 iii. Forest #45997, henry no. #127923 from Chabrier, died bef 05 Jun 1900 in MN.46

1483 iv. Roland Leopold Forest #45998 born 19 Oct 1898.


She married 1886 in Argyle, Marshall, MN,106 Joseph Oliver Letourneau #39339, born 09 Jun 1860 in QC, Canada,31 census * 1901 in Canada, AB, Beaver Lake, ED 202K1,31 occupation 1901 farmer,31 census * 07 Jul 1906 in Canada, AB, Strathcona, ED 20,227

Children:

1484 i. Joseph Oliver A11 Letourneau #57044, henry no. from Chabrier, born 05 Nov 1888 in USA,31 census * 1901 in Canada, AB, Beaver Lake, ED 202K1,31 census * 07 Jul 1906 in Canada, AB, Strathcona, ED 20,227

1485 ii. Mary A O Letourneau #57045, henry no. from Chabrier, born 09 Aug 1893 in USA,31 census * 1901 in Canada, AB, Beaver Lake, ED 202K1,31 census * 07 Jul 1906 in Canada, AB, Strathcona, ED 20,227
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1487  iv.  Cecile Letourneau #57046, henry no. from Chabrier, born 26 Apr 1900 in AB, Canada, census * 1901 in Canada, AB, Beaver Lake, ED 202K1, census * 07 Jul 1906 in Canada, AB, Strathcona, ED 20.227

483.  Henry W.10 Verboncoeur #39233 (Adolphe David8 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit6, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand4), henry no. #12795 from Chabrier, born 24 Feb 1876 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN,10,11,60,106 census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 15,41 census * 01 May 1885 in MN, Marshall, Argyle,101 census * 12 Jun 1900 in WI, Douglas, Superior, ED 74,46 occupation 12 Jun 1900 locomotive trainman,46 census * 08 Jun 1905 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 17,107 occupation 08 Jun 1905 fireman,107 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 183,103 occupation 25 Apr 1910 locomotive engineer,46 event * 06 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,46 resided 06 Sep 1918 in 619 22nd Avenue West, Duluth, St Louis, MN,92 occupation 06 Sep 1918 railroad engineer for Northern Pacific Railway Co.,92 height 06 Sep 1918 medium,92 weight 06 Sep 1918 medium,92 eye color 06 Sep 1918 blue,92 hair color 06 Sep 1918 brown,92 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 125,50 occupation 08 Jan 1920 railroad locomotive engineer,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 68,91 occupation 05 Apr 1930 railroad locomotive engineer,91 property 05 Apr 1930 real estate value $4500,91 died 05 Mar 1967 in St Louis co., MN.111,106

He married ca 1899 in MN,91 resided (family) 12 Jun 1900 in 1102 Boucks Avenue, Superior, Douglas, WI,46 resided (family) 08 Jun 1905 in 1602 West First Street, Duluth, St Louis, MN,107 resided (family) 25 Apr 1910 in 2 North 18th Avenue West, Duluth, St Louis, MN,91 resided (family) 08 Jan 1920 in 619 22nd Avenue West, Duluth, St Louis, MN,107 resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 619 22nd Avenue West, Duluth, St Louis, MN,91

Emma Leclair #36184, born 07 Sep 1878 in MI,46 (daughter of __ Leclair #55918 and __ Trudeau #55919), census * 12 Jun 1900 in WI, Douglas, Superior, ED 74,107 census * 08 Jun 1905 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 17,107 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 183,103 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 125,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 68,91 died 06 Aug 1969 in St Louis co., MN.228,111

Children:

1488  i.  Ivan11 Verboncoeur #55917, henry no. #127951 from Chabrier, born ca 1900 in MN,107 census * 08 Jun 1905 in MN, Duluth, ED 17,107 died bef 25 Apr 1910 in MN.63

1489  ii.  Dulcie Winifred Verboncoeur #36185 born 15 Nov 1902.

1490  iii.  Mildred C Verboncoeur #42483, henry no. #127953 from Chabrier, born ca 1904 in MN,60 census * 08 Jun 1905 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 17,107 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 183,63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 125,60 census * 10 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, ED 248,91 resided 10 Apr 1930 in 2727 Budlong Avenue, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA,91 occupation 10 Apr 1930 stenographer for auto distributor.91 1930 census indicates that she is married but no spouse listed.

1491  iv.  Veryl H Verboncoeur #42484 born ca 1912.


She married 27 Sep 1911 in Argyle, Marshall, MN,106 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 847 Blair Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.60 resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 583 Maryland Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.91 Wilber J. LeFebvre #39337, born ca 1885 in MN,91 census * 05 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 147,60 occupation 05 Jan 1920 iron company machinist,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 103,91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 steam railroad shop machinist.91
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Children:

+ 1492  i.  Norman Elwin 6/7LeFebvre #46016 born 06 Oct 1912.


490. Elizabeth 6 Verboncoeur #37732 (Moysé 7Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 8, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #127C2 from Chabrier, born Sep 1878 in MN,46 census * 14 Jun 1880 in MN, Polk, Twp 150 Rng 43, ED 200,41 census * 18 May 1885 in MN, Polk, Terrebonne,401 census * 03 Jun 1895 in MN, Polk, Red Lake Falls,113 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 31,46 census * 16 May 1910 in ND, Grand Forks, Grand Forks, ED 94,63 died 04 Apr 1926 in Hennepin co., MN,111

She married 1900 in MN,46,114 resided (family) 01 Jun 1900 in 1114 West 5th Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,46 Leo Wirtensohn Jr. #34987, born Jun 1872 in MO,46 (son of Leo Wirtensohn #55933 and Elizabeth __ #55934), city directory 1991 in 907 Plymouth Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,61 occupation 1991 cutter,61 census * 11 Jun 1895 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis WD 3,113 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 31,46 occupation 01 Jun 1900 shoemaker,46 census * 16 May 1910 in ND, Grand Forks, Grand Forks, ED 94,63 occupation 16 May 1910 gardening,63 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 48,60 occupation 03 Apr 1930 doughnut factory baker,61 died 09 Apr 1936 in Hennepin co., MN,111

Children:

+ 1495  i.  Gertrude 6 Wirtensohn #39488 born ca 1902.

491. Rose Alma (Emma) 6 Verboncoeur #37733 (Moysé 7Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 8, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #127C3 from Chabrier, born 16 Apr 1880 in Terrebonne, Polk, MN,41 census * 14 Jun 1880 in MN, Polk, Twp 150 Rng 43, ED 200,41 census * 18 May 1885 in MN, Polk, Terrebonne,401 census * 03 Jun 1895 in MN, Polk, Red Lake Falls,113 census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 328,46 occupation 18 Jun 1900 housework,46 census * 10 May 1910 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 239,63 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 233,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Beltrami, Bemidji, ED 7,81 died 25 Oct 1957 in Bemidji, Beltrami, MN.

She married Oliver Thomas Belair, (details excluded).

Children:

1496  i.  Walter 7 Belair #46313, henry no. #127C31 from Chabrier, born in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN,115 died bef 10 May 1910 in MN,63,115

1497 ii.  Leonard Belair #46314, henry no. #127C32 from Chabrier, born in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN,115 died bef 10 May 1910 in MN,63

1498 iii.  Walter Orville Belair #46315, henry no. #127C33 from Chabrier, born ca 1905 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN,63,60,115 census * 10 May 1910 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 239,63 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 233,60 died Apr 1929.115

+ 1499 iv.  Pauline Alice Belair #46316 born 04 Jan 1907.

+ 1500 v.  Maurice John Belair #46317 born 08 Apr 1909.

+ 1501 vi.  Hazel Marie Belair #46318 born 23 Feb 1911.

1502 vii.  __ Belair #57613, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1914 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN,115 died 08 Apr 1914.115

+ 1503 viii. Lucille Helen Belair #46319 born 18 Feb 1917.

1504 ix.  Martin Lyle Belair #46320, henry no. #127C38 from Chabrier, born 14 Apr 1920 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN,91,115 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Beltrami, Bemidji, ED 7,91 social security num bef 1951 468-12-0469 (MN),121 died 18 Jan 1995 in Beltrami co., MN,111

He married Hilma Christensen #57614, born 27 Sep 1920.115
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She married ca 1901 in MN, residing (family) Apr 1910 in Houghton Avenue, Grand Rapids, Itasca, MN, residing (family) 03 Jan 1920 in Houghton Avenue, Grand Rapids, Itasca, MN, residing (family) 19 Apr 1930 in Houghton Avenue, Grand Rapids, Itasca, MN, Napoleon Joseph Miller #37729, born 31 Dec 1873 in NY, census * Apr 1910 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 66, occupation Apr 1910 barber, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, resided 12 Sep 1918 in Grand Rapids, Itasca, MN, occupation 12 Sep 1918 barber, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 34, census 03 Jan 1920 barber, census * 19 Apr 1930 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 23, occupation 19 Apr 1930 barber shop proprietor, property 19 Apr 1930 real estate value $3500, died 05 Oct 1937 in Itasca co., MN. Napoleon: Brother of Joseph Miller.

Children:
+ 1505 i. Leo Thomas Miller #44987 born 12 Nov 1903.
+ 1507 iii. Vernie Lawrence Miller #44989 born 11 May 1908.

493. Agnes° Verboncoeur #37725 (Moyse° Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit°, Antoine Chabrier dit°, Jean Chabrier dit°, Jean Chabrier, Jean°, Simon°, Simon°, Bertrand°), henry no. #127C5 from Chabrier, born Jul 1883 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN, census * 18 May 1885 in MN, Polk, Terrebonne, census * 03 Jun 1895 in MN, Polk, Red Lake Falls, census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, census * 04 May 1910 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 239, census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 233, census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 12, died 1954 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN.


Children:
1510 i. Beulah° Miller #44992, henry no. #127C51 from Chabrier, born ca 1902 in MN, census * 04 May 1910 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 239, census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 233.
1511 ii. Elsie Miller #44993, henry no. #127C52 from Chabrier, born ca 1903 in MN, census * 04 May 1910 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 239, census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 233.
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1515 vi. Ralph Miller #44997, henry no. #127C56 from Chabrier, born ca Jul 1916 in MN,\textsuperscript{60} census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 233,\textsuperscript{60} census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 12.\textsuperscript{91}

495. John Oliver\textsuperscript{10} Vadeboncoeur #37645, census name John Verbuncer,\textsuperscript{63} (Moyse\textsuperscript{9}, Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{2}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{4}, Jean\textsuperscript{2} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{4}), henry no. #127C7 from Chabrier, born 04 Oct 1886 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN,\textsuperscript{46,113} census * 03 Jun 1895 in MN, Polk, Red Lake Falls,\textsuperscript{113} census * 18 Jun 1900 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 328,\textsuperscript{63} census * 27 Apr 1910 in ND, Grand Forks, Grand Forks, ED 102,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 27 Apr 1910 department store teamster,\textsuperscript{63} died Jul 1961 in Alberta, Canada.\textsuperscript{114} Granted a land patent in Corson Co., SD on 10 Jan 1913.

He married 07 Oct 1907 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN,\textsuperscript{114} resided (family) 27 Apr 1910 in 806 Fourth Street, Grand Forks, Grand Forks, ND,\textsuperscript{63} Alma Agnes Matilda Leitzke #37648, born 13 Oct 1883 in Tigerton, WI,\textsuperscript{114} census * 27 Apr 1910 in ND, Grand Forks, Grand Forks, ED 102,\textsuperscript{63} died Jul 1957.\textsuperscript{114} Alma: Dau of Herman Leitzke & Julia Lueck of Germany.

* 27 Apr 1910 in ND, Grand Forks, Grand Forks, ED 102.

Children:

1516 i. Marion\textsuperscript{11} Vadeboncoeur #37691, henry no. #127C71 from Chabrier, born Apr 1909 in ND,\textsuperscript{63,114} census * 27 Apr 1910 in ND, Grand Forks, Grand Forks, ED 102.\textsuperscript{63}
+ 1517 ii. Fern Erna Juliana Vadeboncoeur #37637 born 23 Dec 1915.

497. Rosalie Edwina\textsuperscript{10} Theroux #38860 (Adele "Delia"\textsuperscript{9} Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{2}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{4}, Jean\textsuperscript{2} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{4}), henry no. #127D1 from Chabrier, born 25 Jan 1870 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN,\textsuperscript{3} baptized * 30 Jan 1870 in St Vincent de Paul Ch, Osseo, MN,\textsuperscript{3} census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 213,\textsuperscript{41} census * 03 Jun 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo,\textsuperscript{101} census * 14 Jun 1895 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada,\textsuperscript{113} census * 12 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 54,\textsuperscript{46} census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 129,\textsuperscript{63} census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 6,\textsuperscript{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 120,\textsuperscript{91} died 18 May 1952 in MN, buried in St John Cem, Little Canada, Ramsey, MN. Godparents: Isaac Labissoniere & Edwine Desjarlais.

She married (1) 24 Sep 1888, resided (family) 21 Apr 1910 in 529 Mississippi Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{53} Jean Baptiste Lancette #38872, born Aug 1865 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{46} emigrated 1869 to US,\textsuperscript{46} census * 14 Jun 1895 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada,\textsuperscript{113} occupation 14 Jun 1895 laborer,\textsuperscript{113} census * 12 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 54,\textsuperscript{46} occupation 12 Jun 1900 day laborer,\textsuperscript{46} died bef 21 Apr 1910.\textsuperscript{65}

Children:

+ 1518 i. William L.\textsuperscript{11} Lancette #46052 born Dec 1886.
+ 1520 iii. Henry O. Lancette #46054 born May 1891.
+ 1521 iv. Ermine M. Lancette #46055 born Sep 1892.
+ 1522 v. Fredrick Phillip Lancette #46056 born 02 Feb 1894.
+ 1523 vi. Harry J. Lancette #46057 born Dec 1896.
+ 1524 vii. Raymond Lancette #46058, ref number #127D17 Chabrier, born May 1899 in MN,\textsuperscript{46} census * 12 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 54,\textsuperscript{46} died bef 21 Apr 1910 in MN.\textsuperscript{63}
+ 1525 viii. Ella M. Lancette #46059, ref number #127D18 Chabrier, born ca 1901 in MN,\textsuperscript{63} census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 129,\textsuperscript{63} census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 6,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 02 Jan 1920 department store sales lady.\textsuperscript{60}
+ 1526 ix. Edith A. Lancette #46060, ref number #127D19 Chabrier, born ca 1902 in MN,\textsuperscript{63} census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 129,\textsuperscript{63} census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 6,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 02 Jan 1920 railroad messenger girl.\textsuperscript{60}
+ 1527 x. Clifford Richard Lancette #46061 born ca 1904.

She married (2) 10 Jun 1910, resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 896 Rice Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{91} Louis Bazel Goben #38873, born 07 Oct 1879,\textsuperscript{46,92,111} (son of __ Goben #56581 and Sarah __ #56582), census * 12 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 54,\textsuperscript{46} occupation 12 Jun 1900 day laborer,\textsuperscript{46} census * 15 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 25,\textsuperscript{63} resided 15 Apr 1910 in 650 Mississippi Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 15 Apr 1910.
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laborer, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 ice handler for Citizens Ice Co., resided 12 Sep 1918 in 611 Beaumont Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, height 12 Sep 1918 tall, weight 12 Sep 1918 stout, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 6, occupation 02 Jan 1920 factory laborer, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 120, occupation 09 Apr 1930 ice firm laborer, died 1961 in Ramsey co., MN.

Children:
+ 1528  xi. Margaret M. Goben #46065 born ca 1911.
+ 1529  xii. Raymond Louis Goben #46066 born 12 Jul 1913.

499. Olivier John "Levi" Theroux #46034 (Adele "Delia" Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127D3 from Chabrier, born 07 Oct 1873 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, baptized * 20 Oct 1873 in St Vincent de Paul Ch, Osseo, MN, census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 213, census * 03 Jun 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 24, occupation 01 Jun 1900 day laborer, census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60, occupation 18 Apr 1910 wholesale salesman, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 salesman for Geo. A. Hormel Co., resided (family) 01 Jun 1900 in 1905 5th Street North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, height 12 Sep 1918 tall, weight 12 Sep 1918 stout, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, census * 05 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 43, occupation 05 Jan 1920 wholesale meat salesman, census * 04 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 30, resided 04 Apr 1930 in 1411 4th Avenue North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, occupation 04 Apr 1930 meat packing house commercial traveller. Godparents: Moise Verboncoeur & Henriette Vertboncoeur.

He married ca 1894 in MN, resided (family) 01 Jun 1900 in 1905 5th Street North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in 921 Lyndale Place, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 1429 4th Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, Aurelia __ Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, henry no. #46042, born Dec 1875 in MN, census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 24, census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 43, died bef 04 Apr 1930 in MN.

Children:
1530  i. Ella M. Theroux #38865, henry no. #127D31 from Chabrier, born Oct 1894 in MN, census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 24, census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60, census * 05 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 43.
+ 1531  ii. Blanche L. Theroux #46043 born 13 Mar 1897.
1532  iii. George L. Theroux #46044, also known as George Thereau, henry no. #127D33 from Chabrier, born 13 Sep 1898 in MN, census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 24, census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60, census * 05 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60, census * 05 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60, census * 05 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 43, died bef 04 Apr 1930 in MN.

He married ca 1920 in MN, resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 3551 Morgan Avenue North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, Ellen __ #51150, born 03 Nov 1900 in MN, census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 326, occupation 08 Apr 1930 department store saleswoman, social security num bef 1951 473-05-7685 (MN), died Apr 1985 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.

1533  iv. Elmer Theroux #46045, henry no. #127D34 from Chabrier, born ca 1903 in MN, census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60.

500. Joseph Baptise Tiroux #38871, census name John Tirous, (Adele "Delia" Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127D4 from Chabrier, born 14 Oct 1876 in MN, census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 213, census * 03 Jun 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 144, occupation 22 Jun 1900 telephone company lineman, census * 02 Nov 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 209, occupation 20 Apr 1910 telephone repair man, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 N.W. Telephone Co. lineman, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 608 17th Avenue North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, height 12
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Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown.
census * 03 Jan 1920 in SD, McPherson, Leola, ED 222, occupation 03 Jan 1920 telephone company electrician, census * 07 Apr 1930 in WI, Pepin, Durand, ED 2, occupation 07 Apr 1930 electric company electrician.

He married ca 1905, resided (family) 20 Apr 1910 in 4310 Garfield Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 416 East Montgomery Street, Durand, Pepin, WI. Nelle (Kewitt) Moore #46046, born 28 Jan 1883 in WI, St Croix, Glenwood City, ED 220, census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 209, census * 03 Jan 1920 in SD, McPherson, Leola, ED 222, census * 07 Apr 1930 in WI, Pepin, Durand, ED 2, social security num bef 1951 546-32-5722 (CA), died 15 Jul 1975 in South El Monte, Los Angeles, CA.

Children:

1534 i. Clarence Q. Jr. #46096, ref number #127D41 Chabrier, born 05 Nov 1907 in MN, census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 209, census * 03 Jan 1920 in SD, McPherson, Leola, ED 222, census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, St Croix, Glenwood City, ED 10, occupation 09 Apr 1930 electric light company electrician, social security num bef 1951 393-07-4393 (WI), died 23 Mar 1992.

He married ca 1929 in WI, resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in Lyme Avenue, Glenwood City, St Croix, WI, Grace __ #46098, born ca 1911 in WI, census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, St Croix, Glenwood City, ED 10.

1535 ii. Ethel Tioux #46097, ref number #127D42 Chabrier, born Dec 1909 in MN, census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 209, died bef 03 Jan 1920.

1536 iii. Everett Joseph Tioux #46047, ref number #127D43 Chabrier, born 25 Jul 1914 in MN, census * 03 Jan 1920 in SD, McPherson, Leola, ED 222, census * 07 Apr 1930 in WI, Pepin, Durand, ED 2, social security num bef 1951 551-09-5864 (CA), died 28 Oct 1986 in San Jacinto, Riverside, CA.

502. David Edmund (Edward) Theroux Jr. #38867, census name Edward Theroux, Adela "Delia" Theroux, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand, henry no. #127D6 from Chabrier, born 27 Oct 1880 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, baptized * 01 Nov 1879 in St Vincent de Paul Ch, Osseo, MN, census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 213, census * 03 Jun 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 144, occupation 22 Jun 1900 railroad laborer, census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 65, occupation 18 Apr 1910 pool room clerk, resided 18 Apr 1910 in 126 Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 ice wagon driver, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 2314 Thomas Avenue North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 64, occupation 08 Jan 1920 ice cream company ice man, census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 54, occupation 05 Apr 1930 ice cream company barn boss, property 05 Apr 1930 real estate value $3500, died * 03 Mar 1952 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, cause of death 03 Mar 1952 pulmonary edema & cardiac asthma, buried 07 Mar 1952 in Crystal Lake Cem, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN. Godparents: Joel Degerlais & Adelais Vadeboncoeur.

He married 1911 in St Ann's Ch., Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, resided (family) 08 Jan 1920 in 2314 Thomas Avenue North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 2314 Thomas Avenue North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, Sigrid Johanna Elizabeth Hanson #51096, born 17 Dec 1882 in Norway, emigrated 1901 to USA, naturalized 1911, census * 27 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 210, occupation 27 Apr 1910 private family servant, resided 27 Apr 1910 in 2819 43rd Street West, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 64, census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 54, died 07 Nov 1959 in Scott co., MN.

Children:

1537 i. Leonard E. Jr. Theroux #51097, henry no. #127D61 from Chabrier, born 08 Jan 1912 in MN, census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 64, census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin,
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Minneapolis, ED 54.91 died 19 Apr 1981 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,121,230 buried in Ft Snelling, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.230

+ 1538 ii. Helen Elizabeth Thereaux #51098 born 18 May 1914. 
+ 1539 iii. Loraine Marie Thireaux #51099 born 20 Sep 1919.

504. Anne J.10 Theroux #38863 (Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127D8 from Chabrier, born Sep 1885 in MN,46 census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 144,46 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60,46 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 203,46 census * 19 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 327.91

She married ca 1902 in MN,63 resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in 922 Lyndale Place, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,63 resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 4236 Gerard Avenue North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,60 resided (family) 19 Apr 1930 in 4236 Gerard Avenue North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.91 Joseph G. Normandin #46036, born 26 Mar 1875 in MN,92 (son of _ Normandin #56689 and _ Dubuque #56690), census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60,63 occupation 18 Apr 1910 wholesale salesman,63 event * 12 Sep 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1917 Swift & Co, Provision Dept, manager,92 resided 12 Sep 1917 in 4236 Gerard Avenue North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,92 height 12 Sep 1917 medium,92 weight 12 Sep 1917 medium,92 eye color 12 Sep 1917 blue,92 hair color 12 Sep 1917 light,92 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 203,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 house mover,60 census * 19 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 327,91 occupation 19 Apr 1930 transportation company truck driver,91 property 19 Apr 1930 real estate value $6000,91 died 23 Jan 1957 in Hennepin co., MN.111

Children:

1540 i. William Joseph11 Normandin #46037, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1902 in MN,63 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60,63 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 203,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 restaurant bus boy,60 died 28 Feb 1929 in Hennepin co., MN.111

1541 ii. Margaret Normandin #46038, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1904 in MN,63 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60,63 died bef 03 Jan 1920.60

1542 iii. Lawrence Normandin #46039, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1906 in MN,63 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Minneapolis, ED 60,63 died bef 1911.60


1544 v. Raymond Lewis Normandin #46041, henry no. from Chabrier, born 25 Apr 1908 in Hennepin co., MN,63,111 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60,63 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 203,60 census * 19 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 327,91 occupation 19 Apr 1930 summer camp cook,91 social security num bef 1951 473-14-1272 (MN),111 died 09 Mar 1989 in Hennepin co., MN.111

1545 vi. Lawrence F Normandin #46100, henry no. from Chabrier, born 19 May 1911 in MN,60,111 census 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 203,60 census * 19 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 327,91 occupation 19 Apr 1930 tailor shop apprentice,91 died 17 Sep 1959 in Hennepin co., MN.111

505. Alexander Aleid10 Theroux #38868, also known as Alex Tiroix,121 (Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127D9 from Chabrier, born 19 Sep 1887 in MN,46,121 census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 144,46 census * 19 Apr 1910 in NE, Dawson, Ottertail, ED 108,46 occupation 19 Apr 1910 telegraph lineman,63 resided 19 Apr 1910 in C Street, Ottertail, Dawson, NE,63 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 helper at Geo. A. Hormel Co.,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in 1315 North Aldrich Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,92 height 05 Jun 1917 tall,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 black,92 census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 84,60 occupation 16 Jan 1920 ice cream wagon driver,60 social security num bef 1951 473-09-4156 (MN),121 died Jun 1973 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.121

He married residing (family) 16 Jan 1920 in 19 13th Street South, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.60 Elizabeth A. __ #51822, born ca 1891 in MN,60 census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 84.60
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Children:

1546  i.  Dorothy T.11 Tiroix #51823, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1913 in MN,60 census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 84.60

1547  ii.  Clyde B. Tiroix #51824, henry no. from Chabrier, born 12 Mar 1918 in MN,121,60 census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 84,60 census * 19 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 327,91 resided 19 Apr 1930 in 4236 Gerard Avenue North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,91 social security num bef 1951 468-01-6424 (MN),121 died 01 Dec 1997 in Spring, Montgomery, TX.121

509. Eva10 Theroux #38861 (Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand3), henry no. #127DD from Chabrier, born Jan 1896 in MN,46 census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Osseo, ED 144,46 census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 209,53 resided 20 Apr 1910 in 4310 Garfield Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,53 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 58,60 census * 14 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 30,91 occupation 14 Apr 1930 clothing manufacturer inspector.91

She married11 ca 1916 in MN,91 Alex A. Smith #38898, born ca 1890 in Poland,91 emigrated 1912 to US,91 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 58,60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 blacksmith,60 census * 14 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 30,91 occupation 14 Apr 1930 welder for underwear manufacturer.91

Children:

+ 1548  i.  Frances Julia Agnes11 Smith #46101 born Apr 1918.

1549  ii.  Lucille M. Smith #46102, ref number #127DD2 Chabrier, born ca 1922 in MN,91 census * 14 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 30.91


She married 29 Jul 1890 in Anoka co., MN,39 Walter Grant Inman #44579, born 05 Jun 1869 in Oto, Woodbury, IA,39 census * 04 Jun 1900 in IA, Hancock, Magor, ED 124,46 occupation 04 Jun 1900 inspector,46 census * 17 Apr 1930 in OR, Clackamas, Eagle Creek, ED 32,91 occupation 17 Apr 1930 farmer,91 died 05 Nov 1941 in Portland, Multnomah, OR.91 Walter: Son of Asa Inman & Adeline Hathaway.

Children:

+ 1550  i.  Ella Mae11 Inman #44580 born 23 Jun 1893.

+ 1551  ii.  Emma Louise Inman #44584 born 12 Jul 1902.

1552  iii.  Ace Willard Inman #44585, henry no. #127E13 from Chabrier, born 24 Sep 1903 in OR, Multnomah, Community Acres, ED 222,91 occupation 11 Apr 1930 saw mill sawyer,91 resided 11 Apr 1930 in 1530 Brainard, Community Acres, Multnomah, OR,91 died Jun 1978 in Portland, Multnomah, OR.39

He married 11 Jun 1931 in Portland, Multnomah, OR,39 Iva C Hunsucker #44586.

1553  iv.  Clifford Henry Inman #44587, henry no. #127E14 from Chabrier, born 14 Oct 1908 in Paddington, ND,39 census * Apr 1930 in OR, Multnomah, Rosaria, ED 223,91 occupation Apr 1930 saw mill laborer,91 died 02 Mar 1983 in North Bend, OR.39

He married 24 Nov 1928 in Portland, Multnomah, OR,39 Lila Beatrice Atkinson #44588, born ca 1908 in WA,91 census * Apr 1930 in OR, Multnomah, Rosaria, ED 223,91 occupation Apr 1930 knitting mill mender.91 Lila: Her parents were born in PA.

513. Louis (Lewis) Clifford9 Vevea #44278 (Josephine8 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit7, Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon1, Bertrand4), henry no. #127E4 from Chabrier,
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born 18 Feb 1880 in Anoka, Anoka, MN,

39,111 eye color blue, 39 hair color dark, 39 religion catholic, 39 census * 03 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 208, 41 census * 21 May 1885 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, 101 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 94, 46 occupation 06 Jun 1900 painter, 46 census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Pennington, North Twp, ED 12, 91 occupation 02 Apr 1930 carpenter in a railroad yard, 91 property 02 Apr 1930 real estate value $3000, 91 died 08 Mar 1961 in Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN, 39,111 cause of death kidney failure, 39 buried in Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN, 39.

He married marriage license * 28 Apr 1900 in Fessenden, Wells, ND, 128 Apr 1900 in Fessenden, Wells, ND, 46,39 resided (family) 06 Jun 1900 in 702 26th Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, 46,39 Karen Sophia Heggen #44290, born 20 Jul 1881 in Trondheim, Norway, 46,39,111 (daughter of Laurentz Reium #44325 and Maria Josephine Heggen #44326), emigrated 1894 to Caledonia, MN, 46,39 naturalized 91 census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Pennington, North Twp, ED 12, 91 died 26 Nov 1960 in Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN, 39,111

Children:
+ 1554 i. Clarence Alfred 1/2 VeVea #44589 born 31 Jan 1902.
+ 1555 ii. Lawrence William VeVea #44590, henry no. #127E42 from Chabrier, born 31 Jan 1904 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, 39 died 1910, 39 cause of death scarlet fever.
+ 1556 iii. Marie Josephine VeVea #44591 born 04 Apr 1907.
+ 1558 v. Lloyd Willard Vevea #32624 born 11 Nov 1911.
+ 1559 vi. Stella Mae Vevea #32630 born 05 Dec 1913.
+ 1560 vii. Lucille Laura Vevea #44292 born 16 May 1917.
+ 1561 viii. Lewis Clifford Vevea #44293 born 19 Dec 1919.


He married (1) ca 1915 in MN, 63 Marie, 56 #56704, died 03 May 1916 in Anoka co., MN, 111

He married (2) resided (family) 15 Apr 1930 in 2215 Third Avenue North, Anoka, Anoka, MN, 91 Alice Leighton #56708, born ca 1892 in MN, 91 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 68, 60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 factory laborer, 60 resided 06 Jan 1920 in 714 Hawthorne Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, 60 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 3, 91 died 02 Mar 1946 in Anoka co., MN, 111

Children:
+ 1562 i. Rita Marie 1/2 Granfield #56711 born ca 1922.
+ 1563 ii. Maurice Joseph Granfield #56712, henry no. from Chabrier, born 03 Feb 1924 in MN, 91,111,121 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 3, 91 social security num bef 1951 474-28-6245 (MN), 121 died 20 Mar 1999 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, 111,121

He married 01 Oct 1960 in Anoka co., MN, 231 Marian F Kovar #56728, born ca 1918, 231

+ 1564 iii. Elizabeth Ann Granfield #56713 born ca 1926.

518. Walter James 6/6 Granfield #44332 (Josephine 6 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 6 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 8, Jean 9 Chabrier, Jean 10 Simon 1, Simon 11 Bertrand 12), henry no. #127E9 from Chabrier, born 12
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May 1893 in MN, census * 04 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 3, census * 07 Jun 1905 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 164, occupation 21 Apr 1910 hardware store laborer, resided 21 Apr 1910 in 631 Harrison Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 farmer, resided 05 Jun 1917 in Oak Grove, Anoka, MN, height 05 Jun 1917 medium, weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue, hair color 05 Jun 1917 black, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 244, occupation 06 Jan 1920 harness maker, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 252, occupation 09 Apr 1930 plumber's helper, social security num bef 1951 469-09-7593 (MN), died 26 Jun 1978 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.

He married ca 1916 in MN, resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 4411 Wentworth Avenue South, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 4411 Wentworth Avenue South, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN. Laura R Eastman #44333, born 20 Mar 1894 in MN, daughter of George W Eastman #56731 and Eda M Oskey #56732, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 244, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 252, social security num 1973 472-76-2669 (MN), died 13 Feb 1978 in Hennepin co., MN.

Children:
+ 1565 i. Walter Joseph Grantfield #56729 born abt Nov 1917.
+ 1566 ii. Marguerite J Granfield #56730, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca Feb 1919 in MN, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 244, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 252.

520. Louis Leon dit 2. Lessard #47772 (Matilda Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 1, Antoine Chabrier dit 2, Jean Chabrier dit 3, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127H2 in Chabrier, born 29 Aug 1883 in MN, census * 07 May 1885 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, census * 25 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245, census * 29 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 172, occupation 29 Apr 1910 Union Depot baggage room, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 farming for Varley & Co., resided 12 Sep 1918 in Princeton, Mille Lacs, MN, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, census * 14 Jan 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 62, occupation 14 Jan 1920 warehouse potatoe buyer, census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 23, occupation 10 Apr 1930 garage salesman, died 29 Dec 1961 in Ramsey co., MN.

He married ca 1902 in MN, resided (family) 29 Apr 1910 in 3103 Colfax Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN. Emma Marie Sampson #47773, born ca Dec 1883 in MN, daughter of Tierman Sampson #56736 and Mary ___ #56737, census * 23 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245, census * 29 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 172, census * 14 Jan 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 62, census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 23, died 18 Apr 1950 in Mille Lacs co., MN.

Children:
1567 i. Verra M Lessard #56735, henry no. #127H21 from Chabrier, born ca 1903 in MN, census * 29 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 172, census * 14 Jan 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 62, occupation 14 Jan 1920 bakery clerk.
1568 ii. Chester L Lessard #47774, henry no. #127H22 in Chabrier, born 22 Jul 1914 in MN, census * 14 Jan 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 62, census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 23, event * 10 Feb 1941 in World War II Army Enlistment, occupation 10 Feb 1941 truck driver, resided 10 Feb 1941 in Princeton, Mille Lacs, MN, education 10 Feb 1941 4 years of high school, height 10 Feb 1941 69 in, weight 10 Feb 1941 165 lbs, social security num bef 1951 473-03-3086 (MN), died 06 Apr 1987 in Hennepin co., MN.

523. Leah Matilda dit 2. Lessard #56747 (Matilda Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 1, Antoine Chabrier dit 2, Jean Chabrier dit 3, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127H5 from Chabrier, born Jun 1889 in MN,
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He married in WA, divorced bef 23 Oct 1942 in WA, no children from this marriage, Unknown #56752.

Children:


She married ca 1915 in MN, resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 506 Eighth Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, resided (family) 21 Apr 1930 in 2516 Central Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, Fred S Menard #32550, born 28 Oct 1893 in MN, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 farmer, resided 05 Jun 1917 in Nessel, Chisago, MN, height 05 Jun 1917 medium, weight 05 Jun 1917 slender, eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue, hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown, census * 12 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 29, census * 21 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 165, died 23 Feb 1970 in Hennepin co., MN.

Children:

1573 i. Merrilla J. Menard #44319, ref number #127111 Chabrier, born Oct 1918 in MN, census * 12 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 29, died bef 21 Apr 1930.

William James Verbunker #42873 (Francois-Xavier Verbunker, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit), Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), ref number #127J4 Chabrier, born 06 Jul 1900 in ND, census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Polk, East Grand Forks, Rhinehart Twp, ED 197, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 laborer for John A Johnson, resided 12 Sep 1918 in Manvel, Grand Forks, ND, height 12 Sep 1918 short, weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 light brown, census * 05 Apr 1930 in ND, Grand Forks, Manvel, ED 59, occupation 05 Apr 1930 grain farm laborer.

He married ca 1927 in ND, resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in Oldham Avenue, Manvel, Grand Forks, ND, Mary __ #42874, born ca 1904 in ND, census * 05 Apr 1930 in ND, Grand Forks, Manvel, ED 59, Mary: Her father was born in ND and her mother in VT [1930 census].
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Children:

1574 i. Donna Jane Verboncoeur #42875, ref number #127J11 Chabrier, born ca May 1929 in ND,\textsuperscript{91} census * 05 Apr 1930 in ND, Grand Forks, Manvel, ED 59.\textsuperscript{91}

537. **Stephen Leo\textsuperscript{10} De Mers** #44300 (Olive (Celia)\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), ref number #127K4 Chabrier, born 12 Jul 1895 in MN,\textsuperscript{92,96} census * 22 Jun 1900 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 178,\textsuperscript{46} census * 03 May 1910 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 144,\textsuperscript{63} event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 05 Jun 1917 assistant miller for Shane Bros & Wilson Co,\textsuperscript{92} resided 05 Jun 1917 in Shakopee, MN, \textsuperscript{92} height 05 Jun 1917 short,\textsuperscript{92} weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown,\textsuperscript{92} hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown,\textsuperscript{92} census * 21 Jan 1920 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 146,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 21 Jan 1920 flour miller,\textsuperscript{60} census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 19,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 08 Apr 1930 stove manufacturing inspector,\textsuperscript{91} died 23 Nov 1938 in Scott co., MN.\textsuperscript{111}

He married ca 1921, resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 225 Somerville Street, Shakopee, Scott, MN,\textsuperscript{91} **Julia Cermak** #44302, born ca 1905 in MN,\textsuperscript{91} census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 19.\textsuperscript{91} **Julia**: Father born in Bohemia, mother in MN.

Children:

+ 1575 i. Dorothy May Verboncoeur \#44303 born ca 1923.

+1576 ii. Louis Demers \#44304, ref number #127K42 Chabrier, born ca 1924 in MN,\textsuperscript{91} census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 19.\textsuperscript{91}

+ 1577 iii. Richard Francis De Mers \#44305 born 17 Jul 1926.


540. **Joseph Ulderic\textsuperscript{10} Vallieres** #36204 (Philomène\textsuperscript{9} Vadeboncoeur, Elie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #12C12 from Chabrier, born 02 Apr 1866 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 02 Apr 1866 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 03 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED153I1,\textsuperscript{31} occupation 03 Apr 1901 farmer,\textsuperscript{31} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St Guillaume, ED 206-10.\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Elie Verboncoeur & Emerance Biron.

He married * 16 Feb 1885 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\textsuperscript{49} **Rosilda Baudette** #36205, born 08 Jan 1867 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{31} (daughter of Cleophas Beaudette #56868 and Josephine Boucher #56869), census * 03 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED153I1,\textsuperscript{31} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St Guillaume, ED 206-10.\textsuperscript{32}

Children:

1580 i. Uldoric Hector Vallieres \#56863, henry no. from Chabrier, born 27 Nov 1885 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 27 Nov 1885 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 03 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED153I1.\textsuperscript{31} Godparents: Cleophas Beaudette & Josephine Boucher.

1581 ii. Marguerite Vallieres \#56864, henry no. from Chabrier, born 17 Sep 1887 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 18 Sep 1887 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 03 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED153I1.\textsuperscript{31} Godparents: Joseph Lemire & Philomene Vadeboncoeur.

1582 iii. Marie Anne Rose Alba Vallieres \#56865, henry no. from Chabrier, born 17 May 1889 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 18 May 1889 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 03 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED153I1.\textsuperscript{31} Godparents: Joseph Dumen & Philomene Boucher.

1583 iv. Marie Hercule Vallieres \#56866, henry no. from Chabrier, born 15 May 1892 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 15 May 1892 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 03 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED153I1,\textsuperscript{31} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St Guillaume, ED 206-10.\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Hillaire Gregoire & Albina Belanger.
Theophetus Jean Marie Vallieres #56867, henry no. from Chabrier, born 16 May 1898 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,° baptized * 17 May 1898 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,° census * 03 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED1531,° census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St Guillaume, ED 206-10.° Godparents: Lenas Beaudet & Alphonseine Gelinas, his wife.

Jean Baptiste° Vadeboncoeur #40213, also known as John B Vadeboncoeur,° also known as John Hart,° (Francois Xavier,° Elie Chabrier dit,° Jean Chabrier dit,° Jean Chabrier, Jean° Simon, Simon° Bertrand), henry no. #12C43 in Chabrier, born May 1881 in MA,° census * 05 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 103,° occupation 05 Jun 1900 cotton corder,° census * 25 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 136,° occupation 25 Apr 1910 shoe shop shipper,° event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,° occupation 12 Sep 1918 Amoskeag Mfg Co mill operative,° height 12 Sep 1918 medium,° eye color 12 Sep 1918 dark,° hair color 12 Sep 1918 black,° census * 05 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 126,° occupation 05 Jan 1920 cotton mill truck pusher,° city directory * 1925 in 554 Lincoln, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° occupation 1925 operator,° census * 14 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 60,° occupation 14 Apr 1930 woolen mill carder,° resided 14 Apr 1930 in 1234 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° city directory * 1934 in 1234 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° occupation 1934 card room worker,° city directory * 1936 in 1226 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° city directory * 1937 in 1234 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° city directory * 1938 in 48 Hanover Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° occupation 1938 laborer,° city directory * 1940 in 48 Hanover Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° city directory * 1942 in 48 Hanover Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° city directory * 1953 in 48 Hanover Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° died 30 Aug 1954 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° buried 02 Sep 1954 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.°

He married 13 Nov 1905 in St Georges, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° resided (family) 25 Apr 1910 in 126 Lake Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° resided (family) 12 Sep 1918 in 286 Douglas Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 286 Douglas Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° Leonie Blanchette #40214, born ca 1886 in QC, Canada,° emigrated 1889,° naturalized° census * 25 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 136,° occupation 25 Apr 1910 cotton mill spinner,° census * 05 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 126,° died 27 Oct 1924 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° city directory * 1925 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.°

Children:

1585 i. Alice Georgina° Vadeboncoeur #40237, henry no. #12C431 in Chabrier, born 06 Jul 1906 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° baptized 06 Jul 1906 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° died 21 Jul 1906 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° buried 22 Jul 1906 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° Godparents: Ludger Cote & Marie Vadeboncoeur.

1586 ii. Marie Jeannette Vadeboncoeur #30739, henry no. #12C432 in Chabrier, born ca Sep 1908 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° census * 05 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 126,°

She married 22 Nov 1926 in St Georges, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° James Stuart Elliott #40215, born ca 1902 in VT,° census * 05 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 71,° resided 05 Apr 1930 in 40 Putnam Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° occupation 05 Apr 1930 filling station laborer.° James: Son of Charles Elliott & Flora Gordon.

Marie Georgiana° Vadeboncoeur #40229 (Francois Xavier,° Elie Chabrier dit,° Jean Chabrier dit,° Jean Chabrier, Jean° Simon, Simon° Bertrand), henry no. #12C44 in Chabrier, born 11 Aug 1886 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° baptized 11 Aug 1886 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° census * 15 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 135,° city directory * 1919 in 412 Beech Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° city directory * 1920 in 418 Union Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° city directory * 1921 in Spring Garden Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° city directory * 1924 in 282 Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° city directory * 1930 in Porter Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° census * 25 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 28,° city directory * 1933 in Porter Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° city directory * 1936 in Porter Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,° city
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directory * 1937 in 48 Hanover Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, died aft 1937. Godparents: David Vadeboncoeur & Adelia Boisvert.

She married 06 Jun 1905 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, resided (family) 15 Apr 1910 in 418 Union Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, resided (family) 25 Apr 1930 in Porter Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, Frank Ferland #40230, born ca 1875 in QC, Canada, (son of Edouard Ferland #46608 and Emelia Cote #56888), emigrated 1880 to USA, naturalized city directory * 1909 in 1248 Elm Street room 10, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1909 driver, census * 15 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 135, occupation 15 Apr 1910 wood teamster, city directory * 1911 in 418 Union Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1912 in 418 Union Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1912 driver, city directory * 1913 in 420 Union Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1913 driver, city directory * 1914 in 420 Union Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1914 driver, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 bookkeeper, Park Hotel, Lowell, MA, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 412 Beech Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, hair color 12 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 light, city directory * 1919 in 412 Beech Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1919 employed in Lowell, MA, city directory * 1920 in 418 Union Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1920 employed in Lowell, MA, city directory * 1921 in Spring Garden Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory 1921 clerk, city directory * 1924 in 282 Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1924 waiter, city directory * 1925 in 282 Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1930 in Porter Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1930 lunch room employee, census * 25 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 28, occupation 25 Apr 1930 lunch room helper, city directory * 1933 in Porter Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1933 counterman, city directory * 1934 in Porter Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1936 in Porter Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1937 in 48 Hanover Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1937 counterman, died aft 1937.

Children:

1587  i.  #17 Ferland #46106, henry no. #12C441 in Chabrier, died bef 15 Apr 1910 in NH
1588  ii.  Bertha A Ferland #41970, henry no. #12C442 in Chabrier, born ca 1911 in NH, city directory * 1930 in Porter Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1930 clerk at tax collector's office, census * 25 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 28, occupation 25 Apr 1930 bookkeeper for tax collector, city directory * 1933 in Porter Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1933 clerk at tax collector's office, city directory * 1934 in Porter Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1934 clerk, city directory * 1936 in Porter Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1936 clerk, city directory * 1937 in Dawson Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1937 clerk.

Louis Odilon #20 Vadeboncoeur #30771 (Joseph, Elie Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12C52 from Chabrier, born 30 Oct 1870 in St Bonaventure d'Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, baptized 30 Oct 1870 in St Bonaventure d'Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond, St Germain, ED 5261, census 07 May 1901 in Canada, QC, Grantham, Saint-Germain-de-Granatham, ED 153K3, emigrated 1908 to USA, city directory * 1909 in 544 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1909 liquor dealer, city directory * 1910 in 580 Diamond Hill Road, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 297, occupation 20 Apr 1910 saloon keeper, city directory * 1911 in 580 Diamond Hill Road, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1911 liquor dealer, city directory * 1913 in Bellevue Avenue, Union Village, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1913 proprietor of The Home Cafe, city directory * 1918 in 993 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1918 wholesale liquor dealer & bottler, city directory * 1919 in 66 Grove Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1919 wholesale liquor dealer & bottler, city directory * 1921 in 123 Rebekah Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1921 soft drinks sales, city directory * 1922 in 123 Rebekah Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1922 proprietor of Biltmore Restaurant, city directory * 1923 in 123 Rebekah Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1923 proprietor of Biltmore Restaurant, city directory * 1924 in 123 Rebekah Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1924 proprietor of Biltmore Restaurant, city directory * 1925 in removed to Canada, resided 1928 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, property * 1928 Rollinson Road, Worcester, Worcester, MA, 6360 sf, valued $400, resided 1932 in St Jean, PQ, Canada, property * 1932 Rollinson Road, Worcester, Worcester, MA, 6360 sf, valued $400, resided 1934 in St Jean, PQ, Canada, property * 1932 Rollinson Road, Worcester, Worcester, MA, 6360 sf, valued $400, resided 1934 in St Jean, PQ, Canada,
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Children:

+ 1589 i. Irene Alice Vadeboncoeur #31899 born 18 May 1893.
+ 1590 ii. Marie Anne Gilberte Vadeboncoeur #29226 born 15 Jun 1894.
+ 1591 iii. Joseph Odilon Valmore Vadeboncoeur #39052 born 11 Nov 1895.
+ 1592 iv. Marie Leontine Zelonide Vadeboncoeur #31889 born 01 Sep 1897.
+ 1593 v. Joseph Pierre Antonio Vadeboncoeur #36364 born 05 Apr 1899.
+ 1594 vi. Marie Angelina Lorette Vadeboncoeur #39039 born 28 Aug 1901.
+ 1595 vii. Marie Laurianna Florence Vadeboncoeur #30343 born 05 Jan 1903.
+ 1596 viii. Gertrude Vadeboncoeur #56895, henry no. #12C528 from Chabrier, born 19 Oct 1904 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada, baptized * 20 Oct 1904 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada, died 12 Jan 1906 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada, buried * 14 Jan 1906 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Telesphore Levasseur & Angeline Levasseur.
+ 1598 x. Joseph Adelard Wilfrid Edgar Vadeboncoeur #44264, also known as Edgar Vadeboncoeur, henry no. #12C52A from Chabrier, born 02 Mar 1907 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada, baptized * 03 Mar 1907 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada, emigrated 1908 to USA, census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 297, died bef 04 Jun 1986. Godparents: Urbain Bernier & Marie Rose Desrosiers.

He married * 29 Jul 1939 in N. D. Auxiliatrice, St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada, Marie Yvonne Antoinette Bargella Lussier #56904, born 28 Jan 1910 in St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada, daughter of Hermenigilde Lussier #56905 and Marie Yvonne Antoinette Boissonneault #56906, baptized * 29 Jan 1910 in N. D. Auxiliatrice, St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Edouard Boissonneault & Emelie Audelin.

+ 1599 xi. Emile A. Vadeboncoeur #34035 born 16 Sep 1908.

568. Bonaventure Eugene Rosario Vadeboncoeur #29497 (Joseph, Elie Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12C58 from Chabrier, born 09 Mar 1879 in St Bonaventure d'Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, baptized * 09 Mar 1879 in St Bonaventure d'Upton, Yamaska, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond, St Germain, ED 52E1, census * 09 May 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Germain-de-Grantham, ED 153K3, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Nicolet, Nicolet, ED 184-40, occupation 1911 commercial traveller. He was from Vermont at the time of his wedding.
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He married (1) * 14 May 1901 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada. 94 Laura Belhumeur #30508, born Sep 1882 in QC, Canada, 32 (daughter of Leon Belhumeur #56907 and Eugenie Girard #56908), census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Nicolet, Nicolet, ED 184-40. 32

Children:

1601  i.  N.N. 11 Vadeboncoeur #56909, henry no. #12C581 from Chabrier, born 20 Mar 1902 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 3 died 20 Mar 1902 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 3 buried * 20 Mar 1902 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada. 3

1602  ii.  Marie Eugenie Delphino Vadeboncoeur #56910, henry no. #12C582 from Chabrier, born 17 Jan 1904 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 7 baptized * 17 Jan 1904 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 7 died 19 Jan 1904 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 7 buried * 19 Jan 1904 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada. 7 Godparents: Leon Belhumeur & Eugenie Girard, his wife.

1603  iii.  Marie Jeanne Henriette Vadeboncoeur #50759, henry no. #12C583 from Chabrier, born 04 Mar 1905 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 7 baptized * 04 Mar 1905 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 7 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Nicolet, Nicolet, ED 184-40. 32 Godparents: Albert Bellhumeur & Marie Rajotte, his wife.

1604  iv.  Joseph Gerard Vadeboncoeur #56911, henry no. #12C584 from Chabrier, born 07 Apr 1907 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 9 census * 07 Apr 1907 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 9 died 05 May 1907 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 9 buried * 05 May 1907 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada. 9 Godparents: Cyprien Duff & Marrance Lioda Belhumeur.

1605  v.  Joseph Hector Rosaire Jean Marc Vadeboncoeur #30787, henry no. #12C585 in Chabrier, born 10 Jan 1909 in St Hyacinthe, St Hyacinthe, QC, Canada, 7 baptized * 10 Jan 1909 in N.D. du Rosaire, St Hyacinthe, St Hyacinthe, QC, Canada, 7 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Nicolet, Nicolet, ED 184-40. 32 Godparents: Hector Casavant Jr. & Annette Duff.

He married 22 Jun 1935 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. 94 Jeannette Pepper #30788.

1606  vi.  Marie Laure Marcel Vadeboncoeur #56912, henry no. #12C586 from Chabrier, born 08 Jan 1910 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 9 baptized * 08 Jan 1910 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 9 died 20 Jan 1910 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, 9 buried * 20 Jan 1910 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada. 9 Godparents: Aignus Jeannelle & Emilina Belhumeur.


1609  ix.  Marie Pauline Françoise Elisabeth Vadeboncoeur #56914, henry no. #12C589 from Chabrier, born 18 Nov 1913 in Nicolet, Nicolet, QC, Canada, 9 census * 19 Nov 1913 in Cathedral St Jean Baptiste, Nicolet, Nicolet, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Francois Manseau & Esther Cornelius Rousseau, his wife.

He married (2) * 23 Oct 1916 in St Leonard d'Aston, Nicolet, QC, Canada, 62,36 Orpha Vigneault #30509, born ca 1882 in QC, Canada, 63 (daughter of David Vigneault #56915 and Anne Racine #56916), emigrated 1900 to USA, 63 census * 07 May 1910 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 861, 63 occupation 07 May 1910 dressmaker. 63 Orpha: Dau of David Vigneault & Anna Racine.

Children:

1610  x.  Joseph Justin Leo Vadeboncoeur #56917, henry no. #12C58A from Chabrier, born 13 Apr 1918 in St Leonard d'Aston, Nicolet, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 13 Apr 1918 in St Leonard d'Aston, Nicolet, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Ernest Poirier & Maria Vigneault, his wife.
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572. **Joseph Herman (Almon)**#40333, also known as Almond M. Vadeboncoeur, also known as Almand Hart, Joseph, Elic Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand], henry no. #12C5C from Chabrier, born 08 Nov 1886 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, baptized * 08 Nov 1886 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada, emigrated 1894 to Montgomery, Franklin, VT, census * 18 Jun 1900 at VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 102, occupation 28 Jan 1909 mill laborer, census * 29 Apr 1910 in VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 100, occupation 29 Apr 1910 tub shop cover maker, resided ca 1913 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, census * 1915 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 417, occupation 1915 wholesale liquor store laborer, occupation Jan 1916 wholesale liquor clerk, died 26 Jan 1916 at 56 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, cause of death 26 Jan 1916 arsenic poisoning (murdered), buried 29 Jan 1916 in Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,gregation: Michel Girard & Angele Belanger. He had a brother who owned a store on the lower floor of the Cloutier Bldg in Woonsocket, RI. He was murdered by Mrs. Hattie Oakley. She was convicted of second-degree murder in Providence Superior Court on 01 Jun 1916 and sentenced to 20 years at the House of Corrections in Cranston.

He married ca 1907 in Montgomery, Franklin, VT, resided (family) 29 Apr 1910 in Belvidere Road, Montgomery, Franklin, VT, resided (family) 1915 in 56 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, Jessie May (Bonin) Bonnet #40334, born 25 May 1889 in Montgomery, Franklin, VT, (daughter of Philip Bonnet #40367 and Lavina Longey #40368), census * 29 Apr 1910 in VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 100, census * 1915 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 417, census * 06 Jan 1920 in VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 72, occupation 06 Jan 1920 servant, census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, cause of death 23 Jul 1946, Godparents: Michel Girard & Angele Belanger.

**Children:**

+ 1613 i. Raymond M. b. Hart #40335 born 10 Nov 1907.


+ 1617 v. Audrey E Hart #40339 born 1916.

577. **Marie-Anne**#29591 (Adolphis, Elie Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand], henry no. #12C63 in Chabrier, born 06 Mar 1871 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 06 Mar 1871 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 12 May 1880 in ME, York, Biddeford, ED 182, census 1881 in Canada, PQ, Yamaska, St David, emigrated 1890, emigrated 1890, census * 21 Jun 1900 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 809, occupation 21 Jun 1900 spinning room filler, Godparents: Emmanuel Joyal & Marguerite Lariviere.

She married ca 1890, Laliberte #4424.

**Children:**

1618 i. Laliberte #44243, henry no. in Chabrier, died bef 21 Jun 1900.
1619 ii. Laliberte #44244, henry no. in Chabrier.
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585. **Eugene Evangeliste** Vadeboncoeur #33089 (David⁶, Elie Chabrier dit⁸, Antoine Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon⁴, Simon³, Bertrand)⁵, henry no. #12C73 in Chabrier, born 15 Nov 1883 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹⁸ baptized 15 Nov 1883 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹⁸ census * 16 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 101,⁶⁶ occupation 16 Jun 1900 undertaker's helper,⁶⁶ census * 15 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 144,⁶³ occupation 15 Apr 1910 shoe cutter,⁶³ event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,¹³¹ occupation 12 Sep 1918 manager for J.O. Turcotte's,¹³¹ height 12 Sep 1918 tall,¹³¹ weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,¹³¹ eye color 12 Sep 1918 grey,¹³¹ hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,¹³¹ census * Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 129,⁶⁰ occupation Jan 1920 salesman,⁶⁰ city directory * 1925 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹⁶¹ occupation 1925 Eugene E. Vadeboncoeur & Co. Furniture, 564 Elm, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹⁶¹ city directory * 1937 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹⁶¹ medium,¹⁶¹ census * Jan 1953 secretory for Court Notre Dame No 531, Catholic Order of Foresters,¹⁶¹ died 20 May 1958 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹⁶¹ Godparents: Evangelist Turcot & Marie Anne Vadeboncoeur.

He married 15 May 1916 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁸ resided (family) 12 Sep 1918 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹³ residened (family) Jan 1920 in 61 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹⁶¹ **Emelie M. Chamberland** #33090, born 12 May 1885 in QC, Canada,²⁴³ emigrated 1886,⁶⁰ naturalized⁶⁰ census * Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 129,⁶⁰ city directory * 1925 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹³ city directory * 1937 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹³ city directory * 1938 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹³ city directory * 1940 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹³ city directory * 1953 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,¹³ city directory * 1953 secretary for Court Notre Dame No 531, Catholic Order of Foresters,¹⁶¹ died 16 May 1971 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,²⁴³ **Emelie**: Dau of Jean-Baptiste Chamberland & Josephine Ladouceur.

**Children:**

1623 i. Lucille Estelle Marie⁴ Vadeboncoeur #31128, henry no. #12C731 in Chabrier, born 04 Mar 1917 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,²⁴⁴ census * Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 129,⁶⁰ city directory * 1936 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ city directory * 1938 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ city directory * 1938 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ city directory * 1940 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ city directory * 1940 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ city directory * 1942 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ city directory * 1942 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ city directory * 1942 salesman at Hill's.⁶¹

She married 17 Aug 1946 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,²⁴² Armand V Caron #41934. Armand: Son of Victor Caron & Beatrice Hamel.

1624 ii. Madeleine Aline Robertine Vadeboncoeur #33697, henry no. #12C732 in Chabrier, born 22 Sep 1918 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁸ baptized 22 Sep 1918 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁸ census * 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 129,⁶⁰ city directory * 1938 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1938 clerk,⁶¹ city directory * 1940 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1940 clerk at Leavitt Co.,⁶¹ city directory * 1942 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1942 salesman,⁶¹ city directory * 1942 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,⁶¹ occupation 1942 clerk at Hill's.⁶¹
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city directory * 1953 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1953 clerk at Met Life Insurance Co.,61 died 16 Dec 1999 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.

She married 20 Jun 1953 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,342 Cyrille G L'Heureux Jr #40268. Cyrille: Son of Cyrille H L'Heureux & Mabel Smith.

+ 1625 iii. Eugene Maurice Amedee Vadeboncoeur #33698 born 09 Aug 1921.

587. Francois Xavier16 Vadeboncoeur #40170, also known as Frank X Vadeboncoeur,60 (David9, Elie Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12C75 from Chabrier, born 12 Oct 1887 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,43 baptized 13 Oct 1887 in St Augustine, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,43 census * 1 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 101,46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 144,63 occupation 15 Apr 1910 hotel telephone operator,63 event * Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,131 occupation Jun 1917 manufacturing optician for Army Optical,131 height Jun 1917 medium,131 eye color Jun 1917 brown,131 hair color Jun 1917 dark brown,131 census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 124,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 repairer (own business),60 city directory * 1925 in 90 Blaine Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1925 Vadeboncoeur Bros., jewelers, 917 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1926 in 170 Conant, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1926 Vadeboncoeur Bros., jewelers, 917 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 census * 08 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 63,30 occupation 08 Apr 1930 retail merchant in a jewelry store,30 city directory * 1934 in 115 Boynton Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1934 jeweler at 36 Hanover Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1936 in 115 Boynton Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1936 jeweler at 36 Hanover Street,61 city directory * 1937 in 115 Boynton Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1937 jeweler at 49 Hanover Street,61 census * 18 Apr 1940 in ME, York, Sanford, ED 16-79,203 occupation 18 Apr 1940 retail jewelry store manager,203 education 18 Apr 1940 2 years high school,203 city directory * 1945 in 37 East Chestnut, Augusta, Kennebec, ME;61 occupation 1945 employed at Bath Iron Works,61 city directory * 1948 in 23 East Crescent, Augusta, Kennebec, ME;61 occupation 1948 jeweler with Nicholson & Ryan,61 died 13 Jan 1954 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,56 buried 13 Jan 1954 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.8 Godparents: Francois X Vadeboncoeur & Emelie Courteau.

He married 19 Aug 1913 in St Georges, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,56 resided (family) Jun 1917 in 28 Adam Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,31 resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 86 Blaine Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,60 resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 115 Boynton Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,56 resided (family) 1935 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,203 resided (family) 18 Apr 1940 in 7 1/2 Pearl Street, Sanford, York, ME,203 Marie Louise Beckers #40171, born ca 1894 in NH,60,61 (daughter of Theodore Beckers #64475 and Kate Dorothée Bissmann #64476), census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 124,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 mill winder,60 city directory * 1925 in 90 Blaine Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,43 city directory * 1926 in 170 Conant, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,43 census * 08 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 63,91 city directory * 1934 in 115 Boynton Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1936 in 115 Boynton Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1937 in 115 Boynton Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 census * 18 Apr 1940 in ME, York, Sanford, ED 16-79,203 education 18 Apr 1940 8th grade,203 city directory * 1945 in 37 East Chestnut, Augusta, Kennebec, ME;61 city directory * 1948 in 23 East Crescent, Augusta, Kennebec, ME;61 city directory * 1955 in 56 Patterson Street, Augusta, Kennebec, ME;61 occupation 1955 employed by Bates Manufacturing Company,61 city directory * 1962 in 39 South Chestnut Street, Augusta, Kennebec, ME;61 occupation 1962 employed by Bates Manufacturing Company,61 Marie: Dau of Theodore Beckers (b. Germany) & Kate Dorothée Bissmann (b. PA).

Children:

1626 i. Joseph Francois Robert17 Vadeboncoeur #40172, also known as Frank R Vadeboncoeur,60 henry no. #12C751 from Chabrier, born Aug 1914 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,60 baptized 31 Aug 1914 in Sacred Heart, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 124,60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 63,91 city directory * 1934 in 115 Boynton Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1934 student,56 city directory * 1936 in 115 Boynton Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1936 clerk at 36 Hanover Street,61 city directory * 1937 in 115 Boynton Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1937 clerk,
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He married resided (family) 18 Apr 1940 in 7 1/2 Pearl Street, Sanford, York, ME, 203 Irene B __
#64478, born ca 1915 in NH, 203 census * 18 Apr 1940 in ME, York, Sanford, ED 16-79, 203 occupation 18 Apr 1940 retail department sales lady, 203 education 18 Apr 1940 4 years high school, 203

592. **Joseph Albert Elle** 96, Elie Chabrier dit 6, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon 5, Simon 3, Bertrand 5), henry no. #12C7A in Chabrier, born 16 May 1900 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 6 baptized 16 May 1900 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 6 census * 16 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 101, 46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 144, 65 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 131 occupation 12 Sep 1918 shoemaker for Plant Bros. Co., 131 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 165 Kelley, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 131 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 131 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, 131 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 131 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 131 census * 17 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 130, 60 occupation 17 Jan 1920 shoe shop heel sealer, 60 city directory * 1925 in 165 Kelley, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 occupation 1925 Vadeboncoeur Bros., jewelers, 917 Elm, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 city directory * 1926 in 165 Kelley, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 occupation 1926 Vadeboncoeur Bros., jewelers, 917 Elm, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 census * 02 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 74, 60 occupation 02 Apr 1930 jeweler for jewelry store, 60 city directory * 1934 in 148 Alsace Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 60 occupation 1934 shoe worker, 60 city directory * 1936 in 163 Boutwell, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 60 occupation 1936 auto accessories at 164 Kelley, 60 city directory * 1937 in 324 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 60 occupation 1937 watch repair, 60 city directory * 1938 in 324 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 60 occupation 1938 watch repair, 60 city directory * 1940 in 560 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 60 occupation 1940 shoe worker for S-M Shoe Co., 61 city directory * 1942 in 560 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 occupation 1942 shoe worker for S-M Shoe Co., 61 social security num bef 1951 002-07-5149 (NH), 177 died Oct 1973 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 177 Godparents: Deus Vadeboncoeur & Alexina Vadeboncoeur.

He married (1) 02 Apr 1923 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 8 **Marie Rose L Pratte** #40257, city directory * 1925 in 165 Kelley, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 **Marie**: Dau of Donat Pratte & Emelie Brulette.

He married (2) 06 Aug 1928 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 8 resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 671 Amary Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 91 **Marie Annette Arzelie Huard** #40207, born ca 1909 in Canada, 244 emigrated 1924, 91 naturalized in papers have been submitted, 91 census * 02 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 74, 91 city directory * 1934 in 148 Alsace Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 91 city directory * 1936 in 163 Boutwell, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 city directory * 1937 in 324 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 city directory * 1938 in 324 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 city directory * 1940 in 560 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 city directory * 1942 in 560 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 died 21 Oct 2001 in Rochester, NH, 244 **Marie**: Dau of Theodore Huard & Vitaline Nadeau.

**Children:**

1627  
   i. **Rita Laura** 2/ Vadeboncoeur #40253, henry no. in Chabrier, born 18 Sep 1929 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 8 baptized 18 Sep 1929 in St Jean Baptiste, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 8 census * 02 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 74.

She married 28 Jun 1952 in St Jean Baptiste, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 8 John Timothy Haley #40254.

1628  
   ii. **Albert R Vadeboncoeur** #40208, henry no. in Chabrier, born 07 Dec 1931 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 130 died 07 Dec 1931 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 130 buried 09 Dec 1931 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.

1629  
   iii. **Doris Irene M Vadeboncoeur** #40266 (details excluded).

595. **David Heli Wilfrid** 49 Vadeboncoeur #30797, also known as Joseph W Vadeboncoeur, 91 (Heli 9, Elie Chabrier dit 6, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 8, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4 Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 5), henry no. #12C82 from Chabrier, born 27 Oct 1878 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 93, 137 baptized 27 Oct 1878 in St Augustin, Manchester,
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Hillsborough, NH. \(^{137}\) census * 01 Jun 1880 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 136, \(^{41}\) city directory * 1907 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1907 clerk, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1908 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1908 editor, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1909 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1909 reporter, \(^{61}\) census * 19 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 156, \(^{63}\) occupation 19 Apr 1910 newspaper reporter, \(^{63}\) city directory * 1911 in removed to Dover, NH, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1913 in 59 Bremer Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1913 insurance agent, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1914 in 59 Bremer Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1914 insurance agent, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1915 in removed to Lowell, MA, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1918 in 5 Cumberland Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1918 reporter, \(^{61}\) event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, \(^{131}\) resided 12 Sep 1918 in 5 Cumberland Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 piano teacher, \(^{131}\) height 12 Sep 1918 short, \(^{131}\) weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, \(^{131}\) eye color 12 Sep 1918 grey, \(^{131}\) hair color 12 Sep 1918 grey, \(^{131}\) city directory * 1919 in 5 Cumberland Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1919 music teacher and organist, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1920 in 5 Cumberland Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1920 music teacher and organist, \(^{61}\) census * 13 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 132, \(^{60}\) occupation 13 Jan 1920 church organist, \(^{50}\) city directory * 1921 in 209 Joliette Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1921 music teacher and organist, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1925 in 132 Allds Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1925 organist, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1926 in 132 Allds Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1926 organist, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1928 in 132 Allds Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1928 organist, \(^{61}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 99, \(^{91}\) occupation 03 Apr 1930 salesman for oil and paint, \(^{91}\) city directory * 1931 in 39 Gillis Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1931 organist, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1933 in 39 Gillis Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1933 organist, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1937 in 31 Arthur Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1937 organist, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1938 in 31 Arthur Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1938 organist, \(^{61}\) event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, \(^{93}\) resided 27 Apr 1942 in 31 Arthur Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{93}\) occupation 27 Apr 1942 organist for Infant Jesus Church, \(^{93}\) city directory * 1948 in 17 Salvail Court, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) died Mar 1948 in Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{25}\) buried 17 Mar 1948 in St Francis Xavier Cem, Nashua, NH. \(^{245}\) Godparents: David Vadeboncoeur & Emerence Vadeboncoeur.

He married 26 Oct 1908 in St Antoine, Manchester, NH, \(^{94,137}\) resided (family) 19 Apr 1910 in 104 Wilson Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{63}\) resided (family) 13 Jan 1920 in 209 Joliette Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{60}\) resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 4c Crown Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{93}\) Estelle Yvonne Topping #30798, born 02 Oct 1887 in Escoumins, PQ, Canada, \(^{94,121}\) emigrated 1907, \(^{60}\) naturalized 1908, \(^{60}\) census * 19 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 156, \(^{63}\) city directory * 1918 in 5 Cumberland Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1919 in 5 Cumberland Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1919 linotype operator, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1920 in 5 Cumberland Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) census * 13 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 132, \(^{60}\) city directory * 1921 in 209 Joliette Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1925 in 132 Allds Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1925 organist, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1926 in 132 Allds Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1926 organist, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1928 in 132 Allds Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1928 organist, \(^{61}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 99, \(^{91}\) occupation 03 Apr 1930 salesman for oil and paint, \(^{91}\) city directory * 1931 in 39 Gillis Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1931 organist, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1933 in 39 Gillis Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1933 organist, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1937 in 31 Arthur Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1937 organist, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1938 in 31 Arthur Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1938 organist, \(^{61}\) event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, \(^{93}\) resided 27 Apr 1942 in 31 Arthur Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{93}\) occupation 27 Apr 1942 organist for Infant Jesus Church, \(^{93}\) city directory * 1948 in 17 Salvail Court, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) social security num bef 1951 001-20-9608 (NH), \(^{121}\) city directory * 1964 in Mt Carmel Home, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) died Oct 1966 in Chester, Rockingham, NH. \(^{121}\) Estelle: Dau of Jean Topping (Scottish) & Amelia Cote. Estelle went to school at Tadousac.

Children:

1630 i. Marie Jeanne Emelie, \(^{11}\) Vadeboncoeur #40123, religious name Sister Ste. Estelle, \(^{246}\) henry no. #12C821 from Chabrier, born 09 Aug 1909 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{247,121}\) baptized in St Anthony, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 19 Apr 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 156, \(^{63}\) census * 13 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 132, \(^{60}\) final profession in Sisters of the Holy Cross, Manchester, NH, \(^{248}\) social security num 1965 001-40-8717 (NH), \(^{121}\) died 31 Dec 2003 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH. \(^{121}\)

1631 ii. Paul Vadeboncoeur #40287, henry no. #12C822 from Chabrier, born ca 1910 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{60}\) census * 13 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 132, \(^{60}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 99, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1931 in 39 Gillis Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1931 student, \(^{61}\) ordination to priesthood, \(^{246}\) city directory * 1942 in 517 Pine Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1942 assistant pastor of St George's RC
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Church, city directory * 1953 in 300 Kelley Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1953 chaplain Orphelinat St Pierre, resided 1956 in Pittsfield, Merrimack, NH, died bef Dec 2002.

1632 iii. Margaret E. "Peggy" Vadeboncoeur #40285, henry no. #12C823 from Chabrier, born ca 1911 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 13 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 132, census * 03 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 99, occupation 03 Apr 1930 clerk at a radio store, city directory * 1931 in 39 Gillis Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1931 clerk at 92 West Pearl Street, city directory * 1933 in 83 1/2 West Pearl Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1937 in 171 Main Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1937 employee at Modern Restaurant, city directory * 1938 in 31 Arlington Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1938 waitress at Modern Restaurant, city directory * 1959 in 328 Main Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1959 hostess at Green Ridge Restaurant, died bef 2000. She worked at the Manchester Union Leader for a long time.

She married Edward H. Dillon Jr. #40286, born ca 1903 in MA, census * 05 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 86, occupation 05 Apr 1930 restaurant counterman, resided 05 Apr 1930 in 27 1/2 Manchester Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1931 in 11 Maple Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1931 counterman at 90 West Pearl Street, city directory * 1933 in 83 1/2 West Pearl Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1933 counterman, city directory * 1937 in 171 Main Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1937 counterman, died bef 1959.

+ 1633 iv. Marie Yvonne Claire Gilberte "Betty" Vadeboncoeur #40119 born 22 Feb 1914.

1634 v. Gertrude Vadeboncoeur #41777, henry no. #12C825 from Chabrier, born ca 1915 in MA, census * 13 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 132, census * 03 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 99, city directory * 1931 in 11 Maple Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1931 counterman at 90 West Pearl Street, city directory * 1933 in 83 1/2 West Pearl Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1933 counterman, city directory * 1937 in 31 Arlington Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH.

1635 vi. Marie Madeleine Vadeboncoeur #41945, henry no. #12C826 from Chabrier.

She married Joseph Leon Cote #41932. Joseph: Son of Wilfrid Cote & Denise Campagna.


596. Marie Monique Zenaide#8 Vadeboncoeur #40211, also known as Eva Roy, Elie Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand, henry no. #12C83 from Chabrier, born 27 Mar 1880 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 27 Mar 1880 in St Austin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 01 Jun 1880 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 136, census * 04 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 100, city directory * 1907 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1907 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1909 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1909 spinner, census * 13 May 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 128, resided 13 May 1910 in 120 Concord Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1919 in 115 Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1920 in 59 Laurel Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1921 in 63 Laurel Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1924 in Sherburne Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1925 in Sherburne Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1926 in Sherburne Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1930 in 48 West Baker Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 09 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 60, city directory * 1933 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1934 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1936 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1937 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1938 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1940 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1942 in 87 Fairmount Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1945 in 87 Fairmount Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1953 in 414 Beech Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, died 31 Dec 1958 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1959 in deceased. Godparents: Charles Bellemare & Marie Boisvert.
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She married (1) ca 1906 in NH, \(^{61}\) separated by 1909 in NH, \(^{61}\) Henri Eustache Morrisette \(^{#46107}\), city directory * 1907 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1907 machinist. \(^{61}\)

Children:
+ 1637  i.  Joseph Henri (Eugene) Bernadin \(^{61}\) Morrisette \(^{#46108}\) born 30 Apr 1907.

Partner 26 Sep 1917 ? in St Georges, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{250}\) resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 151 North Hampshire Lane, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{91}\) not married 17 Dec 1817 \(^{62}\) Ludger Roy \(^{#40212}\), born 24 Nov 1884 in Lewiston, Androscoggin, ME, \(^{93, 92}\) (son of Francois Roy \(^{#57137}\) and Mathilda Ruel \(^{#57138}\)), city directory * 1909 in 51 Bridge Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1909 operative, \(^{61}\) event * 17 Dec 1917 in Attestation Paper, Depot BN., 1st Quebec Regmt, C.E.F., \(^{142}\) resided 17 Dec 1917 in 55 Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{142}\) occupation 17 Dec 1917 mason, \(^{142}\) event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, \(^{92}\) resided 12 Sep 1918 in 115 Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{92}\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 helper, \(^{92}\) height 12 Sep 1918 5 ft 4 1/2 in, \(^{92}\) weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, \(^{92}\) eye color 12 Sep 1918 hazel, \(^{92}\) hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, \(^{92}\) city directory * 1919 in 115 Central Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1919 mason's helper, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1920 in 59 Laurel Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1920 mason's helper, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1921 in 63 Laurel Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1921 mason's helper, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1924 in Sherburne Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1924 hod carrier, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1925 in Sherburne Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1925 hod carrier, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1926 in Sherburne Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1926 hod carrier, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1930 in 48 West Baker Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1930 laborer, \(^{61}\) census * 09 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 60, \(^{93}\) occupation 09 Apr 1930 building contractor mason tender, \(^{93}\) city directory * 1933 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1933 mason, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1934 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1934 mason's tender, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1936 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1936 mason's tender, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1937 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1937 mason's tender, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1938 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1938 mason's tender, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1940 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1942 in 87 Fairmount Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1942 stone mason, \(^{61}\) event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, \(^{93}\) resided 27 Apr 1942 in 87 Claremont Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{93}\) occupation 27 Apr 1942 W.P.A. cement finisher, \(^{93}\) city directory * 1945 in 87 Fairmount Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1945 stone mason, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1953 in 414 Beech Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1958 in 414 Beech Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1959 in 414 Beech Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\)

Children:
+ 1638  ii.  Maria Rosa Roy \(^{#57050}\) born 03 Jan 1917.

598. Damase Deus \(^{90}\) Vadeboncoeur \(^{#40202}\), also known as Denis Vadeboncoeur, \(^{61}\) (Heili, Elie Chabrier dit \(^{6}\), Antoine Chabrier dit \(^{6}\), Jean Chabrier dit \(^{6}\), Jean \(^{7}\) Chabrier, Jean \(^{7}\), Simon \(^{7}\), Simon \(^{7}\), Bertrand \(^{7}\)), henry no. \(^{91}\) #12C85 from Chabrier, born 31 Jul 1883 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{8}\) baptized 01 Aug 1883 in St Augustin, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{5}\) census * 04 Jun 1900 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 100, \(^{46}\) occupation 04 Jun 1900 spinner, \(^{46}\) city directory * 1907 in 66 Pearl Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1907 clerk, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1908 in 45 Marion Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1908 clerk, \(^{61}\) census * 07 May 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 153, \(^{63}\) occupation 07 May 1910 beamer in cotton mill, \(^{63}\) city directory * 1911 in 421 Hevey Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1911 employed at Amoskeag Mills, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1912 in 377 Rimmon Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1912 employed at Amoskeag Mills, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1913 in 377 Rimmon Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1913 employed at Amoskeag Mills, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1914 in 377 Rimmon Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1914 employed at Amoskeag Mills, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1915 in 377 Rimmon Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1915 employed at Amoskeag Mills, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1916 in 377 Rimmon Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1916 employed at Amoskeag Mills, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1917 in 377 Rimmon Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1917 employed at Amoskeag Mills, \(^{61}\) city directory * 1918 in 377 Rimmon Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{61}\) occupation 1918 employed at Amoskeag Mills, \(^{61}\) event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, \(^{131}\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 Stark Mills operator, \(^{131}\) resided 12 Sep 1918 in 428 North Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, \(^{131}\) height 12 Sep 1918 short, \(^{131}\) weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, \(^{131}\) eye color 12 Sep 1918 black, \(^{131}\) hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, \(^{131}\) city directory * 1919 in 335 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough,
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NH, occupation 1919 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1920 in 335 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1920 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1921 in 373 Bartlett Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1921 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1924 in 373 Bartlett Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1924 employed at Amoskeag Mills, city directory * 1925 in 373 Bartlett Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1925 employed at Amoskeag Mills, census * 05 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 39, resided 05 Apr 1930 in 827 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 05 Apr 1930 beamer in textile mill, city directory * 1934 in 827 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1934 beamer, city directory * 1936 in 827 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1936 beamer, city directory * 1937 in 827 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1937 beamer, died 20 Aug 1937 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, buried 23 Aug 1937 in Mt Calvary Cem, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1938 in 827 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1938 beamer. Godparents: Damase Sonnies & Adelia Boisvert.

He married 29 Oct 1906 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, resided (family) 07 May 1910 in 421 Hevey Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, separated by 12 Sep 1918 in NH, divorced aft 02 Jan 1920 in NH, Marie Oliva Elodie Hamel #40209, born 01 Mar 1888 in Pierreville, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Emma Gamelin #57051 and Hermenegilde Hamel #57058), baptized * 02 Mar 1888 in Pierreville, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, emigrated 1899 to USA, census * 07 May 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 153, occupation 07 May 1910 beamer in cotton mill, city directory * 1916 in 377 Rimmon Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1918 in 377 Rimmon Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 335 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1920 in 335 Dubuque Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 02 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 132, resided 02 Jan 1920 in 606 Montgomery Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 19 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Bedford, ED 3, city directory * 1931 in RD 2 Donald Street, Bedford, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 19 Apr 1930 works in a cotton mill, city directory * 1931 in RD 2 Donald Street, Bedford, Hillsborough, NH, died 02 Jan 1932 in Bedford, Hillsborough, NH, buried 04 Jan 1932 in Mt Calvary Cem, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH. Marie: Dau of Hermeneguilde Hamel & Emma Gamelin.

Children:

1639 i. Marie Edda Bernadette Vadeboncoeur #40267, henry no. #12C851 from Chabrier, born 05 Aug 1907 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 05 Aug 1907 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 07 May 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 153, census * 02 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 132, resided 02 Jan 1920 in 606 Montgomery Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 19 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Bedford, ED 3, city directory * 1931 in RD 2 Donald Street, Bedford, Hillsborough, NH.

She married 30 Sep 1929 in Sacred Heart, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, Charles Edouard Roy #41955, also known as Edward C Roy, born ca 1907 in NH, son of Ernest Roy #57059 and Albion Houle #57060, census * 23 Apr 1940 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 151, census * 19 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Bedford, ED 3, occupation 19 Apr 1930 automobile salesman, city directory * 1931 in RD 2 Donald Street, Bedford, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1931 trucking.

1640 ii. Joseph Louis Philippe Vadeboncoeur #34027, also known as Phillip L Vadeboncoeur, henry no. #12C852 from Chabrier, born 14 Jul 1908 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 16 Jul 1908 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 07 May 1910 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 153, census * 02 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 132, resided 02 Jan 1920 in 606 Montgomery Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 19 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Bedford, ED 3, resided 19 Apr 1930 in Donald Street, Bedford, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 19 Apr 1930 latter in shoe shop, city directory * 1931 in RD 2 Donald Street, Bedford, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1931 shoe worker, city directory * 1934 in 46 Blaine Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1934 shoe worker, city directory * 1936 in 314 Granite Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1936 shoe worker, city directory * 1937 in 314 Granite Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1937 shoe worker, city directory * 1938 in 314 Granite Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1938 shoe worker, city directory * 1942 in 114 Edmond, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, event 15 Mar 1943 in World War II Army Enlistment, education 15 Mar 1943 grammar school, height 15 Mar 1943 98, weight 15 Mar 1943 107, city directory * 1945 in 114 Edmond, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1945...
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US Army,61 social security num bef 1951 002-05-1584 (NH),121 city directory * 1953 in 114 Edmond, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1953 hospital aide at VA Hospital,61 city directory * 1958 in Mast Road, Pinardville, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1958 VA Hospital attendant, Manchester,61 city directory * 1959 in Mast Road, Pinardville, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1959 VA Hospital nurse assistant, Manchester,61 city directory * 1964 in Goffstown, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1964 VA Hospital nursing assistant, Manchester,61 died 17 Apr 1977 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 buried 20 Apr 1977 in Mt Calvary Cem, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.61

He married (1) 02 Jun 1930 in Sacred Heart, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 Beatrice Tremble #34028, born 11 Dec 1911 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,130 (daughter of Adjutor Tremble #42500 and Helene Brisson #42501), city directory * 1931 in RD 2 Donald Street, Bedford, Hillsborough, NH,61 died 20 May 1932 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,130 buried 23 May 1932,130 He married (2) 27 May 1933 in Sacred Heart, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,8 Marie Laura Alma Daigle #40228, born 08 Mar 1910 in Black Lake, Megantic, QC, Canada,91 (daughter of Lazare Daigle #57061 and Eva Martineau #57052), baptized * 08 Mar 1910 in Black Lake, Megantic, QC, Canada,92,93 emigrated 1920 to USA,91 census 11 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 63,91 city directory * 1934 in 46 Blaine Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1934 hairdresser at 891 Elm Street,61 city directory * 1936 in 314 Granite Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1936 beauty shop at 336 Granite Street,61 city directory * 1937 in 314 Granite Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1937 beauty shop at 336 Granite Street,61 city directory * 1938 in 314 Granite Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1938 beauty shop at 336 Granite Street,61 city directory * 1940 in Pinardville, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1940 beauty shop at 334 Granite Street,61 city directory * 1942 in 114 Edmond, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1942 beauty shop at 334 Granite Street,61 city directory * 1945 in 219 Notre Dame Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1945 beauty shop at 334 Granite Street,61 social security num bef 1951 003-20-2390 (NH),121 city directory * 1953 in Goffstown, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1953 hairdresser at Charles' Beauty Salon,61 city directory * 1958 in Goffstown, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1958 hairdresser at 1037 Elm Street, Manchester,61 city directory * 1959 in Mast Road, Grasmere, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1959 hairdresser at 1037 Elm Street, Manchester,61 city directory * 1964 in Goffstown, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1964 beautician for William & Bonnie's Hair Fashion Salon, Manchester,61 died 08 Nov 1984 in Deerfield Beach, Broward, FL.177 Marie: Godparents: Lazare Daigle & Marcelle Provenal, his wife.

+ 1641 iii. Marie Antoinette Vadeboncoeur #40264 born 19 Oct 1911.


She married * 20 Feb 1882 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 Philorum Livernoche #57181, born Oct 1862 in QC, Canada,32 (son of Narcisse Livernoche #57182 and Aurelie Chretien #57183), census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 173-2,32 occupation 1911 farmer.32

Children:

1643 i. Marie Anne FloreH Livernoche #57191, henry no. #12D111 from Chabrier, born 11 Dec 1883 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,7 baptized * 11 Dec 1883 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.7 Godparents: Narcisse Livernoche & Adelaide Vadeboncoeur.

She married * 05 Oct 1915 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 Omer Desiel #57248 (son of Joseph Deseil #57249 and Zoe Lemyre #57250).
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1644 ii. Marie Aurelia Rosanna Livernoche #57196, henry no. #12D112 from Chabrier, born 17 Feb 1885 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Feb 1885 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Antoine Dejarlais & Aurelie Chretien.


He married Antoinette Brousseau #57260, born Aug 1899 in QC, Canada,32 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 173-2.32

1646 iv. Marie Anne Amanda Cecilia Livernoche #57202, henry no. #12D114 from Chabrier, born 29 Jun 1889 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 30 Jun 1889 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 173-2.32 Godparents: Joseph Vanasse & Amanda Livernoche.

1647 v. Joseph Treffle Alphonse Livernoche #57207, henry no. #12D115 from Chabrier, born 09 Dec 1891 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 09 Dec 1891 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 173-2.32 Godparents: Treffle Paquin & Andreline Livernoche, his wife.

1648 vi. Marie Alice Oliva Livernoche #57209, henry no. #12D116 from Chabrier, born 27 Sep 1893 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 27 Sep 1893 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 04 Jun 1895 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 05 Jun 1895 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Treffle Paquin & Anny Desjarlais.

1649 vii. Marie Jane Josephine Livernoche #57210, henry no. #12D117 from Chabrier, born 26 Dec 1894 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 28 Dec 1894 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 12 Mar 1899 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 12 Mar 1899 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Damase Vadeboncouer & Amabilis Saucier, his wife.

1650 viii. Joseph Marie Narcisse Alfred Livernoche #57214, henry no. #12D118 from Chabrier, born 24 Sep 1896 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 25 Sep 1896 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 20 Mar 1899 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 21 Mar 1899 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Alfred Vadeboncoeur & Maria Desjarlais.

1651 ix. Joseph Antonio Emery Livernoche #31710, henry no. #12D119 from Chabrier, born 17 Feb 1898 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Feb 1898 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 24 Feb 1898 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 25 Feb 1898 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Nestor Livernoche & Marie Rose Anna Livernoche.

1652 x. Marie Louise Livernoche #57220, census name Antoinette Livernoche,32 henry no. #12D11A from Chabrier, born 21 Feb 1899 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 21 Feb 1899 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 173-2.32 Godparents: Napoleon Vadeboncoeur, carpenter & Adeline Therien, wife of Francois Xavier Vadeboncoeur.

605. Marie Antoine Xavier10 Dejarlais #36148, also known as Francois Xavier Dejarlais,9 (Marie-Adele9 Verboncoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit9, Antoine Chabrier dit9 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit9, Jean9 Chabrier, Jean9, Simon9, Simon9, Bertrand9), henry no. #12D12 from Chabrier, born 13 May 1862 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 baptized * 14 May 1862 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,20 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A,28 occupation 1881 farmer.28 Godparents: Francois Xavier Garceau & Marie Marguerite Garceau.

He married * 28 Aug 1883 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 Marie Melina Lesieur dit Desaulniers #57188 (daughter of Antoine Lesieur dit Desaulniers #57189 and Caroline Saucier #57190).

Children:

1653 i. Anonyme11 Dejarlais #57194, henry no. from Chabrier, born stillborn in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 10 Sep 1884 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 10 Sep 1884 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9
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618. Marie Damase Philippe Vadeboncoeur #30584 (François Xavier, François Xavier Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #12D22 from Chabrier, born 22 Jan 1870 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; baptized 23 Jan 1870 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, ON, Hastings East, Deseronto, ED 73; census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 168D2; occupation Apr 1901 day worker; census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 173-3; occupation 07 Jun 1911 joiner/carpenter; died 18 Jan 1935 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; buried * 21 Jan 1935 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

He married * 13 May 1895 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Angelina Ryan #30585, born 13 Apr 1874 in QC, Canada, daughter of Alfred Ryan #57211 and Celina Hubert #57212, census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 168D2; census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 173-3; died 31 Aug 1941 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; buried * 03 Sep 1941 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

Children:

1654 i. Maria Vadeboncoeur #57218, Henry no. #12D221 from Chabrier, born 19 May 1896 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; baptized 19 May 1896 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; died 14 Oct 1898 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; buried * 14 Oct 1898 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; Godparents: François Xavier Vadeboncoeur & Adeline Therrien.

1655 ii. Marie Clara Arzelie Vadeboncoeur #31593, also known as Flora Vadeboncoeur, Henry no. #12D222 from Chabrier, born 27 Aug 1898 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; baptized 28 Aug 1898 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 168D2; census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 173-3; buried * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 173-3; Godparents: Irene Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Clara Coulomb.

She married (1) * 01 Jun 1921 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Joseph Abraham Philibert #31594, born 27 Feb 1895 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; baptized 27 Feb 1895 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; Joseph: Son of Edouard Philibert & Eloise Rivard; Godparents: Leon Clement, uncle & Julie Philibert, his wife.

She married (2) 28 Aug 1943 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Philippe Provencher #36332 (son of Leopold Provencher #60605 and Celina Lacommande #60606), resided in Almaville-en-haut.

1656 iii. Joseph Louis Philippe Xavier Vadeboncoeur #44743, Henry no. #12D223 from Chabrier, born 10 Mar 1900 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; baptized 11 Mar 1900 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; census * Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 168D2; census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 173-3; died 31 Aug 1914 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; cause of death 31 Aug 1914 accidental drowning; buried * 02 Sep 1914 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

1657 iv. Joseph Exavier Emile Vadeboncoeur #30586 born 02 Feb 1903.

1658 v. Marie Alice Irene Vadeboncoeur #31796, Henry no. #12D225 from Chabrier, born 04 Dec 1904 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; baptized 04 Dec 1904 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 173-3; Godparents: François Xavier Vadeboncoeur, grandfather & Adeline Therrien, his wife.

She married * 06 Jul 1925 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Omer Matteau #31797 (son of Arsene Matteau #55937 and Mathilda Grenier #55938).

1659 vi. Louis Joseph Alphonse Vadeboncoeur #52009, Henry no. #12D226 from Chabrier, born 20 Apr 1906 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; baptized 20 Apr 1906 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 173-3; Godparents: Alphonse Vadeboncoeur & Eglantina Desaulnier.

1660 vii. Joseph Oscar Vadeboncoeur #33280, Henry no. #12D227 from Chabrier, born 06 Jan 1908 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada; baptized * 06 Jan 1908 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC,
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She married (1) * 30 Oct 1941 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Thomas Fortin #36336 (son of Hermile Fortin #57258 and Victoria Bourassa #57259).

She married (2) * 05 Jan 1946 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Louis Philippe Rivard #36337 (son of Philippe Rivard #60613 and Eveline Pichette #60614).


1664 xi. Joseph Albert Vadeboncoeur #57251, henry no. #12D22B from Chabrier, born 15 Sep 1915 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 15 Sep 1915 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 18 Feb 1916 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 18 Feb 1916 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Emile Vadeboncoeur, brother & Irene Vadeboncoeur, sister.

622. Marie Joseph Irenee (Henry) Vadeboncoeur #32363 (Francois Xavier, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12D26 from Chabrier, born 26 Jun 1876 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 26 Jun 1876 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, ON, Hastings East, Deseronto, ED 73, emigrated 1899 to RI, census * 02 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 135, occupation 02 Jun 1900 laborer, census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 227, occupation 19 Apr 1910 works in shoe lace factory, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-154, occupation Jun 1911 car works laborer. Godparents: Antoine Dejarlais & Adelaide Vadeboncoeur.

He married 2 Jun 1902 in Providence, Providence, RI, resided (family) 19 Apr 1910 in 12 Ninigret Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, resided (family) Jun 1911 in 1340 City Hall Avenue, Montreal, QC, Canada. Rose Amanda Tessier #32364, born Oct 1874 in MA, census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 227, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-154.

Children:

1665 i. Emile Vadeboncoeur #32365 (Francois Xavier, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12D261 from Chabrier, born 27 Aug 1903 in Providence, Providence, RI, died bef 19 Apr 1910.

1666 ii. Joseph Felias Vadeboncoeur #57229, henry no. #12D262 from Chabrier, born 08 Aug 1904 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 08 Aug 1904 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 08 May 1906 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 09 May 1906 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Francois Vadeboncoeur, grandfather & Adeline Therien, his wife.

1667 iii. Marie Laura Jeanne Vadeboncoeur #44272, henry no. #12D263 from Chabrier, born 02 Sep 1906 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 02 Sep 1906 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 227, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-154. Godparents: Philippe Vadeboncoeur & Angelina Ryan.

1668 iv. Joseph Maurice Irenee Vadeboncoeur #44273, henry no. #12D264 from Chabrier, born 03 Sep 1908 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 03 Feb 1908 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 227, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-154. died 25 Dec 1921 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 27 Dec 1921 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Therien & Anna Therien.

1669 v. Joseph Adelard Herve Vadeboncoeur #52008, henry no. #12D265 from Chabrier, born 04 Oct 1910 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 05 Oct 1910 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC,
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Canada, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-154.32 Godparents: Adelard Sicard & Alma Sicard.

625. Louis Joseph Alphonse10 Vadeboncoeur #29467 (Francois Xavier9, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12D29 from Chabrier, born 29 Apr 1880 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, ON, Hastings East, Deseronto, ED 73, occupation cabinet maker with Canadian Pacific Railway, emigrated 1899 to Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 02 Jun 1900 weaver, died 25 Jan 1987 in Repentigny, L'Assomption, QC, Canada, Godparents: Napoleon Vadeboncoeur & Eleda Harnois.

He married * 07 Jun 1909 in St Esebe-de-Verceil, Montreal, Montreal, PQ, Canada, Rose Delima Doucet #29468, born ca 1886, (daughter of Jean Leon Doucette #63050 and Olivine Priscotte #63051), died 1947 in Montreal, Montreal, PQ, Canada, buried 29 Jun 1947 in Cimetière de l'Est, Montréal, QC, Canada. Rose: Dau of Jean Doucet & Olivine Leon-Pressot.

Children:


He married Lucienne Therrien #64044. Lucienne: m1. Emile Noel.256

1671  ii. Marie Rachel Yvonne Vadeboncoeur #64045, henry no. #12D292 from Chabrier, born 09 May 1911 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 10 May 1911 in Immaculate Conception, Montreal, PQ, Canada, died 24 Sep 1911 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 26 Sep 1911 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Damas Vadeboncoeur, grand uncle & Delia Bellemare.

1672  iii. Marie Alice Yvette Vadeboncoeur #38974, henry no. #12D293 from Chabrier, born 01 Jan 1913 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 03 Jan 1913 in Immaculate Conception, Montreal, PQ, Canada, died in Moncton, NB, Canada, buried 05 Feb 1980 in Cimetière de l'Est, Montréal, QC, Canada, never married. Godparents: Francois Xavier Therien, uncle of the father & Adeline Therien, wife of deceased Francois Xavier Vadeboncoeur.

She married * 23 Jun 1936 in St Louis-de-Gonzague, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, no children from this marriage, Joseph Rene Alfred Denis Chalifour #38975 (son of Joseph Chalifour #63048 and Antoinette St Jean #63049).

1673  iv. Marie Yvonne Dolores Vadeboncoeur #38973, henry no. #12D294 from Chabrier, born 17 Sep 1914 in Maisonneuve, Montreal, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Sep 1914 in Tres St Nom de Jesus, Maisonneuve, Montreal, QC, Canada, died in Moncton, NB, Canada, buried 05 Feb 1980 in Cimetière de l'Est, Montréal, QC, Canada, never married. Godparents: Francois Xavier Vadeboncoeur, cousin & Dolores Lacroix, his wife.


1675  vi. Joseph Emile Fernande Vadeboncoeur #64047, henry no. #12D296 from Chabrier, born 31 Dec 1918 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 01 Jan 1919 in Tres St Nom de Jesus, Maisonneuve, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Emile Martin & Jeannette Martin, cousin.

1676  vii. N.N. Vadeboncoeur #63632, henry no. #12D297 from Chabrier, born 18 Dec 1920 in Montreal, QC, Canada, baptized * 18 Dec 1920 in St Victor-de-la-Terrasse-Vinet, Montreal, QC, Canada, died 18 Dec 1920 in St Victor, Montreal, QC, Canada, buried * 18 Dec 1920 in Cem. de l'Est, Montreal, QC, Canada.

628. Louis Joseph Alfred10 Vadeboncoeur #30555 (Pierre Damase9, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12D62 from Chabrier, born 24 Jan 1875 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 24 Jan 1875 in Louiseville,
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He married (1) * 23 Sep 1895 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Marie Rose Jeanne Sicard #30556 (daughter of Joseph Sicard #57263 and Anne Thibodeau #57264). Marie: Dau of Joseph Sicard & Anne Thibodeau.

Children:

1677 i. Joseph Vadeboncoeur #57213, henry no. #12D621 from Chabrier, born 24 Jun 1896 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 24 Jun 1896 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 09 Sep 1896 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 10 Sep 1896 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Sicard & Marie Anne Thibodeau.

1678 ii. Joseph Emile Alfred Vadeboncoeur #57219, henry no. #12D622 from Chabrier, born 08 Apr 1898 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 10 Apr 1898 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Emile Perrault & Cora Vadeboncoeur.

He married (2) * 07 Feb 1910 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada, Maria Pronovost #30557 (daughter of Claire Pronovost #57261 and Lidianne Chevigny #57262).

Children:


1680 iv. Maurice Vadeboncoeur #46848, henry no. #12D623 in Chabrier.

He married 31 Jan 1948 in N.D. des Sept Douleurs, Montreal, QC, Canada, Claire Dupras #46849. Claire: Dau of Napoleon Dupras & Alexine Gosselin.


He married 08 Jun 1914 in Immaculate Concepcion, Montreal, PQ, Canada, Delores Lacroix #28565. Delores: Dau of Arthur Lacroix & Marie-Louise Durocher.

Children:

+ 1681 i. Lucille Vadeboncoeur #28566 born ca 1916.


She married ca 1888 in Manistee co., MI, residing (family) 26 Apr 1910 in 210 Milendy Street East, Ludington, Mason, MI, residing (family) 20 Jan 1920 in 20 Antoinette Street, Detroit, Wayne, MI, residing (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 15484 Chapel Street, Detroit, Wayne, MI, Jean Marie (John) Marcoux #38152, census name John Marco, born 01 Mar 1866 in MI, son of John Marcoux #60948 and Ellen Snow #60949, occupation ca 1900 lighthouse keeper, census * 01 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35, census * 26 Apr 1910 in MI, Mason, Ludington, ED 63, occupation 26 Apr 1910 saw mill laborer, census * 20 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 81, occupation 20 Jan 1920 motor factory laborer, census * 12 Apr 1930 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 869, occupation 12 Apr 1930 auto factory filer, property 12 Apr 1930 real estate value $4500, died 25 Jul 1953 in MI, buried in Detroit, Wayne, MI.
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Children:
+ 1682 i. Leo J.11 Marcoux #38153 born 03 Nov 1890, died bef 01 Jun 1900.  
+ 1683 ii. John Marcoux #44555, henry no. #12D712 from Chabrier, born 1891 in Manistee, Manistee, MI,258 died bef 01 Jun 1900.  
1684 iii. Mary Marcoux #38155, henry no. #12D713 from Chabrier, born 20 Feb 1894 in Ludington, MI,46,258 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35,46 census * 26 Apr 1910 in MI, Mason, Ludington, ED 63,63 census * 20 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 81,60 occupation 20 Jan 1920 welding section laborer.50
+ 1685 iv. Alfred Lewis Marcoux #38154 born 14 Jul 1895.
1686 v. Blanche Marcoux #38158, henry no. #12D715 from Chabrier, born 19 Mar 1897 in Manistee, Manistee, MI,258,60 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35,36 census * 26 Apr 1910 in MI, Mason, Ludington, ED 63,63 census * 20 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 81,60 occupation 20 Jan 1920 motor office biller,60 died 17 Mar 1983 in MI,258 buried in Detroit, Wayne, MI.258
1687 vi. Hazel Marcoux #38156, henry no. #12D716 from Chabrier, born 03 Aug 1898 in Manistee, Manistee, MI,258,60 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35,36 census * 26 Apr 1910 in MI, Mason, Ludington, ED 63,63 census * 20 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 81,60 occupation 20 Jan 1920 motor office biller,60 died 17 Mar 1983 in MI,258 buried in Detroit, Wayne, MI.258
1688 vii. Cyril Marcoux #44556, henry no. #12D717 from Chabrier, born 1899 in Manistee, Manistee, MI,258 died bef 01 Jun 1900.  
1689 viii. Isabella Marcoux #38157, henry no. #12D718 from Chabrier, born 26 Nov 1900 in Manistee, Manistee, MI,258,60 census * 26 Apr 1910 in MI, Mason, Ludington, ED 63,63 census * 20 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 81,60 occupation 20 Jan 1920 motor factory office clerk,60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 869,91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 auditor,91 died 10 Feb 1979 in MI.258 buried in Detroit, Wayne, MI.258
1690 ix. William Marcoux #44557, henry no. #12D719 from Chabrier, born 1902 in Buttersville, MI,258 died bef 26 Apr 1910.63  
1691 x. Virginia Marcoux #44159, henry no. #12D71A from Chabrier, born 11 Jun 1904 in Ludington, MI,258,60 census * 26 Apr 1910 in MI, Mason, Ludington, ED 63,63 census * 20 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 81,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 718,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 parochial school teacher,91 resided 03 Apr 1930 in St Killiam's Convent, 8735 South May Street, Chicago, Cook, IL.91
1692 xi. Zelma Marcoux #44158, henry no. #12D71B from Chabrier, born 14 May 1906 in Ludington, MI,258,60 census * 26 Apr 1910 in MI, Mason, Ludington, ED 63,63 census * 20 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 81,60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 869,91 died 07 Aug 1965 in MI,258 buried in Detroit, Wayne, MI.258

She married ca 1928 in MI,91 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 15484 Chapel Street, Detroit, Wayne, MI,91 Clarence Frankquist #44160, born ca 1899 in MI,91 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 869,91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 auto factory glass polisher.91 Clarence: Son of Swedish parents.
+ 1693 xii. Francis X. Marcoux #38159 born 07 Apr 1912.

641. Marie Virginie (Anne)16 Vadeboncoeur #42332, census name Annie Vadeboncoeur,33 also known as Annie Goodheart,259 (Remi Antoine (Aime)7, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit6 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit5 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon1, Bertrand1), henry no. #12D72 from Chabrier, born 08 Oct 1874 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,3 baptized * 09 Oct 1874 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,3 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Riviere-du-Loop, ED 85A,28,33 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32,46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Everett Wd 2, ED 278,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 145,46 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 27.91

Godparents: Thomas Mineau & Adelaide Vadeboncoeur, wife of Antoine Dejarlais.

She married ca 1891 in MI,46 resided (family) 06 Jun 1900 in 497 First Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI,46 resided (family) 15 Apr 1910 in 3323 Rockefeller Avenue, Everett, Snohomish, WA,63 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 1214 Wall Street, Everett, Snohomish, WA,60 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 1214 Wall Street, Everett, Snohomish, WA,91 Joseph O Bolger #61049, born Apr 1870 in QC, Canada,46 emigrated 1887 to USA,46 naturalized by 06 Jun 1900,46 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32,46 occupation 06 Jun 1900 lumber mill sawyer,46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Everett Wd 2, ED 278,63 occupation 15 Apr 1910 shingle mill laborer,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 869.46
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1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 145, occupation 05 Jan 1920 district manager of security for Knights & Ladies, census * 12 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 27, occupation 12 Apr 1930 insurance association district manager, died 21 Nov 1943 in Everett, Snohomish, WA. 122

Children:
+ 1694 i. Mabel M1 Bolger #61050 born Dec 1892.
1695 ii. Leo J Bolger #61051, henry no. #12D722 from Chabrier, born Nov 1894 in MI, census * 06 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32, census * 15 Apr 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Everett Wd 2, ED 278, occupation 15 Apr 1910 shingle mill laborer. 63
1696 iii. George J Bolger #61052, henry no. #12D723 from Chabrier, born Nov 1896 in MI, census * 06 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32, census * 15 Apr 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Everett Wd 2, ED 278, occupation 15 Apr 1910 grocery store salesman. 63
1697 iv. __ Bolger #61054, henry no. #12D724 from Chabrier, born ca 1900, died bef 15 Apr 1910. 63
1698 v. __ Bolger #61055, henry no. #12D725 from Chabrier, born ca 1902, died bef 15 Apr 1910. 63
1699 vi. Anna M Bolger #61056, henry no. #12D726 from Chabrier, born ca 1904 in WI, census * 15 Apr 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Everett Wd 2, ED 278, census * 05 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 145. 60
1700 vii. Hoquiam M Bolger #61057, henry no. #12D727 from Chabrier, born ca 1905 in WI, census * 15 Apr 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Everett Wd 2, ED 278, census * 05 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 145. 60

He married ca 1928 in WA, resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 714 Division Street, Mount Vernon, Skagit, WA. 91 Ann ___ #61061, born ca 1910 in NY, census * 08 Apr 1930 in WA, Skagit, Mount Vernon, ED 35. 91 Ann: Her father born in Scotland and her mother in England.

1702 ix. Ernest L Bolger #61059, henry no. #12D729 from Chabrier, born 10 Feb 1911 in Everett, Snohomish, WA, census * 05 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 145, census * 12 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 27, social security num bef 1951 535-10-1906 (WA), died 24 Apr 1999 in Everett, Snohomish, WA. 121

645. Emil Joseph10 Vadeboncoeur #37603, also known as Amuel Goodheart, 46 (Remi Antoine (Aime)9, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit1 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit1 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit2, Jean2 Chabrier, Jean3 Simon3, Simon4 Bertrand4), henry no. #12D76 from Chabrier, born 11 Sep 1884 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, census * 05 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32, census * 16 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 36, occupation 16 Apr 1910 foundry molder, event * 12 Sep 1918 World War I Draft Registration, resided 12 Sep 1918 at 508 First Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI, occupation 12 Sep 1918 moulder, Manistee Iron Works, Co., height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 gray, hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown, census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65, occupation 09 Jan 1920 molder at Iron Works, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11, occupation 07 Apr 1930 foreman at the Iron Foundry, social security num bef 1951 363-09-2850 (MI), died Jul 1968 in Manistee, Manistee, MI. 121

He married Oct 1906 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, resided (family) 16 Apr 1910 in 567 First Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI, resided (family) 09 Jan 1920 in 508 First Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI, resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 535 Second Street, Manistee, Manistee, MI. 91 Octavia A. Boulanger #34041, born 31 Jul 1887 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, daughter of Elzear George Octave Boulanger #60985 and Marie Liloise Fournier #60986, census * 16 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 36, census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11, died 26 Jul 1971 in Manistee, Manistee, MI. 140

Children:
1703 i. Howard G2 Vadeboncoeur #34100, henry no. #12D761 from Chabrier, born 26 Jul 1907 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, census * 16 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 36, census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65, occupation 09 Jan 1920 molder at the Manistee Iron Works, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11, occupation 07 Apr 1930 foreman at the Iron Foundry, social security num bef 1951 363-09-2850 (MI), died Jul 1968 in Manistee, Manistee, MI. 121
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MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11, occupation 07 Apr 1930 Great Lakes sailor, event * 08 May 1942 in World War II Army Enlistment, event 08 May 1942 at Kalamazoo, MI, education 08 May 1942 grammar school, height 08 May 1942 72 in., weight 08 May 1942 159 lbs, social security num bef 1951 369-16-7657 (MI), died 16 Oct 1981 in Frankfort, Benzie, MI.

He married aft 07 Apr 1930 in MI, divorced bef 08 May 1942, no children from this marriage.

+ 1704 ii.  
  + 1705 iii.  
  + 1706 iv.  
  + 1707 v.  
  + 1708 vi.  
  + 1709 vii.  
  + 1710 viii.  
  + 1711 ix.  
  + 1712 x.  
  + 1713 xi.  
  + 1714 xii.  

649. Louis Joseph Alfred Vadeboncoeur #30323 (Napoleon Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12D81 from Chabrier, born 11 Feb 1877 in QC, Canada, baptized * 11 Feb 1877 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 85B, census * 02 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 168B1, occupation 02 Apr 1901 merchant/agent, census * 06 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 173-2, occupation 06 Jun 1911 merchant, died 29 May 1923 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 30 May 1923 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Pierre Damasse Vadeboncoeur & Amabilis Saucier.

He married * 17 Jul 1899 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Marie Hortense Ernestine Lesage #30324, born 01 Jan 1877 in QC, Canada, (daughter of Sam Lesage #57221 and Hortense Beland #57222), census * 02 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 168B1, census * 06 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 173-2.

Children:

+ 1715 i.  
+ 1716 ii.  
+ 1717 iii.  
+ 1718 iv.  
+ 1719 v.  
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Dec 1907 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,‡ buried * 16 Dec 1907 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Arthur Vadeboncoeur & Loza Lesage.

1720 vi. Marie Hortense Severine Marcelle Vadeboncoeur #57235, henry no. from Chabrier, born 15 Dec 1907 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,‡ baptized * 15 Dec 1907 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,‡ died 08 May 1908 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,‡ buried * 09 May 1908 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Edouard Beland & Severine Voisard.

1721 vii. Marie Terese Ernestine Anita Vadeboncoeur #57236, henry no. from Chabrier, born 15 Dec 1907 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,‡ baptized * 15 Dec 1907 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,‡ died 05 May 1908 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,‡ buried * 06 May 1908 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Napoleon Chevalier & Marie Ferron.


651. Joseph Antoine Ephrem Vadeboncoeur #41418 (Napoleon Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12D83 from Chabrier, born 18 Sep 1878 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,‡ baptized * 18 Sep 1878 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,† census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 85B,‡ emigrated 1895 to Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 264 census 28 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 189,‡ occupation 28 Apr 1910 house painter,‡‡ event 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,‡‡‡ resided 12 Sep 1918 in 109 Glahn Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 261 occupation 12 Sep 1918 decorator for E.W. Edwards & Son, 261 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 261 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 261 hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, naturaled by 1920, 91 census * 08 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 225, 60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 interior painter, 60 census * 02 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 120, 60 occupation 02 Apr 1930 department store painter, 91 property 02 Apr 1930 real estate value $7510, 91 event 12 Mar 1932 in advertisement of city tax sale of property at Nottingham Road & Sherman, tax $32.00, 262 event 21 Mar 1936 in advertisement of city tax sale of property at Nottingham Road & Sherman, tax $16.30, 262 event 04 Mar 1940 in advertisement of city tax sale of property at Nottingham & Sherman, tax $28.48, 264 census * 15 Apr 1940 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 66-257, 203 occupation 15 Apr 1940 retail department store painter, 203 property 15 Apr 1940 real estate value $1950, 203 education 15 Apr 1940 4 years of high school. Godparents: Antoine Dejarlais & Philomene Bourret.

He married ca 1899, resided (family) 28 Apr 1910 in 109 Glahn Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 63 resided (family) 08 Jan 1920 in 109 Glahn Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 63 resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 109 Glahn Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 63 resided (family) 15 Apr 1940 in 109 Glahn Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 263 resided (family) 03 Dec 1947 in 109 Glahn Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 264 Margaret Caddell #41419, born ca 1879 in Dublin, Ireland, 265 emigrated 1893 to Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 60 census * 28 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 189, 60 census 1895 to Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 60 census * 02 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 120, 91 census * 05 Jan 1940 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 66-257, 203 education 15 Apr 1940 4 years of high school, 203 died 02 Dec 1947 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 265 buried 05 Dec 1947 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

Children:
+ 1723 i. Walter N. Vadeboncoeur #41420 born 12 Mar 1901.

652. Marie Anne Rebecca Vadeboncoeur #31526 (Napoleon Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12D84 from Chabrier, born 07 Jan 1880 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,‡ baptized * 07 Jan 1880 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,‡ census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 85B,‡ emigrated 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Jacques Ward, ED 181-32,‡‡ died 16 May 1921 in St Pierre-Apostre, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada,‡ buried * 16 May 1921 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Charles Trepanier & Josephine Vadeboncoeur.

She married * 19 Jul 1897 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,‡‡‡ resided (family) 1911 in 266 Beaudry Street, Montreal, QC, Canada,‡‡ resided (family) 22 Jun 1921 in St Pierre, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada,‡ Georges
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Philippe Galarneau #31527, born Feb 1872 in QC, Canada, (son of Joseph Galarneau #57292 and Marie Halle #57293), census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Jacques Ward, ED 181-32, occupation 1911 moulder.

Children:

1725 i. Joseph Alfred Lionel Galarneau #57271, born May 1898 in Montreal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Jacques Ward, ED 181-32, occupation 1921 machinist.

He married * 22 Jun 1921 in St Jacques le Majeur, Montreal, PQ, Canada, Marie Rose Blanche Delias Leda Turcotte #57279 (daughter of Joseph Turcotte #57280 and Leda Gerard #57281).

1726 ii. Annette Galarneau #57272, born Aug 1901 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Jacques Ward.

1727 iii. Donat Joseph Antoine Lucien Galarneau #57273, born 22 Apr 1902 in Montreal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 23 Apr 1902 in St Pierre-Apotre, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Jacques Ward, ED 181-32. Godparents: Donat Boucher, police agent & Eva Lacerte, his wife.

He married (1) 25 Aug 1923 in Ste Brégide, Montreal, PQ, Canada, Blanche Fortier #57284.

He married (2) 04 Aug 1928 in Ste Alphonse d’Youville, Montreal, PQ, Ca, Antoinette Fortier #57290.

1728 iv. Marie Antoinette Galarneau #57283, born 01 Jun 1903 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 01 Jun 1903 in St Pierre-Apotre, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, died bef 1911. Godparents: Theophile Jolicoeur & Josephine Huot, his wife.

1729 v. Marie Antoinette Gabrielle Galarneau #57284, born 01 Jun 1903 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 01 Jun 1903 in St Pierre-Apotre, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, died bef 1911. Godparents: Philippe Denery & Arzelie Labelle, his wife.


He married 20 Jun 1925 in N.D. de Rosaire, Fatima, Iles de la Madeleine, QC, Canada, Lucette Roberge #57291.


1732 viii. Marie Laurette Eleda Galarneau #57282, born 04 Dec 1906 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 05 Dec 1906 in St Pierre-Apotre, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, died bef 1911. Godparents: Alphonse Vadeboncoeur, cousin from Louiseville & Laura Vadeboncoeur, aunt from this parish.


1735 xi. Emilienne Marguerite Marie Anna Galarneau #57278, born 31 Dec 1910 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 31 Dec 1910 in St Pierre-Apotre, Montreal,
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1736 xii. N.N. Galarneau #57286, henry no. #12D84C from Chabrier, born 14 May 1912 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died at birth.


She married * 17 Sep 1906 in Loulseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Wilfrid Lambert #31592, born Sep 1881 in QC, Canada, son of Edouard Lambert #57233 and Celina Pailleur #57234, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-29, occupation Jun 1911 Canadian Pacific Railroad engineer.

Children:

1738 i. Alice Lambert #52038, henry no. #12D861 from Chabrier, born Jul 1908 in QC, Canada, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-29.

1739 ii. Marie Therese Lambert #52039, henry no. #12D862 from Chabrier, born Oct 1909 in QC, Canada, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-29.

1740 iii. Leopold Lambert #52040, henry no. #12D863 from Chabrier, born Mar 1911 in QC, Canada, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-29.

657. Arthur Louis Vadeboncoeur #39247, census name Arthur Goodheart, (Joseph Onesime Chabrier dit Verbongoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12DB1 in Chabrier, born 01 Dec 1881 in MI, census * 08 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35, census * 15 Apr 1910 in OH, Cuyahoga, Cleveland, ED 189, resided 15 Apr 1910 in 1520 East 30th Street, Cleveland, Cuyahoga, OH, occupation 15 Apr 1910 general pattern maker, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 pattern maker for Avery Co., resided 12 Sep 1918 in 541 Fifth Avenue, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 light blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, census * 08 Jan 1920 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 101, occupation 08 Jan 1920 pattern maker, census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 212, occupation 09 Apr 1930 radio store salesman, property 09 Apr 1930 real estate value $11,000.

He married ca 1910 in MI, resided (family) 08 Jan 1920 in 541 Fifth Avenue, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI, resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 530 Delaware Avenue, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI, Marie M. Bujewska #39263, born ca 1884 in MI, census * 08 Jan 1920 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 101, census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 212.

Children:

1741 i. Audrey M. Goodheart #39264, henry no. #12DB11 in Chabrier, born ca 1911 in MI, census * 08 Jan 1920 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 101, census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 212, occupation 09 Apr 1930 ladies apparel saleslady.

1742 ii. Iris L. Goodheart #39265, henry no. #12DB12 in Chabrier, born ca 1913 in OH, census * 08 Jan 1920 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 101, census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 212.
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659. **Leo Alfred** Vadeboncoeur #39244, also known as Leo Alfred Goodheart,92 (Joseph Onesime Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12DB3 in Chabrier, born 15 Feb 1887 in Manistee, Manistee, MI,92 census * 08 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35,46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in OH, Cuyahoga, Cleveland, ED 189,43 resided 15 Apr 1910 in 1520 East 30th Street, Cleveland, Cuyahoga, OH,92 occupation 15 Apr 1910 general pattern maker,60 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 pattern maker for Elem's Engineering Works,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in 1455 West 55th Street, Chicago, Cook, IL,92 height 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown,92 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 262,60 occupation 07 Jan 1920 pattern maker,92 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Oakland, Pontiac, ED 58,91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 wood pattern maker for autos.91

He married ca 1918 in MI,91 resided (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 771 Avery Street, Detroit, Wayne, MI,60 resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 471 Omar Street, Pontiac, Oakland, MI,91 **Ruby Ethel Davies** #39251, born ca 1889 in MI,91 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 262,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Oakland, Pontiac, ED 58.91

She married __ Pierce #62843.

---

660. **Georgia Ann** Vadeboncoeur #36177, census name Georeanna Vadeboncoeur,46 (Joseph Onesime Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12DB4 in Chabrier, born 04 Nov 1889 in MI,220,121 census * 08 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35,46 census * 20 Apr 1910 in MI, Ogemaw, West Branch Twp, ED 155,63 resided 20 Apr 1910 in Third Street, West Branch Twp, Ogemaw, MI,63 occupation 20 Apr 1910 music teacher,63 census * 27 Jan 1920 in AZ, Coconino, Williams, ED 13,60 census * 17 Apr 1930 in AZ, Maricopa, Osborn, ED 109,91 social security num 1973 527-31-1592 (AZ),121 died 11 Nov 1985 in Orinda, Contra Costa, CA.121

She married ca 1912, resided (family) 27 Jan 1920 in Fourth Street, Williams, Coconino, AZ,60 resided (family) 17 Apr 1930 in 30 Rear Pasadena Avenue, Osborn, Maricopa, AZ,91 **Charles William Elliott** #36178, born 24 Apr 1877 in Manistee, Manistee, MI,92 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in Williams, Coconino, AZ,46 occupation 05 Jun 1917 office clerk for Saginaw Manistee Labor Co,92 height 05 Jun 1917 tall,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 light brown,92 census * 27 Jan 1920 in AZ, Coconino, Williams, ED 13,60 occupation 27 Jan 1920 department store office manager,60 census * 17 Apr 1930 in AZ, Maricopa, Osborn, ED 109,91 occupation 17 Apr 1930 life insurance manager,91 social security num bef 1951 527-40-3092 (AZ),121 died May 1965 in AZ.121 **Charles:** Father born in Canada and mother born in Germany [1920 census].

---

### Children:

1746 i. Jean E.11 Elliott #39254, henry no. #12DB41 in Chabrier, born ca 1913 in AZ,60 census * 27 Jan 1920 in AZ, Coconino, Williams, ED 13,60 census * 17 Apr 1930 in AZ, Maricopa, Osborn, ED 109.91

1747 ii. Phyllis Olivine Elliott #39255, henry no. #12DB42 in Chabrier, born 29 Dec 1915 in Coconino co., AZ,266 census * 27 Jan 1920 in AZ, Coconino, Williams, ED 13,60 census * 17 Apr 1930 in AZ, Maricopa, Osborn, ED 109.91

1748 iii. Charles William Elliott III. #39256, henry no. #12DB43 in Chabrier, born 15 Nov 1924 in Coconino co., AZ,266 census * 17 Apr 1930 in AZ, Maricopa, Osborn, ED 109.91

1749 iv. Michael John Elliott #39257, henry no. #12DB44 in Chabrier, born Jan 1928 in AZ,91 census * 17 Apr 1930 in AZ, Maricopa, Osborn, ED 109.91

---

662. **Marguerite Ruth** Vadeboncoeur #39246 (Joseph Onesime Chabrier dit6 Verboncoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit5, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3 Simon, Simon2 Bertrand1), henry no. #12DB6 in Chabrier, born 14 Jul 1893 in MI,46,121 census * 08 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35,46 census * 22 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 39,63 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 64,60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 high school teacher,60 census * 12 Jan 1920 in OH, Cuyahoga, Cleveland, ED 490,60
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She married ca 1921 in AZ, 91 resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 137 Grant Avenue, Williams, Coconino, AZ, 91 George Whitehead Kimball #46909, born 27 Dec 1888 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA, 91,92 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 forest examiner for US Dept of Agriculture, 92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in Williams, Coconino, AZ, 92 height 05 Jun 1917 tall, 92 weight 05 Jun 1917 slender, 92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue, 92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 light brown, 92 census * 04 Apr 1930 in AZ, Coconino, Williams, ED 6, 91 occupation 02 Apr 1930 forest service supervisor, 91

Children:
1750  i. Alice Dionne16 Kimball #46910, henry no. in Chabrier, born 22 Nov 1922 in Coconino co., AZ, 266 census * 02 Apr 1930 in AZ, Coconino, Williams, ED 6. 91
1751  ii. Ruth Marie Kimball #46911, henry no. in Chabrier, born 22 Feb 1924 in Coconino co., AZ, 266 census * 02 Apr 1930 in AZ, Coconino, Williams, ED 6. 91
1752  iii. David Tenney Kimball #46912, henry no. in Chabrier, born 31 Jul 1927 in Coconino co., AZ, 266 census * 02 Apr 1930 in AZ, Coconino, Williams, ED 6. 91


He married 1922 in Grand Rapids, Kent, MI, 141 resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 2016 Prospect Street, Grand Rapids, Kent, MI, 91 Mary Ellen Bresnahan #33261, born 05 Dec 1900 in Parnell, MI, 141 baptized in St Michael, Parnell, MI, 2 census * 04 Apr 1930 in MI, Kent, Grand Rapids, ED 29,91 died Mar 1953 in Grand Rapids, Kent, MI, 141 cause of death heart attack, 2 buried in Grand Rapids, Kent, MI. 141

Children:

675. Marie Julie16 Pellerin #46159 (Marie Emerentienne9 Bastien, Louis8, Marie Josephe Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #14211 in Chabrier, born 26 Mar 1853 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 3 baptized * 26 Mar 1853 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 3 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 85C1, 28 census * 01 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beauregivage, ED 163B1, 31 census * 14 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 173-13. 32 Godparents: Louis Bastien & Julie Bergeron.

She married * 16 Jan 1872 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 9 Louis Lacombe #46161, born 25 Mar 1850 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 9 (son of Charles Lacombe #57355 and Josephe Sicard #57416), baptized * 25 Mar 1850 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 85C1, 28 occupation 1881 farmer, 28 census * 01 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beauregivage, ED 163B1, 31
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Children:

+ 1760 ii. Marie Parmelia Lacombe #46164 born 27 Dec 1873.
+ 1761 iii. Marie Anne Lacombe #46165 born 29 Apr 1875.
+ 1762 iv. Marie Louise Lacombe #46163 born 14 Aug 1876.

1763 v. Pierre Wilfred Lacombe #57356, henry no. #142115 from Chabrier, born 20 Aug 1878 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 20 Aug 1878 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 85C1.28 Godparents: Pierre Dupuis & Victoire Lacombe, aunt.

1764 vi. Joseph Edmond Lacombe #57357, henry no. #142116 from Chabrier, born 05 Dec 1880 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 05 Dec 1880 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 85C1,28 census * 01 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beauivrage, ED 163B1,31 occupation 01 Apr 1901 laborer.31 Godparents: Theophile Beland & Victoire Ladurantia.

1765 vii. Marie Rose Anne Lacombe #57365, henry no. #142117 from Chabrier, born 25 Feb 1882 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 25 Feb 1882 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 01 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beauivrage, ED 163B1.31 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Dery & Julie Lacombe.

1766 viii. Joseph Arthur (Hercule) Lacombe #57366, henry no. #142118 from Chabrier, born 18 Jul 1883 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 18 Jul 1883 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 died 12 Nov 1887 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 13 Nov 1887 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Felix Lacombe & Marie Louise Cloutier.

1767 ix. Marie Ludivine Lacombe #57367, henry no. #142119 from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1885 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 27 Jan 1885 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 died 11 Nov 1887 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 12 Nov 1887 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Hormisdas Lemyre & Ludivine Beland.

1768 x. Joseph Lacombe #57368, henry no. #14211A from Chabrier, born 12 Nov 1887 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 12 Nov 1887 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 01 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beauivrage, ED 163B1.31 Godparents: Augustin Lacombe & Delphine Lemyre, his wife.

1769 xi. Joseph Omer (Damase) Lacombe #57369, henry no. #14211B from Chabrier, born 28 Oct 1890 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 28 Oct 1890 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 01 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beauivrage, ED 163B1,31 census * 18 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 168G2,31 Godparents: Jeremie Pellerin, cousin & Parmelia Lacombe, sister.

1770 xii. Joseph Charles Arthur Lacombe #57370, henry no. #14211C from Chabrier, born 04 Nov 1892 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 04 Nov 1892 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 01 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beauivrage, ED 163B1,31 census * 14 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 173-13,32 occupation 14 Jun 1911 cheesemaker.32 Godparents: Joseph Lessard & Georgiana Dery.

682. Joseph9 Vadeboncouer #301, census name Joseph Goodheart,40 (Joseph8 Vadeboncouer dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncouer, Joseph Chabrier dit6 Vadeboncour, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean Chabrier dit4, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean2 Simon2, Simon1 Bertrand1), henry no. #15312 from Chabrier, born 23 Jun 1841 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,45 baptized * 23 Jun 1841 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,45 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,19 emigrated ca 1868 to USA, city directory * 1869 in 99 Winter Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 occupation 1869 shoemaker,61 census * 16 Aug 1870 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, Ward 6,40 occupation 16 Aug 1870 works in a shoe factory,40 city directory * 1872 in Franklin Street near Fifth, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 occupation 1872 shoe maker,61 city directory * 1874 in Franklin Street near Fifth, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 occupation 1874 shoe maker,61 city directory * 1883 in 21 River Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 occupation 1883 shoe maker,61 city directory * 1887 in 36 River Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 occupation 1887 shoe maker,61 city directory * 1889 in 34 River Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 occupation 1889 shoe maker,61 city directory * 1891 in 63 River Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 occupation 1891 shoe maker,61 city directory * 1892 in 136 River Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 occupation 1892 shoe maker,61 city directory * 1894 in 194 River
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He married (1) * 02 Oct 1860 in St Marcel, Richelieu, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Norbert Bideguin dit St Martin #57426 and Clarise Baril #57427), baptized * 06 Mar 1846 in Ste Elisabeth, Joliette, QC, Canada,

He married (2) * 20 Oct 1881 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, Marie Delima St Martin #29300, born 06 Mar 1846 in Ste Elisabeth, Joliette, QC, Canada,

Children:


Children:

+ 1772 ii. Alfred (Wilfred Joseph) Vadeboncoeur #46184 born * 10 Jan 1882.
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1774 iv. Joseph Vadeboncoeur #57592, henry no. #153124 from Chabrier, born * 25 Feb 1885 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, died * 05 Feb 1887 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, cause of death 05 Feb 1887 cholera infantum.


1776 vi. Aldilon Vadeboncoeur #61091, henry no. #153126 from Chabrier, born ca 13 May 1889, died * 27 Jun 1889 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, cause of death 27 Jun 1889 Cholera Morbus.

1777 vii. Eugene Vadeboncoeur #57595, henry no. #153127 from Chabrier, born ca Jul 1890 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, died * 03 Feb 1891 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, cause of death 03 Feb 1891 infantile debility.

684. Louis Verbuncour #416 (Joseph, Joseph Chabrier dit Vadebonceur, Joseph Chabrier dit Chabrier, Jean Chabrier dit Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #15314 from Chabrier, born 03 Nov 1845 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 03 Nov 1845 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED 136A, occupation 1871 shoe maker, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED 52B2, occupation 1881 shoe maker, emigrated 1886 to RI, occupation shoe maker and farmer, census * 05 May 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED 15312, died 22 Mar 1908 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 23 Mar 1908 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada. Godfather: Louis Hamel, Godmother: Eulalie Dejarlais. Witnesses: Clement Gnan, Jean Baptiste Dejarlais, Sophie Parenteau.

He married (1) * 04 Oct 1864 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, Marie Cesarie Parenteau #417, born 26 Jul 1848 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, baptized * 27 Jul 1848 in St Michel d'Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED 136A, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED 52B2, died 12 Feb 1899 in Forestdale, North Smithfield, Prov, RI, buried *
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16 Feb 1899 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada. Marie: Godparents: Michel Frareir ? & Marie Anne Fourquin.

Children:

1778 i. Louis Joseph Vadeboncoeur #6182, henry no. #153141 from Chabrier, born 09 Jun 1865 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 09 Jun 1865 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 29 Jun 1865 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 30 Jun 1865 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godfather: Joseph Parenteau, Godmother: Louise Allard.


+ 1780 iii. Joseph Ovide Vadeboncoeur #418 born 20 Jan 1868.


1782 v. Louis Uldoric Vadeboncoeur #422, henry no. #153145 from Chabrier, born 20 May 1871 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 20 May 1871 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 25 Feb 1873 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 27 Feb 1873 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada. Godfather: Francois Roy, Godmother: Marie Doucette.

1783 vi. Louis-Constant Vadeboncoeur #420, henry no. #153146 from Chabrier, born 27 Apr 1872 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 28 Apr 1872 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 14 Jul 1872 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 15 Jul 1872 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada. Godfather: Cyriac Paradis, Godmother: Elizabeth Leclerc.


1785 viii. Joseph Victor Vadeboncoeur #423, henry no. #153148 from Chabrier, born 13 Dec 1873 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 14 Dec 1873 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED 52B2, emigrated 1886 to USA, naturalized city directory * 1908 in 49 Rathbun Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1908 laborer, census * 21 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 293, occupation 21 Apr 1910 saloon bartender, resided 21 Apr 1910 in 317 Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1913 in Elm House, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1913 clerk for Vadeboncoeur Liquors, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 wine clerk for Odilon Vadeboncoeur, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 323 Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 stout, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, census * 14 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 339, occupation 14 Jan 1920 saloon bartender, resided 14 Jan 1920 in 323 Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1921 in 30 Cherry Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1921 clerk, city directory * 1923 in 19 Ascension Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1923 clerk, census * 08 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 295, occupation 08 Apr 1930 tobacco store salesman, city directory * 1932 in 98 Earle Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 clerk, city directory * 1933 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, removed to New York City, NY, died bef 1956. Godfather: Jean Baptiste Lebrun, Godmother: Adeline Henault.

He married ca 1922, resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 56 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, Clorinthe Morency #41927, born ca 1877 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1890 to USA, naturalized 1902, census * 08 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 295, city directory * 1932 in 98 Earle Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1933 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, removed to New York City, NY, city directory * 1956 in 207 Alabama Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1957 in 207 Alabama Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1958 in 207 Alabama Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1959 in 207 Alabama Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1960 in 207 Alabama Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI.
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1786 ix. Marie Hermine Vadeboncoeur #424, henry no. #153149 from Chabrier, born 03 Apr 1875 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 03 Apr 1875 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d’Upton, ED 52B.28 Godfather: Antoine Lessard, Godmother: Eulalie Desjarlais.

1787 x. Louis Joseph Amable Vadeboncoeur #425, henry no. #15314A from Chabrier, born 12 May 1876 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 13 May 1876 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 29 Sep 1876 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 30 Sep 1876 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.127 Godparents: Amable Chevreuil, dit Bellisle & Ludovine Milette. Present at the funeral were Cleophas Gauthier & Alexandre Gauthier.

+ 1788 xi. Louis Adelard Vadeboncoeur #426 born 14 Jul 1877.

+ 1789 xii. Marie Emma Georgina Vadeboncoeur #427 born 01 Nov 1878.

+ 1790 xiii. Marie Corona Vadeboncoeur #428 born 18 Mar 1880.


1792 xv. Marie Regina Vadeboncoeur #430, henry no. #15314F from Chabrier, born 25 Feb 1883 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 26 Feb 1883 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 01 May 1883 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 02 May 1883 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.127 Godfather: Alphonse Chevreuil, Godmother: Albina Chenette.


1794 xvii. Joseph E Vadeboncoeur #6192, henry no. #15314H from Chabrier, born 1887 in North Smithfield, Providence, RI, died 13 Oct 1887 in North Smithfield, Providence, RI.169

1795 xviii. Hector Vadeboncoeur #6191, henry no. #15314I from Chabrier, born 1889 in North Smithfield, Providence, RI, died 15 Sep 1889 in North Smithfield, Providence, RI.169

+ 1796 xix. Alphegina (Blanche) Vadeboncoeur #6190 born 27 Jul 1890.

1797 xx. Laura Vadeboncoeur #30341, henry no. #15314K from Chabrier, born 27 Jun 1892 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 28 Jun 1892 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, census * 03 May 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d’Upton, ED1532, emigrated 1909 to RI, naturalized191 census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 330,60 residing 07 Jan 1920 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,60 occupation 01 Jan 1920 cotton mill warper tender,60 census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 288.91 Godparents: Louis Page & Rose Anna Vadeboncoeur, sister.


He married (2) * 15 Mar 1902 in St Hyacinthe, St Hyacinthe, QC, Canada, Marie Jesse Parenteau #30483, born 01 Dec 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, daughter of Olivier Parenteau #57429 and Marie Fourquin #57430, baptized * 01 Dec 1850 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 05 Jul 1907 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 07 Jul 1907 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada. Marie: Godparents: Joseph Gouin dit St Germain & Esther Gibeau. m1: Pierre Boisclair (Barsalou) of St Aime.
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690. **Onesime Eugene**\(^6\) Vadeboncoeur #6458 (Joseph\(^7\) Verboncoeur dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit\(^8\) Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit\(^9\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^10\), Jean\(^1\) Chabrier, Jean\(^2\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^4\), Bertrand\(^5\)), henry no. #1531A from Chabrier, born 15 Jul 1858 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^2\) baptized * 16 Jul 1858 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^2\) census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,\(^2\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H,\(^2\) census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H2,\(^2,3\) emigrated 1887 to USA,\(^2,3\) naturalized\(^9\) city directory * 1889 in 160 River Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1889 laster,\(^6\) city directory * 1891 in 160 River Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1891 laster,\(^6\) city directory * 1892 in 24 Hillside Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1892 laster,\(^6\) city directory * 1894 in 24 Hillside Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1894 shoe laster,\(^6\) city directory * 1896 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1896 laster,\(^6\) city directory * 1897 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1897 shoe laster,\(^6\) city directory * 1898 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1898 laster,\(^6\) city directory * 1899 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1899 laster,\(^6\) city directory * 1900 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1900 miner,\(^6\) city directory * 1900 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1900 miner,\(^6\) city directory * 1902 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1902 miner,\(^6\) city directory * 1903 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1903 miner,\(^6\) city directory * 1904 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1904 miner,\(^6\) city directory * 1905 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1905 miner,\(^6\) city directory * 1906 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1906 miner,\(^6\) emigrated 1907 to Canada, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, AB, Victoria, ED 7-61,\(^3\) occupation Jun 1911 farmer,\(^6\) emigrated 1916 to USA, city directory * 1917 in 2 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1917 shoe worker,\(^6\) city directory * 1918 in 22 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1918 shoe worker,\(^6\) city directory * 1919 in 22 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1919 shoe worker,\(^6\) city directory * 1920 in 22 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1920 shoe worker,\(^6\) city directory * 1921 in 22 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) occupation 1921 shoe worker,\(^6\) city directory * 1925 in 15 Grand Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) city directory * 1930 in 21 Essex Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) census * 12 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 57,\(^9\) residing 12 Apr 1930 in 21 Essex Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^9\) (see note 25), city directory * 1932 in 21 Essex Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) died by 1935 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) Godparents: Joseph Verboncoeur & Domithilde Roi.

He married * 20 Feb 1882 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^49\) **Julie Theroux-dit-Laferte** #29252, born 20 Feb 1846 in QC, Canada,\(^2\) (daughter of Michel Theroux #61087 and Luce Cournoyer #61088), baptized * 21 Feb 1846 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H2,\(^2,3\) emigrated 1887 to MA,\(^6\) census * 15 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 305,\(^4\) census * Jun 1911 in Canada, AB, Victoria, ED 7-61,\(^3\) city directory * 1918 in 22 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) city directory * 1919 in 22 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) city directory * 1920 in 22 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) city directory * 1921 in 22 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) city directory * 1925 in 15 Grand Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) city directory * 1930 in 21 Essex Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) census * 12 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 57,\(^9\) residing 12 Apr 1930 in 21 Essex Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^9\) (see note 25), city directory * 1932 in 21 Essex Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) died by 1935 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^6\) Godparents: Joseph Verboncoeur & Domithilde Roi.

Children:

+ 1798 i.  Marie Adelia\(^7\) Vadeboncoeur #39022 born 14 Jun 1883.
+ 1799 ii. Marie Rose Alida Vadeboncoeur #39023 born 31 Aug 1884.
+ 1800 iii. Eugene Victor Agenar Vadeboncoeur #46204, henry no. #1531A3 from Chabrier, born 31 Aug 1884 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) (see note 26), baptized * 31 Aug 1884 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) died 06 Oct 1884 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 08 Oct 1884 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) Godparents: Victor Cartier & Marguerite Theroux.
+ 1801 iv. Ulric Alpha Vadeboncoeur #46205, henry no. #1531A4 from Chabrier, born 03 Mar 1886 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 03 Mar 1886 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) died 04 Mar 1886 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 05 Mar 1886 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) Godparents: Arsene Vadeboncoeur & Angeline Drolet.
+ 1802 v. Eugene Vadeboncoeur #39024, henry no. #1531A5 from Chabrier, born * 25 Dec 1892 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^138\) census * 15 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 305,\(^4\) census * Jun 1911 in Canada, AB, Victoria, ED 7-61,\(^3\)
+ 1803 vi. Albert Vadeboncoeur #46206, henry no. #1531A6 from Chabrier, born 26 Jun 1889 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^138\) died * 06 Jul 1889 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^138\)
+ 1804 vii. Vadeboncoeur #46207, henry no. #1531A7 from Chabrier, died bef 15 Jun 1900.\(^46\)
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1805  vii.  Vadbeoncoeur #46208, henry no. #1531A8 from Chabrier, died bef 15 Jun 1900.
1806  ix.  Vadbeoncoeur #46209, henry no. #1531A9 from Chabrier, died bef 15 Jun 1900.

694.  Odilon² Vadbeoncoeur #6460 (Joseph⁹ Verboncoeur dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit⁶ Vadbeoncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit⁵, Jean Chabrier dit⁴, Jean³ Chabrier, Jean², Simon¹, Simon⁰, Bertrand⁴), henry no. #1531E from Chabrier, born 19 Jan 1866 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 19 Jan 1866 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H,⁶⁶ census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H2,²⁸,³³ emigrated 1885 to USA,⁴⁶ city directory 1890 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 03 May 1890 shoemaker,³⁸⁶ occupation 19 May 1891 beater out,¹³八 city directory 1894 in 25 Willie, Haverhill, Essex, MA, occupation 1894 shoemaker,⁶³ occupation 28 Jan 1895 shoemaker, occupation 28 Jun 1900 laster (shoes),⁶⁶ census * 22 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 320,⁶³ occupation 22 Apr 1910 shoemaker, city directory * 1911 in 11 Willie Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, occupation 1911 shoemaker,¹³ eight census * 02 Feb 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 73, occupations 02 Feb 1920 in 16 Willie Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, occupation 02 Feb 1920 shoe cobbler.¹³ eight Godparents: Francois-Xavier Allard & Emerence Cornouiller.

He married (1) * 03 May 1890 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, Louise (Willet) Ouillette #57587, born ca 1869 in Biddeford, York, ME,¹ four (daughter of Alfred Willet #57588 and Julia Guertin #57589), census 14 Jun 1880 in ME, York, Biddeford, ED 182, occupation 03 May 1890 stitcher, died * 18 Mar 1893 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, cause of death 18 Mar 1893 consumption coming after confinement.¹³ eight

Children:
+ 1807  i.  Fedor Roul⁷ Vadbeoncoeur #32807 born * 19 May 1891.
1808  ii.  Arthur Vadbeoncoeur #61071, henry no. #1531E2 from Chabrier, born * 12 Mar 1893 in Haverhill, Essex, MA.


Children:
+ 1809  iii.  Omer Leon Vadbeoncoeur #33987 born * 17 Mar 1896.
1810  iv.  Cora Vadbeoncoeur #57606, henry no. #1531E4 from Chabrier, born * 18 Feb 1898 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, died * 01 Oct 1898 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, cause of death 01 Oct 1898 cholera infantum.¹³ eight
+ 1811  v.  William Hector Vadbeoncoeur #40262 born * 23 Apr 1899.
1812  vi.  Maria Eva Vadbeoncoeur #39026, henry no. #1531E6 from Chabrier, born * 14 Apr 1902 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, died * 03 May 1902 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, cause of death 03 May 1902 convulsion,¹³ eight buried in St James Cem, Haverhill, Essex, MA.
1813  vii.  Vadbeoncoeur #61069, henry no. #1531E7 from Chabrier, born * 14 Apr 1902 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, died possibly stillborn.
1814  viii.  Vadbeoncoeur #61070, henry no. #1531E8 from Chabrier, born * 04 Sep 1903 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, died stillborn.¹³ eight

695.  Marie Olivine⁴ Vadebeoncoeur #6466 (Joseph⁹ Verboncoeur dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit⁸ Vadbeoncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #1531F from Chabrier, born 15 Mar 1868 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 16 Mar 1868 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H,²⁴ census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H2,²⁸,³³ emigrated 1885 to USA,⁶⁶ naturalized 1893,⁶⁶ census * 09 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 305,⁶³ census * 20 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 320,⁶³ city directory * 1915 in Amesbury Road, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1916 in Amesbury Road, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1917 in Amesbury Road, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1918 in 321 Primrose Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1919 in 5 Hillside Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1920 in 5 Hillside Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,
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census * 09 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,60 city directory * 1924 in 5 Rose Street (rear), Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 city directory * 1926 in 82 Fifth Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 city directory * 1927 in 82 Fifth Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 city directory * 1928 in 82 Fifth Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 city directory * 1930 in 82 Fifth Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 city directory * 1932 in 5 Rose Street (rear), Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 city directory * 1935 in Crescent Lake Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 city directory * 1937 in Crescent Lake Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 city directory * 1938 in Crescent Lake Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 city directory * 1944 in 254 Crescent Lake Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 city directory * 1948 in 207 Crescent Lake Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 city directory * 1950 in 87 Shattuck Road, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 died 23 Jun 1954.7 Godparents: Joseph St Sauveur & Domitilde Vadeboncoeur.


Children:

+ 1815 i. Ludovic George Doucette #42881 born * 18 Oct 1888.
+ 1816 ii. Adelard Armand Doucette #42882 born * 18 Mar 1890.
+ 1817 iii. William Doucette #42883 born * 30 Oct 1891.


She married (1) Patrick King #42885.
She married (2) Rowdy Claymore #42886.
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+ 1819 v. Marie Olivine Lea Doucette #42887 born * 23 Sep 1894.
+ 1820 vi. Marie Rose Adelia Doucette #42888 born 09 Apr 1896.
+ 1821 vii. Marie Alida Doucette #42879, henry no. #1531F7 from Chabrier, born 28 Dec 1897 in MA, 6 census * 09 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 305, 46 city directory * 1917 in Amesbury Road, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 64, occupation 1917 shoe worker, 60 city directory * 1918 in 321 Primrose Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 64, occupation 1918 shoe worker, 60 city directory * 1919 in 5 Hillside Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 64, city directory * 1920 in 5 Hillside Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 64, census * 09 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72, 60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 shoe factory packer, 59 city directory * 1923 in 2 Dupre Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 61, census * 11 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 63, 91 occupation 11 Apr 1930 shoe shop brush worker, 91 died 03 Nov 1933. 2

She married ca 1922 in MA, 91 resided (family) 11 Apr 1930 in 67 Broadway, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 91

George C Gingras #42880, born ca 1893 in ME, 91 census * 11 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 63, 91 occupation 11 Apr 1930 shoe shop wood heater. 91

+ 1823 ix. Joseph Albert Doucette #42890, henry no. #1531F9 from Chabrier, born * 22 Jun 1901 in Newburyport, Essex, MA, 2 census * 20 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 320, 63 census * 09 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72, 60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 works in shoe factory, 60 died 20 Sep 1924. 2
+ 1824 x. Louise Adeline Doucette #42891, religious name Sister St Frances, SCO, RN, 2 henry no. #1531FA from Chabrier, born 30 Aug 1902 in Pinkney's Point, Nova Scotia, 2 emigrated 1906 to US, 63 census * 20 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 320, 63 occupation 1919 novitiate, 2 occupation 1921 vows with Sisters of Charity of Ottawa, 2 occupation registered nurse, 2 resided 1930 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA, 2 retirement 1977 from St Joseph's Hospital, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, 2 died 1994. 2
+ 1826 xii. Irene Cecile Doucette #42893, henry no. #1531FC from Chabrier, born * 27 May 1907 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, 2 died bef 20 Apr 1910 in Haverhill, Essex, MA. 2
+ 1827 xiii. Leon Andrew Doucette #42996, henry no. #1531FD from Chabrier, born * 24 May 1911 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, 271 census * 09 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72, 60 city directory * 1926 in 82 Fifth Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1926 student, 61 city directory * 1927 in 82 Fifth Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1927 student, 61 city directory * 1928 in 82 Fifth Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1928 employed in New Hampshire, 61 city directory * 1930 in 82 Fifth Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 61 occupation 1930 employed in New Hampshire, 61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in NH, Carroll, Conway, ED 6, 91 resided 03 Apr 1930 in Washington Street, Conway, Carroll, NH, 91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 wood heel factory grader. 91


He married 01 Jul 1890 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, 7 resided (family) 1890 - 1893 in 299 Merrimack Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, 61 resided (family) 08 Jun 1900 in 19 Willie Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 46 resided (family) 22 Apr 1910 in 21 Willie Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 46 resided (family) 02 Feb 1920 in 21 Willie Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 60 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 21 Willie Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 91 Blanche M Beauchamp #32870, born 01 Jul 1873 in QC, Canada, 7,46 emigrated 1878 to Haverhill, Essex, MA, 48 census * 08 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 306, 46 census * 22 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 320, 63 census * 02 Feb 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 73, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 62, 91 died 06 Dec 1961 in Haverhill, Essex,
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Children:
1828 i. Blanche10 Vadeboncoeur #57594, henry no. #1531G1 from Chabrier, born * 04 Jul 1891 in Haverhill, Essex, MA.138
+ 1829 ii. Emile J Vadeboncoeur #37916 born * 13 Nov 1892.
1830 iii. Laura Vadeboncoeur #37917, henry no. #1531G3 from Chabrier, born ca May 1894 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,143 died * 17 Jun 1895 in Haverhill, Essex, MA.138,143 cause of death 17 Jun 1895 whooping cough, pneumonia.138
1831 iv. Annette Vadeboncoeur #37918, henry no. #1531G4 from Chabrier, died * 11 Jun 1895 in Haverhill, Essex, MA.138,143
+ 1832 v. Lucien Lawrence Vadeboncoeur #34422 born 05 Jan 1896.
+ 1833 vi. Irene B. Vadeboncoeur #37919 born Apr 1898.
+ 1834 vii. Priscilla Leontine Vadeboncoeur #37920 born * 20 Sep 1900.
+ 1835 viii. Alice Blanche Vadeboncoeur #34034 born 20 Dec 1901.
+ 1837 x. Marie Ange Lillian Florence Vadeboncoeur #32871 born * 05 Mar 1904.
1838 xi. George E Vadeboncoeur #37922, henry no. #1531GB from Chabrier, born 09 Feb 1907 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,138 died * 01 Apr 1907 in Haverhill, Essex, MA.138 cause of death 01 Apr 1907 pneumonia,138 buried 02 Apr 1907 in St Joseph Cem, Haverhill, Essex, MA.138

698. Elise10 Vadeboncoeur #335 (David6, Joseph Chabrier dit6, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #15351 from Chabrier, born 16 Jan 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.19,146 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,19 emigrated 1875 to RI,63 census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 30,63 resided 19 Apr 1910 in 20 Bridal Avenue, Warwick, Kent, RI.63 died * 28 Aug 1871 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,138 married * 28 Aug 1871 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,138 buried 04 Mar 1876 in St Joseph Cem, Haverhill, Essex, MA.138

She married (1) * 26 Nov 1866 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 Benjamin Desjarlais #6552, born 29 Apr 1808 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 (son of Pierre Amador Dejarlais dit St Amand #32517 and Marie Angelique Saucier #1003), baptized 29 Apr 1808 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 died 08 Jul 1872 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 buried * 10 Jul 1872 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126

Children:
+ 1839 i. Marie Delima11 Desjarlais #34647 born 27 Nov 1867.
1840 ii. Marie-Malvina Desjarlais #34649, henry no. #153512 from Chabrier, born 11 Nov 1869 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 baptized * 12 Nov 1869 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 died 21 Sep 1870 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 buried * 22 Sep 1870 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 Godparents: Jean-Baptiste Desjarlais & Marguerite Vadeboncoeur.

She married (2) * 28 Oct 1872 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 Godfroid (Francois) Laroche #29250, born ca 1842 in St Antoine de Tilly, Lotbiniere, QC, Canada,19 died bef 19 Apr 1910.63 Godfroid: m1. Marie Saucier. He was from Baltic, US.

699. Marie Amanda10 Vadeboncoeur #380 (David6, Joseph Chabrier dit6, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #15352 from Chabrier, born 08 Aug 1846 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.45 baptized * 08 Aug 1846 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.45 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,19 died 02 Mar 1876 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 buried * 04 Mar 1876 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 Godfather: Olivier Harelle, Godmother: Marie Saucier.

She married * 28 Aug 1871 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 Louis Therien #6550, born ca 1845 in QC, Canada.28 (son of Jean Baptiste Therien #57714 and Adeline Chatigny #57715), census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1,28 occupation 1881 laborer.28 Louis: Marriage witnesses: Olivier Marcotte, Benjamin Desjarlais, Joseph Vadeboncoeur, David Vadeboncoeur.
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Children:

1841  i.  Marie#11 Therien #34805, henry no. from Chabrier, born 11 May 1872 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 baptized * 11 May 1872 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1.28 Godparents: David Vadeboncoeur & Adelaide Lacroix.

1842  ii.  Joseph Therien #57722, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca Jul 1873 in QC, Canada,28 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1.28

1843  iii.  Joseph Louis Therien #34806, henry no. from Chabrier, born 06 Jun 1874 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 baptized * 06 Jun 1874 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 died 14 Nov 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 15 Nov 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Frederic Vadeboncoeur & Marie Desanges Thibeau.

1844  iv.  Rosanna Therien #57721, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1875,9 died 24 Jan 1878 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 25 Jan 1878 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.9

1845  v.  Marie Adelia (Julie?) Therien #57716, henry no. from Chabrier, born 29 Jan 1876 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 29 Jan 1876 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1.28

700. Marie Marguerite#16 Vadeboncoeur #381 (Davidd, Joseph Chabrier dit8, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2 Bertrand1), henry no. #15353 from Chabrier, born 28 Feb 1848 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,52 baptized * 28 Feb 1848 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,52 census 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David.19 Godfather: Frederic Verboncoeur, Godmother: Edessa Lessard. Witnesses: Louis Lonon, Francois Xavier Verboncoeur, David Verboncoeur, Benjamin Dejarlais.

She married * 29 Apr 1867 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 Andre Joyal #386, born 05 Feb 1846 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,7 (son of Michel Joyal #57726 and Genevieve Joyal #57727), baptized * 05 Feb 1846 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.9 Andre: Godparents: Andre Marvant & Rose Joyal.

Children:

1846  i.  Georgina7 Joyal #29592, henry no. from Chabrier, born 24 Feb 1868 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 24 Feb 1868 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: David Verboncoeur & Catherine Antaillac.

1847  ii.  Joseph Joyal #34801, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1869 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.

1848  iii.  Jules Joyal #57728, henry no. from Chabrier, born 11 Feb 1872 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 11 Feb 1872 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 died 19 Aug 1872 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 20 Aug 1872 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: George Joyal & Delina Curchase.

1849  iv.  Francois Xavier Joseph Joyal #57729, henry no. from Chabrier, born 25 Mar 1873 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 25 Mar 1873 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Francois Grenier & Odile Joyal.

1850  v.  Olivier Joyal #57730, henry no. from Chabrier, born 08 May 1874 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 08 May 1874 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 died 01 Jun 1874 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 02 Jun 1874 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Olivier Vadeboncoeur & Angele Tessier.

1851  vi.  Marie Oliva Joyal #57731, henry no. from Chabrier, born 29 May 1876 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 30 May 1876 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Jean Joyal & Julie Chevreuils dit Bellisle.

703. Francois-Xavier (Olivier)#8 Vadeboncoeur #383 (Davidd, Joseph Chabrier dit8, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2 Bertrand1), henry no. #15356 from Chabrier, born 23 Jan 1853 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 baptized * 23 Jan 1853 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 resided Oct 1873 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada, occupation carter, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1,28 census * 26 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 153A1,31 resided 16 Feb 1903 in St Hyacinthe, St Hyacinthe, QC, Canada,9 died 05 Jun 1915 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 buried * 07 Jun 1915 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada.9 Godfather: Francois Saucier, Godmother: Emmerance Lupien. Witnesses: David Vadeboncoeur and Joseph Tessier.
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He married (1) * 21 Oct 1873 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{126}\) **Angele Tessier** #29253, born ca 1859 in QC, Canada,\(^{28}\) (daughter of Joseph Tessier #57733 and Angele Lachapelle #57734), census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1,\(^{28}\) died 01 Apr 1890 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 02 Apr 1890 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\)

Children:

1852 i. Merina\(^{11}\) Vadeboncoeur #29593, henry no. #153561 from Chabrier, born 21 Oct 1874 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{126}\) baptized * 21 Oct 1874 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{126}\) died 07 Dec 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{126}\) buried * 08 Dec 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.\(^{126}\) Godparents: David Vadeboncoeur & Therese Crevier.

1853 ii. Joseph Olivier Vadeboncoeur #34650, henry no. #153562 from Chabrier, born 27 Dec 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{126}\) baptized * 28 Dec 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.\(^{126}\) Godparents: Joseph Tessier & Adelaide Lacroix.

+ 1854 iii. Marie Louise Hectorine (Corine) Vadeboncoeur #30513 born 01 Sep 1878.

1855 iv. Marie Regina Vadeboncoeur #56861, henry no. #153564 from Chabrier, born 08 May 1880 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 09 May 1880 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1,\(^{28}\) died 05 Jan 1888 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 06 Jan 1888 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Francois Lambert & Leocadie Trudel.

+ 1856 v. Joseph Hermenegilde Vadeboncoeur #30514 born 06 May 1882.

1857 vi. Joseph Anthime Laurent Vadeboncoeur #57735, henry no. #153566 from Chabrier, born 19 Mar 1884 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 19 Mar 1884 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) died 20 Feb 1885 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 21 Feb 1885 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Antoine Lamothe & Celina Lacroix.


He married (2) * 28 Apr 1891 in St Germain de Grantham, Drummondville, PQ, Canada,\(^{48,94}\) **Marie-Georgette Champagne** #30505 (daughter of Francois Champagne #57736 and Adeline Blais #57737).

Children:

1860 ix. Edouard Vadeboncoeur #30697, henry no. #153569 from Chabrier, born 20 Dec 1893 in QC, Canada,\(^{31}\) census * 26 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 153A1,\(^{31}\) died bef 30 Nov 1931.

He married * 27 Nov 1918 in Sacre-Coeur-de-Jesus, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada,\(^{95}\) Emma Rene \#30698, born aft 1896 in QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) (daughter of Alphonse Rene \#57768 and Arthemise Dubuc \#57769).

1861 x. Joseph Telesphore Vadeboncoeur \#57740, henry no. \#15356A from Chabrier, born ca Apr 1895,\(^{9}\) died 31 Aug 1895 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 01 Sep 1895 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\)

He married (3) * 03 May 1897 in St Monique, Nicolet, PQ, Canada,\(^{62}\) **Georgina Rene** \#30506, born 06 Jun 1856 in QC, Canada,\(^{31}\) (daughter of Esdras Rene \#57738 and Arthemise Laplante \#57739), census * 26 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, ED Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada.\(^{31}\)

705. **Aurelie Armenie**\(^{19}\) Biron \#34800, census name Hermicine Biron,\(^{19}\) (Julie Chabrier dit\(^{9}\) Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit\(^{9}\), Joseph Chabrier dit\(^{9}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{9}\), Jean\(^{9}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{9}\), Simon\(^{9}\), Simon\(^{9}\), Bertrand\(^{9}\)), henry no. \#15361 from Chabrier, born 18 Feb 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{46}\) baptized * 19 Feb 1844 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{46}\) census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David,\(^{19}\) emigrated 1875 to USA,\(^{46}\) census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193,\(^{46}\) died bef 01 Feb 1920.\(^{90}\) Godparents: Joseph Verboncoeur & Merence Biron.

She married ca 1871,\(^{46}\) **Joseph Onesime Vallee** \#41721, born 14 May 1853 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) (son of Antoine Vallee \#58095 and Emelie Charette \#58096), baptized 15 May 1853 in St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) emigrated 1870 to USA,\(^{46}\) city directory * 1892 in 58 Company Houses, Quidnick, Coventry,
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Kent, RI, occupation 1892 operative, city directory * 1894 in 58 Company Houses, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1894 operative, census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193, occupation 17 Jun 1900 cotton weaver, city directory * 1915 in Read Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1915 farmer, census * 01 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 37, occupation 01 Feb 1920 cotton mill laborer, resided 01 Feb 1920 in East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Joseph: Godparents: Onesime Youin & Magdeleine Trudel.

Children:

1862 i. Vallee #58027, henry no. #153611 from Chabrier, born bef 17 Jun 1900, died bef 17 Jun 1900.
+ 1863 ii. Marie Louise Vallee #58025 born 17 May 1878.
+ 1864 iii. Marie Lydia (Leda) Vallee #58026 born 11 Jul 1882.
+ 1865 iv. Francois Xavier Vallee #58024 born 24 Sep 1884.

707. Marie Biron #33657 (Julie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #15363 from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1847 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 28 Jan 1847 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, * 1851 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H2, * 21 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 161, occupation 21 Apr 1910 boarding house keeper, resided 21 Apr 1910 in 38 Comeau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, Godparents: Elie Verboncoeur & Marie Germain.


Children:

1866 i. Ursule Petrin #58097, henry no. #153631 from Chabrier, born 13 Jan 1873 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 14 Jan 1873 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, * Godparents: Frederic Biron & Philomene Petrin.
+ 1867 ii. Levanse (Levanie?) Petrin #57904, henry no. #153632 from Chabrier, born ca 1875 in QC, Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1, *
+ 1868 iii. Joseph Donat Petrin #57905 born 26 Apr 1877.
+ 1869 iv. Marie Emma Petrin #57907 born 03 Feb 1881.
+ 1871 vi. Malvina Petrin #58099 born ca 1886.

710. Marie-Octavie Biron #34636, also known as Octavie Byron, census name Mary Langley, (Julie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #15366 from Chabrier, born 09 Jul 1853 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 10 Jul 1853 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 17 Jun 1880 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 73, died 10 Aug 1893 in Coventry, Kent, RI, buried in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Godparents: Pierre Celestin & Genevieve Starnes.

She married 03 Aug 1870 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Charles Langevin #41722, census name Charles Langley, born 09 Aug 1855 in La Visitation-de-Ile-Dupas, Berthier, QC, Canada, (son of Charles Langevin #58255 and Marie Cournoyer #58256), baptized * 09 Aug 1855 in La Visitation-de-Ile-Dupas, Berthier, QC, Canada, emigrated 1870 to USA, census * 16 Jun 1880 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193, occupation 16 Jun 1880 cotton mill employee, city directory * 1892 in 20 Anthony corp, Anthony, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1892 operative, naturalized census * 16 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193, occupation 16 Jun 1900 speeder tender boss, census * 10 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10, occupation 10 Apr 1910 boarding house proprietor, died 12 Feb 1918 in RI, city directory * 1908 in 9 Main Street, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1908 laborer, Charles: Godparents: Denis Cournoy & Marguerite Bergeron.

Children:

1872 i. Charles W. Langevin #58257 born 21 May 1876.
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1873 ii. Octavie Langevin #58262, henry no. #153662 from Chabrier, born 05 Oct 1878 in Coventry, Kent, RI, baptizd 05 Oct 1878 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, died bef 17 Jun 1880 in RI.41 Godparents: Joseph Harvez & Anna Biron.

+ 1874 iii. Walter Joseph Langevin #58263 born 30 May 1881.

1875 iv. Francois Xavier Langevin #58258, henry no. #153664 from Chabrier, born 12 Apr 1883 in Coventry, Kent, RI, baptizd 13 Apr 1883 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI.45 Godparents: Henri Biron & Armenie Beauregard.

1876 v. Marie Emma Langevin #58261, henry no. #153665 from Chabrier, born 05 May 1885 in Coventry, Kent, RI, censused 05 May 1885 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 16 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Providence, Pawtucket, ED 117, occupation 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Pawtucket, ED 117, occupation 19 Apr 1910 cotton mill spooler tender,66 census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Pawtucket, ED 117, occupation 19 Apr 1910 cotton mill spooler.66 Godparents: Isaac Langevin & Emma Brouillard.

She married 01 Sep 1902 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,244 resided (family) 19 Apr 1910 in 361 Mendon Avenue, Pawtucket, Providence, RI,245 Charles Camire #58268, born 28 Aug 1881 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 (son of Charles Camire #58269 and Esther (Amelie) St Sauveur #58270), baptized * 29 Aug 1881 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 emigrated 1890 to USA,61 city directory * 1910 in 361 Mendon Avenue, Pawtucket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1910 spinner,61 census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Pawtucket, ED 117,63 occupation 19 Apr 1910 cotton mill mule spinner,63 city directory * 1911 in 361 Mendon Avenue, Pawtucket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1911 spinner,61 city directory * 1913 in 18 Foster Street, Pawtucket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1913 spinner,61 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 self employed fisherman,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 26 Foster Street, Pawtucket, Providence, RI,92 height 12 Sep 1918 short,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue,92 naturalized bef 10 Apr 1930,92 census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Johnston, ED 224,91 occupation 10 Apr 1930 cotton mill mule spinner,91 property 10 Apr 1930 real estate value $3000,91 city directory * 1937 in 25 Oneida Street, Johnston, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1937 farmer,61 event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,93 occupation 27 Apr 1942 self employed farming industry,93 resided 27 Apr 1942 in 25 Oneida Street, Johnston, Providence, RI,93 height 27 Apr 1942 5' 5 1/2",93 weight 27 Apr 1942 135 lbs,93 eye color 27 Apr 1942 blue,93 hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray,93 complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light.93 Charles: Godparents: Antoine Guertin & Marie Paul, wife of Leon St Sauveur.


1878 vii. Joseph Langevin #58259, henry no. #153667 from Chabrier, born 04 Apr 1890 in Coventry, Kent, RI,246 baptizd 06 Apr 1890 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI.245 Godparents: Charles Langevin & Julia Vadeboncoeur.

711. Marie-Celina60 Biron #34634 (Julie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit4, Joseph Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean6 Chabrier, Jean6, Simon6, Simon6, Bertrand6), henry no. #15367 from Chabrier, born 05 May 1856 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 baptizd * 05 May 1856 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 emigrated 1870 to USA,60 naturalized 1890,60 census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193,66 census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10,63 census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15,66 died 29 Nov 1923.144 Godparents: Alexis Landry & Emerance Dauphine.

She married 04 Nov 1883 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,247 resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in Main Street, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI,63 resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 48 Main Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,60 Joseph Clement Cote #42005, born ca 1863 in QC, Canada,63 emigrated 1882 to USA,66 naturalized 1890,60 city directory * 1892 in 6th left, beyond Eagle Hotel, North Centerville,66 occupation 1892 weaver,66 city directory * 1894 in 57 Company Houses, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI occupation 1894 weaver,61 census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193,66 occupation 17 Jun 1900 cotton weaver,66 city directory * 1908 in 53 Old Village, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1908 laborer,61 census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10,63 occupation 18 Apr 1910 general farm laborer,63 city directory * 1915 in 53 Old Village, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1915 hostler,61 city directory * 1919 in 48 Old Village, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1919 hostler at
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Matteson & Matteson,\textsuperscript{61} census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 10 Jan 1920 grocery store teamer,\textsuperscript{60} census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 26,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 24 Apr 1930 lawn laborer,\textsuperscript{95} resided 24 Apr 1930 in 57 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 54 North Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} died 03 Jun 1936 in Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in deceased.\textsuperscript{61}

Children:

+ 1879 i. Marie Exilia\textsuperscript{17} Cote \#57973 born Jan 1885.
+ 1880 ii. David Clement Cote \#57966, henry no. \#153672 from Chabrier, born 12 Nov 1888 in Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 13 Nov 1888 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193,\textsuperscript{46} census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 18 Apr 1910 cotton mill weaver,\textsuperscript{63} event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 05 Jun 1917 weaver at Warwick Mills, Centerville,\textsuperscript{92} resided 05 Jun 1917 in Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{92} height 05 Jun 1917 short,\textsuperscript{92} weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown,\textsuperscript{92} hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown,\textsuperscript{92} census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 10 Jan 1920 cotton mill weaver,\textsuperscript{60} census * 19 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 19 Apr 1930 silk mill weaver,\textsuperscript{91} resided 19 Apr 1930 in 77 South Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 503 Washington Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 operative,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1936 in 503 Washington Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 operative,\textsuperscript{61} event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{93} occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed at Warwick Mills,\textsuperscript{93} resided 27 Apr 1942 in 503 Washington Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{93} height 27 Apr 1942 5' 3\textquoteleft,\textsuperscript{93} weight 27 Apr 1942 128 lbs,\textsuperscript{93} eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown,\textsuperscript{93} hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray,\textsuperscript{93} complexion 27 Apr 1942 in ruddy.\textsuperscript{93} Godparents: David Cote & Marie Louise Cote.
+ 1881 iii. Louis Onesime Cote \#57967 born 14 Aug 1890.
+ 1883 v. Marie Olive Octavie (Eva) Cote \#57969, henry no. \#153675 from Chabrier, born 28 Mar 1896 in Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 29 Mar 1896 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193,\textsuperscript{46} census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10,\textsuperscript{63} census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 10 Jan 1920 cotton mill speeder feeder,\textsuperscript{60} census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 57 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 57 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 57 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI.\textsuperscript{61} Godparents: Frederic Biron & Celina Larocche.

She married 28 May 1923 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} Henri Louis Langevin \#57970, born 26 Nov 1891 in Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{93} (son of Alfred Langevin \#57971 and Marie Cardin \#57972), baptized 27 Nov 1891 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{274} census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 24 Apr 1930 greenhouse fireman,\textsuperscript{91} property 24 Apr 1930 real estate value $2500,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 57 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 boiler tender,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 57 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 boiler tender,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 57 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 boiler tender,\textsuperscript{61} event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{93} occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Berkshire Fine Spinning,\textsuperscript{93} resided 27 Apr 1942 in 57 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{93} height 27 Apr 1942 5' 4\textquoteleft,\textsuperscript{93} weight 27 Apr 1942 150 lbs,\textsuperscript{93} eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown,\textsuperscript{93} hair color 27 Apr 1942 black,\textsuperscript{93} complexion 27 Apr 1942 in dark brown.\textsuperscript{93}

1884 vi. \_ Cote \#57977, henry no. \#153676 from Chabrier, died bef 18 Apr 1910 in RI.\textsuperscript{63}
1885 vii. \_ Cote \#57978, henry no. \#153677 from Chabrier, died bef 18 Apr 1910 in RI.\textsuperscript{63}

712. Marie Louise\textsuperscript{40} Biron \#34638, also known as Louise Byron,\textsuperscript{274} (Julie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9} Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9}, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9}, Jean\textsuperscript{3} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{3}), henry no. \#15368 from Chabrier, born 10 Jul 1858 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{42} baptized * 10 Jul 1858 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{42} emigrated 1867 to USA,\textsuperscript{40} census * 17 Jun 1880 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 73,\textsuperscript{41} census * 22 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 236,\textsuperscript{63} resided 22 Apr 1910 in 60 Sorrento Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{63} died 01 Mar 1913 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{146,147} buried in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, RI.\textsuperscript{146} Godparents: Francois Laroche & Agathe Maçon.
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She married 19 Feb 1876 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{274} Olivier A Langevin #42006, born 08 Oct 1857 in La Visitation-de-Île-Dupas, Berthier, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{147,9} (son of Charles Langevin #58255 and Marie Cournoyer #58256), baptized * 08 Oct 1857 in La Visitation-de-Île-Dupas, Berthier, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} emigrated 1870 to USA,\textsuperscript{63} naturalized 1884 in RI,\textsuperscript{60} census * 17 Jun 1880 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 73,\textsuperscript{41} occupation 17 Jun 1880 cotton mill worker,\textsuperscript{41} naturalized 1884 in RI,\textsuperscript{60} city directory * 1908 in 22 Pleasant Street, Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1908 assistant superintendent, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,\textsuperscript{61} census * 15 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 24,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 15 Apr 1910 life insurance agent,\textsuperscript{63} city directory * 1915 in Bedard Block, Arctic, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1915 assistant superintendent, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,\textsuperscript{61} census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 254,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 12 Jan 1920 grocery store proprietor,\textsuperscript{60} city directory * 1927 in 59 Broad Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1927 Ritz Apartments manager,\textsuperscript{61} city directory *1930 in 59 Broad Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1930 Ritz Apartments manager,\textsuperscript{61} census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 27,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 04 Apr 1930 rooming house manager,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1931 in 59 Broad Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1931 Ritz Apartments manager,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1932 in 59 Broad Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1932 Ritz Apartments manager,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 59 Broad Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 Ritz Apartments manager,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 59 Broad Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 Ritz Apartments manager,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1941 in 59 Broad Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1941 Ritz Apartments manager,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 59 Broad Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1942 Ritz Apartments manager,\textsuperscript{61} died 03 Nov 1942 in Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1943 in deceased.\textsuperscript{61} Olivier: Godparents: Jean Baptiste Masse & Theotiste Cournoyer.

Children:

+ 1886 i. Henry Joseph\textsuperscript{11} Langevin #58290 born 19 Feb 1878.
+ 1887 ii. Marie Louise Langevin #58296 born ca Mar 1880.

1888 iii. Joseph Deus Langevin #58291, henry no. #153683 from Chabrier, born 13 Feb 1882 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 13 Feb 1882 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} died bef 22 Apr 1910 in RI.\textsuperscript{63} Godparents: Frederic Biron & Ursule Adam.

1889 iv. Rosanna Langevin #58317, henry no. #153684 from Chabrier, born 26 Jun 1889.

1890 v. Rosanna Langevin #58292, henry no. #153685 from Chabrier, born 23 Oct 1886 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 24 Oct 1886 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} died bef 22 Apr 1910 in RI.\textsuperscript{63} Godparents: Onezime Vallee & Armenie Biron.

713. Henry\textsuperscript{9} Biron #34639 (Julie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9} Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{1} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{1}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #15369 from Chabrier, born 27 Oct 1860 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{42} baptized * 27 Oct 1860 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{42} emigrated 1870 to USA,\textsuperscript{91} naturalized\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1894 in 49 Company Houses, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 1894 carder,\textsuperscript{63} city directory * 1915 in 49 Old Village, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1915 mill employee,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1919 in 49 Old Village, Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1919 mill employee,\textsuperscript{61} census * 22 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4,\textsuperscript{91} died 21 Apr 1937.\textsuperscript{147} Godparents: Henry Lacharité & Charlotte Rainville.

He married\textsuperscript{147} Marie Celina Larocque #41724, born 01 Apr 1862 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{147,9} (daughter of Godefroy Larocque #58329 and Marie Rosaire Saucier #58330), baptized * 03 Apr 1862 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} died 13 Oct 1923.\textsuperscript{147} Marie: Godparents: Francois Saucier & Marie Celina Picard.

Children:

+ 1891 i. Marie Aldea\textsuperscript{9} Biron #42007 born 26 Jun 1889.
+ 1892 ii. Rose Anna Biron #42009, henry no. #153692 from Chabrier, born 10 May 1891 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275,147} baptized 10 May 1891 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} died 26 Aug 1905.\textsuperscript{147} Godparents: Onesime Vallee & Hermine Biron.

+ 1893 iii. Marie Louise Biron #42010, henry no. #153693 from Chabrier, born 05 Apr 1893 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{147,275} baptized 06 Apr 1893 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI.\textsuperscript{275} Godparents: Olivier Langevin & Louise Biron.

+ 1894 iv. Joseph Leon Biron #42011 born 05 Mar 1895.

715. Francois-Xavier\textsuperscript{9} Biron #41910 (Julie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9} Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9}, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #15368 from Chabrier, born 02 Apr 1865
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in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,8 baptized * 02 Apr 1865 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,9 died 01 Oct 1910.147 Godparents: Francois-Xavier Vadeboncoeur & Marie Vadeboncoeur.

He married 07 Jan 1889 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,274 Marie Rose Anne Parenteau #41911, born 16 May 1873 in St Theodore d'Acton, Bagot, QC, Canada,175 (daughter of Narcisse Parenteau #58331 and Emile Fortier #58332), baptized * 16 May 1873 in St Theodore d'Acton, Bagot, QC, Canada,9 died 21 Jul 1893.147 Marie: Godparents: Nazaire Vadhais & Catherine Ethier, his wife.

Children:

1895 i. Francois Xavier1/2 Biron #42030, henry no. from Chabrier, born 09 Jan 1890 in Warwick, Kent, RI,275,147 baptized 10 Jan 1890 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI.275 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Biron & Julia Vadeboncoeur.

716. Marie-Domitilde Domine dit7 St Sauveur #34635 (Domithilde8 Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit9, Joseph Chabrier dit9, Jean Chabrier dit9, Jean2 Chabrier, Jean1, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand3), henry no. #15391 from Chabrier, born 19 Jan 1856 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 baptized * 19 Jan 1856 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 died 1931 in Acton Vale, Bagot, PQ, Canada.276 Godparents: Joseph Domine dit St Sauveur (Sr) & Therese Harel.

She married 20 Oct 1874 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,8 resided (family) 1889 - 1890 in 220 Shrewsbury, Worcester, Worcester, MA,61 Benjamin Raboin #42082, born 03 Apr 1847 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada286 resided 20 Oct 1874 in Acton Vale, Bagot, PQ, Canada,275 occupation 1889 sausage maker,28 died 1916 in Acton Vale, Bagot, PQ, Canada.276 Benjamin: Son of Antoine Raboin & Domithilde Dejarlais.

Children:

+ 1896 i. Albina1/2 Raboin #42083 born 22 Oct 1888.

717. Marie Virginie9 St Sauveur #34637 (Domithilde8 Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit9, Joseph Chabrier dit9, Jean Chabrier dit9, Jean2 Chabrier, Jean1, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand3), henry no. #15392 in Chabrier, born 23 Mar 1857 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 baptized * 24 Mar 1857 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 emigrated 1880 to USA,63 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Eugene, ED 52A,28 census * 08 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 183,46 census * 27 Apr 1910 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 860,63 city directory * 1915 in Emery Avenue corner Colonial Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 city directory * 1916 in Emery Avenue corner Colonial Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 city directory * 1917 in 113 Martin Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 181,66 resided 03 Jan 1920 in 70 French Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA.60 Godparents: Joseph Verboncoeur & Louise Allard.

She married * 08 Nov 1875 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,278 resided (family) 08 Jun 1900 in 279 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,46 resided (family) 27 Apr 1910 in 2 Montcalm Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA.63 Francois X Morin #42096, born Mar 1853 in QC, Canada,46 (son of Francois Morin #58338 and Rosalie Delisle #58339), emigrated 1880 to USA,63 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Eugene, ED 52A,28 occupation 1881 laborer,28 census * 08 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 183,46 occupation 08 Jun 1900 day laborer,46 city directory * 1909 in 237 Cheever Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1909 teamster,61 city directory * 1910 in 205 Cheever Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1910 laborer,61 census * 27 Apr 1910 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 860,63 occupation 27 Apr 1910 cotton mill waist hand,63 city directory * 1911 in 2 Montcalm Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1911 laborer,61 city directory * 1912 in 32 Emery Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1912 laborer,61 died ca 1913 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA.61 Francois: Son of Francois Morin & Rosalie Desisle.

Children:

1897 i. Marie1/2 Morin #58354, henry no. #153921 from Chabrier, born 1875, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Eugene, ED 52A,28 died bef 08 Jun 1900.46

1898 ii. Georgina Morin #58340, henry no. #153922 from Chabrier, born ca 1877 in QC, Canada,46 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Eugene, ED 52A,28 census * 08 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 183,46 occupation 08 Jun 1900 operative.46

+ 1899 iii. Clodia Morin #58341 born 07 Dec 1879.
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1900 iv. Eugene Morin #58348, henry no. #153924 from Chabrier, born 26 Sep 1881 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada, died 28 Sep 1881 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada, buried * 02 Oct 1881 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada.

1901 v. Francois Xavier Morin #58342 born 09 Oct 1882.

1902 vi. Marie Anna Morin #58343, henry no. #153926 from Chabrier, born 02 Oct 1884 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 07 Oct 1884 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada, census * 08 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 183, occupation 08 Jun 1900 spinning dept.

1903 vii. Marie Maximilienne Morin #58349, henry no. #153927 from Chabrier, born 30 Sep 1886 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 01 Oct 1886 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada, died 04 Nov 1886 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada, buried * 06 Nov 1886 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada.

1904 viii. Joseph Olivier Morin #58344, henry no. #153928 from Chabrier, born 17 Dec 1887 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 Dec 1887 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada, census * 08 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 183, census * 27 Apr 1910 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, occupation 27 Apr 1910 hosiery winder.

1905 ix. __ Morin #58350, henry no. #153929 from Chabrier, died bef 08 Jun 1900.

1906 x. __ Morin #58351, henry no. #15392A from Chabrier, died bef 08 Jun 1900.

1907 xi. Arthur Francois Morin #58345 born 17 Jun 1892.

1908 xii. Emma Morin #58346, henry no. #15392C from Chabrier, born ca 1894 in RI, census * 08 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 183, census * 27 Apr 1910 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, occupation 27 Apr 1910 hosiery winder.

1909 xiii. Lora Morin #58347, henry no. #15392D from Chabrier, born ca 1882 in QC, Canada, census * 08 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 183, occupation 08 Jun 1900 operative.

1910 xiv. __ Morin #58352, henry no. #15392E from Chabrier, died bef 08 Jun 1900.

1911 xv. __ Morin #58353, henry no. #15392F from Chabrier, died bef 08 Jun 1900.

1912 xvi. __ Morin #58355, henry no. #15392G from Chabrier, died bef 27 Apr 1910.
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Children:

1913 i. Marie-Delia17 Marcotte #30510, henry no. #153B11 in Chabrier, born 11 Aug 1872 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 baptized * 11 Aug 1872 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 died 18 Jan 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 buried * 20 Jan 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Frederic Valeboncoeur & Edesse Lessard.

1914 ii. Francois Joseph Marcotte #34651, henry no. #153B12 in Chabrier, born 13 Aug 1874 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 baptized * 14 Aug 1874 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 died 06 Feb 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,126 buried * 08 Feb 1875 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.126 Godparents: Joseph Ritchotte & Philomene Lessard.


1917 v. __ Marcotte #58392, henry no. #153B15 from Chabrier, died bef 15 Jun 1900.46

1918 vi. __ Marcotte #58393, henry no. #153B16 from Chabrier, died bef 15 Jun 1900.46


1920 viii. __ Marcotte #58394, henry no. #153B18 from Chabrier, died bef 16 Jun 1900.46

1921 ix. Victoria Marcotte #58391 born Apr 1888. +

1922 x. __ Marcotte #58395, henry no. #153B1A from Chabrier, died bef 15 Jun 1900.46

1923 xi. __ Marcotte #58396, henry no. #153B1B from Chabrier, died bef 15 Jun 1900.46

1924 xii. __ Marcotte #58397, henry no. #153B1C from Chabrier, died bef 15 Jun 1900.46

1925 xiii. __ Marcotte #58398, henry no. #153B1D from Chabrier, died bef 15 Jun 1900.46

727. Joseph Alfred46 Verboncoeur #303, also known as Joseph Vadeboncoeur,46 (Frederic Gabriel Chabrier dit9, Joseph Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean2 Chabrier, Jean1 Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #153B3 from Chabrier, born 26 Nov 1854 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 baptized * 27 Nov 1854 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,42 emigrated 1860 to USA,46 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H,42 resided 15 Jul 1881 in Quidn, Coventry, Kent, RI,199 city directory * 1892 in 16 Company's tenement, River Point, Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1892 operative,61 census * 19 Jun 1900 in CT, Windham, Plainfield, Moosup, ED 518,46 occupation 19 Jun 1900 day laborer,46 died bef 1909,61,63 city directory * 1909 in deceased.61 Godparents: Philippe Duguast & Adel Lessard.

He married 15 Jul 1881 in St Joseph, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI,279,199 resided (family) 27 Apr 1910 in 14 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH.63 resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 13 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH.60 resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 15 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH.39 Marie Charland #304, born 15 Jul 1858 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 (daughter of Moise Charland #45015 and Marie Lachapelle #45016), baptized * 16 Jul 1858 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 emigrated 1873 to USA,46 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H2,28 census * 19 Jun 1900 in CT, Windham, Plainfield, Moosup, ED 518,46 city directory * 1909 in 15 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,46 census * 27 Apr 1910 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 307,63 census * 03 Jan 1920...
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Children:

1926  
i. Charles (Jurbia) Verboncoeur #44198, birth name Joseph Verboncoeur, 7 henry no. #153B31 from Chabrier, born 26 Jun 1882 in Warwick, Kent, RI, 259 baptized 30 Jun 1882 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 259 census * 19 Jun 1900 in CT, Windham, Plainfield, Moosup, ED 518, occupation 19 Jun 1900 cotton mill carder, city directory * 1909 in 17 Pearl Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, census * 1909 laborer, census * 16 Apr 1910 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 307, resided 16 Apr 1910 in Green Mountain Road, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 16 Apr 1910 farm laborer, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 laborer at Claremont Ice Co, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 15 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, city directory * 1952 in 55 River Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1952 retired. Godparents: Isaac Adams & Julie Verboncoeur.

1927  
ii. __ Verboncoeur #44195, henry no. #153B32 from Chabrier, died bef 19 Jun 1900.

1928  
iii. Rose Anna Verboncoeur #44199, henry no. #153B33 from Chabrier, born Jul 1884 in RI, 260 census * 19 Jun 1900 in CT, Windham, Plainfield, Moosup, ED 518, occupation 19 Jun 1900 cotton mill spooler tender, city directory * 1909 in 11 Pearl Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, census * 26 Apr 1910 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 307, census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 164, census * 10 Apr 1930 in CT, Windham, Brooklyn, ED 2, city directory * 1948 in 65 Front Street, Brooklyn, Windham, CT, city directory * 1954 in 65 Front Street, Brooklyn, Windham, CT. She married ca 1903, 261 resided (family) 26 Apr 1910 in 11 Pearl Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 13 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 39 1/2 South Main Street, Brooklyn, Windham, CT, 262 Wilfred Leclere #46727, born 01 Feb 1882 in St Paul, Chester, QC, Canada, 263 emigrated 1900, 264 census * 26 Apr 1910 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 307, occupation 26 Apr 1910 blacksmith, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 blacksmith, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 53 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, height 12 Sep 1918 tall, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 164, occupation 03 Jan 1920 blacksmith, naturalized by 10 Apr 1930, census * 10 Apr 1930 in CT, Windham, Brooklyn, ED 2, occupation 10 Apr 1930 blacksmith, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, occupation 27 Apr 1942 self employed, resided 27 Apr 1942 in 65 Front Street, Brooklyn, Windham, CT, height 27 Apr 1942 5 ft 10 in, weight 27 Apr 1942 185 lbs, eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown, hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light, medical condition 27 Apr 1942 finger problem, (see note 27), city directory * 1948 in 65 Front Street, Brooklyn, Windham, CT, city directory * 1954 in 65 Front Street, Brooklyn, Windham, CT. Social security num 1963 - 1964 002-38-1188 (NH), died 15 May 1970 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH.

1929  

1930  
v. __ Verboncoeur #44196, henry no. #153B35 from Chabrier, died bef 19 Jun 1900.

1931  
vi. __ Verboncoeur #44197, henry no. #153B36 from Chabrier, died bef 19 Jun 1900.

1932  
vi. __ Verboncoeur #44200, henry no. #153B37 from Chabrier, died bef 19 Jun 1900.

1933  
vi. Flora M Verboncoeur #44191 born Nov 1891.

1934  

She married 16 Jun 1914 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, 280 Joseph Lessard #47013, born 12 May 1895 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, 9 (son of Joseph Lessard #58416 and Leocadie Melancon #58417), baptized * 13 May 1895 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, 9 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 barber, resided 05 Jun 1917 compiled by: Roger & Nancy Verboncoeur (R.Verboncoeur@Comcast.net)
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Joseph: Godparents: Pierre Melancon, uncle & Louise Dion, his wife.


1936 xi. Verboncoeur #44201, henry no. #153B3B from Chabrier, died bef 19 Jun 1900.
1937 xii. Verboncoeur #44202, henry no. #153B3C from Chabrier, died bef 19 Jun 1900.
1938 xiii. Leona M Verboncoeur #44194, henry no. #153B3D from Chabrier, born 06 Dec 1898 in CT, census * 19 Jun 1900 in CT, Windham, Plainfield, Moosup, ED 518, census * 27 Apr 1910 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 307, census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 164, occupation 03 Jan 1920 cotton mill spinner, city directory * 1927 in 15 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1927 mill employee, census * 04 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 4, occupation 04 Apr 1930 laundry manager, city directory * 1931 in 15 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1931 laundress, city directory * 1934 in 15 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1934 laundress, city directory * 1936 in 15 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1936 laundress, city directory * 1937 in 15 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1937 laundress, city directory * 1938 in 15 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, social security num 1965 001-40-4816 (NH), died 19 Jan 1999 in Newport, Sullivan, NH.

1939 xiv. Verboncoeur #44203, henry no. #153B3F from Chabrier, died bef 19 Jun 1900.
1940 xv. Verboncoeur #44204, henry no. #153B3G from Chabrier, born aft 19 Jun 1900, died bef 27 Apr 1910.
1941 xvi. Verboncoeur #42331, henry no. #153B3H from Chabrier, born aft 19 Jun 1900, died bef 27 Apr 1910.

731. Amable Verboncoeur #306, census name May Verbankur, (Federic Gabriel Chabrier dit 2, Joseph Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit 2, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simo, Bertrand), henry no. #153B7 from Chabrier, born 23 Oct 1861 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 23 Oct 1861 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H, emigrated 1873 to USA, emigrated 1898 to USA, census * 06 Jun 1900 in CT, Windham, Thompson, ED 526, occupation 06 Jun 1900 woolen mill helper, census * 07 May 1910 in CT, Windham, Killeen, ED 575, occupation 07 May 1910 cotton mill weaver, city directory * 1913 in Elm St, Putnam, Windham, CT, census * 17 Jan 1920 in CT, New London, Griswold, Jewett City, ED 245, occupation 17 Jan 1920 bleaching laborer, city directory * 1923 in 490 Main Street, Norwich, New London, CT, occupation 1923 weaver, census * 11 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 5, resided 11 Apr 1930 in 22 High Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 11 Apr 1930 woolen mill laborer, city directory * 1931 in 64 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, city directory * 1934 in 52 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH. Godfather: Joseph Verboncoeur, Godmother: Louise Allard.
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He married (1) ca 1879,91 Clara (Fecteau) Comis #29296, died 28 Mar 1899 in Burrillville, Providence, RI.169 Clara: Dau of Touissant Comis & Clara __.

Children:

1942  i.  Emma17 Verboncoeur #46232, henry no. #153B71 from Chabrier, born Jan 1882 in CT,46 census * 06 Jun 1900 in CT, Windham, Thompson, ED 526.46

1943  ii.  Delia Verboncoeur #46233, henry no. #153B72 from Chabrier, born Mar 1885 in CT,46 census * 06 Jun 1900 in CT, Windham, Thompson, ED 526,46 occupation 06 Jun 1900 works in woolen mill.46

1944  iii.  Mary Albina Vadeboncoeur #29297, henry no. #153B73 from Chabrier, born 06 Mar 1888 in Jewett City, Griswold, New London, CT,281 baptized 06 Mar 1888 in St Mary, Jewett City, New London, CT,281 census * 06 Jun 1900 in CT, Windham, Thompson, ED 526.46 Godfather: Joseph Verboncoeur; Godmother: Mary Charbon.


1946  v.  Edward Henry Verboncoeur #42844, henry no. #153B75 from Chabrier, born Sep 1892 in CT,46 born 29 Dec 1891 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH,92 census * 06 Jun 1900 in CT, Windham, Thompson, ED 526,46 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in 83 Elliot, Springfield, Hampden, MA,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 bell boy at Hotel Kimball92 height 05 Jun 1917 short,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 black,92 city directory * 1918 in 465 Belmont Avenue, Springfield, Hampden, MA,61 occupation 1918 machinist,61 census * 02 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampden, Springfield, ED 133,60 occupation 02 Jan 1920 store keeper for variety store,60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampden, Springfield, ED 19,91 resided 09 Apr 1930 in 1976 Main Street, Springfield, Hampden, MA,91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 hotel bellman.91 Father born in NY, mother born NH.

He married bef 05 Jun 1917,92 resided (family) 02 Jan 1920 in 443 Central Street, Springfield, Hampden, MA,60 divorced by 09 Apr 1930,91 Blanche F __ #42845, born ca 1895 in France,46 emigrated 1895,60 naturalized 1916,60 census * 02 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampden, Springfield, ED 133,60 occupation 02 Jan 1920 bakery sales lady.60 Blanche: Living with the Frederick St George family in 1920.

1947  vi.  David Vadeboncoeur #29298, henry no. #153B76 from Chabrier, born ca Feb 1894 in CT, died 22 Aug 1895 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI,169 buried in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI.146
1948 vii. Rosanna Verboncoeur #46231, henry no. #153B77 from Chabrier, born Mar 1896 in CT, census * 06 Jun 1900 in CT, Windham, Thompson, ED 526, census * 07 May 1910 in CT, Windham, Killingly, ED 575.  


He married (2) ca 1902, resided (family) 07 May 1910 in 36 Ashland Street, Jewett City, New London, CT, emigrated * Apr 1917 to Claremont, NH via St Albans, VT, census * 06 Jun 1910 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 5, lived 11 Apr 1930 in 22 High Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 11 Apr 1930 workman in shoe shop, city directory * 1931 in 55 River Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1931 shoe worker, city directory * 1934 in 52 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1934 shoe worker for I S Co, city directory * 1942 in 158 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1942 manager of Corin Valley Oil Co, city directory * 1949 in 26 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, social security num bef 1951 001-03-7674 (NH), city directory * 1952 in 26 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1952 city water department employee, city directory * 1956 in 178 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1956 city water department employee, died Sep 1971 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH.  

Children:  
1950 ix. Wilfred Verboncoeur #42495, henry no. #153B79 from Chabrier, born 14 May 1905 in NH, census * 07 May 1910 in CT, Windham, Killingly, ED 575, census * 11 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 5, lived 11 Apr 1930 in 22 High Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 11 Apr 1930 workman in shoe shop, city directory * 1931 in 55 River Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1931 shoe worker, city directory * 1934 in 52 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1934 shoe worker for I S Co, city directory * 1942 in 158 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1942 manager of Corin Valley Oil Co, city directory * 1949 in 26 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, social security num bef 1951 008-05-5960 (VT), city directory * 1952 in 26 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, city directory * 1956 in 178 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, died 09 Feb 1992 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH.  

He married 26 Jul 1930 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, Emma E. Davis #45031, born 02 Jun 1912, city directory * 1931 in 55 River Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, city directory * 1934 in 52 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, city directory * 1942 in 158 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, city directory * 1949 in 26 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, social security num bef 1951 008-05-5960 (VT), city directory * 1952 in 26 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, city directory * 1956 in 178 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, died 09 Feb 1992 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH.  

Children:  
1951 i. Marie Evelina I. Verboncoeur #57629, henry no. #153B81 from Chabrier, born 18 Jun 1896 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 18 Jun 1896 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, died 25 Apr 1899.  
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in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 26 Apr 1899 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Moise Bernard, grandfather & Edesse Vadeboncoeur, grandmother.

1952 ii. Joseph Victor Vadeboncoeur #43294, henry no. #153B82 from Chabrier, born 20 Sep 1898 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 20 Sep 1898 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 10 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 201E1, died 22 Mar 1903 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, buried * 22 Mar 1903 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. Godparents: David Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Edouardina Singler, aunt.

+ 1953 iii. Marie Aurore Vadeboncoeur #41912 born 11 Jul 1900.

1954 iv. Marie Evelina Vadeboncoeur #41913, henry no. #153B84 from Chabrier, born 25 Jan 1902 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 25 Jan 1902 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 206-6, emigrated * Apr 1917 to Claremont, NH via St Albans, VT, census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 164, occupation 03 Jan 1920 cotton mill weaver. Godparents: Louis Danis, uncle & Victorine Vadeboncoeur, his wife.

She married 07 Feb 1921 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, Telesphore Auclair #46996, born in Suncook, Merrimack, NH (son of William Auclair #58430 and Melina Siloiskar #58431).

He married (2) * 08 May 1906 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 18 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 77 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, Marie Anna Joyal #29248, born Mar 1887 in QC, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Joyal #58420 and Marie Lecuyer #58421), census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 206-6, resided 1923 in Nicolet, Nicolet, QC, Canada, city directory * 1927 in 77 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, city directory * 1931 in 77 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH.

Children:

+ 1955 v. Marie Margaret Vadeboncoeur #30339 born 19 Jun 1907.

1956 vi. Joseph Adelard Vadeboncoeur #49711, henry no. #153B86 from Chabrier, born 20 May 1909 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 21 May 1909 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 206-6, Godparents: Joseph Danis & Marie Anne Verranneau.

1957 vii. Marie Adelia Vadeboncoeur #42300, henry no. #153B87 from Chabrier, born 20 Aug 1910 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 21 Aug 1910 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 206-6, emigrated * Feb 1923 to Claremont, NH via St Albans, VT, census * 02 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6, resided 02 Apr 1930 in 77 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 02 Apr 1930 doffer in cotton mill, city directory * 1931 in 77 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, city directory * 1938 in 4 Tremont Square, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1938 employed at Kimmel Shoe Corp, city directory * 1942 in 4 Tremont Square, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1942 employed by Kimmel Shoe Corp, city directory * 1949 in 4 Tremont Square, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1949 employed at Kellyville, social security num bef 1951 001-10-6985 (NH), city directory * 1952 in 4 Tremont Square, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1952 employed at Kellyville, city directory * 1956 in 4 Tremont Square, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, occupation 1956 domestic, died 16 Nov 1994 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH. Godparents: Arthur Danis & Aurore Vadeboncoeur.
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She married 22 Mar 1892 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,³⁸⁰ resided (family) 21 Jan 1920 in 44 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT.⁶⁰ Louis Narcisse Danis #47015, born 28 Jul 1861 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,³¹⁹ (son of Narcisse Danis #58441 and Josephpe Dauphinee #58442), baptized * 29 Jul 1861 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,⁹ emigrated 1878 to USA,⁶⁰ naturalized 1883,⁶⁰ census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 201E2,³¹ city directory * 1918 in 44 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1918 employed by H Hickok,⁶¹ city directory * 1920 in 44 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1920 employed by Q City Cotton Co,⁶¹ census * 21 Jan 1920 in VT, Chittenden, Burlington, ED 52,⁶⁰ occupation 21 Jan 1920 cotton mill elevator operator,⁶⁰ city directory * 1922 in 80 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1922 employed by Q City Cotton Co,⁶¹ city directory * 1924 in 80 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁵¹ occupation 1924 employed by Q City Cotton Co,⁶¹ city directory * 1929 in 80 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1929 retired,⁶¹ city directory * 1930 in 80 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1930 retired,⁶¹ city directory * 1931 in 80 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1931 retired,⁶¹ city directory * 1932 in 80 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1932 retired,⁶¹ city directory * 1933 in 25 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1933 retired,⁶¹ city directory * 1936 in 58 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1936 retired,⁶¹ city directory * 1938 in 86 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1938 retired,⁶¹ city directory * 1944 in 55 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1944 retired,⁶¹ city directory * 1946 in 67 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1946 retired,⁶¹ died bef 1949 in Burlington, Chittenden, VT.⁵¹ Louis: Godparents: Jacques Danis & Marie Danis.

Children:

+ 1959 i. Joseph Louis³¹ Danis #58437 born 05 May 1893.
+ 1960 ii. Charles Edouard Danis #58438 born 27 Jan 1895.

1962 iv. Marie Alice Danis #58440, henry no. #153BA4 from Chabrier, born 04 Jan 1901 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,³¹⁹ baptized * 05 Jan 1901 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,⁹ census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 201E2,³¹ city directory * 1920 in 44 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1920 employed by Q City Cotton Mills,⁶¹ census * 21 Jan 1920 in VT, Chittenden, Burlington, ED 52,⁶¹ occupation 21 Jan 1920 cotton mill spinner,⁶¹ city directory * 1922 in 80 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1922 employed by Q City Cotton Co.⁶¹ Godparents: Joseph Danis & Georgianna Danis.

1963 v. Yvonne Danis #58443, henry no. #153BA5 from Chabrier, born 20 Oct 1903 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,³¹⁹ baptized * 20 Oct 1903 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,⁹ census * 21 Jan 1920 in VT, Chittenden, Burlington, ED 52,⁶¹ occupation 21 Jan 1920 cotton mill spinner,⁶¹ city directory * 1922 in 80 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,⁶¹ occupation 1922 employed by Q City Cotton Co.⁶¹ Godparents: Narcisse Dauphinee & Delia Bergeron.


He married Beatrice __ #58461, born 23 Feb 1916, city directory * 1944 in 84 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, city directory * 1946 in 84 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, city directory * 1949 in 65 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, social security num bef 1951 008-10-1459 (VT), city directory * 1951 in 65 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, city directory * 1952 in 65 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, city directory * 1956 in 65 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, city directory * 1958 in 65 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, city directory * 1960 in 65 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, died 20 Oct 1987 in Burlington, Chittenden, VT.

735. Marie-Malvina (Delvina) Verboncoeur #309 (Frederic Gabriel Chabrier dit9, Joseph Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #153BB in Chabrier, born 06 Sep 1869 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 07 Sep 1869 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 134H,24 emigrated 1877 to USA, census * 07 Jun 1880 in CT, New London, Sprague, ED 110, occupation 07 Jun 1880 cotton mill hand, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1,25 census * 02 Jun 1900 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 244,36 census * 25 Apr 1910 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 307,37 census * 24 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 166,38 census * 18 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,39 Godfather: Joseph St Sauveur, Godmother: Domitilde Verboncoeur.

She married ca 1885,91 resided (family) 02 Jun 1900 in North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,96 resided (family) 25 Apr 1910 in 44 1/2 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,93 resided (family) 24 Jan 1920 in 15 Walnut Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,96 resided (family) 18 Apr 1930 in 82 Sullivan Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,91 Henry Page #32795, born Apr 1864 in QC, Canada,96 emigrated 1870,96,91 naturalized by 02 Jun 1900,96 census * 02 Jun 1900 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 244,46 occupation 02 Jun 1900 saw mill laborer,46 census * 25 Apr 1910 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 307,46 occupation 25 Apr 1910 church sexton,46 census * 24 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 166,46 occupation 24 Jan 1920 machine shop Sawyer,46 census * 18 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,46 occupation 18 Apr 1930 highway laborer.46

Children:

1966 i. Midas10 Page #44182, henry no. #153BB1 in Chabrier, born Sep 1886 in CT,46 census * 02 Jun 1900 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 244,46 occupation 02 Jun 1900 saw mill laborer.46

1967 ii. Lora Page #44183, henry no. #153BB2 in Chabrier, born Mar 1888 in CT,46 census * 02 Jun 1900 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 244.46


1971 vi. __ Page #44184, henry no. #153BB6 in Chabrier, died bef 02 Jun 1900.46

1972 vii. Arthur J. Page #44181, henry no. #153BB7 in Chabrier, born Apr 1900 in NH,46 census * 02 Jun 1900 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 244,46 census * 25 Apr 1910 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 307,63
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He married ca 1929 in CT, resided (family) 16 Apr 1930 in River Road, Waterford, New London, CT, Juel A. __ #46252, born ca 1897 in CT, census * 16 Apr 1930 in CT, New London, Waterford, ED 75.


She married 22 Aug 1892 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, Charles Landry #47002. Charles: Son of Joseph Landry & Catherine Thibeault.

Children:

1974 i. Arthur 11 Landry #47003, henry no. in Chabrier.

He married 12 Nov 1917 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, Delia Tardif #47004. Delia: Dau of Joseph Tartif & Vitaline ___.

1975 ii. Aurore Landry #47005, henry no. in Chabrier.

She married 10 Sep 1923 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, Willie Corriere #47006. Willie: Son of Pierre Corriere & Marie Fisher.


She married 20 Nov 1893 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Victor Caplet #38930, born 03 Jun 1872 in Sorel, Richelieu, PQ, Canada, (son of Joseph Caplet #58485 and Catherine Plante #58486), died bef 19 Jun 1900 in RI. Victor: Godparents: Denis Caplet & Luce Millet.

Children:


1979 iii. ___ Caplette #46266, henry no. #153E43 in Chabrier, died bef 19 Jun 1900 in RI.

742. Joseph Romeo Adam dit 10 Labranche #34570 (Marie Genevieve 9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit 8, Joseph Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean Chabrier, Jean 5, Simon 4, Simon 3, Bertrand 1), henry no. #153E6 in Chabrier, born 15 Oct 1878 in Coventry, Kent, RI, census 21 Jun 1880 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 72, census * 19 Jun 1900 in
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RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193, 46 occupation 19 Jun 1900 cotton mill card grinder, 46 city directory * 1908 in 76 New Village, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1908 card grinder, 61 census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10, 63 occupation 19 Apr 1910 cotton mill card grinder, 63 city directory * 1915 in Park Avenue, Harris, Coventry, Kent, RI, 6 occupation 1915 mill employee, 61 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 mill operative at Interlaken Mill, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 4 Park Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 medium brown, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, 92 city directory * 1919 in 4 Park Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1919 card grinder, 61 census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, 60 occupation 02 Feb 1920 cotton mill card grinder, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 3, 91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 print works laborer, 93 city directory * 1936 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1936 manager, 61 city directory * 1938 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1938 manager, 61 city directory * 1940 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1940 manager. 61 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Adam & Marie Trudel.

He married 02 Jul 1900 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 6 resided (family) 19 Apr 1910 in Mill Street, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI, 63 resided (family) 02 Feb 1920 in 4 Park Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 60 resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 91 Olive Vadnais #38937, census name Olive Varney, 46 born 22 Jan 1880 in Lanorrie, Berthier, QC, Canada, 283 (daughter of Gilbert Vadnais #58504 and Marie Louise Mandeville #58505), emigrated 1888 to RI, 603 naturalized 1900, 606 census * 07 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 192, 46 occupation 07 Jun 1900 cotton mill weaver, 46 census * 19 Apr 1910 in Mill Street, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI, 63 census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 3, 91 city directory * 1936 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 city directory * 1938 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 city directory * 1940 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 died 01 Jun 1954 in Harris, Coventry, Kent, RI, 283 buried 04 Jun 1954 in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI. 283 Olive: Dau of Gilbert Vadnais & Marie Louise Mandeville.

Children:


1981 ii. Isaac Lionel Labranche #38938, henry no. #153E62 in Chabrier, born 05 Nov 1902 in RI, 91,121 baptized 09 Nov 1902 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 8 census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10, 63 census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, 60 occupation 02 Feb 1920 cotton mill doff er, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 3, 91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 cotton mill roller cover, 91 city directory * 1936 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1936 bowling alley manager, 61 city directory * 1938 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1938 manager, 61 city directory * 1940 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1940 manager, 61 social security num bef 1951 011-07-3415 (MA), 121 died Oct 1974 in West Warwick, Kent, RI. 121 Godparents: Joseph Vadnais & Olive Desroches.

He married 28 Feb 1957 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 275 Cecile Boudreau #38939 (daughter of Joseph Boudreau #58511 and Cleria Gervais #58512), baptized 28 Aug 1912 in Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI. 284 Cecile: Dau of Joseph Boudreau & Cleria Gervais.

1982 iii. Uldege Theodore Labranche #46260, henry no. #153E63 in Chabrier, born 13 Sep 1904 in Coventry, Kent, RI, 60,275,121 baptized 14 Sep 1904 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 275 census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10, 63 census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, 60 occupation 02 Feb 1920 farm laborer, 60 census * 26 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4, 91 occupation 26 Apr 1930 dairy farm milkman, 91 city directory * 1936 in 248 High Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1936 milk dealer, 61 city directory * 1938 in 248 High Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, 121 occupation 1938 Valley Farms Dairy, 121 city directory * 1940 in 248 High Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1940 Valley Farms Dairy, 61 social security num bef 1951 039-18-0792 (RI), 121 died Dec 1984 in Coventry, Kent, RI. 121 Godparents: Francois Miron & Clodia Caplette.

He married ca 1928 in RI, 91 resided (family) 26 Apr 1930 in 248 High Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, 91 Stanny _ #46262, born ca 1907 in RI, 91 census * 26 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4, 91 occupation 26 Apr 1930 velvet mill inspector, 91 city directory * 1936 in 248 High Street, Coventry,
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Kent, RI.


He married 27 Nov 1933 in Our Lady of Good Counsel, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Loretta Caron #58509, city directory * 1938 in 91 Highland Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 91 Highland Street, Coventry, Kent, RI.

1984 v. Marie Glorianna (Georgianna) Labranche #46261, henry no. #153E65 in Chabrier, born 24 Feb 1908 in Coventry, Kent, RI, baptized 26 Feb 1908 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10, census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, census * 21 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, census * 1936 in 43 Pleasant Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 17 Terrace Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1944 in 82 Highland Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 039-05-8813 (RI), died 01 Jun 2003 in Johnston, Providence, RI. Godparents: Pierre Lavallee & Marianna Vadnais.

She married 19 Sep 1927 in Our Lady of Good Counsel, West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 21 Apr 1930 in 31 North Pleasant Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI.

1985 vi. Donat Labranche #46257, henry no. #153E66 in Chabrier, born 13 Dec 1909 in Coventry, Kent, RI, baptized 15 Dec 1909 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10, census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 3, occupation 09 Apr 1930 print works shipping clerk, city directory * 1936 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1936 substitute carrier for Post Office, city directory * 1940 in 17 Terrace Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 Post Office clerk, city directory * 1944 in 82 Highland Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, social security num 1952 - 1953 035-25-1384 (RI), died May 1977 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.


He married 16 Feb 1946 in Our Lady of Good Counsel, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Rose Cecile Lillian Phaneuf #58508 (daughter of Henri Phaneuf #58515 and Marie Louise Daigle #58516).

1986 vii. Alice Clarinda Labranche #46258, henry no. #153E67 in Chabrier, born 15 Dec 1911 in Coventry, Kent, RI, baptized 17 Dec 1911 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 3, occupation 09 Apr 1930 cotton mill card room doffer, city directory * 1936 in 14 South Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1938 in 14 South Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 14 South Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1944 in 14 South Street, West Warwick,
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Kent, RI,⁶¹ social security num bef 1951 037-09-5749 (RI),¹²¹ died Jun 1983 in Coventry, Kent, RI.¹²¹

Godparents: Edmond Chapdelaine & Alexandrina Vadnais.

She married 02 Jun 1934 in Our Lady of Good Counsel, West Warwick, Kent, RI,²⁷⁵,¹⁶⁴ Joseph Louis Henri Brassard #58507, born 13 Apr 1910 in RI,⁹,¹²¹ (son of Henry Ulric Brassard #58517 and Rosanna Belanger #58518), city directory * 1936 in 14 South Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁶¹ occupation 1936 operative,⁶¹ city directory * 1938 in 14 South Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁶¹ occupation 1938 operative,⁶¹ city directory * 1940 in 14 South Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁶¹ occupation 1940 operative,⁶¹ city directory * 1944 in 14 South Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁶¹ social security num bef 1951 037-09-5451 (RI),¹²¹ died 10 Jun 1990 in Coventry, Kent, RI.¹²¹

1987 viii. Arthur J. Labranche #46259, henry no. #153E68 in Chabrier, born 29 Aug 1917 in RI,⁶⁰,⁹,¹²¹ census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15,⁶⁰ census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 3,⁹ city directory * 1936 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI,⁶¹ occupation 1936 tender,⁶¹ city directory * 1938 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI,⁶¹ occupation 1938 tender,⁶¹ city directory * 1940 in 83 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI,⁶¹ occupation 1940 back tender,⁶¹ social security num bef 1951 011-10-9714 (MA),¹²¹ died 02 May 1996 in Coventry, Kent, RI.¹²¹


Children:
+ 1988 i. Marie Delia¹ Hart #43365 born 23 May 1878.
+ 1989 ii. Emma (Lizzie) Hart #43358 born 17 Apr 1880.
+ 1990 iii. Francois Adolphe Hart #43359 born 06 May 1882.
+ 1993 vi. Adelard (Delour) Louis Hart #43362 born Nov 1890.
+ 1994 vii. __ Hart #43368, henry no. #158117 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900,⁴⁶
+ 1995 viii. Louise Marie Stephanie Hart #43363 born 26 Jul 1894.
+ 1996 ix. __ Hart #43369, henry no. #158119 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900,⁴⁶
+ 1997 x. Elise Stephanie (Ella) Hart #43364 born * 08 Mar 1897.
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Adelard (Dallas Hart)\(^9\) Vadeboncoeur #43370 (Francois\(^9\), Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)\(^8\), Joseph Chabrier dit\(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^6\), Jean\(^5\) Chabrier, Jean\(^4\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^2\), Bertrand\(^1\)), henry no. #15813 from Chabrier, born 05 Jan 1858 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^3\) baptized * 06 Jan 1858 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 1861 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 129E1,\(^24\) emigrated 1879 to NY,\(^46\) census * 10 Feb 1892 in NY, Warren, Hague,\(^24\) naturalized 1895,\(^46\) census * 16 Jun 1900 in NY, Warren, Hague, ED 96,\(^46\) occupation 16 Jun 1900 farmer,\(^46\) event 25 Feb 1907 in telephone installed in home,\(^288\) census * 03 May 1910 in NY, Warren, Hague, ED 166,\(^63\) occupation 03 May 1910 farmer,\(^65\) event 10 Jun 1915 purchased an automobile,\(^288\) event 30 Mar 1916 opened a grocery store in their residence,\(^288\) event 24 Jun 1916 team horse shot in shoulder,\(^288\) event 05 Sep 1918 purchased a Buick automobile, census * 13 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Hague, ED 181,\(^60\) occupation 13 Jan 1920 farmer,\(^60\) property 27 Apr 1922 sold Hart Farm to Sherry Hart,\(^288\) died * 23 Jun 1924 in Ticonderoga, Essex, NY,\(^289\) cause of death 23 Jun 1924 chronic interstitial nephritis (Bright's Disease),\(^289\) buried 25 Jun 1924 in Alexandria Cem., Graphite, Warren, NY,\(^59\) obituary * 26 Jun 1924 in Ticonderoga Sentinel,\(^288\) property 26 Mar 1925 62 acre Hart Farm for sale,\(^288\) event Oct 1926 moved from Hart Farm to American Graphite Co. house.\(^288\) Godparents: Albert Vadeboncoeur & Marie Anne Desere. Witnesses to marriage: Ed.

Vardeboncoeur.

Anecdotal Info on Dallas Hart from Herbert B. Hart, Jr.

According to my father, Herbert B. Hart, Jr., Dallas and his family came from Three Rivers Canada (near Montreal?), and then to White Hall, New York (where the family surname name may have changed from Boncoeur to GoodHeart to Hart,) and then to Graphite, New York and later to Hague, New York. HBH Jr. thinks his father, HBH Sr., one of Dallas' sons, was born in Graphite, New York (need to confirm against Tree info). HBH Jr. says that Dallas was a farmer who owned and worked his farm (pigs, horses, cattle and hay for horses), and also worked in the mines in Graphite for a period of time. He was told by his father (HBH Sr.) that Dallas would drive a team of horses from his farm in White Hall to Hewitt's Landing (sp?), and then row a boat across Lake George to Graphite to work in the mines, and then back again at the end of his work day. HBH Jr. doubts that story, looking at the logistics of the trip, and thinks rather that Dallas probably went to Graphite for the week and stayed with someone and then came home on the weekends. He also said that he was told Dallas' first home (farm) in Graphite burned down, and then the family moved to Hague. HBH Jr. said he knew of Dallas being an accomplished fiddler.

From: Margaret A. Hart

He married 26 Nov 1883 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\(^285,46\) resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 160 East Sanford Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\(^91\) LOUISA W. BARNET #43371, also known as Louisa Barnett,\(^290\) born Feb 1862 in NY,\(^36,41\) (daughter of Louis Barnett #63152 and Mariette #63153), census 17 Jun 1880 in NY, Warren, Hague, ED 115,\(^41\) census * 10 Feb 1892 in NY, Warren, Hague,\(^25\) census * 16 Jun 1900 in NY, Warren, Hague, ED 96,\(^46\) census * 03 May 1910 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 166,\(^63\) occupation 1913 employed at the Palasades Hotel on Brant Lake,\(^288\) census * 13 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Hague, ED 181,\(^60\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 9,\(^91\) city directory * 1936 in 208 Sanford Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\(^61\) city directory * 1937 in 208 Sanford Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\(^61\) city directory * 1938 in 208 Sanford Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\(^61\) city directory * 1939 in 208 Sanford Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\(^61\) city directory * 1940 in 208 Sanford Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\(^61\) city directory * 1941 in 208 Sanford Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\(^61\) died 03 Apr 1948 in NY.\(^289\)

Children:


+ 2000 ii. Charles Frank Hart #43381, henry no. #158134 from Chabrier, born 06 Jan 1889 in NY,\(^289,63\) census * 10 Feb 1892 in NY, Warren, Hague,\(^74\) died 11 Jun 1893 in NY.\(^289\)
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He married Alice __ #61408, city directory * 1936 in 87 Park Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, city directory * 1937 in 208 Sanford Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.

+ 2004 vi. Mary Louise Hart #43376 born Apr 1892.

Godparents: Francois Vadeboncoeur & Odile Lacome.
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NY, occupation 1940 mechanic, city directory * 1941 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, occupation 1941 mechanic, city directory * 1942 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, occupation 1942 mechanic, city directory * 1944 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, occupation 1944 mechanic, city directory * 1946 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, occupation 1946 mechanic, city directory * 1948 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, occupation 1948 mechanic, city directory * 1949 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, occupation 1949 mechanic, social security num bef 1951 104-18-1413 (NY), died Oct 1969 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY. 121

He married ca 1924 in NY, 91 resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 14 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, Imogene M __, born 07 Sep 1895 in NY, 91,121 census * 07 Apr 1930 in NY, Saratoga, South Glens Falls, ED 30, 91 city directory * 1936 in 14 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, city directory * 1937 in 14 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, city directory * 1938 in 14 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, city directory * 1939 in 14 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, city directory * 1940 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, city directory * 1941 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, city directory * 1942 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, city directory * 1944 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, city directory * 1946 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, city directory * 1948 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, city directory * 1949 in 20 Fifth Street, South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY, social security num bef 1951 077-03-3730 (NY), died 12 May 1989 in South Glens Falls, Saratoga, NY. 121 Imogene: Emogene Merritt from Murray, Orleans, NY???


Children:

2010 i. Francois Fortuna (Hart) VADEBONCOEUR #47128, henry no. #158161 from Chabrier, born 02 Nov 1884 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY, 287 baptized 02 Nov 1884 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, 287 died
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2011 ii. __ Hart #43354, henry no. #158162 from Chabrier, died bef 27 Jun 1900.66

+ 2012 iii. Marie Philomene (Minnie M Hart) Vadeboncoeur #43349 born 15 Sep 1886.


2015 vi. __ Hart #43355, henry no. #158166 from Chabrier, died bef 27 Jun 1900.66


+ 2018 ix. Margaret Alice (Hart) Vadeboncoeur #43353 born 20 Oct 1899.

2019 x. __ Hart #58538, henry no. #15816A from Chabrier, died bef 03 May 1910 in NY.63
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Children:


+ 2025 iv. Marie Anne Lafontaine #47347 born 29 Jan 1893.

+ 2026 v. Henry Etienne Lafontaine #47345 born 30 Jan 1895.
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Children:


+ 2032 iii. Lottie May Normandin #43411 born 13 Aug 1901.
+ 2033 iv. Francis Andre Normandin #43417 born * 29 Sep 1903.


2036 vii. Anthony Normandin #43425, henry no. #158197 from Chabrier, born 1911 in NY, 152 died ca 1924. 152

+ 2037 viii. Delia Marie Normandin #43426 born 13 Dec 1913.
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+ 2039 x. Olive Marie Normandin #43432 born 17 Jan 1915.
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Children:
+ 2040  i.  Lillian Marie (Hart)\textsuperscript{1/1} Vadeboncoeur #46283 born 26 Dec 1900.
+ 2041  ii.  Genevieve Veronica Hart #46284 born 05 Feb 1904.
+ 2042  iii.  Marie Madeline Hart #46285 born 01 Nov 1907.
+ 2043  iv.  Joseph Wilfred (Hart) Vadeboncoeur #47081 born 10 Feb 1914.

754. **Eugene (Hart)\textsuperscript{2/2} Vadeboncoeur** #43345, census name Eugene Hart,\textsuperscript{46} (Francois\textsuperscript{0}, Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)\textsuperscript{8}, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{1}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{1}, Jean\textsuperscript{2} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{2}), henry no. #1581B from Chabrier, born 27 Feb 1876 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{3} baptized * 28 Feb 1876 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{3} emigrated 1878 to USA,\textsuperscript{46} naturalized\textsuperscript{60,62} census * 11 Jun 1880 in NY, Washington, Fort Edward, ED 136,\textsuperscript{6} city directory * 1897 in 32 Second Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1897 laborer for F.P. & Co.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1899 in 10 New Puyun Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1899 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 25 Jun 1900 in VT, Rutland, Mendon, ED 196,\textsuperscript{66} occupation 25 Jun 1900 lumber job driver,\textsuperscript{66} census * 27 Apr 1910 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 172,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 27 Apr 1910 common laborer,\textsuperscript{63} census * 05 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 179,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 05 Jan 1920 farm laborer,\textsuperscript{60} census * 03 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 17,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 03 Apr 1930 shirt factory janitor,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 25 Hudson Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 1936 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 25 Hudson Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 1937 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 25 Hudson Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in 25 Hudson Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1939 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 25 Hudson Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1941 in 25 Hudson Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1941 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 17 Mohican Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1942 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in 17 Mohican Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{65} occupation 1944 employed at Glens Falls Hospital,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in 17 Mohican Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1948 in 51 LaRose Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 in 123 R. Broad Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{64} died 28 Jan 1957 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{153} buried 31 Jan 1957 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{153} Godparents: Francois Houle & Eleonore Lemday, his wife. Witnesses to marriage: Frederic Vadeboncoeur & Lizzie Boisvert.


Children:

2044  i.  Marie Louise (Olive)\textsuperscript{1/1} Vadeboncoeur #43391, henry no. #1581B1 from Chabrier, born 18 Jun 1899 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} baptized 09 Jul 1899 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} census * 25 Jun 1900 in VT, Rutland, Mendon, ED 196,\textsuperscript{46} census * 27 Apr 1910 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 172,\textsuperscript{63} census * 05 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 179,\textsuperscript{60} died 23 Feb 1931 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{153} buried 28 Feb 1931 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{153} Godparents: Francois Vadeboncoeur & Rosalie Boisvert.

2045  ii.  Marie Irene (Hart) Vadeboncoeur #43392, henry no. #1581B2 from Chabrier, born 11 Jul 1902 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287,121} baptized 20 Oct 1902 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} census * 27 Apr 1910 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 172,\textsuperscript{63} census * 05 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 179,\textsuperscript{50} occupation 05 Jan 1920 glove factory operator,\textsuperscript{60} census * 11 Apr 1930 in NY, Washington, Kingsbury, ED 38,\textsuperscript{9} city directory * 1936 in Moss Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in Moss Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in Moss Street, Washington, NY.
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+ 2046 iii. Clifford J (Hart) Vadeboncoeur #43393 born 13 Jan 1905.
+ 2047 iv. Pauline G. Hart #43394 born 01 Apr 1906.

She married 153 __ Preston #47480.
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She married 10 Feb 1931 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\(^{285}\) William W. Smith #47120 (son of William W. Smith #47121), city directory * 1936 in 14 Crandall Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1937 in 35 Sanford Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\(^{61}\) occupation 1937 employed at Hudson Falls,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1940 in 5 Delaware Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\(^{61}\)

+ 2051 viii. Harry F. (Hart) Vadeboncoeur #43397 born 18 Dec 1914.
+ 2052 ix. Marie Velida Vadeboncoeur #43398 born 18 Jun 1917.

757. Marie Victoria\(^{10}\) Gagnon #58572 (Rose-de-Lima\(^{9}\) Vadeboncoeur, Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)\(^{8}\), Joseph Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Jean\(^{7}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{8}\), Simon\(^{9}\), Simon\(^{10}\) Bertrand\(^{11}\)), henry no. #15893 from Chabrier, born 11 Sep 1861 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 12 Sep 1861 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 129E2,\(^{59}\) census 1881 in Riviere-du-Loop, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^{28}\) Godparents: Calixte Gelinas & Odile Roger.

She married * 24 Feb 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) Charles Desjarlais #58573, born 21 Dec 1839 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) (son of David Desjarlais #58574 and Mathilde Ross #58575), baptized * 22 Dec 1839 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) census 1881 in Riviere-du-Loop, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^{28}\) Godparents: Charles Vanasse & Leocadie Ross.

Children:

2053 i. Marie Louise Anna Zelica\(^{11}\) Desjarlais #58576, henry no. #158931 from Chabrier, born 05 Nov 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 06 Nov 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) census 1881 in Riviere-du-Loop, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^{28}\) Godparents: David Desjarlais & Marie Girard.

758. Cleophas\(^{10}\) Gagnon #44981, census name Clifford Gagnon\(^{63}\) (Rose-de-Lima\(^{9}\) Vadeboncoeur, Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)\(^{8}\), Joseph Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Jean\(^{7}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{8}\), Simon\(^{9}\), Simon\(^{10}\) Bertrand\(^{11}\)), henry no. #15894 from Chabrier, born 15 Oct 1863 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 16 Oct 1863 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 129E2,\(^{54}\) census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1,\(^{28,33}\) emigrated 1890 to USA,\(^{60}\) census * 12 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 200,\(^{46}\) occupation 12 Jun 1900 spinner,\(^{46}\) city directory * 1908 in 285 Lima Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1908 Spinner,\(^{61}\) census * 16 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20,\(^{61}\) occupation 16 Apr 1910 mule spinner in cotton mill,\(^{61}\) census * 17 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29,\(^{61}\) resided 17 Jan 1920 in 105 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{60}\) occupation 17 Jan 1920 mule spinner in cotton mill,\(^{60}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20,\(^{91}\) resided 03 Apr 1930 in 795 Providence Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{91}\) occupation 03 Apr 1930 elevator at bleachery.\(^{91}\)

He married 28 Dec 1895 in Seamen's Bethel, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,\(^{292}\) Caroline Surprenant #45275, born ca 1872 in Penacook, NH,\(^{292}\) census * 12 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 200,\(^{46}\) census * 16 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20,\(^{60}\) died bef 17 Jan 1920.\(^{60}\) Caroline: Dau of Napoleon Surprenant (b. NY) & Desiree Braconnier (b. Canada).
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Children:

2054 i. Eliza7 Gagnon #45283, henry no. #158941 from Chabrier, born * 08 Oct 1896 in New Bedford, Bristol, MA,138 baptized 08 Oct 1896 in New Bedford, Bristol, MA,203 census * 12 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 200,46 census * 16 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20.63

She was born 24 Sep 1896 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Joseph Napoleon Edouard Meunier #46288, born 22 Sep 1898 in St Pacome, Kamouraska, QC, Canada, (son of Theodore Meunier #58577 and Exilda Milliard #58578), baptized * 22 Sep 1898 in St Pacome, Kamouraska, QC, Canada,63 emigrated Mar 1911 to Arctic, Warwick, Kent, RI via Newport, VT.181 Joseph: Godparents: Edouard Methord & Marie Berube, his wife.

2055 ii. Rosa Gagnon #45284, henry no. #158942 from Chabrier, born May 1898 in MA,46 census * 12 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 200,63 died bef 16 Apr 1910.63

2056 iii. George Napoleon Gagnon #44979 born 05 Feb 1901.

2057 iv. __ Gagnon #45286, henry no. #158944 from Chabrier, died bef 16 Apr 1910.63

2058 v. Olivier Cleophas Gagnon #45281, census name Levi Gagnon,63 henry no. #158945 from Chabrier, born Dec 1906 in Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 30 Dec 1906 in St Joseph, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI,199 census * 16 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20,63 census * 17 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20,63 resided 03 Apr 1930 in 795 Providence Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,199 occupation 03 Apr 1930 second hand at bleachery.91

He was born 26 Nov 1931 in St Joseph, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI,199 Marie Elisabeth Hautis #45282, baptized 14 Jul 1912 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,199 Marie: Dau of Arthur Hautis & Lena Poncelet.

2059 vi. __ Gagnon #45287, henry no. #158946 from Chabrier, died bef 16 Apr 1910.63

2060 vii. Blanche Gagnon #45285, henry no. #158947 from Chabrier, born ca Jan 1909 in RI,63 census * 16 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20.63

761. Charles Alphonse6 Gagnon #45276 (Rose-de-Lima7 Vadeboncoeur, Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)8, Joseph Chabrier dit9, Jean Chabrier dit10, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #15897 from Chabrier, born 08 Apr 1870 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,92,96 baptized * 09 Apr 1870 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,92,96 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 129E2,24 emigrated 1876,46 naturalized 1893,46 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MA, Suffolk, Boston, ED 579,63 occupation 08 Jan 1920 textile worker in cotton mill.60 Godparents: Charles Cote & Philomene Cornsicieux, wife of William Boisvert.

He was born 20 Jun 1896 in Seamen's Bethel, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,202,138 resided (family) 08 Jan 1920 in 1581 River Street, Boston, Suffolk, MA,60 Delia Surprenant #45277, born ca 1874 in Penacook, Merrimack, NH,292 (daughter of Napoleon Surprenant #61503 and Desire B__) #61504), census * 08 Jan 1920 in MA, Suffolk, Boston, ED 579.60 Delia: Father born in NY, mother born in Canada.

Children:

2061 i. George7 Gagnon #45278, henry no. #158971 from Chabrier, born ca 1903 in MA,60 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MA, Suffolk, Boston, ED 579,60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 miller hand in machine shop.60

2062 ii. Lucy Gagnon #45279, henry no. #158972 from Chabrier, born ca 1909 in RI,60 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MA, Suffolk, Boston, ED 579.60

2063 iii. Mary Gagnon #45280, henry no. #158973 from Chabrier, born ca Mar 1919 in Boston, Suffolk, MA,60 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MA, Suffolk, Boston, ED 579.60

762. Adolphe Cliodare (Hormisdas)10 Gagnon #45013 (Rose-de-Lima7 Vadeboncoeur, Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)8, Joseph Chabrier dit9, Jean Chabrier dit10, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #15898 from Chabrier, born 15 Jan 1872 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 16 Jan 1872 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 emigrated 1887,60 census * 10 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 86,60 occupation 10 Jan 1920 cotton mill weaver,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 64,91 resided 05 Apr 1930 in 238 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,91 occupation 05 Apr 1930 cotton mill weaver.91 Godparents: Adolphe Flageolle & Philomene Lapolice, wife of Charles Cote.
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He married 13 Feb 1899 in St Joseph, Natick, Warwick, Kent, RI,8 resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 159 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,60 Rose Anne (Charron) Charland #45014, born in MA (daughter of Moise Charland #45015 and Marie Lachapelle #45016), died bef 19 Jan 1920.60

Children:

2064 i. Hermidas17 Gagnon Jr. #45326, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1901 in MA,60 census * 10 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 86,60 occupation 10 Jan 1920 cotton mill weaver.60

2065 ii. Rose Gagnon #45327, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1904 in MA,60 census * 10 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 86,60

2066 iii. Marie Blanche Gagnon #58580, henry no. from Chabrier, born 24 Apr 1907 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,176 baptized 28 Apr 1907 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA.176 Godparents: Joseph Charland & Exilda Petit.

2067 iv. Marie Blanche Gagnon #58579, henry no. from Chabrier, born 22 Oct 1909 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,176 baptized 24 Oct 1909 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA.176 Godparents: George Gagnon & Marie Fontaine.

767. Francois Xavier Cleophas16 Vadeboncoeur #29286 (Joseph Amable Chabrier dit9, Amable Chabrier dit8 Verbuncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit' Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean7 Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand6), henry no. #16113 from Chabrier, born 15 Jun 1845 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 16 Jun 1845 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Mary's Ward,69 census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montréal, St Mary's Ward, ED 172-93,30 occupation 15 Apr 1891 shoemaker,30 emigrated 1891 to Woonsocket, Providence, RI,46 city directory * 1892 in 28 Cass Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,65 occupation 1892 rubber worker,61 city directory * 1900 in 103 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1900 rubber worker,61 census * 04 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 172,46 occupation 04 Jun 1900 woolen dryer,46 city directory * 1902 in 103 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1902 rubber worker,61 city directory * 1906 in 103 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1906 padmaker,61 city directory * 1907 in 344 E School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1907 padmaker,61 city directory * 1908 in 103 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1908 padmaker,61 city directory * 1909 in 103 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1909 padmaker,61 city directory * 1910 in 103 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1910 padmaker,61 census * 15 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 282,63 occupation 15 Apr 1910 harness shop laborer,63 city directory * 1911 in 103 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1911 padmaker,61 city directory * 1913 in 207 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1913 padmaker,61 city directory * 1918 in 209 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1918 laborer,61 census * 05 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 326,60 city directory * 1921 in 441 E School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1922 in 441 E School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1923 in 441 E School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1924 in 89 Chestnut Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1925 in 89 Chestnut Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 died 11 Jun 1926 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI,294,22 buried 14 Jun 1926 in Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,294,22 Godparents: Francois Xavier & Marie Appolline Charest.

He married * 21 Feb 1870 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,95,9 resided (family) 1893 in 50 Rathburn Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,261 resided (family) 04 Jun 1900 in 103 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,46 resided (family) 15 Apr 1910 in 101 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,63 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 209 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,60 Marie Philomene Billet #29287, born 12 Dec 1852 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 (daughter of Francois Billet #58595 and Elmiré Hubert #58596), baptized * 13 Dec 1852 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 172-93,46 emigrated 1891 to Woonsocket, Providence, RI,65 census * 04 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 172,46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 282,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 326,60 died 13 Feb 1925 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI,294,22 Marie: Godparents: Sieur Poitras & Sophie Poitras.

Children:

2068 i. Marie Philomene Elmiré11 Vadeboncoeur #39216, henry no. #161131 from Chabrier, born 03 Dec 1871 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 03 Dec 1871 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ,
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Canada, died 11 May 1872 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried 13 May 1872 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Hippolyte __ & Elmire Billet.

+ 2069 ii. Marie Rose Delima Cordelia Vadeboncoeur #32195 born 30 Mar 1873.

2070 iii. Philmene Vadeboncoeur #32192, henry no. #161133 from Chabrier, born 14 Jul 1874 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized 15 Jul 1874 in Ste Brigitte, Montréal, PQ, Canada, census 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montréal, Montréal, St Mary's Ward, ED 172-93, occupation 15 Apr 1891 employed by Jaques Manufg Co, died bef 1910. Godparents: Joseph Boisjoli & Julie Beauchamp.


+ 2071 iv. Marie Evelina Vadeboncoeur #32196 born 31 May 1876.

2072 v. Cleophas Emile Vadeboncoeur #39218, henry no. #161135 from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1878 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized 27 Jan 1878 in Sacre-Coeur-de-Jesus, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada, died 11 Sep 1885 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried 14 Sep 1885 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Zolique Bigung & Marie Louise BoisJolie.

+ 2073 vi. Joseph Emeric Vadeboncoeur #31120 born 19 Sep 1879.

2074 vii. Marie Zulma Vadeboncoeur #39217, henry no. #161137 from Chabrier, born 25 Jul 1881 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized 25 Jul 1881 in Ste Brigitte, Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 24 Sep 1885 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried 25 Sep 1885 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Edmond Manseau & Zulma Campeau.

+ 2075 viii. Marie Clarinda Bernadette Vadeboncoeur #32197 born 20 Jun 1883.

+ 2076 ix. Marie Donalda Vadeboncoeur #32198 born 27 Aug 1885.

+ 2077 x. Marie-Elumenia Vadeboncoeur #32194 born 13 Sep 1887.

2078 xi. Aurore Florida Vadeboncoeur #29295, henry no. #16113B from Chabrier, born 20 Jan 1890 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized 21 Jan 1890 in Sacre-Coeur-de-Jesus, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada, census 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montréal, Montréal, St Mary's Ward, ED 172-93, died 17 Mar 1892 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI.

+ 2079 xii. Philias (Felix) Vadeboncoeur #29288 born 17 Mar 1892.
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Children:

+ 2080 i. Marie Eveline (Alvina)\[
\] Hebert \#46306 born 29 May 1861.
+ 2081 ii. Francois Dominateur Hebert \#40788 born 12 Oct 1862.
+ 2082 iii. Marie Armeline Hebert \#46307 born 13 Jun 1864.
+ 2083 iv. Joseph Hebert \#37879, henry no. \#161324 from Chabrier, born 1866 in Canada, \textsuperscript{298,296} died 1880 in Tilden, Marquette, MI. \textsuperscript{297}
+ 2084 v. Rosina Hebert \#40789, henry no. \#161325 from Chabrier, born 08 Apr 1868 in Canada, \textsuperscript{296} died 1922. \textsuperscript{297}

She married\textsuperscript{296} John Young \#40926.

+ 2086 vii. Marie Pamela Hebert \#58663, henry no. \#161327 from Chabrier, born 25 Jul 1872 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, \textsuperscript{9} baptized \* 27 Jul 1872 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, \textsuperscript{9} died 1880 in MI. \textsuperscript{297} Godparents: Etienne Isabelle & Marie Demers.
+ 2088 ix. Amanda Hebert \#40791, henry no. \#161329 from Chabrier, born ca 1875 in MI. \textsuperscript{296}
+ 2089 x. Georgina Hebert \#40787 born 23 Apr 1877.
+ 2090 xi. Laura Lucille Hebert \#40792 born Apr 1880.
+ 2091 xii. Frank Hebert Jr. \#40793 born 17 Apr 1882.
+ 2092 xii. Mary Hebert \#40794, henry no. \#16132D from Chabrier, born Mar 1884 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI. \textsuperscript{46,296} census \* 15 Jun 1900 in MI, Dickinson, Iron Mountain, ED 60. \textsuperscript{46} died 1900 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI. \textsuperscript{297}

775. Marie Elise\textsuperscript{10} Hebert \#37621 (Nathalie Eugenie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Verboncoeur, Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vaeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Jean\textsuperscript{8} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{8} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{8} Simon\textsuperscript{8}, Simon\textsuperscript{8}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{8}), henry no. \#16133 from Chabrier, born 24 Jan 1843 in St Edouard, Napierville, QC, Canada, \textsuperscript{9} baptized \* 27 Jul 1872 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, \textsuperscript{9} died 1880 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 303, \textsuperscript{41} died \* 01 Apr 1885 in South Hadley Falls, Hampshire, MA, \textsuperscript{138} cause of death 01 Apr 1885 valoncas disease of the heart, \textsuperscript{138} buried in South Hadley Falls, Hampshire, MA. \textsuperscript{138} Godparents: Louis Hebert, uncle & Elise Vaeboncoeur, aunt.

She married \* 27 Jan 1862 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, \textsuperscript{49} Hemery Adolphe Beaudin \#37622, born 17 Jul 1835 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada, \textsuperscript{9} (son of Guillaume Beaudin \#58681 and Marguerite Beauvais dit St Germain \#58682), baptized \* 18 Jul 1835 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada, \textsuperscript{9} census \* 02 Jun 1880 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 303, \textsuperscript{41} occupation 02 Jun 1880 laborer, \textsuperscript{41} city directory \* 1887 in 47 Union Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1887 employed by Lyman Mills. \textsuperscript{61} Hemery: Godparents: Amable Brouillard & Clothilde Oligney.

Children:

+ 2093 i. Marie Elise\textsuperscript{11} Beaudin \#58683 born 29 Nov 1862.
+ 2094 ii. Philomene Beaudin \#58687, henry no. \#161332 from Chabrier, born ca 1864 in QC, Canada, \textsuperscript{31} census \* 02 Jun 1880 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 303, \textsuperscript{41} occupation 02 Jun 1880 works in cotton mill. \textsuperscript{41}
+ 2095 iii. Exilda E Beaudin \#58688, henry no. \#161333 from Chabrier, born ca 1865 in QC, Canada, \textsuperscript{41} census \* 02 Jun 1880 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 303, \textsuperscript{41} occupation 02 Jun 1880 works in cotton mill, \textsuperscript{41} city directory \* 1900 in 283 High Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1900 dressmaker, \textsuperscript{61} city directory \* 1901 in 291 High Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1901 dressmaker. \textsuperscript{61}
+ 2096 iv. Arthemise Beaudin \#58689 born ca 1868.
+ 2097 v. Ida Beaudin \#58690, henry no. \#161335 from Chabrier, born ca 1870 in QC, Canada, \textsuperscript{41} census \* 02 Jun 1880 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 303, \textsuperscript{41} occupation 02 Jun 1880 in school. \textsuperscript{41}
+ 2098 vi. Alphonse (Adolphe) Beaudin \#58684 born 01 Jun 1874.
+ 2100 viii. Marie Delia Beaudin \#58686, henry no. \#161338 from Chabrier, born \* 06 Aug 1878 in Holyoke, Hampden, MA, \textsuperscript{138} baptized \* 07 Aug 1878 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada, \textsuperscript{9} census \* 02 Jun 1880 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 303. \textsuperscript{41} Godparents: Euzebe Hebert & Delphine Martin, his wife.
+ 2101 ix. Georgianna E Beaudin \#58711 born ca 1880.
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He married (1) * 12 Feb 1872 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, Rose Delima Robidoux #58660, born 18 May 1851 in St Edouard, Napierville, QC, Canada, (daughter of Etienne Robidoux #58668 and Flavie Chabot #58669), baptized * 18 May 1851 in St Edouard, Napierville, QC, Canada, died 07 May 1877 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, *cause of death 07 May 1877 consumption, buried * 09 May 1877 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada.


*Children:*

2102 i. Elie Adrien/ Elbert #58665, henry no. #161351 from Chabrier, born 25 Sep 1875 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, baptized * 25 Sep 1875 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada.

2103 ii. Joseph Pacifique Hebert #58731, henry no. #161352 from Chabrier, born 19 Feb 1877 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, baptized * 19 Feb 1877 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada.

He married (2) * 19 Feb 1878 in Sacre-Coeur-de-Jesus, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, Elisa Pion #58672, born 03 Jan 1851 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada, (daughter of Moise Pion #58679 and Emilie Petit dit Lape #58680), baptized * 04 Jan 1851 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada, census * 1851 in Canada, QC, Beaucharnois, St Jean Chrysostome, resided 21 Oct 1873 in St Jean Chrysostome, Beaucharnois, QC, Canada.

*Children:*

2104 iii. Casimir Hebert #58673, henry no. #161353 from Chabrier, born 12 Jan 1879 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, baptized * 12 Jan 1879 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada.


He married * 02 Feb 1875 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, Marie Josephine Martin #58657, born 01 Aug 1850 in Ste Philomene, Chateauguay, QC, Canada, (daughter of Raphael Martin #58670 and Marie Beaudin #58671), baptized * 02 Aug 1850 in Ste Philomene, Chateauguay, QC, Canada.

**Marie**: Godparents: Pierre Lecuyer & Felicite Baudin.

*Children:*

2105 i. Joseph Pacifique/ Elbert #58727, henry no. #161361 from Chabrier, born 08 May 1876 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, baptized * 08 May 1876 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, died 23 Feb 1878 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, buried * 24 Feb 1878 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada.

2106 ii. Joseph Wilfrid Hebert #58726, henry no. #161362 from Chabrier, born 09 Aug 1877 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, baptized * 11 Aug 1877 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada.

2107 iii. Marie Rose Anna Hebert #58728, henry no. #161363 from Chabrier, born 21 Dec 1878 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada, baptized * 22 Dec 1878 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada.
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from Chabrier, born 10 Aug 1853 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 11 Aug 1853 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2,\(^30\) occupation 17 Apr 1891 farmer,\(^30\) died 21 Jun 1900 in Osceola, Houghton, MI.\(^297\) Godparents: Edouard Robidoux & Eulalie Hebert.

He married * 12 Jan 1875 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) Marie Gamache #58655, born 06 Jun 1854 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) (daughter of Paul Gamache #58729 and Adelaide Provost #58730), baptized * 07 Jun 1854 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2,\(^30\) died 1910.\(^297\)

Children:

2108 i. Joseph Wilfrid\(^1\) Hebert #58664, henry no. #161371 from Chabrier, born 28 Oct 1875 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 28 Oct 1875 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2,\(^30\) died 09 Aug 1900 in Osceola, Houghton, MI.\(^297\) Godparents: Joseph Hebert & Odeline Gamache.

2109 ii. Joseph Hebert #58739, henry no. #161372 from Chabrier, born ca 1877 in USA,\(^30\) census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2.\(^30\)

2110 iii. Joseph Felix Hebert #46308, henry no. #161373 from Chabrier, born 26 Feb 1879 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 27 Feb 1879 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2.\(^30\) Godparents: Casimir Lancot & Arthemise Hebert.

2111 iv. Dieudonne (Daniel) Hebert #58740, henry no. #161374 from Chabrier, born Aug 1880 in QC, Canada,\(^9\)\(^297\)\(^297\) census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2,\(^30\) died 21 Sep 1912.\(^297\)

2112 v. Remi (Raymond) Hebert #58741, henry no. #161375 from Chabrier, born May 1883 in QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2.\(^30\)

2113 vi. Marie Pamela Hebert #58742, henry no. #161376 from Chabrier, born 26 Jul 1884 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 27 Jul 1884 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2.\(^30\) Godparents: Paul Gamache & Celine Isabelle, his wife.

She married 1904,\(^297\) Jesse E Stahl #65050, born 1874.\(^297\)

2114 vii. Marie Rosina Hebert #58743, henry no. #161377 from Chabrier, born 24 Feb 1886 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 25 Feb 1886 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2.\(^30\) Godparents: Narcisse Giroux & Honorea Gamache.

2115 viii. Michel Hebert #58744, henry no. #161378 from Chabrier, born ca Sep 1887 in USA,\(^30\)\(^297\) census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2.\(^30\)

2116 ix. Amable Hebert #58745, henry no. #161379 from Chabrier, born 1888,\(^30\) census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2.\(^30\)
+ 2117 x. Fardore Hebert #58744 born ca 1890.

2118 xi. Philomene Hebert #65054, henry no. #16137B from Chabrier, born Feb 1892.\(^297\)

2119 xii. Edward Hebert #65055, henry no. #16137C from Chabrier, born Apr 1895.\(^297\)

788. \(^{10}\) Giroux #46329 (Marie Eloyse (Elise) Chabrier dit\(^9\) Verboncoeur, Amable Chabrier dit\(^6\) Charles Amable Chabrier dit\(^7\) Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\(^4\), Jean\(^5\) Chabrier, Jean\(^3\), Simon\(^1\), Simon\(^2\), Bertrand\(^1\)), henry no. #16144 from Chabrier, born in MI.\(^41\)

Children:

2120 i. William\(^1\) Giroux #46330, henry no. in Chabrier, born ca 1869 in MI,\(^41\) census * 12 Jun 1880 in MI, Marquette, Neguane, ED 25.\(^41\)

806. \(^{10}\) Marie Oliva\(^10\) Piche #46395 (Marguerite\(^6\) Lemay, Euphrosine Chabrier dit\(^9\) Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^6\), Jean\(^5\) Chabrier, Jean\(^3\), Simon\(^1\), Simon\(^2\), Bertrand\(^1\)), henry no. #16283 from Chabrier, born 03 Dec 1862 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 04 Dec 1862 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ,
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Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1,28 census * 19 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Joseph, ED 166G2,30 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 168G1,31 census * 01 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 173-13,32 died 09 Mar 1927 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 12 Mar 1927 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Onesime Bastien & Felicite Dugas.

She married * 25 Feb 1884 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 Marie Honore Patry #58794, born 12 Sep 1862 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 (son of Antoine Patry #58795 and Mathilde Sicard de Carufel #58796), baptized * 13 Sep 1862 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 census * 19 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Joseph, ED 166G2,30 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 168G1,31 occupation 1901 laborer,31 census * 01 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 173-13,32 occupation 01 Jun 1911 master carter.32 She died 30 Jun 1937 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 02 Jul 1937 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Marie: Godparents: __ & Marie Elise Bellemare.

Children:

2121 i. Joseph Donat Honore1 Patry9 #58797, henry no. #162831 from Chabrier, born 20 Dec 1884 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 20 Dec 1884 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 died 13 Jan 1888 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 15 Jan 1888 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Henri Piche & Marguerite Lemay.

2122 ii. Joseph Honore Olivier Patry #58798, henry no. #162832 from Chabrier, born 25 Oct 1886 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 26 Oct 1886 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 19 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Joseph, ED 166G2,30 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 168G1,31 died 06 Dec 1906 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 09 Dec 1906 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Olivier Patry & Hermeline Piche, his wife.

815. Marie#2 Lemay #39834 (Pierre9, Euphrosine Chabrier dit#8 Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit#, Jean Chabrier dit#, Jean1 Chabrier, Jean1, Simon1, Simon1, Bertrand1), henry no. #16293 from Chabrier, born 17 Mar 1860 in Ste Ursule, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 18 Mar 1860 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 84G,28 census * 07 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 145J,30 census * 12 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 146H1,31 died 23 Sep 1940 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 27 Sep 1940 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Larnon Maril & Emilie Bergeron.

She married * 22 Feb 1881 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 William Caron #39835, born 25 Mar 1851 in RI,31 (son of Alexis Caron #58877 and Elisabeth Burgess #58878), emigrated 1873 to QC, Canada,31 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 84G,28 occupation 1881 butcher,28 census * 07 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 145J,30 occupation 07 Apr 1891 butcher and merchant,30 census * 12 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 146H1,31 occupation 12 Apr 1901 butcher,31 died 02 Apr 1917 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 04 Apr 1917 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 William: Son of Alexis Caron & Elizabeth Burgess.

Children:

+ 2129 i. Joseph Wilfred11 Caron #58885 born 30 Nov 1881.

2130 ii. Marie Victoria Caron #58882, henry no. #162932 from Chabrier, born 09 Nov 1883 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 11 Nov 1883 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 07 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 145J,30 census * 12 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 146H1,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 203-15.32 Godparents: Louis Dube, uncle & Celina Lemay, his wife.
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She married * 29 Jun 1903 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 Albert Vincent #58894, born 1877 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,32 (son of Theodore Vincent #58895 and Leonne Dufresne #58896), census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 203-15.32

+ 2131 iii. Marie Sara Caron #58883 born 15 May 1885.

2132 iv. Marie Anna Caron #58884, henry no. #162934 from Chabrier, born 20 Aug 1887 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9, baptized * 20 Aug 1887 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 05 Jun 1888 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9, buried * 08 Jun 1888 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Alfred Caron, uncle & Caroline Gelinas, his wife.

2133 v. Marie Ozilina Anna Caron #58897, henry no. #162935 from Chabrier, born 12 Jun 1889 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9, baptized * 13 Jun 1889 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9, census * 07 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 145J,30 census * 12 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 146H1.31 Godparents: Hermidas Rivard & Marie Adelia Caron, sister.

She married * 31 Mar 1913 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 Louis Edouard Gelinas #58900, born 23 Jun 1890 in St Barnabe Nord, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 (son of Thomas Etienne Gelinas #58901 and Elisabeth Lavergne #58902), baptized * 24 Jun 1890 in St Barnabe Nord, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Louis: Godparents: Louis Lavergne & Elizabeth Blais, wife of Edouard Carufel.


+ 2135 vii. Marie Emma Caron #58887 born 04 Jan 1894.

2136 viii. Marie Flore Caron #58888, henry no. #162938 from Chabrier, born 25 Apr 1896 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9, baptized * 25 Apr 1896 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9, census * 12 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 146H1.31 Godparents: Oscar Blais & Eleonore Caron, sister.

She married * 14 May 1919 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 Joseph Albert Lefebvre #58906, born 20 Apr 1895 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 (son of Alphonse Lefebvre #58907 and Oliveine Desjardins #58908), baptized * 21 Apr 1895 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Joseph: Godparents: Octave Lefebvre, grand father & Philomene Ayotte, his wife.

2137 ix. Marie Louise Caron #58889, henry no. #162939 from Chabrier, born 21 Apr 1899 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9, baptized * 21 Apr 1899 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9, census * 12 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 146H1.31 Godparents: Hormidas Lampron & Edwidge Sevigny, his wife.

+ 2138 x. Marie Alexandra Caron #58898 born 15 Jan 1902.

2139 xi. Joseph Origene Caron #58899, henry no. #16293B from Chabrier, born 02 Jan 1902 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9, baptized * 03 Jan 1904 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Albert Boisvert & Sara Caron, sister.

He married * 04 Aug 1941 in St Charles, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada,9 Marie Marguerite Irene Poitras #58963, born 06 May 1909 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 (daughter of Camille Poitras #58964 and Honorine Dussault #58965), baptized * 06 May 1909 in St Charles, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada.9 Marie: Godparents: Louis Poitras & Sophie Ayotte, his wife.

816. Alexis Olivier16 Lemay #39833 (Pierre9, Euphrosine Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #16294 from Chabrier, born 05 Apr 1862 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9, baptized * 05 Apr 1862 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 84G,28 census * 25 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 186,30 occupation 25 Apr 1891 farmer,30 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Boniface, ED 198H1,31 occupation 1901 farmer,31 died 16 Dec 1902 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,34 buried * 18 Dec 1902 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.34 Godparents: Joseph Beauregard & __ Bergeron.

He married * 21 Jul 1885 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 resided (family) 20 Jan 1920 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,60 resided (family) 15 Apr 1930 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 Virginie Boisvert #39700, born 02 Sep 1866 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of
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Alexis Boisvert #58981 and Lucie Samson #58982), baptized * 02 Sep 1866 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 25 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 186,30 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 198H1,31 emigrated 1905 to USA,60 census * 27 Apr 1910 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 283,63 occupation 27 Apr 1910 silk mill operative,63 city directory * 1916 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 census * 20 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227,60 city directory * 1923 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1927 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48,60 property 15 Apr 1930 real estate value $6000,60 city directory * 1932 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1934 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1936 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1937 in 67 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 died 17 Mar 1938 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT.599

Godparents: Joseph Commeau & Philomene Commeau.

Children:

2140  i. Joseph Diogene6 Lemay #39785, henry no. #162941 from Chabrier, born 07 Apr 1886 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 09 Apr 1886 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 21 Apr 1886 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 23 Apr 1886 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Pierre Boisvert & Clarisse Bergeron, wife of Pierre Lemay.

2141  ii. Marie Virginie Hedwige Lemay #39787, henry no. #162942 from Chabrier, born 30 Jul 1887 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 30 Jul 1887 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 19 Dec 1888 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 21 Dec 1888 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Pierre Lemay, grand father & Lucie Samson, grand mother.

+ 2142  iii. Marie Theodora Lemay #39784 born 08 May 1889.
+ 2145  vi. Marie Louisa Angelina Lemay #39782 born 20 Nov 1893.
+ 2146  vii. Marie Osia (Lucy) Lemay #39781 born 30 May 1896.
+ 2147  viii. Joseph Fernando Lemay #39778 born 17 Jan 1898.

2149  x. Marie Victoria Lemay #39800, henry no. #16294A from Chabrier, born 31 Aug 1902 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 31 Aug 1902 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 emigrated 1923 to USA,60 census * 27 Apr 1910 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 283,63 census * 20 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227,60 occupation 20 Jan 1920 silk mill packer,60 city directory * 1923 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 occupation 1923 employed by H K H Silk Co,61 city directory * 1927 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48,91 city directory * 1934 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1936 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1938 in 53 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1948 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1952 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1955 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1957 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1958 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1959 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1960 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 died 04 Mar 1960 in Waterbury, New Haven, CT,366,61 city directory * 1961 in deceased,61 Godparents: Albert Boisvert, cousin & Victoria Caron, daughter of Welly Caron of Ste Flore.

She married ca 1925 in CT,91 Joseph Louis Philippe Lemay #39826 (son of Henri Lemay #39786 and Elmire (Elmeria) Boisvert #39795), henry no. #162984 in Chabrier, born 24 Aug 1901 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 26 Aug 1901 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 emigrated 1923 to USA,91 city directory * 1927 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 occupation 1927 rubber worker,61 census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48,91 occupation 15 Apr 1930 novelty shop machine operator,91 city directory * 1932 in Greenwood
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Marie Amanda (Azellle) Lemay #39829 (Pierre, Euphrosine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #16297 from Chabrier, born 03 May 1870 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 04 May 1870 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 84G, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-6, died 13 Mar 1929 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 15 Mar 1929 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: __ Morel & Amanda Turner.

She married * 13 Feb 1893 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Hermès Gédéon Alfred Blais #39687, born 04 Aug 1867 in St Barnabe Nord, St Maurice, QC, Canada, (son of Moïse Blais #59047 and Emélie Girard #59048), baptized * 05 Aug 1867 in St Barnabe Nord, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-6. Hermès: Son of Moïse Blais & Emélie Girard.

Children:

+ 2151 ii. Marie Azelie Florence Blais #59050 born 17 Aug 1895.
2152 iii. Joseph Ferlando Antonio Blais #59051, also known as Antoine Blais, Henry no. #162973 from Chabrier, born 12 Jul 1897 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 15 Jul 1897 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-6.

He married * 17 May 1922 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Arméda Gelinas #59062, born 23 Sep 1900 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, daughter of Onesime Isaac Gelinas #59063 and Marie Anne Bellemare #59064), baptized * 24 Sep 1900 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Arméda: Godparents: Denis Gelinas, uncle & Inezelle Bellmare, his wife.

2153 iv. Joseph Louis Philippe Blais #59065, Henry no. #162974 from Chabrier, born 15 Jul 1899 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 16 Jul 1899 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 24 Feb 1900 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 26 Feb 1900 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis Dube, uncle & Celina Lemay, aunt, his wife.

2154 v. Marie Flore Blais #59052, Henry no. #162975 from Chabrier, born 11 Oct 1901 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 13 Oct 1901 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-6, city directory * 1931 in 79 East Clay Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1932 in 79 East Clay Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1933 in 428 Mill Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT.
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2155 vi. Marie Imelda Blais #59067, henry no. #162976 from Chabrier, born 07 Sep 1903 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 08 Sep 1903 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 11 Feb 1910 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 13 Feb 1910 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Severe Gelinas & Marie Gelinas.

2156 vii. Louis Philippe Blais #59053, henry no. #162977 from Chabrier, born 24 Jan 1906 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 25 Jan 1906 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-6.32 Godparents: Henri Lemay, uncle & Meria Boisvert, his wife.

2157 viii. Joseph Edmond Theophitus Blais #59054, henry no. #162978 from Chabrier, born 05 Jul 1908 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 06 Jul 1908 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-6.32 Godparents: Florida Blais, uncle & Delia Chaine, his wife.


2159 x. Marie Emelda Blais #59068, henry no. #16297A from Chabrier, born 16 Oct 1912 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Oct 1912 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Adolphe Blais & Marie Anne Tremblay, his wife.

She married * 29 Dec 1937 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 Antonio Bourrassa #59069 (son of Wilbray Bourrassa #59070 and Exandria Buissiere #59071).

820. Henri9 LeMay #39786 (Pierre9, Euphrosine Chabrier dit8 Vaudeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean Simon4, Simon3, Bertrand2), henry no. #16298 from Chabrier, born 13 Dec 1872 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 13 Dec 1872 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 84G,28 emigrated 1922 to CT91 census * 11 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48,91 resided 11 Apr 1930 in Porter Street, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,91 occupation 11 Apr 1930 railroad laborer,91 died 29 Jul 1939 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 01 Aug 1939 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Euchariste Aucoin & Marie Carle, his wife.
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He married * 01 Jul 1895 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 Elmire (Elmeria) Boisvert #39795, born 12 Apr 1874 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Joseph Boisvert #59091 and Orise Paquin #59092), baptized * 12 Apr 1874 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Elmire: Godparents: Onesime Bastarache & Delina Paquin, wife of Joseph Bellerose.

Children:

+ 2160 i. Maria11 Lemay #39798 born 05 May 1896.
+ 2161 ii. Joseph Henri Lemay #39794 born 10 Feb 1898.

He married ca 1925 in CT,91 Marie Victoria Lemay #39800 (daughter of Alexis Olivier Lemay #39833 and Virginie Boisvert #39700), henry no. #16294A from Chabrier, born 31 Aug 1902 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 emigrated 1905 to USA,60 census * 27 Apr 1910 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 283,63 census * 20 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227,60 occupation 20 Jan 1920 silk mill packer,60 city directory * 1923 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 occupation 1923 employed by H K H Silk Co,61 city directory * 1927 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48,91 city directory * 1932 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1934 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1936 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1938 in 53 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1939 in 53 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1948 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1952 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1954 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1955 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1957 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1959 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1960 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 city directory * 1961 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 occupation 1961 Phil's Restaurant,61 city directory * 1963 in 1817 Watertown Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT,61 occupation 1963 Phil's Restaurant,61 died 04 Mar 1960 in Waterbury, New Haven, CT.306,61 city directory * 1961 in deceased.61 Marie: Godparents: Albert Boisvert, cousin & Victoria Caron, daughter of Welly Caron of Ste Flore.

+ 2164 v. Marie Jeannette Lemay #39792 born 04 Jan 1903.
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2165 vi. Marie Isola Lemay #39789, henry no. #162986 in Chabrier, born 28 May 1904 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 29 May 1904 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 08 Jul 1905 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 10 Jul 1905 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Gideon Lemay, uncle & Azelie Lemay, his wife.

2166 vii. Hazel Isola Gracia Lemay #39788, henry no. #162987 in Chabrier, born 01 Jul 1907 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 02 Jul 1907 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 emigrated 1922 to CT,91 census * 11 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48,91 resided 11 Apr 1930 in Porter Street, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,91 occupation 11 Apr 1930 silk mill spooler,91 city directory * 1932 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1934 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1936 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1937 in 125 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1946 in 58 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1948 in 58 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1950 in 58 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1952 in 58 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1955 in 58 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1956 in 14 Pythian Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 city directory * 1958 in 14 Pythian Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,61 died 29 Jun 1996 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT.121 Godparents: Gonzague Landry, uncle & Rebecca Boisvert, his wife.


2167 viii. Maria Gratia Lemay #39827, henry no. #162988 in Chabrier, born 22 Oct 1912 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 24 Oct 1912 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 16 Apr 1913 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 18 Apr 1913 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Floribert Blais, cousin & Maria Lemay, sister.

823. Marie Amabilis9 Verboncoeur #29533 (Olivier9, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #16413 from Chabrier, born 21 Dec 1856 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,7 baptized * 22 Dec 1856 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,7 census * 1861 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule,23 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 128-1,24 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2,28 census * 10 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 166K1,32 census * 29 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1,31 census * 15 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 173-22,32 died 15 Feb 1935 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 18 Feb 1935 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9

She married * 30 Sep 1873 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Israel Tisdell dit Noël #29535, born 23 Jun 1851 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Charles Onesime Tisdell #32654 and Marie St Louis #59122), baptized * 24 Jun 1851 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2,28 census * 10 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 166K1,30 census 10 Apr 1891 farmer,30 census * 29 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1,31 census 29 Apr 1901 farmer,31 census * 15 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 173-22,32 occupied 15 Jun 1911
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Children:

+ 2168 i. Marie Alzima Tisdel dit Noel #36307 born 21 Feb 1876.
+ 2169 ii. Marie Azelie Noel #36306 born 02 Feb 1878.


2171 iv. Maria Thidse #59183, henry no. #164134 from Chabrier, born 27 Sep 1883 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 28 Sep 1883 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 08 Jun 1884 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 10 Jun 1884 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Francois Tisdel, uncle & Celina Beland, his wife.

2172 v. Albert Thidse dit Noel #59123, henry no. #164135 from Chabrier, born 20 Mar 1885 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 21 Mar 1885 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 24 Jul 1885 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 26 Jul 1885 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Francois Noel-Thidseul, uncle & Dina Bergeron, aunt.

+ 2173 vi. Marie Oliva Noel #36309 born 11 Aug 1886.

2175 viii. Joseph Arsene Thidse dit Noel #36310, henry no. #164138 from Chabrier, born 12 Jul 1890 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 13 Jul 1890 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 10 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 166K1, census * 29 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1, died 07 Dec 1909 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Ferdinand Lupien, uncle & Delima Vadeboncoeur, aunt.


She married * 06 Oct 1931 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Marianne Ursule Lessard #36194, born 07 Sep 1908 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, son of Frank Lessard #59184 and Marie Jeanne Bergeron #59185, baptized * 07 Sep 1908 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Azarie Bergeron & Victoria Chretien.


+ 2178 xi. Joseph Ovila Tisdel dit Noel #44745 born 10 Feb 1897.


+ 2180 xiii. Marie Rose Eva Noel #59124 born 30 May 1901.

827. Marie Delima (Emma) #8 Verboncoeur #29534 (Olivier, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #16417 from Chabrier, born 02 May 1869 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 04 May 1869 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 128-1, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2, census * 10 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 166K1,
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She married * 23 Jun 1890 in Ste Ursule, Maskinogé, PQ, Canada, Charles Ferdinand Lupien #29573, born 15 Mar 1858 in Ste Ursule, Maskinogé, PQ, Canada, (son of Jean Baptiste Lupien #59193 and Marie Jarbeau #59194), baptized * 15 Mar 1858 in Ste Ursule, Maskinogé, PQ, Canada, census * 10 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 166K1, occupation 10 Apr 1891 laborer, census * 29 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1, occupation 29 Apr 1901 farmer, census * 15 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 173-22, occupation 15 Jun 1911 farmer, died 17 Feb 1933 in Ste Ursule, Maskinogé, PQ, Canada. Charles: Godparents: Jean Baptiste Fournier & Delphine Gerbeau.

Children:
+ 2181 i. Marie Anne Lupien #36197 born 07 Apr 1891.
   + 2183 iii. Marie Lucia Lupien #38018 born 16 May 1895.
   + 2184 iv. Marie Rose Argentine Lupien #36198 born 12 May 1903.

831. Marie Josephine Verboncoeur #29524, census name Josephine Bunker, (Nicolas, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #16424 from Chabrier, born 19 Jul 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinogé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 21 Jul 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinogé, PQ, Canada, census * 26 Jul 1870 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, baptized * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, census * 09 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 110, census * 16 Feb 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 174, census * 26 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 30, died Jan 1943 in Lena, Oconto, WI.

She married (1) Unknown #34320.

She married (2) by 1896 in WI, Gluck Thibaudeau #29529, born ca 1854 in QC, Canada, census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, occupation 01 Jun 1905 farmer, died aft 1905.

Children:
2185 i. Mary Thibaudeau #29527, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1897 in WI, census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls.
2186 ii. Olive Thibaudeau #48221, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1903 in WI, census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, census * 09 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 110.

She married (3) 23 Jul 1907 in Lena, Oconto, WI, Leo LaFave #29528, born 03 Nov 1867 in Martintown, Ontario, Canada, emigrated 1894, census * 04 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 145, occupation 04 Jun 1900 farmer, naturalized 09 May 1910 in papers submitted prior to, census * 09 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 110, occupation 09 May 1910 farmer, census * 16 Feb 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 174, occupation 16 Feb 1920 farmer, census * 26 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 30, occupation 26 Apr 1930 dairy farmer, died 1950 in Lena, Oconto, WI.

Children:
+ 2188 iv. Margaret LaFave #34322 born 22 Jul 1908.

832. Jean Baptiste Henri Verboncoeur #59239, census name Henry Bunker, (Nicolas, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #16425 from Chabrier, born 04 Feb 1867 in Ste Ursule, Maskinogé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 05 Feb 1867...
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Children:
+ 2190 ii. Mary Abbie Verboncoeur #29563, census name Abbie Bunker, henry no. #164252 Chabrier, born 23 Mar 1895 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, census * 04 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 145, census * 11 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 113, census * 09 Mar 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 174, resided 09 Mar 1920 in with step-brother Ramiel Bunker, census * 15 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 30, resided 15 Apr 1930 with step-brother Ramiel Bunker, social security num 1966 388-54-5756 (WI), died Sep 1978 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI.

+ 2192 iv. Amanda Verboncoeur #29564, henry no. #164254 Chabrier, born 01 May 1901 in Stiles, Oconto, WI, died 22 Nov 1901 in Lena, Oconto, WI.

Wisconsin Death Index lists date of death as 22 Nov 1902.

Children:
2193 i. Olina[2] Thibaudau #42903, henry no. from Chabrier, born 22 Feb 1903 in Lena, Oconto, WI, baptized 22 Feb 1903 in St Charles Ch, Lena, Oconto, WI.

2194 ii. Vincent Thibaudau #39524, henry no. from Chabrier, born 01 Mar 1904, died 01 Sep 1905.

Children:
2195 i. Olinia[3] Thibaudau #42903, henry no. from Chabrier, born 22 Feb 1903 in Lena, Oconto, WI, baptized 22 Feb 1903 in St Charles Ch, Lena, Oconto, WI.

2196 ii. Vincent Thibaudau #39524, henry no. from Chabrier, born 01 Mar 1904, died 01 Sep 1905.

She married 14 Sep 1886 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, Alexis Thibodeau #59247, born 14 Apr 1853 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, (son of Maxime Thibodeau #59240 and Angelique Baron dit Lafreniere #59241), baptized * 15 Apr 1853 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, emigrated 1865 to WI, census * 26 Jul 1870 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, census * 19 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, census * 07 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 142. Alexis: Godparents: Alexis Piette & Julie Lafreniere.

She married 14 Apr 1891 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, Paul Philias (Felix) Bourassa #29530, also known as Felix Bourasa, born 25 May 1855 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, (son of Moyse Bourassa #59405 and Marie Octave Allard #59406), baptized * 25 May 1855 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, emigrated 1876 to USA, naturalized census * 05 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 145, occupation 05 Jun 1900 farmer, census * 26 Apr 1910 in WI, Forest, Wabeno, ED 29, occupation 26 Apr 1910 railroad section laborer, census * 23 Feb 1920 in WI, Forest, Wabeno, ED 90, occupation 23 Feb 1920 saw mill laborer, died 13 Jul 1920 in Lena, Oconto, WI. Paul: Godparents: Olivier Allard, uncle & Adeline Leclerc.
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Children:
+ 2195 i. Mose Nicklaus* Bourassa #34159 born 24 Oct 1903.
+ 2196 ii. Adolph Bourassa #34164 born 10 Feb 1905.
+ 2197 iii. Harry Jerome Bourassa #34168 born 03 Feb 1907.
2198 iv. Aurelia Bourassa #34172, henry no. #164274 from Chabrier, born 27 Sep 1909 in Lena, Oconto, WI, 56,121 census * 26 Apr 1910 in WI, Forest, Wabeno, ED 29,60 census * 23 Feb 1920 in WI, Forest, Wabeno, ED 90,60 census * 22 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Cudahy, ED 341,91 social security num bef 1951 398-14-1718 (WI),121 died Jul 1984 in Abrams, Oconto, WI, 56,121

She married56 ca 1929 in WI,91 resided (family) 22 Apr 1930 in 402 Martin Avenue, Cudahy, Milwaukee, WI, 56 Emil E Richter #34173, born 16 Mar 1909 in WI,121 (son of Gustav Richter #59424 and Augusta#59425), census * 22 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Cudahy, ED 341,91 occupation 22 Apr 1930 rubber tire millman,91 social security num bef 1951 393-09-0864 (WI),121 died 11 Jun 1960 in Oconto co., WI. 121,302

2199 v. Emily Adeline Bourassa #34174, henry no. #164275 from Chabrier, born 04 Oct 1912 in Lena, Oconto, WI,121,56 census * 23 Feb 1920 in WI, Forest, Wabeno, ED 90,60 social security num bef 1951 355-10-8532 (IL),121 died 13 Jul 1997 in Lena, Oconto, WI. 121

She married02 May 1930,56 Roy Patrick Hegeman #34175, born 13 Oct 1907,56 social security num bef 1951 345-10-3377 (IL),121 died 17 May 1982 in Lena, Oconto, WI.302,56

836. Jean Baptiste9 Verbunker #29519, census name John Bunker,63 census name John ver Bunker,91 (Nicolas9 Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit5, Charles Amable Chabrier dit3, Chabrier dit2, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #16429 from Chabrier, born 26 Feb 1873 in Scarrow, Kewaunee, WI, 55 census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50,41 census * 04 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 145,46 occupation 04 Jun 1900 farmer,46 census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Stiles,107 occupation 01 Jun 1905 farmer,107 census * 15 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 113,53 occupation 11 May 1910 farmer,60 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 laborer for Union Mfg Co,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI,92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 black,92 census * 15 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 175,60 occupation 15 Jan 1920 paper mill laborer,60 census * 17 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 29,91 occupation 17 Apr 1930 laborer,91 died 15 Jul 1947 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI.55

He married 28 May 1895 in Marinette Co, WI,55 resided (family) 11 May 1910 in West Range Line Road, Stiles, Oconto, WI,63 resided (family) 15 Jan 1920 in Washington Street, Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI,60 Rebecca (Abbie) Morris #29537, born 23 Dec 1879 in QC, Canada,91,56 (daughter of Francis Morris #59426 and Martha (Maud) __#59427), emigrated 1880,56 naturalized 1895,56 census * 04 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 145,46 census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Stiles,107 census * 11 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 113,53 census * 11 May 1910 farmer,60 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 laborer for Union Mfg Co,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI,92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 black,92 census * 15 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 175,60 occupation 15 Jan 1920 paper mill laborer,60 census * 17 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 29,91 occupation 17 Apr 1930 laborer,91 died 15 Jul 1947 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI.55

Rebecca: Dau of Francis Morris.

Children:
+ 2200 i. Mabel M. Verbunker #29538 born 14 Apr 1898.
+ 2201 ii. Grace Marie Verbunker #29539 born 25 May 1900.
+ 2202 iii. Eva Verbunker #29540 born 18 Jan 1903.
+ 2203 iv. Dennis F. Verbunker #29541 born 01 Oct 1905.
2204 v. Philip John Verbunker #29542, henry no. #164295 from Chabrier, born 20 Sep 1908 in Stiles, Oconto, WI,121 baptized 03 Oct 1908 in St Charles, Lena, Oconto, WI,2 census * 11 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 113,53 census * 15 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 175,60 social security num 1951 - 1952 392-32-9275 (WI),121 died 21 Apr 1962 in Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI.121

He married 03 Mar 1928 in Fond du Lac, Fond du Lac, WI,55 Beatrice C Damon #29550, born 21 Feb 1904,121 social security num bef 1951 394-20-4550 (WI),121 died 24 Sep 1997 in Fond du Lac, Fond du Lac, WI.121
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2206  viii.  Joyce Bunker #32631, census name Eva Harter, 41 henry no. #164297 from Chabrier, born ca 1912 in WI, 91 census * 17 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 29. 91
2207  ix.  Cecil Mary Bunker #29543 born 13 Sep 1914.
2208  x.  Lucille Bunker #29544, henry no. #164299 from Chabrier, born 13 Sep 1914 in Stiles, Oconto, WI, 55 census * 15 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 175, 90 census * 17 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 29. 91

She married Fred VanSkike #34222.

2209  x.  Viola Bunker #38104, henry no. #16429A from Chabrier, born ca 1918 in WI, 91 census * 15 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 175, 60 census * 17 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 29. 91
2211  xii.  Isadore Bunker #29546, henry no. #16429C from Chabrier, born 22 Apr 1922 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI, 55 died 15 Dec 1929 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI, 55 buried in St Anthony, Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI, 2
2212  xiii.  Clarise Marie Bunker #29547 born 06 Aug 1924.

837. Joseph-Ephrin (Amos) 46 Verboncoeur #29520 (Nicolas 9, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit 8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit 7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #1642A from Chabrier, born 26 May 1875 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, 55 census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, 41 census * 07 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 142, 46 occupation 07 Jun 1900 farm laborer, 30 census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, 107 occupation 01 Jun 1905 farmer, 107 census * 09 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 110, 55 occupation 09 May 1910 farm laborer, 45 resided 09 May 1910 in Lena Road, Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI, 45 census * 17 Feb 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 174, 56 occupation 17 Feb 1920 farmer, 60 census * 15 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 30, 91 occupation 15 Apr 1930 dairy farmer, 91 property 15 Apr 1930 real estate value $11,000, 91 died 02 Dec 1955 in Lena, Oconto, WI, 55

He married 09 Nov 1915 in St Peters, Green Bay, Brown, WI, 55 Dora Dasher #29551, born 05 Jun 1897 in Dunbar, WI, 55 census * 17 Feb 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 174, 60 census * 15 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 30, 91 died 23 Nov 1958 in Lena, Oconto, WI. 55 Dora: Dau of James Dasher & Emma Barnowski.

Children:

2213 i.  N.N. 55 Verboncoeur #29552, henry no. #164281 in Chabrier, born 07 Feb 1918 in Lena, Oconto, WI, 55 died stillborn in Lena, Oconto, WI.
2214 ii.  N.N. Verboncoeur #29553, henry no. #164282 in Chabrier, born 23 Dec 1920 in Lena, Oconto, WI, 55 died stillborn in Lena, Oconto, WI.
2215 iii.  N.N. Verboncoeur #29554, henry no. #164283 in Chabrier, born 30 Nov 1923 in Lena, Oconto, WI, 55 died stillborn in Lena, Oconto, WI.
2216 iv.  N.N. Verboncoeur #29555, henry no. #164284 in Chabrier, born 18 Oct 1924 in Lena, Oconto, WI, 55 died stillborn in Lena, Oconto, WI.
2217 v.  Amos Wilfred Verboncoeur #29556, henry no. #164285 in Chabrier, born 03 Sep 1926 in Lena, Oconto, WI, 55 census * 15 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 30. 91
2218 vi.  Leland Joseph Verboncoeur #29557, henry no. #164286 in Chabrier, born 19 Jan 1931 in Lena, Oconto, WI, 55 died 30 Mar 1931 in Lena, Oconto, WI, 2 buried 07 Apr 1931 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI.
2219 vii.  Joan Carol Verboncoeur #29559, henry no. #164287 in Chabrier, born 23 May 1936 in Lena, Oconto, WI.

She married 18 Jun 1955 in St Charles, Lena, Oconto, WI, 56 Marvin Fye #34242.

2220 viii.  Robert Ralph Verboncoeur #29560, henry no. #164288 in Chabrier, born 15 Aug 1937 in Lena, Oconto, WI.

838. Maria Odilia 46 Verboncoeur #29521, census name Lizzie Bunker, 41 census name Delia DuPue, 107 (Nicolas 9, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit 8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit 7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #1642B from Chabrier, born 21 Jun 1877 in Casco, Kewaunee, WI, 55 baptized 24 Jun
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1877 in St Marys Ch, Luxemburg, Kewaunee, WI,\(^7\) census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50,\(^{41}\) census * 30 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147,\(^{46}\) census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Oconto.\(^{107}\) Godfather: Francis Vanouse, Godmother: Angelica Thibaudeau.

She married 11 Sep 1894 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI,\(^{55}\) Adolphe Dupuis #29526, born 10 Dec 1871 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) (son of Isaac Dupuis #59458 and Adele Paquin #59459), baptized * 10 Dec 1871 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^3\) census * 30 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147,\(^{46}\) occupation 30 Jun 1900 farmer,\(^{46}\) died bef 01 Jun 1905 in WI.\(^{107}\) Adolphe: Godparents: Felix Dupuis & Elisabeth Lafond.

Children:

+ 2221 i. Isaac\(^{6}\) Dupuis #34243 born Aug 1894.

2222 ii. Jane Marie Dupuis #46551, henry no. #1642B2 from Chabrier, died bef 30 Jun 1900.\(^{26}\)

2223 iii. Jane Mary Dupuis #46552, henry no. #1642B3 from Chabrier, born March 1897 in WI,\(^{46}\) census * 30 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147,\(^{46}\) census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Oconto,\(^{107}\) census * 09 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 110,\(^{63}\) resided 09 May 1910 at Leo Lafave's home.\(^{63}\)

2224 iv. Olive Dupuis #46553, henry no. #164294 in Chabrier, born Dec 1898 in WI,\(^{46}\) census * 30 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147,\(^{46}\) census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Oconto.\(^{107}\)

2225 v. Isabelle Dupuis #46554, henry no. #164295 in Chabrier, born Mar 1900 in WI,\(^{46}\) census * 30 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147,\(^{46}\) census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Oconto.\(^{107}\)

839. Louis (Adelard)\(^{10}\) Turner #46592 (Emilie\(^{6}\) Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Charles Amable Chabrier dit\(^{7}\) Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Jean\(^1\) Chabrier, Jean\(^1\), Simon\(^1\), Simon\(^1\), Bertrand\(^1\)), henry no. #16441 from Chabrier, born 16 Mar 1862 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 17 Mar 1862 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Hunterstown,\(^{24}\) census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 85I,\(^{28}\) census * 22 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 166E,\(^{30}\) occupation 22 Apr 1891 farmer,\(^{30}\) census * 19 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 168E2,\(^{31}\) occupation 19 Apr 1901 farmer,\(^{31}\) census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 168E2,\(^{31}\) population 8 Jun 1911 farmer,\(^{32}\) died 03 Mar 1932 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^3\) buried * 05 Mar 1932 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Jean Baptiste Verboncoeur & Lucie Lemay.

He married * 23 Jun 1884 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) Marie Odelie Lacoursiere #59268, born 19 Mar 1864 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) (daughter of Jean Baptiste Lacoursiere #59269 and Celina Plante #59270), baptized * 20 Mar 1864 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 22 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 166E,\(^{26}\) census * 19 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 168E2,\(^{31}\) census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Paulin, ED 173-19,\(^{32}\) buried * 05 Mar 1932 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Claude Lacoursiere Jr. & Agathe Belanger.

Children:

2226 i. Joseph Alfred\(^{11}\) Turner #59377, henry no. #164411 from Chabrier, born 05 May 1885 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 06 May 1885 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) died 03 Apr 1890 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 04 Apr 1890 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Alexandre Turner & Lina Plante.

2227 ii. Wilbrod Olivier Turner #59378, henry no. #164412 from Chabrier, born 24 Oct 1886 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 24 Oct 1886 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) died 13 Apr 1890 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 14 Apr 1890 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Jean Baptiste Lacoursiere & Emilie Vadeboncoeur.

2228 iii. Marie Regina Turner #59274, henry no. #164413 from Chabrier, born 18 Dec 1889 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 18 Dec 1889 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 22 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 166E,\(^{30}\) died 04 Apr 1895 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 05 Apr 1895 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Alphonse Theriau & Mary Allard.

2229 iv. Joseph Alfred Turner #59375, henry no. #164414 from Chabrier, born 02 Mar 1892 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 02 Mar 1892 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) died 30 Mar 1895 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 31 Mar 1895 in St Alexius des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Uldoric Lemay & Louise Lacour.
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2230  v. Joseph Olivier Turner #59374, henry no. #164415 from Chabrier, born 22 Apr 1894 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° baptized * 22 Apr 1894 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° died 01 Apr 1895 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° buried * 02 Apr 1895 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.° Godparents: Alfred Lacoursiere & Agnes Desclous.


2232 vii. Marie Regina Turner #59283, henry no. #164417 from Chabrier, born 10 Jun 1897 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° baptized * 13 Jun 1897 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° census * 19 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 168E2,° census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Paulin, ED 173-19,† died 10 Oct 1915 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° buried * 14 Oct 1915 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.° Godparents: Jacques Turner & Marie Grenier.

+ 2233 viii. Marie Anna Turner #59284 born 03 Apr 1899.

2234 ix. Marie Diana Turner #59285, henry no. #164419 from Chabrier, born 14 May 1901 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° baptized * 14 May 1901 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Paulin, ED 173-19.32 Godparents: Majorique Lacoursiere & Exina Gipiere.

2235 x. Joseph Alphonse Turner #59286, henry no. #16441A from Chabrier, born 28 May 1903 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° baptized * 29 May 1903 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Paulin, ED 173-19.32 Godparents: Moise Lacoursiere & Alzema Bellemare.

2236 xi. Marie Alphonseine Turner #59287, henry no. #16441B from Chabrier, born 13 Mar 1907 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° baptized * 15 Mar 1907 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Paulin, ED 173-19.32 Godparents: Joseph Lafreniere & Delia Turner.


He married (1) * 15 Apr 1890 in St Alexi des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° Marie Dina Grenier #59271, born 05 Jun 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° (daughter of Toussaint Grenier #59379 and Marie Lessard #59380), baptized * 05 Jun 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,° census * 22 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 166E,30 census * 19 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 168E2,31 census * 10 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 173-5,32 died 09 Mar 1931 in St Alexi des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° buried * 13 Mar 1931 in St Alexi des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.° Marie: Godparents: Pierre Lessard & Marie Louise Grenier.

Children:

2237 i. Marianne Ida (Aedia)1 Turner #59280, henry no. #164441 from Chabrier, born 19 Jul 1895 in St Alexi des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,° baptized * 20 Jul 1895 in St Alexi des Monts, Maskinonge,
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Marie Therese Leonie (Laura) #39565, census name Josephine Bastien, Marie Delima (Delmaine) Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vedaben, Charles Emile Chabrier dit, and Baptiste Chabrier dit, henry no. #16451 from Chabrier, born 24 Jun 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 24 Jun 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, emigrated 1865 to WI, census * 26 Jul 1870 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, WI, emigrated 1865 to WI, census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, emigrated 1865 to WI, census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, census * 30 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, census * 30 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100, naturalized bef Jan 1920, census * Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 173, census * 22 Apr 1910 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 28, died 26 Mar 1933 in Lena, Oconto, WI, buried 29 Mar 1933 in St Charles Cem, Lena, Oconto, WI.

Marie: Godparents: Charles Ducharme & Misitier Robitaille, his wife, grandparents.

843. Marie Therese Leonie (Laura) #39565, census name Josephine Bastien, Marie Delima (Delmaine) Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vedaben, Charles Emile Chabrier dit, and Baptiste Chabrier dit, henry no. #16451 from Chabrier, born 24 Jun 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 24 Jun 1865 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, emigrated 1865 to WI, census * 26 Jul 1870 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, WI, emigrated 1865 to WI, census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, emigrated 1865 to WI, census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, census * 30 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, census * 30 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100, naturalized bef Jan 1920, census * Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 173, census * 22 Apr 1910 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 28, died 26 Mar 1933 in Lena, Oconto, WI, buried 29 Mar 1933 in St Charles Cem, Lena, Oconto, WI.

Godparents: Louis Bastien & Sophie Lemay.

She married (1) 30 May 1882 in Scott Twp, Bay Settlement, Brown, WI. Albert Norbert Verboncoeur #39567, (son of Thomas Honarie Birabin dit Verboncoeur #15056 and Adelaide (Olive) Cote #29569), henry no. #1128 from Miraben, born 02 Apr 1855 in WI, census * 15 Sep 1860 in WI, Brown, Scott, census * 16 Jun 1870 in WI, Brown, Scott, census * 22 Jun 1880 in WI, Brown, Scott, ED 23, occupation 22 Jun 1880 farm worker, died 23 Mar 1889 in Bay Settlement, Brown, WI, cause of death 23 Mar 1889 consumption, buried 31 Mar 1889 in Holy Cross Cem, Bay Settlement, WI. Albert: Died of consumption.

Children:

2242 i. Albert J. #48892 Bunker #29571, henry no. #164511 from Chabrier, henry no. #11281 from Miraben, henry no. #16481 from Miraben, born 04 Sep 1883 in WI, census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, census * 30 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, occupation 30 Jun 1905 day laborer, census * 05 May 1910 in WI, Marinette, Athelstane, ED 72, occupation 05 May 1910 lumber camp laborer & teamster, event * 11 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 11 Sep 1918 farmer, residing 11 Sep 1918 in Box 56 Rt 53, Oconto, Oconto, WI, height 11 Sep 1918 short, weight 11 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 11 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 11 Sep 1918 black, census * Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 173, occupation Jan 1920 farmer, census * 22 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 28, occupation 08 Apr 1930 farmer, social security num bef 1951 372-12-2716 (MI), died 17 Feb 1970 in Lena, Oconto, WI, buried 20 Feb 1970 in St Charles Cem, Lena, Oconto, WI.

2243 ii. _ Bunker #48669, henry no. #164512 from Chabrier, henry no. #11282 from Miraben, henry no. #16482 from Miraben, born ca 1885 in WI, died bef 22 Jun 1900 in WI.

2244 iii. Thomas George Bunker #29572 born 06 Mar 1888.

She married (2) 10 Sep 1899 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI. Joseph D. Gagnon #29570, born Oct 1848 in Lena, Oconto, WI, census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, occupation 22 Jun 1900 farmer, census * 30 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, occupation 30 Jun 1905 farmer, census * 28 Apr 1910 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100,
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occupation 28 Apr 1910 farmer, census * Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 173, occupation Jan 1920 farmer, died 11 Dec 1923 in Lena, Oconto, WI.²

Children:

2245 iv. Emery Gonion #46558, henry no. #164514 from Chabrier, born 09 May 1900 in WI,⁴⁶ census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147,⁴⁷ died bef 30 Jun 1905 in WI.¹⁰⁷

2246 v. Edward Gonion #37799, henry no. #164515 from Chabrier, born 09 Jun 1900 in Lena, Oconto, WI,⁴⁶,⁵⁵ baptized 09 May 1900 in St Charles Ch, Lena, Oconto, WI,⁴⁶,⁵² census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147,⁴⁶ census * 30 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena,¹⁰⁷ census * 28 Apr 1910 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100,⁶³ died 19 Aug 1913 in Lena, Oconto, WI,² buried 22 Aug 1913 in St Charles Cem, Lena, Oconto, WI.²

2247 vi. Oliver Gonion #37800, henry no. #164516 from Chabrier, born ca 1903 in WI,¹ census * 30 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena,⁶⁰ census * 28 Apr 1910 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100.⁶³

+ 2248 vii. Henry J. Gonion #37801 born 09 May 1905.

+ 2249 viii. Mariam Joanna (Jane M.) Gonion #37802 born 04 Feb 1908.

2250 ix. Dolcine Gonion #37803, henry no. #164519 from Chabrier, born ca Feb 1910 in WI,⁶³ census * 28 Apr 1910 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100,⁶³ census * Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 173,⁶³ census * 04 Apr 1930 in WI, Manitowoc, Two Rivers, ED 40,⁹¹ occupation 04 Apr 1930 aluminum factory polisher,⁹¹ resided 04 Apr 1930 in 1408 19th Street, Wisconsin House, Two Rivers, Manitowoc, WI,¹⁰¹ died 09 Jul 1960 in San Joaquin, CA.²²⁰

He married (1) ca 1928 in WI,¹⁰¹ Edwin(?) Nelson #39526, born ca 1908 in WI,¹⁰¹ (daughter of Samuel Nelson #59370 and Anna __ #59371), census * 19 Apr 1930 in WI, Manitowoc, Manitowoc Rapids, ED 26,⁹¹ occupation 19 Apr 1930 cereal products laborer.¹⁰¹

He married (2)⁵⁵ __ Splan #39527.

He married (3)⁵⁵ Otto Wilkens #39529.

He married (4)⁵⁵ Adam Stroh #39528 (daughter of __ Stroh #59368 and __ Schnable #59369), born 24 Jan 1912 in ND,²²⁰ died 22 Apr 1959 in San Joaquin, CA.²²⁰

846. Henry⁹ Bastien #32659 (Marie Delima (Delmaine)⁹ Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit⁶, Charles Amable Chabrier dit' Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁴ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon⁴, Simon⁴, Bertrand⁴), henry no. #16454 from Chabrier, born ca 1869 in WI,⁴⁰ census * 26 Jul 1870 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco,⁴⁰ census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50,⁴¹ census * 08 Jun 1900 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 59,⁴⁶ occupation 08 Jun 1900 farm laborer,⁴⁶ census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Marinette, Coleman,¹⁰⁷ occupation 01 Jun 1905 mill laborer,¹⁰⁷ census * 15 Apr 1910 in WI, Marinette, Coleman, ED 91,⁶³ occupation 15 Apr 1910 saw mill laborer,⁶³ census * 02 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 178,⁶⁰ occupation 02 Jan 1920 farm manager,⁶⁰ census * 14 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 13,⁹¹ occupation 14 Apr 1930 odd job laborer,¹⁰¹ died 14 Jan 1945 in Lena, Oconto, WI,⁵⁵ cause of death 14 Jan 1945 colon cancer,² buried 17 Jan 1945 in St Charles Cem, Lena, Oconto, WI.²

He married 24 Apr 1894 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI,⁵⁰ resided (family) 02 Jan 1920 in Trunk Line No. 38, Stites, Oconto, WI,⁶⁰ resided (family) 14 Apr 1930 in Main Street, Lena, Oconto, WI.⁹¹ Marie Delinda Thibaudeau #34244, born ca 1863 in QC, Canada,⁶⁵ emigrated 1865 to USA,⁶⁵ census * 19 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50,⁴¹ census * 08 Jun 1900 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 59,⁴⁶ census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Marinette, Coleman,¹⁰⁷ census * 15 Apr 1910 in WI, Marinette, Coleman, ED 91,⁶³ census * 02 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 178,⁶⁰ census * 14 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 13,⁹¹ died 19 Jun 1939 in Lena, Oconto, WI,²,⁵⁶ buried 22 Jun 1939 in St Charles Cem, Lena, Oconto, WI.²

Children:

+ 2251 i. Arthur Joseph¹¹ Bastien #39551 born 02 Jun 1897.

+ 2252 ii. Myrtle (Martha) Bastien #34252 born 01 May 1899.

+ 2253 iii. Edward Bastien #32668 born 19 Feb 1902.

2254 iv. __ Bastien #46589, henry no. #164544 from Chabrier, born aft 08 Jun 1900 in WI,⁴⁶ died bef 15 Apr 1910 in WI.⁶³

2255 v. __ Bastien #46590, henry no. #164545 from Chabrier, born aft 08 Jun 1900 in WI,⁴⁶ died bef 15 Apr 1910 in WI.⁶³
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2256 vi. ___ Bastien #46591, henry no. #164546 from Chabrier, born aft 08 Jun 1900 in WI, 46 died bef 15 Apr 1910 in WI. 63

849. Amy Marie 49 Bastien #32662, census name Emilie Bastien, 41 (Marie Delima (Delmaine) 9 Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit 6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit 7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 8 Chabrier, Jean 9, Simon 10, Simon 11, Bertrand 12), henry no. #16457 from Chabrier, born 14 Jul 1875 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, 46,2 census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, 41 census * 22 Jan 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, 46,46 census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, 107 occupation 01 Jun 1905 housemaid, 107 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12, 91 died 24 May 1940 in Lena, Oconto, WI.

She married 22 May 1906 in Lena, Oconto, WI, 56 Nicholas Hennrichs #34246, born ca 1869 in WI, 2 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12, 91 property 12 Apr 1930 owned his home, 91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 farmer, 91 died ca 1941. 55 Nicholas: His parents were born in Germany.

Children:
+ 2257 i. Clara Maria 11 Hennrichs #39565 born 24 May 1907.
+ 2258 ii. Peter Hennrichs #39569, henry no. #164572 from Chabrier, born ca 1909. 2

He married (1) Mary ___ #39570.
He married (2) Irene Zeddies #39571.
+ 2259 iii. Lorretta Hennrichs #39568 born 11 Dec 1911.
+ 2260 iv. Henry E Hennrichs #39555 born ca 1912.
+ 2261 v. Joseph A Hennrichs #39572, henry no. #164585 in Chabrier, born ca 1913, 2 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12. 91

He married June Porter #39573.

850. Delore 46 Bastien #29566, census name Adelaide Bastien, 41 (Marie Delima (Delmaine) 9 Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit 6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit 7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 8 Chabrier, Jean 9, Simon 10, Simon 11, Bertrand 12), henry no. #16458 Chabrier, born Apr 1876 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, 46,55 census * 07 Jun 1880 in WI, Kewaunee, Casco, ED 50, 41 census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, 46,46 census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, 107 occupation 01 Jun 1905 farm laborer, 107 census * 09 Mar 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 174, 107 occupation 09 Apr 1920 farm laborer, 107 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 27, 91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 paper mill laborer, 91 died 01 Oct 1945 in Lena, Oconto, WI, 2 buried in St Charles Cem, Lena, Oconto, WI.

He married 25 Nov 1919 in Lena, Oconto, WI, 55 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 901 Day Street, Green Bay, Brown, WI, 56 Anna Verboncoeur #29562, census name Annie Bunker, 36 (daughter of Jean Baptiste Henri Verboncoeur #59239 and Emelie (Ermina) Thibaudeau #29561), henry no. #164251 Chabrier, born 03 Aug 1891 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, 55 census * 04 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 145, 46 census * 11 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 113, 63 census * 09 Mar 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 174, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 27, 91 died 09 Jan 1964 in Lena, Oconto, WI.

Children:

852. Olivier J. 18 Bastien #32663, census name Louise Bastien, 41 (Marie Delima (Delmaine) 9 Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit 6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit 7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 8 Chabrier, Jean 9, Simon 10, Simon 11, Bertrand 12), henry no. #1645A from Chabrier, born 02 Apr 1880 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, 92 census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, 46 census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena, 107 occupation 01 Jun 1905 day laborer, 107 census * 28 Apr 1910 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100, 63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 farmer, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Rt 3, Lena, Oconto, WI, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 short, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark, 92 census * 17 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 163, 60 census * 10 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12, 91 occupation 10 Apr 1930 farmer, 91 died 27 Apr 1953 in Lena, Oconto, WI.
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He married 08 Aug 1917 in Lena, Oconto, WI.\(^{56}\) **Myrtle (Martha) Bastien** #34252, census name Margaret Bastien,\(^{46}\) (daughter of Henry Bastien #32659 and Marie Delinda Thibaudeau #34244), henry no. #164542 from Chabrier, born 01 May 1899 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI,\(^{55,55}\) census * 08 Jun 1900 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 59,\(^{46}\) census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Marinette, Coleman,\(^{107}\) census * 15 Apr 1910 in WI, Marinette, Coleman, ED 91,\(^{63}\) census * 17 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 163,\(^{60}\) census * 10 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12,\(^{91}\) died 1962 in Lena, Oconto, WI.\(^{56}\)

Children:

2263  
- i.  
  - George\(^{11}\) Bastian #39559, henry no. #1645421 from Chabrier, henry no. #1645A1 from Chabrier, born 27 Feb 1917 in WI,\(^{121}\) census * 17 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 163,\(^{60}\) census * 10 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12,\(^{91}\) social security num bef 1951 396-22-4696 (WI),\(^{121}\) resided 1968 in 2082 Crary Street, Green Bay, Brown, WI,\(^{2}\) died 23 Dec 1968 in Green Bay, Brown, WI.\(^{121}\)
- + 2264  
  - ii.  
    - Emma Bastian #39553 born 01 Aug 1918.
  - iii.  
    - Felix Bastian #39557, henry no. #1645423 from Chabrier, henry no. #1645A3 from Chabrier, born 04 May 1920 in Lena, Oconto, WI,\(^{55}\) died 24 Jun 1920 in Lena, Oconto, WI.\(^{306}\)
  - iv.  
    - Adeline Bastian #39558, henry no. #1645424 from Chabrier, born 22 Dec 1922 in Lena, Oconto, WI,\(^{55}\) died 07 May 1929 in Lena, Oconto, WI,\(^{306}\) cause of death struck by an automobile.\(^{2}\)

855. **Joseph Jacob (James)**\(^{49}\) Bastian #32667 (Marie Delima (Delmaine)\(^{9}\) Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit\(^{d}\), Charles Amable Chabrier dit\(^{V}\) Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\(^{4}\), Jean\(^{1}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{2}\), Simon\(^{1}\), Simon\(^{2}\), Bertrand\(^{1}\)), henry no. #1645D from Chabrier, born 03 Jul 1888 in Coleman, Marinette, WI,\(^{55}\) baptized 15 Jul 1888 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI,\(^{2}\) census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147,\(^{70}\) census * 10 Jan 1920 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 101,\(^{60}\) occupation 10 Jan 1920 general farm labor,\(^{60}\) census * Apr 1930 in WI, Manitowoc, Two Rivers, ED 41,\(^{40}\) occupation Apr 1930 aluminum shop buffer,\(^{91}\) died 12 Jan 1962 in Two Rivers, Manitowoc, WI.\(^{35}\) Witness to baptism: Henry Boncouer & Lilia Boncouer. m1. 02 Jul 1907, Niagara, WI, Alice Prudhomme. m2. 29 Nov 1947, Manitowoc, WI, Wilfer Delmont. m3. 03 Oct 1955, Manitowoc, WI, Delmina Prudhomme. m4. Edith Hemptin.

He married (1) 02 Jul 1907 in Niagara, Marinette, WI.\(^{2}\) **Alice Prudhomme** #39574, born 24 Dec 1888 in Niagara, Marinette, WI,\(^{55}\) census * 10 Jan 1920 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 101,\(^{60}\) census * Apr 1930 in WI, Manitowoc, Two Rivers, ED 41,\(^{41}\) died 10 Mar 1940 in Two Rivers, Manitowoc, WI,\(^{2}\) cause of death stroke/cerebral hemmorage,\(^{5}\) buried in St Marys Cem, Luxemburg, Kewaunee, WI.\(^{2}\)

Children:

+ 2267  
- i.  
  - Edward Lawrence\(^{11}\) Bastian #39586 born 15 Feb 1909.
- + 2268  
  - ii.  
    - Edgar Bastian #39678, henry no. #1645D2 from Chabrier, born 22 Mar 1911 in Coleman, Marinette, WI,\(^{55}\) census * 10 Jan 1920 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 101,\(^{60}\) census * 22 Apr 1930 in WI, Dane, Burke, ED 11,\(^{91}\) occupation 22 Apr 1930 green house (florist) laborer,\(^{30}\) social security num 396-09-0934,\(^{2}\) occupation farmer,\(^{2}\) died 16 Jul 1990 in Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI,\(^{2}\) cause of death car accident,\(^{2}\) buried in Knollwood Cem, Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI.\(^{2}\)

He married 23 Nov 1932 in Luxemburg, Kewaunee, WI.\(^{2}\) **Pauline Marcell** #39679, born 17 Mar 1911 in Walline, WI,\(^{2}\) died 23 Mar 1999 in Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI,\(^{2}\) cause of death after surgery for a broken hip,\(^{2}\) buried 25 Mar 1999 in Knollwood Mausoleum, Kossuth, Manitowoc, WI.\(^{2}\)

2269  
- iii.  
  - Maria Dorothis Bastian #39654, henry no. #1645D3 from Chabrier, born 25 Jul 1913 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI,\(^{55}\) baptized 27 Jul 1913 in St Mary, Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI,\(^{2}\) census * 10 Jan 1920 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 101,\(^{60}\) social security num 389-20-8218,\(^{2}\) died 02 Apr 1988 in Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI,\(^{2}\) cause of death stroke/cancer,\(^{2}\) buried in Evergreen Cem, Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI.\(^{2}\) She kissed Elvis Pressley!

She married 13 Oct 1936 in Two Rivers, Manitowoc, WI.\(^{2}\) **Lloyd Eucher** #39655, born 05 Dec 1917,\(^{55}\) military Army - Ninth Infantry Division - World War II.\(^{2}\) Lloyd: Shot in the arm by a Nazi sniper on 12 Dec 1944.
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2270 ii. Gloria Bastian #39680, henry no. #1645D4 from Chabrier, born 15 Sep 1915 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, 55 census * 10 Jan 1920 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 101, 60 died 24 Oct 1926 in Green Bay, Brown, WI, 2 cause of death emilitis of the bone, 2 buried in St Marys Cem, Luxemburg, Kewaunee, WI.

2271 v. Elmer Joseph Bastian #33985 born 13 Jun 1917.

2272 vi. Maria Viola Bastian #39611 born 19 Jun 1919.


2274 viii. Roland Bastian #39647 born 08 Oct 1929.

He married (2) 29 Nov 1947 in Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI, 2 Victoria Dora Wilfer Delmont #39681, born 06 Nov 1889 in Dykesville, Kewaunee, WI, 55 died 11 Aug 1953 in Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI, 2 buried in Evergreen Cem, Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI.

He married (3) 03 Oct 1955 in Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI, 2 Delmina Prudhomme #39683, born 04 Nov 1884 in St Emile, PQ, Canada, 2 died 1989 in Coleman, Marinette, WI, 55 buried in St Francis of Assisi Cem, Coleman, WI.

He married (4) Edith Hemptin #39682.

857. Marie Denise 46 Vadeboncoeur #31560 (Louis 9, Antoine Chabrier dit 8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #16541 from Chabrier, born 12 Jun 1861 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 3 baptized * 12 Jun 1861 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Hunterstown, ED 128H, 24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2, 28,33 census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F1, 31 census * 03 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 173-7, 32 died 04 Oct 1937 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 8,9 buried * 07 Oct 1937 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 8,9 Godparents: Olivier Vadeboncoeur & Mathilde Carle.

She married * 08 Sep 1890 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, 30 Remi Lambert #31561, born 23 May 1856 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, 9 (son of Joseph Lambert #59463 and Sophie Barette #57295), baptized * 25 May 1856 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F1, 31 occupation 20 Apr 1901 farmer, 31 census * 03 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 173-7, 32 occupation 03 Jun 1911 farmer, 32 died 09 Mar 1935 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 13 Mar 1935 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. 9 Remi: Godparents: Onesime Lambert & Philomene Souliere.

Children:

2275 i. Joseph Louis Emile 11 Lambert #59473, henry no. #165411 from Chabrier, born 08 Oct 1891 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, 9 baptized * 09 Oct 1891 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, 9 died 02 Sep 1893 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, 9 buried * 04 Sep 1893 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada. 9 Godparents: Louis Vadeboncoeur & Sophie Barrette, grandmother.

2276 ii. Marie Zepherine (Olda) Lambert #59474 born 03 Apr 1894.

2277 iii. Emile Lambert #59475 born 07 Nov 1895.

2278 iv. Joseph (Willy) Lambert #59476, henry no. #165414 from Chabrier, born 12 Sep 1897 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, 9 baptized * 13 Sep 1897 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, 9 census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F1. 31 Godparents: Adelard Vadeboncoeur & Anne Lambert.

2279 v. Marie Zepherine Lambert #59477, henry no. #165415 from Chabrier, born 14 Feb 1899 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, 9 baptized * 14 Feb 1899 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, 9 census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F1, 31 census * 03 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 173-7. 32 Godparents: Andre Lambert & Julie Neveu, his wife.

She married * 15 Oct 1919 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, 9 Joseph Denome #59515 (son of Octave Denome #59516 and Agnes Plante #59517).

2280 vi. Joseph Arthur Edgar Lambert #59478, henry no. #165416 from Chabrier, born 31 Jan 1901 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, 9 baptized * 31 Jan 1901 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, 9 census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F1, 31 census * 03 Jun 1911 in
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Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 173-7.32 Godparents: Arthur Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Olivine Lessard, his wife.


858. Marie Donaldalda10 Vadeboncoeur #36319 (Louis9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand), henry no. #16542 from Chabrier, born 17 Feb 1863 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,3 baptized * 18 Feb 1863 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,3 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Hunterston, ED 128H,24 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2,28 census * 27 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Barnabe, ED 186B1,30 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Barnabe, ED 198G1,31 census 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Baie Shawinigan, ED 203-41,32 died 27 Oct 1928 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 29 Oct 1928 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Charles Carle & Justine Daneau.

She married * 26 Oct 1885 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,3 resided (family) 15 Feb 1916 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,3 Jeremie Menard #31679, born 28 May 1862 in QC, Canada,31 census * 27 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Barnabe, ED 186B1,30 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Barnabe, ED 198G1,31 occupation 1901 carter,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Baie Shawinigan, ED 203-41,32 occupation 1911 laborer.32

Children:

2282 i. Joseph Louis Arthur11 Menard #59554, henry no. #165421 from Chabrier, born 02 Apr 1887 in St Valere-de-Bulstrode, Arthabaska, QC, Canada,3 baptized * 03 Apr 1887 in St Valere-de-Bulstrode, Arthabaska, QC, Canada,3 died 19 Feb 1888 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,3 buried * 21 Feb 1888 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Rev. Edouard Brunel, curate & Marie Vadeboncoeur.

2283 ii. Marie Anna Menard #59581, henry no. #165422 from Chabrier, born 23 Jan 1889 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,3 baptized * 23 Jan 1889 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,3 died 26 Jan 1889 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 buried * 28 Jan 1889 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Charles Boulanger & Leocadie St Pierre.

+ 2284 iii. Joseph Albert Menard #59580 born 17 Mar 1890.

+ 2285 iv. Arthur Menard #59582 born ca 10 Jul 1892.

+ 2286 v. Rose Alma Menard #59560 born ca Jan 1897.

2287 vi. Hermen Menard #59561, henry no. #165426 from Chabrier, born ca Jul 1898,32 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Barnabe, ED 198G1,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Baie Shawinigan, ED 203-41,32

2288 vii. Josaphat Adelard Menard #59562, henry no. #165427 from Chabrier, born 07 Aug 1902 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,4 baptized * 08 Aug 1902 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Baie Shawinigan, ED 203-41,32 Godparents: Adelard Martin & Amanda Gelines, his wife.

860. Joseph Pierre Chabrier dit19 Vadeboncoeur #33838 (Louis9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand), henry no. #16544 from Chabrier, born 14 Jul 1867 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 14 Jul 1867 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2,28 census * 06 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 166F2,30 emigrated 1896 to Lowell, Middlesex, MA,60 census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F1,31 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 237,60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 box shop carpenter,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 fireman at box shop,91 property 03 Apr 1930 real estate value $5800,90 city directory * 1932 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1932 fireman,61 city directory * 1938 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 died bef 10 Jul 1944 in Dracut, Middlesex, MA,95 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Hunterston, ED 128H,24 Godparents: Pierre He... & Henriette Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur.

He married ca Dec 1902 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,60 resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 at 10 Robert Place, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,60 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 at 248 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,91 Auroré M Ferron #33839, born 09 Nov 1876 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Ambroise Ferron #57673 and Louise Paquin #59564), baptized * 10 Nov 1876 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,9 emigrated 1898 in Lowell,
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Photo Key: Back: L -> R Louise, Lucina, Stella, Louis, Henry, Omer, Grace, Donat; Front: L -> R Florence, Joseph, Aurore, Claire.

Children:

+ 2289 i. Marie Claire Desneiges61 Vadeboncoeur #41559 born * 24 Jan 1904.


2291 iii. Joseph Omer Vadeboncoeur #41560, henry no. #165443 from Chabrier, born 02 May 1906 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,121 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 237,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in 248 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 city directory * 1932 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1932 clerk,61 city directory * 1938 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 social security num bef 1951 029-14-2395 (MA),121 city directory * 1956 in 68 Mt Hope Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,66 occupation 1956 chauffeur for Descheneaux Bros.,61 died Jul 1966 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA.121


2293 v. Marie Lucina C Vadeboncoeur #41562, henry no. #165445 from Chabrier, born 20 Sep 1908 in MA,121 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 237,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 cotton mill laborer,91 city directory * 1932 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1932 winder,61 city directory * 1938 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1938 winder,61 social security num bef 1951 027-05-0879 (MA),121 city directory * 1957 in West Street, Westford, Middlesex, MA,65 died Jul 1992 in Somersworth, Strafford, NH.121

She married 1949 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA, Joseph A Levasseur #38993, born * 30 Mar 1910 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,138,121 (son of Edward Levasseur #59572 and Salome Bourassa #59573), social security num bef 1951 034-01-1650 (MA),121 city directory * 1957 in West Street, Westford, Middlesex, MA,65 occupation 1957 operative,61 died May 1972 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA.121

2294 vi. Joseph Donat Vadeboncoeur #41563, henry no. #165446 from Chabrier, born * 24 Nov 1909 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,138,121 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 237,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 shoe factory laborer,91 city directory * 1932 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1932 shoe worker,61 city directory * 1938 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1938 shoe worker,61 social security num bef 1951 033-10-8505 (MA),121 died Dec 1983 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA.121 m. Louise Rose Pratte at St Jean Baptiste, Manchester, NH?

+ 2295 vii. Marie Gracia E Vadeboncoeur #41564 born * 31 May 1911.

+ 2296 viii. Mary Angelina Stella Vadeboncoeur #41565 born * 08 May 1913.

2297 ix. Marie Louise Vadeboncoeur #41566, henry no. #165449 from Chabrier, born 16 Dec 1914 in MA,60,121 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 237,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120,91 city directory * 1938 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1938 shoe worker,61 city directory * 1949 in 49 Groton Road, North Chelmsford, Middlesex, MA,61 social security num bef 1951 033-10-6067 (MA),121 died 20 Feb 2005 in Roswell, Chaves, NM.121

She married Victor Levasseur #57732, city directory * 1949 in 49 Groton Road, North Chelmsford, Middlesex, MA,61 occupation 1949 machinist.61

2298 x. Louis A Vadeboncoeur #41567, henry no. #16544A from Chabrier, born ca Mar 1916 in MA,60 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 237,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell,
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ED 120,\(^{21}\) city directory * 1938 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1938 plumber at Gloucester, MA,\(^{61}\) died bef 24 Sep 1999.

2299 xi. Henry U Vadeboncoeur #41568, henry no. #16544B from Chabrier, born 16 Jun 1918 in MA,\(^{60}\) census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 237,\(^{60}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120,\(^{21}\) city directory * 1938 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1938 shoe worker,\(^{7}\) social security num bef 1951 033-10-5946 (MA),\(^{12}\) city directory * 1957 in West Road, Westford, Middlesex, MA,\(^{61}\) died Feb 1976 in Westford, Middlesex, MA.\(^{12}\)

She married Cecile S Larose #51883, city directory * 1957 in West Road, Westford, Middlesex, MA.\(^{61}\) Cecile: Dau of Joseph F. Larose & Obeline Beaudette.

861. Louis Arthur\(^{40}\) Vadeboncoeur #30749 (Louis,\(^{7}\) Antoine Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Charles Amable Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Jean\(^{7}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{7}\), Simon\(^{7}\), Simon\(^{7}\), Bertrand\(^{7}\)), henry no. #16545 from Chabrier, born 04 Aug 1869 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 05 Aug 1869 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Hunterstown, ED 128H,\(^{24}\) census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 85E,\(^{28,33}\) census * 06 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 166F,\(^{30}\) census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F,\(^{31}\) census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Theophile, ED 151-35,\(^{32}\) occupation Jun 1911 baker,\(^{32}\) died 16 Jul 1933 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 18 Jul 1933 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Luc Carle & Caroline Beaudette.

He married (1) * 08 Jan 1894 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,\(^{55}\) Oliva (Olinev) Lessard #30815, born 04 Sep 1875 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,\(^{7}\) daughter of David Lessard #59677 and Emilie Pichette #59678), baptized * 05 Sep 1875 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 85J,\(^{28}\) census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F,\(^{31}\) census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Theophile, ED 151-35,\(^{32}\) died 20 Jul 1912 in St Theophile, Lac-a-la-Tortue, Champlain, QC, Canada,\(^{8}\) buried * 22 Jul 1912 in St Theophile, Lac-a-la-Tortue, Champlain, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\) Oliva: Godparents: Joseph Pichette & Adelaide Laurent, wife of Ignace Lessard.

Children:

2300 i. Joseph Albert\(^{17}\) Vadeboncoeur #36072, henry no. #165451 from Chabrier, born 04 Apr 1895 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,\(^{8}\) baptized * 04 Apr 1895 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,\(^{8}\) census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F,\(^{31}\) died 23 Jan 1904 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada.\(^{8}\) Godparents: David Lessard, grandfather & Tharsile Carle, grandmother.

2301 ii. Marie Antoinette Vadeboncoeur #31528, henry no. #165452 from Chabrier, born 11 Sep 1896 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,\(^{8}\) baptized * 11 Sep 1896 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,\(^{8}\) census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F,\(^{31}\) census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Theophile, ED 151-35,\(^{32}\) Godparents: Remi Lambert & Denise Vadeboncoeur, his wife.

She married * 06 Sep 1915 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9,80,9}\) Joseph Eugene Lupien #31529, born 12 May 1892 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) son of Adelard Lupien #59211 and Delia Thisdal dit Noel #59212), baptized * 12 May 1892 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) occupation farmer.

2302 iii. Marie Alice Vadeboncoeur #36073, henry no. #165453 from Chabrier, born 28 Jan 1898 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,\(^{8}\) baptized * 29 Jan 1898 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,\(^{8}\) died 15 May 1898 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,\(^{8}\) buried * 17 May 1898 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada.\(^{8}\) Godparents: Adelard Lessard & Anne Vadeboncoeur.

+ 2303 iv. Joseph Alcide Vadeboncoeur #30869 born 03 Mar 1899.

2304 v. Marie Irene Vadeboncoeur #36074, henry no. #165455 from Chabrier, born 04 Dec 1900 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,\(^{8,31}\) baptized * 06 Dec 1900 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,\(^{8}\) census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F,\(^{31}\) census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Theophile, ED 151-35,\(^{32}\) Godparents: Louis Vadeboncoeur, grandfather & Emilie Pichette, his wife.
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2307 viii. Marie Rose Blanche Vadeboncoeur #51878, henry no. #165458 from Chabrier, born 03 Jan 1906 in Ste Ursule, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, baptized * 03 Jan 1906 in Ste Ursule, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Theophile, ED 151-35. Godparents: Azarie Paquin & Marie Louise Beland.

2308 ix. Marie Magdeleine Flore Vadeboncoeur #28017, henry no. #165459 from Chabrier, born 29 May 1907 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada, baptized * 29 May 1907 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Firmin Massicotte & Emma Lacoursiere.


He married (2) * 13 Oct 1914 in St Enfant Jesus, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, Marie Anne Lafreniere #30750, born 21 May 1875 in Ste Ursule, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Zepherin Lafreniere #59679 and Mathilde Lessard #59680), baptized * 21 May 1875 in Ste Ursule, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D2, census * 08 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Louis Ward, ED 172-53, died 13 May 1931 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada, buried * 16 May 1931 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Ignace Lessard & Mathilde Vincent.

Children:


2312 xiii. Marie Albertine Antonia Vadeboncoeur #59702, henry no. #16545D from Chabrier, born 23 Jun 1917 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada, baptized * 23 Jun 1917 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Leopold Vadeboncoeur & Irene Vadeboncoeur.

2313 xiv. Marie Rose Helene Vadeboncoeur #59704, henry no. #16545E from Chabrier, born 02 Oct 1918 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada, baptized * 03 Oct 1918 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Wilbrod Gauthier & Olivine Tessier.

He married (3) * 28 Apr 1933 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada, Marie Melina Duchesneau #30751, born 15 Jun 1868 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Francois Duchesneau #59681 and Julie Flageole #59682), baptized * 16 Jun 1868 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, St Tite, ED 82L. Marie: m1: 07 Jan 1891 at St Tite, Champlain to Hector Perron.

864. Rodrigue Louis Napoleon# Vadeboncoeur #30775 (Louis9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5, Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #16548 from Chabrier, born 15 Feb 1877 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 15 Feb 1877 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2, census * 06 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 166F2, emigrated 1894 to USA, census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 810, occupation 07 Jun 1900 cotton mill weaver, census * 05 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Joliette, Joliette, ED 163-26, occupation 1911 railroad machinist, resided 1944 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Louis Carle & Thais Lauzon.

He married (1) * 12 Sep 1898 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, resid. (family) 07 Jun 1900 in 471 Moody Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, Marie Anna Bernadette Pichette #30776, born 11 Jun 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Picnette #59696 and Marie Dionne #59697), baptized * 11 Jun 1879 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, emigrated 1892 to USA, census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 810, census * 05 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1, census * 1911 in Canada, QC,
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Joliette, Joliette, ED 163-26,\(^2\) died 10 Mar 1927 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 14 Mar 1927 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Marie: Godparents: Louis Pichette & Philomene Giguere.

Children:

2314  i. Joseph Ulric\(^1\) Vadeboncoeur #44240, henry no. #165481 from Chabrier, born 26 Nov 1899 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^38\) census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 810,\(^46\) census * 05 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1,\(^31\) died 13 Oct 1901 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^2\) buried * 15 Oct 1901 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\)

2315  ii. Joseph Leopold Vadeboncoeur #44744, henry no. #165482 from Chabrier, born 29 Nov 1900 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^2\) baptized * 29 Nov 1900 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^2\) census * 05 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1,\(^31\) census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Joliette, Joliette, ED 163-26.\(^32\) Godparents: Joseph Pichette & Marie Dionne, his wife.

He married * 18 May 1937 in Ste Cecile, Montreal, QC, Canada,\(^9\) Jeanne Senez #46822, born 16 May 1901 in Pointe aux Trembles, Montreal, PQ Canada,\(^9\) (daughter of Arthur Senez #59721 and Maria Chalifoux #59722), baptized * 17 May 1915 in Pointe aux Trembles, Montreal, PQ Canada.\(^9\)

2316  iii. Marie Reine Eglantine Vadeboncoeur #57223, henry no. #165483 from Chabrier, born 22 Feb 1902 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 23 Feb 1902 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^2\) died 31 May 1902 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 31 May 1902 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: John J Pichette & Albina Pichette.


2319  vi. Marie Blanche Vadeboncoeur #51996, henry no. #165486 from Chabrier, born 28 Nov 1905 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 29 Nov 1905 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Joliette, Joliette, ED 163-26.\(^32\) Godparents: Maxime Picotte & Florentine Pichette.


2321  viii. Marguerite Marie Cimonne Vadeboncoeur #59698, henry no. #165488 from Chabrier, born 08 Jan 1908 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 08 Jan 1908 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) died 09 Aug 1908 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 10 Aug 1908 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Hormisidas Ladouceur & Euphemie Paquin.

2322  ix. Marie Cecile Noelle Vadeboncoeur #51997, henry no. #165489 from Chabrier, born 30 Dec 1908 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 30 Dec 1908 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Louiseville, Louiseville, ED 163-26.\(^32\) Godparents: Napoleon Rondeau & Marie Lambert.

2323  x. Joseph Louis Paul Emile Vadeboncoeur #51998, henry no. #16548A from Chabrier, born 04 Apr 1910 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 04 Apr 1910 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Louiseville, Louiseville, ED 163-26.\(^32\) Godparents: Jean Pichette & Alma Marcotte.

2324  xi. Marie Elizabeth Emelda Vadeboncoeur #59699, henry no. #16548B from Chabrier, born 19 Nov 1914 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 20 Nov 1914 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) died 06 May 1926 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 10 May 1926 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Jean Baptiste Damphousse & Azelie Boucher.

2325  xii. Joseph Gabriel Viateur Vadeboncoeur #59700, henry no. #16548C from Chabrier, born 25 Jan 1916 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 25 Jan 1916 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) died 28 Sep 1924 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 30 Sep 1924 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Narcisse J Auger, M.D. & Aquis Lescadre.

2326  xiii. Marie Marguerite Gilberte Vadeboncoeur #59701, henry no. #16548D from Chabrier, born 25 Jan 1916 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 25 Jan 1916 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Fortunat Leveille & Olivine Bordeleau.

2327  xiv. Marie Eva Rollande Vadeboncoeur #59703, henry no. #16548E from Chabrier, born 21 Jul 1917 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 22 Jul 1917 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Joseph Matte & Eva Desaulniere.

2328  xv. N.N. Vadeboncoeur #59705, henry no. #16548F from Chabrier, born 22 Aug 1919 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized 22 Aug 1919 at home,\(^9\) died 22 Aug 1919 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 22 Aug 1919 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.\(^9\)
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2329 xvi. Marie Clara Marielle Vadeboncoeur #31928, henry no. #16548G from Chabrier, born 15 Dec 1921 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada, baptized * 15 Dec 1921 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Onesime Lebrun & Clara Bruneau.

She married 19 Aug 1946 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada, Jean Charles Trottier #31929. Jean: Son of Irenée Trottier & Albina Bourque.

2330 xvii. Liene Vadeboncoeur #31891, henry no. #16548H from Chabrier, born in QC, Canada.

She married 22 Jun 1942 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada, Joseph Bechard #31892 (son of Joseph Remi Bechard #60872 and Albertine Hamel #60873).

He married (2) 06 Oct 1943 in N.D. des Sept Allegresses, Trois Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Marie Anne Ducharme #56043 (daughter of Luc Ducharme #56044 and Elisabeth Landry #56045), occupation 06 Oct 1943 manager.

867. Joseph Emile Vadeboncoeur #30859 (Louis, Antoine Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1654B from Chabrier, born 03 Aug 1884 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 03 Aug 1884 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 06 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, St Didace, ED 166F2, census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, St Didace, ED 166F1, occupation 20 Apr 1901 merchant/plumber, census * 10 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, St Paulin, ED 173-19, occupation 10 Jun 1911 plumber, resided 1944 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Vadeboncoeur, brother & Denise Vadeboncoeur, sister.

He married * 05 Oct 1909 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Marie Elise Charette #30860, born 29 Sep 1892 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Edouard Charette #59728 and Zerilda Lefrancois #59729), baptized * 30 Sep 1892 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 10 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, St Paulin, ED 173-19. Marie: Godparents: Joseph Boulay & Albertine Lefrancois, aunt.

Children:


2333 iii. Marie Louisa Helene Vadeboncoeur #36345, henry no. #1654B3 from Chabrier, born 20 Mar 1925 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 Mar 1925 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. Godparents: Donat Lefrancois & Anna Charette, his wife.

She married 07 Jul 1951 in St Paulin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, Jean Marie Allard #36346.


886. Ovide Vadeboncoeur #26, also known as Ovide Verboncoeur, also known as Dave Hart (Adolphe (Dolphis), Louis Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), ahentafel #4 from Roger Maurice, henry no. #17153 from Chabrier, born 20 Dec 1878 in St Eugène de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 21 Dec 1878 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Eugene, ED 52A, emigrated 1886 to RI, census * 15 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 202, naturalized 16 Jan 1904 in Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1908 in Main Street opp Phenix Avenue, Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1908 liquor store owner, census * 21 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 21, occupation 21 Apr 1910 carpenter, event * 12 Sep 1918 World War I Draft Registration, resided 12 Sep 1918 at Main Street, Phenix, Kent, RI, occupation 12 Sep 1918 carpenter with B.B. & R. Knight, Natick, Kent, RI, height 12 Sep 1918 5 ft 6 in, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep
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1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, city directory * 1919 in Main Street opp Phenix Avenue, Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1919 carpenter, census * 24 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, occupation 24 Jan 1920 cotton mill machinist, city directory * 1927 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1927 carpenter, city directory * 1929 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1929 carpenter, census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, occupation 14 Apr 1930 house carpenter, city directory * 1936 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1936 carpenter, city directory * 1938 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 carpenter, city directory * 1940 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 carpenter, census * 25 Apr 1940 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 2-44, occupation 25 Apr 1940 carpenter contractor, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, resided 27 Apr 1942 in 20 Summit Avenue, Kent, RI, occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Linwood Lace Co, height 27 Apr 1942 5 ft 7 in, weight 27 Apr 1942 140 lbs, eye color 27 Apr 1942 blue, hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light, medical condition 27 Apr 1942 scar on left arm, fatty tumor on left leg, city directory * 1946 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1946 carpenter, city directory * 1949 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1949 carpenter, city directory * 1951 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1951 carpenter, city directory * 1953 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1955 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1957 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, died 30 Oct 1960 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, buried in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI. Godparents: Abraham Desjarlais & Eulalie Desjarlais.

He married 14 Nov 1907 in Notre Dame RC Ch, West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 14 Apr 1930 in 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 25 Apr 1940 in 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Marianne Blanche Orize Jalbert #27 (daughter of Michel (Gilbert) Jalbert #355 and Marie Celina Beauchemin #356), ahnentafel #5 from Roger #5 Maurice, born 11 Mar 1884 in Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 12 Mar 1884 in St John Baptist, Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 13 Jun 1900 in RI, Washington, Richmond, ED 236, occupation 13 Jun 1900 spooler, city directory * 1908 in Main Street opp Phenix Avenue, Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1908 Jalbert Sisters (furriers & milliners), census * 21 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 21, city directory * 1915 in Main Street opp Phenix Avenue, Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1915 Jalbert Sisters (furriers & milliners), city directory * 1919 in Main Street opp Phenix Avenue, Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 24 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, city directory * 1927 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, occupation 1930 furrier, city directory * 1936 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1936 furrier, city directory * 1938 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 furrier, city directory * 1940 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1949 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1951 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1953 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1955 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1957 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, died 10 Jan 1968 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, buried 13 Jan 1968 in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, RI.

Children:

2336 i. Joseph Eugene Raoul, born 07 Sep 1908 in Lipitt, West Warwick, Kent, RI, died 158 at 25 Apr 1940 in Notre Dame RC Ch, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 24 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 21, census * 24 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, city directory * 1927 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1927 carpenter, city directory * 1929 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1929 carpenter, census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, occupation 14 Apr 1930 house carpenter, city directory * 1938 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 carpenter, city directory * 1940 at 1 Notre Dame Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 carpenter, census * 25 Apr 1940 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 2-4, occupation 21 Apr 1940 building contractor, education 21 Apr 1940 2 years of high school, property 21 Apr 1940 real estate value $3500, military 28 Jan 1944 - 17 Mar 1946 US Army - World War II - Europe, Private, city directory * 1944 at 1293 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1946 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1946 carpenter, city directory * 1949 at 118 Doolittle Street,
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Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1949 carpenter, social security num bef 1951 037-10-7052 (RI), city directory * 1951 at 118 Doolittle Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1951 construction contractor, city directory * 1953 at 118 Doolittle Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1953 construction contractor, city directory * 1955 at 112 Doolittle Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1955 construction contractor, city directory * 1957 at 33 Hilltop Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1957 construction contractor, city directory * 1966 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1966 contractor, city directory * 1967 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1967 general contractor, city directory * 1971 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1971 clerk at North Kingston School Department, city directory * 1972 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1972 retired, city directory * 1973 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1980 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, died 23 Jul 1986 in Coventry, Kent, RI, buried in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI. He was a PFC in the US Army during World War II and enlisted in Providence, RI.

He married (1) 25 Jun 1935 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, children from this marriage, Germaine Roch #207, born 16 May 1908 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, (daughter of Denis Roch #17354 and Delia Laurendeau #17355), baptized 17 May 1908 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1938 in 1 Notre Dame Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 1 Notre Dame Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1944 in 1293 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1946 in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1949 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1951 in RI, city directory * 1953 at 118 Doolittle Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1955 at 112 Doolittle Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1957 at 33 Hilltop Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1966 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1967 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1971 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1972 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1973 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1980 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, died 08 Jun 1989 in Coventry, Kent, RI, buried in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI. Germaine: Dau of Joseph Denis Roch & Delia Laurendeau (b. VT).

He married (2) 12 Apr 1947 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 1958 - 1967 in CA, children from this marriage, Kathleen Rita Gesperry #69, born 22 Jul 1907 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation telephone operator, city directory * 1949 at 118 Doolittle Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 035-09-5629 (RI), city directory * 1951 at 118 Doolittle Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1953 at 118 Doolittle Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1955 at 112 Doolittle Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1957 at 33 Hilltop Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1966 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1967 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1971 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1972 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1973 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1980 at 167 Knotty Oak Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, died 08 Jun 1989 in Coventry, Kent, RI, buried in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI. Kathleen: Father: John Gesperry (b. Portland, ME), mother: Mary Keenan (b. New York).

+ 2337 ii. Marie Rose Blanche Simone Verbongoeur #29 born 19 Nov 1909.

2338 iii. Germaine Verbongoeur #36, henry no. #171533 from Chabrier, born 17 Feb 1911 in Lippit, Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 19 Feb 1911 in Our Lady of Good Counsel, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 24 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, city directory * 1927 in 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1927 mill operator, city directory * 1929 in 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1929 mill operator, census * 09 Apr 1930 in NY, Kings, Brooklyn, ED 1700, occupation 09 Apr 1930 servant for the Terrence family, census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, occupation 14 Apr 1930 physician's office attendant, census * 25 Apr 1940 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 2-44, city directory * 1949 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1949 nurse, city directory * 1951 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1951 - 1971 registered nurse, city directory * 1953 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1955 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, social security num 1956 - 1959 037-26-8617 (RI), retirement 1971 from Zambarano Memorial Hospital, Burrillville, Providence, RI, died 30 Nov 1996 in Warwick, Kent, RI, buried 03 Dec 1996 at St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI.

She married 16 May 1959 in St Joseph, Pascoag, Providence, RI, no children from this marriage, Frederick King #186, born 25 Nov 1906 in Burrillville, Providence, RI (son of Edward King #42162 and Emily Baldwin #42163), baptized 17 Feb 1907 in Our Lady of Good Help, Mapleville, RI.
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occupation x-ray technician, social security num bef 1951 037-10-4161 (RI), retirement 1972 from Zambarano Memorial Hospital, Burrillville, Providence, RI, resided 1972 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided 1990 in Johnston, Providence, RI, died 12 Aug 1992 in Warwick, Kent, RI, buried 13 Aug 1992 in St Theresa Cem, Nasonville, Providence, RI.


+ 2340 v. Marianne Lucienne Olande Verboncoeur #32, henry no. #171535 from Chabrier, born 12 Oct 1914 in Lippit, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 24 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, city directory * 1938 at 18 Pleasant Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1946 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1946 telephone operator, city directory * 1949 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1949 telephone operator, social security num bef 1951 038-07-4164 (RI), occupation supervisor NE Tel & Tel, died 24 Dec 1999 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.

She married (1) 16 Apr 1934 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, divorced 13 Aug 1945 in East Greenwich, Kent, RI, no children from this marriage, Donald Agapit Trudeau #188, born 08 Jun 1912 in Phenix, Warwick, Kent, RI, (son of Paul Trudeau #17356 and Ida Arcand #17357), city directory * 1938 in 18 Pleasant Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 operator, occupation winder, social security num bef 1951 037-09-3526 (RI), died Jan 1987 in Coventry, Kent, RI.

She married (2) 13 Aug 1949 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, no children from this marriage, Charles Philip Fecteau #187, born 31 Mar 1913 in Washington, Coventry, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 038-09-1477 (RI), died Aug 1980 in Dania, Broward, FL, occupation truck driver.

She married (3) no children from this marriage, Michele Lou Picillo #189, born 16 Aug 1903 in Naples, Italy, social security num bef 1951 209-09-7071 (PA), died 03 Aug 1983 in New Smyrna Beach, Volusia, FL, buried 09 Aug 1983 in New St Joseph Cem, E. McKeesport, PA.

Michele: Son of Ameillo Picillo & Marie Gordon.


+ 2343 viii. Gerard Joseph Verboncoeur #33 born 22 Sep 1922.

+ 2344 ix. Rene Joseph Olivier Vadeboncoeur #35 born 26 Feb 1925.

2345 x. Marie Henriette Therese Vadeboncoeur #34, henry no. #17153A from Chabrier, born 16 Dec 1926 in Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, census * 25 Apr 1940 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 2-44, city directory * 1946 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1946 telephone operator.

She married 07 Oct 1948 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, no children from this marriage, Alexander Victor Golombec #65, born 26 Feb 1916, (son of Ignacy Golombek #59781 and Mary Solak #59782), social security num bef 1951 038-03-5129 (RI), died Apr 1973 in Coventry, Kent, RI, buried in St Mary Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation West Warwick police corporal, city directory * 1944 in 60 Boston Street, Anthony, Coventry, Kent, RI.

Alexander: Slipped from his boat while chipping ice from the rails while the engine was idling at the dock. He was sucked under the boat and passed through the propeller causing the loss of a leg.

30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1929 painter, city directory * 1929 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1929 painter, census * 19 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, occupation 19 Apr 1930 house painter, city directory * 1936 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1936 painter, city directory * 1938 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 painter, city directory * 1940 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 painter, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Awkright Finishing Co., resided 27 Apr 1942 in 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, height 27 Apr 1942 5' 6", weight 27 Apr 1942 136 1/2 lbs, eye color 27 Apr 1942 blue, hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light, city directory * 1946 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1946 painter, city directory * 1949 in 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1949 painter, city directory * 1951 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1951 painter, city directory * 1953 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1953 painter, city directory * 1955 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1955 painter, city directory * 1957 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1957 painter, died 19 Nov 1959 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, buried 21 Nov 1959 in Notre Dame Cem, Phenix, West Warwick, RI.

He married 21 Jan 1907 in Our Lady of Good Counsel, West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 21 Apr 1910 in Phenix, Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 27 Jan 1920 in Wakefield Street, Lippitt, West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 19 Apr 1930 in 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Marie Louise Forcier #351, born 05 May 1886 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, (daughter of Joseph Forcier #59783 and Julie Theroux #59784), baptized 05 May 1886 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 21 Apr 1910 in RI, West Warwick, ED 21, occupation 21 Apr 1910 Miliner, census * 27 Jan 1920 in RI, West Warwick, ED 30, city directory * 1927 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1929 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1930 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1936 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1938 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1944 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1946 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1949 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1950 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1951 painter, city directory * 1951 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1951 painter, city directory * 1955 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1955 painter, city directory * 1957 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1957 painter, died 19 Nov 1959 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, buried 21 Nov 1959 in Notre Dame Cem, Phenix, West Warwick, RI.
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Children:

890. Joseph Adolphe7 Vadeboncoeur #350 (Adolphe (Dolphis), Louis Chabrier dit5, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #17157 from Chabrier, born 25 Jan 1888 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 29 Feb 1888 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 15 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 202, city directory * 1908 in 25 Phenix Avenue, Lippitt, Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1908 clerk, census * 28 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 21, occupation 28 Apr 1910 cotton mill operative, city directory * 1915 at Phenix Avenue, Lippitt, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1915 mill employee, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, resided 05 Jun 1917 in 27 Phenix Avenue, Phenix, RI, occupation 05 Jun 1917 dye works laborer, Interlachen Mills Co., Arkwright, RI, height 05 Jun 1917 5' 6", weight 05 Jun 1917 110 lbs, eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue, hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown, city directory * 1919 in 27 Phenix Avenue, Phenix, RI, occupation 1919 mill employee, census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, occupation 12 Jan 1920 dye works, city directory * 1927 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1927 dye worker, city directory * 1929 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1929 dye worker, census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, occupation 09 Apr 1930 foreman at print works, city directory * 1936 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1936 operator, city directory * 1938 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 operator, city directory * 1940 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 operator, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, resided 27 Apr 1942 in 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Interlaken Dye Works, height 27 Apr 1942 5' 4 1/2", weight 27 Apr 1942 155 lbs, eye color 27 Apr 1942 blue, hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, complexion 27 Apr 1942 light, medical condition 27 Apr
1942 scar on index finger of right hand,\textsuperscript{93} city directory * 1944 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1946 operator,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1949 operator,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1951 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{6} occupation 1951 operator,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1953 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{6} occupation 1953 operator,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1955 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1955 operator,\textsuperscript{6} city directory * 1957 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1957 operator,\textsuperscript{6} died 27 Feb 1960 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{158} buried 01 Mar 1960 in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI.\textsuperscript{146} Godparents: Toussaint Frigon & Marie Proulx.

He married 23 Apr 1912 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{274} resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{31} Marie Louise Theroux dit Landroche \#1176, also known as Marie Louise Landroche, born 05 Mar 1892 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} (daughter of Aime Theroux dit Landroche \#59776 and Philomene Blanchard \#59775), baptized * 05 Mar 1892 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} emigrated 1903,\textsuperscript{50} naturalized\textsuperscript{60} census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30,\textsuperscript{60} city directory * 1927 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1929 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1951 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1953 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1955 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1957 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1962 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1964 at 85 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1966 in 85 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1967 at 85 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1971 at 85 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} died 23 Sep 1972 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{146} buried 25 Sep 1972 in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{146} social security num 1973 035-042-4514 (RI).\textsuperscript{121} Marie: Godparents: Jean Ledoux & Marie Proulx.

Children:

+ 2350 i. Joseph Aimee Valmore\textsuperscript{1177} Vadeboncoeur \#1177 born 06 Dec 1913.
+ 2351 ii. Claire Yvette Vadeboncoeur \#5964 born 13 Sep 1915.
+ 2354 v. Marie Marcelle Lucille Vadeboncoeur \#5966 born 16 Apr 1921.
+ 2355 vi. Raymond Paul Vadeboncoeur \#5968 born 25 Sep 1925.
+ 2356 vii. Joseph Raoul Robert Vadeboncoeur \#5969, henry no. \#171577 in Chabrier, born 10 Jun 1928 in Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{158} census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1949 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1949 operator,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1951 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} military US Army - Korean War,\textsuperscript{320} city directory * 1953 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1953 US Army,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1955 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1957 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1962 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1962 machine operator, Cranston Print Works,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1964 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1964 machine operator, Awkright Mills, Fall River, MA,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1966 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1966 machine operator, Awkright Mills, Fall River, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation inspector,\textsuperscript{313} died 08 Oct 1999 in North Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{313} buried 12 Oct 1999 in RI Veterans Cem, Exeter, Washington, RI.\textsuperscript{313} Army veteran of the Korean War.

He married 10 Jun 1978 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{158} resided (family) 15 Dec 1992 in Centerdale, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{321} Florence Ogden \#14047, born 03 Apr 1919 in North Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{158} (daughter of Bob Ogden \#42170 and Nellie Brooke \#42171), died 23 Nov 1992 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{325} buried 25 Nov 1992 in Highland Memorial Park, Johnston, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{322}

892. Lea\textsuperscript{9} Vadeboncoeur \#31787 (Joseph\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{3}), henry no. \#17211 from Chabrier, born 16 Dec 1867 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9,171} baptized * 16 Dec 1867 in St Maurice,
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Champlain, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hull, ED 93B3,\(^{24}\) census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 97S,\(^{33}\) census * 09 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175,\(^{30}\) census * 01 Jun 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F2,\(^{31}\) census * 12 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-15,\(^{32}\) died 19 Dec 1924 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^{171,9}\) buried * 20 Dec 1924 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Adelard Vadeboncoeur & Philomene Drolet.

She married (1) * 03 Jan 1883 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^80,171,9\) Joseph St Jean \#31788, born 18 Dec 1862,\(^{171,30,32}\) (son of Leandre St Jean \#41343 and Marguerite Lalonde \#41344), census * 09 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175,\(^{30}\) occupation 09 Jun 1891 farmer,\(^{30}\) census * 01 Jun 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F2,\(^{31}\) occupation 01 Jun 1901 farmer,\(^{31}\) census * 12 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-15,\(^{32}\) occupation 12 Jun 1911 farmer & butcher,\(^{32}\) died 20 Apr 1915 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^{171}\) buried * 22 Apr 1915 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Joseph:

Children:

2357 i. Joseph Leandre J.\(^{15}\) St Jean \#59805, henry no. \#172111 from Chabrier, born 26 Nov 1883 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 27 Nov 1883 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) died 01 Dec 1883 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 01 Dec 1883 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) Godparents: Joseph Vadeboncoeur & Olivine Vadeboncoeur, his wife.

2358 ii. Marie Marguerite (Roseanne) St Jean \#59806, census name Rosanne St Jean,\(^30\) henry no. \#172112 from Chabrier, born 12 Jun 1886 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 13 Jun 1886 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) census * 09 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175,\(^{30}\) census * 01 Jun 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F2,\(^{31}\) Godparents: Raymond & Justine St Jean.

2359 iii. Lea Anna St Jean \#59807, henry no. \#172113 from Chabrier, born 22 Jul 1888 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 22 Jul 1888 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) (see note 31). Godparents: Johnny St Jean, grand uncle & Rose Anne Lalonde, his wife.

2360 iv. Leona St Jean \#59800, henry no. \#172114 from Chabrier, born 07 Aug 1890 in QC, Canada,\(^32\) (see note 32), census * 09 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 175,\(^{30}\) census * 01 Jun 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F2,\(^{31}\) census * 12 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-15,\(^{32}\) occupation 12 Jun 1911 servant for a private family.\(^{32}\)


2362 vi. Maria St Jean \#59801, henry no. \#172116 from Chabrier, born 08 Dec 1894 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^32,31\) baptized * 09 Dec 1894 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) census * 01 Jun 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F2,\(^{31}\) census * 12 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-15.\(^{32}\)

She married 1914 in USA,\(^9\) Josepht Pilon \#59978.

2363 vii. Joseph St Jean \#59802, henry no. \#172117 from Chabrier, born 27 Oct 1896 in QC, Canada,\(^31\) (see note 33), census * 01 Jun 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F2,\(^{31}\) census * 12 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-15.\(^{32}\)

He married (1) * 27 Aug 1917 in Montebello, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) Marie Alice Yvonne Turpin \#59826, born 20 Jul 1898 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) (daughter of Dorima Turpin \#59827 and Alexaine Tailleur \#59828), baptized * 24 Jul 1898 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) died 22 Jun 1927 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 25 Jun 1927 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Marie: Godparents: Joseph Tailleur, grandfather & Marie Bellisly, his wife.

He married (2) * 23 Nov 1929 in St Pierre-Apotre, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada,\(^9\) Marie Alice Berthe L'Italien \#59819, born 19 Jan 1907 in Ste Anne-des-Monts, Gaspe West, QC, Canada,\(^9\) (daughter of Alphonse L'Italien \#59824 and Marie Louise Bechard \#59825), baptized * 19 Jan 1907 in Ste Anne-des-Monts, Gaspe West, QC, Canada.\(^9\)

2364 viii. Florida Aurore St Jean \#40051, henry no. \#172118 from Chabrier, born 16 Feb 1901 in QC, Canada,\(^32,31\) (see note 34), census * 01 Jun 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F2.\(^{31}\)
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2365 ix. Marie Emma St Jean #59620, henry no. #172119 from Chabrier, born ca Dec 1902 (see note 35), died 04 Jan 1904 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 05 Jan 1904 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9
+ 2366 x. Gloria St Jean #59803 born Oct 1904.
2367 xi. Bella St Jean #59804, henry no. #17211B from Chabrier, born Apr 1907,32 census * 12 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-15.32

She married (2) * 26 Nov 1919 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,30 Calixte Labelle #31803, born 15 Jul 1889 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,171 (see note 36) (son of Calixte Labelle #59808 and Emma Grosleau #59809), died aft 1924.171


She married * 14 May 1888 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,30 Xavier Lefebvre #31744, born ca 1863,31 (son of Julien Lefebvre #59832 and Augustine Leblanc #59833), census * 13 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ste Angelique, ED 160,31 occupation 13 Apr 1901 farmer,31 census * 23 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Preston, ED 165-15,32 occupation 23 Jun 1911 farmer.32

Children:

2368 i. Joseph Xavier Adelard1 Lefebvre #59836, henry no. #172221 from Chabrier, born 23 Mar 1889 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,31,9 baptized * 24 Mar 1889 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 census * 13 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ste Angelique, ED 160,31 died 01 Jul 1908 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Duhamel, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 01 Jul 1908 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Duhamel, Papineau, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Adelard Verboncoeur, uncle & Marie Pilon, his wife.

2369 ii. Ubalda Lefebvre #59837, henry no. #172222 from Chabrier, born 19 Dec 1893,31 census * 13 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ste Angelique, ED 160,31 census * 23 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Preston, ED 165-15,32 occupation 23 Jun 1911 servant.32

She married * 23 Nov 1914 in Duhamel, Papineau, QC, Canada,9 Josepht Roi #59841 (son of Chomas Roi #59842 and Emilie Doger #59843).

2370 iii. Ubald Lefebvre #59838, henry no. #172223 from Chabrier, born 05 Oct 1895 in N.D. de Mont-Carmel, Preston, Labelle, QC, Canada,31,56 baptized * 02 Dec 1895 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 census * 13 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ste Angelique, ED 160,31 census * 23 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Preston, ED 165-15,32 occupation 23 Jun 1911 butcher.32

2371 iv. Victoria Lefebvre #59839, henry no. #172224 from Chabrier, born 02 Jun 1899,31 census * 13 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ste Angelique, ED 160,31 census * 23 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Preston, ED 165-15.32


She married 02 Jun 1890 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Joseph Carriere #31776, born 08 Jun 1867 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, (son of Gregoire Carriere #59844 and Theotiste Leroux #59845), baptized * 19 Jun 1867 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, census * 18 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Preston, ED 175, occupation 18 May 1891 farmer, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Preston, ED 160F3, occupation 1901 farmer, died 1948 in Sudbury, Sudbury, ON, Canada.

Children:

i. Philomene Carriere #39088, henry no. #172241 from Chabrier, born 01 Aug 1891 in QC, Canada, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Preston, ED 160F3.

She married (1) * 15 Feb 1909 in Chelmsford, Sudbury, ON, Canada, Honore Poirier #39096, born ca 1888 (son of Louis Poirier #59846 and Parcide Charron #59847).

She married (2) 06 Oct 1956 in Alba, ON, Canada, Louis Prevost #39097 (son of Louis Prevost #60035 and Angelique Lacasse #60036).

ii. Alcide Carriere #39083, henry no. #172242 from Chabrier, born 13 Aug 1895 in QC, Canada, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Preston, ED 160F3.

He married 29 Dec 1925 in Chelmsford, Sudbury, ON, Canada, Aurore Proulx #39091, born 23 Oct 1910 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Telesphore Proulx #60025 and Bella Champagne #60026).

iii. Edmond-Edouard Carriere #39087, henry no. #172243 from Chabrier, born 1897 in Noelville, ON, Canada, died 1971 in Noelville, ON, Canada.

He married 10 Oct 1921 in Nochville, ON, Canada, Marie Lucia Nadon #39095, born 1894, (daughter of Philias Nadon #60033 and Henriette Lalonde #60034), died 18 Jul 1988 in Sudbury, Sudbury, ON, Canada.

iv. Emile Carriere #39085, henry no. #172244 from Chabrier.

He married 09 Apr 1934 in Chelmsford, Sudbury, ON, Canada, Annette Nault #39093 (daughter of Essi Nault #60029 and Delia Parisien #60030).

v. Marie Rosanne Carriere #39090, henry no. #172245 from Chabrier, born 13 Feb 1902 in Duhamel, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 22 Feb 1902 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Godparents: Jean Carriere & Rosealba Vadeboncoeur.

She married 07 Jul 1920 in Chelmsford, Sudbury, ON, Canada, Joseph Ricard #39099 (son of Napoleon Ricard #60039 and Lydia Belliveau #60040).

vi. Joseph Adelard Carriere #52046, henry no. #172246 from Chabrier, born 24 Jun 1906 in Canada, ON, Algoma, Rayside, died 09 Feb 1988 in Sudbury, Sudbury, ON, Canada.
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He married 29 Dec 1931 in Chelmsford, Sudbury, ON, Canada, Marie Anne Larocque #39092 (daughter of Napoleon Larocque #60027 and Valentine Larose #60028).

2381 vii. Gregoire Carriere #39086, henry no. #172247 from Chabrier, born 1911, died 15 Sep 1995 in Sudbury, Sudbury, ON, Canada.

He married 11 Jun 1934 in Chelmsford, Sudbury, ON, Canada, Irene Devost #39094 (daughter of Joseph Devost #60031 and Albertine Carriere #60032). Irene: Dau of Joseph Devost & Albertine Carriere.

2382 viii. Amanda Carriere #39089, henry no. #172248 from Chabrier.

She married 07 Nov 1932 in Chelmsford, Sudbury, ON, Canada, Albert Lepage #39098 (son of Zephirin Lepage #60037 and Marie Louise Langevin #60038).


Children:

2383 i. Wilfrid# Vadeboncoeur #30742, henry no. #172251 in Chabrier, born 02 Jun 1897 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, census * 28 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F3, census * 23 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Preston, ED 165-15.

He married * 16 Aug 1920 in Chelmsford, Sudbury, ON, Canada, Marie Castonguay #30743, born in St Lazare, Vaudreuil, PQ, Canada (daughter of Pierre Castonguay #57048 and Emerance Chevrier #57049).

+ 2384 ii. Evangeline Vadeboncoeur #31783 born 03 Mar 1898.


Godparents: John Carriere & Rose Alba Vadeboncoeur.


She married * 16 Aug 1920 in Chelmsford, Sudbury, ON, Canada, Leon Francois Castonguay #63951, born 20 Sep 1892 in Montreal, Montreal, PQ, Canada, (son of Pierre Castonguay #57048 and Emerance Chevrier #57049), baptized * 23 Sep 1892 in St Henri, Montreal, PQ, Canada.
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905. **Joseph Benoit** #37727 (Leocadie Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #17231 from Chabrier, born 30 Mar 1871 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada, baptized * 30 Mar 1871 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 133A, 28 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 82I, 28 census * 06 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 145, 30 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 198C1, 31 occupation 1901 laborer, 32 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-29, 33 occupation 1911 laborer, 33 emigrated 1912 to CT, 30 city directory * 1918 in 125 Canal Street, Putnam, Windham, CT, 61 occupation 1918 carpenter, 61 census * 10 Jan 1920 in CT, Windham, Putnam, ED 342, 60 occupation 10 Jan 1920 construction carpenter, 60 city directory * 1922 in 125 Canal Street, Putnam, Windham, CT, 61 occupation 1922 carpenter, 61 census * 14 Apr 1930 in CT, Windham, Putnam, ED 16, 91 occupation 14 Apr 1930 building carpenter, 91 property 14 Apr 1930 real estate value: $2000, 91 city directory * 1931 in 125 Canal Street, Putnam, Windham, CT, 61 occupation 1931 carpenter, 61 city directory * 1933 in 125 Canal Street, Putnam, Windham, CT, 61 occupation 1933 carpenter, 61 city directory * 1936 in 126 Canal Street, Putnam, Windham, CT, 61 occupation 1936 carpenter, 61 city directory * 1939 in 126 Canal Street, Putnam, Windham, CT, 61 occupation 1939 carpenter, 61 died 25 May 1949 in Plainfield, Windham, CT. 300 Godparents: Antoine Benoit & Marie Louise Rousseau, his wife.

He married (1) * 09 Oct 1894 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada, 172, 9 resided (family) 1911 in 34 Duplesois Bochard, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 32 **Marie Letotine Bruneau** #46597, born 11 Dec 1868 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada, 32 (daughter of Amable Bruneau #59899 and Clarisse Morin #59900), baptized * 12 Dec 1868 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada, 32 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 198C1, 31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-29, 32 died bef 10 Jan 1920 in CT. 60 **Marie**: Godparents: Divin Morin & Elizabeth Morin, wife of Sameul Paquet.

**Children:**

2396 i. **Rebecca** [J] Benoit #59898, henry no. #172311 from Chabrier, born 10 Oct 1896 in QC, Canada, 31 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 198C1. 31

2397 ii. **Joseph Alfred Benoit** #59921, henry no. #172312 from Chabrier, born ca Apr 1898 in QC, Canada, 9 died 06 Feb 1899 in Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 07 Feb 1899 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. 9

2398 iii. **Cora (Aurore)** Benoit #46598, henry no. #172313 from Chabrier, born 09 Jan 1900 in QC, Canada, 32 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 198C1, 31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-29, 32 emigrated 1912 to CT, 60 census * 10 Jan 1920 in CT, Windham, Putnam, ED 342, 60 occupation 10 Jan 1920 cotton mill dorfer 60

2399 iv. **Marie Blanche Leodide Benoit** #46600, henry no. #172314 from Chabrier, born 06 Aug 1901 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 07 Aug 1901 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC,
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Canada,\textsuperscript{3} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-29,\textsuperscript{32} emigrated 1912 to CT,\textsuperscript{60} census * 10 Jan 1920 in CT, Windham, Putnam, ED 342.\textsuperscript{60} Godparents: Alexandre Mainguy, uncle & Ezilda Benoit, his aunt.

2400 v. Marie Virginie Benoit \#59905, henry no. \#172315 from Chabrier, born 05 Aug 1902 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 06 Aug 1902 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} died 23 Mar 1903 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 25 Mar 1903 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Joseph Goudreau & Virginie Benoit, aunt.

2401 vi. Marie Anne Lothilde Benoit \#59906, henry no. \#172316 from Chabrier, born 02 Mar 1904 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 02 Mar 1904 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} died 29 Sep 1904 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 30 Sep 1904 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: George Deschesnes & Evelina Paille.

2402 vii. Marie Virginie Benoit \#46599, henry no. \#172317 from Chabrier, born 29 Apr 1905 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 30 Apr 1905 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-29,\textsuperscript{32} emigrated 1912 to CT,\textsuperscript{60} census * 10 Jan 1920 in CT, Windham, Putnam, ED 342.\textsuperscript{60} Godparents: Napoleon Brousseau & Virginie Benoit, his wife.

2403 viii. Joseph Omer Benoit \#46602, henry no. \#172318 from Chabrier, born 27 Oct 1906 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 28 Oct 1906 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-29,\textsuperscript{32} emigrated 1912 to CT,\textsuperscript{60} census * 10 Jan 1920 in CT, Windham, Putnam, ED 342.\textsuperscript{60} Godparents: Omer Morin & Azilda Ferron, his wife.

2404 ix. Marie Leothilde Adelina Benoit \#46601, henry no. \#172319 from Chabrier, born 26 Jan 1910 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 27 Jan 1910 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-29,\textsuperscript{32} emigrated 1912 to CT,\textsuperscript{60} census * 10 Jan 1920 in CT, Windham, Putnam, ED 342.\textsuperscript{60} Godparents: Edmond Benoit, uncle & Adelina Vadeboncoeur, his wife.

He married (2) aft 10 Jan 1920, Delima Elmirie Audet dit Lapointe \#46596, born 10 Jul 1871 in Bedford, Missisquoi, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{91} (daughter of Toussaint Audet dit Lapointe \#59902 and Emelie Vincent \#59903), baptized * 11 Jul 1871 in St Damien, Bedford, Missisquoi, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} emigrated 1887 to CT,\textsuperscript{91} census * 14 Apr 1930 in CT, Windham, Putnam, ED 16.\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1931 in 125 Canal Street, Putnam, Windham, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1936 in 126 Canal Street, Putnam, Windham, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in 126 Canal Street, Putnam, Windham, CT,\textsuperscript{61} died bef 25 May 1949 in CT.\textsuperscript{360} Delima: Godparents: Alfred Chatelle & Marie Coulombe.

906. Joseph Hercule\textsuperscript{10} Benoit \#44974 (Leocadie\textsuperscript{9} Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{1}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{2}, Jean\textsuperscript{2} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{4}), henry no. \#172322 from Chabrier, born 28 Aug 1873 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 29 Aug 1873 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 82I,\textsuperscript{28,33} census * 06 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 145,\textsuperscript{30} census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D2,\textsuperscript{31} occupation 1901 carter,\textsuperscript{31} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-22,\textsuperscript{32} occupation 1911 foundry laborer,\textsuperscript{32} died 01 Jan 1939 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 04 Jan 1939 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Jean Boisvert & Georgina Gauthier, his wife.

He married (1) * 24 Mar 1897 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} resided (family) 1911 in 140 Denoue Street, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{32} Marie Ludovine (Olivine) Moisan \#59907, born 09 Apr 1877 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} (daughter of Joseph Maisand \#59908 and Victoire Paquet \#59909), baptized * 10 Apr 1877 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D2,\textsuperscript{31} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-22,\textsuperscript{32} died 03 Oct 1915 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 05 Oct 1915 in N.D. des Sept Allegrresses, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Marie: Godparents: Michel Beland & Olévine Paquet.

Children:

2405 i. Joseph Hercule Emile\textsuperscript{11} Benoit \#59910, henry no. \#172321 from Chabrier, born 04 Aug 1898 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 05 Aug 1898 in Immmaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D2,\textsuperscript{31} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-22.\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Joseph Moisan, grandfather & Victoria Paquette, his wife.
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2406 ii. Marie Florilda Rachel Benoit #59911, henry no. #172322 from Chabrier, born 11 Jan 1900 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 12 Jan 1900 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-22. Godparents: Simon Benoit, uncle & Flordila Paquette.


+ 2407 iii. Marie Blanche Florence Benoit #59912 born 05 May 1901.
+ 2408 iv. Marie Clementine Benoit #59913 born 29 Sep 1902.
+ 2410 vi. Joseph Camille Paul Leo Benoit #59915 born 08 Mar 1905.

2411 vii. Mary Alma Benoit #59916, henry no. #172327 from Chabrier, born 16 May 1906 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 16 May 1906 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-22. Godparents: Charles Robitaille, uncle & Marie Moisan, his wife.


He married (2) * 27 Nov 1916 in N.D. des Sept Allegresses, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Marie Augustine Lucinda Ferron #59950, born 02 Apr 1886 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, (daughter of Claude Emile Ferron #59951 and Tharsyle Ferron #59952), baptized * 04 Apr 1886 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 15 Sep 1931 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 17 Sep 1931 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Louis Dufresne & Marie Anne Mayrand.

Children:


2414 x. Joseph Wilfrid Emilene Benoit #59962, henry no. #17232A from Chabrier, born 23 Nov 1918 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 24 Nov 1918 in N.D. des Sept Allegresses, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 01 Feb 1919 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 02 Feb 1919 in N.D. des Sept Allegresses, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Wilfrid Trempe, uncle & Julia Ferron, aunt.

2415 xi. Anna Marie Marcelle Benoit #59963, henry no. #17232B from Chabrier, born 02 Nov 1919 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 03 Nov 1919 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Leo Charette & Blanche Benoit, sister.


2417 xiii. Joseph Aime Jean Marie Benoit #59965, henry no. #17232D from Chabrier, born 07 Mar 1923 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 08 Mar 1923 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 05 Jun 1923 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 06 Jun 1923 in St Maurice, QC, Canada.
Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Wilfrid Trempe & Juliette Ferron, his wife.

907. Simon# Benoit #44975 (Leocadie9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #17233 from Chabrier, born 04 Apr 1875 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 04 Apr 1875 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 82I,9 census * 06 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 145,30 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D3,31 occupation 1901 laborer.31 Godparents: Simon Vadeboncoeur & Emelie Therreault.

He married * 27 Jun 1899 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Marie Flore Alda (Florilda) Paquette #59954, born 11 Mar 1881 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Toussaint Paquette #59955 and Elise Morin #59956), baptized * 11 Mar 1881 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D3.31 Marie: Godparents: Charles Morin & Marie Pepin, his wife.

Children:

2418 i. Simon Henri Paul11 Benoit #59957, henry no. #172331 from Chabrier, born 13 Oct 1901 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 13 Oct 1901 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Toussaint Paquette, grandfather & Elise Morin, his wife.

2419 ii. Marie Blanche Rita Benoit #59958, henry no. #172332 from Chabrier, born 15 Jun 1903 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 16 Jun 1903 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 06 Mar 1907 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 08 Mar 1907 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Zephirin Mongran & Leocadie Vadeboncoeur, his wife.

2420 iii. Joseph Orile Benoit #59959, henry no. #172333 from Chabrier, born 11 Mar 1905 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 12 Mar 1905 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 29 Nov 1905 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 30 Nov 1905 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Toussaint Paquette, uncle & Evelina Boisvert, his wife.

2421 iv. Marie Claire Simonne Benoit #59960, henry no. #172334 from Chabrier, born 09 Oct 1906 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 10 Oct 1906 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Hercule Benoit, uncle & Olivine Maisan, his wife.

908. Marie Azilda16 Benoit #44976 (Leocadie9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #17234 from Chabrier, born 14 May 1877 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 15 May 1877 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 82I,9 census * 06 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 145,30 died 15 Feb 1910 in Duhamel, Papineau, QC, Canada,9 buried * 17 Feb 1910 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Duhamel, Papineau, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Edmond Collins, son of Israel Collins & Marie Lacombe.

She married * 17 Feb 1896 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 Louis Alexandre Mainguy #59966, born 14 Apr 1876 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Eleonore Mainguy #41363), baptized * 16 Apr 1876 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 02 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 145,30 census * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Campbell East, ED 165-10,32 occupation 05 Jun 1911 joiner/carpenter.32 Louis: Godparents: Leondre Lizotte & Marguerite Boron.

Children:

2422 i. Joseph Adelard17 Mainguy #59969, henry no. #172341 from Chabrier, born 23 Feb 1897 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 24 Feb 1897 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 09 Jul 1897 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 11 Jul 1897 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Louis Olin & Josephine Gingras, his wife.

2423 ii. Joseph Hercule Mainguy #59970, henry no. #172342 from Chabrier, born 10 Mar 1898 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 10 Mar 1898 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres,
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St Maurice, QC, Canada,^9 died 20 Jun 1898 in Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada,^9 buried * 22 Jun 1898 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Hercule Benoit, uncle & Olivia Moisen, his wife.

2424 iii. Joseph Charles Edouard Mainguy #59971, henry no. #172343 from Chabrier, born 11 Jun 1900 in Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada,^9 baptized * 12 Jun 1900 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada,^9 died 28 Aug 1900 in Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada,^9 buried * 29 Aug 1900 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: John St Pierre & Leocadie Vadeboncoeur, wife of Zepherin Mongrain, grandmother.

2425 iv. Maria Mainguy #59972, henry no. #172344 from Chabrier, born Aug 1903, census * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Campbell East, ED 165-10.32

2426 v. Lorance Mainguy #59973, henry no. #172345 from Chabrier, born Jun 1906, census * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Campbell East, ED 165-10.32

2427 vi. Joseph Mainguy #59974, henry no. #172346 from Chabrier, born Apr 1907, census * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Campbell East, ED 165-10.32

910. **Joseph Edmond**^9 Benoit #31508 (Leocadie^9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit^6, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit^7, Jean Chabrier dit^6, Jean^2 Chabrier, Jean^6, Simon^3, Simon^2, Bertrand^3), henry no. #17236 from Chabrier, born 02 Nov 1882 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,^9 baptized * 03 Nov 1882 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada,^9 census * 06 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 145,30 census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F1,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivières, ED 203-31,32 occupation 1911 carter.32 Godparents: Olivier Lamothe & Cezarie Ducharme, his wife.

He married * 26 Aug 1901 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada,^80 **Adeline Emilie Vadeboncoeur** #29944 (daughter of Edmond (Edouard) Vadeboncoeur #29949 and Marie Anne Richer #29943), henry no. #17261 from Chabrier, born 28 Jul 1882 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,^39 baptized * 28 Jul 1882 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada,^39 census * 29 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell, ED 175P,30 census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F1,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivières, ED 203-31.32 **Adeline**: Godparents: Simon Vadeboncoeur & Emilie Richer, his wife.

Children:

2428 i. Andreas^7 Benoit #59975, henry no. #172361 from Chabrier, henry no. #172611 from Chabrier, born Nov 1901 in QC, Canada,32 (see note 37), census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivières, ED 203-31.32

2429 ii. Marie Blanche Irina Benoit #59976, henry no. #172362 from Chabrier, henry no. #172612 from Chabrier, born Oct 1903 in QC, Canada,32 baptized * 11 Oct 1903 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,^9 (see note 38), census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivières, ED 203-31.32

2430 iii. Antonia Benoit #59977, henry no. #172363 from Chabrier, henry no. #172613 from Chabrier, born Jun 1907 in QC, Canada,32 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivières, ED 203-31.32

2431 iv. Joseph Rosario Benoit #2094, henry no. #172364 from Chabrier, henry no. #172614 from Chabrier, born 24 Dec 1910 in Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada,32 baptized * 25 Dec 1910 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada.32 Godparents: Joseph Benoit, uncle & Leontine Bruneault, his wife.

2432 v. Marie Claire Jeannette Benoit #2095, henry no. #172365 from Chabrier, henry no. #172615 from Chabrier, born 05 Jun 1915 in Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada,32 baptized * 06 Jun 1915 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada,32 died 11 Jun 1915 in Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada,32 buried * 12 Jun 1915 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivières, St Maurice, QC, Canada.32 Godparents: Simon Benoit, uncle & Florilda Paquette, his wife.

918. **Joseph Guillaume "William"^9 Richer #59985 (Elizabeth Flore^9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit^6, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit^7, Jean Chabrier dit^6, Jean^2 Chabrier, Jean^6, Simon^3, Simon^2, Bertrand^3), henry no. #17253 from Chabrier, born 22 Jan 1877 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,^9 baptized * 23 Jan 1877 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,^9 census * 02 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 175,30 census * 18 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 160V2,31 occupation 18 Apr 1901 butcher,31 census * 14 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-15,32 occupation 14 Jun 1911 farmer,32 died 22 Apr 1941 in Amos, Abitibi,
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QC, Canada,9 buried * 23 Apr 1941 in Ste Therese, Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Richer & Marie Anne Fauteun.

He married (1) * 22 Jul 1901 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 Hermeline Lavergne #59994, born 14 May 1878 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 (daughter of Hercules Lavergne #59995 and Marguerite Lavergne #59996), baptized * 15 May 1878 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 census * 14 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-15,32 died 21 Nov 1911 in Montpellier, Papineau, QC, Canada,9 buried * 23 Nov 1911 in Montpellier, Papineau, QC, Canada.9 Hermeline: Godparents: Adolph Lufantaisi & Hermeline Massy.

Children:

2433 i. Marie Germaine Anna11 Richer #60005, henry no. #172531 from Chabrier, born 25 Mar 1903 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 26 Mar 1903 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 census * 14 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-15.32 Godparents: Gilbert Richer & Delima Mallet, wife of Hercules Lavergne.


She married * 08 May 1937 in Ste Therese, Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada,9 Omer Rouleau #60013 (son of Ludger Rouleau #60023 and Celina St Jean #60024).

2436 iv. Joseph Aldege Richer #60007, henry no. #172534 from Chabrier, born 11 Jan 1908 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 12 Jan 1908 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 census * 14 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-15,32 died 11 Jun 1920 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 12 Jun 1920 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Gilbert Mallet, uncle & Laurence St Danis, his wife.


He married (2) * 04 Jan 1922 in Ste Therese, Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada,9 Marie Alice Vallee #60019, henry no. from Chabrier. Marie: m1. Joseph Dionne.

Children:

2438 vi. Marie Alice Claire Helene Richer #60020, henry no. #172536 from Chabrier, born 15 Jan 1923 in Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 15 Jan 1923 in Ste Therese, Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Rurile Richer & Flore Richer.


She married * 23 Oct 1939 in St Viateur, La Ferme, Atibiti, QC, Canada,9 Maurice Breton #60041 (son of Alphonse Breton #60042 and Marie Louise Berjerm #60043).


921. Marie Genevieve10 Richer #59987 (Elizabeth Flore9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon3, Bertrand3), henry no. #17256 from Chabrier, born 25 Apr 1885 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 27 Apr 1885 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 census * 02 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 175,30 census * 18 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 160V2,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 165-35.32 Godparents: Benjamin Richer, uncle & Olivine Dube, his wife.

She married * 01 Feb 1909 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 Joseph Joachim Lucien Lavergne #60044, born 25 Feb 1892 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Hercules Lavergne #59995 and Delima Mallet
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#39084), baptized * 27 Feb 1892 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 165-35. 32 Joseph: Godparents: Xavier Mallet, grandfather & Rosalie Quenville, his wife.

Children:

+ 2441 i. Marie Jeanne Lucienne Leda10 Lavergne #60050 born 20 Feb 1909.
+ 2442 ii. Marie Doloris Florence Lavergne #60045 born 01 Dec 1910.

2443 iii. Marie Alice Simone Lavergne #60046, henry no. #172563 from Chabrier, born 30 Nov 1912 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 30 Nov 1912 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 died 20 Feb 1936 in Hotel Dieu, Montréal, QC, Canada,9 buried * 24 Feb 1936 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Groleau & Valentine Richer, his wife.

2444 iv. Marie Rose Bernadette Lavergne #60003, henry no. #172564 from Chabrier, born 15 Jun 1914 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Jun 1914 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Gilbert Richer & Valarie Sequin, his wife.

2445 v. Joseph Norbert Real Lavergne #60004, henry no. #172565 from Chabrier, born 06 Jun 1915 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 06 Jun 1915 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 died 07 Jul 1940 in St Luc Hospital, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada,9 buried * 10 Jul 1940 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Francois Richer & Eglantine Lavergne.

2446 vi. Joseph Jean Leopold Lavergne #60047, henry no. #172566 from Chabrier, born 15 Feb 1918 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 16 Feb 1918 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 died 02 May 1920 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 04 May 1920 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Ozias Richer & Florida Grosleau.


2448 viii. Joseph Conrad Romuald Lavergne #60053, henry no. #172568 from Chabrier, born 17 Mar 1924 in St Andre Avellin, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 20 Mar 1924 in St Andre Avellin, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Darius Lavergne & Julie Sabourin.

2449 ix. Joseph Jean Marie Albert Lavergne #60054, henry no. #172569 from Chabrier, born 25 Jul 1926 in St Andre Avellin, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 25 Jul 1926 in St Andre Avellin, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Wilfrid Lavergne & Olida Lavergne.

2450 x. Joseph Rolland Germain Lavergne #60048, henry no. #17256A from Chabrier, born 03 Feb 1928 in St Andre Avellin, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 04 Feb 1928 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Ernest Leduc & Simone Lavergne.

922. Joseph Philippe10 Richer #59988 (Elizabeth Flore9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit9, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit1, Jean Chabrier dit1, Jean7 Chabrier, Jean7, Simon7, Simon7, Bertrand7), henry no. #17257 from Chabrier, born 19 Apr 1887 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 25 Apr 1887 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 census * 02 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 175,30 census * 18 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 160V2,31 census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 165-35,32 occupation 08 Jun 1911 farmer.32 Godparents: Gilbert Richer & Evelantine Richer, his sister.

He married * 08 Jul 1907 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 Marie Malvina Lavigne dit Poudrette #60051, born 06 Jun 1881 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 (daughter of Hyacinthe Poudrette dit Lavigne #60066 and Rosalie Mallet #60067), baptized * 08 Jun 1881 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 165-35.32 Marie: Godparents: Alexander Mallet & Malvina St Pierre.

Children:

+ 2451 i. Marie Elizabeth (Romelda)11 Richer #60049 born 12 May 1908.

2452 ii. Joseph Guillaume Rolland Richer #60069, henry no. #172572 from Chabrier, born 25 Feb 1910 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 26 Feb 1910 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 165-35,32 died 21 Sep 1920 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 23 Sep 1920 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Gilbert Richer, grandfather & Delima Mallet, his wife.

2453 iii. Marie Anna Stella Richer #60068, henry no. #172573 from Chabrier, born 18 Jan 1912 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 23 Jan 1912 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Alphonse B. St Pierre & Domitille Mallet, his wife.
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2454  iv. Marie Juliette Rose Aimee Richer #60070, henry no. #172574 from Chabrier, born 26 Apr 1914 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 27 Apr 1914 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, died 16 Oct 1920 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, buried * 17 Oct 1920 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Albert Dupont & Roseanne Seguin, his wife.


He married * 12 May 1913 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Eglantine Lavergne #60077, born 06 May 1894 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Hercules Lavergne #59995 and Delima Mallet #39084), baptized * 07 May 1894 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Eglantine: Godparents: Hercules Lavergne, brother & Pophis Mallet, aunt.

Children:

2457  i. Marie de Lorette Irene Richer #60078, henry no. #172581 from Chabrier, born 02 Dec 1915 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 02 Dec 1915 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Gilbert Richer, grandfather & Delima Mallet, his wife.

2458  ii. Marie Rose Helene Blanche Richer #60083, henry no. #172582 from Chabrier, born 28 Feb 1917 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 01 Mar 1917 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Gilbert Richer & Valerie Seguin, his wife.

2459  iii. Joseph Paul Emile Richer #60084, henry no. #172583 from Chabrier, born 05 May 1918 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 07 May 1918 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Darius Lavergne & Julie Sabourin, his wife.


2461  v. Joseph Roger Albreda Richer #60086, henry no. #172585 from Chabrier, born 22 May 1922 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 25 May 1922 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Lucien Lavergne, uncle & Genevieve Richer, aunt, his wife.

2462  vi. Marie Juliette Dorina Cecila Richer #60091, henry no. #172586 from Chabrier, born 23 Apr 1924 in St Andre Avellin, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 24 Apr 1924 in St Andre Avellin, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Philippe Richer & Malvina Lavigne.


2466  x. Marie Aline Rejeanne Richer #60090, henry no. #17258A from Chabrier, born 05 Oct 1934 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 07 Oct 1934 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Osias Richer, uncle & Donalda Deschatelets, aunt, his wife.
924. Joseph Oliva Richer #59990 (Elizabeth Flore Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #17259 from Chabrier, born 04 Apr 1891 in Ripon, Papineauville, PQ, Canada, baptized * 13 Apr 1891 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, census * 02 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Ripon, ED 175, 30 census * 18 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 160V2, 31 census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 165-35, 32 occupation 08 Jun 1911 laborer. 32

Godparents: Zotique Quesnel, uncle & Elizabeth Richer, his wife.

He married * 14 Jul 1926 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Marie Aldea Emilia Flageole #59997, born 09 Jan 1901 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, daughter of Octave Flageole #60092 and Eva Seguin #60093, baptized * 09 Jan 1901 in St Maurice, Champlain, QC, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Adelard Lacourse, son of Hormidas & Aldea Flageole, aunt.

Children:

2467 i. Joseph Gontrand Richer #60095, henry no. #172591 from Chabrier, born 09 Dec 1934 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 09 Dec 1934 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, died 09 Dec 1934 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada (age 3 hours), buried * 11 Dec 1934 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Philippe Richer, uncle & Malvina Lavigne, his wife.

927. Adeline Emilie Vadeboncoeur #29944 (Edmond (Edouard) Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand) (See marriage to number 910.)


He married 11 Feb 1907 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Elisa Lalande #30470, born 1885 in QC, Canada, daughter of Hermenegilde Lalonde #60098 and Olive Marie Chartrand #60099, census * 24 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Preston, ED 165-15, died 10 Feb 1977 in Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, buried 14 Feb 1977 in Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.

Children:

+ 2468 i. Marie Jeanne Anna Vadeboncoeur #41514 born Dec 1907.


She married * 16 Dec 1933 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, Arthur William Jackson #60100 (son of Daniel Jackson #60101 and Rose de Lima Paquette #60102).

2470 iii. Marie Lucienne Georgiana Verboncoeur #59489, henry no. #172633 from Chabrier, born 24 Dec 1912 in Duhamel, Papineau, QC, Canada, baptized * 12 Jan 1913 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Duhamel, Papineau, QC, Canada.


2472 v. Cecile Vadeboncoeur #46898, henry no. #172635 from Chabrier.

She married 28 Nov 1942 in Montebello, Papineau, QC, Canada, Lucien Bisson #46899 (son of Olidor Bissonette #60103 and Adeline Bissonette #60104).
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She married 05 Jun 1950 in Cathederal, Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, Gaston Desjardins #46815 (son of Ernest Desjardins #60105 and Marie Rose Bourassa #60106).

2475 viii. Joseph Paul Emile Vadeboncoeur #41515, henry no. #172638 in Chabrier, born 14 Dec 1924 in Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 14 Dec 1924 in St Angelique, Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, died 14 Dec 1924 in Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, buried * 15 Dec 1924 in St Angelique, Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Edmond Vadeboncoeur, brother & Marie Joseph Vadeboncoeur, sister.

2476 ix. Marie Laurennz Francoise Vadeboncoeur #41516, henry no. #172639 in Chabrier, born 19 May 1927 in Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 19 May 1927 in St Angelique, Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, died 19 May 1927 in Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, buried * 20 May 1927 in St Angelique, Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Jean Louis Belanger & Laurennz __.

930. Wilfried⁶ Vadeboncoeur #46672 (Edmond (Edouard)⁹, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit⁸, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #17264 from Chabrier, born 17 Oct 1887 in QC, Canada, (see note 39), census * 29 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell, ED 175P, census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Chenevile), ED 160F1, census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Chenevile), ED 165-47, occupation 07 Jun 1911 woodcutter.

He married * 09 May 1913 in St Jean de la Croix, Montreal, QC, Canada, Marie Rose Valiquette #60107, born 25 Feb 1888 in Ste Adele, Terrebonne, QC, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Valiquette #60108 and Donalda Legault #60109), baptized * 26 Feb 1888 in Ste Adele, Terrebonne, QC, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Benjamin Lacasse, uncle & Rosina Valiquette, aunt.

Children:

2477 i. Joseph Patrick Bernard¹¹ Vadeboncoeur #60114, henry no. #172641 from Chabrier, born 17 Mar 1914 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 18 Mar 1914 in N.D. du Rosaire, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 03 Jul 1921 in Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada, buried * 03 Jul 1921 in Ste Therese, Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Filion & Juliette Valiquette, his wife.


2479 iii. Marielle Angola Vadeboncoeur #60111, henry no. #172643 from Chabrier, born 23 Apr 1918 in Mont-Rolland, Terrebonne, QC, Canada, baptized * 25 Apr 1918 in Mont-Rolland, Terrebonne, QC, Canada. Godparents: Alfred Valiquette & Bernardette Valiquette.


2481 v. Marie Yolande Rosette Vadeboncoeur #60113, henry no. #172645 from Chabrier, born 12 Sep 1925 in Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada, baptized * 12 Sep 1925 in Ste Therese, Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada. Godparents: Mederic Valiquette & Alice Massicotte.

932. Joseph Emile Ethanase⁶ Vadeboncoeur #30473 (Edmond (Edouard)⁹, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit⁸, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #17266 from Chabrier,
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born 26 Mar 1891 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 26 Mar 1891 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, census * 29 Jun 1891 in Canada, QC, Ottawa, Hartwell, ED 175P, census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F1, census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 165-47, occupation 07 Jun 1911 woodcutter, resided ca 1960 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.

He married 27 May 1912 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Marie Malvina Alice Simoneau #30474, born 06 Apr 1895 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, daughter of Arthur Telesphore Simoneau #60115 and Malvina Bissonnette #60116, baptized * 07 Apr 1895 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.

Marie: Godparents: Onesime Blanchette & Cedulie Neron, his wife.

Children:
+ 2482 i. Marie Yvette Germaine Vadeboncoeur #42835 born 15 Apr 1913.
+ 2484 iii. Joseph Simon Roland Vadeboncoeur #60122, henry no. #172663 from Chabrier, born 09 Mar 1916 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 10 Mar 1916 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 01 Jun 1936 in Montbeillard, Temiscamingue, QC, Canada, buried * 03 Jun 1936 in Montbeillard, Temiscamingue, QC, Canada.

Marie: Godparents: Simon Benoit & Florida Paquette, his wife.

+ 2485 iv. Marie Annette Madeleine Vadeboncoeur #31749 born 08 Jan 1918.
+ 2487 vi. Joseph Emile Arthur Vadeboncoeur #42839, henry no. #172666 from Chabrier, born 05 Oct 1923 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 05 Oct 1923 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.


+ 2488 vii. Joseph Georges Armand Vadeboncoeur #60123, henry no. #172667 from Chabrier, born 05 Apr 1926 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 05 Apr 1926 in St Pierre, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.

Marie: Godparents: Georges Langlais & Alexina Lapointe.

+ 2490 ix. Marie Therese Jacqueline Vadeboncoeur #42841, henry no. #172669 from Chabrier, born 03 Feb 1929 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 03 Feb 1929 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.

She married 16 Dec 1950 in Ste Cunegonde, Montreal, PQ, Canada, Marcel Chevalier #46836. Marcel: Son of Oscar Chevalier & Yvonne Madore.

+ 2491 x. Marie Lucille Pauline Vadeboncoeur #42842 born 28 Jun 1931.
+ 2492 xi. Joseph Adrien Gerard Vadeboncoeur #60120, henry no. #17266B from Chabrier, born 01 Sep 1935 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 01 Sep 1935 in Hospital St Joseph, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 12 Oct 1935 in Montbeillard, Temiscamingue, QC, Canada, buried * 13 Oct 1935 in Montbeillard, Temiscamingue, QC, Canada.


+ 2493 xii. Joseph Wilfrid Raymond Vadeboncoeur #60121, henry no. #17266C from Chabrier, born 01 Sep 1935 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 01 Sep 1935 in Hospital St Joseph, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 22 May 1936 in Montbeillard, Temiscamingue, QC, Canada, buried * 23 May 1936 in Montbeillard, Temiscamingue, QC, Canada.


+ 2494 xiii. Joseph Fernand Marcel Vadeboncoeur #42843, henry no. #17266D from Chabrier, born 06 May 1937 in Beaudy, Temiscamingue, QC, Canada, baptized * 09 May 1937 in St Clement, Beaudy, Temiscamingue, QC, Canada.


936. Marie Anne Vadeboncoeur #29939 (Louis Martin, Martin Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #17512 from Chabrier, born 18 Mar 1879 in Mont-Carmel, Champlain, PQ, Canada, baptized * 18 Mar 1879 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Champlain, QC, Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Champlain, Mont-Carmel, ED 821, census * 13 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 152F, census * 08 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, Notre-Dame-du-Bon-
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She married * 16 Sep 1901 in N.D. du-Bon-Conseil, Drummond, QC, Canada,49 Jean Baptiste Celadon Morin #31915, born 10 Jun 1882 in St Fidele, Charlevoix, QC, Canada,9 (son of Henri Morin #60135 and Marie Brisson #60136), baptized * 11 Jun 1882 in St Fidele, Charlevoix, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-43,32 occupation 1911 joiner/carpenter.32 Jean: Godparents: Nazaire Ratte & Delima Gagne.

Children:


He married * 27 Dec 1923 in St Pierre-Claver, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada,9 Florida Bourgie #60141, born 10 Mar 1903 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 (daughter of Trefile Bourgie #60142 and Emma Senecal #60143), baptized * 12 Mar 1903 in St Vincent de Paul, Laval, Montreal, QC, Canada.9 Florida: Godparents: Hormisdes Mongeau & Agnes Neider, his wife.

2496 ii. Joseph Nerie Herve Morin #60138, henry no. #175122 from Chabrier, born 03 Feb 1905 in N.D. du-Bon-Conseil, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 04 Feb 1905 in N.D. du-Bon-Conseil, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-43.32 Godparents: Nerie Brisson & Caroline Harvey, his wife.

2497 iii. Joseph Armand Louis Morin #60139, henry no. #175124 from Chabrier, born 25 Apr 1908 in St Cyrille de Wendover, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 26 Apr 1908 in St Cyrille de Wendover, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-43.32 Godparents: Onesime Durand & Nellie Baudet, his wife.

2498 iv. Joseph Albert Morin #60140, henry no. #175125 from Chabrier, born 04 Dec 1910 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 04 Dec 1910 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-43.32 Godparents: Hubert Cote & Josephine Carboneau, his wife.


He married (1) * 02 Oct 1905 in St Cyrille de Wendover, Drummond, QC, Canada,94 Marie Eugenie Pellerin #30786, born 04 Jul 1887 in St Cyrille de Wendover, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Joseph Pellerin #60144 and Marie Louise Dufresne #60145), baptized * 04 Jul 1887 in St Cyrille de Wendover, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 died bef 19 Dec 1923. Marie: Godparents: Joseph Pellerin & Julie Bergeron.

Children:

2499 i. Joseph Alphonse Armand17 Vadeboncoeur #57265, henry no. #175141 from Chabrier, born 30 Aug 1908 in Grand-Mere, Champlain, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 02 Sep 1908 in St Paul, Grand-Mere, Champlain, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Adelard l'Eveque, uncle & Anna Vadeboncoeur, aunt.

2500 ii. Simonne Yvonne Vadeboncoeur #38022, henry no. #175142 in Chabrier, born by 1914.

She married * 09 Nov 1935 in N.D. des Sept Douleurs, Montreal, QC, Canada,9 Alfred Jean Baptiste Hetu #46837, born 03 Apr 1908 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Alfred Hetu #32846 and Marie Lily Barrette #32845), baptized * 04 Apr 1908 in Tres St Nom de Jesus, Maisonneuve, Montreal, QC, Canada.9 Alfred: Godparents: Jean Baptiste Mousseau & Leonil Vincent.
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He married (2) * 19 Dec 1923 in Ste Cecile, Montreal, QC, Canada. Albina Dagenais #46821, born 22 Jan 1886 in Montreál, Montréal, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Moise Dagenais #60146 and Arzelie Cyrs #60147), baptized * 24 Jan 1886 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Albina: Dau of Moise Dagenais (dec) & Azelie Cyrs (dec).


Children:


Children:


2503 ii. Joseph Romeo Cajolet #60154, henry no. #175172 from Chabrier, born 27 Sep 1916 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 28 Sep 1916 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, died 15 Jan 1917 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, buried * 16 Jan 1917 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Cajolet & Rose Anne Lahaire.

2504 iii. Joseph Georges Ernest Cajolet #60155, henry no. #175173 from Chabrier, born 20 Dec 1925 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 Dec 1925 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, see note 40, died 15 Feb 1926 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, buried * 16 Feb 1926 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Houle & Emma Allard.


952. Joseph Philippe VADEBONCOEUR #32648 (Pierre Moyse, Martin Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #17542 from Chabrier, born 02 Dec 1883 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 02 Dec 1883 in St Frederic, Drummondville,
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Drummond, QC, Canada, 127 emigrated 1886 to USA, 20 emigrated 1889 to USA, 60 city directory * 1905 in 87th Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 60 city directory * 1906 in 87th Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1906 laborer, 61 city directory * 1908 in 87th Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1908 laborer, 61 city directory * 1913 in 175 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1913 laborer, 61 city directory * 1914 in 177 Thomas Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1914 laborer, 61 city directory * 1915 in 234 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1915 laborer, 61 city directory * 1916 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1916 laborer, 61 naturalized 1916 in MA, 60 city directory * 1917 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1917 insurance agent, 61 city directory * 1918 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1918 insurance agent, 61 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 insurance agent for John Hancock Co., 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, 92 city directory * 1919 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1919 insurance agent, 61 city directory * 1920 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1920 insurance agent, 61 census * 02 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 66, 60 occupation 02 Jan 1920 laundry, 61 city directory * 1921 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1921 insurance agent, 61 city directory * 1922 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1923 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1924 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1924 laborer, 61 city directory * 1925 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 operation 1925 laborer, 61 city directory * 1926 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 operation 1926 laborer, 61 city directory * 1927 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1927 laborer, 61 city directory * 1928 in removed to New York City, 61 census * 07 Apr 1930 in CT, Fairfield, Greenwich, ED 132, 91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 construction lather, 91 property 07 Apr 1930 real estate value $7500, 91 census * 04 Apr 1940 in NY, Westchester, Rye, ED 60-312, 203 occupation 04 Apr 1940 general contractor lather. 203 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Sawyer & Emelie Precourt.

He married * 16 Apr 1907 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 resided (family) 25 Apr 1910 in 170 Thomas Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 63 resided (family) 02 Jan 1920 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 50 resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in Upland Avenue, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT, 60 resided (family) 04 Apr 1940 in 56 Ponoing Street, Rye, Westchester, NY. 203 **Marie Clara Jeanne Lacroix** #39340, born 15 Dec 1881 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 329 (daughter of Edward Lacroix #44345 and Marguerite Robidoux #44346), baptized 16 Dec 1881 in Notre Dame de Lourdes, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 329 census 09 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 142, 46 occupation 09 Jun 1900 cotton spooler, 46 city directory * 1909 in 170 Thomas Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1910 in 170 Thomas Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 159, 63 occupation 25 Apr 1910 cotton mill warper tender, 63 city directory * 1911 in 170 Thomas Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 census * 02 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 66, 60 occupation 02 Jan 1920 warper in cotton mill, 60 city directory * 1921 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1922 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1923 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1924 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1925 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1926 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1927 in 99 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1928 in removed to New York City, 61 census * 07 Apr 1930 in CT, Fairfield, Greenwich, ED 132, 91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 construction lather, 91 property 07 Apr 1930 real estate value $7500, 91 census * 04 Apr 1940 in NY, Westchester, Rye, ED 60-312, 203 **Marie**: Godparents: Cyprien Lacroix & Marie Lambert.

**Children:**

+ 2507 ii. Joseph Thomas Armand VADEBONCOEUR #42033 born * 26 Jan 1912.
+ 2508 iii. Marie Eveline Edna VADEBONCOEUR #48061, henry no. #175423 from Chabrier, born * 02 Feb 1915 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 baptized 03 Feb 1915 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 died bef Jan 1919 in Fall River, Bristol, MA. Godparents: Joseph VADEBONCOEUR & Edna Desmarais.
+ 2509 iv. Marie Marguerite Eveline VADEBONCOEUR #42034, henry no. #175424 from Chabrier, born 12 Jan 1919 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 baptized 12 Jan 1919 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 census * 02 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 66, 60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in CT, Fairfield, Greenwich, ED 132, 91 census * 04 Apr 1940 in NY, Westchester, Rye, ED 60-312, 203 occupation 04 Apr 1940 retail store clerk, 203 died bef 2001. Godparents: Alphonse Messier & Elmiere VADEBONCOEUR.

953. **Marie Elmire (Edmire) 18 VADEBONCOEUR** #30335 (Pierre Moyse6, Martin Chabrier dit4, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit4, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean5, Simon5, Simon5, Bertrand4), henry no. #17543 from Chabrier, born 08 Sep 1885 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, 9,121 baptized * 08 Sep 1885 in St Frederic, Drummondville,
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Drummond, QC, Canada, 63 emigrated 1889, 63 city directory * 1905 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1905 spooler, 61 city directory * 1906 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1906 spooler, 61 city directory * 1908 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1908 spooler, 61 city directory * 1909 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1909 spooler, 61 city directory * 1910 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 60 occupation 1910 spooler, 61 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, 60 occupation 25 Apr 1910 cotton mill spooler, 63 city directory * 1911 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1911 spooler, 61 city directory * 1912 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1912 spooler, 61 city directory * 1913 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1913 spooler, 61 city directory * 1914 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1914 spooler, 61 city directory * 1915 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1915 spooler, 61 naturalized 1918 in MA, 60 census * 13 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, New Bedford, ED 125, 60 city directory * 1921 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1923 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1924 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1925 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1926 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1927 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1928 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1930 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 census * 18 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, New Bedford, ED 100, 61 city directory * 1931 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1932 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1934 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1936 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1936 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1937 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1939 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1940 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1941 in 249 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1943 in 249 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1945 in 501 Coggeshall Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1947 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1949 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1952 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1955 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 social security num 1964 - 1965 030-38-6436 (MA), 61 died 19 Oct 1985 in New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61,121 Godparents: Louis Vadeboncoeur & Lucie Ayotte, his wife.

She married 12 Aug 1918 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 175, 292 resided (family) 13 Jan 1920 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 60 resided (family) 18 Apr 1930 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 91 Alphonse Louis Messier #41968, born 01 May 1885 in Holyoke, Hampden, MA, 292, 91 (son of Hubert Messier #60171 and Octavie Gosselin #60172), baptized in Holyoke, Hampden, MA, census * 02 May 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 164, 63 occupation 02 May 1910 roller shop roller coverer, 61 city directory * 1916 in 92 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1916 clerk, 61 city directory * 1917 in 92 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1918 in 92 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 roller coverer, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 117 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 city directory * 1919 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1919 roller coverer, 61 census * 13 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, New Bedford, ED 125, 60 occupation 13 Jan 1920 roller shop roller coverer, 61 city directory * 1921 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1921 roller coverer, 61 city directory * 1923 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1923 roller coverer, 61 city directory * 1924 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1924 roller coverer, 61 city directory * 1925 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1925 roller coverer, 61 city directory * 1926 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1926 roller coverer, 61 city directory * 1927 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1927 roller coverer, 61 city directory * 1928 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1928 roller coverer, 61 city directory * 1930 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1930 roller coverer, 61 census * 18 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, New Bedford, ED 100, 61 occupation 18 Apr 1930 factory reeler, 61 city directory * 1931 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1931 roller coverer, 61 city directory * 1932 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1932 roller coverer, 61 city directory * 1934 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1934 operative, 61 city directory * 1936 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1936 operative, 61 city directory * 1937 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1937 operative, 61 city directory * 1939 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1939 operative, 61 city directory * 1940 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1940 roller coverer, 61 city directory * 1941 in 249 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1941 roller coverer, 61 event * 26 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, 93 occupation 26 Apr 1942 employed by Elsie West, 93 resided 26 Apr 1942 in 501 Coggeshall Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 93 height 26 Apr 1942 5 ft 8 in, 93
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weight 26 Apr 1942 168³iv, eye color 26 Apr 1942 brown,³iv hair color 26 Apr 1942 gray,³iv complexion 26 Apr 1942 in light,³iv city directory * 1943 in 249 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1943 roller coverer,⁶i city directory * 1945 in 501 Coggeshall Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1945 employed by MTD&MCo,⁶i city directory * 1947 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1947 employed by MTD&MCo,⁶i city directory * 1949 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1949 machine operator for MTD&MCo,⁶i city directory * 1952 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1952 machine operator for MTD&MCo,⁶i died bef 1955 in New Bedford, Bristol, MA.⁶i

Children:

2510  i.  Joseph Adrien⁷ Messier #46965 born 02 Jul 1919.

2511  ii. Joseph Leo Messier #42865, henry no. #175432 from Chabrier, born 24 Aug 1920 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,¹⁷⁶ baptized 25 Aug 1920 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,¹⁷⁶ census * 18 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, New Bedford, ED 100.⁹¹ city directory * 1940 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i city directory * 1941 in 249 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1941 roller coverer,⁶i city directory * 1943 in 249 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i city directory * 1945 in 495 Coggeshall Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1945 barber,⁶i city directory * 1949 in 275 State Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1949 employed by Diamond Taxi,⁶i city directory * 1952 in 275 State Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1952 employed by MTD&MCo,⁶i city directory * 1955 in 275 State Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1955 employed by MTD&MCo,⁶i resided 15 Mar 2004 in FL.³¹ Godparents: Hubert Messier & Octavie Gosselin.

She married 29 Dec 1944 in St Francis Xavier, Acushnet, Bristol, MA,¹⁷⁶ Irene A Blain #60174, born ca 1925 in Worcester, Worcester, MA (son of Edward Blain #60178 and Clare __ #60179), city directory * 1945 in 495 Coggeshall Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i city directory * 1949 in 275 State Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i city directory * 1952 in 275 State Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i city directory * 1955 in 275 State Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA.⁶i

2512  iii. Charles E Messier #42866, henry no. #175433 from Chabrier, born ca 1921 in MA,⁹¹ census * 18 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, New Bedford, ED 100.⁹¹ city directory * 1940 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1940 Civilian Conservation Corps,⁶i city directory * 1941 in 249 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1941 mechanic,⁶i city directory * 1943 in 249 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1943 mechanic,⁶i city directory * 1945 in 495 Coggeshall Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1945 US Army,⁶i city directory * 1947 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1947 mill operative,⁶i city directory * 1949 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1949 mill operative for FCM,⁶i city directory * 1952 in 25 Seventh Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1952 operative at APCo,⁶i city directory * 1955 in 25 Seventh Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1955 operative at APCo,⁶i resided 15 Mar 2004 in Fairhaven, MA.³¹

He married btw 1949 - 1952, Mary __ #60175, city directory * 1952 in 25 Seventh Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i city directory * 1955 in 25 Seventh Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA.⁶i

2513  iv. Annette Messier #42867, henry no. #175434 from Chabrier, born Jan 1924 in New Bedford, Bristol, MA,³³² census * 18 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, New Bedford, ED 100.⁹¹ city directory * 1947 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i city directory * 1949 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i city directory * 1949 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i city directory * 1952 in 522 Nash Road, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i city directory * 1955 in 522 Nash Road, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i resided 15 Mar 2004 in New Bedford, Bristol, MA.³³¹

She married resided (family) 1993 - 1999 in 31 Cox Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,³³² Ralph E Hanks #42864, city directory * 1947 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1947 mill operative,⁶i city directory * 1949 in 207 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1949 mechanic for Ford Motor Sales,⁶i city directory * 1952 in 522 Nash Road, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1952 mechanic for Ford Motor Sales,⁶i city directory * 1955 in 522 Nash Road, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,⁶i occupation 1955 mechanic for Ford Motor Sales.⁶i
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954. Joseph6 Vadeboncoeur #30745 (Pierre Moyse5, Martin Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit3, Jean Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #17544 from Chabrier, born 18 Sep 1887 in Manville, Providence, RI,64 baptized 18 Sep 1887 in Manville, Providence, RI,64 city directory * 1905 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1905 clerk,61 city directory * 1906 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1906 clerk,61 city directory * 1908 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1908 clerk,61 city directory * 1909 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1909 clerk,61 city directory * 1910 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1910 clerk,61 city directory * 1910 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1910 clerk,61 city directory * 1910 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1910 clerk,61 city directory * 1914 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1915 in 306 Bedford Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,60 occupation 1915 clerk,60 city directory * 1916 in 306 Bedford Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,60 occupation 1916 clerk,60 city directory * 1917 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1917 clerk,61 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,62 occupation 05 Jun 1917 grocery store clerk,62 resided 05 Jun 1917 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,62 height 08 Jun 1917 medium,62 weight 08 Jun 1917 medium,62 eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue,62 hair color 08 Jun 1917 brown,62 occupation 1917 clerks,62 city directory * 1917 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1917 clerk,61 city directory * 1918 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1918 clerk,61 city directory * 1919 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,60 occupation 1919 clerk,60 city directory * 1920 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1920 clerk,61 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67,60 occupation 15 Jan 1920 salesman in retail store,60 city directory * 1921 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1921 clerk,61 city directory * 1922 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1922 clerk,61 city directory * 1923 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1923 clerk,61 city directory * 1924 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1925 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1926 in 87 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1926 clerk,61 city directory * 1927 in 87 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1927 clerk,61 city directory * 1928 in 87 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1928 clerk,61 city directory * 1929 in 87 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1929 clerk,61 city directory * 1930 in 87 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1930 clerk,61 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 69,61 occupation 07 Apr 1930 grocery store salesman,61 city directory * 1931 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1931 clerk,61 city directory * 1932 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1932 clerk,61 city directory * 1933 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1933 clerk,61 city directory * 1934 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1934 clerk,61 city directory * 1935 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1935 clerk,61 city directory * 1936 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1936 clerk,61 city directory * 1937 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1937 clerk,61 city directory * 1938 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1938 clerk,61 city directory * 1939 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1939 variety store,61 city directory * 1940 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1940 variety store,61 city directory * 1941 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1941 variety store,61 city directory * 1942 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1942 variety store,61 event * 26 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,95 occupation 29 Apr 1942 employed at Hudners Market,93 resided 29 Apr 1942 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,93 height 29 Apr 1942 5 ft 4 in,93 weight 29 Apr 1942 160 lbs,93 eye color 29 Apr 1942 hazel,93 hair color 29 Apr 1942 brown,93 complexion 29 Apr 1942 in light,93 medical condition 29 Apr 1942 scar on stomach,93 city directory * 1943 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1943 variety store,61 city directory * 1944 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1944 variety store,61 city directory * 1945 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1945 variety store,61 city directory * 1946 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,60 occupation 1946 variety store,60 social security num bef 1951 026-01-7741 (MA),121 died 02 Sep 1972 in Fall River, Bristol, MA.179 Death Cert. #038337.
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He married 02 Aug 1910 in Ste Anne, Fall River, Bristol, MA,94 resided (family) 15 Jan 1920 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,60 resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,91 Edna Desmarais #30746, born 1888 in Pawtucket, Providence, RI, baptized in Pawtucket, Providence, RI, census * 15 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67,60 city directory * 1921 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1922 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1923 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1924 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1925 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1926 in 216 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1927 in 216 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1928 in 216 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1929 in 216 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1930 in 216 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1931 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1932 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1933 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1934 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1935 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1936 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1937 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1938 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1940 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1941 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1942 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1943 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1944 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1945 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1946 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 died 08 Dec 1970 in Fall River, Bristol, MA.179 Edna: Dau of Joseph Desmarais (Pawtucket, RI) & Angelina Malo. Death Cert. #052170.

Children:
2516 i. Edna Anne177 Vadeboncoeur #42031, henry no. #175441 from Chabrier, born 24 Jul 1911 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,176,121 baptized 26 Jul 1911 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,176 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 69,91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 spinner in cotton mill,91 social security number bef 1951 136-01-1805 (NJ),121 resided 22 Jun 1989 in Kearney, NJ,33 died Nov 1991 in NJ.121 Godparents: Ernest Vadeboncoeur & Angelina Desmarais.

She married (1) aft 1930, __ Machado #42130.
She married (2) Alfred Silvia #60180.

+ 2518 iii. Marie Doris Marguerite Vadeboncoeur #42032 born 23 Nov 1915.

955. Marie Angelina Alice64 Vadeboncoeur #31905 (Pierre Moya5, Martin Chabrier dit4, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit3, Jean Chabrier dit2, Jean1 Chabrier, Jean5, Simon5, Simon2, Bertrand5), henry no. #17545 from Chabrier, born 24 May 1891 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,94,121 baptized 24 May 1891 in Ste Anne, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150,63 occupation 25 Apr 1910 cotton mill spooler,63 city directory * 1913 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1913 spooler tender,61 city directory * 1914 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1914 spool tender,61 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67,60 city directory * 1922 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1923 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1924 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1925 in 28 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1930 in 31 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 census * 05 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 70, city directory * 1931 in 53 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1932 in 53 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1933 in 22 Warren Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1934 in 42 Constitution Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1935 in 42 Constitution Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1936 in 42 Constitution Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1937 in 65 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1938 in 65 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1940 in 17 Rogers Avenue, Somerville, Middlesex, MA,61 social security number 1973 013-50-3002 (MA),121 died 03 Aug 1988 in Melrose, Middlesex, MA. Godparents: Edmond Desaulniers & Alice Desaulniers.
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She married 08 Apr 1913 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{175,94} resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{60} resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 31 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI.\textsuperscript{91} Arthur Lacroix \#31906, born 11 Nov 1888 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{92,121} (son of Paul Napoleon Lacroix \#48077 and Adelina (Celina) Boucher \#48078), city directory * 1913 in 109 Borden Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1913 operative,\textsuperscript{61} event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 05 Jun 1917 Third Hand at Pocassett Mill,\textsuperscript{62} resided 05 Jun 1917 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{62} height 05 Jun 1917 tall,\textsuperscript{92} weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue,\textsuperscript{62} hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown,\textsuperscript{92} city directory * 1918 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1918 carder,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1919 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1919 carder,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1920 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1920 carder,\textsuperscript{61} census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67,\textsuperscript{66} occupation 06 Jan 1920 cotton mill doffer,\textsuperscript{66} city directory * 1922 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1922 doffer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1923 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1923 doffer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1924 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1924 doffer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1925 in 28 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1925 spinner,\textsuperscript{51} city directory * 1930 in 31 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1930 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} census * 05 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 70,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 05 Apr 1930 grocery store helper,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1931 in 53 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1931 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1932 in 53 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1932 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1933 in 22 Warren Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1933 meat selector,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1934 in 40 Constitution Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1934 meat selector,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1935 in 42 Constitution Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1935 meat selector,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1936 in 42 Constitution Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 warehouseman,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 65 Wood Street, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1937 clerk,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 65 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 1938 clerk,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 17 Rogers Avenue, Somerville, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{61} event * 26 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{93} occupation 26 Apr 1942 unemployed,\textsuperscript{93} resided 26 Apr 1942 in 49 Francesca Avenue, Somerville, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{93} height 26 Apr 1942 5 ft 6 in,\textsuperscript{93} weight 26 Apr 1942 190 lbs,\textsuperscript{93} eye color 26 Apr 1942 gray (glasses),\textsuperscript{93} hair color 26 Apr 1942 gray,\textsuperscript{93} complexion 26 Apr 1942 in light,\textsuperscript{93} social security num bef 1951 035-07-3993 (RI), died 18 Dec 1979 in Somerville, Middlesex, MA.\textsuperscript{121}

Children:

2520 i. Joseph Arthur Henri\textsuperscript{11} Lacroix Jr. \#46617, henry no. \#175451 from Chabrier, born 07 Apr 1914 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 08 Apr 1914 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67,\textsuperscript{66} census * 05 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 70,\textsuperscript{66} occupation 05 Apr 1930 jewelry shop errand boy,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1934 in 42 Constitution Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1934 helper,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1935 in 42 Constitution Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1935 helper,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1936 in 42 Constitution Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 shipper,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 65 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1937 clerk,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 278 Highland Avenue, Somerville, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 baker,\textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 035-07-6283 (RI),\textsuperscript{121} died Apr 1983 in Woburn, Middlesex, MA.\textsuperscript{121} Godparents: Moise Vadeboncoeur & Elisa Desaulniers.

He married 23 Sep 1939 in St Charles Borromeo, Providence, Providence, RI.\textsuperscript{176} Marie Rita Lapierre \#48066, born 15 Jul 1917 in RI,\textsuperscript{121} (daughter of Paul H Lapierre \#46619 and Selina \_ \#46618), city directory 1936 in 697 Cranston Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory 1937 in 697 Cranston Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 697 Cranston Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 697 Cranston Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 278 Highland Avenue, Somerville, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{61} died May 1984 in Andover, Essex, MA.\textsuperscript{121} social security num bef 1951 035-05-8007 (RI).

2521 ii. Leo Paul Lacroix \#48069, henry no. \#175452 from Chabrier, born 23 Jun 1915 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 23 Jun 1915 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67,\textsuperscript{66} died bef 05 Apr 1930.\textsuperscript{91} Godparents: Paul Lacroix & Adelina Boucher.

2522 iii. Rita Marguerite Lacroix \#48074, henry no. \#175453 from Chabrier, born 02 Oct 1917 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 03 Oct 1917 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67,\textsuperscript{66} census * 05 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 70,\textsuperscript{91} city
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directory * 1936 in 42 Constitution Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1937 in 65 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1938 in 65 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1938 bakery worker, city directory * 1940 in 65 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1940 bakery worker, city directory * 1940 in 17 Rogers Avenue, Somerville, Middlesex, MA, city directory * 1940 A&P Tea Co Warehouse employee. Godparents: Paul Felix Lacroix & Agnes Robert.

She married (1) 04 Mar 1945 in St Clement, W. Somerville, MA, Devon H. Peterson #48075. She married (2) 27 Nov 1994 in St Patrick, Stoneham, MA, Elmer J. Perry #48076.

2523 iv. Marie Evelina Lacroix #48070, henry no. #175454 from Chabrier, born 27 Sep 1918 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 28 Sep 1918 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, census * 05 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 70, city directory * 1940 in 17 Rogers Avenue, Somerville, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1940 A&P Tea Co Warehouse employee. Godparents: Colbert Fontaine & Arzelie Vadeboncoeur.

She married 14 Nov 1942 in US Naval Training Station, Norfolk, VA, Joseph Samphy #48071.

2524 v. Marie Lillian Lacroix #48072, henry no. #175455 from Chabrier, born 06 May 1920 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 09 May 1920 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 05 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 70, city directory * 1940 in 17 Rogers Avenue, Somerville, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1940 A&P Tea Co Warehouse employee. Godparents: Alphonse Messier & Elmire Vadeboncoeur.


2525 vi. Joseph Charles Lacroix #48067, henry no. #175456 from Chabrier, born 01 Aug 1922 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 02 Aug 1922 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 05 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 70, Godparents: Joseph Vadeboncoeur & Edna Desmaraís.

2526 vii. Joseph Leo Lacroix #48068, henry no. #175457 from Chabrier, born 19 Sep 1923 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 23 Sep 1923 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 05 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 70, Godparents: Edmond Vadeboncoeur & Alpheda Dufresne.

956. Ernest Joseph Vadeboncoeur #36368 (Pierre Moya, Martin Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #17546 from Chabrier, born 23 Jul 1893 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 23 Jul 1893 in St Anne, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1910 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1910 clerk, census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, occupation 25 Apr 1910 grocery store salesman, city directory * 1911 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1911 clerk, city directory * 1912 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1912 clerk, city directory * 1913 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1913 clerk, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 grocery clerk, resided 05 Jun 1917 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, height 05 Jun 1917 medium, weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue, hair color 05 Jun 1917 light, city directory * 1918 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1918 US Army, city directory * 1919 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1919 US Army, city directory * 1920 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1920 clerk, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, occupation 06 Jan 1920 grocery store clerk, city directory * 1921 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1921 clerk, city directory * 1922 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1922 clerk, city directory * 1923 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1923 clerk, city directory * 1924 in 32 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1924 clerk, city directory * 1925 in 32 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1925 clerk, city directory * 1926 in 17 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1926 clerk, city directory * 1927 in 524 Bank Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1927 laborer, city directory * 1928 in 524 Bank Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1928 laborer, city directory * 1929 in 119 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1929 iron worker, city directory * 1930 in 119 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1930 iron worker, census * 11 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 47, occupation 11 Apr 1930 helper on junk truck, city directory * 1931 in 119 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1931 helper, city directory * 1932 in...
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39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1934 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1934 laborer, city directory * 1935 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1935 laborer, city directory * 1936 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1936 laborer, city directory * 1937 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1937 laborer, city directory * 1938 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1938 laborer, city directory * 1939 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1939 laborer, city directory * 1940 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1940 laborer, city directory * 1941 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1941 laborer, city directory * 1942 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1943 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1943 laborer, city directory * 1944 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1944 laborer, city directory * 1945 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1945 laborer, city directory * 1946 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1946 laborer. Godparents: Alfred Vadeboncoeur & Anna Carbonneau.

He married 07 Nov 1922 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, Rosalie Marie Raymond #36369, born 07 May 1895 in Centerville, Warwick, Kent, RI, (daughter of Joseph Raymond #48053 and Marie Louise Bolduc #48054), baptized 08 May 1895 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1922 in 325 Bedford Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1922 operative, city directory * 1923 in 325 Bedford Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1923 operative, city directory * 1924 in 32 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1925 in 32 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1926 in 17 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1927 in 524 Bank Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1928 in 524 Bank Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1929 in 119 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1930 in 119 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1931 in 119 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1932 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1933 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1934 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1935 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1936 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1937 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1938 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1939 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1940 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1941 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1942 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1943 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1944 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1945 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1946 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1946 laborer.

Children:

+ 2527 i. Marie Anita1 Vadeboncoeur #42003 born 17 Mar 1923.

+ 2528 ii. Marie Marguerite Vadeboncoeur #42004, henry no. #175462 from Chabrier, born 09 Aug 1924 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 10 Aug 1924 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 11 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 47, city directory * 1942 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1943 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1944 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1945 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, died bef 10 Aug 1989. Godparents: Arthur Lacroix & Angelina Vadeboncoeur.

2529 iii. Joseph Ernest Auguste Vadeboncoeur #42144, henry no. #175463 from Chabrier, born 30 May 1931 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 31 May 1931 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, resided 10 Aug 1989 in Virginia Beach, VA. Godparents: Auguste Lavoie & Ida Vadeboncoeur.

He married (1) 20 Jun 1953 in Norfolk, VA, Elizabeth Griffith #48058. He married (2) Evelyn Clark #43831. Evelyn: Dau of Charles E Clark & Bertha ___.

958. Joseph Alfred6 Vadeboncoeur #36383 (Pierre Moyse5, Martin Chabrier dit4, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit3, Jean Chabrier dit2, Jean1 Chabrier, Jean0 Simon, Simon0 Bertrand), henry no. #17548 from Chabrier, born * 20 Sep 1897.
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in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138,92 baptized 23 Sep 1897 in St Anne, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 8 census * 08 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, 46 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, 63 city directory * 1916 in 308 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1917 in 308 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory. * 1918 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 weaver at Durfee Mills, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 gray, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 city directory * 1919 in 87 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1919 weaver, 61 census * 13 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 60 occupation 13 Jan 1920 furniture store chauffeur, 60 city directory * 1922 in 128 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1922 machinist, 61 census * 1923 in 128 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1923 machinist, 61 city directory * 1924 in 128 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1924 machinist, 61 city directory * 1925 in 128 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1925 employed at Williston Garage, 61 city directory * 1926 in 446 Bank Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1926 automobile repairer, 61 city directory * 1927 in 446 Bank Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1927 auto repairer, 61 city directory * 1929 in 25 Eleventh Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1929 auto repairer, 61 city directory * 1930 in 22 Tenth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1930 auto repairer, 61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, 61 occupation 03 Apr 1930 automobile mechanic, 61 city directory * 1931 in 22 Tenth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1931 auto repairer, 61 city directory * 1932 in 22 Tenth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1932 auto mechanic, 61 city directory * 1933 in 9 St Germain Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1933 auto mechanic, 61 city directory * 1934 in 9 St Germain Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1934 auto mechanic, 61 city directory * 1935 in 218 Plain Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1935 auto repairer, 61 city directory * 1936 in 218 Plain Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1936 auto repairer, 61 city directory * 1937 in 24 North Seventh Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1937 auto repairer, 61 city directory * 1938 in 24 North Seventh Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1938 auto repairer, 61 city directory * 1939 in 24 North Seventh Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1939 attendant for Edmond Cote, 61 city directory * 1941 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1941 auto mechanic, 61 city directory * 1942 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1942 auto mechanic, 61 city directory * 1943 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1943 auto mechanic, 61 city directory * 1944 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1944 auto mechanic, 61 city directory * 1945 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1945 auto mechanic, 61 city directory * 1946 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1946 auto mechanic, 61 Godparents: Olivier Rochefort & Rose Anna Desaulniers.

He married 30 Jun 1917 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 175 resided (family) 13 Jan 1920 in 29 Seventh Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 60 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 22 Tenth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 91 Marie Philomene (Phoebe) Dupras #36371, born * 17 May 1898 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138,175 (daughter of Napoleon Dupras #60220 and Philomene Gagne #60221), census * 13 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 79 city directory * 1922 in 128 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 60 city directory * 1923 in 128 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1924 in 128 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1925 in 128 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1926 in 446 Bank Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1927 in 446 Bank Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, 91 city directory * 1931 in 22 Tenth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1932 in 22 Tenth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1933 in 9 St Germain Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1934 in 9 St Germain Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1935 in 218 Plain Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1936 in 218 Plain Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1937 in 24 North Seventh Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1938 in 24 North Seventh Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1939 in 24 North Seventh Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1941 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1942 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1943 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1944 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1945 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1946 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 died 20 Sep 1976 in Somerset, Bristol, MA, 335 buried 22 Sep 1976 in St Patrick Cem, Somerset, MA, 335

Children:

2530 i. Joseph Alfred Napoleon Vadeboncoeur #48057, henry no. #175481 from Chabrier, born 28 Sep 1917 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 baptized 30 Sep 1917 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 died bef 13 Jan 1920. Godparents: Napoleon Dupras & Alice Vadeboncoeur.
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2532 iii. Joseph Henri Ernest Vadeboncour #38958 born 02 Jun 1921.

2533 iv. Marie Rita Vadeboncour #36378 born 30 Apr 1923.

2534 v. Arthur Joseph Vadeboncour #38959, henry no. #175485 from Chabrier, born 12 Apr 1925 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 1121 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, 91 city directory * 1946 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1946 laundry worker, 61 social security num bef 1951 026-14-6276 (MA), 121 resided 1987 in 6659 VA Beach Blvd, Norfolk, VA, 132 resided 1993 in 6659 E VA Beach Blvd #23, Norfolk, VA, 132 resided 11 May 2000 in Oxgate Lane, Virginia Beach, VA, 97 died 01 Nov 2003 in Virginia Beach, VA, 97,121 Of Virginia Beach, VA in 2000.

2535 vi. Marie Rose Ida Vadeboncour #38966, henry no. #175486 from Chabrier, born 17 Jun 1926 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 baptized 27 Jun 1926 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, 91 resided 11 May 2000 in Virginia Beach, VA. Godparents: Oscar Vadeboncour & Ida Cote.

She married _Walker #38967.

2536 vii. Marie Irene Dolores Vadeboncour #36372, henry no. #175487 from Chabrier, born 09 Apr 1928 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 baptized 15 Apr 1928 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, 91 resided 11 May 2000 in Fall River, Bristol, MA.

Godparents: John Countouriotis & Fabiana Countouriotis.

She married 28 Aug 1948 in St Anne, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 George E Isabel #36373, born in of Fall River, MA. George: Son of Joseph H Isabel & Marion Laferriere.

2537 viii. Marie Yvonne Vadeboncour #48062, henry no. #175488 from Chabrier, born 28 Feb 1930 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 baptized 09 Mar 1930 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 died bef 03 Apr 1930. Godparents: Arthur Petrin & Merilda Petrin.

2538 ix. Marie Lorraine Doris Vadeboncour #36376, henry no. #175489 from Chabrier, born 21 Mar 1933 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 baptized 22 Mar 1933 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 resided 11 May 2000 in Somerset, Bristol, MA. Godparents: Raymond Vadeboncour & Doris Vadeboncour.

She married 30 Aug 1952 in St Anne, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 8,176 Edward O Galego #36377. Edward: Son of Joseph C Galego & Mary Oliveira.

2539 x. Wilfred Joseph Vadeboncour #38957, henry no. #17548A from Chabrier, born 18 Nov 1937 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 baptized 21 Nov 1937 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 resided 11 May 2000 in Fall River, Bristol, MA. Godparents: Edmond Vadeboncour & Alpheda Vadeboncour.

He married (1) 28 Apr 1956 in St Patrick, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 Margaret Senay #48065. He married (2) Rose R Jacques #42172, born 18 Aug 1921 in North Providence, Providence, RI,179,336,121 (daughter of Joseph C Jacques #42175 and Laura Malo #42176), occupation physical therapy and nurses aide,336 resided 1950 in Swansea, Bristol, MA, 336 social security num bef 1951 037-14-8684 (RI),177 retirement 1985 from Catholic Memorial Home, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 336 resided 24 Sep 1993 in 63 Plain Street, Swansea, Bristol, MA, 336 died 24 Sep 1993 in Swansea, Bristol, MA, 336,121 obituary * 26 Sep 1993 in projo.com, buried 27 Sep 1993 at Mount Hope Cem, Swansea, Bristol, MA. 336 Rose: She was a tribal member of the Wollomonuppoag Indian Council in Plainville, where she was proudly called by her tribal name "Rambling Rose." Death Cert. #047867.

960. Marie Elisa Alice#9 Vadeboncour #35343 (Pierre Moyse, Martin Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1754A from Chabrier, born 26 Nov 1901 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176,121 baptized 28 Nov 1901 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, 63 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 spooler in cotton mill, 60 city directory * 1923 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 60 city directory * 1924 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1925 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1926 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1927 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1928 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1929 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1930 in 14 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 census...
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* 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, resided 20 Feb 1990 in Swansea, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1931 in 38 Winter Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1932 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1933 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1934 in 786 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1935 in 79 Whipple Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1936 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1937 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1938 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1939 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1940 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1941 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1942 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1943 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1944 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1945 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1946 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, social security num bef 1951 025-16-7525 (MA), died 11 Jul 1992 in Swansea, Bristol, MA, Godparents: Ferdinand Cote & Alice Desaulniers.

She married 26 Apr 1920 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, (son of Georges Talbot #48079 and Marie Roy #48080), event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 steam fitter for Lagasse Bros., resided 12 Sep 1918 in 90 N Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 light brown, census * 15 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 60, resided 15 Jan 1920 in 91 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 15 Jan 1920 contractor laborer, city directory * 1921 in 254 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1921 laborer, city directory * 1923 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1923 helper, city directory * 1924 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1924 helper, city directory * 1925 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1925 helper, city directory * 1926 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1926 helper, city directory * 1927 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1927 chauffeur, city directory * 1928 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1928 chauffeur, city directory * 1929 in 88 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1929 chauffeur, city directory * 1930 in 14 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1930 chauffeur, census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, occupation 03 Apr 1930 junk company chauffeur, city directory * 1931 in 38 Winter Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1931 chauffeur, city directory * 1932 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1932 chauffeur, city directory * 1933 in 39 Robeson Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1933 chauffeur, city directory * 1934 in 786 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1934 chauffeur, city directory * 1935 in 79 Whipple Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1935 manager at 732 2nd Street, city directory * 1936 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1936 chauffeur, city directory * 1937 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1937 chauffeur, city directory * 1938 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1938 chauffeur, city directory * 1939 in 99 Elsbree Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1939 chauffeur, city directory * 1940 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1940 chauffeur, city directory * 1941 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1941 chauffeur, city directory * 1942 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1942 chauffeur, city directory * 1943 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1943 chauffeur, city directory * 1944 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1944 chauffeur, city directory * 1945 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1945 chauffeur, city directory * 1946 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1946 chauffeur, social security num bef 1951 014-09-7658 (MA), died Jan 1986 in Swansea, Bristol, MA.

Children:

2540 i. Joseph Henry Edmond Talbot #46625, henry no. #1754A1 from Chabrier, born 13 Nov 1920 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 14 Nov 1920 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, Godparents: Edmond Vadeboncoeur & Alveda Dufresne.

2541 ii. Marie Therese Marguerite Talbot #46626, henry no. #1754A2 from Chabrier, born 07 Feb 1924 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 10 Feb 1924 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, occupation 1924 sewer, city directory * 1942 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1942 sewer, city directory * 1943 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1943 sewer, city directory * 1944 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1944 sewer, city directory * 1945 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1945 sewer, city directory * 1946 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1946 sewer. Godparents: Colbert Fontaine & Arzelie Vadeboncoeur.
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She married 14 May 1945 in Sacred Heart, Richmond, VA,\textsuperscript{176} Stephen Frank Hubica #60230.

2542 iii. Joseph Robert Talbot #46627, henry no. #1754A3 from Chabrier, born 26 Sep 1929 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 10 Feb 1929 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46.\textsuperscript{91} Godparents: Moise Vadeboncoeur & Elise Vadeboncoeur.

He married 16 Oct 1948 in Sacred Heart, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} Elaine Barbara Holden #60229.


964. Joseph Oscar Theodore\textsuperscript{6} Vadeboncoeur #32567 (Pierre Moyse\textsuperscript{6}, Martin Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{6} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{6}, Simon\textsuperscript{6}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #1754E from Chabrier, born * 27 Dec 1908 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176,300,121} baptized 28 Dec 1908 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150,\textsuperscript{63} census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67,\textsuperscript{60} city directory * 1927 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1928 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1929 in 94 Seabury Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1932 in 22 Diamond Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1932 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1933 in 23 Bay Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1933 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1934 in 22 Balbo Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1934 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1935 in 22 Balbo Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1935 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1936 in 22 Balbo Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 94 Bogman Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1937 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 42 rear Balbo Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in 42 rear Balbo Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1939 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 42 rear Balbo Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1941 in 122 Calhoun Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1941 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 038-09-6676 (RI),\textsuperscript{121} city directory * 1954 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1954 counterman at White Tower Restaurant,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1958 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1958 restaurant worker,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1961 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1961 sweeper at Old Greenwich, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1962 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1962 sweeper at Old Greenwich, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1963 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1963 sweeper at Old Greenwich, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1966 in 36 Danbury Road, Wilton, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{51} occupation 1966 repairman for Electrolux Greenwich,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1972 in 36 Danbury Road, Wilton, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1972 repairman for Electrolux Greenwich,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1976 in 36 Danbury Road, Wilton, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1976 retired,\textsuperscript{61} resided 23 Aug 1990 in 100 River Road, Apt 106, Wilton, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{308} died 23 Aug 1990 in Wilton, Fairfield, CT.\textsuperscript{308,121} Godparents: Joseph Vadeboncoeur & Edna Desmarais.

He married 25 May 1935 in Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{338} Mary Rose Thorpe #32568, born 22 Mar 1915 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,\textsuperscript{300} (daughter of Harry E Thorpe #60240 and Mary Jasmin #60241), city directory * 1937 in 94 Bogman Street, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 42 rear Balbo Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in 42 rear Balbo Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 42 rear Balbo Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1941 in 122 Calhoun Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1954 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1958 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1961 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1962 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1963 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1965 in 36 Danbury Road, Wilton, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1966 in 36 Danbury Road, Wilton, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1971 in 36 Danbury Road, Wilton, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1972 in 36 Danbury Road, Wilton, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1976 in 36 Danbury Road, Wilton, Fairfield, CT.\textsuperscript{61} died 14 Mar 1979 in Norwalk, Fairfield, CT.\textsuperscript{308}

Children:
+ 2545 i. Edward Harry\textsuperscript{j} Vadeboncoeur #35687 born 27 Jul 1939.
+ 2546 ii. Christine M Vadeboncoeur #35686.
+ 2547 iii. Barbara Mae Vadeboncoeur #35685.
+ 2548 iv. Roland T. Vadeboncoeur #35688 (details excluded).
972. **Joseph Willis (Wallace) Sawyer** #60264 (Marie Cordelia (Delia) Vadeboncoeur, Martin Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #17588 from Chabrier, born 04 Nov 1900 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, baptized * 04 Nov 1900 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, census * 11 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED153A2, emigrated * 10 Jun 1910 to Fall River, Bristol, MA via Newport, VT, complexion 10 Jun 1910 in medium/dark, hair color 10 Jun 1910 dark brown, eye color 10 Jun 1910 gray, city directory 1920 in 23 Russell Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, census * 02 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Taunton, ED 204, occupation 02 Jan 1920 factory operator, city directory * 1921 in 549 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1922 in 549 Bay Street, Taunton, Bristol, MA, city directory * 1923 in removed to Fall River, MA, city directory * 1923 in 35 Webster Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1923 yarn distributor for Kerr, city directory * 1924 in 35 Webster Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1924 twister, city directory * 1925 in removed to New Bedford, MA, city directory * 1929 in 128 Garfield Street, Central Falls, Providence, RI, occupation 1929 twister, city directory * 1930 in 128 Garfield Street, Central Falls, Providence, RI, occupation 1930 twister, census * 11 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Central Falls, Providence, RI, occupation 1939 in 68 Chapin Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1943 bench hand at Brown & Sharpe, city directory * 1944 in 68 Chapin Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1944 machine operator, city directory * 1947 in 68 Chapin Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1947 machine operator, social security num bef 1951 035-01-1746 (RI), city directory * 1952 in 160 Broad Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1952 television film editor for WJAR-TV, city directory * 1953 in 494 Pine Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1953 television film editor for WJAR-TV, city directory * 1964 in 1239 Elmwood Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1964 inspector for Leesona, died Sep 1973 in Warwick, Kent, RI. Godparents: John Sawyer & Lisabana Boisvert.

He married (1) ca 1924 in MA, resided (family) 11 Apr 1930 in 128 Garfield Street, Central Falls, Providence, RI, Mona __ #60265, born ca 1903 in MA, city directory * 1929 in 128 Garfield Street, Central Falls, Providence, RI, city directory * 1930 in 128 Garfield Street, Central Falls, Providence, RI, census * 11 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Central Falls, ED 166.

**Children:**

2549 i. Loraine M [J] Sawyer #60266, henry no. #175881 from Chabrier, born ca 1925 in MA, census 11 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Central Falls, ED 166, city directory * 1943 in 68 Chapin Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1943 machine operator, city directory * 1944 in 68 Chapin Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1944 machine operator, social security num bef 1951 035-01-1746 (RI), city directory * 1952 in 160 Broad Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1952 television film editor for WJAR-TV, city directory * 1953 in 494 Pine Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1953 television film editor for WJAR-TV, city directory * 1964 in 1239 Elmwood Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1964 inspector for Leesona, died Sep 1973 in Warwick, Kent, RI. Godparents: John Sawyer & Lisabana Boisvert.

2550 ii. Therese M Sawyer #60267, henry no. #175882 from Chabrier, born ca 1927 in MA, census * 11 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Central Falls, ED 166.

2551 iii. Rita H Sawyer #60268, henry no. #175883 from Chabrier, born ca 1928 in RI, census * 11 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Central Falls, ED 166.

He married (2) **Shirley __ #60474**, city directory * 1953 in 494 Pine Street, Providence, Providence, RI.
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Generation Six

983. Marie Anna10 Gamache #34844 (Marie-Louise10 Lupien, Adelaide9 Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1232111 in Chabrier, born 03 Jan 1864 in L’Erable, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 27 Feb 1864 in St John Baptist, L’Erable, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 01 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 134,41 died ca 1898.2 Godparents: Theodore Lupien & Adelaide Vadeboncoeur.

She married ca 1882 in IL, Dosithé E. Frechette #35666, born ca Mar 1859 in QC, Canada,41 emigrated 1870,50 naturalized 1880,60 census * 01 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 134,41 occupation 01 Jun 1880 merchant,41 census * 02 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 41,46 occupation 02 Jun 1900 dry goods clerk,46 census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Momence, ED 113,63 occupation 23 Apr 1910 commercial salesman,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Ganeer, ED 126,60 occupation 05 Jan 1920 wholesale house salesman,66 census * 12 Apr 1930 in CA, Santa Clara, Santa Clara, ED 102,91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 tree surgeon.91

Children:
2552 i. Anna12 Frechette #45396, henry no. #1232111 in Chabrier, born Jun 1883 in IL,46 census * 02 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 41,46 occupation 02 Jun 1900 dry goods clerk.46
2553 ii. Fred Frechette #45397, henry no. #1232112 in Chabrier, born Apr 1886 in IL,46 census * 02 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 41.46
2554 iii. Ferdinand Frechette #45398, henry no. #1232113 in Chabrier, born Aug 1892 in IL,46 census * 02 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 41.46

984. Frank H.11 Gamache #34845 (Marie-Louise10 Lupien, Adelaide9 Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1232121 in Chabrier, born 11 Sep 1872 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,46 baptized 16 Oct 1872 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 01 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 134,41 census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 18,46 occupation 01 Jun 1900 hardware merchant,46 census * 16 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79,63 occupation 16 Apr 1910 retail merchant hardware store,63 census * 02 Feb 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 84,60 occupation 02 Feb 1920 hardware store,60 census * 29 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 31,91 occupation 29 Apr 1930 retail hardware,91 died 07 Sep 1940 in Martinton, Iroquois, IL,2 buried in Mt Olivet Cem, Martinton, Iroquois, IL.2 Godparents: Ferdinand Gamache & Elisa Marcotte.

He married 21 Oct 1896 in St Joseph, Papineau, Iroquois, IL,2 Cora Marie Lottinville #35667, born 05 Sep 1875 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 18,46 census * 16 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79,63 census * 02 Feb 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 84,60 census * 29 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 31,91 died 06 Jul 1945 in Martinton, Iroquois, IL,2 buried in Mt Olivet Cem, Martinton, Iroquois, IL.2 Cora: Dau of August Lottinville & Josephine Paradis of Quebec.

Children:
2555 i. Marie Louise Josephine Coretta12 Gamache #35668, henry no. in Chabrier, born 04 Apr 1908 in Martinton, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 12 Apr 1908 in St Martin Ch, Martinton, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 16 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79,63 census * 02 Feb 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 84,60 census * 29 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 31,91 occupation 29 Apr 1930 grain company bookkeeper.91 Godparents: Ferdinand Gamache & Marie Louise Lupien.

985. Francis Gabriel11 Lupien #34850 (Francis-Xavier10, Adelaide9 Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. in Chabrier, born 22 Jan 1884 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 died 1969 in CA.2

He married (1) 11 Jun 1906 in Methodist Ch, Chicago, Cook, IL,2 no children from this marriage,2 Edith Genevieve Goodenow #35669, born 27 Feb 1880 in Goodenow, IL,2 died 06 Apr 1918 in Kansas City, KS,2 buried in Crete, IL.2 Edith: Dau of John Byron Goodenow.
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He married (2) 16 Jun 1921 in Chicago, Cook, IL, \(^2\) Olga Olson \#35670, born ca 1889. \(^2\)

Children:

2556  i.  N.N. \(^{12}\) Lupien \#35671, henry no. in Chabrier, born 10 Jul 1927 in Kansas City, Jackson, MO, \(^2\) died stillborn. \(^2\)

2557  ii.  Frances Joye Lupien \#35672, henry no. in Chabrier, born 18 Dec 1928 in Kansas City, Jackson, MO. \(^2\)

986. Alfred Raphael \(^{11}\) Lupien \#34851 (Francis-Xavier \(^{10}\), Adelaide \(^6\) Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit \(^8\), Antoine Chabrier dit \(^{11}\), Jean Chabrier dit \(^9\), Jean \(^5\) Chabrier, Jean \(^1\), Simon \(^3\), Simon \(^2\), Bertrand \(^1\)), henry no. in Chabrier, born 20 Jul 1886 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. \(^2\) baptized 01 Aug 1886 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, \(^2\) died 1966 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL. \(^2\) Grandparents: Aime Lupien & Rose Varboncoeur.

He married 11 May 1907 in St Agnes, Chicago Heights, Cook, IL, \(^2\) Mary Ann Olson \#35675. Mary: Dau of William E Olson from Sweden & Josephine D Savelsen from Chicago.

Children:

2558  i.  Joseph Alfred \(^{12}\) Lupien \#35676, henry no. in Chabrier, born Jul 1908, \(^2\) died Jul 1908, buried 07 Jul 1908 in Evergreen Cem, Steger, IL. \(^2\)

2559  ii.  Lucille Ann Lupien \#35677, henry no. in Chabrier, born 01 Jul 1909 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL. \(^2\)

2560  iii.  Genevieve Leona Lupien \#35678, henry no. in Chabrier, born 29 Sep 1911. \(^2\)

2561  iv.  Joseph George Lupien \#35679, henry no. in Chabrier, born 18 Aug 1914 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL. \(^2\)

2562  v.  James Edward Lupien \#35680, henry no. in Chabrier, born 10 Nov 1920 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL. \(^2\)

987. Albert \(^{11}\) Lupien \#34852 (Francis-Xavier \(^{10}\), Adelaide \(^6\) Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit \(^8\), Antoine Chabrier dit \(^{11}\), Jean Chabrier dit \(^9\), Jean \(^5\) Chabrier, Jean \(^1\), Simon \(^3\), Simon \(^2\), Bertrand \(^1\)), henry no. in Chabrier, born 26 May 1889 in Momence, Kankakee, IL. \(^2\) baptized 16 Jun 1889 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, \(^2\) died 1974 in Homewood, IL. \(^2\) Godparent: Frank Gamache.

He married Apr 1915 in St Agnes, Chicago Heights, Cook, IL, \(^2\) Pearl __ \#35681. Pearl: Widow of Joseph Henry who was shot to death at work.

Children:

2563  i.  Albert \(^{12}\) Lupien Jr \#35886, henry no. in Chabrier, born 20 Dec 1915 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL. \(^2\)

2564  ii.  Anna Marie Lupien \#35887, henry no. in Chabrier, born 17 Feb 1918 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL. \(^2\)

2565  iii.  Pearl Mary Lupien \#35888, henry no. in Chabrier, born 21 Apr 1920 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL. \(^2\)

2566  iv.  Edward George Lupien \#35889, henry no. in Chabrier, born 08 Feb 1925 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL. \(^2\)

988. George \(^{11}\) Lupien \#34853 (Francis-Xavier \(^{10}\), Adelaide \(^6\) Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit \(^8\), Antoine Chabrier dit \(^{11}\), Jean Chabrier dit \(^9\), Jean \(^5\) Chabrier, Jean \(^1\), Simon \(^3\), Simon \(^2\), Bertrand \(^1\)), henry no. in Chabrier, born 16 Nov 1891 in Momence, Kankakee, IL, \(^2\) occupation retail store clerk, \(^2\) died 1956 in Canoga Park, CA. \(^2\)

He married (1) Jul 1914 in St Agnes, Chicago Heights, Cook, IL, \(^2\) divorced ca 1922, \(^2\) Leona Englehardt \#35890.

He married (2) 20 Jun 1926 in Kansas City, Jackson, MO, \(^2\) Edna May Cain \#35891.

Children:

2567  i.  Jean George \(^{12}\) Lupien \#35892, henry no. in Chabrier, born 15 Nov 1928 in Kansas City, Jackson, MO. \(^2\)

2568  ii.  Maralee May Lupien \#35893, henry no. in Chabrier, born 03 Oct 1932 in Kansas City, Jackson, MO. \(^2\)

989. Hazel Marie \(^{11}\) Lupien \#34854 (Francis-Xavier \(^{10}\), Adelaide \(^6\) Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit \(^8\), Antoine Chabrier dit \(^{11}\), Jean Chabrier dit \(^9\), Jean \(^5\) Chabrier, Jean \(^1\), Simon \(^3\), Simon \(^2\), Bertrand \(^1\)), henry no. in Chabrier, born 26 Apr 1897 in Momence, Kankakee, IL, \(^2\) occupation telephone operator. \(^2\)
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She married 18 Feb 1917 in St Agnes, Chicago Heights, Cook, IL, Peter M Schneider #35894. Peter: Son of Joseph Scheidt & Emma Brandt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2569 i. Peter Francis Schneider #35895, henry no. in Chabrier, born Sep 1917, died stillborn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2570 ii. Juana Leona Schneider #35896, henry no. in Chabrier, born 21 Aug 1918 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2571 iii. Gerald Alfred Schneider #35897, henry no. in Chabrier, born 12 Jul 1920 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2572 iv. Emmaline Mary P Schneider #35898, henry no. in Chabrier, born 17 Feb 1924 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2573 v. Peter Joseph Schneider #35899, henry no. in Chabrier, born 11 Jun 1926 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

He married May 1937 in St Agnes, Chicago Heights, Cook, IL, Gertrude Rita Bonick #35901, born ca 1900 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL, graduated in Chicago Musical College. Gertrude: Dau of Thomas J Bonick.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2575 i. Thomas Francis Lupien #35902, henry no. in Chabrier, born 22 Jan 1929 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2576 ii. Barbara Ann Lupien #35903, henry no. in Chabrier, born 21 Sep 1940 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

He married 02 Sep 1901 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, Marie-Rose Arseneau #33283, born 31 Mar 1885 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, daughter of Frederick Arseneau #47922 and Emily (Anna) Francoeur #47923), baptized 05 Apr 1885 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL; confirmation 14 Sep 1899 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 09 Jun 1890 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 09 Jun 1900 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 05 Jun 1900 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64, occupation 20 Apr 1910 farmer, census * 09 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64, occupation 30 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 7, occupation 30 Apr 1930 farmer, died 27 Oct 1952 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Marie-Rose: Godfather: Louis Arseneau; Godmother: Eleonore Frigon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ 2577 i. Dewey Lionel Joseph Varboncoeur #29442 born 10 Oct 1905.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 2578 ii. Bernadette Leona Verna Varboncoeur #33284 born 15 Feb 1907.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 2579 iii. Marie Louise Marinha Varboncoeur #33285 born 15 Apr 1912.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 2581 v. Donald Varboncoeur #42934, henry no. #1235225 from Chabrier, born 1915 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 2582 vi. Eudora Varboncoeur #33287 born 1917.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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993. **Delia Eulalia** Varboncoeur #29373 (Charles, David Chabrier dit Varboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #123523 from Chabrier, born 25 May 1879 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 25 May 1879 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 03 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, died 04 Feb 1965 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, buried 08 Feb 1965 in St Joseph, Papineau, Iroquois, IL.

She married 16 Oct 1899 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, Fred (Bovie) Beauvais #33289, born 1874 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, occupation 23 Apr 1910 farmer, died 1944 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, buried 1944 in St Joseph, Papineau, Iroquois, IL.

**Children:**

+ 2584 i. Rose Anna Pomella Viola Bovie #35400 born 02 Dec 1900.

996. **Marie Edna** Varboncoeur #29375 (Charles, David Chabrier dit Varboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #123526 from Chabrier, born 16 Aug 1883 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 19 Aug 1883 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, first communion 10 Jun 1886, confirmation 14 Sep 1899 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 4, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, census * 26 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 84, census * 10 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 9, died 04 Jan 1944 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, cause of death heart attack, buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.

She married 19 Jan 1904 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, Joseph C. Arseneau #33290, born 30 Nov 1882 in Martinton, Iroquois, IL, baptized 03 Dec 1882 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, occupation 23 Apr 1910 farmer, census * 26 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 84, census * 10 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 9, occupation 10 Apr 1930 farmer, social security num 354-34-4140, died 28 Dec 1963 in Watseka, Iroquois, IL, buried 30 Dec 1963 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.

**Children:**

+ 2587 i. Lowell Moise Joseph Arseneau #35406 born 02 Nov 1904.
+ 2588 ii. Melinda Bernise Arseneau #35407, henry no. #1235262 in Chabrier, born 08 Apr 1906 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, died ca 1915.
+ 2589 iii. Arbeila Malinda Arseneau #35404 born 02 Jan 1908.
+ 2590 iv. Joseph Laverne Lawrence Arseneau #35408, henry no. #1235264 in Chabrier, born 18 Sep 1909 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, died 30 Nov 1976 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.
+ 2591 v. Joseph Emory Mearl Arseneau #35405 born 15 Jun 1912.
+ 2593 vii. Harold Arseneau #35409 born 28 Feb 1921.
+ 2594 viii. Avelina Marilene Marie Arseneau #35410 born 29 Apr 1923.

997. **Henry Joseph** Vade Bon Coeur #29376 (Charles Varboncoeur, David Chabrier dit Varboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #123526 from Chabrier, born 25 May 1879 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 25 May 1879 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 03 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, died 04 Feb 1965 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, buried 08 Feb 1965 in St Joseph, Papineau, Iroquois, IL.
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Bertrand1), henry no #123527 from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1886 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 08 Feb 1886 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 confirmation 14 Sep 1889 in St Mary's Ch, St Mary, Iroquois, IL,342 census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 4,46 occupation 05 Jun 1900 farm laborer,46 census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64,33 occupation 20 Apr 1910 farmer,33 census * 27 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 133,60 occupation 27 Jan 1920 farmer,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 laborer,91 occupation farmer & service station attendant,15 died 10 Nov 1950 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,7 cause of death 10 Nov 1950 heart attack,17 buried 13 Nov 1950 in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 Godfather: Francis Xavier Vadeboncoeur; Godmother: Odile Morisette. Witnesses to marriage: Napoleon Vadeboncoeur, Marie Francoeur & Haydee U. Bourdreau.

He married 24 Apr 1905 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2,342 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in First Street, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,91 Marie Sarah Esther Fortin #33292, born 25 Jan 1888 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 (daughter of Joseph Fortin #47785 and Balsamere Boudreau #47786), baptized 25 Jan 1888 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44,91 social security num bef 1951 352-24-0853 (IL),121 died 29 Jun 1963 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,2 buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 Marie: Dau of Joseph Fortin & Balsamere Boudreau.

Children:
+ 2595 i. Ronald Joseph12 Vade Bon Coeur #32342 born 09 Aug 1909.

998. NapoleonII Varboncoeur #29378 (Charles10, David Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #123528 from Chabrier, born 30 May 1888 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 03 Jun 1888 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 4,46 census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64,33 occupation 20 Apr 1910 farmer,33 census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 69,60 occupation 12 Jan 1920 farmer,60 died 30 Aug 1929 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,2 buried 02 Sep 1929 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Godfather: Leopold Saindon; Godmother: Diana Arsenault. Napoleon caught his arm in some farm machinery while oiling it on 12 Aug 1929. The arm was amputated, but he died on 30 Aug 1929 at St. Mary's Hospital (V-notes, Vol 12).

He married 05 May 1908 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Udia Curby #33294, born 31 Aug 1891 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 4,46 census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 69,60 Godfather: Francois Boucher; Godmother: Ephemie Castonguay.

Children:
+ 2596 i. Marie Percella Vernabelle Caroline12 Vadboncouer #33295 born 06 Jul 1909.
+ 2597 ii. Claude H. Vadboncouer #33296 born 01 Nov 1911.
+ 2598 iii. Joseph Donald Emerald Vadboncoeur #33297 born 05 May 1914.

999. Lawrence DavidII Varbounker #29377 (Charles10 Varboncoeur, David Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #123529 from Chabrier, born 20 Feb 1891 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,177 baptized 24 Feb 1891 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 4,46 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 self employed farmer,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,92 height 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 light brown,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown,92 census * 02 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 69,60 occupation 02 Jan 1920 oats and corn sheller,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 6,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 heavy machinery operator,91 social security num bef 1950 334-05-7013 (IL),177 died 19 Oct 1976 in Donovan, Iroquois, IL,2 buried 22 Oct 1976 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Godparents: Orville Corbeil & Osilda Arsenault.

He married 12 Feb 1917 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Esma Curby #33298, born 10 Feb 1900 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 (daughter of Seine A. Curby #48307 and Emma Chartier #48308), baptized 10 Mar 1900 in
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St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 02 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 69,\textsuperscript{50} census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 6,\textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1950 339-26-9963 (IL),\textsuperscript{177} died 19 Oct 1974 in Donovan, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} buried 21 Oct 1974 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.\textsuperscript{2} Esma: Dau of Senie A Curby (Corbeil) & Emma Chartier. Godfather: Gammi Corbeil; Godmother: Emma Castonguay.

Children:

+ 2599 i. Wilbur R.\textsuperscript{12} Varbounker #33299 born 30 Jun 1925.
+ 2600 ii. Wyona Varbounker #33300 born 17 Dec 1933.

2601 iii. Lawrence Roger Varbounker #33301, henry no. from Chabrier, born 22 Aug 1936 in Donovan, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} social security num 1952 360-28-9937 (IL),\textsuperscript{177} military US Army - World War II,\textsuperscript{2} died 29 Jul 1983 in Donovan, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} buried 01 Aug 1983 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.\textsuperscript{2}

+ 2602 iv. Sharon Ann Varbounker #33302 (details excluded).

1000. Madoza Laura\textsuperscript{14} Varboncoeur #29381 (Charles\textsuperscript{10}, David Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #12352A from Chabrier, born 16 Nov 1892 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} baptized 17 Nov 1892 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2,121} census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 4,\textsuperscript{46} first communion 31 May 1906 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{343} confirmation in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{433} census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 69,\textsuperscript{69} census * 26 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 7,\textsuperscript{91} social security num 1955 - 1956 330-32-4086 (IL),\textsuperscript{121} died 06 Jun 1987 in McHenry, McHenry, IL,\textsuperscript{2} buried 09 Jun 1987 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.\textsuperscript{2} Godfather: Louis Arseneau; Godmother: Carolyn Baron. Witnesses to marriage: Lawrence Varboncoeur & Beaula Arseneau.

She married 28 Feb 1916 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.\textsuperscript{2} David Leon (Leo) Arseneau #33303, born 05 Nov 1894 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2,121} son of Frederick Arseneau #47922 and Emily (Anna) Francoeur #47923), baptized 11 Nov 1894 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 09 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5,\textsuperscript{46} census * 18 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64,\textsuperscript{63} event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 05 Jun 1917 self employed farmer,\textsuperscript{92} resided 05 Jun 1917 in Route 1, Donovan, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{92} height 05 Jun 1917 tall,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown,\textsuperscript{92} weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1917 black,\textsuperscript{92} census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 69,\textsuperscript{69} census * 26 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 7,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 26 Apr 1930 farmer,\textsuperscript{91} social security num 1955 - 1956 330-32-4071 (IL),\textsuperscript{2} died 21 Oct 1973 in Donovan, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} buried 23 Oct 1973 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.\textsuperscript{2} David: Godfather: Charles Arseneau; Godmother: Marie Leveque.

Children:

+ 2603 i. Marvin Mathon Sylvester#12 Arseneau #34571 born 26 Dec 1916.
+ 2604 ii. Francis Robert Arseneau #34572 born 04 May 1920.

2607 v. Myron Donald "Soup" Arseneau #35430, ref number #12352A5 Chabrier, born 17 Jun 1932 in Donovan, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} baptized 19 Jun 1932 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} military US Army -- Korean War,\textsuperscript{2} died 04 Dec 1984 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.\textsuperscript{2} Godparents: Joseph Arseneau & Edna Vadeboncoeur.

He married 14 Oct 1961 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.\textsuperscript{2} Lois Jean Benjamin #35431, born 27 Nov 1928 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} baptized 27 Jan 1929 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,\textsuperscript{2} social security num 344-20-9785,\textsuperscript{2} died 09 Dec 1997 in Bourbonnais, Kankakee, IL,\textsuperscript{2} buried in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,\textsuperscript{2} Lois: Dau of Charles Benjamin & Twila Rock. m1. Ace Burch.

1001. Philip Modeste\textsuperscript{11} Varboncour #29379 (Charles\textsuperscript{10}, Varboncour, David Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #12352B from Chabrier, born 28 Mar 1895 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} baptized 01 Apr 1895 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 4,\textsuperscript{46} first communion 30 May 1907 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{344} event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 05 Jun 1917 farm hand,\textsuperscript{92} resided 05 Jun 1917 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{92} height 05 Jun 1917 medium,\textsuperscript{92} weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown,\textsuperscript{92} hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown,\textsuperscript{92} military US Army -- World War I.
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I. census * 02 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 69, occupation 02 Jan 1920 oats and corn sheller, census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 9, occupation 09 Apr 1930 farmer, social security num bef 1950 361-07-9720 (IL), died 22 Sep 1970 in Watseka, Iroquois, IL, cause of death cancer, buried 24 Sep 1970 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Godfather: Peter Ponton; Godmother: Anna Vadeboncoeur. Witnesses to marriage: Lawrence Vadeboncour, brother & Esma Curby, his wife and sister of the bride. Philip was struck by a car on 15 Feb 1959 while walking to work. He was never able to return to work after the accident.

He married (civil) bef 27 Sep 1919 in Lafayette, Tippecanoe, IN, married (religious) 27 Sep 1919 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, resided (family) in 506 East Cherry Street, Watseka, Iroquois, IL. Angelina Curby #33304, born 19 Mar 1903 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, (daughter of Seine A. Curby #48307 and Emma Chartier #48308), baptized 19 Mar 1903 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 02 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 69, died 07 Dec 1987 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, buried 09 Dec 1987 in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL. Godparents: Harvey Vadeboncoeur & Celia Curby.

Children:
+ 2608 i. Inis Helen Marie Vadeboncoeur #33307 born 27 Oct 1928.
+ 2611 iv. Wilma Katherine Marie Vadeboncoeur #33308 born 03 Feb 1933.

1002. Mary Louise Aureille Varbounker #29382 (Charles, David Chabrier dit, Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Vadeboncour, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12352C from Chabrier, born 17 Aug 1897 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 22 Aug 1897 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 4, occupation 03 Jan 1920 farmer, baptized 16 Mar 1898 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, census * 03 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, Bourbonnais, ED 52, died 05 Sep 1970 in Ocala, FL, buried 08 Sep 1970 in Mt Calvary Cem, Kankakee, IL. Godfather: Dosithed Corbeil; Godmother: Marie Jesse Arseneau.

She married 26 Dec 1917 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, resided (family) 1965 in Ocala, FL. Herbert Noel Alfred Cyrier #33309, born ca Mar 1898 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, baptized 16 Mar 1898 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, census * 03 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 92, occupation 03 Jan 1920 farmer, baptized 21 Sep 1924 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptism 25 Jun 1911 in St Joseph, Papineau, Iroquois, IL, died 05 Sep 1970 in Ocala, FL, occupation 08 Apr 1930 farmer, died 21 Aug 1980 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, buried in Mt Calvary Cem, Kankakee, IL. Herbert: Son of Arthur Cyrier & Eugenia Isenie Beaupre of St Anne, IL. Godfather: Noel Cyrier; Godmother: Emerence Paradis. m2. Anne Guttenberg on 20 Oct 1973 in Ocala, FL.

Children:
+ 2612 i. Delila Hazel Cyrier #35906 born 12 Oct 1918.
+ 2613 ii. Mary Ella Cyrier #35907 born 04 May 1921.

1003. Thomas Arthur Vade Bon Coeur #29380 (Charles, David Chabrier dit, Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Vadeboncour, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12352D from Chabrier, born 12 Feb 1900 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 14 Feb 1900 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 4, occupation 14 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45, occupation 14 Apr 1930 farm laborer, social security num 358-12-3445, died 24 Nov 1973 in Chicago Heights, Cook, IL, buried 27 Nov 1973 in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL. Godfather: Frederick Arseneau; Godmother: Emilie Francoeur.

He married 31 March 1925 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL. Evidelle Mary Stahl #33310, born 30 May 1911 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, baptized 25 Jun 1911 in St Joseph, Papineau, Iroquois, IL, census * 14 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45, died 07 Dec 1987 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, buried 09 Dec 1987 in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL. Evidelle: Dau of Arthur Stahl & Edith O'Lena. Godfather: Henry Stahl; Godmother: Mary Ann Ullrich.
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Children:

2614  
  i. Gerald2 Vade Bon Coeur #33311, ref number #12352D1 Chabrier, born 04 Dec 1926 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 baptized 12 Dec 1926 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 census * 14 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45,91 died 29 Jun 1938 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 cause of death heart condition & scarlet fever,2 buried 02 Jul 1938 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 Godparents: Arthur Stahl & Edith O'lena.

2615  
  ii. Alice Marie Vade Bon Coeur #33312, also known as Sister Alice Jean Vade Bon Coeur, S.L.,2 ref number #12352D2 Chabrier, born 16 Apr 1928 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 baptized 23 Apr 1928 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 census * 14 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45,91 social security num bef 1951 338-22-4162 (IL),121 novitiate 08 Jun 1946 in Sisters of Loretto, Nerinx, Marion, KY,344 first profession 08 Dec 1948,344 died 14 May 2005 in Sisters of Loretto, Nerinx, Marion, KY,344 cremated May 2005,344 interred 28 May 2005 in Sisters of Loretto, Nerinx, Marion, KY,344 Godparents: Napoleon Vadboncoeur & Caroline Arseneau. Sister Alice Jean of the Sisters of Loretto in Nerinx, KY.

+ 2617  
  iv. Dwayne Ambrose Vade Bon Coeur #33314 born 23 May 1931.

+ 2618  
  v. Earl Richard Napoleon Vade Bon Coeur #33315 born 17 Jul 1933.

+ 2619  
  vi. Roland Russell Vade Bon Coeur #33316 born 30 Dec 1935.

2620  
  vii. Robert Almon Vade Bon Coeur #33317, also known as Rev. Robert Almon Vade Bon Coeur, C.S.V., ref number #12352D7 Chabrier, born 30 Dec 1935 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 confirmation 23 May 1947 at St Patrick Ch, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,2 novitiate 01 Aug 1954 at Clerics of St Viator, Arlington Heights, IL,2 graduated 1959 BA - Loyola University,2 ordination 08 Jun 1963 at Clerics of St Viator, Chicago, Cook, IL,2 graduated Jan 1964 MS, Industrial Education, Bradley University, Peoria, IL,2 Godparents: Joachim Cyrier & Irene Varboncoeur.

Partner Roy John Olson, (details excluded).

+ 2621  

1004. Irene11 Varboncoeur #29383 (Charles10, David Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12352E from Chabrier, born 03 Dec 1901 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 10 Sep 1902 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 11 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 2,91 social security num bef 1951 335-20-5561 (IL),121 died 24 Jan 2003 in Riverside Medical Center, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,2 cause of death septic shock and cardiac arrest due to renal failure,346 buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,346 never married. Godparents: Joseph Arseneau & Edna Varboncoeur.

She married 26 Dec 1921 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Joachim "Joe" Cyrier #33319, born 16 Apr 1901 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,121,2 baptized 17 Apr 1901 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 census * 11 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 2,91 occupation 11 Apr 1930 farmer,91 social security num bef 1951 352-24-2036 (IL),121 died Aug 1981 in Bourbonnais, Kankakee, IL,121 buried in Mt Calvary Cem, Kankakee, IL,2 Joachim: Son of Arthur Cyrier & Eugenia Beaupre.

Children:

+ 2622  
  i. Marcella Veronica12 Cyrier #35908 born 19 Feb 1925.

+ 2623  
  ii. Eileen Madeline I. Cyrier #35432 born 02 Jun 1927.

1007. Mary Emma11 Vadboncoeur #45374 (Louis-Onesime10, David Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #123533 in Chabrier, born ca Nov 1881 in IL,46,91 census * 09 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 11,46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 157,63 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 26,91
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She married ca 1899 91 resided (family) 09 Jun 1900 in 114 - 116 Sixth Street SE, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, 46 resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 1050 Twelfth Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, 91 Benjamin John Hirt #45375, born ca Feb 1877 in WI, 91 census * 09 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 11, 46 occupation 09 Jun 1900 barber, 46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 157, 63 occupation 15 Apr 1910 barber, 63 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 26, 46 occupation 05 Apr 1930 barber shop proprietor, 91 Benjamin: His parents were from Germany.

Children:

+ 2624 i. Harold C. 12 Hirt #45376 born 28 Mar 1900.
+ 2625 ii. Arthur Benjamin Hirt #45377, henry no. #1235332 in Chabrier, born 17 Nov 1905 in MN, 220, 63 census * 15 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 157, 63 social security num 470-20-7901, 220 died 05 Mar 1985 in Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, 220

1017. Flora 91 Vadeboncoeur #29391 (Antoine 10, David Chabrier dit 9 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 9 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean Chabrier dit 5, Jean, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #123541 in Chabrier, born Feb 1883 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, 2 census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25, 46

She married 31 Mar 1902 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, 2 Jean Baptiste Honoratus Narre (Nelson) Arseneau #29397, born 02 May 1878 in Lasine, Weygandt Twp, Iroquois, IL, 2 baptized 05 May 1878 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 occupation farmer, 2 Jean: Son of Louis David Arseneau & Marceline Dionne. Godfather: Jean Baptiste Dionne; Godmother: Celina Chauvin.

Children:

+ 2626 i. Leo Lionel Rowell 12 Arseneau #35909, henry no. in Chabrier, born Apr 1903 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, 2 baptized 12 Apr 1903 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 Godparents: Antoine Vadeboncoeur & Georgiana Baron.

He married 21 Sep 1925 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, 2 Florence Dumontel #36657.

+ 2627 ii. Joseph David Ronald Arseneau #35910, henry no. in Chabrier, born 12 Jun 1904 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, 2 baptized 19 Jun 1904 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 died 03 May 1905 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, 2 Godparents: Charles Arseneau & Marie Levesque, his wife.

+ 2628 iii. Archibald Clifford Arseneau #35911, henry no. in Chabrier, born 15 Oct 1905 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, 2 baptized 22 Oct 1905 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 social security num 335-01-1933, 2 died 13 Jun 1989 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, 2 Godparents: Toussaint Ulderic (Frederick) Arseneau & Emily Francisco, his wife.

+ 2629 iv. Vernetta Grazella Arseneau #35912, henry no. in Chabrier, born 16 Jan 1907 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, 2 baptized 27 Jan 1907 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 Godparents: Arthur Boone & Anna Vadeboncoeur, his wife.

+ 2630 v. Joseph Russell Donald Arseneau #35913, henry no. in Chabrier, born 08 Oct 1912 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, 2 baptized 10 Oct 1912 in St Joseph, Papineau, Iroquois, IL, 2

+ 2631 vi. Dolora Opal Velde Arseneau #35914 born 24 Apr 1914.


1018. Marie Anna Laura (Hariette) 91 Vadeboncoeur #29392 (Antoine 10, David Chabrier dit 9 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 9 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean Chabrier dit 5, Jean, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #123542 in Chabrier, born 26 Apr 1884 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, 2 baptized 1884 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, 2 census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25, 46 census * 03 May 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 93, 63 census * 04 Feb 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133, 60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, 46 died 26 Sep 1936 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, 2 buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, 2 Godfather: Charles Arseneau; Godmother: Aurelie Frigon.

She married 07 Feb 1905 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, 2 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in Station Street, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, 91 Arthur James Boone #29398, born 29 Aug 1884 in IL, 2 (son of James Boone #62016 and Pamela __ #62017), census * 08 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, 46 occupation 08 Jun 1900 farm laborer, 46
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census * 03 May 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 93, occupation 03 May 1910 farmer, census * 04 Feb 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133, occupation 04 Feb 1920 grain farmer, census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, occupation 03 Apr 1930 township commissioner, died 17 May 1972 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.

**Arthur:** Son of James Boone & Pamela Lemoine.


**Children:**

+ 2633 i. Ruth Ann\(^1\) Boone #35916 born 13 Nov 1905.
+ 2634 ii. Ralph Phillip Boone #35917 born 10 Feb 1911.

1019. **Herman (Armand)**\(^2\) VADEBONCOEUR #29386 (Antoine\(^10\), David Chabrier dit\(^7\) Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\(^8\) VADEBONCOEUR, Antoine Chabrier dit\(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^6\), Jean\(^5\) Chabrier, Jean\(^4\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^2\), Bertrand\(^1\)), henry no. #123543 in Chabrier, born Nov 1885 in IL, census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25, census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87, occupation 29 Apr 1910 farmer, census * 28 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133, occupation 28 Jan 1920 farm manager, census * 04 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, occupation 04 Apr 1930 state highway laborer, died 17 Oct 1939 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, cause of death heart attack, buried 19 Oct 1939 in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.

He married 03 Apr 1907 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in Grant Street, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, \(^91\) Edna M Dumontelle #29393, born 1890 in IL, census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87, census * 28 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133, census * 04 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, died 1973 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, buried in St Anne, Kankakee, IL.

**Edna:** Dau of Alfred Dumontelle & Delia Chayer.

**Children:**

2636 i. Joseph Elsworth Antoine\(^2\) VADEBONCOEUR #33320, henry no. #1235431 in Chabrier, born 25 Jan 1908 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, baptized 09 Feb 1908 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87, census * 28 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133, died bef 19 Oct 1998.\(^347\) Godparents: Antoine VADEBONCOEUR & Georgianna Baron.

2637 ii. Joseph Lavern VADEBONCOEUR #33321, henry no. #1235432 in Chabrier, born 10 Oct 1909 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, baptized in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, died by 29 Apr 1910.\(^63\) Godparents: Arthur Boone & Anna Laura VADEBONCOEUR.

2638 iii. Oliver Arthur VADEBONCOEUR #33322, henry no. #1235433 in Chabrier, born Feb 1910 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, died 06 Feb 1910 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, buried 08 Feb 1910 in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.

2639 iv. Clement Ronald G VADEBONCOEUR #33323, henry no. #1235434 in Chabrier, born 03 Apr 1913 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, baptized in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, social security num 342-03-8732, census * 28 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133, died Aug 1981 in Chicago, Cook, IL.


1021. **Della**\(^2\) VADEBONCOEUR #29387 (Antoine\(^9\), David Chabrier dit\(^6\) VADEBONCOEUR, Antoine Chabrier dit\(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^6\), Jean\(^5\) Chabrier, Jean\(^4\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^2\), Bertrand\(^1\)), henry no. #123545 in Chabrier, born Nov 1889 in IL, census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25, census * 21 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119, census * 07 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 92, census * 18 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 42, died Nov 1974 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, buried Nov 1974 in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.

She married 30 Jan 1912,\(^2\) Meddie Chenore #29394, born 1889 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 07 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 92, occupation 07 Jan 1920 farmer, census * 18 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 42, occupation 18 Apr 1930 farmer, died 1956 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.

**Meddie:** Son of George Chenore & Hermione Arseneau.

**Children:**

+ 2641 i. Marie Drucilla\(^2\) Chenore #35919 born 13 Jun 1918.
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2642  ii.  Ivan Chenore #33652, henry no. #1235452 in Chabrier, born ca 1923 in IL, \textsuperscript{91} census * 18 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 42, \textsuperscript{91} died bef 21 Oct 2005.\textsuperscript{348}

1023.  William "Willie" L. \textsuperscript{II} VADEBONCOEUR #29388 (Antoine \textsuperscript{10}, David Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{7} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{4}), henry no. #123547 in Chabrier, born 31 Aug 1895 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, \textsuperscript{92} census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25, \textsuperscript{63} census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87, \textsuperscript{63} residied 29 Apr 1910 at his brother Herman's home,\textsuperscript{3} event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 05 Jun 1917 St Anne Mercantile Co. clerk & buyer,\textsuperscript{3} resided 05 Jun 1917 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, \textsuperscript{92} height 05 Jun 1917 short,\textsuperscript{3} weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,\textsuperscript{3} eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown,\textsuperscript{3} hair color 05 Jun 1917 black,\textsuperscript{3} census * 13 Jan 2019 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134, \textsuperscript{60} occupation 13 Jan 2019 retail grocery salesman,\textsuperscript{60} census * 05 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, \textsuperscript{91} occupation 05 Apr 1930 retail grocery salesman,\textsuperscript{91} died 07 Mar 1962 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, \textsuperscript{2} buried 10 Mar 1962 in Memorial Gardens, Kankakee, IL.\textsuperscript{2}

He married 19 Feb 1916/7 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, \textsuperscript{2} resided (family) 13 Jan 1920 in Deboli Street, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, \textsuperscript{60} resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in Station Street, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, \textsuperscript{91} Pearl Regnier dit St Pierre \textsuperscript{#29395}, born 20 Jun 1898 in IL, \textsuperscript{2} census * 13 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134, \textsuperscript{60} census * 05 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, \textsuperscript{91} died 01 Sep 1996 in Bradley, Kankakee, IL, \textsuperscript{2} buried 04 Sep 1996.\textsuperscript{2} Pearl: Adopted dau of Joseph Regnier & Melinda Durand.

Children:

+ 2643  i.  Anita Della\textsuperscript{12} Vadeboncoeur #33326 [adopted] born 02 Aug 1926.

1024.  Arabella Liliane\textsuperscript{II} VADEBONCOEUR \textsuperscript{#29389} (Antoine\textsuperscript{10}, David Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{7} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{4}), henry no. #123548 in Chabrier, born 24 Jun 1901 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, \textsuperscript{121,2} baptized 30 Jun 1901 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, \textsuperscript{2} census * 21 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119, \textsuperscript{63} census * 10 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133, \textsuperscript{60} census * 15 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45, \textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 358-18-2043 (IL), \textsuperscript{121} died 07 Feb 1992 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, \textsuperscript{121,2} buried in Memorial Gardens, Kankakee, IL.\textsuperscript{2}

She married 09 Jun 1925 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, \textsuperscript{2} Lloyd Alfred Martin \textsuperscript{#29396}, born 25 Apr 1898 in IL, \textsuperscript{121,91} census * 15 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45, \textsuperscript{91} occupation 15 Apr 1930 service station proprietor,\textsuperscript{9} social security num bef 1951 331-18-0426 (IL), \textsuperscript{121} died 29 Sep 1967 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, \textsuperscript{2} buried in Memorial Gardens, Kankakee, IL.\textsuperscript{2} Lloyd: Son of Ferdinand Martin & Alice Perrault.

Children:

+ 2644  i.  Robert\textsuperscript{12} Martin #35920 [adopted] born ca 1928.

1026.  Aurelie\textsuperscript{II} Cote \textsuperscript{#35436} (Marie-Anne-Sophie\textsuperscript{10} Vadeboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{7} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{4}), henry no. #123712 in Chabrier, born Jun 1872 in IL, \textsuperscript{46} census * 03 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, \textsuperscript{41} census * 06 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, \textsuperscript{46} died bet 1902 - 1906 in IN.\textsuperscript{349}

She married 18 Feb 1892 in IL, \textsuperscript{349} Julius Hermanegilde Dube \textsuperscript{#35934}, born 17 Feb 1870 in IL, \textsuperscript{46,349} census * 06 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, \textsuperscript{46} occupation 06 Jun 1900 railroad laborer,\textsuperscript{46} census * 29 Apr 1910 in IN, Benton, Earl Park, ED 10, \textsuperscript{63} occupation 29 Apr 1910 teamster laborer,\textsuperscript{63} census * 07 Jan 1920 in IN, Benton, Earl Park, ED 10, \textsuperscript{60} occupation 07 Jan 1920 elevator fireman,\textsuperscript{60} died 1949 in Benton co, IN.\textsuperscript{349} Julius: Son of Archille Dube & Exide Boucher. The family moved to Benton county, Indiana.

Children:

+ 2645  i.  Edward (Edwin) Joseph\textsuperscript{12} Dubie #35935 born 03 Mar 1892.

+ 2646  ii.  Walter Joseph Dubie #35936, henry no. #1237122 in Chabrier, born 19 Sep 1896 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, \textsuperscript{131} census * 06 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, \textsuperscript{46} census * 18 Apr 1910 in IN, Benton, Parish Grove, ED 8, \textsuperscript{63} occupation 18 Apr 1910 farm laborer,\textsuperscript{63} event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{131} resided 05 Jun 1917 in Talbot, IN, \textsuperscript{131} occupation 05 Jun 1917 farm laborer,\textsuperscript{131} height 05 Jun 1917 short,\textsuperscript{131} weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,\textsuperscript{131} eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown,\textsuperscript{131} hair color...
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05 Apr 1917 brown, 131 census * 20 Apr 1930 in IN, Benton, Hickory Grove, ED 9, 131 occupation 20 Apr 1930 laborer (servant), 131 event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, 131 resided 27 Apr 1942 in R.R. 2 Fowler, Benton, IN, 131 height 27 Apr 1942 5 ft 6 in, 131 weight 27 Apr 1942 140, 131 eye color 27 Apr 1942 blue, 131 hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, 131 complexion 27 Apr 1942 ruddy, 131 social security num bef 1951 308-28-6166 (IN), 131 died Aug 1978 in Oxford, Benton, IN. 131 In 1910 he was living with his uncle Henry Ponto. His draft registration card has the note "... day he thinks dates queen. When right seems to be silly."

2647 iii. Medie Dubie #35937, henry no. #1237123 in Chabrier, born Jan 1896 in IN, 46 census * 06 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, 46 census * 29 Apr 1910 in IN, Benton, Earl Park, ED 10. 46

2648 iv. N.N. Dubie #45427, henry no. #1237124 in Chabrier, born ca 1898, died by 06 Jun 1900. 46

2649 v. Phillip Dubie #45426, henry no. #1237125 in Chabrier, born 18 Feb 1900 in IN, 46, 49, 44, 49 census * 06 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50. 46

2650 vi. Marie Dubie #46235, henry no. #1237126 in Chabrier, born 1902, 49, 44, 49 census * 28 Apr 1910 in IL, Benton, Earl Park, ED 10, 46, 49 census * 07 Jan 1920 in IN, Benton, Earl Park, ED 10. 46 She was living with her father's parents (grandparents) in 1910.

1029. **Julius Noah** Cote #34810 (Marie-Anne-Sophie 10 Vadeboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit 9 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #123715 in Chabrier, born 09 Dec 1878 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 baptized 10 Dec 1878 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 census * 03 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, 3, 4 census * 04 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, 46, 46 census * 13 May 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 93, 63 occupation 13 May 1910 farmer & gardener, 46 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 42 occupation 12 Sep 1918 self employed farmer, 42 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Rt 4, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 tall, 42 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, 42 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, 42 hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark, 42 census * 08 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 99, 60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 farm laborer, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45, 91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 junk dealer. 91 Godparents: Peter Ponton & Anna Vadeboncoeur.

He married 2 ca 1900, 2 **Leah Chayer** #35921, born ca 1883 in IL, 63 census * 13 May 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 93, 63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 99, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45. 91

**Children:**

2651 i. Lena (Lucille) 12 Cote #35922, henry no. #1237151 Chabrier, born ca 1902 in IL, 63 census * 13 May 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 93, 63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 99, 60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 housework for others, 60 died bef 05 May 2005. 344

2652 ii. N.N. Cote #35927, henry no. #1237152 Chabrier, born ca 1903, 2 died bef 1910. 2

+ 2653 iii. Henry Cote #35923 born 22 Jan 1905.

2654 iv. Marie Cote #35924, henry no. #1237154 Chabrier, born ca 1906 in IL, 63 census * 13 May 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 93, 63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 99, 60 died bef 05 May 2005. 344

+ 2655 v. Russell E. Cote #35925 born 18 Sep 1907.

+ 2656 vi. Earl W. Cote #35926 born 05 Dec 1909.

2657 vii. Lillian Cote #45428, henry no. #1237157 Chabrier, born ca 1913 in IL, 60 census * 08 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 99, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45, 341 died bef 05 May 2005. 344

2658 viii. Harold J. Cote #45429, henry no. #1237158 Chabrier, born 26 Jun 1915 in IL, 121, 60 census * 08 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 99, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45, 91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 farm laborer, 91 social security num bef 1951 357-07-3687 (IL), 121 died 29 Mar 1992 in Kankakee, IL, 121, 344

2659 ix. Clifford Cote #45430, henry no. #1237159 Chabrier, born Jul 1919 in IL, 60 census * 08 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Aroma, ED 99, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45. 91

He married resided (family) 05 May 2005 in Martinton, Iroquois, IL, 344 Madelyn __ #48321.
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2660  x.  Arthur Cote #45431, henry no. #123715A Chabrier, born ca 1921 in IL,91 census * 12 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45,91 resided 05 May 2005 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.344

2661  xi.  Wayne Cote #45432, henry no. #123715B Chabrier, born ca 1922 in IL,91 census * 12 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45.91

He married resided (family) 05 May 2005 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,344 Mary __ #48320.

2662  xii.  Cecil Cote #45433, henry no. #123715C Chabrier, born ca 1928 in IL,91 census * 12 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 45.91

He married resided (family) 05 May 2005 in MO,344 Louise __ #48322.

1030.  Joseph Moise17 Cote #34807, census name Moses Coty,63 (Marie-Anne-Sophie10 Vadeboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit9 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit6 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #123716 in Chabrier, born 29 Jul 1880 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2,182 baptized 08 Aug 1880 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2,182 census * 04 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50,46 occupation 04 Jun 1900 farm laborer,46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119,63 occupation 15 Apr 1910 tile factory laborer,63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,72 occupation 12 Sep 1918 trucking,72 resided 12 Sep 1918 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark,92 census * 20 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133,60 occupation 20 Jan 1920 truck farmer,60 census * 04 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 26,91 occupation 04 Apr 1930 furniture factory laborer,91 property 04 Apr 1930 real estate value $800.91 Godparents: Peter Castongue & Olivia Vadeboncoeur.

He married 10 Jun 1901 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 462 Cedar Street, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,91 Anne M. Boudreau #35928, born 03 Apr 1881 in IL,121,182 census * 15 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119,63 census * 20 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133,60 census * 04 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 26,91 social security num bef 1951 335-38-7162 (IL),121 died Oct 1979 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.121 Anne: Dau of Peter Boudreau & Ozilda Bonneville.

Children:
+ 2663  i.  Mabel12 Cote #35929 born ca 1902.
+ 2664  ii.  Lawrence Cote #35930 born ca 1903.
+ 2665  iii.  Doris Cote #35931 born 26 May 1905.
+ 2666  iv.  Lloyd J. Cote #35932 born ca 1907.
2668  vi.  Walter J. Cote #45434, henry no. #1237166 in Chabrier, born 30 Dec 1911 in IL,60,121 census * 20 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133,60 census * 04 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 26,91 occupation 04 Apr 1930 furniture factory upholsterer,91 social security num bef 1951 333-07-8024 (IL),121 died Mar 1980 in Bradley, Kankakee, IL.341,121
2669  vii.  Vernon L. Cote #45435, henry no. #1237167 in Chabrier, born 10 Jan 1914 in IL,121 census * 20 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133,60 census * 04 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 26,91 social security num bef 1951 311-05-4287 (IN),121 died Feb 1993 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.341,121
+ 2670  viii.  Yvonne A. Cote #45436 born 18 Dec 1918.
2671  ix.  Donald R. Cote #45437, henry no. #1237169 in Chabrier, born 19 Oct 1919 in Wichert, Kankakee, IL,350,121 census * 20 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 133,60 census * 04 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 26,92 military 1942 - 1945 US Army Corps of Engineers,92 social security num bef 1951 334-07-9848 (IL),121 occupation upholsterer,91 retirement in Kroehler Manufacturing,350 died 22 May 2006 in Provena St Mary's Hospital, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,390,121 buried in Mt Calvary Cem, Kankakee, IL.350
2672  x.  Arnold Cote #47029, henry no. #123716A in Chabrier, died bef 04 Apr 1930 in IL.341,91
2673  xi.  Rosetta M. Cote #47030, henry no. #123716B in Chabrier, born ca 1922 in IL,91 census * 04 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 26.91

She married resided (family) 2004 in Bradley, Kankakee, IL,341 McQuillan #47031.
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+ 2674  xii. Vernell M. Cote #47032 born 12 Mar 1924.

1032. George Prudent Cote #34809 (Marie-Anne-Sophie Vadeboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Simon dit, Simon dit, Bertrand dit), henry no. #123718 in Chabrier, born 30 Apr 1883 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,46 birth bef 1885 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,46 census * 04 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50,46 occupation 04 Jun 1900 farm laborer,46 census * 28 Apr 1910 in IL, Cook, Proviso, ED 86,46 occupation 28 Apr 1910 beer merchant,46 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,46 occupation 12 Sep 1918 barber,46 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 120 East 25th Street, Chicago, Cook, IL,46 height 12 Sep 1918 short,46 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,46 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue,46 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,46 census * Jan 1920 in IL, Cook, Proviso, ED 183,46 occupation Jan 1920 beverage salesman,46 census * 29 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Broadview, ED 2299,41 occupation 29 Apr 1930 deputy sheriff.41

He married ca 1910 in IL,63 resided (family) 28 Apr 1910 in 168 South Maywood, Proviso, Cook, IL,63 census * 28 Apr 1910 in IL, Cook, Proviso, ED 86,63 census * Jan 1920 in IL, Cook, Proviso, ED 183,60 census * 29 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Broadview, ED 2299.41

Children:

2675  i. George Cote #45441, henry no. in Chabrier, born 02 May 1912 in IL,121,60 census * Jan 1920 in IL, Cook, Proviso, ED 183,60 census * 29 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Broadview, ED 2299,41 social security num bef 1951 708-05-5784 (Railroad Board),121 died Jun 1985 in Maywood, Cook, IL.21

2676  ii. James Cote #45442, henry no. in Chabrier, born ca Sep 1926 in IL,91 census * 29 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Broadview, ED 2299.91

2677  iii. Joan Cote #45443, henry no. in Chabrier, born ca Sep 1928 in IL,91 census * 29 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Broadview, ED 2299.91

1033. Alphonse Joseph Cote #34808 (Marie-Anne-Sophie Vadeboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Simon dit, Simon dit, Bertrand dit), henry no. #123719 in Chabrier, born 12 Jan 1885 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,92 baptized 12 Feb 1885 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 04 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50,46 occupation 04 Jun 1900 farm laborer,46 census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119,63 occupation 23 Apr 1910 laborer,63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 railroad laborer,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 light blue,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 black,92 census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134,60 occupation 12 Jan 1920 railroad section laborer,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 steam railroad laborer.91 Godparents: Isadore Cote & Marie Castonguay.

He married ca 1913 in IL,91 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in Grant Street, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.91 Louise #45444, born ca 1899 in IL,91 census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44.91

Children:

2678  i. Jeanette Cote #45445, henry no. #1237191 in Chabrier, born ca 1917 in IL,91 census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44.91

1036. Harvey Paul Cote #35435 (Marie-Anne-Sophie Vadeboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Simon dit, Simon dit, Bertrand dit), henry no. #12371C in Chabrier, born 02 Jun 1892 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,121,46 baptized 03 Jun 1892 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,7 census * 04 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50,46 census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 119,63 occupation 23 Apr 1910 laborer,63 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 self employed barber,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in Third Street, Fowler, IN,92 height 05 Jun 1917 short,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown,92 census * 07 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 112,60 occupation 07 Jan 1920 barber,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2428,91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 barber at hotel shop,91 social security num bef 1951 318-01-2187 (IL),210 died 01 Apr 1963 in San Diego, San Diego, CA.210 Godparents: Jules H Dube & Orice Cote.
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He married ca 1913 in IN, resid (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 537 West Station Street, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL. resid (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 1414 East 50th Street, Chicago, Cook, IL, Evelyn O'Connor #45447, born 05 Jun 1893 in IN, census * 07 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 112, census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2428, social security num 1973 560-21-0025 (CA), died Oct 1972 in San Diego, San Diego, CA. Evelyn: Dau of Delia O'Connor.

Children:

2679 i. Daniel D. Cote #45448, henry no. #12371C1 in Chabrier, born ca 1914 in IN, census * 07 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 112, census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2428.

2680 ii. Helen K. Cote #45449, henry no. #12371C2 in Chabrier, born ca 1915 in IN, census * 07 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 112, census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2428.

2681 iii. Loretta J. Cote #45450, henry no. #12371C3 in Chabrier, born ca 1920 in IL, census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2428.

2682 iv. Gordon C. Cote #45451, henry no. #12371C4 in Chabrier, born ca 1922 in IL, census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2428, social security num bef 1951 325-16-7551 (IL), died 01 Oct 1991 in IL.

1040. Henry Ira (Ponto)21 Ponton #35438 (Marie Anne9 Vadeboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon1, Bertrand), henry no. #123741 from Chabrier, born 02 Aug 1873 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 24 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, census * 12 Jun 1900 in IN, Benton, York, ED 8, occupation 12 Jun 1900 farmer, census * 16 Apr 1910 in IN, Benton, Parish Grove, ED 8, census * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 farmer, resided 12 Sep 1918 in RFD, Talbot, Benton, IN, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 light brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 gray, medical condition 12 Sep 1918 weak back, census * 28 Jan 1920 in IN, Benton, Hickory Grove, ED 6, occupation 28 Jan 1920 farmer, census * 01 May 1930 in IN, Benton, Earl Park, ED 14, occupation 01 May 1930 teacher, died 28 Dec 1951 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, buried in St John Cem, Earl Park, Benton, IN.

He married ca 1893 in IL, Nelda "Nellie" Dube #35938, born 24 Feb 1875 in IL, (daughter of Achille "Archie" Dube #61551 and Marie Exite "Agnes" Boucher #61552), census * 12 Jun 1900 in IN, Benton, York, ED 8, census * 16 Apr 1910 in IN, Benton, Parish Grove, ED 8, census * 28 Jan 1920 in IN, Benton, Hickory Grove, ED 6, census * 01 May 1930 in IN, Benton, Earl Park, ED 14, died 03 Apr 1950 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, buried in St John Cem, Earl Park, Benton, IN. Nelda: Dau of Archille Dube & Agnes Boucher.

Children:

+ 2683 i. Ida Odiele Vera12 Ponto #35939 born 09 Oct 1894.
+ 2684 ii. Clarence Ira Ponto #35940 born 01 Sep 1896.
+ 2685 iii. Mary Lillian "Lilly" Ponto #35941 born 11 Aug 1898.
+ 2687 v. Irene Ponto #35943 born 25 Jun 1902.
+ 2688 vi. Hester Agnes "Mable" Ponto #35944, henry no. #1237416 from Chabrier, born 30 Sep 1904 in Dunnington, Benton, IN, census * 16 Apr 1910 in IN, Benton, Parish Grove, ED 8, census * 28 Jan 1920 in IN, Benton, Hickory Grove, ED 6, census * 15 Apr 1930 in IN, Benton, Fowler, ED 3, occupation 15 Apr 1930 notion store clerk, died 25 Mar 1991 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, buried in Earl Park, Benton, IN.

She married (1) 07 Jun 1926 in IN, resid (family) 15 Apr 1930 in Fourth Street, Fowler, Benton, IN, divorced Sep 1942, no children from this marriage, Clarence John Balensiefer #36710, born 20 Jan 1904 in Dunnington, Benton, IN, census * 15 Apr 1930 in IN, Benton, Fowler, ED 3, occupation 15 Apr 1930 grocery store clerk.

She married (2) by 1945 in IN, divorced no children from this marriage, Edward Charles Carr #36711, born 06 Apr 1891 in Fowler, Benton, IN.
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2689 vii. Henry Lloyd Ponto #35945, henry no. #1237417 from Chabrier, born 25 May 1910 in Dunnington, Benton, IN, died 07 Aug 1912 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, buried in Earl Park, Benton, IN.


+ 2691 ix. Leo R. "Curly" Ponto #35947 born 14 Nov 1918.

1041. Anna Ponton #35439, census name Hanna Ponton, (Marie Anne Vadéboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadéboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadéboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit Vadéboncoeur, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #123742 from Chabrier, born 10 Feb 1876 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 24 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 123, census * 02 Jun 1900 in IN, Benton, York, ED 8, census * 28 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, census * 24 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, census * 08 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 9, died 20 Nov 1963, buried in Mt Calvary Cem, Kankakee, IL.

She married 03 Sep 1894 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, Henry Seraphin Lareau #35948, born 26 Apr 1870 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 02 Jun 1900 in IN, Benton, York, ED 8, occupation 02 Jun 1900 farmer, census * 28 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, occupation 28 Apr 1910 farm laborer, census * 24 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, occupation 24 Jan 1920 farmer, census * 08 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 9, occupation 08 Apr 1930 farmer, died 13 Oct 1956 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, buried in Mt Calvary Cem, Kankakee, IL.

Children:

+ 2692 i. Theresa Angele Lareau #35949 born 05 Jul 1895.
+ 2694 iii. Anna Genevieve Lareau #33291 born 29 Dec 1897.
+ 2696 v. Gertrude Isabella Lareau #35952 born 26 Oct 1900.
+ 2697 vi. Evelyn (Eveline) Lareau #33353 born 06 Feb 1902.

2698 vii. Theo Laide Lareau #35954, henry no. #1237427 from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1903 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died 29 Dec 1903 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.

2699 viii. Marie Anna (Myrtle) Lareau #35955, henry no. #1237428 from Chabrier, born 21 Jan 1904 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 28 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, census * 24 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, census * 11 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 222, occupation seamstress, died 25 Feb 1998 in Clifton, Iroquois, IL, buried 28 Feb 1998 in Mt Calvary Cem, Kankakee, IL.

She married (1) aft 1920 in Chicago, Cook, IL, resided (family) 11 Apr 1930 in 6227 Ingleside Avenue, Chicago, Cook, IL, Eskild Anderson #36752, born ca 1904 in Denmark, emigrated 1922 to US, census * 11 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 222, occupation 11 Apr 1930 men's club cook, died 1932.

She married (2) 1935 in SD, Jerry Sommers #36753, born in Downers Grove, IL.

2700 ix. John Lavern Lareau #35956, henry no. #1237429 from Chabrier, born 09 Mar 1905 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died 05 Aug 1905 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.

2701 x. Mary Louise Lareau #35957, henry no. #123742A from Chabrier, born 29 Mar 1906 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 28 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, census * 20 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, census * Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2653, occupation Apr 1930 factory worker, died 05 Feb 1938 in Chicago, Cook, IL, buried in Chicago, Cook, IL.

She married (1) 10 Apr 1926 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, divorced resided (family) Apr 1930 in 315 Smith Irving Street, Chicago, Cook, IL, no children from this marriage, Wilfred Lafountain #36754, born ca 1906 in MI, census * Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2653.

She married (2) 0 no children from this marriage, Micka #36755.

+ 2702 xi. Helen Cora Lareau #35412 born 17 Jul 1907.
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+ 2703 xii. Stanislaus Harry Lareau #35958 born 03 Sep 1908.

2704 xiii. Harold F. Lareau #35959, henry no. #123742D from Chabrier, born 01 Sep 1909 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,
2,121 baptized 03 Sep 1909 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,
census * 28 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65,63 census * 24 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,66 census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44,91 resided 09 Apr 1930 in Station Street, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,
91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 clay mill laborer,91 social security num bef 1951 342-03-8720 (IL),121 died 08 Mar 1991 in Bradley, Kankakee, IL,2,121 buried in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.
2 Godparents: Francois Lareau & Louisa Dionne.

He married 19 Jun 1948 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 divorced2 no children from this marriage,2 Leona E. Timms #36759, born 03 Sep 1909 in Chebanse, Iroquois, IL,121 social security num bef 1951 312-05-7552 (IN),121 died 05 Apr 1990 in Bradley, Kankakee, IL,2,121 buried in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.
2

2705 xiv. Mary Laurella Lareau #35960, also known as Leola Bertha Marie Lareau, henry no. #123742E from Chabrier, born 01 Oct 1910 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,
baptized in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,
died 09 Jul 1914 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Godparents: Louis Ponton & Cora Dube.

+ 2706 xv. Jerome Anthony Lareau #35961 born 18 Apr 1912.

2707 xvi. Seraphin Lareau #35962 born 02 Jul 1913.


+ 2709 xvii. Iona Anna Marie Lareau #35964 born 06 Dec 1915.

2710 xix. Cecelia Lareau #35965, henry no. #123742J from Chabrier, born 14 May 1917 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,
died 14 May 1917 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 buried in St Mary's Cem, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.
2

2711 xx. Mary Jane Lareau #35966, henry no. #123742K from Chabrier, born 15 May 1918 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,
baptized 26 May 1918 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,
census * 24 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,66 census * 08 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 9.91 Godparents: Henry Landrey & Genevieve Lareau.

She married 16 Sep 1944 in Watseka, Iroquois, IL,2 divorced2 no children from this marriage,2 Leroy Hubert #36774, born 24 Nov 1917 in IL,21 occupation farmer,2 social security num bef 1951 359-01-2850 (IL),121 died May 1978 in IL.
121


+ 2713 xxii. Andrew Viator Lareau #35968 born 20 Aug 1922.

1042. Rose (Rosanna)11 Ponton #35440 (Marie Anne10 Vadeboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #123743 from Chabrier, born 22 Dec 1877 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 23 Dec 1877 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,
census * 24 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 60,46 census * 13 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 18,46 census * 30 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79,66 census * 14 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134,60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44,91 died 26 Nov 1959 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL.
2

died when hit by a train.

11 As of:

She married 25 Aug 1902 in St Joseph, Papineau, Iroquois, IL,2 resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in Railroad Avenue, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,91 Ferdinand Joseph Francis Leblanc #36483, also known as Frank White,46 born08 Oct 1872 in IL,66 census * 20 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50,66 occupation 20 Jun 1900 farm laborer,46 census * 30 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79,66 census * 30 Apr 1910 farmer,46 census * 14 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134,60 occupation 14 Jan 1920 railroad laborer,60 died 25 Aug 1924 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 cause of death stepped into the path of a train,2 buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 Ferdinand: Son of Jacob John White Leblanc & Louise Groselle. Killed when hit by a train.

Children:

2714 i. John Leroy12 White #36484, henry no. #1237431 from Chabrier, born 23 May 1903 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 01 Jun 1903 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,
census * 30 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79,63 died ca 1910 in IL,2 cause of death building wall collapse.2 Godparents: Pierre Ponton & Anna Vadeboncoeur, his wife.
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+ 2715  ii.  MODEST E. WHITE #36485 born 04 Jan 1905.

+ 2716  iii.  MARIE LOUISE ANNA WHITE #36486, henry no. #1237433 from Chabrier, born 16 Jul 1906 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 22 Jul 1906 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died bef 30 Apr 1910 in IL. 63 Godparents: Henry Ponton & Nelda Dube.

+ 2717  iv.  N.N. WHITE #47821, henry no. #1237434 from Chabrier, born bef 30 Apr 1910 in IL. 63

+ 2718  v.  HENRY AMBROSE WHITE #36488, henry no. #1237435 from Chabrier, born 29 Nov 1911 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 03 Dec 1911 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 14 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 134, 60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, 91 occupation 08 Apr 1930 odd job laborer, 91 military US Navy -- World War II, 2 social security num bef 1951 334-07-8683 (IL), 121 occupation cook, died 04 Jul 1980 in Clearwater, Pinellas, FL, buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, never married. 2 Godparents: Henry Lareau & Anna Ponton, his wife.

+ 2719  vi.  ISABELLE B. WHITE #35411 born 29 Apr 1914.

+ 2720  vii.  JOSEPH LOUIS WILFRED WHITE #36490, henry no. #1237437 from Chabrier, born 29 Apr 1914 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 03 May 1914 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died bef 14 Jan 1920 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, cause of death cholera. 2 Godparents: Eugene Marion & Eva Vadeboncoeur.

+ 2721  viii.  ERNEST ELWOOD JOSEPH WHITE #36491 born 30 Mar 1916.

+ 2722  ix.  AGNES WHITE #36487, henry no. #1237439 from Chabrier, born ca 1918 in IL, died 14 Jan 1920 in IL. 60

1045.  PRUDENT LEOPOLD PAUL II PONTO #35444, also known as Paul Leo Ponto, 92 (MARIE ANNE 10 VADEBONCOEUR, PIERRE CHABRIER dit 7 VERBOUCOEUR, ANTOINE CHABRIER dit 8 VADEBONCOEUR, ANTOINE CHABRIER dit 9, JEAN CHABRIER dit 10, JEAN 1, SIMON 10, SIMON 10, Bertrand), henry no. #123746 from Chabrier, born 19 Dec 1884 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 19 Dec 1884 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 21 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinson, ED 79, 63 occupation 21 Apr 1910 farmer, 63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 self employed farmer, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Route 4, Momence, Kankakee, IL, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, 92 census * 24 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Momence, ED 125, occupation 24 Jan 1920 farmer, 60 died 15 May 1923 in Martinson, Iroquois, IL, buried 18 May 1923 in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL. 2 Godparents: Damase Castonguay & Zephyre Vadeboncoeur, his wife.

He married 24 Oct 1904 in St John Baptist, L’Eraible, Iroquois, IL, 2 MARIE DESANGES (MARY DESNEIGES) PONTO #36494, born 05 Jun 1889 in Martinson, Iroquois, IL, 2, 121 daughter of Charles Ponto #47822 and Christine Gravel #47823, baptized in St John Baptist, L’Eraible, Iroquois, IL, census * 11 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Martinson, ED 18, 60 census * 21 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinson, ED 79, 63 census * 24 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Momence, ED 125, 60 census * 17 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Martinson, ED 32, 91 occupation 17 Apr 1930 farmer, 91 social security num 1963 347-38-1940 (IL), 121 died 25 Dec 1966 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, 2 buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL. 2

Children:

+ 2723  i.  VIRGINIA CHRISTINE (LULA A.) 12 PONTO #36495 born 12 Mar 1909.

+ 2724  ii.  FLORENT P. PONTO #36496, henry no. #1237472 from Chabrier, born 28 Oct 1911 in Martinson, Iroquois, IL, 2, 121 census * 24 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Momence, ED 125, 60 census * 17 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Martinson, ED 32, 91 occupation 17 Apr 1930 farm laborer, 91 social security num bef 1951 361-07-8236 (IL), 121 died 05 May 1972 in Martinson, Iroquois, IL, 2, 121 cause of death tractor accident, 2 buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, never married. 2 Never married.

+ 2725  iii.  MAY L. PONTO #36497 born 09 May 1915.

+ 2726  iv.  MABEL E. PONTO #36498 born 27 Jun 1918.

+ 2727  v.  JULIET ANNE PONTO #36499 born 20 Jul 1920.

+ 2728  vi.  GLADYS MARIE PONTO #36500 born 06 Sep 1922.

1046.  LOUIS (LEWIS) HARVEY II PONTO #35445 (MARIE ANNE 10 VADEBONCOEUR, PIERRE CHABRIER dit 7 VERBOUCOEUR, ANTOINE CHABRIER dit 8 VADEBONCOEUR, ANTOINE CHABRIER dit 9, JEAN CHABRIER dit 10, JEAN 1, SIMON 10, SIMON 10, Bertrand), henry no. #123747 from Chabrier, born 15 Oct 1891 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 17
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Oct 1891 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 13 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 18, census * 03 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87, census * 03 May 1910 farmer, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 self employed farmer, resided 05 Jun 1917 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, height 05 Jun 1917 medium, weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, eye color 05 Jun 1917 grey, hair color 05 Jun 1917 black, census * 13 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Stockland, ED 98, census * 13 Jan 1920 gran farmer, census * 02 Apr 1930 in IN, Benton, York, ED 17, occupation 02 Apr 1930 farm laborer, died 07 Mar 1932 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, buried in St John Cem, Earl Park, Benton, IN. Godparents: Charles Varboncoeur & Caroline Lois Arseneau.

He married 28 Jun 1909 in St John Ch, Earl Park, Benton, IN, Cora Dube #36502, born 07 Dec 1889 in IN, census * 03 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87, census * 13 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Stockland, ED 98, census * 02 Apr 1930 in IN, Benton, York, ED 17, social security num bef 1951 309-16-7024 (IN), died 28 Jan 1963 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, buried in St John Cem, Earl Park, Benton, IN. Cora: Dau of Archille (Archie) Duby & Agnes Boucher.

Children:

2729 i. Isabel12 Ponto #36503, henry no. #1237481 from Chabrier, born 09 Jul 1910 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, census * 13 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Stockland, ED 98, census * 02 Apr 1930 in IN, Benton, York, ED 17, social security num bef 1951 353-18-5559 (IL), died 21 Oct 1988 in Earl Park, Benton, IN.

She married2 no children from this marriage, Carl Weller #36810, born 10 Jun 1909, social security num bef 1951 308-14-1908 (IN), died Oct 1987 in Fowler, Benton, IN.

2730 ii. Leroy (Roy) Ponto #36504, henry no. #1237482 from Chabrier, born 25 May 1912 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, census * 13 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Stockland, ED 98, census * 02 Apr 1930 in IN, Benton, York, ED 17, social security num bef 1951 720-10-0107 (Railroad Board), died 06 Jan 1969 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, buried in Earl Park, Benton, IN.

He married2 no children from this marriage, Lois Gooding Hulse Lowe #36811, born 27 Nov 1914 in IL, social security num bef 1951 357-10-1228 (IL), died May 1985 in Earl Park, Benton, IN.

+ 2731 iii. Sylvester Ponto #36505 born 30 Oct 1917.

2732 iv. Lloyd (Leo) Ponto #36506, henry no. #1237484 from Chabrier, born 29 Mar 1921 in Stockland, Iroquois, IL, baptized in St John Ch, Earl Park, Benton, IN, census * 02 Apr 1930 in IN, Benton, York, ED 17, occupation postmaster.2

He married (1) 19 Nov 1949 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, divorced2 no children from this marriage, Marie Martel #36814, born ca 1922 in Watseka, Iroquois, IL, baptized in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Marie: Dau of Artie Martel & Clara Fortin.

He married (2) no children from this marriage, Etha Warren #36815.

2733 v. Louis Ponto #36507, henry no. #1237485 from Chabrier, born 14 Nov 1923 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, died 14 Nov 1923 in Earl Park, Benton, IN, buried in St John Cem, Earl Park, Benton, IN.

1047. Laura Velina Ponton #35446 (Marie Anne10 Vadeboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #123748 Chabrier, born 18 Aug 1893 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 19 Aug 1893 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 13 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 18, census * 05 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87, census * 17 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, census * 08 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, died 21 Sep 1957 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, buried in St Anne Cem, St Anne, Kankakee, IL. Godparents: Henry Lareau & Anna Ponton, his wife.

She married 27 Apr 1913 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in Railroad Avenue, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, Charles T. Potts #36508, born 29 Mar 1891 in Beaver Twp, Newton, IN, event * 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 1918 self employed farmer, resided 1918 in Donovan, Iroquois, IL, census...
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* 17 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, occupation 17 Jan 1920 farmer, census * 08 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, occupation 08 Apr 1930 odd job laborer, social security num bef 1951 354-01-2410 (IL), occupation IL state highway supervisor, died bef 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Donovan, Iroquois, IL, buried in St Anne, Kankakee, IL. Charles: Son of Albert J Potts & Levina Jane Baker.

Children:
+ 2734 i. Orville Marcel Potts #36509 born 08 Apr 1914.
+ 2735 ii. Opal Ethel Potts #36510 born 12 Nov 1915.
+ 2736 iii. Pauline Louetta Potts #36511 born 20 Aug 1919.
+ 2737 iv. Clifford Albert Potts #36512, henry no. #1237494 from Chabrier, born 08 Mar 1928 in Iroquois, Iroquois, IL, census * 08 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 44, occupation teacher.
+ 2738 v. Delores May Potts #36513 born 23 Aug 1930.
+ 2739 vi. Kenneth Charles Potts #36514 born 29 Mar 1933.
+ 2740 vii. Betty Loraine Potts #36515 born 17 Sep 1935.

1049. Emma Castongia #35447 (Marie Zephyre Varboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit Varboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Simon Chabrier, Simon Chabrier, Bertrand), henry no. #123781 from Chabrier, born 14 Mar 1881 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 15 Mar 1881 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5, census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64, census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 113, census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 16, occupation 03 Apr 1930 housework at a priest's home. Godparents: Pierre Vadeboncoeur & Sophie Houde.

She married (1) 17 Nov 1902 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, George (Leblanc) White #36516, born ca 1876 in Donovan, Iroquois, IL, census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64, occupation 20 Apr 1910 farmer, died bef 05 Jan 1920 in IL. George: Son of John (Leblanc) White & Louise Valancour.

Children:
2741 i. Marie Rosella White #36517, henry no. #1237811 from Chabrier, born 26 Nov 1904 in IL, baptized 27 Nov 1904 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64, census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 113, occupation 05 Jan 1920 knitting factory looping. Godparents: Damase Castonguay & Exephire Vadeboncoeur.

She married in St Christiana, Chicago, Cook, IL, Frank Mzrasinski #36492, born ca 1900. Frank: Died at three weeks of age.

2742 ii. Joseph Willard White #36518, henry no. #1237812 from Chabrier, born 26 Aug 1906 in IL, baptized 09 Sep 1906 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64, census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 113, census * 11 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 20, occupation 11 Apr 1930 truck driver for cleaners, social security num bef 1951 333-09-4601 (IL), died 10 Sep 1989 in Mount Pulaski, Logan, IL. Godparents: Joseph Blanchette & Desire Valencour.

He married ca 1929, resided (family) 11 Apr 1930 in 406 North Adams Street, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, Lila __ #45386, born ca 1906, census * 11 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 20.

2743 iii. Roosevelt Marcel White #36519, henry no. #1237813 from Chabrier, born 27 Jun 1909, baptized 04 Jul 1909 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64, census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 113, census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 16, occupation 03 Apr 1930 taxi chauffeur. Godparents: Arthur Castonguay & Georgie Ponton.

2744 iv. Lester Marci John White #36520, henry no. #1237814 in Chabrier, born 14 Oct 1911 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 29 Oct 1911 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 113, census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 16.
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occupation 03 Apr 1930 hosiery mill laborer,\textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 336-10-9061 (IL),\textsuperscript{121} died 05 Feb 1998 in Evanston, Cook, IL,\textsuperscript{121} Godparents: Frank Damiere & Angeline Lebeau.

2745 v. Beulah White #43582, henry no. #1237815 in Chabrier, born ca 1912 in IL,\textsuperscript{60} census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 113,\textsuperscript{60} census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 16,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 03 Apr 1930 hosiery mill laborer.\textsuperscript{91}

She married (2) divorced by 03 Apr 1930,\textsuperscript{91} resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 357 North Hickory Street, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,\textsuperscript{60} Eddie Goranson #45383, born ca 1884 in IL,\textsuperscript{60} census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 113,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 05 Jan 1920 factory laborer.\textsuperscript{60} Eddie: His parents were from Sweden.

Children:

2746 vi. Eldon Goranson #45484, ref number #1237816 Chabrier, born ca Dec 1929 in IL,\textsuperscript{91} census * 03 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 16.\textsuperscript{91}

1050. Pierre Arthur Benjamin\textsuperscript{11} Castongia #35448 (Marie Zephyre\textsuperscript{10} Varboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Jean\textsuperscript{2} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4} Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{4}), henry no. #123782 from Chabrier, born 28 Feb 1883 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2,4,6} baptized 01 Mar 1883 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5,\textsuperscript{46} occupation 01 Jun 1900 farm laborer,\textsuperscript{46} census * 30 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79,\textsuperscript{3} occupation 30 Apr 1910 farm laborer,\textsuperscript{3} event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{131} occupation 12 Sep 1918 day laborer,\textsuperscript{131} resided 12 Sep 1918 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{131} census * 21 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 21 Jan 1920 farm laborer,\textsuperscript{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 32,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 09 Apr 1930 farmer,\textsuperscript{91} died 1958 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} buried in St Mary's Cem, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} Godparents: George Castongia & Elizabeth Doris.

He married 01 Apr 1906 - 01 Apr 1907,\textsuperscript{63} Georgia Ponton #42231, born ca 1888 in IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 30 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79,\textsuperscript{63} census * 21 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,\textsuperscript{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 32.\textsuperscript{91}

Children:

2747 i. \textsuperscript{12,121} Castongia #45381, henry no. #1237821 from Chabrier, born bef 30 Apr 1910,\textsuperscript{63} died bef 30 Apr 1910.\textsuperscript{63}

2748 ii. Roswell Castongue #45482, henry no. #1237822 from Chabrier, born ca 1910 in IL,\textsuperscript{91} census * 21 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,\textsuperscript{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 32,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 09 Apr 1930 farm laborer.\textsuperscript{91}

2749 iii. Rosana Castongue #45481, henry no. #1237823 from Chabrier, born ca Jul 1918 in IL,\textsuperscript{91,60} census * 21 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,\textsuperscript{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 32.\textsuperscript{91}

2750 iv. Nettie Castongue #42233, henry no. #1237824 from Chabrier, born 14 Jun 1920 in IL,\textsuperscript{351} baptized 20 Jun 1920 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 32.\textsuperscript{91} Godparents: Gerry Laurent & Nettie Ponton.

She married\textsuperscript{7} Ralph D. Schultz #42234, born 02 Apr 1917 in IL,\textsuperscript{121} social security num bef 1951 725-10-2566 (Railroad Board),\textsuperscript{121} died 25 Jun 1997 in Watseka, Iroquois, IL.\textsuperscript{121}

1051. Georgina\textsuperscript{11} Castongia #35449 (Marie Zephyre\textsuperscript{10} Varboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Jean\textsuperscript{2} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4} Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{4}), henry no. #123783 from Chabrier, born 12 Dec 1885 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} baptized 13 Dec 1885 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5,\textsuperscript{46} census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65,\textsuperscript{63} died bef 14 Jan 1920 in IL.\textsuperscript{60} Godparents: Francis Xavier Vadeboncoeur & Odile Morisette, his wife.

She married 31 Dec 1908 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} Philip Jacob Ponton #36521, born 10 Mar 1885 in IL,\textsuperscript{63} census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 29 Apr 1910 farm laborer,\textsuperscript{63} event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 12 Sep 1918 farming,\textsuperscript{92} height 12 Sep 1918 medium,\textsuperscript{92} weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,\textsuperscript{92} hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark,\textsuperscript{92} census * 14 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Chebanse, ED 74,\textsuperscript{60}
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occupation 14 Jan 1920 farm laborer, 60 census * 18 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 5, 91 occupation 18 Apr 1930 farm laborer. 91 Philip: Son of Noel Ponton.

Children:

2751 1. Clifford J. 12 Ponton #36522, henry no. #1237831 from Chabrier, born ca Mar 1913 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2,60 census * 14 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Chebanse, ED 74, 60 census * 18 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 5, 91, occupation 18 Apr 1930 farm laborer. 91

1052. William 11 Castongia #35450, census name Willie Castongue, 46 (Marie Zephyre 10 Varboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit 9 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #123784 from Chabrier, born 31 Mar 1889 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2,121,92 baptized 01 Apr 1889 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 7, census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5, 46 census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64, 63 occupation 20 Apr 1910 farm laborer, 63 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 laborer at Kankakee Pine Mill Co., 92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in 423 South Third Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, 92 height 05 Jun 1917 tall, 92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, 92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown, 92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 black, 92 census * 08 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 113, 60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 milk plant receiver, 60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 26, 91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 milk company daucum runner, 91 social security num bef 1951 333-09-1937 (IL), 121 died Jan 1976 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL. 121 Godparents: William __ & Josephine Boucher.

He married ca 1909 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, 351 resided (family) 08 Jan 1920 in 423 South Third Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, 361 resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 296 Vanderunter Street, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, 91 Zella Sharkey #42232, born 09 Mar 1891 in Momence, Kankakee, IL, 2,121 census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 64, 63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 113, 60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 26, 91 social security num 1973 320-56-4387 (IL), 121 died Oct 1975 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL. 2,121 Zella: Dau of Mose & Angelina Sharkey.

Children:

2752 1. Russell C. 12 Castongue #45384, henry no. #1237841 from Chabrier, born 06 Oct 1912 in IL, 60,121 census * 08 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 113, 60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 26, 91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 cutter at overall factory, 91 social security num bef 1951 333-09-3000 (IL), 121 died Mar 1964 in IL.

2753 2. Lester L. Castongue #45385, henry no. #1237842 from Chabrier, born 24 Oct 1919 in IL, 60,121 census * 08 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 113, 60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 26, 91 social security num bef 1951 333-09-4180 (IL), 121 died Apr 1974 in IL.

1053. Zelia A. 11 Castongia #35451 (Marie Zephyre 10 Varboncoeur, Pierre Chabrier dit 8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #123785 from Chabrier, born 07 Dec 1894 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2,46,121 baptized 08 Dec 1894 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 2 census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5, 46 census * 30 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 79, 63 census * 26 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, 60 census * 03 May 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Chebanse, ED 51, 91 social security num 1963 - 1964 340-40-3454 (IL), 121 died 02 Feb 1996 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL. 2,121 buried in Mt Calvary Cem, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL. 2 Godparents: Pierre Ponton & Anna Vadeboncoeur.

She married ca 1917 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 91 Edmond J. Marion #36523, born ca 1894 in IL, 91 (son of Napoleon Marion #53806 and Mary __ #53807), census * 26 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, 60 occupation 26 Jan 1920 farm labor, 60 census * 03 May 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Chebanse, ED 51, 91 occupation 03 May 1930 farmer, 91 died 08 Nov 1963 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL. 2

Children:

2754 1. Emery S. 12 Marion #36525 born ca Dec 1917.

2755 2. Ivan J. Marion #36526, henry no. #1237852 from Chabrier, born ca 1921 in IL, 91 census * 03 May 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Chebanse, ED 51.
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+ 2756 iii. Rosamond Marion #36527 born ca 1925.

1055. Mélise (Minnie) Florence Morissette #39446 (Marie-Josephine Varboncouer, Pierre Chabrier dit Verboncouer, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Varboncouer, Jean Chabrier dit Verboncouer, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #1237B1 from Chabrier, born * 07 Feb 1887 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 06 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, occupation June 1900 servant, occupation 1907 circus canvas crew, census * 25 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108, occupation 25 Apr 1910 restaurant laborer, census * 08 Jan 1920 in MI, Berrien, St Joseph, ED 105, census * 21 Apr 1930 in MI, Berrien, Benton Harbor, ED 10, residence 21 Apr 1930 cafeteria dish washer, lived 14 Dec 1907 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.


Children:

+ 2757 i. Albert Leroy DuSoe #39448 born 23 Jan 1908.
+ 2759 iii. Theodore DuSoe #39449, henry no. #1237B13 from Chabrier, born ca 1910, died infancy.

She married (2) ca 1911, resided (family) 08 Jan 1920 in 608 Ship Street, St Joseph, Berrien, MI, Albert Leroy Peterson #39452, born ca 1866 in Rollin Perrie, Laporte, IN, resided 1911 in Elkhart, IN, resided 1913 in South Bend, IN, census * 08 Jan 1920 in MI, Berrien, St Joseph, ED 105, occupation 08 Jan 1920 transfer line laborer, died 04 Jan 1927 in Benton Harbor, Berrien, MI, cause of death pneumonia, buried 06 Jan 1927 in St Joseph, Berrien, MI. Excerpt from the Herald-Press of St Joseph, MI dtd 12 Apr 1920:

DRIVER IS NOT TO BLAME

Before the eyes of his mother and with many looking on unable to lend a hand, Lawrence Peterson, 8 year old son of Mr. & Mrs. Albert Peterson, residing over a soft drink parlor at 608 Ship St, was almost instantly killed Saturday evening when struck by an automobile truck owned by the Harrold Transfer Line and driven by Rudolph Maier. The boy lived but a few minutes never regaining consciousness. Persons viewing the accident exonerated the driver of all blame. The coroner's inquest will be held at Battinger and Kingsley's chapel.

+ 2760 iv. Lawrence Peterson #39454, henry no. #1237B14 from Chabrier, born 21 May 1912 in St Joseph, Berrien, MI, census * 08 Jan 1920 in MI, Berrien, St Joseph, ED 105, died 12 Apr 1920 in St Joseph, Berrien, MI, cause of death struck by a truck, buried 14 Apr 1920 in St Joseph, Berrien, MI.

Children:

+ 2761 v. Robert Harold Peterson #39453, henry no. #1237B15 from Chabrier, born ca 1914 in MI, census * 08 Jan 1920 in MI, Berrien, St Joseph, ED 105, census * 21 Apr 1930 in MI, Berrien, Benton Harbor, ED 10, occupation 21 Apr 1930 odd job laborer.

+ 2762 vi. Jacob Floyd Peterson #39455 born 28 Dec 1915.
+ 2764 viii. Lester D Peterson #39457 born 27 Jun 1922.
+ 2765 ix. Raymond Casey Peterson #39458 born 14 Apr 1924.

1057. Rosalie (Rose) Morissette #39443 (Marie-Josephine Varboncouer, Pierre Chabrier dit Verboncouer, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Varboncouer, Jean Chabrier dit Verboncouer, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #1237B3 from Chabrier, born May 1890 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, census * 06 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, occupation 25 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108, occupation 25 Apr
1910 restaurant laborer,\textsuperscript{63} census * 28 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108,\textsuperscript{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 392.\textsuperscript{91}

She married ca 1912 in IL,\textsuperscript{91} resided (family) 28 Jan 1920 in 278 North East Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,\textsuperscript{60} resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 10840 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Cook IL,\textsuperscript{60} \textbf{Onezime Boudreau} #42938, born 12 May 1891 in IL,\textsuperscript{2,60,121} event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 05 Jun 1917 lumber yard foreman & plasterer,\textsuperscript{92} resided 05 Jun 1917 in 278 North East Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,\textsuperscript{92} height 05 Jun 1917 medium,\textsuperscript{92} weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue,\textsuperscript{92} hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown,\textsuperscript{92} census * 28 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 28 Jan 1920 lumber yard foreman,\textsuperscript{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 392,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 09 Apr 1930 railroad car shop fles... installer,\textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 333-09-0026 (IL),\textsuperscript{2,121} died Apr 1981 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.\textsuperscript{2,121}

\textit{Children:}

2766 i. Lawrence\textsuperscript{12} Boudreau #45485, henry no. #1237B31 from Chabrier, born ca 1913 in LA,\textsuperscript{60} census * 28 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108,\textsuperscript{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 392.\textsuperscript{91}

+ 2767 ii. Marie Rose Boudreau #42952 born ca 1914.

2768 iii. Irene M. Boudreau #42939, henry no. #1237B33 from Chabrier, born 20 Aug 1916 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,\textsuperscript{2,121} census * 28 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108,\textsuperscript{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 392,\textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 333-07-9690 (IL),\textsuperscript{121} died 04 Aug 1998 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,\textsuperscript{2} buried 06 Aug 1998 in Memorial Gardens, Kankakee, IL.\textsuperscript{2}

She married 04 Oct 1947,\textsuperscript{2} Arthur Bleau #42940, born ca 1909,\textsuperscript{2} died 1994.\textsuperscript{2}

2769 iv. Laverne Boudreau #42941, henry no. #1237B34 from Chabrier, born ca 1918,\textsuperscript{2} died bef 28 Jan 1920.\textsuperscript{60}

2770 v. Bernice Boudreau #42942, henry no. #1237B35 from Chabrier, born 13 Feb 1920 in IL,\textsuperscript{2,121} census * 09 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 392,\textsuperscript{91} died 15 Apr 2000 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,\textsuperscript{2} buried in Mt Calvary Cem, Kankakee, IL.\textsuperscript{2}

She married 11 Oct 1945 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,\textsuperscript{2} Randolph F Mathiesen #42943, born ca 1915,\textsuperscript{2} died Jun 1993.\textsuperscript{2}

2771 vi. Barbara Boudreau #42944, henry no. #1237B36 from Chabrier, born ca 1922.\textsuperscript{2}

She married\textsuperscript{2} Robert Myrich #42945, born ca 1918.\textsuperscript{2}

2772 vii. Judith Boudreau #42946, henry no. #1237B37 from Chabrier, born ca 1925.\textsuperscript{2}

She married\textsuperscript{2} __ Mussa #42947, born ca 1921.\textsuperscript{2}

2773 viii. Dorothy Boudreau #42948, henry no. #1237B38 from Chabrier, born ca 1927.\textsuperscript{2}

She married\textsuperscript{2} Jim Longtin #42949, born ca 1923.\textsuperscript{2}

2774 ix. Robert O. Boudreau #42950, henry no. #1237B39 from Chabrier, born 06 Dec 1929 in IL,\textsuperscript{2,121} social security num bef 1951 339-26-5001 (IL),\textsuperscript{121} died 02 Apr 1994 in Demotte, Jasper, IN.\textsuperscript{121}

He married\textsuperscript{2} Sonya __ #42951, born ca 1932.\textsuperscript{2}

1058. \textbf{Helene (Ella) Azilda Morisette} #35454 (Marie-Josephine\textsuperscript{10} Varboncouer, Pierre Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Jean Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{8} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{8}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #1237B4 from Chabrier, born 01 Mar 1892 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{46} baptized 05 Mar 1891 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 06 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50,\textsuperscript{46} census * 16 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 101,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 16 Apr 1910 knitting factory box department,\textsuperscript{63} resided 16 Apr 1910 in 58 Merchant Street, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.\textsuperscript{63} Godparents: Charles Despatie & Azilda Morisette.
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Children:

2775. i. __12 Boudreau #53808, henry no. from Chabrier, born bef 16 Apr 1910 in IL.

1062. Edwardina "Jennie"11 Houde #47535 (Marie Josephe Chabrier dit10 Vadeboncoeur, Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #123811 from Chabrier, born 18 Aug 1868 in NY, emigrated 1870 to USA, event 06 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 92,46 census * 06 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 92,46 census * 26 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 123,43 died 22 Sep 1911 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, obituary * 24 Sep 1911 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 25 Sep 1911 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

She married ca 1884 in NY,46 resided (family) 06 Jun 1900 in 807 Townsent Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 26 Apr 1910 in 711 Catherine Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 910 McBride Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 490 South Salino Street, Globe Hotel, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 490 South Salino Street, Globe Hotel, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 302 Merrina Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 26 Apr 1910 in 711 Catherine Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 06 Jun 1900 in NY,46 resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 910 McBride Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 490 South Salino Street, Globe Hotel, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 302 Merrina Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 11 Jun 1900 in 224 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 910 McBride Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 224 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 910 McBride Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 490 South Salino Street, Globe Hotel, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 302 Merrina Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 26 Apr 1910 in 416 Hurley Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 104 Graves Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 302 Merrina Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 20 Mar 1936 in 332 Woodbine Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 Wilfred J. Francoceur #51953, born Oct 1864 in QC, Canada,46,63 emigrated 1870 to USA,60 naturalized 1879,60 census * 11 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100,46 occupation 11 Jun 1900 wheelwright,46 census * 26 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga,

Children:

+ 2776. i. Edna M.12 LaTulip #53809 born Feb 1885.

ii. Frederick Louis LaTulip Jr. #53810, henry no. #1238112 from Chabrier, born 15 Jan 1899 in NY,46,92,121 census * 06 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 92,46 census * 26 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 123,43 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,42 occupation 12 Sep 1918 cigar store clerk,42 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 152 Holland Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,42 height 12 Sep 1918 medium,42 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender,42 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,42 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,42 census * 07 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 188,40 occupation 07 Jan 1920 cigar store clerk,40 resided 07 Jan 1920 in 490 South Salino Street, Globe Hotel, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,40 census * 12 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 64,91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 building construction carpenter,91 died Mar 1974 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.

He married aft 07 Jan 1920,91 divorced bef 12 Apr 1930,91 Unknown #53813.

1063. Mildred Emilie "Millie"11 Houde #47536 (Marie Josephe Chabrier dit10 Vadeboncoeur, Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #123812 from Chabrier, born Apr 1871 in NY,41,46,92 census * 12 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 211,41 census * 11 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100,46 census * 26 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116,40 died 30 Dec 1913 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,97 obituary * 01 Jan 1914 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,97 buried 02 Jan 1914 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

She married ca 1895 in NY,43 resided (family) 11 Jun 1900 in 224 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 26 Apr 1910 in 416 Hurley Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 104 Graves Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 302 Merrina Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 20 Mar 1936 in 332 Woodbine Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 Wilfred J. Francoceur #51953, born Oct 1864 in QC, Canada,46,63 emigrated 1870 to USA,60 naturalized 1879,60 census * 11 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100,46 occupation 11 Jun 1900 wheelwright,46 census * 26 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga,
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Syracuse, ED 116, occupation 26 Apr 1910 shop machinist, census * 05 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 128, occupation 05 Jan 1920 automobile factory machinist, census * 03 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 73, occupation 03 Apr 1930 auto plant inspector, died 19 Mar 1936 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, obituary * 20 Mar 1936 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 21 Mar 1936 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

Children:
+ 2778 i. Wilfred E. C. Francoeur #53814 born 08 May 1896.
+ 2779 ii. Mildred G. Francoeur #53815, henry no. #1238122 from Chabrier, born Oct 1899 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, census * 11 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100, census * 26 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, census * 07 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137, occupation 07 Jan 1920 department store sales lady, census * 07 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 34, occupation 07 Apr 1930 grocery store book keeper.

She married 31 Oct 1923 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 2601 James Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Milton F. Parsons #53819, born ca 1903 in NY, (son of Frank A. Parsons #53847 and Carrie __), census * 07 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 34, occupation 07 Apr 1930 bank book keeper.

+ 2780 iii. Howard William Francoeur #53816 born 07 Sep 1900.
+ 2781 iv. Edmond Lester Francoeur #53817 born ca 1905.
+ 2782 v. Raymond C. Francoeur #53818, henry no. #1238125 from Chabrier, born ca 1910 in NY, census * 05 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 128, census * 03 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 73, occupation 03 Apr 1930 die plant mechanical apprentice.


He married ca 1903 in NY, resided (family) 26 Apr 1910 in 429 Hawley Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 429 Hawley Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 429 Hawley Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 25 Feb 1935 in 265 Forest Hill Drive, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Caroline Schuetz #47550, born ca 1879 in NY, census * 26 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 134, census * 05 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 39, died 25 Feb 1935 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, obituary * 25 Feb 1935 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Caroline: Father born in Bavaria, Germany.

Children:
+ 2783 i. Leona Houde #47551 born ca 1904.
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He married ca 1898 in NY, 63 resided (family) 06 Jun 1900 in 136 Caroline Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 46 resided (family) 23 Apr 1910 in 612 Hawley Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 63 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 104 Graves Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 60 resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 210 Beecher Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 91 Helena Louise Kuhn #47523, born 27 Apr 1879 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 60 census * 06 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 51, 46 census * 23 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, 53 census * 05 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 128, 60 occupation 05 Jan 1920 washing at home, 60 census * 04 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 37, 91 died 16 Feb 1945 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 68 Helena: Dau of Heinrich Peter Kuhn & Mary __.

Children:
+ 2784 i. Clovis Edward Houde #47730 born 21 Apr 1900.
+ 2785 ii. Alfred H. Houde #47702 born ca Apr 1902.
+ 2786 iii. Vernon George Houde #47524 born 10 Jul 1903.
+ 2787 iv. Helen Houde #47731 born ca 1907.
+ 2788 v. Henrietta M. Houde #47732 born ca 1909.
+ 2789 vi. Willard G. Houde #47728 born 29 Nov 1911.

1066. William C.H Houde #47538 (Marie Josephte Chabrier dit10 Vadeboncouer, Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #123815 in Chabrier, born Sep 1875 in NY, 46 census * 12 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 211, 41 graduated from Philadelphia Dental College, 97 census * 05 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 99, 46 occupation 05 Jun 1900 dentist, 46 census * 19 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, 46 occupation 19 Apr 1910 dentist, 63 event * 11 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 event 11 Sep 1918 dentist, 92 resided 11 Sep 1918 in 414 Elm Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 92 height 11 Sep 1918 medium, 92 weight 11 Sep 1918 slender, 92 eye color 11 Sep 1918 brown, 92 hair color 11 Sep 1918 brown, 92 census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136, 60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 dentist, 60 event * 19 Nov 1922 in sued after automobile accident, 186 property * 18 Nov 1923 sold residence at 400 Orchard Road, 186 property * 17 Feb 1924 sold two family at 315-317 Euclid Avenue, 186 event * 12 Aug 1926 in property tax sale redemption notice (1923) $16.55 186 census * 05 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 30, 91 occupation 05 Apr 1930 dentist in own office, 91 property 05 Apr 1930 real estate value $18,000, 91 died 05 Mar 1944 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 97 obituary * 06 Mar 1944 in Syracuse Herald Journal, Syracuse,Onondaga, NY, 188 buried 08 Mar 1944 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 97 will proved 15 Mar 1944 Albert P. Oot, administrator.

He married (1) ca 1901 in NY, 63 resided (family) 19 Apr 1910 in 414 Elm Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 63 resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 414 Elm Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 186 resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 101 Rugby Road, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 91 resided (family) 06 Mar 1944 in 821 Dewitt Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 97 Mabel A. Lyons #47552, born ca 1880 in NY, 63 (daughter of John H. Lyons #53850), census * 19 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, 60 died 18 Jul 1917 in Ithaca, Tompkins, NY, 97 obituary * 19 Jul 1917 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 186 buried 21 Jul 1917 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 97

Children:
2791 i. Marion J. Houde #47553, henry no. #123815 from Chabrier, born ca 1903 in NY, 63 census * 19 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, 63 died bef 19 Jul 1917 in NY. 97
+ 2792 ii. Mabel A. Houde #47554 born ca 1904.
+ 2793 iii. Eloise F. Houde #47555 born ca 1906.
+ 2794 iv. John E. Houde #43801 born ca 1911.

He married (2) marriage license 09 Aug 1928 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 186 ca 1928 in NY, 91 died 05 Apr 1930 in 101 Rugby Road, Syracuse, Onondag, NY, 91 Martha Theresa Weinheimer #47641, born ca 1883 in NY, 91 (daughter of Jacob Weinheimer #53889 and Mary Baum #53890), census * 05 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 30, 91 died 05 Sep 1952 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 97 obituary * 06 Sep 1952 in Syracuse Herald Journal, Syracuse,Onondaga, NY, 188 buried 08 Sep 1952 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 97 Martha: Parents born in Germany.
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1067. Alfred Houde #47539, census name Frederick Houde, 60 census name Fred Houde, 91 (Marie Josephte Chabrier dit 10 Vadeboncoeur, Leger 9, Antoine Chabrier dit 8, Antoine Chabrier dit 5, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 7 Chabrier, Jean 8, Simon 3, Simon 4, Bertrand 3), henry no. #123817 in Chabrier, born Jun 1878 in NY, 41 census * 12 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 211, 46 census * 08 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Geddes, ED 51 46 occupation 08 Jun 1900 plumber, 46 census * 25 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 107 63 occupation 25 Apr 1910 painter, 63 census * 06 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 141 60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 plumbing shop owner, 60 census * 16 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 223 61 occupation 16 Apr 1930 plumber. 65

He married (1) ca 1897 in NY, 46 divorced ca 1925 in NY, 188 resided (family) 08 Jun 1900 in 134 Caroline Avenue, Geddes, Onondaga, NY, 46 resided (family) 25 Apr 1910 in 135 John Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 63 resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 701 Catherine Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Jane Miller #47738, census name Jennie __, 46 born Dec 1878 in NY, 46 census * 08 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Geddes, ED 51 46 census * 25 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 107 63 census * 06 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 141 60 died 07 Jan 1955 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 97 obituary * 08 Jan 1955 in Syracuse Herald Journal, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 188 buried 11 Jan 1955 in Myrtle Hill Cem, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 97.

Children:
+ 2796 i. Margaret 12 Houde #47742 born Aug 1898.
2797 ii. __ Houde #47743, henry no. #1238172 in Chabrier, died bef 25 Apr 1910. 63
+ 2798 iii. Ruth Houde #47739 born ca 1904.
+ 2799 iv. Donald J. Houde #47740 born 05 Nov 1906.
2800 v. __ Houde #47744, henry no. #1238175 in Chabrier, died bef 25 Apr 1910. 63
2801 vi. Earl Houde #47741, henry no. #1238176 in Chabrier, born ca 1914 in NY, 60 census * 06 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 141 66 died bef 06 Nov 1939. 188

He married (2) ca 1925 in NY, 91 resided (family) 16 Apr 1930 in 802 Valley Drive, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 91 Ella Daley #47736, born ca 1897 in NY, 91 census * 16 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 223 91

Children:
+ 2802 vii. Virginia Marie Houde #47737 [adopted].

1078. Josephine LaVaut #47587 (Marie-Anne (Aimee) 10 Vadeboncoeur, Leger 9, Antoine Chabrier dit 8, Antoine Chabrier dit 5, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 7 Chabrier, Jean 8, Simon 3, Simon 4, Bertrand 3), henry no. #123821 from Chabrier, born Oct 1872 in NY, 46 census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209 46 census * 04 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101 46 occupation 04 Jun 1900 tailoress, 46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118 63 census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 139 60 census * 02 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 43 91 died 24 Jul 1948 in Buffalo, Erie, NY, 97 obituary * 26 Jul 1948 in The Post Standard, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 187 buried 28 Jul 1948 in St Mary's Cem, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 97

She married ca 1901 in NY, 91 resided (family) 15 Apr 1910 in 205 Patterson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 53 resided (family) 09 Jan 1920 in 347 Robinson Court, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 60 resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 522 Winton Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY 91 August Egerbrecht #47612, born ca 1869 in Germany, 63 census * 15 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118 63 occupation 15 Apr 1910 wagon works wheel maker, 63 census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 139 60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 stationary engineer, 60 died bef 02 Apr 1930 in NY. 91

Children:
+ 2803 i. Florence 12 Egerbrecht #47627 born ca 1902.
2804 ii. __ Egerbrecht #47628, henry no. #1238212 in Chabrier, died bef 15 Apr 1910 in NY. 63
2805 iii. Fredrick Egerbrecht #47613, henry no. #1238213 in Chabrier, born 27 Jun 1905 in NY, 91 121 census * 15 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118 63 census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 139 60 census * 02 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 43 91 occupation 02 Apr 1930 odd jobs for conveyor company, 91 social security num 1970 053-48-8766 (NY), 121 died May 1986 in Marcy, Oneida, NY. 121
+ 2806 iv. Herbert Clavis Egerbrecht #47614 born 04 Mar 1908.
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2808 vi. Carl Egerbrecht #47616, henry no. #1238216 in Chabrier, born 22 Mar 1913 in NY,91,121 census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 139,60 census * 02 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 43,91 occupation 02 Apr 1930 grocery store salesman,91 social security num bef 1951 074-07-3294 (NY),121 died Jul 1981 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.121


1079. Clara M.11 LaVautte #47588 (Marie-Anne (Aimee)10 Vadeboncoeur, Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #123822 from Chabrier, born Oct 1874 in NY,38 census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209,41 census * 04 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101,46 census * 19 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118,63 census * 13 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137,60 census * 11 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 113,91 resided 11 Apr 1930 in 225 Lockwood Road, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,91 died 03 Apr 1944 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,97 obituary * 03 Apr 1944 in Syracuse Herald Journal, Syracuse,Onondaga, NY,188 buried 05 Apr 1944.97

She married ca 1899 in NY,53 resided (family) 04 Jun 1900 in 503 Robinson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 19 Apr 1910 in 503 Robinson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,63 resided (family) 13 Jan 1920 in 111 Robinson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,60 Henry William Legg #47618, born 03 Jun 1875 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,63,92 census * 04 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101,46 occupation 04 Jun 1900 iron moulder,46 census * 19 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118,63 occupation 19 Apr 1910 post office clerk,63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,53 occupation 12 Sep 1918 postal mail clerk,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 111 Robinson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,92 height 12 Sep 1918 6 ft, 52 weight 12 Sep 1918 stout,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,92 census * 13 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137,60 occupation 13 Jan 1920 government postal clerk,60 died 01 Mar 1926 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,97 obituary * 02 Mar 1926 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,188 buried 03 Mar 1926 in Woodlawn Cem, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.97

Children:

2810 i. Velma Venita ____ #54045, born 16 Jul 1904 in CA,91,121 (daughter of __ Danforth #54046), census * 15 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Glendale, ED 964,49 social security num bef 1951 563-28-7083 (CA),121 died 28 May 1993 in Burbank, Los Angeles, CA.121

He married ca 1924 in CA,49

1080. Arthur Aremy12 LaVautte #47589 (Marie-Anne (Aimee)10 Vadeboncoeur, Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #123823 from Chabrier, born 07 Mar 1876 in NY,29,46 census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209,41 census * 04 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101,46 occupation 04 Jun 1900 glazier,46 census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118,63 occupation 18 Apr 1910 glazier,63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 135 East Bissell Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 glazier for Alex Grant & Son,92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,92 census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 184,96 occupation 03 Jan 1920 glass store glazier,60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 82,91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 hardware store glazier,91 died 27 May 1932 in Oneida, Onondaga, NY,97 obituary * 28 May 1932 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,186 buried 30 May 1932 in Woodlawn Cem, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.97

He married (1) ca 1902 in NY,63 resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in 203 Sedgwick Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,63 Margaret Mahoney #47630, born ca 1882 in QC, Canada,63 emigrated 1890,63 census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118,46 died bef 12 Sep 1918 in NY.92

Children:

2812 i. Leonard A. LaVautte #47631, henry no. #1238231 in Chabrier, born 28 Jan 1904 in NY,63,220,121 census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118,63 census * 15 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Glendale, ED 964,49 occupation 15 Apr 1930 construction company carpenter,91 social security num bef 1951 565-03-5372 (CA),121 died 16 Jan 1965 in Orange, Orange, CA.220,121

Compiled by: Roger & Nancy Verboncoeur (R.Verboncoeur@Comcast.net)
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He married (2) bef 12 Sep 1918 in NY,91,92 resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 135 East Bissell Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,60 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 117 East Bissell Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,91 resided (family) 09 Jun 1946 in 119 Bishop Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.97 **Nina Jane** #47600, born ca 1875 in Circleville, Pickaway, OH,97 census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 184,60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 82,91 died 20 Dec 1965 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,97 obituary * 21 Dec 1965 in The Post Standard, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,97 buried 23 Dec 1965 in Woodlawn Cem, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,97

*Nina*: Parents were born in OH.


She married aft 04 Jun 1900 in NY,46 resided (family) 16 Apr 1910 in 211 Sedgwick Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,63 resided (family) 13 Jan 1920 in 211 Sedgwick Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,60 resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 200 Seventh Street North, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,91 **Joseph Nauer** #47609, born ca 1866 in Switzerland,60 census * 04 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209,41 census * 13 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101,46 census * 16 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118,63 census * 10 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 2,91 occupation 10 Apr 1930 automobile company watchman,91 died ca 1944 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

*Children:*

+ 2813 i. Anna Nauer #47632 born 02 Jun 1900.
+ 2814 ii. Nelson Nauer #47633, henry no. #1238242 in Chabrier, born ca 1902 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,63 census * 16 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118,63 died bef 1920 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

1082. **Eva M**. LaVauce #47597 (Marie-Anne (Aimee)10 Vadeboncoeur, Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier, Jean9, Simon9, Simon9, Bertrand9), henry no. #123825 from Chabrier, born ca May 1879 in NY,46 census * 07 Jun 1880 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 209,41 census * 27 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118,63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 139,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 32,91 died 06 Feb 1949 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,97 obituary * 07 Feb 1949 in The Post Standard, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,187 buried 09 Feb 1949 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

She married aft Jun 1899 in NY,46 resided (family) 04 Jun 1900 in 502 Burt Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,46 resided (family) 27 Apr 1910 in 506 Vine Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,63 resided (family) 30 May 1918 in 102 Pattison Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,186 resided (family) 08 Jan 1920 in 616 Winton Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,60 resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 107 Shuart Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,91 resided (family) 23 Dec 1943 in 272 Hillsdale Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.97 **Louis J. Cuny** #47610, born ca Mar 1879 in PQ, Canada,46 (son of _ Cuny #54088 and Idell _ #54089), emigrated 1893,63 census * 04 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 158,46 occupation 04 Jun 1900 barber,46 census * 27 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118,63 occupation 27 Apr 1910 barber shop barber,63 naturalized 1914,41 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 barber,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 616 Winton Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,92 height 12 Sep 1918 short,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark gray,92 census * 08 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 139,60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 own shop barber,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 32,91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 barber,91 died 23 Dec 1943 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,97 obituary * 24 Dec 1943 in Syracuse Herald Journal, Syracuse,Onondaga, NY,188 buried 27 Dec 1943 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.
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Children:

2815 i. August N. Cuny #47634, henry no. #1238251 in Chabrier, born ca 1901 in NY. census * 27 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, census * 08 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 139, occupation 08 Jan 1920 wholesale meat shipping clerk, census * 12 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 29, occupation 12 Apr 1930 packing company salesman, died 08 Aug 1955 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, obituary * 09 Aug 1955 in The Post Standard, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 11 Aug 1955 in St Mary's Cem, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

He married (1) ca 1922 in NY, Doris Barlow #47637, born ca 1904 in MA, (daughter of __ Barlow #54093 and Elizabeth A. #54094), census * 12 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 29, occupation 12 Apr 1930 motor company secretary.

He married (2) Jul 1941 in Jordan, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 09 Aug 1955 in 112 Roycroft Road, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Margaret Simmons #54092 (daughter of Berton T. Simmons #54095).

2816 ii. Chester James Cuny #47635 born 17 Aug 1903.

2817 iii. LeRoy Cuny #47636, henry no. #1238253 in Chabrier, born ca 1905 in NY, census * 27 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, died 29 May 1918 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, cause of death 29 May 1918 heart disease.

He married (1) ca 1922 in NY, Jean Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR, born ca 1905 in NY, census * 10 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 130, occupation 10 Apr 1930 real estate value $6,000, died 10 Feb 1930 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, obituary * 11 Feb 1930 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 13 Feb 1930 in Assumption Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

2818 iv. Robert A. Cuny #47611, henry no. #1238254 in Chabrier, born 17 Aug 1903.

1084. William LaVau #47592 (Marie-Anne (Aimee) Vadeboncouer, Leger, Antoine Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #123827 from Chabrier, born May 1883 in NY, census * 04 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101, occupation 04 Jun 1900 silversmith, census * 15 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, occupation 15 Apr 1910 machinist, census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 130, occupation 03 Jan 1920 factory machinist, died 10 Feb 1930 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, obituary * 11 Feb 1930 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 13 Feb 1930 in Assumption Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

He married resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 1106 Oak Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 141 Hollister Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 27 May 1957 in 2935 South Salina, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Emma Galarneau #47605, born 09 Jan 1886 in QC, Canada, emigrated naturalized census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 130, census * 10 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 20, occupation 10 Apr 1930 furrier, property 10 Apr 1930 real estate value $6,000, social security num bef 1951 105-03-2871 (NY), died Dec 1973 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

Children:

2819 i. Alice M. LaVau #47606, henry no. #1238271 in Chabrier, born 17 Dec 1911 in NY, census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 130, census * 10 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 20, occupation 10 Apr 1930 law stenographer, social security num bef 1951 105-01-4958 (NY), died Jun 1994 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

She married 07 Jul 1942 - 09 Feb 1943, Robert M. Hofmann #54107, born 04 Jan 1910 in OH, (son of Frederick J. Hofmann #54110 and Eva C. __ #54111), event * 09 Feb 1943 in World War II Army Enlistment, resided 09 Feb 1943 in Toledo, Allen, OH, education 09 Feb 1943 high school graduate, height 09 Feb 1943 65 in., weight 09 Feb 1943 143 lbs., social security num bef 1951 105-01-0525 (NY), died 16 Sep 1992 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.
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He married * 21 Jun 1941 in Guayaquil, Ecuador, 188 resided (family) 13 Jun 1954 in Manhasset, Long Island, NY, 187 Anne Corcoran #54048, born ca 1917 in NY, 91 (daughter of J. Floyd Corcoran #54049 and Anna M. __ #54105).

2821 iii. Elza Marie LaVaute #47608, henry no. #1238273 in Chabrier, born 16 Sep 1917 in NY, 121 census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 130, 60 census * 10 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 20, 91 occupation 27 May 1957 employed by Atlantic Refining Co., 188 social security num 1976 059-58-1736 (NY), 121 died 18 Apr 1991. 121

She married engaged * 27 May 1957 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 188 marriage license 08 Jul 1957 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 188 03 Aug 1957 in St Joseph, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 188 Charles Clayton Ingraham Jr. #54054, born 21 Jul 1920 in NY, 91, 121 (son of Charles Clayton Ingraham #54055 and Ina __ #54106), social security num bef 1951 134-12-6871 (NY), 121 occupation 27 May 1957 employed by Carrier Corp., 188 died 16 Mar 1994 in Lake Worth, Palm Beach, FL. 21

1085. Jennie LaVaute #47593 (Marie-Anne (Aimee)60 Vadeboncoeur, Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean2 Chabrier, Jean1, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #123828 from Chabrier, born Apr 1884 in NY, 46 census * 04 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101, 46 occupation 04 Jun 1900 dry goods cash girl, 46 census * 28 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, 63 census * 13 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 32, 60 died 16 Mar 1935 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 91 obituary * 17 Mar 1935 in Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 186 buried 20 Mar 1935 in Assumption Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 97

She married ca 1907 in NY, 63 resided (family) 28 Apr 1910 in 416 Shuart Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 63 resided (family) 13 Jan 1920 in 223 Sedgwick Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 60 resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 225 Sedgwick Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 91 William H. Hooper #47622, born ca 1886 in QC, Canada, 60 emigrated 1887 to NY, 60 naturalized 1892, 60 census * 28 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, 63 occupation 28 Apr 1910 garden helper, 65 census * 13 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137, 60 occupation * 13 Jan 1920 steel mill steel worker, 60 died bef 09 Apr 1930. 91

Children:

2822 i. Alice12 Hooper #47623, henry no. #1238281 in Chabrier, born ca Sep 1909 in NY, 63, 91 census * 28 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, 60 census * 13 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137, 60 graduated 26 Jun 1929 in Skaneateles High School, 186 census * 09 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 32, 91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 office stenographer. 91

2823 ii. Genevieve Marie Hooper #47624, henry no. #1238282 in Chabrier, born 22 Oct 1916 in NY, 91, 121 census * 13 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 32, 91 resided 17 Sep 1939 in 159 Malvern Drive, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 186 social security num bef 1951 074-05-5156 (NY), 121 died 20 Oct 2003 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 121

She married engaged 17 Sep 1939 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 186 marriage license 22 Nov 1939 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 188 23 Nov 1939 in St John Baptist, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 186 Thomas Joseph Barry #54112, born 29 Dec 1912 in NY, 91, 121 (son of Patrick Barry #32796 and Agnes #54115), census 09 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 195, 91 resided 17 Sep 1939 in 107 Wilmore Place, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 186 social security num bef 1951 134-16-3880 (NY), 121 died 13 Jun 1993 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 121

+ 2824 iii. William G. Hooper #47625 born ca 1921.
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1086. **Frank J.**[H] **LaVau**te #47594 (Marie-Anne (Aimee)[O] Vadeboncoeur, Leger, Antoine Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #123829 from Chabrier, born Apr 1887 in NY, Census * 04 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101, Census * 15 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, Occupation 15 Apr 1910 steam and gas plumber, Census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 130, Occupation 03 Jan 1920 factory case trimmer, Occupation * 22 Dec 1925 fireman, Census * 03 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 28, Occupation 03 Apr 1930 city fireman, Medical condition * 17 Jan 1937 collapses from fighting a smoky fire, died 03 Apr 1944 - 26 Jul 1948.

He married bef 03 Jan 1920 in NY, resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 200 Park Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. **Anna Edwards** #47604, born ca 1887 in NY, (daughter of Launcelot W. Edwards #54052), Census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 130, Census * 03 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 28, died 19 Oct 1948 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Obituary * 19 Oct 1948 in Syracuse Herald Journal, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Buried 21 Oct 1948 in St Mary's Cem, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

Children:


Children:
2827 i. Janice[O] LaVau #54040, Henry no. #123828A from Chabrier.
2828 ii. Elizabeth Jane LaVau #54059, Henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1931 in NY.


He married ca 1914 in NY, Resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 135 East Bissell Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 117 East Bissell Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. **Ida Geniac** #47601, born 12 Jun 1893 in NY, (daughter of Unknown #54047 and Nina Jane #47600), Census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 184, Census * 12 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 82, Social security num bef 1951 069-24-3083 (NY), Died Apr 1986 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.
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Children:


2830 ii. Glen Arthur LaVauite #47603, henry no. #12382B2 from Chabrier, born ca 1922 in NY, 91 census * 12 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 82. 91

He married marriage license 28 Jul 1953 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 187 Yvonne Jeanette Nash #54042 (daughter of Leo A. Nash #54056 and Inez Radley #54057).

She married (1) not married, Walter Lewis #32558.

Children:

2831 i. Hazel (Roberta)12 Lewis #44773, henry no. #1238331 from Chabrier, born ca 1902 in IL, 354 died ca 1906 in IL, 354 cause of death diphtheria.

She married (2) * 27 Jul 1907 in Chicago, Cook, IL, 355,91 divorced 17 Jun 1913 in Chicago, Cook, IL, 354 Gustave Charles Gahlbeck #44772, born * 14 Sep 1882 in Chicago, Cook, IL, 46,354,290 (son of Frederick Gahlbeck #44804 and Caroline Burmeister #44805), census * 08 Jun 1900 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 191, 46 occupation 08 Jun 1900 toolmaker, 46 census * 03 May 1910 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 1630, 63 resided 03 May 1910 in 1815 South Union Street, Chicago, Cook, IL, 63 occupation 03 May 1910 green goods teamster, 63 occupation 22 May 1919 chauffeur, 290 census * 19 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Proviso, ED 2917, 91 resided 19 Apr 1930 in 501 North First Avenue, Proviso, Cook, IL 91 occupation 19 Apr 1930 poultry salesman, 91 died 03 Feb 1943 in Chicago, Cook, IL, 354,187 buried Feb 1943 in Concordia Cem, Forest Park, Cook, IL. 354 Gustave: Son of Frederick Gahlbeck & Caroline Burmeister from Germany.

Children:

+ 2832 ii. Ethel Louise Gahlbeck #44774 born 11 Mar 1904.

She married (3) 15 Jul 1914 in Chicago, Cook, IL, 356 James J Dukelow #61446, born Apr 1877 in WI, 63,356 (son of James E Dukelow #62018 and Mary Frances Fohey #62019), resided 1880 in Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI, 356 resided 1900 in Chicago, Cook, IL, 356 census * 27 Apr 1910 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 655, 63 occupation 27 Apr 1910 railroad switchman, 63 died 08 Jun 1931 in Chicago, Cook, IL. 356

1093. Marie Ida (Lydia) (Laura)10 Vadeboncoeur #32555 (Pierre (Leger)10, Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean7 Chabrier, Jean9, Simon3, Simon6, Bertrand5), henry no. #123833 from Chabrier, born 12 May 1879 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 7 baptized 18 May 1879 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 7 census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 139, 31 census * 27 Apr 1910 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 191, 46 occupation 08 Jun 1900 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 7 baptism 03 Oct 1880 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 7 cause of death diphtheria. 354 Godparents: Dosete E Frechette & Annie Gamache.

She married (1) not married, Walter Lewis #32558.

Children:

2831 i. Hazel (Roberta)12 Lewis #44773, henry no. #1238331 from Chabrier, born ca 1902 in IL, 354 died ca 1906 in IL, 354 cause of death diphtheria.

She married (2) * 27 Jul 1907 in Chicago, Cook, IL, 355,91 divorced 17 Jun 1913 in Chicago, Cook, IL, 354 Gustave Charles Gahlbeck #44772, born * 14 Sep 1882 in Chicago, Cook, IL, 46,354,290 (son of Frederick Gahlbeck #44804 and Caroline Burmeister #44805), census * 08 Jun 1900 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 191, 46 occupation 08 Jun 1900 toolmaker, 46 census * 03 May 1910 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 1630, 63 resided 03 May 1910 in 1815 South Union Street, Chicago, Cook, IL, 63 occupation 03 May 1910 green goods teamster, 63 occupation 22 May 1919 chauffeur, 290 census * 19 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Proviso, ED 2917, 91 resided 19 Apr 1930 in 501 North First Avenue, Proviso, Cook, IL, 91 occupation 19 Apr 1930 poultry salesman, 91 died 03 Feb 1943 in Chicago, Cook, IL, 354,187 buried Feb 1943 in Concordia Cem, Forest Park, Cook, IL. 354 Gustave: Son of Frederick Gahlbeck & Caroline Burmeister from Germany.

Children:

+ 2832 ii. Ethel Louise Gahlbeck #44774 born 11 Mar 1904.

She married (3) 15 Jul 1914 in Chicago, Cook, IL, 356 James J Dukelow #61446, born Apr 1877 in WI, 63,356 (son of James E Dukelow #62018 and Mary Frances Fohey #62019), resided 1880 in Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI, 356 resided 1900 in Chicago, Cook, IL, 356 census * 27 Apr 1910 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 655, 63 occupation 27 Apr 1910 railroad switchman, 63 died 08 Jun 1931 in Chicago, Cook, IL. 356

1094. Edessa Cary (Cora) Malvina10 Vadeboncoeur #32557 (Pierre (Leger)10, Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean7 Chabrier, Jean9, Simon3, Simon6, Bertrand5), henry no. #123834 from Chabrier, born 26 Sep 1880 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 7 baptized 03 Oct 1880 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, 7 census * 02 Jun 1900 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 228, 46 census * 10 Apr 1930 in AZ, Maricopa, Phoenix, ED 12, 91 died
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* 02 Oct 1930 in Phoenix, Maricopa, AZ, cause of death 02 Oct 1930 myocarditis, buried 06 Oct 1930 in St Francis Cem, Phoenix, Maricopa, AZ. Godfather: Severe Vade Boncour; Godmother: Josephine Marquis.

She married (1) 16 Jun 1896 in Chicago, Cook, IL, resided (family) 02 Jun 1900 in 163 Washburne Avenue, Chicago, Cook, IL, resided (family) Dec 1902 in 628 South Union Street, Chicago, Cook, IL, Edward J McNamee #32559, born 12 Oct 1875 in Chicago, Cook, IL, (see note 42) (son of John McNamee #63714 and Ellen Foley #63715), census * 02 Jun 1900 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 228, occupation 02 Jun 1900 teamster, died 04 Sep 1934 in Chicago, Cook, IL, buried 07 Sep 1934 in Mount Carmel Catholic Cem, Proviso Tsp, Chicago, Cook, IL (see note 43).

Children:

2833 i. Edward J# McNamee Jr. #62005, henry no. #1238341 from Chabrier, born 06 Mar 1897 in Chicago, Cook, IL, census * 04 Jun 1900 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 228, military World War I, resided 1922 in AZ, census * 10 Apr 1930 in AZ, Maricopa, Phoenix, ED 12, resided 10 Apr 1930 in 1740 West Van Buren Street, Phoenix, Maricopa, AZ, occupation 10 Apr 1930 assessor's clerk, military World War II, died * 15 Aug 1955 in Phoenix, Maricopa, AZ, cause of death 15 Aug 1955 acute myocardial infraction, buried 18 Aug 1955 in St Francis Cem, Phoenix, Maricopa, AZ.


2834 ii. __ McNamee #62004, henry no. #1238342 from Chabrier, born bef 04 Jun 1900 in Chicago, Cook, IL, died bef 04 Jun 1900 in Chicago, Cook, IL.

2835 iii. Ethel McNamee #717, henry no. #1238343 from Chabrier, born aft 04 Jun 1900 in Chicago, Cook, IL, died Dec 1902 in Chicago, Cook, IL, buried in Mount Carmel Catholic Cem, Proviso Tsp, Chicago, Cook, IL (see note 44).

She married (2) J T Wilson #63713.

1095. Marie Louise Cora#11 Vadeboncoeur #32551 (Pierre (Leger)10, Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #123835 from Chabrier, born 23 Apr 1882 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 30 Apr 1882 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 11 Jun 1900 in MN, Dakota, Mendota, ED 27, (see note 45), census * 27 Apr 1910 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 655, census * 11 Jan 1920 in KY, Platte, District 2, ED 71, census * 17 Apr 1930 in NE, Johnson, Tecumseh, ED 9, died 22 Mar 1963 in Spearfish, Lawrence, SD. Godparents: Pierre Gamache & Loudvica __.

She married 15 Feb 1904 in Newcastle, Weston, WY, Walter William (Willard) Weckwerth #32561, born 24 Jun 1884 in Ames, Cloud, KS, (son of Johann Fredrick Weckwerth #54129 and Alvina E Reinke #54130), census * 06 May 1910 in WY, Crook, Moorcroft, ED 54, occupation 06 May 1910 railroad section boss, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 railroading, resided 12 Sep 1918 in Rozet, Campbell, WY, height 12 Sep 1918 tall, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, census * 11 Jan 1920 in WY, Platte, District 2, ED 71, occupation 11 Jan 1920 railroad section foreman, census * 17 Apr 1930 in NE, Johnson, Tecumseh, ED 9, occupation 17 Apr 1930 CB&Q Railroad roadmaster, died 24 Nov 1948 in Torrington, Goshen, WY, buried in Edgemont, Fall River, SD.

Children:

2836 i. Charles Henry12 Weckwerth #32563, henry no. #1238351 from Chabrier, born 25 Nov 1904 in Newcastle, Weston, WY, census * 06 May 1910 in WY, Crook, Moorcroft, ED 54, census * 11 Jan 1920 in WY, Platte, District 2, ED 71, died Aug 1978.

2837 ii. Dorothy Catherine Weckwerth #44775, henry no. #1238352 from Chabrier, born 08 Mar 1906 in WY, census * 06 May 1910 in WY, Crook, Moorcroft, ED 54, census * 11 Jan 1920 in WY, Platte, District 2, ED 71, died 23 Nov 1993 in Clyde, KS.
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+ 2839 iv. Donald Lee Weckwerth #32566 born 21 Nov 1913.

+ 2840 v. Helen Wilman Weckwerth #32562 born 05 Jul 1920.

1099. Angelina Adie (Ida) VadeBoncoeur #32553 (Pierre (Leger)9, Leger8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier, Jean5, Simon4, Simon3, Bertrand2), henry no. #123839 from Chabrier, born 16 Nov 1888 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 25 Nov 1888 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 02 Jun 1900 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 228, (see note 46), census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 641, census * 02 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 935, died 07 Feb 1936. Godfather: Charles Varboncoeur; Godmother: Caroline Lois Arseneau.

She married marriage license * 03 Jan 1908 in Chicago, Cook, IL, married (civil) * 04 Jan 1908 in Chicago, Cook, IL, William Joseph Riordan #32560, born 11 Dec 1884 in IL, (son of __ Riordan #61871 and Martha __ #61870), census * 11 Jun 1900 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 249, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 linoleum layer, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 2050 West 12th Street, Chicago, Cook, IL, height 12 Sep 1918 tall, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown, census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 641, occupation 05 Jan 1920 contract carpet layer.

Children:

2841 i. Peter2 Riordan #44776, henry no. #1238391 from Chabrier, born ca 1908 in IL, census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 641.

2842 ii. Bernice Riordan #44777, henry no. #1238392 from Chabrier, born ca Jul 1909 in IL, census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 641, census * 02 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 935, occupation 02 Apr 1930 telephone operator.

2843 iii. Jerry Riordan #44778, henry no. #1238393 from Chabrier, born ca Feb 1914 in IL, census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 641, census * 02 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 935, occupation 02 Apr 1930 Western Union messenger.

2844 iv. Helen Riordan #44779, henry no. #1238394 from Chabrier, born ca Aug 1915 in IL, census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 641.

2845 v. Adeline (Adell) Riordan #44780, henry no. #1238395 from Chabrier, born ca Oct 1917 in IL, census * 05 Jan 1920 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 641, census * 02 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 935.

1100. Josephine VadeBoncoeur #33248 (Antoine (Severe)10, Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier, Jean5, Simon4, Simon3, Bertrand2), henry no. #123851 from Chabrier, born 03 Oct 1876 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 08 Oct 1876 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 139, census * 11 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5, census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 116, census * 15 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 973.

Godfather: Benjamin Marquis; Godmother: Tharsile Trumble.

She married 08 Nov 1892 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 434 North Entrance Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, resided (family) 15 Apr 1930 in 3507 Congress Street, Chicago, Cook, IL.

Nazeir Dubueque #33237, census name Isaac Dubueque, born 18 Oct 1867 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 28 Jun 1868 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 11 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5, census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, occupation 29 Apr 1910 farm laborer, census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 116, occupation 12 Jan 1920 round house hostler, census * 15 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 973, occupation 15 Apr 1930 factory laborer, died ca 1935.2


Children:

2846 i. Alfred2 Dubueque #36528, henry no. #1238511 from Chabrier, born 03 Aug 1893 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 06 Aug 1893 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 11 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 5, census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, occupation 29 Apr...
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1910 farm laborer,\textsuperscript{65} census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 116,\textsuperscript{60} military 12 Jan 1920 US Army Artillery.\textsuperscript{60} Godparents: Cyril Thibeault & Josephine Lareau.

He married 08 Sep 1920 in Immaculate Conception, El Paso, TX,\textsuperscript{2} Florence Hellueg #36845.

---

+ 2847 ii. Marie Adee (Della) Dubuque #36529 born 22 Feb 1895.
+ 2848 iii. Joseph Dubuque #36530, henry no. #1238513 from Chabrier, born 11 Nov 1896 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} baptized 15 Nov 1896 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} died Jan 1898,\textsuperscript{2} buried 22 Jan 1898 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.\textsuperscript{2} Godparents: Willy Thibeault & Rosalie Caillouette.
+ 2849 iv. Marie Eveline Dubuque #36531, henry no. #1238514 from Chabrier, born 08 Feb 1898 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} baptized 11 Feb 1898 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} died 13 Feb 1898 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.\textsuperscript{2} Godparents: Joseph Mercier & Clarice Regnier.

+ 2850 v. Joseph Henry Herve (Harvey) Dubuque #36532 born 26 Apr 1899.
+ 2851 vi. Marie Edna Dubuque #36166, henry no. #1238516 from Chabrier, born 20 Mar 1901 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} baptized 24 Mar 1901 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65,\textsuperscript{63} census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 116,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 12 Jan 1920 knitting factory looper,\textsuperscript{60} social security num 290-20-2622,\textsuperscript{220} died 31 Mar 1954 in Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA.\textsuperscript{220} Godparents: Anatole Thibeault & Helene Blais.

She married __ Langlois #36167.

+ 2852 vii. Joseph Leroy Dubuque #36533, henry no. #1238517 from Chabrier, born 19 Feb 1903 in IL,\textsuperscript{2,121} baptized 22 Feb 1903 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65,\textsuperscript{63} census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 116,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 12 Jan 1920 knitting factory machinist,\textsuperscript{60} census * 14 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2512,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 14 Apr 1930 radio service at his own shop,\textsuperscript{61} social security num btw 1951 - 1952 345-28-5755 (IL),\textsuperscript{121} died Nov 1966 in Chicago, Cook, IL.\textsuperscript{2,121} Godparents: Frederick Darche & Horinne Boudreau.

He married ca 1927,\textsuperscript{91} resided (family) 14 Apr 1930 in 4450 Spaulding Avenue, Chicago, Cook, IL,\textsuperscript{91} Mary Lanasky #42953, born ca 1907 in IL,\textsuperscript{91} census * 14 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 2512,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 14 Apr 1930 woodwork shop sales lady.\textsuperscript{91} Mary: Her parents were born in Germany.

+ 2853 viii. Myrtle Amata (Bernadette) Dubuque #36534, henry no. #1238518 from Chabrier, born 29 Jun 1905,\textsuperscript{2} baptized 02 Jul 1905 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 29 Apr 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65,\textsuperscript{63} census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 116,\textsuperscript{60} Godparents: Telesphore Corbeil & Victoria Boucher, his wife.
+ 2854 ix. Leo Gerald Dubuque #36535, henry no. #1238519 from Chabrier, born 15 Feb 1907 in IL,\textsuperscript{2} baptized in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} died 04 Mar 1907 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} buried 05 Mar 1907 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.\textsuperscript{2}
+ 2855 x. May Loretta Dubuque #36536 born 01 Oct 1908.
+ 2856 xi. Harold A. Dubuque #45537, henry no. #123851B from Chabrier, born Apr 1910 in IL,\textsuperscript{60} census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 116,\textsuperscript{60} census * 15 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 973,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 15 Apr 1930 radio factory worker.\textsuperscript{91}
+ 2857 xii. Edward G. Dubuque #45538, henry no. #123851C from Chabrier, born 30 Aug 1912 in IL,\textsuperscript{60,121} census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 116,\textsuperscript{60} census * 15 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 973,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 15 Apr 1930 radio factory worker,\textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 272-10-0803 (OH),\textsuperscript{121} died 15 Nov 2005 in Cincinnati, Hamilton, OH.\textsuperscript{121}
+ 2858 xiii. Severe J. Dubuque #45539, census name Silvery Dubuque,\textsuperscript{91} henry no. #123851D from Chabrier, born Jan 1914 in IL,\textsuperscript{60} census * 12 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 116,\textsuperscript{60} census * 15 Apr 1930 in IL, Cook, Chicago, ED 973.\textsuperscript{91}

1101. Marie Antonia\textsuperscript{11} VadeBoncoeur #33249 (Antoine (Severe))\textsuperscript{9}, Leger\textsuperscript{9}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{7} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{7}, Simon\textsuperscript{8}, Simon\textsuperscript{8}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #123852 from Chabrier, born 25 Jul 1878 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} baptized 28 Jul 1878 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 08 Jun 1880 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 139,\textsuperscript{41} first communion 11 Jun 1890 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} confirmation 26 Oct 1891 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\textsuperscript{2} census * 20 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 109,\textsuperscript{63}
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census * 21 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108.60 census * 30 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 11,81 died 1936 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL. 2 property 07 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000. occupation 12 Jun 1900 farmer, Murphy, Eulalia Delude. Witnesses to the marriage were Malachy Murphy & Tiny Vadboncoeur.

1102. Nelda (Mildred)92 VadeBoncoeur #31883 (Antoine (Severe)10, Leger9, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean7 Chabrier, Jean6, Simon6, Simon7, Bertrand6), henry no. #123853 from Chabrier, born 10 Jun 1880 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 11 Jun 1880 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 first communion 11 Jun 1890 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 confirmation 26 Oct 1891 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 18.46 census * 03 Jan 1920 in IN, Montgomery, Wayne, ED 189.60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in IN, Tippecanoe, Fairfield, ED 17.91 Godfather: Leger Vadboncoeur; Godmother: Eulalia Delude. Witnesses to the marriage were Malachy Murphy & Tiny Vadboncoeur.

She married 16 Feb 1898 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Michael C. Murphy #31884, census name Mike Murphy,46 born Jun 1871 in Sumner, Lawrence, IL,46 census * 12 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Martinton, ED 18.46 occupation 12 Jun 1900 farmer,46 census * 03 Jan 1920 in IN, Montgomery, Wayne, ED 189.60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 general farmer,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in IN, Tippecanoe, Fairfield, ED 17,91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 farmer,91 property 07 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000. Michael: Son of Malachy Murphy & Mary McNamara of Ireland.

Children:

2863 i. —12 Murphy #45562, henry no. #1238531 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Jun 1900 in IL.46

2864 ii. Joseph Leo Murphy #36541, henry no. #1238532 from Chabrier, born 19 Feb 1901 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL,121 baptized 24 Feb 1901 in St Joseph, Papineau, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 03 Jan 1920 in IL, Madison, Alton, ED 21,60 resided 03 Jan 1920 in 711 Belle Street, Alton, Madison, IL,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 foundry laborer,60 census * 03 Jan 1920 in IN, Montgomery, Wayne, ED 189,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 home farmer,60 census * 14 Apr 1930 in IN, Marion, Indianapolis, ED 51,91 occupation 14 Apr 1930 radio salesman,91 social security num bef 1951 306-22-2912 (IN),121 died Nov 1978 in Indianapolis, Marion, IN.121 Godparents: Severe VadBoncoeur & Odile Morisette.
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He married ca 1925 \(^{91}\) resided (family) 14 Apr 1930 in 317 38th Street, Indianapolis, Marion, IN \(^{91}\). Leotta Bailey \#45565, born ca 1905 in IN \(^{91}\), census * 08 Jan 1920 in IN, Marion, Indianapolis, ED 80 \(^{60}\), resided 08 Jan 1920 in 3034 Centeral Avenue, Indianapolis, Marion, IN \(^{60}\), occupation 08 Jan 1920 telegraph company service observer \(^{60}\), census * 14 Apr 1930 in IN, Marion, Indianapolis, ED 51 \(^{91}\), occupation 14 Apr 1930 factory bookkeeper \(^{91}\).

2865 iii. Anna Laura Murphy \#36542, henry no. \#1238533 from Chabrier, born ca 1902 in Papineau, Iroquois, IL, \(^{2}\) baptized 09 Feb 1902 in St Joseph, Papineau, Iroquois, IL, \(^{2}\) census * 03 Jan 1920 in IN, Montgomery, Wayne, ED 189 \(^{60}\). Godparents: John Murphy & Nora Ponton.

2866 iv. Michael G. Murphy \#45542, henry no. \#1238534 from Chabrier, born ca 1906 in IL \(^{91}\), census * 03 Jan 1920 in IN, Montgomery, Wayne, ED 189 \(^{60}\), census * 07 Apr 1930 in IN, Tippecano, Fairfield, ED 17 \(^{91}\), occupation 07 Apr 1930 aviator pilot \(^{91}\).

1103. **Henry Severe**\(^{11}\) VadeBoncoeur \#33250, census name Henery VadeBunker \(^{91}\), (Antoine (Severe) \(^{10}\), Leger \(^{9}\), Antoine Chabrier dit \(^{6}\), Antoine Chabrier dit \(^{7}\), Jean Chabrier dit \(^{6}\), Jean\(^{2}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{3}\), Simon\(^{4}\), Bertrand\(^{3}\)), henry no. \#123854 from Chabrier, born 29 Apr 1882 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL \(^{46,2,92}\), baptized 30 Apr 1882 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, \(^{2}\) first communion 10 Jun 1896 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, \(^{2}\) confirmation 14 Sep 1899 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, \(^{2}\), census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25, \(^{46}\) occupation 01 Jun 1900 carpenter, \(^{46}\) census * 06 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87, \(^{63}\) occupation 06 May 1910 carpenter, \(^{63}\) event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, \(^{91}\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 carpenter, \(^{91}\) height 12 Sep 1918 short, \(^{91}\) weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, \(^{91}\) eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, \(^{91}\) hair color 12 Sep 1918 light brown, \(^{91}\) census * 29 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, \(^{60}\) occupation 29 Jan 1920 carpenter, \(^{60}\) census * 11 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 25 \(^{91}\), occupation 11 Apr 1930 building carpenter, \(^{91}\) property 11 Apr 1930 real estate value $6000, \(^{91}\) died 1955, \(^{2}\) buried in Mt Calvary Cem, Kankakee, IL \(^{2}\). Godfather: Theophile Regnier; Godmother: Clarissa Gudusor (?).

He married 11 Oct 1905 in St Martin Ch, Martinton, Iroquois, IL, \(^{2}\) resided (family) 11 Apr 1930 in 258 North Evergreen, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL \(^{91}\). Agnes Lucy Tremblay \#33329, born 1886 in Martinton, Iroquois, IL, \(^{2}\) census * 06 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 87 \(^{63}\), census * 29 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70 \(^{60}\), census * 11 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 25 \(^{91}\), died 1956, \(^{2}\) buried in Mt Calvary Cem, Kankakee, IL \(^{2}\).

**Children:**


2869 iii. Della VadeBoncoeur \#33157, henry no. \#1238543 from Chabrier, born 15 Dec 1912 in IL, \(^{60}\) census * 29 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, \(^{60}\) social security num 339-10-6904, \(^{2}\) died 26 Nov 1994 in Port Isabel, Cameron, TX \(^{2}\).

She married \(^{2}\) Robert Elhorn \#42955, ref number ca 1910 \(^{2}\).

1106. **Cora (Corrine)**\(^{14}\) VadeBoncoeur \#33253 (Antoine (Severe) \(^{10}\), Leger \(^{9}\), Antoine Chabrier dit \(^{6}\), Jean Chabrier dit \(^{6}\), Jean\(^{2}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{3}\), Simon\(^{4}\), Bertrand\(^{3}\)), henry no. \#123857 from Chabrier, born Apr 1886 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, \(^{46}\) baptized 10 Jan 1876 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, \(^{2}\) first communion 10 Jun 1886 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, \(^{2}\), census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25, \(^{46}\) census * 21 Apr 1910 in IN, Montgomery, Wayne, ED 178, \(^{63}\) census * 13 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Sumner, ED 136, \(^{60}\) 1900 & 1920 census indicates that she was born in New York.

She married 22 Apr 1903 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL \(^{2}\). Leopold Napoleon Saindon \#33187, born 21 Oct 1882 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, \(^{2}\) baptized 24 Oct 1882 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, \(^{2}\), census * 21 Apr 1910 in IN, Montgomery, Wayne, ED 178, \(^{63}\) occupation 21 Apr 1910 farm laborer, \(^{63}\) event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, \(^{63}\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 farmer, \(^{92}\) resided 12 Sep 1918 in Grant Park, Kankakee, IL \(^{92}\), height 12 Sep 1918 short, \(^{92}\) weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, \(^{92}\) eye color 12 Sep 1918 gray, \(^{92}\) hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark, \(^{92}\) census * 13 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Sumner, ED 136, \(^{60}\) occupation 13 Jan 1920 farmer. \(^{60}\) Leopold: Son of Leopold Saindon & Aimee Gagnon. Godfather: Napoleon Saindon; Godmother: Philomene Arseneau.
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Children:

2870 i. Joseph Aylmer Louis Saindon #36543, henry no. #1238571 from Chabrier, born 27 Apr 1903 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\(^2\) baptized 30 Apr 1903 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\(^2\) died bef 21 Apr 1910 in IL.\(^63\) Godparents: Leopold Saindon Sr & Emilie Philanise Arsenneau, his wife.

2871 ii. Joseph Walter Saindon #36544, henry no. #1238572 from Chabrier, born 20 Sep 1905 in Martinton, Iroquois, IL,\(^2\) baptized 24 Sep 1905 in St Martin Ch, Martinton, Iroquois, IL,\(^2\) census * 21 Apr 1910 in IN, Montgomery, Wayne, ED 178,\(^60\) census * 13 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Sumner, ED 136.\(^60\) Godparents: Severe Vade Boncoeur & Josephine Marquis.

2872 iii. Ida Leona E. Saindon #36545, henry no. #1238573 from Chabrier, born 24 Apr 1907 in IL,\(^2,121\) baptized 28 Apr 1907 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\(^2\) census * 21 Apr 1910 in IN, Montgomery, Wayne, ED 178,\(^63\) census * 13 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Sumner, ED 136.\(^60\) Godparents: Charles Saindon & Lea Dube.

2874 v. Aldea Marie Saindon #36547, henry no. #1238575 from Chabrier, born 03 Jun 1913,\(^2\) baptized 03 Jun 1913 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\(^2\) census * 13 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Sumner, ED 136.\(^60\) Godparents: Michael Murphy & Nelda Vadeboncoeur.

She married 31 Dec 1953 in St Lawrence Ch, Chicago, Cook, IL,\(^2\) Fred P. Slivon #36849.

1107. Azelie\(^11\) VadeBoncoeur #33254 (Antoine (Severe)\(^8\), Leger\(^9\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^8\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^6\), Jean\(^5\) Chabrier, Jean\(^4\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^2\), Bertrand\(^1\)), henry no. #123858 from Chabrier, born 20 Oct 1888 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\(^2\) baptized 28 Oct 1888 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\(^2\) census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Iroquois, Papineau, ED 25,\(^46\) census * 21 Apr 1910 in IL, Vermilion, Ross, ED 181.\(^63\) Godfather: Joseph Germain; Godmother: Marceline Thibeau.


Children:

2877 i. Ardill Stephens #54138, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1907 in IL,\(^63\) census * 21 Apr 1910 in IL, Vermilion, Ross, ED 181.\(^63\)

2878 ii. Douglas Stephens #54139, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1908 in IL,\(^63\) census * 21 Apr 1910 in IL, Vermilion, Ross, ED 181.\(^63\)

2879 iii. Joseph William Edward Stephens #36548, henry no. from Chabrier, born 10 Nov 1911 in IL,\(^2\) baptized 01 Nov 1913 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,\(^2\) Godparents: Leopold Napoleon Saindon & Cora Vade Boncoeur, his wife.

1117. William Edward\(^11\) Arsenneau #47566 (Antoine (Antonia) Prudent\(^10\) Vadeboncoeur, Leger\(^9\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^8\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^6\), Jean\(^5\) Chabrier, Jean\(^4\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^2\), Bertrand\(^1\)), henry no. #123872 from Chabrier, born 16 May 1884 in NY,\(^92,46\) census * 08 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100.\(^46\) occupation 08 Jun 1900 tailor,\(^46\) census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116,\(^63\) occupation 18 Apr 1910 tool maker,\(^63\) event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\(^92\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 toolmaker for New Process Gear Co.,\(^92\) resided 12 Sep 1918 in 309 Oak Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,\(^92\) height 12 Sep 1918 medium,\(^92\) weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,\(^92\) eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,\(^92\) hair color 12 Sep 1918 black,\(^92\) census * 07 Jan 1920 in NY,
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He married ca 1904 in NY, resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in 309 Oak Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 309 Oak Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, separated bef 15 Apr 1930 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Minnie Margaret Kasten #47578, born 27 Nov 1883 in NY, (daughter of ) Kasten #54173 and Theresa R. dit #54174, census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, census * 07 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136, census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40, resided 15 Apr 1930 in 311 Oak Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, occupation 15 Apr 1930 bakery baker, property 15 Apr 1930 real estate value $4000, social security num bef 1951 122-01-1467 (NY), died 02 Jun 1967 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, obituary * 03 Jun 1967 in The Post Standard, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 05 Jun 1967 in St Mary's Cem, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

Minnie: Parents were born in Germany.

Children:
+ 2880 i. Dorothy K. Arseneau #47586 born ca 1911.

1118. George Edward Arseneau #47567 (Antoine (Antonia) Prudent Vadeboncoeur, Leger, Antoine Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #123873 from Chabrier, born 10 Jan 1886 in NY, census * 08 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100, event * 28 Aug 1909 in rescued three drowning women on Lake Ontario, census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, occupation 18 Apr 1910 music teacher, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 music director at Empire Theatre, residing 12 Sep 1918 in 301 Oak Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, height 12 Sep 1918 tall, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 132, occupation 03 Jan 1920 orchestra musician, census * 03 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 197, occupation 03 Apr 1930 musical director, musician, property 03 Apr 1930 real estate value $12,000, died 07 Dec 1941 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, cause of death 07 Dec 1941 heart attack, obituary * 08 Dec 1941 in Syracuse Herald Journal, Syracuse,Onondaga, NY, buried 10 Dec 1941 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

He married ca 1908 in NY, resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in 301 Oak Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 2205 Jamies Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 175 Durston Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Marie Estelle Ruddy #47577, born ca 1883 in NY, census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 132, census * 03 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 197, ordination 1938 in Catholic priest, event * 29 Apr 1961 in head-on collision, facial lacerations.

Children:
2881 i. George E. Arseneau #47583, Henry no. #1238731 from Chabrier, born 07 May 1913 in NY, census * 03 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 132, census * 03 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 197, ordination 1938 in Catholic priest, event * 29 Apr 1961 in head-on collision, facial lacerations.
+ 2882 ii. William Marsden Arseneau #47584 born ca Sep 1915.
+ 2883 iii. Rosemarie Katherine Arseneau #47585 born ca Jun 1918.

1119. Amie Arseneau #47568 (Antoine (Antonia) Prudent Vadeboncoeur, Leger, Antoine Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #123874 from Chabrier, born 11 Nov 1887 in NY, census * 08 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100, census * 20 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, occupation 20 Apr 1910 machinist, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 toolmaker for Acme Tool & Die Co., resided 05 Jun 1917 in 261 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, height 05 Jun 1917 medium, weight 05 Jun 1917 slim, eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown, hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown slightly bald, census * 10 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136, occupation 10 Jan 1920 machine shop toolmaker, census * 12 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40, occupation 12 Apr 1930 machine company toolmaker, property 12 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000, died 25 Mar 1940 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, cause of death 25 Mar 1940 heart ailment, obituary * 26 Mar 1940 in
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Syracuse Herald Journal, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 188 buried 28 Mar 1940 in Assumption Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 97

He married ca 1906 in NY, 63 resided (family) 20 Apr 1910 in 259 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 63 resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 261 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 63 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 261 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 91 Olive Masso #47576, born ca 1886 in NY, 63 (daughter of William Masso #54180 and Mary Zoll #54181), census * 20 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, 62 census * 10 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40. 91

Children:
+ 2884 i. James H. 12 Arseneau #47580 born ca 1911.
+ 2885 ii. Aimee Gertrude Arseneau #47581 born ca 1913.
+ 2886 iii. Robert B. Arseneau #47582 born 08 Dec 1918.

1121. Ferdinand Louis 11 Arseneau #47570 (Antoine (Antonia) Prudent 10 Vadeboncoeur, Leger 9, Antoine Chabrier dit 8, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean Chabrier, Jean 5, Simon 4, Simon 3, Bertrand 1), henry no. #123876 from Chabrier, born 13 May 1891 in NY, 92 census * 08 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100, 46 census * 20 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, 63 occupation 20 Apr 1910 office clerk, 65 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, 65 occupation 05 Jun 1917 auto co. machinist for H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., 92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in 259 Gertrude Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 92 height 05 Jun 1917 medium, 92 weight 05 Jun 1917 92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown, 92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 black slightly bald, 92 census * 02 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 230, 60 occupation 02 Jan 1920 auto factory machinist, 66 census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40, 91 occupation 15 Apr 1930 machine shop inspector, 91 died bef 26 Mar 1940.

He married (1) ca 1914 in NY, 91 resided (family) 02 Jan 1920 in 172 West Corning Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 60 Elsie __ #54176, born ca 1893 in NY, 60 census * 02 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 230. 60

He married (2) ca 1922 in NY, 91 resided (family) 02 Jan 1920 in 172 West Corning Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 60 resided (family) 15 Apr 1930 in 309 Oak Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 97 Harriet Webster #47579, born ca 1904 in NY, 91 (daughter of Otto Reafke #54177), census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40. 91

Children:
2887 i. Dorothy Helen 12 Arseneau #54175, henry no. #1238761 from Chabrier, born ca 1924 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 95 census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40, 91 died 14 Jun 1942 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 97 obituary * 15 Jun 1942 in Syracuse Herald Journal, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 188 buried 17 Jun 1942 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 97

2888 ii. William Louis Arseneau #54157, henry no. #1238762 from Chabrier, born Jan 1929 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 91 census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40. 91

He married marriage license 10 Jul 1956 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 188 Barbara F. Morse #54184.

2889 iii. Beverley Jane Arseneau #54158, henry no. #1238763 from Chabrier, born 20 Nov 1930 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 186, 121 social security num bef 1951 133-20-6300 (NY), 121 died 08 Feb 2005 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 121

She married 04 Jul 1955 in St Anthony Padua, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 187 Giacoma Anthony Formica #54161 (son of Sam Formica #54162).


Children:

+ 2890 i. Roger Villeneuve #39056 born 10 Jun 1923.

+ 2891 ii. Jean-Paul Villeneuve #39058, henry no. #1238B22 from Chabrier.

He married Joyce Vandenberg #39059.

+ 2892 iii. Bernard Villeneuve #39060 born 12 May 1929.

+ 2893 iv. Clairette Villeneuve #39062, henry no. #1238B24 from Chabrier, born in Hull, Hull, PQ, Canada.

She married Aurele Poulin #39068. Aurele: m1. Lucille Dupuis.

+ 2894 v. Valerie Jeannine Villeneuve #39063, henry no. #1238B25 from Chabrier.

She married in N.D.G. Hull, PQ, Canada, Aurele: m1. Lucille Dupuis.

+ 2895 vi. Lilianne Pauline Villeneuve #39064, henry no. #1238B26 from Chabrier.


+ 2896 vii. Madeleine Villeneuve #39065, henry no. #1238B27 from Chabrier.

She married Emile Maurice Lefebvre #39071, died bef 23 Jan 1987. Emile: Son of Telesphore Lefebvre & Josephine Chenier.

+ 2897 viii. Denise Villeneuve #39066, henry no. #1238B28 from Chabrier.

She married Jacques Charbonneau #39072, born 1938, died 1996.

+ 2898 ix. Lise Villeneuve #39067, henry no. #1238B29 from Chabrier, born 1939.


He married ca 1925 in QC, Canada, resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 518 North Lambrecht Street, East Detroit, Macomb, MI, Valerie Normand #33801, born ca Dec 1904 in Hull, Hull, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Normand #54193), emigrated * 09 May 1928 to Detroit, Wayne, MI, height 09 May 1928 5 ft 2 in, complexion 09 May 1928 in medium, hair color 09 May 1928 dark brown, eye color 09 May 1928 gray, census * 12 Apr 1930 in MI, Macomb, East Detroit, ED 10.

Children:

2899 i. Roland Vadeboncoeur #40129, henry no. #1238B41 from Chabrier, born ca 1927 in Hull, Hull, PQ, Canada, emigrated 09 May 1928 to Detroit, Wayne, MI, census * 12 Apr 1930 in MI, Macomb, East Detroit, ED 10.
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+ 2900  ii.  Lucille Vadeboncoeur #33802 born ca 1928.
+ 2901  iii.  Romeo Vadeboncoeur #43283 born 24 Nov 1930.


She married Aldé Bigonesse #39855, born 08 May 1929,195 died 22 Feb 1982 in Hull, Hull, PQ, Canada.195

Children:
2903  ii.  Jacques Bigonesse #40976, henry no. in Chabrier.

He married Pierrette Simon #40978.

2904  iii.  Alde "Red" Bigonesse Jr #40977, henry no. in Chabrier.


Children:
2905  i.  Marie Emma Huguette12 Vadeboncoeur #39861, henry no. #1238C91 from Chabrier, born 04 Jan 1941 in Hull, Hull, PQ, Canada,195 baptized * 05 Jan 1941 in N.D. de Grace, Hull, Hull, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Gins, tailor, grandfather & Emma Massiah, grandmother.

She married 1971,195 Edouard Gladu #39862.

+ 2906  ii.  Robert Vadeboncoeur #39863 (details excluded).
+ 2907  iii.  Yvon Vadeboncoeur #32877 (details excluded).
2908  iv.  Guy Vadeboncoeur #39865 (details excluded).

He married Carmen Deschenes #39866, (details excluded).

1142.  Paul Joseph Harvey"11 Varboncoeur #29424 (Antoine"10, Francois Xavier"9 Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit"8, Antoine Chabrier dit"7, Jean Chabrier dit"6, Jean" Chabrier, Jean" Simon" Simon", Bertrand"), henry no. #123A61 from Chabrier, born 13 Dec 1890 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,46,2 baptized 14 Dec 1890 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50,46 confirmation 04 Oct 1905 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 first communion 08 May 1906 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 02 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65,63 occupation 02 May 1910 farm laborer,63 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 height 05 Jun 1917 short,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 light brown,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown,86 census * 26 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,60 occupation 26 Jan 1920 farmer,60,2 census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 9,91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 farmer,91 died 17 Jan 1962 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,2 buried 20 Jan 1962 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Godfather: Francis Xavier Vadeboncoeur; Godmother: Odile Morisette.

He married 29 Aug 1911 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Celia M. (Corbeil) Curby #29433, born 08 Jul 1893 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 16 Jul 1893 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 26 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 9,91 died 26 Jan 1931 in
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Children:

+ 2909 i. Marvin Emery Joseph Varboncoeur #29434 born 08 Feb 1913.
+ 2910 ii. Joseph Anselme Elmer Varboncoeur #29435, henry no. #123A612 from Chabrier, born 29 Oct 1914 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 01 Nov 1914 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died Sep 1919 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, cause of death cholera infantum, buried 16 Sep 1919 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.
+ 2911 iii. Marie Madeleine Dorilda Varboncoeur #29436, henry no. #123A613 in Chabrier, born 05 Jun 1916 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 10 Jun 1916 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 26 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70, census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 9.

She married __ Rattin #57004.

+ 2913 v. Marie Viola Varboncoeur #33333, henry no. #123A615 from Chabrier, born 20 Sep 1921 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died 21 Sep 1921 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried 22 Sep 1921 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.
+ 2914 vi. Velma Varboncoeur #33334, henry no. #123A616 from Chabrier, born 20 Sep 1921 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, died 05 Oct 1921 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried 07 Oct 1921 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.
+ 2915 vii. Marylene Marie Irene Varboncoeur #29438 born 06 Oct 1922.
+ 2916 viii. Ambrose Virgil Varboncoeur #33335, henry no. #123A618 from Chabrier, born 06 Mar 1924 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 06 Apr 1924 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 9, social security num bef 1951 703-09-2094 (Railroad Board), resided in Fremont, Newaygo, MI, died 02 Jun 1998 in Maywood, Cook, IL, buried in Clark Cem, Dayton, Newaygo, MI. Godparents: Euclid Curby & Edna Yarneau.

1143. Gertrude Varboncoeur #29426 (Antoine, Francois Xavier Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #123A62 from Chabrier, born 20 Aug 1893 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL, baptized 27 Aug 1893 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL, census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50, first communion 31 May 1905 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, confirmation 04 Oct 1905 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 02 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65, census * 14 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 75, census * 24 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 7, social security num bef 1951 359-24-2150 (IL), died Oct 1984 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Godfather: Francis Castonguay.

She married 03 Feb 1914 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Joseph Elmer Martell #29440, married name Alphonse Martell, born ca 1893 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, baptized 16 Jul 1914 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, first communion 31 May 1905 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, census * 14 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Concord, ED 75, census * 24 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 7, occupation 24 Apr 1930 farmer, died 1962 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, buried 1962 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL. Joseph: Son of Modeste Martel & Emma Francoeur.

Children:

+ 2919 ii. Marie Anne Opal Martell #36550 born 27 Jun 1916.
+ 2920 iii. Rita Marie Eleonore Martell #36551 born 01 Nov 1918.
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1144. Albert Elmer Varboncoeur #29425, census name Albert E Varvoncoeur, (Antoine, Francois Xavier) 

Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #123A63 from Chabrier, born 02 Oct 1895 in St Anne, Kankakee, IL,6,121 baptized 04 Oct 1896 in St Anne Ch, St Anne, Kankakee, IL,4 census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50,06,120 census * 02 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 63,64 military ca 1917 US Army -- World War I,12 census * 19 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,60 occupation 19 Jan 1920 farm laborer,60 census * 24 Apr 1930 in IN, Newton, Washington, ED 15,91 occupation 24 Apr 1930 farm laborer,91 social security num bef 1951 304-22-2129 (IL),9 died 02 Aug 1989 in Watseka, Iroquois, IL,2 buried 04 Aug 1989 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Godfather: Xavier Arseneau; Godmother: Delia Caillouette, his wife.

He married 21 Sep 1926 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL, Ruby Alberta Blakley #29439, born 02 Feb 1907 in Donovan, Iroquois, IL,121 census * 24 Apr 1930 in IN, Newton, Washington, ED 15,91 social security num 1951 343-28-0882 (IL),77 died 02 Sep 1997 in Watseka, Iroquois, IL,2 buried 05 Sep 1997 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Ruby: Dau of Albert Blakley & Josephine Sallee.

Children:
+ 2923 i. Maurice Francis Varboncoeur #33338 born 03 Nov 1928.
+ 2924 ii. Miles Vallee Gregory Varboncoeur #33339 born 15 Oct 1937.
+ 2925 iii. Merideth Clair Varboncoeur #33340 born 24 Jul 1941.

1145. Rosalda Varboncoeur #29427 (Antoine, Francois Xavier) 

Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #123A64 from Chabrier, born Jun 1898,7 census * 05 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, St Anne, ED 50,06 census * 02 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 63,64 occupation 19 Jan 1920 farm laborer,60 census * 24 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver ED 65,65 census * 19 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,60 census * 14 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Bradley, ED 4.91


Children:
+ 2926 i. Maybelle Tibbie #36554 born 31 Jul 1923.
+ 2927 ii. Myron "Bud" Tibbie #36555 born 30 Dec 1925.
+ 2928 iii. Dorothy Tibbie #36556 born 02 Apr 1928.
+ 2929 iv. Doris Tibbie #36557 born 02 Apr 1928.

1148. Marcel William Varboncoeur #29429 (Antoine, Francois Xavier) 

Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #123A67 from Chabrier, born 28 Jul 1906 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 02 Aug 1906 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 02 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65,64 census * 19 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 9,31 occupation 07 Apr 1930 farm manager,91 social security num 1955 320-32-3048 (IL),77 died 18 Feb 1981 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 cause of death lukemia,2 buried 20 Feb 1981 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Godparents: Willie & Rosie Caillouette.

He married (1) 25 Feb 1935 in Remington, Jasper, IN,2,296 Anna Veronica Byron #29443, born 10 Jun 1905 in Ivesdale, IL,2 died 17 Jan 1964 in Beavenville, Iroquois, IL,2 buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Anna: Dau of Patrick Byron & Martha McCoppin.

Children:
2930 i. Evelyn Bernadette Varboncoeur #29444, henry no. #123A671 from Chabrier, born 27 Apr 1936 in Martinton, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 03 May 1936 in St Martin Ch, Martinton, Iroquois, IL,2 ordination 22 Aug 1957 in Servants of the Holy Heart of Mary, graduated in BS Med Tech, St Louis University,2
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graduated in MS Microbiology, Catholic University, Washington, DC.2 Godparents: Patrick Byron & Martha Mc Coppin. Entered the religious community of the Servants of the Holy Heart of Mary.

+ 2931 ii. Martha Marilyn Varboncoeur #29445 born 26 Mar 1938.
+ 2932 iii. Mary Varboncoeur #29446 born 26 Mar 1938.

He married (2) 13 Feb 1965 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Dolcie Lambert #29449, born 05 Dec 1905,121 social security num bef 1951 358-22-3147 (IL),2 died Mar 1987 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.121

1149. Lester JosephII Varboncoeur #29430 (Antoine19, Francois Xavier9 Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit3, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit8, Jean8 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon6, Bertrand1), henry no. #123A68 from Chabrier, born 21 Sep 1909 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 27 Sep 1909 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 02 May 1910 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 65,66 census * 19 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,66 died 29 Nov 1947 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,2 cause of death struck by a train,2 buried 01 Dec 1947 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.2 Godparents: Herve & Bertie Vadeboncoeur.

He married 09 Oct 1933 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Eileen Russell #29450, born 13 Apr 1915 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 27 Jan 1933 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 died 31 Aug 1978 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 buried 03 Sep 1978 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.2 Eileen: Dau of Archie Russell & Helen St Germain.

Children:
+ 2933 i. Margaret Mary12 Varboncoeur #29452 born 12 Jan 1935.
+ 2934 ii. Lester Eugene Varboncoeur #29453 born 31 Jan 1936.
+ 2935 iii. Janet L. Varboncoeur #29454 born 26 Apr 1940.
  2936 iv. Marie Helen Theresa Varboncoeur #29455 (details excluded).

She married Charles Robert Rundle #33434, (details excluded).

1150. Irene Jeanette (Janet)II Varboncoeur #29431 (Antoine19, Francois Xavier9 Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Antoine Chabrier dit3, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit8, Jean8 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon6, Bertrand1), henry no. #123A69 from Chabrier, born 22 Aug 1910 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 28 Aug 1910 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 census * 19 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Beaver, ED 70,66 census * 07 Apr 1930 in IL, Iroquois, Beaverville, ED 9,91 died 13 Feb 1973 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 buried in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.2 Godfather: Charles Fortin; Godmother: Sophrenie Mercier.

She married 09 Jun 1930 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 Delmar Louis Trumble #29451, born 09 Aug 1906 in Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 baptized 06 Nov 1906 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL,2 social security num bef 1951 333-07-8301 (IL),121 died Apr 1982 in Sheldon, Iroquois, IL.121 Delmar: Son of Jesse L Trumble & Bernice Lindgren. Godfather: Joseph Wamba; Godmother: Cora Trumble.

Children:
2937 i. Daniel Lester12 Trumble #36558, henry no. from Chabrier, born 27 Dec 1940,2 baptized 27 Dec 1940 in St Mary, Beaverville, Iroquois, IL.2

1156. Lillian MarieII St Peter #35460 (Marie Hermetoise Armenia10 Vadeboncoeur, Francois Xavier9, Antoine Chabrier dit3, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit8, Jean6 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon6, Bertrand1), henry no. #123AA1 in Chabrier, born Oct 1894 in IL,66 census * 08 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 43,46 census * 23 Apr 1910 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 108,63 occupation 23 Apr 1910 knitting factory knitter,65 census * 06 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 121,60 census * 10 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 24,91 died 1976,2 buried in Mt Calvary Cem, Kankakee, IL.2

She married2 ca 1912,2 resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 657 North Greenwood Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL,60 resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 618 North Greenwood Avenue, Kankakee, Kankakee, IL.91 Carl J. Tibbie #36562, born 1894 in IL,91,12 census * 06 Jan 1920 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 121,60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 milk company driver,60 census * 10 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 24,91 occupation 10 Apr 1930 milk company
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Children:


2939 ii. Leonard C. Tibbie #36563 born ca 1922.

2940 iii. Raymond C. Tibbie #36566, henry no. #123AA13 in Chabrier, born ca Sep 1924 in IL, census * 10 Apr 1930 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 24, resided 2004 in Manteno, Kankakee, IL.

2941 iv. Donald J. Tibbie #36565 born 06 Mar 1926.


She married ca 1930 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, resided (family) 1930 in Aurora, IL, resided (family) 1943 in Naperville, DuPage, IL, Owen C. Worstell #36560, born 04 Mar 1905 in IL, Putnam, Magnolia, ED 8, occupation 18 Apr 1930 farm laborer, died 16 Feb 1974 in Naperville, DuPage, IL.

Children:

+ 2942 i. Terry Worstell #36561 born 1943.

1167. Ernest Joseph St Pierre #54424 (Hormidas (Henry) Vadeboncoeur, Francois Xavier, Adelaide Chabrier dit, Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #124441 from Chabrier, born 11 Mar 1885 in NY, census * 07 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101, graduated 1904 from Syracuse High School, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, census * 30 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 118, occupation 30 Apr 1910 office bookkeeper, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 New York Telephone Co. clerk, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 206 Pattison Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, height 12 Sep 1918 tall, weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark, census * 06 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137, occupation 06 Jan 1920 government auditor, census * 07 May 1930 in NY, Queens, ED 1318, occupation 07 May 1930 government internal revenue agent, property 07 May 1930 real estate value $7150, social security num 1954-1956 100-30-7096 (NY), died Sep 1967 in Jamaica, Queens.

He married ca 1917 in NY, resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 206 Pattison Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 07 May 1930 in 133-15 122nd Street, Queens, Queens, NY, Anna M. Smith #54436, born ca 1895 in NY, daughter of __ Smith #54444 and Mary __ #54445, census * 06 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 137, occupation 06 Jan 1920 telephone company operator, census * 07 May 1930 in NY, Queens, Queens, ED 1318, resided 26 Jun 1947 in Springfield, Long Island, NY.

Children:

2943 i. Anna Margaret St Pierre #54437, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1921 in NY, census * 07 May 1930 in NY, Queens, ED 1318.


1168. Matilda St Pierre #54425 (Hormidas (Henry) Vadeboncoeur, Francois Xavier, Adelaide Chabrier dit, Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #124442 from Chabrier, born Dec 1886 in NY, census * 07 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 101, census * 05 May 1910 in NY, Onondaga, De Witt, ED 49, died bef 1920 in NY.

She married ca 1904 in NY, resided (family) 05 May 1910 in Silliam Avenue, De Witt, Onondaga, NY, Charles S. Huston Jr. #54432, born 17 Jun 1881 in IL, son of Charles Huston #54440 and Jennie E. __ #54441, census * 07 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 161, occupation 07 Jun 1900 collector, resided 07 Jun 1900 in 340
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West Colvin Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, census * 05 May 1910 in NY, Onondaga, De Witt, ED 49, occupation 05 May 1910 silverware buffer, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 oven tender for Globe Iron Works, resided 12 Sep 1918 in Snyder Avenue, East Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown.

Children:

+ 2945 i. Charles S. Jr Huston #54433 born ca 1905.

2946 ii. Genevieve M. Huston #54439, henry no. #124422 from Chabrier, born ca Jan 1910 in De Witt, Onondaga, NY, census * 05 May 1910 in NY, Onondaga, De Witt, ED 49, died * 20 Nov 1913 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 23 Nov 1913 in Assumption Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.


He married ca 1918 in NY, resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 216 Robinson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 613 Vine Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 12 Mar 1934 in 216 Robinson Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, resided (family) 14 Mar 1968 in 4301 James Street, East Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Mertie (Bertha White) Vidler #54430, born ca 1900 in NY, daughter of George Vidler #54472 and Satie __ #54473, census * 10 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 139, census * 08 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 32, died 12 Mar 1968 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, obituary * 14 Mar 1968 in Syracuse Herald Journal, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, buried 15 Mar 1968 in Woodlawn Cem, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

Children:

+ 2947 i. Alfred Joseph Jr St Pierre #54431 born 28 May 1919.

2948 ii. George D. St Pierre #54434, henry no. #1244462 from Chabrier, born 08 Apr 1922 in NY, census * 08 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 32, social security num bef 1951 067-18-0926 (NY), died 06 Nov 1998 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

2949 iii. Mertie May St Pierre #54435, henry no. #1244463 from Chabrier, born ca 1928 in NY, census * 08 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 32.

She married bef 14 Mar 1968, John Brown #54468.

2950 iv. Carol St Pierre #54464, henry no. #1244464 from Chabrier, graduated 23 Jun 1957 in St Vincent de Paul High School, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

She married bef 14 Mar 1968, Jones #54465.

2951 v. St Pierre #54466, henry no. #1244465 from Chabrier.

She married bef 14 Mar 1968, Harold Gardiner #54467.

2952 vi. Thomas St Pierre #54469, henry no. #1244466 from Chabrier, born 07 Mar 1934 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.

1175. Emile Leblanc #54419 (Marie Louise10 St Pierre, Francois Xavier9, Adelaide Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #124453 from Chabrier, born Oct 1902 in QC, Canada, census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 173-3.
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He married 07 Aug 1922 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,29 Flora Baribeau #54420.

Children:

2953 i. Roland27 Leblanc #54476, henry no. from Chabrier.

He married 16 Sep 1961 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,31 Lise Lemire #54477.

1176. Wilfrid14 St Pierre #54478 (Joseph Alfred10, Francois Xavier9, Adelaide Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #124481 from Chabrier, born 10 Aug 1889 in USA,31 emigrated 1890 to QC, Canada,31 census * 04 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford Mines, ED 174-40,32 occupation 06 Jun 1911 miner.32

He married Ezelia Marenez #54483, born Mar 1888 in QC, Canada,32 census * 06 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford Mines, ED 174-40.32

Children:

2954 i. Marie Alonze12 St Pierre #54484, henry no. #1244811 from Chabrier, born Mar 1908 in QC, Canada,32 census * 06 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford Mines, ED 174-40.32

2955 ii. Laurent St Pierre #54485, henry no. #1244812 from Chabrier, born Jun 1909 in QC, Canada,32 census * 06 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford Mines, ED 174-40.32

2956 iii. Joseph Emile St Pierre #54486, henry no. #1244813 from Chabrier, born Jan 1911 in QC, Canada,32 census * 06 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Megantic, Thetford Mines, ED 174-40.32

1181. Ludger16 Jarbeau #54214, census name Cudgere Garbian,63 (Irenee10 Gerbeau, Rosalie9 St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #124A11 from Chabrier, born 22 Feb 1873 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,92 census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1,25 emigrated 1886 to USA, census * 12 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20,46 occupation 12 Jun 1900 weaver,46 naturalized 1909,60 census * 21 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20,63 occupation 21 Apr 1910 cotton mill card room second hand,63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 banding room second hand,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 30 Main Street, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI,32 height 12 Sep 1918 short,32 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender,32 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue,32 hair color 12 Sep 1918 black,32 city directory * 1919 in 30 Main Street, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1919 mill employee,61 census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29,60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 cotton mill carder,60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20,91 occupation 08 Apr 1930 cotton mill second hand,91 property 08 Apr 1930 real estate value $4000,91 city directory * 1936 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1936 operative,61 city directory * 1938 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1938 mill operator,61 city directory * 1940 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1940 mill operator.61

He married 19 Apr 1898 in St Joseph, Natick, Warwick, Kent, RI,399 resided (family) 21 Apr 1910 in Main Street, Warwick, Kent, RI,63 resided (family) 09 Jan 1920 in 30 Main Street, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI,60 resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,28 Emma Fortier #54215, born ca 1882 in PQ, Canada,61 (daughter of Lazare Fortier #54216 and Louise Desaulniers #54217), emigrated 1894 to USA,93 census * 12 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20,66 naturalized66,93 census * 21 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20,93 census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29,60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20,91 census * 1936 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 city directory * 1938 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 city directory * 1940 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61

Children:

2957 i. Rene E.12 Jarbeau #54297, henry no. #124A111 from Chabrier, born 29 Jan 1898 in RI,92,121 census * 12 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20,46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20,63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 B.B.&R. Knight cotton mill helper,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 30 Main Street, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI,92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 gray,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918...
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brown, city directory * 1919 in 30 Main Street, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29, cotton mill drawing, census * 08 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20, occupation 08 Apr 1930 dry goods store merchant, city directory * 1931 in Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1931 retail dry goods merchant, Natick, West Warwick, RI, city directory * 1938 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 dry goods store, city directory * 1940 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 dry good store, city directory * 1944 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 039-18-0553 (RI), died 18 May 1977 in Miami, Dade, FL.

2958 ii. Joseph Omer Jarbeau #54307 born 19 May 1901.
2959 iii. Marie Blanche Jarbeau #54494 born 22 Jul 1902.
2960 iv. Marie Antoinette Jarbeau #54298 born 22 Jan 1904.

2961 v. Arthur Jarbeau #54305, henry no. #124A115 from Chabrier, born ca 1905, census * 21 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20, census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29, died 30 Dec 1927 in RI.

2962 vi. Jeanne Julia Jarbeau #54299, henry no. #124A116 from Chabrier, born 10 Dec 1911 in Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 18 Dec 1911 in Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29, census * 08 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20, occupation 08 Apr 1930 bleachery mill hand, city directory * 1936 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1938 in 184 Warwick Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1944 in 75 Lenox Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 037-09-9615 (RI), died Dec 1990 in RI.

She married 15 Jul 1935 in St Joseph, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Napoleon George Almanzor Bouthillier #54557, born 05 Jul 1911 in Warwick, Kent, RI, (son of Zephir Bouthillier #54558 and Angelina Bertrand #54559), baptized 09 Jul 1911 in Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1936 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1936 foreman, city directory * 1938 in 184 Warwick Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 Child's Cleaning & Dyers, 197 Washington Street, West Warwick, RI, city directory * 1940 in 2 Lafayette Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1944 in 75 Lenox Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1947 welder for Tractors, Inc., Providence, RI, social security num bef 1951 037-09-6068 (RI), died May 1977 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.

Emile Jarvis #54268 (Irene, Gerbeau, Rosalie St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit', Jean Chabrier dit', Jean, Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand'), henry no. #124A13 from Chabrier, born 02 Feb 1877 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1, emigrated 1885 to USA, census * 07 Jun 1900 in CT, New London, Norwich, ED 470, occupation 07 Jun 1900 blacksmith, naturalized 1902, city directory * 1913 in Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1913 blacksmith, city directory * 1916 in Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1916 blacksmith, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 laborer for Stillwater Grain Mills, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 35 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 gray, hair color 12 Sep 1918 light brown, education 12 Sep 1918 signed registration card with "his (X) mark," census * 03 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, occupation 03 Feb 1920 foundry blacksmith, city directory * 1924 in Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1924 blacksmith, census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, occupation 04 Apr 1930 cotton mill weaver's helper, property 04 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000, city directory * 1937 in 10 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, social security num bef 1951 037-09-9274 (RI), died Apr 1974 in Barrington, Bristol, RI.

He married 29 May 1899 in RI, resided (family) 03 Feb 1920 in 35 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 10 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, Marie Theroux #54497, born 11 Oct 1879 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1893 to USA, census * 07 Jun 1900 in CT, New London, Norwich, ED 470, naturalized census * 03 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, city directory * 1924 in Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, city directory * 1937 in 10 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, social security num bef 1951 038-03-9274 (RI), died Apr 1974 in Barrington, Bristol, RI.
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Children:

2963 i. Joseph Emile Nonat\(^1\) Jarbeau #54499, henry no. #124A131 from Chabrier, born 31 Aug 1900 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{275}\), baptized 02 Sep 1900 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI.\(^{275}\) Godparents: Edouard Pelletier & Clarinda Lachance.

2964 ii. Jean Baptiste Joseph Amedee Jarbeau #54498, henry no. #124A132 from Chabrier, born 15 Dec 1901 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{275}\), baptized 15 Dec 1901 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^{275}\) city directory * 1924 in 10 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1924 musician,\(^{61}\) census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234,\(^{91}\) occupation 04 Apr 1930 cotton mill bookkeeper,\(^{91}\) city directory * 1937 in 115 Angell Avenue, North Providence, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1937 bookkeeper,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1939 in 115 Angell Avenue, North Providence, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1939 bookkeeper.\(^{61}\) Godparents: Jean Baptiste Theroux & Philomene Proulx.

He married ca 1928 in RI,\(^{91}\) resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 10 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI,\(^{91}\) Loretta A. __ #54512, born ca 1901 in CT,\(^{91}\) census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234,\(^{91}\) occupation 04 Apr 1930 cotton mill binder,\(^{91}\) city directory * 1937 in 115 Angell Avenue, North Providence, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1939 in 115 Angell Avenue, North Providence, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\).

2965 iii. Arthur Jarbeau #54489, henry no. #124A133 from Chabrier, born ca 1902 in RI,\(^{60}\) census * 03 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126,\(^{60}\) occupation 03 Feb 1920 woolen mill doffer.\(^{60}\)

1184. Wilfred\(^1\) Jarbeau #54208 (Irene\(^9\) Gerbeau, Rosalie\(^9\) St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit\(^9\) Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\(^9\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^6\), Jean\(^1\) Chabrier, Jean\(^2\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^4\), Bertrand\(^5\))., henry no. #124A14 from Chabrier,\(^71\) born 02 Dec 1878 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^92\) emigrated 1889 to USA,\(^91\) naturalized 1900,\(^60\) city directory * 1908 in 98 Main Street, Natick, Kent, RI,\(^63\) occupation 1908 loom fixer,\(^61\) census * 23 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 19,\(^63\) occupation 23 Apr 1910 cotton mill loom fixer,\(^61\) city directory * 1915 in 98 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^63\) occupation 1915 mill employee,\(^61\) event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\(^92\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 loom fixer for B.B. & R. Knight Co.,\(^92\) resided 12 Sep 1918 in 98 Main Street, Natick, Kent, RI,\(^92\) height 12 Sep 1918 short,\(^92\) weight 12 Sep 1918 stout,\(^92\) eye color 12 Sep 1918 grey,\(^92\) hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,\(^92\) city directory * 1919 in 98 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^63\) occupation 1919 mill employee,\(^61\) census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29,\(^60\) occupation 07 Jan 1920 cotton mill loom fixer,\(^61\) census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20,\(^60\) occupation 10 Apr 1930 cotton mill loom fixer,\(^91\) city directory * 1936 in 814 Providence Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^61\) city directory * 1938 in 814 Providence Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI.\(^61\)

He married 26 Jun 1900 in St Joseph, Natick, Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^99,98\) resided (family) 23 Apr 1910 in 98 Main Street, Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^63\) resided (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 98 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^60\) resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 814 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI.\(^91\) Marie Jeanne Pelletier #54209, born 09 Apr 1879 in Baltic, CT,\(^98\) census * 23 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 19,\(^63\) census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29,\(^60\) census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20.\(^91\)

Children:

+ 2966 i. Diane Marie\(^12\) Jarbeau #54242.
+ 2968 iii. Eleonor Jarbeau #54246.
+ 2969 iv. Wilfred Leo Jarbeau #54220 born 27 Dec 1904.
+ 2970 v. __ Jarbeau #54260, henry no. #124A145 from Chabrier, died bef 23 Apr 1910 in RI.\(^63\)
+ 2971 vi. Irene\(e\) (Rene) H. Jarbeau #54258, henry no. #124A146 from Chabrier, born 02 Jun 1907 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^78\) census * 23 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 19,\(^63\) census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29,\(^60\) census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20,\(^91\) occupation 10 Apr 1930 horse trainer,\(^61\) city directory * 1936 in 17 East Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^61\) city directory * 1944 in 736 East Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^61\) social security num bef 1951 037-12-6460 (RI),\(^121\) died Apr 1971 in Coventry, Kent, RI.\(^121\)
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He married 24 Nov 1932 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,²⁷⁴ Simone G. Benoit #54340 (daughter of Geoffroy Benoit #54341 and Florida Levesque #54342), baptized 26 Apr 1911 in Warwick, Kent, RI,²⁷⁴ city directory * 1936 in 17 East Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ city directory * 1944 in 736 East Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ city directory * 1952 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ occupation 1952 wrapper for Drake's,³¹ city directory * 1953 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ occupation 1953 wrapper for Drake's.³¹

2972 vii. Isidore Jarbeau #54259, henry no. #124A147 from Chabrier, born ca 1909 in RI,³¹ census * 23 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 19,³⁹⁰ died bef 07 Jan 1920 in RI.⁹⁰

2973 viii. Gertrude Jarbeau #54261, henry no. #124A148 from Chabrier, born ca 1910, census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29,³⁶⁰ census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20,⁹¹ occupation 10 Apr 1930 cotton mill spooler.⁹¹

2974 ix. Beatrice Jarbeau #54238, henry no. #124A149 from Chabrier, born 23 Feb 1913 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,¹²¹ baptized 25 Feb 1913 in St Joseph, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI,¹⁰⁹ census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29,³⁶⁰ census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20,⁹¹ city directory * 1936 in 814 Providence Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁶¹ occupation 1936 sewer,⁶¹ city directory * 1938 in 814 Providence Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁶¹ occupation 1938 maid,⁶¹ city directory * 1944 in 814 Providence Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁶¹ social security num bef 1951 037-09-4108 (RI),¹²¹ died Nov 1993 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.¹²¹

She married 28 May 1955 in St Joseph, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁹⁹ Albert J. B. Joseph Lachance #54239, born 29 Aug 1918 in RI,¹²¹ (son of Cleophas Lachance #54240 and Anna Dallaire #54241), baptized 04 Sep 1918 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁹⁹ social security num bef 1951 035-10-0653 (RI),¹²¹ died 21 Oct 1992 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.¹²¹

+ 2975 x. Laurent E. Jarbeau #54262 born 19 Jul 1914.

2976 xi. Norbert J. Jarbeau #54263, henry no. #124A14B from Chabrier, born ca 1916 in RI,⁶⁰ census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29,⁶⁰ census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20,⁹¹ city directory * 1938 in 814 Providence Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁶¹ occupation 1938 mower,⁶¹ city directory * 1944 in 814 Providence Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI.⁶¹

+ 2977 xii. Lorette Jarbeau #54254.

1187. William Jarbeau #54228 (Irene#¹⁰ Gerbeau, Rosalie St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit³ Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit⁵, Jean Chabrier dit⁵, Jean⁶ Chabrier, Jean⁷, Simon⁸, Simon⁹ Bertrand³), henry no. #124A17 from Chabrier, born 17 Apr 1886 in Warren, Bristol, RI,⁹³ born 19 Apr 1886 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹² census * 07 Jun 1900 in CT, New London, Norwich, ED 470,⁴⁶ resided 07 Jun 1900 in with his brother Emile Jarbeau,⁴⁶ census * 23 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20,⁶³ occupation 23 Apr 1910 iron foundry moulder,⁶³ city directory * 1915 in Pontiac, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁵¹ occupation 1915 moulder,⁶¹ event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,⁶² occupation 12 Sep 1918 mower at Brown & Sharpe,⁶² resided 12 Sep 1918 in Pontiac, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁶² height 12 Sep 1918 medium,⁶² weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,⁶² eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue,⁶² hair color 12 Sep 1918 light brown,⁶² city directory * 1919 in 6 Pontiac Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,⁶¹ occupation 1919 moulder,⁶¹ census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 25,⁶⁰ occupation 12 Jan 1920 iron foundry moulder,⁶⁰ census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 23,⁹¹ occupation 10 Apr 1930 cotton mill electrician,⁹¹ property 10 Apr 1930 real estate value $4000,⁹¹ city directory * 1936 in 22 Bedard Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ occupation 1936 moulder,⁶¹ city directory * 1938 in 22 Bedard Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ occupation 1938 moulder,⁶¹ city directory * 1940 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ occupation 1940 mower at Brown & Sharpe,⁶¹ event * 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,³¹ resided 1942 in 22 Bedard Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ city directory * 1944 in 22 Bedard Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ social security num bef 1951 035-10-3596 (RI),³¹ died Mar 1974 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.¹²¹

He married 05 Jun 1907 in St Joseph, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI,¹⁰⁹ resided (family) 23 Apr 1910 in Main Street, Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 15 Pontiac Street, Warwick, Kent, RI,⁶⁰ resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 22 Bedard Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI.⁹¹ Alexina M. Rivard #54229, born ca 1887 in RI,⁹¹ (daughter of Guillaume Rivard #54230 and Marie Daragon #54231), census * 23 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20,⁶³ census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 25,⁶⁰ census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 23,⁹¹ city directory * 1936 in 17 East Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ city directory * 1944 in 736 East Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ city directory * 1952 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ occupation 1952 wrapper for Drake's,³¹ city directory * 1953 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,³¹ occupation 1953 wrapper for Drake's.³¹
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directory * 1936 in 22 Bedard Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 city directory * 1938 in 22 Bedard Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 city directory * 1944 in 22 Bedard Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI.61

Children:

2978 i. William G.¹² Jarbeau Jr. #54488, henry no. #124A171 from Chabrier, born ca 1908 in RI,9¹ census * 23 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20,60 census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 25,60 census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 23,61 occupation 10 Apr 1930 grocery manager,7 city directory * 1936 in 22 Bedard Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1936 variety store, 28 McNiff Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 city directory * 1938 in 16 Frankfort Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1938 production clerk at Gorhams,61 city directory * 1940 in 16 Frankfort Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1940 production clerk at Gorhams,61 city directory * 1941 in 16 Frankfort Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1941 production clerk at Gorhams,61 city directory * 1941 in 8 Molder Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1941 clerk,51 city directory * 1942 in Providence, Providence, RI (resides in Cranston),61 occupation 1942 production clerk at Gorhams,61 city directory * 1943 in Providence, Providence, RI (resides in Cranston),61 occupation 1943 production clerk at Gorhams,61 city directory * 1944 in Providence, Providence, RI (resides in Cranston),61 occupation 1944 production clerk at Gorhams,61 city directory * 1953 in 359 Pine Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1953 driver for Yellow Cab Co.,61 city directory * 1956 in 37 rear Goddard Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1956 driver for Yellow Cab Co.,61 city directory * 1957 in 427 Orms Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1957 driver for Yellow Cab Co.,61 city directory * 1958 in 427 Orms Street, Providence, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1958 driver for Yellow Cab Co.,61 city directory * 1959 in 427 Orms Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1959 driver for Yellow Cab Co.,61 city directory * 1960 in 427 Orms Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1960 driver for Yellow Cab Co.,61 city directory * 1964 in 103 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1964 guard.61

He married (1) ca 1937 in RI, Florence I. __ #54491, city directory * 1938 in 16 Frankfort Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1938 clerk at Gorhams,61 city directory * 1940 in 16 Frankfort Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1940 at Gorhams,61 city directory * 1941 in 16 Frankfort Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1941 clerk at Gorhams,61 city directory * 1941 in 8 Molder Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1942 in Providence, Providence, RI (resides in Cranston),61 occupation 1942 clerk at Gorhams,61 city directory * 1943 in Providence, Providence, RI (resides in Cranston),61 occupation 1943 production clerk at Gorhams,61 city directory * 1944 in Providence, Providence, RI (resides in Cranston),61 occupation 1944 production clerk at Gorhams,61 city directory * 1953 in 359 Pine Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1953 driver for Yellow Cab Co.,61 city directory * 1956 in 37 rear Goddard Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1956 driver for Yellow Cab Co.,61 city directory * 1957 in 427 Orms Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1957 driver for Yellow Cab Co.,61 city directory * 1958 in 427 Orms Street, Providence, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1958 driver for Yellow Cab Co.,61 city directory * 1959 in 427 Orms Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1959 driver for Yellow Cab Co.,61 city directory * 1960 in 427 Orms Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1960 driver for Yellow Cab Co.,61 city directory * 1964 in 103 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1964 guard.61

He married (2) Rita O. __ #54500, born 05 Aug 1920 in RI,12¹ social security num bef 1951 039-03-5838 (RI),12¹ city directory * 1956 in 37 rear Goddard Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1957 in 427 Orms Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1958 in 427 Orms Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1959 in 427 Orms Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1960 in 427 Orms Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1961 in 103 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 died 09 Sep 2000 in Providence, Providence, RI.12¹

+ 2979 ii. Roland C. Jarbeau #54343 born 29 Sep 1910.

1188. George J.¹¹ Jarbeau #54490 (Irene¹⁰ Gerbeau, Rosalie⁹ St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit⁸ Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴ Simon⁴, Simon³, Bertrand⁰), henry no. #124A18 from Chabrier, born 19 Apr 1886 in RI,¹²¹ city directory * 1908 in 148 Main Street, Natick, Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1908 weaver,6¹ census * 17 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113,63 occupation 17 May 1910 cotton blanket mill weaver,6¹ city directory * 1913 in Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI,6¹ occupation 1913 weaver,6¹ city directory * 1916 in Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI,6¹ occupation 1916 weaver,6¹ event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,62 occupation 12 Sep 1918 weaver,6² residing 12 Sep 1918 in 134 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, Providence, RI,6¹ height 12 Sep 1918 tall,62 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,6² eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,6² hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,6² census * 04 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126,6⁶ occupation 04 Feb 1920 cotton mill weaver,6⁶ city directory * 1924 in 1661 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI,6¹ occupation 1924 weaver,6¹ census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 22,9¹ occupation 10 Apr 1930 cotton mill weaver,9¹ city directory * 1936 in 7 Sinnott Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,6¹
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Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1936 operator. city directory * 1938 in 7 Sinnott Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 operator. city directory * 1940 in 7 Sinnott Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 clerk, city directory * 1944 in 28 Weaver Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI.

He married resided (family) 04 Feb 1920 in 63 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI. resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 229 Providence Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI.

Celina L. Desautels #54511, born 15 May 1887 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1890 to USA, census 04 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, city directory * 1924 in 1961 Smith Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 22, city directory * 1936 in 7 Sinnott Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1938 in 7 Sinnott Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 7 Sinnott Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 036-18-6705 (RI), died Jan 1973 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.

Children:
+ 2980 i. Julienne Veronique Violet Jarbeau #54534 born ca 1914.
+ 2981 ii. Violet Jarbeau #54535.

1191. Cleophas (Clifford) Gelinas #54277 (Agnes (Jarbeau)) Gerbeau, Rosalie St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean, Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #124A23 from Chabrier, born ca Jul 1876 in QC, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1, emigrated 1888 to USA, census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 509, occupation 07 Jun 1900 carpenter, naturalized bef 23 Apr 1910, city directory * 1910 in 95 West Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1910 carpenter, census * 23 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 530, occupation 23 Apr 1910 contractor, city directory * 1911 in 95 West Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1911 carpenter, naturalized 1911, city directory * 1912 in 95 West Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1912 carpenter, city directory * 1913 in 95 West Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1913 carpenter, city directory * 1917 in 52 Dwight Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1917 carpenter, city directory * 1918 in 52 Dwight Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1918 carpenter, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 carpenter (unemployed), resided 12 Sep 1918 in 52 Dwight Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, height 12 Sep 1918 tall, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 hazel, hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, city directory * 1920 in 267 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1920 carpenter, census * 22 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 7, occupation 22 Jan 1920 construction carpenter, city directory * 1923 in 30 Tremont Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1923 carpenter, city directory * 1924 in 30 Tremont Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1924 carpenter, city directory * 1926 in 30 Tremont Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1926 carpenter, census * 11 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 104, occupation 11 Apr 1930 drop forge helper, city directory * 1935 in 17 Beston Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1935 employed by ERA, city directory * 1936 in 17 Beston Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1937 in 253 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1938 in 253 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1939 in 253 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1940 in 253 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1941 in 12 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, died ca 1942 in MA.

He married * 09 Oct 1900 in Chicopee, Hampden, MA, resided (family) 23 Apr 1910 in 95 West Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, resided (family) 22 Jan 1920 in 147 Exchange Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, resided (family) 11 Apr 1930 in 30 Tremont Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA. Marie Delia Page #54288, born ca 1874 in QC, Canada, daughter of Edward Page #54311 and Flavie Remond #54312, emigrated 1887 to USA, occupation 09 Oct 1900 mattress sewer, census * 23 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 530, census * 22 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 7, city directory * 1923 in 30 Tremont Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1924 in 30 Tremont Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1926 in 30 Tremont Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, census * 11 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 104, city directory * 1935 in 17 Beston Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1936 in 17 Beston Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1937 in 253 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1938 in 253 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1939 in 253 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1940 in 253 Center Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1941 in 12 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, died ca 1942 in MA.
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Children:

2982 i. Rhea Alma Gelinas #54293, henry no. #124A231 from Chabrier, born 01 Aug 1901, died * 25 May 1902 in Chicopee, Hampden, MA, cause of death 25 May 1902 diarrhoea. 38

2983 ii. George Arthur Gelinas #54289 born 10 Jun 1903.


He married Unknown #54296.


He married ca 1938 in MA, Lillian B ___ #54302, city directory * 1938 in 15 Franklin Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1939 in 15 Franklin Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1940 in 15 Franklin Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1941 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1943 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1946 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1948 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1950 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1952 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1954 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1955 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA,
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Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1957 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA.
Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1959 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA.
Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1961 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA.
Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1962 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA.
Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1963 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA.
Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1964 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA.
Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1965 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA.
Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1967 in 33 Chapman Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA.

+ 2989 viii. Evelyn L. Gelinas #54295 born 27 Jan 1915.

1192. Amanda M. Gelinas #54278 (Agnes (Jarbeau)) Gerbeau, Rosalie St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit Vaudeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit VII, Jean Chabrier dit VIII, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #124A24 from Chabrier, born ca Dec 1878 in QC, Canada, 28 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Etienne, ED 84D1, 28 emigrated 1887 to USA, 28 occupation 01 Aug 1889 cotton weaver, 28 census * 08 Jun 1900 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 509, 28 census * 23 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 530, 28 census * 22 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 7, 28 city directory * 1923 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1924 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1926 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1935 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1936 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1937 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1938 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1939 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1940 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1941 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1943 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1946 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1948 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1950 in deceased.

She married * 01 Aug 1899 in Chicopee, Hampden, MA, resided (family) 08 Jun 1900 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA.
She married (family) 23 Apr 1910 in 95 West Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA.
She married (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA.

Edward Timothy Page #54310, born 21 Oct 1876 in QC, Canada, 92 census * 08 Jun 1900 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 509, 28 occupation 01 Aug 1889 carpenter, 28 census * 23 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 530, 28 occupation 23 Apr 1910 sporting goods manufacturer, 28 city directory * 1911 in 95 West Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 28 occupation 1911 mechanic, 28 city directory * 1912 in 95 West Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 28 occupation 1912 mechanic, 28 city directory * 1913 in 95 West Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 28 occupation 1913 mechanic, 28 city directory * 1917 in 95 West Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 28 occupation 1917 driver, 28 city directory * 1918 in 95 West Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 28 occupation 1918 driver, 28 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 teamster, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 127 Exchange Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 short, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, 92 city directory * 1920 in 127 Exchange Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 61 occupation 1920 driver, 61 census * 22 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 7, 61 occupation 22 Jan 1920 retail clerk, 61 city directory * 1923 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 61 occupation 23 Apr 1923 clerk, 61 city directory * 1924 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 61 occupation 1924 clerk, 61 city directory * 1926 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 61 occupation 1926 clerk, 61 census * 08 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 107, 61 occupation 08 Apr 1930 grocery store clerk, 60 property 08 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000, 61 city directory * 1935 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 61 occupation 1935 clerk, 61 city directory * 1936 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 61 city directory * 1937 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 61 occupation 1937 clerk, 61 city directory * 1938 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 61 occupation 1938 clerk, 61 city directory * 1939 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 61 occupation 1939 clerk, 61 city directory * 1940 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 61 occupation 1940 clerk, 61 city directory * 1941 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 61 occupation 1941 clerk, 61 city directory * 1943 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, 61 occupation 1943 clerk, 61 died ca 1945 in Chicopee, Hampden, MA.
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Children:


2991  ii.  Rose O. Page #54628, Henry no. #124A242 from Chabrier, born * 08 Apr 1902 in Chicopee, Hampden, MA,61,138 census * 23 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 530,63 census * 22 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 7,60 occupation 22 Jan 1920 cotton mill twister,60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in...
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MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 107, occupation 08 Apr 1930 bakery clerk, city directory * 1935 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1935 saleswoman, city directory * 1936 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1936 saleswoman, city directory * 1937 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1937 saleswoman, city directory * 1938 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1938 saleswoman, city directory * 1939 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1939 saleswoman, city directory * 1940 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1940 saleswoman, city directory * 1941 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1941 saleswoman, city directory * 1943 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1943 saleswoman.


v. Marie Amanda Viola Page #54631, henry no. #124A245 from Chabrier, born * 18 Aug 1908 in 95 West Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, census * 23 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 530, census * 22 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampden, Chicopee, ED 7, occupation 08 Apr 1930 clerk for a candy manufacturer, city directory * 1935 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1935 saleswoman, city directory * 1936 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1936 saleswoman, city directory * 1937 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1937 saleswoman, city directory * 1938 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1938 saleswoman, city directory * 1939 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1939 saleswoman, city directory * 1940 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1940 saleswoman, city directory * 1941 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1941 saleswoman, city directory * 1943 in 368 Hampden Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, occupation 1943 saleswoman.
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He married ca 1936 in MA, Alice S. __ #54635, born 20 May 1910, city directory * 1937 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1938 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1939 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1940 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1941 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, census * 1943 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1946 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1948 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1950 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, social security num bef 1951 012-09-5502 (MA), city directory * 1952 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1954 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1955 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1957 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1959 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1961 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1962 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1963 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1964 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1965 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1967 in 56 Marble Avenue, Chicopee, Hampden, MA, died 16 Apr 1999 in Chicopee, Hampden, MA.


Children:
+ 2997 i. Georges Walter Daigneault #54638 born 1906.
+ 2998 ii. Violet Daigneault #54639 born 1909.
+ 3000 iv. Marcel Daigneault #54641 born 1914.
1202. **Aurore** Jarbeau #54328 (Jean Baptiste Gerbeau, Rosalie St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Baptiste Chabrier, Jean Baptiste, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #124A31 from Chabrier, born in QC, Canada.

She married 04 Oct 1904 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, **Jean Baptiste Verrier** #54329 (son of Pierre Verrier #54330 and Domithilde Marchesseau #54331).

**Children:**

3001 i. John B. Verrier #54659, Henry no. from Chabrier, born 11 Aug 1910 in RI.

3002 ii. Marie A. Verrier #54660, Henry no. from Chabrier, born 11 Nov 1912 in RI.

1203. **Ludger P.** Jarbeau #54336 (Jean Baptiste Gerbeau, Rosalie St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Baptiste Chabrier, Jean Baptiste, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #124A32 from Chabrier, born ca 1884 in QC, Canada, naturalized 1900, census * 23 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 24, occupation 23 Apr 1910 cotton mill speeder tender, city directory * 1912 in 59 Fairmount Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1912 filecutter, city directory * 1919 in 116 Hendrick Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1919 operative, census * 03 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 308, occupation 03 Jan 1920 file shop assistant foreman, city directory * 1921 in 116 Hendrick Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1921 operative, city directory * 1923 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1923 filecutter, city directory * 1925 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1925 filecutter, city directory * 1926 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1926 assistant foreman, city directory * 1927 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1927 assistant foreman, city directory * 1929 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1929 assistant foreman at 23 Acorn Street, city directory * 1930 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1930 assistant foreman at 23 Acorn Street, city directory * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 111, city directory * 12 Apr 1930 file shop assistant foreman, city directory * 1931 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1931 assistant foreman, city directory * 1932 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 laborer, city directory * 1933 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1933 laborer, city directory * 1935 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1935 laborer, city directory * 1938 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1938 laborer, city directory * 1940 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1940 file worker, city directory * 1941 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1941 file worker, city directory * 1942 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1942 file worker, city directory * 1943 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1944 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1944 Walsh-Kaiser, city directory * 1947 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, died bef 1952 in Providence, Providence, RI.

He married 07 Aug 1905 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 23 Apr 1910 in Shippee Avenue, (West) Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 116 Hendrick Street, Providence, Providence, RI, daughter (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, Olivine Gervais #54337, born ca 1885 in QC, Canada, daughter of Isaac Gervais #54338 and Marie Paquette #54339, census * 23 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 24, census * 03 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 308, city directory * 1929 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1930 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1931 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1932 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1933 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1934 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1935 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1936 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1937 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1938 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1939 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1940 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1941 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1942 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1943 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1944 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1945 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1946 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1947 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1948 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1949 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1950 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1951 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1952 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1953 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1954 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1955 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1956 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1957 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1958 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1959 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1960 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI.

**Children:**

+ 3003 i. Yvan L. Jarbeau #54520 born ca 1907.
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3004 ii. __ Jarbeau #54661, henry no. #124A322 from Chabrier, died bef 23 Apr 1910 in RI.63

3005 iii. Bertha L. Jarbeau #54521, henry no. #124A323 from Chabrier, born ca 1910 in RI,60 census * 03 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 308,60 city directory * 1929 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1929 winder,61 city directory * 1930 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1930 winder,61 census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 111,91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 woolen mill winder,91 city directory * 1931 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1931 trimmer,61


3007 v. Marie C. Aurora Jarbeau #54523, henry no. #124A325 from Chabrier, born 09 Mar 1915 in RI,60 census * 03 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 308,60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 111,91

3008 vi. Celia Lucille Jarbeau #54524, henry no. #124A326 from Chabrier, born 01 Dec 1917 in RI,60 census * 03 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 308,60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 111,91 city directory * 1940 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1940 operative,61 city directory * 1941 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1941 machine operator,61 city directory * 1942 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1942 machine operator,61 city directory * 1943 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1943 machine operator,61 city directory * 1944 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1944 machine operator,61 city directory * 1947 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1947 machine operator,61

3009 vii. Joseph Ernest E. Jarbeau #54525, henry no. #124A327 from Chabrier, born 01 Aug 1920 in RI,60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 111,91 city directory * 1940 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1941 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1941 apprentice,61 city directory * 1942 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1942 machinist,61 event 05 Feb 1943 in World War II Enlistment,239 education 05 Feb 1943 one year of high school,239 height 05 Feb 1943 5 ft 7 in,239 weight 05 Feb 1943 151 lbs,239 city directory * 1943 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1943 US Army,61 city directory * 1944 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1944 US Army,61 city directory * 1947 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1947 machinist,61 city directory * 1952 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1952 machinist,61 city directory * 1953 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1953 machinist,61 city directory * 1956 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1956 machinist,61 city directory * 1957 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1957 machinist,61 city directory * 1957 in Cranston, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1957 treasurer of Smith Hardware Co, Inc,61 city directory * 1958 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1959 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1959 president of Smith Hardware Co, Inc,61 city directory * 1960 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61

3010. Eugene M.61 Jarbeau #54332 (Jean Baptiste60 Gerbeau, Rosalie5 St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit5 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit3, Jean Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon, Bertrand1), henry no. #124A33 from Chabrier, born ca 1886 in QC, Canada,61 emigrated 1895 to USA,60 naturalized 1900, city directory * 1912 in 57 Fairmont Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1912 filecutter,61 city directory * 1915 in 97 Fairmont Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1917 in 97 Fairmont Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1917 operative,61 city directory * 1919 in 116 Hendrick Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1919 operative,61 census * 03 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 308,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 file shop second hand,60 city directory * 1921 in 116 Hendrick Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1921 operative,61 city directory * 1923 in 116 Hendrick Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1923 filecutter,61 city directory * 1926 in 5 Bosworth Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1926 operative,61 city directory * 1931 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1931 trimmer,61

He married resided (family) 1957 in Providence, Providence, RI,61 Eleanor __ #54545, city directory * 1952 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1953 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1956 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1957 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1958 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1959 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1960 in 65 Boyd Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61

1204. Eugene M.61 Jarbeau #54332 (Jean Baptiste60 Gerbeau, Rosalie5 St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit5 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit3, Jean Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon, Bertrand1), henry no. #124A33 from Chabrier, born ca 1886 in QC, Canada,61 emigrated 1895 to USA,60 naturalized 1900, city directory * 1912 in 57 Fairmont Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1912 filecutter,61 city directory * 1915 in 97 Fairmont Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1917 in 97 Fairmont Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1917 operative,61 city directory * 1919 in 116 Hendrick Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1919 operative,61 census * 03 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 308,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 file shop second hand,60 city directory * 1921 in 116 Hendrick Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1921 operative,61 city directory * 1923 in 116 Hendrick Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1923 filecutter,61 city directory * 1926 in 5 Bosworth Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1926 operative,61 city directory *
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1927 in 5 Bosworth Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1927 operative, city directory * 1929 in 5 Bosworth Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1929 operative, city directory * 1930 in 5 Bosworth Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1930 operative, census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 78, occupation 12 Apr 1930 file shop second hand, property 12 Apr 1930 real estate value $7000, city directory * 1931 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1931 grinder, city directory * 1932 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 grinder, city directory * 1933 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1933 grinder, city directory * 1935 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1935 grinder, city directory * 1938 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1938 section hand, city directory * 1940 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1940 section hand, city directory * 1941 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1941 section hand, city directory * 1942 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1942 section hand, city directory * 1943 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1943 section hand, died 22 Nov 1943 in Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1944 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI.

He married 24 Jun 1907 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 116 Hendrick Street, Providence, Providence, RI, Cordelia Breault #54333, born ca 1886 in QC, Canada, daughter of Sylvain Breault #54334 and Lea Paquin #54335, emigrated 1889 to USA, naturalized 1908, census * 03 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 308, city directory * 1929 in 5 Bosworth Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1930 in 5 Bosworth Street, Providence, Providence, RI, census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 78, city directory * 1931 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1932 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1933 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1935 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1938 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1940 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1941 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1942 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1943 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1944 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, died 16 Jan 1952 in Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1952 in Providence, Providence, RI.

Children:

3010 i. Viola Jarbeau #54515, henry no. #124A331 from Chabrier, born ca 1910 in RI, census * 03 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 308, census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 78, occupation 12 Apr 1930 worsted mill winder, city directory * 1931 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1931 winder.

3011 ii. Lillian O. Jarbeau #54516, henry no. #124A332 from Chabrier, born 26 Oct 1911 in RI, census * 03 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 308, census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 78, occupation 12 Apr 1930 worsted mill employee, city directory * 1931 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1931 operative, city directory * 1932 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 operative.

3012 iii. Estelle R. Jarbeau #54517, henry no. #124A333 from Chabrier, born 07 May 1914 in RI, census * 03 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 308, census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 78.

3013 iv. Eugene M. Jarbeau Jr. #54518, henry no. #124A334 from Chabrier, born 25 Apr 1917 in RI, census * 03 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 308, census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 78, city directory * 1938 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1938 operative, city directory * 1940 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1940 file worker, city directory * 1941 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1941 file worker, city directory * 1942 in 34 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1942 file worker, city directory * 1943 in 34 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1943 file worker, city directory * 1944 in 34 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1944 US Navy, city directory * 1947 in 34 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1947 file worker, city directory * 1952 in 34 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1952 file worker, city directory * 1956 in 210 Harmon Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1956 file worker, city directory * 1957 in 210 Harmon Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1957 file worker at Nicholson File, died 10 Jun 1958 in Cranston, Providence, RI, city directory * 1959 in Cranston, Providence, RI.
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He married ca 1940, Giovanna "Jennie" #54543, city directory * 1941 in 36 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1942 in 34 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1943 in 34 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1944 in 34 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1947 in 34 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1952 in 34 Curtis Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1956 in 210 Harmon Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1957 in 210 Harmon Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1959 in 210 Harmon Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1959 foot press operator for Rau-Fastener Co., 61 city directory * 1961 in 604 Laurel Hill Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1961 foot press operator for Rau-Fastener Co. 61

1205. Eva Jarbeau #54501 (Jean Baptiste 10 Gerbeau, Rosalie 9 St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4 Simon 3, Simon 2 Bertrand 1), henry no. #124A34 from Chabrier, born ca 1888 in QC, Canada, 63 emigrated 1896 to USA, 63 census * 18 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113, 63 occupation 18 May 1910 cotton blanket mill weaver, 63 census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, 66 city directory * 1924 in 37 Grover Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, 67 city directory * 1938 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1940 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1941 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1942 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1943 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1944 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1947 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1952 in 1285 Smith Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1953 in 1285 Smith Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1956 in 27 East Salmon Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1957 in 27 East Salmon Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1958 in 27 East Salmon Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1959 in 27 East Salmon Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1960 in 27 East Salmon Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 She married ca 1909 in RI, 61 resided (family) 18 May 1910 in Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 63 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, RI, 60 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 Joseph R. Savoie #54502, born ca 1889 in RI, 60 census * 18 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113, 63 occupation 18 May 1910 file shop overseer, 63 census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, 66 occupation 02 Feb 1920 machine shop bench hand, 66 city directory * 1924 in 37 Grover Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1924 machinist, 61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, 91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 file shop file cutter, 91 city directory * 1938 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1938 file maker, 61 city directory * 1940 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1940 file maker, 61 city directory * 1941 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1941 file maker, 61 city directory * 1942 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1942 file maker, 61 city directory * 1943 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1943 file maker, 61 city directory * 1944 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1944 file maker, 61 city directory * 1947 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1947 file maker, 61 city directory * 1952 in 1285 Smith Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1952 file cutter, 61 city directory * 1953 in 1285 Smith Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1953 file cutter, 61 city directory * 1956 in 27 East Salmon Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1957 in 27 East Salmon Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1958 in 27 East Salmon Street, Providence, Providence, RI, 61 died 13 Feb 1959 in Providence, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1960 in deceased. 61

Children:

3015 i. Noella E. 12 Savoie #54662, henry no. #124A341 from Chabrier, born 03 May 1912 in RI, 60 census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, 60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence,
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North Providence, ED 234, occupation 03 Apr 1930 woolen mill spinner, city directory * 1938 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1938 rubber worker, city directory * 1940 in 230 Friendship Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1940 rubber worker.  

ii. Albert H. J. Savoie #54663, henry no. #124A342 from Chabrier, born ca 1913 in RI, census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, died 21 May 1929 in RI.  

iii. Celia M. Savoie #54664, henry no. #124A343 from Chabrier, born 27 Oct 1916 in RI, census * 02 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, city directory * 1938 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1938 saleswoman at 199 Union Street.  

iv. Walter H. Savoie #54665, henry no. #124A344 from Chabrier, born 03 Nov 1920 in RI, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 234, city directory * 1940 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1941 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1941 sheet metal worker, city directory * 1942 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1942 sheet metal worker, city directory * 1943 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1943 US Army, city directory * 1944 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1944 US Army, city directory * 1947 in 921 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1947 US Army, city directory * 1951 social security num bef 1951 035-07-2719 (RI), city directory * 1952 in 137 Congress Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1952 sheet metal worker at The Anderson Sheet Metal Co, city directory * 1953 in Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1953 sheet metal worker at The Anderson Sheet Metal Co, city directory * 1956 in 1285 Smith Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1956 sheet metal worker at The Anderson Sheet Metal Co, city directory * 1957 in 37 Middle Drive, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1957 sheet metal worker, city directory * 1958 in 37 Middle Drive, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1958 sheet metal worker, died 27 Apr 2001 in Warwick, Kent, RI.  

v. Leo Savoie #54666, henry no. #124A345 from Chabrier, born ca 1921 in RI, died 29 Mar 1922 in RI.  

1211. Alide J. Jarbeau #54507 (Jean Baptiste Gerbeau, Rosalie St Pierre, Adelaide Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #124A3A from Chabrier, born 04 Nov 1900 in RI, census * 18 May 1910 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 113, census * 03 Feb 1920 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 126, occupation 03 Feb 1920 woolen mill weaver, city directory * 1924 in 34 Redfern Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1924 mill employee, city directory * 1927 in Centerdale, Providence, RI, occupation 1927 manager, city directory * 1929 in North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1929 manager at 523 Eaton Street, Providence, Providence, RI, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 235, occupation 03 Apr 1930 expressing truck driver, city directory * 1937 in 4 George Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1937 clerk, city directory * 1938 in 49 Osborne Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1938 clerk at 81 Exchange Place, Providence, RI, city directory * 1940 in 551 Fruit Hill Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1940 clerk at Brown & Sharpe, city directory * 1941 in 99 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1941 clerk at Brown & Sharpe, city directory * 1942 in 99 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1942 clerk at Brown & Sharpe, city directory * 1943 in 99 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1943 clerk at Brown & Sharpe, city directory * 1944 in 99 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1944 clerk at Brown & Sharpe, city directory * 1947 in 99 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1947 stock clerk, social security num bef 1951 035-07-6155 (RI), died Feb 1968 in Warwick, Kent, RI.  

He married Florence E. #54667, city directory * 1952 in 137 Congress Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1953 in Cranston, Providence, RI, city directory * 1956 in Cranston, Providence, RI, city directory * 1957 in 37 Middle Drive, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1957 sheet metal worker, city directory * 1958 in 37 Middle Drive, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1958 sheet metal worker, died 27 Apr 2001 in Warwick, Kent, RI.  

He married ca 1926 in RI, resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 43 Peckham Avenue, North Providence, Providence, RI, Jane J. #54513, born ca 1902 in RI, city directory * 1929 in North Providence, Providence, RI, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 235, city directory * 1937 in 4 George Street, North Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1938 in 49 Osborne Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory
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* 1941 in 99 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1942 in 99 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1943 in 99 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1944 in 99 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1947 in 99 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory

Children:

3020 i. Dolores Márgete12 Jarbeau #54514, henry no. #124A3A1 from Chabrier, born ca 1927 in RI,91 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Providence, ED 235,91 city directory * 1947 in 99 Ruggles Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1947 telephone operator for New England Tel & Tel Co,61 city directory * 1952 in West Barrington, Bristol, RI,61 occupation 1952 telephone operator for New England Tel & Tel Co,61 city directory * 1953 in West Barrington, Bristol, RI,61 occupation 1953 telephone operator for New England Tel & Tel Co,61


He married bef Jun 1917 in MA, resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in Mason Road, Greenville, Hillsborough, NH,90 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 160 Fox Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,91 Rose D. Ouimette #54685, born ca 1895 in MA,91 census * 12 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Greenville, ED 74,60 occupation 12 Jan 1920 house keeper/servant,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 140,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 cotton mill winder,91 city directory * 1935 in 235 rear Aiken Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61

Children:

3021 i. Albert F.12 Jarbeau #54687, henry no. from Chabrier, born 26 Jul 1918 in MA,91,121 census * 12 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Greenville, ED 74,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 140,91 social security num bef 1951 033-10-9891 (MA),121 city directory * 1956 in 204 Moody Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,199 occupation 1956 shoe worker,91 city directory * 1964 in 204 Moody Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,199 died 05 Sep 1991 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,199

3022 ii. Rose L. Jarbeau #54686, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1920 in NH,91 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 140,91

1230. Frank Charles11 Zimmerman #51791 (Marie Delia Clementine10 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Onezime Chabrier dit6, Joseph Chabrier dit6, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean8 Chabrier, Jean9, Simon4, Simon5, Bertrand1), henry no. #125292 from Chabrier, born 07 Sep 1898 in NY,46,92 census * 12 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100,46 census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116,63 event 25 Jun 1910 in Sixth grade Honor Roll at Clinton School,187 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 clerical worker at H. H. Franklin,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 354 Greene Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,92 census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136,60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 shoe office clerical worker,60 census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40,91 occupation 15 Apr 1930 auto factory office serviceman,91 social security num bef 1951 079-05-1451 (NY),121 died Jan 1977 in Rochester, Monroe, NY,121

He married Agnes Frances Hannon #62039.

Children:

+ 3023 i. Carolyn F.12 Zimmerman #62040 born 1936.
+ 3024 ii. David Peter Zimmerman #62064 born 1939.
+ 3025 iii. Dorothy Zimmerman #62073 born 1939.
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122. Esther Rosalie\(^{\text{I}}\) Zimmerman #51792 (Marie Delia Clementine\(^{10}\) Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Onezime Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Joseph Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{7},\) Jean\(^{2}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{3}\), Simon\(^{2}\), Bertrand\(^{1}\)), henry no. #125294 from Chabrier, born ca 1900 in NY,\(^{63}\) census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116,\(^{63}\) census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136,\(^{60}\) occupation 09 Jan 1920 dry goods clerical worker,\(^{60}\) census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40.\(^{91}\)

She married ca 1925 in NY,\(^{91}\) resided (family) 20 Aug 1929 in 117 Chester Drive, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,\(^{186}\) resided (family) 15 Apr 1930 in 422 Lodi Street, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,\(^{91}\) resided (family) 22 May 1931 in 107 Brookline Road, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY,\(^{188}\) Frank H. Bingham #54709, born 02 Jul 1902 in England,\(^91,121\) emigrated 1916 to USA,\(^91\) naturalized\(^{91}\) census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40,\(^{91}\) occupation 15 Apr 1930 house carpenter,\(^91\) social security num bef 1951 104-12-1098 (NY),\(^{121}\) died 03 Jul 1994 in Punta Gorda, Charlotte, FL.\(^{121}\)

Children:

- 3027 i. Esther\(^{12}\) Bingham #54731, henry no. #1252941 from Chabrier, born ca 1925 in NY,\(^{91}\) census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40.\(^{91}\)
- 3028 ii. William Bingham #54710, henry no. #1252942 from Chabrier, born 15 Aug 1929 in NY, Onondaga, NY,\(^{186}\) census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40.\(^{91}\)
- 3029 iii. Norma Bingham #54711, henry no. #1252943 from Chabrier, born 17 May 1931 in NY, Onondaga, NY.\(^{186}\)

123. John Joseph\(^{12}\) Zimmerman #51793 (Marie Delia Clementine\(^{10}\) Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Onezime Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Joseph Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Jean\(^{2}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{3}\), Simon\(^{2}\), Bertrand\(^{1}\)), henry no. #125295 from Chabrier, born 24 Mar 1903 in NY,\(^{121,63}\) census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116,\(^{63}\) census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136,\(^{60}\) occupation 09 Jan 1920 steel mill office boy,\(^{60}\) census * 17 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Geddes, ED 215,\(^{91}\) occupation 17 Apr 1930 confectionery store proprietor,\(^91\) property 17 Apr 1930 real estate value $6500,\(^{91}\) social security num 1951 - 1953 074-28-6140 (NY),\(^{121}\) died Aug 1985 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY.\(^{121}\)

He married ca 1921 in NY,\(^{91}\) resided (family) 17 Apr 1930 in Terry Road, Geddes, Onondaga, NY,\(^{91}\) Anna McNamara #51819, born ca 1901 in NY,\(^{91}\) census * 17 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Geddes, ED 215.\(^{91}\)

Children:


124. Marie Antoinette\(^{12}\) Zimmerman #51794 (Marie Delia Clementine\(^{10}\) Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Onezime Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Joseph Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Jean\(^{2}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{3}\), Simon\(^{2}\), Bertrand\(^{1}\)), henry no. #125296 from Chabrier, born ca 1904 in NY,\(^{53}\) census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116,\(^{63}\) census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136,\(^{60}\) census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 29,\(^{91}\) died 1994.\(^{365}\)

She married ca 1926 in NY,\(^{91}\) Robert James McDonald #51825, born ca 1894 in NY,\(^{60}\) census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 131,\(^{40}\) occupation 09 Jan 1920 plumber,\(^{60}\) census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 29,\(^{91}\) occupation 15 Apr 1930 plumber,\(^{91}\) died 1963.\(^{200}\)

Children:

- 3032 i. James Patrick\(^{12}\) McDonald #51826 born ca 1927.
- 3033 ii. John Keith McDonald #54712 born ca Sep 1929.
- 3034 iii. William Leo McDonald #62233 born 1931.
- 3035 iv. Daniel Joseph McDonald #62250 born 1932.
- 3036 v. Thomas Dolan McDonald #62276 born 1934.
- 3037 vi. Michael Matthew McDonald #62279 born 1937.
- 3038 vii. Kathleen Marie McDonald #62292.
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3039  viii. Emmett Robert McDonald #62294, henry no. #1252968 from Chabrier.

1235. Jane Seymour* Zimmerman #51795 (Marie Delia Clementine*10 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Onezime Chabrier dit*9, Joseph Chabrier dit*7, Jean Chabrier dit*6, Jean*4 Chabrier, Jean*4 Simon*4, Simon*2, Bertrand*3), henry no. #125297 from Chabrier, born ca 1905 in NY, census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136, census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40, occupation 15 Apr 1930 private case nurse.

She married (1)200 Howard Calkins #62042.

Children:

+ 3040 i. Howard William*12 Calkins #62315 born 1937.

3041 ii. Mary Jane Calkins #62327, henry no. #1252972 from Chabrier.

She married200 John Sexton #62328.

3042 iii. Cathy Calkins #62329, henry no. #1252973 from Chabrier.

She married200 __ Alger #62330.

She married (2)200 John Zielinski #62043.

1236. Margaret Rita* Zimmerman #51796 (Marie Delia Clementine*10 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Onezime Chabrier dit*9, Joseph Chabrier dit*7, Antoine Chabrier dit*6, Jean Chabrier dit*6, Jean*4 Chabrier, Jean*4 Simon*4, Simon*2, Bertrand*3), henry no. #125298 from Chabrier, born ca 1907 in NY, census * 18 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 116, census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136, census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40, occupation 15 Apr 1930 gear factory comptometer operator.

She married200 Kenneth Radigan #62044.

Children:

3043 i. John*12 Radigan #62335, henry no. #1252981 from Chabrier.

3044 ii. Robert Radigan #62336, henry no. #1252982 from Chabrier.

3045 iii. Thomas Radigan #62337, henry no. #1252983 from Chabrier.


She married200 DeRayne Homer Holtsbery #62045, born 1911, died 1987.

Children:

+ 3046 i. Robert Kent*12 Holtsbery #62338 born 1934.

+ 3047 ii. Mary Lynn Holtsbery #62335 born 1936.

+ 3048 iii. Jon Dee Holtsbery #62380 born 1938.

+ 3049 iv. Donald Charles Holtsbery #62391 (details excluded).

+ 3050 v. Richard Mark Holtsbery #62394 (details excluded).

1238. Charles David* Zimmerman #51799 (Marie Delia Clementine*10 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Onezime Chabrier dit*9, Joseph Chabrier dit*7, Antoine Chabrier dit*6, Jean Chabrier dit*6, Jean*4 Chabrier, Jean*4 Simon*4, Simon*2, Bertrand*3), henry no. #12529A from Chabrier, born ca 1911 in NY, census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 136, census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 40.
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He married 23 Nov 1946 in O.L. of Solace Ch, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Rita Laura Fimiani #54707 (daughter of Philip Fimiani #54708).

Children:
3050 i. Charles E Zimmerman #62398, henry no. #12529A1 from Chabrier.
3051 ii. Ann Delia Zimmerman #62399, henry no. #12529A2 from Chabrier.

1239. Franklin Onesime H. Vadeboncoeur #33827 (David E10, Joseph Onezime Chabrier dit9, Joseph Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean‡ Chabrier, Jean‡, Simon‡, Simon‡, Bertrand‡), henry no. #1252A1 in Chabrier, born 22 Mar 1899 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 177 census * 07 Jun 1900 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 100, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 151 Wyman, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 261 occupation 12 Sep 1918 tester, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, census * 06 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 232, 60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 saloon employee, 60 census * 02 Apr 1940 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 66-183, 203 property 02 Apr 1940 real estate value $500, 203 social security num bef 1951 105-01-2813 (NY), 121 died Jul 1973 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 177 occupation 02 Apr 1940 light and power corporation collector.

He married resided (family) 31 Mar 1930 in 216 Gilbert Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 360 residing (family) 14 Dec 1932 in 191 Wiman Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 203 Pauline Weber #33828, born 09 May 1902 in Baltimore, MD (daughter of __ Weber #63870 and Margaret __ #51954), census * 02 Apr 1940 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 66-183, 203 occupation 02 Apr 1940 clothing/laundry dry folder, 203 died 27 Jun 1999 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 95 buried 30 Jun 1999 in Assumption Cem, Mattydale, NY, 97 education 02 Apr 1940 8th grade.

Children:
+ 3053 i. Jane A12 Vadeboncoeur #33830 born bef 31 Mar 1930.
+ 3055 iii. Faye Ann Vadeboncoeur #33831 born 08 Dec 1932.

1240. Edmund Robert 'Curly' H. Vadeboncoeur #33824 (David E10, Joseph Onezime Chabrier dit9, Joseph Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean‡ Chabrier, Jean‡, Simon‡, Simon‡, Bertrand‡), henry no. #1252A2 in Chabrier, born 21 Feb 1901 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 177 census * 06 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 232, 60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 theatre press agent, 60 census * 11 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 88, 91 resided 11 Apr 1930 in 191 Wiman Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 95 occupation 11 Apr 1930 Hearald-Journal newspaper editor, 91 event 09 Oct 1930 in Odd Fellows secretary, 369 occupation 01 Feb 1931 Sunday editor, Syracuse American newspaper, 270 social security num 105-01-1921 NY, 121 occupation 24 Aug 1939 WSYR commentator, 65 occupation 1940 broadcast engineer, occupation 02 Nov 1952 President of WSYR radio & TV, 371 died Oct 1986 in Cazenovia, Madison, NY, 177 He was well known in Radio and Television in the Syracuse area.

He married engaged 01 Feb 1931 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, Orletta Elizabeth Schoen #33825, born ca 1908 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 97 (daughter of Charles William Schoen #51965 and Emma Herberich #51966), died 16 Mar 2001 in Cazenovia, Madison, NY, 97

Children:

1249. Joseph Edmond Lionel H. Hamelin #44696 (Marie Anaiste Amandine10 Vadeboncoeur, Francois Eugene9 Verboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean‡ Chabrier, Jean‡, Simon‡, Simon‡, Bertrand‡), henry no. #125517 in Chabrier, born 30 Apr 1890 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC,
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Canada, baptized * 01 May 1890 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 09 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 166B1, census * 02 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 168B1, census * 21 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 173-27, occupation 21 Jun 1911 student, occupation 29 Jun 1914 dentist. Godparents: Edmund Hamelin & Pomela Martel, his wife.

He married * 29 Jun 1914 in Tres St Redempteur, Montreal, Montreal, PQ, Canada, Marie Eloyse Berthe Galaise #60722, born 20 Jul 1892 in Longueuil, Chambly, PQ, Canada, daughter of Cleophas Galaise #60723 and Marie Hermine Lanoix #60724, baptized * 20 Jul 1892 in St Antoine-de-Pades, Longueuil, Chambly, PQ, Canada.

Marie: Godparents: Mathias Ceeze & Heloyse Galaise.

Children:


3058  ii. Joseph Cleophas Gaston Hamelin #60726, henry no. #1255172 from Chabrier, born 26 Apr 1916 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 26 Apr 1916 in La Nativite-de-la-Bienheureuse-Vierge-Marie, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Cleophas Galaise & Herminie Lanoix.

3059  iii. Marie Anne Cecile Hamelin #60727, henry no. #1255173 from Chabrier, born 05 Apr 1917 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 05 Apr 1917 in La Nativite-de-la-Bienheureuse-Vierge-Marie, Montreal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Edouard Charles Galaise & Marie Anne Paille, his wife.


She married * 25 Jun 1923 in La Nativite-de-la-Bienheureuse-Vierge-Marie, Montreal, PQ, Canada, Joseph Arthur Ephrem Lebel #60728, born 19 Sep 1892 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, son of Ephrem Lebel #60729 and Leonie Neault #60730, baptized * 19 Sep 1892 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Joseph: Godparents: Arthur Lacerte & Octavie Lacerte.

Children:

3060  i. Marielle Madeleine12 Lebel #60731, henry no. #12551D1 from Chabrier, born 05 Apr 1924 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 07 Apr 1924 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Ephrem Lebel & Azilda Lessard.


She married 27 Aug 1917 in Ste Brigitte, Montreal, PQ, Canada, Joseph Henri Lajeunesse #31548, born * 25 Oct 1893 in Alfred, Prescott, ON, Canada, son of Polydore Lajeunesse #60572 and Olympe Cadieu #60573, died * 26 Oct 1893 in St Victor, Alfred, Prescott, ON, Canada.

Children:


3062  ii. Joseph Alfred Georges Guy Lajeunesse #60579, henry no. #1258112 from Chabrier, born 29 Feb 1925 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 01 Mar 1925 in St Clement de Vieuville, Montreal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Alfred Cypihot & Maria Sauvageau, his wife.
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1259. **Marie Yvonne Leopoldine**

Vadeboncoeur #39413 (Louis Philippe, Louis Felix Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #125814 from Chabrier, born 04 Jun 1898 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 06 Jun 1898 in Sacre-Coeur-de-Jesus, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, census * 13 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 167C5, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-59. Godparents: Magloire St Jacques & Philomene Labrosse, his wife.

She married * 27 Aug 1918 in St Arsene, Montreal, QC, Canada, Joseph Theodule Turner #41144, born 21 Sep 1894 in Wickham, Montreal, QC, Canada, (son of Elzear Turner #60582 and Corinne Lusignan #60583), baptized * 21 Sep 1894 in St Jean l'Evangeliste, Wickham, Montreal, QC, Canada. Joseph: Godparents: Theodule Blanchette, uncle & Rose Anna Houle, aunt.

**Children:**

3063 i. Marie Victoire Fernande Turner #60584, henry no. #1258141 from Chabrier, born 05 Jun 1920 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 06 Jun 1920 in St Arsene, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis Philippe Vadeboncoeur & Victoire Gauthier, her wife.

+ 3064 ii. Marie Marcelline Lucille Turner #41145 born 31 Aug 1921.

3065 iii. Marie Adrienne Bernadette Laurence Turner #60585, henry no. #1258143 from Chabrier, born 28 Dec 1922 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 28 Dec 1922 in St Arsene, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Adrien Vadeboncoeur & Bernadette Therien.

1260. **Rodolphe Olivier Alexandre**


**Children:**

+ 3066 i. Joseph Gilbert Vadeboncoeur #39418 born 13 Feb 1924.


+ 3073 viii. Marie Gemma (Christine) Vadeboncoeur #39424 born 05 Nov 1934.


+ 3075 x. Joseph Herve Vadeboncoeur #39426 born 06 Jul 1938.


1261. **Joseph Adrien Rodolphe**
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He married Bernadette Therien #33822.

Children:
+ 3077  i.  Monique12 Vadeboncoeur #33821.

1263. Marie Rose Victorine Cecile11 Vadeboncoeur #54732 (Louis Philippe10, Louis Felix Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #125818 from Chabrier, born 21 Nov 1907 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 24 Nov 1907 in Immaculate Conception, Montreal, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-59.32 Godparents: Victor Tasse, uncle & Rose Anna Gauthier, his wife.

She married * 25 Jun 1932 in Ste Scholastique, Two Mountains, QC, Canada, Joseph Jean Rene Tasse #60590, born 08 Jul 1909 in Ste Scholastique, Two Mountains, QC, Canada,9 (son of Joseph Tasse #60591 and Aurise Lalande #60592), baptized * 08 Jul 1909 in Ste Scholastique, Two Mountains, QC, Canada.9

Children:
3078  i.  Joseph Philippe Pierre12 Tasse #60593, henry no. #1258181 from Chabrier, born 29 Jun 1933 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 01 Jul 1933 in St Arsene, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Philippe Vadeboncoeur, grandfather & Victoria Gauthier, his wife.
3079  ii.  Joseph Victor Normand Gilles Tasse #60594, henry no. #1258182 from Chabrier, born 08 Sep 1934 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 09 Sep 1934 in St Arsene, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Victor Tasse & Orise Lalande.

1266. Anne Marie Jeannette Gertrude11 Vadeboncoeur #39416 (Louis Philippe10, Louis Felix Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12581B from Chabrier, born 16 Nov 1919 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Nov 1919 in St Arsene, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Theodule Turner & Leopoldine Vadeboncoeur, his wife.

She married 22 Oct 1942 in St Arsene, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, Jean Paul Emond #39417 (son of Charles Hemond #60732 and Augustine Johnson #60733).

Children:
3080  i.  Bernard12 Emond #37867, henry no. in Chabrier.
He married 22 Aug 1987 in St Jean Gualbert, Laval, PQ, Canada,375 Lise Coutu #37871.
3081  ii.  Francois Emond #37868, henry no. in Chabrier.
He married 06 Jul 1968 in St Andre Apotre, Montréal, PQ, Canada,375 Regine Laprise #37872.
3082  iii.  Guy Emond #37869, henry no. in Chabrier.
He married 12 Mar 1966 in St Andre Apotre, Montréal, PQ, Canada,375 Diane Lebreux #37873.
3083  iv.  Jacqueline Emond #37870, henry no. in Chabrier.
She married375 Richard Chartrand #37874.

1271. Joseph Charles Edmond11 Vadeboncoeur #30578 (Louis Joseph Napoleon10, Joseph Desire9 Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #126423 from Chabrier, born 04 May 1887 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 05 May 1887 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 14 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 193B2,10 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 198D1,31 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26.32 Godparents: Edmond Ayotte & Marie Louise Lafreniere.
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He married * 11 May 1915 in Ste Thecle, Champlain, PQ, Canada.⁹⁵,³⁷⁶ Mathilde Brunelle #30579, born 27 Jan 1890 in Ste Thecle, Champlain, PQ, Canada,⁹ (daughter of Sinai Brunelle #60620 and Delina Davidson #60621), baptized * 31 Jan 1890 in Ste Thecle, Champlain, PQ, Canada.⁹ Mathilde: Godparents: Josephat Davidson & Edwidge Baril, his wife.

Children:
+ 3084 i.  Joseph Jean Louis Andre¹² Vadeboncoeur #30730 born 29 Apr 1918.

1272. Marie Ann Amanda¹¹ Vadeboncoeur #31745 (Louis Joseph Napoleon¹⁰, Joseph Desire⁹ Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit⁶ Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁷ Chabrier, Jean⁸ Simon⁵, Simon⁶, Bertrand¹), henry no. #126424 from Chabrier, born 12 Jan 1889 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ baptized * 12 Jan 1889 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ census * 14 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Louis Ward, ED 193B2, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D1, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26.³² Godparents: Louis Vadeboncoeur & Eulore Lacombe, his wife.

She married * 17 Nov 1920 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁸⁰ Joseph Alexandre Legare #31746, born 21 Feb 1876 in Becancour, Nicolet, QC, Canada,⁸ (son of Calixte Legare #60622 and Clarisse Sirois #60623), baptized * 22 Feb 1876 in Becancour, Nicolet, QC, Canada,⁹ census * 20 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Nicolet, Becancourt, ED 174A.³⁰ Joseph: Godparents: Napoleon Sirois & Elizabeth Legare.

Children:
3085 i.  Jean Joseph Leo Arthur¹² Legare #60624, henry no. #1264241 from Chabrier, born 01 Nov 1928 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ baptized * 02 Nov 1928 in St Sacrement, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Arthur Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Berthe Gauthier, his wife.

1274. Louis Arthur Napoleon¹⁰ Vadeboncoeur #30564 (Louis Joseph Napoleon¹⁰, Joseph Desire⁹ Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit⁶ Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁷ Chabrier, Jean⁸ Simon⁵, Simon⁶, Bertrand¹), henry no. #126426 from Chabrier, born 11 Jun 1898 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ baptized * 12 Jun 1898 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D1, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26.³² Godparents: Henri Vadeboncoeur, brother & Alma Vadeboncoeur, sister.

He married * 20 Sep 1922 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁶² Marie Arseline Cecile Berthe Gauthier #30565, born 06 May 1898 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ (daughter of Honore Gauthier #38167 and Emma Lord #38168), died * 06 May 1898 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.⁹ Marie: Godparents: Louis Philippe Lord & Arseline Godin.

Children:
3086 i.  Marie Josephine Olive Pauline¹² Vadeboncoeur #46689, henry no. #1264261 from Chabrier, born 21 Jul 1923 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,³⁷⁷ baptized * 21 Jul 1923 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Joseph Vadeboncoeur, grandfather & Josephine Boivert, his wife.

She married³⁷⁷ Rene Fugere #46690.

3087 ii.  Marie Emma Therese Pierrette Vadeboncoeur #60625, henry no. #1264262 from Chabrier, born 06 May 1926 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ baptized * 06 May 1926 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Honore Gauthier, grandfather & Emma Lord, his wife.

3088 iii.  Marie Fabiola Louise Vadeboncoeur #46691, henry no. #1264263 from Chabrier, born 19 Oct 1927 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,³⁷⁷,⁸ baptized * 20 Oct 1927 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Henri Gauthier, uncle & Fabiola Gauthier, aunt.

3089 iv.  Marie Julie Vadeboncoeur #60628, henry no. #1264264 from Chabrier, born 09 Jul 1929 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,⁹ baptized * 09 Jul 1929 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.⁹ Godparents: Paul Gauthier, uncle & Marie Louise Gauthier, aunt.
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He married 20 Sep 1975 in N.D. des Sept Allegrases, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,218 Marie Flores Leone Choiniere #56035 (daughter of Omer Choiniere #56036 and Blanche Maurice #56037).


He married 04 Jul 1959 in N.D. des Sept Allegrases, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,218 Estelle Allaire #56038 (daughter of Phileas Allaire #56039 and Flora Thiffault #56040), occupation 04 Jul 1959 secretary.218

3092 vii. Marie Marguerite Therese Vadeboncoeur #46692, henry no. #1264267 from Chabrier, born 26 Dec 1933 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,8 baptized * 26 Dec 1933 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Ubald Vadeboncoeur & Mariette Lemieux.

3093 viii. Marie Madeleine Jeanne Vadeboncoeur #46693, henry no. #1264268 from Chabrier, born 09 May 1935 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,7778 baptized * 09 May 1935 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Charles Edouard Boulianne & Jeanne Boulianne.

3094 ix. Joseph Antoine Emilien Vadeboncoeur #46694, henry no. #1264269 from Chabrier, born 09 May 1935 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,7778 baptized * 09 May 1935 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: P E Boulianne & Marie Madeleine Bourgeois.

3095 x. Joseph Fernand Paul Vadeboncoeur #46695, henry no. #1264270 from Chabrier, born 02 Jul 1937 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,7778 baptized * 03 Jul 1937 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Fernand Gauthier & Suzanne Gauthier.

1276. Joseph Jean Baptiste Ubald11 Vadeboncoeur #30500 (Louis Joseph Napoleon10, Joseph Desire9 Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean1 Chabrier, Jean2, Simon8, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #126428 from Chabrier, born 23 Sep 1900 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,8 baptized * 23 Sep 1900 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, St Philippe Ward, ED 198D1,13 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-26,32 occupation appraiser for the city of Trois-Rivieres,378 resided 1935 in 1701 Royale Street, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,208 occupation 1935 accountant,208 died 08 Feb 1982 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.209 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Boisvert, uncle & Josephine Marchand, his wife.

He married * 04 Jan 1928 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,62 Marie Emilie Raphaela (Mariette) Lemieux #30501, born 12 Nov 1908 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Elzear Lemieux #60626 and Marie Louise Corbeil #60627), baptized * 13 Nov 1908 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 occupation housewife,378 resided 1935 in 1701 Royale Street, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,208 died 26 Jun 1978.378 Marie: Godparents: Onesime Cloutier, uncle & Emilie Comtois, his wife.

Children:

+ 3096  i. Joseph Elzear Gilles12 Vadeboncoeur #60629 born 15 Feb 1929.
+ 3098  iii. Joseph Jean Louis Vadeboncoeur #60631 born 14 Sep 1931.
+ 3103  viii. Madeleine Vadeboncoeur #64232 born 14 May 1938.
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+ 3105 x. Marie Angele Yvette Vadeboncoeur #59716 born 06 Nov 1940.
+ 3107 xii. Paul Vadeboncoeur #64234 (details excluded).
+ 3108 xiii. Lucie Vadeboncoeur #64235 (details excluded).
+ 3109 xiv. Francois Vadeboncoeur #64236 (details excluded).
+ 3111 xvi. Carmen Vadeboncoeur #64238 (details excluded).
+ 3112 xvii. Robert Vadeboncoeur #64239 (details excluded).
+ 3113 xviii. Jacques Vadeboncoeur #65281 (details excluded).

1287. Harvey Gervais Quenneville #34816 (Marie Oliveine Vanderlinder & Adele Lesperance. "m3."


Children:
+ 3114 i. Anicette Joseph Quenneville #34896 born 19 Feb 1906.
+ 3115 ii. Rose Anna Quenneville #34897.
+ 3116 iii. Thomas Quenneville #34898 born 06 Sep 1908.
+ 3117 iv. Alphonse Telesphore Quenneville #34899 born 02 Jul 1911.
+ 3118 v. Hermidas Quenneville #34900.
+ 3119 vi. Ida May Quenneville #34901 born 27 Jan 1915.
+ 3121 viii. Laurianna Quenneville #34903.
+ 3122 ix. Olivene Quenneville #34904 born 15 Jan 1920.
+ 3123 x. Elzean Raphael Quenneville #34905 born 14 Nov 1921.
+ 3124 xi. Dorina Leocadie Quenneville #34906.
+ 3125 xii. Bernard Wilfred Quenneville #34907 born 22 Dec 1924.
+ 3126 xiii. Alfred Quenneville #34908 born 13 May 1926.
+ 3129 xvi. Marie Quenneville #34911, born 28 Jun 1931 in Staples, Ontario, Canada.
+ 3130 xvii. Cecile Mary Elizabeth Quenneville #34912.
+ 3131 xviii. Pauline Quenneville #34913 born 06 Mar 1934.

1288. Rose Alma Marie Louise Quenneville #34817 (Marie Oliveine Vanderlinder, George Stanislas Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #126532 from Chabrier, born 19 Aug 1887 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada, died 04 Apr 1932 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada.

She married * 01 May 1906 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada, Alfred Telesphore Gagnier #34827, born 25 Mar 1883 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada, cENSUS * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex South, Tilbury North, ED 59H2, occupation 05 Jun 1911 farmer, died 02 Jun 1961 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada. Alfred: Son of Alfred Gagnier & Marie Garant. m3. Marie Caza.
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Children:

3132. i. Adrian12 Gagnier #34935, henry no. #1265321 from Chabrier, born * 06 May 1907 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada,212,211 died 10 Mar 1909 in ON, Canada.211

3133. ii. Aldea Gagnier #34936, henry no. #1265322 from Chabrier, born 15 Nov 1908 in ON, Canada,211 census * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex South, Tilbury North, ED 68-33,32 died Apr 1996 in Canada.211

3134. iii. Stanislas Gagnier #34937, henry no. #1265323 from Chabrier, born 01 Dec 1909 in ON, Canada,211 died 11 Dec 1909 in ON, Canada.211

+ 3135. iv. Alphonse Gagnier #34938 born 03 Nov 1911.

3136. v. Louda Gagnier #34939, henry no. #1265325 from Chabrier, born 05 Apr 1913 in ON, Canada,211 died 27 May 1957 in Canada.211

3137. vi. Alfred Gagnier #34940, henry no. #1265326 from Chabrier, born 26 Oct 1914 in ON, Canada,211 died 20 Nov 1968 in Canada.211

3138. vii. Alcide Gagnier #34941, henry no. #1265327 from Chabrier, born 08 Mar 1916 in ON, Canada,211 died 08 Apr 1916 in ON, Canada.51

3139. viii. Omer Gagnier #34942, henry no. #1265328 from Chabrier, born 14 May 1917 in ON, Canada,211 died 27 May 1917 in ON, Canada.211

3140. ix. Ozais Gagnier #34943, henry no. #1265329 from Chabrier, born 14 May 1917 in ON, Canada,211 died 27 May 1917 in ON, Canada.211

+ 3141. x. Blanche Aurore Gagnier #34944.

3142. xi. Elodia Gagnier #34945, henry no. #126532B from Chabrier, born 27 Aug 1920 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada.211


3144. xiii. Lucien Gagnier #34947, henry no. #126532D from Chabrier, born 27 Aug 1920 in ON, Canada,211,379 died 23 Feb 1987 in Canada.211

3145. xiv. George Gagnier #34948, henry no. #126532E from Chabrier, born 05 Aug 1923 in ON, Canada,211 died 23 Feb 1989 in Canada.211

3146. xv. Joseph Gagnier #34949, henry no. #126532F from Chabrier, born Jul 1925 in ON, Canada,211 died Jul 1925 in ON, Canada.211

3147. xvi. Marie Gagnier #34950, henry no. #126532G from Chabrier, born Jul 1925 in ON, Canada,211 died Jul 1925 in ON, Canada.211

1289. Marie Olivine Alexina8 Quenneville #34818 (Marie Olivine6 Vadeboncoeur, George Stanislas Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon1, Bertrand1), henry no. #126533 from Chabrier, born * 10 Oct 1888 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada,212,211 census * 01 Jan 1890 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada,212,211 census * 02 Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex North, Tilbury North, ED 59H2,211 census * 02 Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex South, Tilbury North, ED 68-34,211 died 23 Jul 1970 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada.211

She married (1) 27 Jun 1911 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada,211 Ovila Vermette #34828. Ovila: Son of Moise Vermette & Louise Paquette.

Children:

3148. i. Alice12 Vermette #34953.

3149. ii. Lucia Vermette #34954.

3150. iii. Bernadette Vermette #34955.

3151. iv. Eugene Vermette #34956.

3152. v. Marguerite Vermette #34957.

3153. vi. Florence Vermette #34958.

She married211 (2) divorced no issue, Philippe Sauve #34829, born 01 Mar 1878 in Tilbury, Kent, Ontario, Canada,211 died 19 Dec 1948 in Tilbury, Kent, Ontario, Canada.211 Philippe: Son of Julian Chauvin & Marie Chauvin.

1290. Marie Louise Asilda Lea8 Quenneville #34819 (Marie Olivine6 Vadeboncoeur, George Stanislas Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon1, Bertrand1), henry no. #126534 from Chabrier, born 04 Jan 1890 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada,211,211 census * 01 Jan 1890 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada,211 census * 02 Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex North, Tilbury North, ED 59H2,211 census * 02 Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex South, Tilbury North, ED 68-34,211 died 21 Apr 1973 in Belle River, Essex, Ontario, Canada.211
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Children:
+ 3154 i. Felix12 Rivest #34959 born May 1913.
3155 ii. Harold Rivest #34960.
3156 iii. Ted Rivest #34961.
3157 iv. Emelda Rivest #34962.
3158 v. Bridget Rivest #34963.
3159 vi. George Rivest #34964.
3160 vii. Rosella Rivest #34965.

She married211 divorced no issue, Louis Joseph Pinsonneault #34969. Louis: Son of Romuald Pinsonneault & Emilie Laurette Markham.

3161 viii. Clarence Rivest #34966.
3162 ix. Syd Rivest #34967.


He married 15 Jun 1915 in Ste Anne, Walkerville, Ontario, Canada, 211 Rose Dufour #34832.

Children:
3163 i. Melvin J12 Quenneville #34970, died 1980. 211
3164 ii. Gerard Quenneville #34971.

1306. Marie Parmelia11 Vadeboncoeur #52059 (Francois Xavier10 Verbongeour, George Stanislas Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #126563 from Chabrier, born * 10 Feb 1892 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, 212,31,211 census * 13 Feb 1892 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, 87 census * 12 Apr 1901 in Canada, ON, Essex (North), Rochester, ED 59C4, 31 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex (North), Maidstone, ED 67-4, 32 died 07 Dec 1949 in Belle River, Essex, Ontario, Canada. 273 Godparents: Anicet Quennville & Olive Vadeboncoeur.

She married * 01 Feb 1910 in St Joachim, Essex, ON, Canada, 87 Edouard Dufresne #52061, born Jul 1886 in ON, Canada, 32 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex (North), Maidstone, ED 67-4, 32 occupation Jun 1911 farmer. 32

Children:
3165 i. Noah12 Dufresne #52063, henry no. from Chabrier, born Dec 1910 in ON, Canada, 32 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex (North), Maidstone, ED 67-4. 32

1312. Lea M.11 Deschamps #43634 (Marie Oliva10 Verbongeour, George Stanislas Chabrier dit9, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), ref number #126591 Chabrier, born ca 1895 in RI, 90 city directory * 1913 in 133 Child Street, Warren, Bristol, RI, 61 occupation 1913 mill employee, 61 census * 05 Jan 1920 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 10, 60 occupation 05 Jan 1920 cotton mill weaver, 60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 12. 91

She married ca 1922 in RI, 91 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 826 South Main Street, Warren, Bristol, RI, 91 Alfred J. Riendeau #43866, born ca 1891 in QC, Canada, 91 emigrated 1905 to US, 91 naturalized91 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 12, 91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 cotton mill weaver, 91 property 03 Apr 1930 real estate value $4500. 91
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Children:

3166  i.  Jeanette M. 12 Riedeau #43867, ref number #1265911 Chabrier, born ca 1922 in RI, 91 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 12. 91
3167  ii.  Theresa A. Riedeau #43868, ref number #1265912 Chabrier, born ca 1923 in RI, 91 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 12. 91
3168  iii.  Beatrice C. Riedeau #43869, ref number #1265913 Chabrier, born ca Dec 1925 in RI, 91 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 12. 91

1314.  Leon J. 14 Deschamps #43631 (Marie Oliva 90 Verboncoeur, George Stanislas Chabrier dit 9, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit 9 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 9, Jean Chabrier dit 9, Jean 9 Chabrier, Jean 9, Simon 9, Simon 9, Bertrand 9), ref number #126593 Chabrier, born * 09 Sep 1899 in Essex, ON, Canada, 212, 91 emigrated 1908, 91 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 12, 91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 operator at a radio station. 91

Children:

3169  i.  Pauline 12 Deschamps #43870, ref number Chabrier.

1315.  Omer J. 14 Deschamps #43633 (Marie Oliva 90 Verboncoeur, George Stanislas Chabrier dit 9, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit 9 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 9, Jean Chabrier dit 9, Jean 9 Chabrier, Jean 9, Simon 9, Simon 9, Bertrand 9), ref number #126594 Chabrier, born ca 1901 in RI, 90 census * 05 Jan 1920 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 10, 90 occupation 05 Jan 1920 cotton mill carder, 60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 12, 91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 grain shop laborer. 91

Children:

3170  i.  Patricia 12 Deschamps #43871, ref number Chabrier.

1316.  Leona M. 11 Deschamps #43630 (Marie Oliva 90 Verboncoeur, George Stanislas Chabrier dit 9, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit 9 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 9, Jean Chabrier dit 9, Jean 9 Chabrier, Jean 9, Simon 9, Simon 9, Bertrand 9), ref number #126595 Chabrier, born ca 1903 in RI, 90, 214 census * 05 Jan 1920 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 10, 90 occupation 05 Jan 1920 works in cotton mill, 60 city directory * 1922 in 298 South Main Street, Warren, Bristol, RI, 61 occupation 1922 mill employee, 61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Bristol, Warren, ED 12, 91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 none, 91 died 1976 in Warren, Bristol, RI, 214 buried in St Jean Baptist, Warren, Bristol, RI. 214

She married __ Robinson #43872.

Children:

3171  i.  Madeleine 12 Robinson #43874, ref number Chabrier.

1323.  Marie Rosanna 11 Pinsonneault #52071 (Marie Azilda 90 Verboncoeur, George Stanislas Chabrier dit 9, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit 9 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 9, Jean Chabrier dit 9, Jean 9 Chabrier, Jean 9, Simon 9, Simon 9, Bertrand 9), henry no. #1265A4 from Chabrier, born * 06 Dec 1899 in Stoney Point, Essex, ON, Canada, 112 (see note 47), census * 1901 in Canada, ON, Essex North, Tilbury North, ED 59H2, 31 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, ON, Essex South, Tilbury North, ED 68-36, 32 died 13 Sep 1967 in Kent, ON, Canada, 380 buried 16 Sep 1967 in St Francis Xavier, Tilbury East, Kent, ON, Canada. 380

She married 30 Jan 1922 in Tilbury East, Kent, ON, Canada, 380 Alfred (Frederick) Boule #52078, born 10 Oct 1899 in ON, Canada, 380 (son of Alexandre Boule #52079 and Marie Louise St Denis #52080), died 20 Sep 1963 in Tilbury East, Kent, ON, Canada. 380

Children:

3172  i.  Clarence 12 Boule #52081, henry no. #1265A41 from Chabrier, born 1928 in ON, Canada, 380 died 08 May 1981 in ON, Canada. 380

He married 07 Nov 1953 in Tilbury East, Kent, ON, Canada, 380 Irene Gagnier #52082, born 1932 in ON, Canada, 380 (daughter of __ Gagnier #52083 and Lydia Laporte #52084), died 30 Sep 1964 in ON, Canada. 380
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1328. **Yvonne R.** Guestanian #45592 (Marie Louise Georgina Verboncoeur, George Stanislas Chabrier dit, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1265B2 in Chabrier, born 19 Jul 1906 in Bristol, Bristol, RI, census * Jan 1920 in RI, Bristol, Bristol, ED 6, resid ed bef 08 Feb 2002 in 1 Fairview Avenue, Naugatuck, New Haven, CT, died * 08 Feb 2002 in Waterbury, New Haven, CT, cause of death cardiopulmonary arrest due to acute myocardial infarction, buried 11 Feb 2002 in All Saints Cem, Waterbury, New Haven, CT.

She married 10 Sep 1926, **Rock Joseph Gervais** #47682, born 06 Sep 1900, occupation labor production, died 04 Apr 1967.

*Children:*
+ 3173 i. Rock Leo Gervais #47683 born 24 May 1929.
+ 3174 ii. Theresa Gervais #47684.

1330. **Marie Lena** Guestanian #43873 (Marie Louise Georgina Verboncoeur, George Stanislas Chabrier dit, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1265B4 in Chabrier, born ca 1911 in RI, census * Jan 1920 in RI, Bristol, Bristol, ED 6, resid ed bef 08 Feb 2002 in 1 Fairview Avenue, Naugatuck, New Haven, CT, died * 08 Feb 2002 in Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 03 Apr 1930 dry goods bookkeeper, resided 2003 in Warren, Bristol, RI.

She married 216 **Raymond Daly** #47882.

*Children:*
3175 i. Carol Ann Daly #47883, henry no. in Chabrier.

1331. **Glenwood** Vadeboncoeur #33276 (William Edward Verboncoeur, Francois Thomas Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. in Chabrier, born 01 Apr 1900 in IL, census * 01 Jun 1900 in IL, Kankakee, Kankakee, ED 38, resid ed bef 29 Apr 1969 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, burried in Memorial Gardens, Kankakee, IL.

He married ca 1920, **Elva M Conner** #33351, born 28 Jan 1900, died 04 Jul 1991 in Kankakee, Kankakee, IL, buried in Memorial Gardens, Kankakee, IL.

*Children:*
+ 3176 i. William C Vade Bon Coeur #33352 born ca 1928.


He married **Gertrude Walker** #41424, born 24 Nov 1915 in Olympia, WA, occupation Insurance Secretary, died ca May 1999 in Riverside, CA. **Gertrude**: Dau of Theon (Jack) James Walker & Eleanor Vaughn.

*Children:*
+ 3177 i. Eleanor Edith VadeBonCoeur #41425 born 24 Aug 1940.
+ 3178 ii. Prudence Catherine VadeBonCoeur #41428 (details excluded).
+ 3179 iii. Richard Bovell VadeBonCoeur #41423 (details excluded).

1336. **Viola Elizabeth** Vadbanker #33267 (Rudolph Fred, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #126E32 from Chabrier, born 16 Aug 1913 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, baptized 26 Sep 1913 in Assumption Ch, Ashkum, Iroquois, IL, census * 16 Jan 1920 in IL, Iroquois, Ashkum, ED 68, resid ed bef 08 Apr

She married Robert Franklin Peterson #33345, born 05 Oct 1907 in IL, social security num 1953-44-30-4138 (IL), died 06 Sep 1989 in Ashkum, Iroquois, IL.

**Children:**

2. Wayne E Peterson #36569 born 22 Mar 1935.
4. Roger F Peterson #36570 born 27 Sep 1942.


He married 04 Jan 1936 in Immaculate Conception Ch, Gilman, IL, Loretta Gillespie #33346, born 24 Sep 1916.

**Children:**

1. Thomas A Vadbunker #33347 born ca 1940.


**Children:**


PERSONAL DATA
Home of Record: Gilman, Illinois
Date of birth: Saturday, 05/31/1947

MILITARY DATA
Service: Army (Selective Service)
Grade at loss: E3
Rank: Private First Class
ID No: 54801832
MOS: 11B10 Infantryman
LenSvc: Less than one year

Olive: Dau of Patrick Henry Reynolds & Margaret Merrigan.
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Unit: B CO, 1ST BN, 5TH INF RGT, 25 INF DIV

CASUALTY DATA
Start Tour: Sunday, 11/27/1966
Cas Date: Wednesday, 03/15/1967
Age at Loss: 19
Remains: Body Recovered
Location: Tay Ninh, South Vietnam
Type: Hostile, Died Of Wounds
Reason: Multiple Fragmentation Wounds - Ground Casualty

ON THE WALL       Panel 16E Line 088.


He married 26 Jan 1943 in Chenoa, IL, Ida Mae McBroom #39074, born ca 1920.

Children:
3187. i. Mary Vadbunker #57305, henry no. from Chabrier.
3188. ii. Larry Vadbunker #57306, henry no. from Chabrier.
3189. iii. Edward Vadbunker #57307, henry no. from Chabrier.
3190. iv. Fred Vadbunker #57308, henry no. from Chabrier.
3191. v. Rita Vadbunker #37604 (details excluded).
3192. vi. William Paul Vadbunker #32564 (details excluded).

1347. Joseph Gilbert Sarto Goneau #54741 (Maria Elodie Flora, Louis, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #126G52 from Chabrier, born 25 Jul 1906 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 25 Jul 1906 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-34.

He married * 29 Oct 1934 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Marie Caroline Gabrielle Rita Ricard #60668, born 06 Nov 1906 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, (daughter of Alexandre Ricard and Emma Chevalier), baptized * 06 Nov 1906 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.

Marie: Godparents: Thomas Chevalier & Caroline St Louis, the wife of deceased Edouard Ricard.

Children:
3193. i. Marie Marguerite Lucie Goneau #60671, henry no. #126G521 from Chabrier, born 07 Aug 1935 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 07 Aug 1935 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.
3194. ii. Marie Therese Helene Goneau #60672, henry no. #126G522 from Chabrier, born 16 Jan 1938 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 16 Jan 1938 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.
3195. iii. Joseph Frederic Pierre Goneau #60673, henry no. #126G523 from Chabrier, born 21 Nov 1940 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 24 Nov 1940 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.

1348. Joseph Paul Gaston Sylvia Goneau #54742 (Maria Elodie Flora, Louis, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #126G53 from Chabrier, born 16 Aug 1908 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Aug 1908 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.
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Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-34. Godparents: Napoleon Bernauez, grand-uncle & Alexina Lacombe, his wife.

He married * 18 May 1936 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Marie Angele Bernadette Roberge #60665, born 22 Jan 1910 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Roberge #60666 and Marie Louise Lahaye #60667), baptized * 24 Jan 1910 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Ernest Roberge & Bernadette Trepanier.

Children:

3196 i. Marie Marguerite Louise Goneau #60674, henry no. #126G531 from Chabrier, born 05 May 1937 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 May 1937 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Roberge & Marie Louise Lahaye.

3197 ii. Marie Huguette Pauline Goneau #60675, henry no. #126G532 from Chabrier, born 06 Jun 1912 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 19 Oct 1938 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Wilbrod Goneau, grandfather & Maria Vadeboncoeur, his wife.


He married * 30 May 1938 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Mariette Madeleine Jourdain #60679, born 13 Sep 1916 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Irenée Jourdain #60680 and Emma Remillard #60681), baptized * 16 Sep 1916 in Tres St Nom de Jesus, Maisonneuve, Montreal, QC, Canada. Mariette: Godparents: Arthur Lacroix & Marie Dufresne, his wife.

Children:


1354. Marie Marguerite Rachel* Dubois #52041 (Maria Georgie Anna Elodie (Rachel) Vadeboncoeur, Louis, Pierre Prudent Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #126G91 from Chabrier, born 02 May 1905 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 03 May 1905 in Immaculat Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-34. Godparents: Louis Vadeboncoeur, grandfather & Julie Precourt, his wife.

She married * 27 Aug 1924 in Lac aux Sables, Portneuf, QC, Canada, Alfred Legare #60690, born 26 Jun 1904 in Ste Thecle, Champlain, PQ, Canada, (son of Azarie Legare #60691 and Emelina Vallee #60692), baptized * 26 Jun 1904 in Ste Thecle, Champlain, PQ, Canada. Alfred: Godparents: Adelard Legare, uncle & Georgianna Legare, his wife.

Children:


3201 ii. Joseph Fernand Claude Legare #60694, henry no. #126G912 from Chabrier, born 02 Jun 1932 in Lac aux Sables, Portneuf, QC, Canada, baptized * 02 Jun 1932 in Lac aux Sables, Portneuf, QC, Canada. Godparents: Elpidophore Dubois & Emerentienne Dubois.

3202 iii. Joseph Paul Reynaud Legare #60695, henry no. #126G913 from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1934 in Lac aux Sables, Portneuf, QC, Canada, baptized * 28 Jan 1934 in Lac aux Sables, Portneuf, QC, Canada, died 10 Feb 1934 in Lac aux Sables, Portneuf, QC, Canada, buried * 11 Feb 1934 in Lac aux Sables, Portneuf, QC, Canada.
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William: Son of Joseph (Bourque) Burke & Salima __.

Children:
+ 3203 i. Mary Selina Burke #45661 born 07 Jul 1884.
  3204 ii. __ Burke #45667, henry no. #1271322 from Chabrier, died bef 14 Jun 1900 in MN.
  3205 iii. Rosie Burke #45662, henry no. #1271323 from Chabrier, born Jun 1888 in MN, census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 245.
  3207 v. Selina Burke #45664, henry no. #1271325 from Chabrier, born 1892 in MN, census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 245.
  3209 vii. Dora Burke #45653 born May 1897.
  3210 viii. Anna Genevieve Burke #45665, religious name Sister Mary, henry no. #1271328 from Chabrier, born 03 Aug 1898 in MN, census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 245, census * 13 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 111, died 10 May 1987 in Morrison co., MN.
  3211 ix. Oliver A. Burke #45666, henry no. #1271329 from Chabrier, born 21 May 1900 in MN, census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 245, census * 13 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 111, census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 128, occupation 02 Apr 1930 oil plant pressman, social security num bef 1951 143-01-9116 (NJ), died 03 Mar 1991 in Hennepin co., MN.

He married ca 1929 in MN, resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 3805 South 14th Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, Tillie A. __, born ca 1900 in MN, census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 128. Tillie: Her parents were born in Norway.

  3212 x. Blanche Margaret Burke #45668, henry no. #127132A from Chabrier, born 17 Nov 1902 in MN, census * 13 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 111, died 21 Oct 1986 in Morrison co., MN.
  3213 xi. Theodore Burke #45651, henry no. #127132B from Chabrier, born 06 Jun 1904 in MN, census * 13 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 111, census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 23, died 12 Mar 1985 in Hennepin co., MN.

1362. Louis Adolphe D. Marie Emerence Bergeron, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #127134 in Chabrier, born 12 Feb 1870 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, baptized 27 Feb 1870 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, census * 06 Jun 1870 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 208, census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 245, died ca 1906 in Princeton, Mille Lacs, MN.
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He married ca 1898 in MN,66 resided (family) 16 Jan 1920 in 1919 Fifth Avenue South, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,60 resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 3610 Park Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,91 Barbara Hunt #34675, born Nov 1859 in MN,46 census * 09 Jun 1900 in MN, Sherburne, Elk River, ED 134,46 occupation 09 Jun 1900 dress maker,46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in MN, Sherburne, Elk River, ED 125,63 occupation 15 Apr 1910 general store saleslady,63 census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 104,60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 237.91 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Potvin & Adelin Trombley Potvin.

Children:
3214 i. Dorothy Ada12 Trombley #45672, henry no. in Chabrier, born ca 1901 in MN,63 census * 15 Apr 1910 in MN, Sherburne, Elk River, ED 125,63 census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 104.60

1363. Marie Adelaide11 Trombley #34676 (Marie Emerence10 Bergeron, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127135 in Chabrier, born 31 Jan 1872 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN,90 baptized 31 Jan 1872 in Waverly, Hennepin, MN,90 census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 208,41 census * 23 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245,46 census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107,63 census * 04 Feb 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58,60 died 14 Jan 1923 in Princeton, Mille Lacs, MN.99 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Potvin & Adeline Trombley Potvin.

She married 29 Nov 1894,99 Louis William Normandin #34677, census name Lewis Normandin,60 born 03 Jun 1873 in MN,4692 (son of __ Normandin #54770 and __ Turgen #54771), census * 23 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245,26 occupation 23 Jun 1900 farmer,26 census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107,63 occupation 28 Apr 1910 farmer,63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 farmer,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Romeby, Mille Lacs, MN,92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown,92 census * 04 Feb 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58,60 occupation 04 Feb 1920 dairy farmer,60 census * 30 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 8,61 occupation 30 Apr 1930 farmer,61 died 17 Nov 1957 in Anoka co., MN.111

Children:
+ 3215 i. Mary Esther12 Normandin #45673 born Sep 1895.
3216 ii. __ Normandin #45675, henry no. #1271352 from Chabrier, died bef 23 Jun 1900.46
+ 3217 iii. Louis Elmer Normandin #45674 born Sep 1898.
3218 iv. Elzaio J. Normandin #45676, henry no. #1271354 from Chabrier, born ca 1901 in MN,63 census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107,63 census * 04 Feb 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58,60 occupation 04 Feb 1920 farm laborer.60
3219 v. Leonard W. Normandin #45677, henry no. #1271355 from Chabrier, born 19 Jun 1903 in MN,111 census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107,63 census * 04 Feb 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58,60 died 05 Jan 1971 in Hennepin co., MN.111
3220 vi. Parmelia L. Normandin #45678, henry no. #1271356 from Chabrier, born ca 1911 in MN,60 census * 04 Feb 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 23,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 maid for Henry J. Plaas.91

1364. Emilie R11 Trombley #34678 (Marie Emerence10 Bergeron, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127136 in Chabrier, born 28 Jan 1874 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN,90 census * 04 Jun 1880 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 208,41 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 134,46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6,63 census * 07 Feb 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58,60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, St Croix, Hammond, ED 12,91 died 07 Jul 1951 in Princeton, Mille Lacs, MN.99
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She married (1) 04 Oct 1897, 99 resided (family) 21 Apr 1910 in River Road, Dayton, Hennepin, MN, 63 Jean Guimont #34679, born ca Jul 1874 in MN, 46 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 134, 46 occupation 01 Jun 1900 farmer, 46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, 63 occupation 21 Apr 1910 farmer, 63 died bef May 1919.

Children:
3221 i. Orella 12 Guimont #45681, henry no. #1271361 in Chabrier, born Jul 1898 in MN, 46 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 134, 46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, 63
3222 ii. Albert Adlor Guimont #45682, henry no. #1271362 in Chabrier, born 12 Jan 1900 in MN, 46, 121,111,46 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 134, 46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, 63 census * 07 Feb 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, St Croix, Hammond, ED 12, 91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 farm laborer, 91 social security num bef 1951 476-01-3031 (MN), 121 died 31 Jan 1973 in Princeton, Mille Lacs, MN, 121,111
3223 iii. Irene Guimont #45683, henry no. #1271363 in Chabrier, born ca 1901 in MN, 63 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, 63
3224 iv. __ Guimont #45684, henry no. #1271364 in Chabrier, died bef 21 Apr 1910 in MN, 63
3225 v. Dorothy Guimont #45685, henry no. #1271365 in Chabrier, born ca 1904 in MN, 63 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, 63 census * 07 Feb 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 237, 91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 factory inspector, 91 resided 09 Apr 1930 at 3610 Park Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, 91
3226 vi. Isadore John Guimont #45686 born 13 Mar 1907.
3227 vii. Alfred Guimont #45687, henry no. #1271367 in Chabrier, born Feb 1910 in MN, 65 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, 63

She married (2) 24 May 1919 in MN, 99,91 Louis Bistodeau #34680, born ca 1879 in MN, 60 census * 07 Feb 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58, 60 occupation 07 Feb 1920 farmer, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, St Croix, Hammond, ED 12, 91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 farmer, 91

Children:
3228 viii. Lucille Y. Bistodeau #54772, henry no. #1271368 from Chabrier, born ca 1920 in MN, 91 census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, St Croix, Hammond, ED 12, 91


He married 99 ca 1907 in MN, 63,91 resided (family) 06 Apr 1930 in 19 SE Second Avenue, Aberdeen, Brown, SD, 91 Dorothy Lendekugal #34682, born ca 1882 in MN, 51 census * 29 Apr 1910 in ND, Kidder, Sibley, ED 55, 63 census * 17 Jan 1920 in ND, Kidder, Dawson, ED 137, 60 census * 06 Apr 1930 in SD, Brown, Aberdeen, ED 5, 91

Children:
3229 i. Inez L. 12 Trombley #45690, henry no. #1271371 in Chabrier, born ca 1908 in ND, 63 census * 29 Apr 1910 in ND, Kidder, Sibley, ED 55, 63 died bef 17 Jan 1920.
3230 ii. __ Trombley #45691, henry no. #1271372 in Chabrier, born ca 1909 in ND, 63 died bef 29 Apr 1910 in ND, 63
3231 iii. Sydney A. Trombley #45689, henry no. #1271373 in Chabrier, born ca 1910 in ND, 60 census * 17 Jan 1920 in ND, Kidder, Dawson, ED 137, 60
3232 iv. Celia E. Trombley #34687, henry no. #1271374 in Chabrier, born ca 1916 in ND, 60,91 census * 17 Jan 1920 in ND, Kidder, Dawson, ED 137, 60 census * 06 Apr 1930 in SD, Brown, Aberdeen, ED 5, 91
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He married 13 Apr 1904, resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in Diamond Lake Road, Dayton, Hennepin, MN. Elsie S. Dean #34684, born ca 1883 in MN, census * 07 May 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, census * 10 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 273.

**Children:**
- **3234** i. Marie Blanche Trombley #54725 born 26 Apr 1905.
- **3235** ii. Harold James Trombley Sr. #54726 born 06 Sep 1906.
- **3236** iii. Arnold Mitchell Trombley #54727 born ca 1908.
- **3238** v. Malcolm Howard Trombley #54729 born ca 1913.
- **3239** vi. Richard K. Trombley born ca 1922.


She married (1) 06 Nov 1901, Eugene G. Rehaume #34686, born ca 1875 in MN, census * 09 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107, * occupation 09 May 1910 farmer, died bef 03 Feb 1920.

**Children:**
- **3240** i. Lester E. Rehaume #54732 born ca 1903.
- **3241** ii. Ethel Rehaume #54733, henry no. #1271392 in Chabrier, born ca 1904 in MN, census * 09 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107, * census * 03 Feb 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58.
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shop; occupation 21 Apr 1930 barber shop proprietor; property 21 Apr 1930 real estate value $3000; died 26 Jan 1957 in Tacoma, Pierce, WA; buried in Calvary Cem, Tacoma, Pierce, WA.

He married 14 Nov 1910 in Morris, Stevens, MN, resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 950 Seventh Avenue, Malta, Phillips, MT, resided (family) 21 Apr 1930 in 1811 Center Street, Tacoma, Pierce, WA. Clara Louise Olson #34735, born ca 1890 in MN, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MT, Phillips, Malta, ED 239, census * 21 Apr 1930 in WA, Pierce, Tacoma, ED 166, buried in Calvary Cem, Tacoma, Pierce, WA. Clara: Parents were born in Sweden.

Children:

3242 i. Mildred Lucille Trombley #34736, henry no. in Chabrier, born ca 1911 in ND, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MT, Phillips, Malta, ED 239, census * 21 Apr 1930 in WA, Pierce, Tacoma, ED 166.

3243 ii. Adele Loyese Trombley #34737, henry no. in Chabrier, born ca 1914 in ND, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MT, Phillips, Malta, ED 239, census * 21 Apr 1930 in WA, Pierce, Tacoma, ED 166.

3244 iii. Charles Howard Trombley Jr. #34738, henry no. in Chabrier, born ca 1919 in MN, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MT, Phillips, Malta, ED 239, census * 21 Apr 1930 in WA, Pierce, Tacoma, ED 166.


Children:


3246 ii. Edmond H. Frisinger #45739, henry no. #12713B2 in Chabrier, born ca 1921 in MT, census * 22 Apr 1930 in MT, Wibaux, School District 5, ED 5.

3247 iii. Elnora M. Frisinger #45740, henry no. #12713B3 in Chabrier, born ca 1923 in MT, census * 22 Apr 1930 in MT, Wibaux, School District 5, ED 5.

1370. Clara Louise Trombley #34691, census name Louisa C. Bedard, (Marie Emerence) Bergeron, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12713C in Chabrier, born 08 Jul 1886 in Rogers, Hennepin, MN, census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 134, census * 07 May 1910 in MN, Wright, Frankfort, ED 208, census * 27 Jan 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58, census * 03 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 141, died 31 Dec 1964 in Dayton, Hennepin, MN.

She married ca Jun 1905 in MN, resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 331 East 26th Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN. John B. Bedard #34692, born ca 1870 in MN, census * 07 May 1910 in MN, Wright, Frankfort, ED 208, occupation 07 May 1910 farmer, census * 27 Jan 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58, occupation 27 Jan 1920 farmer, census * 03 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 141, occupation 03 Apr 1930 gasoline station proprietor, property 03 Apr 1930 real estate value $10,000. John: Son of John Bedard Sr. & Sirina __.

Children:

3248 i. Lawrence R. Bedard #45742, henry no. #12713C1 in Chabrier, born ca 1906 in MN, census * 07 May 1910 in MN, Wright, Frankfort, ED 208, census * 27 Jan 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58, census * 03 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 141, occupation 03 Apr 1930 Engraving Bureau engraver.
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1372. Henri Leon Bergeron #34694 (Narcisse (Nelson)10, Marie-Adele Chabrier dit Bertrand9, Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon0, Bertrand0),
henry no. #127141 in Chabrier, born 30 Nov 1871 in Anoka, Anoka, MN,96 census * 08 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 47,41 census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Excel, ED 102,46 occupation 14 Jun 1900 farmer,46 census * 09 May 1910 in WA, Lewis, Chehalis, ED 137,63 occupation 09 May 1910 dairy farmer,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 142,60 occupation 05 Jan 1920 hotel manager,60 census * 14 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 46,91 occupation 14 Apr 1930 hotel landlord,91 died 26 Aug 1954 in Renton, King, WA.121

He married ca 1897 in MN,46 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 1812 1/2 Hewitt Avenue, Everett, Snohomish, WA,60 resided (family) 14 Apr 1930 in 1901 1/2 Hewitt Avenue, Everett, Snohomish, WA,91 Hannah Elizabeth __ #45752, born Jan 1876 in MN,46 census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Excel, ED 102,46 census * 09 May 1910 in WA, Lewis, Chehalis, ED 137,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 46,91 census * 14 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 46,91 Hannah: Her parents were born in Norway.

Children:

3258 i. Mildred W.12 Bergeron #45753 born ca 1898.
3259 ii. Ethel G. Bergeron #45754, henry no. #1271412 in Chabrier, born Jan 1900 in MN,46 census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Excel, ED 102,46 census * 09 May 1910 in WA, Lewis, Chehalis, ED 137,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 142,60
3260 iii. Laura C. Bergeron #45755, henry no. #1271413 in Chabrier, born ca 1902 in WA,60 census * 09 May 1910 in WA, Lewis, Chehalis, ED 137,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 142,60
3261 iv. Harry L. Bergeron #45756, henry no. #1271414 in Chabrier, born 24 Dec 1903 in WA,60 census * 09 May 1910 in WA, Lewis, Chehalis, ED 137,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 142,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 45,91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 auto body builder for a garage,91 social security num bef 1951 531-07-2874 (WA),121 died 17 Aug 1977 in Seattle, King, WA.121

He married ca 1929 in WA,91 Dorothea J. __ #45760, born ca 1910 in WA,91 census * 07 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 45,91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 department store clerk,91
3262 v. Alice G. Bergeron #45757, henry no. #1271415 in Chabrier, born ca 1906 in WA,60 census * 09 May 1910 in WA, Lewis, Chehalis, ED 137,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 142,60
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3263 vi. Herbert M. Bergeron #45758, henry no. #1271416 in Chabrier, born 04 Feb 1908 in WA, 122, 121, 60 census * 09 May 1910 in WA, Lewis, Chehalis, ED 137, 63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 142, 50 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 46, 91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 door & sash factory shipping clerk, 91 social security num bef 1951 534-09-3939 (WA), 22, 121 died 19 Jul 1990 in Tacoma, Pierce, WA. 122

He married ca 1927 in WA, 91 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 2936 Lombard Avenue, Everett, Snohomish, WA, 91 Marguerite Berg #45759, born ca 1909 in Anicet, QC, Canada, census * 12 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 46, 91

1375. Xavier Francis H Bergeron #34696 (Narcisse (Nelson) 16, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit 9 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 9 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 7, Jean 7 Chabrier, Jean 7, Simon 7, Simon 7, Bertrand 7), henry no. #127144 in Chabrier, born 22 Nov 1878 in Osseo (Bottineau Prairie), Hennepin, MN, 220, 99 census * 08 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 47, 41 census * 14 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Excel, ED 102, 46 occupation 14 Jun 1900 farmer, 46 census * 27 Apr 1910 in WA, King, Seattle WD 13, ED 211, 63 occupation 27 Apr 1910 candy store confectioner, 63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 checker for Rucker Bros, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Box 22A, RFD 4, Snohomish, Snohomish, WA, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 short, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 gray, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, 50 census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Machias, ED 181, 60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 poultry ranch, 60 census * 11 Apr 1930 in CA, Riverside, Riverside, ED 59, 91 occupation 11 Apr 1930 poultry rancher, 91 property 11 Apr 1930 real estate value $10,000, 91 died 28 Sep 1960 in Riverside, Riverside, CA. 220

He married ca 1906 in WA, 63 resided (family) 27 Apr 1910 in 5900 20th Avenue N.W., Seattle, King, WA, 63 Ida Mae Jones #55017, born 31 Oct 1879 in MN, 60, 220 census * 27 Apr 1910 in WA, King, Seattle WD 13, ED 211, 55 occupation 27 Apr 1910 own shop dressmaker, 55 census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Machias, ED 181, 60 occupation 11 Apr 1930 in CA, Riverside, Riverside, ED 59, 91 died 10 Oct 1971 in Riverside, Riverside, CA. 220

Children:
+ 3264 i. William Glenn 12 Bergeron #55018 born 04 Jul 1912.

3265 ii. Beatrice M. Bergeron #55019, henry no. #1271442 from Chabrier, born 30 Oct 1913 in Seattle, King, WA, 60, 259 census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Machias, ED 181, 60 census * 11 Apr 1930 in CA, Riverside, Riverside, ED 59, 91

She married Oscar Ingersoll #55980.


She married ca 1908 in WA, 63 resided (family) 09 Jan 1920 in 923 East 72nd Street, Seattle, King, WA, 60 emigrated 1879 to USA, 60 naturalized 60 census * 19 Apr 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Machias, ED 296, 63 occupation 19 Apr 1910 farmer, 63 census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 90, 60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 railroad dispatcher, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 55, 91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 steam railway dispatcher, 91 property 09 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000. 91

Children:
3266 i. Edward M. Barnes #55020, born ca 1879 in Canada, 63 emigrated 1879 to USA, 60 naturalized 60 census * 19 Apr 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Machias, ED 296, 63 occupation 19 Apr 1910 farmer, 63 census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 90, 60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 railroad dispatcher, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 55, 91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 steam railway dispatcher, 91 property 09 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000. 91

3267 ii. Ralph Russell Barnes #55021, henry no. #1271472 from Chabrier, born 27 Feb 1915 in WA, 60, 121 census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 90, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 55, 91 social security num bef 1951 537-24-1457 (WA), 121 died Jun 1982 in Sumner, Pierce, WA. 121
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1379. **Alice Jane** [H] Bergeron #34699 (Narcisse (Nelson))\(^1\)/ Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit\(^6\) Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\(^8\) Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^8\), Jean\(^7\) Chabrier, Jean\(^7\), Simon\(^7\), Simon\(^7\), Bertrand\(^7\)), henry no. #127148 in Chabrier, born 07 Jun 1887 in Anoka, Anoka, MN,\(^99\) census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16,\(^46\) census * 26 Apr 1910 in WA, King, Monohan, ED 9,\(^63\) occupation 26 Apr 1910 common school teacher,\(^53\) census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 112,\(^60\) census * 15 Apr 1930 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 46,\(^91\) social security num bef 1951 576-20-0484 (HI),\(^121\) died Nov 1968 in Seattle, King, WA.\(^121\)

She married ca 1911, resided (family) 09 Jan 1920 in 5332 Russell Avenue, Seattle, King, WA,\(^60\) resided (family) 15 Apr 1930 in 521 North 47th Street, Seattle, King, WA.\(^91\) **Frederick William Picht** #45764, census name Fred W. Pisch,\(^91\) born 29 Jul 1885 in IA,\(^92,60\) event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\(^92\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 machinist for Wright & Smith Machine Co.,\(^92\) resided 12 Sep 1918 in 5332 Russell Avenue, Seattle, King, WA,\(^92\) height 12 Sep 1918 medium,\(^92\) weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,\(^92\) eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue,\(^92\) hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark gray,\(^92\) medical condition 12 Sep 1918 scars on the left knee,\(^92\) census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 112,\(^60\) occupation 09 Jan 1920 machine shop owner,\(^60\) census * 15 Apr 1930 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 46,\(^91\) occupation 15 Apr 1930 general store merchant,\(^91\) property 15 Apr 1930 real estate value $9,000,\(^91\) died 31 May 1941 in Seattle, King, WA.\(^122\)

**Frederick:** His parents were born in Germany.

*Children:*

3270 i. Edith Margurite\(^12\) Picht #45765, henry no. #1271481 in Chabrier, born 22 Mar 1914 in Seattle, King, WA,\(^60,259\) census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 112,\(^60\) census * 15 Apr 1930 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 46.\(^91\)

3271 ii. Donald Frederick Picht #45766, henry no. #1271482 in Chabrier, born 10 Oct 1915 in Seattle, King, WA,\(^259,60\) census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 112,\(^60\) census * 15 Apr 1930 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 46.\(^91\)

3272 iii. Mary Lauriento Picht #45767, henry no. #1271483 in Chabrier, born 16 Mar 1918 in Seattle, King, WA,\(^259,60\) census * 09 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 112,\(^60\) census * 15 Apr 1930 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 46.\(^91\)

1381. **Guy Wallace** [H] Bergeron #34700 (Narcisse (Nelson))\(^10\)/ Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit\(^6\) Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\(^8\) Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^8\), Jean\(^7\) Chabrier, Jean\(^7\), Simon\(^7\), Simon\(^7\), Bertrand\(^7\)), henry no. #12714A in Chabrier, born 12 May 1895 in Anoka, Anoka, MN,\(^121\)\(^99\) census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16,\(^46\) census * 13 May 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 296,\(^63\) census * 27 Apr 1910 in WA, King, Seattle WD 13, ED 211,\(^60\) resided 27 Apr 1910 in 5900 20th Avenue N.W., Seattle, King, WA,\(^65\) census * 13 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 84,\(^60\) occupation 13 Jan 1920 credit business stenographer,\(^60\) census * 04 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Long Beach, ED 1077,\(^51\) occupation 04 Apr 1930 automobile auditor,\(^91\) property 04 Apr 1930 real estate value $7,500,\(^91\) social security num bef 1951 549-09-0857 (CA),\(^121\) died Mar 1978 in Reno, Washoe, NV.\(^121\)

He married ca 1920 in WA,\(^91\) resided (family) 13 Jan 1920 in 142 East 59th Street, Seattle, King, WA,\(^60\) resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 135 Covina Avenue, Long Beach, Los Angeles, CA.\(^91\) **Florence M. Ketcheson** #45761, born ca 1899 in MN,\(^91\) census * 13 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 84,\(^60\) occupation 13 Jan 1920 stenographer,\(^91\) census * 04 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Long Beach, ED 1077.\(^91\)

*Children:*

3273 i. Jack Walter\(^12\) Bergeron #45762, henry no. #12714A1 in Chabrier, born 29 Apr 1924 in Los Angeles co., CA,\(^385,91\) census * 04 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Long Beach, ED 1077,\(^91\) died 15 Nov 1940 in Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA,\(^220\)

3274 ii. Beverly Claire Bergeron #45763, henry no. #12714A2 in Chabrier, born 25 Dec 1928 in Los Angeles co., CA,\(^385,91\) census * 04 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Long Beach, ED 1077.\(^91\)
1382. Lawrence Edson II Bergeron #34701 (Narcisse (Nelson) 10, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit 8 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 5, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #12714B in Chabrier, born 07 Mar 1897 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, 99 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16, 46 census * 13 May 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 296, 63 census * 12 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 123, 60 occupation 12 Jan 1920 auto company stock keeper, 60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Montebello, ED 1167, 91 occupation 08 Apr 1930 automobile accountant. 91

He married ca 1918 in WA, 91 resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 1910 North 49th Street, Seattle, King, WA, 60 resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 321 North Fourth Street, Montebello, Los Angeles, CA, 91 Estelle P. Stevens #45839, born 16 May 1899 in QC, Canada, 121, 60 emigrated 1916 to US, 91 naturalized 91 census * 12 Jan 1920 in WA, King, Seattle, ED 123, 60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Montebello, ED 1167, 91 social security num 1973 533-66-5520 (WA), 121 died Jan 1975 in Kirkland, King, WA, 121

Children:

3275 i. Norma M. 12 Bergeron #45840, henry no. #12714B1 in Chabrier, born 23 Dec 1922 in San Mateo co, CA, 91, 385 census * 08 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Montebello, ED 1167, 91

3276 ii. Wallace N. Bergeron #45841, henry no. #12714B2 in Chabrier, born 11 Jun 1924 in Los Angeles co., CA, 385, 91 census * 08 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Montebello, ED 1167, 91

3277 iii. Geraldine Estelle Bergeron #45842, henry no. #12714B3 in Chabrier, born 21 Feb 1928 in San Bernardino co, CA, 385, 91 census * 08 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Montebello, ED 1167, 91

1383. Theodore II Bergeron #34702 (Leon 10, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit 8 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 5, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #127151 in Chabrier, born 08 Apr 1877 in MN, 99 census * 08 Jun 1880 in MN, Anoka, Ham Lake, ED 47, 41 census * 19 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245, 46 occupation 19 Jun 1900 farmer, 46 census * 17 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 111, 63 occupation 17 May 1910 farmer, 63 census * 29 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Milo, ED 16, 91 occupation 29 Apr 1930 farmer, 91 died May 1959. 99

He married 99 ca 1902 in MN, 91 Lettie Bruce #34716, born ca 1883 in MN, 91 census * 17 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 111, 63 census * 29 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Milo, ED 16. 91

Children:

3278 i. Walter Grant 12 Bergeron #45843, henry no. in Chabrier, born 25 Aug 1903 in MN, 91, 111 census * 17 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 111, 63 census * 29 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Milo, ED 16, 91 died 25 Jul 1963 in Mille Lacs co., MN, 111

+ 3279 ii. Lillian Bergeron #45844 born ca 1905.

+ 3280 iii. Hazel Ellen Bergeron #45845 born 12 Jun 1907.

3281 iv. Lolla Bergeron #55028, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1909 in MN, 63 census * 17 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 111, 63

3282 v. Margie Bergeron #45846, henry no. in Chabrier, born ca 1911 in MN, 91 census * 29 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Milo, ED 16, 91

3283 vi. Marian Bergeron #45847, henry no. in Chabrier, born ca 1913 in MN, 91 census * 29 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Milo, ED 16, 91

3284 vii. Bruce W. Bergeron #45848, henry no. in Chabrier, born 21 Jul 1919 in MN, 91 census * 29 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Milo, ED 16, 91 social security num 1956 468-44-5686 (MN), 121 died 01 Jun 1971. 121

3285 viii. Daniel Webster Bergeron #45849, henry no. in Chabrier, born 10 Sep 1924 in MN, 91, 111 census * 29 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Milo, ED 16, 91 social security num bef 1951 475-26-5731 (MN), 121 died 09 Feb 1986 in Hennepin co., MN, 111

1386. Leon II Bergeron Jr. #34705 (Leon 10, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit 8 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 5, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #127154 in Chabrier, born 24 Jun 1882 in MN, 99 census * 19 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245, 46 census * 02 Mar 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 105, 60 occupation 02 Mar 1920 farmer, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 23, 91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 farmer, 91 died 1971. 99
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He married ca 1913 in MN, Dema __ #55029, born ca 1893 in MN, census * 02 Mar 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 105, census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 23.

**Children:**

- i. Elvero Bergeron #55030, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1912 in MN, census * 02 Mar 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 105, census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 23.

- + ii. Duane Bergeron #55036 born ca 1922.

- iii. Harry Bergeron #55037, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1924 in MN, census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Princeton, ED 23.

**1387. Rose B. Bergeron** #34706 (Leon, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127155 in Chabrier, born 09 Apr 1885 in MN, census * 19 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245, occupation 05 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107, census * 07 May 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107, occupation 01 Jan 1930 in Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 8.

She married ca 1902 in MN, Johnols H. (Honus) Peterson #34719, born ca 1881 in Germany, (son of Charles Peterson #55075 and Mary __ #55076), emigrated 1882 to US, naturalized 1903, census * 05 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107, occupation 05 May 1910 farmer, census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58, occupation 16 Jan 1920 farmer, census * 07 May 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 8, occupation 07 May 1930 farmer.

**Children:**

- + i. William Henry Peterson #45853 born ca 1903.

- + ii. Beatrice M. Peterson #45854 born ca 1904.

- iii. Edna Peterson #45855, henry no. #1271553 in Chabrier, born ca 1907 in MN, census * 05 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107, census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58.

- iv. Loyd Charles Peterson #45856, henry no. #1271554 in Chabrier, born 07 Nov 1909 in MN, census * 05 May 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107, census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58, died 07 Dec 1966 in Cottonwood co, MN.

- v. Richard Alvin Peterson #45851, henry no. #1271555 in Chabrier, born 26 Nov 1914 in MN, census * 12 Jan 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58, census * 07 May 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 8, died 01 Jan 1970 in Mille Lacs co., MN.

- vi. Dorothy Peterson #45852, henry no. #1271556 in Chabrier, born ca 1915 in MN, census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 58, census * 07 May 1930 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 8.

- vii. Marlys Margaret Peterson #55077, henry no. from Chabrier, born 18 Mar 1934 in MN, died 29 Mar 1998 in Mille Lacs co., MN.

**1388. Oliver P. Bergeron** #34707 (Leon, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127156 in Chabrier, born 14 Apr 1887 in MN, census * 19 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 stationary engineer for Minnesota Steel Co., resided 05 Jun 1917 in 5201West Dena South, Duluth, St Louis, MN, height 05 Jun 1917 tall, weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, eye color 05 Jun 1917 gray, hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown, census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 136, occupation 03 Jan 1920 steel plant stationary engineer, census * 21 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 79, occupation 21 Apr 1930 steel mill engineer, property 21 Apr 1930 real estate value $4000, social security num bef 1951 470-07-3059 (MN), died 10 Aug 1969 in Duluth, St Louis, MN.

He married ca 1815 in MN, residing (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 225 Southwest 63rd Avenue, Duluth, St Louis, MN, residence (family) 21 Apr 1930 in 127 Northwest 63rd Avenue, Duluth, St Louis, MN, Ada Smithers #34720, born 27 Nov 1896 in IA, daughter of __ Smithers #55106 and __ Cuff #55107, census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 136, census * 21 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 79, social security num 1952 - 1953 475-36-1180 (MN), died 08 Sep 1970 in Duluth, St Louis, MN.
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Children:

3296  i.  Lyle12 Bergeron #45861, henry no. #1271561 in Chabrier, born 21 May 1915 in MN,60,121 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 136,60 census * 21 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 79,91 social security num bef 1951 470-07-3284 (MN),121 died 26 Feb 2002 in Yorba Linda, Orange, CA.121


1389.  Francois (Frank) Edward11 Bergeron #34708, current name Frank E. Bergeron,91 (Leon10, Marie-Adele Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127157 in Chabrier, born Jun 1889 in MN,99 census * 19 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245,46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107,63 occupation 21 Apr 1910 farm laborer,63 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 127,60 occupation 15 Jan 1920 steel mill machinist,60 census * 30 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 79,91 occupation 30 Apr 1930 steel mill foreman,91 property 30 Apr 1930 real estate value $4000,91 died 30 Jun 1943 in St Louis co., MN.111

He married99 ca 1910 in MN,91 resided (family) 15 Jan 1920 in 2601 Railroad Street, Duluth, St Louis, MN,60 resided (family) 30 Apr 1930 in 311 South 67 Avenue West, Duluth, St Louis, MN,91 Lucy Elizabeth Lessard #34721, born ca 1892 in MN,91 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 127,60 census * 30 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 79,91 died 09 Oct 1945 in St Louis co., MN.111

Children:

+ 3298 i.  Bonita12 Bergeron #55108 born 04 Sep 1910.

+ 3299 ii.  Virginia Francis Bergeron #55109 born ca 1918.

1391.  William Peter11 Bergeron #34710 (Leon10, Marie-Adele Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127159 in Chabrier, born 14 Jun 1894 in MN, Aitkin, Macville, ED 32,63 census * 14 Apr 1930 in MN, Aitkin, Macville, ED 32,91 died 22 Jul 1968 in Itasca co., MN.111,99

He married25 Apr 1916,98 Caroline Ovidia Larson #34739, born 27 Aug 1893 in MN,91,111 census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Aitkin, Macville, ED 32,91 died 22 Jul 1968 in Itasca co., MN.111 Caroline: Her parents were born in Norway.

Children:

3300  i.  Elthia M.12 Bergeron #45863, henry no. #1271591 in Chabrier, born ca 1918 in MN,91 census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Aitkin, Macville, ED 32.91


+ 3302 iii.  June Rose Bergeron #45865 born ca 1921.


1392.  Adolphus11 Bergeron #34711 (Leon10, Marie-Adele Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12715A in Chabrier, born 24 May 1896 in Anoka, Anoka, MN,60,121 census * 19 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245,46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107,63 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 laborer for Eaton & Morton,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in Brickton, MN,92 height 05 Jun 1917 tall,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark,92 census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Aitkin, Macville, ED 32,91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 farmer,91 died 06 May 1970 in Itasca co., MN.111

He married ca 1916 in MN,60 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 315 Second Avenue, Enderlin, Ransom, ND,60 resided (family) 14 Apr 1930 in 405 West Lorado Avenue, Flint, Genesee, MI.91 Edna #34723, born ca 1900 in IA,60 census * 05 Jan 1920 in ND, Ransom, Enderlin, ED 123,60 census * 14 Apr 1930 in MI, Genesee, Flint, ED 68.91
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Children:

3304 i. Donald Chabrier #55147, henry no. from Chabrier, born 19 May 1917 in Brickton, MN, 60,121 census * 05 Jan 1920 in ND, Ransom, Enderlin, ED 123, 66 census * 14 Apr 1930 in MI, Genesee, Flint, ED 68, 91 social security num bef 1951 368-05-5441 (MI), 121 died Apr 1983 in Clearwater, Pinellas, FL.

3305 ii. Roma M. Bergeron #55148, henry no. from Chabrier, born 22 Oct 1919 in Enderlin, Ransom, ND, 60,121 census * 05 Jan 1920 in ND, Ransom, Enderlin, ED 123, 66 census * 14 Apr 1930 in MI, Genesee, Flint, ED 68, 91 social security num bef 1951 368-24-5176 (MI), 121 died 23 Apr 1993 in Otisville, Genesee, MI.

She married __ Knotts #55149.

1393. Alice Marie H Bergeron #34712 (Leon 10, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit 8 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4 Simon 3 Simon 2 Bertrand 1), henry no. #12715B in Chabrier, born 20 Aug 1898 in MN, 99,111 census * 19 Jun 1900 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 245, 46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107, 65 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 128, 91 died 14 Dec 1982 in Itasca co., MN. 111

She married ca 1913, resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 3812 Cedar Avenue South, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, 91 Frederick Stanley Mather #34724, born 24 Dec 1889 in England, 111 (son of __ Mather #55150 and __ Jeovans #55151), emigrated 1911 to USA, 91 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 pattern maker for Minneapolis Pattern Works, 92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in 73 8th Street North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN. 92 height 05 Jun 1917 medium, 92 weight 05 Jun 1917 slender, 92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown, 92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 black, 92 naturalized 05 Apr 1930 in papers submitted, 91 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 128, 90 occupation 05 Apr 1930 iron works pattern moulder, 91 property 05 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000, 91 died 14 Dec 1982 in Itasca co., MN. 111

Children:

+ 3306 i. Eunice Marie H Mather #55152 born ca 1915.

3307 ii. Emmet Mott #55158, [adopted] henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1927 in MN, 91 adopted by both bef 05 Apr 1930 in MN, 91 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 128. 91

1394. Louis H Bergeron #34713 (Leon 10, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit 8 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4 Simon 3 Simon 2 Bertrand 1), henry no. #12715C in Chabrier, born Sep 1900 in MN, 99 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Mille Lacs, Greenbush, ED 107, 63 census * 04 Apr 1930 in WI, Racine, Mount Pleasant, ED 53, 91 occupation 04 Apr 1930 tool grinder, 91 died 1990. 99

He married ca 1921 in WI, 91 resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 2225 Clark Street, Mount Pleasant, Racine, WI, 91 Pauline Ahlenstorf #34725, born ca 1903 in MN, 91 census * 05 Jan 1920 in WI, Milwaukee, South Milwaukee, ED 312, 60 resided 05 Jan 1920 in 122 Manitoba Avenue, South Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI, 60 occupation 05 Jan 1920 laborer, 60 census * 04 Apr 1930 in WI, Racine, Mount Pleasant, ED 53. 91 Pauline: Dau of Henry Ahlenstorf & ??.

Children:

3308 i. Raymond H Bergeron #45866, henry no. #12715C1 in Chabrier, born ca 1924 in WI, 91 census * 04 Apr 1930 in WI, Racine, Mount Pleasant, ED 53. 91

3309 ii. Robert Bergeron #45867, henry no. #12715C2 in Chabrier, born ca 1926 in WI, 91 census * 04 Apr 1930 in WI, Racine, Mount Pleasant, ED 53. 91

1398. Aurelia Marian H Fortuna #37735 (Anne 10 Bergeron, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit 6 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 6 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit 5, Jean Chabrier dit 4, Jean 3 Chabrier, Jean 2 Simon 1 Simon 2 Bertrand 1), henry no. #127172 from Chabrier, born 28 Jun 1882 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, 100 census * 09 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 131, 46 occupation 09 Jun 1900 seamstress, 46 census * 23 Jan 1920 in MN, Koochiching, International Falls, ED 52, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 1, 91 died 21 Feb 1940 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, 100 buried in Calvary Cem, St Paul, Ramsey, MN. 100
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She married 29 Jun 1904 in St Louis Ch, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, Frank A. Devereaux #37790, born ca 1879 in MN, census * 05 May 1910 in MN, Cass, Smoky Mountain, ED 24, occupation 05 May 1910 railroad construction camp night shift foreman, census * 23 Jan 1920 in MN, Koochiching, International Falls, ED 52, occupation 23 Jan 1920 shop machinist, census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 1, occupation 12 Apr 1930 grading contractor.

Children:
3310 i. Beulah C.12 Devereaux #45868, henry no. #1271721 from Chabrier, born ca 1905 in MN, census * 23 Jan 1920 in MN, Koochiching, International Falls, ED 52, census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 58, resided 10 Apr 1930 in St. Mary's Hall, 1608 Hawthorne Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, occupation 10 Apr 1930 office stenographer, census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 1, occupation 12 Apr 1930 office stenographer.


1399. George Vincent Fortuna #37731 (Amne7 Bergeron, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit6 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit5 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit3, Jean2 Chabrier, Jean1, Simon, Simon2, Bertrand3), henry no. #127173 from Chabrier, born 17 Oct 1886 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, census * 09 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 131, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 teamster for Schindler Transfer, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 174 Lafond Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, height 12 Sep 1918 short, weight 12 Sep 1918 stout, eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark, census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 98, occupation 02 Jan 1920 packing helper, census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 109, occupation 10 Apr 1930 railway Union Depot yard service, property 10 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000, died 21 Jan 1932 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN, buried in Calvary Cem, St Paul, Ramsey, MN. Photo: George A Fortuna, his adopted mother Dina Migue, his wife Mary Louise Mallet, Arthur Verboncoeur's Godson George, and standing is Omer George Fortuna.

He married 20 Jul 1909 in St Louis Ch, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, residing (family) 02 Jan 1920 in 174 Lafond Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 174 Lafond Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, Mary Louise Mallet #37791, born ca 1885 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1910 to US, naturalized census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 98, occupation 02 Jan 1920 boarding house keeper, census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 109.

Children:
3313 i. Omer George Fortuna #37792 born 09 Jul 1910.


3315 iii. Richard C. Fortuna #45872, henry no. #1271733 from Chabrier, born 23 Sep 1915 in MN, census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 109, died 17 May 1956 in Ramsey co., MN.

3316 iv. Lorraine Fortuna #45873, henry no. #1271734 from Chabrier, born ca 1920 in MN, census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 109.


1400. Frederick John Dorenkamper #45875 (Caroline10 Bergeron, Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127181 in Chabrier, born 31 Jan 1878 in MN, census * 03 Jun 1880 in MN, Nobles, Little Rock, ED 195, census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Nobles, Westside, ED 221, occupation 20 Jun 1900 farm laborer, census * 30 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, occupation 30 Apr 1910 farm laborer, event * 09 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 09 Sep 1918 farm laborer, resided 09 Sep 1918 in Kelliher, Beltrami, MN, height 09 Sep 1918 medium, weight 09 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 09 Sep 1918 blue,
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hair color 09 Sep 1918 light, 92 census * 22 Jan 1920 in MN, Beltrami, Kelliher, ED 48, 60 occupation 22 Jan 1920 farmer, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Beltrami, Kelliher, ED 28, 91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 farmer. 91

He married ca 1907, 91 resided (family) 30 Apr 1910 in Diamond Lake Road, Dayton, Hennepin, MN, 63 Marie Alice Lavalley #45892, born 12 Nov 1883 in MN, 91,111 (daughter of __ Lavalley #55316 and __ Dejarlis #55251), census * 30 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, 63 census * 22 Jan 1920 in MN, Beltrami, Kelliher, ED 48, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Beltrami, Kelliher, ED 28, 91 died 16 Sep 1979 in Beltrami co., MN, 111

Children:

3318 i. Pearl Marie12 Dorenkamper #45893, henry no. #1271811 in Chabrier, born ca 1908 in MN, 91 census * 30 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, 63 census * 22 Jan 1920 in MN, Beltrami, Kelliher, ED 48, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Beltrami, Kelliher, ED 28, 91

She married resided (family) 27 Feb 2004 in Kelliher, Beltrami, MN, 97 __ Schmidt #55357.

3319 ii. Raymond John Dorenkamper #45894, henry no. #1271812 in Chabrier, born 11 Nov 1911 in MN, 91,111 census * 22 Jan 1920 in MN, Beltrami, Kelliher, ED 48, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MN, Beltrami, Kelliher, ED 28, 91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 farm laborer, 91 died 08 Mar 1975 in Beltrami co., MN, 111

+ 3320 iii. Lester Thomas Dorenkamper #45895 born 23 Jul 1917.

+ 3321 iv. Adelaide Anna Dorenkamper #45896 born ca 1919.

+ 3322 v. Rita Dolores Dorenkamper #45897 born 28 Nov 1922.

1402. Louis John11 Dorenkamper #45877 (Caroline10 Bergeron, Marie-Adele-Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127183 in Chabrier, born 06 Mar 1881 in MN, 46,111 census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Nobles, Westside, ED 221, 46 occupation 20 Jun 1900 farm laborer, 46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Rock, Battle Plain, ED 169, 63 occupation 21 Apr 1910 farm laborer, 63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 farmer, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Route 1, Hendricks, Lincoln, MN, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 short, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 light blue, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown, 92 census * 29 Jan 1920 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 114, 60 occupation 29 Jan 1920 farmer, 60 census * 21 Apr 1930 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 7, 91 occupation 21 Apr 1930 farmer, 91 died 23 Aug 1961 in Lincoln co, MN, 111

He married ca 1912 in MN, 91 Elizabeth Stocker #45888, born 03 Jun 1892 in MN, 60,121 census * 29 Jan 1920 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 114, 60 census * 21 Apr 1930 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 7, 91 social security num 1973 468-76-4333 (MN), 121 died Dec 1985 in Ivanhoe, Lincoln, MN, 121

Children:

+ 3323 i. Lawrence William12 Dorenkamper #45889 born 26 Oct 1913.

3324 ii. Esther Dorenkamper #45890, henry no. #1271832 in Chabrier, born ca 1914 in MN, 60 census * 29 Jan 1920 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 114, 60 census * 21 Apr 1930 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 7, 91

3325 iii. Marcelle Dorenkamper #45891, henry no. #1271833 in Chabrier, born ca 1917 in MN, 60 census * 29 Jan 1920 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 114, 60 census * 21 Apr 1930 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 7, 91

3326 iv. Isabella Dorenkamper #45898, henry no. #1271834 in Chabrier, born ca Feb 1920 in MN, 91 census * 21 Apr 1930 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 7, 91

3327 v. Danna M. Dorenkamper #45899, henry no. #1271835 in Chabrier, born ca Jan 1929 in MN, 91 census * 21 Apr 1930 in MN, Lincoln, Hendricks, ED 7, 91

1408. George Alexander11 Dorenkamper #45882 (Caroline10 Bergeron, Marie-Adele-Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127189 in Chabrier, born 17 Jul 1896 in Adrian, MN, 121 census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Nobles, Westside, ED 221, 46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Rock, Battle Plain, ED 169, 63 event * 05 Jun 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 05 Jun 1918 employed by St Louis Southwest Railroad Co, 92 resided 05 Jun 1918 in Lismore, MN, 92 height 05 Jun 1918 short, 92 weight 05 Jun 1918 medium, 92 eye color 05 Jun 1918 blue, 92 hair color 05 Jun 1918 light brown, 92 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MO, Scott, Kelso, ED 188, 60 occupation 15 Jan 1920 railroad clerk, 60 census * 30 Jan 1920 in MN, Nobles, Lismore, ED 165, 60 occupation 30 Jan 1920 railroad clerk, 60 census * 21 Apr
1930 in MO, St Louis, St Louis, ED 12, occupation 21 Apr 1930 real estate salesman, social security num bef 1951 497-03-6619 (MO), died Dec 1973 in St Louis, St Louis, MO.

He married ca 1924 in MO, resided (family) 21 Apr 1930 in 2033 De Solo, St Louis, St Louis, MO, Carman __ #45900, born 01 Sep 1905 in MO, census * 21 Apr 1930 in MO, St Louis, St Louis, ED 12, social security num bef 1951 493-03-6456 (MO), died 07 Nov 1993 in Chesterfield, St Louis, MO.

Children:

3328  i.  Joan### Dorenkamper #45901, henry no. #1271891 in Chabrier, born ca 1926 in MO, census * 21 Apr 1930 in MO, St Louis, St Louis, ED 12.


He married 27 Nov 1921 in St Vincent de Paul Ch, Osseo, MN, Augusta Justina Krueger #55383, born 17 Nov 1903 in Corcoran, Hennepin, MN, (daughter of Emil A Krueger #55394 and Elizabeth Finke #55395), died 17 Feb 1993 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.

Children:

3329  i.  Barbara Jean# Bergeron #55393, henry no. from Chabrier, born 26 Nov 1933 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.

3330  ii.  Robert Edward Bergeron #55384, henry no. from Chabrier, born 01 Mar 1936 in Hennepin co., MN.

3331  iii.  Judith Eileen Bergeron #55392 born 16 Apr 1943.

3332  iv.  Bergeron #55385, henry no. from Chabrier.

3333  v.  Bergeron #55386, henry no. from Chabrier.

3334  vi.  Bergeron #55387, henry no. from Chabrier.

3335  vii.  Bergeron #55388, henry no. from Chabrier.

3336  viii.  Bergeron #55389, henry no. from Chabrier.

3337  ix.  Bergeron #55390, henry no. from Chabrier.

3338  x.  Bergeron #55391, henry no. from Chabrier.

1417. Simon H Bergeron #45639 (Louis Desire), Marie-Adelaide Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127196 in Chabrier, born 17 Mar 1903 in MN, census * 11 May 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Dayton, ED 6, census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 36, occupation 08 Apr 1930 plate glass glazier, resided 1937 in Princeton, Mille Lacs, MN, died 04 May 1994 in Ramsey co., MN.

He married ca 1926 in MN, resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 1312 North 23rd Avenue, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, Edith __ #45902, born ca 1905 in MN, census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 36.

Children:

3339  i.  Laurel# Bergeron #45903, henry no. #1271961 in Chabrier, born ca 1927 in MN, census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 36.


She married ca 1924 in MN, Alfred Joseph Louiselle #55368, born 24 Dec 1900 in MN, (son of __ Louiselle #55380 and __ Rancouer #55381), census * 18 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 179, occupation 18 Apr 1930 florist, social security num bef 1951 468-01-5669 (MN), died 28 Jun 1984 in Anoka co., MN.
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Children:

3340 i. Beverly M.12 Louiselle #55369, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1926 in MN,91 census * 18 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 179.91
+ 3341 ii. Keith Charles Louiselle #55370 born 20 Sep 1939.
+ 3342 iii. Bruce Michael Louiselle #55371, henry no. from Chabrier, born 09 Apr 1943 in Hennepin co., MN.386

1421. Charles Edward11 Bergeron #34730 (Francis Xavier10, Marie-Adele Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon1, Bertrand1), henry no. #1271A1 from Chabrier, born 02 Dec 1886 in Ham Lake Twp, Anoka, MN,92,99 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16,46 census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20,63 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 hardware store clerk,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in St Croix Falls, Polk, WI,92 height 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 dark blue,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark,92 military World War I Veteran,99 census * 01 Apr 1930 in WI, Lincoln, Merrill, ED 14,91 occupation 01 Apr 1930 hardware store manager,91 died 06 Nov 1969 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,99 buried 10 Nov 1969 in Aniwa Cem, Aniwa, Shawano, WI.99

He married (1) 19 Jan 1910 in MN,99 divorced 19 Apr 1916 in Polk Co., MN,99 Ida Servent #34743, born Apr 1891 in WI,63 (daughter of __ Servent #55402 and Rosana L. __ #55403), census * 09 Jun 1900 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 290,66 census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20.63

Children:
+ 3343 i. Melvin Francis12 Bergeron #34745 born 07 Aug 1910.

He married (2) 01 Jun 1921 in Aniwa, Shawano, WI,99 Mildred Eileen Little #34744, born 26 Oct 1899 in Aniwa, Shawano, WI,99 (daughter of Cyrus Little #55404 and Frances Facer #55405), census 03 Jan 1920 in WI, Marathon, Plover, ED 31,60 census * 01 Apr 1930 in WI, Lincoln, Merrill, ED 14,91 died 09 Apr 1968 in Antigo, Langlade, WI,99 buried 16 Apr 1968 in Aniwa Cem, Aniwa, Shawano, WI.99 Mildred: Dau of Cyrus Little & Frances Facer.

Children:

3344 ii. Earle Clare Bergeron #34746, henry no. #1271A13 from Chabrier, born 25 Jun 1922 in Wausau, Marathon, WI,99 census * 01 Apr 1930 in WI, Lincoln, Merrill, ED 14,91 military World War II flight officer,99 died 23 Apr 1943 in Chabua Field, Upper Assam, India,99 buried 24 Jun 1948 in Aniwa Cem, Aniwa, Shawano, WI.99
+ 3345 iii. Leland Keith Bergeron #34747 born 17 Mar 1924.
+ 3346 iv. Carol Arleen Bergeron #34748 born 04 Jan 1927.

1422. Henry Martin11 Bergeron #34728 (Francis Xavier10, Marie-Adele Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon1, Bertrand1), henry no. #1271A2 from Chabrier, born 16 Nov 1889 in Anoka co., MN,92 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16,46 census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20,63 occupation 28 Apr 1910 farm laborer,63 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 laborer,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in Anoka, Anoka, MN,92 height 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark,92 died 24 Nov 1918 in Anoka co., MN.111

He married99 ca 1912 in MN, Bertha L. Ridge #34741, born ca 1891 in MN,91 census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 1,46 census * 11 Apr 1930 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 1,91 died 11 Apr 1947 in Anoka co., MN.111

Children:
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1423. **Franklin Millard** Bergeron #34731 (Francis Xavier, Marie-Adele Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1271A3 from Chabrier, born 21 Apr 1892 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16, 46 census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20, 63 occupation 28 Apr 1910 farm laborer, 63 died 19 Feb 1915 in Anoka, Anoka, MN.

He married** Rose E Servant** #34751, born 02 Jan 1898, died 05 May 1957.

*Children:

+ 3350 i. Carl Edward** Bergeron** #34752 born 31 Dec 1911.

1426. **Earl Stanley** Bergeron #34732 (Francis Xavier, Marie-Adele Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1271A6 from Chabrier, born 14 Nov 1898 in Anoka, Anoka, MN, census * 06 Jun 1900 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 16, 46 census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20, 63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 91,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 farming, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Route 4, Anoka, Anoka, MN, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark, 92 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 5, 60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 farm laborer, 60 census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 28, 91 occupation 02 Apr 1930 railroad shop welder, 91 died 23 May 1970 in Anoka, Anoka, MN.

He married** ca 1921 in MN, residing (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 1081 23rd Avenue SE, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.

**Ferne Hildegard Erickson** #34734, born 15 Nov 1899 in W1, 15, 12, 91,92 census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 28, 91 occupation 02 Apr 1930 bank billing machine operator, 91 social security num 1952 470-36-2938 (MN), 121 died 14 Dec 1995 in Anoka co., MN.

*Ferne:* Her father was born in Norway and her mother in WI.

*Children:

+ 3351 i. Shirley J.** Bergeron** #45907 born ca 1922.
+ 3352 ii. Gregory Earl Bergeron #55438 born 14 May 1937.

1427. **Myrtle G.** Bergeron #34729 (Francis Xavier, Marie-Adele Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1271A7 in Chabrier, born ca 1900 in MN, 63 census * 28 Apr 1910 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 20, 63 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 5, 60 census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 321, 91 died.

She married ca 1920 in MN, residing (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 822 Queen Avenue North, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.

**James Leonard Spohn** #55472, born 23 Sep 1898 in MN, 91 (son of __ Spohn #55489 and Katherine __ #55490), event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 farmer, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Route 4, Anoka, Anoka, MN, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown, 92 census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 321, 91 occupation 10 Apr 1930 railroad shop laborer, 91 died 07 Jun 1946 in Anoka co., MN.

*Children:

+ 3353 i. Phyllis Elaine** Spohn** #55481 born ca 1922.
+ 3354 ii. Everett Spohn #55482, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1924 in MN, 91 census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 321.

He married 24 Jun 1974 in Anoka co., MN, 231 Mary E. Combs #55498, born ca 1918.

+ 3355 iii. Jane Eileen Spohn #55483 born ca 1926.
+ 3356 iv. Mary Spohn #55484, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1928 in MN, 91 census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 321.
+ 3357 v. Leonard Spohn #55485, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca Dec 1929 in MN, 91 census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 321.
+ 3358 vi. Dennis Leigh Spohn #55473 born 16 Jan 1937.
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He married ca 1916 in MN, [91] resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 414 Oak Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, [60] resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 2110 42nd Street East, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, [91] resided (family) 27 Apr 1942 in 5575 North Capitol Street, Indianapolis, Marion, IN. [93] **Mable Hanson** #55528, born ca 1894 in MN, [60] census * 10 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 35, [60] census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 231. [91]

Children:

3359  i.  Audrey J. [12] Bergeron #55529, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca May 1918 in MN, [60] census * 10 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 35, [60] census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 231. [91]

3360  ii.  Betty Lou Bergeron #55530, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1926 in MN, [91] census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 231. [91]


He married (1) ca 1928 in MN, [91] **Unknown** #55536.

He married (2) ca 1941 in MN, **Flora Ruth Young** #45624, born 29 May 1911 in IL, [121] (daughter of William E. Young #55534 and Sarah __ #55535), census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 205, [60] resided 03 Jan 1920 in 1113 7th Street South, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, [60] social security num bef 1951 476-18-2320 (MN), [121] died 30 Nov 1993 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN. [121]

Children:

3361  i.  __ [12] Bergeron #55531 (details excluded).

+  3362  ii.  Tracy Lynn Bergeron #55533 (details excluded).

+  3363  iii.  Lisa Rae Bergeron #55532 (details excluded).


He married **Irma Elizabeth Erickson** #55555.

Children:

3364  i.  __ [12] Bergeron #55556, henry no. from Chabrier, born 02 Mar 1936 in Hennepin co., MN. [386]
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He married Bernice Katherine Wissinger #55558, born ca 1910 in MN,60 (daughter of William Wissinger #55559 and Katherine __ #55560), census 10 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 117.50

Children:
+ 3366 i. Katherine Annette12 Bergeron #55561 (details excluded).
+ 3367 ii. Michael David Bergeron #55562 (details excluded).
+ 3368 iii. Steven Patrick Bergeron #55563 (details excluded).

1439. George J.11 Duchene Jr. #45908 (Julia10 Vadeboncoeur, Pierre-Prudent9, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3 Simon2 Bertrand1), henry no. #127312 in Chabrier, born 29 Jul 1879 in MN,46 census * 11 Jun 1880 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 18,41 census * 02 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 75,46 occupation 02 Jun 1900 day laborer,46 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 77,63 occupation 25 Apr 1910 mushroom cultivator,63 census * 30 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 83,63 occupation 30 Apr 1910 mushroom cultivator,63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 mushroom grower,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 13 Alice Park, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,92 height 12 Sep 1918 short,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 slender,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 light brown,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 black,92 census * 05 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 63,60 census 05 Jan 1920 mushroom cultivation proprietor,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 63,91 occupation 05 Apr 1930 mushroom cave proprietor.91

He married ca 1905 in MN,63 resided (family) 25 Apr 1910 in 418 West Water Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,63 resided (family) 30 Apr 1910 in 143 West Winifred Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,63 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 13 Alice Court, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,60 resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 13 Alice Park, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,94 Leonie Foussard #45916, born ca 1884 in ND,63 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 77,63 census * 30 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 83,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 63,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 63,91 occupation 05 Apr 1930 assistant mushroom grower,91 died 14 Dec 1933 in Ramsey co., MN.111

Children:
3369 i. Louis G.12 Duchene #45917, henry no. #1273121 in Chabrier, born ca 1907 in MN,63 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 77,63 census * 30 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 83,63 census * 05 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 63,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 63,91 occupation 05 Apr 1930 assistant mushroom grower,91 died 26 Aug 1953 in Ramsey co., MN.111

+ 3370 ii. Eugenie Marie Duchene #45918 born 10 Sep 1909.

3371 iii. George H. Duchene #45919, henry no. #1273123 in Chabrier, born 21 Apr 1911 in MN,60,111 census * 05 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 63,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 63,91 died 06 May 1965 in Dakota co, MN.111

3372 iv. Henry J. Duchene #45920, henry no. #1273124 in Chabrier, born ca 1916 in MN,60 census * 05 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 63,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 63.91

He married 03 Oct 1975 in Dakota co, MN,231 Lilly M Maxwell #55631, born ca 1921.231

1440. Omer Anthony12 Duchene #45909, census name Homer Duchene,46 (Julia10 Vadeboncoeur, Pierre-Prudent9, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3 Simon2 Bertrand1), henry no. #127313 in Chabrier, born 04 Sep 1880 in MN,92 census * 02 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 75,92 occupation 02 Jun 1900 house painter,46 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 45,63 occupation 18 Apr 1910 iron worker,63 event * 18 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 18 Sep 1918 sheet iron worker,92 resided 18 Sep 1918 in 1700 Madian Street, Chicago, Cook, IL,92 height 18 Sep 1918 medium,92 weight 18 Sep 1918
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He married resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in 1136 East Mennehaha Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, 63 resided (family) 15 Jan 1920 in 1252 Margaret Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, 66 Anna #45952, born ca 1882 in Austria, Germany, 60 emigrated 1894 to US, 63 naturalized 1899, 60 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 45, 63 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 28. 60

Children:

3373 i. Julia 7 Duchene #45953, henry no. #1273131 in Chabrier, born ca 1906 in MN, 60 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 45, 63 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 28. 60

3374 ii. Ida Duchene #45954, henry no. #1273132 in Chabrier, born Mar 1909 in MN, 63, 60 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 45, 63 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 28. 60

3375 iii. Lawrence Duchene #45955, henry no. #1273133 in Chabrier, born Aug 1915 in MN, 60 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 28. 60

3376 iv. Leonard Duchene #45956, henry no. #1273134 in Chabrier, born Aug 1919 in MN, 60 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 28. 60

1441. Marie Philomene II Duchene #38109 (Julia 10 Vadboncoeur, Pierre-Prudent 6, Olivier Chabrier dit 6, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 7, Jean 1 Chabrier, Jean 7, Simon 7, Simon 2, Bertrand 7), henry no. #127314 in Chabrier, born Mar 1884 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN, 66 census * 02 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 75, 66 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 45, 63 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 107, 60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 19. 91

She married resided (family) 01 May 1906 in St Louis Ch, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, 3 resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in 1151 Bush Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, 66 resided (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 86 East Arch Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, 66 resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 1160 East Minnehaha, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, Pierre B. Dubois #38110, born ca 1878 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN, 63 (son of Joseph Honore Dubois #38096 and Desange Cote #38097), emigrated 1890 to US, 60 naturalized 1899, 60 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 45, 63 occupation 18 Apr 1910 plater in plating factory, 63 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 107, 60 occupation 17 Jan 1920 iron works plater, 60 died bef 08 Apr 1930 in MN. 91

Children:

3377 i. Emil 7 Dubois #45957, henry no. #1273141 in Chabrier, born ca 1907 in MN, 63 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 45, 63 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 107, 60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 19, 91 occupation 08 Apr 1930 candy maker at candy factory. 91

3378 ii. Charles Dubois #45958, henry no. #1273142 in Chabrier, born Dec 1908 in MN, 63 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 45, 63 died bef 07 Jan 1920. 60

3379 iii. Blanche Dubois #45959, henry no. #1273143 in Chabrier, born ca 1911 in MN, 60 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 107, 60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 19, 91 occupation 08 Apr 1930 candy maker at candy factory. 91

3380 iv. Alice Dubois #45960, henry no. #1273144 in Chabrier, born ca 1913 in MN, 60 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 107, 60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 19, 91 occupation 08 Apr 1930 candy maker at candy factory. 91

+ 3381 v. Arthur Raymond Dubois #45961 born ca 1915.

+ 3382 vi. Stella Philomene Dubois #45962 born ca 1916.

3383 vii. Albert Dubois #45963, henry no. #1273147 in Chabrier, born ca 1918 in MN, 60 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 107, 60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 19. 91

3384 viii. Edward Dubois #45964, henry no. #1273148 in Chabrier, born ca 1923 in MN, 91 census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 19. 91

1448. Julia Laura II Verboncoeur #38113 (George (Joseph) 10, Pierre-Prudent 9 Vadboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 6, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 1 Chabrier, Jean 7, Simon 7, Simon 2, Bertrand 7), henry no. #127342 from Chabrier, born * 17 Sep 1890 in Walla Walla, Walla Walla, WA, 222, 103, 99 baptized in St Patrick, Walla Walla, Walla Walla, WA, 3 census * 15 Jun 1895 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, 222 census * 04 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, ED
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Children:

+ 3385 i. Charles Louis12 Schneider #45968 born 04 Feb 1918.
+ 3388 iv. Richard George Schneider #45969 born Jul 1924.
+ 3389 v. Thomas James Schneider #45970 born 01 Jan 1925.
+ 3390 vi. Arthur Raymond Schneider #56918 born * 18 Sep 1930.
+ 3391 vii. Schneider #56926, henry no. #1273427 from Chabrier, born 1933 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN,387 died 1933 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN,387
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He married (1) ca 1923 in MN,91 resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 273 Thomas Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,91 Emily Parnell #45971, born ca 1904 in MN,91 census * 10 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 109,91 occupation 10 Apr 1930 department store sales lady.91

Children:

He married (2) Ida Spangenberg #47747.

Children:
+ 3393 ii. Paula Marie Verboncoeur #47748 (details excluded).

1452. Hortense E.11 Verboncoeur #38142 (George (Joseph)10, Pierre-Prudent9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127346 from Chabrier, born 24 Dec 1903 in MN,111,121,100 census * 02 Jun 1905 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 10,107 census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 38,69 census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 98,60 city directory * 1922 in 202 Thomas Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,61 occupation 1922 clerk for Manhattan Oil & Linseed Co.,61 census * 04 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 110,61 occupation 04 Apr 1930 oil refining company assistant cashier,61 social security num bef 1951 470-30-2379 (MN),121 died 24 Mar 1979 in Ramsey co., MN,111,121

She married Jul 1929 in MN,91 resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 574 Thomas Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,91 Leonard Clifford Borgstrom #45967, born 01 Sep 1904 in MN,121,111 (son of Carl O. Borgstrom #55694 and Emma Nelson #55695), census * 04 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 110,91 occupation 04 Apr 1930 steel foundry accountant,91 social security num bef 1951 469-07-1600 (MN),121 died 05 Jan 1984 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN,121,111

Children:
+ 3394 i. James Clifford12 Borgstrom #56927 born 29 Jan 1931.
+ 3396 iii. ___ Borgstrom #55693, henry no. #1273463 from Chabrier, born 15 Dec 1936 in Ramsey co., MN,386 died infancy.386


She married Emil A. Roux #55698, born 26 Jan 1912,121 (son of __ Roux #55700 and __ Thill #55701), social security num bef 1951 477-05-0762 (MN),121 died 17 May 1975 in Ramsey co., MN,111,121
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She married 1911 in MN, resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in Maine Street, Middle River, Mashall, MN, resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in Jarvis Street, Middle River, Marshall, MN, Joseph Robert Ganyo #55828, born 17 Mar 1886 in MN, event * 11 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 11 Sep 1918 farm labor for Fred Leblanc, resided 11 Sep 1918 in Argyle, Marshall, MN, height 11 Sep 1918 tall, weight 11 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 11 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 11 Sep 1918 dark, census * 12 Jan 1920 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 79, occupation 12 Jan 1920 farm laborer, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 4, occupation 07 Apr 1930 odd job laborer, property 07 Apr 1930 real estate value $100, died 08 May 1958 in Marshall co., MN.

Children:
+ 3397 i. Jeanne Karen Roux #55699 (details excluded).
+ 3398 ii. Priscilla Ganyo #55866 born ca 1912.
+ 3399 iii. Lauretta Ganyo #55867, henry no. #1279122 from Chabrier, born 19 Oct 1914 in MN, census * 12 Jan 1920 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 79, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 4, died 12 Oct 1961 in Ramsey co., MN.
+ 3400 iv. Mayme Ganyo #55868, henry no. #1279123 from Chabrier, born ca 1918 in MN, census * 12 Jan 1920 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 79, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 4.
+ 3401 v. Valmer Ganyo #55869, henry no. #1279124 from Chabrier, born 1923 in MN, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 4.
+ 3402 vi. Joyce Ganyo #55870, henry no. #1279125 from Chabrier, born 1927 in MN, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 4.


Children:
+ 3403 i. George P. LaBine #45992 born 31 Oct 1918.
+ 3404 ii. Margaret M. LaBine #45993 born ca 1920.
+ 3406 iv. Helen LaBine #45995 born ca 1923.
+ 3407 v. Rita M. LaBine #45996 born 27 Jun 1924.
+ 3408 vi. Carol Ann LaBine #55780 born 1934.
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1472. **Stella (Esther) G.** LaBine #45984 (Julia\(^{10}\) Verboncoeur, Adolphe David\(^{9}\) Vedeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^{2}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{5}\), Jean\(^{2}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{3}\), Simon\(^{7}\), Bertrand\(^{1}\)), henry no. #127915 from Chabrier, born 09 Jun 1897 in MN,\(^{46,121}\) census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Parker, ED 108,\(^{46}\) census * 11 Apr 1910 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 107,\(^{63}\) census * 07 May 1910 in MN, Marshall, Parker, ED 99,\(^{63}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, ED 213,\(^{91}\) occupation 03 Apr 1930 visiting childrens nurse,\(^{91}\) resided 03 Apr 1930 in 1680 South Howard Boulevard, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, social security num bef 1951 571-18-3990 (CA),\(^{21}\) died Nov 1969 in Van Nuys, Los Angeles, CA,\(^{121}\)

She married bef 1927 in CA,\(^{91}\) Harold Raymond Gillette #55862, born 02 Dec 1896 in Dumont, IA,\(^{131}\) event * 05 Jun 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\(^{131}\) occupation 05 Jun 1918 self employed,\(^{131}\) resided 05 Jun 1918 in Hampton, IA,\(^{131}\) height 05 Jun 1918 medium,\(^{131}\) weight 05 Jun 1918 medium,\(^{131}\) eye color 05 Jun 1918 brown,\(^{131}\) hair color 05 Jun 1918 light,\(^{131}\) census * 11 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Inglewood, ED 1007,\(^{91}\) occupation 11 Apr 1930 pump factory machinist.\(^{91}\)

**Children:**

3410 i. **Julia M.** Giglette #55899, henry no. #1279151 from Chabrier, born 11 Jul 1923 in Los Angeles co., CA.\(^{385}\)

1473. **Lawrence O.** LaBine #45985 (Julia\(^{10}\) Verboncoeur, Adolphe David\(^{9}\) Vedeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^{2}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{5}\), Jean\(^{2}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{3}\), Simon\(^{7}\), Bertrand\(^{1}\)), henry no. #127916 from Chabrier, born 23 Feb 1899 in MN,\(^{209}\) census * 20 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Parker, ED 108,\(^{46}\) census * 11 Apr 1910 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 107,\(^{63}\) census * 07 May 1910 in MN, Marshall, Parker, ED 99,\(^{63}\) census * 30 Jan 1920 in MN, Marshall, Parker, ED 85,\(^{60}\) occupation 30 Jan 1920 farm laborer,\(^{60}\) census * 05 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Hermosa Beach, ED 1290,\(^{91}\) occupation 05 Apr 1930 gas company chauffeur,\(^{91}\) died 29 Mar 1962 in Los Angeles co., CA.\(^{220}\)

He married ca 1926,\(^{91}\) resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 921 Fifth Street, Hermosa Beach, Los Angeles, CA,\(^{91}\) Anna Johnson #47906, born 19 Jun 1898 in MN,\(^{91,220}\) census * 05 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Hermosa Beach, ED 1290,\(^{91}\) social security num bef 1973 551-21-2420 (CA),\(^{121}\) died 21 May 1976 in Merced co., CA.\(^{220}\) Anna: Her father was born in Sweden and her mother in Norway.

**Children:**

+ 3411 i. **Beverly** LaBine #55825.

1475. **Celia Irene** LaBine #45987 (Julia\(^{10}\) Verboncoeur, Adolphe David\(^{9}\) Vedeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\(^{8}\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^{2}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{5}\), Jean\(^{2}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{3}\), Simon\(^{7}\), Bertrand\(^{1}\)), henry no. #127918 from Chabrier, born 02 Jan 1903 in MN,\(^{209}\) census * 11 Apr 1910 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 107,\(^{63}\) census * 07 May 1910 in MN, Marshall, Parker, ED 99,\(^{63}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, ED 213,\(^{91}\) occupation 03 Apr 1930 hospital trained nurse,\(^{91}\) resided 03 Apr 1930 in 1680 South Howard Boulevard, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA,\(^{91}\) social security num bef 1951 573-05-8310 (CA),\(^{220,121}\) died 11 Oct 1987 in Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA.\(^{220}\)

She married (1) ca 1931 in CA,\(^{225}\) James Gordon Chelew #55864, born 12 Jul 1890 in Collingwood, ON, Canada,\(^{181,220,121}\) (son of Alfred Chelew #55901), emigrated * 24 Aug 1921 to Detroit, Wayne, MI,\(^{91,181}\) occupation 24 Aug 1921 salesman,\(^{181}\) height 24 Aug 1921 5 ft 8 in,\(^{81}\) complexion 24 Aug 1921 in medium,\(^{81}\) hair color 24 Aug 1921 brown,\(^{81}\) eye color 24 Aug 1921 black,\(^{81}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, ED 273,\(^{91}\) occupation 03 Apr 1930 life insurance salesman,\(^{91}\) resided 03 Apr 1930 in Casa Loma Apartments, 3789 Menlo Avenue, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA,\(^{91}\) property 03 Apr 1930 real estate value $175,000,\(^{91}\) social security num bef 1951 563-12-9550 (CA),\(^{121}\) died 25 Jan 1978 in Santa Clara, CA.\(^{220}\)

**Children:**

3412 i. **Paul Gordon** Chelew #55900, henry no. #1279181 from Chabrier, born 23 Apr 1933 in Los Angeles co., CA,\(^{385}\) resided 2007 in 3157 Diablo View Road, Lafayette, Contra Costa, CA 94549.\(^{332}\)

She married (2) __ Barnett #47904.
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She married **George Brooks** #47905.

*Children:*

3413  
   i.  **Judith Elizabeth** 12 Brooks #55764, henry no. #1279191 from Chabrier, born 04 Aug 1940 in Los Angeles co., CA. 385

1478. **Olive R. H. LaBine** #45989 (Julia 10 Verboncoeur, Adolphe David 9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 8, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #12791B from Chabrier, born 19 Aug 1909 in MN, 53,121 census * 11 Apr 1910 in MN, Marshall, Middle River, ED 107, 63 census * 07 May 1910 in MN, Marshall, Parker, ED 99, 63 census * 30 Jan 1920 in MN, Marshall, Parker, ED 85, 66 census * 03 Apr 1930 in CA, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, ED 213, 91 resided 03 Apr 1930 in 1680 South Howard Boulevard, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA., 91 social security num 1956 555-54-8278 (CA), 121 died 01 Sep 2006 in Camarillo, Ventura, CA. 121

She married **Henry Harris** #55865.

*Children:*

3414  
   i.  **Onalee** 12 Harris #55902, henry no. #12791B1 from Chabrier, born 30 Mar 1941 in Los Angeles co., CA. 385

3415  
   ii.  **Joann Harris** #55903, henry no. #12791B2 from Chabrier, born 02 May 1943 in Los Angeles co., CA. 385

1483. **Roland Leopold H. Forest** #45998 (Anne Mabel 10 Verboncoeur, Adolphe David 9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 8, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #127924 from Chabrier, born 19 Oct 1898 in MN, 46,92 census * 05 Jun 1900 in MN, Marshall, Argyle, ED 97, 46 emigrated 1904 to SK, Canada, 32, naturalized in SK, Canada, 32 census * 16 Jul 1906 in Canada, SK, Saskatchewan, ED -7, 227 census * 1911 in Canada, SK, Battleford, ED 208-26, 32 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 clerk for Winnipeg Electric Railway Co., 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 1212 Yale Place, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 5 ft 7 in, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, 92 census * 04 Apr 1930 in KY, Jefferson, Louisville, ED 91, 91 occupation 04 Apr 1930 retail electric vacuum service man. 91

He married ca 1925, 91 resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 1514 Second Street, Louisville, Jefferson, KY, 91 **Grace W. **#55911, born ca 1905 in GA, 91 census * 04 Apr 1930 in KY, Jefferson, Louisville, ED 91. 91

*Children:*

3416  
   i.  **Ovalie A.** 12 Forest #55912, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1927 in OH, 91 census * 04 Apr 1930 in KY, Jefferson, Louisville, ED 91. 91

1489. **Dulcie Winifred H. Verboncoeur** #36185 (Henry W. 10 Verboncoeur, Adolphe David 9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit 8, Antoine Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #127952 from Chabrier, born 15 Nov 1902 in MN, 220,60 census * 08 Jun 1905 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 17, 107 census * 25 Apr 1910 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 183, 63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 125, 66 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 68, 91, social security num 1973 469-76-1315 (MN), 220 died 18 Jun 1985 in Belflower, Los Angeles, CA.

She married ca 1924 in MN, 91 resided (family) 15 Apr 1930 in 2713 West Second Street, Duluth, St Louis, MN. 91 **David Youngberg** #36186, born 06 Apr 1901 in MN, 12,1 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 68, 91 occupation 15 Apr 1930 ore docks puncher, 91 social security num bef 1951 470-09-4832 (MN), 121 died Jul 1969 in Duluth, St Louis, MN. 121 **David:** Parents were born in Sweden.
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Children:
+ 3417  i.  David E. Jr. Youngberg #46014 born Apr 1925.
+ 3418  ii.  Earl Clyde Youngberg #46015 born 03 Aug 1926.

1491.  Veryl H Verboncoeur #42484 (Henry W., Adolphe David Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127954 from Chabrier, born ca 1912 in MN,0 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 125,0 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Duluth, ED 68.91

She married aft 10 Apr 1930, Joseph P. Wirtz #55927, born 13 Apr 1908 in MN,121 (son of Peter H. Wirtz #55929 and Blanche L. __ #55916), social security num bef 1951 474-12-9265 (MN),121 died Oct 1977 in Excelsior, Hennepin, MN.121

Children:
3419  i.  Jewel Andree Wirtz #55928, henry no. from Chabrier, born 14 Nov 1936 in Carlton co, MN. 386

1492.  Norman Elwin LeFebvre #46016 (Sarah Blanche Verboncoeur, Adolphe David Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. in Chabrier, born 06 Oct 1912 in MN,91,111,121 census * 05 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 147,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 103,91 social security num bef 1951 474-01-0337 (MN),121 died 02 Sep 1969 in Ramsey co., MN.111,121

He married Mildred Ohlson #55930.

Children:
3420  i.  Gary Michael LeFebvre #55931, henry no. from Chabrier, born 17 Apr 1936 in Ramsey co., MN. 386
3421  ii.  Jeanne Helen LeFebvre #55932, henry no. from Chabrier, born 09 Dec 1940 in Ramsey co., MN. 386

1495.  Gertrude Wirtensohn #39488 (Elizabeth Verboncoeur, Moyse Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1902, census * 16 May 1910 in ND, Grand Forks, Grand Forks, ED 94,63 died 18 Mar 1966 in Cold Lake, Alberta, Canada.114

She married 06 Apr 1920 in Napierville, Napierville, QC, Canada,114 Charles Hebert #39489, born 25 Dec 1892,114 died aft 1979 in Cold Lake, Alberta, Canada.114

Children:
3422  i.  Marcel Hebert #39490, henry no. from Chabrier.
3423  ii.  Leo Hebert #39491, henry no. from Chabrier.
3424  iii.  Helen Hebert #39492, henry no. from Chabrier.
3425  iv.  Marguerite Hebert #39493, henry no. from Chabrier.
3426  v.  Dolores Hebert #39494, henry no. from Chabrier.
3427  vi.  Charles Hebert #39495, henry no. from Chabrier.

1499.  Pauline Alice Belair #46316 (Rose Alma (Emma) Verboncoeur, Moyse Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127C34 from Chabrier, born 04 Jan 1907 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN,63,66,111 census * 10 May 1910 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 239,63 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 233,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Beltrami, Bemidji, ED 7,10 occupation 05 Apr 1930 department store cashier,10 died 16 Sep 2000 in Bemidji, Beltrami, MN.111

She married John Joseph Mc Alonen #44999, born 07 Apr 1897,115 died 02 Oct 1955.115

Children:
3428  i.  Kathleen Jane Mc Alonen #55669 (details excluded).
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1500. **Maurice John** Belair #46317 (Rose Alma (Emma)) Verb onion, Moyse Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry No. #127C35 from Chabrier, Born 08 Apr 1909 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN, 63,121,111,115 Census * 10 May 1910 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 239, 63 Census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 233, 60 Census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Beltrami, Bemidji, ED 7, 91 Occupation 05 Apr 1930 box factory laborer, 91 Social Security Num bef 1951 470-03-9209 (MN), 121 Died 12 Aug 1972 in Crow Wing Co, MN. 121,111

He married **Bernice Ursula Shingledecker** #55939, Born 06 May 1914, 115 Died 18 Jul 1999, 115

Children:
+ 3429 i. Marlene Ann Belair #55935 Born 24 Feb 1936.
+ 3430 ii. John Dale Belair #55940, Henry No. from Chabrier, Born 13 Feb 1937 in Beltrami Co., MN. 386
+ 3431 iii. Lawrence Mitchell Belair #55936 Born 29 Apr 1938.
+ 3433 v. Thomas Maurice Belair #55942 (Details excluded).

1501. **Hazel Marie** Belair #46318 (Rose Alma (Emma)) Verb onion, Moyse Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry No. #127C36 from Chabrier, Born 23 Feb 1911 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN, 60,121,115 Census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 233, 60 Census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Beltrami, Bemidji, ED 7, 91 Occupation 05 Apr 1930 Variety Store Saleslady, 91 Social Security Num bef 1951 471-32-5229 (MN), 121 Died 23 Nov 1984 in Mesa, Maricopa, AZ. 121

She married **Lawrence Wellman Fehling** #55967, Born 30 Oct 1907, 121 Social Security Num bef 1951 468-09-2457 (MN), 121 Died 10 Sep 1996 in St Charles, Kane, IL. 121

Children:
3434 i. Kathleen Lucille Fehling #55968, Henry No. from Chabrier, Born 27 Feb 1938 in Carlton Co., MN. 386
3435 ii. Lawrence Martin Fehling #56129, Henry No. from Chabrier, Born 01 Jul 1941 in Beltrami Co., MN. 386

1503. **Lucille Helen** Belair #46319 (Rose Alma (Emma)) Verb oncoin, Moyse Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry No. #127C37 from Chabrier, Born 18 Feb 1917 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN, 60,121,115 Census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 233, 60 Census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Beltrami, Bemidji, ED 7, 91 Social Security Num bef 1951 470-03-9375 (MN), 121 Died 20 Oct 2001 in Beltrami, Beltrami, MN. 111,115

She married **Edward Henry Berger** #47768, Born 09 Oct 1909 in Clear Lake, Sherburne, MN, 121,115 Social Security Num bef 1951 470-03-9966 (MN), 121 Died 09 Aug 1965 in Bemidji, Beltrami, MN. 121

Children:
+ 3436 i. Mary Jo Berger #57600 Born 18 Mar 1942.
3437 ii. Jean Marie Berger #55671 (Details excluded).

1505. **Leo Thomas** Miller #44987 (Ida) Verb oncoin, Moyse Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry No. #127C41 from Chabrier, Born 12 Nov 1903 in MN, 60,111 Census * Apr 1910 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 66, 6 Census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 34, 60 Census * 04 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Ely, ED 86, 91 Occupation 04 Apr 1930 Barber, 91 Social Security Num bef 1951 473-22-7044 (MN), 121 Died 08 Apr 1976 in Itasca Co., MN. 111

He married 1925 in MN, 91 Resided (Family) * 04 Apr 1930 in 7 Chapman Street, Ely, St Louis, MN. 91 **Margaret Lacroix** #46019, Born 1906 in MN, 91 Census * 04 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Ely, ED 86, 91 Social Security Num 1951 472-34-5141 (MN), 121 Died 27 Aug 1997 in Deer River, Itasca, MN. 121

Children:
3438 i. William Miller #46020, Henry No. #127C411 from Chabrier, Born Jul 1928 in MN, 91 Census * 04 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Ely, ED 86, 91
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3439  ii.  Peggy J. Miller #46021, henry no. #127C412 from Chabrier, born Mar 1930 in MN,91 census * 04 Apr 1930 in MN, St Louis, Ely, ED 86.91
+ 3440  iii.  Richard Jerome Miller #56064 born 26 Mar 1933.
+ 3441  iv.  Sharon Louise Miller #55981 born 12 Jan 1938.
+ 3442  v.  Barbara Lee Miller #55982 born 05 Jun 1941.
+ 3443  vi.  Kathleen Theresa Miller #55983 (details excluded).

1506. Walter Joseph Miller #44988 (Ida Verboncoeur, Moyse3 Vaedboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit1, Jean Chabrier dit2, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon5, Simon6, Bertrand7), henry no. #127C42 from Chabrier, born 19 Jun 1905 in MN,111 census * Apr 1910 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 66,61 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 34,60 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids. ED 23,91 occupation 15 Apr 1930 barber,91 died 10 Dec 1983 in Itasca co., MN.111

He married ca 1927 in MN,91 resided (family) 15 Apr 1930 in Leland Street, Grand Rapids, Itasca, MN,91 Mary Cecilia Craig #46022, born ca 1905 in MN,91 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 23,91

Children:

3444  i.  John W.12 Miller #46023, ref number #127C421 Chabrier, born ca 1928 in MN,91 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 23,91
3446 iii. James Allen Miller #56087, henry no. from Chabrier, born 01 Aug 1942 in Itasca co., MN.386

1507. Vernie Lawrence Miller #44989 (Ida Verboncoeur, Moyse9 Vaedboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit1, Jean Chabrier dit2, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon5, Simon6, Bertrand7), henry no. #127C43 from Chabrier, born 11 May 1908 in MN,90,111 census * Apr 1910 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 66,61 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 34,60 census * 19 Apr 1930 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 23,91 died 08 Oct 1982 in Ramsey co., MN.111

He married Mabel Mae Mehelich #56096.

Children:

+ 3447  i.  Laurence Jay12 Miller #56097 born 02 May 1935.

1509. Marie Louise Miller #44991 (Ida Verboncoeur, Moyse9 Vaedboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit1, Jean Chabrier dit2, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon5, Simon6, Bertrand7), henry no. #127C45 from Chabrier, born 25 Jul 1911 in MN,90,111,121 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 34,60 census * 19 Apr 1930 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 23,91 social security num 1961 469-50-7222 (MN),121 died 20 Dec 1977 in St Louis co., MN.111,121

She married aft 19 Apr 1930, Anthony James Spang #56101, born 22 Jul 1910 in MN,95 (son of Matthew A. Spang #56102 and Nora Scollard #56103), census * 11 Apr 1930 in MN, Itasca, Grand Rapids, ED 23,91 social security num bef 1951 479-14-1410 (IA),121 died 09 Jul 1986 in Duluth, St Louis, MN.111,121

Children:

3448  i.  Anthony James12 Spang #56104, henry no. from Chabrier, born 28 Dec 1940 in St Louis co., MN.386

He married 13 Nov 1961 in St Louis co., MN,231 Katherine D. Fleck #56109, born ca 1941.231

3449  ii.  N.N. Spang #56105 (details excluded).
+ 3450  iii.  Janet Marie Spang #56106 (details excluded).
3451  iv.  David Lawrence Spang #56107 (details excluded).

1513. Wallace J. Miller #44995 (Agnes Verboncoeur, Moyse9 Vaedboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit1, Jean Chabrier dit2, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon5, Simon6, Bertrand7), henry no. #127C54 from Chabrier, born 27 Jun 1907 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN,111,60 census * 04 May 1910 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 239,63
He married Florence Bendel #56130, born ca 1909 in MN, (daughter of John Bendel #56131 and Mary __ #56132), census 04 Apr 1930 in MN, Red Lake, Red Lake Falls, ED 12, occupation 08 Apr 1930 barber, died 23 Feb 2000 in Red Lake Falls, Red Lake, MN.

Children:
3452  i. James Thomas12 Miller #56133, henry no. from Chabrier, born 31 Aug 1937 in Red Lake co, MN.

1517. Fern Erna Juliana11 Vadeboncoeur #37637 (John Oliver10, Moyse9, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127C72 from Chabrier, born 23 Dec 1915 in Luseland, Saskatchewan, Canada, died Apr 1989.


Children:
+ 3454 ii. Janis Helene McKee #37847, henry no. from Chabrier, born Dec 1941.
+ 3455 iii. Bonita Christine McKee #37848 (details excluded).
+ 3456 iv. Douglas Randal McKee #37849 (details excluded).

1518. William L.11 Lancette #46052 (Rosalie Edwina10 Theroux, Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127D11 from Chabrier, born Dec 1886 in MN, census * 14 Jun 1895 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, census * 12 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 54, census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 87, occupation 20 Apr 1910 retail furniture driver, census * 10 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 69, occupation 10 Jan 1920 police department sergeant, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 69, occupation 09 Apr 1930 city police department sergeant, property 09 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000, died 12 Sep 1951 in Ramsey co., MN.

He married ca 1908 in MN, resided (family) 20 Apr 1910 in 649 South Robert Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 649 South Robert Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 644 South Robert Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN, Helen C. Bellerose #46067, born ca 1889 in MN, (daughter of Andre Bellerose #55670 and Odile __ #44998), census * 20 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 87, occupation 20 Apr 1910 city hospital bookkeeper, census * 10 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 69, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 69.

Children:
3457 i. N.N.12 Lancette #45000, henry no. #127D111 from Chabrier, died bef 20 Apr 1910 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN.
+ 3458 ii. Anthony Louis Lancette #46068 born 07 May 1911.
+ 3459 iii. Anita C. Lancette #46069 born 19 Aug 1912.
+ 3460 iv. Rose Helen Lancette #46070 born 26 Apr 1914.
+ 3461 v. Raymond John Lancette #46071 born 11 Apr 1916.
+ 3462 vi. William L. Lancette Jr. #46072, henry no. #127D116 from Chabrier, born ca 1917 in MN, census * 10 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 69, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 69.
+ 3464 viii. Ernestine Joanne Lancette #46074 born 23 Aug 1921.
+ 3466 x. Helen Grace Lancette #46076 born 27 Nov 1924.
3467 xi. Marie F. Lancette #46077, henry no. #127D11B in Chabrier, born ca Feb 1927 in MN, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 69.

She married79 __ Nasch #56383.

+ 3468 xii. Evelyn Valerie Lancette #46078 born ca Dec 1928.
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+ 3469  xiii. Dolores Marie Lancette #56387 born btw 1930 - 1934.

1519. Albert J. II Lancette #46053 (Rosalie Edwina10 Theroux, Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit6, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier, Jean5, Simon4, Simon3, Bertrand1), henry no. #127D12 from Chabrier, born Oct 1889 in MN,46 census * 14 Jun 1895 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada,113 census * 12 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 54,46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 129,63 occupation 21 Apr 1910 wholesale house laborer,64 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 149,60 occupation 07 Jan 1920 railroad switchman.60

He married resided (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 1049 Srowell Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.60 Tressa McNamara #46079, born ca 1894 in Canada,60 (daughter of __ McNamara #56457 and Nellie __ #56458), census * 07 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 149,60 died 20 Aug 1927 in Ramsey co., MN.111

Children:
+ 3470  i.  Genevieve Threes12 Lancette #46080 born 29 May 1913.

1520. Henry O. II Lancette #46054 (Rosalie Edwina10 Theroux, Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit6, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier, Jean5, Simon4, Simon3, Bertrand1), ref number #127D13 Chabrier, born May 1891 in MN,46 census * 14 Jun 1895 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada,113 census * 12 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 54,46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 129,63 occupation 21 Apr 1910 dray teamster,65 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 6,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 railroad switchman,66 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 93,91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 steam railroad switchman,66 died 11 Feb 1953 in Ramsey co., MN.111

He married ca 1911 in MN,91 resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 575 Beaumont Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN.60 resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 509 Holly Avenue, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,91 Anna M. __ #46081, born 23 Mar 1890 in MN,113 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 6,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 93,91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 awning manufacturer file clerk,91 social security num bef 1951 477-05-7718 (MN),121 died 23 Jul 1975 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN.111

Children:
3471  i.  Richard L.12 Lancette #46082, ref number #127D131 Chabrier, born 11 Aug 1914 in MN,91,121 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 6,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 93,91 social security num bef 1951 474-01-7045 (MN),121 died Feb 1965 in MN.121
+ 3472  ii.  Henry John Lancette #46083 born 23 Sep 1917.


She married ca 1915 in MN,91 resided (family) 16 Jan 1920 in Labore Road, New Canada, Ramsey, MN.60 resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in Labore Road, New Canada, Ramsey, Ramsey, MN,91 Paul Belland #46084, born 26 Sep 1889 in MN,91,92,111,121 (son of __ Belland #56503 and __ Emil #56504), event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 laborer for Ramsey Co.,92 height 05 Jun 1917 tall,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in RFD North St Paul, MN,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown,92 census * 16 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 2,60 occupation 16 Jan 1920 farmer,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 174,91 occupation 05 Apr 1930 state highway department section man,91 social security num 1959 - 1960 469-48-7868 (MN),121 died 02 Dec 1969 in Ramsey co., MN.111

Children:
+ 3473  i.  Clarence Victor12 Belland #46085 born 04 Mar 1918.
+ 3474  ii.  Gertrude Belland #46086, ref number #127D142 Chabrier, born ca 1921 in MN,91 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 174.91
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+ 3475 iii. Henry Louis Belland #46087 born 01 Jul 1923.
+ 3476 iv. Harry Belland #46088, ref number #127D144 Chabrier, born 01 Jul 1923 in MN,91,121 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 174,91 social security num bef 1951 475-18-8816 (MN),121 died 27 Sep 2004 in San Jose, Santa Clara, CA.121
+ 3477 v. Myrtle Maryanne Belland #46089 born ca 1924.

1522. Fredrick Phillip11 Lancette #46056 (Rosalie Edwina10 Theroux, Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), ref number #127D15 Chabrier, born 02 Feb 1894 in MN,63,111 census * 14 Jun 1895 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada,113 census * 12 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 54,63 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 129,63 occupation 21 Apr 1910 trunk factory laborer,63 census * 09 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 11,60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 packing plant checker,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 118,91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 American Legion office clerk,91 property 07 Apr 1930 real estate value $3500,91 died 19 Mar 1971 in Ramsey co., MN.111

He married ca 1917 in MN,91 resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 618 York Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,60 resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 80 West Rose Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,91 Esther Swanson #46090, born ca 1897 in MN,91 (daughter of __ Swanson #56553 and Betsy Levin #56554), census * 10 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 11,60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 118.91

Children:
+ 3478 i. Joyce12 Lancette #46091 born ca 1920.

1523. Harry J.11 Lancette #46057 (Rosalie Edwina10 Theroux, Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), ref number #127D16 Chabrier, born Dec 1896 in MN,46 census * 12 Jun 1900 in MN, Ramsey, New Canada, ED 54,46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 129,63 occupation 21 Apr 1910 department store cash boy,63 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 6,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 factory harness maker,60 census * 19 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 201,91 occupation 19 Apr 1930 Post Office mail carrier,91 property 19 Apr 1930 real estate value $6000.91

He married ca 1919 in MN,91 resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 575 Beaumont Street, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,60 resided (family) 19 Apr 1930 in 395 Warwick, St Paul, Ramsey, MN,91 Barbara __ #46092, born ca 1896 in MN, census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 6,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 factory sewer,60 census * 19 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 201.91 Barbara: Her parents were born in Ireland.

Children:
3479 i. Lorraine12 Lancette #46093, ref number #127D161 Chabrier, born ca 1920 in MN,91 census * 19 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 201.91

1527. Clifford Richard11 Lancette #46061 (Rosalie Edwina10 Theroux, Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), ref number #127D1A Chabrier, born ca 1904 in MN,65 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 129,63 census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 6,60 occupation 02 Jan 1920 shoe factory stenciler.60

He married Gladys Annette Halseth #56566.

Children:
+ 3480 i. Richard Edward12 Lancette #56567 (details excluded).

1528. Margaret M.11 Goben #46065 (Rosalie Edwina10 Theroux, Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), ref number #127D1B Chabrier, born ca 1911 in MN,60 census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 6,60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 120,91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 carpet factory helper.91

She married Edward A Bushinski #56572, born 13 Feb 1907,121 social security num bef 1951 474-10-0155 (MN),121 died 12 Dec 1997 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN.121
La Famille Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR

As of: 12/24/2014

Children:
+ 3481  i.  Thomas Louis Bushinski #56573 (details excluded).

1529. Raymond Louis Goben #46066 (Rosalie Edwina Theroux, Adele "Delia" Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), ref number #127D1C Chabrier, born 12 Jul 1913 in MN, census * 02 Jan 1920 in MN, Ramsey, St Paul, ED 6, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Wabasha, Chester, ED 1, occupation 09 Apr 1930 general farm laborer for Henry F Strauss, social security num bef 1951 474-01-7955 (MN), died 11 Feb 1995 in St Paul, Ramsey, MN.

He married (1) Evelyn Olga Hilman #56583.

Children:
3482  i.  Yvonne Annette Marie Goben #56584, born 16 Apr 1936 in Ramsey co., MN.
3483  ii.  Gregory Gene Goben #56585, born 18 Dec 1940 in Ramsey co., MN.

He married Sandra M O'Gary, (details excluded).
+ 3484  iii.  Gary Leland Goben #56586 born 16 Nov 1942.

He married (2) Theresa Dorothy Kremer #56587.

Children:
3485  iv.  Raymond Goben #56588 (details excluded).


She married (1) ca 1914 in MN, resided (family) 13 Jan 1920 in 241 Humbolt Avenue North, Minneapolis, MN, Clarence Bennis #51146, born ca 1893 in MN, census * 13 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 71, occupation 13 Jan 1920 retail grocery merchant.

Children:
+ 3486  i.  Robert John Bennis #51147 born ca 1915.
+ 3487  ii.  Richard Charles Bennis #51148 born ca Jun 1919.
3488  iii.  Katherine B. Bennis #51149, born ca 1921 in MN, census * 04 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 30.

She married (2) aft 1921 in MN, resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 1411 Fourth Street North, Minneapolis, MN, John Rice #46094, born 24 Mar 1888 in Norway, emigrated 1906 to USA, naturalized census * 13 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 219, occupation 13 Jan 1920 house painter, census * 04 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 30, occupation 04 Apr 1930 interior decoration painter, social security num bef 1951 472-01-1648 (MN), died Mar 1969 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.

1538. Helen Elizabeth Therreau #51098 (David Edmond (Edward) Theroux Jr., Adele "Delia" Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127D62 from Chabrier, born 18 May 1914 in MN, census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 64, census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 54.

She married Roy Kenneth Preston #56620.
La Famille Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR

As of: 12/24/2014
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Children:
+ 3489 i. Barbara Ann12 Preston #56621 born 29 Jun 1935.
+ 3490 ii. James Arthur Preston #56622 born 05 May 1936.
+ 3491 iii. Gerald Melvin Preston #56623 born 04 Jan 1939.

1539.  Loraine Marie11 Thireaux #51099 (David Edmond (Edward)10 Theroux Jr., Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127D63 from Chabrier, born 20 Sep 1919 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,230 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 64,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 54,91 died 12 Oct 2005 in Warrenton, Fauquier, VA.230

She married (1) Henry Partington #51100, born in Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA.230

Children:

She married (2) Stephen Johnson #51101.

Children:
+ 3493 ii. Karen Elizabeth Johnson #51103 (details excluded).
+ 3494 iii. Margaret Louise Johnson #51104 (details excluded).

1543.  Arthur Harold11 Normandin #46040 (Anne J.10 Theroux, Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. from Chabrier, born 26 Sep 1906 in MN,63,121 census * 18 Apr 1910 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 60,63 census * 03 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 203,60 census * 19 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 327,91 social security num bef 1951 468-10-1932 (MN),121 died Nov 1982 in La Puente, Los Angeles, CA.121

He married Edith Agnes Glimsdale #56668, born 05 Dec 1910,121 (daughter of __ Glimsdale #56671 and __ Lucier #56672), social security num bef 1951 470-30-6241 (MN),121 died 22 Jan 2001 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.121

Children:
+ 3495 i. Jean Ann12 Normandin #56669 born 04 Nov 1936.
+ 3496 ii. Judith Marie Normandin #56670 (details excluded).

1548.  Frances Julia Agnes11 Smith #46101 (Eva10 Theroux, Adele "Delia"9 Vadeboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), ref number #127DD1 Chabrier, born Apr 1918 in MN,50,93 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 58,90 census * 14 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 30.91

She married Marvin Walter Anderson #56691.

Children:
3497 i. Richard Dennis12 Anderson #56693, henry no. from Chabrier, born 14 Jun 1940 in Hennepin co., MN.36
3499 iii. Barbara Marie Anderson #56692 (details excluded).
3500 iv. Steven Kurt Anderson #56695 (details excluded).

1550.  Ella Mae11 Inman #44580 (Selina10 Vevea, Josephine9 Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #127E11 from Chabrier, born 23 Jun 1893 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,36 census * 04 Jun 1900 in IA, Hancock, Magor, ED 124,46 census * 11 Apr 1930 in OR, Multnomah, Community Acres, ED 222,91 died 14 Oct 1960 in Portland, Multnomah, OR.39
La Famille Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR

As of: 12/24/2014

She married (1) ca 1909,\textsuperscript{91,39} resided (family) 11 Apr 1930 in 1530 Brainard, Community Acres, Multnomah, OR,\textsuperscript{91} Ingebright A. Hagen \#44581, born ca 1886 in Norway,\textsuperscript{91} emigrated 1905 to US,\textsuperscript{91} naturalized\textsuperscript{91} census * 11 Apr 1930 in OR, Multnomah, Community Acres, ED 222,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 11 Apr 1930 building construction carpenter,\textsuperscript{91} property 11 Apr 1930 real estate value $4500.\textsuperscript{91}

Children:
3501 i. Elsie S.\textsuperscript{12} Hagen \#46105, [adopted] henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1918 in Canada (English),\textsuperscript{91} emigrated 1922 to USA,\textsuperscript{91} census * 11 Apr 1930 in OR, Multnomah, Community Acres, ED 222.

She married (2)\textsuperscript{39} Steve Radar \#44582.

She married (3)\textsuperscript{39} Herb Havener \#44583.

1551. Emma Louise\textsuperscript{11} Inman \#44584 (Selina\textsuperscript{10} Vevea, Josephine\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #127E12 from Chabrier, born 12 Jul 1902 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,\textsuperscript{39} census * Apr 1930 in OR, Multnomah, Rosaria, ED 223,\textsuperscript{91} occupation Apr 1930 laundry folder,\textsuperscript{91} died 18 Dec 1987 in Kamloops, BC, Canada.\textsuperscript{39}

She married 17 Jan 1917 in Hanna, AB, Canada,\textsuperscript{39} Edward Nelson Caul \#44592, born 23 Sep 1892 in MI,\textsuperscript{91,39} census * Apr 1930 in OR, Multnomah, Rosaria, ED 223,\textsuperscript{91} occupation Apr 1930 drill oiler,\textsuperscript{91} property Apr 1930 real estate value $1500,\textsuperscript{91} died 24 May 1981 in Gresham, OR.\textsuperscript{39}

Children:
3502 i. Benjamin Franklin\textsuperscript{12} Caul \#44594, henry no. #127E121 from Chabrier, born 07 Sep 1918 in Hanna, AB, Canada,\textsuperscript{39} died 25 Mar 1982 in Hood River, OR.\textsuperscript{39}

He married\textsuperscript{39} Marie Larson \#44595.

Children:
3504 i. Kenny\textsuperscript{12} VeVea \#44596, henry no. #127E411 from Chabrier.
3505 ii. Norman VeVea \#44597 born 09 Feb 1931.
3506 iii. Darlene VeVea \#44598.
3507 iv. Robin VeVea \#44599.
3508 v. Bonnie VeVea \#44600, henry no. #127E415 from Chabrier.

She married 1984,\textsuperscript{39} Roderick Smith \#44601.

3509 vi. Donald VeVea \#44602, henry no. #127E416 from Chabrier.

1554. Clarence Alfred\textsuperscript{11} VeVea \#44589 (Louis (Lewis) Clifford\textsuperscript{10}, Josephine\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #127E41 from Chabrier, born 31 Jan 1902 in Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN,\textsuperscript{39} social security num 469-03-4096,\textsuperscript{39} died Mar 1952.\textsuperscript{39}

He married\textsuperscript{39} Marie Larson \#44595.

Children:
3504 i. Kenny\textsuperscript{12} VeVea \#44596, henry no. #127E411 from Chabrier.
3505 ii. Norman VeVea \#44597 born 09 Feb 1931.
3506 iii. Darlene VeVea \#44598.
3507 iv. Robin VeVea \#44599.
3508 v. Bonnie VeVea \#44600, henry no. #127E415 from Chabrier.

She married 1984,\textsuperscript{39} Roderick Smith \#44601.

3509 vi. Donald VeVea \#44602, henry no. #127E416 from Chabrier.

1556. Marie Josephine\textsuperscript{11} VeVea \#44591 (Louis (Lewis) Clifford\textsuperscript{10}, Josephine\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #127E43 from Chabrier, born 04 Apr 1907 in Harvey, Wells, ND,\textsuperscript{39} census * 16 Apr 1930 in MN, Clearwater, Leonard, ED 17.\textsuperscript{91}

She married 16 Jun 1928 in Trinity Lutheran Ch, Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN,\textsuperscript{39} Norman E Olsen \#44603, born ca 1906 in MN,\textsuperscript{91} census * 16 Apr 1930 in MN, Clearwater, Leonard, ED 17,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 16 Apr 1930 creamery operator.\textsuperscript{91}

Children:
3510 i. Theodore Lee\textsuperscript{12} Olsen \#44604, [adopted] henry no. #127E431 from Chabrier, born 31 Mar 1934.\textsuperscript{39}
1557. **Sophia Louise** Vevea #44291 (Louis (Lewis) Clifford, Josephine Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127E44 from Chabrier, born 21 Nov 1909 in Harvey, Wells, ND, census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Pennington, North Twp, ED 12, occupation 02 Apr 1930 stenographer at a wholesale house.

She married (1) 30 Aug 1930, **Wesley Walter Wheeler** #44605.

**Children:**


She married (2) 03 Jul 1960 in Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN, **Clyde Schotanus** #44606.

1558. **Lloyd Willard** Vevea #32624, census name Floyed Vevea, (Louis (Lewis) Clifford, Josephine Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127E45 from Chabrier, born 11 Nov 1911 in Harvey, Wells, ND, census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Pennington, North Twp, ED 12, census * 16 Apr 1930 in MN, Clearwater, Leonard, ED 17, occupation 16 Apr 1930 creamery helper, died 28 Nov 2002 in Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN, buried 02 Dec 2002 in Greenwood Cem, Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN.

He married (1) 27 Apr 1935 in St John Lutheran, Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN, **Florence Clara Borgen** #44320, born 20 Dec 1909 in Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN, died 31 Dec 1954 in Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN, buried 03 Jan 1955 in Greenwood Cem, Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN.

**Children:**

3512 i. Gerald Lloyd VeVea #44280 born 22 Apr 1937.

3513 ii. Sharon VeVea #34176, henry no. #127E452 from Chabrier, born 05 Mar 1940 in Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN.

She married (1) bef Nov 1958, **William McKechnie** #44609.

She married (2) 05 Jul 1967, **Kurt Carlson** #44610.

She married (3) 19 Dec 1995 in Chicago, Cook, IL, **Carl Ivey** #44611.

3514 iii. Katherine Jean VeVea #34177 (details excluded).

He married (2) **Doris "Dory" Jean Armstrong** #44608, born 30 Jun 1937 in Crookston, MN.

1559. **Stella Mae** Vevea #32630 (Louis (Lewis) Clifford, Josephine Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127E46 from Chabrier, born 05 Dec 1913 in Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN, census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Pennington, North Twp, ED 12.

She married 1933, **Clarence Willard Sande** #44327, born 18 Jul 1910 in Helgeland Twp, MN, died ca 1992, cause of death cancer, 21 year battle.

**Children:**

3515 i. Curtis Wayne Sande #44612.

3516 ii. Stephen Miles Sande #44613.

3517 iii. David Lewis Sande #44614.

3518 iv. Karen Sande #44615.

1560. **Lucille Laura** Vevea #44292 (Louis (Lewis) Clifford, Josephine Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127E47 from Chabrier, born 16 May 1917 in Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN, census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Pennington, North Twp, ED 12, died 10 Jun 1978 in Italy, cause of death auto accident.
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She married Lloyd Martin #44616.

Children:
+ 3519 i. Michael 12 Martin #44617.
+ 3520 ii. Tony Martin #44618.

## 1561. Lewis Clifford Vevea #44293

(Louis (Lewis) Clifford, Josephine Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #127E48 from Chabrier, born 19 Dec 1919 in Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN, census * 02 Apr 1930 in MN, Pennington, North Twp, ED 12.

He married (1) 07 Oct 1939 in Plummer, Red Lake, MN, Marie Enderle #44619.

Children:
+ 3521 i. Clifton "Kip" Lewis VeVea #44318 born 11 Mar 1940.

He married (2) 11 Jul 1947 in Thief River Falls, Pennington, MN, Eva Larson #44620.

## 1562. Rita Marie Granfield #56711

(Joseph Thomas, Josephine Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1922 in MN, census * 15 Apr 1930 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 3.

She married John Joseph Kovar Jr. #56714, born 01 Jul 1922 in MN, (son of John Joseph Kovar and — Skalisky #56722), social security num bef 1951 472-16-1369 (MN), died 13 Sep 1994 in Ramsey co., MN.

Children:
+ 3522 i. John Joseph Kovar III. #56718 (details excluded).
+ 3523 ii. Patrick Jeffrey Kovar #56716 (details excluded).
+ 3524 iii. Peter Gregory Kovar #56717 (details excluded).
+ 3525 iv. Daniel Paul Kovar #56715 (details excluded).

## 1564. Elizabeth Ann Granfield #56713

(Joseph Thomas, Josephine Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1926 in MN, census * 15 Apr 1930 in MN, Anoka, Anoka, ED 3.

She married James Eugene Hafer #56720.

Children:
+ 3526 i. Thomas Joseph Hafer #56721 (details excluded).

## 1565. Walter Joseph Granfield #56729

(Walter James, Josephine Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. from Chabrier, born abt Nov 1917 in MN, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 244, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MN, Hennepin, Minneapolis, ED 252.

He married Karen Osland #56733.

Children:
+ 3527 i. — Granfield #56734, henry no. from Chabrier, born 27 Nov 1942 in Hennepin co., MN.
+ 3528 ii. Richard Jerome Granfield #44578 (details excluded).

## 1575. Dorothy May Demers #44303

(Stephen Leo De Mers, Olive (Celia) Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), ref number #127K41 Chabrier, born ca 1923 in MN, census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 19.
La Famille Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR

As of: 12/24/2014

She married Milo William Stephens #56755.

Children:
3529  i.  Dorothy May\textsuperscript{12} Stephens #56758 (details excluded).

She married Gilbert Floyd Melchior #56763, born 28 Oct 1940 in Hennepin co., MN,\textsuperscript{386} (son of Clarence John Melchior #56772 and Alice Regina Swenson #56773).
+ 3530  ii.  Milo William Stephens III. #56762 (details excluded).
+ 3531  iii.  Michael Anthony Stephens #56766 (details excluded).
+ 3533  v.  Daniel John Stephens #56756 (details excluded).
+ 3534  vi.  David Joseph Stephens #56757 (details excluded).
+ 3535  vii.  Madonna Marie Stephens #56761 (details excluded).
+ 3536  viii.  Alan Peter Stephens #56764 (details excluded).
+ 3537  ix.  Louis Paul Stephens #56760 (details excluded).
+ 3538  x.  Jon Edward Stephens #56759 (details excluded).

1577. Richard Francis\textsuperscript{11} De Mers #44305 (Stephen Leo\textsuperscript{10}, Olive (Celia)\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), ref number #127K43 Chabrier, born 17 Jul 1926 in MN,\textsuperscript{111,39} census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 19,\textsuperscript{91} died 19 Nov 1967 in Scott co., MN.\textsuperscript{111}

He married Joyce Marian Luedloff #56846.

Children:
+ 3539  i.  Richard Charles\textsuperscript{12} De Mers #56847 (details excluded).
+ 3540  ii.  Sherry Lynn De Mers #56848 (details excluded).
+ 3541  iii.  Tracy Renee Demers #56849 (details excluded).

1578. Stephen Leo\textsuperscript{11} De Mers #44306 (Stephen Leo\textsuperscript{10}, Olive (Celia)\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), ref number #127K44 Chabrier, born ca Aug 1927 in MN,\textsuperscript{91} census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 19.\textsuperscript{91}

He married Mary Evelyn Clay #56799.

Children:
3542  i.  Stephen Leo\textsuperscript{12} Demers #56808 (details excluded).

He married Sally Ann Breckinridge, (details excluded).
3543  ii.  Catherine Marie Demers #56806 (details excluded).

She married Rickie J Knox, (details excluded).
3544  iii.  Charles Louis Demers #56807 (details excluded).
+ 3545  iv.  Daniel Joseph Demers #56800 (details excluded).
3546  v.  Barbara Ann Demers #56801 (details excluded).

She married Albert A Abdallah, (details excluded).
+ 3547  vi.  Susan Mary Demers #56804 (details excluded).
3548  vii.  Laura Ann Demers #56802 (details excluded).
+ 3549  viii.  Patrick James Demers #56803 (details excluded).
+ 3550  ix.  Theresa Ann Demers #56805 (details excluded).
1579. Robert Wilmer\textsuperscript{4} Demers #44307 (Stephen Leo\textsuperscript{5} De Mers, Olive (Celia)\textsuperscript{6} Verboncoeur, Olivier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{6} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{6}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), ref number #127K45 Chabrier, born ca Jun 1929 in MN,\textsuperscript{91} census * 08 Apr 1930 in MN, Scott, Shakopee, ED 19.\textsuperscript{91}

He married Marlene Elaine Melchior #56833.

Children:
+ 3551 i. Debra Marie\textsuperscript{7} Demers #56834 (details excluded).

1589. Irene Alice\textsuperscript{10} Vadeboncoeur #31899 (Louis Odilon\textsuperscript{10}, Joseph\textsuperscript{9}, Elie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{6} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{6}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #12C521 from Chabrier, born 18 May 1893 in St Marcel, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{94,9} baptized * 18 May 1893 in St Marcel, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 07 May 1901 in Canada, QC, Grantham, Saint-Germain-de-Grantham, ED 153K3,\textsuperscript{31} emigrated 1908,\textsuperscript{65} census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 297,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 20 Apr 1910 woolen mill burler,\textsuperscript{63} resided 27 Apr 1942 in 166 Knight Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{93} social security num bef 1951 036-16-0692 (RI),\textsuperscript{121} died Oct 1977 in Galveston, Galveston, TX.\textsuperscript{121} Godparents: Hugues Levasseur & Angele Giguere.

She married 18 Apr 1917 in St Louis, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{94,92} David Adrian (Short) Courteau #31900, born 14 Mar 1896 in West Boylston, Worcester, MA,\textsuperscript{93,121} (son of David Courteau #56891 and Delia Mandeville #56892), event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{93} occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Branch River Wool Combine Co, Inc,\textsuperscript{93} resided 27 Apr 1942 in 124 Bennett Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{93} social security num bef 1951 036-03-5236 (RI),\textsuperscript{121} died Aug 1984 in Galveston, Galveston, TX.\textsuperscript{121}

Children:
3552 i. Lucille\textsuperscript{7} Courteau #65092, henry no. #12C5211 from Chabrier, born 23 Jan 1918 in MA,\textsuperscript{393} census 1935 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, resided 1935 in 103 Olo Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{393} died 29 Oct 1937 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{393} buried in Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI.\textsuperscript{393}
+ 3553 ii. Andrew David Courteau Sr. #51911 born 17 Jul 1919.
3554 iii. Therese Josephine Courteau #65093, henry no. #12C5213 from Chabrier, born 16 May 1924,\textsuperscript{393} census 1935 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket,\textsuperscript{393} resided 1935 in 103 Olo Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{393} died 08 Jan 1941 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{393} buried in Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI.\textsuperscript{393}
3555 iv. Richard Vincent Courteau #65094, henry no. #12C5214 from Chabrier, born 04 Jun 1928,\textsuperscript{393} census 1935 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket,\textsuperscript{393} resided 1935 in 103 Olo Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{393} died 1942 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{393} buried in Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI.\textsuperscript{393}

1590. Marie Anne Gilberte\textsuperscript{10} Vadeboncoeur #29226 (Louis Odilon\textsuperscript{10}, Joseph\textsuperscript{9}, Elie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{6} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{6}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #12C522 from Chabrier, born 15 Jun 1894 in St Louis de Bonsecours, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{394,31} baptized * 15 Jun 1894 in St Louis de Bonsecours, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 07 May 1901 in Canada, QC, Grantham, Saint-Germain-de-Grantham, ED 153K3,\textsuperscript{31} emigrated 1908,\textsuperscript{65} census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 297,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 20 Apr 1910 paper tube helper,\textsuperscript{63} naturalized 1910,\textsuperscript{66} census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 338,\textsuperscript{60} died 08 May 1934 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI.\textsuperscript{394} Godparents: Hugues Levasseur & Anna Chartrand.

She married 14 Feb 1917 in St Louis, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{93} Joseph Arthur Henri Lizotte #29227, also known as Herve Lizotte,\textsuperscript{63} born 18 Nov 1895 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{395} baptized 24 Nov 1895 in Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{395} city directory * 1918 in 56 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1918 clerk at Vadeboncoeur Liquors,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1919 in 56 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1919 machinist,\textsuperscript{61} census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, ED 324,\textsuperscript{65} occupation 09 Jan 1920 machinist at a machine shop,\textsuperscript{60} city directory * 1921 in 56 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1921 machinist,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1922 in 56 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1922 cook at Biltmore Restaurant,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1923 in 56 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1923 cook at Biltmore Restaurant,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1924 in 56 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1924 cook at Biltmore Restaurant,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1925 in 56 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1925 cook at Biltmore Restaurant,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1935 in 44 Bennett Street,
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Children:

3556 i. Valmore12 Lizotte #44269, henry no. #12C5221 in Chabrier, born Apr 1918 in RI,60 census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 338,60 city directory * 1941 in 111 Harrison Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1941 student,61 city directory * 1942 in 111 Harrison Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1942 student,61 ordination ca 1948, city directory * 1949 in 414 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1949 curate at Holy Family Church,61 city directory * 1951 in 414 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1951 curate at Holy Family Church,61 city directory * 1952 in 414 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1952 curate at Holy Family Church,61 city directory * 1954 in 414 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1954 curate at Holy Family Church,61 city directory * 1959 in 1200 Mendon Road, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1959 curate at St Joseph Church.61

3557 ii. Marie Therese Jeanne d'Arc Lizotte #39227, henry no. #12C5222 in Chabrier, born 13 May 1926 in St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 16 May 1926 at St Jean l'Evangeliste, St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada,9 city directory * 1944 in 111 Harrison Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1944 operative,61 city directory * 1945 in 111 Harrison Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1945 operative,61 city directory * 1949 in 111 Harrison Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1949 operative.61


1591. Joseph Odilon Valmore12 Vadeboncoeur #39052 (Louis Odilon70, Joseph6, Elie Chabrier dit4, Antoine Chabrier dit3, Jean Chabrier dit8, Jean7 Chabrier, Jean6, Simon5, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12C523 from Chabrier, born 11 Nov 1895 in St Louis de Bonsecours, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,9 census * 07 May 1901 in Canada, QC, Grantham, Saint-Germain-de-Grantham, ED 153K3,31 emigrated 1908 to USA,65 census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 297,65 naturalized 1916,60 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,60 occupation 05 Jun 1917 bookkeeper,52 resided 05 Jun 1917 in 104 Dulude Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,52 height 05 Jun 1917 medium,52 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium;92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 medium blue,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 medium brown,92 census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 342,52 died bef 06 Jun 1986. Godparents: Joseph Levasseur & Albina Levasseur.
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Children:

3558  i.  Gertrude11 Vadeboncoeur #41462, henry no. 125C251 in Chabrier, born Oct 1917 in RI,60 census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 342, 106 Dulede Avenue.60

3559  ii.  Lauriane Vadeboncoeur #41463, henry no. 125C252 in Chabrier, born Mar 1919 in RI,60 census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 342, 106 Dulede Avenue.60

3560  iii.  Joseph Rene Hormisdas Vadeboncoeur #44266, henry no. from Chabrier, born 10 Jun 1926 in St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 13 Jun 1926 in St Jean l'Evangéliste, St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada,9 died 08 Nov 1926 in St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada,9 buried * 08 Nov 1926 in St Jean l'Evangéliste, St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada.9
Godparents: Hormisdas Seguin & Rose Berger.

3561  iv.  Joseph Albert Richard Vadeboncoeur #56886, henry no. from Chabrier, born 09 Feb 1928 in St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 12 Feb 1928 in St Jean l'Evangéliste, St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Albert Tessier & Muriel Tessier.

3562  v.  Marie Claire Juliette Vadeboncoeur #56897, henry no. in Chabrier, born 27 May 1930 in St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 27 May 1930 in St Jean l'Evangéliste, St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Henri Vadeboncoeur & Aline Brunet, his wife.

3563  vi.  Marie Lea Jacqueline Vadeboncoeur #56903, henry no. from Chabrier, born 04 Jul 1933 in St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada,9 census * 04 Jul 1933 in N. D. Auxiliatrice, St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Antonio Vadeboncoeur from Woonsocket, R.I. & Marie Lea Girouard, his wife.

1592.  Marie Leontine Zelone11 Vadeboncoeur #31889 (Louis Odilon10, Joseph9, Elie Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12C524 from Chabrier, born 01 Sep 1897 in St Marcel, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,9,9 baptized * 02 Sep 1897 in St Marcel, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,9 census * 07 May 1901 in Canada, QC, Grantham, Saint-Germain-de-Grantham, ED 153K3,31 emigrated 1908 to USA,65 census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 297,65 naturalized65 census * 08 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 324,60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 woolen mill reeler,60 city directory * 1928 in 45 Division Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1929 in 45 Division Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 279,61 city directory * 1932 in 50 Jackson Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1933 in removed to Canada,61 died bef 06 Jun 1986. Godparents: Rosario Vadeboncoeur & Leontine Lebrun.

She married 22 May 1917 in St Louis, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,94,392 resided (family) 08 Jan 1920 in 18 Unity Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,60 resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 423 Willow Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,93,94 Edouard "Eddie" Beaulieu #31890, born ca 1896 in MA,60 (son of Adelard Beaulieu #56900 and Rose Alma Gauthier #56901), city directory * 1918 in 18 Unity Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1918 loomfixer,61 census * 08 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 324,60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 plush mill weaver,60 city directory * 1921 in 18 Unity Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1921 loomfixer,61 city directory * 1922 in 18 Unity Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1922 weaver,61 city directory * 1923 in 26 Cottage Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1923 weaver,61 city directory * 1925 in 45 Division Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1925 weaver,61 census * 1928 in 45 Division Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1928 weaver,61 city directory * 1929 in 45 Division Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1929 weaver,61 census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 279,61 occupation 04 Apr 1930 plush mill weaver,91 city directory * 1932 in 50 Jackson Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1932 weaver,61 city directory * 1933 in removed to Canada,61

Children:


1593.  Joseph Pierre Antonio11 Vadeboncoeur #36364, also known as Antonio P Vadeboncoeur (Louis Odilon10, Joseph9, Elie Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12C525 from Chabrier, born 05 Apr 1899 in St Marcel, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,31 baptized * 05 Apr 1899 in St Marcel, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,9 census * 07 May 1901 in Canada, QC, Grantham, Saint-Germain-de-Grantham, ED 153K3,31 emigrated 1908 to USA,63 census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 297,63 naturalized91 city directory * 1921 in 123 Rebekah Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1921 student,61 city directory
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He married 12 Feb 1929 in Ste Anne, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 8 resided (family) 16 Apr 1930 in 136 Social Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 91 resided (family) 23 Jan 1936 in 102 Park Place, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 399 Marie Lea Girouard #36365, born Apr 1905 in Bouctouche, New Brunswick, Canada, 397 naturalized 61 census * 16 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 295, 91 occupation 16 Apr 1930 art shop clerk, 91 city directory * 1932 in 201 Harrison Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1933 in 568 Prospect Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1934 in 568 Prospect Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1935 in 142 Park Place, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1937 in 102 Park Place, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1937 clerk/manager, 61 city directory * 1938 in 102 Park Place, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1938 clerk/manager, 61 city directory * 1940 in 102 Park Place, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1940 teacher, 61 city directory * 1941 in 102 Park Place, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1941 saleswoman, 61 city directory * 1941 in Providence, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1941 saleswoman for Avedon Corp, 61 city directory * 1942 in 102 Park Place, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1942 display clerk at McCarthy's, 61 city directory * 1943 in 102 Park Place, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1943 clerk at McCarthy's, 61 city directory * 1944 in 102 Park Place, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1944 display clerk at McCarthy's, 61 city directory * 1945 in 102 Park Place, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1945 manager at Gherins. 61 Marie: Dau of Hector Girouard & Jeanne Leblanc.

Children:
+ 3565 i. Marie Jeanine Josette2 Vadeboncoeur #36366 born 26 Feb 1932.

1594. Marie Angelina Lorette6 Vadeboncoeur #39039 (Louis Odilon6, Joseph9, Elie Chabrier dit9, Antoine Chabrier dit9, Jean Chabrier dit9, Jean9 Chabrier, Jean9, Simon9, Simon9, Bertrand9), henry no. #12C526 from Chabrier, born 28 Aug 1901 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 28 Aug 1901 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 emigrated 1907 to USA,9 naturalized9 census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 297, 61 city directory * 1928 in 54 Hamlet Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1929 in 91 Morton Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 census * 17 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 280, 91 city directory * 1932 in 89 Gilbert Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1933 in 89 Gilbert Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1934 in 123 Rebekah Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1935 in 89 Gilbert Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1936 in 835 Park Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1937 in 835 Park Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1938 in 835 Park Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1942 in 189 Earle Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1943 in 4 Pine Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1944 in 4 Pine Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1952 in 60 Morin Heights Blvd, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory *
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She married 09 Jan 1922 in Our Lady of Victories, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, resided (family) 17 Apr 1930 in 91 Gilbert Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, *Adelard Peolquin* #39040, born 27 Mar 1890 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, (son of Bernard Peloquin #56052 and Exerie Caplette #56053), baptized 27 Mar 1890 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, event 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, resided 05 Jun 1917 in 103 Gilbert Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 05 Jun 1917 spinner for Fall Yarn Co, height 05 Jun 1917 medium, weight 05 Jun 1917 slender, eye color 05 Jun 1917 grey, hair color 05 Jun 1917 light brown, city directory * 1922 in 103 Gilbert Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1922 operative, city directory * 1923 in 254 Grand Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1923 spinner, city directory * 1924 in 406 Front Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1924 spinner, city directory * 1925 in 54 Hamlet Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1928 in 54 Hamlet Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1928 spinner, city directory * 1929 in 91 Morton Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1929 spinner, census * 17 Apr 1930 in RI, Woonsocket, ED 280, occupation 17 Apr 1930 wool mill spinner, city directory * 1932 in 89 Gilbert Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 spinner, city directory * 1933 in 89 Gilbert Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1933 spinner, city directory * 1934 in 89 Gilbert Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1934 spinner, city directory * 1935 in 89 Gilbert Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1935 spinner, city directory * 1936 in 835 Park Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1936 spinner, city directory * 1937 in 835 Park Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1937 spinner, city directory * 1938 in 835 Park Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1938 spinner, city directory * 1939 in 835 Park Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1939 City Hall watchman, city directory * 1941 in 835 Park Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1941 watchman, city directory * 1942 in 189 Earle Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1942 laborer, city directory * 1943 in 4 Pine Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1943 painter, city directory * 1944 in 4 Pine Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1944 painter, city directory * 1945 in 33 Grand Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1945 painter's helper, city directory * 1949 in 33 Grand Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1949 painter, social security num bef 1951 036-05-9533 (RI), city directory * 1951 in 60 Morin Heights Blvd, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1951 painter, city directory * 1952 in 60 Morin Heights Blvd, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1952 painter, city directory * 1954 in 60 Morin Heights Blvd, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1954 painter, city directory * 1959 in 212 Hemond Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1959 painter, died Apr 1965 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI.

Children:


He married 04 Jul 1947 in Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, Rose Aimie Sylvestre #39044, baptized 09 May 1929 at St James, Manville, Providence, RI, city directory * 1949 in 33 Grand Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1951 in 45 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1952 in 45 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI.
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directory * 1954 in 45 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI. Rose: Dau of George Sylvestre & Marie Jeanne Durette.


She married 29 Sep 1953 in St Joseph Ch, Woonsocket, Providence, RI.395 Jayme Luiz D'Oliviera #39048.


She married 09 Jan 1960 in OL Queen of Martyrs, Woonsocket, RI.395 Omer Labonte #39042.


She married 05 Sep 1921 in Our Lady of Victories, Woonsocket, Providence, RI.400 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 44 Burnside Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,91 Joseph Adam Tellier #38899, born 30 Nov 1900 in St Gabriel de Brandon, Berthier, PQ, Can,9121 (son of Adelard Tellier #56050 and Perpetue Beaulieu #56051), baptized * 30 Nov 1900 in St Gabriel de Brandon, Berthier, PQ, Can,400 emigrated 1909,90 city directory * 1924 in 166 Cumberland Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1924 cook at 274 Main Street,61 city directory * 1925 in 220 Cumberland Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,* occupation 1925 cook at 274 Main Street,90 city directory * 1928 in 220 Cumberland Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1928 cook,61 city directory * 1929 in 44 Burnside Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1929 counterman,61 naturalized 03 Apr 1930 in papers submitted,91 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 300,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 restaurant cook,91 city directory * 1932 in 175 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1932 counterman,61 city directory * 1933 in 175 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1933 counterman,61 city directory * 1934 in 250 Park Place, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1934 cook,61 city directory * 1935 in
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104 rear Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1936 in 104 rear Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1936 operative,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1937 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1937 laborer,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1938 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1938 laborer,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1939 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1939 laborer,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1941 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1941 laborer,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1942 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1942 laborer,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1943 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1943 employed by Taft-Pierce,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1944 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1944 operative,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1945 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1945 employed by Argonne,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1949 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1949 operative,\(^{61}\) social security num bef 1951 036-07-8722 (RI),\(^{12}\) city directory * 1951 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1951 operative,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1952 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1952 operative,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1954 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1954 operative,\(^{61}\) died Jan 1972 in Blackstone, Worcester, MA.\(^{121}\) Joseph: Godparents: Isaac Beaulieu & Rose Gravel.

Children:

3573 i. Adam\(^{12}\) Tellier Jr. #38859, henry no. #12C5271 in Chabrier, baptized 15 Feb 1922 in Ste Anne, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{8}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 300,\(^{91}\) city directory * 1941 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1941 forester,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1942 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1942 forester,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1944 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1944 US Navy,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1945 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1945 US Navy.\(^{61}\) He married 21 Jun 1941 in Ste Anne, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{8}\) Alice Leblanc #38900, baptized 18 Apr 1923 in Ste Anne, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{8}\) Alice: Dau of Alphonse Leblanc & Jeanette Laplume.

3574 ii. Etoila Tellier #38901, henry no. #12C5272 in Chabrier, baptized 08 Jul 1923 in Ste Anne, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{8}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 300,\(^{91}\) city directory * 1941 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1941 sewer,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1942 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1942 sewer,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1943 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1943 sewer,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1944 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1944 operative,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1945 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1945 operative.\(^{61}\) She married 06 Oct 1945 in Ste Anne, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{8}\) Prosper Marcotte #38902, baptized 03 Aug 1924 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.\(^{401}\) Prosper: Son of Archie Marcotte & Florida Boisvin.

3575 iii. Normand Tellier #45320, henry no. #12C5273 in Chabrier, born ca 1924 in RI,\(^{61}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 300,\(^{91}\) city directory * 1949 in 541 rear East School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1949 textile worker,\(^{61}\) died 1999.\(^{93}\) He married Lorraine __ #56902, city directory * 1949 in 541 rear East School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\)

1597. Joseph Jean Baptiste Henri\(^{12}\) Vadeboncoeur #31112, also known as Henri Vadeboncoeur,\(^{9}\) (Louis Odilon\(^{10}\), Joseph\(^{9}\), Elie Chabrier dit\(^{9}\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^{9}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{9}\), Jean\(^{9}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{9}\), Simon\(^{9}\), Simon\(^{9}\), Bertrand\(^{9}\)), henry no. #12C529 from Chabrier, born 31 Dec 1905 in St Aime, Richelieu, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) emigrated 1908 to USA,\(^{63}\) census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 297,\(^{65}\) city directory * 1935 in 42 Welles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1936 in 114 Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1937 in 114 Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1937 - 1939 laborer,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1938 in 114 Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1939 in 39 Gaulin Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1940 in 114 Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1940 maintenance man at Glenark,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1941 in 114 Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^{61}\) occupation 1941 - 1945 laborer,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1942 in 189 Earle
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He married (1) * 25 Feb 1929 in St Jean l'Evangeliste, St Jean sur Richelieu, St Jean, QC, Canada, Yvonne Aline Brunet #31113 (daughter of Arthur Brunet #56896 and Maria Beauvail #56887), city directory * 1935 in 42 Welles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1936 in 114 Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1937 in 114 Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1938 in 114 Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1939 in 114 Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1940 in 114 Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1941 in 114 Brook Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 died 23 Oct 1941 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 402

Children:

+ 3576  i. Marcel Arthur Vadeboncoeur #39388 born by 11 Feb 1928.
+ 3577  ii. Marie Lilleane Muriel Vadeboncoeur #38950 born 29 Oct 1929.
+ 3578  iii. Antonio Andre Vadeboncoeur #31114 born 05 Mar 1932.
+ 3580  v. Joseph Paul Marc Vadeboncoeur #32847, henry no. #12C5295 from Chabrier, born by 07 Jun 1936 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 404 baptized 07 Jun 1936 in St Ann, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 404

He married (1) 05 Sep 1955 in St Charles Ch, Woonsocket, Providence RI, 8 Elaine Carol VanDelft #36363 (daughter of William R VanDelft Sr #42216 and Stella L Tetreault #42217), died bef 02 Dec 1996. 8 Elaine: Dau of William van Delft & Stella Tetreault.

He married (2) 05 Mar 1983 in St Agathe, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 404 residing (family) 06 Jun 1986 in Blackstone, Worcester, MA. 235 Marie Alice L. Hetu #32848, born by 04 Aug 1940 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 404 (daughter of Alfred Hetu #56046 and Lila Beaudoin #56047), baptized 04 Aug 1940 in St Ann, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 404 Marie: Dau of Alfred Hetu & Lili Beaudoin.

+ 3581  vi. Lucien Joseph Vadeboncoeur #39393 born by 20 Feb 1938.

He married (2) residing (family) 04 Jun 1986 in 451 Willow Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 51 Eva B Rattie #38875, born ca 1911 in Bellingham, Norfolk, MA, 97 (daughter of Edmund (William) Rattie #42220 and Delia Marchand #42221), city directory * 1959 in 112 Bennett Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 51 died 06 Jun 2000 in Burrville, Providence, RI, 97 obituary * 07 Jun 2002 in Providence Journal on-line, 403 buried 08 Jun 2000 in St John Baptist Cem, Bellingham, MA. 97 Eva: Sister of Frank, Napoleon, Edmund, George, Valmore, Charles, and Ernest Rattie, Irene Lustenberger, Clara Lustenberger, and Aurora Welsh.

Children:

3582  vii. Beatrice __ #38876.

She married 97 residing (family) 06 Jun 1986 in North Smithfield, Providence, RI, 235 __ Ryan #38878.

3583  viii. Simone __ #38877, died bef 06 Jun 1986. 235

She married 97 __ Savoie #38879.
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**Children:**


1613. **Raymond M.** [H] Hart #40335 (Joseph Herman (Almon) [I] Vadeboncoeur, Joseph, Elie Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean, Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #12C51C from Chabrier, born 10 Nov 1907 in Montgomery, Franklin, VT, 241,237,121 census * 29 Apr 1910 in VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 100,65 census * 1915 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 417,238 census * 06 Jan 1920 in VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 72,60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 13,91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 dairy farm laborer, 91 social security number bef 1951 008-05-5200 (VT), 121 died 11 Apr 2001 in Newport, VT, 241,237,121 obituary 08 Apr 2005 in St Albans Messenger, 97 buried in St Isidore Cem., Montgomery Center, Franklin, VT. 907

He married Bertha A. Godin #51895, born ca 1913 in QC, Canada, 91 (daughter of Joseph H Godin #57016 and Regina Prive #57017), emigrated 1912 to USA, 91 census * 06 Jan 1920 in VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 74,90 census * 09 Apr 1930 in VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 13,91 resided 01 Jul 2005 in North Troy, Orleans, VT. 97

**Children:**

+ 3585  i.  Raymond [I] Hart #51896.
+ 3586  ii.  Gloria Hart #51897.
+ 3587  iii.  Virginia Hart #51899.
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1614. Beatrice Lavina\textsuperscript{I} Hart #40336 (Joseph Herman (Almon)\textsuperscript{I} Vadeboncoeur, Joseph\textsuperscript{I}, Elie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{I}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{I}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{I}, Jean\textsuperscript{I} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{I}, Simon\textsuperscript{I}, Simon\textsuperscript{I}, Simon\textsuperscript{I}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{I}), henry no. #12C5C2 from Chabrier, born * 28 Jan 1909 in Montgomery, Franklin, VT, census * 29 Apr 1910 in VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 100,\textsuperscript{53} census * 1915 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 417,\textsuperscript{238} census * 06 Jan 1920 in VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 72,\textsuperscript{60} social security num 1970 008-44-9236 (VT), \textsuperscript{11} died 15 Aug 1989 in Hyde Park, VT.\textsuperscript{237,240}

She married\textsuperscript{237} Herbert Deuso #40340, born 14 Sep 1899 in Westfield, Orleans, VT,\textsuperscript{237,121} social security num 1955 - 1957 008-28-0009 (VT), \textsuperscript{121} died Nov 1979.\textsuperscript{237,121} Herbert: Son of Edward Deuso (06 Jan 1865 - 31 Dec 1946) & Emma King (07 Sep 1872 - 29 Jan 1931).

Children:
+ 3588 i. Carmen C\textsuperscript{II} Deuso #40344 born 11 May 1928.
+ 3589 ii. Girdon Deuso #40346, henry no. #12C5C22 from Chabrier, born Nov 1929.\textsuperscript{237}
+ 3590 iii. James Kenwood Deuso #40347 born 21 Sep 1937.

1617. Audrey E\textsuperscript{II} Hart #40339 (Joseph Herman (Almon)\textsuperscript{II} Vadeboncoeur, Joseph\textsuperscript{II}, Elie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{II}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{II}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{II}, Jean\textsuperscript{II} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{II}, Simon\textsuperscript{II}, Simon\textsuperscript{II}, Simon\textsuperscript{II}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{II}), henry no. #12C5C5 from Chabrier, born 1916 in Montgomery, Franklin, VT,\textsuperscript{237} census * 06 Jan 1920 in VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 72,\textsuperscript{60} census * 17 Apr 1930 in VT, Franklin, Montgomery, ED 13,\textsuperscript{49} resided 17 Apr 1930 with grandmother Lavina Lumbra,\textsuperscript{11} resided Aug 2001 in Enosburg, VT.\textsuperscript{237}

She married (1) bef 21 Mar 1945,\textsuperscript{237,232} Arthur J Lumbra #40342, born 30 Jul 1910 in Franklin co, VT,\textsuperscript{237,121,232} (son of Walter S Lumbra #57014 and Matilde M \textsuperscript{8} #57015), event 21 Mar 1945 in World War II Army Enlistment,\textsuperscript{232} resided 21 Mar 1945 in Springfield, Hampden, MA,\textsuperscript{232} education 21 Mar 1945 grammar school,\textsuperscript{232} social security num bef 1951 009-12-3726 (VT), \textsuperscript{121} died Aug 1973 in Montgomery Center, Franklin, VT.\textsuperscript{237,121}

Children:
3591 i. Fran\textsuperscript{II} Lumbra #40351, [adopted] henry no. #12C5C51 from Chabrier.
3592 ii. Nancy Lumbra #40352, [adopted] henry no. #12C5C52 from Chabrier.

She married (2) \textsuperscript{8} Spears #51901.

1625. Eugene Maurice Amedee\textsuperscript{II} Vadeboncoeur #33698 (Eugene Evangeliste\textsuperscript{I}, David\textsuperscript{I}, Elie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{I}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{I}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{I}, Jean\textsuperscript{I} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{I}, Simon\textsuperscript{I}, Simon\textsuperscript{I}, Simon\textsuperscript{I}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{I}), henry no. #12C733 in Chabrier, born 09 Aug 1921 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,\textsuperscript{5} baptized 09 Aug 1921 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,\textsuperscript{5} city directory * 1940 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 clerk at USFS,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 520 Main Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1942 secretary at Washington, DC.\textsuperscript{61}

He married 18 Nov 1950 in St Jean Baptiste, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,\textsuperscript{8} resided (family) 26 Jan 1995 in 6019 Country Ridge Lane, St Petersburg, FL,\textsuperscript{408} Doris Rita Glaude #40251, baptized 10 Apr 1924 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.\textsuperscript{406} Doris: Dau of Eugene E Glaude & Lena Bourque.

Children:
3593 i. Elise M\textsuperscript{II} Vadeboncoeur #40252 (details excluded).

1633. Marie Yvonne Claire Gilberte "Betty"\textsuperscript{II} Vadeboncoeur #40119 (David Heli Wilfrid\textsuperscript{I}, Heli\textsuperscript{I}, Elie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{I}, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{I}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{I}, Jean\textsuperscript{I} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{I}, Simon\textsuperscript{I}, Simon\textsuperscript{I}, Simon\textsuperscript{I}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{I}), henry no. #12C824 from Chabrier, born 22 Feb 1914 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,\textsuperscript{248,58} baptized 22 Feb 1914 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,\textsuperscript{5} census * 13 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 132,\textsuperscript{40} census * 03 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 99,\textsuperscript{40} city directory * 1937 in 22 Perham Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 26 Whitney Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH,\textsuperscript{61} died 12 Jun 2000 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,\textsuperscript{248} buried 16 Jun 2000 in St Francis Xavier Cem, Nashua, NH.\textsuperscript{97}
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Children:
+ 3594  i. Claire E12 Nepveu #40218.

She married (2) __ Michaud #40120.

1636. John (Jean) Ely1 Vadeboncoeur #40282, also known as John Edgar Vadeboncoeur, (David Heli Wilfrid6, Heli9, Elie Chabrier dit6, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean9 Chabrier, Jean9, Simon7, Simon7, Bertrand7), henry no. #12C827 from Chabrier, born 24 Aug 1923 in Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 27 Aug 1923 in Enfant Jesus, Nashua, NH, census * 03 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 99, occupation teacher & musician, military 03 Jan 1941 - 1946 U.S. Navy - World War II - South Pacific, radioman first class, social security num bef 1951 002-14-8155 (NH), event 05 Jan 1950 in promoted to Field Executive, Boy Scouts of America, graduated 1950 in BA - University of New Hampshire, city directory * 1953 in 10 Josslyn Street, Portland, Cumberland, ME, occupation 1953 Field Scout Executive, Boy Scouts of America, military 12 Mar 1988 in Hudson, Hillsborough, NH, Godparents: Edgar Topping (Manchester, NH) & Isabelle Salvail (Escoumains, PQ).

World War II Navy Muster Rolls for Service Number 201-86-13. Enlisted 03 Jan 1941 at Boston, MA.

06 Aug 1941, USS Warton (AP7) Sailing from San Diego, CA to Pear Harbor, HI for transfer to USS Dixie for assignment. Rate: Sea2c.
13 Aug 1941, USS Warton (AP7) Arrival at Pearl Harbor, HI for transfer to USS Dixie for assignment. Rate:Sea2c.
30 Sep 1941, USS Cushing (DD376) Crew Muster Roll, Rate: Sea2c, Reported aboard 18 Aug 1941.
30 Nov 1941, USS Cushing (DD376) Report of Changes, Rate: Sea2c to Sea1c, Authority: Bunav Cir Ltr 27-41.
14 Dec 1941, USS Cushing (DD376) Crew Muster Roll, Rate: Sea 1c.
31 Dec 1941, USS Cushing (DD376) Crew Muster Roll, Rate: Sea1c.
02 Mar 1942, USS Cushing (DD376) Report of Changes, Rate: Sea1c to RM3c, Authority: Bunav Cir Ltr 1-42.
31 Mar 1942, USS Cushing (DD376) Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM3c.
01 Aug 1942, USS Cushing (DD376) Report of Changes, Transfer to USS Drayton for temporary duty.
30 Sep 1942, USS Cushing (DD376) Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM3c.
07 Dec 1942, Passenger on the "Barnett" to San Diego, CA.
31 May 1943, USS APC 103 Report of Changes, reported for duty 25 May 1943.
14 Jun 1943, USS APC 103 Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM3c reported for duty 25 May 1943.
30 Jun 1943, USS APC 103 Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM3c.
31 Jul 1943, USS APC 103 Report of Changes, Rate: to RM2c effective 01 Jul 1943, Authority: Berpers CL 92-42.
30 Sep 1943, USS APC 103, Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM2c.
31 Dec 1943, USS APC 103, Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM2c.
31 Mar 1944, USS APC 103, Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM2c.
31 May 1944, USS APC 103, Report of Changes, Rate: RM2c to RM1c, Authorized BuPers CL 110-43.
30 Jun 1944, USS APC 103, Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM1c.
30 Sep 1944, USS APC 103, Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM1c.
30 Dec 1944, USS APC 103, Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM1c.
31 Mar 1945, USS APC 103, Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM1c.
30 Jun 1945, USS APC 103, Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM1c.
01 Oct 1945, USS APC 103, Crew Muster Roll, Rate: RM1c.
03 Dec 1945, USS APC 103, Report of Changes, Rate: RM1c, Transfer effective 25 Nov 1945 to R/S Treasure Island, CA.
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Children:
+ 3595 i. Paul Elie2 Vadeboncoeur #39030 (details excluded).
+ 3596 ii. Anne Theresa Vadeboncoeur #40284 (details excluded).
+ 3597 iii. Michelle "Shelley" Vadeboncoeur #40293 (details excluded).


He married 29 Apr 1933 in St Joseph Cathedral, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,412 Rosemary P McGlone #57053, born 10 Feb 1903,121 (daughter of Francis J McGlone #57135 and Mary __ #57136), census 24 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 49,91 city directory * 1934 in Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1936 in Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1937 in Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1938 in Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1940 in 1650 Candia Road, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1942 in 1650 Candia Road, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1945 in 1650 Candia Road, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1953 in 1650 Candia Road, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1958 in 671 Grove Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1959 in 671 Grove Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1964 in 671 Grove Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 social security num 1974 - 1975 001-56-9242 (NH),121 died 14 Mar 1991.121

Children:
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He married Frances M. #40928, henry no. from Chabrier, city directory * 1964 in 30 Carroll Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1964 assembler for Mc Elwain's.61

1638. Maria Rosa II Roy #57050 (Marie Monique Zenaide10 Vadeboncoeur, Heli9, Elie Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12C832 from Chabrier, born 03 Jan 1917 in MA,123,91 census * 09 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 60,61 city directory * 1940 in Farmer Street, off Broadway Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1942 in 87 Fairmount Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1945 in 87 Fairmount Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 social security num bef 1951 001-12-4521 (NH),121 died Apr 1979 in Derry, Rockingham, NH.121,413

She married 26 Jun 1948 in St Georges, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,250 Adelard Donat Ivon #57054, born 04 Jan 1912 in Derry, Rockingham, NH,413 (son of Leonce (Hivon) Ivon #57055 and Ernestine Henrietta Caouette #57056), died 13 Mar 1949 in Warner, Merrimack, NH.413

Children:

3600 i. Ronald Michael12 Ivon #40927, henry no. #12C8321 from Chabrier, born 03 Jun 1949 in Derry, Rockingham, NH,121,413 social security num 1965 001-04-0440 (NH),121 died 25 Jan 1996 in Dover, Strafford, NH.121,413

He married Susan Dutra #57057.

1641. Marie Antoinette II Vadeboncoeur #40264 (Damase Deus16, Heli9, Elie Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12C853 from Chabrier, born 19 Oct 1911 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,242,91 census * 19 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Bedford, ED 3,91 resided 19 Apr 1930 in Donald Street, Bedford, Hillsborough, NH,91 occupation 19 Apr 1930 tieover in cotton mill,91 city directory * 1931 in RD 2 Donald Street, Bedford, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1931 shoe worker,61 city directory * 1933 in 548 Kelley Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1934 in 550 Kelley Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1936 in 550 Kelley Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1937 in 56 Mercier Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1938 in 286 Prospect Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1940 in 286 Prospect Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1942 in 286 Prospect Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1945 in 286 Prospect Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1953 in 48 Carpenter Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 city directory * 1958 in 322 North Adams Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1959 President of Hamel Auto Body Inc, 319 Chestnut Street,61 city directory * 1964 in 322 North Adams Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1964 President of Hamel Auto Body Inc, 319 Chestnut Street,61 died 23 Apr 1973 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,414 buried 25 Apr 1973 in Mt Calvary Cem, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.414

She married 16 Apr 1932 in Sacred Heart, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, Albert W Hamel #57139 and Delina Beliveau #57140, city directory * 1933 in 548 Kelley Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1933 Hamel Auto Body, 50 Granite Street,61 city directory * 1934 in 550 Kelley Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1934 Hamel Auto Body, 50 Granite Street,61 city directory * 1936 in 550 Kelley Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1936 Hamel Auto Body, 50 Granite Street,61 city directory * 1937 in 56 Mercier Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1937 Hamel Auto Body, 319 Chestnut Street,61 city directory * 1938 in 286 Prospect Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1938 Hamel Auto Body, 319 Chestnut Street,61 city directory * 1940 in 286 Prospect Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1940 Hamel Auto Body, 319 Chestnut Street,61 city directory * 1942 in 286 Prospect Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1942 Hamel Auto Body, 319 Chestnut Street,61 city directory * 1945 in 286 Prospect Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1945 Hamel Auto Body, 319 Chestnut Street,61 city directory * 1953 in 48 Carpenter Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1953 Hamel Auto Body, 319 Chestnut Street,61 city directory * 1958 in 322 North Adams Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1958 Treasurer of Hamel Auto Body Inc, 319 Chestnut Street,61 city directory * 1959 in 322 North Adams Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH,61 occupation 1959 Treasurer of Hamel Auto Body Inc, 319 Chestnut Street,61 city directory * 1964 in 322 North

Children:

3601 i. Robert F Hamel #57063, henry no. #12C8531 from Chabrier, city directory * 1953 in 182 Sixth Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1953 foreman of Hamel Auto Body, city directory * 1958 in 182 Sixth Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1958 foreman of Hamel Auto Body Inc, city directory * 1959 in 182 Elgin Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1959 general manager of Hamel Auto Body Inc, city directory * 1964 in 205 North Bend Drive, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1964 general manager of Merrimack St Paint & Supply Co.

He married Pauline M __ #57064, city directory * 1953 in 182 Sixth Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1958 in 182 Sixth Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1959 in 182 Elgin Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1964 in 205 North Bend Drive, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.

3602 ii. Normand H Hamel #57065, henry no. #12C8532 from Chabrier, city directory * 1958 in 90 Longwood Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1958 metal worker at Hamel Auto Body Inc, city directory * 1959 in 188 Cody Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1959 metal worker at Hamel Auto Body Inc.

He married Mary D __ #57066, city directory * 1958 in 90 Longwood Avenue, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1959 in 188 Cody Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.

3603 iii. Gloria Hamel #57067, henry no. #12C8533 from Chabrier, city directory * 1964 in 322 North Adams Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1964 office worker at Hamel Auto Body Inc.

1642. Joseph Ernest Albert H Vadeboncoeur #30740 (Damase Deus, Heli, Elie Chabrier dit, Antoine Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12C854 from Chabrier, born 04 Jul 1914 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 04 Jul 1914 in Ste Marie, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, census * 05 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 39, resided 05 Apr 1930 in 827 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1931 in RD 2 Donald Street, Bedford, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1931 shoe worker, city directory * 1934 in 827 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1936 in 827 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, city directory * 1938 in 939 Elm Street, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, social security num bef 1951 003-05-3951 (NH), died Jan 1978 in Glencliff, Grafton, NH.

He married 21 Feb 1937 in St Antoine, Manchester, NH Laura M Caron #30741, born Dec 1919 in NH, daughter of Louis (Lewis) J Caron #57141 and Ruby M Batchelder #57142, census * 12 Jan 1920 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 115, census * 15 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Manchester, ED 57.

Children:

3604 i. Beatrice Vadeboncoeur #40210, henry no. in Chabrier, born 10 Nov 1937 in Manchester, Hillsborough, NH, baptized 25 Nov 1937 in St Georges, Manchester, Hillsborough, NH.


He married 26 Nov 1924 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Marie-Jeanne Thibodeau #30587. Marie-Jeanne: Dau of Charles Thibodeau & Amanda Doucet.
Children:

3605 i. Roger Vadeboncoeur #46834, henry no. #12D2241 in Chabrier, resided in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, occupation 25 Jun 1955 electrician.


He married * 01 Jul 1939 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Marcelle Dupuis #33282 (daughter of Octave Dupuis #55914 and Edouardina Deveault #55915).

Children:

3606 i. Joseph Yves Philippe Vadeboncoeur #57257, henry no. #12D2281 from Chabrier, born 08 Oct 1940 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 09 Oct 1940 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

Godparents: Emile Vadeboncoeur, Marie Jeanne Thibodeau.

3607 ii. Joseph Roger Rene Vadeboncoeur #55913, henry no. #12D2282 from Chabrier, born 02 Feb 1942 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 02 Feb 1942 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

Godparents: Roger Dupuis & Rose-Alda Ricard.


He married * 27 Jun 1936 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Lidivine Ricard #34017 (daughter of Charles Edouard H Ricard #57253 and Marie Josephine Caron #57254).

Children:

3608 i. Joseph Xavier Charles Vadeboncoeur #36295, henry no. #12D22A1 from Chabrier, born 22 Mar 1937 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 23 Mar 1937 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

Godparents: Francois Xavier Therrien & Angelina Ryan.


3609 ii. Marie Josephine Denise Vadeboncoeur #36333, henry no. #12D22A2 from Chabrier, born 31 Dec 1941 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 01 Jan 1942 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

Godparents: Charles Edouard H. Ricard & Marie Josephine Caron.

She married 23 Sep 1967 in Louiseville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Laurent Allard #36334 (son of Germain Allard #60607 and Jeanne d'Arc Lavallee #60608).

1674. Joseph George Alphonse Roland Vadeboncoeur #29469, also known as Roland Vadeboncoeur (Louis Joseph Alphonse, Francois Xavier, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit, Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit, Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #12D295 from Chabrier, born 19 Jul 1917 in Maisonneuve, Montreal, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 Jul 1917 in Tres St Nom de Jesus, Maisonneuve, Montreal, QC, Canada, died Jul 1981 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried in St Vincent de Paul Cem, Laval, Montreal, QC, Canada.

Godparents: Georges Guimond & Marie Anne Guimond, his wife.
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He married 02 Jun 1946 in St Alphonse d'Youville, Montréal, PQ, Ca., Claire Mercure #29470, born 26 Jul 1917 in Plessisville, Megantic, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Arthur Mercure #54454 and Odile Bilodeau #54455), died 18 May 2004 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried 22 May 2004 in St Vincent de Paul Cem, Laval, Montreal, QC, Canada.

Children:
+ 3610. i. Joseph Roland Rene Jacques12 VaDEBONCOEUR #29471 (details excluded).
+ 3611. ii. Guy VADEBONCOEUR #38976 (details excluded).
+ 3612. iii. Francine VADEBONCOEUR #38977 (details excluded).

1681. Lucille10 VaDEBONCOEUR #28566 (Joseph Octave Xavier10, Pierre Damase6, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit' VaDEBONCOEUR, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean1 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1916.2

She married 01 Jul 1952 in St-Thomas-Apotre, Montreal, QC, Canada, Germain Pelland #28567. Germain: Son of Joseph Pelland & Germaine Piche.

Children:
3613. i. Julien12 Pelland #35664, henry no. in Chabrier.

He married Johanne Johnson #40980.

3614. ii. Marie Hélène Pelland #35665, henry no. in Chabrier.

She married Pierre Violet #40979.

1682. Leo J.11 MARCoux #38153 (Ida10 VaDEBONCOEUR, Remi Antoine (Aime)9, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit' VaDEBONCOEUR, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean1 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12D711 from Chabrier, born 03 Nov 1890 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, 258,91,92 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35,46 census * 26 Apr 1910 in MI, Mason, Ludington, ED 63,63 occupation 26 Apr 1910 traveling salesman,63 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 tool maker for Cross Engine Gear Co.,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in 866 Fourth Avenue, Detroit, Wayne, MI,92 height 05 Jun 1917 tall,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 dark,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark,92 census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 136, occupation 09 Jan 1920 store engraver,92 census * 02 May 1930 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 1075,91 occupation 02 May 1930 engraver in jewelery manufacturing,91 property 02 May 1930 real estate value $16,500,91 social security num bef 1951 386-01-6845 (MI),121 died 01 Sep 1964 in Grosse Pointe, Wayne, MI,258,121 buried in Detroit, Wayne, MI,92

He married ca 1914,91 resided (family) 09 Jan 1920 in 920 Third Avenue, Detroit, Wayne, MI,60 resided (family) 02 May 1930 in 17362 Halimir Street, Detroit, Wayne, MI, 91 Julia F ___ #44163, born ca 1890 in Czechoslovakia,91 emigrated 1908,91 naturalized91 census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 136,90 census * 02 May 1930 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 1075.91

Children:
3615. i. Leo J2 MARCoux Jr #44164, henry no. #12D7111 from Chabrier, born 07 Apr 1918 in MI,121,91 census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 136,60 census * 02 May 1930 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 1075,91 social security num bef 1951 364-10-9980 (MI),121 died 16 Sep 1989 in Venice, Sarasota, FL.121

3616. ii. Geraldine R MARCoux #44165, henry no. #12D7112 from Chabrier, born ca 1920 in MI,91 census * 02 May 1930 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 1075.91

1685. Alfred Lewis10 MARCoux #38154 (Ida10 VaDEBONCOEUR, Remi Antoine (Aime)9, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit' VaDEBONCOEUR, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean1 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12D714 in Chabrier, born 14 Jul 1895 in Interior, MI,258,121 census * 01 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 35,46 census * 26 Apr 1910 in MI, Mason, Ludington, ED 63,63 event * 01 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 01 Jun 1917 cook,92 resided 01 Jun 1917 in 110 West Filer Street, Ludington, MI,92 height 01 Jun 1917 medium,92 weight 01 Jun 1917 medium,92 eye color 01 Jun 1917 brown,92 hair color 01 Jun 1917
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1917 brown, 92 census * 20 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 81, 60 occupation 20 Jan 1920 carpenter, 60 census * 25 Apr 1930 in MI, Kalamazoo, Ross, ED 53, 91 occupation 25 Apr 1930 carpenter, 91 social security num bef 1951 365-22-5214 (MI), 121 died 08 Oct 1974 in La Mesa, San Diego, CA. 122

He married ca 1920, 91 Ella C. __ #44166, born 16 Jun 1891 in MI, 121,220 census * 25 Apr 1930 in MI, Kalamazoo, Ross, ED 53, 91 social security num 1965 562-78-3244 (CA), 121 died 07 Aug 1990 in CA. 121

Children:
3617 i. Robert12 Marcoux #44167, henry no. #12D7141 from Chabrier, born ca 1920 in MI, 91 census * 25 Apr 1930 in MI, Kalamazoo, Ross, ED 53, 91
3618 ii. Richard Marcoux #44168, henry no. #12D7142 from Chabrier, born ca 1923, 91 census * 25 Apr 1930 in MI, Kalamazoo, Ross, ED 53, 91
3619 iii. Virginia Marcoux #44169, henry no. #12D7143 from Chabrier, born ca 1925 in MI, 91 census * 25 Apr 1930 in MI, Kalamazoo, Ross, ED 53, 91
3620 iv. Marilyn Marcoux #44170, henry no. #12D7144 from Chabrier, born ca 1925 in MI, 91 census * 25 Apr 1930 in MI, Kalamazoo, Ross, ED 53, 91

1693. Francis X.14 Marcoux #38159 (Ida10 Vadeboncoeur, Remi Antoine (Aime)9, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12D71C from Chabrier, born 07 Apr 1912 in Ludington, MI, 524,60 census * 20 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 81, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 869, 91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 department store wrapper, 91 social security num bef 1951 381-07-1014 (MI), 121 died 24 Apr 1976 in Hudson, Lenawee, MI, 258,121 buried in Detroit, Wayne, MI. 258

He married Emma Mae Kamen #44569.

Children:
3622 ii. Emma Marcoux #44560, henry no. #12D71C2 from Chabrier, born 10 Oct 1936 in Detroit, Wayne, MI. 258
3623 iii. John H Marcoux #44561, henry no. #12D71C3 from Chabrier, born 14 Feb 1938 in Detroit, Wayne, MI. 258
3624 iv. James A Marcoux #44562, henry no. #12D71C4 from Chabrier, born 13 Jun 1940 in Detroit, Wayne, MI. 258
3625 v. Margaret E Marcoux #44563, henry no. #12D71C5 from Chabrier, born 22 Jun 1941 in Detroit, Wayne, MI. 258
3626 vi. Otto Marcoux #44564 (details excluded).
3627 vii. Ida A Marcoux #44565 (details excluded).
3628 viii. Joseph P Marcoux #44566 (details excluded).
3629 ix. Hazel M Marcoux (details excluded).

1694. Mabel M11 Bolger #61050 (Marie Virginie (Anne)10 Vadeboncoeur, Remi Antoine (Aime)9, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12D721 from Chabrier, born Dec 1892 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, 46 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 32, 46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Everett Wd 2, ED 278, 63 (see note 48), census * 07 Jun 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 167, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, East Everett, ED 16, 91 died 09 Dec 1969 in Everett, Snohomish, WA. 122

She married ca 1909 in WA, 63 Ernest F Ballinger #61053, born Aug 1886 in TX, 63 (son of Sylvanus Ballinger #61062 and Edith V __ #61063), census * 06 Jun 1900 in TX, Taylor, Abilene Wd 4, ED 150, 46 resided 06 Jun 1900 in Hickory Street, Abilene, Taylor, TX, 46 census * 15 Apr 1910 in WA, Snohomish, Everett Wd 2, ED 278, 63 (see note 49), occupation 15 Apr 1910 locomotive works car inspector, 63 census * 07 Apr 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 167, 60 occupation 07 Apr 1920 steam railroad inspector, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, East Everett, ED 16, 91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 Great Northern Railroad car inspector, 91 died 05 Aug 1948 in Everett, Snohomish, WA. 122
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Children:

3630  i.  Mabel Henrietta Ballinger #61060, henry no. from Chabrier, born 29 Nov 1911 in Everett, Snohomish, WA, 290 census * 07 Apr 1920 in WA, Snohomish, Everett, ED 167, 60 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WA, Snohomish, East Everett, ED 16. 91

1704. Emil J "Toots"#11 Vadeboncoeur Jr. #42319, also known as Emil J Goodheart, 140 (Emil Joseph, 10, Remi Antoine (Aime), Francois Xavier Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12D762 from Chabrier, born 08 Jan 1909 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, 40 census * 16 Apr 1910 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 36, 60 census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65, 60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11, 91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 carpenter, 91 died 10 May 1971 in Bangor, Bay, MI. 140

He married Helen ___ #60987.

Children:

3631  i.  Carol Vadeboncoeur #60988, henry no. #12D7621 from Chabrier.
3632  ii.  Jean Vadeboncoeur #60989, henry no. #12D7622 from Chabrier, born (see note 50).
3633  iii.  Jane Vadeboncoeur #60990, henry no. #12D7623 from Chabrier, born (see note 51).

1705. Virginia R #11 Vadeboncoeur #42320 (Emil Joseph, 10, Remi Antoine (Aime), Francois Xavier Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12D763 from Chabrier, born ca 1910 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, 60 census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65, 60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11, 91 died by 2010.

She married Oakley Bramble #60991.

Children:

3634  i.  Sandra Bramble #60992, henry no. #12D7631 from Chabrier, died bef 2010. 119

She married Delvey Lindeman #62453.

+ 3635  ii.  Michael Bramble #60993.

1706. Raymond H "Brownie"#11 Vadeboncoeur #42321 (Emil Joseph, 10, Remi Antoine (Aime), Francois Xavier Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12D764 from Chabrier, born ca 1912 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, 60 census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65, 60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11, 91 died by 2010.

He married Gen Olk #60989.

Children:

3636  i.  Ken Vadeboncoeur #60994, henry no. from Chabrier, born (see note 52).
3637  ii.  Nancy Vadeboncoeur #60995, henry no. from Chabrier, born (see note 53).
3638  iii.  Doug Vadeboncoeur #60996, henry no. from Chabrier, born (see note 54).
3639  iv.  Patricia Vadeboncoeur #60997, henry no. from Chabrier, born (see note 55).

1707. Russel Leonard #11 Vadeboncoeur #42322, also known as Russel Goodheart, 140 (Emil Joseph, 10, Remi Antoine (Aime), Francois Xavier Chabrier dit Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #12D765 from Chabrier, born 07 Mar 1915 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, 415 religion Roman Catholic, 415 census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65, 60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11, 91 military 15 Jul 1942 - U.S. Navy - World War II, 415 resided 05 Apr 1994 in Bay City, Bay, MI, 415 died 05 Apr 1994 in Grand Rapids, Kent, MI, 140 buried in Floral Gardens Cemetery, Bay City, Bay, MI, 415 (see note 56). 15 Jul 1942 - Enlisted at Detroit, MI. 30 Apr 1943 - Arrived from RS NORVA to USS Chemung (AO-30) for duty.

He was severely injured in the Atlantic during a naval conflict with U-Boats while serving on the USS Chemung fleet oiler that was nearly sunk.
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He married 1950 in Immanuel Lutheran Church, Bay City, Bay, MI, \textsuperscript{415} \textbf{Marian Louella Mau} \#60934, born 16 Sep 1920, \textsuperscript{415,139} (daughter of Bernhard Mau \#60938 and Johanna Gaul \#60939), resided 2010 in Bay City, Bay, MI. \textsuperscript{415}

\textbf{Children:}

3640 i. James "Jim"\textsuperscript{12} Goodheart \#60935 (details excluded).

He married Sharon Perkins, (details excluded).

+ 3641 ii. Mary Kaye Goodheart \#60937 (details excluded).
+ 3642 iii. Robert "Bob" Goodheart \#60936 (details excluded).

\textbf{1708. Wallace A "Lovie"\textsuperscript{11} Vadeboncoeur} \#42323 (Emil Joseph\textsuperscript{10}, Remi Antoine (Aime)\textsuperscript{9}, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. \#12D766 from Chabrier, born ca Sep 1916 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, \textsuperscript{60,139} census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65, \textsuperscript{60} census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11, \textsuperscript{91} died by 2010.

He married \textbf{Madelien Duck} \#60998.

\textbf{Children:}

3643 i. Marlin "Butch"\textsuperscript{12} Vadeboncoeur \#60999, henry no. \#12D7661 from Chabrier.
+ 3644 ii. Dawn Vadeboncoeur \#61000.

\textbf{1709. Donald Lee\textsuperscript{11} Vadeboncoeur Sr.} \#34043 (Emil Joseph\textsuperscript{10}, Remi Antoine (Aime)\textsuperscript{9}, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. \#12D767 from Chabrier, born 25 Jul 1917 in Manistee, Manistee, MI, \textsuperscript{140,60} census * 09 Jan 1920 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 65, \textsuperscript{60} census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11, \textsuperscript{91} military U.S. Navy - World War II, occupation carpenter, \textsuperscript{260} social security num bef 1951 362-16-7347 (MI), \textsuperscript{121} died 11 Jan 1993 in Manistee, Manistee, MI. \textsuperscript{140}

He married \textbf{Gloria May Sell Popielarz} \#60903, born 19 Mar 1924, \textsuperscript{140,139} (daughter of Paul Popielarz \#61027 and Evelyn Sell \#61028), died 21 Apr 1992 in Manistee, Manistee, MI. \textsuperscript{140}

\textbf{Children:}

+ 3645 i. Donald Lee\textsuperscript{12} Vadeboncoeur Jr. \#60915 born 16 Dec 1941.
+ 3646 ii. Sharon Kay Vadeboncoeur \#60901 (details excluded).
+ 3647 iii. Philip Vadeboncoeur Sr. \#60896 (details excluded).
+ 3648 iv. James Alan Vadeboncoeur \#60921 (details excluded).
+ 3649 v. Sue Ann Vadeboncoeur \#60927 (details excluded).
3650 vi. Paul David Vadeboncoeur \#60932 (details excluded).

\textbf{1710. Loraine M\textsuperscript{11} Vadeboncoeur} \#42335 (Emil Joseph\textsuperscript{10}, Remi Antoine (Aime)\textsuperscript{9}, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. \#12D768 from Chabrier, born ca 1920 in MI, \textsuperscript{91} census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11, \textsuperscript{91} resided 2010 in Petoskey, MI. \textsuperscript{139}

She married \textbf{Harold L Ross} \#61004, died 2009. \textsuperscript{139}

\textbf{Children:}

3651 i. John\textsuperscript{12} Ross \#61005, henry no. \#12D7681 from Chabrier.
3652 ii. Marcia Ross \#61006, henry no. \#12D7682 from Chabrier.
3653 iii. Dean Ross \#61007, henry no. \#12D7683 from Chabrier.
3654 iv. Lisa Ross \#61008, henry no. \#12D7684 from Chabrier, resided 2010 in Petoskey, MI. \textsuperscript{139}
3655 v. Mary Ellen Ross \#61009, henry no. \#12D7685 from Chabrier.

She married resided (family) 2010 in CA, \textsuperscript{139} Bertelson \#61066.
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1711. Phyllis M\textsuperscript{II} Vadeboncoeur #29304 (Emil Joseph\textsuperscript{I}, Remi Antoine (Aime)\textsuperscript{V}, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V}, Jean\textsuperscript{IV} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{IV}, Simon\textsuperscript{IV}, Simon\textsuperscript{IV}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{I}), henry no. #12D769 from Chabrier, born ca 1922 in MI,\textsuperscript{91} census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11,\textsuperscript{91} died btw 1970 - 1980.\textsuperscript{139}

She married Ray Block #61010.

\textbf{Children:}

3656 i. Ron\textsuperscript{II} Block #61011, henry no. from Chabrier, died 1943,\textsuperscript{139} (see note 57).

1713. Geraldine M\textsuperscript{II} Vadeboncoeur #36098 (Emil Joseph\textsuperscript{I}, Remi Antoine (Aime)\textsuperscript{V}, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V}, Jean\textsuperscript{IV} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{IV}, Simon\textsuperscript{IV}, Simon\textsuperscript{IV}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{I}), henry no. #12D76B from Chabrier, born ca 1926 in MI,\textsuperscript{91} census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11,\textsuperscript{91} died by 2010.

She married (1) Bill Harrel #61012.

\textbf{Children:}

3657 i. Anita\textsuperscript{II} Harrel #61013, henry no. #12D76B1 from Chabrier, born (see note 58).

3658 ii. Alita Harrel #61014, henry no. #12D76B2 from Chabrier.

3659 iii. Billy Harrel #61015, henry no. #12D76B3 from Chabrier.

She married (2) Hank Lindeman #61016.

\textbf{Children:}

3660 iv. Judy Lindeman #61017, henry no. #12D76B4 from Chabrier.

3661 v. Alan Lindeman #61018, henry no. #12D76B5 from Chabrier.

3662 vi. David Lindeman #61019, henry no. #12D76B6 from Chabrier.

3663 vii. Gerry Lynn Lindeman #61020, henry no. #12D76B7 from Chabrier.

She married (3) Bob Wilson #61021.

1714. Clyde J\textsuperscript{II} Vadeboncoeur #42336 (Emil Joseph\textsuperscript{I}, Remi Antoine (Aime)\textsuperscript{V}, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V} Verboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V}, Jean\textsuperscript{IV} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{IV}, Simon\textsuperscript{IV}, Simon\textsuperscript{IV}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{I}), henry no. #12D76C from Chabrier, born Dec 1929 in MI,\textsuperscript{91} census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Manistee, Manistee, ED 11,\textsuperscript{91} died by 2010.

\textbf{Children:}

3664 i. Gary\textsuperscript{II} Vadeboncoeur #61022, henry no. #12D76C1 from Chabrier.

3665 ii. Glenn Vadeboncoeur #61023, henry no. #12D76C2 from Chabrier.

3666 iii. Mary Kay Vadeboncoeur #61024, henry no. #12D76C3 from Chabrier.

1715. Marie Anne Jeannette\textsuperscript{II} Vadeboncoeur #31613 (Louis Joseph Alfred\textsuperscript{I}, Napoleon Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V} Verboncoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V} Vadeboncoeur, Antoine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{V}, Jean\textsuperscript{IV} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{IV}, Simon\textsuperscript{IV}, Simon\textsuperscript{IV}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{I}), henry no. #12D811 in Chabrier, born 19 Oct 1900 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 20 Oct 1900 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 02 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 168B1,\textsuperscript{31} census * 06 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Louiseville, ED 173-2,\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Napoleon Vadeboncoeur & Eleda Harnois.

She married * 27 Oct 1924 in Louisville, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9,80} Philippe Lafreniere #31614, resided 27 Oct 1924 in St Joseph de Bordeaux, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Philippe: Son of Josaphat Lafreniere & Hermeline Frechette.
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Children:

3667 i. Joseph Jean Gaston1,2 Lafreniere #57268, henry no. #12D8111 from Chabrier, born 27 Sep 1925 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 27 Sep 1925 in St Joseph de Bordeaux, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Alpha Lafreniere & Hermeline Frechette, his wife from St Norbert.

3668 ii. Joseph Leo Jules Lafreniere #57269, henry no. #12D8112 from Chabrier, born 08 Sep 1926 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 09 Sep 1926 in St Joseph de Bordeaux, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Leopold Vadeboncoeur, merchant of Louisville & Ernestine Lesage.

1723. Walter N.1,2 Vadeboncoeur #41420 (Joseph Antoine Ephrem10, Napoleon Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit8, Antoine Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12D821 from Chabrier, born 12 Mar 1901 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 60,416 census * 28 Apr 1910 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 189, 63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 225, 60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 drug company salesman, 60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 86, 60 occupation 05 Apr 1930 drug salesman, 60 occupation 13 Mar 1940 sales manager for McKesson, Robbins Wholesale Drug Co., 416 resided Nov 1953 in Onondaga Pkwy, Strathmore, Onondaga, NY, 417 died 09 Oct 1958 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 416 buried 13 Oct 1958 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 418

He married ca 1922, 91 resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 104 May Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 91 resided (family) Jan 1953 in 312 Wellesley Road, Strathmore, Onondaga, NY, 417 Dorothea G. Haines #42481, born ca 1902 in NY, 91 daughter of __ Haines #51959 and Pauline A. ___ #51958), census * 05 Apr 1930 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 86, 91 died 28 Jun 1953 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 419 cause of death 28 Jun 1953 suicide by hanging, 419 buried 30 Jun 1953 in St Agnes Cem., Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 419 Dorothea: Her father was born in NY and her mother in Germany.

Children:

+ 3669 i. Jeanne Marie19 Vadeboncoeur #42502 born 13 May 1925.


He married 28 Jun 1931 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY. 423 resided (family) 15 Apr 1940 in 109 Glahn Avenue, Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 423 resided (family) 03 Dec 1947 in Albany, Albany, NY, 265 Dorothy Mary Peberl #39334, born 21 Jun 1907 in Syracuse, Onondaga, NY, 121,420,421 census * 15 Apr 1940 in NY, Onondaga, Syracuse, ED 66-257, 203 social security num bef 1951 126-07-4122 (NY), 121 died 18 Jul 1986 in Morristown, Morris, NJ. 421,121

Dorothy: Dau of George Aloysius Peberl & Maria Louisa Theresa Frederick Netzband.

Children:

+ 3670 i. David Joseph12 Vadeboncoeur #35373 born 24 Oct 1933.


She married Unknown #42001.

1744. James O.10 Vadeboncoeur #39252 (Leo Alfred10 Joseph Onesime Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit7, Antoine Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #12DB31 from Chabrier, born 08 Jan 1919 in Detroit, Wayne, MI, 91,97 census * 07 Jan 1920 in MI, Wayne, Detroit, ED 262, 60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MI, Oakland, Pontiac, ED 58, 91 occupation metallurgist,
production engineer, social security num bef 1951 069-07-7997 (MI),
died 07 Jun 2010 in Los Altos, Santa Clara, CA, buried 15 Jun 2010 in Gate of Heaven Cem. He had 12 grandchildren and 5 great grandchildren.


Children:

3672 i. __ Vadeboncoeur #62844, henry no. #12DB311 from Chabrier.
3673 ii. __ Vadeboncoeur #62845, henry no. #12DB312 from Chabrier.
3674 iii. __ Vadeboncoeur #62846, henry no. #12DB313 from Chabrier.
3675 iv. __ Vadeboncoeur #62847, henry no. #12DB314 from Chabrier.
3676 v. __ Vadeboncoeur #62848, henry no. #12DB315 from Chabrier.
3677 vi. __ Vadeboncoeur #62849, henry no. #12DB316 from Chabrier.
3678 vii. __ Vadeboncoeur #62850, henry no. #12DB317 from Chabrier.
3679 viii. __ Vadeboncoeur #62851, henry no. #12DB318 from Chabrier.
3680 ix. __ Vadeboncoeur #62852, henry no. #12DB319 from Chabrier.
3681 x. __ Vadeboncoeur #62853, henry no. #12DB31A from Chabrier.
3682 xi. __ Vadeboncoeur #62854, henry no. #12DB31B from Chabrier.

1754. Mary Jeanne¹II Vadeboncoeur #39248 (Cyril Onesime¹⁰, Joseph Onesime Chabrier dit¹ Verboncoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit¹, Antoine Chabrier dit¹ Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit¹, Jean Chabrier, Jean Chabrier, Jean Chabrier, Simon², Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #12DB82 from Chabrier, born 09 Nov 1924 in Grand Rapids, Kent, MI, census * 04 Apr 1930 in MI, Kent, Grand Rapids, ED 29, died 21 Jun 1971 in Grand Rapids, Kent, MI, buried 24 Jun 1971 in St John Vianny Cem, Grand Rapids, Kent, MI.

She married 1947 in St Alphonsus, Grand Rapids, Kent, MI, Donald Sinke #39267, born ca 1924 in Grand Rapids, Kent, MI, (son of Martin G Sinke #57309 and Bertha __ #57310), census 09 Apr 1930 in MI, Kent, Grand Rapids, ED 38, event * 05 Mar 1943 in World War II Army Enlistment, event 05 Mar 1943 in Kalamazoo, MI, education 05 Mar 1943 4 years of high school.

Children:

3683 i. Denise¹ Sinke #39268 (details excluded).
3684 ii. David Sinke #39269 (details excluded).

He married Bonnie __ #39270, (details excluded).

3685 iii. Donald Sinke #39271 (details excluded).

He married Rene __ #39272, (details excluded).

3686 iv. Douglas Sinke #39273 (details excluded).

He married Anita __ #39274, (details excluded).

3687 v. Dennis Sinke #39277 (details excluded).

He married Hilda __ #39278, (details excluded).

3688 vi. Dwight Sinke #39279 (details excluded).
3689 vii. Dan Sinke #39275 (details excluded).

He married Kristi __ #39276, (details excluded).
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**Children:**


3691  ii. Michael Joseph Vadeboncoeur #39280 (details excluded).

He married Sharon Denise Green #42965, (details excluded).

+ 3692. iii. Mary Christine Vadeboncoeur #39281 (details excluded).

3693  iv. Patricia Ann Vadeboncoeur #39282 (details excluded).

She married Steven James Ashfield #40397, (details excluded).


3695  vi. John Mark Vadeboncoeur #39284 (details excluded).

He married Patricia Lynn Heffernan #42966, (details excluded).


He married 02 Feb 1954 in Grand Rapids, Kent, MI,[141] Lucille Hartman #39285, born 09 Sep 1928 in Grand Rapids, Kent, MI.[141]

**Children:**


**Children:**


+ 3698. ii. Ellen Mary Vadeboncoeur #39288 (details excluded).

+ 3699. iii. Julia Vadeboncoeur #39289 (details excluded).

3700  iv. Paul Thomas Vadeboncoeur #39290 (details excluded).

He married Monica __ #39291, (details excluded).
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+ 3701  v.  Laurie Jean Vadeboncoeur #39292 (details excluded).
+ 3702  vi.  Michelle Marie Vadeboncoeur #39293 (details excluded).
+ 3703  vii. Mary Joann Vadeboncoeur #39294 (details excluded).

1758. Catherine Ann\ia Vadeboncoeur #39250 (Cyril Onesime\ia, Joseph Onesime Chabrier dit\ia Verboncoeur, Francois Xavier Chabrier dit\ia, Antoine Chabrier dit\i Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\i, Jean\i Chabrier, Jean\i, Simon\i, Simon\ii, Bertrand\i), henry no. #12DB86 in Chabrier, born 28 Jun 1938 in Grand Rapids, Kent, MI.\ia

She married 03 Feb 1961 in Grand Rapids, Kent, MI,\ia Aaron David Bolot #39295.

Children:
3704  i.  Kimberly\ia Bolot #39296 (details excluded).
3705  ii. Joseph Bolot #39297 (details excluded).
3706  iii. Rebecca Bolot #39298 (details excluded).

1759. Marie Sara\ia Lacombe #46166 (Marie Julie\ia Pellerin, Marie Emerentienne\ia Bastien, Louis\ia, Marie Josephe Chabrier dit\ia Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\ia, Jean\ia Chabrier, Jean\ia, Simon\ia, Simon\i, Bertrand\ia), henry no. #142111 in Chabrier, born 25 Oct 1872 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia baptized * 25 Oct 1872 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1,\ia census * 16 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 168G2,\ia census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-58,\ia Godparents: Charles Lacombe, grandfather, & Marie Emerentienne Bastien, grandmother.

She married * 12 Jan 1892 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia resided (family) Jun 1911 in 432 Rue Breboeuf, Montreal, Maisonneuve, QC, Canada,\ia Joseph Severe Lessard #46170, born 24 Feb 1870 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia son of Pierre Lessard #57371 and Caroline Saucier #57372, baptized * 24 Feb 1870 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia census * 16 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 168G2,\ia census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-58,\ia occupation Jun 1911 laborer.

Joseph: Godparents: Alexis Saucier, uncle & Marie Bergeron, aunt.

Children:
3707  i.  Marie Louise Caroline\ia Lessard #57373, henry no. #1421111 in Chabrier, born 23 Oct 1892 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia baptized * 23 Oct 1892 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia died 07 Jan 1897 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia buried * 09 Jan 1897 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia Godparents: Louis Lacombe, grandfather & Caroline Saucier, grandmother.
3708  ii.  Marie Rose Antoinette Lessard #57374, henry no. #1421112 from Chabrier, born 24 Aug 1894 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia baptized * 24 Aug 1894 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia census * 16 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 168G2,\ia census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-58,\ia Godparents: Pierre Lessard & Marie Pellerin.
3709  iii.  Joseph Ernest Albertin Lessard #57375, henry no. #1421113 from Chabrier, born 14 Mar 1898 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia baptized * 14 Mar 1898 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia census * 16 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 168G2,\ia census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-58,\ia Godparents: Ernest Lessard, uncle & Marie Louise Lacombe, aunt.
3710  iv.  Marie Yvonne Parmelia Lessard #57376, henry no. #1421114 from Chabrier, born 20 Mar 1900 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia baptized * 20 Mar 1900 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia census * 16 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 168G2,\ia census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-58,\ia Godparents: Charles Benoit & Parmelia Lacombe, his wife.
3711  v.  Marie Ange Louise Lessard #57377, henry no. #1421115 from Chabrier, born 24 Apr 1902 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia baptized * 24 Apr 1902 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Maisonneuve, ED 172-58,\ia Godparents: Jean Baptiste Lincourt, uncle & Louise Pellerin, his wife, aunt.
3712  vi.  Joseph Olivier Hermenegilde Lessard #57381, henry no. #1421116 from Chabrier, born 30 Aug 1903 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\ia census * 30 Aug 1903 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ,
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Canada, born 27 Dec 1873 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 29 Dec 1873 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1, census * 18 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 168G2, census * 14 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 173-13, occupation 14 Jun 1911 dressmaker. Godparents: Jeremie Pelerin, uncle & Marie Georgiane Lacombe, aunt.


Children:


1761. Marie Anne Lacombe #46165 (Marie Julie Pellerin, Marie Emerentienne Bastien, Louis, Marie Josephe Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1421113 in Chabrier, born 28 Nov 1899 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 29 Nov 1899 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Maskinonge, ED 85C1, census * 22 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beaurivage, ED 168-26. Godparents: Joseph Dupuis & Emelie Pelerin.

She married * 08 Jan 1896 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, resided (family) 22 Jun 1911 in 18 rue Vinet, Laval, Quebec, QC, Canada, Joseph Hormisdas Ferron #46169, born 23 Sep 1873 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé,
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PQ, Canada,9 (son of Joseph Ferron #57390 and Sophie Lemyre dit Gaucher #57391), baptized * 23 Sep 1873 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 22 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beaurivage, ED 168-26,32 occupation 22 Jun 1911 carpenter.32 Joseph: Godparents: Timothie Laroche, uncle & Eloise Vincent, his wife.

Children:
3719  i. Georgianna12 Ferron #57393, henry no. from Chabrier, born Jul 1896,32 census * 22 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beaurivage, ED 168-26,32
3720  ii. Marie Laura Rose Anna Ferron #57392, henry no. from Chabrier, born 10 Apr 1899 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 10 Apr 1899 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 22 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beaurivage, ED 168-26,32 Godparents: Louis Lacombe & Sophie Lemyre, grandparents.
3721  iii. Omer Ferron #57394, henry no. from Chabrier, born Nov 1906,32 census * 22 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beaurivage, ED 168-26,32
3722  iv. Marie Jeanne Ferron #57395, henry no. from Chabrier, born Dec 1907,32 census * 22 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beaurivage, ED 168-26,32
3723  v. Noella Ferron #57396, henry no. from Chabrier, born Dec 1908,32 census * 22 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beaurivage, ED 168-26,32
3724  vi. Almanda Ferron #57397, henry no. from Chabrier, born Jun 1910,32 census * 22 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Laval, Beaurivage, ED 168-26,32

1762. Marie Louise11 Lacombe #46163 (Marie Julie10 Pellerin, Marie Emerentienne9 Bastien, Louis8, Marie Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean1, Simon9, Simon7, Bertrand3), henry no. #142114 in Chabrier, born 14 Aug 1876 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 14 Aug 1876 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 85C1,28 census * 16 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 168G2,32 census * 09 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 173-13.32 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Lincourt & Louise Pelerin, aunt.

She married * 14 Nov 1898 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 Ernest Lessard #46167, born 11 Apr 1875 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Pierre Lessard #57371 and Caroline Saucier #57372), baptized * 11 Apr 1875 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 16 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 168G2,32 census * 09 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 173-13,32 occupation 09 Jun 1911 laborer.32 Ernest: Godparents: Louis Saucier & Marie Leblanc.

Children:
+ 3725  i. Joseph Ernest Wilfrid12 Lessard #46177 born 27 Sep 1899.
3726  ii. Marie Caroline Aurelia Lessard #46171, henry no. #1421142 in Chabrier, born 13 Nov 1902 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 13 Nov 1902 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 09 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 173-13.32 Godparents: Joseph Lessard, uncle & Sara Lacombe, his wife.

She married * 04 Jun 1923 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 Joseph Albert Adelard Lessard #46174, born 03 Aug 1901 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Adelard Lessard #57404 and Christiana Gauthier #57405), baptized * 03 Aug 1901 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 occupation 04 Jun 1923 grocer & restaurant owner,32 resided 04 Jun 1923 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 died 16 Apr 1924 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried * 18 Apr 1924 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 Joseph: Godparents: Alphonse Lessard, uncle & Melina Damphouse, his wife.


He married * 14 Jul 1940 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 Marie Florence Aurelia Grenier #46175, born 01 Aug 1917 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 (daughter of Eugene Grenier
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#57411 and Marie Hermine Bastien #57412), baptized * 01 Aug 1917 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Omer Sevigny, uncle & Gratia Bastien, his wife, aunt.

3728 iv. Marie Alice Ernestine Lessard #57398, henry no. #1421144 from Chabrier, born 17 Jan 1907 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 17 Jan 1907 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 19 Apr 1907 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 21 Apr 1907 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Wilfrid Lincourt & Maria Clement, his wife.

3729 v. Louis Augustin Lessard #57399, henry no. #1421145 from Chabrier, born 25 Jun 1908 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 25 Jun 1908 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 05 Aug 1908 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 05 Aug 1908 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Louis Augustin Saucier & Rose de Lima Pelland, his wife.

+ 3730 vi. Emile Lessard #46173 born 09 May 1910.

3731 vii. Joseph Hormisdas Omer Lessard #57400, henry no. #1421147 from Chabrier, born 21 Oct 1911 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 21 Oct 1911 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 08 Nov 1911 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 09 Nov 1911 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Hormisdas Bruneau, cousin & Georgina Dery, his wife.

3732 viii. Marie Cecile Lessard #57401, henry no. #1421148 from Chabrier, born 13 Jun 1913 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 13 Jun 1913 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Alphonse Lessard & Aurelie Desaulniers, his wife.

3733 ix. Joseph Gerard Lessard #57402, henry no. #1421149 from Chabrier, born 02 May 1915 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 02 May 1915 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 03 May 1915 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 04 May 1915 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Wilfrid Lessard, brother & Emelia Benoit, cousin.

3734 x. Joseph Arthur Lessard #57403, henry no. #142114A from Chabrier, born 02 May 1915 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 02 May 1915 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 23 May 1915 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 24 May 1915 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Arthur Lessard, cousin & Rosa Lupien.

1771. Marie Hermine Vadeboncoeur #29597, also known as Melia Goodhart, also known as Emelia Gauron, also known as Almina Gauron, Joseph Verboncoeur dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #153121 in Chabrier, born 19 Aug 1861 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 19 Aug 1861 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 16 Aug 1870 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, Ward 6, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Lotbiniere, St Louis, ED 49C1, emigrated 1890 to USA, city directory * 1895 in 19 Oak Terrace, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1896 in 10 Broadway, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1897 in 10 Broadway, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1898 in 17 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, census * 15 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 305, city directory * 1901 in 31 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1902 in 33 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1903 in 33 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1904 in 33 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1905 in 33 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1906 in 33 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1907 in 33 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1908 in 33 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1909 in 33 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1910 in 33 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1911 in 33 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1913 in 33 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1915 in 33 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1916 in 31 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1917 in 31 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1918 in 53 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, died ca 1918. Godparents: Norbert St Martin & Louise Allard.

She married (1) * 31 Jan 1881 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, residing (family) 15 Jun 1900 in 404 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, Arthur (Archie) Gauron #61092, born ca 1853 in QC, Canada (son of Michael Gauron #61099 and Leocadie, census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Lotbiniere, Lotbiniere, ED 155C, occupation 1871 farmer, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Lotbiniere, St Louis, ED 49C1, occupation 1881 farmer, emigrated 1890 to USA, city directory * 1891 in Bateman Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, occupation 1891 shoe maker, city directory * 1892 in Bateman Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, occupation 1892 shoe maker, city directory * 1894 in
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51 Myrtle Street extension, Haverhill, Essex, MA, occupation 1894 shoe maker, died bef 23 Mar 1894 in Haverhill, Essex, MA.

Children:
+ 3735 i. Arthur Joseph Guron #61101 born May 1882.
+ 3737 iii. Ernest Alphonse Guron #61103 born * 22 Aug 1890.
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occupation 1942 laborer,

city directory * 1948 in 1 Prospect Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

occupation 1948 retired.

He married * 06 Dec 1911 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,

resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 37 High Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 162 Franklin Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 91

Ida May Worthen

#46194, born * 05 Oct 1886 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,

(daughter of William W Worthen #57625 and Albina Racine #57626), census 21 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 315,

city directory * 1915 in 34 Moore Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1916 in 1 Oak Street (rear), Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1917 in 18 Harrison Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1919 in 37 High Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1920 in 37 High Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

census * 12 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,

city directory * 1921 in 37 High Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1922 in 228 Essex Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1923 in 228 Essex Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1924 in 49 Hancock Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1926 in 25 Arch Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1928 in 14 Chestnut Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1930 in 162 Franklin Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,

city directory * 1932 in 162 Franklin Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1935 in 3 Marshall Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1936 in 20 Dartmouth Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1937 in 20 Dartmouth Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1938 in 22 Hillside Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA.

Children:

3739 i. Wilfred Joseph Vadeboncoeur #44874, also known as Wilfred Joseph Goodheart, henry no. #1531251 in Chabrier, born * 15 Dec 1911 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,

census * 12 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,

census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,

occupation 07 Apr 1930 bowling alley pin boy.

+ 3740 ii. George Edward Vadeboncoeur #44876 born * 28 Sep 1913.

3741 iii. Harriet (Albina O) Vadeboncoeur #44877, also known as Albina O Goodheart, henry no. #1531253 in Chabrier, born * 13 Jul 1915 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,

census * 12 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,

census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,

occupation 1935 in 3 Marshall Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1936 in 20 Dartmouth Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1937 in 20 Dartmouth Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1938 in 22 Hillside Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1941 in 88 Temple Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1942 in 88 Temple Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1944 in 88 Temple Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1948 in 28 1/2 Pecker Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA.

3742 iv. William A Vadeboncoeur #44878, also known as William A Goodheart, henry no. #1531254 in Chabrier, born 28 Sep 1916 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,

census * 12 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,

census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,

occupation 1935 in 3 Marshall Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

occupation 1936 in 20 Dartmouth Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1937 in 20 Dartmouth Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1938 in 22 Hillside Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

event 30 Oct 1942 in World War II Army Enlistment,

occupation 30 Oct 1942 unskilled occupations in manufacture of boots and shoes,

education 30 Oct 1942 grammar school,

weight 30 Oct 1942 135 lb,

city directory * 1944 in 85 Groveland Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

occupation 1944 US Army,

city directory * 1948 in 27 Chestnut Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

occupation 1950 in 27 Chestnut Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

occupation 1951 employed by Shawmut Leather,

social security num bef 1951 033-03-3923 (MA),

city directory * 1952 in 26 Arlington Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

occupation 1952 leather worker,

city directory * 1955 in 88 River Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

occupation 1955 employed by Kal's Sock Lining,

city directory * 1959 in 131 Portland Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

occupation 1959 employed by Schwartz,

city directory * 1961 in 32 School Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

occupation 1961 block cutter at 104 Essex Street,

city directory * 1965 in 32 School Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

died Aug 1968 in Haverhill, Essex, MA.

He married ca 1943 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, Grace Leslie #61155, born 09 May 1920 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,

(daughter of Ralph Leslie #61157 and Bessie Helen Edney #61158), city directory * 1944 in 85 Groveland Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,

city directory * 1948 in 27 Chestnut Street,
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Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1950 in 27 Chestnut Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) social security num bef 1951 019-14-8331 (MA),\(^{121}\) city directory * 1952 in 28 Wilson Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1955 in 88 River Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1959 in 131 Portland Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1961 in 32 School Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1965 in 32 School Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) died 05 Aug 1996 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{121}\)

3743 v. Alphonse Vadeboncoeur #44879, also known as Alphonse Goodheart, henry no. #1531255 in Chabrier, born 22 May 1918 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{121,60}\) census * 12 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,\(^{60}\) census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,\(^{39}\) city directory * 1938 in 22 Hillside Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1941 in 33 Emerson Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1942 in 33 Emerson Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1944 in 33 Emerson Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1944 restaurant worker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1948 in 1 Prospect Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1948 restaurant worker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1950 in Hotel Whittier, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1950 restaurant worker,\(^{61}\) social security num bef 1951 015-01-5940 (MA),\(^{121}\) city directory * 1952 in 70 Emerson Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1952 restaurant worker at Di Burro's,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1955 in 15 Main Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1955 restaurant worker at Di Burro's,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1959 in 15 Main Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1959 restaurant worker at Di Burro's,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1961 in 15 Main Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1961 restaurant worker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1965 in 15 Main Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1965 restaurant worker at Pa's Diner & Restaurant,\(^{61}\) died Mar 1969 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{121}\)

+ 3744 vi. Harold A Vadeboncoeur #44880 born Apr 1921.

3745 vii. Alice Vadeboncoeur #44875, also known as Alice Goodheart, henry no. #1531257 in Chabrier, born ca 1925 in MA,\(^{91}\) census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,\(^{91}\)

3746 viii. Mary I Vadeboncoeur #46195, also known as Mary I Goodheart, henry no. #1531258 in Chabrier, born ca Nov 1927 in MA,\(^{91}\) census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,\(^{91}\) city directory * 1948 in 36 Pecker Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1948 wood heel worker.\(^{61}\)

1779. Joseph William "Welley" \(^{11}\) Vadeboncoeur \(^{61}\) Vadeboncoeur \(^{61}\) also known as Guillaume (William) Vadeboncoeur,\(^{33}\) also known as William Verbiencoeur,\(^{46}\) (Louis)\(^{10}\) Verbiencoeur, Joseph\(^9\) Joseph Chabrier \(^{8}\) Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit\(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^5\), Jean\(^\prime\) Chabrier, Jean\(^\prime\), Simon\(^\prime\), Simon\(^\prime\), Bertrand\(^\prime\)), henry no. #153142 from Chabrier, born 12 Aug 1866 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{126}\) baptized * 13 Aug 1866 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{126}\) census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED 136A,\(^{24}\) census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED 52B2,\(^{25}\) emigrated 1885 to ND,\(^{46}\) naturalized\(^{46}\) census * 23 Jun 1900 in ND, Pembina, Bathgate, ED 107,\(^{46}\) occupation 23 Jun 1900 carpenter,\(^{46}\) emigrated 1905 to Canada,\(^{32}\) census * 27 Jun 1906 in Canada, MB, Provencher, De Salaberry,\(^{227}\) census * 1911 in Canada, MB, Provencher, De Salaberry, ED 17,\(^{32}\) occupation 1911 mechanic,\(^{32}\) census * 1916 in Canada, MB, Provencher, De Salaberry, ED 9-15,\(^{425}\) occupation 1916 mechanic,\(^{425}\) city directory * 1922 in St Pierre, MB, Canada,\(^{61}\) occupation 1922 vice president & general manager, Western Drainage Co., Ltd.,\(^{61}\) died * 25 Aug 1933 in Winnipeg, MB, Canada.\(^{426}\) Godfather: Joseph Verbiencoeur, Godmother: Eloise Allard.

He married 28 Feb 1892 in Ste Agathe, Ritchot, MB, Canada,\(^{94}\) Julie Cora Prefontaine #30789, born Jun 1871 in Greenfield, MA,\(^{46}\) (daughter of Firmin Fournier dit Prefontaine #54536 and Mathilde Desaultes #54537), census * 23 Jun 1900 in ND, Pembina, Bathgate, ED 107,\(^{46}\) emigrated 1905 to Canada,\(^{32}\) census * 27 Jun 1906 in Canada, MB, Provencher, De Salaberry,\(^{227}\) census * 1911 in Canada, MB, Provencher, De Salaberry, ED 17,\(^{32}\) census * 1916 in Canada, MB, Provencher, De Salaberry, ED 9-15,\(^{425}\) died 22 Jan 1941 in MB, Canada,\(^{426}\) buried in St Pierre Jolys, Manitoba, Canada.\(^{426}\)

Children:

+ 3747 i. Noel Jean-Baptiste Joseph\(^{12}\) Vadeboncoeur #28558 born 25 Dec 1892.

+ 3748 ii. Marie Lea Flora Vadeboncoeur #36453, henry no. #1531422 from Chabrier, born 10 Jan 1894 in ND,\(^{65}\) died bef 23 Jun 1900.

+ 3749 iii. Joseph Ulrich Odilon Vadeboncoeur #36454 born 19 Feb 1895.
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He married 24 Jan 1898 in Bathgate, Pembina, ND, Marie Rachel Albertine Vadeboncoeur Dau of Isaie Marsolais & Rose Anna Fortin. He married 14 Jul 1940 in Ste Brigide, Montreal, PQ, Canada, Eugenie Tousignant, his wife.


Children:

i. William Vadeboncoeur #31139, henry no. #1531431 from Chabrier, born ca 1891 in RI, died 25 Dec 1896 in North Smithfield, Providence, RI.


He married 14 Jul 1940 in Ste Brigide, Montreal, PQ, Canada, Laurette Marsolais #46858. Laurette: Dau of Isaie Marsolais & Rose Anna Fortin.

vi. Marie Rachel Albertine Vadeboncoeur #48172, henry no. #1531437 from Chabrier, born 08 Nov 1902 in St Pierre-les-Becquets, Nicolet, QC, Canada, baptized * 09 Nov 1902 in St Pierre-les-Becquets,
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She married 24 Jun 1937 in Grandes Piles, Champlain, QC, Canada,429 Arthur Rouleau #48302, born ca 1896 in QC, Canada,429 (son of Jean Baptiste Rouleau #48303 and Dorila Poliquin #48304), died 04 Dec 1954 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.429


3761 x. Joseph Leo Vadeboncoeur #48299, henry no. #153143A from Chabrier, born 31 Dec 1907 in St Pierre-les-Becquets, Nicolet, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 31 Dec 1907 in St Pierre-les-Becquets, Nicolet, QC, Canada,9 census * Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Nicolet, St Pierre-les-Becquets, ED 184-29,32 died 06 Apr 1914 in Ste Cecile-de-Levrard, Nicolet, QC, Canada,9 buried * 06 Apr 1914 in Ste Cecile-de-Levrard, Nicolet, QC, Canada,9 Godparents: Francois Laguerre & Leda Becotte, his wife.


1781. Marie Rose Anne Vadeboncoeur #419 (Louis10 Verboncoeur, Joseph9, Joseph Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #153144 from Chabrier, born 30 Oct 1869 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,150 baptized * 31 Oct 1869 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,150 census * 1871 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED 136A,34 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED 52B2,28 census * 03 May 1891 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED15312,31 emigrated 1905 to RI,176 census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, North Smithfield, ED 115,63 census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 330,46 city directory * 1928 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1929 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 census * 19 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 283,91 city directory * 1932 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1933 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1934 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1935 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1936 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1937 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1938 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1939 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1941 in 401 Fairmount Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1942 in 401 Fairmount Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1943 in 401 Fairmount Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 died 06 Jan 1944 in Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1944 in deceased,61 buried 10 Jan 1944 in Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI.294 Godparents: Calixte Adam & Domithilde Roy.

She married * 25 Oct 1892 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,49,48 resided (family) 20 Apr 1910 in Main Street, North Smithfield, Providence, RI,61 resided (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,60 resided (family) 19 Apr 1930 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI.31 Louis D. Page #29242, born 09 May 1871 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,9 (son of Louis Page #57432 and Christine Bourque #57433), baptized * 09 May 1871 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,9 census * 03 May 1901 in
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Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED15312,\(^1\) emigrated 1905 to RI,\(^6\) census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, North Smithfield, ED 115,\(^6\) occupation 20 Apr 1910 cotton mill carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1913 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1913 carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1918 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1918 carpenter,\(^6\) census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 330,\(^6\) naturalized 1920 - 1930,\(^9\) city directory * 1921 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1921 carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1922 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1922 carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1923 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1923 carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1924 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1924 carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1925 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1925 carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1928 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1928 carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1929 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1929 carpenter,\(^6\) census * 19 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 283,\(^9\) occupation 19 Apr 1930 cotton mill carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1932 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1932 carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1933 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1933 carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1934 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1934 carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1935 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1935 carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1936 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1936 carpenter,\(^6\) city directory * 1937 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1937 carpenter,\(^6\) died 05 Jun 1937 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^2\) buried 08 Jun 1937 in Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) city directory * 1938 in deceased.\(^6\) Louis: Godparents: Desire Vincent & Aurelie Burck.

Children:

+ 3764 i. Henri\(^2\) Page #38892 born 31 May 1894.
+ 3765 ii. Armand Page #39402 born 31 May 1894.
  3766 iii. Joseph Alphonse Page #39403, henry no. #1531443 from Chabrier, born 14 Jan 1896 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^134\) baptized * 14 Jan 1896 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^134\) died 11 Feb 1898 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^134\) buried * 13 Feb 1898 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.\(^134\) Godparents: Louis Page Sr & Christiane Burke.
  3767 iv. Joseph Ulric Page #39404, henry no. #1531444 from Chabrier, born 24 Apr 1897 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^134\) baptized * 24 Apr 1897 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^134\) died 05 Oct 1897 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.\(^134\) Godparents: Calixte Adam dit Labranche & Mectilde Roy.
  3768 v. Aurelia Marie Victoria Page #39405, henry no. #1531445 from Chabrier, born 22 Aug 1898 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^134\) baptized * 22 Aug 1898 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^134\) census * 03 May 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED15312,\(^3\) died bef 20 Apr 1910.\(^63\) Godparents: Willie Page & Victoria Page.
  3769 vi. Marie Blanche Oliva Page #36171 born 02 Sep 1899.
  3771 viii. Marie Anna Alphema Page #57444, henry no. #1531448 from Chabrier, born 16 Mar 1902 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^134\) baptized * 16 Mar 1902 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^9\) died 17 Feb 1904 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^9\) buried * 19 Feb 1904 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Adelard Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Elphegina Vadeboncoeur, aunt.
  3772 ix. Joseph Leo Albert Page #45253, census name Albert Paige,\(^91\) henry no. #1531449 from Chabrier, born 15 Jun 1903 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 15 Jun 1903 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^9\) emigrated 1905 to RI,\(^63\) census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, North Smithfield, ED 115,\(^63\) census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 330,\(^6\) city directory * 1928 in 451 Fairmount Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1928 dyer,\(^6\) city directory * 1929 in 451 Fairmount Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1929 dyer,\(^6\) census * 15 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 283,\(^7\) occupation 15 Apr 1930 woolen mill quiller,\(^91\) city directory * 1932 in 451 Fairmount Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1932 dyer,\(^6\) city directory * 1933 in 451 Fairmount Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1933 dyer,\(^6\) city directory * 1934 in 451 Fairmount Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1934 dyer,\(^6\) city directory * 1935 in 451 Fairmount Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1935 dyer,\(^6\) city directory * 1936 in 273 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1936 quiller,\(^6\) city directory * 1937 in 290 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^6\) occupation 1937 quiller,\(^6\) city directory * 1938 in deceased.
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Joseph Ulric Adelard Page #39225 born 13 Nov 1904.
Marie Noella Page #41581, henry no. #153144C from Chabrier, died bef 20 Apr 1910.

She married 03 Oct 1936 in Holy Family, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,^432 Joseph Louis Aime Poirier #45256, born 01 Jun 1909 in St Norbert, Berthier, QC, Canada,^9 (son of Joseph Poirier #57473 and
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Marie Chaput #57474), baptized * 03 Jun 1909 in St Norbert, Berthier, QC, Canada.9 Joseph: Godparents: Joseph Aime Champagne & Esther Maneille, his wife.
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1788. Louis Adelard Verboncoeur #426 (Louis Verboncoeur, Joseph, Joseph Chabrier dit, Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #15314B from Chabrier, born 14 Jul 1877 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 15 Jul 1877 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED 52B2, census * 03 Jan 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED15312, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St Guillaume, ED 206-10, died 1967 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried 1967 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godfather: Joseph Aubin, Godmother: Marie Parenteault.

He married * 15 Nov 1904 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Marie Antonia Lamothe #29228, born 15 Jun 1873 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, (daughter of Marcel Lamothe #57484 and Azilda Champagne #57485), baptized * 15 Jun 1873 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Guillaume, ED 206-10, died 20 Jul 1961 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried Jul 1961 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Marie: Godparents: Valere Fontaine dit Bienvenu & Seraphine Champagne.

Children:
+ 3780 iii. Joseph George Lucien Vadeboncoeur #31913 born 25 Sep 1907.
+ 3781 iv. N.N. Vadeboncoeur #57503, henry no. #15314B4 from Chabrier, born 25 Sep 1909 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 25 Sep 1909 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 25 Sep 1909 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.
+ 3782 v. Joseph Rolland Lionel Vadeboncoeur #45257, henry no. #15314B5 from Chabrier, born 25 Sep 1909 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 26 Sep 1909 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St Guillaume, ED 206-10, Godparents: Delphis Lamothe & Adeline Bisson.

He married 02 Oct 1941 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, Mariette Poitras #45258.

+ 3783 vi. Marie Exilda Therese Vadeboncoeur #41879, henry no. #15314B6 from Chabrier, born 17 Jan 1912 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 17 Jan 1912 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 08 May 1925 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 09 May 1925 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godparents: Wilfrid Lamothe, uncle & Marie Louise Manseau, his wife.

+ 3784 vii. Marie Marcelle Clemence Vadeboncoeur #41880, henry no. #15314B7 from Chabrier, born 28 Aug 1913 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 29 Aug 1913 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 1966 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried 1966 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godparents: Adelard Lasalle & Ernestine Champagne, his wife.
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She married ca 1904 Francis Demars36452, census name Frank Demars,63 born 05 Jan 1879 in ND,64,65,433 (son of Richard Demars #57531 and Olivia Verette #57532), census * 01 Jun 1900 in ND, Pembina, North Carlisle, ED 110,46 census * 18 May 1910 in ND, Pembina, Pembina, ED 145, Occupation 18 May 1910 farmer,63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 farmer,62 height 12 Sep 1918 medium,62 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,62 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue,62 hair color 12 Sep 1918 light,62 height 12 Sep 1918 blue,62 Hair color 12 Sep 1918 light,62 census * 26 Jan 1920 in ND, Pembina, Pembina, ED 95,66 occupation 26 Jan 1920 farmer,60 census * 04 Apr 1930 in ND, Pembina, Pembina, ED 29,91 occupation 04 Apr 1930 farmer,91

Children:

+ 3786 i. Harvey3 Demars #43318 born 13 Mar 1906.
+ 3787 ii. George-Rolland Demars #43320, henry no. #15314C2 in Chabrier, born 28 Nov 1908 in ND,433 died bef 18 May 1910 in ND.63

3788 iii. Lyman L. Demars #43321, census name Lamond Demars,63 henry no. #15314C3 in Chabrier, born 19 Dec 1909 in ND,433 census * 18 May 1910 in ND, Pembina, Pembina, ED 145, census * 26 Jan 1920 in ND, Pembina, Pembina, ED 95,66 census * 04 Apr 1930 in ND, Pembina, Pembina, ED 29,91 occupation 04 Apr 1930 farm laborer,433 social security num bef 1951 38-4382 (ND),121 died May 1984 in Bathgate, Pembina, ND.121

He married433 Leona D. Berard #43322, born 08 Aug 1919 in ND,91,433 (daughter of Eugene J. Berard #57535 and Lea L. __ #57536), social security num 1955 38-4304 (ND),121 died Sep 1982 in Bathgate, Pembina, ND.121

+ 3789 iv. Virgil D. Demars #30676 born 26 Jul 1911.

3790 v. Robert Henry Demars #43326, henry no. #15314C5 in Chabrier, born 22 Sep 1912 in ND,433,220 census * 26 Jan 1920 in ND, Pembina, Pembina, ED 95,66 census * 04 Apr 1930 in ND, Pembina, Pembina, ED 29,91 social security num bef 1951 335-16-1411 (IL),121 died 01 Oct 1978 in San Pablo, Contra Costa, CA.121,220

He married433 Marcella Sylvia Bunyard #43327, born 08 Jun 1924 in OK,121,220 (daughter of __ Bunyard #57537 and __ Green #57538), social security num bef 1951 73-32-2365 (CA),121 died 06 Dec 1995 in El Sobrante, Contra Costa, CA.121,220

3791 vi. Richard V. Demars #43328, henry no. #15314C6 in Chabrier, born 02 Aug 1920 in ND,433 census * 04 Apr 1930 in ND, Pembina, Pembina, ED 29,91 social security num bef 1951 342-18-7501 (IL),121 died Aug 1986 in Chicago, Cook, IL.121

He married433 June L Miller #43329.

1790. Marie Corona11 Vadeboncoeur #428, also known as Cora Vadeboncoeur,428 (Louis10 Verboncoeur, Joseph9, Joseph Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #15314D from Chabrier, born 18 Mar 1880 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,127 baptized * 19 Mar 1880 in St Guillaume d’Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,127 census * 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d’Upton, ED 52B2,28 emigrated 1886 to RI,91 naturalized91 census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, North Smithfield, ED 115,63 census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 328,69 city directory * 1928 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1929 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 02 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 287,91 city directory * 1932 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1933 in 426 South Main Street,
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Woonsocket, Providence, RI 61 city directory * 1934 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 city directory * 1935 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 city directory * 1936 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 city directory * 1937 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 city directory * 1938 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 city directory * 1939 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 city directory * 1940 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 city directory * 1941 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 city directory * 1942 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 city directory * 1943 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 city directory * 1944 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 city directory * 1945 in deceased, 61 buried 23 Feb 1945 in St Charles Cem. 294 Godfather: Godfroid Fontaine, Godmother: Elizabeth Adams.

She married 16 Sep 1901 in St John the Evangelist, Slattersville, Providence, RI, 428 resided (family) 20 Apr 1910 in Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 60 resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 91 Joseph Henri Hercole Leclerc #31886, born 08 Mar 1879 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, 99 (son of Joseph Leclerc #44357 and Marie Louise Chenette #44358), baptized * 08 Mar 1879 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, 9 emigrated 1897 to RI, 91 resided 16 Sep 1901 in Forestdale, North Smithfield, Prov, RI, 428 census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, North Smithfield, ED 115, 63 occupation 20 Apr 1910 grocery store clerk, 63 city directory * 1913 in Lincoln Street, Cumberland, Providence, RI, 63 occupation 1913 grocer at 575 South Main Street, Woonsocket, RI, 60 city directory * 1918 in 136 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 60 occupation 1918 clerk at 94 High Street, Woonsocket, RI, 60 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 manager, Woonsocket Fruit & Produce Co., 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 136 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 tall, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 city directory * 1919 in 136 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI 61 occupation 1919 president Fruit & Produce Co, 94 High Street, Woonsocket, RI 61 naturalized 1919, 60 city directory * 1920 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1920 president, Woonsocket Fruit & Produce Co, 94 High Street, Woonsocket, RI, 61 census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 328, 60 occupation 10 Jan 1920 fruit & produce salesman, 60 city directory * 1921 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1921 president, Woonsocket Fruit & Produce Co, 94 High Street, 61 city directory *1922 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1922 president, 94 High Street, Woonsocket, RI, 61 city directory * 1923 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1923 employed at 261 Main Street, Woonsocket, RI, 61 city directory * 1924 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1924 assistant manager, 261 Main Street, Woonsocket, RI, 61 city directory * 1925 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1925 manager, 261Main Street, Woonsocket, RI, 61 city directory * 1928 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1928 manager, White Cash Market, 261 Main Street, Woonsocket, RI, 61 city directory * 1929 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 60 occupation 1929 manager, White Cash Market, 261 Main Street, Woonsocket, RI, 61 census * 02 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 287, 91 occupation 02 Apr 1930 market meat cutter, 91 property 02 Apr 1930 real estate value $6000, 91 city directory * 1932 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1932 pres-treas, Leclerc White Cash Market, Inc. 61 city directory * 1933 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1933 pres-treas, Leclerc White Cash Market, Inc., 61 city directory * 1934 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1934 pres-treas, Leclere White Cash Market, Inc., 61 city directory * 1935 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1935 pres-treas, Leclere White Cash Market, Inc., 61 city directory * 1936 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1936 clerk, 261 Main Street, 61 city directory * 1937 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1937 clerk, 61 city directory * 1938 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1938 driver, 61 city directory * 1939 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1939 driver, 61 city directory * 1940 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1940 driver, 61 city directory * 1941 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1941 driver, 61 city directory * 1942 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1942 driver, 61 city directory * 1943 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1943 driver, 61 city directory * 1944 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 occupation 1944 driver, 61 city directory * 1945, 61 city directory * 1949 in 31 Oak Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 city directory * 1951 in 31 Oak Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, 61 died 26 Apr 1956 in Flushing, Queens, NY. 431 Joseph: Godparents: Cyriac Paradis & Elisabeth Leclerc.
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Children:


+ 3793  ii.  Candide Louise Leclerc #42140 born 17 Feb 1907.

3794  iii.  Leo J. Leclerc #46200, henry no. #15314D3 in Chabrier, born 10 Mar 1909 in North Smithfield, Providence, RI,91,121  census * 20 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, North Smithfield, ED 115,63  census * 10
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Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 328, city directory * 1928 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, RI, occupation 1928 clerk, 234 Main Street, Woonsocket, RI, city directory * 1929 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1929 clerk, 234 Main Street, Woonsocket, RI, census * 02 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 287, occupation 02 Apr 1930 dry goods store salesman, city directory * 1932 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 clerk, city directory * 1933 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1933 bookkeeper, 263 Main Street, city directory * 1934 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1934 bookkeeper, 261 Main Street, city directory * 1935 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1935 bookkeeper, 261 Main Street, city directory * 1936 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1936 clerk, 234 Main Street, city directory * 1937 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1938 clerk, city directory * 1939 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1939 clerk, city directory * 1940 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1940 clerk, city directory * 1941 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1941 clerk, city directory * 1942 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1942 clerk, city directory * 1943 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, military US Army, city directory * 1944 in 173 Coe Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, military US Army, city directory * 1949 in 31 Oak Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, social security num bef 1951 036-05-6553 (RI), city directory * 1951 in 31 Oak Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1951 assistant buyer, city directory * 1952 in 31 Oak Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1952 assistant buyer, city directory * 1954 in 31 Oak Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1954 assistant buyer, Shepard's, Providence, RI, died Feb 1979 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI.

Louis O. Leclerc #46201, henry no. #15314D4 in Chabrier, born ca 1911 in RI, census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 328, city directory * 1929 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1929 clerk, 241 Social Street, Woonsocket, RI, census * 02 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 287, occupation 02 Apr 1930 wholesale house assistant cashier, city directory * 1932 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 clerk, 241 Social Street, city directory * 1933 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1933 cashier, 241 Social Street, city directory * 1934 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1934 cashier, 241 Social Street, city directory * 1935 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1935 cashier, 241 Social Street, city directory * 1936 in 426 South Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1936 cashier, 241 Social Street, city directory * 1937 in 331 Wood Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1937 cashier, 241 Social Street, city directory * 1938 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, removed to Lebanon, NH, city directory * 1938 in 45 Greene Street, Lebanon, Grafton, NH, occupation 1938 cashier with National Biscuit Co., city directory * 1941 in 45 Greene Street, Lebanon, Grafton, NH, occupation 1941 cashier with National Biscuit Co.

He married ca 1936, Juliette M. _#46202, city directory * 1937 in 331 Wood Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1938 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, removed to Lebanon, NH, city directory * 1938 in 45 Greene Street, Lebanon, Grafton, NH, city directory * 1941 in 45 Greene Street, Lebanon, Grafton, NH.

1791. Marie Anne Albina Vadeboncoeur #429 (Louis Verboncoeur, Joseph, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #15314E from Chabrier, born 27 Jul 1881 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 27 Jul 1881 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, census * 03 May 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED15312, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St Guillaume, ED 206-10, died bef Sep 1936, buried. Godfather: Onisime Adam, Godmother: Marie Letendre.

She married * 15 Apr 1901 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Georges Bibeau #29229, born Jan 1873 in QC, Canada, (son of Athenase Bibeau #57542 and Emerance Parenteau #57543), census * 1911 in Canada,
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QC, Yamaska, St Guillaume, ED 206-10, occupation 1911 laborer, resided Sep 1936 in Farnham, Missisquoi, QC, Canada.

Children:

3796 i. Marie Jessy Corona Bibeau #57544, henry no. #15314E1 from Chabrier, born 16 May 1902 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 17 May 1902 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St Guillaume, ED 206-10, Godparents: Louis Vadeboncoeur & Jessy Parenteau, his wife.

3797 ii. Marie Alpheda Bibeau #38381, henry no. #15314E2 from Chabrier, born 03 Jun 1903 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 03 Jun 1903 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 14 Jan 1907 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 15 Jan 1907 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godparents: Adelard Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Georgiana Vadeboncoeur, aunt.

She married 30 Sep 1944 in St Pie, Bagot, PQ, Canada, Joseph Plamondon #38382. Joseph: Son of Clodomir Plamondon & Vitaline Gagnon.

3798 iii. Joseph Louis Albert Bibeau #57545, henry no. #15314E3 from Chabrier, born 17 Oct 1904 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 18 Oct 1904 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 12 Apr 1906 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 13 Apr 1906 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godparents: Louis Page, uncle & Rose Anna Vadeboncoeur, his wife.


3800 v. Joseph Edouard Idivic Bibeau #57547, henry no. #15314E5 from Chabrier, born 02 Mar 1907 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 03 Mar 1907 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 24 Feb 1908 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 25 Feb 1908 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godparents: Alsidas Gendron & Elphegina Vadeboncoeur, aunt.

3801 vi. Joseph Gerard Charles Auguste Bibeau #57548, henry no. #15314E6 from Chabrier, born 02 Apr 1908 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 02 Apr 1908 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 12 Oct 1913 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 14 Oct 1913 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godparents: Joseph Forcier & Zenaide Provencher.

3802 vii. Charlemagne Jean Marc Bibeau #57549, henry no. #15314E7 from Chabrier, born 07 Sep 1909 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 08 Sep 1909 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, died 01 Oct 1913 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, buried * 03 Oct 1913 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godparents: Denys Lefebvre & Melina Plante, his wife.

3803 viii. Marie Gertrude Lauriane Bibeau #38379, henry no. #15314E8 from Chabrier, born 03 Dec 1911 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 04 Dec 1911 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Godparents: Deus Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Alicia Larose, his wife.

She married * 19 Sep 1936 in St Pie, Bagot, PQ, Canada, Albert Charron #38380. Albert: Widower of Alice Houle.


He married 08 Nov 1947 in St Pie, Bagot, PQ, Canada, Rolande Beauregard #38384. Rolande: Dau of Hormisdas Beauregard & Almoza Phaneuf.

1793. Joseph De Vadeboncoeur #431 (Louis Vadeboncoeur, Joseph, Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #15314G from
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Chabrier, born 30 Oct 1884 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{127}\) baptized * 30 Oct 1884 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{127}\) census * 03 May 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St-Guillaume-d'Upton, ED15312,\(^{31}\) census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St Guillaume, ED 206-10,\(^{32}\) occupation 1911 house painter,\(^{32}\) died bef 1979.\(^{334}\) Godfather: Damase Provençal, Godmother: Luce Mercure.

He married (1) * 05 Nov 1906 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{49}\) Marie Albertine Alice Larose #29232, born 02 Sep 1882 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) (daughter of Mathias Larose #57500 and Rosalie Rouleau #57501), baptized * 02 Sep 1882 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St Guillaume, ED 206-10,\(^{32}\) died 30 Jan 1916 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 02 Feb 1916 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.\(^{7}\) Marie: Godparents: Alberie Merlotte & Rosalie Larose.

Children:

+ 3805 i. Henri Paul Rodrigue\(^{12}\) Vadeboncoeur #36183 born 17 Sep 1907.
3806 ii. Marie Therese Simone Vadeboncoeur #57502, henry no. #15314G2 from Chabrier, born 17 Sep 1908 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 17 Sep 1908 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) died 27 Dec 1910 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 28 Dec 1910 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Louis Rainville & Rosalie Larose.
3807 iii. Joseph Charles Emile Clother Vadeboncoeur #57504, henry no. #15314G3 from Chabrier, born 04 Feb 1912 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) census * 05 Feb 1912 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) died 13 Sep 1912 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 13 Sep 1912 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: George Bibeau & Albina Vadeboncoeur.
3808 iv. Joseph Paul Emile Leo Vadeboncoeur #57505, henry no. #15314G4 from Chabrier, born 04 Jul 1914 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) census * 04 Jul 1914 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) died 31 Jul 1915 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 01 Aug 1915 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Edmond Gelin & Amanda Rouleau, his wife.
3809 v. N.N. Vadeboncoeur #57506, henry no. #15314G5 from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1916 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) died 30 Jan 1916 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 31 Jan 1916 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.\(^{9}\)

He married (2) * 29 Apr 1918 in St Pie de Guire, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{49,9}\) Marie Rosaria Heroux #29480, born 09 Oct 1890 in St Pie de Guire, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\(^{9}\) (daughter of Louis Heroux #57507 and Marie Parenteau #57508), baptized * 10 Oct 1890 in St Pie de Guire, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.\(^{9}\) Marie: Godparents: Cleophas Heroux & Marie Desrosiers.

Children:

3810 vi. Joseph Georges Etienne Vadeboncoeur #57509, henry no. #15314G6 from Chabrier, born 04 Feb 1919 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 04 Feb 1919 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) Godparents: Louis Heroux, grandfather & Marie Parenteau, his wife.
3811 vii. Joseph Rosaire Vadeboncoeur #57510, henry no. #15314G7 from Chabrier, born 17 Oct 1920 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 18 Oct 1920 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) died 20 Oct 1920 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) buried * 21 Oct 1920 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Adelard Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Antonia Lamothe, his wife.
3812 viii. Joseph Roger Denis Vadeboncoeur #29238, henry no. #15314G8 from Chabrier, born 28 Jan 1924 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 29 Jan 1924 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Benjamin Lebrun & Rose Anna Bergevin.

He married 24 Jun 1949 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada,\(^{49}\) Marcelle Lalancette #29241. Marcelle: Dau of Albert Lalancette & Corine Gaucher.
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3813 ix. Joseph Guy Vadeboncoeur #29236, henry no. #15314G9 from Chabrier, born 14 Sep 1899 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, baptized * 15 Sep 1899 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada. Godparents: Royal Vadeboncoeur & Donald Heroux.

He married 05 Aug 1950 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Denise Viens #29239.


He married 03 Sep 1956 in St Guillaume d'Upton, Yamaska, PQ Canada, Aline Lalancette #29240.

Aline: Dau of Arthur Lalancette & Ida Sicard.


She married 10 Jun 1914 in Holy Family, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 179 Lincoln Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, Joseph Olivier Viatuer (Victor) Drainville #31867, born 20 Oct 1890 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, baptized 20 Oct 1890 in Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, census * 27 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 298, occupation 27 Apr 1910 grocery clerk, resided 27 Apr 1910 in 56 Burnside Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 shoe store salesman, resided 05 Jun 1917 in 133 Olo Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, height 05 Jun 1917 medium, weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, eye color 05 Jun 1917 gray, hair color 05 Jun 1917 black, city directory * 1918 in 133 Olo Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1918 clerk, census * 06 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 328, occupation 06 Jan 1920 store salesman, city directory * 1921 in 179 Lincoln Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1921 clerk, city directory * 1922 in 179 Lincoln Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1922 assistant manager, city directory * 1923 in 179 Lincoln Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1923 assistant manager, city directory * 1924 in 179 Lincoln Street,
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Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1924 assistant manager, city directory * 1925 in 179 Lincoln Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1925 assistant manager, city directory * 1928 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1928 assistant manager, city directory * 1929 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1929 assistant manager, census * 08 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 287, occupation 08 Apr 1930 shoe store manager, city directory * 1932 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 124 Main Street, city directory * 1933 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1933 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 124 Main Street, city directory * 1934 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1934 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 124 Main Street, city directory * 1935 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1935 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 124 Main Street, city directory * 1936 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1936 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, city directory * 1937 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1937 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, city directory * 1938 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1938 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, city directory * 1939 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1939 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, city directory * 1940 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1940 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, city directory * 1941 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1941 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, city directory * 1942 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1942 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, resided 27 Apr 1942 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, height 27 Apr 1942 5 ft 7 in, weight 27 Apr 1942 160 lbs, eye color 27 Apr 1942 gray, hair color 27 Apr 1942 brown, complexion 27 Apr 1942 light, city directory * 1943 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1943 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, city directory * 1944 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1944 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, city directory * 1945 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1945 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, city directory * 1949 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1949 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, city directory * 1951 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1951 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, city directory * 1952 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1952 president-treasurer, Drainville Shoe Co., 287 Main Street, city directory * 1954 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1959 in 141 Andrews Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, died 25 May 1961 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, buried 27 May 1961 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI.


Children:
+ 3815 i. Robert Viateur Joseph Drainville #41734 born 11 Mar 1918.
+ 3816 ii. Marie Marguerite Muriel Drainville #41729 born 26 Aug 1924.
+ 3817 iii. Joseph Rene Roger Drainville #39221 born 24 Sep 1929.
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Children:
+ 3818 i. Raymond A 12 Dubreuil #46203 born ca 1903.
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She married * 21 May 1906 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{138}\) resided (family) Apr 1910 in 57 South Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{60}\) Joseph Leon Uldorique Theroux #57581, born 24 Apr 1881 in Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) (son of Pierre Theroux #57582 and Marie Cardin #57583), baptized * 25 Apr 1881 in Yamaska, Yamaska, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) emigrated 1906 to USA,\(^{66}\) occupation 21 May 1906 butcher,\(^{38}\) city directory * 1907 in 57 South Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{60}\) occupation 1907 grocer at 58 South Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1908 in 57 South Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1908 stable worker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1909 in 57 South Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1909 stable worker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1910 in 57 South Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{60}\) occupation 1910 stable worker,\(^{61}\) census Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 361,\(^{61}\) occupation Apr 1910 stable keeper,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1911 in 57 South Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{51}\) occupation 1911 stable worker & harnessmaker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1912 in 57 South Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1912 stable worker & harnessmaker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1914 in 88 Concord Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1914 stable worker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1915 in 88 Concord Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1915 stable worker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1916 in 88 Concord Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) census Apr 1916 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 361,\(^{61}\) occupation Apr 1916 stable worker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1917 in 88 Concord Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1917 stable worker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1919 in 88 Concord Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) census Apr 1919 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 361,\(^{61}\) city directory Apr 1920 stable keeper,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1921 in 88 Concord Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1921 stable worker,\(^{61}\) city directory Apr 1922 in 88 Concord Street, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{60}\) census Apr 1922 in MA, Essex, Lawrence, ED 361,\(^{61}\) occupation Apr 1923 stable keeper,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1924 in 158 How Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1924 shoe worker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1926 in 158 How Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1926 shoe worker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1928 in 136 White Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{51}\) occupation 1928 shoe worker.\(^{61}\) Godparents: Adolphe Lapariere Jr. & Olivine Vadeboncoeur.

Children:

3819  i.  Leon\(^2\) Theroux #61085, henry no. #1531A21 from Chabrier, born * 27 Aug 1907 in Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{138}\) died bef Apr 1910 in Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{53}\)

3820  ii.  Raymond E Theroux #61086, henry no. #1531A22 from Chabrier, born * 09 Nov 1911 in Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^{271}\) died bef 1920.

3821  iii.  Eugene J Theroux #57586, henry no. #1531A23 from Chabrier, born 14 Nov 1916 in Haverhill, Essex, MA,\(^{60,121}\) census * 02 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,\(^{60}\) event 02 Jan 1920 in Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1920 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) education 05 Apr 1941 in World War II Army Enlistment,\(^{232}\) event 05 Apr 1941 in Boston, Suffolk, MA,\(^{232}\) education 05 Apr 1941 4 years of high school,\(^{232}\) height 05 Apr 1941 72 in,\(^{232}\) weight 05 Apr 1941 142 lbs,\(^{232}\) city directory * 1950 in Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1950 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) social security num bef 1951 018-07-0587 (MA),\(^{121}\) city directory * 1951 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1951 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1952 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1952 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1953 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1953 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1954 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1954 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1955 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1955 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1956 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1956 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1957 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1957 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1958 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1958 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1959 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1959 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1960 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1960 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1962 in Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH,\(^{61}\) occupation 1962 employed by NH National Guard,\(^{61}\) died Aug 1986 in Concord, Merrimack, NH,\(^{121}\)
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He married by 1950, Verna D __ #61075, city directory * 1950 in Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH, city directory * 1951 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH, city directory * 1953 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH, city directory * 1955 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH, city directory * 1957 in 160 Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH, city directory * 1959 in Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH, city directory * 1960 in Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH, city directory * 1962 in Elm Street, Penacook (Concord), Merrimack, NH.


He married (1) * 12 Sep 1910 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, divorced bet 05 Jun 1917 - 09 Jan 1920, Johanna C. Moore #32808, born 04 Feb 1896 in Sandown, NH, (daughter of Charles W Moore #56739 and Esther Iona Sargent #56740), died 11 Jul 1959 in Methuen, Essex, MA, cause of death cancer, buried in Lakeview Cem, Hampstead, NH.

Children:

3822 i. Herbert C dit Vadeboncoeur #32809, henry no. #1531E11 from Chabrier, born 29 Jan 1911 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, census * 09 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 68, resided 09 Jan 1920 in 1452 Broadway, Haverhill, Essex, MA, census * 23 Apr 1930 in NH, Rockingham, Hampstead, ED 17, resided 23 Apr 1930 in with Moore grandparents, occupation 23 Apr 1930 farm laborer, event * 07 Aug 1942 in World War II Army Enlistment, resided 07 Aug 1942 in Rockingham co, NH, height 07 Aug 1942 74 in, weight 07 Aug 1942 153 lbs, military US Army Air Corps, World War II, city directory * 1947 in 422 Main Street, New Britain, Hartford, CT, died 29 May 1956 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, buried in Lakeview Cem, Hampstead, NH. He was an accomplished musician who played several different instruments. He served in the Army Air Corps during WW-II. He married, but died without issue.

She married divorced bef 07 Aug 1942, Unknown #56741.

He married (2) bef 1946, Ruth H. Ferguson #34030, born ca 1907, city directory * 1946 in 123 Hawthorne Avenue, Derby, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1948 in 123 Hawthorne Avenue, Derby, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1950 in 123 Hawthorne Avenue, Derby, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1951 in 123 Hawthorne Avenue, Derby, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1952 in 123 Hawthorne Avenue, Derby, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1953 in 123
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Hawthorne Avenue, Derby, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1954 in 123 Hawthorne Avenue, Derby, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1955 in 123 Hawthorne Avenue, Derby, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1960 in 111 Hill Street, Shelton, Fairfield, CT, occupation 1960 employed by BFG Co., city directory * 1962 in 12 Indian Avenue, Derby, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1963 in 12 Indian Avenue, Derby, New Haven, CT, died 25 Apr 1973 in Derby, New Haven, CT.

Ruth: Died at age 66.


He married ca 1916, resided (family) 08 Jan 1920 in 671 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA. Cora Mary Maude Jaques #38034, also known as Modeste Vadeboncoeur, born 04 Jan 1897 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, daughter of Emory Jaques #61064 and Cora E Greenwood #61065, city directory * 1919 in 37 High Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1920 in 667 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, census * 08 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 73, occupation 08 Jan 1920 shoe factory, city directory * 1921 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1922 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1924 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1926 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1928 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 62, city directory * 1930 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1932 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1935 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1936 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1938 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1948 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1950 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1952 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1955 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1959 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1961 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1965 in 6 Emily Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, cause of death 08 Jan 1957 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, cause of death Coronary thrombosis, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, angina pectoris, buried in St Joseph Cem, Haverhill, Essex, MA. Cora: Dau of Emory Jacques (b. Canada) & Cora Greenwood (b. Plaistow, NH).
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Children:


+ 3824 ii. Helen E Vadeboncor #33989 born ca 1921.


He married (1) 26 Sep 1919 in St Francois Xavier, Nashua, NH, Elizabeth (Ida?) Basiliere #40263 (daughter of Ferdinand Basiliere #61072 and Melvina Belanger #61073), city directory * 1922 in 15 York Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 city directory * 1923 in 15 York Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 died ca 1923.

Children:

3825 i. Irene2 Vadeboncor #32264, Henry no. #1531E51 from Chabrier, born ca 1921 in MA,91 census * 12 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,91 died bef 31 May 2003.

She married _ Richards #44394.

Children:
+ 3826 ii. Yvonne Vadeboncoeur #41990 born ca Feb 1926.
+ 3827 iii. Doris C Vadeboncoeur #41991 born ca 1927.
+ 3828 iv. Louise Rita Vadeboncoeur #41992 born 22 Jul 1928.

She married resided (family) 31 May 2003 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, 436 __ Allen #44505, died bef 31 May 2003.

  + 3830 vi. William Hector Vadeboncoeur Jr. #44502.
  3831 vii. Claire A Vadeboncoeur #44506, henry no. #1531E57 from Chabrier, born Jan 1931. 437

She married resided (family) 1992 in 20 Brown Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, 437 resided (family) 31 May 2003 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, 436 Edwin Girroir #44507, born Jun 1929. 437
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He married (1) ca Feb 1910, resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in 206 Heath Street, Boston, Suffolk, MA, Alice M __ #61076, born ca 1840 in ME, census * 18 Apr 1910 in MA, Suffolk, Boston Wd 19, ED 1557, city directory * 1915 in 52 Temple Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA.

He married (2) ca 1920 in MA, Ethel J McKenzie #42904, born ca 1897 in Canada, emigrated 1921, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Newburyport, ED 219, city directory * 1937 in 20 Boylston Street, Lynn, Essex, MA, city directory * 1940 in 90 Jefferson Street, Lynn, Essex, MA, city directory * 1945 in 480 Chatham Street, Lynn, Essex, MA.

Children:

3832 i. Marjorie Doucette #29558, henry no. #1531F11 from Chabrier, born ca 1922 in MA, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Newburyport, ED 219.
3833 ii. Gloria E Doucette #42905, henry no. #1531F12 from Chabrier, born ca 1922 in MA, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Newburyport, ED 219, city directory * 1945 in 480 Chatham Street, Lynn, Essex, MA, occupation 1945 employed by GE Co.
3834 iii. Donald A Doucette #42909, henry no. #1531F13 from Chabrier, born 19 Apr 1925 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Newburyport, ED 219, city directory * 1945 in 480 Chatham Street, Lynn, Essex, MA, occupation 1945 US Army, social security number bef 1951 026-12-3532, died 12 Apr 1996 in Ipswich, Essex, MA.
3835 iv. Lorraine M Doucette #42906, henry no. #1531F14 from Chabrier, born ca 1926 in MA, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Newburyport, ED 219, city directory * 1945 in 480 Chatham Street, Lynn, Essex, MA, occupation 1945 employed by Sylvania.
3836 v. Gale Doucette #42907, henry no. #1531F15 from Chabrier, born ca Apr 1929 in MA, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Newburyport, ED 219.
3837 vi. Alice Y Doucette #42908, henry no. #1531F16 from Chabrier, city directory * 1951 in 480 Chatham Street, Lynn, Essex, MA, occupation 1951 clerk at GE, city directory * 1953 in 480 Chatham Street, Lynn, Essex, MA, occupation 1953 clerk at GE.
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Children:


3840 ii. Robert Raymond Doucette #42913, height #1531F22 Chabrier, born 29 Nov 1922, died bef 04 Apr 1930.

3841 iii. Helene Claire Doucette #42914, henry no. #1531F23 from Chabrier, born 01 Aug 1925 in MA, census * 04 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72, city directory * 1944 in 26 John Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1948 in 26 John Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, city directory * 1950 in 26 John Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA.
La Famille Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR

She married 15 Oct 1949 in Kingston, Rockingham, NH, Aldo J Yacubacci #61078, born ca 1920, (son of John Yacubacci #61079 and Mary A Simboli #61080).

3842 iv. Raymond Ralph Doucette #42915, henry no. #1531F24 from Chabrier, born 05 Apr 1939.2


Children:

3843 i. Yvonne Doucette #42916, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1913.2
3844 ii. Bernard Doucette #42917, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1915.2
3845 iii. Sylvia Doucette #42918, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1917.2

1819. Marie Olivine Lea Doucette #42887 (Marie Olivine Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Verboncoeur dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1531F5 from Chabrier, born * 23 Sep 1894 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, census * 09 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 305,60 census * 20 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 320,63 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in NH, Carroll, Conway, ED 6,91 social security num 564-32-8018,220 died 12 Feb 1894 in Los Angeles co., CA.220 She married ca 1915 in MA, resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 82 Hilldale Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA,60 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in Washington Street, Conway, Carroll, NH,91 Ralph W. Eastman #42919, born ca 1895 in NH, census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72,60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 wood heel factory shank scanner,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in NH, Carroll, Conway, ED 6,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 wood heel factory superintendent.91

Children:

+ 3846 i. June F. Eastman #42920 born ca 1923.

1820. Marie Rose Adelia Doucette #42888 (Marie Olivine Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Verboncoeur dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #1531F6 from Chabrier, born 09 Apr 1896 in MA,62 census * 09 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 305,60 census * 20 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 320,63 city directory * 1915 in Amesbury Road, Haverhill, Essex, MA,61 occupation 1915 bow maker at W & D Co.,61 census * 09 Jan 1920 in MA, Plymouth, Brockton, ED 81,60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 shoe factory table work.60 She married ca 1914 in MA, resided (family) 02 Jan 1920 in 328 Quincy Street, Brockton, Plymouth, MA,60 Chester T. Torrey #42921, born ca 1892 in MA,2 census * 02 Jan 1920 in MA, Plymouth, Brockton, ED 81,60 occupation 02 Jan 1920 shipyard steam fitter,60 census * 22 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Groveland, ED 50,91 occupation 22 Apr 1930 town farm manager.91

Children:

3847 i. Mildred Marie Torrey #42922, height Chabrier, born ca Sep 1915 in MA,60 census * 02 Jan 1920 in MA, Plymouth, Brockton, ED 81,60 census * 22 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Groveland, ED 50.91
3848 ii. Marion Clara Torrey #42923, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca Jun 1918 in MA,60 census * 02 Jan 1920 in MA, Plymouth, Brockton, ED 81,60 census * 22 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Groveland, ED 50.91
3849 iii. Shirley Belle Torrey #42924, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1920 in MA,91 census * 22 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Groveland, ED 50.91
3850 iv. James Alexander Torrey #42925, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1925 in MA,91 census * 22 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Groveland, ED 50.91
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He married ca 1920 in MA, 91 resided (family) May 1930 in 561 Bay Road, Sharon, Norfolk, MA, 91 Nellie Bishop #4927, born ca 1900 in MA, 91 census * May 1930 in MA, Norfolk, Sharon, ED 121. 91

Children:
+ 3851 i. John Arthur Doucette #42927 born 21 Jan 1921.
+ 3852 ii. Elaine Doucette #42928 born ca 1924.
+ 3853 iii. Roger Doucette #42929 born 17 Aug 1927.


He married 2 Marguerite Reegan #49293, born ca 1909. 2

Children:
3854 i. Patricia Reegan Doucette #42931, Henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1927. 2
3855 ii. James Reegan Doucette #42932, Henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1929. 2


He married 7 Nov 1922, 143 resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 11 Hawthorne Street, Somerville, Middlesex, MA, 91 Dorothy Charles #37923, born ca 1900 in NH, 91 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Somerville, ED 456. 91

Children:
+ 3856 i. Jeanne Dorothy Vadeboncoeur #37924 born ca 1923.
3857 ii. Elaine M Vadeboncoeur #37925, Henry no. #1531G22 from Chabrier, born ca 1925 in MA, 91 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Somerville, ED 456. 91
+ 3858 iii. Paul M Vadeboncoeur #35380 born 27 Sep 1934.
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**Children:**

+ 3859 i. Lorna Christine° Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #34529 born 23 Jul 1925.
+ 3861 iii. James Lucien Vadeboncoeur #34528 born 09 Jan 1934.
+ 3862 iv. Diane Carol Vadeboncoeur #34531 born 24 Jul 1936.
+ 3863 v. Priscilla Mary Vadeboncoeur #34532 born 22 Oct 1939.


She married 13 Oct 1919, resided (family) 11 Apr 1930 in 7 McKeen Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, **Armand J. Villeneuve** #37926, born ca 1895 in MA, census * 11 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 100, occupation 11 Apr 1930 hardware store proprietor, property 11 Apr 1930 real estate value $5700.

**Children:**

3864 i. Priscilla E.° Villeneuve #37927, henry no. #1531G61 from Chabrier, born 08 Aug 1920 in MA, census * 11 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 100, died 15 Oct 1987 in New Castle, IN.
3865 ii. Armand J. Villeneuve Jr. #37928, henry no. #1531G62 from Chabrier, born ca 1922 in NH, census * 11 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 100.
3866 iii. Claire C. Villeneuve #37929, henry no. #1531G63 from Chabrier, born ca 1924 in NH, census * 11 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 100.
3867 iv. Louise I. Villeneuve #37930, henry no. #1531G64 from Chabrier, born 04 Aug 1926 in NH, census * 11 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 100.


She married ca 1922 in MA, resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 177 Valentine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, **Charles Albert Blake** #37931, born ca 1901 in RI, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 81, occupation 09 Apr 1930 commercial printer.

**Children:**

+ 3868 i. Lora Blanche° Blake #37932 born 15 Nov 1923.
+ 3869 ii. Barbara Alice Blake #37933 born 11 Dec 1932.
+ 3870 iii. Robert Irving Blake #37934 born 20 Sep 1934.

1835. **Alice Blanche**° Vadeboncoeur #34034 (Joseph Victor Adelard°, Joseph° Verboncoeur dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit° Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit° & Jean Chabrier dit°, Jean° Chabrier, Jean°, Simon°, Simon°, Bertrand), henry no. #1531G8 from Chabrier, born 20 Dec 1901 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, census * 22 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 320, census * 02 Feb 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 73, city directory * 1926 in
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136 Presidents Lane, Quincy, Norfolk, MA, occupation 1926 teacher at Lincoln School, city directory * 1929 in 43 Russell Pk, Quincy, Norfolk, MA, occupation 1929 teacher at Lincoln School, city directory * 1930 in 43 Russell Pk, Quincy, Norfolk, MA, occupation 1930 teacher at Lincoln School, city directory * 1932 in 1126 Hancock Street, Quincy, Norfolk, MA, occupation 1932 teacher at Lincoln School, city directory * 1933 in 1126 Hancock Street, Quincy, Norfolk, MA, occupation 1933 teacher at Lincoln School, city directory * 1938 in 1126 Hancock Street, Quincy, Norfolk, MA, occupation 1938 teacher at Lincoln School, social security num 1962 017-36-5229 (MA), died 16 Aug 1979 in Milton, Norfolk, MA. 


Children:  
3873 ii. Jane M Conlon #37618 (details excluded).  
3874 iii. Kevin J Conlon #37617 (details excluded).  

1836. Joseph Ovila William †Vadeboncoeur #37921 (Joseph Victor Adelard †, Joseph † Verboncoeur dit Chatbrier, Joseph Chabrier dit † Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit †, Jean Chabrier dit †, Jean † Chabrier, Jean †, Simon †, Simon †, Bertrand †), henry no. #1531G9 from Chabrier, born * 05 Mar 1904 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, census * 22 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 320, census * 02 Feb 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 73, city directory * 1925 in 4a McKean Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1925 clerk at 86 West Pearl Street, died 18 Aug 1925 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, died Aug 1960 in Haverhill, Essex, MA. 

He married Grace M. Leslie #40360, born 09 May 1920, died 05 Aug 1996 in Haverhill, Essex, MA. Grace: Death Cert. #041581.  

Children:  
3875 i. Doris † Vadeboncoeur #40361, henry no. from Chabrier.  

She married __ Hill #40362.  

1837. Marie Ange Lillian Florence †Vadeboncoeur #32871 (Joseph Victor Adelard †, Joseph † Verboncoeur dit Chatbrier, Joseph Chabrier dit † Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit †, Jean Chabrier dit †, Jean † Chabrier, Jean †, Simon †, Simon †, Bertrand †), henry no. #1531GA from Chabrier, born * 05 Mar 1904 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, census * 22 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 320, census * 02 Feb 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 73, city directory * 1920, city directory * 1929 in 43 Russell Pk, Quincy, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1920 teacher at Lincoln School, city directory * 1926 teacher at Lincoln School, city directory * 1930 in 43 Russell Pk, Quincy, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1930 teacher at Lincoln School, city directory * 1932 in 1126 Hancock Street, Quincy, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1932 teacher at Lincoln School, city directory * 1933 in 1126 Hancock Street, Quincy, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1933 teacher at Lincoln School, city directory * 1938 in 1126 Hancock Street, Quincy, Hillsborough, NH, occupation 1938 teacher at Lincoln School, social security num 1962 017-36-5229 (MA), died 16 Aug 1979 in Milton, Norfolk, MA. 

She married 11 Nov 1929 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 86 Kinsley Street, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH, Edward Leonard Archambault #33653, born 05 Nov 1906 in Pepperrill, MA, census * 02 Apr 1930 in NH, Hillsborough, Nashua, ED 103, occupation 02 Apr 1930 hardware store bookkeeper, occupation production inspector, city directory * 1962 in 55 South Street, Waltham, Middlesex, MA, city directory * 1964 in 55 South Street, Waltham, Middlesex, MA, died 13 Apr 1994 in Framingham, MA, buried in St Louis Cem, Nashua, Hillsborough, NH. 

Children:  
+ 3876 i. William Edward † Archambault #37936 born 01 Nov 1931.  

1839. Marie Delima † Desjartais #34647 (Elise † Vadeboncoeur, David †, Joseph Chabrier dit †, Joseph Chabrier dit †, Jean Chabrier dit †, Jean † Chabrier, Jean †, Simon †, Simon †, Bertrand †), henry no. #153511 from Chabrier, born 27 Nov 1867.
in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{126} baptized * 27 Nov 1867 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{126} emigrated 1872 to RI,\textsuperscript{46,63} census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193,\textsuperscript{36} census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 30,\textsuperscript{63} naturalized 1910,\textsuperscript{60} census * 15 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 34,\textsuperscript{60} census * 11 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 24,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1940 in 53 West Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{63} city directory * 1944 in 53 West Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{63} Godparents: David Verboncoeur & Adele Lacroix.

She married ca 1887 in RI,\textsuperscript{63} resided (family) 15 Jan 1920 in West Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{60} resided (family) 11 Apr 1930 in 55 West Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{91} Alfred Geoffroy \#46218, born Jan 1869 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{46} emigrated 1885 to RI,\textsuperscript{46} census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193,\textsuperscript{36} occupation 19 Jun 1900 loom fixer,\textsuperscript{46} census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 30,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 19 Apr 1910 velvet mill loom fixer,\textsuperscript{63} naturalized 1910,\textsuperscript{60} city directory * 1919 in West Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1919 loom fixer,\textsuperscript{61} census * 15 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 34,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 15 Jan 1920 cotton mill loom fixer,\textsuperscript{60} property 15 Jan 1920 owns with no mortgage,\textsuperscript{60} census * 11 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 24,\textsuperscript{91} property 11 Apr 1930 real estate value $3900,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1940 in 53 West Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} died bef 1944.

Children:

+ 3877 i. Marie Emelia\textsuperscript{12} Geoffroy \#46225 born 26 Jun 1888.
+ 3878 ii. Alfred Job Geoffroy Jr. \#43330 born 24 Jul 1890.
3879 iii. Raymond Leo Geoffroy \#46219, census name Romeo Geoffrey,\textsuperscript{91} henry no. \#1535113 from Chabrier, born 24 Sep 1892 in Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{46,275} baptized 24 Sep 1892 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{46} census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193,\textsuperscript{36} census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 30,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 19 Apr 1910 velvet mill repair man,\textsuperscript{63} event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 05 Jun 1917 weaver for Warwick Mills, Centerville, RI,\textsuperscript{92} resided 05 Jun 1917 in West Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{92} height 05 Jun 1917 tall,\textsuperscript{92} weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown,\textsuperscript{92} hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark,\textsuperscript{92} city directory * 1919 in East Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1919 mill second hand,\textsuperscript{61} census * 13 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 34,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 13 Jan 1920 cotton mill weaver,\textsuperscript{60} census * 11 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 24,\textsuperscript{91} resided 11 Apr 1930 in 55 West Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 11 Apr 1930 cotton mill weaver,\textsuperscript{91} event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 27 Apr 1942 unemployed - seeking work,\textsuperscript{93} resided 27 Apr 1942 in 53 West Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{93} height 27 Apr 1942 5 ft 8 in,\textsuperscript{93} weight 27 Apr 1942 165 lbs,\textsuperscript{93} eye color 27 Apr 1942 hazel,\textsuperscript{93} hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray,\textsuperscript{93} complexion 27 Apr 1942 in ruddy,\textsuperscript{93} city directory * 1940 in 53 West Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 laborer,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in 53 West Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{93} Godparents: Raymond Geoffroy & Elisabeth Precourt.

He married 11 Jun 1917 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{91,274} resided (family) 13 Jan 1920 in East Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{60} Alma Marie Boucher \#46229, born 21 Dec 1897 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{274} (daughter of Louis Boucher \#57647 and Marie St Marie \#57648), census * 13 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 34,\textsuperscript{50}

3880 iv. Joseph Albert Geoffroy \#46227, henry no. \#1535114 from Chabrier, born 15 Jan 1894 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 18 Jan 1894 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} died bef 1900 in RI,\textsuperscript{46} Godparents: Joseph Dutifully & Emelia Dutifully.
3881 v. Guillaume Ephrem Geoffroy \#46220, henry no. \#1535115 from Chabrier, born 22 Apr 1896 in Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 26 Apr 1896 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193,\textsuperscript{46} census * 19 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 30,\textsuperscript{63} event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{93} occupation 05 Jun 1917 none,\textsuperscript{93} resided 05 Jun 1917 in West Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{92} height 05 Jun 1917 medium,\textsuperscript{92} weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown,\textsuperscript{92} hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown,\textsuperscript{92} Godparents: Odila Geoffroy & Delia Brouillard.
+ 3882 vi. Louis Arthur William Geoffroy \#46221 born 22 Apr 1898.
3883 vii. Joseph Wilfrid Geoffroy \#46226, henry no. \#1535117 from Chabrier, born 17 Nov 1899 in Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 19 Nov 1899 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} census * 17 Jun 1900
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in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193, died bef 19 Apr 1910 in RI. Godparents: Henri Biron & Celina Laroche.


3885 ix. Florence Dorilda Geoffroy #46223 born 22 Sep 1904.


He married 29 Oct 1969 in St Mary RC Ch, Crompton, West Warwick, RI, Mary Eva Martin #57634, born Jul 1884 in RI (daughter of James Martin #57711 and Nora __ #57712).


He married 30 Jun 1934 in Our Lady of Good Counsel, West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 1995 - 2002 in 2 Lorraine Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, Fabiola Pelletier #57639, born 15 Aug 1909,121 (daughter of Maurice Pelletier #57709 and Amelia Valeda Boucher #57710), census * 23 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19,91 occupation 23 Apr 1930 cotton mill spinner, city directory * 1938 in 43 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 43 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 social security num bef 1951 038-05-8482 (RI), died 28 Feb 2007 in Clermont, Lake, FL.

1854. Marie Louise Hectorine (Corin) Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur #30513 (Francois-Xavier (Olivier)10, David9, Joseph Chabrier dit8, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #153563 from Chabrier, born 01 Sep 1878 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 01 Sep 1878 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1,28 census * 10 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 153A1,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 158-21.32 Godparents: Louis Tessier & Henriette Bayeur.

She married (1) * 19 Feb 1900 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,49 resided (family) 1911 in rue Herriot, Drummond, Drummond, QC, Canada,49 Samuel Jones #30516, born 02 Feb 1874 in QC, Canada,31,32 (son of Joseph Jones #57741 and Sophie Courchesne #57742), census * 10 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 153A1,31 occupation 10 Apr 1901 blacksmith,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 158-21,32 occupation 1911 blacksmith,32 died 14 Jul 1938 - 03 Feb 1940 in Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 buried * 16 Jul 1938 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada.9

Children:

3888 i. Marie Eva9 Jones #57743, henry no. #1535631 from Chabrier, born 02 Nov 1902 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 03 Nov 1902 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 158-21.32

She married * 10 Jul 1930 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,9,180 Hervey Garneau #57754 (son of Fulbert Garneau #57755 and Zoe (Lea) Blais #57756).

3889 ii. Marie Gertrude Laura Jones #57747, henry no. #1535632 from Chabrier, born 23 May 1904 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 24 May 1904 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,9 died 22 May 1907 in St Frederic, Drummondville,
La Famille Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR

Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 24 May 1907 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Edmond Leduc & Rose Anne Jones.

3890 iii. Joseph Walter Jones #57748, henry no. #1535633 from Chabrier, born 20 Oct 1905 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 21 Oct 1905 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 158-21.\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Joseph Blanchette & Marie Courcheines.

He married 21 Jun 1941 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{180} R. Aimee Perreault #57760 (daughter of Thomas Perreault #57761 and Leda Michaud #57762).

3891 iv. Marie Hella Bella Jones #57749, henry no. #1535634 from Chabrier, born 09 Apr 1909 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 10 Apr 1909 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} died 22 Jul 1910 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 23 Jul 1910 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{9}

3892 v. Joseph William George Arthur Jones #57753, henry no. #1535635 from Chabrier, born 05 Mar 1912 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 06 Mar 1912 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9}

He married * 03 Feb 1940 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9,180} Lucrece Parenteau #57757 (daughter of Willie Parenteau #57758 and Fabiana Poirier #57759).

3893 vi. Marie Corrinne Simone Jones #57763, henry no. #1535636 from Chabrier, born 17 Mar 1916 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 18 Mar 1916 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Walter Jones, brother & Eva Jones, sister.

She married (2) 15 Jul 1950 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{180} Eugene Lemire #30518. Eugene: m1. Alexina Cournoyer.

1856. Joseph Hermenegilde\textsuperscript{4} Vadeboncoeur #30514, census name Armenigil Verboncoeur,\textsuperscript{32} (Francois-Xavier (Olivier))\textsuperscript{7}, David\textsuperscript{7}, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Jean\textsuperscript{7} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{7}), henry no. #153565 from Chabrier, born 06 May 1882 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 06 May 1882 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 26 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummondville, Drummondville, ED 153A1,\textsuperscript{31} census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Bagot, Upton, ED 143-29,\textsuperscript{32} occupation 07 Jun 1911 teamster.\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Hermenegilde Boure & Philomene Tessier.

He married * 16 Feb 1903 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{49} Georgina Gagnon #30517, born Jun 1881 in QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{52} (daughter of Jean Baptiste Gagnon #57744 and Delia Charron #57745), census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Bagot, Upton, ED 143-29.\textsuperscript{52}

Children:

3894 i. Marie Marguerite Yvonne\textsuperscript{22} Vadeboncoeur #57746, henry no. from Chabrier, born 29 Dec 1903 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 31 Dec 1903 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} died 28 Aug 1908 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} buried * 29 Aug 1909 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Samuel Jones & Corine Vadeboncoeur.

3895 ii. Joseph Alphonse Charles Edward Vadeboncoeur #51989, henry no. from Chabrier, born 02 Mar 1905 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{32,9} baptized * 03 Mar 1905 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Bagot, Upton, ED 143-29.\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Alphonse Rene & Artemise Dube.

3896 iii. Marie Germaine Florence Vadeboncoeur #51991, henry no. from Chabrier, born 05 Sep 1906 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{32,9} baptized * 06 Sep 1906 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Bagot, Upton, ED 143-29.\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Olivier Vadeboncoeur & Georgianna Rene.

3897 iv. Roger Lucien Ubald Vadeboncoeur #51990, henry no. from Chabrier, born 11 Oct 1908 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{32,9} baptized * 11 Oct 1908 in St Frederic, Drummondville,
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Drummond, QC, Canada, \(^9\) census * 07 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Bagot, Upton, ED 143-29. \(^32\)

Godparents: Ubald St Pierre & Lydia Ruest.

3898 v. Yvonne Vadeboncoeur #38983, henry no. from Chabrier, born 22 Sep 1912, \(^443\) died 29 Mar 1959. \(^443\)

She married 05 May 1930 in Ste Catherine d'Alexandre, Montréal, PQ, \(^8\,443\) Edouard Jutras #38984.

Edouard: Son of Albert Jutras & Stella Caron.

1858. Josephine Ernestine \(^1\) Vadeboncoeur #31779 (Francois-Xavier (Olivier) \(^10\), David \(^9\), Joseph Chabrier dit \(^8\), Joseph Chabrier dit \(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit \(^5\), Jean \(^2\) Chabrier, Jean \(^1\), Simon \(^4\), Simon \(^3\), Simon \(^2\), Bertrand \(^1\)), henry no. #153567 from Chabrier, born 11 Mar 1886 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada, \(^9\) baptized * 11 Mar 1886 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada, \(^9\) census * 26 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 153A1. \(^31\) Godparents: Omer Lacroix & Sophie Bourque.

She married * 15 May 1905 in Upton, Bagot, PQ, Canada, \(^8\) Camille Fontaine #31780, born 15 May 1884 in QC, Canada, \(^31\) (son of Phidime Fontaine #57764 and Delvina Millette #57765), occupation 15 May 1905 plumber, \(^9\) resided 15 May 1905 in St Hyacinthe, St Hyacinthe, QC, Canada. \(^9\)

Children:

3899 i. Olivier Leo Camille Fontaine #57766, henry no. from Chabrier, born 01 Feb 1906 in St Hyacinthe, St Hyacinthe, QC, Canada, \(^9\) baptized * 02 Feb 1906 in N.D. du Rosaire, St Hyacinthe, St Hyacinthe, QC, Canada. \(^9\) Godparents: Olivier Fontaine & Georgina Rene.

3900 ii. Joseph Emile Camille Fontaine #57767, henry no. from Chabrier, born 12 Sep 1907 in St Hyacinthe, St Hyacinthe, QC, Canada, \(^9\) baptized * 12 Sep 1907 in N.D. du Rosaire, St Hyacinthe, St Hyacinthe, QC, Canada, \(^9\) died 14 Sep 1907 in St Hyacinthe, St Hyacinthe, QC, Canada, \(^9\) buried * 15 Sep 1907 in N.D. du Rosaire, St Hyacinthe, St Hyacinthe, QC, Canada. \(^9\) Godparents: Phydime Fontaine & Delvina Millette.

1859. Joseph Arthur \(^1\) Vadeboncoeur #30512 (Francois-Xavier (Olivier) \(^10\), David \(^9\), Joseph Chabrier dit \(^8\), Joseph Chabrier dit \(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit \(^5\), Jean \(^2\) Chabrier, Jean \(^1\), Simon \(^4\), Simon \(^3\), Simon \(^2\), Bertrand \(^1\)), henry no. #153568 from Chabrier, born 06 Oct 1888 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada, \(^9\) baptized * 06 Oct 1888 in St Ours, Richelieu, QC, Canada, \(^9\) census * 26 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Drummond, Drummondville, ED 153A1. \(^31\) Godparents: Vital Casavant & Marie Tessier, aunt.

He married * 22 Nov 1910 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, \(^9\) Marie Jeanne Deslauriers #30515 (daughter of Napoleon Deslauriers #57750 and Agnes Cote #57751).

Children:

3901 i. N.N. \(^1\) Vadeboncoeur #57752, henry no. from Chabrier, born 14 Sep 1911 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, \(^9\) died 14 Sep 1911 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada, \(^9\) buried * 15 Sep 1911 in St Frederic, Drummondville, Drummond, QC, Canada. \(^9\)

1863. Marie Louise \(^1\) Vallee #58025 (Aurelie Armenie \(^10\), Biron, Julie Chabrier dit \(^9\) Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit \(^8\), Joseph Chabrier dit \(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit \(^5\), Jean \(^2\) Chabrier, Jean \(^1\), Simon \(^4\), Simon \(^3\), Simon \(^2\), Bertrand \(^1\)), henry no. #153612 from Chabrier, born 17 May 1878 in Coventry, Kent, RI, \(^25\) baptized 17 May 1878 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, \(^75\) census * 16 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 32, \(^60\) census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 25, \(^9\) city directory * 1936 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, \(^61\) city directory * 1940 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI. \(^61\) Godparents: Jean Biron & Marie Labroche.

She married 06 Jun 1898 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, \(^274\) resided (family) 16 Jan 1920 in 47 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, \(^60\) resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI. \(^9\)

Charles Baptiste Pelletier \(^5\) #58035, born 12 Jul 1875 in QC, Canada, \(^9\) (son of Charles Pelletier #58036 and Sophie Laliberte #58037), emigrated 1882 to USA, \(^66\) naturalized 1900, \(^60\) city directory * 1915 in Main Street, Centerville, West Warwick, Kent, RI, \(^51\) occupation 1915 driver, \(^61\) event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, \(^9\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 speeder tender for B.B. & R. Knight, \(^9\) resided 12 Sep 1918 in Main Street, Centerville, West Warwick, Kent, RI, \(^9\) height 12 Sep 1918 tall, \(^9\) weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, \(^9\) eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, \(^9\) hair...
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color 12 Sep 1918 black,\textsuperscript{62} city directory * 1919 in 197 Main Street, Centerville, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1919 mill employee,\textsuperscript{61} census * 16 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 32,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 16 Jan 1920 cotton mill speeder tender,\textsuperscript{60} census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 25,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 10 Apr 1930 cotton mill speeder tender,\textsuperscript{91} property 10 Apr 1930 real estate value $3200,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 operative,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 operative,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 operative,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61}

Children:

3902 i. Joseph Adelard Daureus\textsuperscript{12} Pelletier #58039, henry no. #1536121 from Chabrier, born 29 Jun 1899 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 29 Jun 1899 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} Godparents: Onesime Vallee & Hermenic Byron.

3903 ii. Joseph Leodore Godfroy Pelletier #58040 born 02 May 1902.

3904 iii. Ludger Alpheri Pelletier #58041, henry no. #1536123 from Chabrier, born 07 Apr 1904 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 10 Apr 1904 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} Godparents: Ludger Brindamour & Rosanna Pelletier.

3905 iv. Marie Isabelle Lillane Pelletier #58042, henry no. #1536124 from Chabrier, born 09 Feb 1906 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 11 Feb 1906 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} Godparents: Francois Vallee & Albina Pelletier.

3906 v. Hildege Wildor Pelletier #58038, henry no. #1536125 from Chabrier, born 08 Dec 1907 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 08 Dec 1907 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} Godparents: Joseph Forcier & Leda Vallee.

3907 vi. Marie Lea Hortense Pelletier #58043, henry no. #1536126 from Chabrier, born 09 Sep 1909 in Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 12 Sep 1909 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} census * 16 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 32,\textsuperscript{60} census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 25,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 10 Apr 1930 cotton mill drop wire hand,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 operative,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 operative,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} Godparents: Joseph Pelletier & Lea Fontaine.

3908 vii. Marie Viola Amelia Pelletier #58048 born 09 Jun 1912.


3910 ix. Marie Noela Justa Pelletier #58046, henry no. #1536129 from Chabrier, born 20 Nov 1918 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275}\textsuperscript{121} baptized 24 Nov 1918 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} census * 16 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 32,\textsuperscript{60} census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 25,\textsuperscript{91} census * 10 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 25,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 operative,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 operative,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in 33 Epworth Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} Godparents: Joseph Pelletier & Marie Louise Coderre.

She married 25 May 1940 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275}\textsuperscript{274} resided (family) 1993 - 1998 in 28 Carlton Place, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{444} Walter Glowacki #58047, born 11 Sep 1914 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{274}\textsuperscript{121} (son of Joseph Glowacki #58054 and Tekla Szamaczuk #58055), city directory * 1944 in 2 Riverdale Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 037-09-7126 (RI),\textsuperscript{121} died 09 Sep 1992 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{121} Godparents: Leodore Pelletier & Marie Louise Coderre.

1864. Marie Lydia (Leda)\textsuperscript{10} Vallee #58026 (Aurelie Armenie\textsuperscript{10} Biron, Julie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9} Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Jean\textsuperscript{8} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{8}, Simon, Simon\textsuperscript{8}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{8}), henry no. #153613 from Chabrier, born 11 Jul 1882 in Coventry, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} baptized 11 Jul 1882 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{275} census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193,\textsuperscript{46} census * 01 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 37,\textsuperscript{60} census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 27,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{61} Godparents: Frederic Biron & Emelie Adam.

She married 06 Nov 1899 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{274} resided (family) 01 Feb 1920 in East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{60} resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\textsuperscript{60}
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Warwick, Kent, RI, Joseph Forcier #58032, born 02 Jul 1877 in QC, Canada, (son of Louis Forcier #58033 and Emilia Parent #58034), emigrated 1888 to USA, census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193, occupation 17 Jun 1900 drawing room hand, city directory * 1915 in Mathesons Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1915 carpenter, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 carpenter, resided 12 Sep 1918 in Crompton, West Warwick, Kent, RI, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 grey, hair color 12 Sep 1918 grey, medical condition 12 Sep 1918 blind in right eye, census * 01 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 37, occupation 01 Feb 1920 vegetable farmer, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 27, occupation 03 Apr 1930 building carpenter, property 03 Apr 1930 real estate value $4000, city directory * 1936 in East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1936 carpenter, city directory * 1938 in East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 carpenter, city directory * 1940 in East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 carpenter, city directory * 1944 in East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI. Children:


3912 ii. Olivier Deus Forcier #58085, henry no. #1536132 from Chabrier, born 28 May 1904 in Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 28 May 1904 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 01 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 37, occupation 01 Feb 1920 cotton mill weaver, social security num bef 1951 035-10-9819 (RI), died Feb 1984 in Warwick, Kent, RI. Godparents: Olivier Langevin & Louise Biron.

3913 iii. Antonia Forcier #58086, henry no. #1536133 from Chabrier, born 09 Nov 1909 in Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 01 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 37, social security num bef 1951 037-09-5246 (RI), died Oct 1994 in Coventry, Kent, RI. She married 09 Jul 1928 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Joseph E Ballard #58092, born 11 Apr 1907 in Racine, QC, Canada, (son of Joseph H Ballard #58093 and Georgianne Pelletier #58094).

3914 iv. Joseph Eugene Odeon Forcier #58087, henry no. #1536134 from Chabrier, born 01 Sep 1911 in Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 10 Sep 1911 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 01 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 37, occupation 03 Apr 1930 auto repair mechanic, city directory * 1944 in East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 037-09-5222 (RI), died Dec 1958 in RI. Godparents: Eugene Parent & Marie Louise Forcier.

3915 v. Marie Isabella Lilliane Forcier #58088, henry no. #1536135 from Chabrier, born 09 Aug 1913 in Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 10 Aug 1913 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 01 Feb 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 37, occupation 03 Apr 1930 novelty shop Stamper, Godparents: Eugene Parent & Marie Louise Forcier.
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RI, 275 census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193, 46 occupation 17 Jun 1900 cotton drawing room, 46 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 95, occupation 12 Sep 1918 farmer for Joseph Forcier, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Crompton, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown. 92

He married 27 Aug 1917 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 275, 274 Jeanette C Montpellier 58028, born 29 Jan 1895 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 274 (daughter of Napoleon Montpellier 58030 and Albina Mayer 58031).

Jeanette: Godparents: Noel Petron & Marie Berard.

Children:

3918


1868. Joseph Donat 11 Petrin 57905 (Marie 10 Biron, Julie Chabrier dit 9 Vadeboncœur, Joseph Chabrier dit 9, Joseph Chabrier dit 9, Jean Chabrier dit 9, Jean 1 Chabrier, Jean 1, Simon 1, Simon 3, Bertrand 1), henry no. #153633 from Chabrier, born 26 Apr 1877 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, 9 baptized * 26 Apr 1877 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, 9 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1, 28 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, 46 occupation 06 Jun 1900 cotton spinner, 46 census * 30 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 161, 63 occupation 30 Apr 1910 cotton mill ring spinner, 63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 spinner, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 58 Comeau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 education 12 Sep 1918 unable to write his name, 92 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 cotton mill spinner, 60 died bef 08 Apr 1930 in Fall River, Bristol, MA. 91

He married * 24 Oct 1897 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 resided (family) 18 Sep 1901 in 83 Corneau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 resided (family) 30 Apr 1905 in 48 Corneau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 resided (family) 06 Jun 1900 in 36 Corneau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 46 resided (family) 30 Apr 1910 in 51 Corneau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 63 resided (family) 08 Jan 1920 in 38 North Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 60 Elizabeth (Lisima) Dupras 58115, born ca 1876 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 60 (daughter of Francis Dupras #58118 and Lisima Labonte #58119), census * 06 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, 46 census * 30 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 161, 63 occupation 30 Apr 1910 cotton mill ring spinner, 63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 60 census * 08 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46. 91

Children:

3919

1. Joseph Adelard L 12 Petrin 58121, henry no. #1536331 from Chabrier, born * 17 Aug 1898 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 died 1899 in Fall River, Bristol, MA. 138

3920

ii. Marie Lesima Clara E Petrin 58122, henry no. #1536332 from Chabrier, born * 22 Apr 1900 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 baptized 25 Apr 1900 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 census * 06 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, 46 died * 12 Dec 1902 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 cause of death 12 Dec 1902 enteritis. 138 Godparents: Francis Dupras & Rosanna Petrin.

3921

iii. Marie Eva Petrin 57906, henry no. #1536333 from Chabrier, born * 18 Sep 1901 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 baptized 22 Sep 1901 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 census * 30 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 161, 63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 cotton mill spinner. 60 Godparents: Albert Charland & Marie Petrin.

She married 12 Nov 1923 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 175 Louis Charette 58125, born 11 Apr 1900 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 175 (son of Louis Charette 58126 and Marguerite Griffin 58127).

3922

iv. Cora Petrin 58117, henry no. #1536334 from Chabrier, born * 06 Jul 1903 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 died * 27 Jul 1904 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 cause of death 27 Jul 1904 cholera infantum, 138 buried 29 Jul 1904 in Notre Dame Cem, Fall River, Bristol, MA. 138

3923

v. Roseanna Petrin 58116, henry no. #1536335 from Chabrier, born * 10 Jul 1905 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 census * 30 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 161, 63 census * 08 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 60 occupation 08 Jan 1920 cotton mill spinner. 60
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3924 vi. Lezima Petrin #58124, henry no. #1536336 from Chabrier, born * 06 Nov 1907 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 died * 06 Nov 1907 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 cause of death 06 Nov 1907 still born, 138 buried 06 Nov 1907 in Notre Dame Cem, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138


1869. Marie Emma 11 Petrin #57907 (Marie 10 Biron, Julie Chabrier dit 9 Vedeboncœur, Joseph Chabrier dit 8, Joseph Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4 Simon, Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #153634 from Chabrier, born 03 Feb 1881 in Natick, Warwick, Kent, RI, 28 census 1881 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 57H1, 28 census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, 36 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 161, 46 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 56 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, 91 died 02 Oct 1973. 179

She married * 29 Jan 1899 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 resided (family) 07 Jun 1900 in 65 Comeau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 46 resided (family) 21 Apr 1910 in 38 Comeau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 63 resided (family) 15 Jan 1920 in 78 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 60 resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 72 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 91 Alberic Paul #58120, born 08 Jul 1877 in QC, Canada, 176,92 (son of Euger Paul #58147 and Marie Sayer #58148), emigrated 1885 to USA, 46 census * 07 Jun 1900 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 150, 36 occupation 07 Jun 1900 teamster, 46 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 161, 46 occupation 21 Apr 1910 lumber yard teamster, 46 naturalized 1914, 46 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 teamster, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 40 Comeau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 stout, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 gray, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 gray, 92 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 60 occupation 15 Jan 1920 contractor teamster, 60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, 91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 lumber company chauffeur. 91

Children:

+ 3926 i. Joseph Hormidas 12 Paul #58129 born * 09 Nov 1899.

3927 ii. Joseph Louis Alberic Paul #58142, henry no. #1536342 from Chabrier, born * 10 Apr 1901 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176,138 baptized 14 Apr 1901 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 died * 31 Mar 1902 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 138 Godparents: Francois Dupras & Rose Anne Petrin.

+ 3928 iii. Joseph Adelard Paul #58135 born * 06 May 1903.


3930 v. Arthur Noel Paul #58130, henry no. #1536345 from Chabrier, born * 23 Nov 1906 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176,138,121 baptized 25 Nov 1906 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 census * 21 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 161, 36 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 60 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, 91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 cotton mill slasher, 91 social security num bef 1951 026-01-9253 (MA), 121 died Sep 1981 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 121 Godparents: Noel Petrin & Odile Berube.


3932 vii. Donat Paul #58131, henry no. #1536347 from Chabrier, born * 29 Dec 1910 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176,138,179 baptized 01 Jan 1911 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MA,
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He married 27 Jul 1946 in St Louis, Fall River, Bristol, MA, Anna Roberts #58132.

1870. Noel Horace Petrin II. #33659 (Marie Biron, Julie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #153635 from Chabrier, born 16 Jul 1883 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 16 Jul 1883 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, emigrated 1885, census * 21 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 161, occupation 21 Apr 1910 moving team master, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 mover, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 27 North Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown, census * 09 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, occupation 09 Jan 1920 city laborer, died 17 Dec 1923. Godparents: Basile Lausen & Clemence Houde.

He married * 24 Dec 1904 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, resided (family) 21 Apr 1910 in 38 Comeau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, resided (family) 09 Jan 1920 in 27 North Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, Odile Berube #33660, born 14 Apr 1887 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, (daughter of Zephirin Berube & Anna Gendron #57925), baptized 17 Apr 1887 in Ste Anne, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 21 Apr 1910 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 161, census * 09 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46.

Children:

3937 iii. Odile (Marie Lydia) Petrin #57915, henry no. #1536311 from Chabrier, born * 30 Apr 1905 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 07 May 1905 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, died * 31 May 1905 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, cause of death 31 May 1905 debility, buried 01 Jun 1905 in Notre Dame Cem, Fall River, Bristol, MA, Godparents: Severin Berube & Anne Gendron.

3938 iv. Rosanna Petrin #57916, henry no. #1536312 from Chabrier, born * 21 Jul 1906 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 22 Jul 1906 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, died * 09 Oct 1906 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, cause of death 09 Oct 1906 bowels inflamation & debility. Godparents: Albert Charland & Marie Biron.

3939 v. Marie Clara Petrin #42894 born * 23 Aug 1907.


3941 vii. Emma Petrin #57909, henry no. #1536315 from Chabrier, born 31 Dec 1911 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 31 Dec 1911 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, died bef 09 Jan 1920. Godparents: Albert Paul & Emma Petrin.

3942 viii. Marie Rose Eva Petrin #42895 born * 05 Apr 1913.

3943 ix. Marie Blanche Alice Petrin #42896 born 01 Jul 1915.

3944 x. Francis Petrin #42897, henry no. #1536318 from Chabrier, born 04 Nov 1916 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 05 Nov 1916 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 09 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, died bef 09 Apr 1930 in MA, Godparents: Francis Dupras & Elizabeth Fontaine.

3945 xi. Marie Rose Beatrice Petrin #42898, henry no. #1536319 from Chabrier, born 04 Jan 1919 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 12 Jan 1919 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 09 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46. Godparents: Adelard Paul & Rose Anna Petrin.

3946 x. Leo Joseph Petrin #57912, henry no. #153631A from Chabrier, born 06 Apr 1921 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, baptized 10 Apr 1921 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, census * 09 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46. Godparents: Gregoire Bouchard & Malvina Petrin.
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3947  xii. Joseph Arthur Petrin #57910, henry no. #153631B from Chabrier, born 04 Nov 1923 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 18 Nov 1923 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 09 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46.\textsuperscript{91} Godparents: Arthur Paul & Clara Petrin.

He married 29 Jun 1946 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} Thelma Lake #57911.

1871. Malvina\textsuperscript{11} Petrin #58099 (Marie\textsuperscript{10} Biron, Julie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Vadeboncor, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{5}, Jean\textsuperscript{3} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{2} Simon\textsuperscript{1}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{3}), henry no. #153636 from Chabrier, born ca 1886 in Biddeford, York, ME,\textsuperscript{60} census * 12 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 83,\textsuperscript{60} census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 07 Apr 1930 cotton mill spinner.\textsuperscript{91}

She married 23 Nov 1903 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{175} resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 91 Comeau Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{60} resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 78 Eighth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA.\textsuperscript{91} Gregoire Bouchard #58100, born 24 Aug 1881 in Matane, Matane, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} (son of Joseph Bouchard #58101 and Angele Gauthier #58102), baptized * 25 Aug 1881 in Matane, Matane, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} emigrated 1888 to USA,\textsuperscript{60} census * 12 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 83,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 12 Jan 1920 print works foreman,\textsuperscript{60} died bef 07 Apr 1930 in Fall River, Bristol, MA.\textsuperscript{91} Gregoire: Godparents: Louis Gauthier & Therese Gauthier.

Children:

+ 3948 i. Bernadette\textsuperscript{2} Bouchard #58114 born 18 Feb 1905.

3950 iii. Joseph Arthur Bouchard #58103, henry no. #1536363 from Chabrier, born 25 May 1908 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 26 Jul 1908 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 12 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 83,\textsuperscript{60} census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 07 Apr 1930 coal company laborer.\textsuperscript{91} Godparents: Francois Dupras & Rose Anna Petrin.

He married ca 1928 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{91} Annie ___ #58224, census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46.\textsuperscript{91}

3951 iv. Wilfrid Bouchard #58113, henry no. #1536364 from Chabrier, born 14 Mar 1910 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 20 Mar 1910 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 12 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 83,\textsuperscript{60} census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 07 Apr 1930 construction company laborer.\textsuperscript{91} Godparents: Albert Paul & Emma Petrin.

+ 3952 v. Marie Alice Bouchard #58108 born 09 Dec 1911.

3953 vi. Joseph Edouard Bouchard #58098, henry no. #1536366 from Chabrier, born 02 Jan 1914 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 07 Jan 1914 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} died bef 12 Jan 1920 in MA.\textsuperscript{60} Godparents: Noel Petrin & Odile Berube.

3954 vii. Marie Rose Cora Bouchard #58111, henry no. #1536367 from Chabrier, born 05 May 1915 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 09 May 1915 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 12 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 83,\textsuperscript{60} census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46.\textsuperscript{91} Godparents: Francis Dupras & Doria Dupras.

She married 31 Dec 1938 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} Stanislaus Savitch #58112 (son of Joseph Savitch #58231 and Adela Ganzik #58232), baptized 07 Jun 1914 in St Stanislaus, Fall River, Bristol, MA.\textsuperscript{175}

3955 viii. Joseph Leo Bouchard #58107, henry no. #1536368 from Chabrier, born 02 Jun 1917 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 10 Jun 1917 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 12 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 83,\textsuperscript{60} census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46.\textsuperscript{91} Godparents: Alfred Petrin & Malvina Kelly.

3956 ix. Joseph Alfred Henri Bouchard #58104, henry no. #1536369 from Chabrier, born 27 Dec 1919 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 28 Dec 1919 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 12 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 83,\textsuperscript{60} Godparents: Alfred Paul & Bernadette Bouchard.

3957 x. Joseph Georges Bouchard #58105, henry no. #153636A from Chabrier, born 08 Apr 1922 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 09 Apr 1922 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 07 Apr 1930 in Fall River, Bristol, MA.\textsuperscript{91}
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MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46, 91 social security num bef 1951 021-14-9085 (MA), 121 died 27 Nov 1991. 121 Godparents: Adelard Paul & Eva Bouchard.

He married 09 Jul 1945 in St Peter, Jefferson City, MO, 176 Frances Helen Smith #58106.

1872. Charles W. Langevin #58257, census name Charles Langley, 41 (Marie-Octavie 10 Biron, Julie Chabrier dit 9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit 6, Joseph Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 8, Jean 1 Chabrier, Jean 2, Simon 3, Simon 4, Bertrand 5), henry no. 153661 from Chabrier, born 21 May 1876 in Coventry, Kent, RI, 275 baptized 21 May 1876 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 275 census 17 Jun 1880 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 73, 41 city directory 1908 in 9 Main Street, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1908 laborer, 61 city directory 1915 in 15 Main Street, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 event 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 farmer for James E Rathbun, 92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in Washington, Coventry, Kent, RI, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 short, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 light, 92 city directory 1936 in 18 Main Street, Centerville, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1936 laborer, 61 city directory 1938 in 58 Carroll Court, Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 city directory 1944 in 58 Carroll Court, Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI. 61 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Byron & Marie Langevin.

He married 24 Nov 1921 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 274 Laura M Guindon #58265, born 12 Nov 1902 in Plainville, CT, 274 (daughter of William Guindon #58266 and Helene Beausoleil #58267), city directory 1936 in 18 Main Street, Centerville, West Warwick, Kent, RI 61 city directory 1938 in 58 Carroll Court, Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI. 61 Godparents: Jean Baptiste Byron & Marie Langevin.

Children:


She married 05 May 1951 in Our Lady of Martyrs, East Greenwich, Kent, RI, 275 John Turchetta #58278.


She married 16 Apr 1960 in Chapel, NAS Moffett Field, CA, 275 Manuel Joseph Pintor #58271.

3963 vi. Doris Esther Langevin #58279, henry no. 1536616 from Chabrier, born 29 Apr 1937 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, 275 baptized 05 May 1937 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI. 275 Godparents: Napoleon Couturie & Emma Lamonte.

1874. Walter Joseph 11 Langevin #58263 (Marie-Octavie 10 Biron, Julie Chabrier dit 9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit 6, Joseph Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 8, Jean 1 Chabrier, Jean 2, Simon 3, Simon 4, Bertrand 5), henry no. 153663 from Chabrier, born 30 May 1881 in Coventry, Kent, RI, 275, 121 baptized 30 May 1881 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 275 census 16 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193, 46 city directory 1919 in off Main Street, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1919 driver, 61 census 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 24 91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 construction laborer, 91 event 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, 93 resided 27 Apr 1942 in 167 Horseneck Road, Oakland Beach, Warwick, Kent, RI, 93 occupation 27 Apr 1942 self employed, 93 height 27 Apr 1942 5' 4", 93 weight 27 Apr 1942 143 lbs, 93 eye color 27 Apr 1942 blue, 93 hair color 27 Apr 1942
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gray, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light & ruddy, social security num bef 1951 039-01-0008 (RI), died Mar 1963 in RI. Godparents: Frederic Byron & Ursule Adam.

He married 04 Sep 1923 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, in World War II Dr laborer, occupation 18 Apr 1930 coal company teamster, occupation 10 Jan 1920 cotton mill loomfixer, inhabited 12 Sep 1918 in Main Street, Antho 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, directory 1919 in Brookside Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1938 in 54 North Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 5 North Street, Coventry, Kent, RI.

Children:

3964 i. Marie Anna Eva12 Langevin #58286, henry no. from Chabrier, born 30 Dec 1924 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 31 Dec 1924 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 24. Godparents: Gedeon Mageau & Eva Bonin.

1879. Marie Exilia11 Cote #57973 (Marie-Celina6 Biron, Julie Chabrier dit6 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit4, Joseph Chabrier dit3, Jean Chabrier dit2, Jean1 Chabrier, Jean0 Simon6, Simon5, Simon4, Bertrand), henry no. #153671 from Chabrier, born Jan 1885 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1899 to USA, census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, ED 5, occupation 18 Apr 1910 general farm laborer, city directory * 1915 in 51 New Village Street, Quindick, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1915 weaver, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 loomfixer for Quindick Windham Mfg Co, resided 12 Sep 1918 in Main Street, Anthony, Coventry, Kent, RI, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, city directory * 1919 in 27 Main Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1919 weaver, census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, occupation 10 Jan 1920 cotton mill loomfixer, census * 18 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 23, occupation 18 Apr 1930 coal company teamster, city directory * 1936 in 114 Brookside Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1936 laborer, city directory * 1938 in 54 North Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 laborer, city directory * 1940 in 54 North Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 laborer, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Anthony Mill, Coventry, Kent, RI, resided 27 Apr 1942 in 54 North Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, height 27 Apr 1942 5'10”, weight 27 Apr 1942 147 lbs, eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown, hair color 27 Apr 1942 black, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in dark.

Children:

3965 i. Clement Almanzor12 Leroux #57993, henry no. #1536711 from Chabrier, born 11 Aug 1903 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 12 Aug 1903 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10, census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, occupation 10 Jan 1920 cotton mill weaver, census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 23, occupation 09 Apr 1930 silk mill weaver, city directory * 1936 in 5 McNiff Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1938 in 5 McNiff Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 5 McNiff Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1944 in 5 McNiff Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 037-09-8674 (RI), died Mar 1972 in West Warwick, Kent, RI. Godparents: Clement Cote & Celina Biron.

He married 01 Jun 1925 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, in 5 McNiff Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Marie Alice Gamache #57994, born 17 Jul 1902 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 20 Jul 1902 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 09 Apr 1930 in 5 McNiff Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 09 Apr 1930 cotton mill feeder tender, city directory * 1936 in 5 McNiff Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1938 in 5 McNiff Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 5 McNiff Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI.
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* 1944 in 5 McNiff Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 social security num bef 1951 037-09-7482 (RI), 121 died Jul 1980 in West Warwick, Kent, RI. 121 Marie: Godparents: Arthur Bourque & Febronie Varville.

+ 3966 ii. Joseph Oliver Leroux #57989 born 25 Apr 1906.
+ 3967 iii. David Xavier Leroux #57997 born 17 Dec 1907.
3968 iv. Eva Argentine Viola Fabiola Leroux #58008, henry no. #1536714 from Chabrier, born 09 Apr 1911 in Warwick, Kent, RI, 275, 121 baptized 09 Apr 1911 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 275 census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, 60 census * 18 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 23, 39 occupation 18 Apr 1930 cotton mill spool tender, 39 city directory * 1936 in 114 Brookside Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1936 operative, 61 city directory * 1940 in 54 North Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1940 operative, 61 social security num bef 1951 039-03-4638 (RI), 121 died 10 Sep 1990. 121 Godparents: Louis Cote & Exilla Cote.

She married 09 May 1942 in St Vincent de Paul Ch, Coventry, Kent, RI 275 Elphege G Roch #58009, born 25 Sep 1903 in RI, 275 in RI, Kent, Coventry, 121 (son of Joseph D Roch #58019 and Delia __ __ #58020), city directory * 1940 in 308 High Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1940 laborer, 61 city directory * 1936 in 1293 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1936 tailor, 61 city directory * 1938 in 1293 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1938 tailor, 61 city directory * 1940 in 1293 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1940 tailor, 61 social security num bef 1951 037-16-2606 (RI), 121 died Jan 1979 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.

+ 3969 v. Rosamante Diana Leroux #58004 born 21 Aug 1913.

1881. Louis Onesime 10 Cote #57967 (Marie-Celina 10 Biron, Julie Chabrier dit 9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit 9, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit 9, Jean 9 Chabrier, Jean 9, Simon 2, Simon 2, Bertrand 3), henry no. #153673 from Chabrier, born 14 Aug 1890 in Coventry, Kent, RI, 275, 121 baptized 14 Aug 1890 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 275 census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193, 46 census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10, 63 occupation 18 Apr 1910 cotton mill weaver, 63 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, 131 occupation 05 Jun 1917 laborer for Warwick-Coventry Water Co., 131 resided 05 Jun 1917 in North Eastway, Quindick, Coventry, Kent, RI, 131 height 05 Jun 1917 short, 131 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, 131 eye color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown, 131 hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown, 131 census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, 60 occupation 10 Jan 1920 street laborer, 60 census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4, 91 occupation 24 Apr 1930 odd job laborer, 91 city directory * 1936 in 308 High Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1936 operative, 61 city directory * 1940 in 308 High Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, 93 occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Town of Coventry, 93 resided 27 Apr 1942 in 57 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, 93 height 27 Apr 1942 5'2", 93 weight 27 Apr 1942 130 lbs, 93 eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown, 93 hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, 93 complexion 27 Apr 1942 in dark. 93 Godparents: Onesime Vallee & Hermine Biron.

He married ca 1922 in RI, 91 resided (family) 24 Apr 1930 in 57 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI. 91 Albina __ __ #57982, born ca 1899 in Poland, 91 census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4, 91 occupation 24 Apr 1930 silk mill weaver, 91 city directory * 1936 in 308 High Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 city directory * 1940 in 308 High Street, Coventry, Kent, RI.

Children:
3970 i. Louis 12 Cote #57984, henry no. from Chabrier, born 31 Aug 1923 in RI, 121 census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4, 91 city directory * 1940 in 308 High Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1940 laborer, 61 social security num bef 1951 039-04-4398 (RI), 121 died Apr 1983 in Coventry, Kent, RI.
3971 ii. Armand A Cote #57985, henry no. from Chabrier, born 27 Jun 1925 in Coventry, Kent, RI, 91, 121 census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4, 91 social security num bef 1951 036-18-8994 (RI), 121 died 06 Aug 1994 in Coventry, Kent, RI.
3972 iii. Joseph Cote #57988, henry no. from Chabrier, city directory * 1940 in 308 High Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1940 laborer.

1882. Deus 4 Cote #57968 (Marie-Celina 4 Biron, Julie Chabrier dit 9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit 9, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit 9, Jean 9 Chabrier, Jean 9, Simon 2, Simon 2, Bertrand 3), henry no. #153674 from Chabrier, born 24
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Feb 1894 in Coventry, Kent, RI, baptized 25 Feb 1894 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 17 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193, census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10, occupation 18 Apr 1910 cotton mill weaver, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 mill operative, resided 05 Jun 1917 in 90 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, height 05 Jun 1917 medium, eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown, hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown, census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, occupation 10 Jan 1920 cotton mill loom fixer, census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4, occupation 24 Apr 1930 state institution attendant, property 24 Apr 1930 real estate value $2000, city directory * 1938 in 58 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 attendant, city directory * 1940 in 58 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 attendant, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by New Jersey State Hospital, resided 27 Apr 1942 in Greystone Park, Morris, NJ, height 27 Apr 1942 5' 4", weight 27 Apr 1942 150 lbs, eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown, hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in ruddy. Godparents: Francois Landry & Edwidge Cote.

He married ca 1914 in RI, resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 53 Main Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, resided (family) 24 Apr 1930 in 58 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, Edna Gawlk #57979, born 28 Aug 1896 in Poland, (daughter of Geviek #57987 and Mary __ #57986), emigrated 1907 to USA, naturalized 1915, census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4, occupation 24 Apr 1930 state institution attendant, city directory * 1938 in 58 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 58 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 037-20-1665 (RI), died Apr 1969 in Coventry, Kent, RI.

Children:

3973 i. Marie Alice Cote #57980, henry no. from Chabrier, born 08 Dec 1915 in Coventry, Kent, RI, baptized 12 Dec 1915 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4, city directory * 1940 in 58 Quidnick Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 nurse. Godparents: Clement Cote & Celina Biron.

3974 ii. Walter Cote #57981, henry no. from Chabrier, born Aug 1917 in RI, census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, died bef 14 Apr 1930 in RI.

1886. Henry Joseph Langevin #58290 (Marie Louise Biron, Julie Chabrier dit, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #153681 from Chabrier, born 19 Feb 1878 in Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 19 Feb 1878 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 17 Jun 1880 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 73, census * 30 Jun 1900 in NY, Dutchess, Poughkeepsie, ED 35, occupation 30 Jun 1900 musician at Hudson River State Hospital, ED 60, city directory * 1910 in 60 Sorrento Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1910 musician, census * 22 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 236, occupation 22 Apr 1910 theatre musician, city directory * 1912 in 60 Sorrento Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1912 musician, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 musician, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 60 Sorrento Street, Providence, Providence, RI, height 12 Sep 1918 short, weight 12 Sep 1918 stout, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown, census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 272, occupation 12 Jan 1920 theatre musician, city directory * 1923 in 60 Sorrento Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1923 musician, city directory * 1925 in 60 Sorrento Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1925 musician at the Albee theatre, city directory * 1926 in 60 Sorrento Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1926 musician at the Albee theatre, city directory * 1927 in 60 Sorrento Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1927 musician, city directory * 1930 in 118 Messer Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1930 musician, census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 27, occupation 04 Apr 1930 theatre musician, resided 04 Apr 1930 in 59 Broad Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1931 in 118 Messer Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1932 in 109 Chapin Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 musician, city directory * 1940 in 284 Union Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1940 musician, city directory * 1942 in 284 Union Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1942 music teacher, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, occupation 27 Apr 1942 musician with WPA Orchestra, resided 27 Apr 1942 in 284 Union Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, height 27 Apr 1942 5' 6", weight 27 Apr 1942 170 lbs, eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown, hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light, medical condition 27 Apr 1942 scar on left jaw, city directory * 1943 in 284 Union Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1943 music teacher, Compiled by: Roger & Nancy Verboncoeur (R.Verboncoeur@Comcast.net)  Page 535 of 684
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city directory * 1944 in 284 Union Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1944 music teacher,61 city directory * 1947 in 284 Union Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1947 music teacher.61 Godparents: John Byron & Marie Langevin.

He married 03 Oct 1904 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,274 resided (family) 22 Apr 1910 in 60 Sorrento Street, Providence, Providence, RI,63 resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 60 Sorrento Street, Providence, Providence, RI,60 Marie Exilda Levesque #58293, born 05 May 1881 in St Pacome, Kamouraska, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Anthony Levesque #58294 and Diana Levesque #58295), baptized * 06 May 1881 in St Pacome, Kamouraska, QC, Canada,9 emigrated 1895 to USA,60 census * 22 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 236,63 naturalized bef 12 Jan 1920,60 census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 272,60 city directory * 1930 in 118 Messer Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1931 in 118 Messer Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1932 in 109 Chapin Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1940 in 284 Union Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1942 in 284 Union Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1943 in 284 Union Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1944 in 284 Union Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1947 in 284 Union Avenue, Providence, Providence, RI.61 Marie: Godparents: Edouard Levesque & Marie Olive Caron.

Children:

3975 i. M A Cecile Langevin #58315, henry no. #1536811 from Chabrier, born ca 1906 in RI,63 died bef 22 Apr 1910 in Providence, Providence, RI.63

3976 ii. M A Cecile Langevin #58316, henry no. #1536812 from Chabrier, born ca 1908 in RI,63 census * 22 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 236,63 census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 272,60 city directory * 1927 in 60 Sorrento Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1927 music teacher.61

3977 iii. Marguerite Langevin #58318, henry no. #1536813 from Chabrier, born ca 1914 in Providence, Providence, RI,60 census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 272.60

1887. Marie Louise41 Langevin #58296 (Marie Louise40 Biron, Julie Chabrier dit6 Vasdevoncouer, Joseph Chabrier dit6, Joseph Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier, Jean9 Simon41, Simon41, Simon41, Bertrand41), henry no. #153682 from Chabrier, born ca Mar 1880 in Coventry, Kent, RI,41 census * 17 Jun 1880 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 73,41 census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 27,63 census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 255,60 city directory * 1929 in 25 Crescent Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Cranston, ED 190,61 city directory * 1932 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1936 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1938 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1939 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1941 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1943 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1956 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 died 13 Feb 1957 in Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1957 in deceased.61

She married 24 Jul 1905 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,274 resided (family) 09 Jan 1920 in 200 Messer Street, Providence, Providence, RI,60 resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,91 Felix Jean Baptiste Leclerc #58297, also known as John Leclaire42, born 12 Jan 1881 in St Edouard, Lotbiniere, QC, Canada,63,92,9 (son of Felix Leclere #58298 and Genevieve Dery #58299), baptized * 13 Jan 1881 in St Edouard, Lotbiniere, QC, Canada,9 emigrated 1889 to USA,60 naturalized 1900,60 city directory * 1908 in 22 Pleasant Street, Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1908 blacksmith,61 census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 27,63 occupation 18 Apr 1910 cotton mill blacksmith,61 city directory * 1915 in Warwick Avenue, Centerville, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1915 blacksmith,61 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,62 occupation 12 Sep 1918 blacksmith for Providence Body Co.,92 resided 12 Sep 1918 in 200 Messer Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 height 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,92 census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 255,60 occupation 09 Jan 1920 body builder foreman,60 city directory * 1923 in 200 Messer Street, Providence, Providence, RI,63 occupation 1923 foreman,61 city directory * 1925 in 25 Crescent Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1925 foreman,60 city directory * 1926 in 25 Crescent Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1926 foreman,61 city directory * 1927 in 25 Crescent Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1927 foreman,61 city directory * 1929 in 25 Crescent Street, Providence, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1929 foreman,61 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Cranston, ED 190,91 occupation 03 Apr 1930 auto shop foreman,91 property 03 Apr 1930 real estate value $6500,91 city directory *
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1932 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 foreman, city directory * 1936 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1936 foreman, city directory * 1938 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1938 foreman, city directory * 1939 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1939 foreman, city directory * 1941 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1941 foreman, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, resided 27 Apr 1942 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI, height 27 Apr 1942 5' 8'', weight 27 Apr 1942 180 lbs., eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown, hair color 27 Apr 1942 bald, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in ruddy, medical condition 27 Apr 1942 wears glasses, scar on left cheek & left thumb, city directory * 1943 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1943 foreman, city directory * 1956 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1956 foreman, died 01 Jan 1956 in Cranston, Providence, RI, city directory * 1957 in deceased. Felix: Godparents: Johny Brown & Merelice Dery, wife of Narcisse Charest.

Children:

+ 3978 i. Deus Olivier Jean Baptiste Leclerc #58304 born 19 Apr 1906.

3979 ii. Marie Joseph Henri Leclerc #58311, henry no. #1536822 from Chabrier, born 02 Dec 1907 in Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 08 Dec 1907 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 27, census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 255, city directory * 1926 in 25 Crescent Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1926 truck driver, city directory * 1927 in 25 Crescent Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1927 mechanic, city directory * 1929 in 25 Crescent Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1929 mechanic, city directory * 1930 in RI, Providence, Cranston, ED 190, occupation 1930 auto shop mechanic, city directory * 1932 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 auto repair, city directory * 1936 in 14 Rolfe Street, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1936 auto repair, social security num bef 1951 017-11-6892 (MA), resided in Salem, Rockingham, NH, died 19 Jan 1979 in West Hills, Los Angeles, CA. Godparents: Henri Joseph Langevin & Marie Levesque.

He married (1) 18 Jun 1932 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Marie Rose Clermont #58312, born ca 1908 in RI, daughter of __ Clermont #58322 and Angelina __ #58321, census 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 23, occupation 09 Apr 1930 cotton mill winder, died 18 Jun 1943 in RI.

He married (2) 21 Jan 1944 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Rose Cecile Arel Ouellette #58313.

+ 3980 iii. Charles Felix Walter Leclerc #58302 born 09 Sep 1909.

3981 iv. Marie Genevieve Florence Leclerc #58309, henry no. #1536824 from Chabrier, born 07 Feb 1911 in Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 08 Feb 1911 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 255, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Cranston, ED 190, occupation 03 Apr 1930 dry goods clerk, city directory * 1932 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 salesman. Godparents: Isaac Langevin & Emma Brouillard.

She married 01 Jul 1935 in St Charles, Providence, Providence, RI, Arthur Dagenet #58310, born 28 Jul 1907 in RI, social security num bef 1951 036-18-4440 (RI), died 23 Mar 2000 in North Smithfield, Providence, RI.

3982 v. Francois Xavier Joseph Leclerc #58307, henry no. #1536825 from Chabrier, born 26 Apr 1912 in Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 28 Apr 1912 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 255, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Cranston, ED 190, occupation 03 Apr 1930 furniture store house packer, city directory * 1932 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 clerk, social security num bef 1951 037-05-6868 (RI), died 17 Sep 2004 in Exeter, Washington, RI. Godparents: Francois Langevin & Catherine Holmes.
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He married 08 Sep 1934 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI.275 Mildred R Buffington #58308, born 10 Feb 1916 in RI,121 social security num bef 1951 038-18-9156 (RI),121 died 26 Dec 2006 in Exeter, Washington, RI.121

3983 vii. Simeon George Gerard Leclerc #58314, henry no. #1536826 from Chabrier, born 25 Nov 1914 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,275,121 baptized 25 Nov 1914 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,275 census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 255,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Cranston, ED 190,91 city directory * 1936 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1938 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1939 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1956 in 24 Hans Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1957 in 24 Hans Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1959 in 24 Hans Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1961 in 24 Hans Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1961 file clerk What Cheer Laundry.61

He married Blandine G __ #58323, city directory * 1939 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1941 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1943 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1956 in 24 Hans Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1957 in 24 Hans Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1959 in 24 Hans Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1961 in 24 Hans Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1961 file clerk What Cheer Laundry.61

3984 viii. Arthur Cyrille Dominique Leclerc #58300, henry no. #1536827 from Chabrier, born 27 Jul 1916 in West Warwick, Kent, RI,275,121 baptized 30 Jul 1916 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,275 census * 09 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 255,60 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Cranston, ED 190,91 city directory * 1936 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1938 in 1100 Pontiac Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1938 painter,61 city directory * 1941 in 406 Wellington Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1941 maintenance man,61 city directory * 1943 in 406 Wellington Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1943 maintenance man & fireman CFD No 2,61 social security num bef 1951 035-09-3991 (RI),121 city directory * 1957 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1957 attendant,61 died Apr 1987 in New Smyrna Beach, Volusia, FL,121 Godparents: Joseph Laroux & Exilla Cote.41

He married 01 Jul 1935 in St Charles, Providence, Providence, RI,275 Marjorie D Weaving #58301, city directory * 1938 in 1100 Pontiac Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1941 in 406 Wellington Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 city directory * 1943 in 406 Wellington Avenue, Cranston, Providence, RI,61

3985 ix. Ernest R Leclerc #58320, henry no. #1536828 from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1921 in RI,91,121 census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Cranston, ED 190,91 city directory * 1941 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1941 US Army,61 city directory * 1943 in 45 Victory Street, Cranston, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1943 US Army,61 social security num bef 1951 038-09-4549 (RI),121 died Oct 1974 in Port Orange, Volusia, FL.121

1891. Marie Aldea Biron #42007 (Henry10, Julie Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit8, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3 Simon3, Simon2 Bertrand1), henry no. #153691 from Chabrier, born 26 Jun 1889 in Warwick, Kent, RI,275,147 baptized 27 Jun 1889 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,275 census * 27 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10,65 census * 05 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15,60 census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 3,91 city directory * 1936 in 33 Bates Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI,61 city directory * 1940 in 33 Bates Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI,61 died bef 25 Jun 2005.97 Godparents: Frederic Biron & Elise Vadeboncoeur.41

She married 16 Oct 1908 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,147,274 resided (family) 27 Apr 1910 in Bates Avenue, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI,63 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 29 Bates Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI,60 resided (family) 24 Apr 1930 in 33 Bates Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI,91 Antoine Henri Gauthier #42008, born 14
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Aug 1883 in Cheboygan, Cheboygan, MI, 60,121,93 (son of Zephir Gauthier #57774 and Mathilda Benoit #57775), city directory * 1908 in 40 Epworth Avenue, Centerville, Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1908 weaver, 61 census * 21 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 10, 63 occupation 21 Apr 1910 woolen mill weaver, 63 event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, 92 occupation 12 Sep 1918 weaver at Levington Mill, Washington, RI, 92 residence 12 Sep 1918 in Bates Avenue, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI, 92 height 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, 92 eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, 92 hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark brown, 92 city directory * 1919 in Bates Avenue, Quidnick, Coventry, Kent, RI, 92 occupation 1919 mill employee, 92 census * 05 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, 69 occupation 05 Jan 1920 woolen mill sewer, 69 census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 3, 91 occupation 24 Apr 1930 woolen mill weaver, 91 property 24 Apr 1930 real estate value $2500, 91 city directory * 1936 in 33 Bates Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 91 occupation 1936 weaver, 91 city directory * 1940 in 33 Bates Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 91 occupation 1940 weaver, 91 event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, 93 occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Peacedale Mills, 92 residence 27 Apr 1942 in 33 Bates Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 92 height 27 Apr 1942 5' 7", 93 weight 27 Apr 1942 160 lbs, 93 eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown, 93 hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, 93 complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light, 93 three years of high school, 93 census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 3, 91 event 31 Oct 1942 in World War II Army Enlistment, 232 education 31 Oct 1942 2 years of high school, 232 height 31 Oct 1942 69 in., 232 weight 31 Oct 1942 164 lbs, 232 social security num bef 1951 037-10-3000 (RI), 121 died Jan 1972 in Coventry, RI, 121

Children:


He married Rachel __ #57872, city directory * 1940 in 6 Green Hill Street, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61


She married 28 Oct 1939 in St Vincent de Paul Ch, Coventry, Kent, RI, 275 Edward Sieniawski #57779.

3988  iii.  Marie Lea Gauthier #57780, henry no. #1536913 from Chabrier, born 27 Nov 1911 in Warwick, Kent, RI, 275,121 baptized 29 Nov 1911 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 275 census * 05 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 15, 69 census * 24 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 3, 91 occupation 24 Apr 1930 dye works bercha, 91 social security num bef 1951 039-05-7324 (RI), 121 died Oct 1993 in Warwick, Kent, RI, 121 Godparents: Leon Biron & Elmire Gauthier.

She married 21 Nov 1932 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 275 Albert Joseph Trudeau #57781, born 23 Jul 1909 in RI, 121 (son of Louis B Trudeau #57873 and Annie __ #57874), census 02 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 25, 91 occupation 02 Apr 1930 cotton mill doffer, 91 social security num bef 1951 037-09-6441 (RI), 121 died Nov 1985 in Warwick, Kent, RI, 121

+ 3989  iv.  Leo David Armand Gauthier #41907 born 31 Aug 1913.
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+ 3991 vi. Marie Lucille Rosanna Gauthier #57782 born 19 Apr 1917.


She married 18 Nov 1944 in St Vincent de Paul Ch, Coventry, Kent, RI, resided (family) 25 Jun 2005 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, Paul Vanasse #57777, born ca 1923 in RI (son of Arthur G Vanasse #57898 and Lauretta __ #57899), census 11 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 23, event 12 Feb 1943 in World War II Army Enlistment, education 12 Feb 1943 4 years of high school, occupation 12 Feb 1943 aeronautical engineer, height 12 Feb 1943 66 in., weight 12 Feb 1943 140 lbs.


She married 04 May 1946 in St Vincent de Paul Ch, Coventry, Kent, RI, Robert Plante #41909, born ca 1924 in RI, (son of Albert Plante #57902 and Florette __ #57903), census 05 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 26.


She married 28 Jun 1947 in St Vincent de Paul Ch, Coventry, Kent, RI, Roland Louis Cotnoir #42028, born 13 Jul 1922 in RI, (son of Matthew Cotnoir #57900 and Laura __ #57901), census 05 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, occupation 22 Jan 1920 woolen mill weaver, census * 22 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4, occupation 22 Apr 1930 worsted mill weaver, property 22 Apr 1930 real estate value $550, city directory * 1936 in 275,121,21 census * 1936 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, occupation 22 Jan 1920 woolen mill weaver, census * 22 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4, occupation 22 Apr 1930 worsted mill weaver, property 22 Apr 1930 real estate value $550, city directory * 1936 in 49 North Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1936 bartender, city directory * 1940 in 22A Anthony Street, Coventry, RI, occupation 1940 Biron's Lunch Restaurant, 438 Washington Street, Coventry, RI, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, resided 27 Apr 1942 in 24 Anthony Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by American Woolen Co, Providence, Providence, RI, height 27 Apr 1942 5' 6", weight 27 Apr 1942 179 lbs, eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown, hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light, social security num bef 1951 036-09-8743 (RI), died Dec 1973 in West Warwick, Kent, RI. Godparents: Job Peloquin & Marie Laroche.


He married 1916 in RI, resided (family) 22 Jan 1920 in Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 22 Apr 1930 in 49 North Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, Roseanne Pelletier #42012, born 10 Dec 1893 in RI, census * 22 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, census * 22 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4, city directory * 1936 in 49 North Street, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 22A Anthony Street, Coventry, RI, social security num 1956 - 1959 036-26-7214 (RI), died Sep 1977 in Coventry, Kent, RI.
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Children:

+ 3995 i. Leo H\(^2\) Biron #42013 born Oct 1917.
+ 3996 ii. Joseph Leodore Biron #42018, henry no. from Chabrier, born Sep 1918 in RI,\(^60\) census * 22 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30,\(^60\) census * 22 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4.\(^91\)
+ 3997 iii. Aldea Biron #42019, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1922 in RI,\(^91\) census * 22 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4.\(^91\)
+ 3998 iv. Clarisse Biron #42020, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1923 in RI,\(^91\) census * 22 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4.\(^91\)
+ 3999 v. Theresa Biron #42021, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1927 in RI,\(^91\) census * 22 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 4.\(^91\)
+ 4000 vi. Anita Biron #42022, henry no. from Chabrier.
+ 4001 vii. Anita Lucille Arbestar Biron #42023, henry no. from Chabrier.

She married\(^147\) William Davis #42024.

+ 4002 viii. Annette Jeannette Biron #42025, henry no. from Chabrier.

She married\(^147\) Sulley J Carriere #42026.

1896. Albina\(^11\) Raboin #42083 (Marie-Domitilde Domine dit\(^10\) St Sauveur, Domithilde\(^9\) Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit\(^8\), Joseph Chabrier dit\(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^6\), Jean\(^5\) Chabrier, Jean\(^4\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^2\), Bertrand\(^1\)), henry no. #153911 from Chabrier, born 22 Oct 1888 in Worcester, Worcester, MA,\(^276\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 24,\(^91\) died in West Warwick, Kent, RI.\(^276\)

She married 20 Oct 1908 in Acton Vale, Bagot, PQ, Canada,\(^276\) resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 21 Mill Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,\(^91,276\) Noël Delorme #42084, born 28 Aug 1883 in Acton Vale, Bagot, PQ, Canada,\(^276\) emigrated 1925,\(^91\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 24,\(^91\) occupation 03 Apr 1930 construction carpenter,\(^91\) died in West Warwick, Kent, RI.\(^276\)

Children:

+ 4003 i. Vilmer\(^12\) Delorme #42085 born 31 Jan 1910.
+ 4004 ii. George Delorme #42086 born ca 1911.
+ 4005 iii. Noella Delorme #42087 born 12 Feb 1912.
+ 4006 iv. Lucienne Delorme #42089 born 15 Jan 1913.
+ 4007 v. Giselle Delorme #42088 born 04 Apr 1916.
+ 4008 vi. Solange Delorme #42090 born 02 Jan 1918.

1899. Clodia\(^11\) Morin #58341, also known as Claudia Morin, also known as Clara Morin (Marie Virginie\(^10\) St Sauveur, Domithilde\(^9\) Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit\(^8\), Joseph Chabrier dit\(^7\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^6\), Jean\(^5\) Chabrier, Jean\(^4\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^2\), Bertrand\(^1\)), henry no. #153923 from Chabrier, born 07 Dec 1879 in QC, Canada or NH,\(^138,121,176\) census 1881 in Canada, QC, Drummond & Arthabaska, St Eugene, ED 52A,\(^28\) census * 08 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 183,\(^46\) occupation 08 Jun 1900 operative,\(^46\) census * 15 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Methuen, ED 424,\(^63\) census * 03 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 181,\(^60\) occupation 03 Jan 1920 cotton mill spinner,\(^66\) city directory * 1922 in 12 Ward Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^61\) social security num bef 1951 015-07-0866 (MA),\(^121\) died Jul 1978 in Tewksbury, Middlesex, MA.\(^121\)

She married 05 Nov 1901 in Ste Anne, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^397\) resided (family) 15 Apr 1910 in 12 1/2 Chase Street, Methuen, Essex, MA,\(^63\) resided (family) 03 Jan 1920 in 70 French Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^60\) resided (family) 22 Apr 1930 in Trull Street, Tewksbury, Middlesex, MA,\(^91\) James Henry Seamans #58360, born 21 Apr 1873 in RI,\(^42\) (son of Thomas Seamans #58361 and Waity A Randall #58362), census * 05 Jun 1880 in RI, Providence, Scituate, ED 139,\(^44\) resided 05 Jun 1880 at grandmother Mary Randall's home,\(^91\) city directory * 1900 in 239 Front Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^60\) occupation 1900 spinner,\(^61\) census * 01 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 171,\(^46\) occupation 01 Jun 1900 cotton mill spinner,\(^46\) resided 01 Jun 1900 in 493 Front Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\(^46\) city directory * 1909 in 626 Broadway, Lawrence, Essex, MA,\(^61\) occupation 1909 second hand,\(^61\) census * 15 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Methuen, ED 424,\(^60\) occupation 15 Apr 1910 cotton mill second hand,\(^65\) event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\(^92\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 cotton mill employee,\(^92\)
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resided 12 Sep 1918 in 90 J Street, Turners Falls, Franklin, MA, height 12 Sep 1918 short, weight 12 Sep 1918 slender, eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark, census * 03 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 181, occupation 03 Jan 1920 cotton mill spinner, city directory * 1922 in 12 Ward Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1922 foreman, census * 22 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Tewksbury, ED 472, occupation 22 Apr 1930 cotton mill spinner, property 22 Apr 1930 real estate value $500.

Children:

4009  
 i.  

4010  
 ii.  
    Nellie Seams #58366, henry no. 1539232 from Chabrier, born Dec 1904 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, died 16 Aug 1905 in 161 Cumberland Road, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, cause of death 16 Aug 1905 infantum cholera & convulsions, buried 18 Aug 1905 in Chelmsford, Middlesex, MA.

4011  
 iii.  


4012  
 iv.  
    Frederick J Seams #58364 born 01 Mar 1908.

4013  
 v.  
    Sarah J Seams #58367, henry no. 1539236 from Chabrier, born 05 Aug 1909 in Lawrence, Essex, MA, died bef 15 Apr 1910 in MA.

4014  
 vi.  
    Henry J Seams #58365 born 05 Aug 1909.

4015  
 vii.  

He married Irene M __ #58375, born 16 Mar 1917 in MA, (daughter of Louis J Cote #58380 and Delia Morissette #58381), city directory * 1956 in 53 Hadley Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, died 24 Sep 1993 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA.

4016  
 viii.  
    Lillian Seams #58370, henry no. 1539238 from Chabrier, born ca 1916 in MA, census * 03 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 181, census * 22 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Tewksbury, ED 472.

4017  
 ix.  
    James H Seams #58371, henry no. 1539239 from Chabrier, born ca 1918 in MA, census * 03 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 181, census * 22 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Tewksbury, ED 472.

1901. Francois Xavier<sup>11</sup> Morin #58342, census name Frank Morin, (Marie Virginie<sup>10</sup> St Sauveur, Domithilde<sup>9</sup> Vadeboncoeur dit Chabrier, Joseph Chabrier dit<sup>8</sup>, Joseph Chabrier dit<sup>7</sup>, Jean Chabrier dit<sup>6</sup>, Jean<sup>5</sup> Chabrier, Jean<sup>4</sup>, Simon<sup>3</sup>, Simon<sup>2</sup>, Bertrand), henry no. #153925 from Chabrier, born 09 Oct 1882 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada,<sup>7</sup> baptized * 09 Oct 1882 in St Eugene de Grantham, Drummond, QC, Canada,<sup>7</sup> emigrated 1890 to USA,<sup>6</sup> census * 08 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 183, occupation 08 Jun 1900 spinning dept,<sup>6</sup> city directory * 1909 in 295 Lakeview Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1909 third hand,<sup>6</sup> city directory * 1910 in 295 Lakeview Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1910 third hand,<sup>6</sup> census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 864, occupation 25 Apr 1910 cotton mill spinner,<sup>6</sup> city directory * 1911 in 603 Lakeview Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1911 third hand,<sup>6</sup> city directory * 1912 in 603 Lakeview Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, property 22 Apr 1930 real estate value $500.
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Lakeview Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1912 third hand/operative, city directory * 1913 in 603 Lakeview Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1913 operative, city directory * 1915 in 7 Sparks Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1915 operative, city directory * 1916 in 7 Sparks Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1916 helper, city directory * 1917 in 7 Sparks Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1917 helper, city directory * 1922 in 7 Sparks Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1922 helper, city directory * 1938 in 7 Sparks Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1938 paper tube cutter, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Sonoco Product Co., resided 27 Apr 1942 in 7 Sparks Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, height 27 Apr 1942 5' 6", weight 27 Apr 1942 185 lbs, eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown, hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light, social security num bef 1951 027-05-1709 (MA), city directory * 1956 in 7 Sparks Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, city directory * 1964 in 7 Sparks Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, died Dec 1964 in MA.

Godparents: Xavier Desseres, son of Leon Desseres of St Guillaume & Marie Edwidge Morin.

He married 1906 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA, resided (family) 03 Aug 1908 in 295 Lakeview Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, resided (family) 25 Apr 1910 in 603 Lakeview Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, Marianne Gratia Parent #58382, born 07 Oct 1888 in Wickham, Drummond, QC, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Parent #58385 and Marianne Desange Capistian #58386), baptized * 07 Oct 1888 in St Jean, Wickham, Drummond, QC, Canada, emigrated 1895 to USA, census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 864, city directory * 1917 in 7 Sparks Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, city directory * 1922 in 7 Sparks Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, died Dec 1964 in MA.

Godparents: Jean Baptiste Parent & Marianne Delima Lizotte, his wife.

Children:

4018 i. Joseph Rosaire A12 Morin #58384, henry no. #1539251 from Chabrier, born * 15 Nov 1907 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA, died * 03 Aug 1908 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA, cause of death 03 Aug 1908 cholera infantum, buried 04 Aug 1908 in St Joseph Cem, Chelmsford, Middlesex, MA.

4019 ii. Marie Lillian Morin #58383, henry no. #1539252 from Chabrier, born * 31 Dec 1908 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA, census * 25 Apr 1910 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 864.


He married resided (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 204 Cheever Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, Emma F __ #58356, born ca 1895 in MA, city directory * 1917 in 113 Martin Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, census * 07 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 217, city directory * 1922 in 204 Cheever Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, city directory * 1938 in 350 Aiken Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, city directory * 1956 in 24 Ward Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, city directory * 1964 in 120 Cheever Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA.
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Children:


4021 ii. Armand Morin #58358, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1918 in MA, census * 07 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, Ed 217, 60

4022 iii. Alice Morin #58359, henry no. from Chabrier, born Nov 1919 in MA, census * 07 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 217, 60


Children:
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Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1936 in 13 Walnut Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 13 Walnut Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 13 Walnut Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in 13 Walnut Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 13 Walnut Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in 13 Walnut Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 in 13 Walnut Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1951 in 13 Walnut Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1952 in 13 Walnut Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1954 in 13 Walnut Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1956 in 13 Walnut Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} social security num 1965 001-40-4817 (NH),\textsuperscript{121} died 15 Jul 1972 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{121}

Children:
4025  i. Dieudonne J\textsuperscript{12} Verboncoeur Jr. #44190 born 01 Nov 1906.

1933. Flora M\textsuperscript{12} Verboncoeur #44191 (Joseph Alfred\textsuperscript{10}, Frederic Gabriel Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9}, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #153B38 from Chabrier, born Nov 1891 in RI,\textsuperscript{46,63} census * 19 Jun 1900 in CT, Windham, Plainfield, Moosup, ED 518,\textsuperscript{46} census * 27 Apr 1910 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 307,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 27 Apr 1910 foundry coremaker,\textsuperscript{63} census * 05 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 164,\textsuperscript{60} city directory * 1927 in 125 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{5} census * 08 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,\textsuperscript{41} city directory * 1931 in 125 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{5} city directory * 1934 in 125 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 125 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 19 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 in 30 West Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1952 in 30 West Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1956 in 30 West Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61}

She married 08 Jul 1913 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{280} residing (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 54 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{60} resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 125 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{91} Joseph Ernest Paradis #46997, born 12 Jan 1881 in Lauzon, Levis, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} (son of Louis Paradis #58410 and Marie Begin #46894), baptized * 12 Jan 1881 in St Joseph-de-la-Pointe-Levy, Lauzon, Levis, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} emigrated 1910 to USA,\textsuperscript{60} event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 12 Sep 1918 tailor,\textsuperscript{92} resided 12 Sep 1918 in 54 North Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{92} height 12 Sep 1918 medium,\textsuperscript{92} weight 12 Sep 1918 slender,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue,\textsuperscript{92} hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,\textsuperscript{92} naturalized 1919,\textsuperscript{66} census * 05 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 164,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 05 Jan 1920 tailor in own shop,\textsuperscript{60} city directory * 1927 in 125 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1927 tailor,\textsuperscript{61} census * 08 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,\textsuperscript{41} occupation 08 Apr 1930 tailor shop tailor,\textsuperscript{61} property 08 Apr 1930 real estate value $8500,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1931 in 125 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1931 tailor,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1934 in 125 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1934 tailor,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 125 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 tailor,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 19 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1942 tailor,\textsuperscript{61} event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{93} occupation 27 Apr 1942 self employed,\textsuperscript{93} resided 27 Apr 1942 in 10 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{93} height 27 Apr 1942 5' 8",\textsuperscript{93} weight 27 Apr 1942 145 lbs,\textsuperscript{93} eye color 27 Apr 1942 blue,\textsuperscript{93} hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray,\textsuperscript{93} complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light,\textsuperscript{93} city directory * 1949 in 30 West Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1949 tailor,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1952 in 30 West Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1956 in 30 West Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1952 proprietor of Claremont Tailoring,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1956 in 30 West Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1956 proprietor of Claremont Tailoring.\textsuperscript{61} Joseph: Godparents: Xavier Couture & Adelaide Halle.

Children:
4026  i. Blanche M\textsuperscript{12} Paradis #46998, henry no. #153B381 in Chabrier, born 14 Jul 1914 in NH,\textsuperscript{60,121} census * 05 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 164,\textsuperscript{60} census * 08 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,\textsuperscript{93} city directory * 1934 in 125 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 001-03-7760 (NH),\textsuperscript{121} died Sep 1980 in Hinsdale, Cheshire, NH,\textsuperscript{121}

She married 02 Jul 1938 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,\textsuperscript{280} died Sep 1980 in Hinsdale, Cheshire, NH,\textsuperscript{121}

4027  ii. Conrad J Paradis #58409, henry no. #153B382 from Chabrier, born 01 Mar 1917 in NH,\textsuperscript{121} census * 05 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 164,\textsuperscript{60} census * 08 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED
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69 city directory * 1934 in 125 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH61 city directory * 1938 in 125 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH61 city directory * 1942 in 19 Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH61 occupation 1942 employed by DWM61 city directory * 1949 in 30 West Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1949 employed by DWM,61 social security num bef 1951 001-18-4147 (NH),121 city directory * 1952 in 61 West Terrace, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1952 employed at Lebanon, NH,61 city directory * 1956 in 61 West Terrace, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1956 employed by DWM,61 died 18 Nov 1994 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH.121

He married Anna___#58411, born 14 Jan 1917,121 social security num bef 1951 002-01-6563 (NH),121 city directory * 1952 in 61 West Terrace, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1952 employed by DWM,61 city directory * 1956 in 61 West Terrace, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1956 employed by DWM,61 died 29 Sep 2005 in Hampstead, Rockingham, NH.121

4028 iii. Claire Paradis #47000, henry no. #153B383 in Chabrier, born 1929 in NH,91 census * 08 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,91 city directory * 1949 in 30 West Pleasant Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1949 clerk at FWWCo,61 city directory * 1952 in 27 Sullivan Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH.61

She married 26 Aug 1950 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,280 Robert A Quinty #47001 (son of Albert Quinty #58414 and Alberta Laplante #58415), city directory * 1952 in 27 Sullivan Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1952 employed at Windsor, VT.61

1953. Marie Aurore H. Vadeboncoeur #41912 (Dieudonne Verboncoeur, Frederic Gabriel Chabrier dit, Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #153B383 from Chabrier, born 11 Jul 1900 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,193,260,60,91,121 baptized * 12 Jul 1900 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,61 census * 10 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 201E1,31 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 206-6,32 emigrated * Apr 1917 to Claremont, NH via St Albans, VT,81 census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 164,60 occupation 03 Jan 1920 cotton mill weaver,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,91 city directory * 1934 in 16 Wall Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1938 in 16 Wall Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1942 in 14 Sullivan Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1949 in 106 Main Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1952 in 106 Main Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1956 in 42 Pearl Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 social security num 1973 001-52-2453 (NH),121 died Oct 1976 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH.121 Godparents: Joseph Singler & Amanda Singler.

She married 05 Apr 1920 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,280 resided (family) 05 Apr 1930 in 32 Fremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,91 Arthur J Vachon #46981, born 04 May 1889 in L'Ange-Gardien, Montmorency, PQ, Canada,60,91,121 (son of Alexandre Vachon #58424 and Delima Bessette #58425), baptized * 05 May 1889 in L'Ange-Gardien, Montmorency, PQ, Canada,9 emitted 1915 to USA,60 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 core maker for Vermont Snath Co,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in Springfield, Windsor, VT,92 military 05 Jun 1917 Canadian Infantry private for two years,92 height 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 light,92 census * 14 Jan 1920 in VT, Windsor, Springfield, ED 164,60 resided 14 Jan 1920 in 226 Clinton Street, Springfield, Windsor, VT,60 occupation 14 Jan 1920 iron foundry moulds,60 census * 05 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,91 occupation 05 Apr 1930 foundry coal worker,61 city directory * 1934 in 16 Wall Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1934 laborer,61 city directory * 1938 in 16 Wall Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1938 employed by SMCo,61 city directory * 1942 in 14 Sullivan Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1942 employed at Springfield, VT,61 event * 26 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,93 occupation 26 Apr 1942 employed by Walter White's Foundry,93 Springfield, Windsor, VT,93 resided 26 Apr 1942 in 14 Sullivan Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,93 height 26 Apr 1942 5'3 1/2",93 weight 26 Apr 1942 188 lbs,93 eye color 26 Apr 1942 hazel,93 hair color 26 Apr 1942 brown & gray,93 complexion 26 Apr 1942 in light,93 city directory * 1949 in 106 Main Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1949 employed by JMCa,61 social security num bef 1951 008-07-1256 (VT),121 city directory * 1952 in 106 Main Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1952 employed by JMCa61 city directory * 1956 in 42 Pearl Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1956 retired61 died Sep 1973 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH.121 Arthur: Godparents: Pierre Gemme, laborer & Marie Louise Gemme, wife of Antone Vachon, farmer.
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Children:

+ 4029 i. Emelie M12 Vachon #46984 born ca 1921.
+ 4030 ii. Anita Vachon #47017, henry no. #153B832 from Chabrier, born ca 1923 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH,91 census * 05 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,91 city directory * 1949 in 106 Main Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1949 employed by JMCo,61 city directory * 1952 in 106 Main Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1952 office worker at JMCo.61
+ 4031 iii. Marie Jeannette Vachon #46988, henry no. #153B833 from Chabrier, born ca 1926 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH,91 census * 05 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,91 city directory * 1949 in 106 Main Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1949 employed by DWM,61 city directory * 1952 in 20 Bank Avenue, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1956 in 16 Federal Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH.61

She married 27 Nov 1948 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,280 Emile Vasseur #46989, city directory * 1949 in 105 Main Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1949 employed by JMCo,61 city directory * 1952 in 20 Bank Avenue, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1952 employed by JMCo,61 city directory * 1956 in 16 Federal Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1956 refiner for GT&RCo.61 Emile: Son of Joseph Vasseur & Albina Lauziere.

+ 4032 iv. Marie Margaret Vachon #46986, henry no. #153B834 from Chabrier, city directory * 1956 in 42 Pearl Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1956 clerk for Frances' Stores.61

She married 18 Jul 1953 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,280 Thomas Gray #46987 (son of Joseph James W Gray #58426 and Alice Cushman #58427), city directory * 1949 in Neilson Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1949 US Army,61 city directory * 1952 in Neilson Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1952 US Army,61 city directory * 1956 in 42 Pearl Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1956 employed by J&L, Springfield, VT.61

+ 4033 v. Claire M Vachon #46982, henry no. #153B835 from Chabrier, city directory * 1952 in 106 Main Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH.61

She married 12 Sep 1953 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,280 Antonio Perras #46983 (son of Antonio Perras #58428 and Irene Hall #58429).

1955. Marie Margaret11 Vadeboncouer #30339 (Dieudonne10 Verboncoeur, Frederic Gabriel Chabrier dit6, Joseph Chabrier dit5 Vadeboncœur, Joseph Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit3, Jean2 Chabrier, Jean1, Simon5, Simon4, Bertrand3), henry no. #153B85 from Chabrier, born 19 Jun 1907 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,233,338,9,12 baptized * 20 Jun 1907 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 206-6,12 emigrated * Apr 1917 to Claremont, NH via St Albans, VT,181 census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 164,60 census * 02 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,91 occupation 02 Apr 1930 doffer in cotton mill,91 city directory * 1931 in 77 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1934 in 16 Wall Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1938 in 39 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1942 in 39 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1949 in 30 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1956 in 30 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1956 waitress at Tumble Inn Diner,61 died * 09 Apr 1984 in Springfield, Windsor, VT,125 cause of death 09 Apr 1984 sepsis due to metastatic lung cancer as a consequence of cigarette abuse,125 buried 14 Apr 1984 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH.125 Godparents: David Vadeboncoeur & Salome Bergeron.

She married 23 Mar 1929 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,91,280 resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 77 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,91 Joseph Henry Gregory #30340, born ca 1905 in Newport, Sullivan, NH,91 (son of Daniel Gregory #58432 and Rose Hamel #58433), census * 02 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,91 occupation 02 Apr 1930 machine shop crane operator,91 city directory * 1931 in 77 Broad Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1931 laborer,61 city directory * 1934 in 16 Wall Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1934 laborer,61 city directory * 1938 in 39 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1938 crane operator for SM Co,61 died bef 1942.61
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Children:

4034  i.  Leo A,J Gregory #58434, henry no. #153B851 from Chabrier, city directory * 1949 in 39 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1949 US Marine Corps,61 city directory * 1956 in 30 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1956 US Navy.61


She married 30 Nov 1935 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,280 Edouard G Laplante #46992, born 25 Apr 1905,121 (son of Oscar Laplante #58435 and Adelie Greigore #58436), residing in Suncook, Merrimack, NH,280 city directory * 1931 in 3 Harvard Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1938 in 32 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1938 shoe worker,61 city directory * 1942 in 32 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1942 shoe worker at KSCorp and musician,61 city directory * 1949 in 32 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1949 employed by JMcO and musician,61 social security num bef 1951 001-09-1302 (NH), city directory * 1952 in 32 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 city directory * 1956 in 32 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61 occupation 1956 employed by JMcO and musician,61 city directory * 1956 in 32 Tremont Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,61, died May 1979 in Claremont, Sullivan, NH.121

Children:

4035  i.  ShirleyJ Laplante #46993, henry no. #153B881 from Chabrier. She married 03 Sep 1966 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,280 Laucier Wheeler #46994. Laucier: Son of Richard Wheeler & Marie Louise Martin.

1959.  Joseph LouisJ Danis #58437 (Marie-VictorineJ Verboncoeur, Frederic Gabriel Chabrier dit9, Joseph Chabrier dit5 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit8, Jean’ Chabrier dit8, Jean’, Simon’, Simon2, Bertrand4), henry no. #153BA1 from Chabrier, born 05 May 1893 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,315,61 baptism registered 05 May 1893 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada,4035, 61 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 201E2,61 occupation 1905,61 emigrated * Apr 1917 to Claremont, NH via St Albans, VT,181 census * 03 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 164,60 census * 02 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6,91 resided 02 Apr 1930 in 10 Wright Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1924 employed by Queen City Mill,61 city directory * 1922 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 city directory * 1922 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1922 employed by Queen City Cotton Co,61 city directory * 1924 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1924 employed by Queen City Cotton Co,61 city directory * 1929 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61, city directory * 1930 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1930 employed by Queen City Cotton Co,61 city directory * 1930 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1930 employed by Queen City Cotton Co,61 census * 14 Apr 1930 in VT, Chittenden, Burlington, ED 25,91 occupation 14 Apr 1930 cotton mill weaver,91 city directory * 1931 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1931 employed by Queen City Cotton Co,61 city directory * 1932 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 city directory * 1933 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 city directory * 1936 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 city directory * 1936 employed by Queen City Cotton Co,61 city directory * 1938 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1938 employed by Queen City Cotton Co,61 city directory * 1942 in 23 Apremont Street, Adams, Berkshire, MA,61 occupation 1942 employed by HMCOp,61 event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,93 occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Union Mill Co,93 resided 27 Apr 1942 in 23 Apremont Street, Adams, Berkshire, MA,93 height 27 Apr 1942 5' 7",93 weight 27 Apr 1942 150 lbs,93 eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown,93 hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray,93 complexion 27 Apr 1942 in ruddy,93 social security num bef 1951 008-03-1571 (V),121 city directory * 1957 in 27 Washington Avenue, North Adams, Berkshire, MA,61 city directory * 1959 in 1200 Mass Avenue, North Adams, Berkshire, MA,61 occupation 1959 retired,61 died May 1978 in Burlington, Chittenden, VT.121 Godparents: Narcisse Danis, grandfather & Edesse Lessard.
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He married (1) ca 1918, resided (family) 14 Apr 1930 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT.

Marianne C__ #58448, born ca 1896 in QC, Canada, city directory * 1922 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1922 employed by Queen City Cotton Co, city directory * 1932 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, census * 14 Apr 1930 in VT, Chittenden, Burlington, ED 25, occupation 14 Apr 1930 cotton mill weaver, occupation 1932 employed by Queen City Cotton Co, city directory * 1933 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1933 employed by Queen City Cotton Co, city directory * 1936 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1936 employed by Queen City Cotton Co, city directory * 1938 in 76 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1938 employed by Queen City Cotton Co.

Children:

4036  i. Narcisse Danis #58473, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1921 in VT, city directory * 14 Apr 1930 in VT, Chittenden, Burlington, ED 25.


He married (2) Lillian C__ #58472, city directory * 1959 in 1200 Mass Avenue, North Adams, Berkshire, MA.

1960. Charles Edouard Danis #58438 (Marie-Victorine Verboncoeur, Frederic Gabriel Chabrier dit, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #153BA2 from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1895 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, baptized * 30 Jan 1895 in St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Yamaska, St David, ED 201E2, emigrated 1911 to USA, naturalized event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, resided 05 Jun 1917 in 2D Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 05 Jun 1917 factory weaver, height 05 Jun 1917 tall, weight 05 Jun 1917 stout, eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown, hair color 05 Jun 1917 black, city directory * 1918 in 22 Wright Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1918 employed by Q City Cotton Mill, city directory * 1920 in 8 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1920 employed by Q City Cotton Mill, census * 16 Jan 1920 in VT, Chittenden, Burlington, ED 52, occupation 16 Jan 1920 cotton mill weaver, city directory * 1922 in 8 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1922 employed by Q City Cotton Mill, city directory * 1924 in 24B Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1924 employed by Q City Cotton Mill, city directory * 1929 in 24B Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1929 employed by Q City Cotton Mill, city directory * 1930 in 24B Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1930 employed by Q City Cotton Mill, census * 14 Apr 1930 in VT, Chittenden, Burlington, ED 25, occupation 14 Apr 1930 cotton mill weaver, city directory * 1931 in 24B Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1931 employed by Q City Cotton Mill, city directory * 1932 in 24B Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1932 employed by Q City Cotton Mill, city directory * 1933 in 24B Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1933 employed by Q City Cotton Mill, city directory * 1936 in 65 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1936 employed by Q City Cotton Mill, city directory * 1938 in 65 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1938 employed by Q City Cotton Mill, city directory * 1941 in 437 State Road, North Adams, Berkshire, MA, occupation 1941 loomfixer at Adams, MA, city directory * 1942 in 437 State Road, North Adams, Berkshire, MA, occupation 1942 loomfixer at Adams, MA, event * 04 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, occupation 04 Apr 1942 employed by Berkshire Fine Spinning Association, resided 04 Apr 1942 in 437 State Road, North Adams, Berkshire, MA, height 04 Apr 1942 5'6", weight 04 Apr 1942 175 lbs, eye color 04 Apr 1942 brown, hair color 04 Apr 1942 gray, complexion 04 Apr 1942 in ruddy, city directory * 1948 in 116 Protection Avenue, North Adams, Berkshire, MA, occupation 1948 employed by HMCorp, city directory * 1950 in 116 Protection Avenue, North Adams, Berkshire, MA, occupation 1950 employed by HMCorp, social security num bef 1951 008-09-2250 (VT), city directory * 1952 in 145 Pleasant Street, North Adams, Berkshire, MA, occupation 1952 employed by HMCorp, city directory * 1954 in 145 Pleasant Street, North Adams, Berkshire, MA, occupation 1954 employed by BFSA, city directory * 1957 in 145 Pleasant Street, North Adams, Berkshire, MA, city directory * 1959 in 145 Pleasant Street, North Adams, Berkshire, MA, occupation 1959 retired, died Oct 1965 in Williamstown, Berkshire, MA, Godparents: Dieudonne Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Marie Singler.

He married bef 05 Jun 1917, resided (family) 16 Jan 1920 in 8 Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, resided (family) 14 Apr 1930 in 24B Conger Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT.
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1899 in QC, Canada,60 (daughter of Napoleon Compagnon #58465), emigrated * Oct 1911 to Burlington, Chittenden, VT via St Albans, VT,60 naturalized60 census * 16 Jan 1920 in VT, Chittenden, Burlington, ED 52,60 occupation 16 Jan 1920 cotton mill weaver,60 census * 14 Apr 1930 in VT, Chittenden, Burlington, ED 25,51 occupation 14 Apr 1930 cotton mill weaver,51 city directory * 1942 in 437 State Road, North Adams, Berkshire, MA,61 city directory * 1948 in 116 Protection Avenue, North Adams, Berkshire, MA,61 city directory * 1950 in 116 Protection Avenue, North Adams, Berkshire, MA,61 city directory * 1952 in 145 Pleasant Street, North Adams, Berkshire, MA.61

Children:


He married179 resided (family) 1993 - 2001 in 324 College Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA.444 Clemence Claudette Courschesne #58466, born 07 Nov 1923.179 social security num bef 1951 021-16-6027 (MA),121 city directory * 1957 in 324 College Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA,61 city directory * 1959 in 324 College Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA,61 city directory * 1961 in 324 College Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA,61 city directory * 1962 in 324 College Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA,61 city directory * 1963 in 324 College Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA,61 city directory * 1964 in 324 College Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA,61 city directory * 1965 in 324 College Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA,61 city directory * 1965 in 324 College Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA,61 city directory * 1967 in 324 College Street, Chicopee, Hampden, MA,61 died 22 Apr 2002 in Springfield, Hampden, MA.179,121

4039 ii. Bertha Danis #58462, henry no. #153BA22 from Chabrier, born ca 1920 in VT,91 census * 14 Apr 1930 in VT, Chittenden, Burlington, ED 25,91 city directory * 1938 in 65 Harrison Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,91 occupation 1938 employed by Q City Cotton Mill,91 city directory * 1941 in 437 State Road, North Adams, Berkshire, MA,61 occupation 1941 employed at Adams, MA,61 city directory * 1942 in 437 State Road, North Adams, Berkshire, MA,61 occupation 1942 employed at Adams, MA,61


He married Lucienne __ #58467, city directory * 1952 in 596 State Road, North Adams, Berkshire, MA.61
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Children:

4046  i.  Gisele R12 Danis #58450, henry no. #153BA31 from Chabrier, born ca 1930, city directory * 1949 in 176 Ferguson Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 city directory * 1951 in 176 Ferguson Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1951 employed by Howard National Bank & Trust.61

4047  ii.  Leon Danis #58451, henry no. #153BA32 from Chabrier, born ca 1938, city directory * 1958 in 176 Ferguson Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1958 student at University of Vermont, Montpelier,61 city directory * 1960 in 176 Ferguson Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1960 student at University of Vermont, Montpelier.61

4048  iii.  Paul J Danis #58452, henry no. #153BA33 from Chabrier, born ca 1938, city directory * 1958 in 176 Ferguson Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1958 student at University of Vermont, Montpelier,61 city directory * 1960 in 176 Ferguson Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1960 student at St MC Win.61

4049  iv.  Claude Danis #58453, henry no. #153BA34 from Chabrier, born ca 1940, city directory * 1960 in 176 Ferguson Avenue, Burlington, Chittenden, VT,61 occupation 1960 student at


Children:
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20 Oak Street, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1958 employed by GE. city directory * 1960 in 173 Locust Ter, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, occupation 1960 employed by GE.

He married Edith C __ #58458, city directory * 1952 in 33 Willow Street, North Adams, Berkshire, MA, occupation 1952 clerk at Rite Service, city directory * 1954 in 352 Church Street, North Adams, Berkshire, MA, city directory * 1958 in 20 Oak Street, Burlington, Chittenden, VT, city directory * 1960 in 173 Locust Ter, Burlington, Chittenden, VT.


He married ca 1911, resided (family) 01 May 1930 in 268 South Center Street, Orange, Essex, NJ, resided (family) 22 Jan 1920 in 539 South 19th Street, Newark, Essex, NJ, Hazel M. __ #46244, born ca 1892 in MA, census * 22 Jan 1920 in NJ, Essex, Newark, ED 236, census * 01 May 1930 in NJ, Essex, Orange, ED 576.

Children:


4055 iii. Thelma M. Page #46247, ref number #153BB33 Chabrier, born ca 1915 in NJ, census * 22 Jan 1920 in NJ, Essex, Newark, ED 236, census * 01 May 1930 in NJ, Essex, Orange, ED 576.


She married ca 1912 in NH, resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 108 Main Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, resided (family) 21 Apr 1930 in 52 Central Street, Claremont, Sullivan, NH, Pierre Charles Courtemanche #44171, born ca 1889 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1907 to NH, census * 10 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 165, occupation 10 Jan 1920 hardware store plumber, census * 21 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6, occupation 21 Apr 1930 plumbing shop plumber.

Children:

4057 i. Velma12 Courtemanche #46249, henry no. #153BB41 in Chabrier, born ca 1915 in NH, census * 10 Jan 1920 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 165, census * 21 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6.
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4059  iii.  Mildred Courtemanche #46251, henry no. #153BB43 in Chabrier, born ca 1922 in NH,91 census * 21 Apr 1930 in NH, Sullivan, Claremont, ED 6.91

1976.  **Joseph II Landry** #47007 (Marie Josephine90 Vadeboncoeur, Frederic Gabriel Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean1 Simon1, Simon1, Bertrand1), henry no. in Chabrier.

He married 18 May 1925 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,280 **Mercedes Courtemanche** #47008, born in Lebanon, Grafton, NH. **Mercedes**: Dau of Frederic Courtemanche & Rose Lefebvre.

*Children:*

4060  i.  Joseph Robert12 Landry #47009, henry no. in Chabrier.

He married 08 Feb 1964 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,280 **Pearl Morse** #47010. Pearl: Dau of Clarence Morse & Rose Marie Arel.

4061  ii.  Norma Landry #47011, henry no. in Chabrier.

She married 03 Jan 1948 in St Mary, Claremont, Sullivan, NH,280 **Harold Gagnon** #47012. Harold: Son of Albert Gagnon & Helen Dunn.

1977.  **Joseph Onezime Hildege** II Caplette #46267, census name Eldege Caplette,91 (Marie Claudine9 Adam, Marie Genevieve9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Chabrier dit9, Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean1 Simon1, Simon1, Bertrand1), henry no. #153E41 in Chabrier, born 03 Feb 1896 in Coventry, Kent, RI,36,275,121 baptized 05 Feb 1896 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,275 census * 19 Jun 1900 in RI, Kent, Coventry, ED 193,46 census * 27 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 21,60 occupation 27 Apr 1910 print works laborer,63 resided 27 Apr 1910 at his Caplette grandparents home,63 event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,92 occupation 05 Jun 1917 frame fixer for Hope Co,92 resided 05 Jun 1917 in Riverpoint, West Warwick, Kent, RI,92 height 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 weight 05 Jun 1917 medium,92 eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown,92 hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark,92 census * 31 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 35,60 occupation 31 Jan 1920 cotton mill spindle setter,60 city directory * 1928 in 74 Progresso Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1928 laborer,61 city directory * 1929 in 74 Progresso Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1929 fireman,61 census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 301,91 occupation 14 Apr 1930 cotton mill fireman,91 city directory * 1932 in 74 Progresso Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1932 insurance agent,61 city directory * 1933 in 74 Progresso Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1933 insurance agent,61 city directory * 1934 in 74 Progresso Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,61 occupation 1934 salesman,61 city directory * 1936 in 31 Crossen Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1936 operative,61 city directory * 1938 in 31 Crossen Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1938 operative,61 city directory * 1940 in 9 Middle Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 occupation 1940 operative,61 event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,93 occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Brown & Sharpe Mfg Co,93 resided 27 Apr 1942 in 9 Middle Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,93 height 27 Apr 1942 5’ 7”,93 weight 27 Apr 1942 226 lbs,93 eye color 27 Apr 1942 brown,93 hair color 27 Apr 1942 black partly bald,93 complexion 27 Apr 1942 in ruddy,93 city directory * 1944 in 9 Middle Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,61 social security num bef 1951 037-09-6935 (RI),121 died Jan 1981 in Riverside, Providence, RI.121 Godparents: Onesime Vallee & Hermine Biron.

He married (1) 08 Nov 1913 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,274 resided (family) 31 Jan 1920 in Allen Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,69 **Exina Lambert** #58487 (daughter of Narcisse Lambert #58488 and Delia Salvas #58489), died 14 Oct 1918 in Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI.253

*Children:*

+ 4062  i.  Marie Rose Exina12 Caplette #46269 born 13 Sep 1916.
+ 4063  ii.  Florette Caplette #46270 born ca May 1918.

He married (2) 24 Nov 1920 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,274 resided (family) 14 Apr 1930 in 74 Progresso Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,91 **Rose Alma Bertrand** #58490, born 16 Sep 1895 in Warwick, Kent, RI,275,121 (daughter of Francois Xavier Bertrand #58491 and Marie Chamberland #58492), baptized 18 Sep 1895.
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in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI,


Children:

+ 4064 i. Elizabeth D. Bosley-Beauleseil #43367 born 10 May 1900.
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Children:
+ 4066 i. Florence May12 Larmore #46417 born Jul 1903.
+ 4067 ii. Vivian Mary Larmore #46418 born 07 Jan 1905.
+ 4068 iii. Zelma Exilda Larmore #46420 born 11 Oct 1907.
+ 4069 iv. Mary Louise Larmore #46421 born 27 Aug 1911.
+ 4070 v. Helene (Ellen) Henriette Larmore #46422 born 08 Sep 1914.

She married (2) 06 Mar 1937 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.285 Joseph Augustin Lefebvre #46416, born 14 Jan 1880 in Clarence Creek, Russell, ON, Canada.287 (son of Augustin Lefebvre #47098 and Victoria Saumure #47099), baptized 14 Jan 1880 in Clarence Creek, Russell, ON, Canada.285 city directory * 1937 in 33 Dix Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,61 occupation 1937 employed at Veldown Co,61 city directory * 1938 in Aviation Road RD1,
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Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 employed at Veldown Co, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in Aviation Road RD1, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1939 employed at Veldown Co, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in Aviation Road RD1, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 employed at Veldown Co, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1941 in Aviation Road RD1, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1941 employed at Veldown Co, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in Aviation Road RD1, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1942 employed at Veldown Co, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in Aviation Road RD1, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1944 employed at Veldown Co, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in Aviation Road RD1, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1946 employed at Marinette Paper Co, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1948 in Aviation Road RD1, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1948 employed at Marinette Paper Co, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 in 162 Bay Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{30} occupation 1949 retired, \textsuperscript{61} died 22 May 1953 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{153} buried 25 May 1953 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{153} Joseph: m1. 05 Sep 1905 Melina Desjardins at St Viateur, Limoges, Russell, ON, Canada.

1990. François Adolphe\textsuperscript{12} Hart #43359, also known as Adolphus Frank Hart, \textsuperscript{92} (François Xavier\textsuperscript{10} Vadeboncoeur, François\textsuperscript{9}, Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)\textsuperscript{9}, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{5}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{5}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{5} François, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{3}), henry no. #158113 from Chabrier, born 06 May 1882 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{287,92} baptized 14 May 1882 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{287} city directory * 1899 in 31 Second Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1899 employed by J.F.S. & C. Co., \textsuperscript{61} census * 12 Jun 1900 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 108, \textsuperscript{46} occupation 12 Jun 1900 collar turner, \textsuperscript{46} city directory * 1901 in 31 Second Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1901 collar turner, \textsuperscript{46} census * 22 Apr 1910 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 165, \textsuperscript{63} occupation 22 Apr 1910 laborer, \textsuperscript{63} event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 12 Sep 1918 foreman for Pruyn Lumber & Supply Co, \textsuperscript{61} residences (family) 12 Sep 1918 in 4 Round Lake Avenue, Mechanicville, Saratoga, NY, \textsuperscript{92} height 12 Sep 1918 medium, \textsuperscript{92} weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, \textsuperscript{92} eye color 12 Sep 1918 not stated, \textsuperscript{92} hair color 12 Sep 1918 not stated, \textsuperscript{92} census * 12 Jan 2010 in NY, Saratoga, Mechanicville, ED 121, \textsuperscript{60} occupation 12 Jan 2010 lumber company foreman, \textsuperscript{59} city directory * 1928 in 43 Viall Avenue, Mechanicville, Saratoga, NY, \textsuperscript{51} occupation 1928 foreman at Pruyn Lumber Co, \textsuperscript{61} census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 20, \textsuperscript{61} residence 15 Apr 1930 in 148 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{91} occupation 15 Apr 1930 piano salesman, \textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 6 Harrison Place, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 truck driver, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 6 Harrison Place, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1937 truck driver, \textsuperscript{61} died 31 Oct 1950 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{153} buried 03 Nov 1950 in Sonyea, Livingston, NY, \textsuperscript{153} Godparents: François Vadeboncoeur & Olive Roger. Witnesses to marriage: Henri Vadeboncoeur & Marguerite Carter.

He married 16 Aug 1905 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{285} resided (family) 22 Apr 1910 in 46 Third Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 43 Viall Avenue, Mechanicville, Saratoga, NY, \textsuperscript{60} Myrtle Lydia Mosher #46286, born 15 Dec 1887 in NY, \textsuperscript{121} (daughter of James Mosher #47066 and Lucie Lewis #47060), census * 22 Apr 1910 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 165, \textsuperscript{63} census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Saratoga, Mechanicville, ED 121, \textsuperscript{60} census * 04 Apr 1930 in NY, Schenectady, Schenectady, ED 31, \textsuperscript{71} residence 04 Apr 1930 in 17 Barrett Street, Schenectady, Schenectady, NY, \textsuperscript{71} occupation 04 Apr 1930 dry goods store dressmaker, \textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 299 Hamilton Street, Albany, Albany, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 fur finisher at 47 North Pearl Street, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 18 High Street, Albany, Albany, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1937 fur finisher at 47 North Pearl Street, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1947 in 151 Clinton Avenue, Albany, Albany, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1947 employed at The Myrna Shop, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1948 in 151 Clinton Avenue, Albany, Albany, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1948 employed at The Myrna Shop, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1950 in 567 Clinton Avenue, Albany, Albany, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1950 employed at Myrna Shop, \textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 108-01-4561 (NY), \textsuperscript{121} city directory * 1953 in 567 Clinton Avenue, Albany, Albany, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1953 employed at Myrna Shop, \textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1957 in 567 Clinton Avenue, Albany, Albany, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 1957 employed at Myrna Shop, \textsuperscript{61} died 1 May 1967 in Delmar, Albany, NY, \textsuperscript{121}

Children:

4071 i. Richard Adolphe\textsuperscript{12} Hart #46287, henry no. #1581131 from Chabrier, born 04 Jan 1910 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{287} baptized 09 Jan 1910 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{287} census * 22 Apr 1910 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 165, \textsuperscript{63} died bef 12 Jan 1920. \textsuperscript{60} Godparents: Henri Vadeboncoeur & Margaret Carter.

4072 ii. Jacques (James) François Hart #47129, henry no. #1581132 from Chabrier, born 25 Oct 1912 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{287} baptized 03 Nov 1912 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{287} census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Saratoga, Mechanicville, ED 121, \textsuperscript{60} census * 12 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 19, \textsuperscript{91} residence 12 Apr 1930 in 38 Knight Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, \textsuperscript{61} occupation 12 Apr 1930 wallpaper mill laborer, \textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 299 Hamilton Street, Albany, Albany, NY, \textsuperscript{61}
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He married (1) 04 Nov 1909 in St Patrick, Cambridge, NY, resided (family) 06 Jan 1920 in 41 Grove Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 15 Fulton Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, Antoinette
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Children:

+ 4073 i. Elizabeth Odilia12 Hart #43387 born 03 Aug 1912.


She married __ Labrum (see note 66), census * 12 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 176, 60 city directory * 1944 in 144 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, 61 city directory * 1946 in 146 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, 61 city directory * 1948 in 146 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, 61 city directory * 1949 in 146 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY. 61 Margaret: m.f. ??? and divorced by 15 Jan 1920.


She married (1) 02 Oct 1912 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, 285 resided (family) 15 Apr 1930 in 148 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, 91 William Lynn #43442, born ca 1887/8 in MA, 91, 286 (see note 66), census * 12 Apr 1930 in NY, Oneida, Utica, 140, 91 resided 12 Apr 1930 in Utica State Hospital for the Insane, Utica, Oneida, NY. 91
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Children:

+ 4075 i. Violet B.¹² Lynn #43443 born 28 Apr 1916.


1993. Adelard (Delour) Louis²¹ Hart #43362 (Francois Xavier¹⁰ Vadeboncoeur, Francois⁹, Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)⁸, Joseph Chabrier dit¹, Jean Chabrier dit¹, Jean¹ Chabrier, Jean¹, Simon¹, Simon², Bertrand³), henry no. #1581116 from Chabrier, born Nov 1890 in Daggett, Menominee, MI,¹⁰⁰ census * 12 Jun 1900 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 108,¹⁰⁰ census * 19 Apr 1910 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 165,¹⁰³ occupation 19 Apr 1910 paper mill employee,¹⁰³ event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,¹³¹ occupation 05 Jun 1917 carpenter at Pryun Lumber & Supply Co,¹³¹ resided 05 Jun 1917 in 2 1/2 Round Lake Avenue, Mechanicville, Saratoga, NY,¹³¹ height 05 Jun 1917 tall,¹³¹ weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,¹³¹ eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown,¹³¹ hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown,¹³¹ census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Saratoga, Mechanicville, ED 121,¹⁰⁰ occupation 12 Jan 1920 lumber company carpenter,¹³¹ city directory * 1928 in Wetsel Street, Stillwater, Saratoga, NY,¹³¹ occupation 1928 employed at P L & S Co,¹³¹ census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Saratoga, Stillwater, ED 51,¹³¹ occupation 15 Apr 1930 lumber company carpenter,¹³¹ property 15 Apr 1930 real estate value $3500,¹³¹ died ca 1953 in NY.²⁸⁶ Witnesses to marriage 1: Arvina J. Finch & Louise Vadeboncoeur.

He married (1) 21 Nov 1911 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,²⁸⁵ resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in 2 1/2 Round Lake Avenue, Mechanicville, Saratoga, NY,¹³¹ Anna Billetdoux #46271, born ca 1891 in VT,¹⁰⁰ (daughter of George Billetdoux #47100 and Marguerite Gallagher #47101), baptized 27 Nov 1891 in Immaculate Heart of Mary, Hudson Falls, NY,²⁸⁵ census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Saratoga, Mechanicville, ED 121.¹³¹ Anna: Her parents were born in NY.

Children:


Children:

4079 ii. Delour Arvin Hart #46274, henry no. #1581162 from Chabrier, born 1925 in Stillwater, Saratoga, NY,¹²¹,¹²² census * 15 Apr 1930 in NY, Saratoga, Stillwater, ED 51,¹³¹ event 11 Nov 1943 in World War II Army Enlistment,¹³¹ (see note 67), education 11 Nov 1943 4 years of high school,¹²² occupation 11 Nov 1943 draftsman,¹²² military 11 Nov 1943 - 1945 US Army - World War II, Pvt, Battle of the Bulge, KIA, Sel Serv # 32947464,¹²⁸ died 1945 in Europe.¹²⁸
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Children:

+ 4080 i. Robert Jeremiah Finch #46427 born 10 Jan 1915.
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Newcomb Street, West Glens Falls RD 2, Warren, NY, occupation 1949 laborer, social security num bef 1951 065-14-1222 (NY),


Godparents: Eugene Vadéboncoeur & Emma Vadéboncoeur.


**Children:**
+ 4082 i. Ralph Victor12 DeWitt #46432 born 08 Nov 1925.
+ 4083 ii. Frank Alexander DeWitt #46433 born 17 Jun 1928.


Godparents: Francois Vadéboncoeur & Olive Roger.
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He married ca 1906 in NY, resided (family) 21 Apr 1910 in Lake George Avenue, Ticonderoga, Essex, NY, resided (family) 09 Jan 1920 in 56 Lake George Avenue, Ticonderoga, Essex, NY, resided (family) 04 Apr 1930 in 132 East Sanford Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, Lyda Mae Bessette #46275, born ca 1889 in NY, (daughter of Pierre (Peter) Bessette #58536 and Sophie Montagne #58535), census * 21 Apr 1910 in NY, Essex, Ticonderoga, ED 62, census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Essex, Ticonderoga, ED 64, census * 04 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 9, property 04 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000, died 06 Sep 1932 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY, buried 08 Sep 1932 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, Lydia: Dau of Sophia Breasette.

Children:

+ 4084 i. Rachel Mary Hart #46276 born 08 Jan 1908.


+ 4088 v. Cecile (Cecilia) May Hart #47077 born May 1920.


He married marriage license * 06 Sep 1910 in Ticonderoga, Essex, NY, 06 Sep 1910 in Ticonderoga, Essex, NY, 12 Jan 1920 in Lower Warren Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, divorced bef 02 Apr 1930, Lillian Mae Hammel #43406,
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Children:
+ 4090 i. Francis Raymond12 Hart #43407 born * 17 Jan 1911.


Children:
+ 4093 ii. Frederick Hart #43385 born 14 Sep 1920.
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Children:

4094 i. Joseph E Baker #63162, henry no. #1581361 from Chabrier, born ca 1913 in NY, census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Essex, Ticonderoga, ED 63.

4095 ii. Mary L Baker #63163, henry no. #1581362 from Chabrier, born ca 1915 in NY, census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Essex, Ticonderoga, ED 63.

4096 iii. George S Baker #63164, henry no. #1581363 from Chabrier, born ca 1916 in NY, census * 09 Jan 1920 in NY, Essex, Ticonderoga, ED 63.


4098 v. __ Baker #63208, henry no. from Chabrier, born Feb 1921.
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Children:

4099 i. Elizabeth12 Wells #63123, henry no. #1581371 from Chabrier, born ca 1921 in NY, census * 10 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 11.


He married resided (family) in 1613 Prospect Street, National City, San Diego, CA, Antoinette Briscol Valinciano #30784, born 22 Mar 1903 in Puerto Rico, (daughter of Valinciano #63187 and Vasquez #63188), social security num 1954 546-50-3428 (CA), died 22 Jul 1987 in National City, San Diego, CA.

Children:


She married (1) 29 Mar 1952 in Ramey AFB, Puerto Rico, Nabor Mendez-Pelegrina #63205, died 01 Feb 1960.

She married (2) 29 Jun 1963 in St Mary, National City, San Diego, CA, Charles Casio #63206.
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Children:
+ 4101 i. Herbert Bernard12 Hart Jr. #63143 born ca 1935.

He married __ Stewart #63151.
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Children:


+ 4104 ii. Lillian Eulalie Ozilda Nailor #47305 born 28 Jul 1908.
+ 4105 iii. Ida Marie Louise Nailor #47303 born 03 Sep 1910.
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Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{153} buried 05 Jan 1951 in St Alphansus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{153} Witnesses to marriage: Antoine Mondoux & Fortuna Vadeboncoeur.

He married 22 Aug 1910 in St Alphansus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{285} resided (family) 12 Jan 1920 in Lower Warren Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{69} resided (family) 28 Apr 1930 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{91} Marie Alida (Edith) (Ida) Mondoux #43399, born 08 Dec 1889 in Curran, Prescott, ON, Canada,\textsuperscript{59} (daughter of Antoine Mondoux #47065 and Adeline Benson #54122), baptized * 08 Dec 1889 in St Luci, Curran, Prescott, ON, Canada,\textsuperscript{285,8,10} emigrated 1898 to USA,\textsuperscript{60} census * 26 Jun 1900 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 101,\textsuperscript{46} naturalized 1910,\textsuperscript{60} census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 187,\textsuperscript{60} census * 28 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 28,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{51} city directory * 1938 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1941 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1948 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 050-16-2021 (NY),\textsuperscript{121} died Mar 1963 in NY.\textsuperscript{121} Marie: Godparents: Antoine Mondoux, grandfather & Aurelie Gri___.

Children:

+ 4106 i. Antoine Alphonse (Edward Hart)\textsuperscript{12} Vadeboncoeur #43400 born 27 Jun 1911.
+ 4107 ii. Alexandre Albert J (Hart) Vadeboncoeur #43401, henry no. #1581652 from Chabrier, born 01 May 1913 in NY,\textsuperscript{287,121} baptized 11 May 1913 in St Alphansus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 187,\textsuperscript{60} census * 28 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 28,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 28 Apr 1930 laborer for wallpaper company,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 employed by I W P Co.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1937 employed by I W P Co.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 employed by I W P Co.,\textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 077-03-5331 (NY),\textsuperscript{121} died 05 May 1989 in NY.\textsuperscript{121} Godparents: Fortuna Vadeboncoeur & Adeline Benson.

He married 1938 in St Mary, Hudson Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} Agnes Corrigan #47125, born 1915?

+ 4108 iii. Elmer Alphonse Hart #43402 born 12 May 1915.
+ 4110 v. Dorothy Marie (Hart) Vadeboncoeur #43448, henry no. #1581655 from Chabrier, born 03 Apr 1921 in NY,\textsuperscript{287} baptized 10 Apr 1921 in St Alphansus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287,285} census * 28 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 28,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1938 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in Queensbury Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 16 LaBarge Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in 16 LaBarge Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in 16 LaBarge Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1948 in 16 LaBarge Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 in 16 LaBarge Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{61} Godparents: Treffle Lebelle & Alma Mondoux. Witnesses to marriage: Francis Ringer & Maria Terris.

She married 22 Sep 1940 in St Alphansus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{285} Harold Lawrence Ringer #47091, born 05 May 1918 in Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{121} (son of Arthur Ringer #47092 and Adele Viele #47093), baptized 12 May 1918 in St Paul, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{285} city directory * 1941 in 16 LaBarge Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1941 employed by UB&P Corp.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 16 LaBarge Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1942 employed by UB&P Corp.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in 16 LaBarge Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1944 employed by UB&P Corp.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in 16 LaBarge Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1946 employed by UB&P Corp.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory *
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Children:
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He married 15 Feb 1948 in St Joseph, Albany, NY,\textsuperscript{287} Norma Campney #47321.

\section*{4113 ii. Ozilda Leona Lemay #47322 born 20 Feb 1915.}

\section*{4114 iii. Pauline Edna Lemay #47324, henry no. #1581673 from Chabrier, born 13 Aug 1917 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} baptized 09 Sep 1917 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{280} census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 187,\textsuperscript{60} census * 11 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 8,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 29 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 29 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 29 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 employed at Purlux Laundry,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in 29 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1939 employed at Purlux Laundry,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 29 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 employed at Purlux Laundry,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1941 in 29 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1941 employed at McM-L Co.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 17 1/2 Harrison Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1942 employed at McM-L Co.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in 17 1/2 Harrison Avenue, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1944 employed at McM-L Co.,\textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 079-14-8508 (NY),\textsuperscript{121} died Jan 1972 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{121} Godparents: Napoleon Lemay & Philomene Cloutier. Witnesses to marriage: Leo Lemay & Anna Orsini.

She married 14 Apr 1945 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} Vetel B. Russell #47325, born 19 Nov 1916,\textsuperscript{121} (son of Bernard J. Russell #47339 and Ethel Harrington #47340), social security num bef 1951 016-14-5924 (MA),\textsuperscript{121} social security num bef 1951 065-14-7679 (NY),\textsuperscript{121} died 15 Oct 1993 in Albany, Albany, NY.\textsuperscript{121}

\section*{4115 iv. Albert Robert Paul Lemay #47316 born 29 Mar 1922.}

\section*{4116 v. Theresa Louise Lemay #47326, henry no. #1581675 from Chabrier, born 04 Sep 1926 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} baptized 19 Sep 1926 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} census * 11 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 8,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1946 in 8 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 1946 employed at UB&K Corp.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1948 in 22 Center Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1948 employed at UB&P Corp.,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 in 22 Center Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1949 employed by IP&C Corp.\textsuperscript{61} Godparents: Raymond Terriault & Margaret Terriault.

She married 14 Apr 1945 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} Ernest Jones #47319, born 10 Jun 1924,\textsuperscript{121} social security num bef 1951 085-16-7656 (NY),\textsuperscript{121} died Feb 1984 in Fort Edward, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{121}

\section*{4117 vi. Delima Anna Lemay #47318, henry no. #1581676 from Chabrier, born 12 Sep 1927 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} baptized 25 Sep 1927 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} census * 11 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 8,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1946 in 8 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1946 student,\textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 052-22-7686 (NY),\textsuperscript{121} died 19 Jan 1991 in Fort Edward, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{121} Godparents: Alphonse Hart & Edith Hart.

She married 26 Oct 1946 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} Ernest Jones #47319, born 10 Jun 1924,\textsuperscript{121} social security num bef 1951 085-16-7656 (NY),\textsuperscript{121} died Feb 1984 in Fort Edward, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{121}

2018. \textit{Margaret Alice (Hart)\textsuperscript{10} VADEBONCOEUR #43353} (Alexander Fortuna (Hart)\textsuperscript{10}, Francois\textsuperscript{9}, Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)\textsuperscript{8}, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{11}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{11}, Jean\textsuperscript{11} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{11}, Simon\textsuperscript{11}, Simon\textsuperscript{11}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{11}), henry no. #158169 from Chabrier, born 20 Oct 1899 in NY,\textsuperscript{287} baptized 29 Oct 1899 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287,288} census * 27 Jun 1900 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 101,\textsuperscript{50} census * 03 May 1910 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 172,\textsuperscript{63} census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 187,\textsuperscript{60} census * 08 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 8,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1941 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens
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She married 03 May 1919 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{285} resided (family) 08 Apr 1930 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{90} Raymond P Terrio \#43404, born 03 Apr 1894 in NY.\textsuperscript{60,121} (son of Dannaford Therrieault \#47068 and Denise Beaulac \#47069), baptized 03 Apr 1894 in St Paul, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{285} resided 03 May 1919 in Hudson Falls, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{285} census * 12 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 187.\textsuperscript{60} occupation 12 Jan 1920 wallpaper painter,\textsuperscript{60} census * 08 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 8.\textsuperscript{91} occupation 08 Apr 1930 paper mill painter,\textsuperscript{91} property 08 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 printer at I W P Co,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1937 printer at I W P Co,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 printer at I W P Co,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1939 printer at I W P Co,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 printer at IP&C Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1941 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1941 printer at IP&C Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1942 printer at IP&C Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1944 printer at IP&C Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1946 printer at IP&C Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1948 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1948 printer at IP&C Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1949 employed at Homestead Restaurant,\textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 077-03-5495 (NY).\textsuperscript{121} died 28 Aug 1975 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{121,153} buried 30 Aug 1975 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{153}

Children:

4118 i. Marie Elizabeth\textsuperscript{12} Terriault \#47341, henry no. \#1581691 from Chabrier, born 30 Sep 1924 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{287} baptized 05 Oct 1924 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{287} census * 08 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 8.\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1944 in 4 Rogers Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1944 employed at USC&I Co.\textsuperscript{61} Godparents: Alexandre Vadeboncoeur & Celina Terriault.

She married 14 Feb 1959 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{287} Arylus Royal Stout \#47344, resided in Argyle, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{287}


She married __ George \#46869.

2023. Marie Dorelia (Delia)\textsuperscript{10} Lafontaine \#47349 (Marie Philomene Rebecca (Emma Hart)\textsuperscript{10} Vadeboncoeur, Francois\textsuperscript{9}, Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)\textsuperscript{8}, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. \#158172 from Chabrier, born 18 Sep 1889 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{287} baptized 18 Sep 1889 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{287} census * 12 Jun 1900 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 108.\textsuperscript{40} census * 16 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 179.\textsuperscript{50} census * 10 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 18.\textsuperscript{91} died 10 Dec 1965 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{153} buried 14 Dec 1965 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{153} Godparents: Fortunat Vadeboncoeur & Azilda Lafontaine. Witnesses to marriage: Adelard Lafontaine & Laura Therien.

She married 05 May 1909 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{285} resided (family) 16 Jan 1920 in 1 Second Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{60} resid (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 1 Second Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.\textsuperscript{91} Sylvio Lapointe \#47350, born 28 Aug 1888 in NY.\textsuperscript{285} (son of Jean Baptiste Lapointe \#47351 and Sophronie
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Children:
+ 4121 i. Madeline T 12 Lapointe #47377 born 03 Apr 1910.


Children:
+ 4122 i. William Benjamin 12 Alden #47357 born 11 Nov 1919.
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Children:

4124 i.  Martha Lafountain #47369, henry no. #1581751 from Chabrier, born ca Oct 1919 in NY, census * 10 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 171, census * 16 Apr 1930 in NY, Washington, Kingsbury, ED 38, resided 11 Apr 1930 in Foster Care, Moss Street, Kingsbury, Washington, NY.


4126 iii. Sylvia Lafountain #47379, henry no. #1581753 from Chabrier, born ca Apr 1929 in NY, census * 16 Apr 1930 in VT, Essex, Lunenburg, ED 15.


Children:

+ 4127 1. Marie Edna Sutliff #47383 born 01 Feb 1922.


Children:


She married 28 May 1950 in St Mary, Canton, NY, Joseph Martino #47400.
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occupation 18 Apr 1939 accountant,^{152} social security num bef 1951 016-16-9703 (MA),^{152,121} occupation ca 1972 motor transportation cost analyst,^{152} resided Jul 1996 in 115 50th Avenue Terrace West, Bradenton, Manatee, FL,^{152} died * 27 Jul 1996 in Bradenton, Manatee, FL,^{152,121} cremated in Punta Gorda, Charlotte, FL,^{152} interred in Brookdale Cem, Dedham, MA.^{152} Godparents: Fred. Hart & Delia Hart.

He married (1) 25 Jun 1936 in St Pauls Ch, Hudson Falls, NY,^{287,152} resided (family) 18 Apr 1939 in 72 Bailey Street, Dorchester, MA,^{152} resided (family) 1941 in Dedham, Norfolk, MA,^{152} resided (family) 1972 in Manatee co., FL,^{152} Lea D. Monette #43418, born ca 1909 in Union City, NJ,^{152} (daughter of George Monette #43719 and Alexa Mallev #43720), census * 07 Jan 1920 in NY, Washington, Kingsbury, ED 227,^{60} resided 07 Jan 1920 in 82 Oak Street, Kingsbury, Washington, NY,^{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in NY, Washington, Hudson Falls, ED 36,^{61} resided 09 Apr 1930 in 12 Lincoln Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,^{61} occupation 09 Apr 1930 office clerk,^{91} died 1958.^{152}

Children:
+ 4133 i. Andrea C.^{12} Normandin #43419 born * 18 Apr 1939.
+ 4134 ii. Elaine Normandin #43420 (details excluded).

He married (2) Helen E (Goos) Alerding #43623, died 2001 in West Hartford, Hartford, CT.^{152} Helen m1. __

Alerding.

2035. Georges Buchanan^{II} Normandin #43421 (Marie Dorilda (Delia)fo Vadeboncoeur, Francois,^{9} Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert),^{8} Joseph Chabrier dit,^{7} Jean Chabrier dit,^{7} Jean Chabrier, Jean,^{3} Simon,^{3} Simon,^{3} Bertrand),^{3} henry no. #158196 in Chabrier, born 21 Apr 1909 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{60} baptized 23 May 1909 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{267} census * 03 May 1910 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 172,^{13} census * 02 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 180,^{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 19,^{1} occupation 09 Apr 1930 wallpaper printer,^{61} city directory * 1936 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1936 printer at IW P Co,^{61} city directory * 1937 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1937 printer at I W P Co,^{61} city directory * 1938 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1938 printer at I W P Co,^{61} city directory * 1940 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1940 printer at IP&C Co,^{61} city directory * 1941 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1941 printer at IP&C Co,^{61} city directory * 1942 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1942 printer at IP&C Co,^{61} city directory * 1944 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1944 printer at Schenectady, NY,^{61} city directory * 1946 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1946 employed at IP&C Corp,^{61} city directory * 1948 in 17 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1948 employed at IP&C Corp,^{61} city directory * 1949 in 17 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} died 04 Jan 1958.^{152} Godparents: Hermas Cloutier & Philomine Vadeboncoeur.

He married 1935,^{152} Catherine M Higgins #43422, born ca 1910 in NY,^{91} (daughter of John C Higgins #58559 and Nellie __ #58560), census 05 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 8,^{81} city directory * 1936 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} city directory * 1937 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} city directory * 1938 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} city directory * 1939 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} city directory * 1940 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} city directory * 1941 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} city directory * 1942 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} city directory * 1944 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1944 employed at Schenectady, NY,^{61} city directory * 1946 in 7 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1946 employed at IP&C Corp,^{61} city directory * 1948 in 17 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1948 employed at IP&C Corp,^{61} city directory * 1949 in 17 Orchard Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} died 04 Jan 1958.^{152} Godparents: Hermas Cloutier & Philomine Vadeboncoeur.

Children:
+ 4135 i. George^{11} Normandin Jr #43423.
+ 4136 ii. Janice Normandin #43424.

2037. Delia Marie^{II} Normandin #43426 (Marie Dorilda (Delia)fo Vadeboncoeur, Francois,^{9} Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert),^{8} Joseph Chabrier dit,^{7} Jean Chabrier dit,^{7} Jean Chabrier, Jean,^{3} Simon,^{3} Simon,^{3} Bertrand),^{3} henry no. #158198 from Chabrier, born 13 Dec 1913 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{287,152,121} baptized 21 Dec 1913 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{287} census * 02 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 180,^{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 19,^{61} occupation 09 Apr 1930 wallpaper mill laborer,^{91} city directory * 1936 in 56 Third Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1936 domestic,^{61} city directory * 1937 in 56 Third Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} died * 27 Jul 1996 in Bradenton, Manatee, FL,^{152} cremated in Punta Gorda, Charlotte, FL,^{152} interred in Brookdale Cem, Dedham, MA.^{152} Godparents: Fred. Hart & Delia Hart.

He married 1936 in St Pauls Ch, Hudson Falls, NY,^{287,152} resided (family) 18 Apr 1939 in 72 Bailey Street, Dorchester, MA,^{152} resided (family) 1941 in Dedham, Norfolk, MA,^{152} resided (family) 1972 in Manatee co., FL,^{152} Joseph Chabrier dit,^{7} Jean Chabrier dit,^{7} Jean Chabrier, Jean,^{3} Simon,^{3} Simon,^{3} Bertrand),^{3} Henry no. #158198 from Chabrier, born 13 Dec 1913 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{287,152,121} baptized 21 Dec 1913 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{287} census * 02 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 180,^{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 19,^{61} occupation 09 Apr 1930 wallpaper mill laborer,^{91} city directory * 1936 in 56 Third Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} occupation 1936 domestic,^{61} city directory * 1937 in 56 Third Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,^{61} died 1956.^{152}

Children:
+ 4137 i. Andrea C.^{12} Normandin #43419 born * 18 Apr 1939.
+ 4138 ii. Elaine Normandin #43420 (details excluded).
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She married Harold Kenyon #43427.

Children:


4138 ii. Forest Kenyon #43429, henry no. from Chabrier, born 27 Mar 1940.152

4139 iii. Norman Harold Kenyon #43428 (details excluded).

He married Patricia Ann Rondeau #47401, (details excluded).

4140 iv. Sue Ann Kenyon #43430 (details excluded).


Children:

4141 i. Joan12 Wood #43434 (details excluded).

4142 ii. Joy Keran Wood #43435 (details excluded).

She married Harold William Morrison #47404, (details excluded).

1944 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1948 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{61} social security num 1965 - 1966 114-40-0991 (NY),\textsuperscript{121} died Apr 1982 in Hudson Falls, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{121} Witnesses to marriage: Laurent LaRose & Genevieve Hart Vadeboncoeur.

She married 10 Oct 1922 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{285} resided (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{5} Kenneth August Measeck #47114, born 01 Nov 1901 in Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{121} (son of Charles Measack #47115 and Ida Lefebvre #47116), baptized 01 Nov 1901 in Immaculate Heart of Mary, Hudson Falls, NY.\textsuperscript{5} census * 07 Apr 1930 in NY, Washington, Hudson Falls, ED 36,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 07 Apr 1930 machinist,\textsuperscript{91} property 07 Apr 1930 real estate value $6000,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 machinist at U B & P Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1937 machinist at U B & P Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 machinist at U B & P Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1939 machinist at U B & P Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1940 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 machinist at U B & P Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1941 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1941 machinist at U B & P Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1942 machinist at U B & P Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1944 machinist at U B & P Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1946 machinist at U B & P Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1948 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1948 machinist at U B & P Corp,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1949 machinist at U B & P Corp,\textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 094-07-3673 (NY),\textsuperscript{121} died Jan 1986 in Hudson Falls, Washington, NY.\textsuperscript{121}

Children:

4143 i. Kenneth Lawrence\textsuperscript{22} Measeck #47402, henry no. #1581A11 in Chabrier, born 12 May 1924 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} baptized 25 May 1924 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} census * 07 Apr 1930 in NY, Washington, Hudson Falls, ED 36,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1940 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1940 student,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1941 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1941 student,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1942 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1942 employed at U B & P Corp,\textsuperscript{61} event 27 Oct 1942 in World War II Army Enlistment,\textsuperscript{232} event 27 Oct 1942 in Albany, Albany, NY,\textsuperscript{232} education 27 Oct 1942 4 years of high school,\textsuperscript{232} height 27 Oct 1942 5'\textsuperscript{9"},\textsuperscript{232} weight 27 Oct 1942 149 lbs,\textsuperscript{232} city directory * 1944 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1944 US Army,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1946 US Army,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1948 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1948 student,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1949 teacher.\textsuperscript{61} Godparents: Charles Mesack & Rose Mesack.

He married 22 Aug 1943 in St Paul, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{287} Beverly Paula Dain #58561.

4144 ii. Leonard G Measeck #47403, henry no. #1581A12 in Chabrier, born ca 1926 in Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{91} census * 07 Apr 1930 in NY, Washington, Hudson Falls, ED 36,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1946 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1946 US Marine Corps,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1948 in 24 Coleman Avenue, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1948 employed at SHI&B Works,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1949 in 16 Preston Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1949 employed at J E Sawyer Co, Glens Falls,\textsuperscript{61}

He married\textsuperscript{63} Geraldine __ #61456, city directory * 1949 in 16 Preston Street, Hudson Falls, Washington, NY,\textsuperscript{61}

2041. Genevieve Veronica\textsuperscript{17} Hart #46284 (Joseph Alfred\textsuperscript{60} Vadeboncoeur, Francois\textsuperscript{9}, Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)\textsuperscript{8}, Joseph Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9}, Jean\textsuperscript{9} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{9}, Simon\textsuperscript{9}, Simon\textsuperscript{9}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{9}), henry no. #1581A2 from Chabrier, born 05 Feb 1904 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287} baptized 17 Feb 1904 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,\textsuperscript{287,285} census * 21 Apr 1910 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 165,\textsuperscript{63} census * 13 Jan 1920 in NY, Warren,
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She married 06 Oct 1925 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, resided (family) 14 Apr 1930 in 182 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, Walter Bernard Purner #47088 (son of Frank Purner #47089 and Selina Neddo #47090), baptized 03 Jun 1902 in Ticonderoga, Essex, NY, census * 14 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 20, occupation 14 Apr 1930 bakery baker, property 14 Apr 1930 real estate value $5000, city directory * 1936 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1936 employed at Queen City Bakery, city directory * 1937 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1937 employed at Queen City Bakery, city directory * 1938 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1938 employed at Queen City Bakery, city directory * 1939 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1939 employed at Queen City Bakery, city directory * 1940 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1940 employed at Queen City Bakery, city directory * 1941 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1941 employed at Queen City Bakery, city directory * 1942 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1942 employed at Queen City Bakery, city directory * 1943 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1943 employed at Queen City Bakery, city directory * 1944 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1944 employed at Queen City Bakery, city directory * 1945 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1945 employed at Queen City Bakery, city directory * 1946 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1946 employed at Queen City Bakery, city directory * 1947 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1947 employed at Derby's Bakery, city directory * 1949 in 240 South Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY, occupation 1949 employed at Queen City Bakery, social security num bef 1951 077-03-6469 (NY), died 28 Nov 1971 in Hudson Falls, Washington, NY, buried 01 Dec 1971 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY. Godparents: Mr. & Mrs. Fred Hart.

Children:

- 4146 ii. Elizabeth Lillian Purner #47408 born 01 Jul 1928.

He married 27 Apr 1957 in St Augustine, Troy, NY, Jean E. Rich #47421.

- 4150 vi. William Basil Purner #47219 born 01 Nov 1933.


- 4152 viii. Mary Delia Purner #47412 born 17 Apr 1938.
- 4153 ix. Raymond Kenneth Purner #47417 born 29 Apr 1939.
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4155  xi.  Francis Anthony Purmer #47410 (details excluded).

He married Anne M. Hoffnagle #47411, (details excluded).


Children:

+ 4156  i.  Robert J\(^{12}\) Clear #47452 born 22 Mar 1930.


He married 24 Mar 1961 in St Clement, Saratoga Springs, Saratoga, NY, \(^{287}\) Mona Lilly #47461.
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#47476), baptized 07 Jun 1961 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.287,285 Jacqueline:

Godparents: Mary Burns (adult conditional baptism.)


4160 v. Sharon Elizabeth Clear #47458 (details excluded).

She married William Hall #47459, (details excluded).


Children:


4162 ii. David Joseph Hart #47143 (details excluded).
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He married (1) ca 1926,91 resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 12 May Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,91 Althea M __ #43439, born ca 1906 in NY,91 census * 10 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 10.91

Children:

4163 i. Stanley C12 Hart #43440, henry no. #1581B41 from Chabrier, born ca 1928 in NY,91 census * 10 Apr 1930 in NY, Warren, Glens Falls, ED 10.91

He married (2) Lucy __ #61458, city directory * 1948 in 16 Culvert Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,61 city directory * 1949 in 16 Culvert Street, Glens Falls, Warren, NY.61


Children:


2051. Harry F. (Hart)10 Vadeboncourage #43397 (Eugene (Hart)10, Francois9, Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert)6, Joseph Chabrier dit1, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean9 Chabrier, Jean6, Simon9, Simon6, Bertrand1), henry no. #1581B8 from Chabrier, born 18 Dec 1914 in Glens Falls, Warren, NY,287 baptized 26 Jul 1917 in St Alphonsus, Glens Falls, Warren, NY,287 census *
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Godparents: Herman Cloutier & Philomene Cloutier.


Children:
+ 4165 i. Barbara Jane 12 Hart #47139 born 20 Nov 1937.
+ 4166 ii. Phillip Harry Hart #47144 born 28 Dec 1939.
+ 4167 iii. Mary Ann Hart #47154 (details excluded).
+ 4168 iv. Linda Frances Hart #47152 (details excluded).
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Children:

+ 4169  i.  Richard Thomas Joseph Stockdale #47501 (details excluded).

2056. George Napoleon Gagnon #44979 (Cleophas, Rose-de-Lima Vadeboncoeur, Albert-Cuthbert (Colbert), Joseph Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #158943 from Chabrier, born 05 Feb 1901 in Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 13 Feb 1901 in St Joseph, Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 16 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 20, occupation 17 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 29, occupation 17 Jan 1920 grocery store clerk, census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20, occupation 04 Apr 1930 grocery store clerk, social security num bef 1951 037-09-5991 (RI), died Nov 1979 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.


Children:

4170  i.  Teresa Gagnon #45288, ref number #1589331 Chabrier, born ca Oct 1926 in RI, census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 20.

2069. Marie Rose Delima Cordelia Vadeboncoeur #32195 (Francois Xavier Cleophas, Joseph Amable Chabrier dit, Amable Chabrier dit, Verbannon, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #161132 from Chabrier, born 30 Mar 1873 in Montreal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 30 Mar 1873 in Ste Brigide, Montreal, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel, ED 70C1, resided 1881 at grandparent's home, census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 172-93, occupation 15 Apr 1891 laborer, emigrated 1891 to RI, naturalized 1919 census * 14 Jun 1900 in MA, Worcester, Millbury, ED 1653, census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 242, census * 15 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 279, died bef 19 Apr 1930 in RI. Godparents: Antoine Rochoud & Rose De Lima Billet.

She married 07 Jan 1896 in Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, resided (family) 14 Jun 1900 in 32 Depot Street, Milford, Worcester, MA, resided (family) 18 Apr 1910 in 38 McDonough Street, Providence, Providence, RI, resided (family) 15 Jan 1920 in 49 Huntington Street, Providence, Providence, RI, resided (family) 19 Apr 1930 in 20 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, Albert Elmer (Edmond) Guilbault #32199, census name Albert Gilbert, born 04 Dec 1875 in North Scituate, Providence, RI, (son of Joseph Guilbault #58597 and Julie Paulhus #58598), census * 14 Jun 1900 in MA, Worcester, Millbury, ED 1653, occupation 14 Jun 1900 machine shop, city directory * 1910 in 36 McDonough Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1910 machinist, census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 242, occupation 18 Apr 1910 machine shop machinist, city directory * 1912 in 36 McDonough Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1912 machinist, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 wood worker for Crompton & Knowles Loom Works, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 49 Huntington Street, Providence, Providence, RI, height 12 Sep 1918 tall, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown, hair color 12 Sep 1918 black, medical condition 12 Sep 1918 part of right index finger missing, census * 15 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 279, occupation 15 Jan 1920 mill carpenter, city directory * 1923 in 49 Huntington Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1923 machinist, city directory * 1925 in 49 Huntington Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1925 machinist, city directory * 1926 in removed to Cranston, city directory * 1929 in 20 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1930 in 20 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1930 operative, census * 19 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 68, occupation 19 Apr 1930 loom works carpenter, city directory * 1931 in 20 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1931 operative, city directory * 1932 in 20 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 operative, city directory * 1933 in 20 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, died ca 1934.

Children:
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ii. Blanche (Cinora) Guilbault #46296, henry no. #1611322 from Chabrier, born Feb 1898 in Milford, Worcester, MA, census * 14 Jun 1900 in MA, Worcester, Millbury, ED 1653, census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 242, census * 15 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 279, occupation 15 Jan 1920 jewelry stone setter, city directory * 1929 in 20 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 1930 in 20 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1930 jewelry worker, census * 19 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 68, occupation 19 Apr 1930 jewelry shop stone setter, city directory * 1931 in 20 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1931 jewelry worker, city directory * 1932 in 20 Wood Street, Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 jewelry worker.


iv. Yvonne Guilbault #46297, henry no. #1611324 from Chabrier, born ca 1902 in MA, census * 18 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 242, census * 15 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Providence, ED 279, occupation 15 Jan 1920 jewelry stone setter.


2071. Marie Evelina Vadeboncoeur #32196 (Francois Xavier Cleophas, Joseph Amable Chabrier dit, Amable Chabrier dit, Verboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #161134 from Chabrier, born 31 May 1876 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 02 Jun 1876 in Ste Brigitte, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montréal, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 172-93, emigrated 1891 to USA, census * 04 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 172, census * 20 Apr 1910 in MA, Worcester, Milford, ED 1783, census * 11 Apr 1930 in MA, Worcester, Milford, ED 236, city directory * 1931 in 74 Grove Street, Milford, Worcester, MA, city directory * 1936 in 57 South Main Street, Milford, Worcester, MA. Godparents: Louis Lamoureux & Anna Boisjoli.


Children:

+ 4176 i. Frederick J Lague #34858 born 07 Feb 1898.
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2073. Joseph Emeric Vadeboncoeur

2074. Marie Arthemise Maurice dit Chaput

He married 01 Oct 1900 at Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,8 resided (family) 07 Jun 1900 in 72 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,46 resided (family) 05 Jan 1920 in 175 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,46 Marie Arthemise Maurice dit Chaput #31121, born 28 Feb 1882 in St Cuthbert, Berthier, PQ, Canada,9,23 (daughter of Oscar Maurice dit Chaput #58609 and Alexandrine St George #58610), baptized * 28 Feb 1882 in St Cuthbert, Berthier, PQ, Canada,9 emigrated 1898 to Woonsocket, Providence, RI,46 census * 07 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 172,46 occupation 07 Jun 1900 woolen mill spooler,46 census * 05 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 326,46 occupation 05 Jan 1920 woolen mill spooler,46 census * 04 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, North Smithfield, ED 237,22 Marie: Godparents: David Bileau & Dorila St George, his wife.

Children:


2075. Marie Clarinda Bernadette Vadeboncoeur
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Children:


+ 4188  iii.  Marie Evelyn Richard #39168 born 04 Apr 1905.
4190  v.  Laurette Richard #46295, henry no. #1611385 from Chabrier, born ca 1910 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 338, census * 15 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Burrillville, ED 158, occupation 15 Apr 1930 elastic braid mill spooler.

2076. Marie Donalda#12 Vadeboncoeur #32198 (Francois Xavier Cleophas#10, Joseph Amable Chabrier dit#9, Amable Chabrier dit#8 Verboncour, Charles Amable Chabrier dit#7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit#9, Jean# Chabrier, Jean# Simon#, Simon#, Bertrand#), henry no. #161139 from Chabrier, born 27 Aug 1885 in Montreal, Montreal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 27 Aug 1885 in Sacre-Coeur-de-Jesus, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, census * 15 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Montreal, Montreal, St Mary's Ward, ED 172-93, emigrated 1891-46 census * 04 Jun 1900 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 172-46, census * 15 Apr 1910 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 282-63, resided 15 Apr 1910 in 101 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 15 Apr 1910 woolen mill twister, city directory * 1918 in 626 East School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1918 twister, census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 339, occupation 10 Jan 1920 cotton mill frame spinner, city directory * 1921 in 441 East School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1922 in 441 East School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1924 in 441 East School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1924 in 89 Chestnut Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1928 in 404 Second Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 295, city directory * 1932 in 108 North Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1933 in 108 North Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1934 in 90 Blackstone Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, died 13 Nov 1934. Godparents: Andre Georges Bellemont & Apoline Turcotte, his wife.

She married (1) 15 Nov 1902 in Holy Family, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, resided (family) 15 Apr 1910 in 101 Sayles Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, resided (family) 10 Jan 1920 in 457 East School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, Joseph Omer Fagnant #32201, born 02 Feb 1883 in St Marcel, Richelieu, PQ, Canada, son of Louis Gonzague Fagnant #58642 and Celina Bouvier #58643, baptized * 03 Feb 1883 in St Marcel, Richelieu, PQ, Canada, emigrated 1893 to USA, city directory * 1903 in 478 East School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1903 operative, city directory * 1904 in 478 East School Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1904 operative, city directory * 1905 in 13 Cumberland Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1905 operative, city directory * 1906 in 13 Cumberland Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1906 operative, city directory * 1907 in removed to Canada, city directory * 1908 in 94 Vose Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1908 spinner, census * 10 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 339, occupation 10 Jan 1920 freight fireman, died bef 1930. Joseph: Godparents: Alexandre Cailier & Alphonse Fagnant.

Children:

4191  i.  ___Fagnant #44270, henry no. #1611391 from Chabrier, died bef 15 Apr 1910.
+ 4192  ii.  Walter P. Fagnant #37643 born 05 Mar 1905.

She married (2) ca 1929, resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 117 Earl Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, Joseph Danis #46305, born ca 1863 in ME, census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 335, occupation 07 Jan 1920 machine shop carpenter, city directory * 1929 in 117 Earl Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1929 Danis Auto Supply proprietor, census * 12 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 295, occupation 12 Apr 1930 tire store proprietor, city directory * 1932 in 108 North Main Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1932 Danis Auto Supply proprietor, city directory * 1933 in 108 North Main Street,
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Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1933 Danis Auto Supply proprietor, city directory * 1934 in 90 Blackstone Street, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, occupation 1934 saloon keeper.


Children:

4193  i. Donald Casey #32203, henry no. #16113A1 from Chabrier, died 1944. Shot down during WW-II, body not recovered.

4194  ii. David Casey #32204, henry no. #16113A2 from Chabrier, occupation artist.


He married 28 Jun 1915 in Holy Family, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, resided (family) 07 Jan 1920 in 366 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, resided (family) 03 Apr 1930 in 63 Rhodes Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, Albina R (Leclair) Leclerc #29289, born 30 Nov 1893 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI, (daughter of Alphonse Leclair #56054 and Marie Louise Brodeur #56055), baptized 30 Nov 1893 in St Anne, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 330, 366 Third Avenue, census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 283, city directory * 1932 in 63 Rhodes Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1933 in 425 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1934 in 425 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI, city directory * 1935 in 425 Third Avenue, Woonsocket,
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Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1936 in 425 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 425 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} died 04 Feb 1937 in Zambarano Memorial Hospital, Burrillville, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61,22} city directory * 1938 in 425 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} buried 08 Feb 1937 in Precious Blood, Woonsocket, Providence, RI.\textsuperscript{204} Albina: Dau of Alphonse Leclair & Marie Louise Brodeur.

Children:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{4195} i. Emile Joseph\textsuperscript{22} Vadeboncoeur #29290 born 17 May 1916.
  \item \textbf{4196} ii. Irene Albina Vadeboncoeur #32209, henry no. #16113C2 from Chabrier, born 13 Jun 1917 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{240,22,121} baptized 17 Jun 1917 in Holy Family, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{240,22} census * 07 Jan 1920 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 330, 366 Third Avenue,\textsuperscript{50} census * 03 Apr 1930 in RI, Providence, Woonsocket, ED 283,\textsuperscript{76} city directory * 1936 in 425 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 winder,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 425 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1937 winder,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 425 Third Avenue, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1938 winder,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1944 - 1974 licensed practical nurse,\textsuperscript{452,22} social security num bef 1951 036-07-1376 (RI),\textsuperscript{121} retirement 1974 from Zambarano Memorial Hospital, Burrillville, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{452} died 11 Feb 1998 in Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{452,22,121} buried 13 Feb 1998 in St Patrick Cem, Pascoag, Providence, RI.\textsuperscript{452,22} Godparents: Joseph Lague & Eveline Lague.

  She married 30 May 1945 in Holy Family, Woonsocket, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{240,22} resided (family) 05 Dec 1985 in Mapleville, North Smithfield, Providence, RI, Andre J Thereault #32210, born 10 Sep 1914 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{121,22} baptised 13 Sep 1914 in St Louis de France, Lowell, Mass,\textsuperscript{270} occupation postmaster, social security num 1953 - 1956 038-24-9284 (RI),\textsuperscript{121} died 08 Jan 1982 in Pascoag, Providence, RI,\textsuperscript{22,121} buried in St Patrick Cem, Pascoag, Providence, RI.\textsuperscript{22} Andre: Son of Edouard Thereault & Lina Richard.

  \item \textbf{4197} iii. Doris Lillian Vadeboncoeur #32211 born 07 Nov 1918.

2080. Marie Eveline (Alvina)\textsuperscript{42} Hebert #46306 (Francois\textsuperscript{10}, Nathalie Eugenie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6} Verboncoeur, Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{7} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{7}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Simon\textsuperscript{7}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #161321 from Chabrier, born 29 May 1861 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{2} baptized * 30 May 1861 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{2} died 18 Mar 1903 in pos MI.\textsuperscript{453} Godparents: Pierre Hebert & Adelaide Sorel.

  She married 03 Feb 1874 in MI,\textsuperscript{297} Joseph Menard #64479, born 06 May 1843 in St Valier, Bellechasse, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{245,297} (son of Regis Menard #64724 and Angelique Gagnon #64725), baptized 07 May 1843 in St Valier, Bellechasse, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{2} occupation Feb 1874 traveller,\textsuperscript{2} died 24 Feb 1922 in Ashland, Ashland, WI.\textsuperscript{453,297} Joseph: He had eleven children of which at least 2 were sons with his 1st. wife who is unknown. Story goes that he owned a lumber mill in Norway, Michigan and lost it due to the high life style of his 2 sons by 1st. marriage.

  This information obtained from Dolly LaMotte and Helen Pastorius who heard it from Dolly Maynard while attending Earl Maynard’s funeral, at Beatrice Quayle’s 89th. birthday party in Lorraine Schoeller’s home as follows:

  1st. Joseph Menard was in love with a woman who would not marry him, so he said he would marry her daughter, which he did. (comment, this woman must have had a daughter from a previous marriage). He had eleven children with this woman, she must have died. Then he married Alvina Hebert and had ten children, one of which was Rose Maynard (Pastorius).

  2nd. version of above story, Joseph was married first to a woman and had eleven children, this woman may have died. He wanted to marry Alvina’s mother but she would not marry him, so he married Alvina the daughter. So all of Joseph’s children with Alvina had eleven brothers and sisters.

  Dolly LaMotte said when they lived in Winfield, Kansas Joseph came to live with them for awhile, he was very old and grumpy.

Compiled by: Roger & Nancy Verboncoeur (R.Verboncoeur@Comcast.net)
Rose Maynard (Pastorius) was part Oneida (Iroquois) Indian, do not know for sure from which parent, but the story goes that Joseph’s father who we think was also named Joseph was a trapper in Canada and married a Oneida Indian girl, (no proof of this). Rose received a letter some years ago that stated land was available for free in Canada for people with Oneida Indian blood. She was unable to go to claim the land because they had no money. Dolly LaMotte was going to write to Dolly Maynard and ask her to send a copy of the letter with infromation about the above (Do not know if the letter was ever sent and Dolly LaMotte has since past away.

Joseph is buried at the St. Agnes Cemetery in Ashland, Wisc., there is no headstone. He is buried next to John B. Cyr and Angelie. This information obtained from the Sexton at the cemetery by Ron and Jane Quayle, on a trip to Ashland, Wisc. Sept. 8, 1997. Ron Quayle has in his possession a photo of the page in the Sexton’s book with the above info. Also on the page the name is John Maynard, I added (Joseph).

Death certificate obtained from the County Court House in Ashland, Wisc. in Possession of Ron Quayle. The death certificate was filled out by William J. Maynard one of the son’s of Joseph. In the space for the deceased’s father and mother, it seems like William entered his own father and mother, not good for further searching.297

Children:

+ 4198 i. Mary Exilda12 Menard #64487 born 07 Sep 1879.
+ 4199 ii. Joseph Menard #64493, also known as Joseph Maynard,297 henry no. #1613212 from Chabrier, born May 1882 in MI,453 resided 1910 in Norway, Dickinson, MI,297 resided 1930 in Twp 8, Kern, CA,297 died 08 Feb 1947.453

He married 28 Nov 1914 in Palatka, Iron, MI,297 Mary Louise Clements #64494, born 08 Dec 1894 in Iron co, MI,297 died 13 Jul 1983 in Inyo, CA.297

+ 4200 iii. Fredrick (Goodree) Menard #64495 born 25 Jan 1884.
+ 4201 iv. Rose Agnes Menard #64480 born 20 Jan 1886.
+ 4202 v. Edward Aloysious Menard #64510 born 20 May 1888.
+ 4203 vi. Albert Emiel Menard #64517 born 05 Dec 1890.
+ 4204 vii. Dominick Richard Menard #64525 born 17 Jan 1893.

He married 16 Jun 1902 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI,297 died 21 Feb 1966 in West St Paul, Ramsey, MN,453


He married Ella Sophia Schultz #64532, born 22 Jul 1895 in MN,297 died 03 Dec 1938 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI.297

+ 4207 x. Eva M Menard #64533 born 14 Jan 1901.

2081. Francois Dominateur11 Hebert #40788, also known as Dominic Francois Hebert,297 (Francois10, Nathalie Eugenie Chabrier dit8 Verboncoeur, Amable Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #161322 from Chabrier, born 12 Oct 1862 in St Michel, Napierville, QC, Canada,297 baptized * 13 Oct 1862 in St Edouard, Napierville, QC, Canada,9 died 16 Dec 1935 in MI,297 buried 16 Dec 1935 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI.297 Godparents: Jacques Sorel & Nathalie Vadeboncoeur.9

He married 08 Jan 1882 in Ishpeming, Marquette, MI,297 Mary Louise Marcotte #64689, born Jul 1866 in MA,297 died 1930 in Dickinson co, MI.297

Children:

4208 i. Marie Louise12 Hebert #64690, henry no. #1613221 from Chabrier, born 28 Nov 1882 in MI,297 died 03 Dec 1938 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI.297

She married 16 Jun 1902 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI,297 Charles Walter Westrin #65023, born 1881 in Sweden.297
ii. Frank Hebert #64692, henry no. #1613222 from Chabrier, born Nov 1884 in MI, died 14 May 1935 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI.


iii. Exilda Hebert #64691, henry no. #1613223 from Chabrier, born Oct 1887 in MI, died 16 Sep 1908 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI.

iv. Josephine Hebert #64693 born Apr 1890.

v. Eva Hebert #64696, henry no. #1613225 from Chabrier, born Feb 1898 in MI.

vi. Laura Hebert #64697, henry no. #1613226 from Chabrier, born 1901 in Dickinson co, MI, died 1920.


She married Francois Hebert #65026, born 1856 in Québec, Québec, PQ, Canada.

Children:

i. Seienna Hebert #65027, henry no. #1613231 from Chabrier, born 1884 in Québec, Québec, PQ, Canada.

ii. Andrien Hebert #65028, henry no. #1613232 from Chabrier, born 1886 in Québec, Québec, PQ, Canada.

iii. Emilda Hebert #65029, henry no. #1613233 from Chabrier, born 1888 in Québec, Québec, PQ, Canada.

iv. Maria Hebert #65030, henry no. #1613234 from Chabrier, born 1893 in Québec, Québec, PQ, Canada.

v. Amande Hebert #65031, henry no. #1613235 from Chabrier, born 1895 in Québec, Québec, PQ, Canada.

vi. Hanri Hebert #65032, henry no. #1613236 from Chabrier, born 1897 in Québec, Québec, PQ, Canada.

vii. Blanche Hebert #65033, henry no. #1613237 from Chabrier, born 1898 in Québec, Québec, PQ, Canada.

viii. Laureat Hebert #65034, henry no. #1613238 from Chabrier, born 1899 in Québec, Québec, PQ, Canada.


He married 1892, Alexina #64698, born Apr 1879 in Canada, died 1930 in Tomahawk, Lincoln, WI.

Children:

i. George Hebert #64699, henry no. #1613261 from Chabrier, born Nov 1894 in MN, died 1910 in Tomahawk, Lincoln, WI.

ii. Frank Edward Hebert #64700 born 07 Apr 1896.
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2087. Mathieu Joseph\textsuperscript{H} Hebert #37880, census name Matt Hebert,\textsuperscript{91} (Francois\textsuperscript{10}, Nathalie Eugenie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{5}, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{'} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{7} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{8}, Simon\textsuperscript{9}, Simon\textsuperscript{10}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{11}), henry no. #161328 from Chabrier, born 15 May 1874 in Negaunee, Marquette, MI,\textsuperscript{298,299} census * 05 May 1910 in MI, Iron, Stambaugh, ED 144,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 05 May 1910 iron works fireman,\textsuperscript{63} event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 12 Sep 1918 farmer,\textsuperscript{92} resided 12 Sep 1918 in R 3 D Grow Rene, Grow, MI,\textsuperscript{63} height 12 Sep 1918 medium,\textsuperscript{92} weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 12 Sep 1918 brown,\textsuperscript{92} hair color 12 Sep 1918 dark,\textsuperscript{92} census * 23 Feb 1920 in MI, Iron, Bater, ED 174,\textsuperscript{64} occupation 23 Feb 1920 farmer,\textsuperscript{64} census * 29 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 257,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 29 Apr 1930 iron works iron worker,\textsuperscript{91} property 29 Apr 1930 real estate value $2000,\textsuperscript{91} died 02 Sep 1952 in Plymouth, Cascade, WI.\textsuperscript{298}

He married 18 May 1896 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI,\textsuperscript{297} resided (family) 05 May 1910 in 12 Spring Valley, Stambaugh, Iron, MI,\textsuperscript{63} resided (family) 23 Feb 1920 in North Olson Road, Bater, Iron, MI,\textsuperscript{60} resided (family) 29 Apr 1930 in 4855 Hopkins Avenue, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI.\textsuperscript{91} Alphonseine Racette #37881, also known as Ella Alfonsa Racette,\textsuperscript{61} born * 01 Nov 1880 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{138} (daughter of Joseph Racette #58732 and Marie Jarvis #58733), census * 05 May 1910 in MI, Iron, Stambaugh, ED 144,\textsuperscript{63} census * 23 Feb 1920 in MI, Iron, Bater, ED 174,\textsuperscript{64} census * 29 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 257,\textsuperscript{91} died 14 Oct 1942 in Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI.\textsuperscript{297}

Children:

+ 4224 i. Edward J\textsuperscript{12} Hebert #37884 born 22 Jul 1897.
+ 4225 ii. Eliza Alice Hebert #37885, henry no. #1613282 from Chabrier, born ca 1899 in Dickinson co, MI,\textsuperscript{63} census * 05 May 1910 in MI, Iron, Stambaugh, ED 144,\textsuperscript{63} died May 1986 in Kewaskum, Washington, WI.\textsuperscript{297}

She married 18 May 1915 in Palatka, Iron, MI,\textsuperscript{297} John Jadro #64709, born 1890 in Austria.\textsuperscript{297}

+ 4226 iii. Violet Hebert #37882, henry no. #1613283 from Chabrier, born ca 1902 in MI,\textsuperscript{297} census * 05 May 1910 in MI, Iron, Stambaugh, ED 144,\textsuperscript{63} died 07 Jun 1914 in Stambaugh, Iron, MI.\textsuperscript{297}
+ 4227 iv. Rose T Hebert #37887 born 20 Sep 1903.
+ 4229 vi. John Hebert #46309, henry no. #1613286 from Chabrier, born 16 Nov 1907 in Stambaugh, Iron, MI,\textsuperscript{297} census * 05 May 1910 in MI, Iron, Stambaugh, ED 144,\textsuperscript{63} died 05 Nov 1910 in Stambaugh, Iron, MI.\textsuperscript{297}
+ 4231 viii. Louis Hebert #37888, henry no. #1613288 in Chabrier, born 1912 in Iron co, MI,\textsuperscript{91,297} census * 23 Feb 1920 in MI, Iron, Bater, ED 174,\textsuperscript{60} census * 29 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 257,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 29 Apr 1930 iron works burner.\textsuperscript{91}

2089. Georgina\textsuperscript{H} Hebert #40787 (Francois\textsuperscript{10}, Nathalie Eugenie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{5}, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{'} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{7} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{8}, Simon\textsuperscript{9}, Simon\textsuperscript{10}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{11}), henry no. #16132A from Chabrier, born 23 Apr 1877 in MI,\textsuperscript{296,297} census * 14 Apr 1930 in MI, Baraga, L'Anse, ED 6,\textsuperscript{91} died 19 Nov 1932 in L'Anse, Baraga, MI.\textsuperscript{296,297}

She married 16 Sep 1895 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI,\textsuperscript{296} resided (family) 14 Apr 1930 in Samardjic Addition, L'Anse, Baraga, MI,\textsuperscript{91} Joseph Stephen Peter Chantelois #40795, born 27 Dec 1873 in Sault Ste Marie, ON, Canada,\textsuperscript{297} census * 14 Apr 1930 in MI, Baraga, L'Anse, ED 6,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 14 Apr 1930 sawmill laborer,\textsuperscript{91} property 14 Apr 1930 real estate value $1,700,\textsuperscript{91} died 03 Mar 1963 in Ashland, Ashland, WI.\textsuperscript{297}

Children:

+ 4232 i. Viola\textsuperscript{13} Chantelois #40798 born 1896.
+ 4233 ii. Ralph Chantelois #40799, henry no. #16132A2 from Chabrier, born 1898 in Iron River, Bayfield, WI,\textsuperscript{296} died 1966 in Iron River, Bayfield, WI.\textsuperscript{296}
+ 4234 iii. Wilfred James Chantelois #40796 born 14 Jan 1900.
+ 4235 iv. Leo Arthur Chantelois #40800 born ca 1902.
+ 4236 v. Lillian Mary Louise Chantelois #40801 born 14 Feb 1904.
+ 4237 vi. Emily Chantelois #40805, henry no. #16132A6 from Chabrier, born 1905,\textsuperscript{296} died 1908.\textsuperscript{296}
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4238 vii. Stephen Chantelois #40803, henry no. #16132A7 from Chabrier, born 28 May 1907 in QC, Canada, occupation 21 Apr 1910 for man milling co,

4239 viii. Ona Vivian Chantelois #40797 born ca 1911.

4240 ix. Ray Frances Chantelois #40804 born ca 1915.

2090. Laura LucilleH Hebert #40792 (Francois10, Nathalie Eugenie Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Amable Chabrier dit6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7 VADEBONCOEUR, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon1, Bertrand1), henry no. #16132B from Chabrier, born Apr 1880 in Telden, Marquette, MI, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Joliette, Ste Ambois, ED 87J, occupation 14 Apr 1930 odd job laborer, died 1949 in MT.

She married 23 Jul 1900 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI, Adelorde Joseph Cyr #65035, born 24 Jan 1876 in QC, Canada, died 1947.

Children:

4241 i. Clarence12 Cyr #65036, henry no. #16132B1 from Chabrier, born 11 Jul 1901 in WI, died Mar 1972 in Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI.

4242 ii. Adelord J Cyr #65037, henry no. #16132B2 from Chabrier, born 1903 in WI.

4243 iii. Clara Cyr #65038, henry no. #16132B3 from Chabrier, born 1907 in WI.

4244 iv. Bernard J Cyr #65039, henry no. #16132B4 from Chabrier, born 1910 in WI.

4245 v. Beatrice E Cyr #65040, henry no. #16132B5 from Chabrier, born 1913 in WI.

4246 vi. Flora D Cyr #65041, henry no. #16132B6 from Chabrier, born 1914 in WI.

4247 vii. Elsie M Cyr #65042, henry no. #16132B7 from Chabrier, born 1917 in WI.

4248 viii. John L Cyr #65043, henry no. #16132B8 from Chabrier, born 1919 in WI.

4249 ix. Rose M Cyr #65044, henry no. #16132B9 from Chabrier, born 1924 in MN.

4250 x. Geraldine G Cyr #65045, henry no. #16132BA from Chabrier, born 1926 in MI.

2091. FrankH Hebert Jr. #40793 (Francois10, Nathalie Eugenie Chabrier dit9 Verboncoeur, Amable Chabrier dit6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7 VADEBONCOEUR, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean4 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon1, Bertrand1), henry no. #16132C from Chabrier, born 17 Apr 1882 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Joliette, Ste Ambois, ED 87J, occupation 15 Jun 1900 carpenter, died 18 Feb 1967 in Stambaugh, Iron, MI.

He married Angeline Fornango #65046, born 1877 in Italy, emigrated 1901 to MI, died 20 Aug 1931 in Stambaugh, Iron, MI.

Children:

4251 i. Rose12 Hebert #65047, henry no. #16132C1 from Chabrier, born 1903, died 1920 in Stambaugh, Iron, MI.

4252 ii. Dominic Joseph Hebert #65048, henry no. #16132C2 from Chabrier, born 26 Jan 1906 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI, died 16 Jun 1990 in Marquette, Marquette, MI.

4253 iii. Edith Hebert #65049, henry no. #16132C3 from Chabrier, born 1910 in Iron co, MI.


She married * 23 Jan 1883 in Holyoke, Hampden, MA, resided (family) 12 Jun 1900 in 44 Hillside Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, Charles Cornelli #58708, born 18 Sep 1861 in Ste Melanie, Joliette, PQ, Canada, son of Nere Cornelli #58709 and Genevieve Gelina #58710), baptized * 18 Sep 1861 in Ste Melanie, Joliette, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Joliette, Ste Ambois, ED 87J, occupation 1881 domestic, emigrated 1891 to USA, naturalized census * 12 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 305, occupation 12 Jun 1900 grain mill clerk, census * 21 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 319, occupation 21 Apr 1910 foreman milling co, city
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Children:

4254 i. Georgianna12 Cornellier #58718, henry no. #1613311 from Chabrier, born Feb 1884 in QC, Canada, emigrated 1891 to USA, census * 12 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 305, census * 21 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 319, occupation 21 Apr 1910 shoe factory sticher.


4256 iii. Jean Baptiste Alcide Lucien Cornellier #58720, henry no. #1613313 from Chabrier, born 11 Sep 1889 in Joliette, Joliette, PQ, Canada, baptized * 12 Sep 1889 in Cathedral, Joliette, Joliette, QC, Canada, emigrated 1891 to USA, census * 12 Jun 1900 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 305, census * 14 Apr 1910 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 319, occupation 14 Apr 1910 shoe factory cutter, city directory * 1911 in 81 Belleview Avenue, Haverhill, Essex, MA, occupation 1911 shoe packer, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 shoe cutter for Hall & Hopkins, height 05 Jun 1917 short, weight 05 Jun 1917 slender, eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown, hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown, census * 14 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 72, occupation 14 Jan 1920 shoe factory tip repairer, census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 53, occupation 03 Apr 1930 shoe factory cutter, resided 03 Apr 1930 in 83 Emerson Street, Haverhill, Essex, MA, social security number bef 1951 014-10-9850 (MA), died 20 Aug 1989 in Haverhill, Essex, MA. Godparents: Patrick Beaufiend & Henriette Cormeillier, his wife.


4257 iv. Charles Emil Cornellier #58716, henry no. #1613314 from Chabrier, born * 26 May 1891 in Haverhill, Essex, MA, died bef 12 Jun 1900 in MA.


2096. Arthemise6 Beaudin #58689 (Marie Elise6 Hebert, Nathalie Eugenie Chabrier dit5 Verboncoeur, Amable Chabrier dit5, Charles Amable Chabrier dit5 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2,
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Bertrand), henry no. #161334 from Chabrier, born ca 1868 in Black Brook, Clinton, NY, census * 02 Jun 1880 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 303, occupation 02 Jun 1880 works in cotton mill.


Children:

4262 i. Armand Cyvio Legare #58715, henry no. #1613341 from Chabrier, born * 16 Apr 1893 in Holyoke, Hampden, MA, died * 15 May 1894 in Holyoke, Hampden, MA, cause of death 15 May 1894 menengitis, buried May 1894 in South Hadley Falls, Hampshire, MA.

2098. Alphonse (Adolphe) Beaudin #58684 (Marie Elise Hebert, Nathalie Eugenie Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Amable Chabrier dit Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #161336 from Chabrier, born 01 Jun 1874 in St Remi, Napierville, QC, Canada, emigrated 1876 to USA, census * 02 Jun 1880 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 303, city directory * 1900 in 93 Lyman Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, occupation 1900 employed by Nonotuck Paper Co., census * 06 Jun 1900 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 524, occupation 06 Jun 1900 paper washer, resided 06 Jun 1900 in 73 Lyman Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1901 in 73 Lyman Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, occupation 1901 employed by Nonotuck Paper Co, resided 04 May 1903 in 73 Canal Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, occupation 04 May 1903 paper finisher, census * 29 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 717, occupation 29 Apr 1910 laborer, city directory * 1916 in 28 Lyman Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, occupation 1916 employed by Nonotuck Paper Co, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 paper maker at Monotuck Paper Co, resided 12 Sep 1918 in Brainerd Street at corner of Lathrop Street, South Hadley, Hampshire, MA, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, census * 20 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 184, occupation 20 Jan 1920 paper mill foreman, census * 15 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 45, occupation 15 Apr 1930 paper mill paper maker. Godparents: Dieudonne Beaudin & Marie Oligny, wife of Theophile Beaudin.

He married * 04 May 1903 in Holyoke, Hampden, MA, resided (family) 29 Jan 1920 in Lathrop Street, South Hadley, Hampshire, MA, census * 02 Jun 1880 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 303, city directory * 1900 in 93 Lyman Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, occupation 1900 employed by Nonotuck Paper Co., census * 06 Jun 1900 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 524, occupation 06 Jun 1900 paper washer, resided 06 Jun 1900 in 73 Lyman Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1901 in 73 Lyman Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, occupation 1901 employed by Nonotuck Paper Co, resided 04 May 1903 in 73 Canal Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, occupation 04 May 1903 paper finisher, census * 29 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 717, occupation 29 Apr 1910 laborer, city directory * 1916 in 28 Lyman Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA, occupation 1916 employed by Nonotuck Paper Co, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 paper maker at Monotuck Paper Co, resided 12 Sep 1918 in Brainerd Street at corner of Lathrop Street, South Hadley, Hampshire, MA, height 12 Sep 1918 medium, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, census * 20 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 184, occupation 20 Jan 1920 paper mill foreman, census * 15 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 45, occupation 15 Apr 1930 paper mill paper maker. Godparents: Dieudonne Beaudin & Marie Oligny, wife of Theophile Beaudin.

Children:

4263 i. Irene Beaudin #58697, henry no. #1613361 from Chabrier, born ca 1904 in MA, census * 29 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 717, census * 20 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 184, occupation 20 Jan 1920 silk mill weaver, census * 15 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 45, occupation 15 Apr 1930 silk mill spinner.

4264 ii. Cora Beaudin #58698, henry no. #1613362 from Chabrier, born ca 1906 in MA, census * 29 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 717, census * 20 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 184, census * 15 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 45, occupation 15 Apr 1930 silk mill reed drawer.

4265 iii. Jeannette Beaudin #58699, henry no. #1613363 from Chabrier, born ca 1908 in MA, census * 29 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 717, census * 20 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 184, census * 15 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 45, occupation 15 Apr 1930 silk mill winder.

4266 iv. Adolphe Ric Beaudin #58745, henry no. #1613364 from Chabrier, born 02 May 1909 in MA, census * 29 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 717, census * 20 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 184, social security num bef 1951 014-05-2860 (MA), died 05 Mar 1978 in Grants Pass, Josephine, OR.
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He married Dorthe __ #58746.

4267  v. Lillian Beaudin #58700, henry no. #1613365 from Chabrier, born ca 1912 in MA,91 census * 20 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 184,60 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 45.91

4268  vi. Raymond L. Beaudin #58701, henry no. #1613366 from Chabrier, born 18 Aug 1918 in MA,91,121 census * 20 Jan 1920 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 184,60 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 45,91 social security num bef 1951 02-07-5597 (MA),121 died 15 Jun 1999 in Cummingham, Hampshire, MA.121

4269  vii. George Beaudin #58702, henry no. #1613367 from Chabrier, born 10 Dec 1921 in MA,91,121 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 45,91 social security num bef 1951 01-18-2499 (MA),121 died Nov 1972 in Springfield, Hampden, MA.121

4270  viii. Roland Beaudin #58703, henry no. #1613368 from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1923 in MA,91,121 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 45,91 social security num bef 1951 02-15-6604 (MA),121 died 01 Dec 2000 in Westfield, Orleans, VT.121

4271  ix. Doris Beaudin #58704, henry no. #1613369 from Chabrier, born ca 1927 in MA,91 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MA, Hampshire, South Hadley, ED 45.91


Children:


Children:


4274  iii. Grace C Beaudin #58753, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1911 in MA,91 census * 16 Jan 1920 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 78,66 census * 15 Apr 1930 in MA, Essex, Haverhill, ED 71.91
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2101. **Georgianna E\textsuperscript{II} Beaudin**#58711 (Marie Elise\textsuperscript{10} Hebert, Nathalie Eugenie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{12}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. \#161339 from Chabrier, born ca 1880 in MA,\textsuperscript{138} city directory * 1900 in 48 Lyman Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1900 employed by Wm. Skinner Mfg Co,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1901 in 48 Lyman Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1901 employed by Wm. Skinner Mfg Co,\textsuperscript{61} census * 15 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 568.\textsuperscript{63}

She married * 04 Jan 1906 in Hartford, Hartford, CT,\textsuperscript{136} resided (family) 15 Apr 1910 in 23 Suffolk Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA.\textsuperscript{63} **Thomas Fulton Hunter**#58712, born 13 Mar 1862 in Canada,\textsuperscript{9} (son of Thomas Hunter \#58755 and Martha Fulton \#58756), baptized * 19 Apr 1874 in Huntingdon, Huntingdon, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{8} census 1881 in Canada, QC, Huntingdon, Huntingdon, ED 72G,\textsuperscript{28} religion 1881 Church of England,\textsuperscript{28} emigrated 1883 to USA,\textsuperscript{63} naturalized\textsuperscript{63} city directory * 1887 in 55 Dwight Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1887 harness maker,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1900 in 40 Main Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1900 harness maker,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1901 in 40 Main Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1901 harness maker,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1908 in 23 Suffolk Street, Holyoke, Hampden, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1908 harness maker,\textsuperscript{61} census * 15 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 568,\textsuperscript{63} occupation 15 Apr 1910 harness maker.\textsuperscript{63}

Children:

4275  
i. Florence M\textsuperscript{12} Hunter \#58754, henry no. \#1613391 from Chabrier, born 1908 in MA,\textsuperscript{63} census * 15 Apr 1910 in MA, Hampden, Holyoke, ED 568.\textsuperscript{63}

2117. **Fardore\textsuperscript{II} Hebert**#58744, also known as William Evangeliste Hebert,\textsuperscript{297} (Amable\textsuperscript{10}, Nathalie Eugenie Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{12}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. \#16137A from Chabrier, born ca 1890 in USA,\textsuperscript{30} census * 17 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Napierville, St Michel Archange, ED 173D2,\textsuperscript{30} died Apr 1980 in Sulphur, Murray, OK.\textsuperscript{297}

He married **Verna M Hebert Kaul** \#65051, born 27 Dec 1896 in Cleveland, Cuyahoga, OH,\textsuperscript{297} died 25 Sep 1984 in Cleveland, Cuyahoga, OH.\textsuperscript{297} **Verna**: D/o Charles Kaul (1869- ) & Daisy Kaul (1872- ).

Children:

4276  
i. John Paul\textsuperscript{12} Hebert \#65052, henry no. \#16137A1 from Chabrier, born 15 Jan 1923 in OH,\textsuperscript{297} died 29 Sep 1983 in Tampa, Hillsborough, FL.\textsuperscript{297}

4277  
i. Virginia Grace Hebert \#65053, henry no. \#16137A2 from OH, born 1925,\textsuperscript{297} died 02 Dec 2007 in Brooksville, Hernando, FL.\textsuperscript{297}

2123. **Joseph Honore\textsuperscript{II} Patry**#58799 (Marie Oliva\textsuperscript{10} Piche, Marguerite\textsuperscript{9} Lemay, Euphrosine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8} Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. \#162833 from Chabrier, born 01 Sep 1888 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 02 Sep 1888 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 19 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, St Joseph, ED 166G2,\textsuperscript{30} census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 168G1,\textsuperscript{31} census * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 173-13,\textsuperscript{32} occupation 05 Jun 1911 laborer.\textsuperscript{32} Godparents: Joseph Noel & Celina Piche, his wife.

He married * 09 Jan 1911 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} **Victoria Lefebvre**#58815, born 21 Aug 1892 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} (daughter of Adelard Lefebvre \#58816 and Olevina Lefebvre \#58817), baptized * 22 Aug 1892 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 05 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 173-13.\textsuperscript{35} **Victoria**: Godparents: David Dube, uncle & Josephine Lefebvre, his wife.

Children:

4278  
i. Joseph Honore\textsuperscript{12} Patry \#58818, henry no. \#1628331 from Chabrier, born 21 Oct 1911 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 22 Oct 1911 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Honore Patry & Delina Lefebvre.

4279  
i. Joseph Phileas Patry \#58819, henry no. \#1628332 from Chabrier, born 02 Oct 1912 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 02 Oct 1912 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Phileas Lefebvre, uncle & Rosanna Patry, aunt.
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4280 iii. Joseph Olivier Lionel Patry #58820, henry no. #1628333 from Chabrier, born 29 Jan 1915 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, vaccinated * 29 Jan 1915 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 21 May 1917 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 23 May 1917 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Olivier Patry & Oliva Piche.


4282 v. Marie Albertina Jeanne d’Arc Patry #58822, henry no. #1628335 from Chabrier, born 04 Apr 1919 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, vaccinated * 04 Apr 1919 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Thibaudau & Albertina Lefebvre, his wife.

4283 vi. Marie Rita Jeannine Patry #58823, henry no. #1628336 from Chabrier, born 20 Aug 1930 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, vaccinated * 20 Aug 1930 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Arthur Lefebvre & Irene Brunette.


He married * 11 Feb 1918 in St Didace, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Marie Florentine Denomme #58805, born 11 Jun 1894 in St Didace, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Adelard Denomme #58806 and Elisa Jolette #58807), baptized * 13 Jun 1894 in St Didace, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Joseph Jolette & Euphrosine Boucher.

Children:
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Montreal, QC, Canada, died 14 Nov 1929 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 18 Nov 1929 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Bonin & Alexina Palmer.

ii. Marie Rose Juliette Laurette Patry #58847, henry no. #1628352 from Chabrier, born 18 Jun 1919 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 19 Jun 1919 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, died 23 May 1920 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 25 May 1920 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Gaston Ducharme & Juliette Bonin.


vi. Joseph Henri Roland Patry #58843, henry no. #1628356 from Chabrier, born 01 Dec 1923 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 19 Jul 1922 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada. Godparents: William Viens & Juliette Bonin.


viii. Joseph Jean Marie Gerard Patry #58835, henry no. #1628358 from Chabrier, born 25 Nov 1924 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 26 Nov 1924 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Corbeil & Albertine Bonin, his wife.

ix. Joseph Paul Rene Patry #58838, henry no. #1628359 from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1926 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 31 Jan 1926 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada, died 08 Jul 1926 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 10 Jul 1926 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Emile Naulet & Louisa Duquette, his wife.

x. Joseph Adelard Robert Patry #58839, henry no. #162835A from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1926 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 31 Jan 1926 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada, died 19 Mar 1928 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 21 Mar 1928 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Elzear Marsicotte & Blanche Massicotte, his wife.

xi. Joseph Charles Albertino Patry #58840, henry no. #162835B from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1926 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 31 Jan 1926 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada, died 03 Mar 1927 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 05 Mar 1927 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Albertino Bonin & Juliette Bonin.

xii. Joseph Dolard Paul Rene Patry #58837, henry no. #162835C from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1927 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, census * 30 Jan 1927 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Dolard Vien & Zenaide Vincent.

xiii. Patry #58857, henry no. #162835D from Chabrier, born stillborn, died 28 Aug 1928 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 29 Aug 1928 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.

xiv. Patry #58858, henry no. #162835E from Chabrier, born stillborn, died 28 Aug 1928 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 29 Aug 1928 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.


xvii. Marie Therese Yvette Germaine Patry #58846, henry no. #162835H from Chabrier, born 27 Oct 1932 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 29 Oct 1932 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Laval Lizotte & Yvette Corbeile.

xviii. Marie Louisa Simone Patry #58850, henry no. #162835I from Chabrier, born 17 May 1936 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 17 May 1936 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada. Godparents: J. E. Vantel & Louise Duquette, his wife.
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2126. **Joseph Albert Antonio** Patry #58801 (Marie Oliva Piche, Marguerite Lemay, Euphrosine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon, Simon Bertrand), henry no. #162836 from Chabrier, born 23 Nov 1894 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 25 Nov 1894 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 168G1, census * 01 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 173-13, occupation 01 Jun 1911 laborer. Godparents: Antoine Pare & Stephanie Paquin, his wife.

He married * 27 Nov 1926 in St Jean Baptiste, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, Marie Ange Lucie Odile Lavallee #58826, born 13 Dec 1897 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Lavallee #58860 and Odile St Laurent #58861), baptized * 13 Dec 1897 in St Jacques le Majeur, Montreal, QC, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Aristide Fisette & Parmelia Ducep dit Lalotte.

**Children:**

4304 i. Joseph Albert Adrien Patry #58827, henry no. #1628361 from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1928 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, baptized * 29 Jan 1928 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Adrien Patry & Regina Bonin, his wife.

4305 ii. Joseph Antonio Francis Patry #58828, henry no. #1628362 from Chabrier, born 06 May 1929 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, baptized * 09 May 1929 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Francis Robert & Rose de Lima Lavallee, his wife.

4306 iii. Marie Rose Helene Patry #58851, henry no. #1628363 from Chabrier, born 04 Sep 1932 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 06 Sep 1932 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Alphonse De Cavalier & Rosanna Patry, his wife.

4307 iv. Joseph Albertine Rene Patry #58834, henry no. #1628364 from Chabrier, born 03 Sep 1933 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 04 Sep 1933 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Albertine Piche & Juliette Bonin, his wife.

4308 v. Marie Laurette Denise Patry #58849, henry no. #1628365 from Chabrier, born 24 Jul 1935 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 26 Jul 1935 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, died 04 Sep 1935 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, buried * 06 Sep 1935 in N.D. de Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Adrien Patry & Laurette Patry.

4309 vi. Joseph Patrice Jacques Patry #58844, henry no. #1628366 from Chabrier, born 30 Aug 1939 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada, baptized * 02 Sep 1939 in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Patrice Ouimet & Laurette Patry.


She married * 08 Jan 1917 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Joseph Armand Michaud #58852, born 29 Mar 1896 in St Barthelemy, Berthier, PQ, Canada, (son of Octavien Michaud #58862 and Anna Ladouceur #58863), baptized * 30 Mar 1896 in St Barthelemy, Berthier, PQ, Canada. Joseph: Godparents: Joseph Pepin & Leocadie Clement, his wife.

**Children:**

4310 i. Marie Anne Anais Michaud #58865, henry no. #1628371 from Chabrier, born 14 Feb 1918 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, baptized * 14 Feb 1918 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. Godparents: Octavien Michaud & Anna Ladouceur.

She married * 27 Aug 1941 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, Joseph Gaston Desfonds #58869, born 27 Apr 1919 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, (son of Antonio Desfonds #58870 and Adeline Picotte #58871), baptized * 28 Apr 1919 in Louiseville, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. Joseph: Godparents: Cuthbert Desfonds, uncle & Rose Anna Grenier.
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4311 ii. Marie Claire Michaud #58866, henry no. #1628372 from Chabrier, born 03 Jul 1920 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 05 Jul 1920 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 died 20 Aug 1920 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 buried * 22 Aug 1920 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Patry & Victoria Lefebvre.

4312 iii. Marie Annette Michaud #58867, henry no. #1628373 from Chabrier, born 04 Feb 1922 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 04 Feb 1922 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 died 04 Feb 1922 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 buried * 05 Feb 1922 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Honore Ladouceur & Anastasie Brissette, his wife.

4313 iv. Marie Yvette Jeanne d'Arc Michaud #58868, henry no. #1628374 from Chabrier, born 19 Mar 1925 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 19 Mar 1925 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 Godparents: Honore Ladouceur & Anastasie Brissette, his wife.

4314 v. Joseph Albertus Gaston Michaud #58869, henry no. #1628375 from Chabrier, born 14 Dec 1926 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 14 Dec 1926 in St Justin, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Albertus Lavallee, uncle & Antoinette Michaud, his wife.

2128. Joseph Romeo11 Patry #58803 (Marie Oliva10 Piche, Marguerite9 Lemay, Euphrosine Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1628338 from Chabrier, born 29 Oct 1899 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 30 Oct 1899 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 168G1,31 census * 01 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, ED 173-13,32 died 22 Oct 1928 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 buried *24 Oct 1928 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Piche & Oliva Bruneau, his wife.

He married * 11 Feb 1924 in St Zotique, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada,9 Marie Emma Cecile Bilodeau #58811, born 22 Dec 1899 in Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 (daughter of Clovis Bilodeau #58812 and Anna Remillard #58813), baptized * 24 Dec 1899 in St Jean Baptiste, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada.9 Marie: Godparents: Arthur St Vincent & Emma Belanger.

Children:

4315 i. Marie Anna Cecile Rita12 Patry #58814, henry no. #1628381 from Chabrier, born 10 Feb 1926 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 10 Feb 1926 in Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Patry, uncle & Victoria Lefevere, his wife.

2129. Joseph Wilfred11 Caron #58885 (Marie10 Lemay, Pierre9, Euphrosine Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #162931 from Chabrier, born 30 Nov 1881 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 30 Nov 1881 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 07 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 145J,31 census * 12 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 146H1.31 Godparents: Pierre Lemay & Elizabeth Bergin.

He married * 11 Sep 1911 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 Laura Albina Armenie Pellerin #58912, born 08 Mar 1890 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Jean Pellerin #58913 and Elisabeth Lavergne #58914), baptized * 08 Mar 1890 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 emigrated Feb 1908 to Willimantic, CT via Swanton, VT.81 Laura: Godparents: Arsene Matta & Hermenie Lavergne.

Children:

4316 i. Joseph Louis Henri12 Caron #58872, henry no. from Chabrier, born 20 Jun 1912 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 20 Jun 1912 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: William Caron, grandfather & Marie Lemay, his wife.

4317 ii. Joseph Arthur Donat Caron #58915, henry no. from Chabrier, born 17 Sep 1913 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 18 Sep 1913 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Arthur Vincent, uncle & Georgina Pellerin.

4318 iii. Joseph Georges Alfred Caron #58917, henry no. from Chabrier, born 15 Jan 1915 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 15 Jan 1915 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Albert Vincent, uncle & Victoria Caron, his wife.
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4321 vi. Marie Alice Rita Caron #58922, henry no. from Chabrier, born 18 Sep 1919 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 18 Sep 1919 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Charles Edouard Gelinias, uncle & Anna Caron, his wife.

2131. Marie Sara\(H) Caron #58883 (Marie\(I\) Lemay, Pierre\(II\), Euphrosine Chabrier dit\(V\) Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\(V\), Jean Chabrier dit\(V\), Jean\(II\) Chabrier, Jean\(III\), Simon\(I\), Simon\(II\), Bertrand\(I\)), henry no. #162933 from Chabrier, born 15 May 1885 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 16 May 1885 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 07 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 145J,\(30\) census * 12 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 146H1.\(31\) Godparents: Alexis Caron, grandfather & Clarisse Bergeron, wife of Pierre Lemay.

She married * 02 Oct 1906 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Thomas Ephrem Beaulieu #58891, born 17 Oct 1869 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(3\) (son of Antoine Hudon dit Beaulieu #58892 and Sophie Lesieur Desaulniers #58893), census * 17 Oct 1869 in Yamachiche, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(7\) Thomas: Godparents: Thomas Beaulieu & Emilie Laruvert.

Children:

4322 i. Marie Louise Antoinette Germaine\(I\) Beaulieu #58966, henry no. #1629331 from Chabrier, born 02 Sep 1907 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 02 Sep 1907 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(8\) Godparents: William Caron, grand father & Marie Lemay, his wife.


2134. Joseph Alexis Gedeon\(H) Caron #58886 (Marie\(I\) Lemay, Pierre\(II\), Euphrosine Chabrier dit\(V\) Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\(V\), Jean Chabrier dit\(V\), Jean\(II\) Chabrier, Jean\(III\), Simon\(I\), Simon\(II\), Bertrand\(I\)), henry no. #1629336 from Chabrier, born 17 Oct 1891 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Oct 1891 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(9\) census * 12 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 146H1.\(31\) Godparents: Elie Grenier Jr. & Arzelie Lemay, aunt.

He married * 21 Jul 1913 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Marie Bella Lavergne #58909, born 10 May 1895 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(9\) (daughter of Joseph Lavergne #58910 and Sophie Lacerte #58911), baptized * 12 May 1895 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(9\) Marie: Godparents: Joseph Etienne Gelinias & Azilda Lavergne, aunt.

Children:

+ 4324 i. Joseph Georges Leo\(II\) Caron #58916 born 29 Apr 1914.

4325 ii. Joseph Charles Arthur Caron #58919, henry no. #1629362 from Chabrier, born 26 Jun 1917 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 26 Jun 1917 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(9\) Godparents: Albert Vincent, uncle & Victoria Caron, his wife.

4326 iii. Joseph Albert Armand Caron #58921, henry no. #1629363 from Chabrier, born 22 Mar 1919 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 23 Mar 1919 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(9\) Godparents: Albert Lefebvre & Florence Caron, aunt.

4327 iv. Joseph Alphonse Lucien Caron #58924, henry no. #1629364 from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1921 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 30 Jan 1921 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(9\) Godparents: Johnny Tremblay & Alice Lavergne, aunt.

4328 v. Joseph Clement Aime Caron #58923, henry no. #1629365 from Chabrier, born 19 Oct 1922 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 19 Oct 1922 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(9\) Godparents: Charles Edouard Gelinias, uncle & Anna Caron, his wife.
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vi. Marie Helene Caron #58925, henry no. #1629366 from Chabrier, born 17 Mar 1924 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Mar 1924 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Aime Lavergne, uncle & Berthe Milot, his wife.

vii. Joseph Ovide Caron #58926, henry no. #1629367 from Chabrier, born 21 Jan 1926 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 21 Jan 1926 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Edouard Gelines & Marie Louise Caron, his wife.

viii. Joseph Ernest Robert Caron #58927, henry no. #1629368 from Chabrier, born 02 Sep 1927 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 02 Sep 1927 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Ernest Belanger, uncle & Annie Lavergne, aunt.

ix. Joseph Marcel Roger Caron #58928, henry no. #1629369 from Chabrier, born 04 Nov 1928 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 04 Nov 1928 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Hamerique Melancon, uncle & Bertha Lavergne, aunt.

x. Marie Jeannine Caron #58953, henry no. #162936A from Chabrier, born 21 Jan 1926 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 21 Jan 1926 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Severe Ricard, grand father & Clara Hebert, his wife.

xi. Joseph Andree Caron #58954, henry no. #162936C from Chabrier, born 03 Sep 1933 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 03 Sep 1933 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 15 Oct 1933 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 16 Oct 1933 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Philippe Laperriere & Alexandrina Caron, his wife.

xii. Joseph Andre Bernard Caron #58956, henry no. #162936D from Chabrier, born 28 Nov 1934 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 28 Nov 1934 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Armand Melancon & Gertrude Caron.

xiii. Joseph Andre Jean Caron #58957, henry no. #162936E from Chabrier, born 26 May 1936 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized 26 May 1936 at home, died 26 May 1936 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 27 May 1936 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Philip Laperriere & Alexandrina Caron, his wife.

xiv. Marie Gisele Pierrette Caron #58958, henry no. #162936F from Chabrier, born 04 Nov 1928 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 04 Nov 1928 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Leo Caron & Juliette Gelinas.

v. Marie Emma Caron #58887 (Marie Lemay, Pierre, Euphrosine Chabrier dit Vineboncource, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Jean, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #162937 from Chabrier, born 04 Jan 1894 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 05 Jan 1894 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 12 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Ste Flore, ED 146H1. Godparents: Onesime Hebert & Sophie Lemay, wife of Moise Boisvert.

She married * 22 Jun 1914 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Oliva Alphonse Ricard #58903, born 06 Jan 1895 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, (son of Sever Ricard #58904 and Clara Hebert #58905), baptized * 06 Jan 1895 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Oliva: Godparents: Alphonse Hebert, uncle & Rose Anna Ricard, aunut.

Children:

i. Marie Marguerite Emelienne Ricard #58968, henry no. #1629371 from Chabrier, born 07 May 1915 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 07 May 1915 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Severe Ricard, grand father & Clara Hebert, his wife.

ii. Joseph Robert Germain Gaston Ricard #58969, henry no. #1629372 from Chabrier, born 17 Oct 1916 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 18 Oct 1916 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 04 Sep 1917 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 05 Sep 1917 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Ephrem H Beauleau & Sara Caron, his wife.

iii. Joseph Jean Gregoire Ricard #58970, henry no. #1629373 from Chabrier, born 07 Mar 1918 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 08 Mar 1918 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 22 Apr 1918 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 23 Apr 1918 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Emile St Pierre & Oneda Ricard.
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4342 iv. Marie Jeanne Therese Ricard #58971, henry no. #1629374 from Chabrier, born 01 Jan 1922 in St Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 02 Jan 1922 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Gelinas & Marelda Ricard.

4343 v. Marie Gerarda Monique Ricard #58972, henry no. #1629375 from Chabrier, born 26 Jun 1923 in St Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 26 Jun 1923 in St Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Roger St Pierre, cousin & Emelienne Ricard.


She married * 09 Sep 1925 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Philippe Laperriere #58975, born 19 May 1904 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, (son of Eugene Laperriere #58976 and Clara Sevigny #58977), baptized * 20 May 1904 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada.

Philippe: Godparents: Louis Houle & Helene Sevigny, his wife.

Children:

4346 i. Marie Marguerite Carmen Laperriere #58978, henry no. #16293A1 from Chabrier, born 07 May 1927 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 07 May 1927 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Eugene Laperriere & Clara Sevigny.


4348 iii. Marie Gisele Louise Laperriere #58980, henry no. #16293A3 from Chabrier, born 27 Apr 1939 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 27 Apr 1939 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Alfred Sevigny & Anna Lafreniere.

2142. Marie Theodora Lemay #39784 (Alexis Olivier, Pierre, Euphrosine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier ditJe, Jean Chabrier ditJe, Jean Chabrier Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #162943 from Chabrier, born 08 May 1889 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 09 May 1889 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 25 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 186, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Boniface, ED 198H1, emigrated 1905 to USA, census * 27 Apr 1910 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 283, occupation 27 Apr 1910 silk mill operative, census * 20 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227, city directory * 1923 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1924 in Waterbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1927 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, census * 17 May 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 49, city directory * 1933 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, city directory * 1936 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, city directory * 1939 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, city directory * 1947 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, city directory * 1949 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, city directory * 1951 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, died 19 Dec 1958 in Putnam, Windham, CT. Godparents: Raphael Lacerte, uncle & Agnes Boisvert, his wife.

She married ca 1911 in CT, resided (family) 20 Jan 1920 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, Joseph Louis Alexandre Hamel #39783, born 05 Dec 1883 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, (son of Louis Hamel #58991 and Georgina Gauthier #58992), baptized * 05 Dec 1883 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, emigrated 1905 to USA, event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 12 Sep 1918 employed by H.K.H. Silk Mill Co, resided 12 Sep 1918 in 25 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, height 12 Sep 1918 short, weight 12 Sep 1918 medium, eye color 12 Sep 1918 blue, hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown, city directory * 1920 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1920 employed by HKH Silk Co & vulcanizer, census * 20 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED
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227. occupation 20 Jan 1920 silk mill dyer, city directory * 1922 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1922 employed by HKH Silk Co, city directory * 1923 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1923 employed by HKH Silk Co, city directory * 1924 in Watertown Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1924 employed by HKH Silk Co, city directory * 1927 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1927 employed by Belding Heminway Co, Putnam, CT, census * 17 May 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 49, occupation 17 May 1930 laborer, property 17 May 1930 real estate value $6000, city directory * 1933 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, occupation 1933 employed by Belding Heminway Co, Putnam, CT, city directory * 1936 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, occupation 1936 employed by Belding Heminway Co, Putnam, CT, city directory * 1939 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, occupation 1939 employed by Belding Heminway Co, Putnam, CT, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Belding Heminway Co, Putnam, CT, resided 27 Apr 1942 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, height 27 Apr 1942 5'9", eye color 27 Apr 1942 blue, hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light, city directory * 1947 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, occupation 1947 employed by Belding Heminway Co, Putnam, CT, city directory * 1949 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, occupation 1949 employed by Belding Heminway Co, Putnam, CT, city directory * 1951 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, occupation 1951 retired, died 07 Oct 1955 in Putnam, Windham, CT.


Children:

4349 i. Cecil N Hamel #58990, henry no. #1629431 from Chabrier, born ca Oct 1918 in CT, census * 20 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227, census * 17 May 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 49.

4350 ii. Maurice N Hamel #58993, henry no. #1629432 from Chabrier, born ca 1926 in CT, census * 17 May 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 49, city directory * 1947 in 137 Woodstock Avenue, Putnam, Windham, CT, occupation 1947 employed by Cargill Chevrolet Co, city directory * 1949 in 12 Harrison Street, Putnam, Windham, CT, occupation 1949 machinist at Cargill Chevrolet Co, city directory * 1951 in 9 Milton Street, Putnam, Windham, CT, occupation 1951 machinist at Cargill Chevrolet Co.

He married ca 1948 in CT, Jean __ #58994, city directory * 1949 in 12 Harrison Street, Putnam, Windham, CT, city directory * 1951 in 9 Milton Street, Putnam, Windham, CT.

2143. Joseph Lucien (Alexis) Lemay #39780 (Alexis Olivier, Pierre, Euphrosine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #162944 from Chabrier, born 09 Oct 1890 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 10 Oct 1890 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 25 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan, ED 186, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 198H1, emigrated 1907 to USA, census * 27 Apr 1910 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 283, occupation 27 Apr 1910 silk mill operative, city directory * 1915 in Porter Street, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1915 employed by M Heminway, Sons Silk Co, city directory * 1916 in Porter Street, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1916 employed by M Heminway, Sons Silk Co, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 spinner for Heminway and Sons Silk Co, resided 05 Jun 1917 in Porter Street, Watertown, CT, height 05 Jun 1917 medium, weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, eye color 05 Jun 1917 gray, hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark, city directory * 1918 in Porter Street, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1918 employed by M Heminway, Sons Silk Co, census * 16 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 553, occupation 16 Jan 1920 cotton mill carpenter, naturalized 16 Jan 1920 - 02 Apr 1930 in MA, city directory * 1922 in 543 Moody Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1922 carpenter, census * 02 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120, occupation 02 Apr 1930 contractor's carpenter, property 02 Apr 1930 real estate value $2000, city directory * 1932 in 26 Shea Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1932 carpenter, city directory * 1935 in 26 Shea Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1935 carpenter, city directory * 1938 in 26 Shea Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1938 carpenter, event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed by Pawtucket Construction Co, Lowell, MA, resided 27 Apr 1942 in 26 Shea Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, height 27 Apr 1942 5'8", weight 27 Apr 1942 160 lbs, eye color 27 Apr 1942 blue, hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray, complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light, social security num bef 1951 024-12-0136 (MA), city directory * 1956 in 40 Harlem Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1956 construction worker, city directory * 1964 in 40 Harlem Street, Lowell,
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Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1964 retired,\textsuperscript{61} died 29 Aug 1972 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA.\textsuperscript{121,179} Godparents: Louis J Dube & Celima Lemay, his wife.

He married 07 Sep 1914 in CT,\textsuperscript{54} resided (family) 16 Jan 1920 in 543 Moody Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{60} resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 26 Shea Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{91} Angelina Pintai #39825, born 08 Feb 1895 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{121} (daughter of Gideon Pintai #58984 and Emerence Rivard #58985), census * 16 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 553,\textsuperscript{60} census * 02 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1922 in 543 Moody Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1935 in 26 Shea Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1938 in 26 Shea Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 021-18-2036 (MA),\textsuperscript{121} city directory * 1956 in 40 Harlem Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1964 in 40 Harlem Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\textsuperscript{61} died 25 Dec 1986 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA.\textsuperscript{121,179}

| i. | Gerard\textsuperscript{12} Lemay #39821, henry no. #1629441 in Chabrier, born ca 1916 in CT,\textsuperscript{60} census * 16 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 553,\textsuperscript{60} census * 02 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1938 in 26 Shea Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA.\textsuperscript{61} |
| ii. | Henry J Lemay #39823, henry no. #1629442 in Chabrier, born 20 Mar 1919 in MA,\textsuperscript{121} census * 16 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 553,\textsuperscript{60} census * 02 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120,\textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 032-10-4960 (MA),\textsuperscript{121} died 08 Feb 2001 in Waterbury, New Haven, CT.\textsuperscript{121} |
| iii. | Margaret Lemay #39820, henry no. #1629443 in Chabrier, born ca 1920 in MA,\textsuperscript{91} census * 02 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120.\textsuperscript{91} |
| v. | Jeannette Lemay #39819, henry no. #1629445 in Chabrier, born ca 1925 in MA,\textsuperscript{91} census * 02 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120\textsuperscript{91} |
| vi. | Leo Lemay #39818, henry no. #1629446 in Chabrier, born ca 1927 in MA,\textsuperscript{91} census * 02 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120.\textsuperscript{91} |
| viii. |  |
| ix. | Theresa Lemay #39816, henry no. #1629449 in Chabrier, city directory * 1956 in 40 Harlem Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA.\textsuperscript{31} |
| x. |  |

2144. **Joseph Donat Antonio\textsuperscript{11} Lemay #39779**, census name Donald LaMay,\textsuperscript{60} (Alexis Olivier\textsuperscript{10}, Pierre,\textsuperscript{6} Euphrosine Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{4} Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{4}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{4}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{2}), henry no. #162945 from Chabrier, born 27 Mar 1892 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{5} baptized \* 27 Mar 1892 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{5} census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 198H1,\textsuperscript{3} emigrated 1906 to USA,\textsuperscript{92} naturalized\textsuperscript{3} census * 27 Apr 1910 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 283,\textsuperscript{4} occupation 27 Apr 1910 silk mill operative,\textsuperscript{6} city directory * 1916 in off Main Street north of Depot Street, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1916 machinist,\textsuperscript{61} event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 05 Jun 1917 barber,\textsuperscript{92} resided 05 Jun 1917 in Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,\textsuperscript{92} height 05 Jun 1917 tall,\textsuperscript{92} weight 05 Jun 1917 slender,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1917 hazel,\textsuperscript{92} hair color 05 Jun 1917 black,\textsuperscript{92} census * 18 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227,\textsuperscript{6} occupation 18 Jan 1920 silk mill stamper,\textsuperscript{6} city directory * 1923 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1923 barber,\textsuperscript{92} city directory * 1927 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1927 barber,\textsuperscript{91} census * 12 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 12 Apr 1930 barber,\textsuperscript{91} property 12 Apr 1930 real estate value $4000.\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1932 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1932 barber,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1934 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1934 barber,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1936 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1936 barber,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1937 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1937 barber,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1939 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1939 barber,\textsuperscript{61} event * 27 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{93} occupation 27 Apr 1942 employed barber,\textsuperscript{91} resided 27 Apr 1942 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,\textsuperscript{91} height 27 Apr 1942 5' 8",\textsuperscript{93} weight 27 Apr 1942 160 lbs,\textsuperscript{93} eye color 27 Apr 1942 gray,\textsuperscript{93} hair color 27 Apr 1942 gray,\textsuperscript{93} complexion 27 Apr 1942 in light,\textsuperscript{93} medical condition 27 Apr 1942 appendicitis scar,\textsuperscript{93} city directory * 1948 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1948 barber,\textsuperscript{61} social
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security num 1951 - 1952 049-26-8841 (CT), center directory * 1952 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1952 barber, center directory * 1954 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1954 barber, center directory * 1955 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1955 barber, center directory * 1956 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1956 barber, center directory * 1958 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 


He married ca 1911 in CT, 

resided (family) 18 Jan 1920 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

Marie Rose Smeralda Gagnon 

#39813, census name Mildred LaMay, born 17 Jan 1894 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Gagnon #58988 and Clara St Louis #58989), baptized * 18 Jan 1894 in St Leon-le-Grand, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 

emigrated 1908 to USA, 

naturalized census * 18 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227, center directory * 1923 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1927 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, 

city directory * 1932 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1934 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1936 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1937 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1939 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1948 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1952 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1954 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1955 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1956 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1958 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1965 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT. 

Marie: Godparents: Louis Samson from Yamachiche & Leonie St Louis, his wife.

Children:

4361 i. Armand A. Lemay #39812, henry no. #1629451 from Chabrier, born 15 Jun 1913 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

census * 18 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227, 

census * 12 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, 

census * 12 Apr 1930 barber apprentice, 

city directory * 1936 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1936 barber, 

city directory * 1937 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1937 barber, 

city directory * 1939 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1939 barber, 

event 24 Sep 1943 in World War II Army Enlistment, 

education 24 Sep 1943 grammar school, 

city directory * 1948 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1948 US Army, 

social security num bef 1951 048-12-7528 (CT), 

city directory * 1952 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1952 barber, 

city directory * 1956 in Litchfield Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1956 barber, 

city directory * 1958 in Litchfield Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1958 barber, 

died 14 Feb 1991 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT. 

He married ca 1938 in CT, 

Marion J McCleery #39811, census name Marion McCleery, born 03 Dec 1914 in CT, 

dead (daughter of Samuel McCleary #58995 and Mildred _ #58996), 

census * 15 May 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 49, 

city directory * 1937 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1937 hospital nurse, 

city directory * 1939 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1948 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

city directory * 1948 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

education 24 Sep 1943 grammar school, 

city directory * 1952 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1952 barber, 

city directory * 1956 in Litchfield Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1956 barber, 

city directory * 1958 in Litchfield Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1958 barber, 

died 08 Sep 2001 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT. 

4362 ii. Hazel I Lemay #39814, henry no. #1629452 from Chabrier, born 23 Aug 1914 in CT, 

census * 18 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227, 

census * 12 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, 

city directory * 1936 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1936 knitter, 

city directory * 1937 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1937 knitter, 

city directory * 1939 in 164 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1948 in 164 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

social security num bef 1951 040-03-5671 (CT), 

city directory * 1952 in 164 1/2 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 

occupation 1952 receptionist for Dan A Marens Studio, 

city directory * 1954 in 164 1/2 Echo Lake Road, 
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Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1954 receptionist for Dan A Marens Studio, city directory * 1955 in 164 1/2 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1955 receptionist for Dan A Marens Studio, city directory * 1956 in 164 1/2 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1956 receptionist for Dan A Marens Studio, city directory * 1958 in 164 1/2 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1958 receptionist for Dan A Marens Studio, died Mar 1977 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT.\(^\text{121}\)

She married 1939, Daniel J Marens #39690, born 12 Dec 1917 in NY, \(^\text{232,121}\) (son of John J Marens #58997 and Grace C __ #58998), city directory * 1937 in Candee Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1937 wrapper for P Inc., city directory * 1939 in 164 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1939 finisher for PKM Inc, event 12 Jun 1945 in World War II Army Enlistment, education 12 Jun 1945 2 years of high school, city directory * 1948 in 164 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1948 photographer, social security num bef 1951 040-03-5636 (CT), city directory * 1952 in 164 1/2 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1952 photographer for Dan A Marens Studio, city directory * 1954 in 164 1/2 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1954 photographer for Dan A Marens Studio, city directory * 1955 in 164 1/2 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1955 photographer for Dan A Marens Studio, city directory * 1956 in 164 1/2 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1956 photographer for Dan A Marens Studio, city directory * 1958 in 164 1/2 Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1958 photographer for Dan A Marens Studio, died 25 Feb 1995 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT.\(^\text{121}\)

+ 4363 iii. Yvette A Lemay #39810 born 08 Jan 1916.
+ 4364 iv. Henry J Lemay #39808 born 05 Dec 1917.
4365 v. Annette L Lemay #39689, henry no. #1629455 from Chabrier, born 26 Jun 1919 in CT, \(^\text{121}\) census * 18 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227, census * 12 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, city directory * 1939 in 63 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1939 boxworker, city directory * 1948 in 78 Highland Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, social security num bef 1951 043-07-7029 (CT), city directory * 1952 in 78 Highland Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1954 in 80 Edwards Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1955 in 79 Edwards Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1956 in 79 Edwards Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1958 in 79 Edwards Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1961 in 79 Edwards Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1962 in 79 Edwards Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, died 27 Jun 2007 in Plymouth, Litchfield, CT.\(^\text{121}\)


+ 4366 vi. Reale J Lemay #39691 born 05 May 1921.
4367 vii. Lorraine L Lemay #39735, henry no. #1629457 from Chabrier, born 1926 in CT, \(^\text{54}\) census * 12 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, city directory * 1948 in 28 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1948 stenographer, city directory * 1952 in 28 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1952 telephone operator, city directory * 1954 in 80 Burton Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1955 in 80 Burton Avenue, Watertown,
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Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1956 in 80 Burton Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1958 in 80 Burton Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT.

She married Walter J Austin #39774, born 18 Nov 1924 in CT, city directory * 1948 in 28 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1948 clerk at PKM Inc, social security num bef 1951 046-12-9629 (CT), city directory * 1952 in 28 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1952 truck driver, city directory * 1954 in 80 Burton Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1954 truck driver, city directory * 1955 in 80 Burton Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1955 truck driver, city directory * 1956 in 80 Burton Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1956 truck driver, city directory * 1958 in 80 Burton Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1958 painter, died 14 Nov 1969 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT.
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directory * 1983 in 25 Hayes Drive, Devon, New Haven, CT, occupation 1983 woodworker, retirement from Sikorsky Aircraft, died 03 Jun 1999 in Milford, New Haven, CT.

2145. Marie Louisa Angelina Lemay #39782 (Alexis Olivier, Pierre, Euphrosine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit', Jean Chabrier dit', Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #162946 from Chabrier, born 20 Nov 1893 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 Nov 1893 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 1988H1, emigrated 1905 to USA, census * 27 Apr 1910 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 284, occupation 27 Apr 1910 silk mill operative, census * 20 Jan 1920 in CT, New Haven, Waterbury, ED 470, city directory * 1924 in 112 Fuller Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1927 in 102 Auburn Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, census * 09 Apr 1930 in CT, New Haven, Waterbury, ED 264, city directory * 1931 in 102 Auburn Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1932 in 102 Auburn Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1933 in 30 Whittlesey Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1934 in 30 Whittlesey Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1948 in 86 Hillside Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1954 in 86 Hillside Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1955 in 86 Hillside Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1957 in 86 Hillside Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1958 in 86 Hillside Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1959 in 86 Hillside Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1960 in 86 Hillside Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1961 in 39 Elmwood Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1962 in 37 Elmwood Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1963 in 37 Elmwood Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1964 in 37 Elmwood Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1968 in 37 Elmwood Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT.

Godparents: Gedeon Blais & Azelie Lemay, his wife.

She married ca 1916 in CT, resided (family) 20 Jan 1920 in 112 Fuller Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 100 Auburn Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, Joseph Bruno Veillette #39799, born 17 Mar 1891 in Ste Genevieve-de-Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, (son of Wilson Veillette #59013 and Marie Baril #59014), baptized * 21 Mar 1891 in Ste Genevieve-de-Batiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada, emigrated 1906 to USA, city directory * 1915 in 261 River Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1915 employed by C R M Co, city directory * 1916 in 731 South Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1916 employed by C R M Co, city directory * 1917 in 731 South Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1917 employed by C R M Co, event * 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, occupation 05 Jun 1917 machine blacksmith at Scovill Mfg Co, resided 05 Jun 1917 in 112 Fuller Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, height 05 Jun 1917 tall, weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, eye color 05 Jun 1917 brown, hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown, hair color 05 Jun 1917 brown, color 05 Jun 1917 brown, color 05 Jun 1917 brown, city directory * 1918 in 240 Orange Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1918 employed by S Mfg Co, city directory * 1920 in 238 Orange Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1920 toolsetter, census * 20 Jan 1920 in CT, New Haven, Waterbury, ED 470, occupation 20 Jan 1920 brass mill blacksmith, city directory * 1924 in 112 Fuller Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1924 blacksmith, city directory * 1927 in 102 Auburn Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1927 blacksmith, census * 09 Apr 1930 in CT, New Haven, Waterbury, ED 264, occupation 09 Apr 1930 automobile spring blacksmith, property 09 Apr 1930 real estate value $6500, city directory * 1931 in 102 Auburn Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1931 blacksmith, city directory * 1932 in 102 Auburn Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1932 blacksmith, city directory * 1933 in 30 Whittlesey Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1933 blacksmith, city directory * 1934 in 30 Whittlesey Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1934 Waterbury Auto Spring Co, city directory * 1936 in 30 Whittlesey Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1936 president of Waterbury Auto Spring Co, city directory * 1937 in 30 Whittlesey Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1937 president of Waterbury Auto Spring Co, city directory * 1939 in 30 Whittlesey Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1939 president of Waterbury Auto Spring Co, event * 22 Apr 1942 in World War II Draft Registration, occupation 22 Apr 1942 Waterbury Auto Spring Co, resided 22 Apr 1942 in Steinman Avenue, Middlebury, New Haven, CT, height 22 Apr 1942 5' 11 1/2”, weight 22 Apr 1942 190 lbs, eye color 22 Apr 1942 brown, hair color 22 Apr 1942 gray, complexion 22 Apr 1942 in light, medical condition 22 Apr 1942 scar on left thumb, city directory * 1946 in 86 Hillside Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1948 in 86 Hillside Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, social security num bef 1951 048-03-1114 (CT), city directory * 1954 in 86 Hillside Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1954 caretaker and janitor, city directory * 1955 in 86
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Joseph: Godparents: Onesime Carpentier, uncle & Heloise Veillet, his wife.

Children:

4370    i.  Armand Wilson Veillette #59010, henry no. #1629461 from Chabrier, born ca 1917 in CT, census * 20 Jan 1920 in CT, New Haven, Waterbury, ED 470, census * 09 Apr 1930 in CT, New Haven, Waterbury, ED 264, city directory * 1937 in 32 Whittlesey Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1937 garage worker, city directory * 1939 in 30 Whittlesey Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT.

4371    ii.  Lucian J Veillette #59011 born 01 May 1921.

4372    iii. Doris V Veillette #59012, henry no. #1629463 from Chabrier, born ca 1924 in CT, census * 09 Apr 1930 in CT, New Haven, Waterbury, ED 264, city directory * 1946 in 86 Hillside Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1946 stenographer, city directory * 1948 in 86 Hillside Avenue, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1948 office secretary.

2146. Marie Osia (Lucy) Lemay #39781 (Alexis Olivier, Pierre, Euphrone Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #162947 from Chabrier, born 30 May 1896 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 01 Jun 1896 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 198H1, emigrated 1905 to USA, census * 27 Apr 1910 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 283, occupation 27 Apr 1910 silk mill operative, census * 20 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227, occupation 20 Jan 1920 silk mill spooler, city directory * 1923 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1927 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, city directory * 1932 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1934 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1936 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1937 in 45 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1939 in 45 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1943 in 200 Main Street, Springfield, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1946 in 45 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1958 in Litchfield Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, died May 1983. Godparents: William Caron & Marie Lemay, his wife.

She married ca 1921 in CT, resided (family) 15 Apr 1930 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT.

Aimel (Emile) Theophile Bruneau #39797, born 23 Jul 1895 in New Haven, New Haven, CT, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 198H1, emigrated 1905 to USA, census * 1910 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 283, occupation 1910 silk mill operatives, census * 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227, occupation 1920 silk mill spooler, city directory * 1923 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1927 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1930 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1934 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1936 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1937 in 45 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1939 in 45 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1943 in 200 Main Street, Springfield, Hampden, MA, city directory * 1946 in 45 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1958 in Litchfield Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, died May 1983. Godparents: William Caron & Marie Lemay, his wife.
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directory * 1958 in Litchfield Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1958 manager, died 20 Sep 1987 in Branford, Litchfield, CT.  

Children:

4373 i. Dorothy V Bruneau #59018, henry no. #1629471 from Chabrier, born ca 1922 in CT, census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48.  

4374 ii. Virginia V Bruneau #59019, henry no. #1629472 from Chabrier, born 18 Feb 1926 in CT, census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, city directory * 1946 in 45 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1946 clerk, city directory * 1948 employed by Berkshire Mfg Co, city directory * 1952 in 45 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1952 cutter & Watertown voter registrar, city directory * 1954 in 17 Scott Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1955 in 17 Scott Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1956 in 17 Scott Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1958 in 17 Scott Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, died 01 Jul 2007 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT.  

She married ca 1948, Lloyd R Toffey #59021, born ca 1924 in CT, son of Frederick T Toffey #59022 and Elizabeth V __ #59023, census 02 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, city directory * 1946 in Middlebury Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1946 toolmaker, city directory * 1952 in 45 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1952 employed by Berkshire Mfg Co, city directory * 1954 in 17 Scott Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1954 employed by Berkshire Mfg Co, city directory * 1955 in 17 Scott Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1955 employed by Berkshire Mfg Co, city directory * 1956 in 17 Scott Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1958 foreman.  

4375 iii. Louis A Bruneau #59020, henry no. #1629473 from Chabrier, city directory * 1946 in 45 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1948 in 45 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT.  

2147. Joseph Fernando Lemay #39778 (Alexis Olivier, Pierre, Euphrosine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #162948 from Chabrier, born 17 Jan 1898 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 18 Jan 1898 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 198H1, emigrated 1903 to USA, census * 27 Apr 1910 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 283, census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, occupation 15 Apr 1930 box shop printer, property 15 Apr 1930 real estate value $6000, city directory * 1932 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1932 cutter for The Heminway Press, city directory * 1934 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1934 cutter, city directory * 1936 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1936 cutter, city directory * 1937 in 53 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1937 cutter, city directory * 1939 in 53 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1939 cutter, city directory * 1948 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1948 cutter, city directory * 1952 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1952 cutter & Watertown voter registrar, city directory * 1954 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1954 cutter & Watertown voter registrar, city directory * 1955 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1955 foreman & Watertown voter registrar, city directory * 1956 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1956 foreman & Watertown voter registrar, city directory * 1958 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1958 foreman & Watertown voter registrar, city directory * 1960 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1960 foreman & Watertown voter registrar, died 08 May 1972 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT, buried 11 May 1972 in Mount St James Cem, Watertown, Litchfield, CT.  

He married ca 1918 in CT, resided (family) 15 Apr 1930 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT.  

Marie Reine Gagnon #39807, born 27 Dec 1894 in QC, Canada, (daughter of Joseph Gagnon #58988 and Clara St Louis #58989), emigrated 1904 to USA, census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, city directory * 1932 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1934 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1936 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT.  
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directory * 1937 in 53 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1939 in 53 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1948 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1952 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1954 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1955 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1956 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1958 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 died 25 Jan 1991 in CT. 54

Children:

4376 i. Fernande Claire 12 Lemay #39773, henry no. #1629481 from Chabrier, born 12 Aug 1918 in CT, 121, 91 census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, 61 city directory * 1937 in 53 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1937 boxmaker, 61 city directory * 1939 in 53 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1939 boxmaker, 61 social security num bef 1951 046-10-0154 (CT), 121 died 21 Apr 1969 in Dallas, TX. 121, 454

She married Hervey E Stetson #39698, born 27 Mar 1921 in CT, 121 (son of Harold Stetson #59024 and Hazel __ #59025), social security num bef 1951 047-01-2892 (CT), 121 died 02 Apr 1990 in Winter Haven, Polk, FL. 121

+ 4377 ii. Walter A Lemay #39684 born 13 Apr 1921.
+ 4378 iii. Yvonne V Lemay #39733 born ca 1924.

4380 v. Norman Lemay #39803, henry no. #1629486 from Chabrier, born ca 1932 in CT, 455 city directory * 1954 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1954 US Army, 61 city directory * 1955 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1955 US Army, 61 city directory * 1956 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1958 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1958 carpenter, 61

He married 10 Jan 1959 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 54 Beverly L. Lewis #39805, born 1934 in CT, 54 died 05 Sep 1983 in Watertown, New Haven, CT. 54

4381 vi. June L Lemay #39692, henry no. #1629485 from Chabrier, born ca 1935 in CT, 455 city directory * 1956 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1958 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1958 racker for PKM Inc, 61 city directory * 1960 in 51 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1960 racker for PKM Inc, 61

She married 29 Jul 1961 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 455 Lesli R Levasseur #39732, born ca 1937 in CT. 455

2148. Joseph Diogene (John) 10 Lemay #39777 (Alexis Olivier 10, Pierre 9, Euphrosine Chabrier dit 8 Vadeboncœur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean 5 Chabrier, Jean 4 Simon 3, Simon 2, Bertrand 1), henry no. #162949 from Chabrier, born 28 Mar 1900 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 30 Mar 1900 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 198H1, 31 emigrated 1905 to USA, 60 census * 27 Apr 1910 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 283, 63 census * 20 Jan 1920 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 227, 60 occupation 20 Jan 1920 silk mill stretcher, 60 city directory * 1923 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1927 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1927 employed by BH Co, 61 census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, 60 occupation 15 Apr 1930 silk mill carpenter, 90 city directory * 1932 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1932 employed at PR Inc, 61 city directory * 1934 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1934 carpenter at Plnc, 61 city directory * 1936 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1936 carpenter at Plnc, 61 city directory * 1937 in 67 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1937 carpenter at Plnc, 61 city directory * 1939 in 67 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1939 carpenter at PKM Inc, 61 city directory * 1948 in 65 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1948 carpenter at PKM Inc, 61 social security num bef 1951 040-03-5617 (CT), 121 city directory * 1952 in 65 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1952 carpenter at PKM Inc, 61 city directory * 1954 in 65 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1954 carpenter at PKM Inc, 61 city directory * 1955 in 65 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1955
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He married ca 1926 in CT, Evelyn M __ #39796, born ca 1910 in CT, city directory * 1927 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, occupation 15 Apr 1930 silk daining, city directory * 1932 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1934 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1936 in Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1937 in 67 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1939 in 67 Westbury Park Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT.

Children:
4382 i. Dorothy Lemay #58986, henry no. #1629491 from Chabrier, born ca 1927 in CT, census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48.
4383 ii. Louise Lemay #58987, henry no. #1629492 from Chabrier, born ca 1928 in CT, census * 15 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48.

2150. Joseph Floribert Ephrem Blais #59049 (Marie Amanda (Azelie) Lemay, Pierre, Euphrosine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean, Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #162971 from Chabrier, born 13 Jan 1894 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 14 Jan 1894 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-6, city directory * 1931 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1931 barber, city directory * 1932 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1932 barber, city directory * 1933 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1933 barber, city directory * 1934 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1934 barber, city directory * 1936 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1936 barber, city directory * 1937 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1937 barber, city directory * 1939 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1939 barber, city directory * 1946 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1946 barber, city directory * 1948 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1948 barber, city directory * 1952 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1952 barber, died 28 Mar 1953 in Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1954 in deceased at age 59. Godparents: Moise Blais, grandfather & Clarisse Bergeron, grandmother.

He married * 13 Aug 1919 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Marie Donia (Louise) Laperriere #59056, born 12 Jan 1897 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, daughter of Edmond Laperriere #59057 and Albina Pellerin #59058, baptized * 12 Jan 1897 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, city directory * 1931 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1932 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1933 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1934 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1939 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1946 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1948 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1952 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1954 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1959 in 43 E Clay Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1958 in 43 E Clay Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1959 in 43 E Clay Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1961 in 43 E Clay Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1962 in 43 E Clay Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1964 in removed to Wolcott, CT. Marie: Godparents: Telephore Pellerin, grandfather & Marie Louise Deschesnes, his wife.

Children:
4384 i. Joseph Edmond Henri Jean Blais #59077, henry no. #1629711 from Chabrier, born 07 Apr 1922 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 07 Apr 1922 in St Boniface, Shawinigan,
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He married Jane R __ #59086, city directory * 1961 in 43 Paul Street, Wolcott, New Haven, CT.

4385 ii. Eugene H Blais #59085, henry no. #1629712 from Chabrier, city directory * 1946 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1948 in rear 699 S Main Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1948 chauffeur.

2151. Marie Azelie Florence Blais #59050 (Marie Amanda (Azelie) Lemay, Pierre, Euphrosine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #162972 from Chabrier, born 17 Aug 1895 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Aug 1895 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-6. Godparents: Pierre Lemay, grandfather & Emilie Bergeron, grand aunt, wife of Simon Morel.

She married * 13 Aug 1919 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Joseph Ephrem Carle #59059, born 27 Sep 1893 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, (son of Louis Carle #59060 and Elzire Villemure #59061), baptized * 28 Sep 1893 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 21 Jul 1939 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 24 Jul 1939 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Joseph: Godparents: Antoine Lemay, son of Pierre Lemay & Oliva Gelinas, daughter of Jean Baptiste Gelinas.

Children:


4387 ii. Joseph Rosario Fernand Carle #59082, henry no. #1629722 from Chabrier, born 05 Feb 1922 in St Pierre, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 05 Feb 1922 in St Pierre, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Rosario Buissiere, uncle & Albertine Carle, his wife.

4388 iii. Joseph Raoul Jean Louis Charles Carle #59078, henry no. #1629723 from Chabrier, born 10 Aug 1931 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 11 Aug 1931 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Raoul Rouleau, uncle & Virginia Carle, aunt from St Louis-de-France, Montreal.

4389 iv. Marie Imelda Rolande Therese Carle #59079, henry no. #1629724 from Chabrier, born 08 Nov 1934 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 11 Nov 1934 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Antonio Bourassa & Imelda Blais from St Boniface.


2158. Joseph Arthur Fernando Blais #59055 (Marie Amanda (Azelie) Lemay, Pierre, Euphrosine Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #162979 from Chabrier, born 01 Jul 1910 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 02 Jul 1910 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-6. Godparents: Napoleon Lapointe, cousin & Loisez Blais, his wife.

He married * 15 Jul 1931 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Laura St Onge #59072 (daughter of Joseph St Onge #59073 and Virginie Paquet #59074).

Children:

4391 i. Joseph Henri Senay Blais #59087, henry no. #1629791 from Chabrier, born 15 Jul 1933 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 16 Jul 1933 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Thomas Beelemare & Virginie Paquette, his wife.
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| 4393 | iii. Marie Rejeanne Simonne Blais #59089, henry no. #1629793 from Chabrier, born 24 Sep 1937 in St Marc, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 26 Sep 1937 in St Marc, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Edmond Blais & Simonne Heroux. |
| 4394 | iv. Joseph Real Sylvio Blais #59090, henry no. #1629794 from Chabrier, born 18 Aug 1939 in St Marc, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 Aug 1939 in St Marc, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Sylvio Carle & Catherine Carle. |

2160. **Maria** Lemonay #39798 (Henri, Pierre, Euphrosine Chabrier dit Vadéboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #162981 in Chabrier, born 05 May 1896 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 May 1896 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 15 Sep 1988. Godparents: Joseph Boisvert, grandfather & Anny Lord, his wife. She married * 12 Jan 1914 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Joseph Edmond Paquin #39793, born 11 Jun 1892 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, (son of Maxime Paquin #59097 and Eliza Caille #59098), baptized * 12 Jun 1892 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Joseph: Godparents: Pierre Lemay & Clarisse Bergeron, his wife.  

| 4395 | i. Edmond Jean Marie Paquin #59099, henry no. #1629811 from Chabrier, born 10 Mar 1916 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 10 Mar 1916 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Henri Lemay & Elmeria Boisvert, his wife. |
| 4396 | ii. Marie Jeanne Paquin #59100, henry no. #1629812 from Chabrier, born 11 Dec 1917 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 12 Dec 1917 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Maxime Paquin & Louise Trepanier. |
| 4397 | iii. Louis Philippe Leonel Paquin #59101, henry no. #1629813 from Chabrier, born 30 Jul 1919 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 30 Jul 1919 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis Amyot & Zelia Paquin, his wife. |
| 4398 | iv. Marie Cecile Paquin #59102, henry no. #1629814 from Chabrier, born 09 Aug 1923 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 29 Oct 1920 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 17 Apr 1922 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Edmond Blais & Simonne Heroux. |

| 4399 | v. Marie Solange Simone Paquin #59103, henry no. #1629815 from Chabrier, born 13 Mar 1922 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 13 Mar 1922 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Ernest Paquin & Jeannette Lemay. |
| 4400 | vi. Joseph Raymond Bruno Paquin #59104, henry no. #1629816 from Chabrier, born 09 Aug 1923 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 10 Aug 1923 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Adelard Paquin & Rebeca Burns, his wife. |
| 4401 | vii. Joseph Georges Lucien Paquin #59105, henry no. #1629817 from Chabrier, born 24 Dec 1924 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 24 Dec 1924 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis Dube & Celina Lemay. |
| 4402 | viii. Paul Emile Paquin #59106, henry no. #1629818 from Chabrier, born 18 Aug 1926 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 18 Aug 1926 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Antoine Lemay & Actilia Bellemare. |
| 4403 | ix. Joseph Gedeon Gerard Paquin #59107, henry no. #1629819 from Chabrier, born 19 Jun 1928 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 19 Jun 1928 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Gedeon Lemay, uncle & Alphedia Desaulniers. |
| 4404 | x. Joseph Henri Fernand Paquin #59108, henry no. #162981A from Chabrier, born 22 Dec 1930 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 23 Dec 1930 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Jean Marie Paquin & Marie Jeanne Paquin. |
| 4405 | xi. Marie Therese Cecile Jacqueline Paquin #59109, henry no. #162981B from Chabrier, born 27 Jan 1933 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 28 Jan 1933 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Germain Bellemare & Aldora Bellemare. |
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4406  xii. Marie Fleurette Clemence Paquin #59110, henry no. #162981C from Chabrier, born 12 Jul 1934 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 13 Jul 1934 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Leonel Paquin, brother & Simone Paquin, sister.

4407  xiii. Marie Aline Yvonne Paquin #59111, henry no. #162981D from Chabrier, born 06 Sep 1936 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 07 Sep 1936 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Ambroise Belleumare, cousin & Yvonne Thiffaut, his wife.


He married * 01 Oct 1919 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT. Donia Felixina Gelinas #39804, born 05 Dec 1898 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, daughter of Alphonse Gelinas #59093 and Rose Anna Dugre #59094, baptized * 05 Dec 1898 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, emigrated 1925 to CT, city directory * 1927 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, census * 09 Apr 1930 in CT, Watertown, ED 48, city directory * 1932 in 11 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1934 in 11 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1936 in 11 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1937 in 58 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1939 in 58 Atwood Court, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1948 in Burton Avenue Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1952 in Burton Avenue Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1954 in Burton Avenue Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1955 in Burton Street Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1956 in Burton Street Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, died 25 Feb 1997 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT. Godparents: Victor Dugre, uncle & Odeline Gerbeau, his wife.

Children:

4408  i. Marie Jeanne Annette Lemay #39771, henry no. #1629821 in Chabrier, born 13 Sep 1921 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 13 Sep 1921 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, emigrated 1925 to CT, city directory * 1948 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT, census * 09 Apr 1930 in CT, Watertown, ED 48, city directory * 1948 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1952 in Burton Avenue Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1954 in Burton Avenue Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1955 in Burton Avenue Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1955 in Burton Avenue Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1958 in 205 Burton Street Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT. Godparents: Alphonse Gelinas & Rose Anna Dugre.

She married 04 Apr 1945 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT. John R Keilty #39755, born ca 1921 in CT, son of Frederick A Keilty #59114 and Sarah __ #59115, census 09 Apr 1930 in CT, Watertown, ED 48, city directory * 1948 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1948 attendant, city directory * 1952 in Burton Avenue Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1952 engine
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4409 ii. Irene Lemay #39801, henry no. #1629822 in Chabrier, born 28 Feb 1924 in CT, census * 09 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48, city directory * 1948 in Burton Avenue Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1948 nurse at St Mary's Hospital, social security num bef 1951 049-14-9372 (CT), city directory * 1954 in 101 Franklin Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1955 in 101 Franklin Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1957 in 101 Franklin Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, city directory * 1958 in 216 Ball Farm Road, Oakville, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1959 in Oakville, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1960 in 216 Ball Farm Road, Oakville, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1961 in 216 Ball Farm Road, Oakville, Litchfield, CT, died 22 Jul 2006 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT.

She married Lewis A (Archambault) Archibald #39775, born 23 Aug 1912 in ON, Canada, (son of Clarence A Archibald #59116 and Mary A Archibault #59117), event 24 Nov 1942 in World War II Army Enlistment, education 24 Nov 1942 4 years of high school, height 24 Nov 1942 5' 6" weight 24 Nov 1942 121 lbs, city directory * 1948 in St Mary's Hospital, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1948 chef at St Mary's Hospital, social security num bef 1951 020-14-0512 (MA), city directory * 1954 in 101 Franklin Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1954 chef, city directory * 1955 in 101 Franklin Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1955 brass worker, city directory * 1957 in 101 Franklin Street, Waterbury, New Haven, CT, occupation 1958 annealer, city directory * 1959 in Oakville, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1959 annealer, city directory * 1960 in 216 Ball Farm Road, Oakville, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1960 annealer, city directory * 1961 in 216 Ball Farm Road, Oakville, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1961 annealer, city directory * 1962 in Oakville, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1962 annealer, city directory * 1962 in 216 Ball Farm Road, Oakville, Litchfield, CT, died 16 Sep 1968 in Waterbury, New Haven, CT.


He married btw 1948 - 1952, Shirley T Archibald #59113, city directory * 1952 in Burton Avenue Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1954 in Burton Avenue Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1955 in Burton Avenue Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1956 in Burton Street Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1958 in Burton Street Ext, Watertown, Litchfield, CT.


He married * 23 Apr 1924 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Euphemia Alpheda Desaulniers #39734, born 24 Mar 1901 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, (daughter of Felix Desaulniers #59095 and Clara Rouette #59096), baptized * 24 Mar 1901 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Euphemia: Godparents: Henri Desaulniers & Mathilda Noel, his wife.
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Children:

4411 i. Georgette12 Lemay #39769, henry no. #1629841 from Chabrier, born 12 Mar 1925 in Watertown, Litchfield, CT. 54

She married (1) 11 Aug 1945 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 54 Leonard Lesieur #39718.
She married (2) 54 __ Giguere #39768.

4412 ii. Jules Lemay #39770 born 02 Jun 1926.

4413 iii. Marie Clara Jacqueline Lemay #39766, henry no. #1629843 from Chabrier, born 02 Feb 1930 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 03 Feb 1930 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 died 23 Feb 1996 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. 54 Godparents: Felix Desaulniers & Rose Anna Milette.

She married 16 Sep 1950 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 54 Gilles St Onge #39765. Gilles: Son of Camille St Onge & Marie Lavergne.


4415 v. Marie Sara Juliette Lemay #39761, henry no. #1629845 from Chabrier, born 26 Mar 1933 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 27 Mar 1933 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. 54 Godparents: Antoine Lemay, uncle & Actilia Bellemare, aunt.

She married (1) 54 Paul Emile Lafreniere #39762.
She married (2) 54 __ Page #39699.

4416 vi. Mariette Clemence Doris Lemay #39802, henry no. #1629846 from Chabrier, born 09 May 1935 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 12 May 1935 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Solem Desaulniers, uncle & Hattie Desaulniers, aunt.


4419 ix. Marie Madeleine Denise Lemay #39760, henry no. #1629849 from Chabrier, born 21 Jun 1939 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 21 Jun 1939 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Edmond Blais & Marie Jeanne Paquin.

4420 x. __ Lemay #39754, henry no. #162984A from Chabrier.

She married 54 __ Viens #39753.

2164. Marie Jeanette11 Lemay #39792 (Henri10, Pierre9, Euphrosine Chabrier dit8 Vadeboncoeur, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #162985 in Chabrier, born 04 Jan 1903 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 07 Jan 1903 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 emigrated 1922 to CT, 91 census * 11 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, ED 48, 92 city directory * 1932 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1934 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1936 in Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1937 in 111 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1939 in 111 Greenwood Avenue, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 city directory * 1946 in 132 Porter Street, Watertown, Litchfield, CT. 61 Godparents: Adeline Mattheau & Marie Jeanne Mattheau, his wife.

She married * 15 Jun 1927 in St Boniface, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 54 resided (family) 11 Apr 1930 in Porter Street, Watertown, Litchfield, CT. 99 Joseph Louis Grenier #39791, born 02 Aug 1903 in St Mathieu, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 (son of Pierre Grenier #59118 and Emelida Poirier #59119), baptized * 03 Aug 1903 in St Mathieu, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 emigrated Mar 1924 to Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 81 city directory * 1927 in Echo Lake Road, Watertown, Litchfield, CT, 61 occupation 1927 employed by S Mfg Co, 61 census * 11 Apr 1930 in
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Children:

4421 i. Vivian Grenier #46391, henry no. #1629831 in Chabrier, born ca 1928 in CT, census * 11 Apr 1930 in CT, Litchfield, Watertown, ED 48.

2168. **Marie Alzima Tisdel dit H** Noel #36307 (Marie Amabilis Verboncoeur, Olivier, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #164131 from Chabrier, born 21 Feb 1876 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 22 Feb 1876 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2, census * 10 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 166K1, census * 13 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 173-22, Godparents: Olivier Verboncoeur & Marie St Louis, wife of Onesime Tisdel.

She married * 16 Apr 1894 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Wilfrid Elliott #59125, born ca Sep 1867 in QC, Canada, (son of Robert Elliott #59126 and Hermine Gerbeau #59127), census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2, census * 13 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 173-22, occupation 13 Jun 1911 grocer.

Children:

4422 i. N.N. Elliott #59128, henry no. #1641311 from Chabrier, born 05 Jan 1895 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, born 05 Jan 1895 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 05 Jan 1895 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 06 Jan 1895 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.

4423 ii. Joseph Welly Elliott #59129, henry no. #1641312 from Chabrier, born 01 May 1896 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 02 May 1896 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 13 Dec 1901 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 15 Dec 1901 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Olivier Vadeboncoeur & Hermine Jarbeau, wife of Jean Baptiste St Louis.

+ 4424 iii. Marie Elise Elliott #59133 born 06 Aug 1898.

+ 4425 iv. Joseph Edmond Wordy Elliott #59134 born 05 Apr 1900.


2169. **Marie Azelle** Noel #36306 (Marie Amabilis Verboncoeur, Olivier, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #164132 from Chabrier, born 02 Feb 1878 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 02 Feb 1878 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census 1881 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 85E2, census * 10 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 166K1, census * 29 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinongé, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1. Godparents: Onesime Noel & Mathilda Carle, wife of Olivier Vadeboncoeur.

She married * 14 Sep 1903 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Joseph Adelard Arseneault #36305, born 21 Feb 1881 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, (son of Joseph Arseneault #59136 and Mathilde St Louis #59135),
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baptized * 22 Feb 1881 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. 9  

Joseph: Godparents: Honore St Louis, grandfather & Emmerenciene Elliott, grandmother.

Children:

4429  i. Marie Rose12 Arseneault #59137, henry no. #1641321 from Chabrier, born 08 Jun 1904 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 9 baptized * 09 Jun 1904 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. 9 Godparents: Urbain St Louis & Maria Noel.

4430  ii. Marie Blanche Diana Arseneault #59138, henry no. #1641322 from Chabrier, born 15 Sep 1906 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 9 baptized * 15 Sep 1906 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. 9 Godparents: Edouard Leblanc & Malvina Arseneault.


2173. Marie Oliva14 Noel #36309 (Marie Amabilis10 Verboncoeur, Olivier9, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #164136 from Chabrier, born 11 Aug 1886 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 9 baptized * 12 Aug 1886 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 9 census * 10 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 166K1, 30 census * 29 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1, 33 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan Falls, ED 203-40, 32 died 12 Oct 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 13 Oct 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: William Purnex & Pelia Noel, aunt.

She married * 14 Sep 1908 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 9 Joseph Arthur Charette #59140, born 07 Nov 1882 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 9 (son of Philippe Charette #59141 and Henriette (Azilda) Lesage #59142), baptized * 08 Nov 1882 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, 9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan Falls, ED 203-40, 32 occupation 1911 boat pilot, 32 died 18 Oct 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 18 Oct 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. 9 Joseph: Godparents: Pierre Boulay & Zoe Biaud.

Children:

4432  i. Marie Dora Ida12 Charette #59143, henry no. #1641361 from Chabrier, born 23 Jun 1909 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 23 Jun 1909 in St Pierre, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan Falls, ED 203-40. 32 Godparents: Charles Edoard Charette, unnee & Maria Noel, aunt.

She married * 05 Aug 1939 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 Roland Clermont #59149, born 05 Mar 1910 in St Esebe-de-Verceil, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, 9 (son of Arthur Clermont #59150 and Alice Dufort i#59151), census * 06 Mar 1910 in St Esebe-de-Verceil, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada. 9 Roland: Godparents: Joseph Lavalle & Marie Flore Clermont, his wife.

4433  ii. Marie Alice Leda Charette #59144, henry no. #1641362 from Chabrier, born 12 Aug 1910 in St Pierre, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 12 Aug 1910 in St Pierre, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Shawinigan Falls, ED 203-40. 32 Godparents: Hormisdas Lessard, unnee & Elzima Charette, his wife, aunt.

4434  iii. Joseph Leo Charette #59145, henry no. #1641363 from Chabrier, born 06 May 1912 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 07 May 1912 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 died 16 Oct 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 16 Oct 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Philippe Charette & Azilda Allard.

4435  iv. Joseph Armand Charette #59146, henry no. #1641364 from Chabrier, born 01 Feb 1914 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 02 Feb 1914 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 died 17 Oct 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 buried * 18 Oct 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Israel Noel & Amabelice Vadeboncoeur.

4436  v. Marie Blanche Yvonne Charette #59147, henry no. #1641365 from Chabrier, born 20 Jan 1916 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, 9 baptized * 21 Jan 1916 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. 9 Godparents: Wilfrid Elliott & Elzima Noel.
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4437 vi. Joseph Albert Alcide Charette #59148, henry no. #1641366 from Chabrier, born 19 Apr 1917 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 20 Apr 1917 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Albert Noel & Marie Elise Elliot.

4438 vii. Marie Charette #59152, henry no. #1641367 from Chabrier, born 23 May 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, census * 23 May 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 23 May 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, buried * 24 May 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.


She married * 25 Feb 1924 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, Joseph Lessard #36077 (son of Medard Lessard #59153 and Azilda Beland #59154). Joseph: Son of Joseph Lessard & Azilda Beland.

Children:


+ 4440 ii. Roger Lessard #32621.


He married * 23 Jun 1931 in St Edouard-de-Maskinongé, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, Marie Florina Charette #59156, born 26 Nov 1898 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, daughter of Philippe Charette #59157 and Armeline Leblanc #59158, baptized * 27 Nov 1898 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.

Children:
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Children:

4443 i. Marie Blanche Diane\textsuperscript{12} Michaud #59189, henry no. #16413D1 from Chabrier, born 20 Mar 1925 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 21 Mar 1925 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Antoine Trepanier & Amabilis Vadeboncoeur.

4444 ii. Marie Reine Jeannine Michaud #59190, henry no. #16413D2 from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1930 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 30 Jan 1930 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Wilfrid Michaud & Edouardina Michaud.

4445 iii. Marie Claudette Florette Michaud #59191, henry no. #16413D3 from Chabrier, born 04 Apr 1932 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 04 Apr 1932 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Albert Noel & Marie Anne Lessard.

4446 iv. Joseph Armand Rosaire Michaud #59192, henry no. #16413D4 from Chabrier, born 04 May 1936 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 04 May 1936 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Romeo Michaud & Yvonne Charette.

2181. Marie Anne\textsuperscript{11} Lupien #36197 (Marie Delima (Emma)\textsuperscript{10} Verboncoeur, Olivier\textsuperscript{9}, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{2} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{3}), henry no. #164171 from Chabrier, born 07 Apr 1891 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 08 Apr 1891 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 29 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1,\textsuperscript{31} census * 15 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 173-22,\textsuperscript{32} died 27 Jan 1953 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Olivier Vadeboncoeur, grandfather & Mathilde Carle, grandmother.

She married * 05 Jul 1909 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{456} Louis Alphonse Lessard #36199, born 24 Apr 1889 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} (son of Louis Lessard #59197 and Sophie Gerbeau #59198), baptized * 25 Apr 1889 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} census * 15 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 173-22,\textsuperscript{32} occupation 15 Jun 1911 laborer.\textsuperscript{32} Louis: Godparents: Louis Lessard, grandfather & Sophie Morissette, grandmother.

Children:

4447 i. Marie Ange\textsuperscript{12} Lessard #40694 born 06 Jun 1910.
4448 ii. Joseph Ferdinand Leopold Lessard #40696 born 05 Nov 1911.
4449 iii. Marie Corona Antoinette Lessard #40689 born 13 Oct 1913.
4450 iv. Joseph Ferdinand Hortense Lessard #59200, henry no. #1641714 from Chabrier, born 23 Jun 1915 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 24 Jun 1915 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Ferdinand Lupien, uncle & Lucia Lupien, aunt.
4451 v. Joseph Walter Lessard #40697, henry no. #1641715 from Chabrier, born 23 Feb 1917 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 24 Feb 1917 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Philippe Coutu, uncle & Udergine Lessard, his wife.
4452 vi. Joseph Victorie Lessard #40695, henry no. #1641716 from Chabrier, born 09 Feb 1919 in Ste Angele, Premont, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 10 Feb 1919 in Ste Angele, Premont, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Ludger Gerbeau & Argentine Lupien, aunt.
4453 vii. Marie Maudia Rose Ina Lessard #40693, henry no. #1641717 from Chabrier, born 16 May 1920 in Ste Angele, Premont, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 17 May 1920 in Ste Angele, Premont, Maskinongé, QC, Canada.\textsuperscript{9} Godparents: Joseph Coutu from Shawinigan & Maudia Lessard, aunt, his wife.

She married\textsuperscript{457} Lucien Beaudry #40775.


He married\textsuperscript{457} Yvonne Lacoursiere #40710.

4455 ix. Marie Angele Lucille Lessard #40691, henry no. #1641719 from Chabrier, born 18 Jul 1923 in Ste Angele, Premont, Maskinongé, QC, Canada,\textsuperscript{9} baptized * 20 Jul 1923 in Ste Angele, Premont,
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Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Charles Edouard Lessard, uncle & Alphousine Brousseau, his wife.

She married Levis Lacoursiere #40773.


+ 4458 xii. Marielle Rejanne Lessard #40685 born 06 Mar 1928.

She married Lucien Lessard #40774.


2183. Marie Lucia Lupien #38018 (Marie Delima (Emma))Verboncoeur, Olivier, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit VADEBONCOEUR, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #164173 from Chabrier, born 16 May 1895 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 17 May 1895 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, census * 29 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 168K1, census * 15 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Ursule, ED 173-22. Godparents: Adelard Lupien, uncle & Delia Noel, his wife.

She married 02 Oct 1911 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, resided (family) 08 Jun 1939 in Belcourt, Abitibi, QC, Canada. Ferdinand Lupien #38020, born 23 Jun 1889 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, (son of Adelard Lupien #59211 and Delia Thisdel dit Noel #59212), baptized * 24 Jun 1889 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Ferdinand: Godparents: Ferdinand Lupien, uncle & Rosalie Noel dit Thisdel, aunt.

Children:
4462 i. Joseph Ferdinand Viateur Lupien #59196, henry no. #1641731 from Chabrier, born 01 Aug 1912 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 04 Aug 1912 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.
4463 ii. Marie Antoinette Lupien #59213, henry no. #1641732 from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1914 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 31 Jan 1914 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 16 Feb 1914 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, buried * 18 Feb 1914 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Adelard Lupien, grandfather & Delia Noel, grandmother.

+ 4464 iii. Joseph Lucien Lupien #59214 born 08 Mar 1916.
4468 vii. N.N. Lupien #59220, henry no. #1641737 from Chabrier, born 08 Aug 1923 in Ste Angele, Premont, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, baptized 08 Aug 1923 at home, died 08 Aug 1923 in Ste Angele, Premont, Maskinongé, QC, Canada, buried * 08 Aug 1923 in Ste Angele, Premont, Maskinongé, QC, Canada. Lived for 5 minutes.
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2184. **Marie Rose Argentine**II Lupien #36198 (Marie Delima (Emma))10 Verboncoeur, Olivier9, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit5, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7 Vadboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean10 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand8), henry no. #1641747 from Chabrier, born 22 Jul 1908 in Lena, Oconto, WI, census * 09 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 110,63


Children:

4471 i. Marie Lucienne Florence12 Bergeron #59227, henry no. #1641741 from Chabrier, born 09 Feb 1926 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 09 Feb 1926 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Ferdinand Lupien, grandfather & Delima Vadboncoeur.


4473 iii. N.N. Bergeron #59229, henry no. #1641743 from Chabrier, born 20 Jan 1931 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized 20 Jan 1931 at home, died 20 Jan 1931 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. buried * 21 Jan 1931 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Lived a couple of hours.


4475 v. Marie Jeanne Alice Bergeron #59231, henry no. #1641745 from Chabrier, born 05 Mar 1934 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 06 Mar 1934 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Emile Corriveau & Diana Belanger.


He married 29 Aug 1959 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada.456 Marie Paule Lafreniere #59236 (daughter of Jean Baptiste Lafreniere #59237 and Cecile Bergeron #59238).


4479 ix. Marie Lucie Giselle Bergeron #59235, henry no. #1641749 from Chabrier, born 01 Jan 1940 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, baptized * 01 Jan 1940 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada, died 12 Jan 1940 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. buried * 13 Jan 1940 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Wordy St Pierre & Lucie Noel, his wife.

2188. **Margaret**II LaFave #34322 (Marie Josephine10 Verboncoeur, Nicolas9, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7 Vadboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean10 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand8), henry no. from Chabrier, born 22 Jul 1908 in Lena, Oconto, WI, census * 09 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 110,63
census * 16 Feb 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 174,\(^6\) died 13 Dec 1981 in Lena, Oconto, WI,\(^5\) census * 26 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 30.\(^9\)

She married 30 Apr 1930 in St Charles Ch, Lena, Oconto, WI,\(^5\) Julian Pawlak \#34323, born ca 1905 in WI,\(^9\) census * 26 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 30,\(^9\) occupation 26 Apr 1930 hired man dairy farm laborer,\(^9\) died 1968 in Lena, Oconto, WI.\(^5\)

**Children:**

4480 i. Betty\(^12\) Pawlak \#34324, henry no. from Chabrier.

She married\(^5\) Bob Effenberger \#34325.

2189. **Anna**\(^10\) Verboncoeur \#29562, census name Annie Bunker,\(^46\) (Jean Baptiste Henri\(^10\), Nicolas\(^9\), Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dít\(^8\), Charles Amable Chabrier dít\(^7\) Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dít\(^6\), Jean\(^5\) Chabrier, Jean\(^4\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^2\), Bertrand\(^1\)) (See marriage to number 850.)

2191. **Alexander**\(^11\) Bunker \#46401 (Jean Baptiste Henri\(^10\) Verboncoeur, Nicolas\(^9\), Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dít\(^8\), Charles Amable Chabrier dít\(^7\) Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dít\(^6\), Jean\(^5\) Chabrier, Jean\(^4\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^2\), Bertrand\(^1\)), henry no. \#164253 from Chabrier, born 16 Aug 1899 in WI,\(^121\) census * 04 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 145,\(^46\) census * 11 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 113,\(^63\) census * 09 Mar 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 174,\(^60\) occupation 09 Mar 1920 farm laborer,\(^60\) census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 27,\(^91\) occupation 12 Apr 1930 paper mill laborer,\(^91\) social security num bef 1951 396-03-8989 (WI),\(^121\) died Nov 1958 in WI.\(^121\)

He married ca 1924 in WI,\(^91\) resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 in 901 Day Street, Green Bay, Brown, WI,\(^91\) Rose M Konop \#46405, born ca 1905 in WI,\(^91\) (daughter of Simon L Konop \#59249 and Bessie E \_\_ \#59250), census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 27.\(^91\)

**Children:**

4481 i. Harold S\(^12\) Bunker \#46406, henry no. \#1642531 from Chabrier, born 07 May 1925 in WI,\(^91,121\) census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 27,\(^91\) social security num bef 1951 389-20-0088 (WI),\(^121\) died 19 Jan 1990 in WI.\(^121\)

4482 ii. Irwin Bunker \#46407, henry no. \#1642532 from Chabrier, born ca Dec 1926 in WI,\(^91\) census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 27.\(^91\)

4483 iii. Raymond J Bunker \#46408, henry no. \#1642533 from Chabrier, born 30 Jul 1928 in WI,\(^91\) census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 27,\(^91\) social security num bef 1951 391-24-0238 (WI),\(^121\) died 16 Jul 1992 in WI.\(^121\)


4485 v. Doris Bunker \#51808, henry no. \#1642535 from Chabrier.

She married Clifford Pheiffer \#51809.

4486 vi. Lorraine Bunker \#51810, henry no. \#1642536 from Chabrier.

She married Merrill Carpiaux \#51811.

4487 vii. Shirley Bunker \#51812, henry no. \#1642537 from Chabrier.

She married __ Mysliwiec \#51813.

4488 viii. Sharon Bunker \#51814, henry no. \#1642538 from Chabrier.

She married Thomas Thelen \#51815.

4489 ix. Francis Bunker \#51816, henry no. \#1642539 from Chabrier.

He married Eileen __ \#51817.
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He married (1) Victoria Miller #34160.

Children:

4490 i. Norma Jean Bourassa #34161, henry no. #1642711 from Chabrier.
4491 ii. Donna Raye Bourassa #34162, henry no. #1642712 from Chabrier.

He married (2) Edith Wery #34163, born 1924.


He married ca 1929 in WI, resided (family) 10 Apr 1930 in 1405 South Maple Avenue, Green Bay, Brown, WI.

Mildred M. Clereman #34165, born ca 1911 in WI, census * 10 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 36.

Children:

+ 4492 i. Shirley Miller Bourassa #34166 born 12 May 1932.
4493 ii. Laverne Bourassa #34167, henry no. #1642722 from Chabrier, resided 20 Apr 2005 in Oconto, Oconto, WI.

She married __ Sexton #59419.

4494 iii. Robert Bourassa #59421, henry no. #1642723 from Chabrier, died young.
4495 iv. Francis Bourassa #59422, henry no. #1642724 from Chabrier, died young.
4496 v. N.N. Bourassa #59423, henry no. #1642725 from Chabrier, died young.

2197. Harry Jerome Bourassa #34168 (Lillian Olive Verboncoeur, Nicolas, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit’Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit’, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #164273 from Chabrier, born 03 Feb 1907 in Lakewood, Oconto, WI, census * 26 Apr 1910 in WI, Forest, Wabeno, ED 29, census * 23 Feb 1920 in WI, Forest, Wabeno, ED 90, census * 04 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 26, resided 04 Apr 1930 in 202 Baldwin Street, Oconto, Oconto, WI, occupation 04 Apr 1930 lumber yard laborer, social security num 1954 394-34-0176 (WI), died 26 Dec 1975 in Green Valley, Shawano, WI.

He married 13 Feb 1934 in Oconto, Oconto, WI, Joyce Westfahl #34169, born ca 1916 in Lakewood, Oconto, WI.

Children:

4497 i. Darlene Bourassa #34170, henry no. #1642631 in Chabrier, born 18 Sep 1935.
4498 ii. Harriet Bourassa #34171, henry no. #1642632 in Chabrier, born 09 Feb 1937.
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She married 13 Oct 1914 in Lena, Oconto, WI, \textbf{Joseph Patrick Doyle} \#29574, born 23 Dec 1894 in Chilton, Calumet, WI, \textsuperscript{12,92} (son of Edward Doyle \#59428), event \* 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, \textsuperscript{92} occupation 05 Jun 1917 laborer in pulp mill, \textsuperscript{92} resided 05 Jun 1917 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI, \textsuperscript{92} height 05 Jun 1917 tall, \textsuperscript{92} weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, \textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1917 light blue, \textsuperscript{92} hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown, \textsuperscript{92} census * 16 Apr 1930 in WI, Calumet, Chilton, ED 7, \textsuperscript{91} occupation 16 Apr 1930 dairy farmer, \textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 390-28-1326 (WI), \textsuperscript{91} died 20 Mar 1981 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI. \textsuperscript{12,91,56} \textbf{Joseph}: Son of Edward Doyle (b. Ireland).

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Children:}
  \item 4499 i. Joseph P\textsuperscript{12} Doyle \#42967, henry no. \#1642911 from Chabrier, born 13 Aug 1915 in WI, \textsuperscript{121} census * 16 Apr 1930 in WI, Calumet, Chilton, ED 7, \textsuperscript{91} social security num 1955 394-36-9553 (WI), \textsuperscript{121} died 12 Mar 1996 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI. \textsuperscript{121}
  \item 4500 ii. Margaret Anna Doyle \#39525, henry no. \#1642912 from Chabrier, born 22 Aug 1918, \textsuperscript{55} census * 16 Apr 1930 in WI, Calumet, Chilton, ED 7. \textsuperscript{91}
  \item 4501 iii. Norbert H Doyle \#42968, henry no. \#1642913 from Chabrier, born ca 1922 in WI, \textsuperscript{91} census * 16 Apr 1930 in WI, Calumet, Chilton, ED 7, \textsuperscript{91} event 30 Dec 1941 in World War II Army Air Corps Enlistment, \textsuperscript{232} education 30 Dec 1941 grammar school, \textsuperscript{232} occupation 30 Dec 1941 automobile serviceman, \textsuperscript{232} height 30 Dec 1941 6 ft, \textsuperscript{232} weight 30 Dec 1941 185 lbs. \textsuperscript{232}
  \item 4502 iv. Genevieve Doyle \#34178, henry no. \#1642914 from Chabrier, born 28 Aug 1924, \textsuperscript{56} census * 16 Apr 1930 in WI, Calumet, Chilton, ED 7, \textsuperscript{91} died 02 Mar 1977. \textsuperscript{56}
  \item 4503 v. Percy E Doyle \#42969, henry no. \#1642915 from Chabrier, born Feb 1927 in WI, \textsuperscript{91} census * 16 Apr 1930 in WI, Calumet, Chilton, ED 7, \textsuperscript{91}
  \item 4504 vi. Mark J Doyle \#42970, henry no. \#1642916 from Chabrier, born 25 Oct 1929 in WI, \textsuperscript{121} census * 16 Apr 1930 in WI, Calumet, Chilton, ED 7, \textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 393-24-9424 (WI), \textsuperscript{121} died 23 Apr 2004 in Elcho, Langlade, WI. \textsuperscript{121}
\end{itemize}

2201. \textbf{Grace Marie\textsuperscript{6} Bunker} \#29539 (Jean Baptiste\textsuperscript{10} Verbunker, Nicolas\textsuperscript{6} Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{2}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. \#164292 from Chabrier, born 25 May 1900 in Lena, Oconto, WI, \textsuperscript{55} census * 04 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 145, \textsuperscript{46} census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, \textsuperscript{107} census * 11 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 113, \textsuperscript{63} census * 19 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 178, \textsuperscript{60} census * 26 Apr 1930 in WI, Outagamie, Oneida, ED 45, \textsuperscript{91} died 03 Apr 1967 in Lena, Oconto, WI, \textsuperscript{56} buried 03 Apr 1967 in Lena, Oconto, WI. \textsuperscript{121}

She married 18 Sep 1917 in Lena, Oconto, WI, \textsuperscript{55} resided (family) 26 Apr 1930 in County Trunk "E", Oneida, Outagamie, WI. \textsuperscript{91} \textbf{Bernard Henry Smet} \#29549, born 26 Oct 1895 in Rockland, WI, \textsuperscript{12} (son of Joseph Smet \#59429 and Barbara___ \#59430), event \* 05 Jun 1917 in World War I Draft Registration, \textsuperscript{92} occupation 05 Jun 1917 laborer for G A Lawten Co, DePere, WI, \textsuperscript{92} resided 05 Jun 1917 in RT#1 DePere, Brown, WI, \textsuperscript{92} height 05 Jun 1917 medium, \textsuperscript{92} weight 05 Jun 1917 medium, \textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1917 blue, \textsuperscript{92} hair color 05 Jun 1917 dark brown, \textsuperscript{92} census * 16 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 178, \textsuperscript{60} occupation 19 Jan 1920 farmer, \textsuperscript{60} census * 26 Apr 1930 in WI, Outagamie, Oneida, ED 45, \textsuperscript{91} occupation 26 Apr 1930 farmer, \textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 392-18-3957 (WI), \textsuperscript{121} died 01 Feb 1963 in Lena, Oconto, WI, \textsuperscript{121,302,56} buried Feb 1963 in Lena, Oconto, WI.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Children:}
  \item 4505 i. Josephine\textsuperscript{12} Smet \#39374, henry no. \#1642921 from Chabrier, born ca 1921 in WI, \textsuperscript{91} census * 26 Apr 1930 in WI, Outagamie, Oneida, ED 43, \textsuperscript{91} died bef Feb 2001.
  \item She married 14 Sep 1974 in Oconto co., WI, \textsuperscript{48} John E. Christenson \#39375, born 09 Jul 1923 in MN, \textsuperscript{12,121} event \* 09 Nov 1942 in World War II Army Enlistment, \textsuperscript{232} education 09 Nov 1942 grammar school, \textsuperscript{232} height 09 Nov 1942 5'8", \textsuperscript{232} weight 09 Nov 1942 152 lbs, \textsuperscript{32} social security num bef 1951 476-18-9066 (MN), \textsuperscript{121} died 01 Jun 2003 in Menominee, Menominee, MI. \textsuperscript{121}
  \item 4506 ii. Frances Smet \#39361, henry no. \#1642922 from Chabrier, born ca 1922 in WI, \textsuperscript{91} census * 26 Apr 1930 in WI, Outagamie, Oneida, ED 45, \textsuperscript{91} resided Feb 2001 in Marinette, Marinette, WI. \textsuperscript{97}
  \item She married __ Last \#39362.
\end{itemize}
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4507 iii. Marie Smet #39363, henry no. #1642923 from Chabrier, born ca 1923 in WI, census * 26 Apr 1930 in WI, Outagamie, Oneida, ED 45, resided Feb 2001 in Appleton, Outagamie, WI.

She married __ Hansen #39364.

4508 iv. Virginia Smet #39365, henry no. #1642924 from Chabrier, born ca 1925 in WI, census * 26 Apr 1930 in WI, Outagamie, Oneida, ED 45, resided Feb 2001 in Oconto, Oconto, WI.

She married __ Exford #39366.

4509 v. Earl (Lewis) Smet #39359, henry no. #1642925 from Chabrier, born ca Jan 1926 in WI, census * 26 Apr 1930 in WI, Outagamie, Oneida, ED 45, resided Feb 2001 in Pound, Marinette, WI.

He married Elizabeth __ #39360.

4510 vi. John L. Smet #39379, henry no. #1642926 from Chabrier, born 11 May 1928 in WI, social security num bef 1951 725-10-4694 (Railroad Board), died 06 May 1990 in WI.

4511 vii. Ethel Smet #34179 born 10 May 1930.

4512 viii. Margaret E Smet #39343 born 15 Feb 1936.

4513 ix. Elizabeth Smet #39367, henry no. #1642929 from Chabrier, resided Feb 2001 in Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI.

She married __ Trudeau #39368.

4514 x. Carol Smet #39369, henry no. #164292A from Chabrier, resided Feb 2001 in Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI.

She married Reinhold Miller #39370.

4515 xi. Helen Smet #39371, henry no. #164292B from Chabrier, resided Feb 2001 in Peshtigo, Marinette, WI.

She married Robert Lindquist #39372.

4516 xii. Violet Smet #39376, henry no. #164292C from Chabrier, died bef Feb 2001.

4517 xiii. Mary Ann Smet #39377, henry no. #164292D from Chabrier, died bef Feb 2001.

4518 xiv. Dennis Smet #39378, henry no. #164292E from Chabrier, died bef Feb 2001.

4519 xv. Kenneth Smet #39380, henry no. #164292F from Chabrier, born 03 Feb 1931 in WI, social security num bef 1951 391-30-3792 (WI), died 03 Sep 1993 in Lena, Oconto, WI.

4520 xvi. Ernest Smet #39381, henry no. #164292G from Chabrier, born 10 May 1938 in WI, social security num 1955 - 1956 397-36-8455 (WI), died 13 Nov 1995 in Michigamme, Marquette, MI.


She married 17 Jul 1923 in St Matthew Ch, Allouez, WI, residing (family) 07 Apr 1930 in 1201 South Quincy Street, Green Bay, Brown, WI, Norbert Patton #34185, born 09 Mar 1901 in Glenmore, WI, census * 07 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 14, occupation 07 Apr 1930 paper mill laborer, social security num bef 1951 391-09-3089 (WI), died 10 Apr 1969 in Green Bay, Brown, WI, buried in Allouez Cem, Green Bay, Brown, WI.

Children:

4521 i. LaVern Patton #34189, henry no. #1642931 from Chabrier, born ca 1924 in WI, census * 14 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 14.
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She married Donald Norman #34190.

4522 ii. Cleo Mary Patton #34195, henry no. #1642932 from Chabrier, born ca Mar 1925 in WI,\textsuperscript{91} census * 07 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 14,\textsuperscript{91} died 16 Apr 1973 in Green Bay, Brown, WI.\textsuperscript{302}

She married Otto G Giesler #34196.

4523 iii. John N Patton #34186, henry no. #1642933 from Chabrier, born 23 Aug 1926 in WI,\textsuperscript{91,121} census * 07 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 14,\textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 389-20-2671 (WI),\textsuperscript{121} died 18 May 1992 in WI.\textsuperscript{121}

4524 iv. Mary Lou Patton #34191, henry no. #1642934 from Chabrier, born ca Feb 1928 in WI,\textsuperscript{91} census * 07 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 14.\textsuperscript{91}

She married Patrick Landry #34192.

4525 v. William O Patton #34188, henry no. #1642935 from Chabrier, born 15 Feb 1929 in WI,\textsuperscript{91,121} census * 07 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 14,\textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 394-20-8944 (WI),\textsuperscript{121} died 27 Jul 2002 in Montgomery, Kendall, IL.\textsuperscript{121}

4526 vi. Patrick Patton #34187, henry no. #1642936 from Chabrier.

4527 vii. Carol Patton #34193, henry no. #1642937 from Chabrier.

She married James Dobesh #34194.

2203. Dennis F\textsuperscript{II} Bunker #29541 (Jean Baptiste\textsuperscript{10} Verbunker, Nicolas\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Charles Amable Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7} Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #164294 from Chabrier, born 01 Oct 1905 in Lena, Oconto, WI,\textsuperscript{459} census * 11 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 113,\textsuperscript{63} census * 15 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 175,\textsuperscript{66} census * 04 May 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 32,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 04 May 1930 restaurant cook,\textsuperscript{91} resided 04 May 1930 in 560 Jackson Street, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI,\textsuperscript{91} died 14 Aug 1979 in Port Washington, WI.\textsuperscript{56}

He married (1) Bernette __ #59455, born ca 1907 in WI,\textsuperscript{91} census * 13 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 36,\textsuperscript{91} resided 13 Apr 1930 in 164 East Juneau Avenue, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI.\textsuperscript{91}

Children:

4528 i. Dennis\textsuperscript{12} Verbunker Jr #34203, henry no. #1642943 from Chabrier, born ca 1927 in WI,\textsuperscript{91} census * 13 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 36.\textsuperscript{91}

4529 ii. David Verbunker #34204, henry no. #1642944 from Chabrier, born ca 1928 in WI,\textsuperscript{91} census * 13 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 36.\textsuperscript{91}

4530 iii. Bernard Bunker #59456, henry no. from Chabrier, born ca 1929 in WI,\textsuperscript{91} census * 13 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 36.\textsuperscript{91}

4531 iv. Raymond A Bunker #59457, henry no. from Chabrier, born 12 Mar 1930 in WI,\textsuperscript{91,121} census * 13 Apr 1930 in WI, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, ED 36,\textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 392-26-6745 (WI),\textsuperscript{121} died 19 May 1990.\textsuperscript{121}

He married (2) 24 Dec 1936 in Fond du Lac, Fond du Lac, WI,\textsuperscript{56} Hazel Hall #34197, born 27 Nov 1914 in WI,\textsuperscript{121} social security num bef 1951 391-05-4510 (WI),\textsuperscript{121} died Oct 1965 in WI.\textsuperscript{121,56}

Children:

4532 v. Betty Verbunker #34199, henry no. #1642944 from Chabrier.

She married\textsuperscript{56} Frank O'Keef #34200.

4533 vi. Barbara Verbunker #34201, henry no. #1642945 from Chabrier.

She married 15 Jul 1961 in St Mary Ch, Fond-du-Lac, WI,\textsuperscript{56} Richard Mendiesky #34202.
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4534 vii. Thomas Verbunker #34205, henry no. #1642946 from Chabrier.

He married (3) 14 Aug 1968 in Fond du Lac, Fond du Lac, WI, Edna V Miller #34198, born 06 Feb 1908 in WI, social security num bef 1951 397-22-6613 (WI), died 02 Jun 1998 in Fond du Lac, Fond du Lac, WI. Edna: m1. __ Korth.

2205. Joseph P II Bunker #29548 (Jean Baptiste Verbunker, Nicolas Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit’ Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #164296 from Chabrier, born 22 Aug 1911 in Lena, Oconto, WI, baptized 27 Aug 1911 in St Charles, Lena, Oconto, WI, census * 15 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 175, died 10 Sep 1961 in Stiles, Oconto, WI, buried 13 Sep 1961 in St Patrick, Stiles, Oconto, WI.

He married Katherine Viola Ulstrup #34206, born 22 Dec 1909 in Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI, died 10 Aug 1965 in Stiles, Oconto, WI, buried 13 Aug 1965 in St Patrick, Stiles, Oconto, WI.

Children:

4535 i. Eda Ann Verbunker #34207, henry no. #1642961 from Chabrier.

She married 02 May in St Patrick, Stiles, Oconto, WI, Raymond J Dumas #34208.

4536 ii. Gerald Bunker #34209, henry no. #1642962 from Chabrier.

4537 iii. Philip Bunker #34210, henry no. #1642963 from Chabrier.

4538 iv. John Verbunker #34211, henry no. #1642964 from Chabrier.

4539 v. Gerald Verbunker #34212, henry no. #1642965 from Chabrier.


2207. Cecila Mary II Bunker #29543 (Jean Baptiste Verbunker, Nicolas Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit’ Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #164298 from Chabrier, born 13 Sep 1914 in Stiles, Oconto, WI, census * 15 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 175, census * 17 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 29, died 12 Oct 1967 in Winona, MN, buried in Woodlawn Cem, Winona, WI.

She married 1934 in Waukegan, IL, John D Wood #34220.

Children:

4541 i. John D Jr Wood Jr #34221, henry no. #1642981 from Chabrier.

2210. Gerald Richard II Bunker #29545 (Jean Baptiste Verbunker, Nicolas Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit’ Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #16429B from Chabrier, born 12 Mar 1920 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI, census * 17 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 29, died 31 Aug 1989 in Fond du Lac, Fond du Lac, WI.

He married 16 Sep 1939 in St Mary Ch, Fond-du-Lac, WI, Charlotte Kimmel #34223. Charlotte: Dau of Henry Kimmel.

Children:

4542 i. Richard Verbunker #34224, henry no. #16429B1 from Chabrier.

4543 ii. John Verbunker #34225, henry no. #16429B2 from Chabrier.

4544 iii. Michele Verbunker #34226, henry no. #16429B3 from Chabrier.

She married Joe Klinzing #34227.

4545 iv. Mary Verbunker #34228, henry no. #16429B4 from Chabrier.

She married Tom Goebel #34229.

She married 22 Apr 1944 in St Anthony Ch, Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI, Gerald Steffeck #34230, born 23 Mar 1920, social security num bef 1951 396-22-4834 (WI), died 29 May 1990 in Green Bay, Brown, WI. Buried in the Shrine of the Good Shepherd Mausoleum.

Children:
+ 4546 i. Patricia Steffeck #34231.
+ 4547 ii. Mary Steffeck #34238.
4548 iii. Sharon Steffeck #34241, Henry no. #16429D3 from Chabrier.

2221. Isaac Iv Dupuis #34243 (Maria Odilia Verbunker, Nicolas V Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean V Chabrier, Jean V, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #1642B1 from Chabrier, born Aug 1894 in WI, census * 30 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147, census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, T. 7, census * 09 May 1910 in WI, Oconto, Oconto Falls, ED 110, (see note 70), census * 02 May 1930 in MI, Dickinson, Breitung, ED 4, occupation 02 May 1930 automobile factory laborer, property 02 May 1930 real estate value $500.

He married ca 1917 in WI, Nora #46550, born 13 Aug 1895 in WI, census * 02 May 1930 in MI, Dickinson, Breitung, ED 4, social security num 1955 368-38-8563 (MI), died Jun 1976 in Iron Mountain, Dickinson, MI.

Children:
4549 i. Lorraine Dupuis #46555, Henry no. #1642B1 from Chabrier, born ca Nov 1920 in WI, census * 02 May 1930 in MI, Dickinson, Breitung, ED 4.
4550 ii. Adele Dupuis #46556, Henry no. #1642B12 from Chabrier, born ca Jul 1923 in WI, census * 02 May 1930 in MI, Dickinson, Breitung, ED 4.
4551 iii. Eliroin Dupuis #46557, Henry no. #1642B13 from Chabrier, born ca Oct 1927 in WI, census * 02 May 1930 in MI, Dickinson, Breitung, ED 4.


Godparents: Alfred Dupuis & Elize Lacoursiere.

He married * 30 Jul 1917 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Marie Doria (Dorilla) Boucher #60734, born 14 Feb 1896 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, daughter of Alexis Boucher #60735 and Denise Bellemare #60736, baptized * 16 Feb 1896 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Marie Godparents: Charles Bergeron & Ermelene Paquin, his wife.

Children:
4553 ii. Marie Anna Marcelle Turner #60747, Henry no. #1644162 from Chabrier, born 27 Jun 1929 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 28 Jun 1929 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

Godparents: Nestor Boucher & Alphonse Lafreniere, his wife.

She married 26 Jul 1952 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Lionel Lacome #60748.

2233. Marie Anna Iv Turner #59284 (Louis (Adelard) Verbunker, Emilie V Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean V Chabrier, Jean V, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), Henry no. #164418
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from Chabrier, born 03 Apr 1899 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{31}\) baptized * 04 Apr 1899 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) census * 19 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 168E2,\(^{31}\) census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Paulin, ED 173-19.\(^{32}\) Godparents: Elie Lafreniere & Louise Turner.

She married * 16 Feb 1922 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) Joseph Analda Cote #60844, born 24 Sep 1896 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) (son of Edouard Cote #60846 and Emelina Marchand #60847), baptized * 24 Sep 1896 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) Joseph: Godparents: Albert Blouin & Aglaie Marchand, his wife.

Children:

4554 i. Joseph Simon Jean Baptiste\(^{12}\) Cote #60849, henry no. #1644181 from Chabrier, born 08 Nov 1922 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 08 Nov 1922 in St Marc, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Alberic Michelin & Marie Anna Cote, his wife.

4555 ii. Marie Jacqueline Helene Cote #60850, henry no. #1644182 from Chabrier, born 11 Oct 1923 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 13 Oct 1923 in St Marc, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Edouard Cote & Melina Marchand.

4556 iii. Marie Therese Muriel Cote #60851, henry no. #1644183 from Chabrier, born 07 Jan 1927 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 07 Jan 1927 in St Pierre, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Arthur Laysight & Marie Turner.

4557 iv. Marie Elise Rejeane Cecile Cote #60852, henry no. #1644184 from Chabrier, born 07 Aug 1928 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 07 Aug 1928 in St Pierre, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Joseph Georges Cote & Marie Elise Chretien.

4558 v. Joseph Alexandre Antonio Cote #60853, henry no. #1644185 from Chabrier, born 07 Oct 1929 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 08 Oct 1929 in St Marc, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Antonio Heroux & Ozelina Cote.

4559 vi. Joseph William Marcel Cote #60854, henry no. #1644186 from Chabrier, born 25 Oct 1930 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 26 Oct 1930 in St Marc, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: William Cote & Amanda Hebert.

4560 vii. Simeon Charles Aime Cote #60855, henry no. #1644187 from Chabrier, born 07 Aug 1928 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 08 Oct 1929 in St Marc, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Simeon Gelinas & Alphonshine Turner.

2238. Marie Laura\(^{12}\) Turner #59281 (Jacques (James)\(^{10}\), Emilie\(^{9}\) Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit\(^{8}\), Charles Amable Chabrier dit’ Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit’\(^{5}\), Jean\(^{4}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{4}\), Bertrand\(^{4}\)), henry no. #164442 from Chabrier, born 02 Jan 1897 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 03 Jan 1897 in Ste Flore, St Maurice, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) census * 19 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 168E2,\(^{31}\) census * 10 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 173-19.\(^{32}\) Godparents: Toussaint Grenier & Celine Allard.

She married * 25 Aug 1923 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) Rodolphe Aurelien Audulbert Milot #59384, born 12 Aug 1898 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) (son of Joseph Victor Milot #59385 and Anna Lemay #59386), baptized * 14 Aug 1898 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\)

Rodolphe: Godparents: Adolphe Lemay & Maria Chevalier.

Children:

4561 i. Marie Francoise Anne Therese\(^{12}\) Milot #59390, henry no. #1644421 from Chabrier, born 03 Sep 1925 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 03 Sep 1925 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: James Turner & Marie Grenier, grandparents.

4562 ii. Marie Maude Marguerite Rolande Milot #59391, henry no. #1644422 from Chabrier, born 11 May 1929 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 12 May 1929 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Joseph Edouard Milot & Delima Pichette.

4563 iii. Marie Denise Raymonde Pauline Milot #59392, henry no. #1644423 from Chabrier, born 25 Feb 1931 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^{9}\) baptized * 26 Feb 1931 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^{9}\) Godparents: Marcel Milot & Flora Soucy.
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4564  iv. Marie Celine Yolande Aline Milot #59393, henry no. #1644424 from Chabrier, born 27 Nov 1932 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) baptized * 28 Nov 1932 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Bernardin Lemay & Adrienne Turner.

4565  v. Joseph Jean Victor Milot #59394, henry no. #1644425 from Chabrier, born 04 Feb 1934 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) baptized * 04 Feb 1934 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Raoul Robert & Eva Milot.

2240. Marie Louise Adrienne\(^{11}\) Turner #59382 (Jacques (James)\(^{10}\) Emilie\(^9\) Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit\(^5\), Charles Amable Chabrier dit \(^5\) Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\(^5\), Jean\(^3\) Chabrier, Jean\(^3\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^3\), Bertrand\(^3\)), henry no. #164444 from Chabrier, born 11 Dec 1901 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) baptized * 12 Dec 1901 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) census * 10 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, Ste Alexis-des-Monts, ED 173-5.\(^{12}\) Godparents: Hormisdas St Onge & Marie Louise Bellerive.

She married * 14 Jun 1923 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Joseph Leonard Bernardin Lemay #59387, born 16 Dec 1900 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) (son of Adolphe Lemay #59388 and Maria Chevalier #59389), baptized * 19 Dec 1900 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Joseph: Godparents: Leonard Milot & Marie Lemay.

Children:

4566  i. Marie Louise Helene\(^{12}\) Lemay #59395, henry no. #1644441 from Chabrier, born 08 Aug 1924 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) baptized * 08 Aug 1924 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: James Turner & Marie Dina Grenier.

4567  ii. Joseph Adolphe Daniel Lemay #59396, henry no. #1644442 from Chabrier, born 23 Mar 1926 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) baptized * 23 Mar 1926 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Adolphe Lemay & Maria Chevalier.

4568  iii. Joseph Fernandez Martin Lemay #59397, henry no. #1644443 from Chabrier, born 15 Jun 1928 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) baptized * 16 Jun 1928 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Fernandez Lemay & Louise E Dupuis.

4569  iv. Marie Paule Roland Lemay #59398, henry no. #1644444 from Chabrier, born 10 Nov 1929 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) baptized * 10 Nov 1929 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Aurelien Milot & Laura Turner, his wife.

4570  v. N.N. Lemay #59402, henry no. #1644445 from Chabrier, born stillborn in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) died 17 Nov 1930 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 17 Nov 1930 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\)

4571  vi. Marie Suzanne Remonde Lemay #59399, henry no. #1644446 from Chabrier, born 13 May 1933 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 13 May 1933 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) Godparents: Paul Lemay & Alice Boulanger.

4572  vii. Marie Rosa Monique Lemay #59400, henry no. #1644447 from Chabrier, born 22 Jun 1935 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 22 Jun 1935 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) Godparents: Jules Lemay & Rosa Lemay.

4573  viii. Joseph Berthold Leon Lemay #59401, henry no. #1644448 from Chabrier, born 15 Dec 1936 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 16 Dec 1936 in St Alexis des Monts, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Berthold Lemay & Olivette Boulanger.

2244. Thomas George\(^{11}\) Bunker #29572, census name Thomas Bunker,\(^9\) (Marie Therese Leonie (Laura)\(^{10}\) Bastien, Marie Delina (Delmaine)\(^5\) Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit\(^5\), Charles Amable Chabrier dit \(^5\) Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\(^5\), Jean\(^3\) Chabrier, Jean\(^3\), Simon\(^3\), Simon\(^3\), Bertrand\(^3\)), henry no. #164513 from Chabrier, henry no. #11283 from Miraben, henry no. #16G83 from Miraben, born 06 Mar 1888 in Bay Settlement, Brown, WI,\(^{55}\) census * 22 Jun 1900 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 147,\(^{46}\) census * 30 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena,\(^{107}\) occupation 30 Jun 1905 day laborer,\(^{107}\) census * Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 173,\(^{60}\) occupation Jan 1920 farmer,\(^{60}\) census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 28,\(^{91}\) resided 09 Apr 1930 with the Zeroth family,\(^{91}\) occupation 09 Apr 1930 farmer,\(^{91}\) died 26 May 1947 in Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI.\(^{55}\)

He married 23 Aug 1921 in Lena, Oconto, WI,\(^{55}\) Adella Elisa Zeroth #29575, born 14 May 1897 in Lena, Oconto, WI,\(^{55}\) (daughter of August Zeroth #59372 and Johanna Kreuger #59373), census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 28,\(^{91}\) died 23 Nov 1969 in Green Bay, Brown, WI.\(^2\)
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Children:

+ 4574 i. Donald Thomas\textsuperscript{12} Bunker #29576 born 18 Mar 1931.

2248. \textbf{Henry J.\textsuperscript{II} Gonion} #37801 (Marie Therese Leonie (Laura)\textsuperscript{10} Bastien, Marie Delima (Delmaine)\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Charles Amable Chabrier dit' Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean\textsuperscript{6} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Simon\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{2}), Henry no. #164517 from Chabrier, born 09 May 1905 in Lena, Oconto, WI,\textsuperscript{91,92} census * 30 Jun 1905 in WI, Oconto, Lena,\textsuperscript{107} census * 28 Apr 1910 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100,\textsuperscript{65} census * Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 173,\textsuperscript{60} census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 26,\textsuperscript{91} occupation 08 Apr 1930 city truck driver,\textsuperscript{91} property 09 Apr 1930 real estate value $1500,\textsuperscript{91} died 20 Dec 1953.\textsuperscript{2} Godparents: Andreas Bastien & Delanda Thibaudeau. He married 21 Jun 1926,\textsuperscript{2} resided (family) 09 Apr 1930 in 1346 Harvey Street, Green Bay, Brown, WI,\textsuperscript{91} Emma Ehler\textsuperscript{#39530}, born ca 1904 in IA,\textsuperscript{91} census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 26,\textsuperscript{91} died ca 1956.\textsuperscript{55} Emma: Her parents were born in Germany.

Children:

4575 i. John Henry\textsuperscript{12} Gagnon #39531, henry no. #1645171 from Chabrier, born ca 1924 in WI,\textsuperscript{91} census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 26,\textsuperscript{91} died 25 Nov 1988 in Brown Co, WI,\textsuperscript{302}

4576 ii. Dorothy Jean Gagnon #39532, henry no. #1645172 from Chabrier, born ca 1927 in WI,\textsuperscript{91} census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 26,\textsuperscript{91} died ca 1991.\textsuperscript{55}

4577 iii. Joyce Elaine Gagnon #39533, henry no. #1645173 from Chabrier, born Jun 1929,\textsuperscript{91} census * 09 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 26.\textsuperscript{91}

4578 iv. Helen Margarette Gonion #39534, henry no. #1645174 from Chabrier, born ca 1930.\textsuperscript{55}

4579 v. Allen Raymond Gonion #39535, henry no. #1645175 from Chabrier, born ca 1931,\textsuperscript{55} died 23 Jan 1981 in Brown Co, WI,\textsuperscript{302}

4580 vi. Lois Mae Gonion #39536, henry no. #1645176 from Chabrier, born ca 1932.\textsuperscript{55}

4581 vii. Robert Henry Gonion #39537, henry no. #1645177 from Chabrier, born ca 1934.\textsuperscript{55}

4582 viii. Geraldine Faye Gonion #39538, henry no. #1645178 from Chabrier, born ca 1935,\textsuperscript{55} died ca 1936.\textsuperscript{55}

4583 ix. Roger Gonion #39539, henry no. #1645179 from Chabrier, born ca 1937,\textsuperscript{55} died ca 1937.\textsuperscript{55}

4584 x. Phyllis Gonion #39540, henry no. #164517A from Chabrier, born ca 1938.\textsuperscript{55}

4585 xi. Henry Gonion Jr #39541, henry no. #164517B from Chabrier, born ca 1939,\textsuperscript{55} died ca 1940.\textsuperscript{55}

4586 xii. Donald J Gonion #39542, henry no. #164517C from Chabrier, born ca 1941,\textsuperscript{55} died 20 Jun 1988 in Brown Co, WI,\textsuperscript{302}

2249. \textbf{Mariam Joanna (Jane M.)\textsuperscript{II} Gonion} #37802 (Marie Therese Leonie (Laura)\textsuperscript{10} Bastien, Marie Delima (Delmaine)\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Charles Amable Chabrier dit' Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean\textsuperscript{6} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Simon\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{2}), henry no. #164518 from Chabrier, born 04 Feb 1908 in Lena, Oconto, WI,\textsuperscript{55} census * 28 Apr 1910 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 100,\textsuperscript{63} census * Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 173,\textsuperscript{60} census * 08 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Oconto, ED 28,\textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 392-18-3730 (WI),\textsuperscript{121} died 14 Feb 1974 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI.\textsuperscript{2} Godparents: Thomas & Joanna Verboncouer. She married ca 1940,\textsuperscript{2} George Schwab #39543, born 14 Jun 1900 in WI,\textsuperscript{121} social security num bef 1951 393-07-9980 (WI),\textsuperscript{121} died Jun 1980 in Oconto Falls, Oconto, WI.\textsuperscript{121}

Children:

+ 4587 i. Karen Jeanne\textsuperscript{12} Schwab #39544 born ca 1942.

+ 4588 ii. John Schwab #39548 born ca 1943.

2251. \textbf{Arthur Joseph\textsuperscript{II} Bastien} #39551 (Henry\textsuperscript{10}, Marie Delima (Delmaine)\textsuperscript{9} Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Charles Amable Chabrier dit' Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean\textsuperscript{6} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Simon\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #164541 in Chabrier, born 02 Jun 1897 in Luxemburg, Kewaunee, WI,\textsuperscript{92} census * 08 Jun 1900 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 59,\textsuperscript{46} census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Marinette, Coleman,\textsuperscript{107} census * 15 Apr 1910 in WI, Marinette, Coleman, ED 91,\textsuperscript{63} event * 05 Jun 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\textsuperscript{92} occupation 05 Jun 1918 farmer & laborer,\textsuperscript{92} resided 05 Jun 1918 in Route #2, Lena, WI,\textsuperscript{92} height 05 Jun 1918 short,\textsuperscript{92} weight 05 Jun 1918 slender,\textsuperscript{92} eye color 05 Jun 1918 gray,\textsuperscript{92} hair color 05 Jun 1918 brown,\textsuperscript{92} census * 02 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Stiles,
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ED 178,60 occupation 02 Jan 1920 laborer,60 census * 02 Apr 1930 in WI, Racine, Racine, ED 14,61 occupation 02 Apr 1930 farm implement shear hand,61 died 31 Jan 1964 in Lena, Oconto, WI,306 buried in Veterans Cem, King, WI.2

He married ca 1922 in Lena, Oconto, WI,91 resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 in 503 Main Street, Racine, Racine, WI,91 Esther Morrison #39552, born ca 1902 in WI,81 census * 02 Apr 1930 in WI, Racine, Racine, ED 14.81

Children:
4589 i. Robert A.12 Morrison #59376, henry no. #1645411 from Chabrier, born ca 1920 in WI,91 census * 02 Apr 1930 in WI, Racine, Racine, ED 14.91

2252. Myrtle (Martha)II Bastien #34252, census name Margaret Bastien,66 (Henry10, Marie Delima (Delmaine)9 Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit5' Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit4, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand1) (See marriage to number 852.)

2253. EdwardII Bastien #32668 (Henry10, Marie Delima (Delmaine)9 Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit5' Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit4, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #164543 in Chabrier, born 19 Feb 1902 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI,55 baptized 23 Feb 1902 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI,55 census * 01 Jun 1905 in WI, Marinette, Coleman,57 census * 15 Apr 1910 in WI, Marinette, Coleman, ED 91,63 census * 02 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Stiles, ED 178,60 occupation 02 Jan 1920 laborer,60 census * 14 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 13,61 occupation 14 Apr 1930 odd job laborer.91 Godfather: John Thibaudeau.

He married (1) 03 Jun 1930 in Lena, Oconto, WI,2 Pearl Noack #34253, born 21 Feb 1909 in Little River, WI,2 died 01 Feb 1936 in Lena, Oconto, WI,2 cause of death birth complications and pneumonia,2 buried in Evergreen Cem, Oconto, Oconto, WI,2

Children:
+ 4590 i. Eugene Gerald12 Bastian #39560 born 02 Jul 1931.
4591 ii. N.N. Bastian #39564, henry no. #1645432 from Chabrier, born 31 Jan 1936 in Lena, Oconto, WI,55 died stillborn,55 cause of death two months premature.2

He married66 (2) 04 Mar 1939 in Menominee, Menominee, MI,2 Mildred Lemay #34254, born 1921 in Oconto co., WI,55

2257. Clara MariaII Hennrichs #39565 (Amy Marie10 Bastien, Marie Delima (Delmaine)9 Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit5' Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit4, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #164571 from Chabrier, born 24 May 1907 in Lena, Oconto, WI,2 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12,91 died 13 Aug 1988 in Green Bay, Brown, WI,2 cause of death cancer,2 buried in St Francis Cem, Coleman, Oconto, WI,2

She married 30 Oct 1928 in Coleman, Marinette, WI,55 resided (family) 12 Apr 1930 with the Hennrichs family.91 Oney Brault #39566, born ca 1901 in WI,91 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12,91 occupation 12 Apr 1930 farmer.91

Children:
4592 i. Dale12 Brault #39567, henry no. #1645711 in Chabrier, born ca Feb 1928 in WI,91 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12.91
4593 ii. Virginia Brault #42971, henry no. #1645712 in Chabrier, born ca Apr 1929 in WI,91 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12.91

2259. LorrettaII Hennrichs #39568, census name Laurentia Hennrichs,91 (Amy Marie10 Bastien, Marie Delima (Delmaine)9 Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit6, Charles Amable Chabrier dit5' Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit4, Jean3 Chabrier, Jean2, Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #164583 from Chabrier, born 11 Dec 1911,2 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12,91 died 23 May 1940 in Lena, Oconto, WI,2 cause of death complications during childbirth,2 buried in Polish English Ch Cem, Pound, Oconto, WI,2

She married 14 Feb 1939 in Menominee, Menominee, MI,2 Louis Bertsch #42972.
Children:
+ 4594  i. Ludwig Frederick"Bertsch #42973 born 11 Apr 1940.

2260. Henry EII Hennrichs #39555 (Amy Marie10 Bastien, Marie Delima (Delmaine)9 Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #164584 from Chabrier, born ca 1912,2 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12.91

Partner Emma Bastian #39553 (daughter of Olivier J. Bastien #32663 and Myrtle (Martha) Bastien #34252), henry no. #1645422 from Chabrier, henry no. #1645A2 from Chabrier, born 01 Aug 1918 in Lena, Oconto, WI,55 census * 17 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 163,60 census * 10 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12.91

Children:
4595  i. Marie12 Hennrichs #39556, henry no. #16454221 from Chabrier, henry no. #1645841 from Chabrier, henry no. #1645A21 from Chabrier.

2262. Genevieve DelorousII Bastien #32669 (Delore10, Marie Delima (Delmaine)9 Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1642511 from Chabrier, henry no. #164581 from Chabrier, born 17 Aug 1920 in Lena, Oconto, WI,55 baptized 22 Aug 1920,56 census * 12 Apr 1930 in WI, Brown, Green Bay, ED 27,91 social security num 388-16-2787,2 died Oct 1986 in Lena, Oconto, WI.55

She married (1) 15 Apr 1940,56,306 divorced 19 Aug 1942,56 Bernard LaMour #34250.

Children:
4596  i. Robert Bernard12 LaMour #34251, henry no. #16425111 from Chabrier, henry no. #1645811 from Chabrier, born 18 Feb 1941 in Lena, Oconto, WI,56 died 29 Apr 1942 in Lena, Oconto, WI.56 Died of pneumonia.

She married56 (2) Harold Emil Motquin #34247, born 31 Aug 1916,55 social security num 396-03-8731,2 died July 1977 in Lena, Oconto, WI.55

Children:
4597  ii. Darwin Darrel Motquin #34248 (details excluded).

He married Caroline Moore Faber #34249, (details excluded).

2264. EmmaII Bastian #39553 (Olivier J.10 Bastien, Marie Delima (Delmaine)9 Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1645422 from Chabrier, henry no. #1645A2 from Chabrier, born 01 Aug 1918 in Lena, Oconto, WI,55 census * 17 Jan 1920 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 163,60 census * 10 Apr 1930 in WI, Oconto, Lena, ED 12.91

She married (1)55 Clarence LaPage #39554.

Partner Henry E Hennrichs #39555 (See marriage to number 2260).

Children:
(See marriage to number 2260)

2267. Edward LawrenceII Bastian #39586 (Joseph Jacob (James)10, Marie Delima (Delmaine)9 Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7 Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4 Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1645D1 from Chabrier, born 15 Feb 1909 in Niagara, Marinette, WI,55 baptized 21 Feb 1909 in St Anthony, Niagara, Marinette, WI,2 census * 10 Jan 1920 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 101,50 social security num 398-03-1842,2 died 30 Aug 1964 in Two Rivers, Manitowoc, WI,2 buried in Holy Cross Cem, Two Rivers, Manitowoc, WI.2 Godparents: Joseph Bastian & Ida Prudhomme.
He married Monica Konieczka #39587, born 12 Apr 1911 in Pulaski, WI, died 15 Mar 1998 in Two Rivers, Manitowoc, WI. 

Children:
+ 4598 i. Maureen Bastian #39588 born 03 Sep 1935.
+ 4599 ii. Elizabeth Bastian #39593 born 24 May 1938.
+ 4600 iii. Monica Bastian #39600 born 04 Oct 1940.
+ 4601 iv. Bonita Bastian #39606 (details excluded).
+ 4602 v. Alice Bastian #39607 (details excluded).

2271. **Elmer Joseph** Bastian #33985 (Joseph Jacob (James)¹⁰, Marie Delima (Delmaine)⁹ Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit⁸, Charles Amable Chabrier dit⁷ Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon⁳, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #1645D5 from Chabrier, born 13 Jun 1917 in Pound, Marinette, WI, census * 10 Jan 1920 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 101, census * 08 Apr 1930 in WI, Kewaunee, Luxemburg, ED 9, resided 08 Apr 1930 at his aunt Alphozine's home, social security num 389-12-2677, died 04 Nov 1969 in Two Rivers, Manitowoc, WI, buried 07 Nov 1969 in Holy Cross Cem, Two Rivers, Manitowoc, WI. They were living in St Guillaume at the time of Dolphis' marriage.

He married 28 Jul 1941 in Dubuque, Dubuque, IA, Esther Ruether #39575, born 1918, died 1968 in Two Rivers, Manitowoc, WI, buried in Holy Cross Cem, Two Rivers, Manitowoc, WI.

Children:
+ 4603 i. Roger Bastian #39576 born 19 Mar 1942.
+ 4604 ii. Debra Bastian #39581 (details excluded).

2272. **Maria Viola** Bastian #39611 (Joseph Jacob (James)¹⁰, Marie Delima (Delmaine)⁹ Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit⁸, Charles Amable Chabrier dit⁷ Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon⁳, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #1645D6 from Chabrier, born 19 Jun 1919 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, baptized 21 Jun 1919 in St Marys Ch, Luxemburg, Kewaunee, WI, census * Apr 1930 in WI, Manitowoc, Two Rivers, ED 41, cause of death lukemia, buried in Evergreen Cem, Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI. Godparents: Phillip Verboncouer & Ella Pollard.

She married (1) Apr 1937, Paul Peter Rathsack #39621, born 15 Jan 1913 in Two Creeks, Manitowac, WI, died 25 Oct 1942 in Madison, Dane, WI, buried ca 29 Oct 1942 in Holy Cross Cem, Two Rivers, Manitowoc, WI.

Children:
+ 4606 ii. Paul Ronald Rathsack #39637 born 02 Dec 1939.

She married (2) 05 Jul 1946 in Dubuque, Dubuque, IA, John Jacob Sleger #39612, born 03 Mar 1917 in Menchalville, Manitowac, WI, occupation builder, buried in Evergreen Cem, Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI.

Children:
4607 iii. Canine Pierre Sleger #42974 (details excluded).
+ 4608 iv. Linda Lou Sleger #39616 (details excluded).
+ 4609 v. Terry Lee Sleger #39613 (details excluded).

2273. **Donald Joseph** Bastian #39656 (Joseph Jacob (James)¹⁰, Marie Delima (Delmaine)⁹ Verboncoeur, Jean-Baptiste Chabrier dit⁸, Charles Amable Chabrier dit⁷ Vadeboncoeur, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon⁳, Simon², Bertrand¹), henry no. #1645D7 from Chabrier, born 24 Jun 1920 in Scarboro, Kewaunee, WI, baptized 25 Jun 1920 in St Marys Ch, Luxemburg, Kewaunee, WI, census * Apr 1930 in WI, Manitowoc, Two Rivers, ED 41. Godparents: Michael P Peot & Josephine Srnka.

He married 15 May 1946 in Manitowoc, Manitowoc, WI, Eunice Jeske #39657, born 11 Apr 1925 in Cato, Manitowoc, WI.
Children:  
+ 4610  i.  Faye[1] Bastian #39658 (details excluded).
+ 4611  ii.  Nancy Bastian #39664 (details excluded).
+ 4612  iii.  Cheryl Bastian #39668 (details excluded).
+ 4613  iv.  Bradley Bastian #39674 (details excluded).


He married (1) ca 1951, Violet Jane Welch #39649.

Children:  

She married David __ #39651, (details excluded).

4615  ii.  Randy Bastian #39652 (details excluded).
4616  iii.  Rick Bastian #39653 (details excluded).

He married (2) Peggy __ #39648, (details excluded).

2276. Marie Zepherine (Olda)[11] Lambert #59474, census name Olda Lambert,11 (Marie Denise10 Vadeboncoeur, Louis9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #165412 from Chabrier, born 03 Apr 1894 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 03 Apr 1894 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F1,31 census * 03 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 173-7.32 Godparents: Jean Germain & Tharsile Carle, grandmother.

She married * 16 Jul 1912 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 Louis Pichette #59480, born 04 Apr 1888 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Cyriaque Pichette #59481 and Louise Dubois #59482), baptized * 06 Apr 1888 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 Louis: Godparents: Louis Lajoie & Celestine Dubois, his wife.

Children:  
4617  i.  Marie Alice Florentine[12] Pichette #59483, henry no. #1654121 from Chabrier, born 10 Jan 1916 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 11 Jan 1916 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Remi Lambert, grandfather & Denise Vadeboncoeur, his wife.
4618  ii.  Joseph Rosaire Eugene Pichette #59484, henry no. #1654122 from Chabrier, born 14 Apr 1918 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 14 Apr 1918 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Cyriac Pichette, grandfather & Louise Dubois, his wife.
4619  iii.  Marie Lucienne Germaine Pichette #59485, henry no. #1654123 from Chabrier, born 30 Jan 1920 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 census * 30 Jan 1920 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Edmond Bovin, uncle & Marie Louise Pichette, aunt.
4620  iv.  Marie Simonne Clemence Pichette #38885, henry no. #1654124 from Chabrier, born 22 Nov 1921 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 23 Nov 1921 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Henri Pichette, uncle & Alma Boivin, aunt.

2277. Emile[11] Lambert #59475 (Marie Denise10 Vadeboncoeur, Louis9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean3, Simon2, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #165413 from Chabrier, born 07 Nov 1895 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 07 Nov 1895 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada,9 census * 20 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 168F1,31 census * 03 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 173-7.32 Godparents: Pierre Lambert & Agellia Thiboutot.
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He married * 06 Feb 1917 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Parmelia Clement #59520, born 28 Aug 1895 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, daughter of Joseph Clement #59521 and Rosalie Trudel #59522), baptized * 28 Aug 1895 in St Justin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Parmelia: Godparents: Louis Allard & Eulalie Trudel, his wife.

Children:

+ 4621 i. Marie Ange Antoinette Lambert #59523 born 01 May 1919.
+ 4622 ii. Marie Rochelle Lambert #59524, henry no. #1654132 from Chabrier, born 17 Mar 1921 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Mar 1921 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Alfred Lajoie & Rosalie Trudel.
+ 4623 iii. Joseph Gratien Wellie Lambert #59536, henry no. #1654133 from Chabrier, born 14 Feb 1923 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 15 Feb 1923 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Louis Pichette & Aulda Lambert.
+ 4624 iv. Joseph Lucien Real Lambert #59538, henry no. #1654134 from Chabrier, born 13 Sep 1924 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 15 Sep 1924 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died 16 Dec 1929 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, buried * 17 Dec 1929 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Euclide Lambert & Melina Marcel.
+ 4625 v. Marie Rosaline Hermance Lambert #59539, henry no. #1654135 from Chabrier, born 12 Sep 1927 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 13 Sep 1927 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Ovide Beland & Clara Clement.
+ 4626 vi. Marie Ursula Yvette Lambert #59540, henry no. #1654136 from Chabrier, born 15 Jul 1928 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 16 Jul 1928 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Noel & Marie Anne Lajoie.
+ 4627 vii. Marie Rose Blanche Lambert #59541, henry no. #1654137 from Chabrier, born 26 Sep 1930 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 27 Sep 1930 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada. Godparents: Lucien Leblanc, uncle & Desneiges Clement, aunt.

2281. Marie Argentine Lambert #59479 (Marie Denise Vadeboncouer, Louis, Antoine Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #165417 from Chabrier, born 28 Feb 1903 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, baptized * 01 Mar 1903 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, census * 03 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Maskinonge, St Didace, ED 175-7. Godparents: Albert Lambert & Anna Vadeboncour.

She married * 05 Jul 1922 in St Edouard-de-Maskinonge, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, Arthur Dubois #38884, born 10 Nov 1890 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, son of Joseph Dubois #59518 and Flore Hubert #59519, baptized * 11 Nov 1890 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada. Arthur: Godparents: Louis Lajoie & Celestine Dubois, his wife.

Children:

+ 4631 i. Marie Cecile Dubois #59549, henry no. #1654171 from Chabrier, born 17 Jun 1925 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, baptized * 18 Jun 1925 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Dubois, grandfather & Flore Hubert, his wife.
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4632  ii. Joseph Eugene Dubois #59550, henry no. #1654172 from Chabrier, born 13 Jul 1928 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, baptized * 14 Jul 1928 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Dubois (Jr), uncle & Marie Anne Rivard, his wife.


2284. Joseph Albert II Menard #59580 (Marie Donalda10 Vadeboncoeur, Louis6, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #165423 from Chabrier, born 17 Mar 1890 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, baptized * 21 Mar 1890 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, census * 27 Apr 1891 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Barnabe, ED 186B1, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Barnabe, ED 198G1, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-6, occupation 1911 laborer. Godparents: Joseph Vadeboncoeur & Delia Vadeboncoeur.

He married * 27 Feb 1911 in St Etienne des Gres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Marie Eduardina Frechette #59585, henry no. #165423 from Chabrier, born 24 Apr 1890 in St Barthelemey, Berthier, PQ, Canada, daughter of Alfred Frechette #59586 and Celina Carle #59587, baptized * 25 Apr 1890 in St Barthelemey, Berthier, PQ, Canada, census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Boniface, ED 203-6, died 24 Mar 1938 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, buried * 26 Mar 1938 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Joseph Plante from St Justin & Caroline Frechette, aunt, from Maskinonge.

Children:

4634  i. Marie Jeanne Marguerite Bibiane12 Menard #59588, henry no. #1654231 from Chabrier, born 08 Dec 1911 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, baptized * 10 Dec 1911 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, died 30 Dec 1911 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, buried * 31 Dec 1911 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Joseph Carle & Rose Anna Frechette.

4635  ii. Marie Blanche Marcelle Fernande Menard #59589, henry no. #1654232 from Chabrier, born 25 Sep 1913 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, baptized * 28 Sep 1913 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Louis Villeneuve & Marie Louise Carle, his wife, from St Boniface.


4636  iii. Joseph Charles Arthur Bertrand Menard #59590, henry no. #1654233 from Chabrier, born 01 Jan 1915 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, baptized * 01 Jan 1915 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Arthur Menard, uncle & Delphine Langlois, his wife.

4637  iv. Marie Therese Gizelle Menard #59591, henry no. #1654234 from Chabrier, born 10 Jan 1916 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, baptized * 10 Jan 1916 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, died 13 Jan 1916 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, buried * 14 Jan 1916 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Hector Bellerive & Marie Louise Boisvert, his wife.

4638  v. Joseph Jean Paul Richard Menard #59592, henry no. #1654235 from Chabrier, born 23 Apr 1924 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, baptized * 23 Apr 1924 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, died 13 Oct 1926 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, buried * 14 Oct 1926 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Wellie Richard & Leonette Lacombe, his wife.

4639  vi. Jules Menard #59593, henry no. #1654236 from Chabrier, born 14 Nov 1922 in Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, QC, Canada, died 22 Mar 1924 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, buried * 23 Mar 1924 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada.
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2285. Arthur Menard #59582 (Marie Donalda Vadeboncoeur, Louis, Antoine Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #165424 from Chabrier, born ca 10 Jul 1892 in QC, Canada, census * 1901 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, St Barnabe, ED 198G1.31

He married * 29 Apr 1912 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada. Delphine Langlois #59555, born bef Apr 1891 (daughter of Joseph Langlois #59556 and Obeline Gagnon #59557), died 08 Jan 1929 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, buried * 10 Jan 1929 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada.9

Children:

4640 i. Joseph Alfred Lucien Menard #59558, henry no. #1654211 from Chabrier, born 14 Jul 1913 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, census * 14 Jul 1913 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Fredez Langlois, uncle & Marie Indiana Pronovost.

4641 ii. Joseph Albert Maurice Menard #59559, henry no. #1654212 from Chabrier, born 16 Mar 1915 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, census * 16 Mar 1915 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada,9 died 31 Mar 1915 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, buried * 31 Mar 1915 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Albert Menard, uncle & Edouardina Frechette, aunt, his wife.

4642 iii. Marie Gabrielle Liliane Menard #59578, henry no. #1654213 from Chabrier, born 21 May 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, baptized * 21 May 1918 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada,9 Godparents: Joseph Langlois & Aurelie Bourassa.

4643 iv. Joseph Gerard Rosaire Menard #59579, henry no. #1654214 from Chabrier, born 19 Dec 1925 in St Pierre, Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada, baptized * 20 Dec 1925 in St Pierre, Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Armand Menard & Lida Vincent.

2286. Rose Alma Menard #59560 (Marie Donalda Vadeboncoeur, Louis, Antoine Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #165425 from Chabrier, born ca 1897 in QC, Canada, died 31 Mar 1915 in Baie de Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada,9


Children:

4644 i. Marie Therese Rose Alma Bergeron #59599, henry no. #1654251 from Chabrier, born 08 Dec 1920 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 08 Dec 1920 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Jeremie Menard, grandfather & Marie Martin, grandmother, wife of Joseph Bergeron.

4645 ii. Marie Jeanne d'Arc Lorette Bergeron #59600, henry no. #1654252 from Chabrier, born 09 Aug 1922 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 09 Aug 1922 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Arthur Menard & Delphine Langlois.

4646 iii. Joseph Philorum Rene Bergeron #59601, henry no. #1654253 from Chabrier, born 16 Sep 1924 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 16 Sep 1924 in St Bernard, Shawinigan, St Maurice, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Armand Maynard & Leda Vincent.

2289. Marie Claire Desneiges Vadeboncoeur #41559 (Joseph Pierre Chabrier dit, Louis, Antoine Chabrier dit, Charles Amable Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #165441 from Chabrier, born * 24 Jan 1904 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,138,121,460 census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 237,60 occupation 06 Jan 1920 hosiery mill looper,60 census * 02 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120,60 city directory * 1932 in 18 Eighth Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 city directory * 1935 in 195 Mammoth Road, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 city directory * 1938 in 111 Aiken Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,61 social security num bef 1951 027-05-5333 (MA),121 city directory * 1956 in 111 Aiken Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex,
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MA.\(^{61}\) city directory * 1964 in 111 Aiken Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA.\(^{61}\) retirement from Mariam Company, Lowell, MA,\(^{460}\) died 24 Sep 1999 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{460}\) buried 29 Sep 1999 in St Joseph Cem, Chelmsford, Middlesex, MA.\(^{460}\)

She married ca 1927 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{91}\) Resided (family) 02 Apr 1930 at 18 Eighth Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{91}\) Joseph Domina Chartrand\(^{42456}\), born 08 May 1900 in QC, Canada,\(^{303,121}\) (son of Joseph Chartrand#59569 and Amanda LaDoucure#57674), event * 12 Sep 1918 in World War I Draft Registration,\(^{92}\) occupation 12 Sep 1918 operative for Law Mfg Co,\(^{92}\) Resided 12 Sep 1918 in 190 Hall Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{92}\) Height 12 Sep 1918 5' 4",\(^{92}\) weight 12 Sep 1918 medium,\(^{92}\) eye color 12 Sep 1918 gray,\(^{92}\) hair color 12 Sep 1918 brown,\(^{92}\) census * 02 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120,\(^{93}\) occupation 02 Apr 1930 car shop machinist,\(^{91}\) city directory * 1932 in 18 Eighth Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1932 machinist's helper,\(^{91}\) city directory * 1935 in 195 Mammoth Road, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1935 machinist,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1938 in 111 Aiken Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1938 machinist,\(^{61}\) event 13 Mar 1942 in assigned serial number 561 by Draft Board 84 for the national draft lottery,\(^{461}\) Social security num bef 1951 706-05-7266 (Railroad Board),\(^{121}\) city directory * 1956 in 111 Aiken Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1956 machinist,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1964 in 111 Aiken Avenue, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1964 assembler at Sargent Corp, Granville,\(^{61}\) died 20 Jun 1985 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA.\(^{303,121}\)

Children:
+ 4647 i. Omer R.\(^{2}\) Chartrand #42457 born ca Nov 1928.
+ 4648 ii. Louis M Chartrand #42458.
+ 4649 iii. Henry F Chartrand #42459.

2292. Antoinette Fleur-Ange\(^{11}\) Vadeboncoeur\(^{41561}\), also known as Florence Vadeboncoeur,\(^{460}\) (Joseph Pierre Chabrier dit\(^{90}\), Louis\(^{2}\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^{9}\), Charles Amable Chabrier dit\(^{1}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Jean\(^{1}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{2}\), Simon\(^{2}\), Simon\(^{2}\), Bertrand\(^{3}\)), henry no. #165444 from Chabrier, born * 28 Jul 1907 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{50,138,121}\) census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 237,\(^{60}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120,\(^{91}\) occupation 03 Apr 1930 laborer in woolen mill,\(^{91}\) city directory * 1932 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1932 mender,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1938 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1938 mender,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1942 in Woodlawn Street, Tyngsboro, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1949 in Woodlawn Street, Tyngsboro, MA,\(^{61}\) social security num bef 1951 033-10-3088 (MA),\(^{121}\) city directory * 1951 in Woodlawn Street, Tyngsboro, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1957 in Glendale Avenue, Tyngsboro, MA,\(^{61}\) Resided 24 Sep 1999 in Nashua, Hillsborough, NH,\(^{460}\) died 07 Apr 2007 in Nashua, Hillsborough, NH.\(^{303,121}\)

She married ca 1938,\(^{303}\) Joseph Hector Lacourse\(^{42460}\), born * 15 Jun 1906 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{138}\) (son of Joseph Lacourse#59570 and Azilda Boucher#59571), Resided 10 Oct 1935 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA, city directory * 1938 in 116 Martin Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1938 stone cutter,\(^{51}\) city directory * 1942 in Woodlawn Street, Tyngsboro, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1942 quarry worker, Tyngsboro, MA,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1949 in Woodlawn Street, Tyngsboro, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1949 quarry worker,\(^{61}\) social security num bef 1951 022-07-2728 (MA),\(^{121}\) city directory * 1951 in Woodlawn Street, Tyngsboro, MA,\(^{61}\) occupation 1951 quarry worker,\(^{61}\) city directory * 1957 in Glendale Avenue, Tyngsboro, MA,\(^{67}\) occupation 1957 quarry worker,\(^{61}\) died 26 May 1974 in Tyngsboro, Middlesex, MA,\(^{303,121,179}\)

Children:
4650 i. Paul\(^{2}\) Lacourse #57669, henry no. #1654441 from Chabrier.

He married Pauline __ #57670.

4651 ii. Claire Lacourse #57671, henry no. #1654442 from Chabrier.

She married __ Mason #57672.

2295. Marie Gracia E\(^{11}\) Vadeboncoeur\(^{41564}\) (Joseph Pierre Chabrier dit\(^{10}\), Louis\(^{2}\), Antoine Chabrier dit\(^{9}\), Charles Amable Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Jean\(^{1}\) Chabrier, Jean\(^{2}\), Simon\(^{2}\), Simon\(^{2}\), Bertrand\(^{3}\)), henry no. #165447 from Chabrier, born * 31 May 1911 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA,\(^{271,121}\) census * 06 Jan 1920 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 237,\(^{60}\) census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Middlesex, Lowell, ED 120,\(^{91}\) occupation 03 Apr 1930 shoe factory laborer,\(^{91}\)
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She married bef 1938, **Ralph E Pearsall** #42462, born * 07 Jun 1905 in Lowell, Middlesex, MA, (son of William T Pearsall and Mary G Falvey), city directory * 1923 in QC, Champlain, St Theophile, ED 151 Canada, Mar 1899 in St Didace, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada, dit Joseph Alcide Middlesex, MA, 1910, Florence Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, 1938 in 238 Crawford Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1965 general research United Shoe, West Gloucester, Essex, MA, occupation 1965 student.

**Children:**


4653 2. Rose Marie Pearsall #59577, henry no. #1654472 from Chabrier, city directory * 1965 in 1 Roberts Court, West Gloucester, Essex, MA, occupation 1965 student.


She married 28 May 1938 in St Jean d'Arc Ch., Lowell, Middlesex, MA, **Wilfred E Hamel** #42461, born 10 Jun 1910, social security num bef 1951 033-10-2331 (MA), city directory * 1956 in 80 Florence Street, Lowell, Middlesex, MA, occupation 1956 carpenter, died 24 Jun 1973 in Tyngsboro, Middlesex, MA.

**Children:**

4654 1. Reo** Hamel #57701, henry no. #1654481 from Chabrier.


He married (1) * 24 Oct 1923 in Cap de la Madeleine, Champlain, QC, Canada, **Marie Cecile Gabrielle Milot** #30870, born 29 Jun 1905 in Champlain, Champlain, PQ, Canada, (daughter of Denis Milot and Antoinette Gouin), baptized * 30 Jun 1905 in Champlain, Champlain, PQ, Canada. **Marie**: Godparents: Onesime Lottinville & Adrienne Gouin, his wife.

**Children:**
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15 Aug 1929 in Cap de la Madeleine, Champlain, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Eugene Lupien, uncle & Antoinette Vadeboncoeur, his wife.

iv. Marie Blanche Gisele Vadeboncoeur #59688, henry no. #1654544 from Chabrier, born 01 Aug 1931 in Cap de la Madeleine, Champlain, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 02 Aug 1931 in Cap de la Madeleine, Champlain, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Aime Thiffault, uncle & Marie Blanche Milot, his wife.

v. Marie Claire Alice Vadeboncoeur #59689, henry no. #1654545 from Chabrier, born 10 Nov 1932 in Cap de la Madeleine, Champlain, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 11 Nov 1932 in Cap de la Madeleine, Champlain, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Raoul Rocheleau & Marie Alice Cloutier, his wife.

vi. Joseph Andre Gerard Vadeboncoeur #59690, henry no. #1654546 from Chabrier, born 09 Nov 1934 in Cap de la Madeleine, Champlain, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 09 Nov 1934 in Cap de la Madeleine, Champlain, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Orphir Paquin, cousin & Cecile Belair, his wife.


He married (2) 03 Mar 1977 in Cap de la Madeleine, Champlain, QC, Canada,8 Marie Ange Lamirande #36289 (daughter of Joseph Lamirande #59693 and Aldea Regniere #59692).

2310. Joseph Benoit Rosaire11 Vadeboncoeur #36288 (Louis Arthur10, Louis9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean3 Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #16545B from Chabrier, born 26 Jun 1911 in St Timothee, Champlain, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 26 Jun 1911 in St Timothee, Champlain, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Zepherin Lafreniere, grandfather & Mathilde Lessard, his wife.

He married 15 May 1944 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada,8 Marie Ange Lamirande #36289 (daughter of Joseph Lamirande #59693 and Aldea Regniere #59692).

Children:

4662 i. Lucie12 Vadeboncoeur #36315, henry no. #16545B1 from Chabrier.

She married 07 May 1966 in Ste Ursule, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada,8 Chantal Gravel #36316. Chantal: Son of Victorin Gravel & Gilberte Ferron of Louisville.


He married * 19 Sep 1939 in Vercheres, Vercheres, QC, Canada,9 Marie Azilie Therese Jodoin #30760, born 22 Mar 1914 in Vercheres, Vercheres, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Adolphe Jodoin #59719 and Anne Beauchemin #59720), baptized * 23 Mar 1914 in Vercheres, Vercheres, QC, Canada.9 Marie: Godparents: Mederic Jodoin & Azilie Choquet, his wife.

Children:


She married 27 Oct 1962 in Vercheres, Vercheres, QC, Canada,9 Jean Louis Duval #59718.

2317. Marie Jeannette Therese12 Vadeboncoeur #31903 (Rodrique Louis Napoleon10, Louis9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean3 Simon1, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #165484 from Chabrier, born 14 Aug 1903 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 14 Aug 1903 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Joliette, Joliette, ED 163-26.32 Godparents: Rev. J. B. Grenier, pastor & Theotiste Grenier.
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She married * 25 May 1936 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.94,257,9 Georges Philippe Lionel Jacob #31904, born 27 May 1905 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Philippe Jacob #59714 and Anna Leduc #59715), baptized * 27 May 1905 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.9 Georges: Godparents: Uldoric Trudel & Laura Leduc.

Children:

4664  i. Joseph Jean Rene12 Jacob #59723, henry no. #1654841 from Chabrier, born 09 Dec 1937 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 09 Dec 1937 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Philippe Jacob, grandfather & Anna Leduc, his wife.

4665  ii. Joseph Gaetan Jacob #59724, henry no. #1654842 from Chabrier, born 25 Mar 1940 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 25 Mar 1940 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Napoleon Vadeboncoeur, grandfather & Lodia Leduc.

2318. Marie Reine Eglantine1Vadeboncoeur #31926 (Rodrigue Louis Napoleon10, Louis9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #165485 from Chabrier, born 22 Oct 1904 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 22 Oct 1904 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Joliette, Joliette, ED 163-26,32 died 17 Sep 1999 in Loretteville, PQ, Canada.244 Godparents: Edouard Gagnon & Georgina Clement.

She married * 21 Jul 1932 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.94,257,9 Joseph Richard Emilien Rompre #31927, born 02 May 1895 in Ste anne-de-la-Perade, Champlain, QC, Canada,9 (son of Joseph Rompre #59710 and Cordelia Gervais #59711), baptized * 03 May 1895 in Ste Anne-de-la-Perade, Champlain, QC, Canada.9

Children:


He married Marthe Gertrude "Denise" Godbout #36278. Marthe: Dau of Amable Ernest Godbout & Ida Marie Clermont.

4667  ii. Joseph Gaetan Claude Rompre #33969, henry no. #1654852 from Chabrier, born 01 Sep 1937 in St Pascal-de-Maizerets, Quebec, Quebec, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 02 Sep 1937 in St Pascal-de-Maizerets, Quebec, Quebec, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Napoleon Vadeboncoeur, grandfather & Jeanne Vadeboncoeur, aunt, represented by Maxime Picotte & Rita Picotte.

2320. Joseph Arthur Gregoire1Vadeboncoeur #30777 (Rodrigue Louis Napoleon10, Louis9, Antoine Chabrier dit8, Charles Amable Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #165487 from Chabrier, born 16 Nov 1906 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Nov 1906 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Joliette, Joliette, ED 163-26.32 Godparents: Napoleon Vadeboncoeur, uncle & Olevina Lessard.

He married * 16 Jun 1930 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.94,257,9 Marie Laurette Laurence Massicotte #30778, born 04 Feb 1908 in Ste Genevieve-de-Batsiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Edouard Massicotte #59707 and Rebecca Lahaye #59708), baptized * 05 Feb 1908 in Ste Genevieve-de-Batsiscan, Champlain, QC, Canada,9 died 26 Apr 1997 in Laval, Montreal, PQ, Canada.244 Marie: Godparents: Lorenzo Lahaye & Alice Massicotte.

Children:

4668  i. Joseph Jacques Normand12 Vadeboncoeur #59709, henry no. #1654871 from Chabrier, born 16 Mar 1931 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 17 Mar 1931 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Edward Massicotte, grandfather & Jeanne Vadeboncoeur, aunt.

4669  ii. Marie Alice Raymond Vadeboncoeur #59712, henry no. #1654872 from Chabrier, born 12 Jul 1933 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 12 Jul 1933 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Napoleon Vadeboncoeur, grandfather & Alice Massicotte, grandaunt.

4670  iii. Marie Marthe Denise Vadeboncoeur #59713, henry no. #1654873 from Chabrier, born 28 Dec 1936 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 28 Dec 1936 in St Tite, Champlain, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Clement Massicotte & Lucienne Massicotte.
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Children:

4671 i. Gabriel Patrice I Vadeboncoeur #33734 (details excluded).

He married Céline Bergeron #33739, (details excluded). Céline: Dau of Eugene Bergeron & Claire Hubert.

4672 ii. N.N. Vadeboncoeur #36338, henry no. #1652B22 from Chabrier, born 29 Aug 1950 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada, died stillborn, buried 29 Aug 1950 in St Paulin, Maskinonge, QC, Canada.

4673 iii. Joseph Alphonse Jean François Vadeboncoeur #33735 (details excluded).

4674 iv. Claire Isabelle Vadeboncoeur #33736 (details excluded).

4675 v. Marie-Paule Jeanne Genevieve Vadeboncoeur #33737 (details excluded).

She married Gaston Brissette #36313, (details excluded).

4676 vi. Marie-Raymonde-Chantal Vadeboncoeur #33738 (details excluded).


Children:

4677 i. Roch Gilbert II Vadeboncoeur #33729 (details excluded).

He married Sylvie Frigon #36297, (details excluded).

4678 ii. Andree Joanne Vadeboncoeur #36348 (details excluded).

4679 iii. Luce Elisabeth Vadeboncoeur #33730 (details excluded).

4680 iv. Christiane Laurence Vadeboncoeur #33731 (details excluded).

4681 v. Philippe Guy Vadeboncoeur #33732 (details excluded).

4682 vi. B. B. Vadeboncoeur #36339 (details excluded).
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proprietor, city directory * 1936 in Biddeford, York, ME,
city directory * 1936 in 20 Summit Avenue, West
Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1936 hairdresser, city directory * 1938 in 20 Summit Avenue, West
Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 proprietor of Simone's Beauty Salon, 68 Washington Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI,
social security num 1963 - 1964 038-30-3967 (RI), died 21 Jul 1986 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, buried in St
Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI.

She married 24 Nov 1938 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, Lionel Dorvinis Brodeur #53, born 25 Nov 1900 in West
Warwick, Kent, RI, (son of Henry Brodeur #17362 and Rosanna Harpin #17363), census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI,
Kent, West Warwick, ED 25, resided 14 Apr 1930 in 144 Brookside Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,
occupation 14 Apr 1930 lumber company bookkeeper, occupation Office manager, social security num bef 1951 037-09-9465 (RI), died 05 Dec 1988 in Pawcatuck, New London, CT, buried in West Warwick, Kent, RI.

Lionel: He was living in Stonington, CT when he died.

Children:

4683 i. Clare Annette#2 Brodeur #54, henry no. #1715321 from Chabrier, born 14 Sep 1939 in West Warwick,
Kent, RI, baptized 08 Oct 1939 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI. Godparents: Jerome Brodeur & Emelda Parenteau.

She married 18 Nov 1972 in St John, Stamford, CT, Judd Raymond Harding #32531, died 04 Nov
2008 in Stamford, Fairfield, CT.

+ 4684 ii. Constance Marguerite Brodeur #55 born 18 Jun 1941.
+ 4685 iii. Ernest Martin Brodeur #56 (details excluded).
4686 iv. Martin Thomas Brodeur #57 (details excluded).

2339. Gertrude Lillian#1 Verboncoeur #30 (Ovide#9 Vadebonconeur, Adolphe (Dolphis)#9, Louis Chabrier dit#7, Pierre
(Louis) Chabrier dit#7, Jean Chabrier dit#7, Jean Chabrier, Jean#7, Simon#7, Simon#7, Bertrand#7), henry no. #171534 from
Chabrier, born 19 Mar 1912 in Phenix, Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 24 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30,
census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, social security num 1952 553-42-2286 (CA), died 12 Mar 1989 in Redding, Shasta, CA, buried in Redding, Shasta, CA.

She married 16 Nov 1931 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, resident (family) 1949 in Redding, Shasta, CA,
Albert Dimasi #362, born 05 Jan 1908 in Natick, West Warwick, Kent, RI, (son of Francisco Dimasi #17352 and
Guiseppa Petteronti #17353), social security num bef 1951 037-20-3557 (RI), died May 1980 in Redding, Shasta, CA.

Children:

4687 i. Norma E#2 Dimasi #363, henry no. #1715341 from Chabrier, resided 17 Mar 1989 in Redding, Shasta,
CA.

+ 4688 ii. Albert Dimasi Jr. #364.
+ 4689 iii. Janice Dimasi #365 born 24 Apr 1943.

2341. Eudore Pierre#1 Vadeboncoeur #31 (Ovide#10, Adolphe (Dolphis)#9, Louis Chabrier dit#7, Jean Chabrier dit#7, Jean Chabrier dit#7, Jean Chabrier, Jean#7, Simon#7, Simon#7, Bertrand#7), henry no. #171536 from Chabrier, born 29 Jun
1916 in Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 02 Jul 1916 in Notre Dame RC Ch, West Warwick, RI, census * 24 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30,
census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, city directory * 1936 at 20 Summit Avenue, West
Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1938 at 44 1/2 Youngs Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 chauffeur, city directory * 1940 at 48 Youngs Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 driver at 936 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, military 16 Mar 1944 U.S. Army - World War II - Battle of the Bulge under Gen. George Patton, city directory * 1944 at 48 Youngs Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1946 at 48 Youngs Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1946 carpenter at Quonset Point Naval Housing, city directory * 1949 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1949 carpenter at Quonset Point Naval Housing, social security num bef 1951 037-09-4137 (RI), died 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, buried in St
Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI,
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occupation 1957 carpenter, occupation 1968 founder and owner of Apex Aluminum Products Co., city directory * 1971 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1971 leadingman at NAS Quonset Point, RI, city directory * 1972 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1972 leadingman at NAS Quonset Point, RI, city directory * 1973 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1973 leadingman at NAS Quonset Point, RI, retirement 1973 as Superintendent of Quonset Point Naval Housing, city directory * 1980 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1980 Apex Aluminum Products, city directory * 1989 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1989 salesman for Apex Aluminum Products, died 19 Jul 1997 in Coventry, Kent, RI, buried 23 Jul 1997 in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, RI. He enlisted in the US Army at Fort Devens, MA.

He married 07 Aug 1937 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, Jeannette Marguerite Lemoi #58, born 15 Sep 1912 in Arctic, West Warwick, Kent, RI, (daughter of Henri Antoine Lemoi #17360 and Marie Aglaee Tetreault and they adopted her in 1922.

Children:
+ 4690 i. Richard Henry Vadeboncoeur #59 born 16 Aug 1940.
+ 4691 ii. Diane Lucienne Vadeboncoeur #60, henry no. #1715362 from Chabrier, born 03 Oct 1942 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 18 Sep 1942 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1944 at 48 Youngs Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1946 at 48 Youngs Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1949 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 036-09-7088 (RI), city directory * 1951 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1953 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1957 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1955 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1971 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1972 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1973 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1980 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, city directory * 1989 at 155 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, died 06 Jul 1993 in Warwick, Kent, RI, buried 09 Jul 1993 in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI. Paul James Yeaton #6177, born 11 Aug 1941 in Cranston, Providence, RI, baptized 04 Jan 1942 in Pawtucket, Providence, RI. Paul: Father: Laurence J. Yeaton, Mother: Edith James.

+ 4692 iii. Gerald Edward Vadeboncoeur #61 (details excluded).
+ 4693 iv. Suzanne Ginette Vadeboncoeur #62 (details excluded).

2342. Maurice Edgar Verboncoeur #14 (Ovide Vadeboncoeur, Adolphe (Dolphis), Louis Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), ahnentafel #2 from Roger #2 <Roger, henry no. #171537 from Chabrier, born 28 Nov 1917 in Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized 28 Nov 1917 in N. D. du-Bon-Conseil, Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 24 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, city directory * 1938 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 operator, census * 20 Apr 1940 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 2-55, occupation 20 Apr 1940 gasoline station attendant, city directory * 1940 at 1469 Main Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 mechanic, city directory * 1946 at 22 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1946 laborer, city directory * 1949 at 22 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1949 laborer, social security num bef 1951 038-05-6565 (RI), city directory * 1951 at 22 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1951 machinist, city directory * 1953 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1953 machinist, city directory * 1955 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1955 machinist, city directory * 1957 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1957 machinist, city directory * 1960 in Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1960 employed at BIF Industries, Providence, RI, city directory * 1962 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1962 machinist at BIF Industries, Providence, RI, city directory * 1964 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1964 machinist at BIF Industries, Providence, RI, city directory * 1964 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1964 shop worker at BIF Industries, city directory * 1966 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent,
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Children:
+ 4694 i. Roger Maurice Verboncoeur #1 born 29 Jul 1941.

He married (2) * 20 Dec 1952 in Cranston, Providence, RI, Doris Claire St Jean #20, born 28 May 1921 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, daughter of Michael St Jean #228 and Opalma Gamelin #229, social security num 037-09-5964, occupation textile specialist, city directory * 1953 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1955 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1957 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1962 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1964 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1966 in 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1967 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1968 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1968 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1968 inspector at P.V. Dyeing, city directory * 1971 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1971 inspector at P.V. Dyeing, city directory * 1972 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1972 inspector at P.V. Dyeing, city directory * 1973 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, died 02 Nov 1979 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, cremated in RI, buried in AZ. Doris: SSN: 037-09-5964.

Children:
4695 ii. Robert Joseph (St Jean) Verboncoeur #21, also known as Robert St Jean (details excluded).

He married (1) Patricia Almeida, (details excluded).
He married (2) Maryanne Arlene Kelly #33548, (details excluded).

He married (3) Cleo Ruth Carl #24, born 13 Feb 1927 in Coventry, Kent, RI, daughter of Leon Carl #230 and Catherine Loretta Hill #231, social security num bef 1951 039-14-2270 (RI), city directory * 1989 at 30 Matteson Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 2000 at 58 Tiogue Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, died 26 Jan 2001 in Warwick, Kent, RI, obituary * 28 Jan 2001, city directory * 2002 at 58 Tiogue Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI.

2343. Gerard Joseph Verboncoeur #33 (Ovide Vadeboncoeur, Adolphe (Dolphis), Louis Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #171538 from
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He married ca 1947 in Germany, Anna Diegel #63, born 21 Aug 1919 in Hanau, Windecken, Germany, event 03 Oct 1947 in Departed Bremerhaven, Germany, (see note 72), city directory * 1949 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1951 in 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1953 in 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, event * 27 Sep 1954 in Departed Frankfurt, Germany, (see note 73), city directory * 1955 in 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1957 at 159 Harris Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation secretary.

Children:
+ 4697  ii.  Rosemarie Ritter Verboncoeur #17326, [adopted] henry no. #1715382 from Chabrier, born 18 Jan 1940 in Windecken, Germany, event * 30 Oct 1948 in Departed Frankfurt, Germany, (see note 74), occupation secretary.

She married 05 Sep 1959 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, Paul Emile Blais #17328, born 10 Jan 1934 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, (son of Armand Blais #59083 and Marie Antoinette Diana Hebert #59084), occupation stock clerk, died Aug 1997 in Norfolk, VA.

+ 4698  iii.  Carl Gerard Verboncoeur #64 (details excluded).

2344. Rene Joseph Olivier#64 VADEBONCOEUR #35 (Ovide)64, Adolphe (Dolphis)9, Louis Chabrier dit6, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit6, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean7 Chabrier, Jean8, Simon9, Simon10, Bertrand11), henry no. #171539 from Chabrier, born 26 Feb 1925 in Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI, baptized in Notre Dame RC Ch, West Warwick, RI, census * 14 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, census * 25 Apr 1940 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 2-44, city directory * 1949 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1949 student, city directory * 1951 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1951 student, city directory * 1953 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1953 student, city directory * 1954 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1954 student, city directory * 1955 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1955 student, city directory * 1956 at 20 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1956 student, State Medical Center, city directory * 1964 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1964 nurse, State Medical Center, city directory * 1964 in Providence, Providence, RI, occupation 1964 attendant at State of RI, city directory * 1966 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1966 nurse, State Medical Center, city directory * 1967 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1967 nurse, State Medical Center, city directory * 1968 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1968 nurse, State Medical Center, city directory * 1971 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1971 nurse, State Medical Center, city directory * 1972 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1972 nurse, State Medical Center.
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city directory * 1973 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1973 nurse, State Medical Center,
city directory * 1980 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1980 batch maker at American
Hoescht,
city directory * 1989 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1989 retired,
city directory * 2000 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 2002 at 42 Sheffield Avenue,
West Warwick, Kent, RI.

He married 16 Nov 1957 in Notre Dame RC Ch, West Warwick, RI, resided (family) 1991 in 42 Sheffield Avenue,
West Warwick, Kent, RI, Margot Eva Neumann #66, born 20 Feb 1923 in Paatzig, Germany, Prussia (now
Poland), baptized 26 Oct 1957 in St Peter & Paul, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1962 at 42 Sheffield
Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1964 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city
directory * 1966 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1967 at 42 Sheffield Avenue,
West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1968 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory *
1971 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1971 teacher at West Warwick Senior High
School, city directory * 1972 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1972 teacher at West
Warwick Senior High School, city directory * 1973 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation
1973 teacher at West Warwick Senior High School, city directory * 1980 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick,
Kent, RI, occupation 1980 teacher for West Warwick School Department, city directory * 1989 at 42 Sheffield
Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 2000 at 13 Deborah Court, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city
directory * 2000 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 2002 at 13 Deborah Court,
West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 2002 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory *
2002 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 2002 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick,
Kent, RI, city directory * 2002 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 2002 at 42
Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 2002 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent,
RI, city directory * 2002 at 42 Sheffield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 2002 at 42 Sheffield
Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI.

Children:

4699  i.  Normand Ernst Neumann#12 Vadeboncoeur #67 (details excluded).

He married Nancy Lynn DiNitto #342, born 15 Sep 1961 in Providence, Providence, RI, city directory * 2000 at 13
Deborah Court, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 2002 at 13 Deborah Court, West Warwick, Kent, RI,
died 19 Jun 2005 in Warwick, Kent, RI, buried 22 Jun 2005 in Swan Point Cem., Providence, Providence, RI.

4700  ii.  Marc Ovide Vadeboncoeur #68 (details excluded).

2347. Flora (Florence) dit Vadeboncoeur #394 (Joseph Hector), Adolphe (Dolphis), Louis Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis)
Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand, henry no. #171562 in Chabrier,
born 05 Sep 1908 in Lipitt, Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 21 Apr 1910 in RI, Kent, Warwick, ED 21, census * 27
Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, city directory * 1927 in 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent,
RI, occupation 1927 mill operator, city directory * 1929 in 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI,
occupation 1929 mill operator, city directory * 1991 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, occupation
19 Apr 1930 warp tender at the cotton mill, city directory * 1938 in 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent,
RI, city directory * 1940 in 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 035-16-0883
1985 in Notre Dame Cem, Phenix, West Warwick, RI.

She married 21 Apr 1930 in Our Lady of Good Counsel, West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 1968 - 1983
in North Kingstown, Washington, RI, Joseph Aldor Pelletier #5960, born 09 Dec 1906 in Phenix, West Warwick,
Kent, RI, son of David Pelletier #17350 and Marie Bonenfant #17351, city directory * 1938 in 30 Summit Avenue,
West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 salesman, city directory * 1940 in 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick,
Kent, RI, occupation 1940 salesman for Remington's Dairy, social security num bef 1951 038-03-1023 (RI),
died Feb 1983 in North Kingstown, Washington, RI, buried in Notre Dame Cem, Phenix, West Warwick, RI.

Children:

4701  i.  Louise Pelletier #42131, henry no. #1715621 in Chabrier.

She married Hannon #42132.
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2348. **Roland Leo** Vadeboncoeur #352 (Joseph Hector, Adolphe (Dolphis), Louis Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #171563 in Chabrier, born 24 Sep 1913 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 27 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, city directory * 1936 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1936 painter, city directory * 1938 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1938 painter, city directory * 1940 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1940 painter, city directory * 1944 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1946 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1946 painter, city directory * 1949 at 99 Clyde Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1949 painter, city directory * 1951 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1951 painter, city directory * 1953 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1953 painter, city directory * 1955 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1955 painter, city directory * 1957 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1957 painter, city directory * 1962 at 47 Tampa Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1962 laborer at Arkwright Mills, Fall River, MA, city directory * 1964 at 47 Tampa Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1964 laborer at Arkwright Mills, Fall River, MA, city directory * 1966 at 47 Tampa Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1966 laborer at Arkwright Mills, Fall River, MA, city directory * 1967 at 47 Tampa Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1967 laborer at Arkwright Interlachen, city directory * 1971 at 47 Tampa Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1971 machine operator at Arkwright Interlachen, Fiskeville, city directory * 1972 at 94 Cowesett Avenue, Apt 28, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1972 retired, city directory * 1980 at 76 Old North Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, died 14 Jul 1999 in Pawtucket, Providence, RI, buried in private.

He married 09 Feb 1946 in Ayer, Middlesex, MA, **Christine R Heroux** #353, born 08 Aug 1915 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, (daughter of Ernest P Heroux #17335 and Cordelia Fontaine #17336), military US Army WAC - World War II, city directory * 1946 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1949 at 99 Clyde Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 039-18-1156 (RI), city directory * 1951 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1953 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1955 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1957 at 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1962 at 47 Tampa Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1962 laborer, city directory * 1966 at 47 Tampa Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1966 laborer, city directory * 1967 at 47 Tampa Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1967 laborer, city directory * 1971 at 47 Tampa Street, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1971 machine operator, city directory * 1972 at 94 Cowesett Avenue, Apt 28, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1972 retired, city directory * 1980 at 76 Old North Road, Coventry, Kent, RI, died 06 Dec 1996 in Warwick, Kent, RI, buried in private.

*Children:*

+ 4702 i. **Roland Paul** Vadeboncoeur #354 (details excluded).

2349. **Jeanne Estelle** Vadeboncoeur #5961 (Joseph Hector, Adolphe (Dolphis), Louis Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean, Simon, Simon, Bertrand), henry no. #171564 in Chabrier, born 23 Sep 1920 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 19 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, city directory * 1938 in 30 Summit Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, social security num bef 1951 038-07-4130 (RI), occupation lace inspector, died 06 Jul 2004 in West Greenwich, Kent, RI.

She married 02 Sep 1939 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, **Eugene Alsosy Pysz** #5962, born 27 Dec 1912 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, (son of Andrew Pysz #17364 and K. Mary Pilch #17365), social security num bef 1951 038-05-6585 (RI), occupation laborer - saw mill, died 12 Apr 1990 in Warwick, Kent, RI.

*Children:*

4703 i. Eugene R Pysz #5963, henry no. #1715641 from Chabrier.

4704 ii. Shelia A Pysz #59785, henry no. #1715642 from Chabrier.

She married resided (family) 08 Jul 2004 in West Greenwich, Kent, RI, Rossi #59786.

4705 iii. Shannon Pysz #59787, henry no. #1715643 from Chabrier.
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She married resided (family) 08 Jul 2004 in Johnston, Providence, RI, 97 __ Jennings #59788.

2350. Joseph Aimee Valmore1,2 Vadeboncoeur #1177, also known as Valmore Aimee Vadeboncoeur (Joseph Adolphe10, Adolphe (Dolphis)9, Louis Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #171571 in Chabrier, born 06 Dec 1913 in Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 158 baptized 07 Dec 1913 at Notre Dame RC Ch, West Warwick, RI, census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, 91 occupation 09 Apr 1930 laborer at print works, 91 city directory * 1936 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1936 operator, 61 city directory * 1938 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1938 operator, 61 city directory * 1940 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1940 operator, 61 city directory * 1946 at 19 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1946 operator, 61 social security num bef 1951 037-09-3504 (RI), 121 city directory * 1953 at 17 Wakefield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1953 finisher, 61 city directory * 1955 at 88 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1955 finisher, 61 city directory * 1957 at 88 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1957 finisher, 61 city directory * 1966 at 12 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1966 textile worker at Arkwright Interlachen Mills, 61 city directory * 1967 at 12 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1967 textile worker at Arkwright Interlachen Mills, 61 city directory * 1971 at 12 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1971 textile worker at Arkwright Interlachen Mills, 61 city directory * 1972 at 12 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1972 textile worker at Arkwright Interlachen Mills, 61 city directory * 1973 at 12 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 retirement 1974 from Arkwright-Interlaken Co., Coventry, Kent, RI, 482 city directory * 1980 at 12 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 city directory * 1989 at 12 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 died 11 Sep 1985 in Warwick, Kent, RI146,121 buried 13 Sep 1985 at Notre Dame Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI148 Legally changed name on 09 May 1973 to Valmore Aimee Vadeboncoeur.

He married 26 Jun 1944 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, 158 Stella Anne Marie Delobbe #13989, born 01 Jun 1914 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, 158 (daughter of Adolphe Delobbe #17368 and Rosanna Dufresne #17369), baptized 01 Jun 1914 in St John Baptist, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 city directory * 1946 at 19 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 social security num bef 1951 036-16-5016 (RI), 121 city directory * 1953 at 17 Wakefield Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 61 city directory * 1955 at 88 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 city directory * 1957 at 88 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 city directory * 1966 at 12 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 city directory * 1967 at 12 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 occupation 1967 housekeeper at Riverview Nursing Home, 61 city directory * 1968 at 12 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 city directory * 1971 at 12 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 city directory * 1980 at 12 Highland Avenue, Coventry, Kent, RI, 61 died 06 Sep 1999 in Warwick, Kent, RI, 483 buried 09 Sep 1999 in Notre Dame Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI. 131

Children:

4706  i. Valmore Joseph12 Vadeboncoeur #13990 (details excluded).

He married Elyse Dale Kaplan #33602, (details excluded). Elyse: No issue.

+ 4707  ii. Claudette Marie Vadeboncoeur #13991 (details excluded).

2351. Claire Yvette13 Vadeboncoeur #5964 (Joseph Adolphe10, Adolphe (Dolphis)9, Louis Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #171572 from Chabrier, born 13 Sep 1915 in Phenix, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 158 census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 30, 60 census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, 91 occupation finishing (textile), died 14 Dec 1992 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, 146,321 buried 16 Dec 1992 in Notre Dame Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI.

She married 27 Apr 1935 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, 158 Charles Emile Mayette #13993, born 10 Oct 1911 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, 158 (son of Henri Mayette #17358 and Emma Goudreau #17359), occupation meat cutter, retirement 1990 in Roch's Market, West Warwick, Kent, RI, 484 died 03 Jun 1991 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, 484 buried 05 Jun 1991 in N.D. Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI. 84
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Children:
+ 4708 i. Gilbert Hénery, born 18 May 1937.
+ 4709 ii. Suzanne Claire Mayette #13995, born 30 Sep 1940 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.

She married 28 Apr 1962 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 03 Jun 1991 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.

4710 iii. Madeleine Louise Mayette #13996 (details excluded).

She married Pierre William Caplette #42161, (details excluded).

4711 iv. Paul Charles Mayette #13997 (details excluded).

He married (1) Kathleen Gientry #60876, (details excluded).
He married (2) Catherine E St Germain #60877, (details excluded).

4712 v. Pauline Charlotte Mayette #13998 (details excluded).


Children:
+ 4713 i. Henry Louis12 Vadeboncoeur Jr. #14000 born 11 Feb 1942.
+ 4714 ii. Jane L Vadeboncoeur #14002 (details excluded).
+ 4715 iii. Diane Vadeboncoeur #14003 (details excluded).
+ 4716 iv. Gail Ann Vadeboncoeur #14001 (details excluded).

2353. Marie Berthe Therese L Vadeboncoeur #5967 (Joseph Adolphe40, Adolphe (Dolphis)2, Louis Chabrier dit3, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit4, Jean Chabrier dit5, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon4, Simon Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #171574 in Chabrier, born 24 Jul 1919 in Lippit, West Warwick, Kent, RI,158 census * 12 Jan 1920 in RI, Kent, West Warwick,
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ED 30, census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, city directory * 1938 in 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1940 in 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1944 in 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation lace mender, occupation 1983 inspector, retirement 1983 from Budlong Mfg. Co., Cranston, Providence, RI, died 02 Dec 1996 in Coventry, Kent, RI, buried 05 Dec 1996 in St Joseph Cem, West Warwick, RI.


Children:
4717 i. Leo Paul Pelletier #14024 (details excluded).
4718 ii. Mary Jane Pelletier #14028 (details excluded).


4719 iii. Richard Emile Pelletier #14025 (details excluded).

He married Diane I. White #46906, (details excluded).

4720 iv. Robert Edouard Pelletier #14026 (details excluded).

He married Kathleen Ellen Watson #38936, (details excluded) in Coventry, Kent, RI. Kathleen: Dau of Phillip Watson & Marjorie Woolett.

4721 v. Betty Ann Pelletier #14027 (details excluded).

She married Brian Edward Griffith #38934, (details excluded) in Coventry, Kent, RI. Brian: Son of Fred Griffith & Lydia Chaffee.

2354. Marie Marcelle Lucille Vadeboncoeur #5966 (Joseph Adolphe, Adolphe (Dolphis), Louis Chabrier dit, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier dit, Jean Chabrier, Jean', Simon', Simon', Bertrand), henry no. #171575 from Chabrier, born 16 Apr 1921 in Lippit, West Warwick, Kent, RI, census * 09 Apr 1930 in RI, Kent, West Warwick, ED 19, city directory * 1944 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1946 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1946 wire worker, city directory * 1949 at 33 Phenix Avenue, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1949 wire worker, died 15 May 1984 in Warwick, Kent, RI, buried 17 May 1984 in Notre Dame Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI.

She married 19 Nov 1949 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, Emile Joseph Plante Jr. #14029, born 30 Aug 1919 in Providence, Providence, RI, son of Emile J Plante Sr #42194 and Anna Cadigan #42195, military Army - World War II & Korean War, occupation burner at Electric Boat, Quonset Point, Washington, RI, died 22 Feb 1995 in Warwick, Kent, RI, buried 24 Feb 1995 in N.D. Cem, West Warwick, Kent, RI.

Children:
4722 i. David Charles Plante #14030, henry no. #1715751 from Chabrier.

He married 19 Nov 1978, Melissa McKay #42197.
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Turnpike, Coventry, Kent, RI, occupation 1957 operator, city directory * 1966 at RD 1, West Warwick, Kent, RI, city directory * 1980 in 24 April Court, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 1980 finisher, city directory * 2000 at 24 April Court, West Warwick, Kent, RI, occupation 2000 retired, city directory * 2002 at 24 April Court, West Warwick, Kent, RI.

He married 22 Apr 1950 in West Warwick, Kent, RI, resided (family) 15 Dec 1992 in Coventry, Kent, RI, Lydia Clara Sousa, his wife.


He married * 29 Dec 1919 in St Felix de Valois, Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Amanda Tremblay #44889, born 22 Aug 1982 in N.D. du Mont-Carmel, Duhamel, Papineau, PQ, Canada, daughter of Alexandre Tremblay #59811 and Marguerite Charlebois #59812, baptized * 06 Sep 1892 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.

Children:

4728 i. Marie Therese Giselle St Jean #59810, henry no. #1721151 from Chabrier, born 29 Jul 1927 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 31 Jul 1927 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada. Godparents: Rodolphe Crigheur & Elmeda Tremblay, aunt.


She married * 07 May 1927 in Ste Catherine-d'Alexandrie, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, Joseph Henri Charlemagne Desrosiers #59813, born 09 Jul 1905 in Ste Marie-Salome, Montcalm, QC, Canada, son of Joseph Desrosiers #59814 and Justine Legare #59815, baptized * 10 Jul 1905 in Ste Marie-Salome, Montcalm, QC, Canada, resided May 1927 in St Esebe-de-Verceil, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada.


Children:

4729 i. Joseph Maurice Richard Desrosiers #59818, henry no. #17211A1 from Chabrier, born 14 Mar 1929 in La Nativite-de-la-Bienheureuse-Vierge-Marie, Montreal, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Mar 1929 in La Nativite-de-la-Bienheureuse-Vierge-Marie, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Maurice McLinone(?) & Rosa Desrosiers, his wife.

4730 ii. Marie Joseph Berthe Hugnette Desrosiers #59820, henry no. #17211A2 from Chabrier, born 10 Feb 1931 in La Nativite-de-la-Bienheureuse-Vierge-Marie, Montreal, QC, Canada, baptized * 10 Feb 1931 in La Nativite-de-la-Bienheureuse-Vierge-Marie, Montreal, QC, Canada. Godparents: Joseph St Jean & Berthe L'Italien, his wife.
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4731 iii. Joseph Oscar Jean Charles Desrosiers #59821, henry no. #17211A3 from Chabrier, born 01 Nov 1933 in Tres St Nom de Jesus, Maisonneuve, Montreal, QC, Canada,\(^g\) baptized * 04 Nov 1933 in Tres St Nom de Jesus, Maisonneuve, Montreal, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Oscar Desrosiers, uncle & Phebie Fortin, his wife.

4732 iv. Marie Collette Andre Desrosiers #59822, henry no. #17211A4 from Chabrier, born 08 Feb 1937 in Tres St Redempteur, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 08 Feb 1937 in Tres St Redempteur, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Philippe Desrosiers & Cecile Delisle, his wife.

4733 v. Marie Lise Annette Desrosiers #59823, henry no. #17211A5 from Chabrier, born 12 Jan 1939 in Tres St Redempteur, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 15 Jan 1939 in Tres St Redempteur, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Royal St Jean & Annette Caouette.

2384. Evangeline\(^h\) VADEBONCOEUR #31783 (Joseph\(^i\) Charles Adelard\(^d\) Verboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit\(^g\) Vadeboncoeur, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit\(^i\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^i\), Jean\(^h\) Chabrier, Jean\(^h\), Simon\(^i\), Simon\(^h\), Bertrand\(^i\)), henry no. #172252 in Chabrier, born 03 Mar 1898 in QC, Canada,\(^31\) census * 28 Apr 1901 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F3,\(^31\) census * 23 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Preston, ED 165-15.\(^32\)

She married * 27 Sep 1915 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^80,9\) Napoleone Bois #31784, born 02 Jul 1894 in Valleyfield, Beauharnois, PQ, Canada,\(^3\) (son of Narcisse Bois #59852 and Marie Moir #59853), baptized * 02 Jul 1894 in Valleyfield, Beauharnois, PQ, Canada.\(^7\) Napoleon: Godparents: Timothee Longtin & Ludvine Chatigny.

Children:

4734 i. Rose Agathe\(^i\) Bois #51980, henry no. #1722521 from Chabrier, born 04 Sep 1916 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) baptized * 05 Sep 1916 in Cheneville, Papineau, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) died 25 Feb 1917 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^9\) buried * 26 Feb 1917 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.\(^9\) Godparents: Delphis Doyon & Alicina Bois, his wife.


4737 iv. Leo Paul Bois #51972.

4738 v. Gratia Bois #51976.

4739 vi. Ann ?Viane Bois #59856, henry no. #1722526 from Chabrier, baptized 01 May 1925 in Sudbury, Sudbury, ON, Canada.\(^87\)

She married * 03 Jun 1945 in St Jean de Brebeuf, Sudbury, Sudbury, ON, Canada,\(^87\) Mathis Jensen #59857 (son of Petro Jensen #59858 and Johanne Petersen #59859), baptized 02 Jul 1924 in Hosing, Denmark.\(^87\)

4740 vii. Marie Rose Bois #59868, henry no. #1722527 from Chabrier, baptized 20 May 1928 in Gogama, Sudbury, ON, Canada.\(^87\)

She married * 05 Oct 1944 in Ste Anne, Sudbury, Sudbury, ON, Canada,\(^87\) Edmond Lalonde #51981 (son of Aldege Lalonde #51982 and Marie Anne Lamirande #51983), baptized 10 Mar 1923 in Capreol, Sudbury, ON, Canada.\(^87\)

4741 viii. Therese Regina Bois #51984 born 09 Sep 1930.

2388. Adelard\(^h\) VADEBONCOEUR #49727 (Joseph\(^i\) Charles Adelard\(^d\) Verboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit\(^g\) Vadeboncoeur, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit\(^i\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^i\), Jean\(^h\) Chabrier, Jean\(^h\), Simon\(^i\), Simon\(^h\), Bertrand\(^i\)), henry no. #172256 from Chabrier, born Mar 1907 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,\(^32\) (see note 76), census * 23 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Preston, ED 165-15.\(^32\)

He married (1) Marie Malvina Solange Majeau #59490, born 23 May 1911 in N.D. de Lasalette, Papineau, QC, Canada,\(^9\) (daughter of Napoleon Majeau #59491 and Bernadette Mariner #59492), baptized * 23 May 1911 in N.D. de Lasalette, Papineau, QC, Canada,\(^9\) died Jan 1975. Marie: Godparents: Jeremy Majeau & Celina Larocque.
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Children:
+ 4742  i.  Henri¹² Verboncoeur #59486 (details excluded).
   4743   ii.  Rita Verboncoeur #59500, henry no. #1722562 from Chabrier.

She married __ Robinson #59501.

4744  iii.  Rejean Verboncoeur #59502, henry no. #1722563 from Chabrier.

He married (2) Unknown #59503.

Children:
4745   iv.  Raymond Verboncoeur #59504, henry no. #1722564 from Chabrier, resided in Toronto, ON, Canada.

2389.  Joseph Berthole¹¹ Vadeboncoeur #52005 (Joseph¹⁰, Charles Adelard⁹ Verboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit⁸ Vadeboncoeur, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹),


He married Juliette Marcoux #59850.

Children:
4746   i.  Marie Therese Anne¹² Verboncoeur #59882, henry no. #1722571 from Chabrier, born 21 Dec 1931 in Missanobie, ON, Canada, ⁸⁷ baptized * 31 Dec 1931 in Missanobie, ON, Canada. ⁸⁷ Godparents: David Desbiem & Marie Pellomd.

4747   ii.  Andrew Verboncoeur #59881, henry no. #1722572 from Chabrier, born 29 May 1933 in Bescotasing, ON, Canada, ⁸⁶ died * 13 Oct 1934 in Chapleau, Sudbury, ON, Canada, ⁸⁶ cause of death 13 Oct 1934 cerebral abscess, ⁸⁶ buried 14 Oct 1934 in Chapleau, Sudbury, ON, Canada.

4748   iii.  Joseph Wilfrid Eugene Verboncoeur #59880, henry no. #1722573 from Chabrier, born 27 Jun 1934 in White River, Sudbury, ON, Canada, ⁸⁷ baptized * 16 Aug 1934 in St Basile, White River, Sudbury, ON, Canada. ⁸⁷ Godparents: Wilfrid Verboncoeur & Marie Castonguay.

4749   iv.  Margaret Irene Verboncoeur #59881, henry no. #1822574 from Chabrier, born 06 Oct 1936 in Chapleau, Sudbury, ON, Canada, ⁸⁷ baptized * 16 Mar 1937 in Fort William, ON, Canada. ⁸⁷ Godparents: Octave Marcoux & Mrs. Geo Miron.

2393.  Joseph Aldema¹¹ Vadeboncoeur #37667 (Joseph¹⁰, Charles Adelard⁹ Verboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit⁸ Vadeboncoeur, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit⁷, Jean Chabrier dit⁶, Jean⁵ Chabrier, Jean⁴, Simon³, Simon², Bertrand¹),

   henry no. #17225B from Chabrier, born 15 Jul 1914 in Cheneville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,

   ⁹ died 31 May 1954 in Sanatorium, Sudbury, ON, Canada,

   ⁸⁷ buried * 02 Jun 1954 in Ste Anne, Sudbury, Sudbury, ON, Canada.

He married Diana Devost #37668.  Diana: Dau of Joseph Devost & Albertine Carriere.

Children:
4750   i.  Yvonne¹² Vadeboncoeur #37669, henry no. #17225B1 from Chabrier.

4751   ii.  Marie Yvette Lucille Vadeboncoeur #37670, henry no. #17225B2 from Chabrier, born 12 Jan 1937 in Sudbury, Sudbury, ON, Canada, ⁸⁷ baptized * 31 Jan 1937 in St Jean de Brebeuf, Sudbury, Sudbury, ON, Canada, ⁸⁷ confirmation * 28 Apr 1946 in Ste Anne, Sudbury, Sudbury, ON, Canada. ⁸⁷ Godparents: Emdras An__ & Rose Vadeboncoeur.

   She married 13 Oct 1956 in St Joseph, Chelmsford, ON, Canada, ⁸⁷ annulled 12 Jun 1961, ⁸⁷ Marcel Carriere #38882.

4752   iii.  Marie Lucille Jeanine Vadeboncoeur #37671, henry no. #17225B3 from Chabrier, born 12 Mar 1940 in White River, Sudbury, ON, Canada, ⁸⁷ baptized * 12 Mar 1940 in St Basile, White River, Sudbury, ON,
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She married * 19 Jan 1921 in N.D. des Sept Allegresses, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Joseph Louis Leon Charette #59922, born 28 Jul 1902 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, (son of Jean Baptiste Chabrier dit#59923 and Delle Eva Lemaitre dit Benoit #59924), baptized * 29 Jul 1902 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Joseph: Godparents: Louis Charette, uncle & Marie Louise Gauthier.

Children:

4753 i. Yvette Jacqueline Marcelle* Charette #59939, henry no. #1723231 from Chabrier, born 05 Dec 1923 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 06 Dec 1923 in N.D. des Sept Allegresses, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Jean Baptiste Charette, grandfather & Eva Benoit, grandmother.


She married * 04 Jun 1924 in N.D. des Sept Allegresses, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, Joseph Arthur Wilfrid Sigman #59925, born 05 Jan 1897 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, (son of Willie Sigman #59926 and Marie Gregoire #59927), baptized * 06 Jan 1897 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Joseph: Godparents: Ludger Sigman, grandfather & Dina Leduc, his wife, grandmother.

Children:

4754 i. Joseph Willie Marcel* Sigman #59940, henry no. #1723241 from Chabrier, born 21 Apr 1925 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 21 Apr 1925 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Willie Sigman, grandfather & Marie Gregoire, grandmother.


4756 iii. Joseph Maurice Wilfrid Sigman #59942, henry no. #1723243 from Chabrier, born 16 Jul 1927 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 17 Jul 1927 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Hercule Benoit, grandfather & Lucinda Ferron, grandmother.

4757 iv. Joseph Antonio Fernand Sigman #59943, henry no. #1723244 from Chabrier, born 13 Sep 1929 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 13 Sep 1929 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Antonio Berthiaume, uncle & Marie Alma Benoit, his wife.


4759 vi. Marie Rachel Solange Sigman #59945, henry no. #1723246 from Chabrier, born 09 Sep 1937 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 09 Sep 1937 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Raoul Lacerte, uncle & Rachel Benoit, his wife.
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Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-22.32 Godparents: Pierre Moisan, uncle & Alma Moisan, aunt.

He married * 19 Oct 1927 in Ste Cecile, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 Alexina Grenier #59931, born ca 1907 (daughter of Severe Grenier #59932 and Anna Noel #59933).

Children:

4760 i. Marie Lucinda Pierrette10 Benoit #59946, henry no. #1723251 from Chabrier, born 27 Jun 1928 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 27 Jun 1928 in Ste Cecile, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 died 15 Sep 1928 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 buried * 16 Sep 1928 in Ste Cecile, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.7 Godparents: Hercule Benoit & Lucinda Ferron.

4761 ii. Joseph Jean Paul Hercule Benoit #59947, henry no. #1723252 from Chabrier, born 02 Jun 1931 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 02 Jun 1931 in Ste Marguerite-de-Cortone, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Hercule Benoit & Lucinda Ferron.

4762 iii. Marie Beatrice Pauline Benoit #59948, henry no. #1723253 from Chabrier, born 07 Nov 1932 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 07 Nov 1932 in Ste Marguerite-de-Cortone, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Camille Benoit & Beatrice Berthiaume, his wife.


2410. Joseph Camille Paul Leo11 Benoit #59915 (Joseph Hercule10, Leocadie9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit9, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit8, Jean Chabrier dit7, Jean6 Chabrier, Jean5, Simon4, Simon3, Bertrand2), henry no. #172326 from Chabrier, born 08 Mar 1905 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 08 Mar 1905 in Immaculate Conception, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 census * 1911 in Canada, QC, St Maurice, Trois-Rivieres, ED 203-22.32 Godparents: Napoleon Brousseau & Virginie Benoit.

He married * 18 Jun 1928 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 Marie Louise Beatrice Berthiaume #59934, born 08 Dec 1910 in Grand-Mere, Champlain, QC, Canada,9 (daughter of Victor Berthiaume #59929 and Marie Louise Blais #59935), baptized * 08 Dec 1910 in Grand-Mere, Champlain, QC, Canada.9 Marie: Godparents: Adrien Berthiaume, uncle & Marie Louise Ethier, his wife.

Children:

4764 i. Marie Rachel Fernande12 Benoit #59953, henry no. #1723261 from Chabrier, born 23 Jul 1932 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 24 Jul 1932 in Ste Marguerite-de-Cortone, Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: Hercule Benoit & Rachel Benoit.


She married * 24 Oct 1923 in Ste Therese, Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada,9 Joseph Onesime Larose #60010, born 27 Apr 1897 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 (son of Mathias Larose #60011 and Rosalie Modere #60012), baptized * 28 Apr 1897 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 died 21 Apr 1941 in Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada,9 buried * 24 Apr 1941 in Ste Therese, Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada.9 Joseph: Godparents: Onezime Larose, grandfather & Deshiye Guenette, widow of Joseph Modere.

Children:

4765 i. Joseph Jean Marie Germain12 Larose #60015, henry no. #1725321 from Chabrier, born 18 Apr 1924 in Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 20 Apr 1924 in Ste Therese, Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada.9 Godparents: William Richer & Alice Vallee, his wife, grandparents.
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4766 ii. N.N. Larose #60016, henry no. #1725322 from Chabrier, born 19 Jan 1925 in Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada, baptized 19 Jan 1925 in privately by Doctor Dion (lived 4 hours), died 19 Jan 1925 in Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada, buried * 20 Jan 1925 in Ste Therese, Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada.

4767 iii. N.N. Larose #60017, henry no. #1725323 from Chabrier, born 22 Mar 1928 in Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada, baptized 22 Mar 1928 in privately by Doctor Dion (lived 2 hours), died 22 Mar 1928 in Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada, buried * 22 Mar 1928 in Ste Therese, Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada.

4768 iv. Joseph Jacques Yves Larose #60018, henry no. #1725324 from Chabrier, born 03 Nov 1934 in Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada, baptized * 04 Nov 1934 in Ste Therese, Amos, Abitibi, QC, Canada.

Godparents: Alderic Larose, uncle & Eva Richer, aunt.


He married * 03 Apr 1929 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Marie Elizabeth (Romelda) Richer #60049 (daughter of Joseph Philippe Richer #59988 and Marie Malvina Lavigne dit Poudrette #60051), henry no. #172571 from Chabrier, born 12 May 1908 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 13 May 1908 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, census * 08 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 165-35. Marie: Godparents: Hyacinthe Poudrette dit Lavigne, grandfather & Rosalie Mallet, his wife.

**Children:**

4769 i. Blanche Juliette Colombe Richer #60074, henry no. #1725351 from Chabrier, henry no. #1725711 from Chabrier, born 09 Jan 1930 in Montpellier, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 10 Jan 1930 in N.D. de la Consolation, Montpellier, Papineau, QC, Canada. Godparents: Philippe Richer & Malvina Lavigne, his wife, grandparents.

4770 ii. Joseph Jean Guy Richer #60073, henry no. #1725352 from Chabrier, henry no. #1725712 from Chabrier, born 16 Jun 1934 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 17 Jun 1934 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.

Godparents: Gerard Richer, uncle & Annette Richer, aunt, his sister.


She married * 29 Nov 1933 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Felix Larose #60055, born Mar 1909 in PQ, Canada. (son of Omer Larose #60056 and Anna Massie #60057), census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Ripon, ED 165-35. Marie: Godparents: Felix Larose, his son.

**Children:**

4771 i. Joseph Jean Louis Larose #60058, henry no. #1725611 from Chabrier, born 16 Dec 1934 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada, baptized * 16 Dec 1934 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.

Godparents: Omer Larose & Anna Massie, his wife.


She married * 28 Dec 1927 in St Andre Avellin, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Wilfrid Lavergne #60059, born 02 Feb 1900 in Chenelle, Papineau, PQ, Canada. (son of Francis Lavergne #60060 and Malvina St Jean #60061), census * 1910 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Hartwell (Cheneville), ED 160F1, census * 10 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Chenelle, ED 165-47.
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4772 i. Marie Jacqueline Marie Anna12 Lavergne #60062, henry no. #1725621 from Chabrier, born 11 Oct 1929 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,8 baptized * 13 Oct 1929 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.8 Godparents: Francis Lavergne & Anna Proulx, his wife.

4773 ii. Marie Flore Jeannine Lavergne #60063, henry no. #1725622 from Chabrier, born 04 Jan 1931 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 04 Jan 1931 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Real Lavergne & Simone Lavergne.

4774 iii. Marie Laure Pierrette Lavergne #60064, henry no. #1725623 from Chabrier, born 06 Jun 1933 in Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 10 Jun 1933 in St Casimir de Ripon, Papineau, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Joseph Olivier Lavergne, uncle & Delia Gauthier, aunt.


2451. Marie Elizabeth (Romelda)12 Richer #60049 (Joseph Philippe10, Elizabeth Flore9 Vadeboncoeur, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit9, Jean Chabrier dit9, Jean9 Chabrier, Jean9, Simon9, Simon9, Bertrand9) (See marriage to number 2437.)

2468. Marie Jeanne Anna12 Vadeboncoeur #41514 (Joseph Albert10, Edmond (Edouard)9, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit9, Jean Chabrier dit9, Jean9 Chabrier, Jean9, Simon9, Simon9, Bertrand9), henry no. #172631 from Chabrier, born Dec 1907 in QC, Canada,32 census * 24 Jun 1911 in Canada, QC, Labelle, Preston, ED 165-15,32 died 01 Dec 1984 in Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,327 buried 06 Dec 1984 in Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.327

She married * 15 Sep 1934 in Cathederal, Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,8 Joseph Arthur Francois Laroche #41517, born 1910 in Papineau, PQ, Canada,327 (son of Joseph Arthur Laroche #60096 and Marie Emma Laroche #60097), died 09 Jan 1976 in Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada,327 buried 12 Jan 1976 in Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada.327

Children:
+ 4776 i. Francoise12 Laroche #41518.


She married * 15 Nov 1934 in St Sacrement, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 Joseph Donat Herman Proulx #42836, born 23 Aug 1909 in St Wenceslas, Nicolet, QC, Canada,9 (son of Francois Proulx #60117 and Annie Tourigny #60118), baptized * 24 Aug 1909 in St Wenceslas, Nicolet, QC, Canada,9 died bef 2002.328 Joseph:

Godparents: Herman Provencher & Amanda Tourigny.

Children:
4777 i. Marie Francoise Lucille12 Proulx #42837, henry no. #1726611 from Chabrier, born 19 Aug 1935 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 19 Aug 1935 in Hopital Ste-Jeanne-d'Arc, Montreal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Edmont Benoit & Annie Tourigny, his wife.

4778 ii. Joseph Henri Paul Proulx #42838, henry no. #1726612 from Chabrier, born 03 May 1938 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,9 baptized * 06 May 1938 in Hopital Ste-Jeanne-d'Arc, Montreal, Montréal, PQ, Canada.9 Godparents: Oscar Auger & Beatrice Proulx.

2483. Joseph Jean Charles12 Vadeboncoeur #30479 (Joseph Emile Ethanase10, Edmond (Edouard)9, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit9, Jean Chabrier dit9, Jean9 Chabrier, Jean9, Simon9, Simon9, Bertrand9), henry no. #172662 from Chabrier, born 12 Feb 1915 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada,9 baptized * 12 Feb 1915 in St Philippe, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada.9
He married * 18 Apr 1936 in St Clement, Beaudry, Temiscamingue, QC, Canada, Marie Alexandrine Jeanne Ranger #30480, born ca 1920 in QC, Canada (daughter of Charles Edouard Ranger #60124 and Alexandrina Martin #60125), died 17 Mar 1997 in Laval, Montreal, PQ, Canada.  

Children:


+ 4780 ii. Marie Yvette Colette Vadeboncoeur #33984 born 08 Aug 1938.

+ 4781 iii. Marie Gilberte Carmen Vadeboncoeur #42787 born 09 Dec 1940.


+ 4783 v. Lise Vadeboncoeur #42797 (details excluded).

+ 4784 vi. Ginette Vadeboncoeur #42801 (details excluded).

2485. Marie Annette Madeleine11 Vadeboncoeur #31749 (Joseph Emile Ethanase10, Edmond (Edouard)9, Joseph Hercule Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #172664 from Chabrier, born 08 Jan 1918 in Trois-Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada, baptized * 09 Jan 1918 in N.D. des Sept Allegrasses, Trois Rivieres, St Maurice, QC, Canada. Godparents: Hercule Benoit, cousin & Lucinda Ferron, cousin.

She married * 25 May 1938 in Beaudry, Temiscamingue, QC, Canada, Calixte Beaudoin #31750, born Feb 1911 in QC, Canada, (son of Etienne Beaudoin #60126 and Marie Manseau #60127), census * 1911 in Canada, QC, Pontias, Fabre, ED 185-34, (see note 77).

Children:


He married * 29 Jan 1940 in Beaudry, Temiscamingue, QC, Canada, Marie Rose Anna Rejeanne Daigle #46775, born 25 Apr 1924 in St Paul-de-Chester, Arthabaska, QC, Canada, (daughter of Oscar Daigle #46774 and Lodie Daigle #60129), baptized * 26 Apr 1924 in St Paul-de-Chester, Arthabaska, QC, Canada. Marie: Godparents: Sinai Daigle, grandfather & Rose Anna Lettre, his wife.

Children:

4786 i. Roger12 Vadeboncoeur #46776, ref number #1726651 Chabrier.

He married 03 Jul 1971 in St Enfant Jesus, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, Lise Dupont #46777. Lise: Dau of Roger Dupont & Rita Michaud.

4787 ii. Fernand Vadeboncoeur #51890, henry no. #1726652 from Chabrier, born in QC, Canada.

4788 iii. Denise Vadeboncoeur #51887, henry no. #1726653 from Chabrier, born ca 1943 in QC, Canada.

4789 iv. Colette Vadeboncoeur #46900, ref number #1726654 Chabrier.

She married 18 May 1968 in Papineauville, Papineau, PQ, Canada, Romuald Lavergne #46901. Romuald: Son of Aldege Lavergne & Therese Prevost.
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4790  v.  __ Vadeboncoeur #51891, henry no. #1726655 from Chabrier.
4791  vi.  __ Vadeboncoeur #51892, henry no. #1726656 from Chabrier.
4792  vii. __ Vadeboncoeur #51893, henry no. #1726657 from Chabrier.
4793  viii.  __ Vadeboncoeur #51894, henry no. #1726658 from Chabrier.
4794  ix.  Michel Vadeboncoeur (details excluded).
4795  x.  Pauline Vadeboncoeur (details excluded).
4796  xi.  Nicole Vadeboncoeur (details excluded).
4797  xii.  Lise Vadeboncoeur, henry no. #172665C from Chabrier, born ca 1956 in QC, Canada, died 05 Dec 1960 in Lafleche, Chambly, QC, Canada, cause of death 05 Dec 1960 home fire at 3:00 a.m.
4798  xiii.  Diane Vadeboncoeur, henry no. #172665D from Chabrier, born ca 1958 in QC, Canada, died 05 Dec 1960 in Lafleche, Chambly, QC, Canada, cause of death 05 Dec 1960 home fire at 3:00 a.m.
4799  xiv.  Lucie Vadeboncoeur, henry no. #172665E from Chabrier, born ca 1959 in QC, Canada, died 05 Dec 1960 in Lafleche, Chambly, QC, Canada, cause of death 05 Dec 1960 home fire at 3:00 a.m.


He married 01 Sep 1951 in St Paul, Montréal, QC, Canada, Pierre Gignac #39080.

Children:

4800  i.  Danielle* Vadeboncoeur #46744, henry no. #1726681 from Chabrier.

She married 20 Sep 1975 in N.D. du Tres Saint Sacrement, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, Claude Ross #46745, resided in St Stanislas-de-Kostka, Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada. Claude: Son of Roger Ross & Marie Jeanne Theoret.

4801  ii.  Gilles Vadeboncoeur (details excluded).

He married Suzanne Archambault, (details excluded).


Children:

+ 4802  i.  Denise* Begin #38023 (details excluded).
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construction\textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 080-07-0282 (NY),\textsuperscript{177} died 16 Sep 1971 in Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{177,300} city directory * 1949 in Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1949 lathe operator at Port Chester, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1950 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1950 lathe operator,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1952 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1952 lathe operator at White Plains, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1953 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1953 lathe operator at White Plains, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1955 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1955 lathe operator at White Plains, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1959 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1959 lathe operator at White Plains, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1960 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1960 lathe operator at White Plains, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1962 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1962 metal lathe operator at White Plains, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1964 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1964 metal lathe operator at White Plains, NY,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1965 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1965 metal lathe operator at White Plains, NY.\textsuperscript{61} Godparents: Albert Lacroix & Angelina Vadeboncoeur.

He married\textsuperscript{300} Frances J McMan\#60173, born 04 Mar 1913 in NY,\textsuperscript{300,121} city directory * 1949 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1950 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1952 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1953 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1955 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1959 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1960 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1962 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1964 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1965 in 11 Almira Drive, Greenwich, Fairfield, CT,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1965 metal lathe operator at White Plains, NY.\textsuperscript{61} Godparents: Albert Lacroix & Angelina Vadeboncoeur.

He married Donna M Tarzia, (details excluded).

Children:

4803 i. Philip A\textsuperscript{12} Vadeboncoeur #44481 (details excluded).

He married Donna M Tarzia, (details excluded).

2507. Joseph Thomas Armand\textsuperscript{11} Vadeboncoeur #42033 (Joseph Philippe\textsuperscript{10}, Pierre Moyse\textsuperscript{9}, Martin Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{7} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{4}), henry no. #175422 from Chabrier, born * 26 Jan 1912 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176,271} baptized 28 Jan 1912 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 02 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 66,\textsuperscript{60} census * 07 Apr 1930 in CT, Fairfield, Greenwich, ED 132,\textsuperscript{80} occupation 07 Apr 1930 waiter boy in hotel,\textsuperscript{203} census * 09 Apr 1940 in NY, Westchester, Rye, ED 60-312,\textsuperscript{203} occupation 09 Apr 1940 building construction lather,\textsuperscript{203} education 09 Apr 1940 8th grade,\textsuperscript{203} died 1959. Godparents: Thomas Audet & Delia Lacroix.

He married 06 Feb 1932 in Our Lady of Mercy, Port Chester, NY,\textsuperscript{176} resided (family) 09 Apr 1940 in 377 Westchester Avenue, Rye, Westchester, NY.\textsuperscript{203} Rose Alba Remy #40195, born 03 Feb 1895 in Montréal, Montréal, PQ, Canada,\textsuperscript{335} emigrated to USA, naturalized\textsuperscript{203} census * 09 Apr 1940 in NY, Westchester, Rye, ED 60-312,\textsuperscript{203} died 01 Dec 1978 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{179} buried 02 Dec 1978 in N.D. Cem, Fall River, Bristol, MA.\textsuperscript{335} Rose: Dau of Joseph Remy & Pomela Desjardins. Death Cert. #049985.

Children:

+ 4804 i. Richard A\textsuperscript{12} Vadeboncoeur #40133 born 29 Oct 1932.

2510. Joseph Adrien\textsuperscript{11} Messier #46965 (Marie Elmire (Edmire)\textsuperscript{10} Vadeboncoeur, Pierre Moyse\textsuperscript{9}, Martin Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean\textsuperscript{7} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{4}), henry no. #175431 Chabrier, born 02 Jul 1919 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176,331} baptized 06 Jul 1919 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 13 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, New Bedford, ED 125,\textsuperscript{60} census * 18 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 100,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1936 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{60} city directory * 1937 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{60} city directory * 1939 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 1939 Civilian Conservation Corps,\textsuperscript{60} city directory * 1940 in 184 Austin Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{60} occupation 1940 employed at W R West,\textsuperscript{61} event * 16 Sep 1940 in World War II Army Enlistment,\textsuperscript{312} education 16 Sep 1940 1 year of high school,\textsuperscript{312} height 16 Sep 1940 66 in.,\textsuperscript{312} weight 16 Sep 1940 120 lbs,\textsuperscript{312} military 16 Sep 1940 - Nov 1945 U.S. Army, Staff Sergeant, Battery C, 549th Field Artillery Battalion,\textsuperscript{331} city directory *
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He married ca 1948, Margaret F. Hampton #46966, born 04 Dec 1917 in New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 121 (daughter of Thomas H Hampton #60176 and Agnes 61 #60177), city directory * 1949 in 411 Cedar Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 social security num bef 1951 015-05-6476 (MA), 121 city directory * 1952 in 39 Stanley Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1955 in 39 Stanley Street, New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 61 died 04 Nov 2000 in New Bedford, Bristol, MA. 21

Children:
+ 4805 i. Sandra F. 12 Messier #46967.
+ 4806 ii. Thomas A. Messier #46968.
4807 iii. Robert E. Messier #46969, henry no. #1754313 from Chabrier, resided 15 Mar 2004 in Lakeville. 331

2517. Joseph Raymond 11 Vadeboncoeur #30747 (Joseph 10, Pierre Moyse 9, Martin Chabrier dit 8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit 7, Jean Chabrier dit 6, Jean Chabrier, Jean Simon 5, Simon 4, Bertrand 3), henry no. #175442 from Chabrier, born 22 Aug 1913 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176,179,94 baptized 24 Aug 1913 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 176 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67, 96 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 69, 91 occupation 07 Apr 1930 sweater in cotton mill, 93 city directory * 1931 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1932 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1933 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1934 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1935 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1936 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1937 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1938 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1939 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1939 laborer, 61 city directory * 1940 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1940 laborer, 61 city directory * 1941 in 255 Division Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1942 in 255 Division Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1942 laborer, 61 city directory * 1943 in 255 Division Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1943 laborer, 61 city directory * 1944 in 255 Division Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1944 laborer, 61 city directory * 1945 in 216 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1945 employed at Torpedo Station, Newport, RI, 61 city directory * 1946 in 216 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1946 employed at Torpedo Station, Newport, RI, 61 occupation 1948 - 1973 auto equipment serviceman, 491 retirement 1973 from Naval Base, Newport, Newport, RI, 491 died 04 Jan 1986 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 491 buried 08 Jan 1986 in N.D. Cem, Fall River, Bristol, MA. 491 Godparents: Colbert Fontaine & Arzelia Vadeboncoeur. Death Cert. #013679.

He married 07 Apr 1934 in Ste Anne, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 94 resided (family) 1956 - 1986 in 20 Goodwater Street, Westport, Bristol, MA, 491 Elsie Cyr #30748, born 08 Aug 1915 in Fall River, Bristol, MA, 94 (daughter of Emile Cyr #42226 and Maria Duchene #42227), baptized 08 Aug 1915 in St Anne, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 81 city directory * 1935 in 46 Lee Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1937 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory 1937 in operative, 61 city directory * 1938 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1938 operative, 61 city directory * 1939 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 occupation 1939 operative, 61 city directory * 1940 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1942 in 255 Division Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1943 in 255 Division Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1944 in 255 Division Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 city directory * 1945 in 216 Tremont Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, 61 died 01 Dec 2001 in New Bedford, Bristol, MA, 492 buried 04 Dec 2001 in N.D. Cem, Fall River, Bristol, MA. 492 Elsie: Dau of Emile Cyr & Marie Duchesne.
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Children:

4808  i. Joseph Normand12 Vadeboncoeur #41584, henry no. #1854421 from Chabrier, born 28 Aug 1939 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,176,179,335 baptized 30 Aug 1939 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,176 resided 01 Dec 2001 in Tiverton, Newport, RI.492 Godparents: Joseph Vadeboncoeur & Edna Desmarais.

He married 05 May 1962 in Holy Ghost, North Tiverton, Bristol, MA,176 Carol Harrah #45292, resided 08 Feb 1987 in Tiverton, Newport, RI.493 Carol: Dau of Dennis B. Harrah & Doris Newbury.

+ 4809  ii. Roland L. Vadeboncoeur #36389 born 07 Jul 1942.
4810 iii. Richard Vadeboncoeur #36387 (details excluded).

He married Mariette Cadieux Burns #36388, (details excluded).

+ 4811 iv. Rene Vadeboncoeur #41585 (details excluded).
4812 v. Raymond Vadeboncoeur #41586 (details excluded).
4813 vi. Therese Ann Vadeboncoeur #41587 (details excluded).

She married Russell N. Plamondon #41588, (details excluded).

2518. Marie Doris Marguerite11 Vadeboncoeur #42032 (Joseph10, Pierre Moyse9, Martin Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #175443 from Chabrier, born 23 Nov 1915 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,176,329 baptized 25 Nov 1915 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,176,329 census * 15 Jan 1920 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 67,69 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 69,91 city directory * 1936 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1936 winder,61 city directory * 1937 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1938 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1939 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1940 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1941 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1942 in 92 Angell Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1943 in 92 Angell Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1944 in 401 Barnes, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1945 in 401 Barnes, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1946 in 401 Barnes, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 died bef 04 Jan 1986.491 Godparents: Moise Vadeboncoeur & Elise Desaulniers.

She married 30 Nov 1935 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,176,329 Joseph Romeo Roy #48060, born 20 Jun 1911 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,329 (son of Auguste Roy #48083 and Marie Barnabe #48084), baptized 21 Jun 1911 in N.D., Fall River, Bristol, MA,175 city directory * 1937 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1938 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1938 operative,61 city directory * 1939 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1939 weaver,61 city directory * 1940 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1940 weaver,61 city directory * 1941 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1941 weaver for Peppertell,61 city directory * 1942 in 92 Angell Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1942 weaver for Peppertell,61 city directory * 1943 in 92 Angell Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1943 weaver for Peppertell,61 city directory * 1944 in 401 Barnes, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1944 weaver,61 city directory * 1945 in 401 Barnes, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1945 weaver,61 city directory * 1946 in 401 Barnes, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1946 weaver,61 city directory 1951 014-09-2397 (MA),121 died 27 Nov 1993 in Westport, Bristol, MA. Joseph: Godparents: Leonidas Barnabe & Arthemise Jean.

Children:


2519. Joseph Roch Edouard "Rocky"11 Vadeboncoeur #40193 (Joseph10, Pierre Moyse9, Martin Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #175444 from Chabrier, born 07 Mar 1921 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,176,179,335,335,335 baptized 09 Mar 1921 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,176,179,335,335,335 census * 07 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 69,91 city directory * 1940 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,176,335,335 city directory * 1944 in 401 Barnes, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61,335,335 city directory * 1945 in 401 Barnes, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1946 in 401 Barnes, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 died bef 04 Jan 1986.491 Godparents: Moise Vadeboncoeur & Elise Desaulniers.

She married 20 Apr 1950 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,176,179,335,335 Joseph Romeo Roy #48060, born 20 Jun 1911 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,329 (son of Auguste Roy #48083 and Marie Barnabe #48084), baptized 21 Jun 1911 in N.D., Fall River, Bristol, MA,175 city directory * 1937 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1938 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1938 operative,61 city directory * 1939 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1939 weaver,61 city directory * 1940 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1940 weaver,61 city directory * 1941 in 37 Reney Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1941 weaver for Peppertell,61 city directory * 1942 in 92 Angell Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1942 weaver for Peppertell,61 city directory * 1943 in 92 Angell Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1943 weaver for Peppertell,61 city directory * 1944 in 401 Barnes, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1944 weaver,61 city directory * 1945 in 401 Barnes, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1945 weaver,61 city directory * 1946 in 401 Barnes, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1946 weaver,61 city directory 1951 014-09-2397 (MA),121 died 27 Nov 1993 in Westport, Bristol, MA. Joseph: Godparents: Leonidas Barnabe & Arthemise Jean.

Children:
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River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1941 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 city directory * 1942 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1942 clerk at Hudson Markets Inc.,61 event * 16 Sep 1942 in U.S. World War II Army Enlistment,312 education 16 Sep 1942 2 years of high school,312 height 16 Sep 1942 5' 4",312 weight 16 Sep 1942 120 lbs,312 city directory * 1943 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1943 US Army,61 city directory * 1944 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1944 US Army,61 city directory * 1945 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1945 US Army,61 city directory * 1946 in 838 Pine Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1946 US Army,61 resided 1952 - 20 Jun 1989 in 24 Goodwater Street, Westport, MA,335,333 occupation 1983 head produce clerk, Stop & Shop Supermarket, Somerset, MA,333 died 20 Jun 1989 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,179,335 buried 23 Jun 1989 in N.D. Cem, Fall River, Bristol, MA.333


He married 05 Jun 1948 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,175,176 Marie Marguerite Levitre #40194, born 14 May 1926 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,176 (daughter of Alfred Levitre #60206 and Maria Sirois #60207), baptized 23 May 1926 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,176,175 died 21 Mar 1985 in Westport, Bristol, MA,494 buried 25 Mar 1985 in N.D. Cem, Fall River, Bristol, MA.494 Marie: Godparents: Aime Sirois & Eugenie Banville.

Children:

4815 i. Roch Edward17 Vadeboncoeur Jr. #42128 (details excluded).

He married Kathleen Marie Rosa #48064, (details excluded).

+ 4816 ii. Paul Raymond Vadeboncoeur #42129 (details excluded).


Children:

+ 4817 i. Arthur A12 Laframboise #42127 born ca 1945.

4818 ii. Ernest C Laframboise #42134, henry no. #1754612 from Chabrier, resided 27 Jul 1985 in Coventry, Kent, RI.495

4819 iii. Roland L Laframboise #42135, henry no. #1754613 from Chabrier, resided 27 Jul 1985 in ON, Canada.495

4820 iv. Raymond R Laframboise #42136, henry no. #1754614 from Chabrier, resided 27 Jul 1985 in West Warwick, Kent, RI.495

4821 v. Normand A Laframboise #42137, henry no. #1754615 from Chabrier, resided 27 Jul 1985 in Napa Valley, CA.495

4822 vi. Jean F Laframboise #42138, henry no. #1754616 from Chabrier, resided 27 Jul 1985 in Coventry, Kent, RI.495

She married495 ___ McDermott #42139.

2531. Joseph Edward Charles H Vadeboncoeur #38956 (Joseph Alfred16, Pierre Moya9, Martin Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #175482 from Chabrier, born 09 Sep 1919 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,176 baptized 14 Sep 1919 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,176 census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46,91 city directory * 1942 in 81 Nashua Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA, occupation 1942 auto mechanic,61 city directory * 1943 in 81 Nashua Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1943 US Navy,61 city directory * 1944 in 81 Nashua Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 occupation 1944 US Navy,61 event * 27 Apr 1944 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,61 event * 16 Sep 1942 in U.S. World War II Army Enlistment,232 education 27 Apr 1944 grammar school,232 height 27 Apr 1944 5 ft 8 in,232 weight 27 Apr 1944 187 lbs,232 social security num bef 1951 021-10-0993 (RI),121 died 26 Aug 1989 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,333 buried 30 Aug 1989 in Fall River, Bristol, MA.333
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Navy,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1945 in 81 Nashua Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1945 US Navy,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in 81 Nashua Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1946 auto mechanic,\textsuperscript{61} resided 11 May 2000 in Fall River, Bristol, MA. Godparents: Auguste Lavoie & Ida Vadeboncoeur.

He married ca 1940,\textsuperscript{496} Amelia J Kocor #1241, born 27 Jan 1921 in MA,\textsuperscript{179,121} (daughter of William Kocor #60222 and Barbara Stefanik #60223), census 05 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 44,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1942 in 81 Nashua Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1943 in 81 Nashua Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in 81 Nashua Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1945 in 81 Nashua Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in 81 Nashua Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1946 social security num bef 1951 014-01-7220 (MA),\textsuperscript{121} retirement from Reliable Sportswear,\textsuperscript{496} died 09 Sep 2003 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{179,496,121} buried 12 Sep 2003 in Fall River, Bristol, MA.\textsuperscript{496}

Children:

4823 i. Lawrence\textsuperscript{12} Vadeboncoeur #45110, henry no. #1754821 from Chabrier, resided 12 Sep 2003 in Hyannis, Barnstable, MA.\textsuperscript{496}

4824 ii. Kenneth Vadeboncoeur #45111, henry no. #1754822 from Chabrier, died bef 12 Sep 2003.\textsuperscript{496}

2532. Joseph Henri Ernest\textsuperscript{11} Vadeboncoeur #38958 (Joseph Alfred\textsuperscript{10}, Pierre Moyse\textsuperscript{9}, Martin Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #175483 from Chabrier, born 02 Jun 1921 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} baptized 05 Jun 1921 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1942 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1942 operative,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1943 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1943 operative,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1944 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1944 operative,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1945 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1945 operative,\textsuperscript{61} city directory * 1946 in 30 Hamlet Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1946 operative,\textsuperscript{61} resided 10 Mar 2005 in 160 Burgess Road, Somerset, Bristol, MA.\textsuperscript{497} Godparents: Ernest Dube & Julia Gagne.

He married 07 Oct 1944 in Santo Christo, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} Maria "Mae" Brama Camara #47946, born 09 Mar 1924 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{121,97} (daughter of Joseph Cambra #58613 and Mary Branco #58614), city directory * 1946 in 30 Hamlet Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{91} social security num bef 1951 021-14-9265 (MA),\textsuperscript{121} died 08 Aug 2008 in Somerset, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{97} obituary * 10 Aug 2008 in The Herald News, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{97} buried 12 Aug 2008 in St Patrick Cem, Somerset, Bristol, MA.\textsuperscript{97}

Children:

+ 4825 i. Richard\textsuperscript{12} Vadeboncoeur #58615.

+ 4826 ii. Betty Vadeboncoeur #58616.

2533. Marie Rita\textsuperscript{11} Vadeboncoeur #36378 (Joseph Alfred\textsuperscript{10}, Pierre Moyse\textsuperscript{9}, Martin Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{8}, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{7}, Jean Chabrier dit\textsuperscript{6}, Jean\textsuperscript{5} Chabrier, Jean\textsuperscript{4}, Simon\textsuperscript{3}, Simon\textsuperscript{2}, Bertrand\textsuperscript{1}), henry no. #175484 from Chabrier, born 30 Apr 1923 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176,121} baptized 02 May 1923 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{176} census * 03 Apr 1930 in MA, Bristol, Fall River, ED 46,\textsuperscript{91} city directory * 1946 in 331 Fourth Street, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{61} occupation 1946 presser for Sanitary Laundry,\textsuperscript{61} social security num bef 1951 017-14-3520 (MA),\textsuperscript{121} died 11 May 2000 in St Petersburg, Pinellas, FL,\textsuperscript{97,121} obituary * 12 May 2000 in St Petersburg, Pinellas, FL.\textsuperscript{408} Godparents: Colbert Fontaine & Arzalie Vadeboncoeur.

She married 11 Apr 1942 in St Anne, Fall River, Bristol, MA,\textsuperscript{8,176} Everett Corriero #36379. Everett: Son of Manuel Corriero & Anna Francis.

Children:

4827 i. Ritu\textsuperscript{12} Corriero #38960, henry no. #1754841 from Chabrier, resided 11 May 2000 in St Petersburg, Pinellas, FL.

She married __ Lambert #38963.

4828 ii. Carol Corriero #38961, henry no. #1754842 from Chabrier, resided 11 May 2000 in New Bedford, Bristol, MA.
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She married __ Breese #38964.

4829 iii. Brenda Corriero #38962, henry no. #1754843 from Chabrier, resided 11 May 2000 in Westport, Bristol, MA.

She married __ DelGigante #38965.

2543. Joseph Henri AlbertII Talbot #60226 (Marie Elisa Alice10 Vadeboncoeur, Pierre Moyse9, Martin Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1754A4 from Chabrier, born 15 Jan 1937 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,176 baptized * 17 Jan 1937 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA.176 Godparents: Colbert Vadeboncoeur & Marie Louise St Martin.

He married 06 Apr 1957 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,176 Irene Yvonne Charette #60227, born 30 Jul 1938 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,176 (daughter of Albert Charette #60231 and Emelia Francoeur #60232), baptized 03 Aug 1938 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA.175,176 Irene: Godparents: Emile Binette & Yvonne Charette.

Children:

4830 i. Ronald Albert12 Talbot #60233 (details excluded).

He married Cynthia Tavares #60234, (details excluded).

2544. Juliete IdaII Talbot #35684 (Marie Elisa Alice10 Vadeboncoeur, Pierre Moyse9, Martin Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1754A5 from Chabrier, born 09 Aug 1940 in Fall River, Bristol, MA,176 baptized 18 Aug 1940 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA.176 Godparents: Roch Vadeboncoeur & Marguerite Talbot.

She married 04 Jul 1957 in St Roch, Fall River, Bristol, MA,176 Morton J Geary #60228 (son of Frank Geary #60235 and Eva Thibault #60236), baptized 03 May 1936 in Holy Name, Fall River, Bristol, MA.175

Children:

4831 i. William Henry12 Geary #60237 (details excluded).

He married (1) Adele Stapleton, (details excluded).

Children:

+ 4832 i. Elise12 Vadeboncoeur #35709 (details excluded).
+ 4833 ii. Janine Vadeboncoeur #35710 (details excluded).
4834 iii. Edward Harry Vadeboncoeur Jr #35711 (details excluded).

He married (2) Judith A Brown, (details excluded).

Children:

4835 iv. Jason Vadeboncoeur #35712 (details excluded).

2545. Edward HarryII Vadeboncoeur #35687 (Joseph Oscar Theodore10, Pierre Moyse9, Martin Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1754E1 from Chabrier, born 27 Jul 1939 in RI,121 social security num 1953 - 1955 041-30-7727 (CT),121 city directory * 1961 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,61 city directory * 1962 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,61 occupation 1962 employed at 338 Courtland Avenue,61 city directory * 1963 in 274 Main Street, Stamford, Fairfield, CT,61 occupation 1963 employed at 338 Courtland Avenue,61 education Jun 1974 8 years elementary,208 died 20 Apr 2006 in Milford, Clermont, OH.121

He married (1) Adele Stapleton, (details excluded).

Children:

+ 4832 i. Elise12 Vadeboncoeur #35709 (details excluded).
+ 4833 ii. Janine Vadeboncoeur #35710 (details excluded).
4834 iii. Edward Harry Vadeboncoeur Jr #35711 (details excluded).

He married (2) Judith A Brown, (details excluded).

Children:

4835 iv. Jason Vadeboncoeur #35712 (details excluded).

2546. Christine MII Vadeboncoeur #35686 (Joseph Oscar Theodore10, Pierre Moyse9, Martin Chabrier dit8, Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit7, Jean Chabrier dit6, Jean5 Chabrier, Jean4, Simon3, Simon2, Bertrand1), henry no. #1754E2 from
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Chabrier, city directory * 1966 in 36 Danbury Road, Wilton, Fairfield, CT, occupation 1967 in 15 Golden Hill Street, South Norwalk, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1968 in 19 Wilton Avenue, Norwalk, Litchfield, CT.

She married\(^{499}\) (1) Arthur Manonia #35702.

**Children:**

4836 i. Renee\(^{12}\) Manonia #35705.

4837 ii. Jimmy Manonia #35706, henry no. #1754E22 from Chabrier.

She married\(^{499}\) (2) ca 1965, resided (family) 1992 in 21 Polaris Drive, New Milford, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1966 in 36 Danbury Road, Wilton, Fairfield, CT, occupation * 1966 gas station attendant for Tulasco Fuel & Mason Supply Co, Stamford, CT, city directory * 1966 in 15 Golden Hill Street, South Norwalk, Litchfield, CT, city directory * 1967 in 15 Golden Hill Street, South Norwalk, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1967 employed by Tulasco Fuel & Mason Supply Co, Stamford, CT, city directory * 1968 in 19 Wilton Avenue, Norwalk, Litchfield, CT, occupation 1968 truck driver for I-SIS Chemical, Stamford, CT, occupation 1992 truck driver for Cote & Sons, died 29 Jan 1992 in Danbury, Litchfield, CT.

**Children:**

4838 iii. Elizabeth Ferry #35703, henry no. #1754E23 in Chabrier.

4839 iv. Reginald Ferry Jr #35704, henry no. #1754E24 in Chabrier.

2547. **Barbara Mae**\(^{11}\) Vadeboncoeur #35685 (Joseph Oscar Theodore\(^{10}\), Pierre Moyse\(^{9}\), Martin Chabrier dit\(^{8}\), Pierre (Louis) Chabrier dit\(^{7}\), Jean Chabrier dit\(^{6}\), Jean Chabrier, Jean\(^{5}\), Simon\(^{4}\), Simon\(^{3}\), Bertrand\(^{2}\)), henry no. #1754E3 from Chabrier, city directory * 1958 in 80 Lexington Avenue, South Norwalk, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1959 in 65 Putnam Avenue, South Norwalk, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1960 in 20 Taylor Avenue, South Norwalk, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1961 in 20 Taylor Avenue, South Norwalk, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1961 in 36 Danbury Road, Wilton, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1962 in 36 Danbury Road, Wilton, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1963 in Seir Hill Road N, RD 3, Norwalk, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1964 in Seir Hill Road N, RD 3, Norwalk, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1965 in Seir Hill Road N, RD 3, Norwalk, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1966 in Seir Hill Road N, RD 3, Norwalk, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1967 in Seir Hill Road N, RD 3, Norwalk, Fairfield, CT, city directory * 1968 in Seir Hill Road N, RD 3, Norwalk, Fairfield, CT.


**Paul:** Son of Leroy Shirey & Ella Heckro.

**Children:**

4840 i. Douglas Paul\(^{12}\) Shirey #35690, henry no. #1754E31 from Chabrier, born 21 Jun 1953 in Stamford, Fairfield, CT, died 24 Apr 1996 in Melbourne, Brevard, FL.

He married\(^{499}\) Manuela Rodriguez #35699.

4841 ii. Jay Gerald Shirey #35691, henry no. #1754E32 from Chabrier.
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+ 4842 iii. Harold Dale Shirey Sr #35692.
+ 4843 iv. Denise Shirey #35693.
+ 4845 vi. Rosemary Shirey #35695.
+ 4846 vii. Tina Marie Shirey #35696.
+ 4847 viii. David Jerome Shirey #35697, henry no. #1754E38 from Chabrier.

He married Christy L Plotner #35700.

+ 4848 ix. Jerome Martin Shirey #35698.


He married (1) Jaqueline G. Cole, (details excluded).

Children:

4849 i. Elizabeth Vadeboncoeur #35714 (details excluded).
4850 ii. Katherine Vadeboncoeur #35715 (details excluded).

He married (2) Ruthann Gorman, (details excluded).
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1 Jean-Claude Lacroix (Lacroix.Jean-Claude@Libertysurf.FR).
2 Robert Vade Bon Coeur (BobVade@RoyBob.net).
3 Copy of original record.
4 Archives of Gard, France.
5 Parish records of St Joseph, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada 1782 - 1819 (LDS microfilm 1302037).
6 Quebec Catholic Parish Registers, 1621 - 1900 (FamilySearch.org).
7 Lora Blake Harding.
8 Repertoire of Parish Records.
10 Guy Vadeboncoeur (GVadeboncoeur@Stewart-Museum.org).
11 Parish Records of St Antoine de Padoue de la Riviere du Loup, Louiseville, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada 1714 - 1770 (LDS microfilm 1018136).
12 Parish records of St Joseph, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada 1748 - 1795 (LDS microfilm 1302036).
14 Parish records for St Antoine de Padoue de la Riviere du Loup, Louiseville, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada 1818 - 1846 (LDS microfilm 1018138).
15 Parish records of St Antoine de Padoue de la Riviere du Loup, Louiseville, Maskinonge, PQ, 1755 - 1756 & 1770 - 1817 (LDS microfilm 1018137).
17 Parish records of St Joseph, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada 1835 - 1851 (LDS microfilm 1302039).
18 Vanasse, Precourt and Basien Genealogy (http://bvanasse.tripod.com/Vanassegenealogy).
19 1851 Canada Census (National Archives of Canada & Ancestry.com).
20 Parish records for St Antoine de Padoue de la Riviere du Loup, Louiseville, Maskinonge, PQ, Canada 1847 - 1868 (LDS microfilm 1018139).
21 Parish records of St Joseph, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada 1819 - 1835 (LDS microfilm 1302038).
22 Vivian Carpentier (VivianCarpentier@Cox.net).
23 1861 Canada Census (Ancestry.com and Archives of Canada).
25 Parish records of St Joseph, Maskinongé, Maskinongé, PQ, Canada 1851 - 1869 (LDS microfilm 1302040).
26 Parish records of St-Michel, Yamaska, PQ, Canada 1809 - 1829 (LDS microfilm 1031761).
28 1881 Canadian Census Index (LDS Family History Resource File CD-ROMs).
29 Campagna, F. Dominique, s.c., Repertoire des Mariages de Louiseville (Paroisse St Antoine de Riviere du Loup) 1714 - 1941 (Le Centre de Genealogie S.C., Ottawa, ON, Pub C-16).
30 1891 Canada Census (Ancestry.com and Archives Canada).
31 1901 Canada Census (National Archives of Canada & Ancestry.com).
32 1911 Canada Census (Canadian Archives & Ancestry.com).
33 1881 Canada Census (Ancestry.com & Archives of Canada).
34 Minnesota Territory, Naturalization Filing (13 May 1855), Copy filed.
35 Minnesota Territory, Naturalization Filing (13 May 1855).
36 1857 State Census.
38 1865 State Census (Ancestry.com).
39 Patrick VeVea (VVJanePat@Wans.net).
42 Parish Records of St David, Yamaska, QC, Canada 1846 - 1860 (LDS microfilm 1031799).
43 1294743 LDS microfilm of parish records of St-Hugues, Bagot, PQ, Canada 1827 - 1853.
44 Parish records of St Michel, Yamaska, PQ, Canada 1830 - 1845 (LDS Microfilm 1031762).
45 Parish Records of St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada 1835 - 1846 (LDS microfilm 1031798).
47 1875 State Census (Ancestry.com).
48 Parish records of St Fulgence de Durham, St Germain de Granham, St Guillaume, St Jean l'Evangeliste, St Leonard d'Aston (LDS Family History Center).
49 Pontbriand, B., J.-M. Laliberte, FC, Antonio Mongeau, FC, Marriage extracts of various parish records.
50 Internet - http://www.geocities.com/Heartland/Meadows/.
51 1031753 LDS microfilm of parish records of St Francois du Lac, Yamaska, PQ, Canada 1824 - 1836.
52 Ghislaine Theroux (therouxg@videotron.ca).
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1905 State Census (Ancestry.com).
Grave Markers of Hennepin County.
US Census of 1900 for St Paul, Ramsey, MN.
Obituary: Julie Vadeboncoeur.
1895 State Census (Ancestry.com).
John McKee (JandMMcKee@Telus.net).
Terry Torgerson (Torg1941@Yahoo.com).
1031765 LDS microfilm of parish records of St Guillaume, Yamaska, PQ, Canada.
1850 U.S. Census (Ancestry.com).
Mandy Fox (Mandy.Fox@UMit.Maine.Edu).
Sande, Stella VeVeA, Memories (Private Manuscript, Jan 1974).
Parish records of St David, Yamaska, QC, Canada, 1861 - 1879 (LDS Microfilm 1031800).
Parish Records of St Frederick de Drummondville, 1876 - 1884 (LDS microfilm 1430869).
Repertoire of Parish Records, St George, Manchester, NH.
Phaneuf Funeral Home Records Transcription.
WW I Draft Registration Card (Ancestry.com).
0517304 LDS microfilm of 1851 census of St David, Yamaska, PQ, Canada. page 18.
Parish Records of St Bonaventure & St Guillaume, PQ, Canada (LDS Family History Center).
Parish records of St Fulgence de Durham, St Germain de Grantham, St Guillaume, St Jean l’Evangeliste, St Leonard d’Aston (LDS Family History Center), LDS microfilm 1851542.
Repertoire of Parish Records, St Jean Baptiste, West Warwick, RI.
Sharon (Vadeboncoeur) Switalski (SSwitalski@iserv.net).
Joseph Vadeboncoeur (JVadebon@BellSouth.Net), e-mail 25 Feb 2001.
Canadian Soldiers of World War I, 1914 - 1918 (Ancestry.com).
Edward T Antkowiak <edantkow@strato.net>.
Parish records of St Michel, Yamaska, PQ Canada 1845 - 1865 (LDS microfilm 1031763).
0517438 LDS microfilm of 1861 Yamaska county, PQ, Canada census.
Viola Dussault (VDussault@attbi.com).
Vermont Deaths and Burials, 1871 - 1965 (FamilySearch.org).
1430860 LDS microfilm of parish records for St Guillaume and St Zephirin de Courval, Yamaska, PQ.
U.S. Citizenship Petition.
Andrea Scannell (nsg1956@aol.com).
Saint Alphonsus, Glens Falls, New York, Burials, July 1855 to August 2003 (American-Canadian Genealogical Society, Manchester, NH [2003]).
Société historique et culturelle du Marigot, Répertoire de les paroisses de Longueil.
Pontbriand, B., Marriages of the County of Napierville (Benoit Pontbriand, 1973).
Sharon Bastien.
West Warwick Vital Records.
1241504 LDS microfilm of 1900 Rhode Island Federal Census for Kent County, Dist 202 Sheet 17.
Parish Records of St Frederick de Drummondville, 1876 - 1884 (LDS microfilm 1430869), Frame 1158.
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323 Internet - www.ogs.on.ca/ogsip/196/hd196v.htm.
324 Bruno Carriere, Carriere Family Association of North America (Carri@h2b2c.ca).
325 Internet - http://www.andre-carriere.qc.ca/genealogie/Fiches/Carrier/.
327 Doug Chartrand, Famille Chartrand (Internet - Ancestry World Tree Project).
328 Colette Vadeboncoeur (hiroller@netrover.com).
330 AFGS Obituary Extracts.
335 Auclair Funeral Home Records Transcription (American French Genealogical Society).
337 Luci Kenney (muleshoe66@yahoo.com).
338 908576 - LDS microfilm of Providence, RI Vital Records.
341 Robert A Vade Bon Coeur, V notes - Newsletter of the Chabrier dit Vade Bon Coeur & Other Related Families, No 25 [Sep 2004].
342 Robert A Vade Bon Coeur, V notes - Newsletter of the Chabrier dit Vade Bon Coeur & Other Related Families, No. 26 [Dec 2004].
344 Robert A Vade Bon Coeur, V notes - Newsletter of the Chabrier dit Vade Bon Coeur & Other Related Families, No. 28 [June 2005].
347 Kankakee Daily Journal Obituary.
348 Robert A Vade Bon Coeur, V notes - Newsletter of the Chabrier dit Vade Bon Coeur & Other Related Families, No. 30 [Dec 2005].
349 Dena Clason (BDClason@Onlinemac.com).
350 Robert A Vade Bon Coeur, V notes - Newsletter of the Chabrier dit Vade Bon Coeur & Other Related Families, No. 33 [Sep 2006].
351 Robert A Vade Bon Coeur, V notes - Newsletter of the Chabrier dit Vade Bon Coeur & Other Related Families, No 17 [Sep 2002].
352 Birth Register - Copy.
353 Olean Democrat (The), Olean, Cattaraugus, NY (Ancestry.com).
354 Randal Pilz (PilzPerson@Yahoo.com).
355 David L Beem (David@IBMMuseum.com).
356 David Beem, Beem Family Tree (Ancestry.com).
357 Darrel G Wood, Descendants of Peter Czapanski (FamilyTreeMaker.genealogy.com/users/w/o/o/Darrel-G-Wood/Gene6-0007.html#CHILD47).
358 Ancestral File of the LDS Library.
359 Genealogy - Georges & Rosalie (Vadeboncoeur) Villeneuve (http://www.geocities.com/pier_famil/).
360 Terry Worstell (TouchOfGrey@ATT.net).
363 Family Data Collection - Births (Ancestry.com).
365 Brian Keith McDonald (Scabland@Gmail.com).
367 Syracuse Herald (Syracuse, Onondaga, NY) (Ancestry.com), 14 Dec 1932.
368 Syracuse Herald (Syracuse, Onondaga, NY) (Ancestry.com), 10 Jul 1929.
370 Syracuse Herald (Syracuse, Onondaga, NY) (Ancestry.com), 01 Feb 1931.
374 Tereyln Vadeboncoeur (Vadman@Telusplanet.Net).
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490 Oswego Palladium Times (Oswego, NY) (Ancestry.com), 05 Dec 1960, pg 1.
499 Tina Marie Shirey Smith <qtpi64@hotmail.com>.